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LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. I.

INTRODUCTION ATTRACTION OP GRAVITY FORCE Of
COHESION FORCE OF AFFINITY.

THE object of Chemistry is to ascertain the nature and proper-
ties of the substances of which the crust of our planet is com-
posed. Of late years, the curiosity of the chemist has pene-
trated beyond the tangible, and by the aid of the "

spectrum
analysis," of which in due time we shall treat, a new chapter
has been added to the science on "

Stellar Chemistry," which
gives some insight into the composition of the great centre of
our solar system, and even of the distant stars. In pursuing
his investigations, the chemist submits the bodies under his
consideration to experiment, he operates upon them with various
forces heat, electricity, etc. brings them within the action
of re-agents, watches their behaviour in all circumstances, and
never predicts a result, but determines all by experiment ;

hence chemistry is purely an experimental science.

Seeing that wo have to do with bodies, let us in this lesson
dwell upon the forces which act upon

"
substance,'

' and which
oppose or assist the chemist in his research.

What is body ?
" That which haa weight

' '

is, perhaps, the
least objectionable definition. Gases, although they are so

intangible, and unlike anything solid, are yet bodies ; they have
weight. The weight of air on every square inch is 14'67 Ibs., and
when set in motion it becomes wind, which sways the trees, carries
before it clouds of dust, or sweeping in the hurricane it devas-
tates a country, which it could not do if the air were imponder-
able. There are, however, existences present in the world
which have no weight. Caloric, which produces the phenomenon
of heat ; electricity ; ether, whose waves cause the sensation of

light, and the different forces of attraction these, not being
"bodies," do not strictly come within the range of Chemistry:
they rather belong to the domain of the physicist ; but it will
be necessary to speak of them, seeing they take such a promi-
nent part in the decomposition and combination of bodies.
The forces of attraction, by which the particles of bodies are

bound together, are the attraction of gravity, the attraction of

cohesion, the attraction of adhesion, and the force of aflinity.
The attraction of gravity is that mysterious power by which

the Creator has linked to each other the suns and worlds which
occupy space ; for he has ordained that all matter should exert
an attractive force on all bodies in its neighbourhood. This
force varies with the mass of the bodies and their distances
from each other. If a stone be dropped over the edge of a high
perpendicular cliff into the sea beneath, it will strike the rock
before it reaches the water, because the cliff attracts the stone
and draws it towards it. If, however, the stone bo carried away
from the cliff, the attractive force decreases. The power which
made the stone fall was "

gravity," that is, the attraction which
the earth has for the stone

; the force of that attraction we call
its

"
weight." That this force decreases with the distance the

atone is taken above the earth, is proved by the fact that the
stone would weigh less on the top of a high mountain than in
the valley beneath. Of course, to test this fact a spring balance
must be used.

The force of cohesion, which has more claim upon our attention,
differs from "gravity" chiefly in this, that "gravity" acts upon
bodies at a distance, whereas the force of cohesion only begins
to operate when the particles of matter are brought into the
closest contact.

It is due to this force that the bodies possess solidity, and it

would seem that in liquids
"
cohesion

" was very weak, and had
no existence at all in gases.

If I file a piece of iron, the teeth of the file separate small
pieces of the metal from the rest ; that is, I have applied a force

97 N.E.

which has overcome the power of cohesion, and therefore certain

particles have been wrenched from their neighbour!. Now I

may collect the filings and submit them to the greatest
pressure I can exert, but I cannot bring them back into their
solid state

;
no pressure which we at present poaoeas seems to

be capable of bringing the particles sufficiently near to each
other to allow the force of cohesion to come into play.
But although particles of bodies are bound thud closely

together, yet in no body do they seem to be in actual contact,
for all solids are porous. Two hundred years ago this WM
proved in the case of gold by the "Florentine Experiment;" and
if gold, which is almost the densest of metals, can be shown to
be porous, we may well believe it of the rest. The "Florentine

Experiment
"

is so celebrated that it demands recital. The
question was raised concerning the compressibility of water, and
it was determined to try the experiment in the following
manner : A hollow sphere of gold was filled with that liquid ;

and seeing that a sphere is that solid which possesses the maxi-
mum capacity, any alteration in its shape would therefore lessen
the quantity of water it could contain. The gold globe wa
accordingly slightly flattened, and the water oozed through the

gold, appearing as dew on the outside. The Florentines, there-

fore, declared the water was not compressible a conclusion

they had no right to draw unless they could have collected the

dew, and found that it exactly filled the space by which the

pressure had diminished the capacity of the hollow sphere.
Water has been proved to be slightly compressible, and the

only use of the "
Florentine Experiment

"
is to assert that gold

is porous.
This truth, that the particles of bodies, in spite of the great

force of cohesion, are not in actual contact, may be inferred
from the fact that all bodies contract when cooled, which they
could not do if their particles were already in contact. Thus it

would appear that the particles of bodies are under two forces

one attracting, the other repelling them, for there must be
some force which keeps the particles apart ; and that the state

of the substance, whether it be solid, liquid, or gaseous, will

depend upon the ratio which these two forces bear to each
other. In the solid state the molecular attraction, or cohesion,
is by far the stronger. In the liquid condition the repelling

power almost balances the attractive ; in a gas it entirely super-
sedes it, and the atoms are solely under the influence of mole-

cular repulsion. When the temperature of a body is raised,
this molecular repulsion is always increased, each atom being
repelled from its neighbour. The body expands, and at last the
cohesion is so nearly overcome that the solid becomes a liquid.
If the temperature still increase, the atoms are still furthei

repelled, until they cease to have any attraction for each other,
and the body becomes a gas. Molecular repulsion is so closely
allied to caloric, the one is so intimately dependent upon the

other that they have been thought to be one and the same

thing.
That the physical condition of a body entirely depends upon

heat may be shown in almost all bodies. Ice becomes, when

heated, water then steam. Put a small piece of zinc in the

flame of a blow-pipe : it first becomes red-hot, then melts, and

finally goes away in vapour, which burns with a bright white

flame, into the oxide of zinc. There is the strongest evidence

that all bodies are capable of assuming these three states.

Solids may be gases under certain circumstances ; and gases, by
sufficiently reducing their temperature, may become, first liquids,

then solids. In future lessons we shall find many examples of

this interesting fact.

Adhesion is a force which binds two bodies together by mean*

of some adhesive substance, such as gum, glue, etc.

The force of affinity. This is eminently a chemical force.
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But before it can be understood, we must explain what is

meant by an atom. Suppose we had the power of dividing a

grain of iron an unlimited number of times, it is believed that

at last a particle would be reached, which would defy all power

either to divide it, or change it in any way. This -would be an

atom (a. Te/j.vi,not to be divided). These ultimate and unchange-

able particles were formed at the creation, and they will exist

unaltered until the Creator wills otherwise. Wo have no power

to change or destroy them.

The most minute particle, which even the microscope can only

just discern, may contain millions of these atoms, so that they

are far beyond the reach of the recognition of our senses.

A molecule (a little mass) will bear a definite meaning in these

pages namely, the least particle of a compound body which is

capable of existing by itself. In fact, it is the ultimate particle

of such a body. Thus we shall find that water is composed of

two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen ; hence the molecule

of water would be a group of these threo atoms.

Of the extreme minuteness of these atoms we may gain scm:

idea, by the extent to which we can subdivide matter by
mechanical means. If a bar of silver be gilded and then

drawn out into a wire, the thread may be so fine that the

gold covering one foot weighs less than j^ of a grain ; an inch

of this wire will contain ^^ of a grain ; this may^be
divided

into 100 parts, each visible to the eye, and each being covered

by yjfjLgg of a grain of gold. Under a microscope magnifying

500 times, each of these pieces may be subdivided by the eye

into 500 parts, the gold retaining its original appearance, and

showing no signs of dividing into its separate atoms ; and yet

the particle visible to the eye, that which covers the upper part

of the wire, is ^.^*w>o ot
'

a grain-

One hundred cubic inches of a solution of common salt will

be rendered milky by adding to it a cube of silver, each side

of which measures T
J
5J of an inch, dissolved in nitric acid. The

atoms of silver found their way into every particle of water,
and there with the salt formed the white chloride of silver,

which rendered the solution milky ; that is, the small cube of

metal has divided itself into at least 100 billion parts, a numbei
which the seconds' pendulum of a clock would beat in 31,688

years ! and even yet we are not sure that we have approached
the measure of an atom of silver we have only reached the

limit of our own powers of subdivision.

Affinity is that force, in virtue of which two or more cf these

atoms combine to form a molecule of a compound body. This

body exhibits properties very different from those possessed by
the combining atoms, and is said to bo a chemical compound.
We say, then, that chemical combination takes place when two

or more bodies so unite as to form a compound body, which

differs in its properties from its components. For example, if

we take a piece of chalk and put it in a glass of water, in due

time it will become softened, and if we stir the water the chalk

will render it milky ; but no change has taken place, for if we
let it stand the chalk will sink to the bottom, or if we evaporate
the water we shall recover the chalk unaltered. But had we
added a little nitric acid to the water, bubbles of gas would have
risen to the surface, and the water would have become clear.

Here a chemical change has taken place. The chalk was com-

posed of lime, and a gas called carbonic acid, held together by
affinity ; but the nitric acid had a stronger affinity for the lime

than the carbonic acid possessed, therefore it displaced the gas,
which came away in bubbles, and with the lime formed the

nitrate of lime, which is soluble in water, hence the water
became clear ; and if we now evaporate the solution we shall

find no longer chalk, but a transparent crystallised substance
nitrate of lime very different from either the lime or the nitrio

acid, of which it is composed. Here, then, chemical combina-
tion has taken place.

The observing reader will have gathered from this experiment
that bodies differ in their affinities ; some have strong inclination

to combine with each other, while others exhibit little or no
desire to do so. It is this fact which enables us to carry on
chemical investigations. The difference between a mechanical

mixture and a chemical combination is so important, that we
select another illustration.

If we take some flowers of sulphur and copper filings, and mix
them together, we shall produce a greenish powder ; looking at

it with a magnifying glass, the particles of copper will be seen

lying side by side with those of sulphur, both unchanged, and

we can easily separate them again by throwing the powder into
water ;

the heavier, copper, will sink to the bottom first. But if

we apply heat the whole will begin k> glow, and a black substance
will be the result, in which the microscope is unable to discern

any copper, for another substance has been formed the sul-

phide of copper which is as different in its properties from
sulphur and copper as they are from sand. The glow which
passed over the mixture when heat was applied, is an example
of a universal law namely, that whenever chemical combination
takes place heat is always developed.

In summing up this chapter, it appears that the three forces,

gravity, cohesion, and affinity, act thus :

Gravity attracts masses of matter at any distance.

Cohesion attracts particles generally of the same kind, and
comes into play only at very limited distances.

Affinity attracts atoms of different substances, producing new
bodies, and its action is infinitely more close and intimate than
either of tht> two other forces.

LESSONS IN GREEK. I.

INTBODUCTION.
THE Qreek Language is the language of the Hellenes, or ancient

Greeks. The ancient Greeks were early divided into three great
races, each of which originally used a different dialect both in

poetry and in prose. The Ionic dialect was spoken by the Ionic
race in Asia Minor and in Attica, and latterly passed into the
Attic dialect. The JEolic dialect was spoken by the JEolians in

parts of Asia Minor, Boeotia, and Thessaly. The Doric dialect

was spoken by the Dorians, chiefly in Northern Greece, in the

Peloponnesus, as well as in Crete, Sicily, and Magna Grascia by
the Dorian colonists. The Greek language and the Latin lan-

guage form what are termed the classical languages. By the
term classical languages we designate those languages in which
are written the works which, in modern time's, learned men
have agreed to regard as classical ; that is, works that stand
in the first or highest class of the productions of the human
mind. The Greek language is a branch of the great family of

languages which, under the name of Indo-Germanic, is ndw
known to have extended from Scandinavia to the Indus, em-

bracing, as its two principal components, the Sanscrit, or ancient

language of the Brahmins, on the East ; and on the West, the

Teutonic, including the German, the Dutch, and the English. It

is thus seen that the Greek is allied to our own tongue. It is

allied to the English in regard to structure. What is more
obvious to the beginner is, that the Greek is allied to the English
in words : thus, for example, our word one is the Greek ev (hen) ;

two is the Greek 8uo (du'-o); three is the Greek rpeis (trice). The

English pronoun I is only an abbreviated form of the Greek eyw
(eg'-o), which signifies I. Our verb know is the Greek yvta (no)
in the verb JIJVUKTKU, to know ; the sound being identical, and
the variation existing only in the letters. Many instances of

identity between words in English and Greek will appear in the

'course of these instructions. At present, it is sufficient to state

the general fact.

With the Latin the Greek is connected more intimately than
with the English. So much in common have the two, both in

words and in the inflection of words, that a knowledge of the one
affords great assistance in the study of the other. In general,

indeed, a thorough acquaintance with any one language conduces
to the attainment of others. But here the relationship is so close

that the aid is special. That aid may extend its operation to

the whole class of languages known as the Indo-Germanic ; sc

that tSiose who become familiar with Greek thereby acquire
facilities for studying not only Latin, but also Sanscrit, German
and English.
The Greek is a very old language. Homer's works go bao&

to nearly a thousand years before the birth of Christ, and at the

time when they were produced the Greek language was already
a settled tongue ; and it must have existed and have been spoken
by persons of no small culture for centuries. Under the name
of the Romaic, the Greek language a good deal modified is

still spoken and written, being the vernacular or native tongue
of the modern Greeks, who are the descendants of the ancient

Greeks, and dwell on the same soil.

The Greek language, as developed and perfected in its Attic

form, is the richest and most perfect and philosophical language
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in t.h world. No modern tongue, except tba Gorman, can
endure a comparison with the Greek. The Greek language
owe* itH Hiiperiority to the riohneu of its vocabulary, the
van iufleotionfl, itH power of forming compounds,

-sivonoHs, its adaptability, and its harmony. It was
i <>1 old that if the gods were to descend to earth, they would

apeak the language of Plato, the famoun Greek philoaopher.
The Hpirit of the saying is borne out by fact. The Greek ia a
wonderful and beautiful instrument of human thought.

lint the study of Greek ia worthy of attention, if only as a
men r.-.-ipline. Self-discipline is the true end of edu-
cation. Nothing better can be given to any mortal than a well-

cultivated mind. The man whose faculties are in their highest
Btate of development, and their greatest degree of activity and
productiveness, stands at the summit of humanity, and now en-

joys what he has reached, namely, the perfection of his earthly
bohi.

The study of the Greek is pre-eminently fitted to educate our
mental powers. All linguistical studies are useful for that pur-

pose. Looking at their effects in their several bearings, I am
free to declare that the study of languages is of all studies the
most useful. But the Greek lias the special recommendation of

being more subject to rule than other languages. The Greek,
too, deals with wider reaches of intellect and subtler distinc-

tions of thought than most other tongues can comprise or define.

But there is a recommendation of the study of Greek which
throws all others into the shade, for in Greek are the Scriptures
of the New Testament written. Strange is it that, in a Chris-

tian country, the records of salvation should be so little read in

their originals. What a privilege is the power to do so ! How
much better are the teachings of the Apostle to the Gentiles un-

derstood, when the student applies his mind to the very words
which fell from his lips or flowed from his pen! How much
more easily, and how much more thoroughly, do we enter into
the spirit, and feel at once the beauty and the power of the
lessons of the Divine Master, when we have thrown aside the
veil of a translation, and reverently with our own eyes look upon
his sacred presence !

In connection with the study of theology, we may observe
that the word "theology," and almost all our ecclesiastical and
theological terms, are derived from the Greek. The English
words bishop, baptism, atheist, liturgy, diocese, cathedral, with
a host of others, are all drawn from the Greek.

While, however, the Greek language commends itself very
specially to the attention of all who seek an acquaintance with
Divine truth, and offers its aid for the general culture and im-

provement of human intelligence, it is not without a claim

which, though more humble, may with some persons be more
valid. That claim it lays before all who study or propose
to study the sciences. Though some of the sciences existed

not, even in rudiments, during the classical days of Aristotle,
and though other sciences have been carried far beyond tho
boundaries where they were left by Euclid and by Galen, yet in

1 the language of science is Greek ; for such is the readi-

ness with which the Greek lends itself to combination, that tho
moment a new science is elaborated nay, the moment a new
fact is ascertained, or a new elementary substance is discovered

that moment some form or forms of words are produced from
'Troek elements, which exactly set forth the novelty. Hence
these scientific names are so many definitions, and being defini-

t ions they describe th objects which they are used to designate ;

they, 1 say, describe those objects to such students as arc fami-
liar with ( iivrk. Take photography as an instance. This word
ia made up of two Greek words, <s (phose), light, and -ypo^rj

( graph'-pbee), a painting, and so means light-painting ; that is, a
painting made by the soJew rays. If the student will take tie
trouble of turning to the Greek stems as set forth in the lessons
>n the English language published in the POPULAR EDUCATOR,
de will find many illustrations of the fact that, in English, Greek

language of science.

As the language of science, Greek ia of special service to
all men of science ; in particular is it of great aervioe to
medical men. A vast number of the words with which they
have to do in their studies are of Greek origin. Those words,
to persons ignorant of the Greek tongue, are so many unknown
terms, the meaning of which has to be learnt as a mere matter
of routine ; but to the proficient in Greek they define tiiemselves,
and BO describe the objects which they represent. Take, as an

Sam* m
GrMfc.

AAipo.

BTJTO.
F.7 ,1 It tl

f^r^**"

AcAro.

example, the word bronchitis. Now I have never studied modi
tine, yet, from my knowledge of Greek, I know that Wic/.t/u is

a disease whose seat is in the /3poyx, (bron'-ki-a), that

cftreiintij ' ute.
In proceeding to the study of Greek, you are stopped at the

very threshold, for tho characters of the letters are not the
same as those of your native tongue. The diversity, however,
is in appearance more than in reality. In fact, the English
alphabet was derived from the Latin, and the Latin alphabet
was derived from tho Greek. It may be added, that the
Greek letters can be traced back to the Phoenician. Thus we
learn from this statement that tho F"gHH and the Phoenician

alphabets are related to each other. In tho descent of the

letters, however, from age to age, and in their passage from one
people to another, they underwent considerable changes; 00
that, at least in some instances, it is only a practical eye that,

by supplying the intermediate forms, can discover tho iden-

tity. Tet scarcely is the difference in any case much greater
than exists between wi.at wo call Old English or Jilack Letter,
and the letters now employed in ordinary printing ; or those

you see when you compare a written with a printed composition.
I have made these remarks in order not only to state an

important fact, but to induce you to compare the forma of the
Greek letters with the corresponding English forms. By sc

doing you will be much aided in becoming familiar with th
Greek letters.

THE GREEK ALPHABET.

Englifh

Equivalent*
in Sound.

a
b
g (hard)
d
e (sliort)

z

e (long)
th
i

k
1

m
n
x
o (sliort)

P
r

8

t

n

ph
ch

pa
o (long)

Of these five columns the first gives the Greek letters in capi
tals; the second gives the same letters in small forms; the third

gives the corresponding English letters, that is, the forma in

English which have sounds similar to the several Greek letters ;

the fourth gives the Greek name of tho letters ; and the fifth

gives the same name in Greek characters. The names, aa they

appear in the hut column, are the designations which yon are

to assign to the Greek letters ; that is, yon are to call a not a,

but alpha ; j3 not b, but beta, and so on.

Before you can advance another step, you must make yourseli

thoroughly familiar with these characters with their names and
their values or sounds. In general, yon may follow your ordi-

nary English methods of pronunciation ; one or two exceptions
will be pointed out immediately. Tour present business is to

acquire a facility of transferring the Greek characters into corre-

sponding English characters, and to read the former in tho

sounds of tho latter. In the requisite application I advise you
to employ a slate and pencil. Write the alphabet several times

merely in Greek. Then compare together such Greek characters

as resemble each other, and carefully mark wherein they differ.

Having become familiar with the mere forms, associate with

each its own name. Then study the sounds, that is, pronounce
each Greek letter in ** corresponding English sound. These

Character*.
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processes you must go over again and again, until you are per-

fectly master of the whole, and can from memory write down
the alphabet, with all its forms and parts, as here given. I

advise you to take great pains in this matter, and not to pass
on until you have thoroughly accomplished this task. Your
Attention to this recommendation will save you a world of trouble.

In the commencement, you will do well to confine yourself to

the small characters ; having acquired them, you will readily
make yourself familiar with the capitals.

In the small characters, you will at once discover similarities

between the Greek and the English forms. The Greek o and
the English a are obviously the same. The English e and the

short e in Greek are very nearly alike. The two b's differ little.

The two i's are identical ; so are the two o's (o short) ; and the

Greek o long (a>) is nothing but two short o's (oo) put together.

You will notice, in the Greek, two forms of the small letter s.

These two forms are or and s. Of these, the first occurs at the

beginning and in the body of a word ; the second stands at

the end of a word. This form of the sigma, namely, s, may also

be used in the middle of compound words, when the first of the

words of which the compound is formed ends in 3 : for example :

Ordinary Sigma.

Sov\uff(i>

Sigma at the end.

tpafpot

Sigma in Compounds.

trposfpfpca

Gamma, y, has the sound of n before 7, K, x t thus,

fayy-ris is pronounced gan'-ghees; (rvyKoirrj is pronounced sune-

ko-pe ; Ke7xpios, ken'-kri-os ; and Aapiryl, lar-unx.

Chi, x, has a guttural sound, and so differs from kappa, K.

The letter x is never pronounced like our ch in church, but always
in a way resembling our k in kite, kitchen, kick.

Over vowels, e in beta, i in epsilon, etc., this mark
"

will be
observed. It is used to denote a long vowel. The force of it

you may give by throwing the stress of the voice on the vowel
or syllable over which it is placed. Thus omicron is to be pro-
nounced o-mi'-kron. The opposite of is

"

, as in omega ; the

mark "
denotes a short syllable ; accordingly, omega is pronounced

thus, o'-mcg-a, with the stress on the o. A vowel of doubtful

length is marked thus -, as d. When two vowels come together,
the former is generally short, as I\?ov, i'-li-on. Diphthongs, how-

ever, are long ; that is, on them you must throw the stress, as

Kva.vw, au'x-a-no. Syllables are short or long, as they contain a
short or long vowel. Syllables containing a diphthong are long.
You may ascertain whether you have mastered the letters, by

practising yourself in the following

EXERCISE FOR PRONUNCIATION.

N.B. Every vowel in Greek, whether at the end of a word or

not, is pronounced as a separate syllable.

Ka, /ce, Ktj, KI, KO, KV, KO>. Fe, 70, 77?, 701, 70, 71. XTJ, x>-

To, re, ro. As, 877. r), 61, Oea, OTJTO. Ill, TTW, TTOS. BaAAat.

1>(, (pfpu. 2a, ffov, ffiyt], $vyr), <j>vy<a. Marep, /utAos. Vi.

FaJJjo. Zrjra, VjTea>, ^ijTrjcrts ; savdos ; NuKres ; XOcav.

AAe|acSpos, AuAjs. n\r;v, flicfavos. ClpcaTros. YOU/UJS,

Vufj.fHfTixs- Bias. FT;, T\avitos, Topyri. Xaplres, XapiAaos.

<r&>cei/s, QCOKIUV, *p76s. 'TSpo, "firo-vis, 'YAAos. AoAoif',

Aio(/0(Tos, AiosKovpoi. Epts. ZaicvvOos, Zeu^is. HAe/crpa, HXW,
Hois. Ki/n$poi. AuSta, Auinas, Ao/cpis, AaicsSaijucoj'. NIKTJ.

Vlivws. O\vfj.Tros. Ti\araia, HITTO.KOS. 2aAa/.us, 2a/cas, 2/cvflto.

Tirades. 'PoSos, "Paipy, 'Priyiov. s.av6os.

You will find in the ensuing lessons these three marks or

accents, namely,
'

above the letter (or to the left of it in capitals),
as in iVo , i under the letter, as in pSrj , and

"
above the letter,

as in oOs. The first is called the spirituis asper, or rough breathing,
being equivalent to our aspirated h ; pronounce, then, as with an
h syllables before which this aspirate is placed, as 'ASijs, Hades.
The second mark is called iota subscript (i underwritten), so

'

termed because the letter i, instead of appearing at the end, as
in Ao70M, is written or placed under the co as in \oyca : this

'

mark is commonly disregarded in pronunciation. The third is

, called the circumflex, being made up of the acute accent
' and

the grave accent
x

,
from the union of which A

the circumflex
"

is

produced. The circumflex denotes a contraction, as in the

diphthong oOj, an ear.

In printed Greek books you will see several marks of accen-
tuation over the letters. These I shall for the most part omit,
as the study of them would embarrass the beginner, and as a
knowledge of them is not necessary to either the understanding
or the pronunciation of Greek. When you have mastered the
real and inevitable difficulties of the language, you will readily

acquire an acquaintance with these now almost useless signs.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XIV.
ASTRONOMICAL PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY.

SUPPOSE that you were elevated in the heavens, or in the vast

space in which roll all the stars, to a point millions of miles above
the sun ; and that you were furnished with a telescopic eye so

powerful, that from that point you could observe the magni-
tudes, motions, and distances of all the bodies in the Solar

System that is, the bodies or planets which revolve round the
sun in consequence of the laws of attraction and tangential

impulse you would perceive among them a highly-favoured
planet called the Earth, accompanied by a satellite (an attend-

ant) in its course, called the Moon.
This earth and her satellite, like all the other planets and

their satellites which you would behold in this bird's-eye view,
receive both their light and their heat from the sun ; the in-

fluences of light and heat being invariably distributed to all

the planets in the same ratio as the power of attraction which

keeps them revolving in their orbits (tracks or paths) ; that is,

in the inverse ratio of the squares of their distances ; or, to

express it more clearly, the power of the attraction, the light
and heat of the sun on one planet, is to that on another planet,
as the square of the distance of the latter is to the square of

the distance of the former.

In your elevated position you would next perceive that the

planets, in their various revolutions, would at some times be
nearer to the sun than at other times ; and that if the orbit of

each were traced by a white line in space, it would appear to your
eye, if rightly placed, to have the form of an oval nearly, being
in fact, what is called in mathematics, an ellipse.

In order that you may understand the nature of this curve, we
shall explain it by means of a diagram. Thus, in Fig. 1, if you

fix two pins on a board, at the points F and

F', and fasten a string F M F, of any con-

venient length, but greater than the dis-

tance between the two points, by its extre-

mities, at these points ;
and if you take a

crayon or chalk pencil, and press it on the

string horizontally at M, so as to keep it

always tense (i.e. stretched), and parallel to

the board, moving the pencil round and
round at the same time, from one side to the other, you will

describe the curve A c B D, which is called an ellipse. It is

evident that the limits of the form of this curve are the circle

and the straight line. If the two points F and F' are brought close

together, the curve will be a circle ; if they be separated as much
as the string will allow, the curve will become a straight line. The
two points F and F' are called the/oei (the plural of the Latin
word focus) of the curve ; the straight line A B drawn through
them, and terminated both ways by tho curve, is called the

major axis; and the straight line c r> drawn at right angles to

this axis from its middle point o, and terminated both ways by
the curve, is called its minor axis. If a straight line be drawn
from F' to c, it will be equal to the straight line A o, or half the

major axis. The point o is called the centre of the ellipse, and
the ratio of F o to A o that is, of the distance between the

centre and the focus to half the major axis is called the eccen-

tricity of the ellipse. The distance from the focus F to any point
M in the curve is called the radius vector of the ellipse ;

it is

least at A, and greatest at B. With these explanations, while

you are supposed to be looking at the orbit of a planet from

your elevated position; in space, you will now be able to com-

prehend the fundamental principles of Astronomy, namely,
Kepler's Laws.
The eminent Germa.n astronomer just mentioned, who flou-

rished at the close of the sixteenth century and the beginning of

bhe seventeenth, discovered by laborious observations and calcu-

lations, the following remarkable laws, which were afterwards

mathematically demonstrated by Sir Isaac Newton :

1. That the planets all revolve in elliptic orbits, situated in
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planes passing through the contro of the aun ; the sun itself

being placed in one of tlio foci of the ellipse.

_'. That tho radius vector, or straight line drawn from the

centre of tho son to tho centre of tho planet, passes over equal
areas in equal times in every part of tho orbit ; that is, whether

the planet bo in its aphelion, or farthest from the sun, in its

perihelion, or nearest to the sun, or at its mean distance from
tho sun.

3. That the squares of the periodic times of tho planets that

is, of the times of a complete revolution in their orbits are pro-

portional to the cubes of their mean distances from tho sun ; in

other words, that the square of tho periodic time of one planet is

to the square of the periodic timo of another planet, as the cube
of the mean distance of the former from the sun is to tho cube of

tho mean distance of tho latter from it.

Into the full explanation of these laws we cannot enter until

we treat of astronomy ; in the meantime it is necessary to give
some explanation of the law which wo have marked first, though
it is generally accounted tho second, in order to clear up some

points connected with phenomena relating to tho earth, and the

circles drawn on the globe, which is the only true representation
of the earth's surface. Supposing, then, the ellipse in Fig. 1 to

represent the earth's annual orbit round the sun, and tho focus

r' the place of tho sun's centre ; then the point A will represent
the position of the earth's centre at mid-winter, when it is

nearest the sun, or in its perilielion ; B will represent its posi-

tion at mid-summer when it is farthest from tho sun, or in its

aphelion ; c will represent its position at the spring or vernal

equinox, when it is at its mean distance from the sun f and D its

position at the harvest or autumnal equinox, when it is also at

its mean distance from the sun.

We t.Hinlf we hoar some of our readers exclaiming, notwith-

standing the elevated position in which we have supposed them
to be placed,

" What ! Will you tell us that the sun is the cause
of light and heat on the earth's surface, and yet you assert that

the earth is nearer to the sun in winter than in summer ? How
can this be ?" Paradoxical as this may seem, it is nevertheless

tmio
; and the reason we shall now give. As you are supposed

to be looking from a great distance, and to be able to discern

all the motions of the planets, if you look narrowly at the earth,

you will perceive that besides its orbitual or annual motion round
the sun, it has a revolving or diurnal motion on its own axis.

By axis here is meant that imaginary straight line passing
through the globe of the earth, on which its rotation is supposed
to take place, and which is aptly represented in artificial globes
by tho strong wire passing from one side to the other, at the

points called the poles (that is, pivots), which are the extremities

of the axis.

This revolving motion on its own axis may be likened to the

spinning of a top, a motion which continues while tho top ia

driven forward in any direction from one place to another. In
fact, the analogy would be so far complete independently of the
causes of the motion, if the top, while it is spinning or revolving
as it were on its own axis, were made to run regularly round in

an oval ring on the ground, under the lash of the whip. Thus,
the earth has two motions ; one on its own axis, performed once

every twenty-four hours
; and one in its orbit, performed once

every 365 days 6 hours. We have stated these periods in round
numbers, in order that they may be easily remembered ; but
the exact period of tho earth's daily revolution on its axis is

23 hours, 56 minutes, 4 seconds, and 9 hundredth parts of a
second ; and tho exact period of the earth's annual revolution in

its orbit is 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49 seconds.
Tho analogy of the motions of the top, however, to the mo-

tions of the earth, as thus described, is incomplete in respect of

the position of their axes. The axis of the spinning top is in

general upright or perpendicular to the ground, which may be
called the plane of its orbit, that is, of the oval ring in which it

is supposed to move ; but the axis of the earth in its daily motion
is not perpendicular to the plane of its orbit, or the ellipse in which
its annual motion is performed. In speaking of the plane of the

earth's orbit our analogy fails, for there is nothing to represent
the ground on which the motion of tho spinning top takes place.
The mere attraction of the sun, coupled with the effect of an origi-

nal impulse in the direction of a tangent to its orbit, is sufficient

to preserve tho earth in its orbitual motion in emoty space. Henoo
the sublimity and truth of the ancient passage in the book of

Job :
" He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and

hangeth the earth upon nothing
"

(Job xxvi. 7). Thin passage
ia ringularly true in regard to the fiwt neutenoe an well a* to the
second, for the axis of the earth is inclined to the plane of iU
orbit, at an angle of 66 degree* 32 minutes, that w, rather
more than two-thirds of a right angle; so that literally and truly" the north is stretched over the empty place," and not over the

body of the earth iUelf, in either of its motion*, whether axial
or orbitual. Thin inclination in preserved during the whole of its

motion in its orbit, and is the cause of the variation of the
seasons ; the preservation of the inclination of thin axis has been
not inaptly called the parallelism of the earth'8 axu.

Before explaining the effect of this parallelism and inclination
of tho earth's axis in producing the seasons, it will be proper to

explain what is meant by tangential impulse. In Fig. 2, let A C B
represent the orbit of tho earth, which is nearly
circular

; let D represent tho place of the sun,
and A the place of the earth at the moment
when it began its revolution in its orbit. At
this moment the force of the sun's attraction
would begin to act on the earth in the direction
A D, and had this alone been allowed to ope-
rate, would have drawn it rapidly towards the

Fig. 2.

sun in a straight line, until it had come finally in contact with
the sun itself; but at the same moment an original impulse
was, or is supposed to have been given to the earth in the direc-

tion A K, which is that of a tangent, or straight line tonchinf
the circle at the point A ; so that the earth, which under th
action of the former force would in a certain time have been
found at some point in A D, and under that of the latter forct

would, in the fame time, have been found at the point F in A K,

would, by the combined action of both forces, be found near the

point c in the curvilinear orbit A c B. This original impulse,
the effect of which remains to this day unaltered by the action of

attraction (seeing it has met with no resistance iu empty space,
and has been so balanced against the force of attraction as to
retain the earth in its orbit), is called the tangential impulse or

force, which was imparted to it when it began its orbitual revo-

lution. Young, Li his "
Night Thoughts," alluding to this tenet

of the Newtonian philosophy, asks
" Who rounded in his palm those spacious orbs ?

Who bowled them flamiug through the dark profound ':"

Night II.

Let us now consider the effect of the inclination of the earth's

axis to the plane of its orbit. In Fig. 1 we have supposed the
sun to be at the focus F', while the earth is at the point A in

mid-winter. Now, at this point, you would see from your sap-

posed elevated position, that the northern half of tho earth's

axis is inclined to the major axis A B at an angle of 113 degrees
28 minutes, the supplement of its angle of inclination to the

plane of the orbit ; so that the North Pole, with the space on
the earth's surface around it to a considerable extent, is pr
vented from receiving the rays of the sun, and consequently thu>

heat of those rays ; while the South Pole, with the space around
it to the same extent, is made to receive these rays and to enjoy
their heat. Hence, while it is winter in the northern or arctic

regions of the earth, it is summer in the southern or antarctic

regions. While the earth is still in this position, the rays of

tho sun fall more obliquely upon the illuminated portions of the
northern hemisphere than they do upon tho southern hemisphere,
and thus have less power to produce heat than if they fell per-

pendicularly ; just as a person sitting at the side of a fire-place
with a good fire in it, feels less heat than a person who site

exactly in the front of it.

On the other hand, if yon consider the earth from your
elevated position, when it is at the point B in mid-cummer, the
reverse of all this takes place. The northern half of the earth's

axis is inclined to the major axis (or line of apsides, as it is

sometimes called ; that is, the line of junction of the two oppo-
site points A and B) at an angle of 66 degrees 32 minutes, which
is its angle of inclination to tho plane of its orbit ; so that the

North Pole, with the space on the earth's surface around it,

above-mentioned, is made to receive the sun's wye, and conse-

quently their heat ; while the South Pole, with tho similar space
around it, is prevented from receiving those rays and enjoying
their heat. Hence, while it is summer in the northern or arctic

regions, it is winter in the southern or antarctic regions. While
the earth remains in this position, the rays of tho sun fall more

directly upon the northern hemisphere than they do upon the
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Bouthern hemisphere, and thus have more power to produce heat

than if they fell obliquely, according to the illustration given

above. Now, as we in this country are inhabitants of the

northern hemisphere, and of that part which is within the circle

of illumination all the year round, we experience the vicissitudes

of the seasons just described as belonging
1 to it, and we are con-

sequently colder in winter than in summer, although the earth

be actually nearer the sun in winter than in summer.

But we must explain more fully what we mean by the circle

f illumination. It is plain that the rays of light falling from

the sun upon the opaque or dark body of the earth in straight

lines, can never illuminate more than one-half of its surface at a

time ; as may be seen by the very simple experiment of making
the light of a candle fall upon a ball at a distance from it.

Now, as the earth revolves on its axis once every 24 hours, it is

evident that the illuminated half, and consequently the circle of

illumination which is the boundary of that half, is perpetually

changing, so that almost all parts of the globe receive light for

several hours in succession, and that they are also enveloped in

darkness for several hours in the same manner. If the axis of

the eartti, instead of being inclined at a certain angle to the

plane of its orbit, which we shall hereafter call the Ecliptic,

were at right angles to that plane, and preserved its parallelism,

then the circle of illumination would' continually extend from

pole to pole, and all places on the earth's surface would enjoy

light for 12 hours in succession, and would be enveloped in

darkness for exactly the same period the whole year round.

On the other hand, if the axis of the earth were coincident

with the plane, and preserved its parallelism, this would happen
only twice a year; and each hemisphere would at opposite

periods be in total darkness for a whole day, while the

variations between these extremes would be both inconvenient

and injurious. In the former case the seasons would be all the

Bame, that is, there would bo perpetual sameness of season all

the year round ; in the latter case, the seasons, instead of being
four only, would be innumerable, that is, there would be per-

petual change.
Here, then, creative wisdom shines unexpectedly forth. The

inclination of the earth's axis is such as to produce the four ',

seasons in a remarkable manner, and to permit sufficient time

for the earth to bring her fruits to perfection, as well to let her

lie fallow for a period that she may renew her fruitfulness.

In Pig. 1, when the earth is supposed to be at the point c, she

is at her mean distancefrom the sun at the vernal equinox, which
is the first time of the year when day and night are equal, which

happens on or about the 21st of March. Now, at this point the

inclination of the earth's axis to the minor axis of the ellipse

is a right angle, and as the focus F', in the case of the earth,

nearly coincides with the centre O, the rays of light proceeding
from the sun nearly in the straight line O c, fall upon that axis

nearly perpendicularly, and illuminate the globe from pole to

pole, so that the circle of illumination passes through the poles,
and the days and nights are equal all over the globe, each con-

sisting of 12 hours, while the earth is in this position. In the

opposite position at D, the earth is again at her mean distance

from the sun at the autumnal equinox, which is the second time
of the year when day and night are equal, which happens on or

about the 22nd of September. At this point the circumstances
of the globe and the circle of illumination are exactly the same
as we have just described. At these four points, A, c, B, and D,
in the orbit of the earth, are found the middle points of the four

seasons of the year, viz., at A, mid-winter ; at c, mid-spring ; at

B, mid-summer ; and at D, mid-autumn. At the point A, or mid-

winter, which is on or about the 21st of December, we have the

shortest day in the northern- hemisphere and the longest day in

the southern hemisphere ; and at the point B, or mid-summer,
which is on or about the 22nd of June, we have the longest day
in the northern hemisphere and the shortest in the southern

hemisphere.
" Thus is primeval prophecy fulfilled :

While earth continues, and the ground is tilled ;

Spring time shall come, when seeds put in the soil

Shall yield in harvest full reward for toil ;

Heat follow cold, and fructify the ground,
Winter and summer in alternate round ;

And night and day iu close succession rise,

While each is regulated by the skies.

Supreme o'er all, at first, Jehovah stood,

And, with creative voice, pronounced it good."

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXIV
1. FROM the tables given in Lessons XXI., XXII., XXIII. (Vol
I., pp. 366, 379, 394), it is evident that any compound quantity
could be expressed in a variety of ways, according as we use
one or other of the various units, or denominations, as they
are called, which are employed. Thus the compound quantity
2 3s. 6d. could be indicated as here written, or by 522 pence,

or again, by 43| shillings, etc. The process of expressing a

compound quantity given in any one denomination in another,
is called reducing the quantity to a given denomination. The
process is termed

REDUCTION.

2. EXAMPLE 1. Reduce 5 2s. 7fd. to farthings.
Since there are 20 shillings in a pound, in 5 pounds there are

5 X 20, or 100 shillings ; and therefore, in ^85 2s., 100 + 2, or
102 shillings. Since there are 12 pence in a shilling, in 102

shillings there are 102 X 12, or 1224 pence ; and therefore, in

5 2s. 7d., 1224 -f 7, or 1231 pence. Since there are 4

farthings in a penny, in 1231 pence there are 1231 X 4, or

4924 farthings ; and therefore, in 5 2s. 7|d. there are 4924

+ 3, or 4927 farthings.
The process may be thus arranged :

5 2s. 7|d.
20

100 + 2 = 102s.

12

1224 + 7 = 1231d.

4

4924 + 3 = 4927 farthings.

EXAMPLE 2. In 4927 farthings how many pounds, shillings,

pence, and farthings are there ?

4927 divided by 4 gives a quotient 1231, and a remainder 3;
hence 4927 farthings are 1231 pence and 3 farthings. 1231
divided by 12 gives a quotient 102, and a remainder 7 ; hence

1231 pence are 102 shillings and 7 pence. 102 divided by 20

gives a quotient of 5, and a remainder 2 ; hence 102 shillings

are 5 pounds and 2 shillings. Therefore 4927 farthings are

1231J pence, which is 102s. 7fd., which is .5 2s. 7|d.
The operation may be thus arranged :

4)4927

12 ) 1231 . . . 3f.

20 ) 102 ... 7d.

5 2s. 7^1.

In dividing by 20, note the remark (Lesson VII., Art. 7).

The same method would apply to compcind quantities of any

other kind.

Hence we get the following
Rule for the Reduction of Compound Quantities.

(I.) To reduce quantities in given denominations to equivalent

quantities of lower denominations.

Multiply the quantity of the highest denomination by that

number which it takes of the next lower denomination .to make

one of the higher ;
and to the product add the number of quan-

tities of that lower denomination, if thf-re are any. Proceed in

like manner with the quantity thus obtained, and those of each

successive denomination, until the required denomination is

arrived at.

(2.) To reduce quantities of given denominations to equiva-

lent quantities of higlier denominations.

Divide the number of quantities of the given denomination by
that number which it takes of quantities of this denomination

to make one of the next higher. Proceed in the same manner

with this and each successive denomination, until the required

denomination is arrived at. The last quotient, with the several

remainders, will be the answer required.

Obs. It is manifest uLa^ the correctness of an operation per-

formed in accordance with either of the foregoing rules may be

tested by reversing the operation that is, by reducing the

result to the original denomination.
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EXAMPLE 3. Reduce 52 tons 3 cwt. 1 qr. 25 lt. to pound*.

S3 tons

1040 + 8 - 1043 cwt.

4

4173 + 1 - 4173 qrs.

116844 + 25 116869 pounds.

froof of CorrectnofS.

28) 116869 ( 4173 qn.
112

fl

206

196

25 pounds.

4)4173

20 ) 1043 . . . 1 qr.

52 tons 3 cwt. 1 qr. 25 Ibs.

Hence the process has been correctly performed.

EXERCISE 42.

1. Work the following examples in Reduction, bringing each

quantity, whether simple or compound, to the denomination or

denominations required.

1. 7 10s. 6<1. to pence.
2. 71 13s. 6d. to farthings.

3. 90 7s. 8d. to farthings.

4. 295 18s. 3fd. to farthings.

5. 95 guineas 17s. 9jfd. to farth-

inu-.s.

6. 21651 farthings to pounds,
shillings, etc.

7. 415739 farthings to pounds,
shillings, etc.

_'ij farthings toguineas, etc.

9. 36 4s. to sixpences and to

groats.
10. 75 12s. 6d. to threepences.
11. 2911)3. 7 oz. :!<lwts. to grains.
1-. 37 lbn. 6 oz. to pennyweights.
13. 175 Ibs. 4 02. 5 dwts. 7 grs.

to grains.

14. 12256 grs. to pennyweights,
ounces, etc.

15. 42672 dwts. to ounces and

pounds.
16. 15 cwt. 3qrs.21 Ibs.to pounds.
17. 17 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. to

OllIH-i-s.

18. 52 tons 3 cwt. 1 qr. 25 Ibs.

to pounds.
19. 140 tons 17 cwt. 3 qrs. 27 Ibs.

to drams.
20. 16256 oz. to hundredweights,

etc.

21. 267235 Ibs. to stones, quar-
ters, hundredweights, etc.

22. 563728 drams to tons,

pounds, etc.

23. 95 Ibs. (apothecaries' weight)
to drams.

24. 130 Ibs. 7 oz. to scruples
and to grains.

25. 6237 drams (apothecaries'

weight) to pounds, etc.

26. 2&H53 scruples to ounces,

pounds, etc.

27. 27 miles to yards, to feet,
and to inches.

28. 45 leagues to feet and inches.

29. 3,000 miles to perches and
to yards.

30. 290375 feet to furlongs and
miles.

31. 1875343 inches to miles, and
also to leagues.

32. 15 m. 5 fur. 31 r. to rods
and to yards.

33. 1081080 inches to yards, fur-

longs, and miles.

3t. The earth's circumference

(25,000 miles) to feet.

35. 160 yards to nails and quar-
ters.

36. 1,000 English ells to quarters
and yards.

37. 102315 nails to yards, etc.

38. 223267 nails to French ells.

39. 634 yds. 3 qrs. to nails and
to inches.

40. 12256 pints to barrels of 30

gallons.
41. 475262 quarterns to gallons.
42. 50 tuns of 250 gallons each

to pints.
43. 45 pipes of 120 gallons each

to pints.
44. 25264 pints to barrels of 30

gallons each.

45. 136256 quarts to hogsheads
of 63 gallons each.

46. 45 hogsheads 10 gallons to

pints.
47. 15 bushels 1 peck to quarts
48. 763 bushels 3 pecks toquarta
49. 56quarters5bu8hel8topint8.
50. 45672 quarts to bushels, etc.

51. 260200 pints to quarts, pecks,
etc.

52. 25 days 6 hours to minutes,
and also to seconds.

53. 365 days 6 hours to seconds.

54. 847125 minutes to weeks,

etc., and to days, etc.

55. 5623480 seconds to days, etc.

56. A solar year to second*.
.1 alum yearn to second*.

58. Tho tiino from 9 o'clock

a.m. Jan. 2, to 11 p.m. March 1,

1868, to seconds.

59. 110 day* 20 minute* to se-

conds.

60. 271 degree* to seconds.

61. 7654314 seconds to degree*,
etc.

62. 1,000,000,000 minutes to right

angles, degrees, etc.

63. 1724 sq. rods 23 sq. yds. 5

sq. ft. to square feet.

', I'M) acres 37 sq. rods to

square feet and to square inches.

65. 832590 sq. rods to square
inches.

66. 25363896 sq. feet to acres,
etc.

67. 150 cubic feet to cubic inches.

68. 97 cubic yards 15 cubic feet

to cubic inches.

69. 49 cubic yds. 23 cubic ft. to

cubic inches.

70. 84673 cubic inches to cubic

feet.

71. 39216 cubic feet to cubic

yards.
72. 65 loads of rough timber to

cubic iucues.

73. 4^2100 cubic inches to tons
of hewn timber.

74. 700 Ibs. of silver to pounds,
etc., avoirdupois.

75. 840 Ibs. 6 oz. 10 dwts. to

pounds, etc., avoirdupois.
'6. 1000 Ibs. Troy to pounds,

etc., avoirdupois.
77. 1500 Ibs. Troy to pounds,

etc., avoirdupois.
78. 48 Ibs. avoirdupois to pounds,

etc., Troy.
79. 100 Ibs. 10 oz. avoirdupois to

pounds, etc., Troy.
80. 5656 carats to pounds, etc.,

avoirdupois.
81. How many sq. yds. in a room

4 yards long and 3 wide ?

82. How many sq. ft. iu a floor

20 feet long by 18 feet wide ?

83. How many acres in a field

50 rod* Ion* by 45 w,l ?

: .w uutny sq. yds. in a eett

Ing 35 feet long by ft wide ?

85. How many acres in a field

420 rods loaf and 170 wide?
86. rind the area of a field 80

rods square.
87. How many yards of carpet-

iug, yard wide, will cover a room
18 feet square if

88. How many yards of painting
will cover the four walls of a room
18 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 9
feet high ?

80. Find tho area of a pitched
roof whose rafters are 20 feet and
ridge-pole 25 feet long.

90. How many cubic feet in *
box 5 feet long, 4 wide, and SdeepP

91. How many cubic inches in *

block 65 inches long, 42 wide, and
36 thick?

92. In 10752 cubic feet how
many imperial bushels ?

93. In 1155 cubic feet 33 inches
how many imperial gallons ?

94. How many bushels in a bin
5 feet long, 5 wide, and 4 deep ?

95. How many cubic feet in a
100 bushel bin ?

96. How many yards of carpet-

ing } yard wide will cover a room
25 feet long aud 18 feet wide ?

97. How many cubic inches in a
mass of earth 40 yards long, i

yards wide, and 3 yards deep ?

98. Iteduce 93750 cubic yards to

inches.

99. How many pieces of paper
12 yards long, aud 2 feet 3 inches

wide, will it take to cover a room
20 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 13

feet high, allowing for 3 doorways,
each measuring 8 feet by 3 feet

inches r

100. The moon is about 240,000
miles from the earth: if it were

possible to go there in a balloon,
how many days would it take to

accomplish the journey, moving at

the rate of 1-h miles per hour P

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XIV.

WINTER, as wo have said before, is the best time for studying
tho ramifications of trees ; close observation at that period of

the year is very necessary, and much profitable information may
bo gained. A country walk, if only to tho extent of a mile, will

afford abundant material for observation ; the mind may then be

exercised in comparing one tree with another, for by comparison

only will their characteristic differences be made apparent, and

facts will be revealed which the mind can store up for future use.

To employ the pencil only in noting down the forms and growth
of trees would bo of little service, unless the mind is doing more

than tho pencil can perform. There are innumerable peculiarities

and points of difference which distinguish trees, and enable us to

recognise them independently of their foliage, and close observa-

tion will make that easy which at first sight might seem to be

difficult ; for although we advise the pupil to make good use of

his pencil whenever ho is engaged in studying trees divested of

their leaves, yet we must at tho same time remind him that it

will be more to his advantage to reflect without drawing than to

draw without reflecting.

From tho observations we have made, it will be understood

that we fully intend tho pupil should take Nature for his guide,

yet we can assist him in this part of his study by introducing

some examples, which he must copy aa well as compare. Copying
will not only bo a practical benefit, but also a means for esta-

blishing in his own mind the facts and principles wo have endea-

voured to make clear to him. Let him compare the outline of

tho oak (Fig. 98) in the last lesson with tho lime (Fig. 100). Hip

attention must also be given to the bark, which in some '
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the oak and willow, for example is hard and rough, while in the

beech and birch it is smooth. The straight parts of the branches

of some trees are short, from their slow growth, while others that

increase more rapidly shoot forth their stems in one direction to

a greater extent. The smaller twigs and shoots of some, like

the birch, are very slender, numerous, and drooping ; the horse-

chestnut has fewer shoots, but they are thicker, and grow

upwards. Much more might be added to our consideration of

this important subject, but we think enough has been said to

point out the way, trusting our pupils will perfectly comprehend
our intention by these remarks, and be prepared to accompany
us in the consideration of foliage.

In our last lesson we mentioned that, in drawing foliage, the

mode of treatment must in a very great measure be influenced

by the light and shade. We propose now to proceed with this

interesting part
of our subject,

, and show what

\ is meant by the

term "
massing

in the foliage."

There are some
who think that

it is necessary to

have for each

kind of treesome
distinct and es-

pecial <owc7i,clas-

sifying them as
' ' the oak touch,

' '

" the elmtouch,"
"the beech
touch," and nu-

merous others,

regardless of the

[act that as the

sun casts its

light upon a tree

it brings out the

shape and indi-

vidual character

of its branches
so definitely that

even at a con-

siderable dis-

tance, when it

would be impos-
sibleto recognise
the leaves, we
can pronounce
the tree to be an

oak, or elm, or

whatever else it

may be, simply
from the manner
in which, as an
artist would say,

"the sun lights
it up." The
most important
consideration in

drawing a tree is

to devote much attention to the light, and the parts that are made
out in light. There are two reasons why the lights are considered

to have such special importance (this principle belongs not to

trees only, but to every other object that claims the attention of

the painter) : the first is, because the details are more recognisable
in the light than in the shade, and require particular care to

represent them faithfully, for without the details in light there

would be very little to show for our pains, as the shadows to a

great extent absorb or obscure not only the colour but also the

form ; the other reason is, that the eye naturally rests upon the

lights and all the brighter parts first afterwards, when we make
a further and closer examination, we see the parts in shadow.

Nor must we enter into laborious and painful detail, as in the

practice of mere leaf-painting. As we have said before, we do
not look at leaves singly, but at foliage collectively; therefore

those branches of a tree, let its kind be what it may, which are

Fie. 100.

in the light, will have their own especial forms in mass to
characterise them, and it is those forms in masses which we
must copy. But- lest our pupil should suppose from these
remarks upon generalising foliage that we intend him to stop
here, and to represent nothing more than the breadth of light and
shade, we must remind him of what has been said above respect,

ing the details in light ; we must remember also that, however

broadly and definitely the light may fall upon a tree, since it is

not a flat surface like a wall, there will be hundreds of minor
shadows and semi-tones scattered all over the extent of light, and
there is as much individuality amongst these as in the whole

mass, and their characteristics in detail are not less striking and
significant because they are small : in short, they are reduced

repetitions of the general masses of light, and must be treated
with the same feeling if we wish to make a faithful represen-

tation. Here

again is the

point of differ-

ence between a
first-rate and an
inferior artist,

mentioned in,

a former les-

son namely,,
the ability he-

possesses to re-

present the mi-
nor shades and
Bemi-tones, both,

inregard to their

number and ex-

pression, and his

capability for

doing this will

determine his-

rank asan artist.

Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds mentions
a landscape
painter who was
remarkable for

his patience in

what he consi-

dered "
high

finish," and
thought that the

greatest excel-

lence to be at-

tained consisted

in the represen-

\ tation of every
leaf on a tree.

"This picture,"

says Sir Joshuav
"I never saw;
but I am very
sure that an ar-

tist who regards

only the general
character of the

species,the order

of the branches,

and the masses of the foliage, will in a few minutes produce a

more true resemblance of trees than this painter in as many
months." Wo must dwell for a few moments upon the prin

ciples here inculcated, and explain by what means a painter

obtains the enviable power of making a faithful resemblance

with comparatively slight labour : it is because he adopts the

excellent practice of making separate studies of details, such as

branches, trunks, stems, weeds, and foregrounds in short,

everything that may be deemed worthy of note. It is this

method of copying parts of objects with close accuracy that

gives him the power of representing them generally and yet

faithfully, with the natural effect which they bear to one another

as a whole. An eminent English landscape painter, whose

manner was as remarkable for its freedom of execution as it

was for the truthfulness of its results, once remarked to us :

" The secret of my success ib in having bestowed much tim
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upon the close examination of the anatomy of trees ; how their

branches upring from the trunks ; the forms of their leaves, and
the manner in which they grow or cluster in masses from the

items." When such labour and painstaking as this is the rule,

we need not wonder at a Huooessful result.

Having said thus much upon the theoretical part of our

subject, we will now turn to the practical. We advise our

pupils to make a drawing of Fig. 101, leavet of the lime tree,

with un H B pencil. He must /trot make the arrangement of the

whole of the stems, and then proceed with the leaves, beginning
where the two stems join, arranging every leaf in succession,

without passing over any, to the end, thon/atnt the arrangement,
and draw carefully every particular : it will bo much better at

first to make an enlarged drawing, say double the size ; do the

same also with Fig. 102. Fig. 103, the cluster of leaves, will

require more time and attention, which must be especially

bestowed on
the lights
and sha-
dows. The

pupil will ob-
Fig. 102.

servo five or

six loaves

upon the
dark mass in

the centre of

the branch ;

and here we
will particu-

larly advise

him not to

begin the sha-

ding until the

outline is

completed,
adding, that

this should

be a rule under all cir-

cumstances ; therefore

after the outline hasbeen

carefully made, ho must
tone <!ou*n, that is, draw
even and close lines over

the part in shade up to
the outline of the leaves,
and further, to make the
tint even, ho may cross

the lines with others simi-

lar to the flat tint (Fig.

82, Lesson XII.). He
must be careful to go
nearly up to the edges of

the leaves, as they will

come out very forcibly

against the dark ground;
an H B pencil will make
this tint sufficientlydark,
as all blackness must be'

avoided. Here again we must introduce another caution respect-
ing the treatment of shadows amongst foliage namely, never
mako the interior shadows too dark ; a moderate, clear, and yet
decisive tone will be enough, because there must be in all cases,
but especially with regard to trees, sufficient opportunities left

for marking in more forcibly any form which may be remarked
in the shadows, observing that the making out details in

shadows cannot be carried to the extent of making out details

in the lights. Trees, as we have previously said, are not flat

like walls, but their branches and leaves project and recede

indefinitely, and consequently those leaves which come out nearer
to the light will require a different tone to those which are in

shadow ; the pupil's own observation must be his guide in this

matter as to which leaves must receive the minor tones and the

depth of tint to be laid upon them. In Fig. 103 the light falls

upon the right side, where less shading is required, but the whole
of the leaves to the left, away from the light, must be toned
down, though not to the extent of the deep shadow in the middle
and interior of the branch. Fig. 1 00 we recommend should be
copied double the size, and according to our old principle of

Fig. 103.

marking in. We were once asked by a pupil,
" When shall I

leave off marking in P" We replied, never i it is not deurable
that you should ever leave off the practice, because all who do
mark in find that they make program in drawing, and that it

saves time, and produces a more satufactory result. A young
mechanic whom wo know, who had very much improved his

power of drawing from attending a night class at a Mechanics'

Institute, offered himself as a candidate for a situation as

draughtsman at a manufactory where drawing was nssnntkl

Having obtained it, one of his employers, after a few days, whan
he had become familiar with his work, brought him three or

four subjects to draw for working purposes, telling him at the

same time that they would, no doubt, occupy him four days at

least : at the same hour on the following day he returned the
whole finished. His master was agreeably surprised, and also

much pleased with the excellence of the work, and asked him
how he had
done it so

Fi -'- 10L well and so

quickly. He
replied: "I
am very par-
ticular in ar-

ranging my
drawing
first, and
always make
mark* to in-

dicate the
course of the

outline ; the

consequence
is I have

very little

rubbing out
and altera-

tion,andthat
l.as enabled me to finish

the drawing so quickly."

Therefore, in copying
Fig. 100, note every
angle, and the distances

between each angle, and
do the same respecting
the positions of the
branches as they grow
from the trunk, the direc-

tion and inclination of

the branches, and their

extent, and yon cannot
fail to make a satisfac-

tory drawing.
The illustrations that

accompany the present
lesson are representa-
tions of the stem, bran-

ches, blossom, and leaves

of the Tilia Europaa,
the European or common lime tree, which is the most valuable ot

the different varieties of this useful tree. It grows moat exten-

sively in the middle and northern parts of Europe, and is very
common in England. Its largo size, handsome appearance, and

profusion of sweet flowers, make it a very general favourite

throughout this country and most parts of the Continent, where
it is extensively planted in parks and other places of public
recreation. Its wood is well adapted for carving, being white

close-grained, and smooth. The carvings at Windsor Castle,

those of Trinity College, Cambridge, and those at Chatsworth.

are of limewood, as, indeed, are most of the other fine specimens
of this branch of art in England. The fibres of the bark, which

is tough, form the material of an extensive manufacture of

cordage and matting in Russia and Sweden. Many specimens
of this tree exist which are remarkable for their great age and
size. At Nenstadt, in Wiirtemberg, there is a prodigious lime

tree, which adds its name to that of the town, this being called

Neustadt an der Linden (Neustadt at the lime tree). The age
of this enormous tree is said, probably with some exaggeration,
to be one thousand yean.
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LESSONS FRENCH. XXVII.

SECTION LVIIL USE OF THE VERB CHANGER (continued).

EXERCISE 111.

Air, m. air. Guine'e, f. guinea.

Avis, m. mi?id, mean- Jeune, young.

ing. Maitre, m. master.

Blanc, che, u>7iite. Manteau, m. cloafc.

Combat, m. combat. Monnaie, f. change.

Conduite, f. conduct. Mouille, e, trot.

Gris, e, grey. [
Parce que, because.

Passe
1

, e, past, last.

Pays, m. country.

Kentr-er, 1. to come in

again.

Vie, f. life, conduct.

Visage, m. countenance,

face.

1. Get homnie n'a-t-il pas change de vie ? 2. II a change

de conduite. 3. Cette grande maison n'a-t-elle pas change de

maitre ? 4. Elle a change de maitre ; le capitaine G. vient de

I'acheter. 5. Vons etes mouille, pourquoi ne changez-vous

pas de mantean ? 6. Parce que je n'en ai pas d'autre. 7. Votre

cousine ne change-t-elle pas souvent d'avis ? 8. Elle en change
bien souvenfc. 9. Pendant le combat, ce jeune soldat n'a-t-il

pas change de visage ? 10. II n'a point change de visage. 11.

Ce malade ne devrait-il pas changer d'air ? 12. Le medecin

lui recommande de changer de pays. 13. Ou est votre cheval

gris ? 14. Je ne 1'ai plus, je 1'ai change contre nn blanc. 15.

Avec qui 1'avez-vous change ? 16. Je 1'ai change aveo le jeune

homme qui demeurait ici le mois passe. 17. Le marchand

pent-il me changer cette piece de quarante francs ? 18. II ne

saurait (cannot) vous la changer, il n'a pas de monnaie. 19.

Avez-vous la monnaie d'une guiuee (change for a guinea) ? 20.

Combien de schellings y a-t-il dans une guinee ? 21. II y en a

vingt et un. 22. Votre petit garcon ne tarde-t-il pas a rentrer ?

23. II tarde beaucoup. 24. Ne vous tarde-t-il pas d'aller en

Italie ? 25. n me tarde d'y aller.

EXERCISE 112.

1. Why do you not change your coat ? 2. For a very good
reason (raison, f.), because I have no other. 3. Has your
father changed houses ? 4. No, Sir, but we intend to do so

(de le faire) to-morrow. 5. Has that child changed his con

duct ? 6. He has changed his conduct, he is very good now

(maintenant) . 7. Was not your brother afraid ; did not his

countenance change ? 8. His countenance changed, but he

was not afraid. 9. Have you not changed rooms (chambre, f.) ?

10. I have not changed rooms, my room is very good. 11. Do
you not long to be in France? 12. I long to be there. 13.

Does not your mother tarry too long? 14. She is very long
in coming ? 15. Have you changed the forty franc piece ? 16.

I have not changed it yet ? 17. Why have you not changed it ?

18. Because your father has no change. 19. Have you the

change for a guinea ? 20. No, Sir, I have only twelve shillings.

21. How many cents are there in a dollar ? 22. There are one

hundred. 23. With whom have you exchanged your horse ?

24. I have exchanged it with my brother. 25. I have ex-

changed it for a white one.

SECTION LIX.

1. We have given, in Section 9, rules for forming the plural
of nouns, but have, in accordance with our plan of not pre-

senting too many difficulties at once, deferred until the pre-
sent Section the rules for the formation of the plural of com-

pound nouns.

2. When a noun is composed of two substantives, or of a
substantive and an adjective, both take the mark of the plural :

un chef-lieu, des chefs-lieux, a chief place, chief places; un
Chat-tigre, des chats-tigres, a tiger-cat, tiger-cats [ 10 (1) (3)].

3. When, however, two nouns are connected by a preposi-

tion, the first only takes the mark of the plural : un chef-

d'oeuvre, des chefs-d'oeuvre, a master-piece, master-pieces [ 10

(2)]-

4. In words composed of a noun and a verb, preposition, or

adverb, the noun only takes the mark of the plural : passe-
droit, passe-droits, injustice, injustices [ 10 (6)].

5. Words composed of two verbs, or of a verb, an adverb,
and a preposition, are invariable : un passe-partout, des passe-

partout, master-key, master-keys [ 10 (8)].

6. We have seen [Sect. 3, Ii. 4] that the name of the ma-
terial always follows the name of the object, and that both are

united by the preposition de. The name of the profession or

occupation also follows the noun representing the individual, and

the same preposition de connects the two : un maitre d'armes,
a fencing-master ; un maitre de dessin, a dravjing-master ; un
marchand de farine, a dealer in flour [ 76 (12), 80 (4)].

7. The name of a vehicle, boat, mill, &c., always precedes
the noun describing the power by which it is impelled, or the

purpose to which it is adapted ; the name of an apartment,
that of the use to which it is appropriated. The connecting
preposition is a : un moulin a vapeur, a steam-mill ; un bateau
a vapeur, a steamboat ; un moulin a eau, a water-mill ; la salle
a manger, the dining-room [ 76 (13), 80 (5)],

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
Lille et Arras sont les chefs-lieux i Lille and Arras are the chief places

des departemeuts du Nord et

du Pas-de-Calais.
Les chemins de fer et les bateaux

a vapeur sont tres nombreux en

Aiuerique.
Cette maison contient un salon,

of the departments of the North
and of the Pas-de-Calais.

Railroads and steamboats are very
numerous in America.

That house contains a drawing-room,
a dining-room, a kitchen, and
several bed-rooms.

une salle a manger, une cui- :

sine, et plusieurs chambres a

coucher.
Les moulins a vent sont plus

j

Windmills are more common in

communs en Prance que les < France than water or steam-

moulins a eau ou a vapeur. ! mills.

EXERCISE 113.

Armes, f.p. fencing. Dessin, m. drawing. Be mun-ir, 2. ref . to pro-

Bat-ir, 2. to build. Engag-er, 1. to engage. vide one's self with.

Bouteille, f. bottle. Faire bat-ir, 2. to have Vapeur, f. vapour,

Cabriolet, m. gig. .... built. steam.

Chat-huant, m. screec?i- Ordinaire, usual. Voile, f. sail.

owl. Eoue, f. wheel. Voiture, f. carriage.

Chauve-souris, f. bat. Voyag-er, 1. to travel.

1. Faut-il un passeport pour voyager en France ? 2. II en
faut un. 3. Les Anglais se munissent-ils de passeports pour
voyager en Angleterre ? 4. On n'a pas besoin de passeport
en. Angleterre. 5. Aimez-vous a voyager en chemin de fer ?

6. J'aime mieux voyager en chemin de fer que BUT les chemins
ordinaires. 7. Avez-vous apporte vos passe-partout ? 8. Je
n'ai point de passe-partout, je n'ai que des clefs ordinp.ires.

9. Votre frere est-il venu par un bateau a vapeur ? 10. II est

venu par un bateau a voiles. 11. Avez-vous une voiture a

quatre chevaux ? 12. Non, Monsieur, nous n'avons qu'un
cabriolet & un cheval ? 13. Votre frere a-t-il biiti nn moulin a

vapeur ? 14. II a fait batir deux moulins, 1'un a vent et

1'autre a eau. 15. Votre compagnon a-t-il engage un maitre

d'armes ? 16. Non, Monsieur, il a deja un maitre de dessin et

un maitre de danse. 17. Combien de chambres a coucher

avez-vous ? 18. Nous en avons deux. 19. Avez-vous une
bouteille de vin ? 20. Non, Monsieur, mais j'ai une bouteille

a vin (wine-bottle) [81]. 21. Voyez-vous les chats-huants ?

22. Non. mais je vois les chauves-souris. 23. J'ai une voiture

quatre roues.

EXERCISE 114.

1. Is your father in England ? 2. No, Sir, he is in France

with my brother. 3. Have they taken passports ? 4. Yes,

Sir, they have taken two. 5. Is it necessary to have a pass-

port to travel in America ? 6. No, Sir, but it is necessary to

have one to travel in Italy. 7. Is there a steamboat from Calais

to Dover (Douvres) ? 8. There are several. 9. Is there a

railroad from Paris to Brussels (Bruxelles) ? 10. There is one

from Paris to Brussels, and one from Paris to Tours. 11. Has

your brother bought a wind-mill ? 12. No, Sir, but he has

built a steam-mill. 13. Are there many wind-mills in America ?

! 14. No, Sir, but there are many water and steam -mills. 15.

Does your cousin learn drawing ? 16. He does not learn it, he
cannot find a drawing-master. 17. Is the fencing-master in

the dining-room ? 18. No, Sir, he is in the drawing-room. 19.

Is your cousin in his bed-room ? 20. No, Sir, he is out (sorti).

21. How many rooms are there in your house? 22. Five: a

kitchen, a dining-room, a drawing-room, and two bed-rooms.

23. Are there screech-owls there ? 24. Yes, Sir, and bats too.

25. Have you seen those master-pieces ? 26. Yes, Sir, I have

seen them. 27. Have you sent them to the chief place of the
1

department ? 28. I have sent them there. 29. Have you a

two-horse gig ? 30. I have a four-horse one. 31. Has your
brother a two-wheel carriage ? 32. He has a two-seat carriage

i (a deux places).
*
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SECTION LX.-THE TWO FUTUKES, SIM1M.K AND AN-
TERIOB ( 120).

1. The future of every verb in the French language enda

.vith ai, OH, a, ons, ez, out.

2. This tense, in all the regular verbs, as also in the irregular
verbs not mentioned in the next lesson, is formed from the

present of tin- infinitive by adding to it the endings of the

indicative of the verb avoir (K. 1, above), without any
change in the first or in the second conjugation, but after

suppressing oi in the third, and e in the fourth, as will be seen

below :

8. CONJUGATION OF THE FUTURE SIMPLE OF THE REGULAR
VERBS.

Jo chanter -ai

shall or trill sing
Tu purler -as

(halt or wilt speak
II donner -a

will or ihaU give

Nous ehereher -ons
shall or unil seek

Vous porter -ez

shall or will CITI/

Us aiuier -ont
thaM or trill love

flair

cht'-rir

c/ierish

fournir

furnish

punir
punish
saisir

seize

unir

unite

-ai
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The poems of Spenser are numerous ; but the most im-
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propose...prps
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Un, of Saxon origin, not, reverses the meaning of the word to



"NS IN ARCHITECTURE.

that stalk I mean in the Sanscrit, the Oltic, and the

of these three namely, the Sanscrit, the Celtic, aii.l thu

-t may be considered a* the most

tin) second stands next in age, and the third in the

Imvo boon led to regard monosyllables as to a large ex-

u. I !ut many words, commonly considered

an' ratli.T Indo-European, being found in Sanscrit, in

:m,l in 1.at in, or in ono of these besides the modern English.

Su h \\..i.U as know, lick, break, yoke, sit, are the common

l>r..p.Tty "t' the Sanscrit, tho Latin, the Greek, the German, and

ll.i.l I space to exhibit the proofs of tho relationship of these

languages, I should dwell on the similarity which prevails in

tin- iiHxliii.-ations of number, person, case, tense, etc., which

they severally undergo ; but I can, in addition, do nothing more

than sot down in different tongues the variations of a few words

of universal prevalence, which indicate a common origin.

Fatlu r

Mother
BOB
Daughter
Brother
Sister

Man
Wimuiu

Eye
HOM
Tooth
Sim
Moon
Water
Day
Sea

Light

Sarucrit.

pitri (pader)
in.itri

M'.llll

duhitrl

bhrati

swarsi

tnanu
vamoni
akshi

nasa
danta
holi

OHM
uda

dyu
inira

loch (to see)

pater
inuU-r

Latin,

pater
mater

thugater
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of these materials architectural forms, without going through
that initiatory process which characterises the origin of all

human inventions. Yet the plains of Chaldea soon exhibited

constructions which had a great influence over primitive art in

the East, and formed the basis of a system which extended its

branches even to the West. The want of stones in Mesopotamia

taught the inhabitants to mould bricks, and the most ancient

temple of which we have any mention, called the Temple of

Baal, was an immense pyramid built of bricks piled on one

another, and forming, according to report, eight storeys or rows,

gradually receding from each other. At the top of this building

they sacrificed to Baal ; at a later period the Chaldean kings

placed his statue there, when their artists had made some progress
in the art of sculpture. It is probable that this pyramidal-formed

temple owed its origin to their remembrance of the practices of

those Caucasian countries whence the Shemitic tribes derived

is evident that these first regular constructions were thus gene-
rally established ; and the greater part of the primitive world

adopted them, with the exception of those countries where great
political events interrupted the first movements of civilisation,
and suspended the march of the arts ; with the exception also of

those whose inhabitants, less endowed by nature, necessarily
remained in the rear of civilisation, and only received a move-
ment of this kind from their neighbours, or from an invasion of
some people more advanced in civilisation. The first builders

worthy of the name from their ability to mould bricks, and hew
stones to raise their gigantic monuments, were compelled to
follow the road in which they were placed. The want of expe-
rience, the absence of instruments and machines, prevented
them from raising, at first, great edifices with vertical facades
or fronts, such as they were enabled to construct at a later

period. To form large foundations, and to raise above them

THE PYRAMIDS OF PALENQUE, MEXICO.

their origin. Herodotus gave a glimpse of the truth, when he
said that the Scythians made their temples or altars with a

arreat quantity of wood heaped in the form of a pyramid. How-
ever the case may be, this very simple form, which appears to

have come naturally to the minds of those men who were the

first to raise large constructions, spread itself over all Asia
;

the ancient pagodas of India are built in this form ; the most
ancient monuments of Lower Egypt and Ethiopia, where the
Shemitic tribes settled in Africa, are all of them pyramids. In
Asia whole cities Ecbatana, for example presented numerous
concentric enclosures rising one above another in such a way as

to exhibit the pyramidal form. The celebrated Hanging Gar-
dens of Babylon, formed of numerous terraces, one above another,
had also the same configuration. In short, this must be con-

sidered as the progress of architecture, when we see that the
most ancient religious edifices of the Mexicans are immense

pyramidal buildings, simple at first like those of Chaldea, and
of Lower and Upper Egypt ; but at a later period ornamented
with sculpture like the pagodas of India. Ancient public

buildings were also found in Mexico of a pyramidal form. It

materials with gradual and numerous recesses such as would

prevent the fall, of the upper parts of the building, was the

first law of construction and of statics to which they were

obliged to submit. This is so true that, after having made their

great steps in the art of building, and become able builders,

the Indians, the Chaldeans, the Ethiopians, and the Egyptians,
still continued in the path of which the pyramid was the starting-

point, by raising their edifices in such a manner as to give to

their fa9ades a great inclination in order to obtain greater sta-

bility ; a wise system, which was adopted by the Etruscans

when they left A.sia, where these principles were long established.

They were also spread over a part of Italy, and traces of them
are found at Norchia. The same ideas exerted their influence

over the early edifices of the Greeks, and they are found in a

modified form among the finest specimens of their later archi-

tecture. They are recognised, for instance, in the remains o

the Parthenon, or Temple of Minerva at Athens, where the

inclination of the jambs of the doors and windows still exists.

Mexico also bears witness to this, as may be seen in. our remarks
on the first regular constructions of that country.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. I.

INTRODUCTION TERMS EMPLOYED IN CLASSIFICATION.

; :mple instructions given by Linni to all succeeding natu-
" Observe and compare." This Swedish natnmli-t.

: LinwBUS, assiduously followed his own maxim, and

became one of the greatest masters of the description, and the

contributor to the science of the classification, of living

..In. in the world has known.
10 higher animals are free, locomotive, well-defined indi-

viduals. Euoh has within tho circumscribed limits of its body,

whether that body be of moderate dimensions or extremely

minute, every organ which is requisite to self-existence and

reproduction. The actions which the body has to perform in

order to carry on that orderly system of constructive change
which is always associated with life, are very numerous. To

jMTl'urm those actions, many complex organs are required;

hence an animal is a very compact piece of machinery, no part
of which can be dispensed with without crippling the whole. As

in a large factory every band, and wheel, and rod, from the

great piston to tho little bobbin, has its separate office, the

adaptations to which have required thought and contrivance ;

o there is no part of any animal which is not fitted to carry out

uomo necessary function.

The outward form of animals is often beautiful, and the study
of it instructive; but it is obvious that we cannot expect to

know anything of the animal, considered as a machine, until we
have searched it throughout by cutting down to every internal

organ, and examining all tho peculiarities of each. If we neglect

to do this, it is not only probable, but certain, that in the un-

xamined part we shall leave some secret of its life, some

admirable contrivance, some wonderful adaptation, unnoticed.

This leads us to the conclusion that in order to acquire a know-

ledge of living things we must use the knife. The microscope,
the injecting syringe, and all the appliances of modern science,

may be used, but the knife or scalpel is indispensable, and the

use of it has given a name to the science. The word anatomy
is derived from the Greek ava (an'-a), through, and rofji-rj (tom'-e),

a cutting. In following the Linnaean direction to observe in

this realm of Nature, it was natural that the only means of ob-

servation should give its name to the science which sprung out

of the investigation. At first, however, tho study was directed

upon one species only. If in more senses than one the proper

tudy of mankind is man, it was natural that at first the human
frame should have monopolised all the attention of scientific

dissectors. Hence the word anatomy was applied to the study
of the structure of the human species. As science advanced,
other animals were examined in the same way, and tho new

study, as it always suggested a comparison with the results of

the old, was called comparative anatomy.
Comparative anatomy is a study of all the parts of all the

different kinds of bodies which are found in the animal kingdom,
eo far as structure is concerned. Strictly speaking, it treats of

the dead animal alone. It describes the machine when the

motive power has ceased to act. Nevertheless, in examining
the structure of a species it is quite impossible, and very unde-

sirable, to exclude the idea of tho function which the several

parts have to perform when animated with life. Thus the twin

studies of anatomy (or the structure of living beings) and of

physiology are indissolnbly connected, though distinct from one

another. The mechanist has to do with the several parts of the

ngine while they are at rest, but every fitting is constructed

with reference to motion. He cannot exclude the idea of motion

while he is constructing his machine. He asks himself at every

stage, Will it go ? will it do its work well ? The works of God
cannot be constructed by man, and their simplest contrivances

can scarcely be imitated ; but man can examine and analyse
them, and as he does so he will be continually asking himself,
How does this structure act in the living animal ? and exclaim,
as knowledge dawns upon him, How admirably is this organ
constructed to do its work !

Tho words comparative anatomy, however, suggest another
truth they suggest that living beings may be compared with
one another. Every animal might be made a study by itself, as

man has been. The fact that man's frame has been the subject
of thousands of books, and the object of millions of investiga-

tions, and still affords unsolved problems, shows that the study
of each species is almost unlimited. On comparing the bodies

28 N'.E.

of different animals, it IB found that they are not toUll/ di-

imilar structure*. The fint thing which strike* the student is

that a very largo number of animals are constructed upon the

same ground-plan they differ only in the detail* of their

structure. Now, the details of structure are often most appa-
rent on tho exterior, while the essential plan lies deeper. The
anatomist (i.e., dissector) will often reveal a similarity between
two animals which tho zoologist would not suspect. .

If we take

two animals so utterly dissimilar in size, outward form, and
habits as the bat and the pig, and dissect them, we shall find

that in the main they are alike. Not only is there a bony axis

composed of many joints in the interior of the body of each,

which supports the animal, gives origin to the muscles, and

protects the nervous matter, but with few and slight exceptions
we find bone for bone, muscle for muscle, nerve for nerve, in

comparing each point of the internal structure of the two ani-

mals. Not only is the fore-limb of a dog built upon the same

plan as the arm of a man, but it is essentially more like it than

it is to the hind-limb of the same animal.

The similarity of structure which is found throughout a very

large number of animals is the first fact which strikes every
candid student of comparative anatomy. It is fortunate for the

study that this is the case. If every animal were built np on an

independent plan, no one could hope to gain a comprehensive
view of the structure of the animal kingdom ; nor would the

study be so interesting, for the human mind delights in simili-

tudes and generalisations ; moreover, on this likeness of structure

all classification of animals depends.
In pursuing his study, the comparative anatomist finds that

while a very large number of animals are constructed after the

same pattern, this pattern does not run through the structure of

all animals. He finds another multitude of animals which are

built upon a plan common to them all, but this plan is quite
different from that which characterises the first group. When
he has determined the number of these large groups, he finds

further that each species in one of these groups is not in the

same degree like or unlike every other of the same group. If

a, b, c, etc., represent a number of animals in a large group, he

finds that o is not as like to a as 6 is to a, so that he can

arrange them in something like order, placing one next to that

to which it is most like, so as to show that though 2 be to a

great extent unlike a, yet it is connected with it by the inter-

mediate links. Our student also will find that each species is

not in the same degree like or unlike even its next door neigh-

bour, as every other two next door neighbours are. In other

words, there are gaps in the series, and very useful these gaps

are, because they enable us to split up the tens of thousands of

species which belong to each group into natural sections. The

great groups themselves are probably only caused by very wide

gaps ; and these groups are subdivided by less marked gaps
into smaller groups, and so on. The reader must always remem-

ber that the vast scheme of animated nature is far more complex
than any of these poor illustrations express, or else he will be

misled by that which was intended to explain it. Perhaps tho

best illustration of the relations of animals to one another is that

of the richly-branched head of a large tree. In summer, when
the leafy covering presents an even surface to the eye, the con-

nection of the ultimate twigs is not apparent ; but in winter we
can see that a number of twigs spring from one little bough, a

number of these boughs spring from a branch, and a number of

these branches may bo traced down to where they diverge from

the giant fork.

It follows from this arrangement that a great many things

may be said about tho structure of each animal in one group
which will be true of all in that group. A great many more

facts may be stated of the animals of a smaller group, and so

on. Now, these statements are the results of comparative

anatomy, and the only true grounds of classification.

The comparative anatomist has a most difficult task before

him, and tho collected wisdom of all comparative anatomists has

not saved them from many blunders ; but every student of the

science has this satisfaction : he knows that the classification

which is being worked out ia not an imaginary but a real one

The classification which unites animals into groups within

groups, grounded on their likeness more or less to one another,

indicates a real and natural relationship in those which are

placed together. Whether this classification indicates a mate-

rial blood-relationship, or reveals the plan of the Almighty
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Creator, or both of these combined, no comparative anatomist

doubts that there is something absolute in nature which corre-

sponds more or less closely to it, as we are more or less acute

in our observations.

Of course, since we can say so many things which are true of a

whole group of animals, but which cannot be said of any animal

not belonging to that group, this greatly simplifies the whole

study of comparative anatomy. Thus we can frame definitions

of groups, but there is this difficulty in this treatment of the

subject : we are not acquainted with all animals, and it not

unfrequently happens that when we have made our definitions

of two groups, apparently perfectly distinct, some strange

creature from some outlandish country is brought home which

has some of the characters given in one definition and some that

are given in the other. Then the definitions have to be re-framed

so as to include the new species on one side or other of the line

of demarcation, or a new group made for its accommodation.

To avoid this result, it is perhaps better to take some one

animal of a group which has all the essential features of its

group well developed, and describe it as a type, laying stress on

the description of those peculiarities which are the most widely

possessed by the members of the group. As a matter of fact, it

will be found that an immense number of forms cluster closely

around such a typical species, while those forms which lie

between two such types will be few and rare. This plan of

describing types we shall endeavour to follow ; but since the

human mind longs for definitions because they are definite, we
can hardly escape sometimes giving them.

The animal kingdom is the realm we have to explore. How
is it bounded ? The question involves us in the very difficulty

to which we have just referred. The animal kingdom is cut off

from the mineral kingdom by the fact that while a mineral

remains unchanged unless acted on by external forces, an animal

is compelled to pass through a series of changes. But how shall

we distinguish an animal from a vegetable ? The answer which

would naturally suggest itself is : An animal moves and feels.

Yes ; but what is meant by movement and feeling ? Many
animals are fixed, and grow up from the rocks beneath the

ocean as plants do, and some plants possess not only motion

but locomotion. We cannot interrogate the lowest animals as

to whether they feel, and if we are guided by appearances, the

sensitive mimosa feels. The fact is, we cannot define, for what-

ever the definition, some troublesome species of plant or animal

obtrudes itself to disturb our distinction. We can, however,
affirm many things about plants and animals which are generally
true of the one kingdom and exclusive of the other. Thus,
animals cannot exist on mineral substances alone, but most

plants both can and do do so. Animals generally have an
internal cavity to lodge their food while it is being dissolved

and absorbed ; plants have no stomach. Most animals have a
nervous system, that is, a material by which the whole organism
is connected into a sentient individual, and which conveys voli-

tion through the frame ; no plant has a nervous system. These
contrasts between a typical animal and a typical plant must

satisfy the reader. The lower groups in both kingdoms present

species which it may be difficult to assign tc their respective

spheres ; but by keeping in mind the typical or ideal plant or

animal we shall usually be able to determine the position of

every form which presents itself.

In the next lesson we shall give an outline of the classification

of the animal kingdom, only giving its main features, and not

descending into the minor divisions, and then take a type of

each class, and describe it so as to bring out its peculiar charac-

teristics. The student will find it a great and material help, as

he proceeds in his study of this subject, if he does not content

himself merely with committing to memory the written descrip-
tion of various characteristics in the construction of animals,
but refers to the particular animal selected as an illustration,

and so fixes the truth in his mind by the aid of actual ex-

perience. With a view to enable the reader thus to verify the

statements for himself, and to impress them intelligently on his

memory, the types chosen will, so far as it is possible, be

ordinary and familiar animals in each department.
It will prevent confusion in the mind of the reader not only of

the following lessons, but of all books on this subject, if he
have a clear idea of the terms applied to the different grades of

the groups in classification. We give the principal names

employed in the order of their importance, reading from left to

right ;
and taking three familiar examples, we give the names of

the groups into which they fall, proceeding from the higher to

the lower grade.

SUB-KING-
DOM OR
BRANCH.

Vertebrata
Articulata
Mollusca

GENUS. SPECIES

Mammalia Pachydermata SolidungulaJEquus
Crustacea Decapoda SCaridia .Crangon
Gasteropoda Pulmonifera Helicida? jHelix

COMMON
NAME

Caballus Horse

Vulgaris Shrimp
Aspersa Garden

I
Snail

A species is the lowest grade with which we shall have any-

thing to do, and may be defined to be that assemblage of ani-

mals which are alike in every essential feature of structure, and

any two of which (male and female) are capable of reproducing
their own kind in perpetuity.
When we wish to name a species we use two names, that of

the genus followed by that of the species : thus science names
the horse Equus caballus.

A genus is an assemblage of species ; a family a number of

genera, and so on. Professor Agassiz has endeavoured to define

all the grades, but his definitions are so vague as to be almost

worthless. We will not attempt to give definitions, because all

are open to objections, as indeed that which we have given to

define a species is. What is essential to the student is to

know that they rank one above the other, and are not used

indiscriminately. He will soon see how they are applied as he

gets to know more of the animal kingdom.
To carry out the example given : The genus Equus includes

not only the horse, but the ass, zebra, etc. ; the family Soli-

dungula includes all animals which have a single consolidated

toe to each foot ; the order Pachydermata, includes not only the

horse family, but also the elephant family, the rhinoceros family,

the hog family, etc. ; the class Mammalia includes not only the

Pachydermata, but the Carnivora, Eodentia, etc., i.e., all brutes ;

and the sub-kingdom Vertebrata includes not only brutes, but

birds, reptiles, and fish.

Other intermediate grades are often used, but those we have

given are the best established. With this explanation our way
is cleared for our next lesson on general classification.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XIY.
ADVERBS.

IN English, adverbs are formed from adjectives by the addition

of ly, thus swift, swift-fa/. Similar is the manner in which the

Romans formed their adverbs. The ordinary terminations of

the Latin adverbs are c and ter ; ter sometimes stands as tier.

To form an adverb, find the stem and add the terminations.

Adverbs formed from adjectives or participles of the second de-

clension end in e. Adverbs formed from adjectives or participles

of the third declension, in ens and cms, end in ter. Adverbs

formed from the other adjectives of the third declension, end

in Her.

You ought now to have no difficulty to know which are adjec-

tives of the second, and which adjectives of the third declension.

But for your assistance I interpose a few remarks. Adjectives

follow the first, the second, and the third declension of nouns.

Adjectives which have the nominative singular in a, and genitive

singular in ce, follow the first declension. Adjectives which have

the nominative singular in us or um, and genitive singular in i,

follow the second declension. Adjectives which have the nomi-

native singular in is, etc., and genitive singular in is, follow the

third declension. There are no adjectives of the fourth or fifth

declension. I add instances of

ADVERBS FORMED FROM ADJECTIVES.

Clare, clearly, brightly ;

LibSre, freely ;

Pulchre, beautifully ;

Prudenter, prudently ;

Amanfer, lovingly ;

Fortiter, bravely;

Audaciter, daringly;

from clarus, 2, clear.

liber, 2, free.

pulcher (pulchri), 2, beautiful.

prudens (prudent), 3, prudent.

amans (arnant), 3, loving.

fortis (fort), 3, brare.

audax (audac), 3, daring.

Adverbs, like adjectives, undergo comparison. Thus,_ clare,

clearly, positive ; clarius, more dearly, comparative ; clarissime,

most clearly, superlative. Properly the comparative adverb is

the neuter gender singular number of the comparative adjective:
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thus, darns, olarior, cluriu:.. Tho superlative in formed by tho

i MS of the odjeotiro into e : thus, optima*, bast ;

i>|itim . i.i the best manner. Inntanoo* follow of

ADVERBS IN THE THBKB DEGREES OF COMPARISON.

Comparative.

Intius, more joy/ally ;

doctius, more learnedly

levius, more lightly ;

felicius, more '

magnificenttus, more

Positive.

Lte, joji/ali;; ;

Doctc, leani.

Leviter, lightly ;

pily;

Mognifice, splendidly;

Similifer, similarly ; similiiu, more similarly

These adverbs, are irregular :

Positive. Comparative.

Itono, vdl
, melius, better;

Mule, ill; pejus, uxmte;
Mult uiti, much; plus, more;

Superlative.

kotuisime, most joyfully.

doctu*ime,most Uarnea'ly

levissime, most lightly,

felicissime, most happily,

maguificentissime, most

splendidly.

simillime.most similarly.

Superlative,

optime, beet,

pessime, worst,

plurimum, most,

maxitne, very greatly.

VOCABULARY.



THE POPULAR EDUCATOR.

6. Cantus nos delectat. 7. Parentes a nobis diliguntur. 8. O mi fill,

nunquatn mihi pares ! 6. Frater me et te amat. 10. Egomet mihi

Bum proximus. 11. Tute tibi imperas bene. 12. Virtus propter sese

colitur. 33. Suapte natura virtus expetltur. 14. Cives de suismet

capitibus dimicant. 15. Sapiens omnia sua secum portat. 16. Nos
vobiscum de patris reditu gaudemus. 17. Tu tecuin pulchi-e pugnas.
18. Deus tecum est. 19. Ssepe animus secum discordat. 20. Hostes

nobiscum acriter pugnant. 21. Oratio tua tecum pugnat.

EXERCISE 52. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. I carry all mine (my things) with me. 2. Do wise men carry all

their property (all theirs) with them ? 3. Thou lovest me, I love thee.

4. Thy life is pleasant to me, my life is pleasant to thee. 5. Bad men
always disagree with themselves. 6. The handling (pursuit) of letters

is very pleasant to us. 7. Men love themselves. 8. Do women love

themselves ? 9. Bad men love themselves very badly. 10. Virtue is

beautiful by (per) itself. 11. On account of thyself I love thee. 12.

My native country is more pleasant to me than thiiie to thee.

KEY TO EXEBCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN, XII. AND
XIII. (Vol. I., pp. 358, 388.)

EXERCISE 39. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Hope is uncertain and doubtful. 2. The power of hope is great

in the minds of men. 3. Is not the power of hope great in thy mind ?

4. Boys easily indulge in vain hope. 5. We ought not to lose the

hope of happier times in the miseries of life. 6. O hope, thou re-

freshest the minds of wretched men with a sweet solace ! 7. By vain

hope we are often deceived. 8. Human affairs are often uncertain

and doubtful. 9. The condition of human affairs is doubtful. 10.

Thou oughtest to oppose virtue to adverse things ; i.e., thou oughtest

to withstand adversity by virtue. 11. A wise man does not dread

adversity. 12. O human affairs, how often you deceive the minds

of men ! 13. The mind of a wise man is not beaten down by adversity.

EXERCISE 40. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Spes vitae iucerta er,t. 2. Spes long vitse est vana. 3. Spe
amniurn recreo. 4. Sapiens non facile in serumnis afftictatur. 5.

Fortium animos hominum afflictant adversse res. 6. Fortium hominum
animi adversis rebus affiictantur. 7. Spei solatio sapientis animus
recreatur. 8. Virtutem in vitse eerumnis non amittere debemus. 9.

Conditionis serumnsB hominem affiictant. 10. Spem felicioris temporis
amittit.

EXERCISE 41. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The faithfulness of friendship refreshes the mind in the wretched-

ness of life. 2. The examples of true friendship are rare. 3. To the

fidelity of friends we owe (our) safety in adversity. 4. A true friend

preserves his fidelity even iu the miseries of life. 5. Fidelity prepares
a port even for the wretched. 6. A safe port is prepared for me. 7.

An uoicorrupted friend is rare in adversity. 8. He rests in the fidelity
of (his) friends. 9. The coming of spring is sweet. 10. The day flies

quickly away. 11. Fair days are rare in spring. 12. He calls together
the soldiers into the city on (an) appointed day. 13. On a fixed day,

xny friends are called together into my house. 14. Sad are the days
of the wretched.

EXERCISE 42. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Veri amici fidem servant in serumnis vitse. 2. Fides amicitise non

est spes vana. 3. Barumue exemplum est fides incorrupt! amici?
4, In adversis rebus portum debemus veris amicis. 5. Verae amicitise

solatium amicos convocat. 6. Cito avolant sereni dies. 7. Certa die

convocant duces agmina. 8. Constitute die milites a rege convocantur.
9. Cupide adventum veris expecto. 10. In vere rara est tristis dies.

EXERCISE 43. LATIN-ENGLISH.
I. I have a faithful and dear friend. 2. Thy slave is unfaithful. 3.

The earth is round. 4. True friendship is everlasting. 5. Hunger
and thirst are troublesome. 6. The miser is never contented. 7. The
king is powerful. 8. Thy step is slow. 9. The virtue of thy father
is remarkable. 10. The fountain is clear and cold. 11. The generals
have an illustrious name. 12. A limpid river delights all men. 13.

The stag has high horns. 14. The affair is great and unusual. 15.

Here are vast marshes. 16. Credulous hope deceives boys. 17. Men
have a small day (short life). 18. No one is always happy. 19. The
ice is slippery. 20. The wooden bridge is guarded. 21. Not all soldiers

are brave. 22. The magnificent porticoes are defended. 23. The har-

bour is convenient. 24. "We eat with sharp teeth. 25. The night is

long and cold. 26. A good man is praised, a bad man is blamed. 27.

Old age is often morose (cross). 28. Unhoped-for safety comes. 29.

The sea is vast, deep, swelling. 30. Much desired rest is easily lost.

31. We learn Latin. 32. Dost thou not teach Greek ? 33. Barbarous
nations are distant. 34. Timorous hares fly away. 35. The flower is

perishable. 36. The last hour is coming. 37. Eiches are uncertain.

28. My mother loves ancient customs. 39. Thy words are hard. 40.

How moist is the ground. 41. The fields are not easily tilled in winter.

EXERCISE 44. ETSTGLISH-LATIN.

1. Amantur fidi amici. 2. Sunt mihi magnse divitise, or magnse
divitise sunt mihi, or raagna divitise mihi sunt. 3. Expectatam amici-

tiam amittunt. 4. Humida est humus. 5. Nocet humus humida.
6. Acuti dentes sunt leporibus. 7. Acutis dentibus edirnus onmes.
8. Fortes sunt milites tui. 9. Fortesue sunt tui patris milites ? 10.

Credula spe delectautur. 11. Tauri cornua valida sunt. 12. Eximiaa
sunt regis virtutes. 13. Quam pulchra est portions. 14. Sermonem
Latinum discere debes. 15. Ultimom horam expavescunt homines.
16. Valido agniine domus custoditur. 17. Avari vitautur. 18. Morosse
feminse nuuquam amantur. 19. Morosi sunt molesti. 20. Sempiterna
estne amicitia ? 21. Spes est sempiterna. 22. Quam tardi suut gradus
tui ! 23. Glacies lubrica est in hieme. 24. Nemo famein sitimque
diligit. 25. Quies avolat cito. 26. Commodus navibus est portus. 27.

Timidi nunquain sunt securi. 28. Sermone patris esiie contentus ?

29. Potentem priucipem feriunt. 30. Caduci flores leguutur. 31. In
itinere flores legit. 32. Graaca lingua est pulchra. 33. Ssepe inveuiuntur
tumida maria. 33. Exoptatse sunt consolatio quiesque verso amicitise.

34. Semper beatus est nemo.

EXERCISE 45. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Nothing is more suited to the nature of man than benevolence.

2. Nothing is more lovely than virtue. 3. Light is swifter than sound.
4. Nothing is better than wisdom. 5. Many men are more chattering
than swallows. 6. The poor are often more munificent than the rich.

7. In adversity men are often more prudent than iu prosperity. 8.

The life of the richest is often very miserable. 9. The pretence of love
is worse than hatred. 10. Nothing is better than reason. 11. The sun
is greater than the earth. 12. The moon is less than the earth. 13.

The sage is the happiest of all men. 14. Homer is the most ancient
of all the Greek poets. 15. Flattery is a very great evil. 16. The city
of Syracuse (in Latin, the city Syracuse) is the greatest and most
beautiful of all the Grecian cities. 17. Evil speakers are very bad men.
18. Thy brothers are of all men the most given to evil speaking. 19.

In friendship, similarity of character has more power than relationship.
20. Thy sister is more amiable than mine.

EXERCISE 46. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Nihil est pejus quam amoris sirnulatio. 2. Maximus est sol. 3.

Sol major est quam luua. 4. Brevissima est hominum vita. 5. Divit-

issimi ssepe sunt iufelicissimi. 6. Pauperrimi nonnunquam sunt felicis-

simi. 7. Labor est facillimus. 8. Meus labor facilior est quam tuus.

9. Mores homiuum sunt dissimillimi 10. Bex est munificentissiiuus.

11. Pessimi non scepe sunt felices. 12. Boiii suut felices. 13.

Optimi sunt felicissimi. 14. Felicissimus omnium est Deus. 15. Op-
timi a pessimis nouuunquam contemnuntur. 16. Infirinissima est

amici rnei valetudo. 17. Patris hortus pulcherrimus est. 18. Filii

hortus pulchrior est. 19. Difficillimus est labor. 20. Urbis muri sunt

humillimi. 21. Patriam amant plurimi. 22. Nihil melius est quam
virtus. 23. Portus est celeberrimus. 24. Deus omnium est maximus,
optimus et sapientissimus. 25. Lacedemoniorum mores eraut simpli-

cissimi. 26. Velocissimus est equus. 27. Corvi sunt nigerrimi. 28.

Pater tuus est benevolentissimus et munificentissirnus. 29. Frater

tuus domum pulcherrimam BBdificat. 30. Pulcherrima domus sedificatur

a fratre tuo. 31. Modestissimsa esse debent virgines. 32. Soror tua

modestior est quam frater. 33. Similis hominibus est simia. 34.

Similissima estne simia hominibus ? 35. Omnium animalium similis-

sima hominibus est simia. 36. Nihil dulcius est quam amicitia. 37.

Lacedemonii fortissiini erant. 38. Velocissima est lux. 39. Lux velo-

cior est quam sonitus.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XIV.

THE PEOTECTOB OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

AT the Eoyal Palace of Whitehall, on the 3rd of September, 1658,
a man lay dying. Eight days before he felt so confident of life

that he told his wife not to think he should die, as he felt sure
of the contrary. Now he was speechless, sinking ; and the last

thing about which he had seriously troubled himself was a
curious metaphysical one. "

Tell me," he said to Sterry, a
minister who stood by him, "is it possible to fall from grace?

"
"

It is not possible," said the minister. "
Then," exclaimed

the dying man,
"
I am safe ; for I know that I was once in

grace."
The attention of all England was riveted on the sick room at

Whitehall, with keen and sincere interest. From the lips of

many went forth earnest prayers that God would be pleased to

spare the invalid's life ; in other hearts there were joy and exulta-
tion over the death of a sinner ; while in others, that should
have been kindly disposed, there was a certain sort of assurance
that there is something in the misfortunes of our greatest friends
which is not displeasing to us. A frightful wind-storm raged,
rooting up trees in the park, and tearing off the roofs of houses
in London. The friends of the dying argued that God was
giving warning of his intention to take to himself the great soul
of the sufferer

;
his enemies argued that " the princes of the
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powers of the air
"
were holding fearful roveln amid the storm-

driven .-l..u.lrt in honour of the prospect of seizing on a great
offender's soul.

lying man was Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of Eng-
land and In-hind, the man who for ton years had governed the

kingdom in a right kingly way, and made it stronger and more

respected by all foreign powers than it had been since the days
(f H.'iiry V. and Aginconrt; the man who had subverted the

subverters of the monarchy, and had yet annihilated monarchy
itself in the person of his own king ; who had overcome all

punished all rebels against his own authority, and seated

himself firmly on the throne of kings, though he had refused

the name and emblems of royalty.
It was the 3rd of September, the day Cromwell was wont to

call his fortunate day. On a 3rd of September he overcame the

Scots' army at Dunbar, when, looking at the position of hia army
in a military point of view, he was committed to certain destruc-

tion at their hands ; on a 3rd of September he had fought the

battle of Worcester,
" the Lord's crowning mnrcy to him," as he

called it, when the royalist cause was lost in England, so long as

Cromwell could move a regiment or man a ship. His wife and
his friends hoped much from this circumstance, that the worst of

the fever seemed to come upon him on this his fortunate day.
Fortunate indeed if he could realise in his own case the assertion

of the wise king, that the day of one's death is better than the

day of his birth ; fortunate too, still, if he could feel that death
was but the entrance into life, the outlet from a world of which
he was heartily tired and weary ; the means by which, and by
which only, he could enter into rest.

In this sense surely the 3rd of September was still Cromwell's
fortunate day, for if ever a man was weary of life and anxious
to be quit of its cares, Cromwell must have been that man.
Whether he was to be blamed or not for the part he had taken

in the recent troubles, the result to him was the same : the

weight of the government pressed heavily upon his shoulders,
and he found at the end of ten years that all he had for tho

labour which he had taken under the sun was vanity and vexa-
tion of spirit. Fatigue of body and mind was supplemented
latterly by a spring of bitterness welling up within, sapping the

strong man's energy, gnawing away at the very vitals of hia

strength, overwhelming him with a dreadful sense of responsi-
bility and fear lest he had striven in vain and in the wrong
direction. Once he had felt no hesitation about what he should

do, and believed that his decision was an inspiration direct from
the Spirit of the Almighty ; now he doubted whether all things
were lawful or expedient unto him. Once he had felt no difficulty
in telling his troopers, by way of assurance against their fears

as to the propriety of offering personal violence to the king,
"
If

I should meet the king in battle, I would shoot the king ;

" now
he was uneasy in his mind when even his favourite daughter,
Mrs. Claypole, suggested to him doubts as to the integrity of his

conduct in the sight of God. Even his old friends, the men who
had stood by him through good report and evil until his genius
eclipsed them and turned them into rivals and opponents, these
too had forsaken him, and left him alone in the state like a lodge
in a garden of cucumbers. Then he found how, without being
bitter, a man's household may be among his foes. His mother,
a homely woman, quite incapable of realising the magnitude and
tho difficulties of her son's position, disquieted him in return for
his filial devotion to her with the expression of her convictions
that they and the like of them had no business in the royal
palaces. His children were incapable, excepting perhaps Henry,
of appreciating his statesmanship and his motives, and were
therefore divided from him by a great gulf of wont of sympathy;
while some of them, if the accounts of those times are to be
trusted, actually reproached him for what he had done for the

country. On one side, a numerous and implacable enemy, burn-
ing with desire to revenge the unpardonable death of " the royal
martyr," and the losses they had incurred in his behalf on
another side, a formidable array of enemies who had once been
friends and associates ; the hatred of foreign nations, only kept
from finding expression by the fear inspired by his sword ; chronic
rebellion at home ; within the camp lukewarm allies, ready to
fall away like water as soon as they should "

perceive the least
rub in his fortunes ;

"
his own kith and kin not with him, and

uneasy in his own mind about grace and acceptance : ionbtful,
too, as has been said, whether or not he had striven in vain for
the ultimate good of his country what comfort could he have

in living 'f He was alone, and be felt it keenly ; the still strong
man felt the need of some sympathy, noine divider of cares with
whom he could relieve himself of the great burden of public and

private care which came upon him daily in the singularly excep-
tional position in which he found himself placed. As age
increased he suffered more and more from the chilling wind of

isolation, and seemed to yearn after that rest which the weary
love. Yet the spirit of duty within him, the duty which he
believed he was called to discharge in England, strove to prevent
his wish to depart ; he saw his work all unfinished, and be knew
that he had no fit successor ; he believed some say affected to
believe that his work was Qod's work, and he wished to do it

to the utmost of his power. For duty's sake and religion's, and
because it was " God's high gift," he guarded his life

" from
scathe and wrong," and his hold on life was not a little strength-
ened by the natural dread a man has of loosening it through
sudden violence and deadly malice. Such a dread had Cromwell
for a companion, in addition to his load of corking cares and

weighty troubles. Plots to assassinate him were continually

being made, and were only baffled by the most watchful energy
and the most exemplary punishments. The knowledge of their

existence, and the consciousness that at any moment he might
fall a victim, contributed to make a man whose mind was
already overladen, a man who had a religions or superstitions
dread of being sent to his account suddenly, "disappointed,
unaneled," without any reckoning made, excitable and nervoo*
to an almost unbearable degree.

In August, 1658, he was at Hampton Court Palace, watching
the sure progress of disease in the body of his best beloved

child, Elizabeth Claypole. He was, and had been for some time,
far from well, but the absorbing attractions of his daughter's
state made him oblivious or indifferent to his own ills. On the
6th of August the strongest link of affection that bound him to

the world was snapped ; Elizabeth Claypole died, and then the
Protector found out, what other men had known long since,

that he was very ill. For a time he distracted himself by
the sad cares of the last offices for his daughter, whom he
caused to be buried with imperial pomp among kings and

queens in Westminster Abbey ; but this done he had leisure to

find out that he was mortal. At the moment of his daughter's
death he was confined to his bed with gout, and upon that fever

supervened. His pulse became intermittent, but his physicians
did not seem to be anxious, and be, on his wife expressing her

fears as to the issue of hia illness, bade her be sure he should

not die, since he knew he should not " from better authority
than any which you can have from Galen or Hippocrates. It is

the answer of God himself to our prayers ; not to mine alone,
but to those of others who have a more intimate interest in him
than I have.''

For sake of the change he had moved from Hampton Court
to Whitehall, where he took to his bed, and within a month of

his daughter's decease he had followed her to her long home.

Thurloe, . his faithful secretary and most devoted friend,

announced the event to the Deputy of Ireland in a letter

wherein he said of Cromwell,
" He is gone to heaven, embalmed

with the tears of his people, and upon the wings of the prayers
of the saints."

With a magnificent ceremonial, copied from that which was
used at the funeral of the Spanish King Philip II., in 1598, the

Republican Government laid the body of Oliver Cromwell in

Westminster Abbey, where it remained with those of princes and
senators till the restoration of the monarchy, when tho spirit of

revenge wreaked itself on the corpse of the spoiler of kings by
causing it to be exposed on the gallows atTyburn, and then buried

in a hole like the carcase of a dog. To Cromwell himself it could

scarcely have mattered much where they laid his body or what

they did with it after he had done with it ; tho splendid funeral

at St. Peter's was as little in accordance with his habits an'',

ways as the ignominious barbarity at Tyburn. He was beyond
the reach of honour and dishonour, insensible to flattery A to

blame ; but to those who remained these two ceremonies sig-

nified something. What had Cromwell done that gav<: signifi-

cance to them ?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to take s>

survey of the life of the man, as the history of it k presented to-

ns in the records of his time, and by the light of dispassionate,

truth-seeking inquiry instituted since then.

Oliver Cromwell was born on April 25. 1599. at Hunting-
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don, and was the son of a country gentleman of moderate

estate, who was of the same family as that Thomas Cromwell,
Cardinal Wolsey's favourite secretary, who was made Earl of

Essex by Henry VIII., and was afterwards beheaded by him.

Oliver was sent to the University, where he made but small

proficiency in his studies, and fell, it is said, into some wild

courses. Reforming his mode of life, however, on a sudden but

sincere conviction that it was a wrong one, Cromwell married,

and at the same time warmly embraced the Puritanical faith,

which was then beginning to acquire great influence throughout
the country. For reasons o economy he gave up housekeeping
as a country gentleman, and farmed some land which he took

near St. Ives ;
but his operations in this direction were not

successful, the duties of the farmer being probably neglected
for those of the religions politician. In conjunction with his

kinsman, John Hampden, he formed a project of emigrating to

America, believing that there alone he could live in the enjoy-
ment of that freedom of conscience and of political action which

was denied to him and his brethren here. How that project was
frustrated by royal order, on the very eve of completion, has

been already shown at length in a previous number of the pre-
sent series of Historic Sketches.

Soon after the veto was put on his emigration, Cromwell was
sent to Parliament as member for the town of Cambridge, and

though he seldom spoke, and when he did, not in a way to cap-
tivate or lead the house, his vote was invariably to be found in

the lists of those who had maintained the popular right against
the kingly power. He did not take a prominent part in the

political and domestic matters which brought about the rupture
between the King and the Parliament, but he made good use of

his time, and of his great powers of observation and reflection,

to make up his mind thoroughly both as to the righteousness of

the common cause, and as to the integrity and capacity of the

men engaged on both sides of it. Having formed very strong

opinions upon the most important questions of the day, he

cleaved to them as a strongly persuaded man does with uncom-

promising intensity ; and the shape of the quarrel in the state,

and the peculiar habit of his mind, caused him to see plainly a

great gulf fixed between what he believed to be on one side the

cause of God himself, and on the other the cause of God's

enemies.

In all important points before the breaking out of civil war we
find him voting on the popular side, lending whatever weight his

influence had to the cause of liberty ; and when by the flight of

the king from London, and by the rearing of the royal standard

at Nottingham, August 25, 1642, war became inevitable,

Cromwell, then in his forty-third year, was among the first to

offer his sword to the Parliament, and he was forthwith com-

missioned to raise a troop of horsemen to serve in the Parlia-

mentary army. This troop, which he soon increased to a regi-

ment, he raised from among the yeomen and well-to-do farmers

in Cambridgeshire and the neighbouring counties, ensuring

thereby a certain amount of education among his men, and a

large admixture of that free spirit which cannot grow but in an

independent atmosphere. He severely disciplined his recruits

till they become the famous "
Ironsides," dreadful in battle ; he

prayed with them, preached to them, fought with them, and by
cool courage and fervent zeal succeeded in inspiring them with

a belief that a prophet had risen up among them.

First at Gainsborough, and then at Horncastle, in Yorkshire,
Cromwell displayed his military ability as a general, by de-

feating with severe loss some divisions of the Royalist army
under the Marquis of Newcastle ; and soon afterwards, in 1644,
he was appointed second in command of the Parliamentary

army operating in the Eastern counties under the Earl of Man-
chester. In conjunction with Fairfax and Lambert, the Earl of

Manchester, having been victorious in the east, marched to York
and besieged it, the issue being the battle of Marston Moor,
where the cavalry and infantry under the command of Oliver

Cromwell broke the serried ranks of Prince Eupert, and carried

the day "for God and the Houses."
At Dennington Castle, near Newbury, where King Charles

had left his baggage and artillery after the rout of his army at

the latter place, a difference arose between Cromwell and the

Earl of Manchester which first showed the firmness and domi-

nancy of the spirit which actuated the future Protector. Crom-
well was for taking the castle and the guns, the earl was for

marching elsewhere, and upon this question the two men split,

Cromwell thereafter taking his own independent line across the
difficult country of politics which was before him. It matters
not now to follow him through all his military achievements

prior to the death of the king ; suffice it to say that he was
incessantly employed, retaining by stratagem his seat as a
member of Parliament the while, and that he figured in all the

great battles of the war, including Naseby, June 14, 1645, and
was always attended by success.

Thoroughly persuaded of the dishonesty of the king; con-
vinced that, unless he were completely overthrown, the last

state of England would be worst than the first ; persuaded also

that there was not any man, or any set of men on the Parlia-

mentary side, who could prevent this except himself, he deter-

mined, about the time King Charles was given up by the Scots,
with whom he had taken refuge, to gather up the reins into his

own hands, and to drive the chariot of the state along the only
road which in his opinion was a safe one. Firmly, harshly,

penseveringly, prayerfully, he addressed himself to his task,
which was to overthrow the power namely the Parliament
which had overthrown the king, to subject the king utterly,
even by death if need be, and to bring under obedience those
rival chiefs and commanders, who, he foresaw, would never
tolerate quietly the assumption of power by one whom they
looked on as their equal or inferior.

It was by Cromwell's orders, or at least with his concurrence,
that Cornet Joyce, with a strong party of cavalry, made a sort

of raid on the captive king's guard at Holdenby, in Yorkshire,
where he was on his way to be given up to the Parliament, and

snatching the king from the hands of the Scots and Parliamen-

tary commissioners, brought him to the head-quarters of the

army. The army at that time was in open quarrel with the

Parliament on the subject of the limitations which that body
had thought fit to place upon the authority and influence of the

military. The Parliament itself was divided into many factions,
all pulling a different way, none of them seeking the general

I

good, but only the advancement of their own petty interests.

I

Cromwell, wkose influence with the army was at this time para-

I

mount, resolved to crush the rival but divided power, and know-

ing the immense importance of the possession of the king's

[
person, gladly acquiesced in, if he did not order, the violent

! taking of Charles from the custody of the Parliamentary com-
missioners.

Immediately he heard of the king's re-arrest he left London,
hastened to the army, and putting himself at its head, marched
to St. Albans', where he opened negotiations with the Parliament

in London. The nation looked on approvingly, being disgusted
with the way in which the Houses had used their power, with

the taxes they levied, the harsh laws they enacted, and the

tyrannical manner in which the executive was carried on ;

and though London held out in favour of the Parliament, the

! army marched up and demanded admittance, which was con-

ceded to them without show of resistance. This was in June,

j

1647.

On November 11, in the same year, King Charles, who was a

sort of prisoner at large at Hampton Court Palace, fled to the
1

Isle of Wight, where he was detained at Carisbrook Castle by the

governor. Colonel Hammond. Meantime the army, represented
i by Cromwell, had completely overawed the Parliament, which

was allowed, however, still to exist till the dictator had used

i
them for his purposes. The negotiations between it and the

king having proved futile, Cromwell summoned a council of the

principal officers of the army to devise some means of settling

the nation. At this council it was resolved, after much prayer
and much deliberation, to bring the king to trial for having
committed treason against the people by levying war upon
them.

Plots and counterplots now took place, some having in view

the overthrow of the officers, some of the Parliament, some the

restoration of the king, the result being that a second civil war

broke out, aided by the Scots, and England was ablaze again

from end to end. Promptly, skilfully, successfully, Cromwell

and his friends crushed the rebellion and the invasion
;
and that

being done, they resolved to bring the king to punishment for

the part he had had in them. The Parliament resisting, the

army came to London ;
and the Houses having still declared their

willingness to treat with the king, and their entire disapproval of

the course taken by the army, Cromwell resolved to coerce them

still more, and on the 6th of December, 1648,
"
purged

"
the
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House by seizing some two hundred of the members inimical to

, and allowing no more than some sixty of the most

ui-like to remain. It was by a High Court of Jiintin-

iipi'iiintfil l>y this
" Bump

" Parliament that King Charles was

brought to trial in Westminster Hall, and by a sentence of that

riuirt, Hignod, amongst others, by Oliver Cromwell, he was

[iiihlii'ly executed "in the open space before Whitehall," on the

Kiry, 1648-9. There was no other way in the state to

which things had come; it was war to the knife, and so wide

had become the difference in political and religious feeling

11 the opposed parties, that the intolerant absolutism of

one of them was inevitable.

For four years after this event the government of England
was nominally republican, and really a sort of parliamentary
oxec'utivo under the control of the army. The prime mover,

though he kept himself in the background, was Oliver Crom-

\\vll, whoso will made itself law, and whose policy guided the

state. Ireland, the state of which was more wretched and

deplorable, perhaps, than at any other time ir. her history, was

to bo "
tranquillised," and Cromwell marched through it in

inexorable fashion, putting whole garrisons to the sword, burn-

ing, killing, and destroying, in pursuance of what his stern,

strong nature conceived to be the only efficacious way of

dealing with her. Ireland was tranquil in the sleep of death,

and never again was able to trouble the sister .island with her

aspirations after life. It was an awful opiate the Puritan

leader gave her, and deadly and bitter was the hatred with

which she woke from the effects of it. With no worse maledic-

tion can an Irishman curse to-day than with "the curse of

Crom'ell."

The Dutch were punished for the aid they gave to the king's

cause by a naval war, which was singularly brilliant, and in

which the names of De Ruyter, De Witt, Van Tromp, Blake,

Ayscne, Venables, and Monk, shine out in bold relief. Scotland,

which had espoused the cause of Charles IL, and had proclaimed
him king, was overrun by the same irresistible man who had
crushed the opponents of the Commonwealth and Puritanism

in Ireland. At Dunbar, at Stirling, and then at Worcester,
whither the Scots' army had penetrated in order to be over-

thrown, the strong hand and wise head of Oliver Cromwell pre-

vailed, and the royal cause was irretrievably lost.

In 1653 it became obvious to the army, or to the man who
commanded it, that parliamentary government must cease in

form as well as in reality. The exceptional state of England
rendered it impossible to have a divided government, and in

divisions and petty squabbles the Parliament, mutilated as it

was, was only strong. Every day the civil and the military

powers were coming into collision. In the face of smouldering
war at home, avowed hostility abroad, and the still unsettled

state of the realm, this sort of thing would not do. Cromwell
resolved to take the helm himself, and alone to steer the

ship of the state. On the 20th of April, 1653, he dismissed the

sham Parliament, over which Praise God Barebones presided,

and was forthwith made Protector of the Commonwealth of

England.
From that moment England rose to be a first-rate power in

Europe. The Dutch were ruinously beaten in a two days' naval

battle, in which Van Tromp, their great admiral, was killed.

Spain, the greatest power in Europe, was victoriously with-

stood, and lost, among other possessions, the island of Jamaica ;

France, under Cardinal Mazarin, was glad to be well with the

Republic of England ; and Portugal received condign punish-
ment for some assistance she gave to the exiled prince. Athome
a firm and disinterested rule served to heal many of the

wounds from which poor England bled ; and with a commerce

protected afloat, and industry encouraged on shore, the English

people grew prosperous, wealthy, and in some sort contented.

Now and again the royalists, and those enemies of theirs who
were enemies of the Commonwealth also, gave the government
trouble ; and it was seriously proposed, in order to put an end to

their hopes, that Cromwell should make himself king, and found
a new dynasty. In 1657 the crown was actually offered to him,
but ho firmly refused it, and accepted instead "the humble

petition and advice," wherein were laid down rules for his

guidance in the government, and in which his authority was

defined.

For twelve months he continued to carry on his work, hoping
against hope that it might be an abiding one ; welding the dis-

integrated masses of English society into a strong, united com*

innuity ; striving to do jiutioo to all, though many would not

suffer him ; making the country be had been called upon to

govern prosperous at home and respected abroad. Space fail*

to tell of all he did, or to seek out a knowledge of the intentions

he was not allowed to fulfil. Regarded with respectful hatred

by the royalists, with envy by those whom he had outstripped
in the race, with admiration by those who loved their country
more than themselves, and prized the objects for which England
had struggled and fought ; loved by very few, unhappy in him-

self, Cromwell sank to rest ; and enough has been said here to

make it intelligible why to many of his countrymen a funeral

and a tomb less than the most splendid seemed all unworthy of

him, and also why, when Charles II. was restored to his father's

throne, there were found men to suggest and approve the sense-

less barbarity which led to the exposure of his dead body on

Tyburn gallows. Perhaps even these men, after " the merry
monarch " hod reigned a few years, might have looked back and
said when they saw the Dutch in the Medway, the French all-

powerful through money, the Spaniards insulting the English

flag in all places in the world, and the revenues of the kingdom
squandered on mistresses and frivolity, while the servants of the

state died of hunger that sombre, harsh, ungenial as Cromwell

might have been, he never allowed an Englishman to have cause

to blush for his nationality, never made the state interests sub-

servient to his own, never gave the people such provocation as

did the restored line of princes, that in less than thirty years
after the day of their unfortunate restoration they hurled them
off the throne, and forbade firmly and for ever their re-accession

to it.

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH OLIVES AND RICHARD

CROMWELL.

Denmark, King of.
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War declared against Spain . 1654

Defeat of Perm and Venables
at Hispaniola, or Hayti . 1654

Capture of Jamaica . . . 1655

Cromwell refuses the Crown . 1657

Destruction of the Spanish
Fleet at Santa Cruz by
Blake. . . . April 20, 1657

Capture of Dunkirk . June, 1658

Death of Blake . August 27, 1658

Cromwell dies at Whitehall

Septembers, 1658

EICHAED CROMWELL, LORD
PROTECTOR.

Born at Huntingdon . . . 1625

Became Lord Protector,

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XIV.
THESECTION XXV. UMBELLIFEE^E, OR APIACE^I:

UMBELLIFEROUS, OR PARSLEY TRIBE.

PERHAPS there does not exist a natural family of vegetables
more distinctly marked than this. Their general aspect alone,
without going into anatomical minutise of structure, is almost
sufficient to distinguish them; never-

theless, we will indicate the botanical

characteristics of this great natural

order.

Characteristics : Calyx adherent to

the ovary ; petals, five, inserted upon
anepigynous disc; aestivation valvular,
involute ; stamens, five, alternate with
the petals; ovary, inferior, two-celled

nniovular ; ovule, pendent, reflexed ;

styles, two ; carpels separating at the

base ; seed, dicotyledonous ; leaves,

alternate, simple, often divided, petio-

late, in an involucre. The word epi-

gynous, the only one in the preceding

description of the characters of the

Umbelliferce that we have not met with

before, means
"
growing on the summit

of the ovary," from the Greek eirt

(ep'-i), upon, and yvvrt (gu'-ne), a
woman.

Such are the precise botanical cha-

racteristics by which the umbelliferoe,
or umbrella-bearers, as we may call them,
are known; but, we repeat, their aspect
is almost enough to distinguish them
from other plants ; not but that a few

plants of other orders bear umbels,
and many seem to bear umbels with-

out doing so ; but, generally speaking,
the aspect of an umbelliferous plant is

sufficient to characterise it.

Taking for our example a specimen
of Fool's Parsley (JEthusa Cynapium,
Fig. 138), we shall find the floral part
to consist of a compound umbel ; that
is to say, little umbels attached to the
stems which constitute large ones (Vol. I., page 217, Fig; 66).
We shall find, both in the small and large umbels, that the

petioles, or flower-stalks, shoot forth from points exactly opposite
each other, otherwise the structure would not be an umbel. Take,
for example, the elder-tree. A general examination of its flower
would lead one to suppose that the elder was an umbelliferous

plant ; but, on examining it more attentively, the petioles do not
branch off at a point exactly opposite each other ; hence the in-

florescence of the elder-tree is not that of an umbel, but of a

cyme. Nevertheless, in the geraniums, and some other plants,
the inflorescence is really umbelliferous

; hence the existence of
an umbel is not quite sufficient for the botanist to rely upon in

the discrimination of a plant belonging to the natural order

Umbelliferce. Let us, therefore, examine some of the remaining
characteristics enumerated at the beginning of this description.

If we examine the flower of a parsley plant, we shall discover
that the calyx is almost absent. The petals, five in number,
spring from a narrow line or border. There are five stamens,
each arising from between two petals.
As in the apple, the ovary in an umbelliferous plant is inferior

that is to say, it appears below the calyx and corolla, inas-

much, as the latter springs from above it.

What, then, is the fruit of an umbelliferous plant ? We hear

frequently enough of carrot, parsley, celery, and carraway seeds,
but we do not hear of carrot, parsley, celery, and carraway fruits.

. .. Nevertheless, all these are fruits, not seeds. The real seed is
ocp itiiji uyr o. J-OOo i_ j j j :J.T.* j_t_ > i t* i

Deposed by the Army
embedded within the structure of a surrounding mass, as we

April 22* 1659
'

foun(l to be the case in the apple and pear. There the sur-

Restoration of Charles II.
j

rounding mass is fleshy and easily separable ; here it is hard
May 29, 1660 and firmly adherent ; therefore the so-called seeds of umbel.

Richard Cromwell dies
j
liferous plants are fruits of the kind which botanists denominate

at Hursley, Hampshire,
^

I by the term achcenium. All these fruits separate naturally when
July 17, 1712 rjp6) or a(jmjt of ready separation into two parts, and they are

all furrowed ; moreover, the nature and direction of these fur-

rows differ in each species ; of the order, consequently, they are
an important means for enabling the botanist to distinguish
umbelliferous species. The two grand peculiarities, then, of the
umbelliferous tribe are, first, the presence of umbels ; secondly,
the inferior fruit separable into two portions. Why did w
select a sprig of Fool's Parsley, as a specimen to illustrate the
tribe Umbelliferce when so many more readily obtainable plants

existed ? For this reason : to show
in what respect Fool's Parsley, which
is poisonous, may be distinguished
from the culinary parsley.

If the reader examines each terminal
umbel of the Fool's Parsley, he will

recognise at the base of it three leaf-

like things, which are bracts, and
which, when they are arranged as we
find them in umbelliferous plants, con-

stitute each set an involucre. The
student will observe that in the JEthusa

Cynapium, or Fool's Parsley (Fig. 138),
these bracts all point outwards, bj
which characteristic sign may the
Fool's Parsley be distinguished not

only from common parsley, but from
all wild umbelliferous plants.

Whilst treating of these bracts,
which in Umbelliferce constitute the

involucrum, the reader's attention may
as well be directed to certain modifica-

tions of form which bracts are capable
of assuming. Thus, in the oak they
grow together and give rise to the
acorn up (Fig. 87, p. 341); in the

pine-apple they grow together, become
fleshy, and constitute the part we eat ;

in the fir-cone they constitute the
scales ; in Umbelliferce, however, they
assume the appearance of leaves,

which, indeed, is their general or

normal aspect. With regard to the

physiological and chemical characteris-

tics of the Umbelliferce, they may be
stated to depend on the presence either

of an odorous volatile oil, or a poisonous
matter. Everybody is aware how agreeably odorous are the

so-called carraway seeds ; everybody is aware of the poisonous
nature of the hemlock ; and the noxious character of the Fool's

Parsley has already passed under notice. Umbelliferous plant*

may, therefore, be designated in general terms as suspicious

plants, comprehending, however, a far greater number of in-

noxious than noxious species ; the latter may be generally dis-

covered by their agreeable, the former by their disagreeable
odour.

In certain species of this natural order the innocent and the

noxious principles are combined. This is the case in the wild

celery, which in this condition is a rank plant, altogether un-

fitted for food. The change which ensues when celery is culti-

vated in gardens we are all aware of ; but the reason of that

change merits a few remarks. Garden celery, as the reader

knows, is carefully buried in the earth, not only its root, but

much of its stem being totally deprived of light. Under this

treatment, the buried portion of the plant becomes etiolated or

bleached; becomes, in point of fact, botanically considered,

diseased ; that is to say, the poisonous secretion of the plant is

no longer elaborated, the odorous principle alone being formed.

A consideration of the nature and effects of etiolation leads us

136. BLOSSOM, LEAVES, AND FRUIT OP THE SAPUCAYA
TBEE (LECYTHIS OLLABIA).
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to a correct appreciation of the functions which those part* of SECTION XTVI.-MYRTACEJE, OR THE JffTBTLB TBIBK.

vegetables exposed to the air and HUH, especially leaves, are Characteristic* : Calyx, adherent ; petals, in number equal to

destined to perform, and points oat the necessity of giving the divisions of the calyx, inserted on a disc around the throat

vegetables abundant air and light, if we would have thorn bring
'

of the latter ; aestivation imbricated, rarely absent ; stamens,
forth their natural productions. To stimulate those natural ordinarily indefinite; ovary, usually two to six-celled, plnriovnlar,

productions i-. in most cases, the main object of agriculture or containing many ovules; ovules, pendulous, reflexed or
and horticulture ; occasionally, however, as in the example of

I
curved ; style, simple ; fruit, dry, or a berry ; seed, dicotyledo*

celery, the ob-

ject kept in view
is the reverse of

this.

The odoroua

principle in cer-

t-iin Umbelliferw
is of a resinous

character; thus

assafcetida isthe

produce of

ii'-'i .

Such is the

long list of gene-
ral characters by
which botanists

recognisea plant
of this great
natural order;

nevertheless,
myrtles, like

many other
members of the

vegetable world,
have a sort of

physiognomy of
their own, more
easilyrecognised
than described.

Perhaps the
fragrant odour
diffused by these
beautiful plants
is one of their

most prominent
characteristics.

All the sub-
stance of a
myrtle is more
or less saturated

with this odor-

ous matter. Now
we find it as-

sumes its great
est power in the

bark, now in

the flower buds,
now in the
leaves; but it is

everywhere pre-
sentmoreorless-

Supposing the

reader to have
before him a leaf

of the common
myrtle, he need
not be told that

the leaf is odo-

rous, especially
when crushed

between the

fingers. Now,
in what does the

odour consist,

and where does

it come from ?

139. DIDISCTS CCRTN This, like the

LEUS. 140. FLOWER OF DIDISCUS CJKRULEUS, ENLARGED. 141. SECTION OF BLOSSOM IND OVARY OF greater number
MYRTLE. 142. TRANSVERSE SECTION OF OVARY OF MYRTLE. 143. THB COMMON MYRTLE (MYRTC8 of odorOUS prin-
COMMUNIS). 144. BLOSSOM AND LEAF OF THE CLOVE-TREE (CARYOPHYLLUS AROMATICU9). 145. FRUIT OF

cjples furnished
THE CLOVE-TREK.

an
umbelliferous

plant growing in

Persia. Opopo-
nox and ammo-
niacum, both so

valuable in me-

dicine, arc also

the produce of

umbelliferous
plants.

Many of the

Umbelltferce con-

tain sugar, BO

like that of the

cane in every
respect that
sugar- loaves

may be mode of

it Thus the pre-
sence of sugar
may be recog-
nised by the
taste in the root

of the carrot and
the parsnip;
also, in the root

of celery, al-

though less evi-

dently. Indeed,

sugar may be

regarded as a

pretty general
concomitant of

the umbellifer-

ous structure ;

even in the juice
of the poisonous
hemlock it may
be discovered by
chemical tests.

It would bo a
needless task to

occupy space in

pointing out the

various uses of

umbelliferous

plants to man.
The so-called

carraway, cori-

ander, and anise-

seeds, flavour

our pastry and confectionery ; carrots and parsnips are amongst
the most favoured articles of our food ; even the noxious hem-
lock yields a valuable medicinal substance, conia; and the resin-

yielding umbel-bearers pour forth their treasures in great
profusion. By far the greater number of this family have white
flowers ; some, like the fennel, have yellow flowers, and a few
have blue ones. Of the latter kind are most of the Eryngo
genus, and the beautiful Didiscus Cceruleus, of which we now
give a representation (Fig. 139).

141

137. BLOSSOM OF PABSLET, XNLAKGED. 138. FOOL'S PARSLEY (JETHCSA CYNAPItTM).

to us by the

vegetable king-

dom, is a volatile oil, and in the myrtle leaf it is secreted

by specific organs, denominated glands. If a myrtle leaf be
held between a candle, or other source of light, and the eye,
these little glandular bodies will be seen like so many specks }

it is within these glands that the volatile oil remains encased.

Glands are not necessary for the secretion of volatile oil, nor are

they necessarily confined to leaves. They exist in large quan-
tities in the skin of members of the orange tribe, and it is from

them that the inflammable volatile oil is esoitted when a piece
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of orange peel is squeezed between the fingers. Although the

characteristic of agreeable odour is a very good common sign by
which we may be justified in expecting that a plant may, in cer-

tain cases, belong to the Myrtacece, nevertheless it is a very loose

sign when taken apart from others. We can only arrive at a
correct botanical comprehension of the Myrtacece by studying
some of the generic characters that have been mentioned in our

preceding list.

If the specimen of common myrtle under examination be a

sprig, not a single leaf, the student, before he lays it down,
should observe that the leaves are opposite, not alternate

(Fig. 143). Let us now examine the flower. The particular

species under consideration has a calyx of five divisions, and

there are also five petals, but in certain species these floral parts
are generally four. The stamens are numerous, as will be

readily observed ; and the reader need not be told at this period
of our labours that it is necessary to ascertain whether these

etamens grow from the calyx or the receptacle. They grow
from the calyx, as will be readily distinguished. The ovary is

inferior; it contains three little cells, and each cell contains

many ovules ; and it shoots up a single style, which terminates

in a small stigma so very minute that it cannot be seen by the

naked eye.

Figs. 141 and 142 are representations of a vertical section of the

flower and ovary of a common myrtle, and a transverse section

of the ovary with adherent calyx, or rather the fruit with ad-

herent calyx. If the reader examines Fig. 142, he will observe

that the number of seed-cells in the species of myrtle under
consideration is three, or, to use the language of Botany, the

ovary is trilocular, or three-celled. If the reader now refer to

the list of characteristics of this family, he will find the expres-

sion,
"
ovary, usually two to six-celled," which signifies that the

number of cells may vary between two and six.

By well considering the characteristics already discussed, the

student will be at no loss to recognise an individual of the myrtle

tribe, even without taking into consideration minute microscopic

peculiarities.

Let us now proceed to mention a few particulars in connection

with the dimensions, natural habitation, and properties of this

beautiful and useful botanical order.

The stem of the Myrtacece is generally woody, the leaves oppo-
site or alternate, simple, entire, rarely stipulated; frequently,
as we have seen, provided with secretive glandular appendages,
embedded in the parenchyma. The flowers are complete, regular,

solitary, or irregularly agglomerated. The greater number of

myrtaceous plants have berries for their fruits ; but some others,
the principal of them being Australian plants, have a dry hard
fruit ; these, too, have alternate leaves, which is not usual in the

myrtle tribe. The great districts for myrtles are the intertro-

pical regions and Australia; only a few species existing in

temperate climes. The spice sold as cloves is the produce of

one of the myrtle tribe, Oaryophyllus Aromaticus (Fig. 144), of

which cloves are the dry flower-buds. Allspice is the berry
of another (Eugenia Pimenta). Guava jelly, so valued and
esteemed wherever it can be procured, is the conserve made of

the mashed berries of a myrtle which grows in the West Indies.

The pomegranate, too, a native of Northern Africa, but which
now grows in the south of Europe, furnishes another example
of a fruit-bearing myrtle.

In reviewing, then, the chemical and physiological character-

istics of the Myrtacece, we learn that none of the tribe axe

poisonous. The greater number contain an abundance of

fragrant oil. Some yield fruits which are delicious to eat ; and
all are imbued with a certain, but variable amount of astringent

matter, similar to that contained in oak bark, whence it has
been denominated tannic acid by the chemist.

In this country the myrtle requires protection during the

winter months in all districts north of the Thames, but in the

the south of England, and especially along the coast of the

western counties, it flourishes against a wall, often growing to

a great height, and covering a considerable space with masses
of dark-green foliage.

Many of the species of the myrtle tribe are very large trees.

The Sapucaya tree, as it is called in Brazil (Lecythis Ollaria), is

one of the tallest trees amongst the very tall ones that grow in

Brazilian forests. In Fig. 136 the reader will find a represen-
tation of a branch of this species. How different from a branch
of the common myrtle 1

Slnfunft, /. arrival.

2lu8'fcb,en, to appear.

93ette'nen, to serve.



LESSON'S IN <J HUMAN.

SECTION XLVI.-VERB8 GOVEBNINQ THE GENITIVK.

Herman {,'
while

,:iirc the ob-

us . (Vetcnfe mtincr, romcmbfr mo (or, think of me). 3d;

ad;tc I'ciiuT ni<tt, I do not rej^inl (m.ti.-.-: i.im. <r K-t.uf I,

aits) money. <Sr tenft or ijeteMft incincr, In- thinks of

me. Gr muil'iitc unfcr, ho mentioned (spoke of) us. (Jr ber.uibte ibn

:\t, ho robbed him of all his treasures. Sat au

ciiU'd-vt let i'.itcr<. the house locks (misses) the father (master).

Ter Uiu)lficf!idK bam befferet 3eitcn, the unfortunate (waits for) ex-

pects bettor times. cb.onet nuin ( 57. 1), spare me. Sic fpctten

you mock me, prince ! '-Eerijeffct nicincr nid;t, forgot

me not. fir bcticnte fid; ket beflen QJJittcl, he used (served himself

of) the best means.
Some verbs of the above class ( 125) more rommonly take

the accusative, as : SSergijj fceinc 23ud;et ntd;t, do not forget your
books.

VOCABULARY.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

nod;JBetur'fcn Sic

SHenfte ?

3a, mcin Jjcr

tenn id) entbei?'re felbft (Sect.

LXII. 1) tcr nctb/roentivjften

8e'benmittel.

er'ieniije, ker ein SSergnu'gen nid;t

entbeb'ren fann, jciijt, tap er ntd?t

erftcb,t', taffel'be jit cjcnie'iitn.

3d; 'muitt fciner gar nicfjt ernxllj'nen,

wcnn cr nid;t mcin iBenuant'tct

mite.

Ocnie'pc te* ScbenS, aber mit C^tcn :

fernev meincr Are you still further in need of

my assistance ?

id; braud;e clb, Yes, sir ; I need some money,
for I am in wont even of the

most necessary provisions.

He that cannot dispense with a

pleasure, shows that he does

not know how to enjoy it

(the same).
I would not speak of him at all

if he were not my relative.

Enjoy (the) life, but with
honour !

He was accused of a crime that

he had not committed.

Do not forget me.

I forgot my pencil ; give me
yours a moment.

(Jr tourte cinc i>erbrc'd;en3 an'gc-

flaqt, ta cr nid;t bcgan'ojcn fyattc.

5>crgcn"cit 3te meincr nuln.

3d; vcvgap' ntciiicn 23lci|lift ; gcben

sic niir cincn Olu \jcnblicf ten

3^'cigen.

EXERCISE 88.

1. 2Ber altc Scute nid;t ad;tet, ift md;t wcrtb,, fclbft gcacf^tct ^u UTrtcn.

2. 2Bcnn man auf jetc JRete acfctcn iccUtr, bflttc man ftcb urn vide 2.utcn

ju bcfiimmcrn. 3. ffr entbcBrte fcer ni'tbtgen D(ittet, nm feine 'I'Ulne au.

jufuftren. 4. SBer n>trl> fi$ mciner annebmen, tccnn icf> wrlaffen bin? 5.

SIBenn er feine geblcr bcreut, fo wift icb i^rer and) nify mcbr getenfen. 6.

3cf) rourtc nod) viet mebr arf;en betnrfen, recnn id* nicbt gcircbitt wire,

tic egcnfJante ju entbefitcn, tic (Sect. XXI. 3) tide Scute fur unent-

l<ebrlid> Iviltcn. 7. JTer @cncrat crmAhntc ,

%
*hvc i'bnc, alt cine* tcr

tavferften Planner in fcinen iNc.iimcntern. 8. em^lirc meinc i'itte,

J;>err ! unb fdni&e mid) vcr meinen Seintcn. 9. etcnfc meiner 'iMtte

10. Jfticfjtd ift unlciMirber, alt auf oemar.tcn tanae ju ivarten, ter jule^t

<jar nieht fcnimt. 11. 8ano.fl fd)on ^arrte id; 3brer mit 2ebnfu*t, aW idb

Sic nHie$ fommcn fa^. 12. (Srbarmc ltd; te J?intrf. ta wrlaffen auf

arterut,5d;e, /. do-
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I have it from the hatter. 19. For whom is it ? 20. It is for the

tailor's son. 21. Have you gold, silver, or copper for the teacher ?

22. I have silver for him. 23. Whom does the child love ? 24. It

loves the teacher's brother.

EXERCISE 8 (VOL. I., page 62).

1. Where is the mate's brother ? 2. He is with the captain in the

ship. 3. Is the nobleman's son with him also ? 4. No, he is in

Uermany. 5. Where is the father ? 6. He is with the captain in the

custom-house. 7: Does the captain praise the nobleman's son ?

8. Yes, and he praises the father also. 9. Does the nobleman love the

captain ? 10. Yes, he loves and praises him very much. 11. Is this

tuan the captain's son ? 12. No, he is the mate's son. 13. Is this

sailor rich? 14. No, he is poor and merry. 15. How old is this

man ? 16. He is not very old. 17. Is he sick ? 18. No, he is

hungry. 19. What does this girl give the child ? 20. She gives it

only sugar. 21. What do you give the servant ? 22. I give him
money. 23. What does the servant give the horse ? 24. He gives it

hay. 25. Does this child love the teacher ? 26. Yes, and the teacher

praises the child. 27. Is the hunter still in the forest ? 28. Yes, and
the nobleman's son is with him. 29. The huntsman goes to the

forest to the father, and I go to the brother.

EXERCISE 9 (Vol. I., page 66).

1. Has a man or a child this friend's stick ? 2. This man has an

enemy's sword, and this child has a friend's stick. 3. What has the
hunter ? 4. He has a dog and a gun. 5. Who has the peasant's

plough? 6. The father of this child has the plough. 7. Has this

blacksmith the merchant's money ? 8. No, he has only iron from a
merchant. 9. Have you the baker's wagon? 10. No, I have this

wagon from a carriage-maker. 11. Have you this girl's ribbon?
12. No, I have cloth from a draper. 13. Have you this friend's coat ?

14. No, I have this coat from a tailor. 15. Have you the teacher's

paper ? 16. No, I have this paper from a stationer, and a letter of

recommendation from the teacher. 17. Is the horse a draught-
animal ? 18. Yes, and it is also a beast of burden. 19. Is the camel
a draught-animal also ? 20. No, it is only a beast of burden. 21.

Whose law-book has the nobleman's son ? 22. He has the law-book of

the judge of the superior court.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XIV.
THE CIRCLE AND ITS PROPERTIES.

HITHERTO, in our lessons in Geometry, the attention of the
student has been directed to the construction of rectilineal

figures, or figures contained by right or straight lines : we shall

now enter on what may be termed the "
geometry of the circle,"

or the method of drawing circles and parts of circles under
various conditions; concluding our lessons on this subject
with instructions for drawing regular polygons by the aid
of the circle, protractor, and scale of chords, as well as the

ellipse and other figures bounded by curves or consisting of

curved lines.

It may be useful to the student if we recapitulate briefly the
names of various parts of the circle, and mention its chief

properties as laid down in the Definitions (Vol. I., page 53),
before explaining one or two other points that will be necessary
for him to understand before he reads the problems that we are
about to bring under his notice.

Firstly, let us ask, What is a circle ? It is a form that meets
the eye often enough as we go about our daily tasks. As we
pass through the streets of town or city, or along the highways
and byways of the country, it is brought before us in the wheels
of every vehicle we meet. It is exhibited in the form of the

majority of our cooking utensils. If we turn our eyes to the
face of the clock that stands on the mantel-shelf, or the watch
that is carried in the waistcoat-pocket, it is there. Nay, more,
it is found in every button that we wear on our attire, in the

cups and glasses out of which we drink, and in the plates off

which we eat our daily food. It is the most perfect, the most
elegant, the most useful of all forms. Under the figure of a
snake holding its tail in its mouth, the ancients adopted it as
the emblem of eternity, which had no beginning, and which has
no end. It is a figure which any one can describe by the aid of

a pair of compasses with the greatest ease, but one which it

would be most difficult to draw without the assistance of this

useful instrument.

There was a man once, though, who could draw a perfect
circle with a simple sweep of his unerring arm and hand, and
mark its centre with tha same rapidity and precision. His

name was Giotto or Angiolatto, an Italian painter, sculptor,
architect, and engineer, born at Vespignano in 1276. As a boy
he was employed as a shepherd, but Cimabue, who accidentally
discovered his innate talent for drawing, took him by the hand,
and made him a greater painter than himself. He had learnt
the rudiments of his art in the fields by sketching his sheep on
the earth with the end of his shepherd's crook, or with a nail

on any flat piece of stone that might come in his way. These
small beginnings had great results in Giotto's case, for he went
on step by step until he became the greatest Italian painter of

his time. When Benedict XI. was Pope of Rome, artists were
wanted to work at the decorations of the great cathedral dedi-

cated to St. Peter, and invitations were sent to the principal
painters of Italy to forward specimens of their skill for the

pope's inspection. Giotto contented himself with drawing a
circle on a piece of paper with a bit of charcoal, and handing it

to Pope Benedict's messenger. It was in vain that the mes-

senger urged that his master required some design as a speci-
men of Giotto's skill, for the painter refused to send anything
else. The circle so hastily drawn was found to be perfect when
tested with a pair of compasses, and so struck was the pope
and his advisers with this surprising proof of the artist's

capacity as a draughtsman, that he was immediately summoned
to Rome to carry out the work that Benedict wished to con-

tribute as his quota to the adornment of the finest cathedral
that has yet been built.

But to return from this digression. The circle, in geometrical
terms, is a plane figure ; that is, a figure drawn on a plane or
level surface, and bounded by a curved line called the circum-
ference or periphery. Let us explain these terms ; for there is

nothing so well calculated to fix the meaning of a word and the

peculiar property of the figure that it is intended to describe as
to trace it to the primary source or root from which it is derived.

The word plane is derived from the Latin planus, flat, smooth,
level. It is merely another form of the word plain, which we
apply to a level tract of country because it is flat and devoid of

hills or any striking inequalities in its surface. A joiner or

cabinet-maker will now see at once the reason why the tool he
uses to give an even level surface to a piece of wood is called a-

plane. The word circumference, which is applied to the line

which is carried round about, or which bounds any figure, is

derived from the Latin words circum, round, and fero, I bear or

carry. The word periphery means precisely the same thing,
but it traces its source to the Greek instead of the Latin, being
derived from the Greek irepi (per'-ry), a/round, and <ptpw (fer'-ro),

I bear or carry.
Look at the annexed figure. The whole of the superficies or

surface of the paper that lies within the curved line A c B E is

called a circle. The curved line A c B E
itself is called the circumference or periphery
of this circle. The point o is called its

centre, a word derived immediately from the

Latin centrum, and more remotely from the

Greek Ktvrpov (ken'-tron), a sharp point.
The position of this point has this peculiar

property : it is such that all straight lines

drawn from it to the circumference are

equal to one another. Thus the straight lines O A, o B, O c,

o E, drawn from the centre o to the points A, B, c, E, in the cir-

cumference, are equal to one another. These lines are called

radii of the eircle A c B E, from the Latin radius, a sunbeam or

ray of light, and hence applied to any line or any number of lines

that radiate in various directions from the same point, as rays
of light seem to proceed from the sun or any luminous centre,

as may be seen by looking at a candle or gas-light with half-

closed eyes, when the rays that seem to issue from it will become

distinctly visible. Any two radii that proceed from the centre

in opposite directions, and therefore lie in the same straight line,

form together a straight line called a diameter of the circle. In
the above figure (Fig. 49), A B is a diameter of the circle AC B E.

Its name, derived from the Greek Sia (di'-a), through, and

peTpfiv (met'-rine), to measure, implies that it is a line that

measures the circle across its superficies and through its centre.

Having arrived at the meaning of the word diameter, we arrive

at the full significance of the term "
diametrically opposite."

Thus, when we say that the opinions entertained by any two
men are diametrically opposite, we mean that they are as con-

trary to each other as it is possible to bo as opposite, in fact, in

Fig. 49.
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direction and aim aa the two radii proceeding from the ccntro of

a cirolo that together form a diameter of that circle.

Any portion <>i the circumference of a circle, no matter how great
or how small, is called an arc of that circle. Thus the portion A c

of tlm dri'uiuferenoe of the cirolo A c B E is an arc of that circle.

r'or i In* sake of clearness we will call this portion tho arc AUG.
r

rii<> remainder of the circumference, c B A, is also an arc of tho

:ia are also the portions A c B, B E A, E A c, c B E, etc.

etc. Tho Btraitfht lino that joins tho extr. ;mtii-s of on arc is

called the clionl of tluit arc,. Thus A c in tho chord of tho aro

A M c, A K is the chord of tho aro A N E, and A B is tin- chord of

the aro A c B or tho arc A E B. The student may ask why a

portion of tho circumference of a circle is called an arc, and to

this wo may reply by two counter-questions Why is a man who
ahoota with a bow and arrow called an archer ? and, What does

the aro and its chord resemble P It may not be easy to give a

reply to our first counter-query, but it will suggest a reply to

our second, namely, that tho arc and its chord look very much
like a bent bow and its string tightened to its utmost tension.

Let it now bo said that tho Latin word for a bow is arcus, and

the meaning of the words arc and archer becomes clear enough.
The word c/umZ is derived from the Latin cliorda, the string of

a harp or lyre, and hence any kind of string. It is from this

word that wo have "cord," a term applied to any small rope,

or thick or closely-twisted string. From this it may be seen

how much a letter more or less disguises an otherwise familiar

word.
A segment of a circle is any part of the surface of tho entire

circle enclosed by an aro and its chord. The word segment is

derived from the Latin segmenlum, & piece, shred, or paring.
Thus in Fig. 49, A M c represents a small segment of the circle

A c B E contained by the arc A M c and the chord A c. In like

manner, tho portion of tho circle c B E A, contained by tho arc

c B E A and tho chord c A, is a segment of tho circle A c B E,

as is also A c B, contained by the aro A c B and the chord A B.

This chord, however, is a diameter of the circle A c B E
; and

when a diameter is tho chord of an arc that encloses a segment
in conjunction with it, tho portion of the surface thus enclosed

is called a semicircle or half-circle.

The figure enclosed between any two radii of a circle and tho

arc of the circumference intercepted between the extremities of

the radii that touch or meet tho circumference, is called a sector,

from scctum, a part of the Latin verb seco, to cut. Thus o c E,

the portion of the circle A c B E bounded or enclosed by tho radii,

o c, o E, and tho arc c A E, is the sector of that circle, as is also

the remainder of the surface ; namely, the portion bounded by
the radii o c, O E, and the arc c B E.

We shall have occasion in the course of future problems to

epeak of circles touching or meeting one another, and of straight
lines that aro tangents to a circle. In Fig. 50, the smaller circles

A D E, c F G touch the larger circle ABC, A

the former in tho point A, and tho latter

in the point c. One circle can touch
another in only one point. The circum-

ference of tho touching circles meet in

one point only. If, however, the surface

of one circle overlaps the surface of the

other in the slightest degree, contact is

destroyed, and the circumferences of the

circles are said to cut ouo another. Thus in Fig. 51, the circum-

ference of the circle BCD, which overlaps tho circle ACE, cuts

the circumference of tho hut-named circle in the points c and F.

When, therefore, two circles touch ono another, they touch or

meet in one point only. They cannot touch
each other by any possibility whatever in

more points than one. When one circle is

said to cut another circle, the circumference

of the ono cuts the circumference of the

other in two points only ; it cannot by any
possibility whatever cut the circumference

of the other in more points than two.

In Fig. 50, tho straight line x Y which
touches the circle A B c in tho point B is called a tangent to that

circle. Now in speaking of a lino in plane geometry as tho

tangent of or to a circle, nothing more is meant than this, that

it touches the circle. Tho word tangent is derived from the

Latin tango, I touch. In Fig. 52, the straight lines p Q, B s, are

tangents to the circle A B c, P Q touching it in the point B, and

Fig. 50.

B 8 in the point c. Straight lines drawn at right angles to thfe

tangents of a circle intersect in the centre of that circle. Thus
in the annexed figure, the straight lines B o, C o drawn at right

angles to the tangents p Q, It a respec-

tively, intersect in tho point o, the cen-

tre of the circle ABC. The straight
lines B o, c o are radii of the circle ABC;
and thus, conversely, if a straight line be
drawn through the extremity of a radius

that meets tho circumference of any
circle, at right angles to that radius, the

straight lino thus drawn at right angles
to the radius is a tangent of that circle.

The ratio of tho diameter of a circle to

its circumference is aa 1 to 3$, or very
nearly so, expressed in figures in the

simplest way possible that is, the circumference of a circle

is equal in length to three times the length of the dianxitflr,
and one-seventh of its length ; or it may be written as 7 to 22,
which means that if a diameter of a circle be divided into 7

parts, the length of the circumference is equal to 22 of those

parts. Expressed in decimals, the ratio is as 1 to 3'14159.
Of course a greater degree of exactness may be obtained by
increasing the number of decimal places in the above, bnt the
number given is sufficient for all practical purposes.
The following remarks have been made on the ratio of the

diameter of a circle to tho circumference by General T. Perronet

Thompson, whoso name has been already mentioned in our
Lessons in Music :

"
If it is asked, what after all is the proportion between the

diameter of a wheel and its circumference? it is as 1 to

3*14159, etc. etc., to as many figures of decimals as anybody
shall think it worth while to discover and add ; but, as in the

case of the square root of 5, coming to the end, No ! As the

Irish sailor said of the rope, the end is cut off. It is not quite
so easy to add figure to figure as in the case of the square root

of 5, but tho conclusion is the same The simplest pro-

portion for common purposes is as 7 to 22. The next, which
there is very seldom any occasion to go beyond, is as 113 to 355,
on which may be given a useful piece of what is called

'
artificial

memory.' The ablest man it was ever my chance to know,

professor of mathematics in the University of Cambridge, wanted
this proportion one day, and was observed to be fidgeting with

a pen and a piece of paper. At hist he broke out,
' There it is,

sir. Write down the first three odd figures in pairs, and cut

them in two
113

|

355.'

I remember telling this to the driver of a French cabriolet on
the Pont Neuf, to his great delight. He will never forget it 5

nor should any working man to whom it may be ever likely to

be of use."

READING AND ELOCUTION. XIV.
ANALYSIS OP THE VOICE (continued).

EXERCISES ON INFLECTIONS.

Rising Inflection.

Rule 1.
"
High rising inflection."

3<i .'say you t6 1

JHiut .' confer a crtfien on the author of the public calamities ?

Indeed ! acknowledge a trditor for our sovereign ?

Rule 2.
" Moderate rising inflection."

In every station which Washington was called to fill, be acquitted
himself with honour.

As the evening was now far advanced, the party broke up.

Where your treasure is, there will your heart be I also.

Though we cannot discern the reasons which regulate the occur,

renoe of cvonts, we may rest assured that nothing can happen without
the cognisance of Infinite Wisdom.

Despairing of any way of escape from the perils which surrounded

him, he abandoned his struggles, and gave ii'm^if up to what seamed
his inevitable doom.

Had I suffered such enormities to pass unpunished, I should hare
deemed myself recreant to every principle of justice and of duty.
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Note and Exception.
" Words and phrases of address."

Listen, Americans, to the lesson which seems borne to us on the

very air we breathe, while we perform these dutiful rights. Ye winds,
that wafted the pilgrims to the laud of promise, fan, in their children's

hearts, the love of freedom ! Blood which our fathers shed, cry from
the ground ; echoing arches of this renewed hall, whisper back the

voices of other days ; glorious Washington ! break the long silence of

that votive canvas ; speak, speak, marble lips : teach us THE LOVE OF

LIBERTY PROTECTED BY LAW !

Rule 3. Note.
" Poetic series."

Power, will, sensation, memory, failed in turn.

Oh ! the dread mingling, iu that awful hour,

Of all terrific sounds ! the savage tone

Of the wild horn, the cannon's peal, the shower

Of hissing darts, the crash of walls o'erthrown,

The deep, dull, tambour's beat !

All the while,

A ceaseless murmur from the populous town,

Swells o'er these solitudes ; a mingled sound

Of jarring wheels, and iron hoofs that clash

Upon the stony ways, and hammer clang,

And creak of engines lifting ponderous bulks,

And calls and cries,* and tread of eager feet

Innumerable, hurrying to and fro.

Onward still the remote Pawnee and Mandan will beckon, whither

tho deer are flying, and the wild horse roams, where the buffalo ranges,

and the condor soars, far towards the waves where the stars plunge
at midnight, and amid which bloom those ideal scenes for the perse-

cuted savage, where white men will murder no more for gold,* nor

startle the game upon the sunshine hills.

Rule 4.
"
Questions which may be answered by Yes or No."

Has not the patronage of peers increased ? Is not the patronage
of India now vested in the crown ? Are all these innovations to be
made to increase the influence of the executive power; and is nothing
to be done in favour of tho popular part of the constitution, to act as

a counterpoise ?

Your steps were hasty ; did you speed for nothing?
Your breath is scanty ; was it spent for nothing ?

Your looks imply concern; concern for nothing ?

Exception.
"
Emphasis."

Tell me not of the honour of belonging to a free country, I ask,
does our liberty bear generous fruits t

Was there a village or a hamlet on Massachusetts Bay, which did
not gather its hardy seamen to man the gun-decks of your ships of

war ? Did they not rally to the battle, as men flock to a feast ?

Is there a man among you, so lost to his dignity and his duty, as
to withhold his aid at a moment like this?

Rule 5. "Penultimate Inflection."

All is doubt, distrust,* and disgrace ; and, in this instance, rely on
it, that the certain and fatal result will be to make Ireland hate the

connection, contemn the councils of England and despise her power.

I am at a loss to reconcile the conduct of men, who, at this

moment, rise up as champions of the East India Company's charter
;

although the incompetence of that company to an adequate discharge
of the trust deposited in them, are themes of ridicule and contempt to
all the world ; and although, in consequence of their mismanagement,
connivance, and imbecility, combined with the wickedness of their

servants, the very name of an Englishman is detested, even to a pro-
verb, through all A'sia; and the national character is become disgraced
and dishonoured.

It will be the duty of the historian and the sage, in all ages, to
omit no occasion of commemorating that illustrious man ; and, till

time shall be no more, will a test of the progress which our race made
in wisdom and in virtue, be derived from the veneration paid to the
immortal name of Washington.

Exception.
"
Emphasis."

Let us bless and hallow our dwellings as the homes of freedom.
Let us make them, too, the homes of a nobler freedom, of freedom

* The penultimate inflection of a concluding series, or of a clause
that forms perfect sense, is the same in kind with that which precedes
a period, except in verse and poetic prose, which, in long passages of

great beauty, retain the suspensive slide.

from vice, from evil passion, from every corrupting bondage of the
soul!

If guilty, let us calmly abide the results, and peaceably submit to
our sentence; but if we are traduced, and really be innocent, tell

ministers the truth tell them they are tyrants; and strain every
effort to averb their oppression.

Heaven has imprinted in the mother's face something beyond this

world, something which claims kindred with the skies, the angelic
smile, the tender look, the waking-, watchful eye, which keeps its fond

vigil over her slumbering babe. In the heart of man lies this lovely

picture ; it lives in his sympathies ; it reigns in his affections ; his eye
looks round, in vain, for such another object on earth.

Falling Inflection.

Rule 1. "Intensive downward slide."

Up ! all ye who loVe me ! BLOW on BLOW !

And lay the outlawed felons Low !

" MACGREGOB ! MACGRfiGOR !

" he bitterly cried.

ON ! countrymen, ON ! for the day,
The proud day of glory, is come !

To ARMS ! gallant Frenchmen, to ARMS !

Oh ! SHAME on us, countrymen, shame on us ALL !

If we cringe to so dastard a race !

TREMBLE, ye traitors ! whose schemes
Are alike by all parties abhorred,

TREMBLE ! for, roused from your parricide dreams,
Ye shall soon meet your fitting reward !

Rule 2. "Full" falling inflection, in the cadence of a sen-

tence.

The changes of the year impart a colour and character to our

thoughts and feelings.

To a lover of nature and of wisdom, the vicissitude of seasons con-

veys a proof and exhibition of the wise and benevolent contrivance of

the Author of all things.

He who can approach the cradle of sleeping innocence without
thinking that " of such is the kingdom of heaven," or see the fond

parent hang over its beauties, and half retain her breath, lest she
should break its slumbers, without a veneration beyond all common
feeling,- is to be avoided in every intercourse of life, and is fit only for

the shadow of darkness, and the solitude of the desert.

Exception.
" Modified cadence."

This monument is a plain shaft. It bears no inscription, fronting
the rising sun, from which the future antiquarian shall wipe the dust.

Nor does the rising sun cause tones of music to issue from its summit.
But at the rising of the sun, and at the setting of the sun, in the blaze

of noon-day, and beneath the milder effulgence of lunar light, it speaks,
it acts, to the full comprehension of every British mind, and the

awakening of glowing enthusiasm in every British heart.

I speak not to you, sir, of your own outcast condition. You
perhaps delight in the perils of martyrdom. I speak not to those

around me, who, in their persons, their substance, and their families,

have endured the torture, poverty, and irremedial dishonour. They
may be meek and hallowed men, willing to endure.

The foundation on which you have built your hopes, may seem to

you deep and firm. But the swelling flood, and the howling blast, and

the beating rain, will prove it to be but treacherous sand.

Rule 3.
" Moderate

"
falling inflection, of complete sense.

Joy is too brilliant a thing to be confined within our own bosoms :

it burnishes all nature, and, with its vivid colouring, gives a kind of

factitious life to objects without sense or motion.

When men are wanting, we address the animal creation; and, rather

than have none to partake our feelings, we find sentiment iu the music

of birds, the hum of insects, and the lowing of kine ; nay, we call

on rocks and streams and forests to witness and share our emotions.

I have done my duty : I stand acquitted to my conscience and

my country : I have opposed this measure throughout ; and I now

protest against it, as harsh, oppressive, uncalled for, unjust, as esta-

blishing an infamous precedent, by retaliating crime against crime,--

as tyrannous, cruelty and vindictively tyrannous.

Exception.
" Plaintive expression."

I see the cloud and the tempest near,

The voice of the troubled tide I hear;

The torrent of sorrow, the sea of grief,

The rushing waves of a wretched life.

No deep-mouthed hound the hunter's haunt betrayed,

No lights upon the shore or waters played ;
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No loud laugh broke upon the lilont air,

To tell the wanderers man was nestling there.

The dead leaves strew the forest walk,

And withered are the pale wild (lower* ;

The frost hangs blackening on the stalk,
. low-drop* fall in frozen showers :

Qono are the spring's green sprouting bowers.

Gone summer's rich and mantling Tines ;

An. I iiutumu, with her yellow hours,
On hill and plain no longer shines.

What is human life, but a waking dream, a long reverie in which
we walk as

"
in u vain show, and disquiet ourselves for naught ?

"

In childhood we are surrounded by a dim, unconscious present, in

which all palpable realities seem for ever to elude our grasp ; in youth,
we arc but gazing iuto tho far future of that life for which we are

consciously preparing; in manhood, we ore lost iu ceaseless activity
and enterprise, and already looking forward to a season of quiet and

repose, in which we are to find ourselves, and listen to a voice within ;

ami iu old age, we are dwelling on the shadows of the past,* and gilding
. ith the evanescent glow which emanates from the setting sun

of life.

Rule 4 and Note 1.
"
Simple commencing series."

The old and the young are alike exposed to the shafts of Death.

The healthy, the temperate, and the virtuous, enjoy the true relish

of pleasure.

Birth, rank, wealth, Warning, are advantages of slight value, if un-

accompanied by personal worth.

Gentleness, patience, kindness, candour, and courtesy, form the

elements of every truly amiable character.

Sympathy, disinterestedness, magnanimity, generosity, liberality, and

8elf-forg(?tfulness, are qualities which universally secure tho esteem and
admiration of mankind.

"
Compound Commencing Series."

In a rich soil, and under a soft climate, the weeds of luxury will

spring up amid the flowers of art.

All the wise instructions of the lawgiver, all the doctrines of the

sage, all the ennobling strains of the poet, had perished in the ear, like

a dream related, if letters had not preserved them.

The dimensions and distances of the planets, the causes of their

revolutions, the path of comets, and the ebbing and flowing of tides,

are now understood and explained.

The mighty pyramid, half buried in the sands of Africa, has nothing
to brinj,' down and report to us, but the power of kings, and the

servitude of che people. Il asked for its moral object, its admonition,t

its sentiment, its instruction to mankind, or any high Ind in its erec-

tion, it is silent ; silent as the millions which lie in the dust at its

base, and in the catacombs which surround it.

Yes, let me be free ; t let me go and come at my own will
; let

me do business, find make journeys, without a vexatious police or
insolent soldiery to watch my steps ; let me think, aud do. and speak
what I please, subject to no limit but that which is set by the common
weal ; subject to no law but that which conscience binds upon me ;

and I will bless my country, and love its most rugged rocks, and its

most barren soil.

Exception 3.
" Poetic and pathetic series."

Wheresoe'er thy lot command,
Brother, pilgnni, stranger,

God is ever ueur at hand,
Golden shield from danger.

Rocks of granite, gate* of brass,

Alps to heaven soaring,

Bow, to let tho wishes pass
Of a soul imploring.

From the phantoms of the night.

Dreaming horror, pale affright,

Thought* which rack the lumberinf IN

Fear* which haunt the realm of rest,

A i.. I the wounded mind's remorse,
. tin; tempter's secret force,

Hide us 'neath Thy mercy's shade.

From tho stars of heaven, and the flowers of earth ;

From the pageant of power, and the voice of mirth;
From the mist of the morn on the mountain's brow j

From childhood's song, and affection's vow;
From all save that o'er which soul * bears sway,
There breathes but one record," passing away !

"

When the summer exhibits the whole force of active nature, and
shines in full beauty and splendour ; when the succeeding season offer*

its
"
purple stores and golden grain," or displays it* Mended aad

softened tints
;
when the winter puts on its sullen aspect, and bring*

stillness and repose, affording a respite from the labours which hare

occupied the preceding months, inviting us to reflection, and itnaimi-
sating for the wont of attractions abroad, by fireside delight* and
home-felt joys ; in all this interchange and variety, we find reason to

acknowledge the wise aud benevolent care of the God of seasons.

In that solemn hour, when exhausted nature can no longer sustain

itself ; when the light of the eye is waxing dim ; when the pulse of life

is becoming low and faint ; when the breath labours, and the tongue
falters ; when the shadow of death is falling on all outward things, and
darkness is beginning to gather over the faces of the loved ones who
are weeping by his bedside, a ray of immortal hope is beaming from
his features : it is a Christian who is expiring.

Note 2.
"
Repeated and heightening rising inflection."

I ask, will you in silence permit this invasion of your rights, at

once wanton, mischievous, uncalled for, and unnecessary? Win you
patiently tolerate the annihilation of all freedom, the appointment of

a supreme dictator, who may, at his will, suspend ail your rights, liber-

ties, and privileges ? Will you, without a murmur of dissent, submit
to a tyranny which nearly equals that of the Russian autocrat, and i*

second to that of Bonaparte ?
*

"
Repeated and increasing falling inflection."^

Was it the winter's storm, beatintr upon the houseless heads ofwomen
and children? was it ImrJ labour and spare meals? was it diaeaae?

was it the tomahawk ? was it the deep malady of a blighted hope, a

ruined enterprise, and a broken heart ? was it some, or all of these

united, that hurried this forsaken company to their melancholy fate ?

Yes, after he bos destroyed my belief in the superintending prori-
dence of God, after ho has taught me that the prospect of an hem-
after is but the baseless fabric of a vision, after he has bred and
nourished in mo a contempt for that sacred volume which alone throws

light over this benighted world, after having argued me out of my
faith by his sophistries, or laughed me out of it by his ridicule, after

having thus wrung from my soul every drop of consolation, and dried

up my very spirit within me ; yes, after having accomplished this in

the Beacon of my health and my prosperity, the sceptic would come
to me while I mourn, and treat me like a drivelling idiot, whom he

may sport with, because he has ruined me, and to whom, in the

plenitude of his compassion too late and too unavailing he may talk

of truths in which he himself does not believe, and which he has

long exhorted me, and has at last persuaded me, to cast away as

the dreams and delusions of human folly.

*
Falling slide of contrast to tho preceding clause.

t All the emphatic series, even in suppositive and conditional

expression, being, like enumeration, cumulative in effect, and corre-

sponding, therefore, to climax in style, are properly read with a pre-

vailing downward slide iu the "suspensive" or slight form, which
belongs to incomplete but energetic expression, and avoids, accordingly,
the low inflection of cadence at a period.

t Emphasis, and length of clause, may substitute the " moderate
"

falling slide for the slight
"
suspensive

"
one. But tho tone, m such

cases, will still be perfectly free from the descent of a cadence, which
belongs only to the period.
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THE next book that is journalised is the Bill-Book. In per-

forming this operation, yon make Bill* Receivable Dr. to Sundries

for all the Bills received, that is, which are drawn by you or

transmitted to you during the month ; yon then specify the

names of all the Person* on whose Account the Bill* hare be*n

received, at the same time collecting the sums of all those

received on the same persons account into one amount, as done

in journalising the Cash Book ;
and if Bills hare been received

on only one person's account, make Bills Receivable Dr. in that

person. Next make Sundrws Dr. to Bills Payable, for all the

Bills accepted daring the month ; then specify the name* of all

* The inflection of any clause always lies on the emphatic word ;

and, if that word is a polysyllable, on the accented syllable chiefly,

although not always exclusively.

f This inflection both begins higher, and ends lower, every time it

is repented.
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the Persons on whose account the bills have been accepted, and

collect the sums of all those accepted on the same person's

account into one amount as before ; and if bills have been

accepted on only one person's account, make that person Dr. to

Bills Payable.
The next book to be journalised is the Day-Book. As the

form of the entries in the Journal is similar to that of the

entries in the Day-Book, there are, in general, no other changes
made upon the latter entries in transferring them from the

one book to the other, than those which an abridgment or a

condensation of entries by means of combination is naturally

suggested to the Bookkeeper from their exact similarity. This

abridgment or condensation is made in three ways : 1st.

When the same account is debited to a number of different

accounts at different dates of the same month ; then make that

account Dr. to Sundries for the amount of all the sums thus

entered, specify the name of each account, and collect all the

sums belonging to each account into one amount. 2nd. When
a number of different accounts are debited to the same account

at various dates of the same month ; then make Sundries Dr.

to that Account for the amount of all the sums thus entered,

specify the name of each account, and collect all the sums be-

longing to each account into one amount, as before. 3rd. When
the same two accounts are found in several entries, having the

same relation to each other as Dr. and Cr., and at different dates

of the same month ; you then make a single entry of the whole,
and collect all the sums of the different entries into one amount.
In these various cases of abridgment or combination, arrange
the dates and the sums which belong to each Specified Account,
in the proper columns of the Journal and in the same line with

the name of each account, placing the latest date in a line with

the first name or word in the combined entry, and the whole
amount of all the sums in a line with the name of the general
Dr. or general Cr. in the entry. The commencement of each
month in the Journal is distinctly shown by writing the name
of the month and the year across the page, in a space extending
from side to side. The dates are inserted in a vertical column
to the left hand of each page ; and parallel to this column is

one intended for the folio of the Ledger when the entries of

each name and sum are posted into that Book. The numbers

denoting the folios should be entered in this column of the
Journal when these particulars are entered in the Ledger, but

not till then ; the absence of a folio figure in its proper column

opposite the name of any account will then indicate that an

entry has been omitted ; and the absence of all such figures will

indicate that the entries without them have not yet been posted
into the Ledger.

In keeping Books by Double Entry, the various accounts
which are opened in the Ledger correspond, of course, exactly to

ihe nature of the transactions which occur in the business. In

general, however, their object is threefold, as formerly stated
in our third Lesson, viz. : The Property Accounts, the Personal

Accounts, and the Profit and Loss Accounts. In the same
Lesson rules were given for finding the Debtor and Creditor,
and making the proper entry in every variety of transaction.
As a general rule, in opening these accounts in the Ledger, it is

both usual and proper first to open those accounts which are
called Property Accounts, such as Stock Account, which repre-
sents the capital employed in a Merchant's business; and
Private Account, which represents the Merchant himself and
contains all the moneys abstracted from the business on his
own personal account, and which, in the old Italian system a

system not remarkable for its simplicity used to be entitled
Household Expenses.
The Property Accounts which follow these are generally Cash

Account and Petty Cash Account, the names of which sufficiently
indicate their nature, and the transactions which must be

ranged under these heads. Then follow the Accounts of Bills

Receivable and Bills Payable; and here it maybe useful to
observe that, in order to prevent mistakes, these should be put
in different folios of the Ledger. Next may follow Goods
Accounts of various kinds, sach as Cotton Account, Flannel

Account, Cloth Account, or the account of any other article in

which the Merchant happens to deal. It is important to remem-
ber the order in which these accounts come.

After the Property Accounts are opened in the Ledger, then
follow the Personal Accounts, or the names of those persons
with whom a Merchant deals, whether in buying or selling

Goods, Lending or Borrowing Money, and acting as Agent or

otherwise. Lastly, are opened the Profit and Loss Accounts, or

those in which the Loss or Gain by certain transactions are

at once rendered manifest from their nature ; such as Interest,

(including Discount), Charges, Commission, etc. Besides these,
the general Profit and Loss Account itself is also opened, as a

receptacle for a proper statement of all the Losses and Gains in

business not classified under particular heads, and as a proper
account for exhibiting at the end of any given period the actual

state of a Merchant's business in respect of his real Gains and
Losses on all the other accounts which have been opened in the

Ledger. Although this explanation sounds intricate, it will be
mastered with a little care.

In posting the entries from the Journal into the Ledger, it is

plain that whatever the Journal says in any entry, the Ledger
must say the same thing, sometimes in the same form, some-

times in a different form ; but in Double Entry, this same thing
must always be said twice, namely, once on the Dr. side of the

Debtor's Account, and once on the Cr. side of the Creditor's

Account. Let us illustrate this principle by some examples :

First, suppose that the following entry occurred in a Merchant's

Journal, and in the following form :

Date.
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SPECIMEN OF HANDWRITING APPROVED BY HER MAJESTY'S CIVIL SERVICE
COMMIS8IONEE8. NO. 1.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXVII.
<m'KlAI, HANDWRITING. I.

IN our early lessons in Penmanship after giving the necessary

preliminary instructions for regulating tho position of tho hand,

arm, and body when engaged in writing, and the proper modo
of-holding tho pen we furnished the learner with ample details

respecting tho formation of tho small letters of the writing

alphabet, and brought him forward on his way, step by step,

until he was able to write words and sentences involving the in-

tr lii'-tion of capital letters and figures. The copy-slips set

before him, as examples for practice and illustrations of all that

was advanced in

our lessons, were
of such a nature

that he was per-
force compelled to

copy them slowly
and deliberately,
in order to become

acquainted with
the forms of the

letters and their

relative propor-

tions, and to give
each up-stroke and
down - stroke its

proper thickness,

inclination, and

curvature, which
he could not have
done had he at-

tempted to exe-

cute his task with
the rapidity with which writing of an ordinary kind is written.

In order to write legibly, the first and most essential step is

to acquire tho habit of forming the letters of the writing alpha-
bet correctly ; copying each letter, whether singly or in combi-

nation with others, with the utmost core, and writing it slowly
so as to gain sufficient time to note the shape of every part of it

and its direction before imitating it with the pen or pencil. This

degree of proficiency in writing, the only safe and sure basis and
foundation of a clear and legible hand, we may fairly suppose
all to have attained, who have been endeavouring to teach them-
selves how to

write by means
of the instruc-

tions given in

our previous
lessons. Hav-

ing got thus

far, it will now
be necessary
for them to

endeavour to

write rapidly as

well as clearly,

taking care,

however, that

they do not
sacrifice legibi-

lity and plain-
ness in causing
the pen to
move over tho

paper with too

great a degree of quickness. And here' it is necessary for us to

say, that although we have done as much as is possible to give
each learner the clearest instructions for making the letters of
the writing alphabet, the ultimate formation of his handwriting,
or, in other words, the adoption and acquirement of certain dis-

tinctive peculiarities that will eventually give a special charac-
ter to his writing as he gradually becomes less and less of a
mere copyist, imitating in every detail the set shape, inclination,
and curvature of the letters set before him, must rest entirely
with himself. His handwriting must be based, it is true, on tho
instructions we have given, and the more closely he adheres to
them the more legible his writing will be. But having helped

29 XK.

him thus far on hi* way, the rent remain* entirely with himtelf;
the beat and only thing indeed that we can do to aid him in tho

acquirement of a distinctive and characterintic form of hand-

writing being to place before him model*, consisting of varioo*

styles of writing, that have been approved by person* who are

competent judges of what i* desirable in handwriting calcu-

lated for the government office, the solicitor'* desk, or the mer-
chant's counting-house.
As many of our readers are doubtless desirous of entering the

Civil Service, and are anxious to know what style of writing
will be deemed satisfactory by the examiners appointed to test

the qualifications of candidates, we bring under their notice, in

V

Za^isC

SPECIMEN OF HANDWRITING APPROVED BY HER MAJESTY'S CTVTL SERVICE
COMMISSIONERS. NO. 2.

two specimens
of official hand-

writing which
have met with the

approval of Her
Majesty's Civil

Service Commis-

sioners, and of

which we have
their kind per-
mission to give
the accompanying
fac-similes. We
append an extract

from the report

itself, from which,
aided by a careful

study of the ac-

companying spe-
cimens of hand-

writing, oar
readers will be able to form a clear idea of what is required of

candidates for the Civil Service, as far as writing is concerned.
" In our former reports," say the Commissioners,

" we have
observed upon tho importance which we attach to good hand-

writing, as one of the most useful accomplishments which a clerk

can possess, and one which any young man has it in his power
to acquire. We believe that the effect of our examinations has

been, upon the whole, to improve the general stylo of writing for

official purposes. There is, however, room for much further

improvement. In consequence, probably, of the insufficient

attention paid
to the subject
in schools, the

qnantityof bad

handwriting
which comas
before us is

still very
great; and we
are therefore

unable.without

venience to the

public depart-

mente.by delay
in supplying
vacancies, to

enforce so higt
a standard in

this respect as
we should de-

sire. It is

almost superfluous to state that we do not demand or desire that
the writing should be of any particular $t<jl<.\ provided that it

possesses the main characteristic of legibility. What we require,
as candidates are invariably informed, is

' the clear formation of

the letters of the alphabet.'
"

Speaking of the accompanying specimens of official writing,
which are fac-similes of documents written in one of the public

offices, tho Commissioners further say,
"
Representing, as they

do, the ordinary current work of the writers, they are not given
as free from faults ; but we think that they will show that the
essential quality of distinctness may be obtained without the
sacrifice of other desirable elements of a good official hand."
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LESSONS IN GKEEK. II.

VOWELS, CONSONANTS, PUNCTUATION, ETC.

THE Greek alphabet, consisting of four-and-twenty letters, is

made up of seven vowels and seventeen consonants. The vowels

are o, e (17), i,
o (o>), u. According to their quantity, long or

short, they may be divided thus :

VOWELS.

Short. Long. Doubtful,

f, o. 17, <a. a, I, v.

By "doubtful" is meant, that the vowels so termed are some-

times short and sometimes long : which they are, in any case, is

learnt by usage, particularly by the usage of the poets.

By a union of vowels we produce

at, an.

THE DIPHTHONGS.
(i, fv. 01, rjv.

Besides these there are the improper diphthongs, formed by
a, 77, or a>, and the iota subscriptum, or written under, as a, 77, <?.

Both the proper and the improper diphthongs are long, or, in

other words, receive the stress of the voice in pronunciation.
When two vowels commonly pronounced as one sound (a

diphthong) are pronounced separately, a diaeresis (separation)
is produced, which is denoted by two dots set over the second

vowel ; as, ei', o'i, av.

The consonants are divided, first according to the organs

chiefly employed in pronouncing them. Thus, in uttering some,
we use the palate or upper part of the throat ; these are termed

gutturals (Latin, guttur, a throat). Others are designated
labials, being such as come mostly from the lips (Latin, labium,
a lip). Others, again, bear the name of linguals, from Latin,

lingua, a tongue.
CONSONANTS.

Gutturals. Labials. Linguals.

f, 7, X- *"> #> # /* T
> 5, 6, A, v, p, o-.

Another division arises according to the different manner in

which the organs of speech act in their formation. Thus we
obtain

The Bemi-vowels or liquids, A, /j., v, p ; the sibilant or hissing

sound, ff; the mutes, IT, K, r, , y, 5, (p, Xi 0.

These nine mutes are also divided into three gutturals, three

labials, and three linguals. In this division regard is had to

the organs of speech. If, however, we give attention to the

predominant sound, then we classify these nine mutes thus :

1, those of the k sound ; 2, those of the t sound ; and, 3, those

of the p sound. Once more, they may be considered according
to the force or hardness of the utterance, and be separated into

three soft, three hard (or middle), and three aspirated. The
whole is presented in this tabular view of

THE CONSONANTS CLASSIFIED.

Soft.

Gutturals /c,

Linguals T,

Labials ir,

Hard.

y,

8,

)3,

Aspirated.

x> K sound.

6, T sound.

<j>, P sound.

From a union of the mutes with the sibilant <r there are pro-
duced these

DOUBLE CONSONANTS.

ty (ps Psi) formed of ir<r, )8<r, <j>er.

(x Ksi) ,, /co", yff, x~'
(z Zeta) 8<r..

Sometimes a vowel at the end of a word or syllable, standing
before another vowel which begins a word or syllable, is elided

or struck out, when we produce what is termed elision (Latin e,

out of, and Isedo, I dash). Instead of the elided vowel, an apos-
trophe

'

is put. Elision takes place in all the prepositions ex-

cept irfpt and irpo. When prepositions are compounded with
verbs that begin with a vowel, the apostrophe is not used ; thus,
air' OIKOV is the elided form of oiro oi/cou, and air<pepoi/ is the
elided form of airo-tfyepov.

When, however, the two vowels thus coming the one before
the ether, are melted or blended together, so as to form one

long syllable or diphthong, what is grammatically called crasis

(Greek, a mixing) takes place. Thus TO tiros by crasis or krasis

"becomes rovnros. By resolving the double vowel into its com-

ponent parts that is, by the inversion of crasis or by dissolu-
tion you obtain the two words entire ; so TOVTTOS becomes TO
tiros ; also ra.ya.Qa. becomes TO, ayaBa.
The Greeks paid great attention to euphony, or pleasing

sound. Consequently they studied to prevent two vowels from
coming into immediate succession, so as to cause an hiatus or
stoppage of the flow of the sound such a stoppage as would
take place, if instead of saying an hiatus (Latin, a gaping), we
were to say a hiatus. To avoid this unpleasant suspension of
the breath, we, in English, convert a into an. In the same
way, and for the same purpose, the Greeks employed an v at
the end

1. Of the dative plural in <ri, and adverbs of place ending in
ffi : as, irafftv e\ea ; r] Vl\a.Ta.iaaiv r}ytfj.ovia.

2. Of the third person singular and plural ending in in, as
rvirrovaiv t/xe ; riQvffiv fv ry Tpairefo ,- also with <TTI, as
tffTLV ffJ.01.

3. Of the third person singular in f, as eTtnrrev e/ie.

4. Of the numerals, as tiKoffiv avSpes; but not always; there-
fore we find also eucocri avSpfs.

Eegard to euphony also led the Greeks to drop the a in the
adverb OVTOIS before a word beginning with a consonant : thus,
6vTcas firoit^ffef ; but dvro) iroifta.

Thus the preposition tic, as in K TTJS eipyvris, becomes e

before a vowel, as e| tip-nvris.

The same practice obtains in the negative owe (not, no), as
OVK cuo"xpos> ov KaAos ; also, ov% rjSvs. In the last example the

aspirate in r)8vs requires the aspirated form of K, that is x> imme-
diately before it, for in Greek only letters of the same kind go
together, that is, a soft sound with a soft sound, a hard with a

hard, and an aspirated sound with an aspirated sound. But of

this matter I shall have more to say by-and-by.
The points employed in punctuating Greek are few ; by the

original writers points were not at all used. The comma, the

period, and the note of exclamation are employed as in English.
What with us is called the semicolon is used in Greek as a note
of interrogation ; and the colon is one dot placed at the top of

the word, thus

Colon Ei Aeas-
Period . irai/res ws &>^n\oyt]ffev.

Interrogation ; ns TO.VTO. eironjcrei/ ,

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION IN THE VERB.
Before I proceed to treat of nouns I must say a few worde

respecting the verb, inasmuch as without some knowledge of the
verb you will be unable to form sentences, as I intend you
should from your earliest acquaintance with the Greek grammar.
Parts of the verb tivai, to be, are indispensable. I here put
down such as you will want, together with the corresponding
English, or what is commonly called "the meaning."

PARTS OF THE VERB (ivat, TO BE.

fifii, I am. s or ei, thou art. iffQi, be thou.

rTt, he, she, or it is. TJP, he, she, or it was. tana, let him be.

fieri, they are. ijo-av, they were. eare, be ye.

Observe that tffTi and ei<n become CCTTIV and ticrtv before a
word beginning with a vowel.

Observe also that the Greek ecm is the Latin est, and the

English is.

In the Greek language verbs have three voices, whereas in

Latin and in English verbs have only two. If in English I say
I strike, I express myself in what is called "the active voice;

"

but if I say J am struck, I express myself in what is termed
" the passive voice." These two voices exist in Greek thus

Active. Passive.

I strike. TUTTO/ICII, I am struck.

Here you observe that the passive is made by adding to the

root TVTTT the suffix 0/j.a.i, instead of the letter &>, by which the

first person singular of the active is formed.

The Greeks have a third voice. In the present tense this

voice is not distinguished in form from the passive ; being the

same word TVTTTO/J.O.I. In signification, however, the third voice

diiitrs from the active and the passive. This third voice, under

the name of the middle voice, denotes a reflex action, that is, an

action which turns back on the agent or actor, as TWO-TOUCH, 1

beat myself.
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Commit thoroughly to memory this table of 0ov\iva>, I

advise, which contains such parts of tho verb as you are likely

to wont in learning to form tho nouns, tho adjectives, etc.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Active. Present Passive.

8. 1. )9ouAi/-a>, I advise. /3ouAu-o/ioj, I am advised.

2. /3ouAu-iy, thou advisest. 0ov\tvy, or i, thou art advised.

3. jBouAi/-i, ho advises. /3oi/Au-Tai, he is advim-il.

P. 1. &ov\<v-onfi>, wo advise. 0ovAv-o/i0a, we are advise. 1.

2. /3ouA*u-r, you advise. &ov\tv-tff0t, you aro advised.

3. 0ov\tv-ovffi (v), they ad- /3ouAu-ovroi, they are advised.

vi-1'.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. f)ov\tv-t, advise thon. /3ouAu-ou, be thou advised.

2. &ov\fv-trt, advise ye. /3ouAi/-<r0<, be yo advised.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

flov\fv(it>, to advise. fiov\fv-fa0at, to bo advised.

The middle signification is sometimes best rendered by
another word

; thus, instead of saying, I advise myself, we may
say, I consult, or I take advice.

Observe how these several changes in tho terminations aro

produced. The stem, or permanent form of tho word, is f)ov\fv.

To /SouAtu, the endings, o>, eiy, i, o/xtv, trt, ovvt, are added,

according to the person and number you may wish to form.

Thus, to form tho infinitive active, corresponding with our

English to advise, you add (tv to /SouAeu, and so produce

Bov\fv-t iv. If you wish to put into Greek our advise thou, you
add t to f3ov\fv, and so produce f3ov\fv-t, tho second person

singular of the imperative mood. You proceed in the same way
with any other verb. In order to make the matter clear, I put
the endings hero apart from any verb :

PERSON - ENDINGS.
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Active. English Sign. Present Passive.

Sing. 1. o> I ofjLat.

2. (is thou
ji,

or et.

3. ti he crcu.

Plur. 1. ofifv we o/j.(0a.

2. (Tt you tff0.

3. ovffi they cwrcu.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Situ;. < thou ov.

Plur. tT< ye to-0t.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

(iv to

Ayav, too much.

Aft, always (English

aye).

AA7)0*i;a>, I am true,
I speak the truth.

AvSpfiwy, bravely.

AfiffTtvv, I am the

best, I excel.

BtoTfvw, I live.

BA<xKcuo>, I am idle,

luxurious.

Tpa(p<a, I write.

AicoKO), I pursue,
strive.

Ei, if.

Eiro/uai, I follow

(middle voice).

VOCABULARY.

E<rdia>, I eat, consume

EX>, I have ; x'
with an adverb, it

is ; as <xcl > ^
is well.

'H5fo>y, sweetly.plea-

santly.

0auua(*ici?, I admire.

Kai, and.

K.O.KWS, badly, ill.

KaAoir, well, beanti-

fully.

Ko\aK(va>, I flatter.

Maxofj.at(inth dative)
I fight (middle

voice).

MTpia>y,moderately.

MTJ (with imperative,
Latin ne), not, do

not.

OSvpo/x<u,I complain,
bewail.

Ov(before consonants,
OVK or ot/x before

vowels), not, no.

TlaiStvca, I educate.

na(a>, I play.

Uivfa, I drink.

nurrtvu, I believe.

2irfu5o>, I hasten,

strive after.

4>evy<a, I flee (Latin

fugio).

fya>, I blame.

EXERCISE 1.

1. Aft a\rj0fvt. 2. Xaipfrt. 3. Ewou. 4. MTJ otivptoHf.
'H8a>5 Piovtvca. 6. KoAoiy iraiSftumai. 7. KaAcur ypaftts.
Ei /caircoy "ypo^tiy, vf'fyp. 9. 2iri^i. 10. AvSptiwy
11. Ei coAa/ceuT*, OUK aA7j0t/fT*. 12. Ei KoAaKtvuy, ow iriOTfinj.

13. Qfvyoutv. 14. E <p(vyofitv, $itaKO/j.(0a. 15. Ka/ca>y <f>fi/"yTf.

16. Ei jSAaKt-tT*, i|/7f<r0. 17. Ei avSptivs paxtvOf, OavpafaffOt.
18. Ei KO\a.Ktvovcriv. OVK a\T}6tvov(ni>. 19. Oi> KaAwy X" <O'i'-

20. KaAau x af8pMT fiaxf<T0a *- 21. Ei Siwirr;, /iq <pivyt. 2%.

AcSpcictfi HOL\OV. 23. Ei ^Aaxft/ot/tri, i^ryofrcu. 24. Ei aAq6vu,
Ti(rrtn;. 25. Afi aprrt/T<. 20. Mtrpivt <r0i KCU ix KU

EXERCISE 2.

1. I am true. 2. Thou art true. 3. He is trne. 4. We are

true. 5. You aro true. 6. They are trne. 7. If I speak the

truth, I am believed. 8. Do not fight. 9. They fight, lu.

Follow ye. 11. Thou followest. 12. Ye follow. 13. He plays.
14. They fly. 15. If they flee, they aro pursued. 16. I am ad-

mired. 17. They are admired. 18. If they aro idle, they are

not admired. It). It is well to fight bravely. 20. Eat and
drink moderately. 21. They do not hasten. 22. If thou flat-

terest, thou art not admired. 23. He writes well. 24. They
write badly. 25. It is well to be always the best. 26. Yon live

moderately. 27. They eat too much.
I will now give you some directions as to these oxoroian.

First, then, you must repeat each word in tho vocabulary until

you have impressed it indelibly upon your memory. Then pro-

ceed, with tho aid thus gained, to translate the Greek sentences

into English, and put the English words into their corresponding
Greek words, paying duo regard to the model or pattern given

you hero and in other cases. In translating from the one lan-

guage into the other, you may derive aid from consulting the

Greek and tho English as given in the exercises ; that is, if yon
aro translating from Greek into English, consult the exercise

given in English, finding the example most like the one you
have to translate ; and if you are translating from English into

Greek, then in tho samo way consult the exercise given in

Greek. Be not in haste to advance, but be very careful to do

everything thoroughly ; make every first step sure before you
attempt to take a second step. Bear in mind the Latin pro-

verb " festina lente," hasten slowly; in English, "slow and

steady wins the race." Do not be content with writing an exer-

cise once, write it again and again ; and when you think yon
have made it quite correct, then commit it to memory.
The Greek is a language in which compounds are readily and

copiously formed. The Greek may, in consequence, be acquired
with comparative ease, provided the student is trained in the

formation of the compounds. The necessary instructions I shall

endeavour to impart. With this view I shall supply lists of

words etymologically connected with those which are given in

the vocabulary. A knowledge of one word will thus become to

the learner a knowledge of several. Let us take, as an iriHtaTioe,

the verb jBovAeuw, the present tense of which stands above.

BovAevai, I advise, comes from /3ouA7j, advice or counsel ; /SovAq

leads to flouAeia, the ditjnity or office of a counsellor; thence we
derive flov\fioy, a council-house ; jBoi/Acv/xa, a determination ;

ftov\evrr]s t
a counsellor; fiov\tvyopi>, to speak in a council; be-

sides other terms. These words are again modified in meaning,
as well as multiplied by means of prepositions ; e.g., in combi-

nation with ffvf, with, /BowATj forms another set of terms, as

ffvfj.$ov\(vfta, a resolution ; o-nju/3ouAu<riy, the communication oj

a resolution ; ffw/x/3ouAt/TTjy, a joint counselor; au/x/BouAti/a-, J

give counsel ; <rvnftov\os, a senator. It would be easy to extend

this list But without going further, here are eleven words con-

nected in origin, form, and meaning with one word. When,

then, you know that one, you have a key to all the rest. With
a few roots, you thus see, yon would soon become master of a

copious vocabulary ; and as the roots of the language are not

numerous, the acquisition of it, when rightly studied, is by no
means a very difficult task.

KB. The roots will be printed in capital*. Lot the Etymo-

logical Vocabulary, no less than tho above Vocabulary for the

Exercises, bo thoroughly committed to memory.

ETYMOLOGICAL VOCABULARY.

AAH0H2, trne. AP12TO2, best

AArjfltwu, I am true. Apto~rtvea, I am best

AAr/Oeia, truth. or first.

A\i)0tv(ris, truthful- Api<rro<pw7)i, of the

truth-

best nature.

JHTTO/IWTIJ, tho

speaking. I best soothsayer.

;, true, ge- Apurrorovos, an ex-

nuine. cellent labourer.

M<TTOTX*'TJ J > an ei'

cellent artist.
;, a trno

soothsayer.

A/>rroitpttTfia, go-
vernment of the

bo*t, aristocracy.

BIO2, life.

BioTttxu, I live.

Bio<T(Toos, life-saving.

Biorcio, the art of

life.

Bicwpflopio. a destruc-

tion of life.

B<o. I am alive.
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BCMTIKO?, serviceable Tpcupfiov, a writing Tpa/xyua, a written



UN'S IN AKITIIMKIH'.

The alkalies arc the strongest bases. A base is generally tho

ozido of a metal,

which end in vcmaku salts which Sulphur.'-

a*-i.l (H,S<>,) make* sulpha,-. Nitric acid (HNOS) mokes
Those which end in oua make salta ending

Sulphurous acid (H,SOS ) makes sulphite*. Nitroiu :i<-i.| ( 11 N( >. >

nitrite*. And it will bo observed that the acids in oua

have an atom leas oxygen than those in ic.

MICAL NOMENCLATURE. Salts may bo formed by tho
:.-nt of the hydrogen in tho acids by an atom of metal.

Some metals are capable of replacing 1 atom of hydrogen, Homo

2, some 3, and others 4. They are said to be respectively mono-
tout !<, diatomic, triatomic, and tuti atomic, and tho most important

may be arranged thus only those in italics may be learnt

MONATOMIC. Caesium, Lithium, Potassium, Sodium, Rubidium, Silver,

Thallium.
DIATOMIC. Barium, Cadmium, Calcium, Cerium, Chromium, Cobalt,

Copper, Didymium, Glucinum, Iron, Lanthanum, Lead, Magnesium,
IfangaiiMe, Mercury, Nickel, Palladium, Strontium, Thorium, Uranium,
Zinc.

TRIATOMIC. Aluminium, Antimony, Arsenic, Bismuth, Gold, Rhodium.
TnRATOMic. Niobium, Platinum, Tantalum, Tin, Titanium, Zir-

conium.

The atomicity of the chief metalloids is here given :

MONATOMIC. Bromine, Chlorine, Fluorine, Hydrogen, Iodine.

DIATOMIC. Oxygen, Selenium, Sulphur, Tellurium.

TRIATOMIC. Boron, Nitrogen, Phosphorus.
TBTRATOMIC. Carbon, Silicou.

If we take for the type of the oxides, water, HaO (the oxide

of hydrogen), then K8O is the oxide of potassium or potash. To
get the oxide of gold, the H must be in a multiple of 3 ; there-

fore take 3 atoms of H
2

: 3H2
= H S . Now gold is tria-

tomic, 1 atom being capable of replacing 3 of H, hence the

oxide of gold = Au aO3 . Tin is tetratomic ; we must therefore

have the H in 4 atoms, or a multiple of 4 : 2H,O = H
4Oa.
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KEY TO EXEECISE 42, LESSON XXIV. (Vol. II., page 7).



LESSONS IX DRAWING.

Ary, from Latin adjective termination ariui, aa found in

auxili" : btin, iiuxiliiim, i</), <m .ciliary, tributary. This
< to our tiTiiiiiuuii'ii in ariouH, aa in gregarioui

. gr\-\. 'i
jli"-L i, <!" hni'i /!>;,-.

/Ac/-.

u words ending in ariii*. we have statuary (ars uta-

. lupiil'i/-;/ (l.iitin. lupi.*, <> *tii' ), a (precious) stone-cutter;
;u:o for keeping birds (Latin, avis, a bin/).

, as in poetaster, which coined immediately from the

Fn-iu'li inn taatre, a bad poet, is found in the Italian astro, a tor-

munition lc!m:in^ <-ont--tni>t. The aster in disaster, a calamity,
has nothing to do with the suffix. Disaster seems to be from
dis and thi Latin astrum, a star, and so signifies an ill-starred

oondrl

ix a verbal (derived from a verb) termination, the origin
of which is found in the Latin passive participle, as congregutus;
hence tho verb to congregate.

" The infuriate bill shoots forth the pillared flame."

Thornton,
" Summer."

ted,, or ed, are the terminations of the passive participle
in English, equivalent to the same Latin participle ending in

tus ; thus the Latin communicate is in English communicated.
In the same way wo have adapted, devolved, affixed, imputed,
etc. Participles in ed become adjectives by suppressing the d,
aa desolated becomes desolate.

Ce is an English representative of the Latin termination in

tia, as gratia, favour, grace. Cy is sometimes used instead of
ce : for example, dementia, clemency ; that is, mercy.

In the older forms of the language words ending in cy were

spelt cic. These nouns denote the abstract quality ; thus prudens
means prudent, as a prudent man ; but prudontia means prudence,
in the abstract; that is, the quality is considered apart from

any subject.
" But even that mightye loue (love) of his great clemencfo,
Hath given me grace at last to judge the truth from herei."

Gascoigne.

Ch, a Saxon termination found in church, ditc/i, which, etc.,
and of old pronounced as a guttural, or at least like k, as in the
Scotch whilk, or quhilk, and the German ch or ich, as ich (icfc), I;
doch, yet; thus we have the Latin sic, and the English such;
the Scotch micfcle, and the English much; the Scotch kirk, Ger-
man kirche, and the English church. Ditch or di&e is a thing
that men produce by digging. The words run thus, dig, dike,
ditch. Another form of dike and ditch is diyue.

"The people ran into so great despair that in Zeland they gave over

working at their diijuex, Buffering the sea to gain every tide upon
the country." Sir W. Temple.

Cle or te, a diminutive, formed after the manner of the Latin
diminutive termination culus, masculine, and cula, feminine : for

example, homunculus, a little man ; a manikim, ; regulus (Latin,

rex, a king), a little king ; matercuia, a little mother. The ending
cle appears in particJe, a little part; pellicfe (Latin, pellis, skin),
a littU: skin; in muscle (mnsculus a little mouse), so called in

reference to its appearance under the skin.

Dora, a suffix, found as a noun in the Latin and the Saxon, as
well as tho English ; as in domus, a house ; dominus, master ;

halidom, holiness ; kingdom, the jurisdiction of a king. Dom is

found also in tho German thum; as reichthum, riches. Dom
denotes power, authority, office. It is tho same word that we
have in doom ; as doom's-day, the day of judgment. It occurs
in the Saxon dom-boc, doom-ooofc.

" For neither tho Fadir jugith ony man, but hath gouun (given) echo
dome to tho soue." Wicli/'i

"
Tettament," John v. 22.

"And looke, when I am king, clayme thou of me the earldom* of

Hereford." Shakespeare,
" Richard III."

Ee, a termination of Gallic origin, found in refugee, debauchee,
originated in an effort to represent in English the vocal force of
the French accented e; as, debauch^, refugit. The French
word is the passive participle. Hence, frequently the words
ending in ee have a passive sense : a trustee is one who is trusted

by a trustor or trustor ; that is, one who trusts. It is the same
with feoffer and feoffee.

" And though his majesty came to them by descent, yet it was but
in nature of the heire of a feoffe in trust, for the use and service of the
kingdom." Pn/mio.

EZt le, a suffix, denoting an instrument; as, shove?, from to

thove; stopple, from to ttop; need/*, from the Dutch naad, a team ;

in Anglo-Saxon, ncedel ; German, nadel, doubtless allied to the

Anglo-Saxon nayel, the German nayel, and the Eugluh nail.

Damsel, a young woman, is an abridged form of the French demoi-

selle, which of old denoted a daughter of noble parents : the tran-

sition of demoiselle into damsel may be seen in the rendering of

the word by English versions of different agea ; as WiclifT (1380),
a damysel; Tyndale (1534), a damiell; Cranmer (1539), a

damsM; the Authorised (1611), a damnsdl. The Greek word,
which properly denotes a female servant, is translated by the

Geneva version (1557), a mayde (maid); and by the ***"*"

version (1582), one vvenche (wench). (Matt. xxvi. 69.)

En, a suffix, by which nouns are converted into adjectives,
and adjectives into verbs ; as brass, brazen ; white, to whiten.

In the same way, we have long, length, lengthen; dark, darken ;

soft, soften ; leather, leathern ; south, southern, and southron.

En forms also one ending of passive participles ; aa weave, wore,
woven ; shear, shorn. It is found in some nouns aa their plural
termination ; as ox, oxen. Of old, en and n formed the plural
of tho present tense of verbs, representing the Anglo-Saxon don,

I quote the words of Ben Jonson :

"The persons plurall keepe the termination of the first pervon
singular. In former times, till about the reigne of King Henry th*

Eighth, they were wont to be formed by adding en, thus.- Lor**,
sagcn, oomplainen."

" Gromnuir."

Ence, a suffix, formed from the active participle in Latin ending
in ens; as poenitens, poenitentia, penitence; exiaten*, existentia,

existence.

End, a Saxon termination which denotes an agent ; aa weg-
ferend, a wayfarer; friend, in Saxon freond; German, freund ;

probably connected with the verb to free ; that is, to make free ;

and to free may have its source in the more general import of

the term namely, to love, to woo ; BO that a friend is one who
loves, and therefore frees another. Friend and friendly, in the

older forms of the language, signified lover and loving.

" The true faith, whereever it is, worketh and frameth the heart to

friendlike dispositions unto Ood, and brings forth /rutuUi&e* carriage
in the life towards God." GooUu-in.

Ent (sometimes ant, aa in "church militant"), an adjective

termination, the origin of which is found in both the Saxon and
the Latin ; as, writend, writing ; absent (absentia), absent. Ad-

jectives ending in ent denote a present condition e.g., different ;

or a quality considered concretely ; that is, in relation to some

subject.
" Lord God, how frequent* and famyliar a thynge with enery (every)

estate and degree throughout Christendom, U this reverent othe (oath)
on the Gospills of Christ." Sir T. Jvlyot.

Er (in the forms er, r, re). By comparing the Anglo-Saxon
writere, tho Latin scriptor (scribo, I write), and the English

writer, we find that tho termination er, or, denotes an agent.

So in Saxon stodere, a sower; plegere, a player; and in Tatin,

amator, a lover ; doctor, a teacher. The endings ere in Saxon, or

in Latin, and er in English, are very common. Yon muet, how-

ever, in following analogy, use words so formed with judgment
and taste. Having an active signification, they are generally
formed from verbs, thus : to mend, a mender ; to think, a thinker;

to build, a builder. But it is not from every verb that such

nouns can be properly formed. Wo can say, to better, but no*

a betterer ; yet a bettering has some authority. Proper names
arise from those nouns e.g., Mr. Barker, Mr. Tyler, Mr. Hellic-r.

Mr. Fisher.

The suffix er also forma the comparative in adjectives ; aa,

green, greener. It is, too, found in some verbs of Gallic origin ;

aa in encounter (enoontre, a meeting) ; cover (couvrir, to cover).

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XV.
WE now propose to direct the attention of our pupils to the

principles of b'ght and shade in trees, or what is artistically

termed "massing in the foliage," and introduce some illus-

trations. Figs. 104 and 105 represent the same subject. The

arrangement and outline of the trunk, branches, and foliage

must be first made, aa in Fig. 104, and we beg the pupil

especially to remember that this must be his mode of pro-

Frtondlii*. abbreviated into friendly ; In German It ic freundltck

Compare what is said before on the termination *.
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Fig. 104.

oedure in all cases. We have fre-

quently noticed beginners, in their

first attempts to draw trees, start

off with that which they call
" the

shading," regardless of the fact

that trees have trunks and stsms

upon which the foliage depends,
and equally so as to the importance
of the lights, which vary as much
as the trees themselves ; these lights
must be so managed that all the

half tints and darker parts must be

made subservient to them. A proper

acquaintance with the growth of

the stems will assist us in under-

standing the disposition of the lights,

as by them we must give the indi-

vidual character of the tree : in

other words the lights, as they fall

upon the foliage, are in their extent

governed by that upon which the

foliage depends, that is, the stems.

We shall return to this again ; in

the meantime we will place before

the pupil an example which prac-

tically has more to do with detail,

than with the broader manner we
shall enter upon in the next lesson.

Our object in this arrangement is

with a view of showing him the

necessity of making himself capable,

by this additional example, of enter-

ing into details, previous to the

practice of the general distribution

of light and shade, which, it will be
Our endeavour to show, must after-

wards receive those characteristic

details which belong to trees in

particular. Fig. 107 is the finished

drawing of a fir-tree, whilst Fig. 10G

represents the method we recom-
mend in copying it. The sharp
angular manner of execution will

be noticed in contradistinction to

the horizontal and broader method

\
\

of the oak, or the drooping and
almost perpendicular style of the
willow. These should be copied on
a larger scale, as a broader and
more effective drawing will be ob-
tained thereby than if it be done
on too diminutive a scale ; and,
besides, the details will be better

understood, and there will be also

greater opportunity for entering
fully into all minor particulars,

which, if carefully observed, with-
out descending to littleness of man-
ner, will have so much influence

upon the whole.

As there is in many respects a

close affinity between foregrounds
and trees, it might be advisable at

this stage to enter somewhat upon
the treatment of foregrounds, pre-

paratory to the remaining instruc-

tions we propose to give upon trees.

Shrubberies, scattered bushes over-

grown with brambles and honey-
suckle, very properly belong to

foregrounds; their mixed character,

being neither trees nor plants, claim
most of the remarks we shall have
to make upon both. For studies for

foregrounds, nature will be our

greatest help and resource, affording
at all times an endless variety of

subjects, which can be more con-

veniently obtained than the larger

specimens of vegetation. It is an ex-

cellent practice, and one that is very
common amonorst artists, to collect

^f-f
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H| imonHof wild plant* and pro-

servo them in water; or, what in

r win -n practicable, take

them up lioilily with the roots

mid plunt thorn in potH. From
those, separate and careful stu-

dios may bo made, which will

to bo an excellent prepara-
tion fur more extensive practice
win n drawing them collectively
in their natural state, as seen on
tho common, under the hedges,
or in shady lanes. We cannot
here refrain from expressing ro-

i hat wo arc limited in these
us to form only, since so

much is gained by colour in tho
: ;il effect of ground plants.

It' we reflect for a moment upon
the infinite variety of growth they
exhibit upon tho flowers whose
brilliant colours, blue, red and

yellow, and sparkling white

crop up from amongst greens of

every hue, we must confess that

wo should be very glad, were it

possible, if we could take up
the palette as well as the pencil,
and by introducing our pupils
to these additional charms, givo
them another sensation besides

that which is produced by form

only ; but, even if this were prac-

ticable, we must withstand the

temptation to turn aside from the path we are pursuing, which
leads to a point where form and colour meet and help to perfect
each other by their union ; for if we must maintain that form
without colour is less satisfactory, it is, nevertheless, expressive;
but colour
without form,
however beau-

tiful the ar-

rangement
may be, con-

veys no mean-

ing, and pre-
sents nothing
whereby to

characterise it.

In the prac-
tice of draw-

ingforeground
herbage, a
writer on art

observes " that

the edges of

the several

more advanc-

ing leaves
must be made
sharp and de-

cisive against
the ground,
whilst those
that retire

may have less

opposition ;

this will assist

their perspec-

tive,"and they
will acquire a
more receding
character by
slightly toning
down or blend-

ingthe remoter

parts with tho

ground or ob-

Fig. 106.

jeote behind them < this role may
bo applied to all object*, regard-
lew of their size at form. The
strength of the shadows mart be
allowed to bo an important consi-

deration. Our popiia will remem-
ber the observation, that near the

highest light* are the darkest
shadows ; so, for example, should
tho light fall strongly upon the
leaves of a plant, the shadow*
beneath them will bear the same
proportion of depth, and those
leaves which receive leas light
will have lees strength in their

shadows. Whilst we recommend
our pupils to make close copies
of plants separately, in order to
obtain a knowledge of their con-

struction and character, we are

not advising them to make bo-

tanical studies, bat art studies ;

this procedure will be all that is

necessary to obtain apractical ac-

quaintance with their forms, and
will enable oar students to repre-
sent them with greater skill and

freedom, which is of such great

importancewhengrouping plants
in a landscape. The work then
will be in the end pleasing and

satisfactory, because it is truth-

ful ; otherwise, when less atten-

tion is paid to particular details,

and a slovenly manner is employed, it is sure to terminate in

confusion and failure. Mr. Burnet, in his work on Landscape
Painting, says,

" To begin with the foreground, as being that

part of tie landscape nearest the eye, it is necessary, therefore,

that it should

receive all

those qualities
conducive to

its situation

such as detail,

breadth, and

largeness of

parts." In
contrast to

this, the same
writer -

*,

"In the early

stages of the

art, the minu-

ti of indivi-

dual plants
and flowers
were carried

to the highest

pitch of
absurdity;
not only is the

whole ground
of these pic-

tores inlaid

with endless

specimens of

botanic scru-

pulosity, bat

the interven-

inir <p:i'V< un-

filled with

reptiles and

insects, as if

the lives of

the artist*
had been of

an antedilu-

vian length."

Fig. 107.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXVIII.
SECTION LX. THE TWO FUTURES, SIMPLE AND

ANTEBIOB (continued).

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Quand parlerez-vous a ce mon- , When will you speak to that gentle-

sieur ? man ?

Vous fournira-t-il des provisions^ ? ! FPill he furnish you provisions ?

Us lie recevront pas leurs revenus.
j Then will not receive their income.

Ne veudrez-vous pas vos proprid- >Fill you not sell your property?
'

Que voulez-vous ?

Que veut lire votre frcre ?

Apporterez-vous des pommes ?

Nous auienerons DOS eufants.

Vous apporterez des le'gumes.

What do you wish to have ?

What will your brother read 1

Will you, bring apples ?

\
We will bring our children.

\
You will bring vegetables.

EXERCISE 115.

Abreuvoir, m. water- Chateau, m. villa. Men-er, 1. [
50 (6)] to

ing-place. Colporteur, m. pedlar, take to, to lead.

Appel-er, 1. [ 50 (t)] hawker. Recolt-er, 1. to gather
to call. Donner a manger, to in a crop, to harvest.

Apres-midi, f. afternoon^ feed. Sem-er, 1. [ 50 (6)J to

Avoiue, f. oats. ficurie, f. stable. soil1
.

BW, m. wheat. Foin, m. hay. Se promen-er, 1. ref.

Cachet-er, 1. [ 50 (4)] Gel-er, 1. [ 50 (5)] to [ 50 (6)] to walk or
to seal. freeze. ride for pleasure.

1. Menerez-vous vos enfants a 1'ecolo ? 2. Je les menerai a
1'ecole et a 1'eglise. 3. Le jardinier apportera-t-il des legumes
au marche ? 4. II y en apportera. 5. O\l menerez-vous ce

cheval ? 6. Je le menerai a 1'ecurie. 7. Lui donnerez-vous 4

manger ? 8. Je lui donnerai du foin et de 1'avoine. 9. Lui
donnerez-vous de 1'eau ? 10. Je le menerai a 1'abreuvoir. 11.

Paierez- [50 (2) note] vous ce que vous devez ? 12. Ne voulez-

vous pas vous promener ? 13. Je me promenerai cette apres-
midi. 14. Vous promenerez-vous a pied ou a cheval ? 15. Je
me promenerai a cheval, et ma scaur so promenera en voiture.
16. Marcherez-vous beaucoup dans votre voyage a Paris ? 17.

Nous ne marcherons pas du tout. 18. N'appellerez- [ 50 (4)]
vons pas le colporteur ? 19. Je ne 1'appellerai pas. 20.

N'acheterez- [50 (5)] vous pas ce chateau ? 21. Nous 1'ache-

terons si nous pouvons. 22. Ne gelera-t-il pas [50 (5)] cette
nuit ? 23. Je ne le crois pas, il fait trop chaud. 24. Ne
seinerez- [ 50 (6)] vous pas tout le ble que vous recolterez ?

25. Je n'en semerai qu'une partie, je vendrai le reste. 26. Je
cachetterai mes lettres et je les porterai a la poste.

EXERCISE 116.

1 . Will not the gentleman call his children ? 2. He will

call his children and his sisters. 3. Will you not bring your
children ? 4. I cannot bring them. 5. Will you not take a
ride this afternoon ? 6. We will ride in a carriage to-morrow.
7. Will you not buy my father's horses ? 8. I shall not buy
them ; I have no money. 9. Will you not call the pedlar P

10. I do not wish to call him ; I do not wish to buy anything.
11. Will you pay the tailor? 12. I will pay him for my coat.
13. Will it not freeze to-morrow ? 14. It will freeze to-mor-
row ; it is very cold. 15. Will you not sow oats in this field

(champ) ? 16. I will not sow oats ;
I will sow wheat there.

17. Will you take your sister to school? 18. I will take her
there this afternoon. 19. Will you not take your son to
market? 20. I will not take him there. 21. Will not the

gardener take his horse to the watering-place ? 22. He will
take him there. 23. Will you give oats to your horse ? 24.
I will give him hay. 25. Will you bring your son with you ?

26. I will bring him to-morrow. 27. Will he bring his horse ?

'28. He will bring his horse and carriage. 29. Why do you
carry that little child ? 30. He is too ill to (pour) walk. 31.
Will your brother sell his property ? 32. He will only sell

part of it. 33. Will not your servant carry the letter to the

post-office? 34. I will seal it and give it to him. 35. Will
you feed my horse ? 36. I will feed him and give him some
water.

SECTION LXI. IBEEGULABITIES OF THE FUTUEE.
1. The two irregular verbs of the first conjugation, aller, to

go, and envoyer, to send, make in the future j'irai, i'enverrai

[see 64].

2. All the verbs of the second conjugation, which end in

enir, change that termination into iendrai, &u., for the future :

as, tenir, to liold, venir, to coma ; je tiendrai, je viendrai. Ac-

querir, to acquire; conquerir, to conquer ; requerir, to require;

mourir, to die ; and courir, to run, and its compounds, suppress
the i of the infinitive in the future : j'acquerrai, je mourrai,
je courrai. Cueillir, to gather, and its compounds, change the

i preceding the r into e : je cueillerai.

3. In the third conjugation, s'asseoir, to sit down, and seoir,
to ait, make je m'assierai* and je sierai. Falloir, to be neces-

sary, vouloir, to be willing, and valoir, to be worth, make il

faudra, je voudrai, and je vaudrai. Voir, to see, and revoir, to

see again, make je verrai, je reverrai. Pouvoir, to be able,
makes je pourrai, and pourvoir, to provide, je pourvoirai.
Savoir, to know, and avoir, to have, make je saurai, and

j'aurai.

4. Etre, to be, faire, to make, and its compounds, are the only
verbs of the fourth conjugation which are irregular in the
future : je serai, je ferai, &c.

5. The futures, simple and anterior, are used in French after

an adverb of time, in cases similar to those in which the

English use the present and perfect of the indicative, when
futurity is implied :

Quand vous verrez ces messieurs When you see those gentlemen
Des que vous aurez re9U cette As soon as you have received this

lettre letter

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Irez-vous en France cette anue'e ?

Nous irons en France et en Italie.

Nous vous euverrons chercher.
Ne viendrez-vous pas nous trou-

ver ?

Ne nous assierons-nous pas ?

Quaud ils viendront, j'aurai ma
lettre.

Cela va.udra-t-il la peine d'y aller ?

Get habit ira-t-il bien ?

II faudra leur envoyer de 1'argent.

Shall you go to France this year ?

We shall go to France and Italy.
Wo shall send for you.
Will you not come to us ?

Shall we not sit down ?

When then come, I sliall have my
letter.

Will that be worth the while to go
there 1

Will that coat fit well f

It will be necessary to send tlwm

money.

EXERCISE 117.

Avec, with. Lentement, slowly. Perrnett-re, 4. ir. to per-

Bientot, soon.. March-er, 1. to walk, mit.

Coniiait-re, 4. ir. to to go on foot. Plaisir, m. pleasure.
fcnou-. Moi-meme, myself. Pret-er, 1. to lend.

Demeure, f . dwelling. Oil, where. Sort-ir, 2. ir. to go out.

Fraise, f. strawberry. Part-ir. 2. ir. to set out,

Guitare, f. guitar. to leave.

1. Ne viendrez-vous pas nous voir demain ? 2. J'irai vons

voir, si le temps le permet. 3. N'enverrez-vous pas chercher
le medecin, si votre fils est malade ? 4. Je 1'irai chercher moi-
meme. 5. Quand je serai fatigue, je marcherai plus lentement.
6. Quand vous connaitrez sa demeure irez-vous le voir ? 7

J'irai le voir aussitot que je saurai ou il demeure. 8. Ne le

verrez-vous pas aujourd'hui ? 9. Je le verrai cette apres-
midi. 10. Ne pourrez-vous point nous accompagner ? 11. Je
le ferai avec beaucoup de plaisir. 12. No leur enverrez-vous

point des fraises ? 13. Je leur en enverrai quand les miennes
seront mures. 14. Ne faudra-t-il pas leur ecrire bientot ? 15.

Quand nous aurons re9u des nouvelles de leur parent, il faudra
leur ecrire. 16. Que ferons-nous demain ? 17. Nous irons a
la chasse. 18. N'irez-vous pas chez votre pere ? 19. Nous
irons certainement. 20. Quand votre guitare sera arrivee, la

preterez-vous ? 21. Je ne pourrai la preter. 22. A quelle
heure partirez-vous demain ? 23. Je partirai a cinq heures du
matin. 24. Ne sortirez-vous pas ce soir ? 25. Je ne sortirai

pas, et je me coucherai de bonne heure.

EXERCISE 118.

1. Will you send for the physician ? 2. I will send for him
this afternoon. 3. Will not the little girl go and fetch apples ?

4. She will send for some. 5. Will you not sit down when

* This verb has two other forms for the future, viz., j'asseyeral,
&c., and j'asseoirai, &c.. which, however, are rarely met with.
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yon are tired ? C. Wo will not Bit down, we have no time.

it will your brother do when he w tired P [B. 5.] 8. Ho
will <lo wlmt (ro qn') ho can. [R. 5.] 9. Will it bo worth tho

\vhii t.i (./) writo to him? 10. It will not be worth the

while, for (car) ho will not oomo. 11. Will it not be necessary
to speak to tho merchant? 12. It will not be necessary to

: > him. 13. Will it be necessary for u* to take pass-
14. It will bo necessary (it le faudra). 15. Will not

your little boy walk more slowly when he in tirod ? 16. When
ho is tin-il, ho will sit down. 17. What will your sister do to-

morrow ': 18. Sho will go to church and to school. 19. Will
', come hero ? 20. She will not bo able to come.

21. Will you walk or go on horseback? (Irct-vous d pied ou d

chfvul f) 22. I shall go on horseback. 23. Why do you not

:ij?e ? 24. Because my carriage is in London. 25.

NVIini will you see them? 26. I shall see them as soon as I

MIL -7. Will they come to our house to-morrow ? 28. They
will do so with much pleasure. 29. When you see that gentle-

man, will you speak to him ? 30. I will not speak to him. 31.

Wlu-M you have written your letters what will yon do ? 32.

I shall come to your house. 33. When you havo read that

book, will you send it to me P 34. I will send it to you. 35.

Will you send it to-day ? 36. I will send it to-morrow. 37.

They will come to you to-morrow. 38. Will you gather those

beautiful flowers ? 39. Yes, madam, I shall gather thorn to-

morrow. 40. I shall be at your father's to-night, at half-past
seven. 41. The tailor will moke your coat, and will send it to

you in a week.

SECTION LXIL THE TWO CONDITIONALS ( 121).

1. Tho conditional present is formed, from the infinitive by
adding to tho latter the terminations of the imperfect indicative

of the verb avoir, viz., ais, ais, ait, ions, iez, aieut.

2. Every verb in the French language, regular and irregular,
has in this tenso tho above terminations.

3. CONJUGATION OF THE CONDITIONAL PRESENT OF THE
BEGULAR VERBS.

Je chanter -ais

should or u-ou!d sin-g

Tu parler -ais

shouldst or icouldst

speak
H donner -alt

iroutd or should give

Nous chercber -ions

should or would seek

Vous porter -iez

would or sJumid carry

Da aimer -aient
should or would love

finir

finish

cherish

-ais recevr

receive

-ais apercevr -ais

perceive

-ais rendr -ais

ivmfi-r

-aisveiidr

sell

fournir -alt

furnish

punir
punish
K.usir

seize

uuir

unite

percevr -alt teudr -alt

collect tend

coucevr -Ions enteudr -ions

conceive hear

devr -Iez perdr -iez

oust lose

-aient decevr -aient mordr -aient

deceive bite

-Ions

-Iez

4. The irregularities of tho conditional appear not in the

terminations, but in the stem, of the verb. They are precisely
tho same as those of the future. These irregularities will bo

found in the preceding section, and need not be repeated here.

5. The conditional past is formed from the conditional pre-
sent of one of the auxiliaries avoir, tre, and the post participle
of the leading verb [ 121 (2)] :

J'aurais <<crit, je me serais flattx?. I should have written, I should have

flattered myself.

6. Tho two futures and the two conditionals should not bo
nsed after the conjunction si (if). But in such case, the pre-
sent and the imperfect of the indicative should be used :

S'il pout quitter sou pore, il If he can leave hit father, he trill

viendra. come.

Si j'dtais a votre place, j'irais. If I were in your place, I would go.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 4 (Vol. I., page 3).

1. Avez-vous le livre du tailleur ? 2. Non, Monsieur, j'ai la montre
du mcdicin. 3. Qui a la montre d'or? 4. La dame a la montre d'or

et le porte-crayon d'argent. 5. Avez-vous le soulier du tailleur ? 6.

J'ai le soulier de drap du tailleur. 7. Avons-vous la table de bois ?

8. Oui, Moiisiour, voua avez la table de bois. 9. Out-ils le couteau

d'argent ? 10. Ila out to couteau d'arfeat. 11. La duM a to eoata
d'argunt at le porte-crayon d'or. 12. A-t-e)l U robe de utm ? IS.

La scour du mi'decin a 1* robe <to satin. 14. Qoiatoboia? 15. L
frere du chnrpeutier a le bois. 16. Avoc-voua toa baa de toiae?
17. Nou, Mouaieur, j'ai lea baa de opton. 18. Qui le paia da
boulanger? 19. Noua avona le pain da boulanger ei la Urine da
meunier. 20. Avona-noua le foin du ctwval ? 21. Vooa ave* I'aTOiae
da choral. 22. Arona-noua le chapeau de aoie du tailleur ? 0. Oaf,
Monaiour, voua avez le chaponu de aoie du tailtonr et ie oulier de
cuir du cordouuior. 24. Avez-voua le aoulier de drap de la soar da
me'decin ? 25. Non, Madame, j'ai la robe de 1010 de la dame.

EXERCISE 5 (Vol. I., page 20).

1. Have you some (or any) meat? 2. Yea, Sir, I have a pound c(

meat. 3. Has your son a piece of bread? 4. Yea, Madam, be baa a

piece of bread. 5. Has tbe bookseller a book? 6. He haa ink and
paper. 7. Haa your aiater a gold watcb ? 8. She haa a gold watch
aud a silver thimble. 9. Has the baker wine or beer? 10. Tbe baker
baa tea and coffee. 11. Has your brother cheeae ? 12. He baa eheeae
and butter. 13. Haa the In. ly a ailrer spoon ? 14. The lady baa a
fork and silver spoon. 15. HOB the butcher any meat to-day ? 16.

Yes, Sir, he has a piece of beef. 17. Haa the carpenter a table? 18.

Yes, Sir, he boa a mahogany table. 19. Have you the physician'a
book ? 20. No, Madam, but I have your sister's book. 21. Who haa
coffee and sugar ? 22. The grocer has coffee and sugar. 23. Haa tbe
bookseller's sister a glove ? 24. No, Sir, butahe baa a book. 25. Haa
she a steel pen ? 26. No, Sir, she boa a gold pen. 27. You hare the

physician's peucil-caae.

EXERCISE 6 (Vol. I., page 20).

1. Avez-vous du tho? 2. Oui, Madame, j'ai one livre de the". 3.

Qui a du pain ? 4. Le boulanger a du pain, da beurre, et du fromage.
5. te tailleur a-t-il du drap ? 6. Le tailleur a un moroeau de drap.
7. Le ine'deciu a-t-il de 1'or? 8. Oui, Monsieur, le me'decin a de 1'or

et de 1'argent. 9. La dame a-t-ello une montre d'argent? 10. Oui,
Mademoiselle, la dame a une montre d'argent et une plume d'or. 11.

Votre sceur a-t-elle de lasoie? 12. Oui, Monsieur, elle a de la soie

et du coton. 13. Avez-vous un couteau? ]4. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai an
couteau d'acier et une fourchette d'argent. 15. Avez-vous de la viande

aujourd'hui, Monsieur ? 16. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai un morceau de treat.

17. Votre charpentier a-t-il une table d'acajou ? 18. Oui, Mouaieur,

il a une table d'acajou. 19. Votre soeur a-t-elle un (rant? 20. Ooi,

Monsieur, ma scour a un gaut de soio. 21. Le fils da libraire a-t-il on

porte-crayon d'or. 22. Oui, Monsieur, il a on porte-crayon d'or et

uue plume d'acier. 23. Qui a la montre de votre soeur? 24. Votru

frere a la inoutre d'or et le chapeau de soie. 25. Nous avons de 1'or,

de 1'argent, et de 1'acier.

EXERCISE 7 (Vol. I., page 21).

1. Has the hatter silk ? 2. Tbe hatter haa no silk, but he haa velvet.

3. Has he cotton velvet ? 4. No, Sir, he haa no cotton velvet, be ha,

ailk velvet. 5. Have you meat ? 6. Yea, Sir, I have meat 7. Tbe

physician has no money. 8. Who boa money ? 9. Tbe merchant ha*

no money, but he has cloth, velvet, and ailk. 10. Have you anything '.'

11. No, Sir, I have nothing at all. 12. Haa the tailor two silver but-

tons? 13. No, Sir, he has two silk buttons. 14. Who haa your dog ?

15. The neighbour has uiy cousin's dog. 16. Haa he not your horse

also? 17. No, Sir, he has your friend's horse. 18. Have you the

history of France? 19. No, Madam, I have neither the history of

France nor the history of England. 20. Have you neither the

book nor the paper ? 21. No, Miss, I havo neither the one nor the

other.

EXERCISE 8 (Vol. I., page 21).

1. Le boulanger a-t-il du velours? 2. Non, Monsieur. lo boulangei

n'a pas de velours. 3. Qui a du velours de aoie ? 4. Le chapelier a

du velours de soie et uu chapeau de soie. 5. Avex-vous deux boutona

d'argent ? 6. Non, Monsieur, j'ai un habit de drap, on chapeau de

aoie, et uu soulier de velours. 7. Votre voisin a-t-il one table de bois ?

a Oui, Monsieur, il a une table d'acajou. 9. Votre cousin a-t-il one

histoirc d'Angleterre ? 10. Non, Monsieur, il a une hiatoire de France.

11. Je n'ai ni le drap, ni le velours. 12. Noua n'avona ni la viande ni

le cafe. 13. Quelqu'un a-t-il un livre? 14. Votre cousin a on livre,

un habit de velours, et un chapeau de aoie. 15. Avet-voua le Hvro

du meclecin ? 16. Oui, Madame, j'ai le livre da mtfdecin. et la plume
d'or de la dame. 17. Le marchand a-t-tt du drap? IB. Le marchand

n'a pas de drap, mais il a de 1'argent 19. Qui a le cbien de votre

voiain ? 20. Peraonne n'a le chien de mon voisin. 21. Quelqu'un a-t-i

mon livre ? 22. Personne n'a votre livre. 23. Le frer* de votre cousin

a-t-il quelque chose? 24. Non, Monsieur, il n'a rien. 25. Qoi a le

livre de votre ami ? 26. Votre frere a le livre de mon cousin.

EXKRCISK 9 (Vol. I., page 43).

1. Who is aleepy ? 2. My brother is hungry, but he is not sleepy
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3. Are you right or wrong ? 4. I am right, I am not wrong. 5. Have

you my brother's good gun ? 6. I have not the gun. 7. Are you cold

to-day? 8. I am not cold; on the contrary, I am warm. 9. Have you
good bread ? 10. I have no bread. 11. Are you not hungry ? 12. I

am neither hungry iior thirsty. 13. Are you ashamed ? 14. I am
neither ashamed nor afraid. 15. Have we pepper or salt ? 16. You
have neither pepper nor salt. 17. What book have you ? 18. I have

my cousin's book. 19. Have you the iron hammer or the silver

hammer ? 20. I have neither the iron hammer nor the silver ham-

mer, I have the tinman's wooden hammer. 21. Is anything the

matter with you? 22. Nothing is the matter with me. 23. Have
you the bookseller's large book ? 21. I have neither the book-
seller's large book, nor the joiner's small book ; I have the captain's

good book.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XV.
ASTRONOMICAL PRINCIPLES OP GEOGRAPHY.

called the square of that number. But the numbers 1, 4, y, 16,

25, 36, 49, 64, 81, etc., are the squares of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, etc., because they are found by multiplying the

latter numbers each by itself ; and the fractions i, J, , ^, , Jg,

i, i, i, etc., are called the reciprocals or inverses of the squares ;

and ratio means the rate at which anything increases or de-

creases ; hence, the force of heat, or quantity of heat received

from a common fire, is in the ratio of the inverses of the squares

of the distances ; or more shortly, in the inverse ratio of the

squares of the distances.

This may be explained in another way still. Suppose A
to be placed at 2 feet distance from the fire, and B at 3 feet

distance ; then B will receive less heat than A, not in the

ratio of 2 to 3, the numbers which represent their distances,
but in the ratio of 2 times 2 to 3 times 3, that is, of 4 to 9 : in

other words, as 4 is contained 2| times in 9, so A will

receive 2^ times the quantity of heat that B receives ; and this

IN our last lesson we endeavoured to explain to our geographi- is all that is really meant by the phrase, the inverse ratio of tht

cal students the nature of the motion of the earth round the squares of the distances.

sun, and of its motion round its own axis. We there stated
j Having thus explained the law of the influence of heat upon

the principle or law of attrac- two bodies, or any number of bodies
the language peculiar totion

the science of astronomy, somewhat
modified and simplified; but as

some of our readers may be entire

novices, and may never have heard
or understood several of the terms
we made use of, we shall in this

lesson endeavour to make the sub-

ject plearer still.

First, then, as to the said law of

attraction : let us illustrate this, by
a very familiar instance taken from
the heat of a common fire. Sup-
pose two persons, A and B, sitting
at the same distance from the fire, *' JU1

both in front of it at least, the /
one as much as the other; it

is plain that they would both feel

the same degree of heat ; for,

whatever reason may be assigned
to show that A received more /
heat than B, the same reason /
might be assigned to show that B /
received more heat than A ; there- /
fore, they must both receive the

same heat.

Now, suppose that B removes to

double the distance that he was at

when alongside of A, and that A
remains in the same place; it might
then be supposed that B would re-

ceive only half as much heat
as he did before; or that A
was now enjoying double the
heat which B was receiving in his

new position. Such is not the case, however ; for the degree
of heat does not diminish at the same rate that the distance

increases, as you might expect at first sight ; but it diminishes
at a much greater rate, and the question is how much greater ?

Now, well-conducted and careful experiments in Natural

Philosophy have proved that the heat received at the dis-

tances of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, etc., feet, is not
|, |, i, |, i, \, I,

i

of the heat received at 1 foot ; but it is i, |, i, i, , i, i, i,
etc., of the heat received at 1 foot. So that B will receive at
double the distance of A, only one-fourth of the heat which
A receives ; at triple the distance, only one-ninth of the heat ;

and so on.

The law of progression then is as follows : Let the heat re-

ceived at the distance of 1 foot be denoted by 1, then the heat
received at the distance of 2 feet will be represented by 1

divided by 2 times 2, or ; the heat received at the distance of

3 feet will be represented by 1 divided by 3 times 3, or i
; the

heat received at the distance of 4 feet will be represented by 1

divided by 4 times 4, or ^ ; and so on.

Now, dividing 1 by any number gives a result which in

mathematics is called the' reciprocal or inverse of that number ;

and multiplying any number by itself gives a result which is

NEPTUNE

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS,

ETC., OF THE SUN, PLANETS, AND PLANETOIDS.

at different distances from the
source of heat, in the case of a
common fire, we again observe that

this law is equally true of the in-

fluence of light and of the influence

of attraction upon bodies at different

distances from the source of light
and of attraction. Thus we know
and feel that the sun is the great
source of light and heat to this

world of ours ; and Astronomy
teaches us that it is also the source

of attraction, or of that power
which has operated upon the earth

and the other planets, and which
continues still to operate upon
them, by causing them to revolve

in elliptical orbits or paths round
that luminary, as explained in our

last lesson.

From the earliest ages up to the

time of Kepler, the planets (Greek,

irA.cn/rjTjjs, pla-ne'-tees, a wanderer),
or wandering stars so called in

opposition to the fixed stars, which

appear always to preserve the same
relative distances from each other

were reckoned to be in number only
six ; and this number being ma-

thematically perfect that is, equal
to the sum of all its factors, 1, 2, 3

it was imagined that no more

planets could exist, or could be ex-

pected to be found. Kepler, in-

deed, inquired most earnestly ifhy

they were only six in number ; but Galileo, who first applied
the telescope to astronomy, opened a new door in the temple of

science, by the discovery of the four satellites of Jupiter, IB

1610, and led by this discovery to that of the other planets

at a later period, which put to flight all reasons why the

number of the planets should be limited to any given number.

He would be a bold man indeed now-a-days who would try to

limit the number of the planets, seeing that so many have

been discovered within these few years past.

The six planets known from antiquity are the following :

Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn ; no satel-

lite was known from antiquity but the Moon. The first addi-

tion to the planets of the Solar System was Uranus, at first

called the Georgium Sidus (the Georgian Star), in honour of

King George III., by Sir William Herschel, who discovered it,

March 13th, 1781. It was afterwards called Herschel, in honour

of the discoverer; but it is now called Uranus, because, for-

sooth, Uranus was in the Greek mythology (the fables of

the heathen gods) the father of Saturn! Uranus has eight

satellites, of which six were discovered by Sir William Herschel.

Of these, five have since been observed by other astronomers.

The planet Neptune, the third in point of size of those that
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are yet known to form part of our Solar System, was dis-
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inclinations of their axes and orbits to the ecliptic, or path in

the heavens in which the sun and planets move
; their periodic

times, or times of a complete revolution round the sun, as far
as they are known ; and the axial time of rotation occupied by
each planet. Further particulars respecting the planets and
their satellites we must reserve for our Lessons on Astronomy,
otherwise we shall lose sight of those on Geography. We may
remind our readers that the actual existence of Vulcan has since
been confirmed. During a total solar eclipse on July 28th,
1878, visible from America, two independent observers, Pro-
fessor J.-C. Watson and Professor Lewis Swift, discovered a
light object near the sun, which has since been identified with
Lescarbault's planet. In this table the planets are arranged
according to their distance from the sun.

TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL PLANETS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
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No butterflies oamo from these chrysalis forms as usual. They
, ,1 of starvation, as winter yields but littlo indeed

of tho delicate food required by tl. Heoond series of

chrysalides wore therefore commissioned to keep the undeveloped

-oots safely wrapped within their folds through tho cold and

m* of tin", wint.-r. In tho May of this year, oaoh little cradle

illiaut child to sport with the perfumed zephyrs.

Thus, in tho course of a twelvemonth, the largo white butterfly

goes through a twofold round of most wonderful changes.

.stion hero will naturally arise. How does tho cabbage

Kuttertly know that Bho must deposit her eggs on the cabbage?
t'.-.-il on it, and can have no notion of tho food

.r brood of caterpillars will require. Here ia another

of tin' unanswerable questions which wo are accustomed to hush

by the reply,
"
Oh, it in all instinct." Are wo ono whit the

-or for such an answer P Well, what is to bo said ? Nothing ;

;i plain confession,
" We don't know why the butterfly always

very plant which tho caterpillars will n 1."

: butterfly may bo said to have four epochs in its life the

egg state, tho caterpillar, tho chrysalis, and the fly. Wo have

1 tho term chrysalis, what docs it mean? Of course all

readers know that it is the case or cradle in which tho caterpillar

takes the butterfly form. The word is derived from a Greek

term, signifying golden, and was originally applied to the most

richly-tinted envelopes of this insect. Sometimes tho name

(aurum, gold) is used to denote these bright forms.

Chrysalis is properly applied to tho butterflies only, tho word

pupa (a little thing) being tho more correct designation for tho

third state of other insects. Linnneus saw some resemblance

between the creature thus tightly packed up in its foldings, and

babies bandaged up in close mummy-like wrappers. He there-

fore employed tho term pupa to represent this stage of insect

life. Let the reader by all means look for some chrysalides,

and carefully examine them. Ho will sometimes see through
the fine covering, the body, legs, and wings of the infioct,

most marvellously packed up in its case. The antennae, or

feelers, as they are wrongly called, are placed in a line with

the legs. Tho long tongue, too, strange as it may sound, is

placed straight between the legs ; and the wings make a very
small but very distinct package. The various parts of the

butterfly may often be seen even in the interior of the cater-

pillar itself, which is thus but the living covering of tho yet

undeveloped purple emperor or peacock.
Has the reader ever seen a butterfly

"
coming out

"
into the

world ? Let him take the first opportunity, then, of witnessing
the operation. How is it effected? The cradle cracks, the

wrappers are torn, and the fly extricates itself, standing like a

thing most forlorn. No mother is near to " introduce
"

the

stranger ; not a single friend to give help the young butterfly
is indeed coldly received by the world. Her very wings are

puny things, and her limbs look as if rheumatic. But she has

a cheerful heart, soon gets over her first amazement, and one of

her earliest operations is to attend to her beauty. Suppose
the wings should not open

"
nicely ;" what if there should bo a

:ise in that important part of her wardrobe ! her life would
be wretched then; the gentlemen would not look at her, and

female of her race would condescend to sip from tho same
dower. In about an hour, however, all is generally right; tho

gorgeous wings become fully expanded by tho sun's heat, and
the beauty sails exulting in the full luxury of life.

Have our friends ever seen a butterfly in the winter ? The
very question may seem absurd. How can the symbol of flowery
summer live amid the snows of December ? The surprise is

:

natural ; but some butterflies do live through the season of frost
'

und tempest ; in other words, they hybernate ; sleep comes on
j

them in some sheltered nook as winter approaches, and lasts, I

with a few breaks, till the return of spring. Sometimes a mild

day, even in January, will rouse the sleepers, and they come out
for a short airing, to tho astonishment of the schoolboy or the

young lady out for a walk. One of these hybernators is the

brimstone butterfly, common in parts of Devonshire, Suffolk,
and Essex. The small tortoiseshell butterfly is another species,
sometimes seen on warm days in winter sailing merrily along
under the shelter of some friendly hedge.
Now let us pause a minute to examine the wings of our butter-

fly. Touch them not ; tho friction of the softest finger will act

like a rough file on the richly-tinted mosaic work of those wings.
We all know how " the feathers" are rubbed off by the slightest

touch. But what are those so-called feather* '( Thejr are ra*Uy
scales, laid upon the wings much in the manner of slates or
tiles upon a roof. Get a microscope, and examine those of the
" Peacock" or " lied Admiral." No unaided eye can discern the

minute wonders. The brilliant, numerous, and diversified tint*

of the scales are beyond all verbal description and all artistic

imitation. Few will talk of human skill in the combination of

colours when those fairy-like tinting* have once astonished the

eye. Then consider the almost countless number of tinted scales

on ono wing. A mosaic picture has been exhibited, containing
unct pieces in one inch of work. Tho delicacy of snob

mechanism might well excite admiration. What shall we say
when wo find more than 100,000 living pictures and richly-dyed
scales on a square inch of a butterfly's wing f

Let us now turn to the head of our butterfly. What do we
BOO there? Tho two "feelers," or antennae, at once chum a
!.";. By the form of these the butterflies are readily distin-

guished from moths. la the tip of the antennas knobbed 1 then
the insect is most likely a butterfly ; if not, it is a moth. What
is the use of theso organs P Hero we ask a favour from our
readers : will they oblige us by putting that question to the

most eminent philosopher of their acquaintance ': Should he be
able to answer decisively, will readers further oblige by commu-
nicating the replies with tho proofs? We regret to say that

these antennse are the teasers of naturalists. We know not

what to make of them. Whether tho provoking insect feels,

sees, hears, or smells with them, no one knows. A pretty con-

fession is this for men to make, who have weighed the earth,

and tested the minerals in the sun. " How like a god is man,"

says Shakespeare. It may be so ; but we cannot forget that all

our science is puzzled by the "
feelers

"
of a butterfly. Some

think the antennas contain a sixth sense unknown to human
beings ; but this is only an attempt to escape from a puzzle by
a guess. The experiment which suggested this notion was, per-

haps, the following : A female of one of the day moths, called

the " Kentish Glory," which had been bred from the chrysalis in

a house, was enclosed in a box, and taken into a wood frequented

by her species. The box being laid on the ground, in a short

time a number of the male moths settled on it. Yet a person might
have frequented that locality for days without seeing one of the

insects. This experiment has been often made with success.

By what sense did those moths discover tho presence of the

lady ? Not by sight she was hidden ; not by hearing -she

uttered no cry. It is no marvel if some ascribe this strange

power to a mysterious sense lodged in the antennae. Does any
one ask why the term antennae was applied to these organs ? The
word denoted among the ancients the yard or mast of a ship,
and was subsequently given to theso "feelers" from a fancied

resemblance to the projecting spars of a vessel. We have not
done with the head of the butterfly yet. Look next at the eyes.
Of course every one, in the year 1868, knows that the eye*
of all insects are compound; in other words, that what seems
ono eye only consists of many thousands. The reader would be

puzzled to count these butterfly eyes, even by the aid of a power-
ful microscope. But the calculation has been made by men who
have devoted years to the study of insect structure. The eye of

a butterfly contains, in reality, about 17,000 eyelets, giving to

our gaudy insect 34,000 in all. Each little eye is a perfect

organ in itself, six-sided, or hexagonal, in shape, so that the

whole collection resembles the cells in a honey-comb 17,000 eyes
all arranged in that small space ! Yes, it is so. Some speculative
readers may inquire why this creature has been endowed with

eyelets in thousands. Wo must beg to be excused from answer-

ing so profound a question. Of course no one will suppose that

wlicn a butterfly looks on a female of his species he Bees 84,000

fluttering beauties before him. As the two human eyes do not

double objects, so the numerous lenses of the "
Purple Emperor"

may combine to form but one image. But some of these insects

have also two simple eyes on the top of the head, so that we
must confess ourselves to be altogether inferior in the matter of

eyes to the
" Swallow-tail

"
or the " Peacock."

We must now take a look, with his permission, at the batter-

fly's month. The insect luxuriates in such refined food that

teeth are needless, and strong jaws not wanted. What does the

observer see in the month ? He finds a long tube, like a trunk,
and also notes that the organ can be folded up, like a watch-

spring, out of harm's way, when tho animal is not making its

breakfast on the delicious nectar of a summer flower. A closer
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inspection shows a remarkable bit of living mechanism. The
trunk is found to consist of three sucker-like tubes, secured in

an elegant case, the whole protected from injury by horny
defences and supports. This complex tube is not thicker than

a hair, and through this all the food of the butterfly must be

conveyed. Does not so fine a tube get clogged up sometimes
from the thick flowery juices in which the winged beauty de-

lights ? Yes, there is a liability to this ; for, though a butterfly
cannot have toothache, he is not quite free from all accidents.

What does the insect do then ? Clears out his trunk, of

course, the mechanism of the central tube allowing it to be opened
for this purpose. Is not this a beautiful provision, enabling the

butterfly to be
its own sur-

geon in so

dangerous a

crisis? "Doth
God care for

oxen ?
"

is a

question put
in an ancient

book. It is

also clear that

the wants of a

butterfly have
been wonder-

fully cared for

by the Creator.
A whole paper
might be filled

with the de-

scription of

the sucker
or trunk of

the butterfly.
We can only
state here that

it seems to be
formed of a

countless
number of fine

elastic rings,
moved by a
multitude of

muscles. Some
naturalists
have supposed
the muscles in

this small and
delicate organ
to exceed in

number those

in the ele-

phant's trunk :

these are es-

timated at

70,000. Space
does not ad-

mit of our say-

ing moreabout
the marvels to t. SWALLOW-TAIL BUTTERFLY (PAPILIO MACHAOK). 2. FIDONIA PLUMISTARIA. 3. MARBLED WHITE BUTTER-
be seen on the FLY (PAPILIO GALATHEA). 4. EGGS OF BUTTERFLIES. 5. CATERPILLAR. 6. CHRYSALIS. 7. SCALES OF
head of a but BUTTERFLIES' WINGS.

terfly.

We have but a few lines to remark that the nerves and
digestive system of the butterfly have been closely examined by
naturalists, and would require a volume to describe them fully.* As giddy as a butterfly" is a remark applied to some pretty
bipeds ; but the insect's so-called giddiness is really its work, by
which it gets its living, speeding from flower to flower for food.
A "

Purple Emperor's" brain maybe as much taxed by these

labours, as that of the said biped's, by reading three sets of
novels in one week. The nervous system of the butterfly is

near the stomach, so that " weak nerves
" must tell upon the

digestion of a " Blue Argus
"

or " White Admiral." It will

easily be imagined that the nerves connected with the complex
eye and wonderful trunk of a butterfly must form an elaborate

microscopical system. When speaking of a butterfly's brain,

we alludo rather to the whole nervous mass than to one organ,
like that found in the larger animals. The brains of insects

may in truth be called many. If we insist upon finding one

brain, the first knot, or ganglion as it is called, in the spinal
marrow, may be so regarded. The same remark must be made
respecting the heart, which is not one organ, but consists of
numerous circulating vessels. A butterfly may be as truly said
to have many hearts as one.

The nine air-holes on each side, eighteen in all, may be re-

garded as so many nostrils by which the air enters. Naturalists
call them spiracles.

How many species of these insects are found in Britain?

About 70;
but some are

only met with
in limited dis-

tricts, and few

persons have
seen them all

in their native

haunts. Tho
total number
of known spe-
cies is about

3,000.
Readers who

wish to make
a collection

should endea-

vour to obtain

the caterpillar,

chrysalis, and

butterfly of

each species ;

they will then

possess a spe-
cimen of each
form of life

through which
the insect

passes. No
one will, of

course, run a

pin through a

butterfly to
secure it, be-

fore either

killing or be-

numbing the

creature, by
placing it in

a vessel, into

which some
chloroformhaK
been dropped.
The captive
may also be
killed by a
"
nip," or

pinch between

The "hug" is

fatal to the

whole family.

Poets, philosophers, and theologians have used the butterfly

to illustrate their sentiments. The ancients regarded the bright

ethereal creature as a symbol of the human soul, searching

after a higher home and a more perfect life. A noble being,

called Psyche (the soul), was described as falling in love with

visible beauty, then losing through her folly the bright posses-

sion, and after a sorrowful search, finding again the long-lost

and glorious prize. This Psyche was represented under the form

of a butterfly, and such marbles may be seen in the Townley
Collection in the British Museum. We all know that Christians

have long deemed the uprising of so bright a form, from the

chrysalis-like grave, as a type of the resurrection. Thus, even

a butterfly, sculptured on a tomb, may suggest a volume of rich

and ennobling thoughts.
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LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XV.

\ X V. To find the centre of any given circle, or of
'/e.

Let ABC (Fig. 53) bo the given circle of which it in T>

t> fm<l the oontro. First, draw any straight lino, A B, dividing
the circle into two unequal segments. Bisect A B in D, and

through the point D draw the straight lino K c at right angles
to A B. Bisect E c in F. The point F is the centre of the circle

ABC.
There are other methods by which the centre of the circle

ABC may bo found, although tho one that has just been described
is

i .crimps the most simple. For instance, we might .have drawn
the straight lines a H, x L as tangents to the circle A B c, through

tho points A and B, and at

the points of contact, A and
B, drawn tho straight linos

AN, BO, at right angles to

the straight linos OH, K i..

and intersecting each other
in the point F; from which
we learn that if any two
points be taken in the cir-

cumference of a circle, which
are not the opposite extremi-

ties of a diameter of that

circle, and tangents to the

circle be drawn through
these points, the straight
lines drawn at right angles
to the tangents through the

points of contact shall inter-

sect each other, if produced
far enough, in the centre of

the circle.

This method is useful when wo wish to find the centre from
which an arc or part of the circumference of a circle of very
great extent has been described. The following is a third

method of finding the centre of a given circle or the given arc of

any circle. Let us suppose, as before, that A B c in Fig. 53

represents the given circle. Set off along any part of tho cir-

cumferoace three equal arcs, BE, E A, and A p. Then from tho

points P and E as centres, with any radius greater than the
radius of the given circle, describe two arcs intersecting each
other in the point N ; and from the points A and B as centres,
with any radius greater than the radius of tho given circle,

describe two arcs intersecting each other in the point Q. Join

AN, E Q. The point F in which these lines intersect each other
ia the centre of the circle ABC.
Our figures, as we have said before, sometimes appear compli-

cated from the necessity that there is of saving as much space
as we can by making one diagram serve as an
illustration either to many methods of doing tho
same thing, or to sequences that may arise out
of the consideration of the problem in question.
Our readers are therefore in all cases when it is

necessary recommended to study our problems
with a piece of paper, a pair of compasses, and
a parallel ruler at hand, that they may construct
for themselves just so much of our diagram as

is necessary for an illustration of the process in

course of description, disentangling it as it were from tho

figure that we have given as a means of explaining our direc-
tions. As an example of this, wo give in Fig. 54, on a reduced
scale, just so much ns is absolutely necessary of Fig. 53 to
enable a reader to understand the first method that we have
given of finding the centre of any given circle.

Some of tho methods that have been described for finding the
centre of a given circle apply equally well, as it may have been
seen, to finding the centre from which any given arc of a circle
has been described ; but there is another method of finding the
centre of any given arc that we will now proceed to bring under
the reader's notice.

First, lot A c B in Fig. 53 be tho arc of which it is required to
find tho centre. Join A B ; bisect A B in D ; draw D c at right
angles to A B, and join A c. Then at the point A in the straight
line c A make the angle c A F equal to the angle A c F, and pro-
duce the leg A F of the angle c A F, if necessary, far enough to

30 N.K,

Fig. 54.

intersect c D in r. Tho point F U the centre from which tin
arc A c B has been described.

Now let A E B in Fig. 53 b i the arc of which it u required to

find tho centre. Join A B ax before ; bisect A B in u. Draw
D K perpendicular to A B, and join A t. Produce X D indefinitely
towards c, and at the point A in the straight line X A, make tho

angle x A F equal to the angle A B F, producing tLe leg A r of

tho angle E A F, if necessary, far enough to intersect D pro-
duced in tho point r. This point, u before, U the centre from
which tho arc A E B has been described.

In the first of these two cases it will be noticed that the arc
of which the centre is required is greater than half the circum-
ference of the circle of which it is an arc, but in the second it is

less than half the circumference. If the arc were half the

circumference, it is plain that to find its centre all we hare to
do is to join its extremities, and bisect the chord that joins
them.

On further inspection of Fig. 53 it will bo noticed that the

straight lines OH, K L, v'uch were drawn as tangents to the
circle ABC through tho points A and B, have their points of

intersection M in the straight line c B obtained by producing
c E in an upward direction ; and the angle A u c is equal to the

angle BMC. This leads to another mode of finding the centre
of the circle ABC, which is as follows :

Through any two points, A and B, in the circumference of the

given circle ABC, draw tho tangents OH, K L, intersecting each
other in the point M. Bisect the angle A M B by the straight
line H E, and produce it to cut the circumference of the circle

in c. Bisect c E in F. The point F, as before, is the centre of

tho circle ABC.
PROBLEM XXXVI. To describe a circle through any three

given points which are not in. the same

straight line.

Let A, B, c (Fig.55), be the three given

points through which it is required
to describe a circle, or rather the cir-

cumference of a circle. Join A B, A c,

and bisect these straight lines respec-

tively in the points D and E. Through
D draw the straight line D F of inde-

finite length, perpendicular to A B,

and through E draw the straight line

E o, also of an indefinite length, per-

pendicular to A c. Tho point of in-

tersection, H, of the straight lines D F,

E o, is the centre from which a circle

may be described with a radius, H A, that shall pass through
the other two given points, A, B, and c. The same result would
be obtained by joining the straight lines A B, B c, or A c, c B,

bisecting them, and drawing perpendiculars through the points
of bisection as shown in the figure.

PROBLEM XXXVII. To draw a tangent to a given circlf

through any given point either in the circumference of the circle

or vitlwut it.

The case in which the given point is in tho circumference of

the circle needs no illus

tration and very little

explanation, for it is

manifest that nothing
more is required than to

draw a straight line join-

ing the centre of tho
circle and the given point,
and then through tho

given point to draw a

straight line at right

angles to the radius ot

the circle thus obtained.

The straight lino drawn through the given point at right angle*
to the radius will be a tangent to the given circle.

In the case in which the given point lies without the circum-

ference of the circle, let A B c (Fig. 56) represent the given circle,

and D the given point without it. Find E, the centre of tho

circle ABC, and join D E. Bisect D X in F. and from the point
F as centre, at the distance F x or r t as radius, describe the

circle D o H, cutting the circumference of the circle A B c in tho

points o, H. Join D o, D H, and produce them indefinitely
towards K and i. respectively. The straight lines D K, D L are

n*

Fi(f.
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targents to the circle ABC, and they are drawn from the given

point D, without the circumference of the circle ABC, as

required.
From this problem we learn that from any point without a

circle two straight lines can be drawn which are tangents to

that circle, and that the angle formed by any pair of tangents
drawn to a circle from a point without it is bisected by the

straight line which joins that point and the centre of the given
circle.

We also learn from this problem how, with a given radius, to

draw a circle touching two given straight lines. In Fig. 56, let

L M, K N represent the two given straight lines, and x the

given radius of the circle that is required to be drawn, touching
the given straight lines L M, K N. If necessary, produce the

straight lines L M, K N in the direction of M and N, and let

them meet in r>. Bisect the angle L D K by the straight line

D o, and at any point, P, in the straight line D K draw p Q
perpendicular to D K, and. equal to the given radius x. Then

through the point Q draw the straight line B S of indefinite length,

parallel to D K, and intersecting the straight line D o in the

point E. From the point E as centre, with a radius equal to

the given radius x, describe the circle A H G. This circle touches
the given straight lines L M, K N, in the points H and Q.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XV.
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE (continued;.

[NOTE. Those examples, in this and a former lesson, in which
the accents are purposely omitted, are intended as exercises for

the student.]
EXERCISES ON INFLECTIONS.

Simple Concluding Series.

It is a subject interesting alike to the old and to the young.

Nature, by the very disposition of her elements, has commanded,
as it were, and imposed upon men, at moderate intervals, a general
intermission of their toils, their occupations, and their pursuits.

The influence of true religion is mild, and soft, and noiseless, and
constant, as the descent of the evening dew on the tender herbage,
nourishing and refreshing all the amiable and social virtues ; but
enthusiasm is violent, sudden, rattling as a summer shower, rooting
up the fairest flowers, and washing away the richest mould, in the

pleasant garden of society.

Compound Concluding Series.

The winter of the good man's age is cheered with pleasing reflec-

tions of the past, and bright hopes of the future.

It was a moment replete with joy, amazement, and anxiety.

Nothing would tend more to remove apologies for inattention to

religion than a fair, impartial, and full account of the education, the

characters, the intellectual processes, and the dying moments of those
who offer them.

Then it would be seen that they had gained by their scepticism no
new pleasures, no tranquillity of mind, no peace of conscience during
life, and no consolation in the hour of death.

Well-doing is the cause of a just sense of elevation of character ; it

clears and strengthens the spirits ; it gives higher riches of thought ;

it widens our benevolence, and makes the current of our peculiar affec-

tions swift and deep.

A distant sail, gliding along the edge of the ocean, was sometimes
a theme of speculation. How interesting this fragment of a world,
hastening to rejoin the great mass of existence! What a glorious
monument of human invention, that has thus triumphed over wind
and wave ; has brought the ends of the earth in communion ; has
established an interchange of blessings, pouring into the sterile regions
of the north all the luxuries of the south ;* diffused the light of know-
lodge, and the charities of cultivated life; and has thus bound together
those scattered portions of the human race, between which nature
seems to have thrown an insurmountable barrier!

1.
" Disconnected series."

Youth, in the fulness of its spirits, defers religion to the sobriety
of manhood; manhood, encumbered with cares, defers it to the leisure
of old age ; old age, weak and hesitating, is unable to enter on an
untried mode of life.

Let me prepare for the approach of eternity ; let me give up my
>oul to meditation; let solitude and silence acquaint me with the

* Accidental "
falling

"
inflection, for contrast.

mysteries of devotion ; let me forget the world, and by the world be
forgotten, till the moment arrives in which the veil of eternity shall
fall, and I shall fce found at the bar of the Almighty.

Eeligion will grow up with you in youth, and grow old with you in

age ;
it will attend you, with peculiar pleasure, to the hovels of the

poor, or the chamber of the sick; it will retire with you to your
closet, and watch by your bed, or walk with you, in gladsome union,
to the house of God ; it will follow you beyond the confines of the
world, and dwell with you for ever in heaven, as its native residence.

2.
"
Emphatic series."

Assemble in your parishes, villages, and hamlets. Besolve, peti-
tion, address.

This monument will speak of patriotism and courage ; of civil and
religious liberty ; of free government ; of the moral improvement and
elevation of mankind; and of the immortal memory of those who, with
heroic devotion, have sacrificed their lives for their country.

I have roamed through the world, to find hearts nowhere warmer
than those of New E'ngland, soldiers nowhere braver, patriots nowhere
purer, wives and mothers nowhere truer, maidens nowhere lovelier,
green valleys and bright rivers nowhere greener or brighter; and I will
not be silent, when I hear her patriotism or her truth questioned with
so much as a whisper of detraction.

What is the most odious species of tyranny ? That a handful of

men, free themselves, should execute the most base and abominable

despotism over millions of their fellow-creatures ; that innocence
should be the victim of oppression; that industry should toil for

rapine; that the harmless labourer should sweat, not for his own
benefit, but for the luxury and rapacity of tyrannic depredation ;

in a

word, that thirty millions of men, gifted by Providence with the

ordinary endowments of humanity, should groan under a system of

despotism, unmatched in all the histories of the world.

3. "Poetic series."

He looks in boundless majesty abroad,
And sheds the shining day, that burnished plays

On rocks, and hills, and towers, and wandering streams,

High-gleaming from afar.

Bound thy beaming car,

High-seen, the Seasons lead, in sprightly dance

Harmonious knit, the rosy-fingered Hours,
The Zephyrs floating loose, the timely Bains,
Of bloom ethereal, the light-footed D&v/s,

And, softened into joy, the surly Storms.

Hear him compare his happier lot, with Tiis

Who bends his way across the wintry wolds,

A poor night-traveller, while the dismal snow

Beats in his face, and dubious of his paths,

He stops and thinks, in every lengthening blast,

He hears some village mastiff's distant howl,

And sees, far streaming, some lone cottage light ;

Then, undeceived, upturns his streaming eyes,

And clasps his shivering hands, or, overpowered,

Sinks on the frozen ground, weighed down with sleep,

From which the hapless wretch shall never wake.

There was neither tree, nor shrub, nor field, nor house, nor living

creatures, nor visible remnant of what human hands had reared.

I am charged with pride and ambition. The charge is true, and I

glory in its truth. Who ever achieved anything great in letters, art,

or arms, who was not ambitious ? Caesar was not more ambitious

than Cicero. It was but in another way. All greatness is born of

ambition. Let the ambition be a noble one, and who shall blame it ?

I confess I did once aspire to be queen, not only of Palmyra, but of

the East. That I am. I now aspire to remain so. Is it not an

honourable ambition ? Does it not become a descendant of the

Ptolemies and of Cleopatra ? I am applauded by you all for what I

have already done. You would not it fahould have been less.

But why pause here ? Is so much ambition praiseworthy, and
more criminal ? Is it fixed in nature that the limits of this empire
should be Egypt on the one hand, the Hellespont and the Euxine on

the other ? Were not Suez and Armenia more natural limits ? Or
hath empire no natural limit, but is broad as the genius that can

devise, and the power that can win ? Borne has the West. Let

Palmyra possess the East. Not that nature subscribes this and no
more. The gods prospering, and I swear not that the Mediterranean
shall hem me in upon the west, or Persia on the east. Longinus is

right : I would that the world were mine. I feel, within, the will and
the power to bless it, were it so.

Are not my people happy ? I look upon the past and the present

upon my nearer and remoter subjects, and ask nor fear the answer.

Whom have I wronged ? what province have I oppressed ? what city
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pillaged ? what region drained with taxes t whoM life hare I unjustly

token, or estate* ooreted or robbed ? whose honour have I wantonly
assailed P whose rights, though of the weakest and poorest, hare I

1 uj.i.ii y 1 .'.V..-11, whore I would ever dwell, in the hearts of

my people. It in written in your faces, that I reign not more over you
than within you. Thu foundation of my throne is not more power
than lore.

How shall I know thee in the sphere which keeps
The disembodied spirits of the dead,

When all of tlieo that time could wither, sleeps,

And parishes among the dust we tread P

For I shall feel the stiug of ceaseless pain,

If there I meet thy gentle presence not ;

Nor heur the- voice I love, nor read again
In thy serenest eyes the tender thought.

Will not thy own meek heart demand me there ?

That heart whose fondest throbs to me were given ?

My name on earth was ever in thy prayer,

Shall it be banished from thy tongue in heaven ?

In meadows fanned by heaven's life-breathing wind,
In the resplendence of that glorious sphere,

And larger movements of the unfettered mind,
Wilt thou forget the love that joined us here ?

The love that lived through all the stormy past,

And meekly with iny harsher nature bore,

And deeper grew, and tenderer to the lost,

Shall it expire with life, and be no more ?

A happier lot than mine, and larger light,

Await thee there ; for thou hast bowed thy will

In cheerful homage to the rule of right,

And lovedst all, and renderest good for ill.

For me, the sordid cares in which I dwell,

Shrink and consume the heart, as heat the scroll;

And wrath has left its scar, the fire of hell

Has left its frightful scar upon my soul.

Yet, though thou wear'st the glory of the sky,

Wilt thou not keep the same beloved name,
The same fair thoughtful brow, and gentle eye,

Lovelier in heaven's sweet climate, yet the same ?

Shalt thou not teach me, in that calmer home,
The wisdom that I learned so ill in this,

The wisdom which is love, till I become

Thy fit companicu in that land of bliss ?

Both Inflections, in connection.

Eulc 1.
"
Negation opposed to affirmation."

It is not a parchment of pedigree, it is not a name derived from

the ashes of dead men, that make the only charter of a king. English-

men were but slaves, if, in giving crown and sceptre to a mortal like

ourselves, we ask not, in return, the kingly virtues.

The true enjoyments of a reasonable being do not consist in

unbounded indulgence,* or luxurious ease, in the tumult of passions,

the langour of indolence, or the flutter of light amiisements. Yielding

to immoral pleasures corrupts the mind ; living to animal and trifling

ones, debases it ; both, in their degree, disqualify it for genuine good,

and consign it over to wretchedness.

What constitutes a state ?

Not high-raised battlements, or laboured mound,
Thick wall, or moated gate ;

Not cities proud, with spires and turrets crowned,
Not bays and broad-armed ports,

Where, laughing at tho storm, proud navies ride ;

Not starred and spangled courts,

Where low-browed baseness wafts perfume to pride !

No ! men, high-minded HEN,
Hen who their duties know,

But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain.

Note.
" Concession and unequal antithesis."

The clouds of adversity may darken over the Christian's path ;
but he

can look up with filial trust to the guardian care of a beneficent Father.

I admit that the Greeks excelled in acnteness the versatility of

mind. But in the firm and manly traits of the Roman character, I

see something more noble, more worthy of admiration.

We war against the leaders of evil not against the helpless t<5ols :

we war against our opprcssers, not against our misguided brethren.

* The penultimate inflection falls, when a sentence ends with the

rising slide.

Still, still, for ever

Better, though each man's life-blood were a river.

That it should flow, and overflow, than creep
Through thousand lazy channels in oar rein*,

Dammed, like tho dull canal, with locks tad fMfnt^
And moving, as a sick man in his sleep.
Three paces, and then faltoring ; better be
Where the extinguished Spartans still are free,
In their proud charnel of ThermopyhB,
Than stagnant in our marsh.

Exception.
"
Emphatic negation."

Ill keep them all ;

He shall not have a Scot of them ;

No, if a Scot would save his soul, he shall not.

Do not descend to your graves with the disgraceful centure, that

yon suffered the liberties of your country to be taken away, and that

yon were mutes as well as cowards. Come forward, like men ; protect
against this atrocious attempt.

I am not sounding the trumpet of war. There is no man who more
sincerely deprecates its calamities than I do.

Best assured that, in any cose, we shall not be willing to rank list

in this generous contest. You may depend on us for whatever heart
or hand can do, in so noble a cause.

I will cheerfully concede every reasonable demand, for the sake of

peace. But I will not submit to dictation.

Rule 2.
"
Question and answer."

Do you think these yells of hostility will be forgotten ? Do you
suppose their echo will not reach the plains of my injured and insulted

country, that they will not be whispered in her green valleys, and
heard from her lofty hills ? Oh 1 they u UJ be heard there ; yes, and
they will not be forgotten.

I will say, what have any classes of you, in Ireland, to hope from
the French ? Is it your property you wish to preserve ? Look to the

example of Holland ; and see how that nation has preserved its property
by an alliance with the French ! Is it independence yon court ?

Look to the example of unhappy Switzerland : see to what a state of

servile abasement that once manly territory has fallen, under France !

Is it to the establishment of Catholicity that your hopes are directed ?

The conduct of the First Consul, in subverting the power aud autho-

rity of the Pope, and cultivating the friendship of the Mussulman tu

Egypt, under a boast of that subversion, proves the fallacy of such a

reliance. Is it civil liberty you require ? Look to France itet'-lf,

crouching under despotism, and groaning beneath a system of shivery,

unparalleled by whatever has disgraced or insulted, any nation.

Shall I be left forgotten, in the dust,
When Fate, relenting, lets the flower revive ?

Shall Nature's voice, to man alone unjust,
Bid him. though doomed to perish, hope to live t

Is it for this fair Virtue oft must strive

With disappointment, penury, and pain ?

No : Heaven's immortal spring shall yet arrive,

And man's majestic beauty bloom again,

Bright through the eternal year of Love's triumphant reign.

Rule 3.
"
Disjunctive

'
Or.'

"

Will you rise like men, and firmly assert your rights, or will you
tamely submit to be trampled on ?

Did the Romans, in their boasted introduction of civilisation, act

from a principle of humane interest in the welfare of the world ? Or
did they not rather proceed on the greedy and selfish policy of aggran-

dising their own nation, and extending its dominion ?

Do virtuous habits, a high standard of morality, proficiency in the

arts and embellishments of life, depend upon physical formation, or

the latitude in which wo ore placed ? Do they not depeud upon the

civil and religious institutions which distinguish the country ?

The remaining rules on "
inflection," as they are of less

frequent application, are thought to bo sufficiently illustrated

by the examples appended to each rule. A repetition of these,

however, may be useful to tho student as an exercise in review.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. VIII.

MENTAL EFFECT OF NOTES.

WK have now to treat of a most important subject, and one

which should be thoroughly well understood by every pupil.

We refer to the mental effect of notes. Let us put the topic in

the form of a question. What is the principal source of a note's

power to affect the mind P We observe, for instance, in one of

Handel's songs, that a certain note produces a certain effect

upon our minds. Why does it produce that effect ? Is there
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any law by which such mental effects are chiefly regulated ?

To these questions we answer, that many circumstances may
modify the mental effect of a note, but that it is mainly pro-

duced by the principle of key-relationship, in connection with

rate of movement. We believe that every note of the scale

(whatever may be the pitch of the key-note) has a peculiar
"mission" of its own to the human mind a proper mental

effect, which circumstances of pitch, quality of voice, rhythmical

arrangement, peculiarities of expression, etc., may modify, but
cannot efface. Let us take an example, and look at it in these

various lights. It cannot be doubted that the last note in the

following phrase, from Dr. Calcott's well-known glee; produces
a mental effect peculiarly appropriate to the word to which it is

set. That note we call LAH. The question is, How comes

that note to produce a sorrowful impression on the mind ?

What is the law. if there is one, by virtue of which that note

possesses its power ? Let the pupil, to the best of his ability,

sing the phrase :

s .f :m .r
tri - bu - ta - ry

1 :-
tear.

Try first the various conditions of pitch. Take a higher

sound, say G, for your key-note or DOH, and sing the phrase

again. You will notice that the mental effect is modified, but it

remains essentially the same. Again, while in the key of G,

sing the phrase, taking the lower LAH, instead of the upper.
The effect on the mind is more gloomy, but it is still the same
effect. It is not the mere lieight in pitch, then, that gives to

the LAH its peculiar characteristic of sorrowfulness. The differ-

ence between the same tune set in a low and in a high key is

undoubtedly great, but the special effect of each individual note

remains of the same kind. Next try the effect of what is called

in French "
timbre," or different qualities of sound, upon this

note. Let the phrase be sung by a rough voice, a clear voice, a

hard voice, a mellow voice, etc., or let it be played first on a

flute, next on a trumpet, and again on a violin. Such changes
will certainly modify the mental effect. One voice or instru-

ment may be better than the other, but they will all agree in

expressing, on the note LAH, the sorrowful sentiment, and, if

they sound the note correctly, they cannot help doing so. This

mental effect is therefore independent of the mere qualities of

sound, and is governed by some other law. Let the next expe-
riment be in relation to interval, for some persons might imagine
that the " distance in pitch

"
between RAY and LAH, called a

fifth, produces the mental effect. Therefore sing the word
'

tear," when you come to the close, thus :

or thus

or thus

You will find that every change produces a modification of the

idea, but the idea itself belonging to LAH remains still the

same. Interval, therefore, is not the law which governs mental

effect. In a similar way you may try whether singing the same
sound to different words or syllables, or with different modes of

"expression" (as loud, soft, etc.), will produce any material

changes. And when you have found that none of these various

conditions of the note can rob it of its own peculiarly emotional

character, then try another and most important experiment.

Vary the rate of movement. Instead of singing the plirase slowly,

sing it as rapidly as though it were a jig. You will then under-

stand why wo said that key-relationship, in connection with rate

of movement, was the chief cause of mental effect. The note

seems, now, to express an abandonment to gaiety, instead of

sorrow. But notice that LAH, sung quickly, always produces

this second mental effect, and that no other note produces the
same effect, however you may quicken its rate of movement.
There is still, therefore, a law presiding even in this

"
duplicity

"

of mental effect. This note LAH (sixth above or " minor third"
below the key-note) is now proved to possess twin mental effects,
the one showing the grave, the other the gay side of a certain
motion. So is it with every note of the scale.

"
Key-relation-

ship
"
gives it a certain acceptance with the mind, and " rate of

movement "
has a certain way of modifying that impression. To

prove, however, that the key-relation into which a note is thrown,
by the sounds which have beon heard before it, is the principal
producing cause of mental effect, we must try another experi-
ment. Take the same sound, as to absolute pitch, and vary its

key-relationship. Strike the " chord
" and scale of B, for instance,

and then the note B, at length, noticing its mental effect. Next
strike the chord and scale of A, followed by the same note B
(the same in pitch), as a long note. Notice, now, its effect on
the mind. How changed ! Try, next, the chord and scale of

G, and observe the note, in the same way. How changed
again ! Try other keys, and you will find that every change of

key-relationship makes a change in the reception which the

mind gives to that particular sound of unaltered pitch. If you
wish to prove this to an incredulous friend, tell him that you
are about to play to him, on the flute or piano, a number of long
notes, and that, without looking at your playing, he is to tell

you, as well as he can, what notes they are, and describe their

mental effect. Then play to him the following phrases, and ask

him, at the close, whether the notes were the same, or, if not,
how they differed. Unless he takes care to keep singing the
note B all through (which would be a physical rather than a
mental test), he is sure to suppose the notes different. Of course

you must be acquainted with some instrument to perform this

experiment. The violin will give it most accurately.

KEY B.

I d.r:m.f I s.d:ti.li

KEY A.

KEY G.

KEY FJ.

Id.r:m.f|s.d
1

:t.l Ills: If :!:-

KEY E.

Id.rim.fls.d'rt.l

KEY D.
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Wliy each note on the scale should have a particular musical
\ve do not know. We can only notice the fact, and

make use of it in teaching. There must come to us, along with
the actual sound itself, some mental association of the relation-

ihiji of interval (indicated by preceding notes) which has been
thrown around it. The memory of notes just heard hovers
around that which we now hear, and gives it its character.

Quick succession approaches in effect to co-existence, as is

familiarly shown in reference to the eye by the zoctrope and
other optical toys. Thus when once the key is established by
the opening notes of the tune, it is still felt to be present, as a

mental element, with every single note that follows. In a
Mtuilur manner, the effect of a given eokur the artist will tell

UK is modified by the surrounding ones, or tboe on which the

eye baa just rested. This in a deeply interacting subject, and
deserves to be well studied and further explored, especially in

connection with harmonic combinations and effect* ; and it w
to be hoped that something will soon be done in this direc-

tion.

These mental effects of notes in key have often been noticed

in books of science. Dr. Calcott refers to them in bis
" Musical

Grammar." M. Jen de Bornoval, Professor to the Royal Aca-

demy of Music, in his " Music Simplified," illustrates them very

ingeniously and beautifully. Dr. Bryce introduces them into

his
" Rational Introduction." It would seem surprising that

these interesting facts, so well calculated to aid the pupil, nave
been so little used in elementary instruction. It is obvious that

the moment a pupil can recognise a certain musical property in

any note, he will bo able to produce the note with the greater

accuracy and satisfaction. Prom extensive experience we have

found that infants and persons with untrained voices are able

to appreciate these points, and derive constant pleasure and
assistance from the knowledge of them. The teacher will find

himself well repaid by a most careful attention to this subject.

There is much to be learned in this department of music, even

by people who have studied the art for many years.

EXEBCISE 17. AS OFT IN MY SMITHY. KEY C. M. 138.

(The Tune OLD ENGLISH. The Words by the Ecv. Professor PLUMPTBE.)

H 4
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2. In searching your heart should you find you intend

Some good to yourself or another to do,

To relieve the distress'd or yourself to amend,
Oh ! watch the bright time when the purpose shall glow;
For happiness hangs on the moment I wot,
IP YOC FAIL NOT TO STRIKE WHEN THE IKON IS HOT.

3, Whene'er by a smithy you happen to pass,
And hear on the anvil the hammer's loud clang,

This truth in your mind do not fail to rehearse,

That you heard from a blacksmith as blithely he sang
" IF GOOD BE TOUR AIM, BE WHATEVER YOUR LOT,

NEVER FAIL, SIR, TO STRIKE WHILE THE IRON is HOT."

In the " second part
"

of this tune note PE occurs. This

note will be more fully and clearly explained in a subsequent
lesson ; wo will not, therefore, discuss it here.

In singing the words, be careful to notice the -italics and

small caps which indicate expression. The little mark, like

two interlacing crosses, is called a sharp. It raises the note,

before which it stands, something less than half a tone, and

should be observed in each case.

In the next lesson we shall commence an examination of the

different notes, with this point in view, and furnish illustrations

from the great masters. It is sufficient for us here to request

the pupil to read with care, and put to the test, the following

remarks :

The notes DOH, son, and ME give to the mind an idea of rest

and power (in degrees corresponding with the order in which

they are named), while TE, FAH, LAH, and BAT (in similar

degrees), suggest the feelings of suspense and dependence.

Thus, if after we have heard the principal notes of the key, the

voice dwells on the sound TE, the mind is sensible of a desire

for something more, but the moment TE is followed by DOH1 a

sense of satisfaction and repose is produced. In the same

manner the mind is satisfied when FAH resolves itself into ME,
and LAH (though not so decidedly) into son. HAY also excites

a similar feeling of inconclusiveness and expectancy, which is re-

solved by ascending to ME, or, more perfectly, by falling to DOH.

Notice the power and vigour given to Exercises 35, 16, and

17, by the notes DOH, son, and ME. Sing the tunes over for

the purpose of forming an independent judgment on this point.

Then, to show the effect of the "leaning" notes, sing slowly
as follows :

: d
|

in : S
|

f :
|

m : d
|

m : B
|
t : |d

l
I d*

|
i

|

1 :
|

s : d1
I
8 : m

I

r : |m :d| m : s
|

r :
|
d

LESSONS IN LATIN. XV.
POSSESSIVE OE ADJECTIVE PBONOUNS.

IT will be remembered that in our last lesson we discussed the

personal pronouns, and gave a table of their declension. We
also noticed the peculiar use of the reflective pronoun Sui. The

personal pronouns are used substantially when they are sub-

stituted for any case of a noun.
The personal pronouns which have an adjective force, are

formed from the genitive of the personal substantive pronouns.

They are called possessive, because they denote an object as

the possession of the first, the second, or the third person. From
mei, of me, is formed meus, mea, meum, my ; as appears in this

table.

mine
thine

his own
ours

yours

To increase the force, pte is added to the ablative singular oi

snus, as suapte mauu, with his own hand ; suopte gladio, with

his own sword. Met, with the same view, is appended to the

oblique cases of suus
; as, suismet capitibus, to their own heads.

All the cases except the nominative are called oblique. This
title was bestowed on them by the old grammarians. The idea

is that the nominative is a perpendicular straight line, forming
at one end various angles with the lines representing the other

cases which from their inclination from the perpendicular have
obtained the name of oblique.

I must here recall to your mind that the personal pronouns
are in Latin used only when emphasis is required, or to express.

a contrast ; as, ego stultns sum, tu sapiens, I am foolish, thou

Mei makes meus, m.
Tui tuus
Sui suus
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Ipae, m. ; ipsa, f. ; ipaom, n., that very perton.

ular. J'lurul.

C<ue*. x. v . v. M. F. v.

ipsa ipsum ipsi IPMB ipea
>ua ipslua ipslua ipadrum ipaarum ipsornm

ipal ipsi ipsis ipsia ipsis

.in ipsaui ipsum Ifnot ipeaa ipaa

M-.i ip*3 ipsis ipBi* ii'hU

Hie, m.; hroc, f.; hoo, n., tfii* person.

i ',i..-.i. Singular. Plural.

N. hio li.i- hoo hi bra

'.}. liiijus hujus biijui liurum harum
I), huic liuic buio his his

muo bane hoo luw bos
Ab. boc liuo hoo hi* his

hc
li-riun

bu
lifflo

bis

EXAMPLES. After these models decline

J. i l.-iii r.uui. the same Idem equus, the tame
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(our) father. 17. Thou well contendest with thyself. 18. God is with

thee. 19. Often the mind is in discord (disagrees with itself). 20.

The enemies fight earnestly with us. 21. Thy speech is not in unison

with thyself.

EXERCISE 52. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Omnia mea mecum porto. 2. Secumne omnia sua portant sa-

pientes? 3. Tu me amas, ego te amo. 4. Vita tua mihi est cara,

mea tihi. 5. Mali semper secum discordant. 6. Tractatio literarum

gratissima est nobis. 7. Amant sese homines. 8. Amantne sese

mulieres ? 9. Pessime amant sese mali. 10. Per se pulchra est virtus.

11. Propter te ipsum te amo. 12. Mea patria gratior est mihi quarn
tua tibi.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XV.
SECTION XXVII. CRUCIFER.SE OR BRASSICACEJE, THE
CRUCIFEROUS (CROSS-BEARING) OR CABBAGE TRIBE.

ALREADY, in an early lesson, we have had occasion to make a

statement respecting the cross-bearing flowers that we hope the

reader has not forgotten. We mentioned that a strange plant

being referred to this natural order might at once be con-

sidered harmless, and probably very good to eat.

Let us now go a little more minutely into the characteristics

of these cross-bearers. They are these : Sepals, four, free ;

petals, hypogynous, four, free, cruciform ; stamens, six, tetra-

dynamous ; ovary, bilocular, placenta parietal ; fruit, ordinarily a

pod; seed, dicotyledonous.
Let us now proceed to the application of such of the pre-

jeding characters as may be necessary. Firstly, the propriety
of the term cruciferous will be rendered evident from an exami-

nation of the representation of the flower of a plant termed

Shepherd's Purse, one of the cruciferous family (Fig. 147).
This same individual, the Shepherd's Purse, shall also serve

to teach us yet something more regarding the peculiarities of

the natural order Cruciferce.

Let us now examine a branch of the plant (Fig. 146).

Directing our attention at first to the flowers, we find them
to be arranged after the manner of a raceme, and totally devoid

of bracts. This absence of bracts pervades the whole natural

order Cruciferce, which is the only natural order in which the

bracts are uniformly absent. Hence by this sign a cruciferous

vegetable may be as readily known as by the structure of the

flower ; indeed, the sign of absence of bracts has a wider sphere
of application. The flowers of the Cruciferce are at the best

very small, but perhaps they might not yet have fully developed
themselves at the period of observation. Consequently, if the

cruciferous shape of flowers were the only guide, the student

might not be able to wait for the sign of discrimination ;

whereas by noticing the absence of bracts, he would know the

plant under consideration to be

cruciferous, and knowing this,

he would be assured of its harm-
lessness at least. Most probably
it would be good to eat, either

in the form of salad or cooked.

The advantages of being thus

able to refer an unknown plant
to a harmless and useful .order
we need not specially indicate.

They will be self-apparent. Let
the reader consider the bearing
of this anecdote. It is related

that, when during Anson's voy-

ages his crews disembarked in

unknown places, the surgeon,
fearful of poisons, would not
suffer them to partake of any
vegetables except grasses, not-

withstanding the scurvy was mak-

ing great ravages amongst them.

Now the reader must be informed,

if he does not already know, that the scurvy is a disease

almost entirely dependent upon too exclusive a diet of salt meat,
without accompaniment of vegetables, more especially vegetables
of succulent character. Formerly the scurvy made great ravages
in our navy; at present it is scarcely known, having been

banished, partly by the administration of fresh preserved pro-

visions, but chiefly by the administration of lime-juice, which
now constitutes a po-tion of the rations of every sailor. If

i46. SHEPHERD'S PTJRSE.

147. FLOWEK OP THE SHEP--

HERD'S PURSE, ENLARGED.

Anson's crew had been provided with fresh vegetables to oat
their scurvy would have been cured ; and they knew it. How
great, then, must have been the fear of the surgeon, and how
valuable is the knowledge of Botany !

Returning to our investigation of the distinctive signs by
which cruciferous plants maybe known, we shall merely call
attention to the far-.t that each flower has sit stamens, cf
which two are more spreading and shorter than the others ;

hence the denomination Tetradyna-
mia (or four-powered) in the Lin-

naean or artificial classification, and
this is another essential character-

istic of cruciferous plants. The
other characteristic signs being for

the most part microscopic, we pass
them over without notice.

The Cruciferce are dispersed all

over the surface of the globe ; the

greater number, however, inhabit
the northern temperate zone, more

especially of the Old World; be-

tween the tropice they are rare, and
when they exist, are found on moun-
tain elevations ; beyond the Tropic
of Capricorn they become less fre-

quent, even more so than beyond
the Tropic of Cancer.

When we mention that cabbages, sea-kale, mustard, cress,
and radishes belong to this order, we shall have stated enough
to demonstrate the utility of its species. When we state again
that wall-flowers (Fig. 149) and stocks are cruciferous plants,,
the reader will see that utility is not the only claim which
the Cruciferce present to our notice.

The Cruciferce are imbued with an acrid volatile principle dis-

persed throughout all their parts, and frequently allied with,

sulphur. To this volatile principle cruciferous plants owe their

piquancy and their peculiar odour, which, after putrefaction, is

ammoniacal ; thus proving the Cruciferce to contain the simple

body, nitrogen, ammonia being a compound of nitrogen with

hydrogen. In many species of Cruciferce there exists in con-

nection with the odorous principle also a bitter material and a
fixed oil ; the latter is chiefly developed in the seed. The active

principles of annuals belonging to this order reside in the

leaves, those of perennials in the root. Certain species, the>

leaves of which are inoperative, produce very acrid seeds. Many
Cruciferce grow mild by cultivation, which augments their

amount of sugar and mucilage. The anti-scorbutic properties
of many Cruciferce have been known from times of great

antiquity; the species which possesses the greatest fame in thisi

respect being the Scurvy Grass (Cochlearia Officinalis), a draw-

ing of which is given in Fig. 148.

SECTION XXVIII.-PASSIFLORACE^:, OR THE PASSION-
FLOWER TRIBE.

The beautiful Passion-flower, now so common in English-

gardens, is a native of the forests of Central America, where
it grows on large stems which hang like festoons from the boughs
of forest trees, interweaving them with a network of gorgeous,
leaves and flowers. The term Passion-flower was applied by
the Spaniards, owing to the supposed resemblance presented in

various parts of the floral whorls to the accessories of Christ's

crucifixion. The conspicuous ray-like appendages, sprinkled
with blood-like spots, were compared to the crown of thorns ;

the stigma is cruciform ; nor were the ardent Spaniards slow
to discover other fancied resemblances, which eyes less pre-

judiced than their own in favour of a dominant idea can scarcely
recognise.

Characteristics : Calyx tubular, urceolate (like a pitcher, from
the Latin urceus, a. pitcher) five-parted, ordinarily furnished at

its throat with one or more series of filaments. Corolla of five

petals. Stamens five, hypogynous, adherent to the support of

the ovary. Ovary stipulate superior, one-celled ; three or five

placentte ; three or four styles terminated by club-like stigmas ;

ovules reflexed ; fruit, a berry, indehiscent (not splitting), or

capsular, three or five valved ; seed, dicotyledonous ; embryo
straight, central.

We shall be able to individualise the Passion-flower order
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without giving ourselves the trouble to appeal to all the charac-

i mentioned. Nevertheless, botanists who penetrate more

deeply into the study of plantd find it necessary to examine all

the characters present.

Many species of Passion-flower are now common enough in

our gardens. For the purpose of examination we shall select

an individual

of the species
t.TIIH'il

, the repre-
sentation of

which we sub-

join i Fig. 152).
The student

will first ob-

serve, on glanc-

ing at the
. 1 charac-

ics of the

specimen, that

the flower is

supplied with
three large

bracts, which
constitute
what botanists

term an tnvo-

lucrum. Pro-

ceeding in-

ward, we next

arrive at
what ? The

calyx? It

should be the

calyx, judging
from its posi-

tion, but the

appearance of

its separate

parts (sepals)
is different

from the ap-
pearance of

those sepals
we have al-

ready met
with. They
are not green,
but coloured

like the petals
of most flowers.

We have al-

ready stated,

however, that

amongst the

other trans-

formations of

parts which oc-

casionally en-

sue, the trans-

formation of

the calyx into

the appearance
of a corolla is

not unfre- ,,

anont So fre-
SCUBTT GRASS (COCHLEABIA OFFICINALIS).

quently, in-

deed, docs this

occur, that mere green colour is not to be regarded as more
than a collateral circumstance. The external floral whorl is

klways considered by botanists as a calyx, whatever its colour

may be. That colour is often very brilliant, as in the fuchsia,

for example, where the gay-looking part of the flower is not

corolla or aggregation of petals, but calyx, or aggregation of

sepals. This assumption by the parts of the calyx of the

appearances usually presented by the corolla gives rise to what
botanists term a petaloid calyx. The term petaloid means

resembling a petal ; the termination otJ being derived from the

1.10

Greek word <8ot (ei-dos), likeneu, which word, in composition,
changes eid into oid. Directing the eye to the lower part of
the sepals, they will be observed to rise from a shallow cup-like

body, to which also are attached the petals and other portions
of the flower. As regards the petals themselves, they are
coloured similarly to the inside of the sepals, and are of the

same colour on
both sides, by
which circum-

stance they
may be distin-

guished from
the sepals, M
also by the cir-

cumstance of

their not hav-

ing a little

horn, which

may be found
on examination

springing from
each of the se-

pals.
We next ar-

rive at the fila-

mentary rays
which the
imaginative
Span i a r ds
compared to

the crown of

thorns ! What
are those rays?

They are petals
so modified i

shape that

they almost

present the

appearance of
stamens. This

modification,
and yet more

frequently ita

converse, sta-

mens modified

into petals, is

not at all nn-

freqnent in

many flowers,

as the result

of cultivation.

In the Passion-

flower tribe,

however, it

exists as the

usual condi-

tion of the

flower. Let us
now proceed to

examine the re-

productive, or

fruit and seed-

producing por-
tions of the

flower, which
are very pe-

Wo
149. THE WALL-FLOWKB. 150. TRANSVERSE SECTION OF OVART

151. COLUMN OF PASSION-FLOWER. 152. SCARLET PASSION-FLOWER (PASSIFLORA AKABILIS).

have already
mentioned a cup-like body in connection with the struc-

ture of a Passion- flower. It corresponds with the part
lettered c in Fig. 151. From the centre of this cup s>

column-like body is observed rising aloft in the centre of

the flower, to which certain appendages are attached. The
nature of these appendages will at once be obvious. Exter-

nally, we easily recognise five anthers, and internally we

recognise the club-headed styles ; but looking again at

the stamens, we search in vain for the filament?, which are,

in foot, united to the stalk which elevates the ovary,
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to which they are usually attached. These filaments do not exist,



HISTORIC SKETCHES.

184. ACCENT may be shown by writing a small crow close to

the vowel of the accented syllable ; thus, >T< arrows,
''

arose
,

/^ renew'. It is, however, more convenient to use Phouetic Long-

haiul when murking the accent of a word.

i.Mi'ii \sis is marked as iu longhand, by drawing one, two,

or more-, lines underneath; a single lint: undi-r u single word must be

ive-like, thus ,
to distinguish it from k. In (ire-

paring manuscript lor the press, a single line thus drawn niu!

(wavy for a single word, and straight for more than one,)

italic; two lines (which need not be waved) SMALL CAPITALS, and

three lim-s LARGE CAPITALS. For ITALIC CAPITALS draw

three lines, and write
"

Italic
"

in the margin.

186. AN INITIAL CAPITAL is marked by two short lines under

the word ; thus, . U- The Times newspaper, Js Abel.

187. FIGURES are written as usual, or the words may be eipressed

in Phonography. When the figures one and aix arc written by

themselves, they should be formed thus, ./, ff, that they may not

be mistaken for shorthand characters.

REPORTING.

188. In the
"

Reporter's Companion
"

the reader will find further

principles of abbreviation that will enable him to attain the goal of

verbatim reporting. As it is almost impossible for rapid writers of Pho-

nography, when corresponding with others less advanced, to adhere

strictly to the Corresponding Style, as developed in this series of

Lessons, a list of the PRINCIPAL reporting grammalogues is given,
to assist in reading the Reporting Style. The figures demote the posi-

tions iu which the words are written. (See par. 139.)

LIST OF REPORTING GRAMMALOGUES.
CONSONANTS.

P, 1 happy, 2 up, hope, 3 put
ps-shn, 2 possession, 3 position

ps, 1 pass, 2 hopes, 3 peace, piece

pn, 1 happen, 2 upon, open

K, 1 can, 2 come

kt, 1 act, 2 could

Ten, 1 coin

fcs, 1 cause, because, 2 caso

lent, 1 cannot, kind, 3 account
f'T) * UV*ff " Ua-TVU) VSVU 771 11

pnt, 1 happened, point, 2 opened,
1
fct

>
L cau

pi, 1 apply, 2 play [3 pound *r,l Christian-ity,2 carc,3 accrue

pr, 2 pray, 3 principle, principal fcrt, 1 according, 2 court

(in phrateoffraphy appear)

prt, 1 particular, 2 opportunity
prf, 1 approve, 3 proof, prove

S, 1 by, 2 be, 3 to be

It, 3 about
Is, 2 base, 3 abuse

bv, 2 above

bn, 1 combine, 2 been, 3 boon
bl, 2 able, 3 belief, believe

bit, 2 able to, 3 build-ing
br, 1 liberty, 2 member, remem-

ber-ed, 3 number
brd, 1 broad, 2 bread, bred

T, 1 at, 2 it, 3 out

ts, 1 at his, 2 it is, its, 3 itself

tl, 1 nt all, 2 tell, 3 till

tit, 2 told, 3 till it

tr, I try, 2 truth, 3 true

trt, 1 tried, 2 toward

I), 1 had, die, 2 do, day,
dd, 3 did [3 different, difference

df, 3
difficult-y

dn, 2 done, 3 down
itnt, 1 had not, 2 do not, 3 did not
dr, 1 draw, 2 dear, 3 during

G, 1 go, ago, 2 give-n
yd, 1 God, 2 good
gn, 1 gone, 2 again, gain
gl, 2 glory, glorify-ied

ffld, 1 glad, 2 gold
grd, 2 great

F, 1 off, half, 2 if, 3 few

ft, 1 after

ftr, 2 father, 3 if there

fn, 1 often, 2 Phonography
fnd, 1 find, 2 fund, 3 found
fr, 1 offer, 2 for

frtr, 3 for there, for their

fr, 2 from, 3 free

frtr, 3 further, from their

V, 2 have, 3 view

vn, 2 heaven, 3 even

vr, 1 over, 2 ever-y
vr, 2 very, 3 however

(Light TH.)
TH, 1 thank, 2 think, 3 youth
tht, 1 thought
thr, 1 author

thr, 2 throw, 3 three, through
thrt, 2 third

CH, 1 much, 2 which, 3 each
chs, 2 which is, 3 choose

chf, 2 which have, 3 chief

chid, 1 child

chr, 2 chair, 3 cheer

J, 1 large, joy, 2 age
js, 1 joys, 2 ages, 3 religions

jn, 1 join, 2 genoral-ly, 3 religion

jnt, 1 gentleman,
gentlemen

jalni, 2 generation

joined, 2

(Heavy TH.)

TH, 1 though, thy, 2 them, thej,
3 thee, thou

tht, 1 that, 2 without

ths, 1 those, thyself, 2 this, thus,

thss, 2 themselves, this is [3 these

thn, 1 than, thine, 2 then

thr, 1 either, 2 other

thr, 2 there, their

8 circle, 1 as, has, 2 is, his

s stroke, 1 saw, 2 so, us, 3 ee

skr, 1 Scripture
skrt, 3 secret

.

t loop, 2 first

Mt (half length ), 1 sat, sight,
2 set, 3 sit

it (circle t and t), 2 as it, has it,

3 city, U it (it on the lino)

ttr, 1 strong, 2 strength
/(, 2 such

M farjw circle, 1 as is (his, or has),
has his, 2 is aa (or his), hi* is

*p, 2 special, 3 speak
sprt, 2 spread, 3 spirit

sb, 2 has (as) to be, 3 is to be
tv, 2 several, 3 conceive

tnt, 1 as not, has not, sent, 2 is not
tnd, 2 send, 3 sound
smt, 2 somewhat
tl, 2 soul, 3 seal

Z, 2 was, 3 whose, ease, easy
zd, 3 eased

SJl, 2 shall, shall, show, 3 she
.ihn, 2 shown
shr, 2 share, 3 sure

shrt, 1 short

ZH, 3 usual

zhr, 2 pleasure

NO, 1 English, 2 thing

L, 1 Uw, 2 Lord, 3 allow

It, 1 light, 2 1. 1

Itr, 2 latter, letter

/, 1 laws, 2 lew, 8 allows

{n, 1 line, 2 loan, 8 lean

wl, 1 while, 9 will (MT&), well

8 will (noun)

(up), 2 are, 8 our, boor
r (down), 1 or, 2 your, 3 year
r* (down),

1 art

rtr, 2 order, or their

rd, 8 re id (present tense)
r (up), 1 rise, 2 rote, 8 ours, boon
rt (down), 2 yours, 8 years

rcfc, 1 arch, 2 urge

IT, 2 we, way, away
ton, 1 wine, 2 one, 3 win

ton*, 1 wines, 2 one's, 3 wins

wnt, 1 went, 2 wo'nt, 3 wind

trA, 1 why, 2 whether, 3 whither

whnt, 2 whence

T, 2 yea, 3 ye
yt, 2 yet

Jf, 1 me, my, 2 him, may,3 whom
n, 1 might, 2 met, 3 meet-ing
md, 1 mad, 2 made, 3 mood
mtr, 1 matter, 2 mother
ms, 1 myself, 2 himself, Miss

mp, 1 important-ance, 2 improve,

improved, improvement
mps, 1 impossible, 2 improvements
inn, 1 man, mine, 2 men, 3 mean
mnl, 1 mind, 2 may not, 3 amount
mr, I more, 2 Mr, 3 mere

y, 1 in, any, 2 no, know, 3 own
nt, 1 not, night, 2 nature

'/, 1 hand, 2 under, end
ntr, 1 neither, in there, 2 another,

|

enter

ns/jH, 1 information, 2 nation

s, 1 influence, in his, 2 knows
nn, 2 none, known
nr, 1 nor, honor, 2 near

H (down), 1 high
h (up), 2 holy
fo (up), 3 house

TOWELS.

Dors, a, an, . the, ah ! . aye.eh?
N I /

DASHES. of, on, and

all, O, oh ! owe, awe, ought
\ to, i but, x should

N two, too, I he, x who

DOUBLE LETTERS.

I, aj, A how, beyond, you,
)

with, c when, what, > would
In PhraKocraphy o. *4 (written ap-

tially; >ward), tut. areuicd ooljr ini

or . medial or final, U or I ; / mar b*
contracted to \ before k.l.m.kl tr. U. etc.

189. /may be abbreviated by writing only the first stroke, when it

will join easily to the consonant. (See I am, I will.) Most of these

phrases may be vocalised
; thus, j Ida,

**
at well as, ete. The

first word in a phrase must occupy its own position ; thus, \ can

be, ^ ofyour, n_ you can, -<^ could not be ; but a logogram

may be SLIGHTLY raised, or lowered, to suit the position of a fol-

lowiug one ; thus, | / had, ^ / had not, ^ I do not.

190. STOPS should be written in the usual way, except the Period,

for which a small cross is used
; thus, , ; : x The Hyphen is writ-

ten thus, I N
*V

tioo-fold; the Dash thus, I |; Exclamation;

A smile.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XIH
HOW A LONDON JUEY GAVE A TRUE VEBDICT, ACCORD-

ING TO THE EVIDENCE.

JUST as there are many great men in the world who nerer get
an opportunity of asserting themselves; in it, BO there are many
memorable events in history which are seldom if ever mentioned.

Some of these are important enough, not merely in a political bnt
also in a social sense, and it is well not to suffer them to languish
in the cold shade of oblivion. Such an event i* the subject of

the present sketch. It has been selected not only because of its

intrinsic importance, bnt also as showing how great privileges

may be won and rights established by very humble means.

In the report books of proceedings in the law courts in 1670

is an account of a scene in which the principal actors were

( the Recorder of London, King Charles' Attorney-General,
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and a citizen, Bushell, member of a jury. The case is called
" Bushell's Case," and it is one of the most important possible,
for upon it was established once and for ever the grand right of

a juryman
" a true verdict to give according to the evidence,"

without reference to whether that verdict was or was not accept-
able to the court to whom it was returned. Let us look for a
few minutes at " Bnshell's case."

The circumstances under which Bushell, the juryman, came

upon the scene were these : Two Quakers, Penn and Mead, had

thought fit to preach to the people from the steps of a house
in Gracechnrch Street. In the course of their address they
had used language which was interpreted as conveying, and

perhaps was meant to convey, animadversions upon the govern-
ment. For this they were arrested, and, having been committed

by a city magistrate on the charge of stirring up a riot, were

put upon their trial. Like many of the charges preferred at

that time by the over-zealous agents of the government, the

accusation was an extravagant one, and considerable sympathy
was shown by the Londoners in favour of the prisoners. If

what the two men had said amounted to sedition, then, it was

felt, no man could safely talk politics even in the mildest way ;

and it was further felt that the prosecution was a tyrannical act

on the part of the government. Notwithstanding such was the

case, the trial was urged, and it came on before the Recorder
of London at the Old Bailey.
The following scene, illustrative of the manner in which

prisoners were treated under Charles II., presented itself on the
entrance of Penn and Mead into the court : After the manner of

their brethren, the two Friends kept their hats on in the presence
of the judge, as they would have done in the presence of the

king himself. The gaoler rudely knocked their hats off, where-

upon the Recorder, not with a view of rebuking the man's rough-
ness, but to having a preliminary fling at the prisoners, ordered
him to replace them. Being put in the dock, the prisoners were
thus addressed by their judge :

RECORDER : Do you know where you are ?

PENN : Yes.

RECORDER : Do you not know it is the king's court ?

PENN : I know it to be a court, and I suppose it to be the

king's court.

RECORDER : Do you not know there is respect due to the
court ?

PENN : Yes.

RECORDER : Why do you not pay it then ?

PENN : I do. ,

RECORDER : Why do you not pull off your hat then ?

PENN : Because I do not believe that to be any respect.
RECORDER .- Well, the court sets forty marks apiece upon

your heads, as a fine for the contempt of the court.

PENN : I desire it might be observed that we came into the
court with our hats off (that is, taken off), and if they have been
put on since it was by order from the bench ; and therefore not
we, but the bench, should be fined.

After this the prisoners, undoubtedly with much pertinacity
and some show of disrespect to the court, refused to plead to
the indictment, which charged them with having caused a
tumultuous assembly, until the questions they raised as to the

legality of it in point of form should have been answered. The
Recorder and the Lord Mayor tried in vain to silence them,
resorting to threats, and abuse of a very coarse description, and
not succeeding, the Recorder did in effect enter a plea of " not
guilty

"
for them, and had them put upon their trial.

Among the jury was one man, Bushell, whose character
for conduct displeasing to the court was already well known,
and to whom several unworthy remarks had been made at the
time he was sworn. Under his guidance the jury retired, and
in a short time returned into court with a verdict acquitting
Mead, and saying that Penn was "

guilty of speaking in Grace-
church Street." This verdict angered the court exceedingly."
Is that all ?

"
they asked the foreman. " That is all I have in

commission," was the reply. "You had as good say nothing."
Being further pressed, and also told,

" the law of England will
not allow you to part till you have given your verdict," the jury
replied,

" We have given in our verdict, and we can give in no
other."

The Recorder refused to take such a verdict, and sent the

jury back again to reconsider it. In half an hour's time they
came back into court, and handed in a written verdict to the

same effect as before, and signed by all of them. Upon this

being received, the Lord Mayor rated the jury in these words .

MAYOR: What, will you be led by such a silly fellow as
Bushell ? An impudent, canting fellow. I warrant you, you
shall come no more upon juries in haste. You are a foreman,
indeed (addressing Bushel!). I thought you had understood your
place better.

RECORDER: Gentlemen, you shall not be dismissed till we
have a verdict that the court will accept; and you shall be
locked up, without meat, drink, fire, and tobacco. You shall
not think thus to abuse the court. We will have a verdict bv
the help of God ; or you shall starve for it.

The jury declined to alter their verdict, and Penn, one of the

prisoners, claimed to have it recorded. " The agreement of

twelve men is the verdict in law ; and such a one being given by
the jury, I require the clerk of the peace to record it, as he will

answer at his peril. And if the jury bring in another verdict

contradictory to this, I affirm they are perjured men in law
;

"

and, looking upon the jury, he said :

" You are Englishmen !

Mind your privilege ! Give not away your right !

"

The court was adjourned till next morning at seven o'clock,
the prisoners were sent back to Newgate, and the jury were
ordered into the custody of those who swore to keep them
without fire, food, drink, or any other accommodation till the

adjourned sitting of the court.

While the jury are thus away in their retiring room, making
up their minds what verdict they shall give chafing at the
manner in which they have been treated by the court, and,
under the guidance of their foreman, resolving that they will not
submit to dictation, but act upon the exordium delivered to
them by the prisoner as they quitted their box let us consider
for a moment what right it was for which they were contending,
and the way in which that right was acquired.

Trial by jury was an old-established institution in England, as

old, some think, as the Anglo-Saxon laws. Something like it is

certainly to be found in the history which has come down to us
of those times, but the jury system, as we understand it now, was
the creation of a period subsequent to the Norman Conquest,
1066. Before that date the jury which tried causes consisted of
a certain number of "

compurgators
"

as they were called, that
is to say, persons who did not give their opinion upon evidence
adduced before them on oath, but who merely swore that they
believed what the defendant said under sanction of his oath.

The form of procedure was simply this. A man accused of

default, on civil or criminal process, was put on his oath if he
chose to be so, and then swore he was innocent of the offence

charged, or that his version of the case between him and the

plaintiff was a true one. The compurgators, of whom the num-
ber varied from twelve to thirty-six, being also sworn, deposed
to their belief in what the defendant had said, and, as they were

commonly chosen from among the neighbours and acquaintance
of the man, they were supposed to know something of the facts

connected with his case, as well as to be able to form an esti-

mate of the truth or falsehood of his statements. It can easily
be imagined that such a tribunal was not one from which to ex-

pect strict justice, and the shortcomings of the system amounted
in many instances to gross miscarriage of right. Nevertheless,
it continued to be used with other systems till Henry II. (1154-

1189) introduced the Norman form of trial by jury for civil

causes, assessment of taxes and the like, and Henry in., or

rather those who represented him, introduced it about 1235 on
criminal process.
The Norman-English j ury was not like ours of to-day. Instead

of deciding upon the case according to evidence for and against,
and after hearing the summing-up of the judge, the jury included
all those who under our system would be witnesses, and would
be rigidly excluded from the jury for the very reason that they
knew most of the facts. Then it was the duty of the sheriff to
summon specially on the jury all those who were, or might be

supposed to be, acquainted with the material points in the case,
and these persons compared notes with their fellows, but without

being subjected to any cross-examination, and gave their verdict

according to what then appeared to them to be right. Common
rumour, repetitions of what somebody else had said, unsifted

testimony of various kinds, were received by these juries, and
sometimes constituted all the evidence they had to guide them.
All such would be utterly rejected now, and any person who had
evidence to give would be summoned as a witness would cer-

*
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tainly be precluded limn .-ittui^ i.n tin- jury. nil thn

twenty-third -your of tho n-itfn <>f K.lwanl 111. (1327-1377) that

witnesses, though still added to the jury, were not allowed to

Tote as to the verdict ; mid it was not till the eleventh year of

Henry IV. (1399-141:5) that they wore made to give their evi-

court, under the scrutiny of the judge, and without

being associated in any way with the jury.
Under the Angevin princes (from Henry II., 1154, to Richard

II., 1399), though tho grand provision in Magna Charta that
no free man should bo tried by any bat his peers was con-

stantly disregarded, it does not appear that juries as such
suffered any violence ; but with the Tudor princes cauio in this,

as in other respects, quite another order of things, and that
which the Tudors did tho Stuarts did likewise. Juries were
called to account in the most direct and personal manner for

verdicts given according to their conscience (some authorities,

however, say they were frequently bribed), and were frequently

reprimanded by the judge or tho king's council, and sometimes
cited before the Court of Star Chamber, where, if they did not

repent, they were heavily fined and also imprisoned. Some of

the fines imposed on individual jurymen were as much as .2,000,
a ruinous amount in Queen Mary's reign (1553-1558;, when
such a fine was actually inflicted. Whether there was or was
not any ground for the interference of the Star Chamber on tho
score of bribery of the jurors by the parties to suits, it is evident

that the offence might h&ve been punished by more regular
means, and that the means actually adopted were liable to be

grossly abused. As a matter of fact they were grossly abused,
and the tyrannical conduct of the Star Chamber in dealing with

juries was one of the chief causes which contributed to its down-
fall. When the Star Chamber was abolished by Act of Parlia-

ment in 1641, with an indignant protest against its ever having
existed, and a solemn declaration that nothing of the kind should
be permitted in the time to come, this evil practice of threatening
and punishing juries, so as to compel them to give such verdicts

as the Crown wished, was abolished also. During the civil war
(1642-1648), and during the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell

(1648-1658), it was not heard of; jurymen were allowed to be

responsible alone to God and their conscience, and gave their

verdicts freely, no man making them afraid.

With the restoration of Charles II., in 1660, some of the old

governmental vices were restored also. The Star Chamber men
would not have back at any price, nor to please any one, but tho

judges took upon themselves to revive the wicked old custom of

polluting the very source of justice by intimidating those who
had charge of it. Two Chief Justices of England, Hyde and
Keeling, were especially guilty of this crime, and made themselves
so notorious that the House of Commons came to a resolution to

impeach the latter for his misconduct. He was suffered to speak
for himself at the bar of the House, and to go free on promise of
amendment.

In the face of this, and in spite of the expressed opinions of

most of the legal luminaries of the day, including Lord Chief
Justice Hale, the Recorder of London, in 1670, ventured, nnder
tho circumstances stated above, to fine the jury which acquitted
Penn and Mead, and to commit Mr. Bushel! to prison when he
-efnsed to pay. Here was what followed when the jury remained
obstinate in their simple verdict of " not guilty," after having
been browbeaten, threatened, and ridiculed, both by chief magis-
trate and Recorder, and after having been sent back three times
to consider their verdict, which indeed they did alter to a simple
verdict of " not gnilty

"
as to both prisoners.

CLERK : Are you agreed upon your verdict P

JURY : Yes.
CLERK : Who shall speak for you ?

JURY : Our foreman.
CLERK : What say yon ? Look upon the prisoners at the bar.

Is William Penn gnilty of the matter whereof he stands indicted
in manner and form as aforesaid, or not gnilty ?

FOREMAN : William Penn is gnilty of speaking in Gracechnroh
Street.

MAYOR : To an unlawful assembly '(

BUSHKLL (the foreman) : No, my lord, we give no other
verdict than what we gave last night. We have no other verdict
X> give.

MAYOR : You are a factions fellow. I'll take a course with you.
SIB T. BLOODWITH (alderman) . I knew Mr. Bushell would

not yield.

BUSHKLL : Sir Thomas, I have don* according to my con-

MAYOR : That conscience of yours would oat my throat.

in ii i i.i, -. No, my lord, it never shall.

MAYOR : Bat I will oat yours no toon M I can.

RECORDER : He has inspired the jury. He has the spirit oi

divination. Methinks I feel him. I will have a positive verdict,
or yon shall starve for it.

PENN : I desire to ask tho Recorder one question. Do you
allow of the verdict given of William Mead P

RECORDER : It cannot be a verdict, because you were indicted

for a conspiracy, and one being found not guilty, and not the

other, it could not be a verdict.

PENN : If not guilty be not a verdict, then you make of thn

jury and Magna Charta bat a mere nose of wax.
MEAD : How ! Is not guilty no verdict ?

RECORDER : No, it is no verdict.

After this fine judicial dictum there were other passages be-

tween the jury and the c< urt, and the jury being once more asked
as to William Penn's guilt, said, as before, that he was guilty
of speaking in Gracechurch Street.

RECORDER : What is this to the purpose ? I say I will hare a
verdict. (And speaking to Edward Bnshell, said) : You are a
factious fellow. I will set a mark upon you ; and whilst I have

anything to do in the city I will have an eye upon you.
MAYOR: Have you no more wit than to be led by such a

pitiful fellow ? I will cut his nose.

PENN : It is intolerable that any jury should be thus menaced.
Is this according to the fundamental laws? Are not they my
proper judges by the Great Charter of England ? What hope i*

there of ever having justice done when juries are threatened, and
their verdicts rejected ? I am concerned to speak, and grieved
to see such arbitrary proceedings. Did not the Lieutenant of

the Tower render one of them worse than a felon ? And do you
not plainly seem to condemn such for factions fellows who
answer not your ends ? Unhappy are those juries who are

threatened to be fined, and starved, and ruined if they give not

in verdicts contrary to their consciences.

RECORDER : My lord, you must take a course with that same
fellow.

MAYOR : Stop his mouth. Gaoler, bring fetters, and stake
him to the ground.
PENN : Do your pleasure. I matter not your fetters.*******
RECORDER : Gentlemen, we shall not be at this trade always

with you. You will find the next session of parliament there

will be a law made that those that will not conform shall not

have the protection of the law. Mr. Lee, draw up another

verdiot, that they may bring it in special.
LEE : I cannot tell how to do it.

JURY : We ought not to be retained, having all agreed, and
set our hands to the verdict.

RECORDER: Your verdiot is nothing. You play npon the

court. I say you shall go together and bring in another verdict.

or yon shall starve, and I will have you carted about the city

as in Edward the Third's time.

FOREMAN : We have given in our verdict, and all agreed to

it ; and if we give in another, it will be a force upon us to save

our lives.

Finally the jury gave their verdict " not guilty
"

against
both prisoners, and each one of them affirmed the same sepa-

rately ; whereupon the Recorder fined them forty mark*

each, and ordered them to be imprisoned till the fine should be

paid.

Imprisoned they were accordingly in the common gaol of

Newgate, a noisome, filthy den, which was a disgrace to any

country calling itself civilised. From Newgate, however, the

spirit which had made itself felt in opposition to the oppressive
conduct of the Recorder's Court made itself heard at the Court

of King's Bench. A writ of Habeas Corpus was sued out and

made returnable immediately, and when the governor of Newgate

brought up his prisoners it turned out that they were detained

for non-payment of fines imposed npon them on account of their

verdict.

Chief Justice Vanghan, in one of the most learned and

masterly judgments ever delivered, wer.t Into the whole matter.

What he said may bo found in the sixth volume of the State

Trials, and in the collected judgments of the eminent Chief
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Justice. The studious who have opportunity will do well to

seek the judgment there ; but we have all an interest in the

gist of what he said, and that can be reproduced without such

careful search. He laid it down as law that the fines were

illegal, and that the imprisonment consequent on them was

necessarily illegal also. But he went on still further, and

declared in effect that the Recorder had improperly refused to

receive the verdict of the jury, and that the jury had an unques-
tionable right to give what verdict they pleased, the remedy for

a stupid verdict being in the discretion of a judge to order a new
trial on the ground of the verdict being contrary to the evidence ;

and for a corrupt verdict, in the power of any one to prosecute
a juryman for perjury if committed wilfully in the course of his

duty as a juryman.
As the law was thus settled it has remained ever since, few

occasions having arisen in which the rights of juries have been

imperilled. To Edward Bushell and his fellow-citizens we are

directly indebted for the establishment of the law upon this most

satisfactory footing ; and the occasion seemed to us so full of

interest, and the principle gained so full of importance, that we
have thought fit to make them the subject of this number of

our Historic Sketches.

SYNOPSIS OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE AND REIGN OF
CHARLES II.

Charles II., the second son of Charles I. and Henrietta Maria
of France, was the twenty-sixth king of England after the

Norman Conquest, and the third of the Stuart Dynasty. He
married a Portuguese princess, Catherine of Braganza, who
brought him as her dower Tangier, in Morocco ; Bombay, in

Hindostan or India ; and .300,000 in money. The first-named

town was abandoned, in 1683, as a place not worth the expense
of holding by an armed force ; while the second, now the capital
of one of the five presidencies of British India, was handed over
to the East India Company for a small annual quit-rent.

VOCABULARY.
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14. '.JOeiin tn mid) auc$ let ll'at wrtdctytio. baltrt, faun id? lit'

felbc tod; nid;t tingcflth.en, ta id; fit nid;t vtrubt b.abt. 1">. iBenn tit

Wtmcbeit tmma ti- lotf* tingetciif ivarcn, nnirtcnftt fid; nicb,t fo ift fcb.ltd;

:i iMniltuj nucpcn. 1C. -fcilf ttintm 9ldrt;ftcn unb fragt nidjt, ob cr

viitc ii'iirii-i in, ii'cim tr tcrfelbtn bttarf. 17. 3d; roiU iic be.

ijleiten, leniiirf; bin tc 2Begt funti.j unb fcht, taji iie tec i^e.jeni gang

uiiftiiitt.j ft nt. 18. 3d; tanft 3b,ncn, ineiit trr! id; bin Ibrc XitnM
; tenn ta id; tt <S)cb.tn mutt, unb tt Sab,rtn ubtrrviiffia.

bin, ivcrtc id; bter bleiben. 19. 28d ttyut tin 'JJlaiin in '.'Imttifa, lev an

feme '.'UK-it gcivi'l'iu ifl? 20. (5r mujj ter '.'Irbcit gtrooljnt rotittn uitb

5t6 prirl;taicft cuigctcnf fcin, tote mctjt arbeitei, (ell nu1;t effen.

EXERCISE 91.

1. America has a golden soil for him who is acquainted with

r. tnulo. 2. The covetous man is insensible to the misery of

3. The Italians who rose in some provinces against
Austrian oppression wera unmindful of their weakness. 4. I

became tired of hearing such a long speech. 5. Everybody is

sure of death, but no one is always mindful of it. 6. If thou

wert so accustomed to country life as I am, thou wouldst not

stay in town. 7. Never will I make myself guilty of a deed

which will make mo unworthy of your friendship. 8. The man
who has led a conscientious life, and followed the dictates of his

conscience, has no fear of dying ; but the wicked man, unmindful

of his actions and conscious of his crimes, is afraid of death and
the future. 9. Many a one who stands accused of a crime

before his judges is conscious of less offence than those who

judge him.

SECTION XLVIII. ADJECTIVES REQUIRING THE DATIVE.

Adjectives in German that require the dative usually answer
to our adjectives followed by the preposition "to," as: Git ift

mir angtneb.m, it is agreeable to me. Qfr ift feinem SSater afmlid;, he

is similar to (resembles) his father. (5r ifl fcinem -^errn crgcben,

he is devoted to his master. 5)a efd;dft ifl ib,m laftig, the busi-

ness is disagreeable to him. ( 131.)

EKSUMK OF

Stttr rcd;t'(id;t SWann ifl ttm iu

tm gentigt' unb tern S35ftn ab'<

geneigt.

SDhr ifl nicfjtS metir an'getegtn, a

incincn Srcunten bthiilf'lid; ju

fein, u?o
icf;

fann.

S)tr Sunb ifl feinem -crrn gtfjor'fam

unt tanfbar
;

roarum unll tcr

3)ltnfcb, i$m nid;t gleid; fein ?

EXAIIPLBS.

Every honest man is inclined

to (loves) good, and disin-

clined to (hates) evil.

There is nothing more (so) im-

portant to me than to be ser-

viceable to my friends where
I can.

The dog is obedient to his

master, and thankful ; why
will man not resemble him ?

)tm Sniffer fint tic'itnigtn

tit gtfdbr'lirbfltn, wtletyt iljm nicbt

btmtrf'bar lint

3ti ttinen Sreunten trgittn, unb

tcincn Btinttn gefdl'lig.

2Ba ttm (itnen nii&lict; ifl, ifl oft

tein '.'Intern fd;dtlu$.

3d; bin 3&ncn fur 3$re utt fcb.t

wrbunttn.

ajJancfie !Uitnfcf;tn fint ttn ftiden

SBafftrn glcicf), an'gtntf;m ttm

'.'luge, aber untrtu tem'itnigtn,

tcr fid; ilnicn an'otrtraut.

3d; luerte mir tiefe 3arf;e aurf) rfine

btint Grma^'nungcn an'gclegen

ftin (afftn.

To the sailor, those rooks (cliffs)

are the most dangerous which
are not perceptible to him.

Be devoted to thy friends, and

obliging to thy enemies.

What is useful to one is often

injurious to another.

I am very much obliged to 700
for your kindness.

Many men are like the quiet

waters, agreeable to the eye,
but unfaithful to him who
entrusts himself to them.

I shall take this matter to

heart (lot it be important to

me), even without your ex-

hortations.

VOCABULARY.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHCR XXVIII.
OFFICIAL HANDWRITING. II.

IN our last lesson we spoke of peculiarities that lend a distinc-

tive character to handwriting, and which combine to form what

may be properly termed a writer's peculiar style of writing.
These peculiarities into which every one instinctively falls when
he has no longer a copy-slip before him, which he is compelled to

imitate in every
minor detail,
consist chiefly of

the peculiar mode
of formation
adopted for some
of the letters and
the general ap-

pearance of the

writing as a

whole, which last

will depend in a

great measure on
the temperament
and habits of the

writer. On this,

indeed, hinges the
whole system of

those persons
who seem to pos-
sess the power
of minutely de-

lineating a man's
character from an

inspection of his

handwriting. It

is unlikely that a

slovenly person's

writing will pre-

of as peculiarities in the formation of certain letters peculiari-
ties so called, because they differ from the ordinary method

adopted for forming the letters in question.
Of the four specimens of approved official handwriting that

we have given, these peculiarities are least noticeable in Speci-
mens No. 2 (page 33) and No. 3, and most conspicuous in Speci'
mens No. 1 (page 33) and No. 4. In Specimen No. 3 there is

not a single letter, except perhaps the letter T at the commence-

ment, which de-

/n^tsv-Cs V^L/ cu^r*

&**-

GLJ *hi4Aec

^i^C^L
Jp

^V-tA^

sent a series of

clear and neatl
SPECIMEN OF HANDWRITING APPROVED BY HER MAJESTY s CIVIL SERVICE

formed letters^
COMMISSIONERS.-NO. 3.

or, vice versa, that

any one who is neat in his person and precise in his habits will

write a coarse, sprawling hand, stretching across the page in an
irregular line of thick and heavy up-strokes and down-strokes.
The writing of a steady, resolute, self-reliant man will, in nine
cases out of ten, show the character of the writer by the firm-
ness of the down-stroke, and the sharp, clean manner in which
each letter is defined; while a nervous, timid, irresolute man,
who is

always
ready to

be led by
others in-

stead of

taking

a.

/vLe- ^Mjt^u^*-A

betrays
his consti-

tutional

failingsby
the irre-

gularityof

his writ-

ing,which,

however,
must not

be con-
founded
with the

irregularity caused by impetuosity of temper or rapidity of

thought, either of which will make a man write at such speed
that his letters seem to run into one another, and are jumbled
together in an almost indistinguishable mass.
We place before our readers, in the present lesson, two more

specimens of official handwriting approved by Her Majesty's
Civil Service Commissioners, and an inspection of these may
enable us to point out examples of what we have already spoken

SPECIMEN OF HANDWRITING APPROVED BY HER MAJESTY'S CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS. NO. 4.

parts from the

normal form ot

the letters of the

writing alphabet.
In Specimen No.
2 the chief de-

partures from the

usual form are

found in the let-

ter k in the word

acknmvledge, and
the letter p in

the word receipt.

In Specimen No.

1, the letter g in

the words give
and large shows a
considerable de-

parture from the

usual mode of

making this let-

ter, while the let-

ter s, thrice re-

peated in the

word successful,

in each case looks

more like the

symbol $ in writ-

ing than the let-

ter it is intended

to represent. In

Specimen No. 4,

in the word easily, the letters e and i/ present differences of for-

mation, as well as the g in given and the a/ in formality.

From what we have pointed out, it will be readily seen how
these peculiarities combine to give a distinctive character to

handwriting. On a further inspection of the specimens before

us, especially Specimen No. 3, it will be notic3d that the writing

is beautifully straight and regular in the first place ; that the

letters
are well

shaped
and clear-

ly defined

in the next

place;.
and,third-

ly, that
compact-
ness and
neatness
are im-

parted to

the writ-

ing by the

shortness
of the
loops and
the tails of

the letters

that ex-

tend above or below the body of the letters in the centre of each

line. In these three points lie the principal requisites that the

Examiners will look for in the handwriting of candidates for the

Civil Service, and our readers may rest assured that no candi-

date who, in forming his handwriting and acquiring a style

peculiarly his own, has succeeded in making it compact, clear,

and legible, need entertain the slightest fear of rejection as far

as his writing is concerned.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. IV.

PROGRESS OF ARCHITECTURE IN BOTPT AND INDIA THE
COLUMN.

PER the rude stylo of building practised in early time* had

spread itself in various forms over tho ancient world, true art

at hist made its appearance. The great nations of

antiquity, as they advanced in civilisation, created a

national architecture, each with a feeling and oxjirfH-

sion peculiarly its own. As soon as tho atones used

Lii buildings began to assumo a cubical, prismatic, or

cylindrical form, and the square and compasses gave a

new direction to stone-cutting, architects gave wing
to their imagination, because they now had the

means of realising its creations. Symmetry was
studied in the ground-plan of their edifices ; their

architraves were raised upon pillars and columns ;

and experience ere long taught them the strength
of every stone, and the proper height of every

part of a building.

The mont ancient monument* of Egypt ornamented with
column* are situated in tho Heptanomi*, an old diruion of the

country which corresponded pretty nearly with the district

called Middle Egypt by modern geographer*, and which wa*
situated between the Delta and the Thebaid, ***"" from
24 N. lat. to 30 N. lat. These monument* exhibit speci-

mens of the greatest simplicity, and strongly analo-

gous to those of the Doric order. The monument*
of India excavated in the rock prevent the *ame
principles of these primitive order*. In these two
countries, which are the cradle* of architecture,
artists at first decorated their columns and their

capitals with ornaments of which the idea* war*
taken from the local vegetation, to which were some-
times added others borrowed from animal nature.

Tims ia Egypt, after having set np the simple

cylindrical shaft for their column, they sculptured

upon it branches of the lotus, meeting each other

proportion which
elevated architec-

ture into an art.

We shall not at-

tempt to decide the

question whether pillars and
columns were first formed in ex-

cavations, or in separate construc-

tions ; but it is evident that they
were the first elements of a regular
architecture that is to say, of

the orders which constituted the

first basis of architectural har-

mony. To the pyramidal con-

structions of Egypt and of Asia

speedily succeeded the erection

of palaces and other edifices, in

which square and cylindrical pil-

lars formed a most essential

part : the great weight of tho

materials employed requiring that

they should be supported at short

distances for tho formation of in-

ternal and external galleries.

These single pillars could only be
connected at the top by architraves
of such dimensions as combined
the ratio of their breadth with
the proportions of the supporting

power of the co-

lumns. Upon these

architraves were

placed platforms
or ceilings of flat

stones, which, by
their thickness,
formed a new di-

mension above tho former; and upon these

platforms were formed terraces or flat roofs,
which were surrounded by another row of

stones forming a border, and having an outward projection
which preserved the facade from tho effects of the rain.

These were the oripin of cornices and entablatures.
The column, in preference to tho square pillar, be-

came the type of architectural proportion. Simple
at first, it presented nothing but a cylindrical shaft,
without ornament, and only expressing the purpose
for which it was originally intended. The oldest

specimens in Egypt are of this description ; Asia
presents similar specimens ; and Greece, with the
whole of the West, follows the same track: thus

proving that everywhere there is an invariable simi-

larity in the origin of the arts. The simplicity,
elegance, and utility of the column engaged the attention of

architects, and concentrated all the efforts of their imagination.
Thus it became their architectural type or model, and formed
tho nucleus of the different characteristic styles of building
that were adopted by the great nations of antiquity.

31 N.E.

and fastened together by fillets. The capital
Hence arose that harmonyand

,

which crowned the column was at first composed
of the bud of the
same flower. This
first idea was after-

wards developed in

the application of

vegetation of every kind to tho
ornamentation of the columns oi
the temples and of the great
public edifices. Among the six

examples of Egyptian capitals

given in this page there is one

composed of the leaves of the

palm-tree.

Egypt, thus adorned with orders
of architecture, had its national

style. The numerous works upon
the history and antiquities of

Egypt published during the last

half-century have made us ac-

quainted with its archaeological

treasures, such as the temples and

palaces of Thebc.-, the Isle 01

PhiliB,Karnoc,Abousambul, EdfoC,
Memphis, and others ; and large

public buildings, decorated with
numerous columns, immense pil-

lars, obelisks, and sphinxes, which

give to this style a peculiar cha-

racter of antiquity and grandeur,
of which mere
verbal descrip-
tion would, fail

to convey any
idea to the

reader.

In India, as

in Egypt, iso-

lated columns and pillars appear to have
had their origin in subterranean excava-

tions for architectural purposes; of these

numerous examples are seen at Ellora, in the palace or tempV.
of Indra. These pillars are much shorter than those of Egypt,

their bases and capitals occupying a considerable

portion of the height of the column, and the enta-

blature, or rather the corona, is less accurately
traced. In cases where the Indians cut out the

rock for the purposes of decoration, and sculptured it

over with various ornaments, the column assumes a

lighter appearance, and the principle of an order of

architecture can be traced.

The excavated temples of India are numerous and
extensive ; the principal ones are those of Elephanta,

Salsette, and Velloro, or Ellora. Elephanta is situated

near Bombay, on a small island of the same name, which reoeiTed

this appellation from the figure of an elephant being cut out upon
the rocks on the southern shore. The grand temple is 120 feet

square, and is supported by four rows of pillars ; along the side

of the cavern are fifty colossal statues from twelve to fifteen feet

SCULPTURED GATEWAY AT KARNAC.



high. The face of the great bust is five feet long, and the breadth

across the shoulders twenty feet. At the west end of this pagoda,
or temple, *s a dark recess twenty feet square, without ornament ;

the altar is in the centre, and there are two gigantic statues at

each of the four doors by which it is entered. On entering

Elephanta, there is a piazza extending sixty feet from east to

west, and having a breadth of sixteen feet ; indeed, the body of

the cavern is surrounded on every side by similar piazzas. The
caves of Kenneri, on the larger island of Salsette, in the same

vicinity, and those of Carli, on the opposite shore of the conti-

nent, are equally remarkable. The mountain of Kenneri appears
to have had a city hewn out of its rocky sides, capable of con-

taining many thousand inhabitants. The front is hewn into

four floors or galleries, in which there are 300 apartments ;

these have generally an interior recess or sanctuary, and a
Bmall tank for ablution. The grand pagoda is forty feet high
to the soffit of the arch or dome ; it is eighty-four feet long,
and forty-six broad. The columns of the portico are finely

decorated with bases and capitals ; and at the entrance are two

colossal statues, each twenty-seven feet high. Thirty-five pillars

of an octagonal form, about five feet in diameter, support the

arched roof of the temple j their bases and capitals are com-

posed of elephants, horses, and tigers, carved with great exact-

ness. Round the walls are placed two rows of cavities for

receiving lamps. At the farther end is an altar of a convex

shape, twenty-seven feet high, and twenty feet in diameter ;

round this are also cavities for lamps ; and directly over it is a

large concave dome cut out of the rock. It is said that about

this grand pagoda there are ninety figures or idols, and not less

than 600 of these figures within the precincts of the excavations.

The cave-temple at Carli is on a greater scale than that which

we now describe. The temples of Ellora, near Dowlatabad,
are reckoned the most surprising and extensive monuments of

ancient Hindoo architecture. They consist of an entire hill

excavated into a range of highly-sculptured and ornamented

temples. The number and magnificence of these subterranean

edifices, the extent and the loftiness of some, the endless diver-

sity of the sculpture of others, the variety of curious foliage of
minute tracery, the highly-wrought pillars, rich mythological

designs, sacred shrines and colossal statues, all both astonish

and distract the mind of the beholder. It appears truly wonder-
ful that such prodigious efforts of labour and skill should

remain, from times certainly not barbarous, without a trace to

tell us the hand by which they were designed, or the populous
and powerful nation by which they were produced. The courts

of Indra, of Juggernaut, of Parasu Rama, and the Doomar
Leyna or nuptial palace, are the names given to several of

these great excavations. The greatest admiration has been
exoited by the one called Keylas, or Paradise, consisting of a
conical edifice, separated from the rest, and hewn out of the
solid rock, 100 feet high, and upwards of 300 feet in circum-

ference, entirely covered with mythological sculptures.
Besides the excavated temples of India, there are several

others of different forms which may here be noticed. First, those

composed of square or oblong enclosures ; secondly, temples in

the form of a cross ; and thirdly, temples of a circular form.

Of temples of the first kind, the largest one remaining is that

of Seringham, near Trichinopoly. The outward wall is said

to be nearly four miles in circumference. The whole edifice

consists of seven square enclosures, the walls being 350 feet

distant from each other. In the innermost square are the

chapels. In the middle of each side of each enclosure wall

there is a gateway under a lofty tower
; that in the outward

wall, which faces the south, is ornamented with pillars of

precious stones, thirty-three feet long, and five feet in diameter.
Of temples of the second kind namely, those in the form of

a cross the most remarkable is the great temple in the city of

Benares, on the banks of the Ganges, which has been devoted
to the religion and science of the Hindoos from the earliest

periods of their history. The form of the temple is that of a

great cross with a cupola in the centre, which towards the top
becomes pyramidal. At the extremity of each branch of the

cross, all of which are of equal length, there is a tower with

balconies, to which the access is from the outside.

Of temples of circular form, the temple of Juggernaut is

considered the most ancient in India ; the Brahmins attribute

its foundation to the first king on the coast of Orissa, who
lived, according to their chronology, 4,800 years ago. The

image of Juggernaut, or Mahadeo, stands in the centre of the

building, upon an elevated altar. The idol is described as

being an irregular pyramidal black stone, and the temple lit up
only with lamps.

In the ancient Hindoo writings, another kind of temple is

described, of which now no vestige is to be found. The Ayeen
Akberry relates that near to Juggernaut is the temple of the

sun, in the erection of which the whole revenue of the province
of Orissa, for twelve years, was entirely expended; that the
wall which surrounded the whole was 150 cubits high, and
nineteen cubits thick ; that there were three entrances : at the
eastern gate were two elephants, each with a man on its trunk ;

on the west, two figures of horsemen completely armed; and
over the northern gate, two tigers sitting over two dead ele-

phants. In front of the gate was a pillar of black stone, of

an octagonal form, fifty cubits high ; and after ascending nine

flights of steps, the visitor arrived at an extensive enclosure

with a large cupola constructed of stone, and decorated with

scuplture. Such are the ancient monuments of which India can

boast, long before architecture had reached that proud emi-

nence which it attained in ancient Greece. In our next lesson

we shall glance at the great buildings of Persia.

LESSONS IN GREEK. III.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE NOUN, THE ADJECTIVE, AND
THE PREPOSITIONS. THE DEFINITE ARTICLE.

NOUNS or Substantives are names of objects or things which
exist in space or in the mind. There are, in Greek, three

genders ; the masculine, to denote the male sex ; the feminine,
to denote the female sex ; and the neuter (Latin neuter, neither),

to denote objects which are neither male nor female. The

genders are distinguished partly by the sense and partly by
the

1

terminations of the nouns. There are terminations, for

instance, which denote the feminine gender, as 77 ; there are

other terminations which denote the masculine gender, as as in

the first declension ; and, again, there are others which denote

the neuter gender, as ov. This is a peculiarity to which we
have nothing similar in English adjectives. Those who have

studied Latin are already familiar with it. In regard to gender
as denoted by the meaning, let the ensuing rules be committed
to memory.

1. Of the masculine gender are the names of male beings, of

winds, of months, and of most rivers, as : HKa.T<av, Plato ;

Zftpvpos, the west wind; ~E.na.Toii.fia.Kav, the month Hecatombaeon ;

Evpcaras, the river Eurotas.

2. Of the feminine gender are the names of female beings, of

trees, of lands, of islands, and of most cities, as : Koprj, a girl ;

Spvs, an oak ; ApicaSia, Arcadia ; Aecrfios, Lesbos ; K.o\o<p<av,

Colophon.
3. Of the neuter gender are the names of fruits, the diminu-

tive in ov (except the female proper name TI Afovriov), the names

of the letters of the alphabet, the infinitives, all words not de-

clinable in the singular and the plural, and every word used

merely as the sign of a sound.

4. Of the common gender are personal nouns which, like out

child, may be applied to male or female ; thus, Qeos may be

sometimes used of a male or female divinity, and so be rendered

either god or goddess.
This " common gender

"
is a grammatical phrase used to

denote such nouns as are common to both males and females ;

that is, are sometimes masculine and sometimes feminine.

In Greek grammar it is usual to employ the definite article, in

order to indicate the gender. The definite article, nominative

singular, is 6, ij, TO, the; o is masculine, y feminine, and TO

neuter; 6, therefore, put before a noun, intimates that the

noun is of the masculine gender; f), that the noun is of the

feminine gender ; and TO, that it is of the neuter gender.

If both 6 and i are put before a noun, it is done to show that

the noun is of the common gender: thus, 6 avyp, the man;

T] ywri, the woman; TO epyov, the ivorlt ; o, ri, Oeos, the (male or

female) divinity ; 6, ^, irais, the child, whether boy or girl.

NUMBER.

Number is a distinction of nouns founded on the circum-

stance whether they denote one or more. If a noun denotes
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one object, it in in the mnpular number ; if a noun denotes

'ijoot-: thim ono, it IH in thu jilurol number. The Greek
hit* u third number, called the dual (Latin iluo, two),

whi:li denotes two objects ; thuH, \oyot in a word (singular) ;

X<ryoi, words (plural); \oyu, In;, looral (dual); where or is the

riintrulur termination, ot the plural termination, and ta the dual
ition.

CASK.

Thcso terminations, os, ot, u, undergo changes according to

the relation in which they stand to a verb, to another noun, or

to a proposition. Tims os may become ov, and ot may become

Vny word which is changed in form, to express a corre-

sponding change in sense, is said to bo inflected. Such inflexions

or variations in the endings of nouns are termed coses. There
are in Greek five cases, namely

1. The Nomiinilii-i; the case of the subject; as, 6 irarrip

ypaipti, the father writes.

_'. '/'/ (I<'ni1hv, the cose indicative of origin, whence; as, 6 rov

warpos iitos, \he father's son.

3. The Dative, the case indicative of place, where, and of the

manner, and instrument; as, re? rov irarpos vie?, to the father's

ton.

4. The Accusative, the case of the object, or whither ; as, 6

warrjp rov vtov ayaira, the father loves the son.

5. The Vocative, the case of invocation, or direct address ; as,

ayaira., trartp, rov viov, father, love thy son.

In Greek there is no ablative case ; the functions of the abla-

tive case are discharged, partly by the dative, and partly by the

genitive. The nominative and the vocative are called recti,

the other cases are called obliqui, indirect.

Substantives and adjectives of the neuter gender have the

nominative, the accusative, and the vocative alike, in the singu-

lar, the plural, and the dual.

The dual has only two case-endings ; one for the nominative,
accusative, and vocative, the other for the genitive and dative.

DECLENSION.

Declension is the classification of nouns and adjectives agree-

ably to the variations of their case-endings. There are, in

Greek, three declensions ; called severally, the first, the second,
and the third declension. The learner will do well in regard to

every noun and adjective, to ask himself, What is its nomina-
tive ? What is its case ? What is its number ? What is its

gender ? What is its declension ? For instance, rpa-rrffais is

from the nominative rpairefa, a table, is in the plural number,
dative case, feminine gender, and of the first declension. In
order to practise and examine himself fully, he should also form
or "go through" every noun, adjective, tense, mood, and indeed

every word capable of declension or conjugation, according to

the several models or paradigms given in the successive lessons.

THE ADJECTIVE.

An adjective denotes a quality. This quality may be con-

sidered as being connected with, or as being in an object, as "the
red rose;'

1

or as ascribed to an object, ai "the rose is red.
1 '

In
both casea the adjective in Greek, as in Latin, is made to agree
in form, as well as in sense, with its noun. A change takes

place in the adjective, conformably to the change in the signifi-

cation , thus, a good man is ayaBos ainjp, but a good woman is

ayaOri yvvri. Observe the os of the masculine is for the feminine

changed into rj. Not only in gender, but in number and in case

does the adjective in Greek, as in Latin, conform to its noun :

e.g., 6 ayaOos avOpwiros, Latin, bonus homo, the good man; 6

avOpca-rros tvnv aya6ot, homo bonus est, the man is good; TJ KaAij

Movffa, pnlchra Musa, the beautiful Muse ; 77 Moutro tffrt na\rj,

Musa pulchra est, the Muse is beautiful; ro KO\OI> fop, pul-
vor, the beautiful spring ; ro tap fffn KO\OV, verjif

est. the spring is beautiful.
The adjective, then, like the substantive, has a threefold

gender the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter. But many
adjec'ives, such as compound and derivative, have only two ter-

minations ; one for the masculine and feminine, and another for
the neuter ; e.g. :

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

i> fiffi'xos avrip, rj r^o^X * 71/1/17, ro rt<r\>xov rtKvov,

the quiet man. the quiei woman. the quiet child.

Here yo~vxos remains the same with avrip, man, and yvvr,,

woman, being changed into riavxov before the neuter Tyw,
An adjective of three terminations may be wen in thu

example :

Masculine. /'.,,.(>.,,. Neuter.

6 ayaOot avrip, ff ayaBrj yvmt, ro ayadav T<O,
the good man. the good woman. the good child.

Some adjectives have only one termination, as paxpax'ft long-
handed', airarwp, without a, father. In deck-union, adjective*,
with a few exceptions, follow the forms of the cubatantiTcs.

PREPOSITIONS.

Propositions are words which go before nouns, and show the
relation which the nouns bear to the affirmation or negation
mode in the sentence, or the member of the sentence in whioh
they stand. Of prepositions I shall treat in full hereafter. At
present some knowledge of them must be communicated, in

order to prepare the beginner for the following instruction?. In
the words

iropfvofj.at irpos rov irartpa,

I go TO the father,

the word irpos, to, is a preposition.
In Greek, prepositions govern either one case, two cases, or

three cases, and may accordingly bo classified thus .-

PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING
One Case. Two Cases.

Genitive.

Three Cases.

A.VTI, in presence of,
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Dual.

Nom. Ace. TU>

Gen. Dat. rotv

TO)

roiv

the.

of or to the.

There is no form for the vocative ; w, which is commonly

used, is an interjection. The way to learn the article (as well

as the adjective) is to repeat the parts first perpendicularly, 6,

TOV, T<f, rov, etc., and then horizontally, as 6, rj, TO, until you
are perfectly familiar with the whole. When you think you
have mastered the task, examine yourself by asking, What is

the accusative singular, feminine gender ? What is the nomina-

tive plural, masculine gender ? etc. ; and when you have given

an answer from memory alone, consult the book, to ascertain

whether you are correct. Finally, write out the article in full

from memory. Indeed, spare no pains to make yourself master

of the article. There is a special reason for this advice, since

the terminations of the article are, in the main, the same as the

terminations of the noun and the adjective.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN GKEEK. II.

EXERCISE 1. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Always be true. 2. Rejoice ye (x.cupo>, I rejoice). 3. Follow. 4.

Do not complain. 5. I live pleasantly. 6. I am well educated. 7.

Thou writest beautifully. 8. If thou writest ill, thou art blamed. 9.

He hastens. 10. He ights bravely. 11. If you flatter, you are not

true. 12. If thou flatterest, thou art not believed. 13. Wjflee. 14.

If we flee, we are pursued. 15. You flee badly (like cowards). 16. If

you are idle, you are blamed. 17. If you fight bravely, you are ad-

mired. 18. If they flatter, they are not true. 19. It is not well to

flee. 20. It is well to fight bravely. 21. If thou art pursued, do not

flee. 22. Fight bravely. 23. If they are idle, they are blamed. 21. If

thou speakest the truth, thou art believed. 25. Always excel. 26.

Eat and drink, and play, moderately.

EXERCISE 2. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. A\n6fv<*. 2. A\n9eveiv. 3. A\n9euei. 4. \\nOevonev. 5. A\nOevere.

6. A\n0euot/<ri. 7. Ei a\nfavn WKTTCI/O/UCU. 8. Mn na\etr0f. 9. MUXOKTUI.

10. 'Ejrecrtfe. 11.
'Effp.

12. 'Eneade. 13. Ilcufei. 14. Qevfoviri. 15. Ei

ipev^ovai <5ia>Koircu. 16. eavfj.afofj.ai. 17. eaujuafoin-ai. 18. E( (3\aKevov<riv

ov 0av/j.aovTai. 19. Ew exe< av&petuK payeaOai. 20. Merpiw? eer&e Kat wive.

21. Oi; cnevoovo-t. 22. Ei KoXaxevcif ou 9avfJ,aij. 23. Ka\<uf fpaQti. 24.

rpa^otKtt KaKwt. 25. Eu ex aei apiarfveiv. 26. MtTpitor /3<OTi/eT. 27.

LESSONS IN SHORTHAND. XII.

191. The following statement of the advantages which a knowledge
of Phonography confers ou the writer, will be found written, or

rather engraved, in shorthand in Mr Pitman's
" Manual of Phono-

graphy." The only way in which \vc could exhibit it here would be

by having the characters eugraved ou wood, or metal, in relief, like

the specimens of Phonography which \ve exhibited in Lessons VI. and
VII. As this style of printing docs not represent Phonography to

advantage, nor even fairly, for Phonography when well written is

eminently beautiful, graceful, and flowing, we must refer the reader
to Mr Pitman's book, or to a page of one of the many phonographic
periodicals, for a pattern that he may safely imitate in his

writing. We can thoroughly recommend Mr. Pitman's book.

ADVANTAGES OF SHORTHAND.
192. The advantage of a practical acquaintance with the steno-

graphic art, to individuals in all situations of life, but more particu-

larly to literary men, is strikingly shown in the career of some who
have, for a course of years, used the "winged words" of stenography,
either in reporting for the press, or in their ordinary writing, and
who have thereby attained a mental elevation far beyond what would
have been possible in any other circumstances. EDMUND BURKE,
Judge TALFOURD, CHARLES DICKENS, and many other eminent

writers, may be fairly considered as having been indebted to their

engagements with the periodical press as reporters, in early life, for no
inconsiderable portion of their distinction in the literary world. It

may, perhaps, not be inappropriate to observe that Phonography,
with all the intellectual and social benefits that follow in its train,
has resulted from the seemingly trifling circumstance that the author,
at the age of seventeen, learned Taylor's system of shorthand from

Hardiug's edition, and that he was incited to the study chiefly by
the perusal of the following eloquent enumeration of some of the

advantages arising from the practice of the art, from the pen of

Mr. GAWTRESS, the publisher of an improved edition of BYROM'S
system :

" Shorthand is capable of imparting so many advantages to per-
sons in almost every situation of life, and is of such extensive utility

to society, that it is justly a matter of surprise that it has not

attracted a greater share of attention, and been more generally

practised." In England, at least, this art may be considered a National

Blessing, and thousands who look with the utmost indifference upon
it, are daily reaping the fruits of its cultivation. It is scarcely

necessary to mention how indispensable it is in taking minutes of

public proceedings. If all the feelings of a patriot glow in our

bosoms on a perusal of those eloquent speeches which are delivered in

the Senate, or in those public assemblies where the people are fre-

quently convened to exercise the birthright of Britons we owe it to

shorthand. If new fervor be added to our devotion, and an additional

stimulus be imparted to our exertions as Christians, by the eloquent

appeals and encouraging statements made at the anniversaries of our

various religious Societies we owe it to shorthand. If we have an

opportunity, in interesting judicial cases, of examining the evidence,

aud learning the proceedings with as much certainty, and nearly as

much minuteness, as if we had been present on the occasion we owe

it to shorthand. In short, all those brilliant and spirit-stirring

effusions which the circumstances of the present times combine to

draw forth, and which the press transmits to us with such astonishing

celerity, warm from the lips and instinct with the soul of the speaker,
would have been entirely lost to posterity, and comparatively little

known to ourselves, had it not been for the facilities afforded to their

preservation by shorthand. Were the operations of those who are

professionally engaged in exercising this art, to be suspended but for

a single week, a blank would be left in the political and judicial

history of our country, an impulse would be wanting to the public

mind, and the nation would be taught to feel aud acknowledge the

important purposes it answers in the great business of life.

" A practical acquaintance with this art is highly favorable to the

improvement of the mind, invigorating all its faculties, and drawing
forth all its resources. The close attention requisite in following the

voice of the speaker, induces habits of patience, perseverance, and

watchfulness, which will gradually extend themselves to other pur-
suits and avocations, and at length inure the writer to exercise them ou

every occasion in life. When writing in public, it will also be absolutely

necessary to distinguish and adhere to the train of thought which

runs through the discourse, and to observe the modes of its connec-

tion. This will naturally have a tendency to endue the mind with

quickness of apprehension, and will impart an habitual readiness and

distinctness of perception, as well as a methodical simplicity of

arrangement, which cannot fail to conduce greatly to mental supe-

riority. The judgment will be strengthened, and the taste refined ;

and the practitioner will, by degrees, become habituated to seize the

original and leading parts of a discourse or harangue, and to reject

whatever is common-place, trivial, or uninteresting.
" The memory is also improved by the practice of stenography. The

obligation the writer is under to retain in his mind the last sentence

of the speaker, at the same time that he is carefully attending to the

following one, must be highly beneficial to that faculty, which, more

than any other, owes its improvement to exercise. And so much are

the powers of retention strengthened and expanded by this exertion,

that a practical stenographer will frequently recollect more without

writing, than a person unacquainted with the art could copy in the

time by the use of common-hand.
"
It has been justly observed,

'

this science draws out all the powers
of the mind; it excites invention, improves the ingenuity, matures

the judgment, and endows the retentive faculty with the superior

advantages of precision, vigilance, and perseverance.'
" The facility it affords to the acquisition of learning ought to

render it an indispensable branch in the education of youth. To be

enabled to treasure up for future study the substance of lectures,

sermons, etc., is an accomplishment attended with so many evident

advantages that it stands in no need of recommendation. Nor is it

a matter of small importance, that by this art the youthful student

is furnished with an easy means of making a number of valuable

extracts in the moments of leisure, and of thus laying up a stock of

knowledge for his future occasions. The pursuit of this art materially

contributes to improve the student in the principles of grammar and

composition. While tracing the various forms of expression by
which the same sentiment can be conveyed ; and while endeavoring
to represent, by modes of contraction, the dependence of one word

upon another, he is insensibly initiated in the science of universal

language, and particularly in the knowledge of his native tongue.
" The rapidity with which it enables a person to commit his OWB
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thought* to tbo safety of manuscript, also renders it an object
'

which he was himself accustomed to write. In 1780, .Mr. Perry,u:-i. thru proprietor of the Morning Chronicle, orjranwed a corj* of

reporters. From that time Stenography was studied for profettiooal

purposes, and though there are some reporters on the daily papers who
i-.ni \d ii. i couilcused longhand, the majority practise the equally

simple and far more expeditious system of Shorthand." The pub-
lication of the parliamentary debates caused a demand for reporters,
and for a system equal to their wanU. Mason's, adopted by '<

was found insuHieicnt. Its lengthy outlines could not be traced fast

enough to enable the reporter to keep pace with the flow of eloquence
that he often had to record ; and the numerous arbitrary signs, and

peculiarly worthy of regard. By this moans many ideas which

daily strike us m ty bo snatched from dostruotion, and preferred
till iiuitur.t .l.-lil".iMtion can ripen and perfect them.

"hi addition to these great advantages, Science and Religion
aro indt'litcil to thin inestimable art for the preservation of

many valuable lectures and sermons, which would otherwise

have boon irrecoverably lost. Among the latter may be

instanced those of Whitfield, whose astonishing powers conld

move even infidelity itself, and extort admiration from a Chester-

lii-M mid a Hume, but whose name would have floated down the

^ r< -am of time, had not Shorthand rescued a portion of his labours contractions of words,

from oblivion. With BO many vouchers for the truth of the system (privately taught by himself for several years) was made pub-
remark, we can have no hesitation in stating that since the in- lie in 1707, soon after his death. It was much practised in private
vention of printing, no cause has contributed more to the diffu-

1

circles, but was not brief enough for the reporter. Mavor's appeared
sion of knowledge, and the progress of refinement, we might in 1780, and Taylor's in 1786. These two valuable systems, with

also odd, to the triumphs of liberty and the interests of religion, many others far inferior, were the fruits of this increased demand for

than the revival and improvement of this long-neglected art. the means of reporting the proceedings of the legislature , and their
" Such are the blessings which Shorthand bestows indis- appearance marks the close of the second epoch, and the dawn of

criminately on the world at large. But it has additional and POLITICAL FREEDOM.

peculiar favours in store for those who are so far convinced of 196. The practice ofshorthand writing having been found so favonr-

ita utility as personally to engage in its pursuit. The advan- able to the development of the mental powers of those who used it (as

tages resulting from the exercise of this art, are not, as is tho
j
shown, first, in reporting the sermons of the Reformers, and then in

case with many others, confined to a particular class of society ;
i taking down the discussions of our legislative assemblies) ; and the

for though it may seem more immediately calculated for those experience of above two hundred years having proved the utility of

whose business it is to record the eloquence of public men, and the art ; and, by the establishment of cheap schools, the ability to

the proceedings of popular assemblies ; yet it offers its assis- read and write having been acquired by nearly all who were able

tance to persons of every rank and station in life to the man to afford the expense of learning these arts through the medium
of business as well as the man of science for the purpose of of the old alphabet ; a somewhat extensive desire was shown,

private convenience as well as of general information."

Dr. Johnson says,
"
Shorthand, on account of its great and gene-

ral utility, merits a much higher rank among the arts and sciences

than is generally allotted to it. Its usefulness is not confined to any
particular science, but is universal : it is therefore by no means

unworthy the attention and stndy of men of genins and erudition."

HISTOBx" OP SHORTHAND.
193. There are three principal epochs in the improvement and dis-

semination of the art of Shorthand iu modera times, ending respec-
tively at the publication of the matured systems of Mason (1682),
of Taylor (1786), and of the first edition of Phonography (1837) ;

and each may be assigned to some specific cause, or peculiar feature
of the time. The Shorthand of the Romans, as practised by Tiro,
(the freedman of Cicero), Enuius. and others, was an abbreviated

longhand, both as to the forms of the letters, and the orthography.
194. In the 16th and 17th centuries, the principles of the Reforma-

tion were extensively promulgated in this country from the pulpit.
A desire to preserve for future private reading the discourses of the

principal preachers of that day, led to the cultivation of the newly
invented art of shorthand writing. Teachers and systems increased

rapidly ;
and by a comparison of one mode with another, and by ex-

perimenting with various series ofalphabetical signs, Mason, at length,
produced a system far superior to any that had preceded it. The pro-
press of the art, from the publication iu 1588 of Bright's system of

arbitrary characters for words (or rather from the publication of the
first shorthand alphabet by John Willis, in 1602), to the appearance
of Mason's system in 1682, may therefore be considered as resulting
from the dawn of RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. Mason's system was pub-
lished by Thomas Gurney, in 1 751, aud it is used by members of his

family, as reporters to the Government, to the present time.
195. No other marked advance was made till the middle of the next

century.
"

It is singular," observes Mr. Bradley, iu his shorthand
t realise,

"
that although Stenography was introduced into this country

: ;i very early period, yet that our forefathers should never, until a

\ery recent date, have thought of adapting it to that which is now its

primary, although by no means its only, use we mean the transcript
of addresses delivered to the public, or in which the community at

large are interested. The example of Cicero ought to have incited
them to this pursuit, even had not the obvious nature of the art done
so. However, the use to which it has been since so successfully
applied, seems not to have been considered by them ; for, up to 1780,
public proceedings, or rather miserably abridged sketches of them,
were taken down in the ordinary writing for the London journals.
Dr Johnson was one of the earliest reporters of the debates in

Parliament, and the Doctor boasted that he took care the Whig dogs
should not have the best of the argument a course which he could
well adopt ; for, instead of reporting the speeches of noble lords and
honourable members, he composed them

; and it is recorded that he
made them all speak in the same pompons and grammatical style in

chiefly by young persons, to add to their other means of acquiring

knowledge the use of shorthand writing. Treatises on the art had
hitherto been sold at high prices, seldom at less than half-a-guiuca,
and were thus beyond the reach of many who were desirous of learn-

ing. To meet this want, William Harding, a bookseller in Pater-

noster Row, published, in 1823, a neat edition of Taylor's system,
with some slight improvements, at the reduced price of 3s. 6d. The
book sold extensively, aud in a few years other booksellers supplied,
at a much cheaper rate, not only Taylor, but also Byrom and

Mavor. The last publication of Taylor's shorthand was by Odell.

An attempt to improve u|K>n Taylor's system, by marking the long
and short sounds of the vowels, with the intention of issuing a cheap
edition for general use in National and British schools, led the writer

of this sketch of the history of the art to the invention of Phono-

graphy. This occurred in 1837. Phonography is, however, so dif-

ferent in all its details from Taylor's system, that its origin could

never be discovered from the work itself. Founded, as it is, on the
"
alphabet of nature," and already extensively practised throughout

Great Britain and the United States of America, its publication may,
perhaps, without presumption, be called the third epoch in the deve-

lopment ofthe art of Shorthand. The immediate cause of the present
extended practice of this kind of writing, was THE DIFFUSION or
KNOWLEDGE AMONG THE MIDDLE CLASSES OF SOCIETY. It has yet
to be extended to the lowest classes, and this will be the mission of

Phonography combined with Phonetic Printing.

197. That Phonography is likely to fulfil this mission, may be in-

ferred from one or two characteristics which distinguish it from all

other systems of Shorthand. The first is, that it is founded on a

strictly phonetic analysis of the English language, and may, conse-

quently, be used with facility by those who are unable to spell in

accordance with the usual unsystematic orthography. The second is,

that Phonography is not adapted to the wants of the reporter alone,

but is especially well suited for letter-writing and general composi-
tion, as it may be written in a form as legible in every respect a*

common longhand, with, at the lowest computation, one-sixth of the

trouble ; that is, in one-third of the time, and with half the fatigue.

The existence of two distinct styles of Phonography, one adapted for

letter-writing, and the other for reporting, the second being only
an extension of the first, and not a new system in itself, is the basis

of the popularity of Phonetic Shorthand. The consequences of these

happy arrangements are, that letter-writing is extensively cultivated

among phonographcrs, and that a nearer approach to the introduction

of one uniform system of Shorthand writing, which all disciples

of the art have looked upon as likely to be productive of such great

benefits, has already been made in the short period that Phonogra-

phy has been before the world, than was made in the two hundred

years during which Shorthand was previously employed in England.
That these effects will continue and increase, there is every reason to

believe, on account of the uniformly increasing demand for phono-
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graphic books. On these grounds Phonography may, in some re-

spects, be said to afford the writer facilities of the same nature as

those which the invention of printing opened out to the reader.*

PHONETIC PRINTING.
198. Closely allied with Phonography, as a mode of representing

the English language as it is pronounced, by a series of shorthand

characters, is a corresponding system of printing, called Phonotypy,
the alphabet of which answers to the simple shorthand alphabet, letter

by letter. The order of the letters in the Phonotypic Alphabet is as

follows :

p b, t d, q j, k g ; f v, J d, s z, J 3 ; m, n, i) ; 1, r ; w, y ; la,

a B, e e, i a ; o o, p er, u ui : j, ~s, q,.

The Roman, Italic, and Script forms of the sixteen new letters are :

6 q, R *, Ed, S J, X 3, TJ r).

Gg, E 6, Z d, Ef, K 5, W y.

j, "S" -5,O o, 0" &, III ui; UP:
(Do, t> o, W m ; W V :

67* * Wit

R B, 8 e, Li;
A a, s, li;

199. This alphabet has been employed in the Exercises given in

this course of Shorthand Lessons, to aid the pupil in writing short-

hand. It now only remains for us to give a specimen of Phonotypy,
or the style of printing in which the pronunciation of the language
is represented to the eye, and a concluding sketch of Phonographic
literature, and we shall then have finished our course of Shorthand
Lessons. We select for our present subject the Constitution of

the Phonetic Society, as bearing immediately upon the subject of this

series of Lessons. The title of the Society is
" The Phonetic Society

for the promotion of a Reading, "Writing, and Spelling Reform." It

was established 1st March, 1843, by Mr. Isaac Pitman, Bath, who
acted as Secretary. The President of the Society was SirWalter C.

Trevelyau, Wellington, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.
3E FCTNETIK SffSiETI.

Objekts ov de Svsieti. 1. Tu ckstend de art ov Feraografi, or

Femetik Zorthand, bj fri tacjirj drua de past, and oderwjz, and tu

pramcrt de intelektqal imprurvment ov de memberz ov de Sersjeti.

2. Tu intrcrdqs an impruivd meiod ov tiqig tu rid buks printed in

de prezent alfabet, bj a kerrs ov instrokjon in fonetik radig.

3. Tu reform de ordografi ov de Iggli/ larjgwej, bj de qs, in rjtig

and printig, ov a Femetik Alfabet dat kontenz a leter for dq distiijkt

ssnd in de laggwej.
Klasez ov Members. Klas 1. Rjt Fernetik Zorthand, and engej tu

korekt de Eksersjzez ov Students, irui de past, gratqitosli.

Klas 2. Ejt Femetik Zorthand, but dm not korekt Eksersjzez fora

de post.

Klas 3, Lernerz ov Feraografi.

Klas 4. Memberz hui apruiv ov de Objekts ov de Sersjeti, bpt dra

not rjt Femetik Zorthand.

Svbskripfon. Entrans ft, Qd. Anqal spbskripjon, not les dan 6d.,

peabel 1st Janqari, or at eni tjm dqrig de mon^. A blarjk form ov

aplikejon for member/ip me ba obtend from de Sekretari bj forwardig
a pefstsj stamp.

Direkfonz for prepcriy Zorthand Eksersfzez. Ejt in Femografi,

rn ruild peper, a fq versez ov Skriptqr, or a jbrt ekstrakt from a

nqzpeper, livig everi alternet ijn for korek/onz and remarks, and

send de Eksersjz (wid de printed slip ov de nqzpeper, if SDC; b.i em-

ploid) tu eni member in do printed List, in Klas 1, enklerzig an

envelerp, stampt and adrest, for its retorn.

Femograferz, and ol hui apviuv ov eni ov do Objekts ov de Sersjeti,

ar respektfuli rekwested tu join won ov its Klasez, and dcs tu asist in

ekstendirj edqkEjon. Aplike/onz for memberjip Jud bi riten in

Zorthand for de ferst tin Klasez. 3e nemz ov nq Memberz ap.ir in

de F'onetik Jvrnal, poblijt wjkli, prjs 3d., and ar repated in an

Anqal List, poblijt 1st Marq, prjs 2d. Memberz bui kan rjfc 100

wordz per minit ar distiggwijt bj dc onorari mark (*) prafikst tu der

nemz, wid an adijonal (*) for everi adijonal 50 wordz.

200. Reader, Practise and Persevere.

* From Pitman's History of Shorthand, originally published in the

PJionotypic Journal for 1847, niid subsequently in a separate volume, in

Phonetic Shorthand. Subsequent editions have been issued.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XVI.
SUFFIXES (continued).

" THERE is nothing that will help more to form an English heart
in ourselves and in others than the study of the English lan-

guage. We could scarcely receive a single lesson on the growth
of our English tongue, we could scarcely follow up one of ita

significant words, without having unawares a lesson in English
history as well ; without not merely falling on some curious fact

illustrative of our national life, but learning also how the great
heart which is beating at the centre of that life was gradually
shaped and moulded. We should thus grow, too, in our feeling
of connection with the past, of gratitude and reverence to it

;
we

should estimate more truly, and therefore more highly, what it

has done for us, all that it has bequeathed us, all that it has
made ready to our hands. It was something for ftie children
of Israel when they came into Canaan to enter upon the wells

which they digged not, and vineyards which they had not

planted, fields which they had not sowed, and houses which they
had not built ; but how much greater a boon, how much more
glorious a prerogative, for any one generation to enter upon the
inheritance of a language which other generations by their

truth and toil have made already a receptacle of choicest trea-

sures, a storehouse of so much unconscious wisdom, a fit organ
for expressing the most subtle distinctions, the most tender

sentiments, the largest thoughts, and the loftiest imaginations,
which at any time the heart of man can conceive."t
Such is the opinion of one of the greatest authorities on this

subject. We purposely insert them at the beginning of this

lesson, in order that the reader may not be disposed to allow his

energies to flag while pursuing the study of his native language,
or be inclined to undervalue these lessons because they deal
with individual words.
With this preliminary warning we continue the list of suf-

fixes from our last lesson.

Ery, erie; compare together coop (a barrel), cooper, coopers/;

brew, brewer, brewery ; smite, smith, smithy ; and you see that

the terminations ery, ry, or y, denote a place where a certain

trade, etc., is carried on. Similar is the force of the ending ary
and ory ; as, aviary (Latin, avis, a. bird), a bird-room ; dormitory

(Latin, dormio, I sleep), a sleeping-room; granary, a place for

grain. Compare ary.
" I can look at him (a national tiger) with an easy curiosity, as

a prisoner within bars, in the menagerie of the Tower."- Burke,
"
Regi-

cide Peace."

Menagerie comes from the French menage, which is the origin
of our manage, and both are from the Latin manu, with the hand,
and ago, I drive, signifying to tame, to keep in order.

Es or s is a suffix by which is formed the third person singular
or verbs, and the plural of nouns ; as, I read, he reads ; ship,

ships ; box, boxes. When an apostrophe precedes the s, as in

man's, the genitive case is intended e.g., man's book ; God's

word.

Esque, a termination derived from the Latin iscus, through
the Italian esco, and the French esque, is found in grotesgne and

picturesgwe. Grotesque means distorted, unnatural, and hetero-

geneous ; from the strange and extravagant figures which were

painted in the grottos or crypts of the ancient Romans.
" An hideous figure of their foes they drew,
Nor lines, nor looks, nor shades, nor colours true,
And this grotesque design exposed to public view."

Dryden.

Picturesque is that ivhich makes a picture, or may enter into

a picture.
"
Picturesque properly means what is done in the style and with tho

spirit of a painter." Steitart,
"
Philosophical Essays."

Ess, derived from the Latin ix, the feminine of or ; as adjutor,

a helper ; adjutri;r, a female helper, converts masculine nouns

into feminine e.g., abbot, abbess ; actor, actress ; prince,

princess.

Est, a verbal suffix, forming tbe second person singular of the

present tense ;
as read, readestf. It finds corresponding termina-

tion in the s of the Latin, as legis, thou readest ; and the st of

the Saxon, as basrnsf, thou burnest. This suffix is rapidly be-

coming obsolete, since the second person singular of the verb is

t Trench " On the Study of Words," pp. 25, 26.
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now rarely used ; and in the oases in which it U chiefly used

namely, by tho poets, and by the Society of Friends the ett is

for tlio most part dropped. Iiuln <1, hut for its ooiwtant employ-
Bent in i !'. public prayers of Christian churches, it would now

probably I"- wholly out of use. Nor would the language suffer

by its dim-out inuumse; for, aa the person is marked by the pro-
noun MOII, there is no occasion for any inflection of tho verb,

and Mich iiitlivtion abates the euphony, and diminishes the

adaptability of our verbs.

I in turr./ i Latin, turns, o tower), is a diminutive, a small

tower; coming
1 to us from the Italian

" Now like a maiden queen she will behold,
From her high turret*, hourly suitors come;

The cast with incense, and the west with gold,
Will stand like suppliants to receive her doom.

Eth, tho old termination of the third person singular of the

present tense of tho English verb ; as e&teth, found in part in

the Latin legit, and found in full in the Anglo-Saxon bzurnd/i,

he burtu'th.

" He that goeth forth and weepcfh." Ps. cxrvi. 6.

Ette, of French origin, is found in words taken from the

French ; as, coquette, etiquette. Coquette is, with us, applied to

a female who employs her personal attractions to gain attention

from males. In French there is tho word coquet, a male coquette.

Coquet seems to come from coq, a cock, a showy and uxorious

animal ; and accordingly, it signifies a man who resembles a
cock in his attention to woman. By a natural step in the pro-

gross of language, the term was applied to females.

"
Coqwt and coy at once her air,

Both studied, though both seem neglected ;

Careless she is with artful care,

Affecting to seem unaffected." Congreve.

Etiquette is the same word as our ticket, and originally denoted
the short inscriptions, or tickets, put on packages of goods to

point out what they contained. But similar etiquettes or tickets

were employed to declare certain observances required in a

public assembly ; and so the word came to signify forms and
formalities, a strict regard to custom ; and in general, social

conventionalism, particularly in relation to deportment.

Eur, a French termination, from the Latin or : thus vendeur

(a seller) is from the Latin vendifor ; proditeur, a betrayer, from
the Latin proditor. It is similar in import to our ending er, and
denotes an actor : for example, producteitr, FT. a producer. Of
old many English words, now terminating in or, terminated in

ew ; as autheur for author. The termination is still retained
in certain nouns denoting abstract qualities : for instance,

grandeur (Latin, grandis, great) ; hauteur (French, haut, high),
derived immediately from the French. The notion of the actor
is retained in the French douceur (from tho French doux, sweet),
a sweetener ; a fee, or bribe.

Ever, connected in origin with the Latin sevum, age ; and the
Greek cuwv (i'-own), age, comes to us directly from the Anglo-
Saxon cefre, and signifies always, an enduring reality, either in

time past (Ps. xxv. 6 ; xc. 2), time present (Ps. cxix. 98), or
time to come (Ps. cxi. 5). Ever, as a suffix, strengthens tho
word to which it is appended : thus,

" whatever yon do "
has

more force than " what you do." Ever is found in other com-
pounds; for example, whoever, however, wherever, whenever.
Additional force is given by tho insertion of tho particle so ;

as whosoever, whencesoover, whithersoever. Thia so used to
stand where ever is now placed ; as, whoso, howso, whatso.

" Her cursed tongue (full sharp and short)
Appeared like aspis' sting, that closely kills,
Or cruelly doth wound whomao she wills."

Spenser, "Faerie Queen*."

Full, of Saxon origin, obviously the same as the adjective
full, gives an instance of tho origin of these particles in words
which originally hod a definite form and signification. According
to its root-meaning, full (now in combination written ful) denotes
a large portion of the quality indicated by the word to which it

is affixed ; as, hate, hate/uJ; thank, thank/ul ; grate/W,delight/uJ.
Full has for its opposite less; for example, merci/ul, merciless.
In the employment of words, you cadnot follow analogy alone,
but must consult authority: thus, you may say penniless, but
you cannot say penni/ul ; yet pitiful is as good as pit i

w oft, my slice of pocket store consumed,
Still hungorintr. ptnnyUu, and far from bom*.
I fed on scarlet hip* and stony h*w>." Cowper,

"
Tack."

Fy is from the Latin facio, I make. Facia, in combination,
becomes ficio, as in efyicio. The ft in thin word, writt*

the particle under consideration. It in teen in fructi/y, literally,
to make fruit ; that in, to make fruitful.

"
Calling drunkenneM, good-fellowtihip j pride,

valour ; bribery, gratijicativn." liithop Morton.

Head or hood, from the Saxon had, head, in

denotes the essence of any person or thing ; it*

tion, viewed as a whole: thus, in Anglo-Saxon and
manhad, manhood; wifhad, wifehood, or womanhood; cildhad,
childhood ; brotherhad, brotherhood ; preosthad, priesthood.

" Canst thou, by reason, more of godhead know,
Than Plutarch, Seneca, or Cicero ?"

Dryden,
"

Btlijio Laid."

Head is sometimes employed with a more direct reference to the

moaning which it has ii. current use; as. in wrongkead and

wrong/leaded, etc
" Much do I suffer, much to keep in peace,
This jealous, waspish, isronghead, rhyming race." Pop*.

" Whether we [the Irish] can propoee to thrive so long as we enter-
tain a vronyheaded distrust of England," Bishop Berkeley.

After a similar manner we use both heart and head, in faint-

hearted, lighthearted, hotheaded, lightheaded.

Ible, see able, formerly explained under suffixes.

Ic, ick, ich, have counterparts in the Latia termination icut,

and the German ich, isch ; as soporiftens (Latin, sopor, sleepiness),

soporific, ruaticus (Latin, rus, the country), rustic, cildwc in Anglo-
Saxon, childish in English ; book wfe.

" The sweet showers of heaven that fell into the sea are turned into

its brackish taste." Bates.

leal, an adjective-ending, from the Latin icaiis : for example,
arnica Zis, amical (friendly), grammatica/is, grammatical ; so

critical (Greek, Kpivw, pronounced kri'-no, I judge), which passe*
into a noun by dropping al, as critic ; so musical, music, mystical,

mystic.
"

Fool, thou didst not understand
The mystic language of the eye nor hand." Donne.

Tie, from the Latin adjective termination ilis, to be seen in

dociJis (Latin, doceo, I teach), docile, teachable ; fragilis (Latin,

frango, I break), fragile, easily broken. Some Latin adjectives
in ilis are represented by adjectives in ful in our tongue, aa

utilis, use/ul.

In, ine is from the Latin termination \nus, which denotes
sometimes a name, as Tarentine, an inhabitant of Tarentnm,
but in English more often a quality, as genuine, from the Latin

genuinus, which is derived in its turn from genus, a kind or

race that is, that which possesses the qualities belonging to its

kind, in opposition to spurious, which, in its Latin meaning,
signifies a bastard.

" We use

No foreign gums, iior essence fetched from far,

No volatile spirits, nor compounds that are
Adulterate ; but at Nature's cheap expenoa
With for more genuine sweets refresh the sense." Canm.

In<7, in Anglo-Saxon, signifies son, as Edgar Athelin? ; that is,

Edgar the son of Athel, or Edgar of noble blood. In English, ing
forms tho ending of our active participles, as singing, from to

'/ ; also a very large class of nouns ; thus, singing itself may
be employed as a noun, as the singing teas good. These noons,
as might bo expected from the meaning of tho Saxon ing, denote

existence ; thus, to sing is a verb, but singing is tho active of

the verb in actual being. When these words in ing are used an

nouns they should have the government of nouns ; thus, the

singing of the birds was delightful. Almost every English verb

may bo made into a noun by the suffix ing ; to eat, the eaiing ;

to diminish, tho diminishing ; to run, the running. Observe
that tho idea of activity is connected with nouns ending in in? ;

as, tho seeing ; tho hearing ; tho dancing ; the reporting that

is, tho act, tho process of dancing, reporting, etc. wherein those

nouns differ from other nouns which express the result of an
action ; as sight, tho result of tho act of seeing ; report, the

result of tho act of reporting. The former have been called

active, the latter class passive nouns, from the analogy the/
boar to active and passive verbs.
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LESSONS IN DRAWING. XVI.
POBEGEOUNDS HIGH LIGHTS-SETTING DRAWINGS, ETC.

IN continuation of our remarks upon Foregrounds, we introduce

in this lesson a group of dock-leaves. In the drawing, Fig. 108,

we have shown how the principles we endeavoured to explain in

the last lesson are to be carried out. The leaf in front repre-

sents in itself a summary of our observations. Notice the pro-

jecting part receiving the highest light ; the dark cast shadow

underneath being the strongest in the drawing. Notice, also, the

cast shadow across the leaf (caused by the one on the left, which

throws the under-leaf back, and brings out the one in light),

commencing strongly near the high light, and gradually becoming

will give additional character and truthfulness. It may not be

necessary that these stems should be completed in the finished

drawing, as probably their whole extent may not be seen ; but
the slight indication of their whereabouts may be useful for the

purpose of adjusting the foliage according to the class of tree

to be represented. This process is to be followed throughout
the whole drawing. This, which we will call the first stage, must
be done faintly, so that, with india-rubber or, what is better

for the softer kinds of paper, bread-crumbs these marks may,
be weakened when the second stage is ready for commencement.
In this portion of the work there must be no indecision, par-
ticulars must be entered into, especially those upon which the

light falls. Amongst these will be found many that owe

Fig. 108,

lower in tone as it recedes ; this, together with the manner of

drawing the curved lines on the surfaces of the leaves, tends to

give the perspective, and consequently assists in this way to
determine the size of the leaf. Examples of this kind can be
so easily obtained from Nature, that we prefer to leave the pupil
to select them for himself, advising him to preserve them for
use as we have recommended, and, when drawing from them, to
allow his mind to recur to the previous remarks upon the prin-
ciples we have laid before him, which apply not only to the

drawing of a simple weed or dock-leaf, but have their never-

failing influence upon all subjects admissible in art. In the

drawing of trees and the larger kinds of shrubs, we must urge
the practice of being particularly careful of the outline, the first

process of which must be confined to the general proportions
and positions of the parts in light ; and, at the same time, where
it is possible, trace by a faint line the course of the stems, which

prominence to sharp, clear terminations ; and the distinctness

of their forms will be in proportion to the amount of light which
falls upon them. The stems previously and slightly traced may
now receive in those parts in sight all the forcible and distinctive

qualities they demand, even to the peculiarities observable upon
the bark. At all times avoid a multiplicity of lines when one

only will be sufficient. When we see, as we frequently do in the

early attempts of beginners, a number of lines of all lengths and
thicknesses muddled together, we can only attribute the practice
to doubt and uncertainty; they are waiting to see the effect

before they can make up their minds as to the one right line

required. Such a proceeding indicates weakness, and creates

confusion. If we were to extend our instructions beyond the

single subject of a tree, and include the whole landscape generally,

we could only repeat what has been said before, as our remarks

are equally anplicable to distances and mountains, where it
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would be a great mistake not to be especially careful in

forms and outlines. These lines must not be strong, but firm

. and the more simple the better; all darker lines

.) rcBcrved for the foreground. The method of securing
the lighta upon trees, which we have shown in Kit,'. I"'-', will

, \p!..iii to tho pupil the manner of proceeding more clearly than

words can do. In his practice wo recommend him first to copy

parts of the example, and make eeparate and repeated studies

of those portions which, as ho proceeds, he will find to be most

with it cover down the whole of the part intended to be white ;

when dry, proceed to the completion of the drawing. It will not
in the least matter if toe lead pencil should DAM orer the part
gummed, it will not have any effect upon it. When the drawing
is finished, pin it down at the corners on a board, let it be held
in an inclined position, and poor some hot water over it ; the gum
immediately dissolves, leaving the parts which were covered by
it perfectly white. Broad paces in light, upon which are to be
drawn minute and sharply-cut details, may be preserved in tlua

Fig. 109.

difficult. He will be better able to decide for himself than we
can for him as to which of those ports may require more frequent
repetition; and it is almost needless to say, that by frequent
repetition only can he hope to succeed. There is a very easy
and legitimate way of preserving in pencil drawings tho sharp
touches of light which are seen upon polished surfaces, streaks
in water, blades of grass, the bright parts of clouds, small objects
of a naturally light colour on a dark background, or any effect
where brilliancy is requisite, and where a sharp, clear, and
distinct outline of the form must be preserved. It is this :

After tho outline of the object, or part to be preserved, has been
made, dip a fine hair-pencil into tolerably strong gum-water, and

way, and, after the gum is washed off, the details may be made
out upon them. This leads to the use of gum-water in another

way, and that is, as a means of fixing the drawing. If a drawing
is worth anything, it surely is worth setting, that is, fixing the
lead or chalk with which it is drawn, so that, under moderate

treatment, it cannot injure by rubbing. For highly-finishM

drawings, or where the chalk or pencil has been very liberally

applied, it will be better to proceed in this way : Nearly fill a
shallow dish or tray, somewhat larger than the drawing, with a
weak solution of gum-water, or which may sometimes be moro
convenient a mixture of milk and water, half of each ; pass
the drawing carefully through the mixture (face uppermost)
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backwards and forwards ; then fix it up on the wall by a corner

to drip and dry ; or the drawing may be pinned down to a

board, held on an incline over a dish, and the milk and water

poured over it with a spoon, beginning at the top ; it is necessary
to see that all parts of the drawing have been passed over. If

the drawings are merely outlines, or have very little shading

upon them, then the fixing medium may be passed over the whole

-paper with a broad, flat, camel-hair brush. With careful treat-

ment, this method of preserving drawings will be found to be

quite satisfactory.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXIX.
SECTION LXIL THE TWO CONDITIONALS (continued).

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Nous irions a la chasse, si nous We would go hunting if we had time.

avions le temps.
Je lirais, si j'avais des livres ici. ! I would read if I had boofcs 'here.

J'aimerais nrieux aller a pied qu'a
j

I would prefer walking to riding.

clieval.
I

Votre mere se porterait mieux a Tour mother would be better in Paris.

Paris.

Nous nous passerious facilement

de ce livre.

Ne vaudrait-il pas mieux lui

e"crire

Ne faudrait-il pas lui e'crire ?

We might easily do without that book.

Would it not be better to write to

him ?

Would it not be necessary to write to

him?
Je m'assi^rais, si je'tais fatigue

1

. I I would stt down if I were tired.

Get habit m'irait Men, s'il e'tait That coat would Jit me well if it were

assez large. ', broad enough.

EXERCISE 119.

Interromp-re, 4. ir. to Peut-etre, perhaps. S'ennuy-er, 1. ref. [ 49]

interrupt. S'amus-er, 1. ref. to to be or become weary.

Invit-er, 1. to invite. amuse one's self. Se port-er, 1. ref. to be

Mett-re, 4. ir. to put S'approch-er, 1. ref. to or do.

on. come near. Se tromp-er, 1. ref. to be

Mouill-er, 1. to wet. S'e'loigu-er, 1. ref. to go mtsfaJcen.

6t-er, 1. to ta?ce off. from. Voyage, m. journey.

1. Quel habit mettriez-vous, si vous alliez a la chasse ? 2.

Je mettrais un habit vert. 3. N'oteriez-vous pas vos bottes, si

elles etaient mouillees ? 4. Je les oterais, et je les ferais

secher. 5. Si vous aviez froid, ne vous approcheriez-vous pas
du feu ? 6. Je m'en approcherais certainement. 7. Votre

petit gar9on ne s'en eloignerait-il pas, s'il avait trop chaud ?

8. II s'en eloignerait bien vite. 9. Vous ennuieriez-vous ici ?

10. Je ne m'ennuierais pas, je m'amuserais a lire. 11. Ne vous

tromperiez-vous pas, si vous faisiez ce calcul ? 12. Je me
tromperais peut-etre, si j'etais interrompu. 13. Viendriez-

vous si on vous invitait ? 14. Je viendrais avec beaucoup de

plaisir. 15. Ne vous porteriez-vous pas mieux, si vous lisiez

moins ? 16. Je me porterais beaucoup mieux. 17. Ne faudrait-

il pas lui parler de votre affaire ? 18. H fandrait lui en parler.

19. Combien d'argent vous faudrait-il P 20. H me faudrait

mille francs, si je faisais ce voyage. 21. Ne vaudrait-il pas
mieux lui parler que de lui ecrire ? 22. n vaudrait mieux lui

ecrire. 23. Si vous etiez a ma place, que feriez-vous ? 24. Si

j'etais a votre place, je lui paierais ce que je lui dois. 25. Si

j'avais le temps, je porterais volontiers vos lettres a la poste.

EXERCISE 120.

1. Would you not read if you had time ? 2. I would read
two hours every day if I had time. 3. What coat would your
brother put on if he went to church ? 4. He would put on a
black coat. 5. Would you put on a black hat ? 6. I would

put on a straw hat (chapeau depaille) if it was warm. 7. Would
you not draw [Sect. 39, 6] near the fire if you were cold ? 8.

We would draw near it. 9. Would you not take off your coat ?

7.0. I would take it off, if it were wet. 11. Would you go to

my father's if he invited you ? 12. I would go to his house
and to your brother's, if they invited me. 13. Would you
put on your boots if they were wet ? 14. If they were wet, I

would not put them on. 15. How much money would you
want, if you went to England ? 16. We would want three

thousand francs. 17. Would you not be better if you lived

(demeurer) in the country P 18. I should not be better. 19.

Would it not be better to write to your brother ? 20. It would

be better to write to him. 21. Would you read the book if I

lent it to you ? 22. I would certainly read it. 23. If you
were in his place, would you go to school ? 24. If I were in

his place, I would go. 25. If you were in my place, would

you write to him ? 26. I would write to him every day. 27.

Would your sister be mistaken ? 28. She would not be mis-

taken, she is very attentive. 29. If you rose every morning at

five, would you be better ? 30. I should not be better. 31.

Would you prefer going on foot ? 32. I would prefer going on
horseback. 33. Would you not sit down ? 34. I would sit

down if I were tired.

SECTION LXIII.

1. The verb faire (4. ir.) is used in the formation of a number
of idiomatic sentences. (See Sect. 32, E. 3, 4.) Faire faire, to

have made, to bespeak; faire raccommoder, to have mended; faire

la cuisine, to cook; faire cuire, to cook, to bake; faire bouillir,
to boil ; faire rdtir, to roast ; faire chauffer, to warm (in speak-

ing of food) ; faire bonne chere, to live well :

Nous avons fait faire des habits. We have had clothes made.

Vous avez fait raccommoder vos You have had your waistcoats

gilets. mended.

2. The past participle of faire never varies, when it precedes
an infinitive :

Les livres que vous avez fait venir. The boofcs which you have sent for.

3. Faire peur, to frighten ; faire attention, to pay attention ;

faire tort, to injure ; faire mal, faire du mal, to hurt, require a
before a noun :

Nous avons fait peur a ces en- We have frightened those children.

fants.

Vous leur avez fait mal. You have hurt them.

4. The last example will show that, when a noun preceded
by a, expressed or understood, is replaced by a pronoun, that

pronoun will take the form of an indirect object (dative).
5. In speaking of the parts of the body, the French use the

article le, la, les, &c., instead of the possessive adjective [ 77

(9)], and in this case, express possession by means of a reflec-

tive [Sect. 37, B. 1] or other personal pronoun :

Vous in'avez fait mal a la main.

Le bras lui fait mal.

II s'est coup<5 un doigt.

You have hurt my hand.

His arm hurts or pains him.
He has cut one of his fingers.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Will you have your shoes mended ?

I would bespeak a new coat if I had

money.
He does not understand cooking.
Hare you cooked your meat ?

Will you warm your broth 1

You have hurt his elbow.

You have hurt my foot.

You have had your house painted.

Ferez-vous raccommoder vos sou-

liers ?

Je ferais faire un habit si j'avais

de 1'argent.

II ne sait pas faire la cuisine.

Avez-vous fait cuire votre viande ?

Ferez-vous chauffer votre bouil-

lon ?

Vous lui avez fait mal au coude.

Vous m'avez fait mal au pied.
Vous avez fait peindre votre

maison.

EXERCISE 121.

Bat-ir, 2. to build. Gravure, f. engraving. Poignet, m. torist.

Bouillon, m. broth. Ma$on, m' mason. Tete, f. head.

Bras, m. arm. Mareh-er, 1. to step, Tout a 1'heure, by-and-

Cuisinier, m. cook, tread. by.

fipaule, f. shoulder. Ou, where. Travail, m. work, la-

Gigot de mouton, m. Pied, m. foot. bour.

leg of mutton.

1. Quand ferez-vous batir une maison? 2. J'en ferai batir

une Pannee prochaine, si je re9ois mon argent.
_ 3^

Avez-vous

fait bouillir ce gigot de mouton ? 4. Je 1'ai fait rotir. 5. Le

cuisinier a-t-il fait chauffer votre bouillon? 6. II ne 1'a pas

encore fait chauffer, mais il le fera chauffer tout a 1'heure. 7.

N'avez-vous pas fait venir des livres ? 8. Nous n'en avons pas

fait venir, mais nous avons fait venir des gravures. 9. N'avez-

vons pas fait peur a ces petites filles ? 10. Nous leur avons fait

peur. 11. Ferez-vous attention a votre travail ? 12. J'y ferai

attention. 13. Avez-vous fait mal a cette petite fille ? 14. Je

ne lui ai pas fait mal. 15. N'avez-vous pas fait mal a ce

chien? 16. Je lui ai fait mal. 17. Ou avez-vous fait mal a
*
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iln P 18. Je Ini ai fait mal a'h bras ct a la main. 19. Ne

Ini avoz-vous pas fait mal an pied P 20. Jo Ini ai fait mal a

lV|.;iuli-. -1. A .|i '' ma9on a-t-il fait mal r --. 11 n'a fait

mal a personno. 23. Vous ai-jo fait mal au pied if 24. Voui

m'avoz marchc sur lo pied et vous m'avoz fait mal. 25. La tete,

ilo, lo bras, lo poignet et la main me font mal [B. 5].

EXERCISE 122.

1. Will you have yonr coat mended? 2. I will not have it

mended. :i. Will yonr brother have his house paintr.l 'f 1.

He will have it painted next year. 5. Will you not have a

coat made? 6. I would have one made if I had money. 7.

llavo you hurt your brother? 8. I have hurt him, I have
|

trodden on his foot. 9. Does his arm pain him ? 10. Yea, :

>ir, his shoulder, arm, and wrist pain him. 11. Will not your

.ion pay attention to his work ? 12. He will pay attention to

;t. h.- has nothing else (rien autre chose) to do. 13. Have I

hurt your hand or your elbow ? 14. You have hurt my fingers

). 15. Does your cook understand cooking? 16. He
andorstanda cooking. 17. Has the cook roasted that leg of

mutton ? 18. He has boiled it. 19. Has he not warmed it ?

20. Ho has not had time to warm it. 21. Has the physician

sent for engravings ? 22. He has sent for books. 23. Have

you hurt his elbow ? 24. I have not hurt his elbow, but his

hand. 25. Have I not hurt year fingers ? 26. You have hurt

my wrist. 27. Where have yon hurt your son ? 28. I have

not hurt him. 29. Would the cook boil that meat if he had
|

time? 30. He would not boil it, he would roast it. 31. When :

will he warm your broth ? 32. He will warm it by-and-by, if

he has time. 33. If yon had trodden on my foot, would yon
not have hurt me ? 34. I should certainly have hurt you, if I

liad trodden on yonr foot.

SECTION LXIV.

1 . Faire connaissance, to become or get acquainted, requires the

preposition avec before its object. Faire un mille, faire un

voyage, faire un tour do promenade, mean to go, or travel a

mile, to go on ajourney, to take a walk :

Nous avona fait vingt milles a We travelled twenty milw on hore-

chcval. back.

2. Faire BOB adieux, faire des emplettes, faire des progres,

faire des questions, faire du feu, correspond in signification to

the English expressions, to bid farewell, to make purchases, to

improve, to ask guettiont, to make afire :

J'ai fait mes adieux a ines parents. I bid farewell to my relations.

Avez-vous fait du feu dans ma Have you made a fire in my room f

chambre ?

3. Faire sortir means to send out, or to order out ; faire

entrer, to let in, to bid come in; faire attendre, to keep

waiting :

Vous les avez fait entrer dans ma You, made them come into my room.
chainbre.

Vous avez fait attendre mon pi-re. You kept my father waiting.

4. Faire son possible, to do one's best, requires tho preposi-
tion pour. Faire semblant, to pretend, faire usage, to make
use, are followed by de :

Nous avons fait notre possible We have done our best to succeed.

pour reussir.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Nous avons fait connaissance avec We became acquainted with them.

Vous fives fait vingt lieues en dix
heures.

Nous feronfl un tour de promenade.
Je lui ai fait plusieura questions.
Us nous ont fait leurs adieux.
Vous lions avez fait attendre.
Get enfaut fait semblant de dor-

mir.

Vous faites semblant de lire.

Nous ferons notre possible pour le

voir.

You travelled twenty leagues in ten

hour*.

We thall take a trail;.

I asked him several question

They have bid MS /arewcli.
lou fcept us trailing.

That child pretends to be asleep.

You pretend to be reading, or do as

if you vcrs reading.

We will do our best to see him.

TO EXERCISES IN LE88ON8 Df FRENCH :-

EXERCISE 10 (Vol. I., page 43).

1. Avez-vons sommeil, Monsieur? 2. Von, Monsieur, j n'ai pas
omnifil, mail j's faim. 3. Avec-voos da pofvre oa da Ml f 4. Je

n'lii ni poivre nl tel, j'ni da homage. &. Votre frrre a-t-0 soif oa faim T

6. Mon frere n'a ni soif ni faim. 7. Votre soar a-t-elle raisoa oa tort?

8. Elle n'a pas tort, ello a ration. 9. Le boo BMBoWr a-t-U pear?
10. II n'a pas pour, main houte. 11. Avez-vous da kit oa du fro-

msge? 12. Je n'ai ni lait ni frontage, j'ai do beam. 13. Av*x-voas la

beau drop ou le bon th.'- ? 14. Je n'ai ni la beaa drap id le boo tb4.

15. Avez-vous quelque chose, mon bon ami f 16. Je n'ai ri*n, moo boa

Monsieur. 17. N'avez-vous pas de pain if 18. Ooi, Madame, j'ai de
bon pain, de bon beurre, et de bon fromage. 19. Le charpeattsr a-t-U

Bommeil ? 20. Le charpentier n'a pai sommeil, mais le ferbUotler a

faim. 21. Avez-vous le marteau de buis du ferblantier ? 22. Je n'ai

pas son martean de bois. 23. Quel martean avez-voos ? *4. J'ai le

marteau d'acier. 25. Avez-vous nn bon habit de drap f 38. Non,
Monsieur, mais j'ai une robe de oie. 27. Le taillear a-t-il le bon
boutoa d'or ? 28. Oui, Monsieur, il a le bon bouton d'or. 99. Qoi a

la montre d'or de mon fren ? 30. Qoelqn'an a la montre d'or.

EXERCISE 11 (Vol. I., page 43).

1. Have you the silver fork ? 2. Tea, Sir, I have it 3. Hat the

cook the beef ? 4. No, Sir, he has it not. 5. What mutton have joo ?

6. I have the butcher's good mutton and good veal. 7. Ha* voor

relation the chest of drawers ? 8. No, Sir, he has it not. 9. Has he

my fish ? 10. Who has all the baker's biscuit ? 11. The sailor has

neither his bread nor his biscuit. 12. Has he his knife and bis fork ?

13. He has neither his knife nor his fork ;
he has his plate. 14. What

dish has he ? 15. He has the pretty china dish. 16. Have TOO mine

or his ? 17. I have neither yours nor his ; I have ours. 18. Are you
afraid, Sir ? 19. No, Madam, I am not afraid, I am hungry. 20. Has

any one my gold watch ? 21. No, Sir, no one has it. 22. What is the

matter with you, Sir ? 23. Nothing is the matter with me. 24. Have

you my joiner's mahogany sofa ? 25. No, Sir, I have not. 26. I have

his pretty looking-glass, and his good pencil.

EXERCISE 12 (Vol. L, page 43).

1. Avez-vous le porte-crayon d'argent ? 2. Non, Monsieur, je ne 1'ai

pas. 3. Avez-vous 1'assiette de mon frere? 4. Oui, Madame, je 1'ai.

5. Le boucher a-t-il le bon biscuit ? 6. II ne 1'a pas ; il a le bon bceuf,

le bon mouton, et le bon veau. 7. Avez-vous mon couteau et ma
fonrchette ? 8. Je n'ai ni votre couteau ni votre fourchette. 9. Qui
a le biscuit du bon matelot ? 10. Le boulanger 1'a, et j'ai le mien. 11.

Avez-vous le mien aussi ? 12. Je n'ai ni le votre ni le sien, 13. Avez-

vous faim. 14. Je n'ai pas faim, j'ai soif et j'ai sommeil. 15. N'avei-

vous pas houte ( 16. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai pas honte, mais j'ai froid.

17. Votre parent a-t-il ruisou ou tort 18. Mon parent a raison, Mon-
sieur.

EXERCISE 13 (Vol. I., page 59).

1. Has yonr brother his silver inkstand? 2. He has it no longer,
he has a lead inkstand. 3. Have we the stranger's letter ? 4. Tea,

Sir, we have the stranger's. 5. Your sister has not her slate, bat she

has her satin bonnet. 6. Has the joiner your wood or his ? 7. He
has neither mine nor his, he has the gardener's. 8. Have you my good
silk umbrella ? 9. I have your silk umbrella and your satin parasol.

10. Have you my bottle? 11. I have not your bottle, I have your
sister's trunk. 12. Has the servant this salt-cellar ? 13. He has not

this salt-cellar, he has that. 14. Have you the good or the bad
chicken ? 15. I have neither this nor that. 16. Which chicken have

you ? 17. I have the cook's. 18. Has the baker poultry ? 19. The
baker has no poultry, he has milk. 20. Have you your cheese or

mine ? 21. I have neither yours nor mine, I have the sailor's. 22. Is

any one hungry ? 23. No one is hungry. 24. Is anything the matter

with you ? 25. No, Sir, nothing is the matter with me.

EXERCISE 14 (Vol. I., page 59).

1. Votro frere a-t-il le parapluie de cette dame ? 2. Mon Mn a le

parapluie de cette dame. 3. Avei-vous ce parasol-d oa celui-li ? 4.

Je n'ai ni celui-ci ni celui-la. 5. Avez-vous la montre d'or da FrftrangerT

6. Non, Monsieur, j'ai et-lle du boulanger. 7. Qui a mon ardoise? 8.

J'ai votre ardoise et cello de votre frere. 9. Le cuisinier a-t-il one

saliere d'argent ? 10. Le cnisinier a une saliere d'argwnt, et nn plat

d'argent. 11. Le cuisinier a-t-il cette volaille-ci ou celle-la ? 12. II

n'a ni celle-ci ni colic-la. 13. A-t-il oe pain-ci oa celui-li ? 14. II n'a

ni celui-ci ni celui-la, il a le bon pain da boalanger. 15. Aves-vous

mon parasol de coton ? 16. Je n'ai pas votre parasol de ooton, j'ai

votre parasol de soie. 17. Le jardinier a-t-il one malle de coir ? 18.

Le jardinier a une malle do cuir. 19. Qui a mon hpn fromage ? 80.

Personne n'a votre fromage, mais qnelqu'un a oelui de votre frvre,

21. Avez-vous le mien ou le sien ? 22. Je n'ai ni le votre ni le sien, j'ai

oelui de IVtranger. 23. Le cnisinier a-t-il cette bouteille-d oa oe

beJai-la? 24. II a cette bouteille-ci. 25. Avei-vons on encrier d
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jjlomb? 26. Non, Monsieur, j'ai un cncrier de porcelaiue. 27.

L'e'tranger a-t-il de la volaille ? 28. L'e'tranger n'a pas de volaille, mais

il a de 1'argent. 29. Votre frere a faim et soif, peur et sommeil. 30.

Quelqu'un a-t-il honte ? 31. Non, Monsieur, personne n'a honte. 32.

Votre frere a-t-il raison ou tort ? 33. Mon frere a raison, et le votre

a tort. 34. Votre so3ur n'a ni son chapeau de satin, ni son chapeau de

velours.

EXEBCISE 15 (Vol. I., page 60).

1. Have you the carpenter's hammers ? 2. We have the black-

smith's hammers. 3. Have the blacksmiths two wooden hammers ?

4. They have two iron hammers. 5. Have the generals your horses ?

6. No, they have their own. 7. My mother has her sister's gold and
silver jewels. 8. Have the children their toys and their birds? They
have not their birds, but they have their toys. 9. Has the black-

smith a pair of woollen stockings ? 10. The blacksmith has two pairs
of woollen stockings. 11. Sir, are you not cold? 12. No, Sir, I am
warm. 13. Have you coffee or chocolate ? 14. I have neither coffee

nor chocolate. 15. Have you not the cabbages of my large garden ?

16. I have the vegetables of your small garden. 17. What is the
matter with your son ? 18. My son has nothing. 19. Have you two
pieces of bread ? 20. The miller has a piece of bread and two barrels

of flour. 21. Has the grocer coffee, ta, chocolate, and pepper ? 22. He
has tea and coffee, and your merchant's chocolate and pepper. 23. Who
has money ? 24. I have no money, but I have paper. 25. Have you
good paper ? 26. I have bad paper.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. III.

MEASURES USED IN CHEMISTRY. The French weights and
measures, which are on the decimal system, are universally
adopted in chemistry, on account of their simplicity.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

Millimetre

Centimetre
Decimetre
METRE
Decametre
Hectometre
Kilometre

Myriometre

English Inches.
'03937

0-39370

3-93707

39-37079

393-70790

3937-07900

39370-79000

393707-90000

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

Mfflilitre .

Centilitre .

Decilitre ....
LITEE (a cubic decimetre)
Decalitre ....
Hectolitre....
Kilolitre ....
Myriolitre....

In Cubic Inches.
0-061027

0-610271
6-102705

61-027051
610-270515

6102-705151
61027-051519

610270-515194

Pints.

= 1-76

MEASURES OF WEIGHT.
English Grains.

Milligramme '015

Centigramme ..... 0'154

Decigramme ..... 1'543

GRAMME 15-4S2

Decagramme ..... 154-323

Hectogramme 1543'234

Kilogramme 15432'348

Myriogramme 154323-488
A fcilogramma = 2 '2046 Ibs. avoirdupois.

In verifying the following results by arithmetical calculation,
the student will impress on his mind this system of weights and
measures :

1 inch = 2-539954 centimetres.
1 foot = 3-0479449 decimetres.
1 yard = 0'9143834 metre.
1 mile = 1-6093149 kilometre.
1 cubic inch = 16'3861 cubic centimetres.

. 1 cubic foot = 28-31531 cubic decimetres.
1 gallon = 4-54345 litres.

1 grain = '06480 gramme.
1 Troy oz. = 31 '103496 grammes
1 Ib. avoir. = 0-45359 kilogramme.
1 cwt. = 50-80237 kilogrammes.

The whole of the above system is founded on the "
metre,"

which measure was originally intended to be ^^QQ of the
distance along a meridian from the equator to the pole. But
since the " metre " was thus fixed, an error has been discovered
in the measurement of the earth, and now a " standard "

metre
is kept in Paris.

The measures of weight are connected with those of length

Fig. 1.

through the gramme, which is the weight of 1 cubic centi-
metre of pure water, taken at the maximum density of water,
a temperature of 4 Centigrade, and weighed at Paris.

THERMOMETRT.
Heat is "that which produces in us the sensation of warmth."
Temperature is

" that energy with which one body seeks to
impart its heat to another.''

Thus the temperature of a body is no indication of the real

quantity of heat in the body. Equal weights of mercury and
water may have the same temperature, and yet the water will
contain really thirty times more heat or caloric than the metal.

Thermometers are measurers of "
temperature," not of heat

High temperatures are measured by pyrometers ; extremely low
temperatures by alcohol thermometers; while mercurial ther-
mometers are used for the intermediate ordinary temperatures.

These instruments depend for their action upon the
fact that all bodies, with the rise and fall of their

temperatures, expand and contract. In pyrometers
(Fig. 1), a small bar of platinum, s, which can only be
melted by the intense heat of the flame of the oxy-
hydrogen blowpipe, is placed in a hole, b b, drilled
in a piece of graphite, o, a form of carbon which is

capable of supporting any heat. The bar projects
above the hole, and is bound to the graphite_a
piece of which has been sliced away to expose the
hole by a platinum strap, a. The position of the
top of the bar is carefully noted. It is now intro-
duced into the furnace whose temperature is required.
The bar expands, and when it is removed, the strap
prevents it from resuming its former position. Thus
the expansion of the platinum is found, and from
experiment we have learnt that for every 1 00 Cent.
platinum expands ^ of its length, and therefore we
can calculate the heat of the furnace.

Mercury is chiefly used for thermometers for five reasons :
_

1. It is easily got pure, for mercury can be distilled like
water.

2. It does not stick to the glass.
3. It has a long range, freezing at 40 Cent., and boiling

at 350 Cent.

4. It expands uniformly that is, it increases as much in bulk
if heated from 50 to 60, as it
will from 150 to 160.

5. Having a low "
capacity for

heat," its temperature soon
changes; it is, therefore, very
sensitive.

TO MAKE A MERCURIAL THER-
MOMETER.

1. Take a glass tube with a ca-

pillary bore (fine, "like a hair"),
as represented at A in Fig. 2

;

make about half an inch of mer-

cury run down it, and measure it

at different points in its descent.
If it retain its length, the bore
is uniform.

2. Blow the bulb, B, not with
the mouth, lest moisture be intro-

duced, but by connecting the tube,

by an india-rubber pipe, with a

bag of the same material, and
then pressing the bag while the
end of the tube is held in a gas
flame, as hereafter to be described.

3. Fasten a funnel of paper, c,

to the top of the tube, and put
into it some purified mercury;
now heat the bulb, and the air

expanding will bubble through it. Upon removing the lamp,
the air will contract, and the mercury will be forced into the

bulb. Eepeating this process a few times, the bulb and tube

will be filled. The lamp flame is again applied to the bulb, and
while the mercury is oozing out, the tube is hermetically sealed,

by bringing a blowpipe flame to play upon its open end.

4. Thermometers are graduated according to three scales.

Fig. 2.
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Fahrenlu-it't Scale, which is best known in England, divides the

spaco between tho two fixed points the freezing and boiling
of water into 180. Fahrenheit fixed as his zero (0)
iiporaturo which had been observed at Dantzio in I ,"'.',

and which ho found could always bo reproduced by mixing salt

and xnow together. Ho therefore, though erroneously, con-

cluded Hint this was nature's zero tho absolute zero. Ho com-

puted that his instrument contained at 0, 11,124 parU of

y, and at the freezing point 11,156 parts; henco ho

divided the space botweou zero and the freezing point of water
J IKirts (11,156 11,124 = 32). From this point to

hoiling point contained 180 of these degrees, therefore 212
indicates the boiling point of water.

It was Fahrenheit who first used mercury for purposes of

thennometry.
The Centigrade Scale was introduced by the Swedish philo-

sopher, Celsius, who was a professor at Upsal. In it the freezing

point is tho zero, and the boiling

point 100. This scale is tho one

generally in use in the scientific world.

Reaumur's Scale was proposed by
a French philosopher of that name
in 1731. His thermometers were
constructed with alcohol of such a

strength, that 1,000 parts at the

freezing point of water became 1,080
at its boiling point. Hence tho in-

terval between tho two fixed points
was divided into 80.

It is evident that these scales are

quite arbitrary, and that we have

only two fixed points. It is neces-

sary, therefore, to determine these

before the instrument can be gra-
duated.

TO FIND THE FREEZING POINT OF
WATER.

Fig. 3. Water does not always freeze at

the samo temperature. If water be

gradually reduced in temperature, and bo kept perfectly still, 3

or 4 degrees below Cent, may be reached before tho ice will

begin to form ; but ice invariably melts at a fixed temperature.
Therefore immerse the thermometer in melting ice, and mark the

point to which the mercury falls.

TO FIX THE BOILING POINT.

Place the thermometer in a vessel such as is represented in

Fig. 3, in which water is boiling, and the steam generated

passes round the walls, c c, of the p p. jj_

partition to make its escape at B.

Thus the compartment D in which the

instrument is placed, being enclosed ^f
by steam, cannot be affected by the

temperature of the air.

A is a bent tube of glass, open at

each end, in which is a little mercury.
So long as the exit of tho steam from
B is not impeded, the steam will be of

a uniform temperature. If the steam
could not escape at B, it would be in-

dicated by A, for if the pressure of the

steam increase, the mercury will not

remain level. The point at which the

mercury in the thermometer stands, is

marked as the "
boiling point."

The tube is then mounted on a piece
of board, upon which is marked the
scale. If Fahrenheit's (Fig. 4 a), the Fig. 4.

space between the two fixed points is divided into 180 equal

parts, which are produced above and below 32 and 212 (which

indicate the freezing and boiling points), as far as is required.

For Centigrade (Fig. 4 b), the division is into 100, the freezing

point being ; for Reaumur (Fig. 4 c), into 80. Fig. 4 com-

pares at a glance these scales.

TO CONVERT DEGREES OF ONE SCALE INTO ANOTHER.

Since 180 Falir. = 100 Ceut. = 80 Beau.

Therefore 1 Four. = 4 Cent. = j Beau.

The reason of the following rule* will be at onoe evident ;

To transfer Fahrenheit degree* to the other wale*, snbtraet
32 P

, in order that the number of degree* from the fmiiiij
point may bo ascertained. These multiplied by | will give the

equivalent number of Centigrade, and by | the required Rnenmnr
lll'^rrcs.

To reduce Centigrade and Reaumur degree* to the Fahrenheit
scale, multiply by | and f respectively, and add 32.

If tho temperature be below the zero in any of the itnlea.
inimiH

( ) ia placed before the number, thus : 5 Fahren-
heit means 37 below freezing.

In verifying the following, the student will become expert hi

these conversions :

Fahr.
185 =
158 =
126 =

5 =
- 13 =

Cent.

85

70
52-2

-15
-25

38-4

417
12
20"
31-5

In a good thermometer, the mercury ought to run to the end
of the tube with a "click" when it is inverted, proving the
absence of air, and completely fill the tube ; and when placed
in melting ice, the mercury ought to stand at 0. It frequently
happens that the mercury stands above tho freezing point. This
error is called " the displacement of zero," and is caused by the
curious fact that sometimes the bulb does not perfectly contract
for two or three years after it was blown ; so that for the beet
instruments the bulbs are kept for more than that time unfilled.

If the bulb be made of thick glass, it is less likely to change.
It is plain that in a thermometer we are not given the

absolute expansion of the mercury, but the difference between
the expansion of the mercury and that of the glass. Mercury
expands about seven times more than glass.

GREAT BOOKS.
V. SHAKESPEARE'S PLATS.

OF all
"
great books

" known to the English-speaking race,

the plays of Shakespeare are those which most immediately and

most powerfully occur to the mind. They are the most varied

and the most extraordinary productions of the English genius ;

familiar to us in the library and on the stage ; still more fami-

liar in those countless allusions, phrases, and well-known figures,

which have become part of our common life ; illustrated in a

thousand ways by pictorial art ; and so identified with the whole

structure of our minds that it is difficult even for the nnin-

structed to help thinking Shakespeare when they suppose them

selves to be only using the words of ordinary parlance. It

cannot, indeed, be said of this wonderful man that he helped to

form the English language, for it was formed when he began to

write, but he undoubtedly helped to fix it. The dramas of

Shakespeare, and the authorised translation of the Bible, are

the noblest standards of English that we possess. Setting

merely scientific and technical language aside, it is impossible

to conceive any range of thought which the tongue of Shake-

speare is not able to make articulate and eloquent. We hare

never advanced beyond that vivid and vital speech.

Great as are the plays of our chief poet, they will appear tUl

greater if wo consider the state of dramatic literature in this

corntry at tho time when their author began his career. To

the "
miracle-plays

"
of the middle ages which were mere

shows, and cannot be considered as literature had succeeded

a number of
"
moralities," comedies, interludes, and other en-

tertainments of a very rudo and primitive description. It was

not until the reign of Queen Elizabeth that anything worthy to

bo called the poetic drama was composed in England; and

although some writers preceded Shakespeare by a few years,

tragedy and comedy, as we now understand them, did not

attain their full development until about the period when the

grand master himself arose in the splendour of his youthful

genius. It is generally thought (for we have no certain records

on the subject) that Shakespeare's earliest play appeared about

1590. As the poet was born in 1564, and was therefore six-

and-twenty in the later year, it is probable that he had been

engaged in dramatic composition some time before any one

of his plays obtained a public hearing. Twenty years earlier
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than 1590, the drama was still in a crude and half-formed con-

dition. Even in 1580, none of the works of Shakespeare's con-

temporaries which have attained any lasting position had been

given to the world. Between 1580 and 1590, Lyly first, and
Marlowe afterwards, wrote some plays that are still read and

reprinted ; but if Marlowe preceded Shakespeare at all, it could

have been only by two or three years at the utmost. We must

conclude, therefore, that a simultaneous efflorescence of drama-
tic genius appeared in several individuals.

It would be extremely interesting to know which was the

first of Shakespeare's plays, and what were the respective dates

of his other works, so that we might follow with certainty the

development of his marvellous powers. Unfortunately, how-

over, we know scarcely anything of these matters, and are per-

haps less acquainted with the details of Shakespeare's life than
with those of any other famous man of the modern world. In
so brief an essay as the present, it would be idle to repeat con-

jectures which are incapable of verification. But it is evident

to every heedful reader of Shakespeare that his works belong at

least to two categories those of a less and those of a greater

maturity. To the former, we may refer " The Two Gentlemen of

Verona," "The Comedy of Errors," "A Midsummer Night's

Dream," some of the chronicle plays, and various other dramas ;

"Hamlet," "Macbeth," "Othello,"
" A Winter's Tale,"

" The

Tempest,"
" Twelfth Night," and the Greek and Roman plays,

are as manifestly the productions of a ripened intellect, pro-

foundly acquainted with Nature and with the world. Between
the least excellent and the most admirable, are some which seem
to mark an intermediate stage, and the best order in which to

print the plays of Shakespeare would be according to the scale

of merit, but that this would be imposing too difficult a task

upon any editor.

The life of our great dramatist came to a close in 1616, when
he was exactly fifty-two years of age. Supposing him to have

begun writing at about twenty-two (the time at which he pro-

bably left Stratford-on-Avon for London), he had thus, in a

period of thirty years, produced some thirty-five tragedies and
comedies (if not more), together with a number of poems, be-

sides discharging the duties of an actor and a theatrical

manager. Many dramatists of that time wrote much more
; but

when we consider the degree and variety of power by which the

plays of Shakespeare are distinguished, the number in itself

becomes surprising. Another remarkable fact connected with
this literary phenomenon is the indifference which he appears to

have shown to the preservation and correct presentment of his

own works. It is probable that several of his plays were treated

with considerable freedom by the actors, and, although some
were printed during the lifetime of the author, it is very doubt-
ful whether he took any trouble to amend the errors of the

press. The first collected edition of the dramas was published
in 1623, seven years after the poet's death. This was the cele-

brated folio, the authority of which is so often quoted in oppo-
sition to that of the quartos. In quarto, there is no collected

edition of the plays ; but seventeen out of the five-and-thirty
were issued in this form previous to the foiio of 1623. Three
other folios followed the earliest, at various parts of the seven-
teenth century. All these volumes swarmed with the , most
ridiculous blunders, and it was not until 1709 that Nicholas

Howe, the author of
" Jane Shore," published the first of the

critical editions of Shakespeare, with conjectural restora-

tions of the text. After that followed many others, and the

literature of Shakesperian comment is now a library in itself.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXVI.
COMPOUND SUBTEACTION.

5. THE process of finding the difference of any two compound
quantities of the same kind is called Compound Subtraction.

This is performed upon the same principle as simple subtrac-
tion namely, that the difference between any two quantities is

not altered by adding the same quantity to each.
EXAMPLE. From 25 9s. 7*3. subtract .14 17s. 9|d.
Write the less quantity under the greater, with the corre-

sponding denominations under each other, and express, for

clearness, the farthings in a separate column.
Three farthinga cannot be subtracted from 1 farthing. We

therefore add 1 penny, or 4 farthings, to the 1 farthing of the

upper quantity, and 1 penny to the 9 pence of the lower

quantity. Then 3 farthings subtracted from 5 ,
f

farthing-s leave 2 farthings. Again, 10 pence 25 9 7 ?'
cannot be subtracted from 7 pence. We therefore 14 17 9 3
add 1 shilling, or 12 pence, to the 7 pence of the

upper quantity, and 1 shilling to the 17 shillings 10 11 9 2
of the lower quantity. Then 10 pence subtracted
from 19 pence leave 9 pence. Again, 18 shillings cannot be
subtracted from 9 shillings. We therefore add 1 pound, or 20

shillings, to the 9 shillings of the upper quantity, and 1 pound
to the 14 pounds of the lower quantity. Then 18 shillings
subtracted from 29 shillings leave 11 shillings ; and 15 pounds
subtracted from 25 pounds leave 10 pounds.

s d. far
^e ^ave

>
^ac*> subtracted the less of the

25 29 19 5' annexed two quantities from the greater, and they
15 18 10 3 are obtained by adding (as it will be found by

examination we have done) .1 Is. Id. to each of
10 11 9 2 the quantities originally given.

Hence we get the following
6. Rule for Compound Subtraction.

Write the less quantity under the greater, so that the same
denominations stand beneath each other. Beginning with the
lowest denomination, subtract the number in each denomination
of the lower line from that above it, and set down the remainder
below. When a number in the lower line is greater than that
of the same denomination in the upper, add one of the next

highest denomination to the number in the upper line. Subtract
as before, and carry one to the next denomination in the lower

line, as in simple subtraction.

7. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE.
Subtract 75 gals. 3 qts. 1 pt. from 82 gals. 2 qts.

gals. qts. pts.
Here, there being no pints in the upper

g2
'

2

' '

^ne * subtract the 1 pint of the lower line

75 3 1 from, we add 1 quart i.e., 2 pints to the

upper line, and the same quantity to the quarts621 Ans. of the lower line. Then 1 pint subtracted
from 2 pints leaves 1 pint. 4 quarts cannot

be subtracted from 2 quarts. We therefore add 1 gallon i.e.,

4 quarts to the 2 quarts of the upper line, and 1 gallon to the
75 gallons of the lower. Then 4 quarts sub- , , .

tracted from 6 quarts leave 2 quarts ; and 76
g
g2

'

$'
*

gallons subtracted from 82 gallons leave 6 76 4 1

gallons. The operation we have really per-
formed is the subtraction of the less of the 621 Ans.

subjoined quantities from the greater, and they
are obtained from the original two quantities by the addition
of 1 gal. 1 qt. to each.

EXERCISE 44.

Find the difference of

1. 48 17s. 6jd. and 37 14s. 9jd.
2. 1,000 and (500 6s. 7jd. + 496 7s. 6d.)
3. 16 cwt. 3 qrs. 15 Ibs. and 8 cwt. 2 qrs. 8 Ibs. 6 oz.

4. 85 tons 16 cwt. 39 Ibs. and 61 tons 14 cwt. 68 Ibs.

5. 69 m. 41 r. 12 ft. and 89 m. 10 r. 14 ft.

6. 17 leagues 2 m. 3 fur. 4 r. 4 ft. and 19 leagues 1 m. 2 fur. 15 r.

7. 85 bush. 2 pks. 4 qts. and 49 bush. 3 pks. 6 qts.
8. 115 qrs. 3 bush. 1 pk. and 95 qrs. 4 bush. 3 pks.
9. 85 yds. 1 qr. 2 nls. and 29 yds. 2 qrs. 3 nls.

10. 100 yds. and 55 yds. 2 qrs. 1 nl.

11. 140 acres 17 rods and 54 acres 1 rood 18 rods.

12. 465 acres 48 rods and 230 acres 1 rood 30 p.
13. 446 cubic ft. 75 in. and 785 cubic ft. 69 in.

14. 30 55' 15" and 55 58' 30".

15. 71 10' and 36 6' 30".

16. 160 yrs. 11 mo. 2 wks. 5 d. 16 h. 30 arin. 40 sec. and 106 yrs. 8 mo,
3 wks. 6 d. 13 h. 45 min. 34 seo.

17. How many days from February 22, 1845, to May 21, 1847 ?

18. How many days from August 25, 1840, to February 6, 1842 ?

COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.
8. Multiply 5 2s. 7fd. by 6.

We may perform the operation as follows :

s. d.

3 farthings x 6 is 18 farthings, or 4
7 pence x 6 is 42 pence, or 3 6
2 shillings x 6 is 12 shillings, or 12
5 pounds x 6 is 30 pounds, or 30

The sum of all these is 30 15 10j
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This is the required result, because, in multiplying any qnan-
u number, if we multiply separately the parta of which

tin- quantity ia composed, and then add the product* together,
the result in the same as would bo obtained by multiplying the

whole quantity by that number. The above operation would, in

practice, be thus arranged :

5 2s. 7j.l.

1

30 15*. lOAd.

Hence wo BOO the truth of the following
9. Rule for Compound Multiplication.

Multiply each denomination separately, beginning with the
and divide each product by that number which it takes

of the denomination multiplied to make one of the next higher.
Set down the remainder, and carry the quotient to the next

product, as in addition of compound numbers.
06s. Any multiplier ia of necessity an abstract number.

Two concrete quantities cannot bo multiplied together. Multi-

plication implies the repetition of some quantity a certain

number of times ; and we see, therefore, that to talk of multiply-
ing one concrete quantity by another is nonsense.

In the case of geometrical magnitudes in finding the area of

a rectangle, for instance we do not multiply the feet in one side

by those in the other, but we multiply the number of feet in one
side by the number of feet in the other, and from geometrical
considerations we are able to show that this process will give us
the number of square feet which the rectangle contains. The
very idea of multiplication implies that the multiplier must be
an abstract number. It is of the nature of twice, thrice, etc.

(Vide Oba. of Art. 7, Lesson XXII., Vol. I., page 380.)

10. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE IN COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.

Multiply 12 Ibs. 3 oz. 16 dwts. by 56.

In a case like this, where the multiplier exceeds 12, it ia

often more convenient to separate it into factors, and to mul-
tiply the compound quantity successively by them (Lesson VI.,
Art. 2, Vol. L, page 95). Now 56 = 7 X 8.

Ibs. oz. dwts.
12 3 16

7

86 2 12

8

689 8 16 Answer.

EXERCISE 45.
Work the "ollowing examples in compound multiplication :

1. 35 6s. 7d. by 7.

2. 1 6a. 8jd. by 18.

3. 1 ton 270V Ibs. by 15.

4. 16 tons 3 cwt. 10} Ibs. by 25 and 84.

5. 17 dwts. 4J grs. by 96.

6. 15 gals. 2 qts. 1 pt. by 63 and 126.

7. 175 miles 7 fur. 18 rods by 84, 196, and 96.

8. 40 leagues 2 m. 5 fur. 15 r. by 50, 200, and 385.
9. 149 bush. 12 qts. by 60, 70, 80, and 90.

10. 26 qrs. 7 bush. 3 pks. 5 qts. by 110 and 1008.
11. 150 acres 65 rods by 52, 400, and 3000.
12. 70 yrs. 6 mo. 3 wks. 5 d. by 17, 29, and 36.

13. 265 cubic ft. 10 in. by 93, 496, and 5008.
14. 75 40' 21" by 210, 300, and 528.
15. 213 5s. 6jd. by 819 and by 918.
16. 5 tons 15 cwt. 17 Ibs. 3 oz. by 7, by 637, and 763.
17. 13 7s. 9|d. by 1086012 and by 1260108.

(For the last three questions refer to Lesson VII., Arta. 15, 16,
Vol. I., page 111.)

KEY TO EXERCISE 43, LESSON XXV
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AUTUMN.

earth, or there are twelve hours of light and twelve hours of

darkness to every spot on the earth's surface for this day.
Hence this day is called the equinox of autumn, or the autumnal

equinox. Lastly, at mid-winter, or Dec. 21st, the half of the

globe is illuminated from the circumference of a small circle of

the globe at the distance of 23 28' from the south pole, s, to

the circumference of a small circle at the distance of 23 28'

from the north pole, N, and the day is twenty-four hours long
at all places of the earth contained in the space between the

email circle and the south pole ; that is, there are twenty-four
hours of light and no darkness at all to every spot within

this space
on this day ;

but the night
is twenty-four
hours long at

all places of the

earth contained

in the space
between the

email circleand
the north pole ;

that is, there

are twenty-
four hours
of darkness

and no light
at all to every

spot within
this space on
this day.

In looking
at the dia-

gram, you see

at the equinox
of spring, or

March 20th,

the whole of

the illuminated half of the globe, because from the represen-

tation of its position it is turned in front both to the sun at F,

and to you the spectator ;
at the summer solstice, or June 21st,

you see only half of the illuminated half of the globe, because

it is turned in front to the sun at F, but only sideways to you
the spectator, you being outside of the orbit ; at the autumnal

equinox, or Sept. 23rd, you see none of the illuminated half

of the globe, because it is turned in front to the sun at F, but

at the back to you, the spectator, you being
outside the orbit and as it were behind the

globe; and at the winter solstice, or Dec.

21st, you again see half of the illuminated

half of the globe, because it is turned in

front to the sun at F, but only sideways to

you, the spectator, for the same reason as

before. But were you placed in the middle
of the orbit at the point F, you would,

by turning round and round to the different

points of it we have been describing, see the

whole of the illuminated half of the globe at

each point ; and were you placed outside of

the orbit in the directions of the major and
minor axes, and made to look at the globe in

these directions only, you would see none of

the illuminated half of the globe, but only
the dark side in each position.
We must now explain the nature of some

of the more important circles on the sphere
or globe of the earth. If in Fig. 5, which we suppose to be a re-

presentation of the globe of the earth, p p denotes the axis that

is, the diameter of the sphere, passing through the centre, c, on
which th sphere or globe revolves like a wheel on an axle then
it is evident that every point on its surface will, in the course of

its revolution or whirling on its axis, describe a circle. Thus the

points, M, E, and T on the surface, will describe Mie circles M s,

E Q, and T N respectively ; and it is evident that the point E,

equally distant from the two points P P, the extremities or poles
of the axis, will describe the largest circle of all in the course of

the revolution ; and that if the sphere were cut by a plane or flat

surface, like an orange by a knife, through the circle E Q, it
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would pass through c, the centre of the sphere. Every circle,

whose plane thus passes through the centre of the sphere, is

called a great circle of the sphere. It is further evident that

every point, such as M, on the surface of the sphere, will describe

a circle smaller than the circle E Q in proportion to its distance

from the point E on either side, or to its vicinity to either of the

points P P ; and that if the sphere were cut by a plane or fla.t

surface, like an orange by a knife, through such a circle as M s,

it would not pass though c, the centre of the sphere. Every
circle whose plane does not pass through the centre of the

sphere, is called a small circle of the sphere. Accordingly, the

circles M s and
T N are called

small circles of

the sphere ; and
if the points
M and T be

equally distant

from the point

E, these circles

will be equal in

size, and their

planes will

cut the axis

in two points

equally dis.

tant from the

centre, c. The
plane of a great

circle, such
as E Q, cuts

the globe or

sphere into two

equal hemi-

spheres; but
the plane of

a small circle

cuts it into two

unequal parts, or segments (cuttings) of a sphere* For some pur-

poses, the circumference of a circle, large or small, is divided

into 360 equal parts, in order to enable us to measure distances

along the circumference ; each of these equal parts being
called a degree; for other purposes, the circle is divided into

two equal parts called semicircles, and these are also divided

into degrees, each containing 180 degrees, and both 360

degrees as before ; and for other purposes still, the circle is

divided into four equal parts called quad-
rants, each containing- 90 degrees, and the

whole containing 360 degrees as before.

Each degree is divided into 60 equal

parts called minutes, and these minutes

(minute parts) are employed to express

any part or fraction of a degree which may
be found over and above a certain number
of degrees in any distance. Again, each

minute is divided into 60 equal parts called

seconds, and these seconds (second minute

parts) are employed to express any part
or fraction of a minute which may be found

over and above a certain number of degrees
and minutes in any distance ; and so on,

to thirds, fourths, etc. This division of the

degree is called the sexagesimal (by sixtieths)

division of the degree ; the division of

the quadrant of a circle into 90 degrees ia

called the nonagesimal (by ninetieths) division

of the quadrant. The French, in some of their scientific works,

adopt a different division of the circle and its parts. They
divide the circle into 400 equal parts, calling them degrees ;

and

of course, the quadrant into 100 degrees ; also the degree into

100 parts called minutes; and so on: this is called the cente-

simal (by hundredths) division of the quadrant. Any number of

degrees is marked by a small circle placed on iihe right of the

number in a small character, and above the line ; thus 27

denotes 27 degrees. Any number of minutes is marked by one

dash from right to left, on the right of the number ; of seconds,

by two dashes, and so on ; thus 10' denotes 10 minutes, 10"

denotes 10 seconds, etc.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. II.

DIVISIONS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM VEBTIBRATA MOL-
A MOLLUHCOIDA ANNULO8A ANNULOIDA CUCLEN-
VTA PBOTOZOA.

THK liiniii divisions of the animal kingdom, called sub-kingdoms
or branches, were first established on anything approaching

ntifio basis by the great Baron von Cuvier. Previous
'rs had endeavoured to mark out these divisions by

differences in some one organ or system of organs. The system
which was generally made use of, as producing the most natural

classification, was that of the organs of circulation of the blood,
or the nutritive fluid which answered to the blood. The classifi-

cation of animals according to the structure of their hearts,

blood-vessels, etc., was perhaps as good as any founded on any
one system of organs. At least, our groat anatomist, Hunter,

*'u\i<-r ilividod the "nimal kingdom into four Bub-kingdoms,M follow* :

MoUtuca. Ariiculata.

The three higher division* remain very much M he oonatitute'l
them. There could be no higher testimony to the value of these
than this, that all the multitude of higher .niml that have
been discovered or examined since his time fall naturally under
one or other of bis divisions. Cnvier himself amigned some
animals to the wrong branch, yet when the error was discovered
it did not necessitate the formation of a new syitem, bat merely
a transference from one branch to another ; and this proves cot*

clusively that the classification was not an artificial system
fitted on to his knowledge, which, though wide, was of course
limited, but was a recognition of the fundamental plan of
nature.

I. SKETCH OF HADDOCK, SHOWING ITS EXTERNAL FORM, AND ALSO THE ARRANGEMENT or ITS INTERNAL ORGANS. II. TRANSVERSE SBCTIOV or
HADDOCK AS EXHIBITED AT THE LINE a b. III. SKETCH OF LOBSTER, SHOWING ITS EXTERNAL FORM AND THB AKRANGEXEKT or m
INTERNAL ORGANS. IV. TRANSVERSE SECTION OF LOBSTER, EXHIBITBD AT THE LINE a 6.

Ecfs. to Xos in Figs. I., II., III., IV. 1, heart; 2, nervous system ; 3, brain; 4. alimentary canal ; 5, vertebral column ; 6, sympathetic
nervous system.

who had carefully examined all the systems of organs of animals
in relation to their use in classifying, thought so. It now, how-
ever, seems to be laid down as a rule that it will not do to rely
on any one character in classification. If a classification be
made in dependence on the modifications of but one organ, it is

euro to be an unnatural one. If, on the contrary, it can be
stated that any group of animals is distinguished from the rest

by peculiarities in two or more systems of organs, that group is

sure to be a natural one. Cuvier was more successful than his

predecessors, not so much because he had any better key by
which to interpret the animal kingdom, as because he relied on
no key, but trusting to his wide knowledge of the structure of

animals, and to his sagacious perception of what similitudes or
differences were fundamental and what were unimportant, he
made a classification which recognised the plan of structure of
each animal as a whole, that is, as made np of the sum of its

organs. The difficulties attending such a method are far greater,
the definitions of the branches thus formed are less simple and
precise, than those of the former methods, but the results
have the merit of being true to nature, and therefore stable.

32 N.E.

The lowest of those branches, designated Jladiatu, has not

maintained its ground as the others have, for the following
reasons. Many of the animals assigned to this branch are

microscopic, and had been but little examined, and Cuvier

founded his branch on the plan of structure exhibited by soire

of the more conspicuous animals, such as the star-fish, and h

assumed that all the lower animals conformed to that plan of

structure. This, however, has been found not to be the fact.

Nor was the definition of this branch good as far as it went,

since it was founded on one peculiarity alone, namely, the plan
of structure. In fact, however derogatory the admission may
be to the great anatomist, we are compelled to admit that his

sub-kingdom Radiata stands in the same relation to the rest of

his admirable system, as the untidy lumber-room which gene-

rally exists in even a well-ordered house, and into which every-

thing which has no definite place of its own is thrown does to

the rest of the establishment. Most of us who make natural

history collections of any kind have in our cabinets a spare

drawer, into which specimens wo have not had time to examine

or to name, or whose place in the collection we are doabtfaj
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about, are placed. The contents of such a drawer are the
measure of our ignorance, and when we are particularly fresh
in spirit, or have much leisure, we open it with a confident

expectation that a patient study of its contents will lead us to a
further knowledge, and a truer and more complete arrangement.
Such a drawer is Cuvier's branch Radiata, and men who have felt

that Cuvier had forestalled all other anatomists in the arrange-
ment of the higher animals into their main divisions, have been
able to solace themselves by re-arranging the heterogeneous
number of animals for which the star-fish and sea-urchin stood
as the representatives in the mind of Cuvier.

Inasmuch as we must dismiss this branch Radiata from our

system, and shall not be able to recur to it again, as we must
to the other branches, it is, perhaps, as well that we should

explain the character on which it was founded. Cuvier observed
that while some of the higher animals have their two sides alike,

. yet they could be split down the middle in one direction only, so

as to leave two exactly similar halves. Thus, if one of us were
divided from the crown of the head vertically downward, so

that the division passed through the mid-liiie of the back and
also of the breast, we should be divided into two like halves ;

but if the vertical division were made in any other direction, the
two halves, though they might be equal, would certainly be not
alike. If, on the other hand, a star-fish be placed flat on a

table, it may be bisected in more than one direction, and the

halves would be alike. Indeed, if we wanted to divide it into

like portions, we should naturally cut it into five or ten or more

Begments, beginning from the centre, and cutting outwards. The
organs are not paired on each side of one plane, but arranged
like the spokes of a wheel in diverging directions from a central

axis. This plan of structure was therefore considered as the

type of the branch Radiata, a radius meaning a line drawn from
the centre to the circumference of a circle. If this radial

arrangement of organs had been universal throughout this sub-

kingdom, and were found in no other, this would have formed a
well-marked division, but it is not so. Some of the organs of

higher animals have an apparent radial arrangement, as, for

instance, the booklets by which intestinal worms fix themselves.

In so-called radiate animals there is generally a two-sided

arrangement to be found. Thus, while the arms of the sea-

anemone are radial, stretching away on all sides, its mouth has
two lips and two corners. The common purple-tipped sea-

hedgehog (echinus) is in outward form a typical radiate, but its

near ally, the heart-urchin, is almost as two-sided as ourselves.

We therefore reject this sub-kingdom, and substitute others in

its stead, as will be seen in the sequel.
Instead of at once enumerating the numbers of sub-kingdoms

of the animal kingdom, and appending to each a dry catalogue
of the characters upon which they are formed, it is, perhaps,
better to induce the reader to examine two animals belonging to

two different branches for himself, so that he may remark the

essential differences in structure which they manifest. Suppose,
bhen, he procure a prawn and a stickleback, or, if he aim at

larger specimens, more easily examined, he can obtain, as we
have done, a lobster and a haddock. If these be carefully

observed, first as to their external character, and then as to

their internal organs, there will be found some points of simi-

larity, but a great many points of difference.

Both are elongated animals, and both can be divided by a
mid-vertical section into two similar halves. The outer covering
of the fish, though it is covered with small scales, is thin and
flexible. It offers but little resistance to pressure, and no firm

support, or fixed point, from which muscles can play upon the
limbs. It, moreover, manifests no tendency to division into seg-
ments or rings. Turning to the lobster, we find it is enclosed

in sc hard, inflexible armour, which is divided into segments or

rings, placed one behind the other. This division is well marked
and complete in the hinder part of the body, where there are

eeven hard annular pieces united by softer membrane. They
overlap one another above, but are separated below. The great
shield which covers the head and fore part of the body also

consists of fourteen segments, but they have all become united.

This thick, hard outer covering is the only solid part of the

animal, and therefore to this must be attached the muscles at

both ends ; that is, both at the fixed point of support from which

they pull, and also at the part of the body or limbs which they
are intended to move. This arrangement is carried out even to

the limbs, whose joints are likewise cased in separate hard

tubes, and which are wielded from within. Further, there is a
manifest tendency for each segment of the body to have a pair
of limbs. Thus, beginning from behind, we find on the last

segment the limbs are not developed, but only indicated ; but
on the next they form the side lobes of the tail, and are the main
instruments by which the lobster darts rapidly backward when
alarmed. The next four segments have each paired limbs, con-

sisting of two small fringed plates set at the end of a joint, and
with them the lobster paddles quietly forward. Then comes a
segment with a pair of limbs composed of two joints, used for
other necessary purposes. Then under the great shield are the

walking limbs, all many-jointed. Two pairs with one claw are

preceded by two more terminated by small pincers ; then come
the formidable claws. Next come the foot-jaws and jaws.
There are six pairs of these, placed closely one over the other,
beneath the mouth ; they cannot be seen in the engraving.
Then come the pair of longer feelers, the shorter feelers, and
finally the jointed eye-stalks. Thus each of the twenty-one seg-
ments of which the lobster's integument is supposed to consist
has a pair of well-developed limbs, with the exception of the
last.

How utterly different is the locomotive apparatus of the fish !

The necessary hard parts upon which the muscles must play are
nowhere to be found on the outside. They are situated inter-

nally. Eunning through the centre of the body from snout to
tail is a bony column or axis. This axis consists of pieces
which are so closely united end to end that they support one

another, but are capable of a slight motion on one another, so
that the back-bone which they form can be bent and slightly
twisted. This back-bone, ending forward in the base of the

skull, is the main part of the hard skeleton which affords attach-

ment to the muscles which move the limbs. In this case tit i

tendency of each segment of the internal skeleton to produce
limbs is so little marked, that there are not more than two

pairs of paired limbs in all; and throughout this large sub-

kingdom, which includes brutes, birds, reptiles, and fish, there

are never more than this number found, though sometimes there
is but one pair, and sometimes none at all. These limbs are not

jointed hard tubes, pulled and moved by muscles running up the
inside of them, but they are supported by bony levers, while the

muscles act on them externally.

Passing on to the other systems of internal organs, we find a
marked difference in the arrangement of the nervous, alimentary

(food), and blood circulatory systems, in relation to one other.

In the lobster the nervous system consists of a double series

of rounded masses called ganglions, which commence with two

lying side by side (though partially united together) above the

mouth, and in connection with the eyes, antennas (feelers), etc.

From these two cords stretch back, one running on each side

the mouth or throat, to another double ganglion, and from this

cords pass back which unite the remaining nervous masses toge-

ther, all of which lie in a series along the floor of the tubular

cavity of tho body enclosed by the rings. Each ring has a double

ganglion of its own, but these are sometimes united together, as

in the lobster. The food canal runs from end to end through
the centre of the body, and at its front extremity passes through
the nervous tract (as we have seen), and opens on the under side

of the body. The heart is situated above the food canal, and

just under the hard covering of the back. We have, therefore,

the main blood system situated above the food canal in the

centre, and the nervous system below it ; these two latter, how-

ever, crossing one another and exchanging places just at the

front of the animal. All these structures are contained within

one tube, which is the hard covering of the animal.

Contrasted with this arrangement is that of the fish. In this

animal the food canal occupies the same central position, but

the heart, instead of lying above it, lies on the under side. Tho
nervous system does not consist of a series of knots, but of a

continuous column, and it is contained not in the tube which

lodges the other viscera, but in another tube, formed of bony
arches springing from the back-bone, and which is super-imposed
on the other tube. The relative arrangement is best understood

by a reference to the illustration, where transverse sections

are given, supposed to be taken from the parts of the animals

where the lines marked a b cross the lateral views of the

lobster and haddock.
The fish and the lobster, then, present two types of structure

which are utterly different in many fundamental points, and if
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in the comparison we have seized on those pointa which are of

greatest importance, we shall find that when wo compare any
tnimals belonging to theae branches, first to the one type

iin.l tliun to tho other, in reference to those peculiarities, we hall

BO difficulty in classifying them either in one division or

tho otluT.

A doj,', for iu-tiinco, though a very different animal from a

fish, is like it in tho points wo have noted. It has a back-bone
of jointed \. :: i.r.r, and a columnar nervous system. It has

no segmented extorual skeleton. It liaa but four lim!.-, and its

ire not paired limbs lying side by side, but are placed one
above tho other. A dragon-fly is very different from a lobster

fundamental particulars, but in the essentials named it is

it. It has a chain of double nerve masses on tho floor of

its tubular body, crossed by the food canal between tho first and
second masses ; and so we might run on through tho whole of

the structure, and show that it was really built upon tho satno

general plan as tho lobster.

Tho sub-kiugdom to which the fish belongs is called Vertebrata,
a vertebra being the technical name given to one of tho joints
of tho back-bone. This name vertebra was given because tho

fact that the back-bone was so sub-divided enabled its elements
to turn one on another (verto being tho Latin for to turn).
The lobster belongs to the invertebrate animals, but tho

invertebrates include more than one sub-kingdom, and that to

which tho lobster belongs was called by Cuvior Articulata,
because they are jointed as to external skeleton of both body
and limbs. Articnlus is the Latin for a joint.

If, instead of a dog or a dragon-fly, wo had taken a slug, wo
should have found that while tho arrangement of the nervous,

blood, vascular, and food systems to one another was quite
different from tho fish, and similar to tho lobster, yet we should

have found no hard jointed body, no chain of double ganglions
on tho floor of the body, and no limbs. This animal, therefore,

belongs to neither of these types, though it is, of course, an
invertebrate.

Tho student is now prepared for tho enumeration of the sub-

kingdoms and their characters. They are these :

Mollusca (of ( 3foHusca.

Cuvier). \ Afollusccida.

Vertebrate..

Annulosa = Articulata of

*4iiuuloula. Cuvier.

unnymmotrically through the body, their number and position
being rery variouu in the different division* of the sob-kingdom.
Organ* of locrction, nutrition, and propagation more perfect than
those of locomotion and animal life.

MoUutcoida. Animals baring the general character of tho

Mollusca, but distinguished from thorn by baring heart* of a

simple saoeulor character without division, or none at all.

ciliated tentacles disposed in a circle or horse-shoo shape round
tho mouth.

AnnuUtsa (from annulus, a ring). Animal* with a body com-
posed of a longitudinal series of more or less distinctly dereloped
ring-like segments, which are more or less repetition* of on*
another, according to the lower or higher position of tho species.'
The horny or leathery exteriors of these ring* form an cxo-

skeleton, to which tho muscles are attached, and which forms a

protective envelope to tho body. Nervous system consisting
of a double chain of ganglia. Every organ or system of organi

bi-laterally symmetrical. Locomotive organs and organs of

sense attain in this class a high development.
Annuloida. Animals somewhat like tho Annulota, bat the

perfect form is developed within a ciliated larva.

Ccelenterata. Animals whoso alimentary canal freely com-
municates with their body cavity. Body consisting of two^
foundation membranes of definite cellular structure.

Protozoa. Animals whose body consists of a Barcode sab-

stance, which has no definite cellular structure, bat which is

elastic, extensile, and albuminous in composition. They have no
nervous system or organs of sense, but have structures called

respectively nucleus and contractilo vesicle.

If tho student finds these descriptions hard to understand, he
must wait for explanation till tho following lessons aro before

him. It is now necessary to bo concise, even at tho risk of being
obscure.

Cocleiiicrata.

Protozoa.

It should bo noted that tho form in which these are given has
a meaning. That the Vertebrata stand at the top of the scale is

admitted by all ; tho Protozoa are as unquestionably the lowest

animals, and next above them come tho Ccelenterata. It is, how-
ever, impossible to determine whether the Mollusca or tho Arti-

culata are the higher animals. Tho Molhisca seem, in tho

higher members of their branch, to approach most nearly to tho

vertebrates, but the higher members of tho branch Articulata

are of such beautiful and complicated structure that they cer-

tainly cannot be placed lower than the Mollusca. Wo are com-

pelled, therefore, to range them side by side, at a like elevation.

We proceed to give the characters of the sub-kingdoms :

1. Vertebrata. Animals, tho main trunk of whoso nervous sys-
tem consists of ganglionic matter massed together in the form of

a column. It is found on the dorsal (upper) aspect of tho body,
its axis lying in tho median vertical plane which divides the

animal into two symmetrical halves. This main nervons trunk
consists anteriorly of the brain and posteriorly of tho spinal
cord. It is usually enclosed in a bony or cartilaijinous cavity
formed by the upper arches of the vertebras. The bodies of

these vertebrae form the essential portion of an internal bony or

cartilaginous (gristly) skeleton. The column thus formed is

placed immediately below tho central nervous trunk, and sends

upward processes to form a series of dorsal arches to defend tho

nervous axis, and downward a series of less perfect arches, in

which lie tho circulatory and alimentary organs. Appended to

this column, which forms the axis of support and resistance

whereon tho rest of the skeleton hinges, are (normally) four

limbs, two anterior and two posterior. The blood is rod, and
enclosed in vessels. Jaws playing vertically.

Mollusca (from mollis, soft). Animals with soft bodiesenveloped
in soft skin, which is constantly moist, which is itself muscular,
and to it the muscles are attached. This skin has usually tho

p wer of secreting within or upon its tissues a calcareous oxtra-

vaBcnlar secretion itt shell). Tho nervons masses are dispersed

Cases. M.

N. qui, who ;

G. cujus, whose;
D. cui, to whom;
Ac. quem, whom ;

Ab. quo, bit whom;

LESSONS IN LATIN. XVI.
BELA.TIVE AND INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

Relative Qui, quas, quod, wlio or which. Interrogative Qois,

qua?, quid ? who or which ?

RELATIVE.

Singular.

r. x.

quffl, who; qu5J, which,

cujus, whose; cujus, o/ which,

cui, to whom ; cui, to w ;.

quam, whom ; quod, which,

qua, by whom ; quo, by which.

Plural.

qua;, who; qaffi, which,

quarutn, whOM; quorum, o/ which,

quibus, to trhom ; quibus, to which.

quas, whom ; quse, which,

quibus, b'j whom. quibut, by which.

INTERROGATIVE.

Singular.

quis ? before a noun, quid ? before a noua,

quod?
cujus ?

Cui?

quid
quo?

N. qui, vho ;

Q. quorum, whose;
D. quibus, to whom ;

Ac. quos, whom;
Ab. quibus, by whom /

N. quis?

G.

D.
Ac.
Ab.

N.
G.
D.
Ac.
Ab.

cujus ?

cui?

quem?
quo?

qui ?

quorum ?

quibus ?

quos?
quibus ?

quro?

cujus ?

cui?

quam?
qua?

Plural,

qxwe?

quorum P

quibus?
quas?
quibus ?

:

'

quorum ?

quibus?
quae?
., ..' as f

The preposition cum is sometimes set after tho pronoun; as,

quocum, quaoum, quibuscum, \cith trhom, with whidi.

Qois is repeated so as to form the compound pronoun quis-

juis, whosoever. In this case, both parts aro declined thus:

quisquis, m.; qnsequre, f. ; quicquid, n. When the neater is

used as a substantive it is generally written quidquid. Take

as instances : qnoquo modo res habet, tn u-haUvtr way the Ui

is ; qnicqnid id est, whatever that is. In quicunqne, whoioecer,

tho qui is declined, and to its parts cnnque is added, a* cujus-

cunque, quodcunque, etc-
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Ardenter, adv., or-,

denibj, glowingly
|

(E. E. ardent).

Civitas, -atis, f., the

state.

Curo, 1, I care for,

take care of (E. E. a

cure).

Devasto, 1, 1 lay waste,

devastate.

Exaudio, 4, I grant the

request of.

VOCABULARY.

Gero, 2, 1 carry (E. E.

gestation).

Guberuo, 1, I govern.

Honoro, 1, I honour.

Justus, -a, -um, just.

Lex, logis, f. a Jim:

(E. E. legal).

Maleficus, -a, -um,
wicked; as a noun,
an evil-doer.

Mitis, -e, mild (E. B.

mitigate).

Mors, mortis, f., death

(E. E. mortal).

Probus, -a, -um,

good, kind (E. E.

probity).

Sanctus, -a, -urn, holy

(E. E. sanctity).

Succurro, 3, I hasten

to aid, I succour.

Tibi placet, thou art

pleased.

EXEECISE 59. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Eex qui civitatem gubernat, civium salutem curare debet. 2.

Eegi cujus iuiperium mite et justum est, omnes cives libenter parent.
3. Eegem cui leges sunt sanctse, cives colunt. 4. Felix est rex quern
omnes cives amaut. 5. O rex qui civitatem nostram gubernas, tibi

placet honorare bonos civea, terrere maleficos, succurrere miseris,
exaudire probos.

EXERCISE 60. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Kings who govern states must care for the safety of all the citi-

zens. 2. Good men willingly obey kings whose government is mild
and just. 3. Kings whose laws are holy are willingly obeyed by good
citizens. 4. The kings are happy who are dear to their citizens. 5.

O kings who rule our states, ye ought to honour a good and great
man. 6. O God, we worship thee who art pleased to succour the

wretched. 7. The enemies with whom you contend lay waste your
country.

VOCABULARY.

Ago, 3, I drive, I do.

Ambulo, 1, I walk

abroad.

Cogito, 1, I think.

Curro, 3, I run, pass

away.

Excrucio, 1, I tor-

ture (E. E. excru-

ciate, from crux, a

cross) .

Falsus, -a, -um,

false.

Habeo, 2, I have.

Honestus, -a, nm,
honourable (E. E.

Jionesty).

Indulgeo, I am lenient

to (E. E. indulge).

Ingratus, -a, -um, un-

thanlcftd (E. E. in-

gratitude).

Lvscinia, -SB, f., a

nightingale.

Me habeo, I have my-
self (that is, in a cer-

Opinio, -onis, f., on

opinion.

Peccatum, -i, n., a sin.

Quoero, 3, I seek.

Eepugno, 1, I fight

against (E. E. repug-

nance, pugilist).

Sententia, -SB, f., view,

opinion.

Utilis, -e, useful (E. E.

utility).

Veritas, atis, f., truth

(E. E. verity).tain condition), I am.

EXERCISE 61. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Quis me vocat? 2. Quid agis, mi amice? 3. Quis scribit has
literas ? 4. Quid cogltas ? 5. Quid ago ? 6. Cur me excrucio ? 7.

Quse amicitia est inter ingratos? 8. Quod carmen legis? 9. Quis
homovenit? 10. Quis poeta dulcior est quain Homerua? 11. Cujus
vox suavior est quam vox luscinioe ? 12. Quibus peccatis facillime in-

dulgemus ? 13. Quicquid est honestum, idem est utile. 14. Quicquid
vides, currit cum tempore. 15. Quoquo modo res sese habet, ego
sententiam ineam defendo. 16. Qusecunque opinio veritati repugnat,
falsa est.

EXERCISE 62. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. What dost thou say? 2. Who is that man? 3. Who is that

woman ? 4. With whom does thy friend walk ? 5. Whom seekest

thou ? 6. What book dost thovi read ? 7. To whom dost thou write

this letter? 8. However the things are we praise your view.

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

Quis in a dependent form undergoes slight changes in de-

clination : thus, quis, qua or quae, quid ; pi. qui, quse, quae.

When it is used as an adjective pronoun, then quia may become

qui, qua becomes quae, and quid becomes quod. The same is tha

case with aliquis, some one : thus, sub. aliquis, aliqua, aliquid ;

adj., aliquis, aliqua, aliquod. So alicujus, alicui, etc. In the

plural, quis, etc., become qui, quae, quse, or qua, aliqui, aliquse,

aliqua.

Quis united with piam, becoming quispiam, acquires an in-

definite import, any one soever ; and runs thus : quispiam, quae-

piam, quidpiam; adj. quodpiam.
Another form is quisquam (quis and quam), every one ; which

is declined : nom. quisquam, quicquam ; gen. cujusquam ; dat.

<oui |uam. Quidam, a certain one, stands thus : nom. quidam,

qnaedam, quiddam; adj. quoddam; gen. cujusdam, and so on.

Quisque answers to our each one : nom. quisque, quaeque, quid-

que (quodque) ; gen. cujusque ; dat. cuique ; ace. quemque, etc.

TTnnsquisque, every one, brings the idea of individuality into

greater prominence, and is formed thus : unusquisque, unaquaeque,

anumquidque ; adj. unumquodque ; the pronoun is made up of

quo, and, quis, wlio or which, and unus, one.

In quivis, quaevis, quidvis (quodvis), the termination vis, thou

wilt, increases the indefiniteness, so that quivis is, who or what
you will, cujusvis ; ace. quemvis, quamvis, etc. A similar import
is found in quilibet (libet, it pleases), quselibet, quidlibet (quod-
libet), who or what you please; so, gen. cujuslibet.

Alius, another ; alter, the other, the second of a pair (the latter,

corresponding to the farmer) ; ullus, any ; nullus (non ullus), no
one; uter, which (of the two) ; neuter (non uter), neither, neither
the ons nor the other, take the genitive singular in ius, and the
dative in i, like unus. See the next lesson on numbers.

Adlmo, 3, 1 tafce aicay.

Augurium, -i, n.,augur</

Dignitas, -atis, f., dig-

nity.

Futurus, -a, -um,
future.

GrsBcia, f., Greece.

Idcirco, there/ore.

Impendeo, 2, I hang
over (E. E. impend).

VOCABULARY.

Inheereo, 2, I stick to.

Insftus, -a, -um, inborn.

Jus, juris, n., right,

law (E. E. jury, ju-

risdiction).

Justitia, -83, f., justice.

Locus, -i, m., a place

(E. E. local, locality).

Mens, mentis, f., a

mind (E. E. mental).

Merltum, -i, m., worth,

value, merit.

Pecunia, -ee, f., money.
Quasi, as if.

Saeculum, -i, n., an age

(E. E. secular).

Terror, -oris, m., terror.

Tribuo, 3, I assign,
allot.

EXERCISE 63. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Si mortem timemus semper aliquis terror nobis impendet. 2. Si

cuipiam pecuniam fortuna adimit idcirco miser non est. 3. Grsacia

parvum quendam (quemdam) locum Europse tenet. 4. Inhceret iu
mentibus nostris quasi quoddam augurium futuroruin saeculorum. 5.

In unoquoque virorum bonorum habitat deus. 6. Justitia jus unicuique
tribuit pro dignitate cujusque. 7. Cuique nostrum amor vita est

iusitus.

EXERCISE 64. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Some terror always hangs over the bad. 2. What terror (quid

terroris, literally, what of terror?) hangs over thee ? 3. If thou takest

fortune from any one thou art blamed. 4. They hold a certain small

part of Greece. 5. In every bad man evil dwells. 6. Justice allots

to every one his merits. 7. Certain ones have money.

COEEELATIVE PEONOUNS.
Correlative is a term denoting mutual relation, in such a way,

that of two or more things, as is the one so is the other. Take,
as an instance, the pair of correlative pronouns, qualis and talis ;

meaning as and as ; thus, qualis sum ego, talis es tu, such as

I am, such art tJwu.

These correlative pronouns are various, and are exhibited iu

this table of

CORRELATIVE PRONOUNS.

Interrogative.

Qualis, of wliat kind ?

Quantus, how great?

Quot, how many ?

Belative.

Qualis, of what fcind ?

Quautus, of u-hat size ?

Quot, of what number ?

Demonstrative,

talis, of such fcind.

tantus, so great;

tot, so many;

Indefinite.

aliquantus, of some size.

aliquot, some number.

.Relative Indefinite.

qualiscunque, of what kind soever.

quantuscunque, hoio great soever.

quotcunque, quotquot, of whatever number.

Quot, tot, aliquot ; quot, quotcunque, and quotquot, are inde-

clinable, and are used only in the plural number ; as, quot
homines sunt ? how many men are there ? aliquot homines, some
men ; tot homines quot video, as many men as I see ; quotcunque
homines video omnes boni sunt, all the men I see are good.

VOCABULARY.

Aristldes, -is, m. , th
\ Imitator, -Oris, m. , an
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, i l.oiuiM ui.ii i ,.nU)iuttit homines niiseros,

orporis et fortune bona, quanUcunque tuiit,

. . rt:t it frugilio. 9. Quotquot homines nuut, omnes vitaia

10. Quotcuuque lunt tcriptores, omnes Aristidis justitiain

prusilicuiit.

EXERCISE 66. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. As many men to many minds (the minds are as numerous as tho

men). 2. As many boys so many girls. 3. As many fathers so many
mothers. 4. As great as is tby grief so great i* my joy. 5. Such as

are parents such are children. 6. As is the shepherd BO is tho flock.

7. I do not despise the things, whatever they are. 8. Aristides is

declared just by all writers, how many soever they are.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XIV.

(Vol. II., p. 64.)

EXERCISE 53. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Every nature in preservative of itself. 2. A wonderful desire for

the city, for my friends, and for thee holds (possesses) me. 3. Thy
father is very much delighted by tby remembrance of him. 4. Anger has

no power over itself. 5. A wise man has always power over himself.

6. Care for you makes mo uneasy. 7. All men are kind judges of

themselves. 8. Thy recollection of us is exceedingly pleasant to me.

9. The friend is mindful of me and of thee. 10. (Our) father in his

absence is held by a great longing after me, and after you, my brother,

and after you, O sisters. 11. (Our) friends are mindful of us. 12.

Many of you please me. 13. Very many of us greatly love thee.

EXERCISE 54. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Insipiens est impotens sui. 2. Pater est potens sui. 3. Potens

sui est virtus. 4. Non est vitium potens sui. 5. Potensne sui est

ira ? 6. Natura sui ost conservatriz. 7. Natura virtutis est conserva-

trix sui. 8. Nemo vestrum sui potens est. 9. Nostrum plurimi sui

sunt potentes. 10. Immemor mei est infidus amicus. 11. Fidi amici

non sui sunt memoree. 12. Tua memoriaet desiderium mei mihi sunt

gratissima, 13. Cura tui me angit. 14. Plurimi vestrum, O discipuli,

diligeutes sunt. 15. Minis est amor sui.

EXBRCISE 55. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Sallust is a very elegant writer. 2. His books I gladly read (I

am glad to read). 3. I have a faithful friend. 4. I am very much
attached to him. 5. The song of (thy) brother pleases me much, thou

ougbtest to read it. 6. Idleness makes the body grow heavy, labour

strengthens (it) . 7. Avoid that, seek this. 8. This letter moves me very
much. 9. These songs are very sweet. 10. I do not believe that

false man. 11. The soldiers gladly obey that general. 12. All favour

that man. 13. That precept of thine is excellent. 14. This opinion

pleases me, that displeases me. 15. This war is very cruel. 16. This

boy is industrious, that (one) sluggish. 17. I keep in memory that

excellent precept. 18. That friend of thine is a very good man. 19.

That authority of yours is very great. 20. I praise the diligence of

that scholar, I blame the slowness of this (one) . 21. To that (one) school

is very pleasant, to this (one) very troublesome.

EXERCISE 56. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Sallustius est scriptor elegans, Livius elegantior, et Cicero clc-

gantissimus. 2. Eorum libros libeuter lego. 3. Ejus frater et amicus
mihi sunt can. 4. Fidum amicum babes et ei es a-Jdictissimus. 5.

Filii mei habent fidos uxores et cos viildo omant. 6. Vehementer his

11tens movcor. 7. Mendoci mulieri non credas. 8. Hie puer mihi

placet, illo displicet. 9. Hoc poema valde est elegans, illud elegantius.
10. Hie tuus miles fortis est. 11. Hujus discipuli diligentia a me
pncceptoro laudutur. 12. In hac schola plures quam in vestra sunt
industrii discipuli.

EXERCISE 57. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Many men do not think the same on the same things (subjects)
for the samo day. 2. The fool now trusts, now distrusts the same

opinion. 3. Seditious soldiers withstand the commander himself. 4.

The mind moves itself. 5. Virtue is praiseworthy on its own account.
6. Often nothing is more hostile to a man than he is to himself. 7.

Every animal loves itself. 8. Our country ought to be dearer to us
than wo ourselves. 9. That precept of the Delphic oracle is excellent

Know thyself.

EXERCISE 58. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Hostes urbem obsident et earn expugnare tentant. 2. Hujus
magni hominis factum ab omnibus scriptoribus laudatur. 3. Cesar
et Pompeius prseclari duces Bomani sunt. 4. Eli fortuna amicior est

quam huic. 5. Illius et hujus fortitude mira est. 6. Rex ipse exer-

citiis est dux. 7. Non semper efidem de iisdem rebus sentis. 8. Pater
et fllius iisdem literis student. 9. Virtutes per se amabiles sunt. 10.

Omnes se ipsos diligunt. 11. Patria tibi carior esse debet quam tute
tibi. 12. Noscite vos ipsos, juvenes. 13. Mendax swpe sibi ipsi
diifidit.

HISTORIC SKI. I- HER XV I.

THE BLOODY ASSIZE.

THERE arc some historical event* of which we gladly cherish

the memory, because of the lustre they spread around oar
national character, or because of the intrinsic worth of the

events themselves. Bach are the great victories of the nation,
abroad and at homo, the enforcers of oar foreign and colonial

policy against external foes, the winners of step* onward in tin-

path of constitutional freedom, in opposition to the tactics of

absolutists and tyrants. Other events there are over which we
would gladly draw a veil, if it were permitted us to do so events
so sad and disgraceful, not only to our national character, bat
to humanity itself , that we would fain not look at them. But
we cannot afford to lose sight of them, much as the contem-

plation may disgust us ;
we are bound in our own interests, and

in the interests of those who are to come after us, not to "
let

oblivion damn" the record in which these ugly histories are

written. There is, seemii gly, a natural tendency in politics to

repeat themselves, and in principles to re-assert themselves ; and

if, according to this rule, we may look for a re-appearance of

past glories, so we must look also for a fresh advent of past
evils. They may not come in the same shape indeed, tho

chances are strongly against their doing so but come they

will, and it behoves UH to watch very diligently against the evils

lest they take us by surprise, and furnish for posterity a chapter
of horrors, a counterpart of those old chapters which we are

bound freshly to remember. To use the emphatic language of

Lord Erskine, with reference to some irregular proceedings in

the law courts, presided over by the subject of this sketch

(Judge Jeffreys), which were taken off the file and burnt,
" to

the intent that the same might no longer be risible to after

ages :"
"
It was a sin against posterity ; it was a treason

against society ; for instead of being burnt, they should have

been directed to be blazoned in large letters upon the walls of

our courts of justice, that, like the characters deciphered by the

prophet of God to the Eastern tyrant, they might enlarge and

blacken in your sight to terrify you from acts of injustice."

It is a sketch of one of those subjects which, for the above

reason, should never be forgotten, that it is proposed now to

bring under the notice of our readers.

The Duke of Monmonth, the illegitimate son of Charles II.

and Lucy Waters, having been engaged in many intrigues to

procure his own elevation to the throne instead of the Duke of

York (James II.), had got into trouble during his father's life-

time ; but when Charles died in 1685, and his brother, James II.,

succeeded him, the Duke of Monmonth renewed his intrigues
more energetically, and succeeded in fastening to his cause a.

very considerable following. There were said to exist proofs of

Charles II. having been married to Lucy Waters; and though

they did not actually exist, many believed they did, and on that

ground alone, apart from their dislike to James, regarded Liin :i*

their lawful king. Finding his party, as he fancied, sufficiently

strong, he determined, in the spring of 1685, a few weeks after

the king's accession, to try his hand at an invasion. With a
slender force he landed on the llth of June, at Lyme, in Dorset-

shire, where many of the country people joined him. Shortly
afterwards he proclaimed himself king, denounced James as a

usurper, and all his adherents as traitors. In a lengthy decla-

ration Monmouth asserted the reasons why James ought to be

deposed, and stated the measures which he intended to intro-

duce if tho people would put him in possession of the throne.

Four days after landing he left Lyme at the head of over

3,000 men, raw levies for the most part, badly officered, and
without the countenance or help of any of the country gentlemen.
At Tannton, where the Duke was received with open arms, some
addition was made to the number, but hardly to the quality of

his army. At Bridport, where a detachment of his men first

came in contact with the royal forces, he experienced a check,
and nowhere did he gain anything by force of arms. Wells,

Bridgewater, and Exeter received him ; but Bath and Bristol

shut their gates on him, and refused him supplies. At Sedge-

moor, about five miles to the sooth-east of Bridgewator, in

Somersetshire, he was compelled to fight on the 6th of July, by
the king's general, Lord Feversham ; and after a combat of some
hours' duration, in which the royal troops lost about 300 men,
and the rebels 800, besides three times that number of prisoner*,

i

he waa completely defeated. The Duke, with two companions,
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fled before the fight was done, and galloped off in hope of ulti-

mately reaching the Hampshire coast, but after hiding them-
selves for several days, in various disguises, they were captured,
and Monmouth, who had been already condemned by Act of

Parliament, was brought to London and executed.

Perhaps it cannot be said, on a calm review of the facts, that

the Duke of Monmouth received anything but what he deserved.

He was " the head and front of the offending," and in his person
it might be said that the law fairly claimed its due. Not much
could have been said on the score of strict justice if the other

leaders in the rebellion had shared his fate, but the proceedings
of Judge Jeffreys on the circuit, well called the "

Bloody
Assize," were of such a kind as to make one doubt whether
even the guilty were not unwarrantably condemned. Imme-

diately after the battle of Sedgemoor, thirteen of the prisoners
were hanged without trial, by order of Colonel Kirk, a brutal

commander of brutal soldiers, who were called by the satirical

nickname of " Kirk's Lambs." Further military executions

would, no doubt, have taken place ; but the king decided to

have the rebels tried according to the law of the land, a decision

which would have been recorded to his advantage had he not

chosen the man he did choose to put the law in motion.
The prisons in the western counties, except Cornwall, which

had remained loyal, were crowded with prisoners. On account
of the disturbed state of the country there had not been any
summer assize on the western circuit, so that the ordinary
prisoners remained for trial, but the people who crowded the

gaols to overflowing were the captives taken at and after Sedge-
moor. For the trial of these a special commission was issued,
with Jeffreys, Lord Chief Justice of England, at its head. A
second commission was given to Jeffreys alone, appointing him
temporarily commander-in-chief of the troops in the west, with
the rank of lieutenant-general.
Now Jeffreys was a man who had risen at the bar by brute

force exhibited through his mind. Was there any dirty, disgust-

ing case to be taken in hand, any utter scoundrel to be defended,

any honest man to be hunted down, Jeffreys was the counsel

employed. His knowledge of law was small, but the amount of

his brazen hardihood was enormous, and by dint of this ques-
tionable quality he acquired a large practice of the baser sort.

When the Crown, during the life of Charles II., wanted such
talents for the purpose of prosecuting its enemies to death,

Jeffreys came forthwith to the front. Ho was rapidly promoted
to the highest official dignity at the bar, and when Lord William
Russell and Colonel Algernon Sydney were to be tried for com-

plicity in the Rye House Plot a plot to waylay and assassinate

the king and the Duke of York on their return from Newmarket
with which neither of the accused had any real connection, it

was recognised as a necessity that Jeffreys should be promoted
to the office of their judge. The selection was thoroughly justi-
fied by the result. In defiance of the rules of evidence, even
such as they were in those days, with brutal browbeating and

cross-examining of witnesses from the bench, the prisoners all

the while being undefended by counsel, Jeffreys, the judge,

helped the Crown lawyers to procure a verdict of guilty ; and
having succeeded, he had the indecency to mock the prisoners
after having sentenced them to death.

The public of that day, not over-squeamish, were scandalised
at his proceedings, and many about the court made no secret of

their disgust for him
; but the man was necessary to such a

government as then existed, and the king distinguished him
with favour. When James II. succeeded his brother, the Chief
Justice found favour in the sight of the new king, to whom ho
was as necessary as he had been to Charles. When Monmouth's
rebellion had filled the West-country gaols with prisoners, there
was no fitter man than Jeffreys to clear them in the only way
the Crown meant them to be cleared.

With an escort of soldiers Jeffreys Opened his commission at

Winchester, when the only trial connected with Monmouth's
rebellion was that of Alice, Lady Lisle, the widow of one of the

judges of Charles I. This lady had given shelter to two refugees
from the rbel army after the battle of Sedgemoor, and had denied

them, when Colonel Penruddock, one of the king's officers, came
to search her house. The men were found concealed on the

premises (the event furnishes a subject for one of the beautiful

frescoes on the walls of the entrance to the House of Commons);
she was arrested for having harboured known traitors, and was
indicted as a participator in their guilt. Her case was, that she

did not know the men had been concerned in the rebellion
; that

she understood one of them, a minister, was merely persecuted
for non-conformity ; and she made this capital point herself
for no legal assistance was in those days allowed to prisoner&
on trial for treason that it was unreasonable to try her for com-
plicity in treason, when the person implicated as the traitor had
not been proved one, seeing that he had not been tried at all,

and that "
peradventure he might afterwards be acquitted as

innocent after she had been condemned for harbouring him."
This very reasonable objection was overruled by the judge, who
himself examined adversely to the prisoner the witnesses for the

prosecution, and then summed up in violent language against
her. Some accounts, written at the time, report that the jury
three times refused to find a verdict, and that it was only in

consequence of the threats of the judge that they at length
found her guilty. It is but right to say that the account given
in the State Trials says nothing about this, though it gives

enough to show the disgraceful bias of the judge against the

prisoner, and the unjudicial part, and tha.t a violent one, which
ho played. He expressed the greatest surprise that the jury
should have hesitated so long about their verdict, adding,

"
If I

had been among you, and she had been my own mother, I should
have found her guilty." He then passed sentence, the sentence
of the law be it observed, not of the judge,

" That you be con-

veyed hence to the place from whence you came, and from thence

you are to be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution, where

your body is to be burnt alive till you be dead. And the Lord
have mercy on your soul."

This horrible sentence to death by fire was changed by the

royal clemency save the mark to death by beheading, the
utmost King James could be induced to grant to a woman.
When James himself was sent into exile, an Act of Parliament
reversed the attainder of Lady Lisle, on the ground that " the

verdict was injuriously extorted by the menaces and violence,
and other illegal practices of George, Lord Jeffreys, Baron of

Wem, the Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench."
At Salisbury, the next town on the circuit, various punish-

ments, including flogging and imprisonment, were passed on rebel

sympathisers, who had wished "the cause" good speed; but there
were not any actual rebels for trial till the judge came to Dor-

chester, where the real campaign began. He charged the grand
jury to the effect, that he would punish with the extreme rigour
of the law, not only principals, but all aiders and abettors, all

who had encouraged traitors, whether by word or deed, and all

who had helped any of them to escape. Several hundreds of
" true bills

" were found, when the meshes of the net were
declared to be so ample, and Jeffreys, alarmed for his own
convenience if so many prisoners were tried singly, announced
that those who would plead guilty

'' should find him to be a
merciful judge ; but that those who put themselves on their trial,

if found guilty, would have very little time to live ; and, there-

fore, that such as were conscious they had no defence, had better

spare him the trouble of trying them." To show that he was in

earnest, he ordered thirteen out of twenty-nine of those first

convicted to be hanged in thirty-six hours after sentence, and
the remainder the next morning. To one man who objected to

the competency of a witness, he exclaimed, "Villain! rebel!

methinks I see thee already with a halter about thy neck ;

" and
this poor man he ordered specially to be hanged first. Two
hundred and ninety-two were condemned to death at this town,
and seventy-four of them were actually hanged ; the others were
sold as slaves, and sent to the plantations in the West Indies.

Cruel floggings took place, in addition to these severities, on
those who had taken smaller part in the rebellion ; one poor
wretch was sentenced to be whipped through every market town
in the country for seven years, that is to say, once a fortnight
for seven years.
At Exeter the first man convicted was sent to instant execu-

tion. Thirty-seven more suffered death at the same place, and
206 were condemned to whipping, slavery in the West Indies,

or imprisonment. At Taunton 500 prisoners awaited their trial,

and Jeffreys observed, in his address to the grand jury, that "it

would not be his fault if he did not purify the place." One
hundred and forty-three were ordered for execution, 284 were to

be sent to the plantations, and, in order that the rebellious county

might be duly warned for the future, Jeffreys ordered some of

the condemned men to be executed in the surrounding villages.

At Wells the scenes enacted at Taunton were repeated with
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sickening iteration, and then Jeffreys went on to Bristol, where,
however, In; hail but throo victims. Two men of the same
family having boon convicted in Somersetshire, one of them

.i.'iMi!-- i to death, and the other procured a pardon ; bat
Ins release, the other man escaping, Jeffreys ordered

execution to be done on the pardoned one, because "
his family

i life."

rh'o sum of money was mode by the judge in the sale of

pardons, notwithstanding the quantity of blood actually shed.
As much as 15,000 was given in one case, JC.3,000 was refused
in another, and by the time the circuit was over, Lord Jeffreys
fimn.l himself rioh enough to support the dignity of lord-chan-

cellor, a post which was the reward of his zealous services in

\t'St.

Ni-ithor king nor judge profited in the end. The former lost

his throne, which has been ever since barred against the return
of any of his dynasty, and the memory of his work at tho Bloody
Assize sat heavily on the soul of tho judge, and pressed it down
to death. As soon as it was found that King James had fled

on the approach of the Prince of Orange, in 1688, the people
demanded with loud voices that his ill advisers should not

escape. The chief one for whose punishment they thirsted was
Jeffreys, and search was made high and low for him. He
almost escaped. Steps to ensure his departure from England
had been "

secretly taken, and, disguised as a seaman, his

eyebrows shaven off, the better to conceal his features, he had
arrived on board tho collier which was to take him to Hamburg,
when he took it into his head to go on shore. At an alehouse
in Wappinghe was recognised by one to whom he had, as judge,
behaved brutally ; a mob surrounded the house, and would have
torn the fugitive to pieces, had not some soldiers rescued him
and taken him to the Lord Mayor. By order of the temporary
Government he was sent to the Tower, where he died miserably,
before he could be brought to trial on a charge of high treason.''

In the West of England the man's memory is still preserved
as that of an incarnate fiend, the true representative of perfect
injustice, the fit sign of brutal cruelty and oppression. Pro-

bably some inventions to his disadvantage have been made by
the fertile brains of angry foes, and possibly some traits of

goodness may have been forgotten amidst the universal execra-

tion which has been his historical epitaph ; but there are few
even now-a-days who think tho epithet

"
bloody," which is

usually prefixed to Jeffreys' name, too strong for the man who
presided over tho special commission after Monmouth's rebellion,
and who, in his capacity of judge, "played such fantastic tricks

before high Heaven, as made the angela weep."

Born at St. James's, Oct. 14, 1633

SYNOPSIS OP THE LIFE AND REIGN OP JAMES n.

James II. was tho third son of Charles I. by his Queen,
Henrietta Maria of France. He was the twenty-seventh sove-

reign of England after tho Norman Conquest, and the fourth of

the Stuart dynasty.
Test Act Suspended . . . 1686

The King goes to Mass . . 1686

The Universities compelled
to admit Papists.... 1687

Birth of the "Old Pretender,"
Juno 10, 1680

Trial of the Seven Bishops,
June 29. 1688

William of Orange lands at

Torbey .... NOT. 5, 1686

Abdication of James, Deo. 11, 1688

Began to Keign . . Feb. 6, 1685

Kisiug in Scotland in favour
of the Duke of Monmouth 1685

Moiiruouth lauds at Lyiue,
June 11, 16S5

Battle of Sedgemoor, July 6, 1685

Execution of Monmouth,
July 15, 1685

Tho "
Bloody Assize ". . . 1685

Revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, in France, Oct. 12, 1685 Died at St. Oermains, Aug. 6, 1701

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH JAMES II.

Turkey, Sultan* of.

Mahomet IV. . 1649

US?

Denmark, King of.
' Portugal. King of.

Christian V.. . 1670 Peter II. (prot-
otuli/ Regent) , 1683franco, King of.

Louis XIV . 1643
Sonti pop, 0/.

Innocent XI.. . 1676
Leopold I. . . 1658 ,

iut, Czars of.

IV. and
Poland, King of.

John Sobieski . 1674

[This monarch tras

the last independent

king of Poland. He
defeated the Turks in

many battle, and com-

pelled them to raise the

iege of Vienna, in 1683. Charles VL

Ivan
Peter I. (the

Great) con-

jointly . . . 1682

Spain, King of.

Chiirlos II. 1688

Sweden, King of.

1660

Solyman III. .

United Provinces of the

Netherlands, Statt-

holdtn of.

William Henry
(afterward!
William 1IL
of Eiiglaud) . 1672

[TTiw prince mamd
Jfary, the daughter o]

Jam* II.]

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XVL
SECTION XXIX.-CUCUBBITACE.S, OB THE CUCUMBER

TBL
THIS natural order is allied by many characteristics to the
(Mission-flower, for which reason we treat of it in thfc place.

Characteristic* : Flowers monoecious, dioBoiow, or polygamous
calyx with tube adherent to ovary ; stamens free, or monadelphoM,
or triadolphouH ; anthers turning outwards ; ovary three to five

rarely ono-carpclled ; seed dicotyledonous, exalbtuninoos ; stem
uniformly herbaceous, climbing leaves alternate, palminerved,
each furnished with a lateral stipule ; inflorescence, axillary.

If wo compare tho parts of tho flower of a common encumber
flower with those of a passion-flower, a similarity in many re-

spects will bo found to hold good. Like the passion-flower, tb<

calyx bos the colour of petals ; like the passion-flower, there u
the same growing together of stamens ; like the passion-flower,
the ovary has usually one cavity, and the arrangement of ovule*
within the ovary is similar. Moreover, both orders yield fruits
which are juicy. These are strong resemblances. Let us now
examine the parts in which the two natural orders are dissimilar.
In the first place, then, on referring to our characteristics of the
order, we find that the flowers in the tribe C'ucurbitac&x are
monoecious, or dioecious, or polygamous, which means that some
flowers are male and others female ; the male and the female
flowers sometimes exist on the same plant, sometimes on diffe-
rent plants, and at other times on both. In this important
particular, then, the Cucurbitacecs differ from the natural order
we have just been considering. Moreover, the cucumber Mi
very rough leaves, which the passion-flower has not; the
cucumber has an inferior ovary, the passion-flower a superior ;

the passion-flower has rays, tho cucumber flower has none.
Nor does the distinction between tho two natural families end
with a mere difference of form and parts. The chemical cha-
racter of their secretions, as we shall find by-ond-by, differs

also. The passion-flower tribe are uniformly harmless as regards
every part except their root, whereas every member of the

cucumber order contains a poison. Tho cucumber or gourd
family, occurs naturally in all tropical and sub-tropical regions ;

its members are more rare in temperate clime,:., but the short-

ness of their life, usually limited to one summer, admits of the

cultivation in Europe of many tropical species.
Tho greater number, if not all the members of the tribe

Cucurbitaccce, contain a bitter poisonous principle presenting

many degrees of intensity. In tho colocynth it attains its maxi-

mum, and, being extracted, furnishes us with a valuable medi-

cine. In tho ordinary cucumber tho poisonous bitter principle
is usually but little developed ; never to the extent of being

dangerous, although frequently enough to be disagreeable. In
the melon, sugar is the principal secretion ; nevertheless, the

bitter principle so prevalent in the family is not wanting ; it

exists in the outside rind of the fruit, and to a still greater
extent in the roots, which are violently emetic. Colocynth ha?

already been mentioned. White bryony, another species, is still

more violent in its action. The common cucumber (Cucumu
salivus), although capable of growing in the open air of our cli

mate, is a native of India and Tartary. The species called

Vudaim is cultivated in Turkey on account of tho delicious

odour of its fruit, which, however, is possessed of an insipid taste.

Gourds are certain species of Cucurbitacece with very large
fruit. Although our garden cucumber possesses no great claims

fco beauty, it is otherwise with certain species. The Cucumu
Momordica, for example, is a very beautiful Indian plant, the

leaves and fruit of which differ in external appearance from

almost every species of the Cucurbitacea (Fig. 153). Leas

beautiful than extraordinary is the species called Trichoxmthu

colnbrina (Fig. 156), tho fruit of which resembles huge serpents

hanging from tho parent stem. It is a native of Central Ame-
rica ; its leaves are more than a foot in diameter, and its flowers

disposed in corymbs ; the corolla is white, and bordered by a

long hair-like fringe ; hence the specific term Trichosanthts, which

means, in Greek, )u*inj-flowered.

The Ecbaliuin agreste a plant better known as the wild

cucumber, or squirting cucumber is cultivated at Mitcham, in

Surrey, for the sake of a peculiar drug called elatorium. which

is yielded by its fruit. Tho fruit, after it has fallen from its

stalk, possesses the curious property of expelling its seeds

through the hole in which tho stalk was inserted. The drw
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itself is obtained from a thick green mucus that surrounds the
j

will be seen, are alternate, which, in this family, constitutes an
seeds. This mucus is collected from the fruit when it is nearly | important generic distinction.

ripe, and after being allowed to stand for a short time, it be- Let us now observe the flowers (Fig. 159). We find theia to
consist of a calyx in one piece or sepal ; hence the flower is

monosepalous. We find, moreover, that the calyx is furnished

comes turbid and deposits a sediment, which, when it has bean

dried, is known as elaterium. It is a powerful purgative and

irritant, and has an
acid taste. The

Bryonia dioica, or

common bryony, is

a plant which fur-

nishes one of the

principal medicines

used in homoeo-

pathy. It is indi-

genous to England,
and is found in al-

most every hedge-
row in the southern
and western coun-

ties, attracting no-

tice by its pretty-

looking bunches of

scarlet berries and
its beautifully-
formed cordate

palmate leaves. It

must not be con-

founded with the

black bryony, or

Tamus communis,
another plant used

by homoeopathic
practitioners. This

belongs to a diffe-

rent natural order,

namely, Dioscore-

acece. It has long,

twining stems and bunches of red berries ; but its leaves, although
they are cordate, are not divided into lobes like those of the

common bryony. They are o a dark-green colour, almost ap-

proaching to black.

SECTION XXX. SOLANACE32, OR THE NIGHTSHADE
TRIBE.

Characteristics : Calyx free ;
corolla regular, in five divisions ;

stamens inserted on the tube of

the corolla, their number equal to

that of the divisions, and alter-

nating with them. Anthers burst-

ing longitudinally, rarely bypores,
at the apex ; ovary two-celled ;

style continuous ; stigma simple ;

pericarp with two, four, or many
cells; eithera capsule withadouble
dissepiment parallel with the

valves, or a berry with placentae
adhering to the dissepiment. Her-
baceous plants or shrubs ; leaves

alternate, undivided, or lobed
; in-

florescence variable, often axillary;
pedicles without bracts.

In the above description of the
characters of plants belonging to

the tribe Solanacece, the term
"
dis-

sepiment," from the Latin di or dis,

apart, and sepes, a hedge, is applied
to the partitions that divide the
cells of the ovary from one another.

When we inform the reader that
the nightshade, henbane, tobacco,

153. ELATERTCM-LIKE GOURD (CUCUMIS MOMOEDICA).

154. THE MANDEAKE (MAXDEAGCEA
OPPICINALIS.)

stramonium, and the mandrake plant, all belong to this natural

order, we state enough to convey to him a general impression
concerning the Solanacece. It is a highly dangerous family,
although one that ministers to our sustenance in the potato,
and to the comfort of many in the tobacco.

The best flower the reader can select for making himself

acquainted with the characteristics of the Solanacece will be
that of the common deadly nightshade. Let it be procured
with leaves attached, for they merit observation. The leaves, it

with five tooth-liko

projections, which
would have resulted

in the generation of

five different sepals,
had the progress of

indentation gone far

enough.
The corolla, also,

consists of one part
or petal; hence the
flower is said to be

monopetalous. Our
second diagram(Fig.
158) represents one
of these flowers cut

open in such a
manner that the
mode of insertion of

the stamens is evi-

dent. Like the

calyx, the corolla i

also five dentated.

Remark, now, how
the stamens are at-

tached. They spring
from between the
dentated processes
or lobes of the co-

rolla; and this is

invariable for all

the genera and spe-
cies of the Solanacece, serving to distinguish their members
from those of the Primulacece, or the primrose tribe. If the
reader examine the construction of a primrose, he will find

what we say to be true.

If we now proceed from the flower to the ovary, and trans-

versely divide it, two separate cells may be observed, each of

which contains a number of ovules (Fig. 160). This ovary,
when ripe, constitutes the fruit,

a small two-celled black berry.
If a seed be transversely divided,

the embryo will be observed coiled

up within it, and is therefore

said by botanists to be curved

(Fig. 161). Finally, the most
essential characteristics of the-

Nightshade tribe are superior two-
celled ovary, regular flower, and
alternate leaves. The latter pe-

culiarity distinguishes them from
the Gentian tribe, with which
their appearance in other respects1

corresponds.
Numbers of the numerous*

family of the Solanacece belong
to the tropics, very few species'

being natives of temperate regions,
and none existing in either north-
ern or southern frigid zone.

Nearly all, if not all, the species
of the Solanacece contain a poison
of a narcotic kind. Even that,

useful solanaceous plant, the

potato, is not entirely free from poison. The fruits are noto-

riously poisonous, and even the juice of raw potatoes is in-

jurious. Nevertheless, the potato, as we all know, is highly
nutritious. This arises from the starch and gluten which
it contains being mingled with so little of the poisonous

principle that the latter is destroyed by the cooking process to

which potatoes are subjected before being eaten. The egg-plant
is one of the Solcnaceos, so in like manner is the tomata ; both

are occasionally eaten ; the latter, Jndeed, frequently ; by the

155. FBUIT OF THE
STEAMONIUM.
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Spaniard*, almost universally. They are both, howovi r, injuri..m

if eaton raw. \Vi- inuy ln-ro remark, in connection with tlm

tho vegetable substance, starch, in largely diffused

in >ut many poisonous planta, and, when separated from

is invariably harmless. Of thia wo have a remarkable

i'\:imjilc in tapioca, which U nothing
nun Die baked starch extracted

from the large fleshy roots of the
'in Manilivt. The juice

of tho tree is BO poisonous that

arrows are poisoned with it ; never-
- a delicate article

d.

common deadly nightshade
adonna) grows in shady

. and is an elegant, though
:crous-looking plant.

The belladonna bears a cherry-
like fruit, which has been sometimes

incautiously eaten by children,
and too often attended with a fatal

In 1793, some orphans, brought
up at the Hospice de la Pie'te, at

were employed in weeding a
botanical garden. They happened
to be attracted by the tempting-
looking fruit of a belladonna plant,
of which they ate a considerable

quantity. Fourteen of those un-
fortunate children died in conse-

quence of this only a very few hours
afterwards.

This fact justifies the generic
name Atropa, from Atropos, one of

the Fates, who was supposed to cut

the thread of life. The specific name,
Belladonna, signifies beautiful lady,
and is dependent on the circum-

stance that the Italian ladies use

the distilled water of this plant as

a cosmetic. They fancy it improves their complexions. The
active principle of belladonna chiefly resides in the leaves and
in the root. Chemists term it Atropine or Atropia.
The mandrake (Fig. 154) is a species very nearly allied to the

belladonna and it grows in the south of Europe, and in dark

156. SNAKE GOURD (TRICHOSANTHES COLUBRINA).
157. BLOSSOM OF THE SNAKE GOURD.

exhales a repulsive odour. It* corolla U palish-yellow, reined
with purple. The Hyoieyamut, or henbane, owes iU narcotic

properties to tho presence of a peculiar alkali. The action of
henbane is far less powerful than that of belladonna; never-

tholess, it may cause death if eaten. A German physician
relates that, on a certain occasion,
th.r BOMdMfaM inoi.U .,t the MsV
rent of Khinon were presented with
a salad in which the slioed root of

chicory, as was thought, had been

placed. Instead, however, of chicory,
the root was of henbane. After the

repast, the monks went to bed.

Symptoms of poisoning soon com-
menced ; the monks were all stupe-
fied. The time for matins or morn-

ing prayers arrived, and one monk
was so fast aaleep that his fellows

supposed hi to be dying, and under
this impression administered to him
extreme unction. The other monks
went to chapel, but they had much
better have stayed away; some of
them could not even open their eyes,
much less read. The vision of others
was so disordered that they thought
insects were crawling over their

books, and employed themselves in

blowing and brushing the intruders

off. Others, instead of praying,
uttered nonsense. In the end, all

the monks got well, even the one

supposed to be dead ; but one poor
individual, a tailor, could not thread
his needle for a long time afterwards,
so disordered was the state of his

vision. Instead of one needle the

tailor saw three, and as he could not
tell the real needle from its ghost-
like duplicates, there was slight
chance of threading it. This anec-

dote makes known better than any formal description the phy-
siological action of henbane.
The stramonium (Fig. 155) is another of the Nightshade tribe

Datura Stramonium). It is an annual, and was unknown to the

(ancient Greeks and Romans, although now common enough,
having been brought from Central Asia in the MiddleAges by thatplaces. This plant, known and celebrated from times of very

great antiquity, was employed by the so-called sorcerers of
|
wandering race, the Gipsies. Its active principle is called datu-

ancient times to produce narcotism and disordered visions. Its rine, which exists in the leaves and the seeds. This principle
roots are large, often

two-pronged, whence
the fancied resem-

blance to the lower

limbs of a man. It

is supposed that the

mandrakes men-
tioned in the Old
Testament were not

tho same as the

plant which is known
to us by this name,
but that, under this

term, reference is

made to the fragrant
but insipid fruit of

the Cucumis Dudaim,
which, as we have

already said in our
remarks on tho Cu-

158. ENLARGED REPRESENTATION OF, FLOWER OF DKADLT
NIGHTSHADE CUT OPEN. 159. CALYX. OVART, AND 8TTLB
OF DEADLY NIGHTSHADE. 160. TRANSVERSE SECTION

OF OVART. 161. CURVED OVULE OF DEADLT NIGHTSHADE.

curbitaceoc, is cultivated in the gardens of tho East for the other poisonous plants, has its beneficial uses.

is a potent narcotic

alkaloid, resembling
in its quality and the

effects it produces the

alkaloids hyostyamia
andafroyia.yieldod by
the henbane and bella-

donna. It is a deadly

poison, and among the
most striking of its

properties may be

named the effect it

produces on the pupil
of the eye namely,
that of causing it to

dilate strongly.
Nevertheless, the stra-

monium, or thorn-

apple as it is some-
times called,like many

In Cochin

odour it exhales. The mandrake is also confounded by some
with the sleep-apple, a mossy excrescence on tho wild rose,

which, when laid under the pillow, was supposed not to allow

any one to awake until it was taken away.
Henbane, or Hyo'cyamus niger, is another European plant

belonging to this gei .us. It is biennial, and grows amidst the

ruins of buildings 01 in the neighbourhood of habitations. Its

stem is studded with a cotton-liko substance, and it constantly

China, a decoction made of its leaves is considered an effectual

remedy for hydrophobia, the terrible disease resulting from the

bite of a mad dog ; but this is very doubtful. In small quan-

tities dafurine is useful as an anodyne or pain-soother, and as an

anti-spasmodic. Persons suffering from asthma have found relief

in smoking the dried leaves of the plant, or inhaling an infusion

made by pouring boiling water on the seeds or leaves. Great

care, however, should be taken lest the patient take an overdose.
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THE HISTORY OF ART.
VII. THE EAKLY ITALIAN EEVIVAL.

ROMAN art declined slowly but steadily from the palmy days of

the Empire onward. The Roman system was too artificial to

last : it was based upon slavery and conquest ; it was kept up
by the tribute and the degradation of the subject nations ; it con-

centrated all the wealth of the civilised world upon Rome alone ;

and it thus fostered a cruel and selfish luxury in the capital,

while leaving the provinces crushed and impoverished by the

absolute centralisation upon which it insisted before everything
else. Accordingly, the Empire began to decay from within even

before it began to be attacked from without ; and Art, as always,

grander in their own esteem. They were surrounded by
numerous officials ; they had endless chamberlains and stewards
and secretaries ; they were preceded by lictors with emblema-
tical rods and axes ; they lived in a perpetual ceremony of

trumpets and uniforms and titles and genuflexions. Their

palaces were adorned with Eastern and despotic gorgeousness ;

their churches were decorated with gilt mosaics and Moorish
wealth of barbaric colouring. To suit such a court and such
a style of life as this, there naturally grew up a peculiar
school of artists, who remind one in many particulars of

the old Egyptian school, though, of course, their inheritance

of the higher Greek methods necessarily placed them on a very
different level from the primitive painters of Thebes and

TRIPTYCH OF THE EAELY ITALIAN PERIOD.

reflected this decay in its handicraft. Already under the em-

perors of the second century it had lost much of its original

vigour and life ; it had degenerated into fixed and somewhat
conventional forms, into a hardness and rigidity very different

from the old Greek freedom and naturalness. By the time of

Constantino the change had become very marked. His trium-

phal arch may be regarded as the last dying effort of the real

Antique Roman art. There is nothing spontaneous in it,

nothing fresh, nothing original ; it is a mere struggling attempt
on the part of second-rate workmen to copy and imitate the

great and vigorous triumphal arches of the earlier age.

When Constantino removed the seat of government from

Rome to his new capital of Constantinople on the Bosphorus,
the whole tone of art became utterly different. Constantinople
was the administrative centre of a great crystallised and solidi-

fied empire. All its habits and customs were those of the most

extravagant court ceremonial and etiquette. As the Empire
grew narrower aad narrower, the emperors grew grander and

Memphis. Nevertheless, there was much similarity in their

position, and this induced a' certain resemblance in their style

as well. At Constantinople, as in Egypt, art was directly and

immediately dependent upon the court. There was no wealthy
and instructed class outside the official body and the emperor's
household ;

all artistic handicraft was produced solely for the

imperial family or its dependents. Palaces and churches were

adorned with painting and mosaic ; rich manuscripts were

illuminated ; beautiful miniatures were produced, and exquisite

carvings performed for the court ceremonial. But there was
no class of independent artists or independent art-patrons.

Hence Byzantine work (as the art of Constantinople is usually

called) was very wooden and artificial, a mere stiff representa-
tion of conventional emperors and patriarchs, in gorgeous robes

and splendid colouring, performing various ceremonies of a

properly stiff and dignified character. It has a certain grand
and semi-barbaric impressiveness of its own, in its peculiar

ceremonial fashion, something like our own pomp of heraldry
*
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and modiii-viil blazons, bat it is wholly wanting in all tho

liii^ii.T ,jii ilitios of freshness, originality, or fidelity to nature.

The typical Hy/.antimt craft was tho gorgooua cooloaioatioal

mosaic work, ropreaenting coloaaal solitary figures in largo
ni bright colour on a background of gold. It please*

nil childish and half-developed minds by its glitter and its

brilliancy, but it cannot please any higher taste, because of ita

lifelosaneaa and its conventionality of representation.
Meanwhile, after the seat of tho Empire was removed to tho

East, Borne itself, with Italy and the West, had been overrun

by tho Teutonic barbarians of Germany the Goths and others

hod settled down in every part of tho old provinces, from
Urit.iin to Carthage, and from Spain to Venice. Thus in these

countries the Roman civilisation died away to a groat extent,

being wholly lost in England, largely overwhelmed in Gaul, and
much diluted even in Italy itself. Accordingly, Constantinople,
as the seat of that part of tho Empire which still retained its

independence and carried on the traditions of Greek and Roman
culture, became the natural centre of civilisation, of literature,

and of art. A brisk traffic in pictures, jewellery, and metal-

work was carried on by Venice and Amalfi between Constanti-

nople and Rome. From the East, Byzantine paintings were

imported into Italy and the Western countries during tho early
middle ages (A.D. 500 to 1200), and Byzantine models were

copied at Rome by the half-barbarised Romans, whoso own art

had all but utterly died out during the Teutonic invasions. Of

course, these Western copies of Byzantine art were even more

wooden, lifeless, and conventional than their Eastern originals.

They often show all the worst types of art that art which is a

mere degradation of higher styles, and is wanting even in the

natural freshness and originality of the veriest savage sketches.

But as the effects of the Teutonic invasions began to pass

away, as the conquerors and the conquered began to fuse into

a single people, new industrial centres arose in Italy, and with

them arose a new and more genuinely native art. Italy,

indeed, had suffered less than any other part of tho Empire
from the barbarian invaders, and throughout the middle ages it

remained far more civilised than any other part of Western

Europe. In architecture tho new movement produced the style

known as Romanesque, with ita graceful rounded arches directly

recalling the old Roman modes, but more distinctly subordi-

nated to the necessities of Christian worship and of modern
life. In painting the movement produced yet more important
results results which have had immense weight in tho whole

subsequent development of art. Tho name of Giotto (A..D.

1276 1336) is closely connected with this revolution.

The accompanying engraving (which represents a triptych,
if not by Giotto himself, at least by some member of the school

that he founded) will give a very good idea of the characteris-

tics of the new style. The devotional spirit remains the chief

spring of all art, but Giotto ventured to introduce a freedom of

treatment, a comparative correctness of drawing, and a truth-

fulness to life, which were wholly wanting in tho Byzantine and

early Italian paintings. Giotto's draperies were still a little

stiff, his attitudes were still a little angular and unreal, his

features were still a little devoid of emotional expression, but

in every respect he shows a great advance upon any previous
artist since tho older Roman period. In the side panels of this

triptych we can see in part a survival of the Byzantine treat-

ment, with its solitary figures in partially conventional attitudes,

and its ornamental rather than truly pictorial character ; and
this survival is very marked in tho decorative presentation of

tho floors, the halos around the heads, and the general nature

of tho accessories. But in tho figure of the monk who occupies
the central panel of the triptych wo have a real and immense
advance upon anything that Italian art had previously produced.
The fall of the drapery in every case, the pose of the hands, the

faces of the personages, are all free from the Byzantine stiffness

and conventionality. The engraving, however, cannot give any
idea of one among Giotto's chief excellences his admirable

colouring. Disregarding the purely decorative colours of the

older school, Giotto ventured to introduce a new system, which

endeavoured to dispense to some extent with gilding and dark

heavy hues, and to substitute for them a purer, more luminous,
and more natural scale of tints. If we judge Giotto's work-

manship by a modern standard, wo shall be compelled to admit
that his pictures often show us heavy and ungainly figures,

oblique eyes, and cumbrous drapery ; but if we compare him

with thoao who went before him, we cannot fail to recognise
hnn as a great and genuine genius. HU advance In movement,

i, truth to Nature, and dramatic effect, constitutes bin
the real beginner of tho modern school, and bis abandonment
of tho old system of colouring enabled him to gire the proper
expression to his novel conceptions. His powers, indeed, were
almost universal, for he was not less remarkable as a sculptor
and an architect than as a painter. Giotto's life was mainly
spent in Florence, and through his influence Florence became
the chief artistic centre of mediaeval Italy. Works of the
school which ho founded are to be met with, however, not only
in Florence, but in Pisa, Padua, Siena, and cany other Italian

towns. Our own National Gallery possesses a few examples.
But, in fact, the style of painting introduced by Giotto was so

dependent upon church architecture that it can hardly be

judged with fairness except in the original positions.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XVL
ANALYSIS OP THE VOICE (continiwd).

IX. JUST 8TBE88.

THE next characteristic of good reading and speaking is jnat
"
stress." This word is meant to designate a peculiar modifica-

tion of force, which distinguishes speech from music. A long-
drawn musical sound has its most forcible part in consequence
of " swell

" and "diminish" at the middle portion of the note.

The tones of speech, on the contrary although, in a few oases,

they approach to this mode of voice usually hare the chief

force of each sound at the opening or the closing part. In music,

the increase of force is comparatively gradual ; in speech and

reading it is frequently abrupt. To these distinctive modes of

voice the term " stress
"

is applied.
To understand the application of this term in detail, it be-

comes necessary to advert to the mode of creating vocal sounds.

In vocal music the result is obtained by full
"
inspiration

"

(inhaling or drawing in the breath), and comparatively slight
"
expiration

"
(giving forth the breath). In this mode, much

breath is drawn in, much retained or withheld, and little given
out at a time

;
and thus are produced those smooth, pure, and

gradually-increasing tones which are appropriate to music all

the breath that is given forth being converted into sound, and

none escaping that is not vocalised. In notes of very short

duration, singing and speech are, it is true, brought nearer to

a resemblance. But this resemblance is more apparent than

real ; as may be observed in the execution of every good singer,

which, in the most rapid passages, still produces the genuine
effect of song, as differing from speech. The resemblance is

owing solely to the brevity of sound, in such cases, which does

not afford time for broad and marked distinctions to be drawn

by tho ear.

The modes of voice which constitute speech, or are exemplified

in reading, are the following :

I. RADICAL STRESS. This form of force includes two modes

"explosion
" and "

expulsion."
1.

"
Explosion

"
is an abrupt and instantaneous burst of voice

as, for example, in violent anger.

This being an instinctive, unconscious, involuntary, impulsive

emotion, does not allow time or disposition for any intentional

or deliberate effect, but makes the creation of vocal sound seem

an irrepressible, spontaneous, electric production of nature,

lying equally out of the reach of the understanding and the

will. This tone has its contrast in the deep, calm, and regular

swell of the tone of reverence, or the ample rolnme, and deliberate

force, of conscious authority and command, in which the speaker

is self-possessed and self-directed, and controls his vocal effects

for purposes understood or felt.

Contrast, for instance, the following angry shoot of Douglas

when enraged by the defiance of Marmion, with the oxsmplss

of reverential invocation and authoritative command wL oh occur

in tho subsequent paragraphs.

Example of "Explosion."

UP DRA'WBRIDGE ! GROOM ! What, WABBKE, HO' I

Let the PORTCU'LLIS FALL !

The sounds of all the accented rowels, in this style, fall upon
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the ear with an instantaneous, clear, sharp, abrupt, and cutting

force, at the initial or " radical" part of each.

2.
"
Expulsion

"
a conscious, intentional, and deliberate

force, coming upon the ear with great power ; as, for example,
in the language of authoritative command.

Example of
''

Expulsion."

Vanguard ! to right and left the front unfold !
"

In this style, bold and forcible as it is, and even sudden as

is its commencement, the accented vowels do not startle the

ear with the abrupt shock of the tone of anger, exemplified
above. There is a partial, though very brief, swell, perceptible
in the "radical," or initial part of each sound. Both of the

preceding examples are classed under the head of
" radical

"

stress
; as their chief force lies in the "

radical," or first part of

each sound.

II. MEDIAL STRESS. This mode of force is exhibited in

1. "Effusion" a moderate, gentle, and gradual swelling of

tone as, for example, in the calm and tranquil utterance of

reverential feeling, in which no disturbing impulse agitates or

forces out the breath, but the voice, somewhat as in music,

glides out, with a smooth effusive stream of sound, enlarging as

it flows, but never bursting out into irregular violence.

Example of "Effusion."

But chiefly Thou, O Spirit ! that dost prefer,
Before all temples, the upright heart and pure,
Instruct me, for thou knowest.

The "
effusive

"
style avoids everything abrupt or sudden in

the formation of sound, and swells gradually to its "acme"
(chief point), at the middle of each sound in the manner of

music; and from tris point
"
diminishes," or decreases, to the

close. This species of "stress" is accordingly denominated
"
medial," from the Latin word medius, the middle.
2.

"
Suppression

" a powerful force of "
explosion" or "

ex-

pulsion," kept down in the very act of giving forth the voice,
and oonverted into the "medial" form, as in the case of a

person communicating, in great earnestness of feeling, with

another, standing at a distance, and yet exceedingly anxious
not to be heard by a third person, still further off; or, as in

the tone of extreme earnestness, uttered by the watcher in the
chamber of a sick person. .

Examples of
"
Suppression."

Hark ! James, listen ! for I must not speak loud. I do not wish
John to hear what I am saying !

Step softly ! speak low ! make no noise !

This mode of voice may be termed a "
half whisper ;" it is

the "aspirated" and "impure" tone, which lies half way be-
tween the ordinary tone of the voice and a whisper. It is

caused by allowing a vast quantity of breath, not "
vocalised,"

to rush out along with the sound of the voice. It is, in fact,"
explosion," or "

expulsion," merged, as it were, or drowned in
a stream of "aspiration," and made to assume the style of
" medial stress."

III. VANISHING STRESS. Besides the "
radical," or initial,

and the "medial," or middle, "stress," there is also a "vanish-
ing," or final

"
stress," which begins softly, swells onward, and

bursts out suddenly, and leaves off abruptly, at the very close of
a sound, as in the jerking termination of the tone of impatient
feeling.

Thus, in the language of maddened impatience, as uttered by
Queen Constance, in her frenzy of grief and disappointment, at
the overthrow of all her hopes for her son, in consequence of
the peace formed between France and England :

Example of
"
Vanishing Stress."

War! war! no peace: peace is to me a war!

In tones of this class the voice withholds its force, and delays
the explosion or expulsion till the la/?':, moment of the emphatic
sound, and then throws it out with an abrupt, wrenching force,
which resembles that of a stone suddenly jerked from the hand.
This species of stress, as it lies at the "

vanish," or last point of

a sound, is termed the "vanishing stress."

TV. COMPOUND STRESS. The designation of "compound
stress" is applied to that mode of forming tones which throws
out the force of the voice in such a manner as to mark, with

great precision, the " radical
" and the "

vanish," or the begin-

ning and the end, of each accented or emphatic sound.

Thus, in the tone of surprise, which is marked by a bold,
"
upward slide," beginning very low, and ending very high, the

voice strikes with peculiar force on the first and last points of

the slide, in order to stamp it more distinctly on the ear, as the
vehicle of intense emotion. A striking example again occurs in

the language of Queen Constance, in the r.Jtuation mentioned

before, when overwhelmed with astonishir jnt at the news si?

has just received.

Example of
"
Compound Stress."

Gone to be married ! gone to swear a peace I

Gone to be friends !

V. THOROUGH STRESS. This designation is applied to that

species of force which marks all the forms of <:
stress

" "
radical,"

"medial," and "vanishing" with intense power, on the same
sound, so as to cause the character of all to be deeply felt, as
in a bold shout, or any other very impressive form of voicej
which indicates intense emotion.

Example of
"
Thorough Stress."

Awake I arise ! or be for ever fallen !

In this shout of the arch-fiend to his fallen host, the tone, it

will be perceived, is not that of mere volume or quantity, of

mere loudness or physical force, as in the mechanical act of

calling, or the voice of a public crier. It has the wide "
falling

inflection
"
of authority and command, and the forcible " radical

"

stress and "expulsive" utterance of courage; and to preserve
the effect of all these, it must not only begin and close vividly,
but exhibit a "medial" "swell," and a distinct "vanish." It

must, in other words, give distinctive force and character to the

beginning, the middle, and the end of each accented sound.

VI. INTERMITTENT STRESS, OR TREMOR. The "
tremor,"

(trembling) or "intermittent" stress, takes place in the utter-

ance of all those emotions which enfeeble the voice, by their

overpowering effect on feeling ; as, for example, in fear and

grief, and sometimes joy, when extreme. This mode of utterance

characterises also the feeble voice of age, or the tone of a
person shivering with cold.

Examples of the former will be found in the section on
"
Expressive Tones." Of the latter we have instances in the

language both of the old woman and the farmer in Wordsworth's

ballad,
"
Goody Blake and Harry Gill."

She prayed, her withered hand uprearing,
While Harry held her by the arm

r
_ , ( " God ! who art never out of hearing,

" ''
\_

Oh! may lie never more be warm!"

No word to any man he utters,
Abed or up, to young or old ;

But ever to himself he mutters,

[Tr.~]
" Poor Harry Gill is very cold!"

LESSONS IN GEOMETKY XVI.

PROBLEM XXXVIII. To describe a circle which shall touch

three given straight lines.

Let x, T, z (Fig. 57) represent the three given straight lines ;

it is required to draw a circle

touching the three given

straight lines x, Y, z. If the

given straight lines do not

form a triangle, let them be

produced both ways, if ne-

cessary, until they form the

triangle A B c, as shown by
the dotted lines in the figure.

Bisect the angle A B c by the

straight line B D, and the

angle A c B by the straight
line c D, and let these lines

intersect in the point D. Then from the point D draw D E per-

pendicular to B c, and from D as a centre, with the radius D E,

describe the circle E F G. The circle E F G touches the given

straight lines x, T, z in the points E, F, G. The result would be
the same no matter what two angles of the triangle are bisected

in order to obtain the point D, or to what side of the triangle a

perpendicular is drawn from D in order to obtain the radius

of the required circle, as shown in the figure.

By this problem we are taught how to inscribe a circle in any
given triangle, the construction adopted being precisely the

Fig. 57.
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that whi.-li hoa been described above; and by Problom
\ \ XVI. in the last lesson (page 49), which teaches as how to

i .< circumference of a circle through any three points
that are not in the same straight line, it is plain that we are

shown how to describe a circle about any given triangle ; for to

do this the oirolo must pass through the throe points in which
the three straight lines (which form the sides and angles of the

trkuitfle) meet.

In making drawings of machines and machinery, the geome-
trical draughtsman will find it necessary
to know how to draw circles of different

radii touching each other with the

utmost nicety externally and internally,
and to draw tangents to two circles,

aa when it is desired to represent in

section the course of an endless band or

belt of leather which passes round two

y wheels or drums, and transmits motive

power from one to the other. This

brings us to the next two problems.
PROBLEM XXXIX. To draw a circle

vith a given radius touching another

given circle externally or internally in a

given point.

Let ABC (Fig. 58) be the given circle ;

it is required to draw two circles with
the given radius x, one touching the

given circle ABC internally in the given point A, and the other

externally in the given point c.

First, let us take the circle that is to touch the given circle

internally in the point A. Find D, the centre of the given circle

ABC. Join A D, and produce it, if necessary, to meet the cir-

cumference of the given circle A B c in the point E. Along A B
set off A F equal to the given radius x, and from the centre F,

at the distance F A, describe the circle A o H, which touches the

given circle ABC internally in the given point A.

To describe a circle with the given radius x, touching ABC
externally in the point c. Find D, the centre of the given
circle ABC. Join D c, and produce it indefinitely towards K.

Set off along c K the straight line C L equal to x, and from L
as centre, with the distance L c, describe the circle c M N, which

touches the given circle ABC
externally in the given point c.

PROBLEM XL. To draw a

tangent to any two given circles.

A straight line may bo drawn

touching any two given circles

either on one side of the straight
line that passes through and

joins the centres of the circles,

or crossing this line. First, let

ns take the case in which the

tangent to the given circles is

required to be on one side of

the straight lino that joins their

centres.

Let A B c, D E F (Fig. 59) be the

given circles. Draw an indefinite

straight lino X Y, passing through
and joining the centres, a and

H, of the given circles, and also

passing through the point c in

the circumference of the circle

ABC, and the point F, in the cir-

cumference of the circle DBF. From the point F in the straight
line x Y, set off F K equal to o c, the radius of the circle ABC.
The remainder K H of the straight line F H, the radius of the

circle D E F, is manifestly the difference of the radii of the

given circles. With H K as radius, from the point H as centre,

describe the circle K L M, and from the point o, the centre of the

circle ABC, draw the straight line o M touching the circum-

ference of the circle K L M in the point M. Join H M, and

produce it to out the circumference of the circle D F E in the

point E, and through E draw E B parallel to o M. The straight
line E B is a tangent to the two given circles A B c, D B F. The
same result may be obtained by drawing o B through the point o,

parallel to H E, and joining the points B and E. The straight line

D E has bee* drawn as a tangent to the given circles ABC,

Fig. 53.

D B F on the rvjht of the straight line x T that pauses through
their centres. The dotted lines o L, u u, D A, and A o show
how the tangent may be drawn to the left of the straight line

X T. The straight lines A D, B E, with the arcs A x , D T B,
show the position of an endless band passing over the wheel*
or drums A B c, D B F.

Now let it be required to draw a tangent to the given circles

A B c, D B F, crossing the indefinite straight line x T that psitnct

through their centres o and H. From the point c in the direc-

tion of r, set off along c T the straight line c equal to F H,
the radius of the circle D F B. The straight line o V is then

manifestly equal to the sum of the radii of the given nfrnioB,

being made up of o c, the radius of the circle ABC, and o V,
which has been made equal to F H, the radios of the circle

D F B. From the centre o, with the radius o X, describe the
arc o N P, and from H, the centre of the circle D F B, draw H o
touching the arc o N P in the point o. Join o o, cutting the
circumference of the circle A B c in the point Q ; and through
the point q draw q B para Id to H o. The straight line q B is

a tangent to the two given circles A B c, D B F. The same result

may be obtained by drawing u B through the point B, parallel
to o o, and joining the points q and B. The straight line Q B
has been drawn as a tangent to the given circles A B c, D E F,

crossing the straight line x Y that passes through their centres,
from left to right ; the dotted lines H P, P o, 8 T, and T H show
how the tangent may be drawn crossing x Y from right to left.

The straight lines q B, s T, with the arcs q A B s, TDBB, show
the position of a crossed endless band passing over the wheels
or drums A B c, D B F.

The effect of crossing the endless band is to make the wheels
or drums over which it passes revolve in contrary directions. In
the first case, when the band forms tangents to the wheels on
both sides of the line that joins their centres, the wheels revolve

in the same direction, that is to say, by the action of the band the
wheels revolve, so that a point B, on the circumference of the
wheel A B c, is carried round towards A, and a point E on the cir-

cumference of the wheel D E F is carried round towards D, the

strap being supposed to move in the direction of the arrows

placed near the letters A, D, E, B. In the second case, when
the band forms tangents to the wheels crossing the line that

joins their centres, a point q in the circumference of the wheel
ABC would be carried round towards s, and a point T in the

circumference of the wheel DBF would bo carried round towards

B, the strap being supposed to move in the direction indicated

by the arrows placed near the letters q, B, T, 8.

The circles K L M , D E F are called concentric circles because

they are described from the same centre, H, and for the same
reason the arcs A c B, o N P are called concentric arcs.

Fig. 59 suggests the method of drawing a circle of a given
radius to touch two given straight lines. Let L o, x o, pro-
duced indefinitely to a and 6, represent the two given straight

lines, and z the radius of the required circle. In o a take any
point u, and through u draw u w at right angles to o a.

Bisect the angle a o b formed by the straight lines o a, ob
(produced to meet in a if necessary) by the straight line o Y,

and set off along the straight line u w, u T equal to z. Then

through v draw v H parallel to o a, and meeting a Y in H.

Then from the point H as centre, with a radius equal to z,

describe the circle K L M . This circle touches the given straight
lines o a, o & in the points H and L.

PROBLEM XLI. To draw a tangent through any point in a

yi:en arc, when it is inconvenient to determine the centre oj

the circle of the circumference of which the given are it a part.
Let A B c (Fig. 60)

be the given arc, and c

the given point through
which it is required to

draw a tangent to the

arc A B c. Through c /A
draw any straight line '

or chord c A, cutting Fig. 80.

the arc in the points A
and c. Bisect A o in D, and through D draw D B at right angle*

to A c. Join B c, and at the point B in the straight line c B

make the angle c B E equal to the angle DC B or B c B. Then

through c draw the straight line x Y parallel to B B, The

straight line x Y is a tangent to the arc A B c, and it ia drawn

through the given point c, as required.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXVI.
SECTION XLIX. VERBS REQUIRING THE DATIVE.

MANY verbs compounded with the particles ab, an, auf, Bet,

tnt, er, nad;, set, sot, ju, and toiber
;

as also, banfen, to thank ;

broken, to threaten ; folgen, to follow; gel;erd;en, to obey; fd;mcirf;e(n,

to flatter, etc. ( 129. 4), govern the dative, as : Sr entfagte bem

luc unb ber -Scffnung, he resigned (the) happiness and (the) hope.
3)en beften SKenfcben fleben 3el;ter an, faults cleave to the best of

men. Set 3e(bfi,err get;crd;te bem 23efel)te te8 .KaiferS, the commander-
in-chief hearkened to the command of the emperor. D'lur cm

@clae fcb,meid;e(t bem -crrn fein Sreict bem Steien, only a slave flat-

ters the master no freeman, a freeman.

VOCABULARY.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Dcr'iemge, icetctyer einet bofcn e

fett'ftyaft nictyt entfa'gen fann,

fann fciner guten an'geljBrer,.

36,r Sreunb begeg'nete mir geftern,

after mir tocttte fein Slame nid;t

einfaUen.

8urften entfa'gen nictyt fo Icicbt tetn

He who cannot renounce an
evil company, can belong to

no good one.

Your friend met me yesterday,
but I could not remember his

name (his name would not
occur to me).

Princes do not resign the

throne so easily.

What avails it for man to

struggle against (the) his

destiny ? he must always
succumb to its power.

Trust not every one ; and least

of all, those who flatter thee.

The admonition of a friend is

of much value to me, and I

follow it gladly.

EXERCISE 94.

1. SQBenn in atten 3eiten zin SWdd;tiger bem anbern feint n;ar, fo erftarte

et ttym ten .Krieg. 2. 3luS atten Drten, tie iljm angefy&rten, fammette

biefer mdcbtige -crr tie Scanner, tie tfym anljingen. 3. S^acfctcm fie feinem

SScrljaben beigeftimmt fatten, seitfftd;teten fie fid;, tfitn beimftc^en, unb tf)m

in ben Jfrieg ju fotgen. 4. Sold; cin (Sect. XL. 6.) m4d;tiger err

tear -Seinrid; ber Siinje, -5er5og wn 33a^crn, >cefd;cm grope Scinbcr juge^orten,

unb Saufente loon Jtricgern gef;ord;ten. 5. 3)od; tie Jfaune eineS JlaiferS

fcf;toebte t^m immer or 2tugen. 6. S)er ^erjcg^ut gcnugte i^im nicbt.

7. r traute feiner eigencn Jlraft unb trofcte bem Jvaifer. 8. >er Jvaifer

Jotbate ifn auf, fid; feinen Sefcften ju fugen, unt btc6,te ifm nttt ber 2ld;t.

2Ba8 niifct e8 fcem SDhnfcften, bem

cfyicf'fale ju hribcrftre'ben ?

ftet mujj er tcr 2ftad;t teffcl'ben

unterlie'gen.

Siraue nicfjt jebem 2)Jenfd;en, unb am

attcrwe'nigften ben'ienigen, fete bit

fd;meid;em.

Die rma^'nung eineS greunteS gift

mir siet, imb
ic|) folge tt;r gern.

Jlcfyt, /. outlawry, ban.
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Rsun6 OF EXAMPLES.

on'geft.igt, entging'

rr urn flcrfcr nut turd; tie

SMttvu mid; tine* *8effern, menn bu

<ie bemad/tigten fid; fce JRaubert,

trr ten .(I.utfnunit feine <S>elte

beraubt' tyatte.

<fr beiann' fid; eine SBeffern, urn

nutt einer Un'ab,rb,eit bejurt/tigt

ju iwten.

Went 3ob,n b,at mid) Mti (Sklte*

entbtopt'.

Gntbe'bet mid; fciefer trau'rigen

Ter (S'cr$'te erbarmt' ftd; feine

>r<icb,e.

Ctin'nete tid) ter vielen 2Beb,l'tb,aten,

tic id;
tic emjtrt'.

eten'Fe teineS Srcuntrt felbfl in

ircitcr gcrne !

3>rob,e, wit tu ttiflft, id; lad;e tetuer.

9lad; gefd;e'bener Slrbeit famt man

pffegen.

SSieJe riifimen fid; groper lljaten, He

fte niemal voUbracb,t' fyaben.

Ueber^e'be mid; ter -Kctb/roentigfeit,

tid; ju ftrafen.

Ob.e \<fy mid) tintt @rf;IagcS serfeb/en

b,atte, lag id; fd;on ju SJoten ge-

fherft'.

<5r ar fo flo(, kajj et nttcb, feineS

28ltrfe8 wur'btgte.

Accused of high treason, h

escaped the prison only by
flight.

Teaob me (convince me of) a

bettor, if you can.

They seized the robber who hod
robbed the merchant of his

money.
He bethought himself of a

better course in order not to

be accused of on untruth.

My son has stripped me of all

(my) money.
Believe me of (from) this sad

duty.
The righteous (man) is merciful

to his beast.

Bemember the many good deeds

(favours) that I have shown

you.
Bemember thy friend even in

remote distance.

Threaten as thou wilt, I will

laugh at thee.

After completed (taken place)

toil, we can indulge in (the)

repose.

Many boast themselves of great
deeds which they have never

accomplished.

Exempt me from the necessity
of punishing thee.

Before I had expected a blow,
I was already felled (lay

stretched) to the ground.
He was so proud that he did

not vouchsafe to me a look.

EXERCISE 96.

1. <Ste erinnem ( 86. 1, 2) fid> roo6,l nod) teS jungcn TOanncS, ber

fan vorigen 3ab,re te JRaube8 angeflagt h>at. 2. (Sr mat befd;ultigt, etnen

retd;en Jpteb^dnbler auf tec Santftrajte feine etteS beraubt ju Ijaben.

3. iJftan fonnte ifyn jetod; biefe
J

-Berbred;en md;t uberfub,rcn. 4. Gft b,atte

fid) bereits afler J&offnung einer 8rcifpved;ung bcgeben, unb ftd; teS etan

tent entfd;lagen, fur unfd;ultig erfldrt ju njertrn. 5. Der 9lirf;ter jebod;

entfycb ifm after org?. 6. Stacfjtem er ken 2lngettagten aufgcfortcrt 6atte,

nur gute aJhtt^J ju fein, unb fid) atle Summers ju entfcf>(agen, erflarte

er : 3d; bin ter cotten SJJeinung, fcai man tiefen jungen 9JJann nid;t te

J8aube bejiid;tigcn fann. 7. 3)enn m'd;t 3eter, ter fid; te JBettefn*

fit.init, unb aUer DJJittd entblept ifl, tt)irb ein Wftuber. 8. 3d; fann feineJ

Sctrageni lobenb ertoa^nen, tenn er b,at fid; immer eine crtentlidjen 8eben

befliffen. 9. 3d; erinnere eud; aber an feine S^aten tm Itfcten Jtriege,

teren er fid; mit SRectyt rub,men fann. 10. SJreuet eud> feiner greifprediung,

unb wurtiget t^n euret 8reuntfd;uft. 11. @pcttet fcinet nid;t, meil er tm

better n?ar, fcntcrn crbarmt eud; cielmeljr feiner, unt getenfet feiner Seiten.

12. Setcr, ter feiner (ad;t, fd;ame fid; feine eigenen 33etragen. 13.

'>HU Slnmcfcnten fvcuten fid; tiefer Sete, unb man enttebtgte augenblicflid;

Itn 2lngef(agten feiner Seffetn. 14. 8efire un teine SBege, o Jperr ! unb

ieraube un nid;t keiner nate ! 15. 3d; bin SBitten* ( 128), tm nfld;.

ftcn Sommer ein S3ab ju bcfud;en. 16. 3d) fann turd;au nid;t ter

2lnfid;t fcin, tap man nacf; Sifd;e ter 9lu^e nid;t Dftegen foflte. 17. 2Ber

fid; te Sebenfl freut, fofl fid; aud; fce @tetben erlnnern. 18. 9U enerat

SiUv fid; ter tatt SWagteburg bemad;tigt ^atte, tad;te er fcer gle^enttn,

ttetd;e ib,n baten, fid; ifyret 511
erbarmen.

EXERCISE 97.

1. In former times the people knew not how to read, much
less to write. 2. I am willing to visit next summer the baths of

Homburg and Laubach. 3. When Louis Philippe, King of the

French, had abdicated his throne, he went with his whole family
to England. 4. Some kings have little reason to boast of their

reigning. 5. The Emperor Charles V. gave up his crown and went
into a convent. 6. It becomes a man better to bo studious of

his actions, than to boast of his abilities. 7. I will relieve my
elf of all business, and enjoy a quiet life. 8. He rejoiced at the

acquittal of the innocent, and voucha/od to them the gnaiact
fricmdHhip. 9. The enemy (jay, onemiea) ttormed the town and

laughed at the aupplicanU, who besought them to hare pity on
them.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 11 (Vol. I., page 68).

1. ! your friend, the captaiu, ttill a young m*n? 2. Tw, b to

till youug, but bis good friend, the Dutchman, U old, 3. Have 700
a beautiful great dog ? 4. No, I hare a beautiful great bone. 6. HM
your little child my new knife ? 6. No, but your good on has your
new stick. 7. Ha* the batcher a fat aheep T & YM, and hi* good
sou has a beautiful white lamb. 9. la your friend, the yoong Duteb
man, rich or poor? 10. He U not rich, but he is contented. 11.

A contented man i ol*o rich. 12. A. rich man U not always a
contented man. 13. Your great house bai a steep roof and a deep
cellar. 14. From whom have you your new sofa ? 15. I hare it from
a good friend. 16. The pig is a l&zy fat animal. 17. A true (dead to

a strong protection.

EXERCISE 12 (Vol. L, page 94).

1. Have you my ripe fruit f 2. No, I have your tilrer fruit-knife,

and your old friend, the teacher, has the ripe fruit. 3. Have you nay
silver pencil ? 4. No, the good teacher ha* it. 5. Has the old cook

my wooden table ? 6. No, the joiner has it, but the cook has

marble table. 7. Has he also a wooden cask f 8. Yes, and this dili-

gent scholar has a beautiful leaden inkstand. 9. Has he also a sflrer

cup ? 10. Yes, and he has also a copper kettle and an iron mortar.

11. Have you my young friend's new knife ? 12. No, I have a new
knife from the good merchant. 13. Has this diligent scholar the old

friend's good book, or bis good cousin's silver pencil ! 14. He has

neither a good book nor a silver pencil he has only a wooden pencil.

15. Where is the cook's copper kettle ? 16. The poor man has only SB
iron kettle.

EXERCISE 13 (Vol. L, page 94).

1. at fte mem reife Obft? 2. er alte Jlcd; bat meinen fUbmten

Sleiflift.
"

3. $at cr aud; em neue SWeffet ? 4. i>er gute Xaufmann $

etnen alten mamtornen Stfd;. 5. (fr b,at nxter ein gcltcne* CbftmejTet

nod; etnen ftlbernen S3erf;er. 6. Der Summer ift etne goliene 3eit. 7. ct

fletptge Sifd;(et b,at ten eifernen fleffet te* ceb.

EXERCISE 14 (Vol. I., page 94).

1. Is this young lady's young sister iu Germany ? 2. No, she is in

France, but her brother is ia America. 3. Where is my new gold pen ?

4. Youryoung friend Miss S. has it. 5. Has your mother the beautiful

silk of your aunt ? 6. Yes, and also the beautiful fine linen. 7. When
are [tft] your gold spectacles? 8. I have no gold spectacles. 9. Hare

you a silver or gold watch? 10. I have a silver watch. 11. Is it a

good watch ? 12. Yes, but it is not very beautiful. 13. When is your
watch? 14. It is in my watch-pocket 15. Has your sister a gold

watch ? 16. Yes, and she has also a beautiful gold chain. 17. When
are my new scissors ? 18. I hare them, but they are not very sharp.

19. Where is your sister? 20. She is with her mother in the library.

21. Where is my glass lamp ? 22. I have it 23. Who has my new

opera-glass ? 24. I have it, and your new spectacles.

EXERCISE 15 (Vol. L, page 94).

1. Die SKutter tiefer Dante tft in Sranfreteb, . 2. $at tie f<$citt Totter

terguten Xante etne gclttneltbr? 3. SKetn ffeipiqer JPruter bat wetcr

eine gdtene llb,r nod; ein gutrt Operngla*. 4. OHetne gute S^nxftrr $at

feine feine fieinfcant, aber fte b.at eine neue gldferne gamut. 5. SRein

Setter mit ter geltenen Grille ifl bet metnem fd;onen 33rutcr w fca

i! il''iotbef.

EXERCISE 16 (Vol. I., page 102).

1. Has the Frenchman the German's wine ? 2. Yes, and the Ger-

man has the Frenchman's cloth. 3. What has th Russian? 4. H
has the country of the Pole. 5. This Greek is no friend of the Turk.

6. Who has the sharp knife of this boy ? 7. The friend of this Greek

has it. 8. Have yon your nephew's writing-desk I 9. No. I have my
father's writing-desk. 10. Have you this boy's book, or his nephew's

paper ? 11. I have the boy's book, and my niece has the nepbeWe

paper. 12. la our friend, the captain, a Frenchman or a Greek ?

He is a Frenchman, and a great enemy of the RussUn. 14. Is tils

child a son of our neighbour, the merchant ? 15. No, be [it] is the

son of a Jew, and his father is the neighbour of a Christian. 16. A
lively countenance is not always the sign of a quiet conscience, 17.

Have you the count's book ? 18. No, but the prince has the book,

19. The life of a soldier is fatiguing and unsafe. 80. Have you a

monarchy or a republic? 21. America has no prince, but liberty.

22. I have a gold watch, and you bav a silver pencil-
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LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. VII.

IN our last lesson we gave an example of the principle of post-

ing the entries from the. Journal to the Ledger ; let us now
suppose that an entry similar to the following occurred in a
Merchant's Journal:

(PageS.)



LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXIX.
BUSINESS HANDWRITING. I.

IN our present Lesson on Penmanship, we bring before our

readers two excellent models of business handwriting, one
of which will

K'ivo those

\\lio may bo

seeking a
seat in a
merchant's
counting-
house, a clear

idea of the

kind of writ-

ing suitable

for mercan-
tile corre-

spondence,
while the
other exhi-

bits the style
best suited

for entries in

theday book,

ledger, jour-

nal, and other
account
books used
in every office

where a rigid

system of

book-keeping
is main-
tained, and
the account-

ant's duties

are efficiently

carried out.

It will be
useful for
our readers

to mark the difference between the general character of the

handwriting suitable for the business letter, and that which
is better calculated for records of mercantile transactions.

Although it must be conceded that both specimens of penman-

SPECIMEN OF BUSINESS HANDWRITING. NO. 1.

hpiiiwof
business U dosed for the evening; while the latter exhi-

bit* in an equal degree unmuUkabb signs of the deliberation,
method, and thoughtfulneM that should always be exercised by
the bookkeeper or accountant, to prevent errors and the dis-

figurement of the fair page neatly ruled in red and blue for the

r'-'-<-jitiv:j of

facts and
figures, by
the use of

the pen-knife
or eraser to

remove any
mistake that

may have on-

fortunatelyWn riitt.l- by
undue haste
on the part
of the writer,
or want of

proper atten-

tion to the

important
task on which
he iaengaged.
The reader
will notice

that while
the loops and
tails ofletters

in the speci-
mens of buui-

ness hand-
writing in

this page are

a little longer
than thost

in the spe-
cimens of

official hand-

writing given
in previous

lessons (see pages 33, 48), they are not carried above or below the

body of the letter to the extent that was formerly insisted on in
commercial handwriting, and that there is a total absence of all

that obnoxious flourishing and redundancy of capital letters,

S-J/'

-ft*

-

V

/
^ ( * r /

SPECIMEN OF BU8INfc86 HANDWRITING. NO. 2.

17

ship are perfectly satisfactory, as far as neatness and legibility

concerned, the former is marked by the ease and freedom
it a good writer naturally imparts to his handwriting, when,

rith ready thought and practised hand, he uses the pen

which were once considered* as combining to form the height of

perfection in the penmanship of the commercial clerk. For busi-

ness correspondence and the records of mercantile transactions,

as well as for official handwriting, a plain, clear hand, devoid of

pidly to get through the mass of business correspondence that flourishes and ornamentation of capital letters, is the most d

oust be cleared off and sent to the nearest post-office before the

33 N.E.

able, and will always command the preference of practical
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LESSONS IN GREEK. IV.
CASE-ENDINGS OF THE DECLENSIONS.

L HAVE already said that there are, in Greek, three declensions;
the essential forms of two of these three declensions are con-

tained in the article, which was brought under your notice in

the last lesson (page 66), thus :

CASE-ENDINGS OF FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSIONS.

Singular.

First, Second. Second.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

English
FEM. MAS. NEUT. Equivalent.

7] OS OV

TJS OV OU

r> v v
7]V OV OV

of.

to, by.

ats

as

Nom. Ace. a

Gen. Dat. aiv

Plural.

01

ots

ovs

Dual.
ta

oiv

<ov

ois

of.

to, by.

oiv of, to, by.

Learn these case-endings very carefully. You will then, as it

were by anticipation, have acquired the chief forms of the first

and second declensions. And observe, here, some general facts,

the recollection of which you will hereafter find very useful.

These endings are signs or tokens of the feminine gender,

namely, 77, TJS, 77, TJJ/, 01, our, ay. These are usually signs or

tokens of the masculine gender, namely, 01, ov, <a, ov, ot, ots,

ouv. These are marks of the neuter gender, namely, ov, a.

Then, in regard to the cases, observe that TJS and ov are indi-

cations of the genitive singular, while the iota subscript is the

mark of the dative singular, is of the dative plural, and uv of

the genitive plural.
In the article, as in nouns and adjectives, the nominative and

accusative neuter in the singular, plural, and dual numbers are

the same j thus :

Singular. Plural. Dual.

Nom. TO (ov) TO. (a) rw (a>).

Ace. TO (ov) TO. (a) TO> (a>).

You will ascertain how much you have become master of, and
be aided in fixing your acquirement in your memory, if, before

you proceed to the declensions considered separately, you now
study this

GENERAL VIEW OF THE THREE DECLENSIONS.

First. Second. Third.

Singular.

MAS. FEM. MAS. NEUT. MAS. FEM. NEUT.

Rom. TJS as 77 a os ov a, , v, <a, v, , p, 5, ty

Gen. ov TJS as on

Dat. 77 a
77

a <a

Ace. i}v av T)v av ov

Plural.

1
(and same as

v J the Nom, in

]
some neuter
\noum.

Nom.
Gen.

Dat.

Ace.

MAS. FEM.

ats

as

MAS. NEUT.

ot a

tav

ots

ovs a

Dual.

M. F. N. M. F. N. M. F. N.

Nom. Ace. a ta e

Gen. Dat. aiv otv oiv

These are the case-endings of the nouns of the three declen-

sions. Knowing these, you can easily form a noun or give any
case and number of a noun. Suppose the noun is TIJU.TJ, honour:

TifjLTj consists of two parts, namely, the stem or crude form rtfj.,

and the nominative singular termination 77. Take from TI/J.TJ

the case-ending, you have the stem np. ; add to the stem TI/U the

case-ending, you have TI/WJ, the nominative singular. You will

Bee this exemplified in this table.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

STEM AND CASE-ENDINGS OF A NOUN.

TtjUTj, Jionour.

Singular.
STEM. CASE-ENDINGS. THE TWO UNITED.

Ttyu -77 TJ/U-TJ.

ri/j. -TJS Tt/u-Tjs.

rift

rtyu,

rift

Tt/i

Tip

-TJV

Plural,

-at

-uv

-ais

-as

Tiu.-<av.

ri/jL-ais.

Ttju-as.

Dual.

Nom. Ace. T^U -a

Gen. Dat. rifj. -aiv ri/j.-aiv.

Let us throw away the hyphen, and then from the common
form Tifj. we have Ttjurj, TifiTjs, TI/UTJ, TtjUTji/, Ttjuot, Ti/Acav, rifiais,

rifjias, rina, ri/j.aiv. This explanation will in substance serve for

the nouns and adjectives generally.
In the preceding tables the vocative case is not given ; the

reason is, that in the first declension there is no form peculiar
to the vocative, the nominative form serving also as the vocative.

THE FIRST DECLENSION.

The first declension has four terminations in the nominative

singular, namely, TJ, a (or a), TJS, and as. Of these four termina-

nations, two namely, TJ and a are feminine ; and two namely,
TJS and as are masculine.

CASE-ENDINGS OF THE FIRST DECLENSION.

Singular. Plural. Dual.
MASCULINE. FEMININE. M. P. M. F.

Nom. TJS as TJ a at a

Gen. ov TJS as TJS far aiv

Dat. 77 a 77 cf,
77 ats aiv

Aoc. t\v av rjv av as a

Voc. TJ, a a TJ a at a

Nouns of the first declension may be divided into such as in

the singular have TJ in all their cases, and such as in the singu-

lar have a in all their cases. I shall present specimens of both

kinds, to be carefully learnt by heart.

FEMININE NOUNS.

1. Such as have TJ in all their cases.

Singular.
Justice. Victory. Honour. Opinion. A Fig-tree.

Nom. TJ SI/C-TJ. viK-rj. Ttjit-Tj. yvca/j.-r). ffvK(ta)ri.

Gen. TTJS StK-Tjs. VJK-TJS. TIJU-TJS. yvcafi-ijs. O~VK-T)S.

Dat. T7J SlK-TJ. VIK-T). TI/i-TJ. yVU/Jl-r). ffVK-fj.

Ace. rr)v SIK-TJJ/. viK-tjv. TI/U-TJC. yvufj.-r)v. ffvx-riv.

Voc. ta StK-Tj. viK-rj. Ttju-Tj. yv(afj.-r]. ffvK-fj.

Plural.

Nom. at 8t/c-at. vm-ai. Tip-ai. yvtofjL-ai. ffvu-at.

Gen. Ttav SiK-tav. VIK-IOV. rip-iav. yvtaft-fav. o~vK-iav.

Dat. TOIS 8i/c-ais. viK-ais. Ti/j.-ais. yvufj.-ats. o"i/c-a?s.

Ace. TOS St/c-as. viK-as. rifj.-as. yvoi/j.-as. ffVK-as,

Voc. ca SiK-ai. viK-ai. rip-ai. yvcafj.-ai. ffVK-ai.

Dual.

N.A.V. TO SJK-O. viK-a. rifj.-a. yvoi^-a. ffVK-a.

G.D. raiv SiK-aiv. vtK-aiv. n/j.-aiv. yvo/u-aiv. avK-alv.

The circumflex over the case-endings of ffvurj denotes a con-

traction of two vowels into one.

FEMININE NOUNS.

2. Such as have a in all their cases.

Nom. OK
Gen. O~K

Dat. O~K

ACC. ffK

VOC. ffK

a long.

Shade. Country.

Singular.
A Mina. Hammer.

p.va-(aa). ff<pvp-a.

/Jiv-as. fftyvp-as.

a short.

A Muse.

Hovff-a.

A Table.

-av. ^cop-ay, fiv-uis. afyvp-av.

ff(pvp-a.

rpome -71.

rpaire-av.
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the genitive, and by or for is required for the dative. The

subject and direct object are generally without a preposition
in English ; and when the Greek verb has its object in the

genitive or the dative case, the English idiom must be followed

in the translation, and not the Greek, except when the two corre-

spond. An English construction corresponding with the Greek

construction is to be preferred, when it can be had with the

preservation of perfect purity in the translation. After all, the

idioms of the two languages vary considerably, and it is possible
for a rendering in English to be too close to the original. Keep
as near as you can to the Greek, but never forfeit correctness in

the English.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. IV.

CHEMICAL APPARATUS. In this lesson we shall give soma

practical hints concerning apparatus, and it will be found that

the general idea that chemical apparatus, etc., is very expen-

sive, is as erroneous as it is general. Indeed, most of the

prominent experiments, even for a lecture-room, may be per-

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

formed at the outlay of a few shillings. We shall enumerate
the several things which are all but necessary; but the in-

ventive student will soon find ways of adapting a very little

apparatus to many purposes.
It is advisable that all bottles and breakable apparatus should

\>& kept in a room which can be set apart as a laboratory, or,
where this cannot be done, in a closet under lock and key.
BLOW-PIPES. The most convenient mode of "heating" is

either by a "spirit-lamp" or bya"Bunsen's gas burner,"
the name of each being smokeless.

A Glass Spirit-lamp (Fig. 5o), with a ground-glass cap, which
fits on the wick when the lamp is not in use, and prevents the

evaporation of the spirit, costs Is. 4cZ. The wick-holder is stone-

ware, which is preferable to brass, as it does not corrode ; nor
does it conduct the heat of the flame to the body of the lamp, as

brass wick-holders do. A lamp of 5 or 6 oz. capacity is the

most convenient size. The spirit used is
"
methylated spirit,"

the price of which is about 5s. per gallon.
Bunsen's Gas Burner. In this kind of burner (Fig. 6) the

gas enters by the horizontal pipe, b, and escapes from a jet a

little above the holes in the neck into which the upright pipe
a is screwed. The gas thus mixes with the air, and burns with

a smokeless flame at the top of the pipe. When a broad surface

is to be heated, which is generally the case in evaporation, a rose

burner, d, is used. The smallest size of Bunsen's burner (2-inch

bore) is Is. 6d. ; with the rose Is. more. When a greater heat
is required we use a blow-pipe (Fig. 56), which is merely a tube

which ends in a very small hole through which a stream of air

is blown upon a flame. A tin blow-pipe with brass nozzle costa
8d. Some practice is required before a steady, good flame
can be maintained ; this is accomplished by filling the mouth
with air, and continuing the pressure with the cheeks, while

breath is taken through the nose. First practise without the

blow-pipe in the mouth, inflating the cheeks, and while inflated

breathe through the nose ; then, without opening the mouth, force

the blow-pipe between the lips, and it will be found that the

escape of air from the blow-pipe is so little that the former

process of breathing with inflated cheeks can be continued,
and thus a steady flame procured.

Herapath's Gas Blow-pipe, the price of which is 7s. 6cf. (Fig.

7), is more convenient, especially for blowing glass, and for

fusions. The gas enters at a, and meets at b with a current
of air which is blown from c. The
flame, therefore, is like that of the

Bunsen's burner, smokeless, but
hotte and pointed.

GLASS TUBING may be had any
size, from 2s. a pound. The three

smallest sizes will be found most
useful. If the tube be wanted for

combustion that is, to stand heat

without melting
" Bohemian hard

glass
" must be used ; it is not

dearer than the English.
To Cut Glass Tubing. Take a

key-file, which may be obtained for

id., and make a mark across

the tube with the edge of the

file at the place where the tube is

required to be broken ; take hold

of it on each side of the mark, and
it will snap when pressed. If the

tube be large, the scratch must be
continued round the tube.

To Melt or Bend Tubes. Simply put them in the blow-pipe

flame, being careful to do it by degrees ; then turn the tube

round, so that each part may be alike heated. The flame will

soon become tinged with yellow, which is the burning of the

soda in the glass, and proves that the glass is melting ; then

bend the tube to the shape required, but be careful not to allow

the hot part, when removed from the flame, to touch anything

cold, or it most probably will crack.

To Blow o, Bulb. Hold the end of the tube in the flame (Fig.

8), and when it is soft touch it with another piece of tube. The

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

two will adhere. Now twist the latter, and by this means the

hole in the first tube will be completely closed, or the tube will

be "
hermetically sealed." Place this sealed end in the flame,

and continually turn it round, so that all sides may be equally

heated. Upon blowing through the tube this softened glass

will expand into a bulb.

It is frequently required to pass tubes through corks. Thia
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may bo done by making a wire rather leu than the tube red-

hot, and tlu-n burning a hole through the cork. But by far the

beat plan in to buy
"
cork-borers," which are pieces of thin brass

ul u UK-, the edge of

which ia sharpened at

one end. They are

made in acts which fit

into each other. A
not of two costs lOd. ;

three, Is. 2d. There
are seta of six, but
those of two or three

answer every practical

I>urpoae.
t tubes arc in con-

stant requisition ; their

sizes range from two
inches in length and a

quarter of an inch in

diameter, to eight
inches in length and
one and a-half inches

diameter. Their prices

vary usually from 4d.

a dozen to 3s.

When they have
been used as with all

chemical apparatus they should be cleaned. This is best effected

by a round brush, made of bristles held in twisted wire, which
costs 3d., or a piece of tow at the end of a wire will answer the

same purpose.
It is convenient to have a stand, such as is shown in Fig. 10,

in which to hold test tubes. The stand may be bought for Is. 9d.

Fig. 11.

Of GLASS JABS (Fig. lla), one ought to be graduated as a

measure an 8 oz.
"
measuring glass

"
is Is. 8d.

" Beakers
"

may be had with spouts, but if not, then a glass rod must be

held at the place over which the liquid is to run, as in Fig. 9.

Jars are required for collecting gases ;
those in which confec-

tioners keep

-wni'M MiniiiTv
their sweets are

1 d /T' lltov the best ; wide-

necked bottles

also used by
them are very

cheap, and an-

swer every pur-

pose.

FLABKB, which

also serve for

retorts, may be

had of any gro-

cer or oilman,

either for no-

thing or for a trifling sum. They come from Italy, filled with

olive oil. The glass flasks are chiefly made at Florence hence

their name, Florence flasks ; they are covered with rushes, not

only for their preservation, but that a flat bottom may be pro-

Tided on which they stand. For chemical use the rushes are cut

off, and the flask cleaned with a little soda and warm water.

Flaiks with flat bottom* are required, and these may be had for
4*. 6d. a dozen, baring a capacity of 12 o*., 64. lees a dozen for
each 2oz. less in capacity, and <W. more for every additional 4 01

One of these latter

faeirs may nuke a

very useful appentas
a wcuk bottle (Pi*.

11 b). By blowing
down the open pipe at

A, ajet of water ieraee

from the other at ,

which i a convenient
mode of filling a test

tube, or adding a little

water to a solution.

To make this bottle

will be a good begin-

ning for a student, as

the tubes and cork
must fit tightly.
A Ring Stand (Rf.

11 c), with three rings,
is 5s., and is indis-

pensable in the labo-

ratory. They may be
had larger, but this is

quite sufficient.

Evaporating Basins (Fig. lid) are shallow basins of Berlin

porcelain. A nest of seven, containing from 1 J oz. to 18 oz.,

may be had for 6s. 5d.

Thuringian porcelain is thinner, and basins of this, more
shallow than the last, are in nests of nine for 6s.

Distillation is carried on by turning a liquid into vapour, and

condensing this vapour again into liquid. A very useful con-

denser is the one shown in Fig. 12, Liebig's Condenser, price 14.
and upwards, a 6 is a glass tube, which passes through cold

water held in the larger tin tube c ; instead of the retort d, a
Florence flask may be used, the tube which passes through a
cork fitted into a being attached to its neck. The distilled

liquid falls from the pipe e into the vessel /. The water in the

coudenser is kept cool by continually renewing it ; the cold

water entering from the barrel g by the funnel i ; and, as warm
water always rises, the warmest escapes by the pipe h.

Liquids are often purified by filtering (Fig. 13) ; for this fun-

nels of glass or porcelain are used, and white blotting paper is

cut into a round disc, then folded thus, a, and again into half,

h, opened, c, and placed in the funnel, d. The arrangement in

this figure is simple and convenient.

We advise students not to lay in a stock, but to get chemicals

and apparatus as they are needed. The prices of preparations
will be found in catalogues, which will be forwarded by any
working chemist.

All acids must be kept in stoppered bottles, and no bottlt

should be without a label descriptive of its contents. 12 OK.

bottles, with ground-glass stoppers, are 6s. a dozen ; Is. more

per dozen for each additional 4 oz.

Fig. 13.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXVII.
COMPOUND DIVISION.

11. THE process of dividing a compound quantity may be

regarded in two aspects.

(1.) We may divide a compound quantity by an abstract

number; that is, we may divide the compound number into

a given number of equal parts, and thus find the magnitude of

one of these parts.

(2.) We may divide a compound quantity by a compound

quantity; that is, we may find how many times one given

compound quantity is contained in another.

Thus J6U 10s. 6d. = 7 times i Is. 6d.

Therefore .14 10s. 6d. divided by the abstract number 7

gives as a result 2 Is. 6d. Here we have shown that il

.14 10s. 6d. be divided into 7 equal parts, the magnitude of

each part is 2 Is. 6d.

Again, 14, 10s. 6d. divided by 2 Is. 6d. gives 7 ae

quotient. This is the same as saying that .14 10s. 6d. contains

2 Is. Gd. 7 times.

Hence we see that a compound quantity divided by an abstract
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number gives a compound quantity, and that a compound quan-

tity divided by a compound quantity of the same kind gives an
abstract number as a quotient.

06s. The last remark is the same thing as saying that the

ratio (Art. 1, Lesson XXI., Vol. L, page 342) of two concrete

quantities of the same kind must be an abstract number. It is

of the nature of how many times.

Furthermore, notice that if two concrete numbers are to be

compared that is, if one is to be divided by the other they
must be of the same kind. The ratio of one sum of money to

another sum can be found, or that of one weight to another

weight ; but money cannot be compared with weight or with

length. To talk, for instance, of the ratio of 25 shillings to

13 Ibs. would simply be an absurdity.
12. EXAMPLE. Divide .87 10s. 7*d. by 47.

Beginning with the pounds, we find that 87 divided by
47 gives 1, with a remainder 40. Reducing these .40 to

shillings, and adding in the 10 shillings of the dividend, we

get 810 shillings, which, divided by 47, gives 17 shillings, with

a remainder 11s. Reducing these 11 shillings to pence, and

adding in the 7 pence of the dividend, we get 139 pence, which,
divided by 47, gives 2 pence and a remainder 45 pence.

Reducing the 45 pence to farthings, and adding in the 2 far-

things of the dividend, we get 182 farthings, which, divided by
47, gives 3 farthings, and a remainder 41, which, divided by 47,

gives a fraction $ of a farthing. The answer, therefore, in

,1 17s. 2d. 3|if.

The operation may be thus arranged :

47) 87 10 7.J (1
47

40
20

47) 800 + 10 = 810s. (17s.

47

340
329

11
12

47) 132 + 7 = 139d. (2d.
94

45
4

47) 180 + 2

Answer 1 17s. 2d.

182f. (3f.

141

41 Remainder.

13. The principle upon the truth of which this process

depends is the same as that mentioned in Art. 3, Lesson V.

(Vol. I., page 69), namely, that when a quantity is to be

divided, if we separate it into a number of parts, and divide

each part individually, the sum of all the quotients so obtained

will be the required quotient.
Here notice that we have, in reality, divided .87 10s. 7d.

into the following parts :

47 + 799s. + 94d. + 182 farthings ;

Or, 47 + (47 x 17s.) + (47 * 2d.) + (47 x 3Jf farthings).

The quotients of each of these separate sums, divided by 47,

are respectively

1, 17s., 2d., and 3J4 farthings.

Hence the required quotient is

1 17s. 2d. 3JK.

14. From the above remarks we see the truth of the fol-

lowing
Rule for Compound Division when the Divisor is an Abstract

Number.

Beginning with the highest denomination, divide each sepa-

rately and in succession. When there is a remainder, reduce it

to the next lower denomination, adding the number of that

denomination contained in the dividend, and divide the sum as

before. Proceed in this manner through all the denominations.

Obs. It is sometimes convenient, when the divisor is a com-

posite number, to separate it into factors, and divide succes-

sively by them, instead of dividing at once by the whole divisor.
For instance, if it be required to divide 75 cwt. 2 qrs. 8 Ibs. by
35, which = 7 X 5, we can perform the operation thus :

cwt. qrs. Ibs.

7 ) 75 2 8

5) 10 3 5|

2 171 + &.

Notice that the ^ arises from the division of the by 5.

Adding i and ^, we get || ; so that the required answer would
be written

cwt.

2
qrs. Ibs.

17H

And, if necessary, the || of a pound could be further reduced
to ounces, etc.

15. When it is required to divide one compound quantity by
another of the same kind, we must reduce each to the same

denomination, and then divide as in ordinary simple division ;

for, clearly, the number of times which one compound quantity
contains another does not depend upon the particular denomina-
tion or denominations in which they happen to be expressed.

Supposing one man to have 5 sovereigns in his pocket, and
another 1 sovereign, the former would still have 5 times as

much as the latter, if they had respectively 100 and 20 shillings
instead of the sovereigns.

16. EXAMPLE. Divide .35 17s. 6d. by 2 11s. 3d.

35 17s. 6d. = 8610 pence.
2 11s. 3d. = 615 pence.

615 ) 8610 ( 14
615

2460
2460

Hence 14 is the answer.

We shall, however, return to this part of the subject when
we treat of fractions in connection with compound quantities.

EXERCISE 46. EXAMPLES IN COMPOUND DIVISION.
Divide

1. 87 10s. 7d. by 18, 27, and 39.

2. 33 by 96.

3. 312 Ibs. 9 oz. 18 dwts. by 7, 43, 84, and 160.

4. 410 Ibs. 4 oz. 5 dwts. 6 grs. by 8, 25, 39, 73, aud 210.

5. 786 bshs. 18 qts. by 17, 19, 21, 25, 48, and 97.

6. 216 yds. 3 qrs. by 20.

7. 500 yds. 3 qrs. 2 nls. by 54, 63, and 108.

8. 365 days 10 h. 40 min, by 15 and 48.

9. Ill yrs. 20 d. 13 h. 25 min. 10 sec. by 11, 19, 83, and 100.

10. 45Q 17' 10" by 25, 35, and 45.

11. How much a day is 200 a year ?

How many times is

12. 6s. 3.}d. contained in 5 ?

13. 29 7s. 6d. contained in 523 15s. 3$d. ?

14. 2 qrs. 13 Ibs. 5 oz. contained in 4 tons 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 6 Ibs. ?

Divide

15. 195 m. 7 fur. 30 ft. by 7 ft. 6 in.

16. 531 m. 2 fur. 10 p. by 17 in. 5 fur. 27 p.

17. 950 days 1 h. 11 min. 6 sec. by 4 days 8 h. 6 min. 54 sec.

** Tlie Key to Exercises 44, 45 (Vol. II., page 78), will be found at

end of Lesson XXVIII.

LESSONS IN GEOGEAPHY. XVII.

THE GEEAT CIRCLES OP THE EARTH THE MERIDIAN-
THE EQUATOR.

ON the globe of the earth, or terrestrial globe, as it is called, the

first great circle of importance is the meridian ; this is a great

circle which passes through the two poles, P P (Fig. 6), of the axis

of the earth, and through any point, as M, on the earth's surface.

It is called meridian, because when the sun in our climate shines

on a gnomon or style (the pin of a sun-dial), and casts its shadow

in the direction of this line on the surface of the earth, it is

then (meridies) mid-day or noon; and whenever any heavenly

body appears in the plane of this circle, as determined by the

position of the style and its shadow at noon, it is said to be on

the meridian.

The meridian of the point M in. Fig. 6 is, according to this
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definition, tho circle p M T p N s. But aa every spot on the

aurfaco of the globe has t'fi own meridian, if we wish to have a

proper notion of the distance of the meridian of any place from
that of the place where we dwell, we must fix upon the meridian

of some one place aa a standard to which we shall refer tho dis-

tance of every other meridian. Accordingly, the meridian of
Greenwich has been fixed upon by common consent in this country
aa the standard or FIRST MERIDIAN, to which we are to refer

all others in point of

distance.

The second great
circle of importance on
the terrestrial globe
is the equator. This is a

great circle which passes

through all the points

|Q on the earth's surface

situated at an equal dis-

tancefrom the two poles,
p P, of the earth's axis ;

it is called the equator,
because when the sun's

rays are vertical to this

line there is no shadow
to the gnomon or style
at noon, and there is an

equalisation of light all

over the globe (on the days when this takes place), this position
of the sun being the equaliser (equator). The equator is also

made the starting place for the measurement of the distances

of places on the surface of the earth as to their position in

the northern or southern hemisphere ; for the equator divides

the globe into two equal parts, called the northern and southern

hemispheres or half-globes : that hemisphere in which wo live

is called the northern hemisphere, because our Saxon ancestors

called the point opposite to the sun at noon the north; and that

hemisphere in which the point opposite to the sun in tho con-

trary direction is seen, is called the soutliern hemisphere, because

they called the point where the sun is seen at noon the south.

The distance of any place on the earth's surface in the

northern or southern hemisphere from the equator is usually
measured in degrees of the quadrant of the meridian of that

place. Thus, the meridian of tho place or point M on the sur-

face of the globe (Fig. 6) being tho circle P M p s ; tho distance
of >i from the equator, E Q, is measured by the number of degrees
of tho quadrant, E p, contained in the arc E M, tho extent of

opening of the angle E c M. Now the quadrant E p is divided

into 90 from E to P, that is, from the equator to tho north polo
at P, and the degrees are reckoned from E, which is marked
(no degrees), to p, which is marked 90 (ninety degrees). Hence, if

M be any point on the earth's surface to which the rays of the sun
are vertical on the 21st of June as shown in tho diagram of the
seasons (Fig. 4, page 80) at K at mid-summer then tho distance
of the point M from tho equator is 23 28' N. ; that is, 23

degrees 28 minutes north. The reason for thia is plain ; for, if

from the right angle or 90 formed between the plane of the
earth's orbit and the perpendicular to that plane (see Fig. 4,

page 80), and also from the right angle or 90 formed between
the plane of the earlh's equator and tho perpendicular to that

piano in the axis of the earth, we take away the common angle

NOR, the inclination of the earth's axis to the plane of the

earth's orbit, which is 66 32', we shall have 23 28' in either

case ; and this is the distance between the polar circle and the

pole, or the inclination of the plane of tho earth's equator to

the plane of the earth's orbit, and consequently the distance M E

(Fig. 6). The distance of any point on the earth's surface, mea-
sured in degrees, from the equator ia called its latitude (from
the Latin latitude, breadth), because the extreme distance of the
earth from north to south was by early geographers reckoned
less than its extreme distance from east to west ; the term longi~

j

tude (from the Latin longitudo, length) being applied to distances

reckoned east or west from the first meridian. The latitude of
j

the point M on the earth's surface is thus reckoned 23 28' N.
In like manner the latitude of the point T on the earth's surface,
or any point to which the rays of the sun are vertical on the 21st
of December, is reckoned 23 28' S. ; that is, 23 degrees 28 minutes
south.

The two circles of the greatest importance in Geography and

Navigation are the meridian and the equator. We proceed now
to show their two.

To do this clearly let 01 suppose that a golden treasure wa* hid
in a field, and that two of it* bonndariec oooafoted of on* fenc*
lying north and south, or such that at noon iU ahadow mbtJMtH
with itself that is, lay in the same direction

; and anotherfact
lying cant and weat, or such that it :.

sected or crossed the former fence at right V

angles, as in Fig. 7. In thin figure, the

straight line AT represents the north and
south fence, and the straight line A X the eatt
and west fence

j that is, if yon go from A to
T you go north, and if you go from T to A yon
go south ; but if yon go from A to x you go
east, and if you go from x to A you go west.

The directions of the fences being thus
Fl. 7.

understood, suppose that you were told the exact distance of
tho place where the golden treasure lay from the fence A x, ay
20 yards ; this would no' be enough to enable you to find it,

because there are ever so many points in the field, all at 20
yards distance from tho fence A x. Now suppose yon were abx>
told tho exact distance of tho place where the golden tnmnui
lay from the fence A Y, say 25 yards ; thia alone would not be

enough to enable you to find it, because there are ever BO

many points in the field, all at 25 yards distance from the
fence A Y. Among these latter points, however, there can be

only one which is at the exact distance of 20 yards from the
fence A x ; so that if you were told both distances at once, yon
could evidently, by some means or other, determine the place
where the golden treasure lay hid. It is necessary, therefore,
and sufficient, to inform you of the exact distances of the place
in the field from both fences, in order to enable you to find it.

With the information now supposed to be given, the next

question is, how should you proceed to determine the exact

place of the golden treasure. A little reflection would suggest
the following method. In Fig. 8, measure off

from the point A, along the fence A x, the

given distance of 25 yards, at which the

place is said to be situated from tho fence

A Y ; let this distance be A M. Then, from
tho point M, draw a straight line, M p, paral-
lel to tho fence A Y ; or, which is easier in thia

case, draw M p a perpendicular to the fence

A x from tho point M ; for M p and A Y being
both at right angles to A x, are parallel to

each other. Lastly, measure off from the point X, along the

straight line M p, tho given distance of 20 yards, at which the

place is said to be situated from the fence A x ; and the point
p will be the place in tho field where the golden treasure ia to
be found.

That this mode of determining the place of the golden
treasure is correct may bo proved thus : in Fig. 9 let P be the

place in question ; from p draw p N perpen-
dicular to A Y, and P M perpendicular to A X ;

Y

then, according to the data (things given),
p M is a distance of 20 yards, and p N is a
distance of 25 yards. But by the nature of

the construction, tho figure A M p N is a rect-

angular (right-angled) parallelogram, and its

opposite sides are therefore equal; whence
AMIS equal to N p, and A N equal to K p. It

follows, therefore, that the point P is found

M
Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

by the method shown in the preceding paragraph. In mathe-
matical language, the distances p N and p M of the point p froa
the fences A Y and A x, are called tho rectangular co-ordinates
of that point ; but the distances A x and x p, which are equal
to the former, are more usually denominated the rectangular
co-ordinates of the P ; and by these co-ordinates we can always
determine the position of any point, when their exact lengths
are given. The straight lines A X and A Y, from which the

given distances are measured, are called rectangular ares, and
the point A, where those axea intersect each other, ia called

the origin of the rectangular axes. With the origin and the
direction of the rectangular axes (in our figures, the fenoea at

right angles), and the lengths of tho rectangular co-ordinates,
all given), in reference to any point on a given surface, we can

always find the true position or place of that point when
required.
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LESSONS IN DRAWING. XVII.
TREATMENT OF TEEES AND FOLIAGE (concluded).

BEFORE concluding our observations upon trees and foregrounds,
we will offer a few additional remarks upon that which we have
so often maintained to be of the utmost importance, and which
our pupils will by this time begin to realise. It is because, in

this particular instance of trees, there is some difference of treat-

ment in making the outline, to that required by a solid object,
the form of which is unmistakable, that we think it unnecessary
to offer any excuse for this repetition. The power of drawing
is the rock upon which the whole superstructure of art is based;
in other words, it is practically the foundation of all that after-

wards commands admi-
ration or praise. To
tvhatever point of excel-

lence we may hereafter

attain, we shall invari-

ably look back with
satisfaction upon the

exertions we have used,
and the time we have
devoted to ensure our

Buoceas in making a

really learned and care-

fully-constructed out-
xine ; it must be the one

only starting-point of all

who are ambitious to

excel, though the sub-

jects they may eventu-

ally choose will vary
according to their indi-

vidual tastes, wishes,
and circumstances.

In the case of foliage
it is necessary to explain
what we mean by out-

line, and how it is to be
treated when subject to

the various changes
caused by sun and shade
under which the tree is

found. Let us suppose
ourselves to be standing

opposite a tree on a dull,

cloudy day. The force

of light and depth of

shadow will each be less

than if the sun were

shining upon it, and the

half-tints will be more

apparent and varied.

All round the tree

against the grey sky
behind there will be
the same distinctive

and uniform character

throughout ; but let the

sun break out, and then

observe what a remark-
able change takes
place. The general or

larger masses of light and shade will be more decided,
the neutralising tones among the half-tints will in a great
measure have disappeared ; the shadow side of the tree will be

distinctly made out against the sky, whilst the details in light
will be less definite than they were before the sun shone, owing
to the radiation of light from the leaves; the half-tints and
small shadows in the light will have less strength than they had
before they will be of a warmer tone, and partake of the light
and colour around them ; the corresponding half-tints on the
shadowed side will follow the same course on the same principle

that is, become more general and less distinct in form. We
therefore advise the pupil, when "

massing in the foliage" of a
trse in sunshine, to use his pencil less vigorously on the lights,
and not to be betrayed into leaf-drawing and making dark heavy
lines. The kind of tree lie may be drawing will suggest its own

Fig. 110.

mode of treatment of the form, as we have already remarked ;

but now it is the strength and quantity of the work we more
especially allude to. If the same tree were drawn on a dull

heavy day, there might be much more leaf character introduced
both in the lights and in the shades. There is a very common
and well-known custom when in difficulties as to the true extent of

light and shade ; when the pupil is in doubt as to where the light
ends and shade begins, let him half close his eyes when looking
at the oject ; the minor tones, or those which seem to belong to

neither light nor shade, will apparently disappear, and the true

extent and force of both extremes become distinct, and so far

evident as to enable him to determine their shape and character.

Fig. 110 is the general character of a fir-tree, in which we have
endeavoured to show
how the foregoing in-

structions are to be ob-

served. Fig. 109 in the
last lesson will also

illustrate our meaning.
Now the pupil must

clearly understand that

whilst we advocate a
breadth of treatment on
the whole, characteristic

details must not be
omitted ; these details

may be expressed in

such a way (without

descending to littleness

of manner) as not to

destroy that breadth,
and yet be sufficiently

carried out to enable us
to say whether the tree

be an oak, a ponlar, a

fir, or ono of any other

description.
We will now intro-

duce a few practical
hints respecting some
of the uses to which the

knowledge of drawing
trees, shrubs, or wild

plants may be applied,

especially by designers
of patterns and orna-

ment. Our country lanes

and hedgerows afford

abundance of material

to supply us with an
endless variety of form
and culture especially

applicable for the deco-

ration of our walls, and
for the enrichment of

articles of ornament and
use. The Corinthian

capital is said to have
had its origin from the
circumstance of a tile

having been placed on
the top of a basket,
around which grew the

leaves of the acanthus plant. This, whether true or not, is.

highly suggestive, and tells us there are beautiful combina-

tions to be found in nature, which the designer would do well

to cultivate. To point out a few of them will be sufficient to

direct the way in which the lover of nature and art may select

examples for himself without fearing to exhaust the supply.
The most graceful of all the wild plants are those which cling to

others for support. Who has not noticed the wild convolvulus,
with its elegant elongated leaves, and its simple symmetrical
flowers twined about the stem of a brier or hazel ? The hop
plant, also, the black bryony, and others may be named whose

spiral twistings round stems of various kinds produce natural

combinations which no mind could suggest, or power of invention

could supply. The leaves alone are models for imitation. The
ancient Greeks saw this, and proved it by their frequent appli-
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cation of the vine-loaf, the oak, and the ivy. In fact, M Mr.

Redgrave has said,
" He that would bo a great designer must

be in the hedgerows and fluids at all times, sketching with

I.:i! irut diligence the form and curvature* of leaves, fruits, and
flowers, their grouping** and foreshortening* ; studying them as

a whole, and in their minutest details, together with thoir

growth and structure. Not to repeat as a mere imitator, but

to display them as ornament ; to dispose them geometrically,
to arrange them to suit the various fabrics or manufactures for

which they may be called on to design, and to give them life

and words, as it were, by using them as emblems of some living

thought or poetical allusion."

It is the application of the graceful forms of the vegetable

kingdom that constitutes the most important part of the study
of the designer and decorator: the power of drawing, important
as it is, is only the means ; the adaptation is the end sought for.

Here it is, we can say with truth, that it requires the mind of

an artist to accomplish it, to be imbued with an originality of

thought, that can make the simplest object do duty for worthy

purposes.
It very fre-

quen t ly
occurs, in

art univer-

sally, that

by contrast

or applica-
tionwe dis-

coverexcel-

lences not

before ob-

served: re-

specting
the use of

this idea,

how many
times, may
we ask,
have we
trod on the

decaying
leaf in our

pathway,
without
having had
the atten-

tion in the

least di-

rected to it

as capable
of suggest-

ing either

an original
form or a
fresh ar-

rangement of colour? However insignificant and valueless an
object the fallen leaf may seem to be, it is capable of teaching
us a lesson of great practical utility. It has been supposed
by some that the shape of the vase owes its origin to a leaf ;

it may be so or not, but it is sufficient for us to know its

capability of suggesting it, and it leads us to where the designer
may apply if any new form is required. Such resources, when
regulated by a disciplined and scientific taste, must produce
something as beautiful as it is original. In search for hints for

decorative purposes it is not absolutely necessary to confine our
choice to the floral varieties of a conservatory or greenhouse,
however valuable they may be for the purpose ; the green lanes
and hedgerows can boast of gems of form amongst nettles and
wild flowers, from which articles of ornament and utility may
borrow their simple elegance either to decorate a palace or

perform some humble service in a cottager's dwelling. Nature
everywhere offers hints that are useful as well as beautiful, and
the designer need never sigh for a model. As an illustration of
the way in which plants may be adapted to ornament and
design, we have introduced one for a candlestick in Fig. Ill,
the socket of which is a lily; the extinguisher inserted in
the side is a dead blossom of the same plant, emblematic of
its use.

We now take np another portion of oar subject relating to

landscape the principles of the reflection of object* in water, a*
by reflection only can water be represented.

It has been frequently said that a landscape is incomplete
without water; it is certainly an element which contributes
much additional beauty and effect to any SOBM, be it erer so

simple ; yet wo cannot go so far as to say that it most neces-

sarily bo introduced in all cases. Independently of iteelf, there
are associations connected with water that cannot be pa*ed over
without notice, and which bear an important part in the whole
composition, whenever it forms a portion of the picture, snch a*
whipping, barges, boats, fishermen, and picturesque bridges. Why
is it that, in our choice of a walk, we generally prefer a *troU
near some stream ? We attribute it to the variety of scenery
afforded by the winding river, and the numberless point* of inte-
rest that catch the eye as we ramble along its banks. The life
and motion connected with water have no limit ; and bosldes, we-
cannot forget, when it is clear and calm, its capability of reflecting
every object near it in full perfection, and increasing oar admira-

tion by the

fidelity
with which
it reverse*

form, and
r efl ect
colour,
light and
shade, thus

making a
d o n b 1 e

picture.
There are
s e ve ral

Fig. 111.

resulting
from theap-
pearances
of refl ec-

tions upon
the surface

of water
which un-

doubtedly
require
more at-

tention
than is

generally
devoted to

such sub-

jects by
many who
aim at re-

presenting
them. A

course of study is necessary which some would suppose to be

beyond the limits pursued by artists generally, but which we
contend is indispensable ; for every one who undertakes or

hopes to paint Nature as she is, must go deeply into her mys-
teries, and endeavour as far as possible to understand them, and
not abide by a mere superficial following of outward appearances.

Why is it that the sculptor and the historical painter seek the

advantages to be gained in the dissecting-room ? Because they
feel that a knowledge of anatomy is of the utmost importance to

them when engaged upon the human form. Similarly the land-

scape painter wisely looks about for aid when difficulties arise,

which have their remedy often beyond the limits of his own legiti-

mate art ; and he will meet with an abundant source of difficulty

with regard to reflections. There are incidents so puzzling con-

nected with these, that unless he possesses a little geometric*!

knowledge, he cannot avoid falling into endless mistakes. We
must again have recourse to geometrical perspective, which
will not only assist us in our explanations, but will set at rest

many doubts which might arise in the minds of our pupils with

regard to facts that seem to be impossibilitirs. unless we employed
this conclusive help in rendering them intelligible. Sir Joshua

Reynolds said,
" The rules of art are not fetters to genius ; they

are fetters only to men of no genius,"
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXX.
SECTION LXIV: USE OF THE VERB FA1RE (continued).

EXERCISE 123.

Aise, glad. Faire 1'aumone, to give Quart, m. quarter.

Aliment, m. food. alms. Earement, seldom.

Crddit, m. credit. Laiss-er, 1. to leave, let. RiSuss-ir, 2. to succeed,

Demand-er, 1. to ask. Mendiant, m. beggar. Riz, m. rice.

Dorm-ir, 2. ir. to sleep. Negotiant, m. mer- Se fach-er, 1. ref. to br

Etude, f. study. chant. come angry.

1. Seriez-vous bien aise de faire connaissance avec ce mon-
sieur ? 2. J'en serais bien aise. 3. Ce cheval fait-il une lieue

en un quart d'heure ? 4. II a fait ce matin une lieue en douze

minutes. 5. Leur avez-vous fait des questions ? 6. Je lem-

on ai fait.* 7. Quelles questions leur avez-vous faites ? 8. Je

leur ai demande s'ils avaient fait des emplettes. 9. Vos eleves

font-ils des progres dans leurs etudes P 10. Ils n'en font pas

beaucoup, ils viennent rarement a 1'ecole. 11. Si vous etiez

chez vous, feriez-vous semblant de dormir ? 12. Je ne ferais

certainement pas semblant de dormir. 13. Pourquoi ne faites-

vous pas entrer ce mendiant ? 14. Ma mere vient de lui faire

1'aumone. 15. Le negociant fait-il usage de son credit P 16.

II en fait usage. 17. De quels aliments ce malade fait-il usage ?

18. II fait usage de riz et de bouillon. 19. Faites-vous votre

possible pour reussir? 20. Je fais tout mon possible. 21.

Avez-vous fait entrer ces enfants, ou les avez-vous fait sortir ?

22. Je les ai laisses ou ils etaient. 23. Vous avons-nous fait

attendre ? 24. Vous nous avez fait attendre plusieurs heures.

25. Si vous faisiez attendre ces dames, elles se facheraient.

EXERCISE 124.

1. Does that child pretend to read ? 2. He pretends to read.

3. Does not that gentleman pretend to sleep ? 4. He does not

pretend to sleep, he sleeps really (reellement). 5. Will you
take a walk this morning ? 6. I would do so with pleasure, if

I had time. 7. Have you become acquainted with the phy-
sician ? 8. I have not yet become acquainted with him. 9.

How many questions have you asked (d) the child ? 10. I

asked him many questions. 11. Have yon asked him if he
had studied his lesson ? 12. I did not ask him. 13. Will not

that little girl do her best to learn her lesson ? 14. She will

do her best to learn it. 15. Of what food do you mftke use

when you are ill ? 16. We make use of bread and rwe. 17.

Have you forgotten to bid farewell to your mother ? 18. I had
not forgotten it ; I intended to go to her house this afternoon.

19. With whom have you become acquainted ? 20. With the

bookseller? 21. Do you not keep those ladies waiting ? 22.

I do not keep them waiting, they are not ready (prates). 23.

Do I keep you waiting ? 24. You do Lot keep me waiting.
25. Have you left your children in your room ? 26. I have
not done so (le). 27. Have you sent them out? 28. I have
not sent them out, I have let them remain where they were.

29. Have you made purchases this morning ? 30. I have
made none, I have no money. 31. Has the servant made a

fire in my room ? 32. He has made one. 33. Will you do

your best to come to-morrow ? 34. I will do my best to come

early. 35. We travelled yesterday forty leagues in sixteen

hours.

SECTION LXV.

1 . Faire is also used in the sense of playing the part of, or

pretending to le :

II fait le grand seigneur. He plays the great lord.

2. Faire also means to matter, to concern, to help :

Cela ne fait rien.

Cela ue vous fait rien.

Qu'est-ce que cela nous fait ?

Je ne puis qu'y faire.

That is no matter.

That is nothing to you, does not con-

cern you.
What is that to its?

I cannot help it.

3. Se faire mal conjugated reflectively, means to hurt one's

self. Se faire is used reflectively in the sense of the English

verbs, to become, to turn. It is also used with the signification
of the words cause, have, get, &c. Se faire, as all reflective

verbs, takes 6tre as its auxiliary [ 45, Sect. 47] :

* See Sect. 42, 11, and 135 (7).

Je me suia fait me'decin. I have become a physician.

Je me suis fait faire une paire de I have had a pair of boots made for
bottes. me.

Je me suis fait raser. I liave had my beard shaved.

Nous nous sommes fait couper les We have had our hair cut.

cheveux.

Je me suis fait mal au doigt. I have hurt my finger.

4. Besides the instances mentioned [Sect. 33, E. 5], faire ia

used impersonally in many idiomatic expressions :

II fait jour ; il fait nuit. It is daylight ; it is night.
II fait de la boue ; il fait de la It is muddy ; it is dusty.

poussiere.
II fait ela-ir de lune

;
il fait obseur. It is moonlight ; it is dark.

II fait bon ici ; il fait clier ici. It is comfortable liere ; it is dear

here.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ce jeune homme fait le savant.

Cela ne me fait rien.

Que pouvons-nous y faire ?

Mon frere s'est fait orfevre.

Pourquoi vous faites-vous raser ?

Je me ferai couper les cheveux.

Je me suis fait batir une maison.

Nous nous sommes fait mal a la

tete.

II commence a se faire tard.

Fait-il cher vivre a Paris ?

II fait beaucoup de boue.

That young man plays the learned

man.
That is nothing to me.
What can we do to it ?

My brother has turned goldsmith.

Why do you get shaved ?

I will have my hair cut.

I have had a house built for me.

We have hurt our heads.

It is beginning to grow late.

Is it dear living in Paris 1

It is very muddy.

EXERCISE 125.

Absolument, obso- Denreos, f. p. proai- Ouvrier, m. workman.

lutely. sions. Peintre, m. painter.

Artisan, m. mecJumtc. Etudiant, m. student. Personue, m. tiobody.

Bijoutier, m. jeweller. Fou, folle, fool, simple- Tanneur, m. tanner.

Bon marchd, cheap. ton. "Vigneron, m. nine-

Chagrine", e, vexed. Impertinent, e, tmper- dresser.

tine?it. Vitrier, m. glazier.

1. Pourquoi cet onvrier fait-il le malade ? 2. II fait le

malade parce qu'il n'a pas envie de travailler. 3. Cet etudiant

ne fait-il pas le savant ? 4. II ne fait pas le savant, il fait la

fou. 5. Sied-il a ce jeune homme de faire le maitre ici ? 6

II ne sied a personne de faire rimpertinent. 7. Cela fait-il

quelque chose ? [R. 2.] 8. Cela ne fait absolument rien. 9.

Cela peut-il faire quelque chose a ces vignerons ? 10. Cela no

leur fait rien du tout. 11. N'etes-vous pas bien chagrines de

ceia ? 12. Nous en sommes bien faches, mais nous ne pouvons

qu'y faire. 13. Votre associe ne s'est-il pas fait bijoutier ^

14. Non, Monsieur, il s'est fait peintre. 15. Cet artisan no

s'est-il pas fait vitrier? 16. II s'est fait tanneur, et son frei-j

s'est fait soldat. 17. La modiste ne s'est-elle pas fait couptr
les cheveux ? 18. Elle se les est fait couper. 19. Ne vous

levez-vous pas aussit6t qu'il fait jour ? 20. Oui, Monsieur, je

me leve de tres bonne heure. 21. Ne fait-il pas clair de lune ?

22. H fait tres clair, mais il ne fait pas clair de lune. 23.

Fait-il bon vivre en Amerique ? 24. II fait tres bon vivre en

Amerique, les denrees y sont a bon marche.

EXERCISE 126.

1. Does not that gentleman play the learned man P 2. He
plays the lord and fool at the same time (el la fois). 3. Does
not that boy pretend to be ill ? 4. He pretends to be ill,

he does not wish to study his lessons. 5. When you have no
wish to work, do you pretend to be ill ? 6. I never pretend
to be ill. 7. Is it muddy to-day ? 8. It is not muddy, it is

dusty. 9. Will it be moonlight this evening ? 10. It will not

be moonlight, it will be very dark. 11. Is it comfortable here ?

12. It is very comfortable. 13. Is it too warm or too cold ?

14. It is neither too warm nor too cold here? 15. Will you
have your hair cut? 16. I had my hair cut yesterday morn-

ing. 17. Will you not go home, it is beginning to grow late?

18. Is it not very dark out ? (deliors.) 19. It is not dark, it ia

moonlight. 20. Has not the glazier turned goldsmith ? 21.

He has not turned goldsmith, he has turned soldier. 22. Does

that concern your brother? 23. That does not concern him.

24. Are you not sorry for that? 25. I am sorry for it, but I

cannot help it. 26. Why do you get shaved ? 27. Because I

cannot shave myself. 28. Have you not hurt those children ?
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29. I hsivii not hurt them. :>". HUM- you hurt your arm? 31.

:
,
hut 1 luivi- luirt my head. '52. Hun not your sister

hurt hi-r han.l : :5J. Sho has hurt hor hand, and my mother
.rt hor elbow. 34. Have you not hurt your head ? 35. I

have not hurt my head, but I have hurt my hand.

SECTION I.XVI.

1. Avoir mal means to have a pain or ache, a ton. When
used in relation to ono of the limbs, it means generally, to have

.se, a cut, &o. The name of the port of the body ia

I l.y the preposition a and the article [Sw Sect. 63, B.

.7(9)]:-
vous pas mal au doifft P Hat! you not a tort finger f

Jo H'.U pus mal a la tdte. My head dow not ache.

2. Avoir une douleur, or des douleura, corresponds to the

English to have a pain or pains :

J'ai une doulour au bras. I have a pain in my arm.

8. The construction mentioned in Rule 1 is used after avoir,

taken in the sense of tenir, to hold, and after avoir froid and

avoir chaud [Sect. 63, B. 5] :

You* avez lea artues a la main. 1'ou have your arms in your havds.

J'ai chaud aux mains et aux pieds. My hands and feet are warm.

4. The article le, Ac., is used before words indicating moral

and physical properties, in oases where the English use a or on,

or uiuit tho article. When, however, an adjective precedes
the noun, un, une, or de, des, are used :

Cette daine a 1'esprit juste. Thai Indii has a correct mind.

Votre stBur a lea yeux noire. Your sinter ha* black eyes.

5. A noun expressing a moral or physical property, which,
in tho individual is single, is not put in the plural in French,
even when referring to a number of individuals :

Ces dames out 1'esprit juste. Those ladies heive correct minds.

Ces gar;ons so sout fait mal a la Those boys have hurt their heads.

tete.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

you, not a sore foot ?

That younj lady has the headache.

Do not ijotir teeth ache ?

N'avez-vous pas mal au pied ?

Cette demoiselle a mal a la tete.

N'avez-vous pas mal aux deuts ?

Mou ftvre a mal aux dents.

Mon cousin a inal au cote'.

II a des douleurs de poitrine.

Qu'avez-vous a la main ?

Je n'ai rien a la main.

J'ai chaud aux mains et froid aux

pieds.
Vos soeurs ont le gout diSlieat.

Ces messieurs ont le nez aquilin.

My brother has the toothache.

My cousin has a pain in his side.

He hus pains in his cheat.

What have you in your hand?
What i8 the matter with your

/land .'

I haee nothing in my hand.

Xothiiuj is the matter icith my
hand.

My hand* are warm and my feet

cold.

I Four sitters hare a delicate taxte.

\ Those gmtitliwa have Woman noses.

EXERCISE 127.

Bleu, e, blue. Mal de gorge, ui. ore Notr, e, black.

Bouche, f. mouth. throat. Pied, m. foot.

Dent, f. tooth. Mal d'oreille, m. ear- Presque, almot.

Doigt, m. finger. ache. Teint, m. complexion.

Gorge, f. throat. M<5inoire, f. memory. Visage, m. face.

Nttce, f. niece. Yeux, from ceil, y.

1. Ce jenne homme a-t-il mal 4 la gorge ? 2. Oni, Monsieur,

H y a deux jours qu'il a mal a la gorge. 3. Avez-vous souvent

mal a la tete ? 4. J'ai mal a la tete presqne tons lea joura. S.

N'avez-vous pas mal au bras ? 6. J'ai mal au bras et a la

main. 7. Votre soeur a-t-elle mal & 1'oreille ? 8. Oui, Madame,
elle a mal & 1'oreille et mal anx dents. 9. N'avez-vous pas
froid a la tte ? 10. Non, Monsieur, mais j'ai froid anx doigts.

11. N'avez-vons pas froid au visage ? 12. Non, Monsieur, je

n'y ai pas froid. 13. Ce monsieur a-t-il le nez aqnilin ? 14.

II a le nez aqnilin et la bonche grande. 15. Cette demoiselle

a-t-elle de belles dents ? 16. Elle a de belles dents et de beaux

yeux. 17. Ce petit garden a-t-il les pieds petits ? 18. D a lea

pieds petits etles mains grandes. 19. Votre niece n'a-t-elle paa
les yeux bleus? 20. Non, Monsieur, elle a IPS yenx noirs. 21.

Vos ecoliers se sont-ils fait mal au visage ? 22. Us se
apnt

fait

mal a la poitrine. 23. Vos filles ont-elles uno bonne memoir* ?

24. Elles ont la memoire excellente. 25. Ces Italiennea n'ont

pas lo teint frais.

KXKKOIIB 128.

1 . What is tho matter with your hand ? 2. I have bed a
ore hand these ten days. 3. Han your brother sore finger* t

4. He has sore fingers and a sore band. 5. What ha* yonr
brother in his hand ? 6. He ha* a pen in hi* band. 7. Ha*
your little boy a sore throat ? 8. He ha* a tore throat. 9.

Ha* not your eldest lister the toothache ? 10. She ha* not the

toothache, bnt she ha* a sore finger. 11. Why doe* not the

soldier walk ? 12. Ho cannot walk, be ha* a core foot. 13.

Have you not core feet ? 14. My feet are not core. 15. If

your finger were sore would you write? 16. If I bad sore

fingers I should not write. 17. If yonr brother bad the head-

ache, would he study his lesson P 18. He could not itndy hi*

lesson if he had the headache. 19. Ha* not that gentleman

pains in his cheat ? 20. He ha* pains in hi* chest and in hi*

aide. 21. Has your little girl black eyes or bine eye* ? 22.

She has black eyes and a fresh complexion. 23. Ha* not yoor
daughter tho toothache ? 24. She has the toothache and the

ear-ache. 25. Are not yonr hands and feet cold? 26. My
hands are cold, but my feet are warm. 27. Have not those

ladies aquiline noses? 28. They have aquiline noses and a
fair complexion (le teint beau). 29. Ha* yonr tister large

hands ? 30. No, Sir, my sinter ha* small hand*. 31. Hare
not those little girls hurt their head*? 32. They have not

hurt their heads, they have hurt their face*. 33. That little

boy has black hair (chevcux).

SECTION LXVH.

1. Avoir beau Voua avez beau, corresponds in signification

to the English expression, it is in vain for you to, you may do,

say, ifc.,
what you like. It must be followed by the infini-

tive:

Vous avez beau dire, il ne viendra It it in vain for you to apeak, you

pas. may *ay what you like, he viU not

com*.

2. Epouser, marier, to marry, have, in French, a different

meaning. Marier, conjugated actively, can only have as it*

nominative the person performing the ceremony, or giving one

or both of the parties in marriage ; Epouser takes, as its nomi-

native, the contracting parties only, and must always be fol-

lowed by a direct object. Se marier, to get married, and

marier, conjugated passively, take the same nominative a*

epouser :

M. L. a marid sa fille avec M. G.

M. G. a <<pouse la fille de M. L.

M. G. et Mile. L. sont martfa.

Mou frere va se marier.

Mr. L. hat married hit daughter to

Mr. G.

Mr. G. hat married Mr. L.'*

daughter.
Mr. 0. and Mitt L. are married.

My brother is yoiny to be married.

3. Un de mes amis is equivalent to the English, a friend oj

mine :

Votre ami a e"pou6S une de mes Four friend hat married a friml oj

auiies. mine.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ila ont beau dire et beau faire, ila

ne 1'empecherout pas de se

marier.

Voua avez beau lui faire do* re-

moiitrances.

L'ereque do B. a mark* ma scour.

Whatever they may toy or do, ting

iritt not prevent hit marrying.

Le capitaine G.

cousine.

Quand il so mariern, il nous in-

vitera a la iioce.

Votre cousine eat marine arec mon
cousin.

Votre couaine a #poua<< un de mm
cousins.

Le colonel a 4pou*< une de BM*

sceura.

It it in vain for you to

trt'fh him.

The Buhop of B. hoe warrwd j

Mir.

a epouatf ma Captain 0. hat married my OMnta.

When he mam*e, he iHO inrife a to

the vxiding.
Your lady 0*im u married to my

Fomr lady eowin ha* w.<im>d a
couin of mine.

Th* coJon*! ha* married ntter /
mine.

EXERCISX 129.

Atn#, e, elder, elaVrt. Dev-oir, 3. ir. to owe, Parent, e, relation.

Arclieveque, m. arch- to be about. Princ, f. prinetm.

bithop. fipoux.pl.couj)U;man Prochain, e, t.

Cadet, te, younger. and wife. R#gin nt, m. rfgimtmt

Demoiselle, f. young Cv*qnf, m. biehop. Sav-oir. 3. ir. to fcnov.

laJ,. Inlunterie, t ii^antry. VieUkrd, old
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1. Votre niece ne va-t-elle pas se marier ? 2. Elle se mariera
1'annee prochaine. 3. Qui epousera-t-elle ? 4. Elle epousera

j

le fils ame du general M. 5. Savez-vous qui a marie ces deux
j

epoux P 6. L'archeveque de Paris les a maries. 7. N'a-t-il pas ;

aussi marie Mile. L ? 8. II 1'a mariee avec M. G. 9. Qui j

madame votre fille a-t-elle epouse ? 10. Elle a epouse M. L.,
]

capitaine au 25c'me regiment d'infanterie. 11. Ce vieillard n'a-

t-il pas tort de se marier ? 12. II n'a pas tort de se marier, |

mais il a tort d'epouser cette demoiselle. 13. Quand ces prin-
cesses vont-elles se marier ? 14. Elles se marieront le mois pro-
chain. 15. Qui les mariera ? 16. L'eveque d'Arras les mariera.

17. Qui doivent elles epouser ? 18. L'ainee doit eponser M. W.,
et la cadette M. G. 19. Le capitaine G. n'a-t-il pas epouse
une de vos parentes ? 20. Oui, Monsieur, il a epouse nne de

mes consines. 21. Qui est cette demoiselle ? 22. C'est une de

mes sceurs. 23. N'avez-vous pas nn de mes livres ? 24. J'ai

nn de vos livres et une de vos plumes. 25. Je viens de parler
a une de vos sceurs.

EXEKCISE 130.

1. Is your brother going to marry Miss L. ? 2. Yes, Sir, it

is in vain for us to speak to him, he will marry her. 3. Will
not your father marry your sister to Mr. G. ? 4. No, Sir, he
will marry her to Mr. L. 5. Is Captain H. married ? 6. No,
Sir, he is not yet married, but he will be married next year.
7. Whom does he intend to marry ? 8. He intends to marry a
cousin of mine, who is at my brother's. 9. Who will marry
them? 10. My eldest brother intends to marry them. 11. Is

your youngest sister married ? 12. No, Sir, she is not married.
13. Is she going to be married ? 14. She will marry when she
is [Sect. 61, 5] old enough (assez &g6e). 15. Whom did Colonel
J. marry? 16. He married a sister of mine. 17. How long
have they been married [Sect. 57, 2] ? 18. They have been
married two years. 19. Is not that young lady wrong to get
married ? 20. She is wrong to marry ; she is too young. 21.

Who married General S. and Miss N. ? 22. The Bishop of Arras
carried them. 23. Did not the Archbishop of York marry that

couple ? 24. The Archbishop of Paris married them. 25.

Will not your aunt marry ? 26. She will not marry. 27. Is

not your sister at home ? 28. No, Sir, she is with (chez) an
aunt of mine. 29. Is your brother at your house ? 30. No,
Sir, he is with one of my relations. 31. Is he married ? 32.

He is not married. 33. Is Captain H. married ? 34. He was
married last week. 35. He married Miss H.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.
EXERCISE 16 (Vol. L, page 60).

1. Avez-vous lea chevaux de rnon frere ? 2. Je n'ai pas les chevaux
de votre frere, .j'ai les chapeaux de votre cousin. 3. Les mare'chaux
ont-ils de bon fer ? 4. Le marshal a deux morceaux de fer. 5. Avez-
vous deux paires de bas ? 6. J'ai une paire de has, et deux paires
de gants. 7. Votre sceur a-t-elle les bijoux d'or ? 8. Ma sceur a les

bijoux d'or et les joujoux de papier. 9. Avez-vous les choux dans
votre jardin ? 10. Nous avons deux choux dans notrejardin. 11. Avez-
vous les chapeaux de soie ? 12. Les ge'neraux ont les chapeaux de soie.

13. Avez-vous du cafe
1

ou du sucre ? 14. Nous n'avons ni caf ni sucre.
15. Vos freres ont-ils honte ? 16. Mes freres n'ont ni honte ni peur. i

17. Qui a deux barils de farine ? 18. Le meunier a deux barils de
farine.

EXERCISE 17 (Vol. I., page 78).

1. Have you the blacksmiths' hammers ? 2. Yes, Sir, I have
them. 3. Have you them not ? 4. No, Sir, we have them not. 5. The ;

workman has them. 6. Has the innkeeper your horses ? 7. The inn-
j

keeper has neither my horses nor yours, he has his. 8. Has the

physician books ? 9. Yes, Sir, he has good books. 10. Have you not
my best pens ? 11. Yes, Sir, I have your best pens, mine, and those
of your cousin. 12. Has the traveller good guns ? 13. He has no
good guns, he has iron guns. 14. Has not the sailor my horse-hair

,

mattresses ? 15. He has them not. 16. What has he ? 17. He has i

the cabinet-maker's woollen mattresses. 18. Has the cabinet-maker

mahogany tables ? 19. Yes, Madam, he has mahogany tables and
white marble tables. 20. Have you my chairs or yours ? 21. I have
neither yours nor mine, I have the cabinet-maker's. 22. Are you not

sleepy ? 23. No, Sir, I am neither sleepy nor hungry. 24. Has the
j

tinman your iron candlesticks? 25. No, Sir, he has the blacksmith's,
j

EXERCISE 18 (Vol. L, page 78).

1. Avez-vous mes tables ou les votres ? 2. Je n'ai ni les votres ui

les miennes, j'ai celles de 1'aubergiste. 3. Les avez-vous ? 4. Non,
Monsieur, je ue les ai pas. 5. Votre so3ur a-t-elle mes chevaux ?

6. Oui, Monsieur, elle a vos deux chevaux et ceux de rotre frere.

7. Avez-vous raison ou tort ? 8. J'ai raison, je n'ai pas tort. 9. Le
ferblantier a-t-il mes chandeliers d'argent ou les votres ? 10. II n'a

ni vos chandeliers d'argent ni les miens. 11. (Ju'a-t-il ? 12. II a les

tables de bois de 1'e'be'niste. 13. A-t-il vos chaises d'acajou ? 14. Non,
Monsieur, il a mes tables de marbre Wane. 15. Avez-vous ces tables-

ci ou celles-la ? 16. Je n'ai ni celles-ci ni celles-la, j'ai celles de
lebe'niste. 17. Avez-vous de bons porte-crayons ? 18. Non, Monsieur,
mais j'ai de bons crayons. 19. Le voyageur a-t-il des fusils de fer ?

20. Oui, Monsieur, il a les miens, les votres et les siens. 21. N'a-t-il pas
ceux de votre frere ? 22. II n'a pas ceux de mon frere. 23. L'ouvrier
a-t-il mes marteaux de fer ? 24. Oui, Monsieur, il les a. 25. Mon
frere a-t-il vos plumes ou celles de mon cousin ? 26. II a les miennes
et les votres. 27. Avez-vous les habits des enfants ? 28. Oui, Madame,
je les ai. 29. Avez-vous le chapeau de votre sosur ? 30. J'ai celui de
ma cousine. 31. Votre frere a-t-il quelque chose ? 32. II a froid et

faim. 33. Avez-vous des chevaux? 34. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai deux
chevaux. 35. J'ai deux matelas de crin et un matelas de laine.

EXERCISE 19 (Vol. L, page 79).

1. IB that lady pleased ? 2. No, Sir, that lady is not pleased. 3. Is

your daughter quick ? 4. My son is very quick, and my daughter is

idle. 5. Is she not wrong ? 6. She is not right. 7. Is your cousin

happy ? 8. Yes, Madam, she is good, beautiful, and happy. 9. Has
she friends ? 10. Yes, Sir, she has relations and friends. 11. Has she
a new dress and old shoes ? 12. She has old shoes and an old dress.

13. Has not your brother a handsome coat ? 14. He has a handsome
coat and a good cravat. 15. Have you good meat, Sir? 16. I have
excellent meat. 17. Is this meat better than that ? 18. This is better

than that. 19. Has your friend the beautiful china inkstand ? 20. His
inkstand is beautiful, but it is not china. 21. Is any one hungry ?

22. No one is hungry. 23. Are the generals here ? 24. The generals
and the blacksmiths are here. 25. I have your parasols and your
umbrellas, and your children's.

EXERCISE 20 (Vol. L, page 79).

1. Votre petite soaur est-elle contente ? 2. Oui, Madame, elle est

contcnte. 3. Cette petite fille est-elle belle? 4. Cette petite fille

n'est pas belle, mais elle est bonne. 5. Avez-vous de bon drap et de
bonne soie ? 6. Mon drap et ma soie sont ici. 7. Votre sceur est-

elle heureuse ? 8. Ma sceur est bonne et heureuse. 9. La sceur de ce
me'decin a-t-elle des amis ? 10. Non, Madame, elle n'a pas d'amis.

11. Votre viande est-elle bonne ? 12. Ma viande est bonne, mais mon
fromage est meilleur. 13. Le libraire a-t-il un bel encrier de porce-
laine ? 14. II a un bel encrier d'argent et une paire de souliers de cuir.

15. Avez-vous mes parasols de soie ? 16. J'ai vos parapluies de coton.
17. L'habit de votre frere est-il beau ? 18. Mon frere a un bel habit
et une vieille cravate de soie. 19. Avez-vous des parents et des amis ?

20. Je n'ai pas de parents, mais j'ai des amis. 21. Cette belle dame
a-t-elle tort ? 22. Cette belle dame n'a pas tort. 23. Avez-vous de
belle porcelaine ? 24. Notre porcelaine est belle et bonne. 25. Elle

est meilleure que la votre. 26. Cette petite fille n'a-t-elle pas faim ?

27. Cette belle petite fille n'a ni faim ni soif. 28. Qu'a-t-elle ? 29.

Elle n'a ni parents ni amis. 30. Cette montre d'or est-elle bonne ?

31. Celle-ci est bonne, mais celle-la est meilleure.

LESSONS IN SHORTHAND. XIII.
CONCLUSION.

201. Having at length conducted the student through a com-
plete course of Phonography, under the personal guidance of the
founder of the system, we propose to close our Lessons with a
brief sketch of phonographic literature, from the pen of one who,
as being wholly unconnected with Mr. Pitman, can speak freely,
and, as being a professional shorthand writer of many years'
standing, can also speak with authority. Our object in giving
this sketch is twofold. In the first place, we desire to point
out to the learner the abundant means he has at hand of pur-
suing, with the least possible expenditure of time and labour,
the study of the art in which he should now be well grounded.
In the second place, we desire to give some indication of the

widely extended uses to which Phonography may be put as a
medium for the intercommunication of thought, and of the

signal triumphs it has already won for itself in that direction.

202. At the outset it is worthy of observation that Phono-
graphy is the only system of shorthand which has ever yet
achieved a literature. Every other system begins and ends
with the one lesson book which explains it to the world. It is

true that the Bible was printed in Eich's system, from en-

graved plates, in 1689, and an abridged Prayer Book was litho-

graphed by Lewis, the stenographer ; but these two books,
though the very best, do not make a library. The reason that
no other system than Phonography has given to the world a
shorthand literature, is that in no other system of shorthand is

there the same definiteness and simplicity of principle, the same
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oertainty as to the meaning of the written character, the Mine
! legibility utterly independent of the context. The Bible

in Phonography in, to the practised student, as easy to read as

th.' Hil>li- in ordinary type. Nay more, so certain is the system
in its reaulta that the most intricate, the most technical, the

most delicate correspondence may be carried on between two

phonogrnphiTH with all the clearness of the most legible long-
hand. Time makes no difference to its readabloness : that which
was written ten years ago is as easy to decipher as that which

was written to-day. Nor is the memory called in to assist the

eye in this matter. The writer once, when taking down a speech

by one of our leading orators, fell into a profound reverie on a

matter of deep personal interest, and awoke to consciousness to

find as he supposed, that he had missed full ten minutes of an
address which it was his duty to write out then and there for

to-morrow morning's daily paper. Turning to his note-book in

a kind of despair, his delight scarcely knew bounds when he

found that the practised hand had registered every sound as it

fell on the equally practised ear, and that every word that had
been uttered was as legible to him as if it had been printed in

bold Roman letters. It is probable that no other system of

shorthand would this have been possible, because in no other

system is the character so certain, the context so entirely a
matter of indifference. And it is in virtue of this clearness, this

certainty, this never-failing legibility, that Phonography has

been able to make to itself a literature. One phonographer
can read another phonographer's writing, provided such writing
be not slovenly and imperfect, as easily as he can read his own,
and he can read lithographed Phonography as easily as he can
read print.

203. We now proceed to our sketch. Phonographic literature

may be conveniently divided into four branches : 1. Educational,
2. Periodical, 3. Bibliothecal, 4. Recommendatory and Eulogistic.

204. In the Educational division we have first of all three

works which lead the student up to the point at which we leave

him the " Phonographic Teacher," the "Phonographic Reader,"
and the

" Manual of Phonography." These three books contain

all that is necessary to induct the learner into a knowledge of

the art as it is used in correspondence and business, and for

making notes and memoranda. For the actual work of profes-
sional reporting, where greater speed and consequently greater

brevity are requisite, there is, as will be seen directly, another

set of books which, while utilising all that has gone before,

develop the system almost indefinitely, rendering it possible to

follow with case the most rapid speaker. While grounding the

student in Phonography proper, however, as distinct from the

Reporting branch of the art, the three works we have mentioned
are not the only ones belonging to this period of study. There
is an invaluable little volume, upon which immense labour must
have been expended, entitled

" A Phonetic Shorthand and Pro-

nouncing Dictionary of the English Language." It holds to

Phonography the same relation which a dictionary holds to a

language. In it are to be found the easiest and most legible

methods of writing the longest and most awkward words. None

4
but those who in the earlier stages of their learning have availed

themselves of this useful little volume, know the difficulties it

smooths over, or the ease and clearness it imparts to their

writing. At this period, too, certain of the shorthand magazines

give useful help to the student, but of those we shall speak

presently.
205. We now como on to the Educational literature of the

"Reporting Style" that is, the style which is indispensable to

the intending reporter. First of all there is the "
Phonographic

Reporter, or Reporter's Companion," which is to reporters'

Phonography what the " Manual "
is to ordinary Phonography.

It lays down principles for shortening the system, gives addi-

tional grammalogues, leads the learner further into the labour-

saving paths of phraseography, and closes with a number of

admirably arranged exercises. As with the " Manual "
so with

the "
Reporter's Companion :

"
it contains all that the student

absolutely requires to know. But in the same manner as the
"
Dictionary

"
supplements the "

Manual," so are there other

works which supplement the "
Reporter," and lighten the labour

of practice. One of these is the "
Phonographic Phrase Book,"

which contains, together with a preliminary essay on the prin-

ciples of phraseography, somewhere between three and four

thousand useful phrases, written in such a way as to combine
the maximum of cose with the maximum of clearness. Two other

work* the "
Reporter'* Beading Book

" and the "Reporter's
Guide" complete with a few minor exceptions, the Educa-
tional literature of the "

Reporting Style
"

of Phonography.
The first contains elaborate reading lesion* in shorthand, with

a longhand key, enabling the student to practise from dictation

and compare his work with a recognised standard of food
Phonography afterwards. The second is filled with every sort

of technical information concerning the preparation of copy for

the press and the correction of proofs. Both are of very con-

siderable value to the intending reporter, and may be consulted

by all shorthand students with great advantage.
206. Turning to the Periodical literature of Phonography, we

find that the system boasts a number of magazines, some of

which appear weekly and some monthly. The majority of them
are replete with articles which combine instruction with enter-

tainment. Some of them contain papers which solve the

student's difficulties, others give him valuable information upon
points likely to be of special value to him in his profession.

Others again travel out of the technical into the general, and
win his suffrages by their literary merit alone. The uses of

these magazines are simply incalculable. If we were to single
out one of them, for the purpose of recommending it to the

student, it would be the Phonetic Journal, published weekly,
Id. In addition to a large amount of literary matter, printed

partly in the common spelling and partly in phonetic spelling,

each number contains several pages of lithographed shorthand.

Nothing is of more importance to the shorthand writer than

that he should be able to read with ease what he has written ;

nor is there any point of practice more frequently neglected.
It is too often forgotten that in learning a language the first

thing we do is to read it fluently. It is too often thought suffi-

cient to write swiftly and "
let the reading come." No error is

more fatal to accurate or swift transcription. And it is there-

fore that these phonographic magazines are so helpful to the

student. They accustom him to read. They do more : they
accustom his eye to correct spelling and correct form both

matters of prime necessity in all shorthand work. The reader

of Dickens cannot forget how poor David Copperfield, after

travelling a weary way through some antique system of steno-

graphy, until he was able to follow with difficulty Tom Traddles*

impassioned declamation, suddenly found out that he had to

retrace the whole journey, because he could not decipher a

phrase of what he had written. So will it be with the student

of Phonography unless he accustom his eye to read that which

his hand may so readily be taught to trace ; and in this view of

the case we are by no means sure that we ought not to hare

included the phonographic magazines among the strictly educa-

tional literature of the system.
207. In the Bibliothecal division we have a proof at once of

the capabilities of Phonography and the universality of its use

among those who write shorthand. Nothing but a very large

constituency of phonographers could repay the enterprise which

has bronght into existence so many handsome library volumes,
I all beautifully lithographed in shorthand some in plain Phono-

graphy, and some in Reporting. First, we have a magnificent
edition of the Holy Bible, to be had either in roan gilt or morocco

gilt, in size an octavo, and, though written in ordinary Phono-

graphy, not thicker than a printed reference Bible such as one

carries to his place of worship in his pocket. Then we hare, simi-

larly bound and got up, a Church Service and a book of Common

Prayer, the former in Reporting, the latter in Phonography. The
Bible complete is in Phonography, but parts of it, as for instance

the New Testament, and some other portions, are published sepa-

rately in handsome bindings in an easy Reporting Style. A list of

all the published books it is, of course, impossible to give, but a

catalogue may be obtained on application at the Phonetic Depot,

20, Paternoster Row, London.

208. The fourth department of phonographic literature must

be dismissed in a sentence or two. It consists mainly of tracts

and pamphlets illustrative of the advantages of Phonography

wisely urging the young man setting out in life to master it,

and pointing out the thousand and one ways in which it may be

made subservient to the daily necessities even of those who can

conceive of no present use for it. Some of these tracts are

reprints of publications or speeches from America and the

colonies ; others have their origin nearer home. Others, again,

are the production of the fertile brain and facile pen of the

venerable inventor of Phonography, Mr. Isus Pitman, who
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descends into the vale of years, not only accompanied by the

gratitude of thousands whose labours he has lightened, but
cheered by the consciousness that he has benefited millions

who, as they read their morning paper, little dream that they
are indebted to a still living benefactor for the accuracy, the

speed, and to some extent the cheapness with which they are
furnished with the report of last night's debate or public
meeting. When we mention that all the educational works we
have enumerated (except the "Eeporter's Guide" and the
"
Eeporter's Beading Book "), and by far the larger number of

those which we have classed under the other three heads of

division, have been produced under Mr. Pitman's own super-
intendence, and the lithography executed by his own hand, we
shall have thrown an additional light upon the Herculean task
which has been undertaken and accomplished by him, under
whose guidance our shorthand students have been piloted so

pleasantly through the preliminary difficulties of an invaluable
art. To add that full particulars concerning all the works to

which we have referred in this brief and necessarily inadequate
notice, may be obtained by application to Mr. Isaac Pitman,

Phonetip Institute, Bath, or of his brother and London pub-
lisher, Mr. Fred. Pitman, 20, Paternoster Eow, is to close our

task, and with it our " Lessons in Shorthand."

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XVII.
SUFFIXES (continued).

LANGUAGE has many a tale to tell respecting national character
and manners. The fact that the English names of animals,
when alive, are of Saxon origin for example, bull, sheep, calf
nnd that the English names of animals, when dead, are of
French origin as beef, mutton, veal in showing that at one

period of our history the Saxon population fed the animals, and
those who spoke the French language ate them, shows also

that the former were in hard servitude to the latter ; in other

words, that our Saxon ancestors were serfs, and that thp
Norman-French were masters on this soil of England.

Such a relation was not likely to be durable. A proof of the

assertion is found in the words etiquette and coquette, to which
reference was made in the last lesson (page 71). Etiquette
and coquette are both of French origin. Essentially French
are the things the words stand for. Among the French
those things had their birth, and on the soil of France they
flourished. Hence you learn that lightness, weakness, and

vanity are essential features in the character of Frenchmen.

Superficial, if pleasing, a true type of the French character

may outshine, or for a moment overcome, an Englishman, but
he is utterly unable to hold our countryman in permanent
subjection.

Equally illustrative of national character is the fact that Pan-
taloon and Punch come to us from Italy. Pantaloon is from
the Italian Pantalone, which when written in full is Piantaleone,
a word signifying lion-planter. Pianteleone was a surname or

name of honour, given in the Middle Ages to a very powerful
Venetian, who planted the banner bearing the winged lion of

St. Mark, the symbol of the Venetian Eepublic, on many islands

of the Mediterranean. His renown caused Piantaleone to be

brought on the stage. Hence Pantaloon, the lion-hearted, who
originally bore a nearer resemblance to his prototype than is

found in the impudence and hardihood of the modern degenerated
specimen. And hence the peculiar dress of Pantaloon (also
trousers called pantaloons), which, making due abatement for

exaggerations, was the attire of distinguished Italians in former

days.
Our Punch owes his birth and his name to Italy. Punch is

derived from the Italian Pulcinella ; and Pulcinella seems to be
made up of Puccio d' Aniello ; that is, Puccio, an ill made, witty
clown of the town Aniello, who gained a livelihood by his antics

in the market-places and public highways. The character being
transferred to the stage, Punch came to be the recognised symbol
of fun and frolic.

Ion, from the Latin termination io ; as actio, action ; qusestio,

question ; motio, motion ; visio, vision. Nouns in ion, like

nouns in ing, may be called verbal, seeing they are derived

immediately from verbs; as actio, from the Latin verb ago
(participle passive actus), J do ; motio, from the Latin verb
moveo (participle passive motus), I move, etc. Nouns in ion,

again, resemble nouns in ing, in having (for the most part) an
active signification ; but the ending ion differs from the ter-

mination ing, inasmuch as the former can be affixed only to

nouns of Latin parentage : thus, we say the communication, or

the communicating ; but WE CANNOT SAT the runion (running),
nor the rision (rising). Nouns in ion are not so purely active as

are nouns ending in ing. For instance, communication may
signify either the act of communicati?ijr, or the tiling communi-

cated, the result of the act of communicating. So devotion may
denote the act of devoting, or the object devoted.

Ique, from the Latin iquus, another form of icus ; as in

antiquus, antique. Antiquus means ancient ; but antique does

not mean ancient merely or generally, so much as ancient in

relation to the immediate past, the age of the Eeformation, the

Middle Ages. Not seldom has antique the subordinate notion of

curious, singular, or odd connected with it; probably because

antigties are rare.

" Name not these living death-heads unto me,
For these not ancient but antique be." Donne.

" And sooner may a gulling weather-spy,

By drawing forth heaven's scheme, tell certainly
What fashion'd hats or ruffs, or suits next year,
Our giddy-headed antique South will wear." Donne.

The word antic, from antique (formerly spelt antick), takes its

force from this associated notion of singularity.
" We cannot feast your eyes with masks and revels,

Or courtly anticks." Shakespeare.
" Within the hollow crown

That rounds the mortal temples of a king

Keeps Death his court; and there the antick sits

Scoffing his state." Shalcespeare.
" A work of rich entail and curious mold,
Woven with anticks and wild imagery." Spenser.

Ise, formerly ize, of Greek origin, introduced through the New
Testament ; as in the word baptise, from the Greek Pmrrifa,

pronounced bap-ti'-zo, I dip frequently. From the same Greek

ending we have dogmatise, methodise, criticise. This termina-

tion gives rise to others ; as from baptizo come baptist, baptism,

baptistry, baptismal
" He (the pope) solicited the favour of England by sending Henry a

sacred rose, perfumed with musk, and anointed with chrism;." Hume.

anointed ; that is, with a consecrated unguent or holy oil.

The suffix ise or ize, added to nouns, gives them the force of

verbs, thus : to christianise, is to make Christian ; to evangelise,
is to bring men to the evangel, that is, the Gospel. In the use

of this termination authority must be followed.

The termination ism is employed to describe religious or social

diversities ; it is found in Atheism, Deism, Swedenborgianism,
Calvinism, Arminianism. Owenism, etc.

While ism denotes the sect, ist denotes the sectary ; as,

Atheist, Deist, Methodist, etc.

The adherents to particular modes of faith are also designated

by arian; as, Trinitarian, Unitarian; or ian, as Episcopalian.
Sometimes the word man holds a similar post, as in Churchman,
used in contrast with Dissenter. 1st, too, performs the same
office

; as in Nonconformist. Another form is found in ite ; as

Irvingiie, Mormoniie, etc. Analogy is a dangerous guide in

English, for, while we say Irvingife, we DO NOT say Southcotitfe,

but Southcotia?i probably for the sake of euphony. This ite

comes, we are disposed to think, not from the rare Latin ending
itus (as auritws, with pricked-up ears), but the scriptural ite ; as

in Jebusiie.

Ish, probably from the Saxon ic and the German iscTi (as in

miirrisc/i,, peevish), denotes, as in peevish, quality, and so forms

adjectives. Ish has sometimes a diminutive force; as thinnis/i,

thickis/i,. When forming part of verbs, as in punis/i, publis/i, is7i

has a different origin, and may be a softened form of the Greek
termination ise or ize.

Ite, a patronymic, or father-name the name that is expressive
of a race, like the Greek ides is very common in the Old Testa-

ment, from the language of which it may have come into the

English ; thus, Israelite is a descendant of Israel ; so we have

Hittiies, Hiviies, etc.

Ive, of Latin origin, from ivus, as seen in captious, a captive;
also in fugitive (Latin, fugio, I fee) ; natiints (Latin, natus,

born), 'a native; votivus (Latin, votum, a vow), votive. This ivus

in French becomes if, whence we have plaintiff (French, plaindre,
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to complain), the complainant in a suit in opposition to tho

il.T. -n< hint Plaintiff and plaintive are the name word* differently

" We were ban entertained with an ecbo repeating a whole vena in

r uud more )>Miutiv tone, indeed, but with (urprisiug precision
aud distinctness." Kuttact, "Italy."

Jr. For remarks on this suffix and its meaning, see Or.

KECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE FROG.

'

\VII.VT ore the frogs about this morning, mother?" said a
keen little country boy to a stout dame, who wan carrying on
her head a basket of live poultry to the neighbouring market
town. "

Oh, bloss'ee, child," replied the matter-of-fact woman,
" how should I know what the frogs be a-doing P Thee'd better

be a-larning yer Catechism for schoolmaster, than go a wool-

gathering about them frogs." The boy felt he should get no

help from "mother," though he "did mightily wish to know"
what made tho frogs croak BO much in the early twilight of that

spring morning.
Now, reader, can you tell why the frogs were thus croaking

from every shallow pool and moat P Draw near to the places
whence the sounds proceed. What multitudes of frogs are just

showing their heads above tho water ; how earnestly they give
out that croak, croak, croak

;
and their bright eyes show a

singular excitement for such cold creatures ! See what a gluey-
like substance, speckled with numerous black spots, floats on
the water. Ah ! that explains tho agitation in the frog kingdom
this morning. The race of these creatures is not to perish, like

the dodo or the old English rat ; provision is now being made
for the next generation of these unlovely but interesting reptiles.
The black specks in that jelly-looking substance are the eggs,
which have just been deposited, and tho parents are singing a

merry ditty on the happy occasion. By each one of those female

frogs above 1,200 eggs will be placed in the water, where the
sun will gradually develop the hidden life in each dark speck.
Has the reader ever traced the growth of a frog from the

egg? The process is worthy of observation. Let us collect

some of that substance in which the eggs are embedded, and
place it in a vessel, with some of the water and weeds from the

pool. We may now be able to watch all the changes. What is

the first transformation ? The egga become marked with little

furrows, some vital power being clearly at work within. Next
we see, in place of the egg, a tiny lump of jelly-like life, which

clings to one of the water weeds. How does it hold on ? By a
small sucker, which it clearly knows how to use. Is this, then,
the first form of the frog baby ? Tho reader may call it so, if

ho please, but it is not a frog at all yet. Mark the third

change ; our bit of jelly has acquired gills and a tail, and see

how swiftly it moves in the water. It is now really a fish,

though called a tadpole. But what is going to happen ? The
animal is changing again ; a pair of hind legs are forming.
This is the fourth state. What next ? A pair of front limbs are

developed, and it is now evident that the creature does not mean
to remain a fish ; it has reached the fifth transformation. But
what has become of the long tail ? Has a part dropped off ?

Certainly not ; it has been absorbed into the animal's system,
and will soon entirely disappear. We have here reached the
sixth stage in a frog's life. The mouth now gradually widens,

assuming the form which belongs to the fully-developed reptile.
Are the transformations complete now ? No ; the most remark-
able change is the last. Hitherto the creature has breathed by
gills a beautiful living machine for obtaining oxygen from

water; but now a means must be provided for breathing air.

Lungs, therefore, are gradually formed, and tho whole series of

wonderful transmutations is complete. Thus our frog has passed
through eight changes, each bringing him one step nearer to the

final shape and condition. All these mysterious processes can
be noted by many readers for themselves, and some will, doubt-

less, take opportunities for tracing tho frog from its cradle to
"
full age." In worm and moist weather the newly-perfected

frogs appear in such multitudes that the lanes swarm with the

little creatures, and it is difficult to walk without stepping on
them. Indeed the rustics of some districts believe in "frog
showers," thus accounting for the sudden and numerous swarms
of hopping reptiles.

Catch a foil-grown frog, place him under ft glass Yeses! into
which air can freely enter, and watch him. How he puffs!
What causes that gasping, gulping motion in his throat t He
i swallowing air, and forcing it into the long*. The Uuk is

evidently a laborious one ; see how tightly he shots the month
at intervals, lost tho air should escape. Why most the nesluie
use such violent efforts to keep its long* inflafrri, when we
breathe almost unconsciously? Oar ribs keep the chest ex-

panded without exertion ; bat the frog has no ribi, and ft

succession of "gulps" is necessary to draw officiant sir into
the lungs. No doubt the absence of ribs is good for the frog,
but the work of filling "the chest" i much harder in conse-

quence. When a man is engaged in strong exercise, and requites
an increased supply of air, the month is opened to allow of mote
free breathing ; bat if wo keep the frog's month open for a abort

time, the animal dies from suffocation. The frog can, how*
ever, absorb air through his skin, having in this respect some
advantage over as. Indeed, the covering membrane of this

animal may be called an absorbing machine, as by it the reptile
can imbibe, in a short time, water equal in weight to that of the
whole body. Suppose a man weighing one hundred pounds
were capable of absorbing through his skin, in one hoar and ft

half, a hundred-weight of water, this would only be on a par with
the imbibing power of the frog. Thus it happens that the
animal has generally a supply of water at command, and when
suddenly startled from a soft resting-place, indignantly ejects a
quantity of pure water at the intruder. At one time this

emitted fluid was supposed to be poisonous ; bat if any reader
is enthusiastic enough to taste the liquid, ho will ascertain its

nature. There will not be much to boast of in this feat, the

experiment having been often made.
The skin of the frog is, in places, so transparent, that the

blood may be seen circulating in the vessels beneath, by the
aid of a powerful microscope. The foot shows this beautiful

process in the most impressive degree.
Can a frog bite ? The reader can put his finger for a short

time into the reptile's month, and thus get a reply for himself.

We say for a short time, presuming that the experimenter does
not wish to suffocate his frog, which would be the result of long
keeping its mouth from closing. Well, our naturalist has made
the trial, and finds that nothing like a bite can be given. There

ore, indeed, about eighty teeth in the mouth, but they are all in

on undeveloped state. The frog can "
bolt," bat not masticate

its food, and why teeth are given at all is a mystery.
The use to which a frog or toad can put its tongue is best

seen when the creature is at dinner, feasting on insects and ants.

The tongue then acts as a javelin, a trap, and a hand. How
still the reptile stands, as he feeds ; how rapidly that wonder*

fully elastic tongue darts out upon the unsuspecting ante ; how
sure is the* aim ; how firmly the prey is held by the trap-like

point ; and how instantaneously the living food is harried to the

captor's mouth ! When the meal is over the tongue is doubled

up, the tip being then at the back of the month. The frog may
well dispense with teeth, having such a compensating apparatus.
The heart of a frog has some resemblance to that of ft fish,

having, strictly speaking, bat two divisions instead of the four

found in tho hearts of the larger animals. This reptile is rather

a phlegmatic little fellow, the circulation of the blood being

very slow, though quick enough for all his wants.

We have referred to the absence of ribs in the frog, bat the

creature has a well-set, though short spine, and its muscular

strength is enormous. Measure the length of a frog's leap,

when the jump is done in good style. It will often be found
that this dull-looking creature is able to leap about fifty time*

its length at one bound. If a man had muscular power equal
to that of a frog he could clear 300 feet at a jump, and would

bo able to leap over a wall 100 feet high. What lover of gym-
nastics will not henceforth look upon a frog with deep respect!

These reptiles and their cousins, the toads, can endure sur-

prisingly long fasts, for months sometimes, especially if allowed

the privilege of living in a damp place. They also reach

comfortable old age, living to about fifty years, when permitted
to pass life in a quiet and do-nothing style. But some readers

may here remind as that frogs and toads have been said to

live for hundreds of years, in the hearts of trees or rooks,

without food or air. If this were so, we should say these were

very lucky frogs indeed, and we should like to possess one
of the breed. Wj might, indeed, offer a silver medal to any
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one producing a frog
1 which has lived even ten years without

food or air, without fear of being out of pocket by the proposal.

Many of our readers are aware of the experiments made to test

such reports, but to others they may be unknown, and we will

therefore describe them, as we hope that they will not be repeated.
Toads were selected for the experiments, but the results would,

doubtless, be true for frogs. A French naturalist shut up
three toads in close boxes for eighteen months ; at the end of tht

time one was dead, and the remaining two in a dying state. Dr.

Macartney buried a toad in a vessel, covered with a slate only,

a foot deep in the ground. At the end of a fortnight the creature

seemed "
all right," and as plump as before. He then enclosed

the same toad in an air-tight vessel, and buried it ; in a week the

animal was dead, and even much decayed. But the most deci-

sive experiment was carried out by Dr. Buckland. He placed
twelve toads separately, in twelve holes cut in blocks of soft

limestone, and also a like number of toads in twelve blocks

of hard, flinty sandstone. Each of the twenty-four cells

was covered with a plate of glass, over which a slate was

placed, and each cover firmly cemented to its own stone.

The imprisoned toads, thus

secured, were buried three feet

deep on the 26th of November,
1825. At the same time four

toads were deposited in holes

out in the heart of an apple-

tree, the opening being securely

plugged up. Four others were
also placed in a plaster of Paris

bowl, and completely covered
with a luting. The thirty-
two reptiles were examined
on the 10th of December,
1826. Mark the result. On
that day every toad in the hard

atones, all in the tree, two in

the plaster of Paris, and all the

small ones in the soft limestone,
were dead. The remaining
two in the plaster were dying ;

but several in the pervious
stones were in tolerable health,
and of these two were actually
fatter than when placed in the
holes. It is thought that some
water had filtered through the
more porous stone, and insects

had certainly penetrated into

one cell. The surviving toads

were placed in their respective
holes for another year, and at THE FROG.
the end of that period all were
dead. Thus, not one toad out
of thirty-two could live even for two years, when deprived of

air and food. Yet there are thousands of people who still firmly
believe that toads and frogs can exist for ages without nourish-

ment in the heart of a rock. No doubt these reptiles are often

found strangely enclosed in hollows of trees and stones ; but if

their hiding-places were closely examined, it would often be
found that some small opening existed, through which an egg
might have been carried by water. The animal, when hatched
in its hidden rock-pool would be unable to escape, and an aper-

ture, however minute, would admit drops of water and even small

insects, on which a frog might live very comfortably for many
years.
We need not inform the reader that one species of frog is

eaten in many countries, and is said to be as delicious as a crab.

It is called the edible frog, and is not only sold largely in the
markets on the Continent, but is known in England also, being
found in the fenny parts of Cambridgeshire, where its peculiar
croak has gained for it the poetic or ironical name of the
"
Cambridgeshire Nightingale."
Has the frog ever been employed as a doctor ? To this strange

question we must answer, Yes. In Lincolnshire and the sur-

rounding counties it was, and perhaps still is, the custom to use

this reptile in curing a baby's sore mouth, called in those parts
the frog. The ignorant mother actually thrust the living animal
into the child's mouth, holding the struggling frog by its hind

legs. We hardly know whether to pity the baby or the reptila
most. In some parts of Great Britain women believe that
stomach affections, and even consumption, may be cured by
swallowing a frog alive ! To judge by one case, the revolting
remedy was at least harmless ; one of these frog swallowers,
a Mrs. Mary Inglis, being alive in 1857, aged eighty years.
Some Wiltshire farmers have a notion that live frogs are an
excellent medicine for the " cud "

disease in the cow, and ad-

minister the dose without the slightest regard to the frog's
feelings or the cow's tastes.

Among the various species of frogs that exist, the tree-frog is

one of the most peculiar. It is found in Europe as well as diffe-

rent parts of America and Asia. Speaking of the tree-frog, Sir

Emerson Tennent says :
" In the shrubberies around my house

at Colombo (Ceylon), these graceful little frogs were to be found
in great numbers. They possess in a high degree the power of

changing their colour, and one which had seated himself on the

gilt pillar of a dinner lamp, was scarcely to be distinguished
from the ormolu to which it clung. They are enabled to ascend

glass by means of the suckers at the extremity of their toes."

Literature has not scorned to

notice the frog. One of the

ancient Greek poets has repre-
sented this sedate reptile as a
warrior of mettle, in the comic

poem,
" The Battle of the Frogs

and the Mice." The reader who
wishes to see how the two
singular armies behaved will, of

course, study the poem for him-
self. The great comic poet of

ancient Athens, Aristophanes,
named one of his dramas " The
Frogs," and all who wish to

hear how poetically these crea-

tures can chant, and what a
first-rate chorus they make, will

find their curiosity gratified in

that play. The ballad-makers
of Queen Elizabeth's time must
have seen something humorous
in this animal, as they have
celebrated his courtship in the

once-popular song
" The frog would a-wcoing ride,

With his buckler by his side."

The reader will not fail to ob-

serve the high respect paid to

the creature in these verses ; he
is provided with a horse and a

shield, being, in fact, treated as

of knightly rank. The modern
version of the old ballad is, we regret, less dignified, though
more domestic

"
Froggie would a-wooing go,

Whether his mother would let him or no."

The heralds, too, have complimented the frog by having some-

j

times placed his figure as a symbol on knightly tombs. It is

supposed by some that three frogs constitute the proper national

armorial bearings of France, instead of the three fleur-de-lys.

That this is not at all improbable, any one may see, who will

take the trouble to compare an heraldic fleur-de-lys with the out-

line of a frog laid on its back and having its legs extended.

We must not entirely pass over the connection of the frog
with science. Galvanic electricity is now a mighty agent, stoop-

ing to cure " the rheumatics," or whispering a telegram from
India. What can that have to do with a frog ? Many readers

will surely remember how galvanism was discovered by the con-

vulsive movements of a skinned frog, which Madame Galvani

had prepared for her learned husband's dinner. The reptile,

having been placed near an electrified substance, displayed thai

strange muscular excitement which induced Dr. Galvani to

investigate the matter. The inquiry ended, as we know, in the

great discovery which bears his name.

Thus, our frog has the fivefold honour of being harmless in

habits, interesting for its transformations, useful as food, asso-

ciated with literature, and connected with science.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. Ill

NS OP THE ANIMAL KINGDOM TABLB Or SUB-
DIVISIONS OB CLAB8BB PROTOZOA.

TMK main divisions into which the animal kingdom i divided

iveii in the last lesson. We have now to suh-dividf

these branches into classes, a class being tho next lower deno-

mination in our arrangement. The order in which we now
enumerate the classes will be an ascending one. We shall

proceed from the lowest animals to the highest. This order is

fviiK-ntly tho more scientific, because, other things being omitted

from tho consideration, it is always easier to proceed from tho

more simple to the more complex. Thus, in chemistry it is

usual first to treat of the

elements, or tho most sim-

ple forms of inert matter,
and then to proceed to com-

pounds, made by the unions
of these elements. By this

method of procedure it is

true that wo deprive the
student of anatomy, who
has just commenced the

study, of a valuable aid.

In studying the higher
animals, a knowledge of

his own body, however su-

perficial, the consciousness
of what he feels, however

faulty the inductions there-

from, and the constant pre-
sence of a similar living

subject on whom to expe-
riment, all furnish illustra-

tions to the tyro of struc-

ture in relation to life.

When, however, we begin
by a description of animals
so far removed from him-
self as the Protozoa, there
is nothing which he learns

about them which fits in

with his previous concep-
tions. The animals them-
selves con inspire him with
little interest as compared
with those higher beings
with whom we have not

onlyan essential community
of structure, but whose very
instincts and sympathies
we share. The student,

however, should remember
that his conceptions of the

phenomena of life, and his

interest in animals, will

dawn upon him with greater
clearness and a more genial

warmth, as he proceeds and
I> AM<EB* (*"EB PBITCHAED). II. SHELL or POLTCTSTTHA (MUCH MAOMI-

arrives at the study of the
"ED) ' - SECTIONAL DIAOEAK SHOWIHO THE CIECULATIOH w A SFOKGE

higher forms by \aving
l ^S^J^ " Vo~tt <* D) ' ^ Hocn "

first mastered the succes-

sive steps by which the great problem of life has been worked
out. One question must be answered before we can proceed
along the road which we have decided to be the best and safest.
When may an animal be said to be higher or lower than another
in the scale of tho animal creation ? The self-complacent
assumption that man is the highest animal, and that an animal
is higher or lower in proportion as he is more or less like to

him, will serve us but little ; because, as we have seen, animals
cannot be ranged in a single series, and there is no link of
connection between some of the branches we have given and
that to which we belong. One principle alone should guide us
in our arrangement, and that is illustrated by the following
axiom : An animal may be said to be higher than another if

its structure is more complex. If an animal performs many or
all of the functions of life by or through one structure, it is low
in the scale ; but if certain parts are separated and assigned

34-x.K.

iv

to the performance of definite rital act*, which acts an there-
fore done more efficiently, then the animal oocapiM a hi*her
station. Just as political eooaomiiti will tell n that nitiom
are more or less civilised in proportion as the principle of th
sub-division of labour is followed out in their commnnitie*, to
the comparative anatomist will esteem that animal the hifhwt
whose body is made up of the greatest number of difcrtnt
organs. This idea baa given origin to a *4**htMal term, which,
though barbarous English, is useful for ""tvitfnoai. When
the reader meets with the expression that an animal mintfttti

greater differentiation of partt than *"thwt be will henceforth
know not only what is meant, but also the bearing* of the
statement. Differentiation, however, most be <*'*igH^

from multiplication of

parts. The poaweaion by
an animal of many organ*
all alike in function and
structure, is a sign rather
of a low than of a high ela-

tion. A worm's body is

composed of very many
rings, while the bee has

only thirteen at most; but,
with the exception of the
head and tail segment of
the worm, they are all alike,
while every ring of the bee
is dissimilar. This latter

animal, therefore, is much
higher, because it mani-
fests a greater differentia-

tion of organs.
The tendency of an ani-

mal to produce a repeti-
tion of the same structure,
whether the structures so

formed be set forth in a
radical manner or in a lon-

gitudinal series, is called a
"
vegetative repetition of

parts."
The most prominent fea-

ture in the vegetable fo

which clothe the!

and which therefore give
to us our ideas of vegetable
life, is their unlimited

growth, resulting in the

almost infinite production
of like parts. The foresttree

has ten thousand leaver
all built upon a framework
of netted veins of the same
pattern. When the chest-
nut puts forth its

"
milky

cones," it does so in rich

profusion, and each of these

bean many flowers, all

alike. Thus, the phrase
vegetative repetition is de-

rived from the most promi-
nent feature presented to

and impressed upon the mind as associated with vegetable life.

Combining this idea of vegetable growth with the knowledge
that the vegetable kingdom has never developed any organic
form at all comparable for the exhibition of the higher functions

of life to those which wo find in the animal kingdom, we assume
that this vegetative repetition of parts is a sign of a low grade
of structure : so doubtless it is, but it is not a sign of ths Imnut

grade. In tracing upward tho different forms assumed by living

animals, the idea strikes toe mind that Nature's first effort was to

form a simple individual like a cell. Tho next step seems to be
an indefinite multiplication of similar celliform bodies in such

connection with one another as to form an aggregate individual,

and then these parts become more specialised and consequently
more interdependent, and at the same time more definite and
fewer in number.

In the following table we have, as far as it was possible,
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appended a typical and familiar example or examples to each

class ;
so that the student may have a concrete idea of each,

which will at least assist his memory, and perhaps suggest much
of the structure of the class to which it is appended. The deri-

vation of the names is also given, so that these terms, which are

so useful for the purpose of expressing definitely each class, may
not be considered as mere senseless jargon :

TABLE OF THE SUB-DIVISIONS OE CLASSES OP THE ANIMAL
KINGDOM.

DIVISIONS.
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hell like that of a trochus or top-shell, the first segment of

will be at the apex of the nholl, and the last at the

1'iuiith.

. as is sometimes the cose, the first or second segment in

not content to pat forth one neck at a time, but send* oat
miimTous ones all round the same plane, and these each pnt
forth one to form a fresh circle outside the first, a discoid shell

of concentric circles will bo formed, whose outward form will

I >t< hk.' that of a penny-piece.
, methods do not by any means exhaust the process by

whi.-ii tin- budding of the Foraminifera (as the shelled Protozoa
are called) produce shells, but are only examples of them.

Tin- animals called Polycyatina produce most beautiful shells,

ditlVring, however, in composition from those of the Foraminifera,
in that they are composed of flint and not of chalky substance ;

the first being represented by the chemical formula SiO2, and
the last by CaCO,. These shells, of both kinds, derive much
interest from the fact that they are now being deposited in

immense numbers on the bed of the Atlantic Ocean. In sur-

veying for the purpose of laying the Atlantic telegraph, a
number of cut quills, with their open ends downward, were
attached to the sounding-lead, and these ran into the mud and

brought it up in their tubes. On examination under the micro-

scope it was found to consist almost entirely of the empty shells

of once living things. Thus it waa found that an immense
tract of sea-bottom in mid-ocean, which the offscourings of the

land sand, mud, etc. never reach, was being strewn with
chalk and flints by these little animals which, living in the
water above, first gathered these substances from the sea, and
dying, bequeathed them to form a stratum below. The great
chalk formation, whose long, massive, rounded downs are found
distributed all over northern Europe, it is supposed, once formed
the bed of an ocean, and were thus formed. These chalk

ranges are unstratified that is, they are not formed of thin

layers one at top of the other, as sediment strewn by tidal

currents would be : they are also composed of carbonate of

lime and nodules of flint. These peculiarities, together with
their wide extent, accord well with this supposition as to their

origin. What vast, varied, and unexpected results are brought
about by unnoticed and apparently insignificant causes by Him
with whom nothing is sudden and nothing single !

The massing together of amoeba-like animals, or animated

portions of sarcode, produces also other animals of quite a
different type, with certain parts of which we are most of us
well acquainted. The sponges which chemists sell are the
fibrous skeletons of these compound animals. The branching
fibres, which spring

1 from a common base, and then reunite to
form a dense, closely-woven mass traversed by many canals and
porous throughout, ore, when they grow from their submarine
Levantine rock, clothed all over with living earcode. This is

believed to be composed of elementary particles which run and
are fused together, or are divided, according to the volition of

the individual parts. Many sponges have, besides the horny
skeleton, spicules, or sharp angular spines lying in the sab-

stance of their bodies, and projecting beyond their surfaces, so
as to protect them from being devoured by their enemies. Both
these spicules and the horny skeleton are of almost infinite

variety in the different species, and exhibit another instance of

how simple a form, when endowed with life, may produce very
complex products.
The most interesting part of the economy of sponges is the

method by which a circulation of sea-water is maintained

through them. This circulation is absolutely necessary to bring
both food and fresh aerated water to these fixed animals. The
simple inspection of the skeleton of a large Turkish sponge
shows that there are on its outside two kinds of holes the large
round ones, which lead down to the great canals, and the
smaller pores, which lie between them. If a living sponge be

watched, while at work under water, especially if the experiment
be aided by placing some finely-powdered indigo in the water, it

will be found that from each of the large holes (oscula) there

gushes a fountain of water, which is sucked in through the
smaller pores. Lieberkiiln and Carter discovered that this cir-

culation was kept np in the following manner : The system of
canals which commences in the deeper substance of the sponge
beneath the small pores, unites into larger and larger water-

. courses, until the final ones deliver into the great excurrent
canals which end externally in the oscula. In the course of the

secondary canal* small chambers are situated, which are lined
with sponge particles, eaoh of which ha* a lone movable brittle,

Each of these bristles is used, like Mrs. Partfnfton's broom, to

weep oat the water* of the ocean in one direction, towards the

Urge excurrent canals, while fresh water flows in from behind.
Professor Huxley aptly compares a sponge to a snbamius city.
It has roads, streets, and alleys, and the inhabttaau live in
houses fronting these thoroughfares, and the trade is kept op by
individual but combined efforts.

The Infusoria have been by some cat off from the other Pro-
tozoa, as being of a higher grade, because they possess definite

mouths, often continued inward as free hanging gullet*, aed the
substance of their bodies is so far differentiated that it may U
divided into three layers an outside cuticle, bearing the eflia

and locomotive organs ; below this, the layer in which the fixed

organs are placed ; and, the movable mass which rotates in the
centre.

Notwithstanding these differences, Professor James Clark, of

Pennsylvania, is now endeavouring to show that there is a

regular gradation of animals which connects the infusoria with
the sponges, and that, contrary to previous suppositions, some
of the sponge particles probably have months.
One of the Infusoria, which may be taken aa a type of the class,

is called the vorticella, and it is a most interesting animal to
watch. It may be found almost wherever a little animal matter
is allowed to decay under water. It consists of a cap set on a

long stalk. The cup has a lid and a lip. The lid can be drawn
into the cup, and the lip can be closed over it thus transforming
the cup into a ball. These animals are seen to be perpetually

extending themselves on their stalks, protruding their discs,
and setting the circles of fine hairs which are set on them in

motion ; and then suddenly the stalk is shortened by throwing
it into a spire. Thus the cup is snatched back, and at the same
time closed.

Perhaps the highest animal belonging to this sub-kingdom is

the noctiluca. This animal has the power of emitting light
when excited, and perhaps there is no more splendid sight in

nature than that which is presented on a warm summer night
when a rippling wave charged with these animals breaks upon
the shore. It instantly becomes fringed with a bright green

phosphorescent light, which flashes along the beach, as it strikes

it obliquely, in hues to which the finest shot silk, or even the

green and purple which glances from the neck of the starling,

are poor and dull.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XVII.
THE MASSACBE OF GLENCOE.

"As for Mao Ian of Glencoe and that tribe, if they can be well

distinguished from the other Highlanders, it will be proper,
for the vindication of public justice, to extirpate that set of

thieves." So wrote King William HI., by the hand of the
Master of Stair, to the commander of the royal troops in Soot-

land, in January, 1692. The words were part of a letter of

instructions to the king's general, respecting the conduct he
was to pursue towards the Highland chiefs, to whom a summons
had been made to come in and make submission to the Govern-
ment before the 31st of December, 1691. They were words of

general or particular significance, according to the way in which
the reader chose to read them, and according to the dream-
stances under which they were written. The letter was worded
thus ambiguously by design, in order that the Secretary of State,

who was to give further instructions upon it, might choose which

interpretation he liked ; and he chose an interpretation which had
the effect of covering his master with shame, though posterity
has done that master the justice to remove the blame from his

shoulders and to place it where it is due.
" The massacre of Glencoe

" was on this wise : Ever since the

Revolution in 1688 had turned out the boose of Stuart from the

throne, there had been more or less of disaffection in certain

parts of the kingdom to the rale of the new dynasty. In the

Highlands of Scotland, where the sentiment of devotion to the

exiled princes was most firmly engrafted on the people, and
where it was most difficult to follow it for the purpose of

rooting it out, disaffection was all bat universal. The chiefs

of clans, or heads of great families, there, were petty sovereign*,

ruling absolutely over all their tribes, jealous of each other,

ready to quarrel, and being ignorant and half barbarous, err
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ready to settle the quarrel by the arbitrament of the sword. To
the King of Scotland and England they confessed a certain sort

of allegiance, which they were quite ready to renounce whenever
the king's pleasure ran counter to their own

;
but when they

once threw in their lot with him they stuck as close as burrs
; and

no one could have more utterly devoted adherents. Trained
from childhood to regard implicit obedience to their own chief

as the highest virtue, their services were of immense import-
ance to him with whom, for the time being, their chief was on
terms of friendship ; and so thorough was their blind attach-

ment, that while they would go through fire and water for such
a one so long as the friendship lasted, they would not scruple
to murder him the very moment that the chief's sentiments
altered. They were rough men, lived rough lives, and held it

more honourable to live by plunder than by toil
;
and they pos-

sessed those vices, as well as those virtues, which are incidental

to savages who dwell in the face of nature, and are but slightly
influenced by the voice of civilisation. Much sentimental matter
has often been written about the Highlanders, chiefly by those
who never knew what their chief characteristics were ; and in

popular novels their virtues have been extolled, while their

numerous vices have been hidden or varnished over, and their

manners and customs have been presented with that enchant-
ment which distance lends to the view. While there was much
that was admirable in the Highlanders much to excite the most
exalted respect for their courage, their endurance, their devotion,
their hospitality there was much also to condemn in their

revengefulness. their thievishness, their brutality. Few of them
were given to honest labour for procuring themselves a liveli-

hood, and many of them were, not to put too fine a point on it,

no better than King William's letter described them,
" a set of

thieves." They lived in the mountains, as their name implied ;

and protected by their hills, which they knew how to defend by
their indomitable bravery protected also by their poverty, they
were long able to defy the authorities in the Lowlands. They
preserved with religious care their allegiance to the Stuart

princes, who found among them, on the two great risings against
the house of Hanover in 1715 and 1745, their most hardy and
most faithful adherents. Some of the heads of clans were
members of the Scotch nobility, and these swayed the political
influence of their followers according to their own interests at

court ;
so that it often happened that as interests conflicted,

clans were opposed to one another, and when they were so, it

was an opposition to the death, for enmity was cherished among
them to the entire exclusion of forgiveness.
Some of the more powerful clans had given in their allegiance

to King William and Queen Mary ; but these clans were for the

most part amenable to military coercion by the Government,
while the rest were influenced by bribes, either of money or

favour, and were ready at any moment to turn against the hand
that patted them. But by far the greater number of the clans

remained in a state of chronic disaffection, would not own
sovereign allegiance to any one, and remained independent of

any king save their own chiefs. The trouble they gave was
enormous ; the necessity of keeping up a strong force to check

them, most annoying and costly ; and the nucleus they furnished
for the gathering of a hostile army in the heart of Scotland, most
dangerous to the peace of the kingdom.

Statesmen in London were more concerned for the pacification
of the Scotch Highlands than for any other matter of domestic

policy. They tried all sorts of ways to effect the object ; they
played off one chieftain against another, sowed the seeds of

dissension between them, bribed, flattered, threatened, and,
whenever they had the chance, used force ; but all means failed,
and the Highlands remained a bugbear and a thorn in the side

of the rulers, until, many years later, Mr. Pitt conceived the idea
of utilising the courage and the hardihood of the men by em-

ploying them as soldiers in the service of the state. Not until

the Highland regiments were raised were the Highlands pacified,
and certainly in 1691, the time treated of in this sketch, they
were the homes of men who were ready for any desperate enter-

prise against the Government.
Sir John Dalrymple, Master of Stair, was William's Prime

Minister for Scotland. He was a man who hated the marauding
mountaineers with an implacable hatred, and would gladly have

given his voice in favour of any project for crushing out their

spirit by harsh means. He disbelieved in anything short of extir-

pation, and did his best to dissuade the Government from a policy

of lenity, which they were willing to adopt. Contrary to his wish,
it was determined to try the effect of a conciliatory present of

.15,000, which was to be divided among the several chiefs, and
John Campbell, Earl of Breadalbane, was chosen to be the agent
for distributing it. He was to treat with the chiefs, and buy
their friendship for so much ;

and he was to hint that, if this

plan did not succeed, or if the chiefs should afterwards go from
their bargain, there would be no more gentle treatment, but an

overwhelming force to overawe them. The earl was not very
successful in his negotiations. The chiefs came to his house at

Glenorchy, but they could not agree about the price, and one of

them, Macdonald of Glencoe, came to an open quarrel with the

king's representative. Lochiel, head of the Camerons, joined
with Macdonald, and there were local claims, not thought of by
the Government, and which Breadalbane had not power to settle,

that prevented an apportionment of the money. Negotiation
was protracted, the Master of Stair was losing his patience, and,
before the Earl of Breadalbane could give an account of his

proceedings, had taken steps more in accordance with his own
view of things.

Proclamation was made at Edinburgh, calling upon the High-
land chiefs to submit themselves to King William and Queen
Mary before the 31st of December, 1691, and threatening that

those who did not take the oaths of allegiance by that date
should be treated as traitors and public enemies. Several
months were allowed for the rebel chiefs to come in ; the Earl
of Breadalbane's negotiations went slowly forward ; and the

Government, on the other hand, were earnest in their prepara-
tions to act up'to the spirit of the proclamation that had been
issued.

Naturally enough, the chiefs were unwilling to make submis-
sion. They hesitated, they blustered, they would die rather

than submit. Some of them actually made preparations to

resist the royal troops, and collected stores of provisions and
warlike material. But as the time drew near, and the atti-

tude of the Government remained firm and threatening, doubts
entered the minds of some whether it would not, after all, bo

over-hazardous to continue obstinate. A comparison of their

resources with those of the Government showed at a glance
how hopeless it was for them to persevere ; and gradually they

gave way, pocketed their pride, and, presenting themselves before

the sheriffs, took the oaths. By the 31st of December all had

submitted, except Macdonald of Glencoe.

Macdonald had delayed, partly out of unwillingness to go,

partly out of bravado. He was ambitious of the honour of

remaining out after powerful rivals had submitted, and he

waited, perhaps in the hope that other chiefs would be laggards
besides himself, and that, united, they would be able to offer

such a stout resistance to the Government as would compel better

terms than an unconditional surrender. But when he found
that all the rest had given in their adhesion, and that if he per-
sisted in obstinacy, he would have to face the wrath and to cope
with the strength of the king, he resolved to take the oaths.

Not until the 31st of December, the very last moment, did

Mac Ian (Macdonald of Glencoe was so called in the Highlands)
set out with his principal men, to take the oaths at Fort William.

Arrrived at the fort, he found that Colonel Hill, the governor,
had not any power to administer the oaths, and that he must go
to Inverary, the residence of the nearest competent magistrate.
Colonel Hill gave him a letter of recommendation to the sheriff

of Argyleshire, Sir Colin Campbell of Ardkinglass, and Mac Ian

went on his way ;
but " the way was long, the wind was cold,"

the pitiless storms of a winter in the Highlands impeded the old

man in his journey, and it was not till the sixth day after the

expiration of the term fixed by the amnesty proclamation that

Mac Ian appeared before the sheriff at Inverary.

Overcome by the entreaties of Mac Ian, and by the letter of

Colonel Hill, certifying that the rebel chief had offered himself

at Fort William on the 31st of December to be sworn, Sir Colin

Campbell administered the oath, and sent an explanatory cer-

tificate to Edinburgh, showing why he had departed from the

strict words of the proclamation.
Mac Ian went back to his home in the pass of Glencoe, glad

at having made his peace, his mind having no misgivings about

the ratification of his accepted allegiance. The news went up
to London that Mac Ian of Glencoe had not submitted, and by
the time the further news of his submission arrived, steps had

been taken to punish him. The Master of Stair was greatly
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rejoiced at the prospect of being able to make an example, and
:-!H of Breadalbane and Argyll, with whom Mao Ian wan

ut private war, rejoiced at the prospect of taking a bloody
.'. The intelligence of Mao lan's submission was a blow

to nil three, and they cast about how they might fend it off.

In :m age when persons arraigned on criminal charges were
condfiimrd to death on failure to sustain some technical ob-

. to the indictment, it ia not surprising to find that even a

Secretary of State should take advantage of an informality in

order to press matters against an inveterately hated antagonist
Substantially, of course, it made no difference whatever, whether
submission was made on the Slat of December or on the 6th of

the following January, and the attempt made by Mac Ian on
the earlier date might well be taken to show the animus with
which he acted on the latter. But this was not the way in

which the Secretary looked at the case. He desired a loophole
out of which he might fling Mac Ian and his people, and ho
found it in the fact that Mao Ian had not surrendered by the

prescribed day. He knew it would be fatal to his purpose to

furnish the king with all the information he himself had, and in

speaking on the subject, the Master of Stair suppressed the
evidence that Mao Ian had, though tardily, given in his alle-

giance. In those days news was slow in travelling, and the

royal pleasure was taken as if the Macdonalds of Glencoe were
still contumacious ; but the royal pleasure seems to have been,
even then, that the outlaws should but be repressed with a

strong hand, their valley occupied, and examples made of such
as should be guilty of flagrant breaches of the public peace.

Certainly there is not any warrant for supposing that King
1

William or his other ministers were at any time privy to the

plan which the Master of Stair was maturing in his brain. To
him it was a source of deep regret that any of the clans had
submitted. He had hoped to make a clean sweep of them all.

The Macdonalds of Glencoe he determined should not escape.
So the order quoted at the beginning of this sketch was sent
down to the Commander of the Forces, and the Master of

Stair wrote full and particular instructions to explain how this

generally-worded order was to be carried out.

With zealous care the Secretary of State and his friends,
Breadalbane and Argyll, studied the geography of Glencoe, and
took the necessary measures to bar the ways out of it when
once the Macdonalds should become fugitives. The chiefs

beyond the passes from Glencoe were secured by promises, by
appeals to their hatred and their interest

;
and when this was

done, the conspirators proceeded to devise a scheme by which

they might fall on the Macdonalds unawares, and slay them all,

men, women, and children. The season was winter, and the
Master of Stair reckoned on its help to finish his work, if per-
adventure any of his prey should escape to the wood or the
thicket. The plot was laid with devilish cunning.

Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton, second in command to Colonel

Hill, of Fort William, was selected as the military executioner.
Hill waa reckoned too humane, too squeamish, to undertake
such a business, and he waa simply ordered to place a strong
detachment under his junior's command. " Better not meddle
with them than meddle to no purpose. When the thing is

resolved, let it be secret and sudden." These were the Secre-

tary's instructions to Hamilton, whoae brain readily thought of

a method for strictly obeying them.
A hundred and twenty men were chosen from a regiment

lately raised by the Earl of Argyll, and therefore for clan
reasons deadly opposed to the Macdonalda ; they were pnt
under the command of a Captain Campbell, commonly called

Glenlyon, whose niece was married to the second son of Mac
Ian, and were marched on the 1st of February, 1692, to Glencoe.
The fears of the clansmen were allayed by the king's officers,

who assured them they came but as friends, and that all they
wanted were food and quarters. These were accorded cheer-

fully, the men were distributed through the community, the
officers were lodged with the chief's kinsman ; Highland hospi-
tality was largely extended to men who came as travellers and
friends, and Mac Ian little thought the advent of his guests
waa in any way connected with his tardy journey to Inverary.

All went happily for nearly a fortnight, Glenlyon and Lindsay
were treated like members of Mao lan's own family, and there
vraa no hint in the conduct of the officers of the danger that
was threatening their hosts. Yet all the while Glenlyon was
secretly informing Hamilton of what he saw, and receiving his

instruction* in return. ThoM instruction*, th ftnal ImliiiuUiius.
*

were to begin operations at 8 a.m. oo the 18th of February, ard
to kill every Macdonald in Glenooe under the age of seventy.
Hamilton intended to come with 400 men for Ue purpose
of cutting off fugitives, bat in any case Glenlyon was to fall oa
at the time and date agreed.

There was not any suspicion of guest* who wet* eating "
drinking at the clansmen's tables, sleeping in their hots. Mid
interchanging the offices of friendship with them, until a few
hours before the massacre began, and then the wwpiaioa* of
John Macdonald, son of Mao Ian, were allayed as soon as
aroused by the assurances of Lindsay, that they were only about
to march against the Glengarry men, who bad been giving BOOM
trouble. Sharp at five o'clock, Glenlyon began the work by
shooting his host and family, and then the fiendish slaughter went
on all through Glencoe. Mac Ian was shot through the head, hi*
wife was so maltreated that she died next day, and the chiefs
sons had a hairbreadth escape, having only time to fly ere the
human bloodhounds cou.d come upon them. The rattle of

musketry mingled grimly with the groans of the dying and
the shrieks of the wounded, and the red glare of the burning
houses for the soldiers set fire to the dwellings which had
sheltered them lighted the way to the destruction which waa
meant to be universal. But Hamilton was delayed on the

road, and did not appear in time ; Glenlyon's men bungled at
their work, and the result waa that at least half of the people
escaped. When Hamilton came he found the work unfinished,
and though he committed a few more cold-blooded murders by
way of wreaking vengeance, he was unable to follow the balk of
the fugitives into the fastnesses which were known only to them.

It was a long time before the truth leaked out. The perpe-
trators of the massacre kept the thing quiet, and the surviving
sufferers by it were not in a position to make themselves heard.

Humour, then revelations by men in their cups, then the com-
plaint of Mac laii's sons, gradually brought the affair at Glencoe
into prominence. The story was disbelieved at first, as being
simply impossible ; but fresh facts continued to present them-
selves till the mass of evidence became enormous, and there wa*
a cry all over Scotland for an inquiry into the circumstances
attendant on the slaughter of the Macdonalds of Glenooe. The
Scottish Parliament took the matter in hand, and King William
was at length obliged, for the honour of his Government, tc

order an inquiry by a commission.
The result of the inquiry was to fix the entire guilt of the

massacre upon the Master of Stair, whose letters and paper* of
instructions were produced. The subordinates, Hamilton, Glen-

lyon, Lindsay, and some more, were voted by the Parliament to
be murderers, and they fled for their lives before the request of
the Estates that they might be prosecuted for their crimes. For
the Master of Stair, the Estates left him to the judgment of the

king, his master, whom they voted to have had no know-
ledge of what the Master intended, and whose letter to the
commander of the troops they declared was not capable of the

interpretation pnt upon it by the Secretary. The king simply
dismissed the Master of Stair from his poets, and refused to

prosecute him for the murder ; and finding that so many person*
were implicated in the affair, and that it would be inconvenient
to prosecute them all, while he could not punish a few only
where all were guilty, proclaimed soon afterwards a general

amnesty. For the actual participators in the massacre of

Glencoe, the only punishment that was inflicted upon them was
thai described by Macaulay, the punishment

" which made Cain

cry out that it was greater than he could bear ; to be vagabond*
on the face of the earth, and to carry wherever they went a
mark from which even bad men should tarn away nek with
horror."

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXVEL
SECTION LI. VEEBS REQUIRING THE DATIVE OB

ACCUSATIVE.

SOME verbs govern the dative or accusative, according to their

signification, as : 9aj5 mir tint von trintn $ucbtrn. leave me one of

your books. Sap mtcb )mh 9Bortt mil tcmcr i'.'uittr frrrcfcrn. let me
speak two words with your mother. <?r Mrmmi ta (felt, be fete
the money. Tirft Croft btfcmmt mic nu$r, this food does not

agree with me.
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KXERCISE 101.

1. Mi-iitur taught Telemachua tho art of governing. 2. They
h him this language. 3. Tho timo pant gives to men

nii-tion for tho future. 4. In his last letter ho

wrote to mo tho following news. 5. Tho rich should oontributo

;i little from their siip.'niluni.luiieo with pleasure to the poor. 6.

wed me tho beauty of nature. 7. I trusted him with tho

..ithtlut intention to t> '-retion and fidelity. 8.

, is called a betrayer of his country by his own people. 9.

: los mo with being a fool, as I declined to follow those

nriiu'ipli
1* which <lo not correspond with my inclinations. 10.

The "
Popular Educator

"
teaches tho English, French, and

(iiTinun languages (say, language) in tho easiest manner. 11.

My a Ivornary extended to mo his hand as a sign of his recon-

ciliation.

SUCTION LIII. PREPOSITIONS REQUIRING THE
GENITIVE.

The prepositions mittetfl, cbcrbalb, ungcaeb.tet, sermittelft, wrmoge,
etc. ( 109, 110), govern tho genitive, as: Oberbalb ter neucn

'I'rurfe i|l ter Slup" brett unt tiff, above the new bridge the river is

broad and deep. 9lflcr 9)Jiibe ungcacbtet gefang tt ntcbt, notwith-

standing all tho pains it did not succeed. DNittelft feine >-Beiftantc

fc&ten u<ir tt titrrfi, by means of his assistance wo carried it

through (achieved the design). a fannfl tu ccrmoge teine 'Sn-

ftante* begrcifcn, that canst thou, by dint of thy understanding,

comprehend. QScrmittelft Uebergabe fam tic Statt in geintc antc,

by means of surrender, the town came into (the) enemy's hands.

3ufolge feine !$>cr|>rccben ntupte er fommcn, in consequence of his

promise, he was obliged to come.

VOCABULARY.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Slu'perbalb ter Statt b,aben fteb tie

JReid;en fctime fiant'baufer erbaut'.

Saut t'\nt9 fat'jcrlicfeen

muptcn tit Burger ibrc iSaffen

ab'geben.

2Bab,rent te fte'benjabrigen Stritqtt

bela'gerte grietrkb II. tie -start

QBeaen feme? gefel'ltgcn unt mun'.

tcrcn $Jctra'gcn4 licbtt man ibn.

Outside the town the rich have
built for themselves beautiful

villas.

In consequence of an imperial

command, tho citizens were
forced to give up their arms.

During the seven years' war
Frederic II. besieged tho city

(of) Prague ( 123. 6).

On account of his social and
cheerful deportment they
loved him.

EXERCISE 102.

1. Die Winter fomiten toegen te fcblccfoten 2Bettcr feinen Spajiergang

ma$en. 2. 3>iefeit te gluffrt flcbt ein f*cnc SJantbau*. 8. Cr tbut

t ter (Sbre balber. 4. 3nnerbalb tcr tatt bcrrfcbt J&unger unt '^er-

jtoeijTung. 5. 3enfett tc Jtferge* ift etn fcftcne* Jbal. (5. Jlraft mnc*

9lmtc oerbaftcte cr ten ieb. 7. Vaut feinc '^ricfe* envarten n?ir ibn

beut. 8. ang tc tvcme fteben ride ^ar-reln. 9. 'Diittelft cinel

(6eilc4 jog rr ibn binauf. 10. i!crmittfl|1 tintt f,ilf*en @cbluffelJ fam er

in tieftl 4a>l. 11. Cbctbalb t 0t<uf (Ubi CM Imq. IK tifUn
tel Xaffeel thnft er tlOaffer 13. Ire* lei fiatttu Ottyni y* tt

fwjieren (Sect. LXIV. 1 ). 14. Untertwlb tirfrt Taj* lit* ciw ft^rn
15. Ungeatfctet tel '^erbctel (einel (Baterl bcfi^tr ct Ml Z^cattr.

llmreit t leiel iWaltel fa| i* onen ynin *jd. 17. Cml frt

l fann er tie ttrmen unterftuBen. 18. 9BUwtt tcr U|ni 3tt
uh er icbr blcid; au. ID. itOegen tel Sruatl flubca tk M^m Ota*

meaner. 20. einer Sufage uifolge febrte er jurud.

EXERCUI 103.

1. He did it in spite of hU relation*. 2. I found mymelf qnito
happy beneath the humble roof of that countryman. 3. Every.
thing below the sun is subject to change. 4. What had JOB
for dessert besides melon* and grapes t 5. The poor mnignate
hope to live better on the other side of the ocean. 6. H* pen**
vcred in spito of all opposition. 7. The Gaul* directed their

toilsome march along the sea shore. 8. It i* beneath the dig-

nity of an honest man. 9. Greenwich is within fire miles of

London. 10. Ho ought to be spared on account of his age. 11.

He is a nobleman by right of his birth.

?lmt, 71. office, charge.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XVII.
SECTION XXXI.-SOLANACE^!, OR THE NIGHTSHADE

TRIBE (continued).

THE capsicum (Capsicum annuum) is another of the Solanacece.

It is an annual, originally a native of India, but cultivated now
in Europe, Africa, America, and Australia. Its berry is conical,

smooth, and shining, green when unripe, passing gradually into
a beautiful coral-red. In this pod resides a resinous balsamic
acrid principle named capsicine. Cayenne pepper is capsicum
fruit reduced to powder.
The beautiful tomato, or love-apple (Lycopersicum esculentum),

anative originally of theWest
Indies, is now cultivated in

European gardens, more es-

pecially in those of Spain and

Italy. In the former coun-

try it serves as a daily arti-

cle of food for persons of al-

most every grade of society.
We now arrive at the

genus Solanum, from which
the order Solanacece takes

its name. It is very nume-
rous in species. Its generic
characters may be enume-
rated by a rotate corolla,

and anthers not opening by
longitudinal fissures, but by
two points at their summits.
The most common species
of the genus Solanum is the

Dulcamara, or bitter-sweet,
a plant which is found grow-

ing ia almost every hedge in

the vicinity of London,known

by its sombre foliage, its pen-
dent cymes of pretty flowers,

and its deep-red berries.

By far the most important,

however, amongst the genus
Solanum is the potato, or

Solanum tuberosum, a plant

originally a native of the

Cordilleras, or high moun-
tains of Peru and Chili.

It is supposed that this

useful vegetable was first

brought into Spain in the

early part of the sixteenth

century, by some of the

Spaniards who invaded Peru
under Pizarro, and ultimately
succeeded in annexing it to

the Spanish dominions in the
New World. The term

potato is, in all probability,
derived from the Spanish
batata, a word which was

originally applied to the

sweet and succulent root

called beet, or beetroot. The
tuber and its principal use as a vegetable became known in Italy
and other parts of Southern Europe soon after its introduction
into Spain; but the potato was unknown in England until 1586,
when Sir Walter Ealeigh returned from an unsuccessful attempt
to found the colony of Virginia, which was not permanently
settled until 1607. The chief result, indeed, of Sir Walter

Ealeigh's expedition was the introduction of the potato into

England and Ireland. It is asserted that the potato was first

brought to this country by Sir John Hawkins in 1563 ; while,

by others, the credit of having introduced a vegetable which
forms such an important adjunct to the mid-day meal is ascribed !

l.o Sir Francis Drake. It is, however, most probable that it
|

was brought from North America by Sir Walter Ealeigh, who
j

set about turning the knowledge of its habits and uses to good
j

account by successfully attempting its culture on a large scale

in his Irish estates near Youghal, in county Cork.

162. THE TOBACCO PLANT (NICOTIANA TABACFM).

The student will remember that the potato is not a root,
but a tuber. He will also remember the botanical significance
attached to the word tuber, which is a sort of aggregation of

underground buds studded upon a dense mass of starchy matter
and gluten designed for their nourishment.

Tobacco (Nicotiana Tabacum, Fig. 162) is another plant

belonging to the natural order we are considering, and the use

some will say abuse of which is too well known to require
comment.
When Christopher Columbus, in 1492, first set foot in the

island of Cuba, he saw, amongst other strange customs, tne
natives gather the leaves of a plant, dry these leaves, roll them

into the form of a torch, light
the torch, put the unignited
end in the mouth, andbreathe
the smoke. Such is the first

account we have handed
down to us of the manufac-
ture and uses of a " mild
Havannah." Subsequently,
when Columbus and his gold-

hunting associates gained the
main continent of America,
they saw a similar custom

everywhere in force amongst
all classes, slightly varied as
to detail, some using pipes,
and others preferring the
Cuban method .of cigar-

gmoking. Nor were chewing
and snuff-taking unknown to

the Mexicans and Peruvians.

The Mexican priests, in par-

ticular, were in the habit of

taking snuff profusely, for

the purpose of clearing their

brains and exalting their in-

tellects. From the aborigines
of America, tobacco first

passed to the Spariards, then
to the Portuguese, then to the

English, and it is now every-
where ; and despite a great
deal of opposition shown to

it, there is no great reason to

suppose that tobacco-chew-

ing, smoking, or snuff-taking
will ever be abolished.

Tobacco was first brought
into Europe by Jean Nicot,
French ambassador at the
court of Portugal ; hence the
name Nicotiana given to the

genus. It was this ambas-
sador who, we are told,

offered the first pinch of snuff

to Catherine de Medicis.

The queen was much pleased
with the sensation, history
informs us, took to

"
snuff-

ing" with great ardour,
and becoming the acknow-

ledged patroness of snuff, tobacco was called in consequence
Herbe de la Heine. Sir Walter Ealeigh took some tobacco from

Virginia to England, and became remarkably fond of its use.

His example was soon followed even by the most refined cour-

tiers. James I., every person knows, entertained a furious

hatred against tobacco. In the year 1619 he fulminated an
edict against it, but tobacco was more powerful than the king.

Pope Urban VIII., in 1624, next set to work to check the use of

tobacco, against which he launched a special bull. The pope
did not succeed better than the king. Next in the list of

tobacco-stoppers came the Sultan Amurath IV., the Shah of

Persia, and the Grand Duke of Muscovy. These potentates-

more especially directed their efforts to restrain the habit of

snuff-taking ; and disdaining argument, which had so signally

failed under James disdaining, also, religious enactments, whicb

had not been more successful under the pope this precious trio of
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Oriental wort hies thought that tho shortcut way to check the habit
,

Milling would consist in cutting off people
1

! noses. This :

r. in. .|y they carried, we are told, pretty liberally into execution.

Tho origin of the word tobacco baa been traced to various
|

1 ty some it ia said to bo derived from Tabacoa, a province
j

V ucatan, in Mexico. Others, with an equal degree of proba-
liility, trace the derivation of tho word to Tobago, one of tho
I irit i-h Weet India Islands, near Trinidad, belonging to tho Wind-
ward group. Hnmboldt, however, aaya that the word tabacco was
used by the Caribbee inlanders aa the name of the pipo in which

smoked tho dried

-i of the plant, and
that the Spaniards ulti-

mately applied this desig-
nation to the plant itself.

Ita culture is attended
with aome difficulty, as a

alight frost will often tend
to check the growth of

the young plants, if it

does not cause a more
serious injury,and destroy
a great part of the crop.
Tobacco ia largely cul-

tivated in all parts of

Southern and Western

Europe, except Great Bri-

tain and Ireland, where
ita culture is prohibited

by Act of Parliament:

Its cultivation in this

country was forbidden
in 1684; butin 1779 per-
mission was given to tho
Irish farmers to grow
tobacco, and this privilege

if privilege it can bo
called waa enjoyed by
the Irish until 1831, when
an act was passed to re-

vive tho former act, under
which the cultivation of

the plant had formerly
been prohibited.
The petunia, a beautiful

specimen of our half-

hardy herbaceous peren-

nials, is closely allied to

the tobacco plant, its

name being derived from

pctun, the Brazilian name
for tobacco. It makes a

showy appearance in the

borders during tho sum-
mer and autumn, but re-

quires to be protected
under gloss during the

winter and early spring.

SECT. XXXTT. LEGU-
MINOS^E, OR THE LE- 163. BLOSSOM, BOOTS, AND LEAVES
GUMINOUS TRIBE. (NICOTIANA
The structural charac-

teristics of the fruit

termed by botanists a legume we shall presently enumerate ;

meanwhile, wo will inform the reader that a legume ia merely
another name for pod, the sort of fruit borne by the pea, clover,

laburnum, and many others which will easily suggest themselves.

Characteristics : Calyx free and monosepalous ; corolla of five

petals, perigynous or hypogynous, regular or irregular ;
atamena

double the number of petals, or occasionally indefinite, perigy-
nous ; pistil composed of one carpel ; fruit, a legume ; aeed,

dicotyledonona ; embryo straight or curved, exalbuminoua ;

leaves, alternate, stipulate.
This is an exceedingly large and very valuable order of vege-

tables, all of which present strong marks of family resemblance,
and. moreover, possess a similarity of chemical and physiological
qualities

Tho great universal characteristic of the plant* of this tribe
is that from which they derive their name Uynmimotm i l*t as,

therefore, examine the anatomy of a Itgvme. A Ugume, then,
is nothing more than a long, flat carpal, for the most part con-

taining many seeds, and splitting, when arrived at maturity,
into two halves. The seeds, it will be remembered, all grow
from one commissure or junction line in the inside of the

ciirjrt-1.

As regards relative dimensions, legumes differ considerably,
some being longer than they are broad, others the reverse. Thi*

circumstance, however,
gives rise to no physiolo-
gical distinction between
the two.

A* theLeyuminota form
an exceedingly numerous
order, and comprehend
plant* amongst which dif-

ferences of structure exist

insufficient to justify ^**fr

formation into different

orders, they are divided

into groups, the distinc-

tions between which will

presently come under con-

sideration. One of these

groups, perhaps the most
important, is the Pea
tribe, the member* of
which are sufficiently fa-

miliar to all of us. Inde-

pendently of the existence

of a pod, in these plant*
there is another striking

peculiarity; the flower*

are shaped very much like

butterflies. Hence arises

the denomination papilio-
naceous (from papiliv, the

Latin for butterfly), by
which the pea enb-divi-

Fion of the Leywmvkotu i

known.
Let us now study one

of these flowers a little in

detail. The calyx is made
up of five sepals, all of

which unite in a tube.

The corolla is made up of

five petals, not all, how-

ever, of equal sue. One
of them is considerably

larger than the other*,

and rises behind them.

This petal has acquired

among botanist* the dis-

tinctive name of twntbis*

or standard. The two

\ shorter petals which stand

in front of the standard
are termed ota, or vingt.
The remaining portion of

the corolla, formed like a

boat, from which circum-

stance it derives the appellation carino, or keel, is composed of

two petals slightly united.

Next observe the stamens, and you will find they are col-

lected in groups, or, to use the expression of Jjnninos, they
are "adelphous." All the common papilionaceous flowers are

adelphoua ; but many foreign specie*, especially certain native*

of New South Wales, Pultenaeat Gompholobiumt, .Damn**,

etc., are not.

Next come the plants, which, although bearing legume* or

pods, are not provided with papilionaceous flowers,

sion comprehends all the Cassias and their allies. La*Uy, we

have the Mimosa tribe, the great characteristic of which is

the poaaeasion of flowers with a regular corolla and indefinite

stamen*.

OF THE HEXICAN TOBACCO PLANT
RUSTICA).
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; SONS IK GEOMETRY.

worda and the commencement* of new tenet. From cloven

i i/t) to seventeen (aeptendecim) inclusive, each consecutive

\\or.l is ..Mppi'iiinled of deoem and a number taken from the

PICK. \Mn-n they oome to eighteen, instead of saying
tit't. T tlu-ir former manner, and as we say in English, eight, ten,

the BomaiiH said; la-it from twenty, duo de viginti. Having

passed twenty, they made use of it to form the numbers between

twenty and thirty; thus : nnus et viginti, one and ta-rnty ; they
also said, viginti unus, viginti duo, viginti tres, viginti quatnor,
and BO forth. In all cases, eight and nine are expressed by
subtracting two and ono from tho next ensuing new term ; thu

-eight i* duo de triginta, two from thirty ; thirty-iiim- is

undequadraginta, onefrom forty ; so in the ordinals duodequadra-

gcsirnuB, undosexageaimus.
VOCABULARY.

Ago, 3, I drier, I do.
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to the utmost extent that the limits of that figure will per-

mit ; and in the third the prefix circum gives the word the

meaning of drawing one figure round another. Inscription and

circumscription indicate operations that are precisely the reverse

of each other.

PROBLEM XLII. In a given circle to inscribe a triangle equi-

angular to a given triangle.

Let ABC (Fig. 61) be the given triangle, and DBF the given
circle : it is required to inscribe in the given circle DBF a triangle

equiangular to the

given triangle ABC. At

any point D in the cir-

cumference of the circle

DBF draw x T as a

tangent to the circle,

and at the point D in

the straight line x Y
make the angle Y D F

equal to the angle ABC,
and the angle x D E

equal to the angle A c B ; and let the straight lines D E, D F
cut the circumference of the circle D E F in the points E and F.

Join E F. The triangle DBF, inscribed in the circle D E F,

is equiangular to the given triangle ABC.
If it is desired to cut off a segment of a circle that shall con-

tain an angle equal to a given angle, as in the above figure

to cut off from the circle D E F a segment that shall con-

tain an angle equal to the angle ABC, all that we have to do
ia to draw a tangent to the circle, and at the point of con-

tact make an angle equal to the given angle, as the angle Y D F
was made equal to the angle ABC. The leg D F of the

angle Y D F must then be produced far enough to cut the

circumference of the circle D E F in the point F. Any angle
that may then be formed by drawing straight lines from D and
! to any point in the segment, as the angle D E F or the angle
D F, is equal to the given angle ABC.
PROBLEM XLIII. About a given circle to circumscribe a tri-

angle equiangular to a given triangle.

Let ABC (Fig. 62) be the given triangle, and D E F the given
circle about which it is required to circumscribe a triangle equi-

angular to the given triangle
ABC.

Produce B c, the base of

the triangle ABC, both ways
to x and Y. Draw K L touch-

ing the circle D E F in the

point E, and from the centre

G of the circle DBF draw
the straight line G E per-

pendicular to K L. Then at

the point G, in the straight
line E G, make the angle
EOF equal to the angle

A c Y, and the angle E G D equal to the angle A B x. Through
the points r> and F draw the straight lines H K, H L, meeting
each other in the point H, and the straight line K L in the

points K and L. The triangle H K L circumscribed about the

circle D E F is equiangular to the given triangle ABC.
PROBLEM XLIV. To inscribe a square in a given circle, and

about the same circle to circumscribe a square.

Let A B c D (Fig. 63) be the given circle, and E its centre.

Through E draw the diameters A c, B D at right angles to each

other, and join A B, B c, c D, and D A. The figure A B c D thus

formed is a square, and it is inscribed in the given circle

A B c D, as required.
To circumscribe a square about the circle A B c D, draw the

diameters AC, B D as before. Through the points A and c

draw the straight lines F G, H K parallel to B D, and through
the points B and D draw the straight lines F K, G H parallel
to A c. The figure F G H K thus formed is a square, and it

is circumscribed about the circle A B C D, as required.
PROBLEM XLV. To inscribe a circle in a given square, and

about the same square to circumscribe a circle.

Let F G H K (Fig. 63) be the given square : it is required to

inscribe a circle within the given square F G H K, and to circum-

scribe a circle about it. First bisect the sides F G, F K in

the points A and B, and through A draw A c parallel to F K or

o H, and through B draw B D parallel to F G or H K. From

Fig. 62.

the point E, the point of intersection of the straight lines A c,
B D, at the distance E A, E B, E c, or E D, describe the circle

A B c D. This circle touches the sides of the given square
F G H K, and is inscribed within it, as

required.
To circumscribe a circle about the

given square F G H K, find the point
E as before, and then from the point
E as centre, with a radius equal to

the straight line joining E with any
one of the four corners of the square,
describe the circle F G H K. The
circumference of the circle F G H K

passes through the other three corners

of the square, and the circle F G H K
is therefore circumscribed about the

square F G H K, as required.
We may now pass on to the construction of regular polygons.

The term polygon is derived from two Greek words, iroAus (pol-'use),
much or many, and ydivia. (go'nia), an angle, and means a figure
that has many angles. Many-angled figures are also called

multilateral or many-sided figures, from the Latin multus, much
or many, and latus, a side.

"
Polygon

" and "
multilateral

figure
"

are terms which may be considered to mean precisely
the same thing, for a figure that has many angles must, of

course, have many sides. It has, in fact, just so many sides as

it has angles, and the most familiar illustration of this that can
be given is that of a room, which, generally speaking, has just four

sides and four corners or angles. The terms "
polygon

" and
"
multilateral figure

"
are applied, as we have been taught in

Definition 33 (Vol. I., p. 53), to any figure that has more than
four sides. A polygon may be regular or irregular that is to

say, its sides and angles may be equal or unequal. The student

has already been shown the method of making triangles equal
to given irregular polygons ; and the construction of an irregular

polygon of any number of sides, having its angles equal to

angles of any prescribed opening, would be a thing that he
could readily accomplish, provided that he has paid sufficient

attention to our lessons to understand thoroughly all that we
have advanced. It is with the construction of regular polygons

only that we have now to do.

In Definition 34 we were further taught that polygons are

divided into classes according to the number of their sides and

angles. Some of these classes have no distinctive name, as will

be seen from the following table ; but many of them have a
name by which the number of their sides can be recognised at

once. Thus the polygon that has five sides and five angles is

called a pentagon, from the Greek Trfvre (pen'te), five, and yuvia,
an angle; the polygon that has six sides and six angles is called

a hexagon, from the Greek e| (hex), six, and ya>via, an angle ;

and so on, the Greek or Latin word for the number of the sides,

or some modification of it, being prefixed to the termination gon.
A triangle would be called a trigon, and a square a tetragon,

according to this system of naming figures from the number of

their angles.
The number of degrees in the angle of any regular polygon

may be found arithmetically by the following process :

The angles formed by any number of lines meeting together in

a point, such as the lines drawn from the angles of any polygon
to any point within it, or, in the case of a regular polygon, to

its centre, are together equal to four right angles, or 360

degrees. The greater the number of sides

of any regular polygon, the less will be

the angle at its centre, subtended by each

of its sides; and to find the number of

degrees contained in its opening, we have

to do nothing more than to divide 360 by
the number of sides. For example, in

the regular pentagon, or five-sided figure

A B c D E, in Fig. 64, it is clear that each

of the five angles, A F B, B F c, c F D, D F E,

E F A. formed by drawing straight lines

from its five salient angles at A, B, C, D B,

to its centre, F, is equal to one-fifth of 360 degrees, or, in

other words, is an angle of 72 degrees. We now wish to

find the numerical value of any and all of the angles of the

polygon in degrees. We know that the three interior angles

of any triangle are together equal to two right angles, or 180

Fig. 64.
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degrees ; therefore, the three interior angled of any of the fire

equal and equiangular triangles, of which the pentagon in Fig
made up, are together equal to 180 degrees. Now the

angle at the apex, r, of any of these angles was shown to be

equal to 72 degrees, therefore the angles at the base are together
(1)11111 to 180 72 degrees, or 108 degrees. Bat as the triangles
which compose the pentagon are isosceles triangles, the angles

>>ase are equal to each other, and each of them contains

108 -r- 2, or 54 degrees. Any angle of the polygon, which u, of

. composed of two of these equal angles, contains 108

degrees. The following is a table of regular polygons, from the

triangle or trigon of three sides and angles to the polygon
of twenty sides and angles, with the numerical value of the

angle of each polygon in degrees, minutes, seconds, and fractional

parts of a second ; and the numerical values of the angles at

the apex and base of the triangles into which each polygon may
be divided by drawing straight lines from its salient angles to

its centre.

TABLE OF REGULAR POLYGONS.

Name of Polygon.
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thy heart's de -
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wait pa - tient -
ly for
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give thee thy
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:t .1

and He shall

In

heart's sires.

Is .s :- .1

give thee thy

Notice the effect of ME, in each case where it occurs on the

strong parts of the measure, but especially in the last case in
this quotation. What full-hearted satisfaction and perfect
rest it brings? The words and the music aid each other to
move the heart.

For the effect of " boldness and decision," which DOH, ME,
and son (sung somewhat quickly) give to a tune, we may
quote the martial music of Handel. " See the conquering Hero
comes "

begins thus :

KEY G.

ag p r^^-p ? -
1
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"
I'itch."

[]
"
high ;" [o]

"
very high ;" [J

" low
"

yery low."

i

[8]
"
lively "(full tone) ; [fc]

"
plaintive

"
(semitone).

" Time."

[J" quick;" [] very quick;" [-] "slow;" [=]
low." "Streu."*

[r. *.] "radical stress;" [m. .] "medial stress ;" [v..]
"vanishing stress;" [c. .]

"
compound stress ;" [tfi..] "thorough

stross;" [*.*.] "suppressed stress;" [<r.] "tremor;" [ef.t.

tensive stress;" [wyul. *.] "expulsive stress;" [erpio. s.

"
explosive stress."

"
Qualify." f

[Ji.q.]
" harsh quality ;" [tn. q.]

" smooth quality ;" [0.3.]
"
aspirated quality ;" [pu. <.]

"
pure tone ;" [p. 3.]

"
pectoral

quality;" [g. g.] "guttural quality;" [e.g.] "oral quality;"

[oro. g.]
" orotund quality."

" Combinations."

[h. g. g.] "harsh guttural quality;" [sm.p.q.']
" smooth pec-

toral quality," etc.

The above Key, though at first sight intricate, will occasion

no serious difficulty to students who have read attentively the

Sections on "Stress" and "Quality." The notation will be

found of great service, not only by suggesting appropriate
"
ex-

pression," which a young reader might otherwise overlook, but

by enabling the pupil to prepare for the exercise of reading or

declaiming, by previous study and practice.

It is a humiliating fact that, in many schools, the sublimest

and most beautiful strains of poetry take, for example, Milton's

invocation, "Hail, holy Light!" are, from the neglect of
"
expressive tone," called out in the same voice with which a

clerk repeats the number or the mark on a bale of goods, or

read with the "free and easy" modulation of a story told by
the fireside ; or, perhaps, with the pompous mouthing of the

juvenile hero of a "
spouting club," with the languishing tone

of a sick person, or with the suppressed, half-whispering utter-

ance of a conscious culprit.
The notation of "

expression
" has been adopted with a view

to the early formation of correct habit.

RULES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE.
Rule 1. The tones of anger, vexation, alarm, fear, and terror,

have an utterance "extremely loud, high, and quick," "abrupt,"
and "

explosive," or sometimes marked by
"
expulsive

" and

by
"
vanishing

"
stress, an "

aspirated,"
"
harsh," and "

gut-
tural

"
voice, and are characterised throughout by the "

falling
inflection."

Example of Anger.
He hath disgrdeeA me, and hindered me of half a million ; laughed at

my losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, Uncarted my bargains,
cooled my friends, heated mine enemies : and what's hie reason t I AM A
JE'W. Hath not a Jew {yes, hath not a Jew hdndt, organs, dimensions,

senses, affections, passions f fed with the same f6od, hurt with the same

weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the same rru'ans, warmed
and cooled by the same winter and summer as a CHKI'STIAN is?

Vexation.

Sdy you so 1 SA'T yon so P I say unto you again, you are a shallow,

cowardly hind, and you LI'E. Our plot is a good plot as ever was Mid ;

our friends true and co KSTANT ;
a OO'OD PLOT, good friends, and full of

expectation -. an EXCELLENT plot, VE'RY good friends. What a FRO'STT-

SFIRITED rogue is this .' An I were now by this rascal, I could brain

him with his LADY'S FA'N. Oh .' I could DIVI'DK myself, and go to

BC'FFETS, for moving such a DISH of SKIMMED MI'LK with so honourable
an action /

Alarm.

Strike on the tinder, HO* !

Give me a TA'PER ; cull up all my PE'OPLE t

Get MO'RE tapers ;

Raise all my KI'NDRED !

Call up my BROTHER !

Some
|
O'NE way, some ANOTHER !

Get WE'APONS, HO' !

And raise some special officers of night .'

Fear.

Oh/ SA'VS me, Hubert, SA'VE me: my eye* are (for,
Even with the fierce LO'OKS of these bloody men .'

Aids ! what need you be so boisterous r^ugh 7

I will not struggle, I will STA'ND
|
STO'SE

|
STI'LL.

See Section IX.,
"
Stress." t See Section I.,

"
Quality.'

For H'AVEJT take, ll*Ltrt I M nie Mt be M'cvot
Nay, MK'A* me, Hater* ! dri* Uuw wUn way,
And I will sit M </uit at a LVm;
I will not <ir, nor wi'jicr. nor peak wo'ao.
Nor LOOK

j upon the irons 1 Jnjrrly ,

Thnut but U* nu'n atray, and 111 roMU*T 700,
WJutUw torments you do pat me to.

Terror.

AWA-KX! AWA'KEI
Rna the ALABC* ntxs MITBDEBI and TBEAflOH t

BA^IQCO. and DoiuuAt* ! MALCOLM ! AWA'KE I

KhaJte off this downy sUtp, death's counterfeit,
And look ou d.aih iUtl/.'-Ur! VT ! and *M
The great Wox't imay* .'-MA'LCOLX ! BA NQUO I

As from your ORA'VES ri*e up, and waft like iprilt*,

To countenance (hu horror/

Rule 2. Wonder and astonishment are expreMed by "load,

high, and slow utterance;"
"
vanishing strew," "aupirated"

and slightly "guttural
" "

quality ;" and prolonged "downward
slide." Astonishment exceeds wonder, in the degree of UMM
properties.

Example of Wonder.

What It'tT* spirit r

See / how it look* about .' Believe me, sir.

It carries a brave form! but 't is a (pint .'

I might call him
A thing divine ; for nothing natural

I ever saw so nolk !

Astonishment.

.Alonzo. What hdrmony is this /my yood friends, HA'EX !

Gonzalo. Mdmltous sweet music 1

Alon. Give us kind keepers, us AVEXS ! Wlutt wenma t

Sebastian. A living drollery / Now will I believe

That there are unicorn* ; that, in Arabia,
There is one tree, the phoenix

1 flirone ; VM phornui
'

At this hour reigning there.

Antonio. I'll believe both ;

And what does else want credit, come to mi,
And 111 be sworn 't is TRU'E.

Note. Amazement, when it does not go to the ntmnet

extreme, has a louder, but lower and slower utterance, than

astonishment; the other properties of voice are of the same

description as those expressed in astonishment, but increased in

degree.
Amazement.

Gonralo. I' the name of something holy, sir, why stead you
In this strange stdre f

[ ] Atonic. Oh ! it is MONSTXOCB ! VOVSTBOC* !

Methonght, the billows spoke, and told me of it ;

The WINDS did ring it to me ; and the TRU'XDBK,
That deep and dreadful organ-pipe, pronounced
The name of PROSPER ; it did bos* mj tritpass !

Rule 3. Horror and extreme amazement hare a " softened
"

"force," an extremely
" low "

note, and "alow" movement,*
"
suppressed stress," a deep

"
aspirated pectoral quality," and

a prevailing
" monotone."

Example of Horror.

Now, o'er oue half the world

Nature stems di-ad ; and wicked dreams abuse

The curtained sleeper ; witchcraft celebrates

Pale Hecate's offerings ; and withered murder,
Alarumed by his sentinel, the wolf,

Whose howl's his witch, thus with hi* rttelthy pice,
With T&rquin's ravishing strides, towards his design

Jir.vcs like a ghoet.
"

00] Thou sure and firm-set *arth

H*ar not my sWps which way they wlk, for fur
The vfry stones prite of my whereabouts,
And tike the present horror from the time,

Which n6w suits with it

Extrrme Amatemfnt.
Oh ! answer me :

Let me not bunt in Ignorance ! bat tell

Why thy canonized bones, hearsed in death.

Have bunt their eevonento ! why the sepulchre.
Wherein we siw the* quietly inuraed.

Hath oped his ponderous and marble JAWS.
To cist thee up again ! [] Wh*t may this mean,
That thou, dead cone, again, in complete sttel

RoTisifst thOs the gllmpees of the moon.

Miking night hideous ; and we ftols of oftrnre.

So horribly to shake oar disposition.

With thought, beyond the reaches of oar soafcf
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXX.
OFFICIAL HANDWRITING. III.

THE accompanying model of official handwriting has been

copied, by permission, from a specimen sheet of Treasury
Journal Entries, annexed to one of the annual reports issued by
Her Majesty's Civil Service Commissioners. It is inserted here
to furnish our readers with a trustworthy example of the style
of handwriting adopted for entries in the various accounts of the

public income and expenditure kept in the different Govern-
ment offices. It should be said, that the sheet of entries from
which our model has been copied was sent from the Treasury at

the request of the Commissioners, aiid inserted, with other

specimens of Government correspondence, in the report, of which

Our readers will readily understand that the specimen of hand-

writing which we have now brought under their notice forms

merely a portion of the sheet of entries from which it is taken.

It is a part of the central column. The narrow column on the
left contains reference numbers numbers, most probably, of

folios in other books in which are entered the items which make
up the gross totals inserted either on the debtor or creditor side,

opposite the entries in the central column. On either side of

this column are, firstly, the entries for reference numbers, one
of which is shown in our model ; and then, to the right and laft

of these reference columns, are columns for pounds, shillings,
and pence, the whole forming a compendious balance-sheet. It

may be as well to note that the difference between this and an

ordinary balance-sheet- is, that whereas in the latter the debtor

2/3

2/9
SPECIMEN OF OFFICIAL HANDWRITING SUITABLE FOR BOOKKEEPING IN GOVERNMENT OFFICES.

it forms a part, for the purpose of showing candidates for the

Civil Service the style of writing that they should endeavour to

acquire for what we may call Government bookkeeping. "They
may, we think," say the Commissioners, in giving their reason
for inserting in their report the specimens to which we have

referred, "be useful to those who are preparing for examina-
tion." Of this there can be no doubt whatever ; but as the

majority of those who may be intending to offer themselves as

candidates for appointments in the Civil Service may neither

have an opportunity of seeing the reports of the Commissioners
on the one hand, nor care, on the other, to go to the expense of

procuring them, we have endeavoured to supplement what has

already been done in these reports for the guidance and in-

struction of candidates, by setting before our readers the

specimens of official correspondence that have been given in

previous lessons (see Lessons in Penmanship, XXVII., XXVIII.,
pages 33, 64), and the present model of official bookkeeping.

and creditor sides of the accounts are written on opposite folios,

or divided by a double line when on the same folio, as is often

the case in printed statements of accounts, each series of

pounds, shillings, and pence columns being on the right-hand
side of the folio; while in the

forinerjjthe entries, whether they

belong to the debtor or creditor sidejof the account, are entered

consecutively in the central column* of the sheet, the figures

belonging to the entries on the debtor side being inserted in the

pounds, shillings, and pence columns on the left, while the

figures belonging to the entries on the creditor side are placed
in the pounds, shillings, and pence columns on the right.

There is no occasion for us to speak at length of the pecu-

liarities of the style of the handwriting shown in our model.

It differs but little from the ordinary style adopted for copies

in round-hand and small-hand, the chief point of difference

being that the capitals are rather smaller in proportion to the

size of the small letters.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. V.

ANCIENT AKCIHTECTUBE OF PERSIA ORCKK AllOIUTKCTU'
I-AKTHENON DOK1C ORDER Or ARCHITECTURE.

Si.Mii.Ai; : . the excavated tomplea of India, arc tho excavated

raepolia and Nakahi-Kouatum. At tho foot of tho

rock of latakhr, thirty miles south of Shiraz, stand tho ruins of

Penepolia, once the capital of the ancient and powerful Persian

empire. The platform, which first strikes the eye of tho

traveller, appears to have been surrounded by a triple wall s

of the first two, as described by an-

, no trace now re-

mains ; but the third, which still

exists, is a square out in the moun-

tain, and ia 60 cubits high. It is

defended by palisades of copper, with
doors of the same, 20 cubits high.
The first wall was to inspire awe, the

second was for strength, and the

third for tho defence of the palace.
To the east of this, at the distance of

400 feet, is the royal mountain con-

taining the tombs of the kings. Here
the rock is hollowed out into several

chambers, to gain the entrance to

which the coffins are hoisted up by
machinery ; no other way of ascend-

ing them exists. This sacred en-

closure, connected with the platform below, comes within the

bounds of what may be called the castellated palace. The
illustration below is a sketch of one of the tombs in the Shah
Kuh or 1Joy nl Mountain.
On the ground above appear several mounds and rocky heaps,

presenting tho appearance of three distinct lines of walls and
towns. Tho steep faces of this rocky palace are formed of

dark-grey marble, cut into gigantic square blocks, exquisitely

polished, and, without the aid of mortar, fitted to each other

with such closeness and precision, that tho whole platform
must have appeared as part of the
rock itself. On the interior faces of

the walls of the platform within the

portal are sculptured two colossal

bulls, symbolical of power, and suit-

ably placed at the gate of the palace
of the great king. South of the

portal appears the magnificent ter-

race which supports the Hall of

Columns. This series of columns is

called Ghel Minar, or palace of forty

columns, and is approached by a

flight of steps remarkable for their

grandeur and the beauty of their de-

coration. But the columns them-
selves are the most surprising in

these respects ; they are each 60 feet

high, the circumference of the shaft

being 16 feet, and the distance from
the capital at the top of the shaft to

the bottom 44 feet. The shaft is

finely fluted in 32 divisions ; at its

lower extremity begin a cincture and
a torus the first two inches deep,
and the latter one foot whence de-

volves tho pedestal in the form of the

cup and leaves of a lotus or lily. This
rests on a plinth of eight inches, and in circumference 24 feet 6

inches, the whole from the cincture to the plinth being 5 feet 10
inches in height. The capitals which remain, though much injured,
are sufficient to show that they were surmounted by the demi-bull.

The heads of the bulls forming the capitals look to the various
fronts of tho terrace. But it is impossible in our limited space
to indulge in the details of these extraordinary ruins ; we can

only refer our readers to the works which contain fuller descrip-

BEMAIN8 OF THE PARTHENON AT ATHENS.

TOMB AT PEKSEPOL1S.

The four moat elevated are executed in a superior stylo, and

apparently co-oval with Persepolis, and belonging to the early
king* of Persia. The lower tomb* appear to belong to the

period of the RMninn dyiuuty , and therefore to ft ormsMeTftbly
later period. The description of these remarkable tomb* will

ruuiincl ua of tho " new tomb "
of Joaeph of Arimatbcat,

" which
he had hewn out in tho rock," and of the "

great ton*" which
waa rolled to

"
the door of the aepulchre, wherein wu never

man yet laid," till tho "King of kings" himself beoame the
tenant of its walla. It explains alo the meaning of the pMfl*

" the stooped down ami looked into

tho sepulchre," which is to inaccu-

rately translated in oar vemion, and
which ought to be simply "she peeped
into the sepulchre."

" To peep
"

is

tho exact translation of paralatpto,

and, according to Johnson, signifies)
" to look closely or curiously, to iook

through any erevice ;

"
the darkness

of the interior of the tomb requiring
a close and narrow look, to ascertain

if its tenant, the "
King of Glory,"

were there.

After this short digression, we pro-
ceed to remark that the latest monu-
ments discovered at Khorsabad, near

Nineveh, having exhibited no exam-

ple of a column or even of isolated

pillars, no comparison can be instituted between the column
constructed by the Assyrians, if they did erect any, and those
of tho other people of Asia. The nations we have named in

our preceding observations were in the height of civilisation,
while the Grecian arts were in their cradle ; and it is difficult

to admit that the Greeks had not learned their first lessons in

architecture by the study of the Asiatic or African orders
which we have described. In fact, the most ancient type of
the Greek orders, the Doric, particularly at its commencement,
is nearly tho same as that exhibited in the tombs of the

Heptanomis, and which Champollion
called Proto-Doric or primitive Doric.
The genius of Greece developed this
first idea, enriched it with details

which the Egyptians had neglected,
and formed out of it the first basis
of its national architecture. The
principal characterof the GreekDoric
is the nobleness and dignity of the

whole order, the severe simplicity of

its details, and the moderation of its

ornaments. The columns have no
base ; the shaft is ornamented by wide
and shallow flutinga ; the capital is

composed of a large moulding in the

form of a cup or flat rase, which rests

upon two or three little fillets, and is

surmounted by a square tablet. The
triglyphs, the fluted ornaments at the

extremity of the architraves, which
are seen in the frieze and entablature,

belong exclusively to this order ; the

square spaces or metopes between the

triglyphs are frequently occupied
with sculptures of isolated subjects ;

but the polished frieze, and conse-

quently the continued subject, are in

this order very rare. Still this order does not exclude all deco-

ration ; and in buildings of a common character it loses its

heaviness, and becomes very elegant ; the mouldings then be-

come finer, and some are decorated with various ornaments*

An example of the Doric column is given in the next page.

According to Vibrnvius, it was in the temple of Juno, at

Argos, where the Doric order of architecture first rose to

marked eminence, and became the model for the magnificent

edifices afterwards erected throughout Greece. It was nexttions of them, as those of Le Bruyn, Sir William Ouseley.
Robert Ker Porter, and others. A few miles distant from Perse- employed in the temple of Jupiter Nemens, at Xemca, between

polis stands the excavated hill of Nakshi-Roustam. It is about Argos and Corinth; of Jupiter Olympins, at Olympia, in Elis,

1,200 feet hiph, and presents a precipitous face of whitish marble, in a splendid triple portico in the city of Flis; and in three

nearly the whole of which is covered with sculptured tombs.
|
temples of the some city namely, those of Juno, Minerva, and

35 N.E.
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Dindymene or Cybele ; at Eleusis, in the great temple to Ceres,
in the temple of Minerva at Sunium ; and in the temple of the

same goddess at Athens, called the Parthenon ; in the entrance

to the Acropolis, and in other public buildings of great magni-
tude and splendour at Athens. In many of the islands of

Greece and Magna Grascia, there were also temples of the Doric

Btyle of architecture, as that of Apollo, in Delos ; of Juno, in

Samos ; of Jupiter Panhellenius, of jEgina, and of Silenus, in

Sicily ; and many others in places of inferior note. Many of

these temples were of great magnitude. They were universally
of an oblong form. In some the porticoes
were only at the end, in others they were
extended right round the interior of the

building, some in single, and others in

double ranges. Some were covered with

roofs, others were left partly uncovered,
and some were divided by ranges of pillars

along the middle of the interior. The super-
structure was placed upon a platform com-

posed of three steps, which surrounded the

whole building, and upon which the columns
were all placed without bases. The num-
ber of columns were either six along the

ends, and thirteen along the sides, or eight

along the ends, and seventeen along the

sides. When built upon so large a scale,

with the ranges of columns so distinctly

isolated, the essential parts of the Doric
order produced effects not surpassed for

simplicity and majesty ; and even the im-

perfect remains which have escaped the

ravages of time and barbarity appear to

have far exceeded the expectations of con-

noisseurs. In the earlier examples of this

order the diameters of the Doric columns
were very considerable in proportion to

their height. For instance, the column
of the temple of Silenus, in Sicily, was

only five diameters in height, but in the

course of time these relative dimensions
were changed, and a proportion more adapted to the pro-
duction of delicate effect was introduced. The Doric style of

architecture was, with very few exceptions, the only one em-

ployed in Greece or its European colonies in Sicily and Italy,
and in Asia Minor, until after the period of the Macedonian
conquest. In Asia Minor, and particularly in Ionia, there

speedily arose, subsequent to that period, an order of architec-

ture more elegant than the Doric. But our notice of this order
must form the subject of our next lesson.

DORIC COLUMN.

LESSONS IN GREEK. V.

NOUNS OF THE FIEST DECLENSION (continued).

THAT the learner may have sufficient practice in declining ferni-

nine nouns of the first declension, he should write out the nouns
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13]

(with Gen.

VOCABULARY-.

BaAoTTO, jr, i), the
Hl'll.

OfOTTJI, -OU,

I reach

towards, ntrivo

after (with Gen.).

,
it becomes,

it in proper.

, it is suit-

able.

t, -aj, f), wisdom.

spectator (Kn^.

theatre).

MavOaco), I learn.

M(Xt (with Gen. of
the thing, and
Dat. of the per-

son), it concerns ;
I a Spartan.

fit\ft not, I have
to do with.

Naur?)*, -ou, 6
t a

sailor.

or Aoo.), I hear.

AtfpodTTjf, -ow, d, a
:vr.

BAoirrai, I injure.

A(TTOTJJ, -OV, (5,

a master (Eng.

despot).

EvKofffjua, -as, rj, de-

, politeness.

ia, -as, ij, tran-

quillity ; ^(ruxiaf

vytiv, to be quiet.

EXERCISE 7. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Mavflavf, ai vfewta, TJJV ao<piat>. 2. IloAtTT? irpfirn

I. TTJI> vtaytou aSoAto-xiav tytyoptv. 4. *fvye, u> iroAJra,
5. TTJI/ opvtdoOijpa rtx^v 0au/uab/i/. 6. AKpoarais /cai

pcxTTjKct Jiffvxiav aytiv. 7. tou-ytTf, a> caurai, fappav.
8. Bop^as >ain-ay iroAAa/as /SAoirrt*. 9. Opeyf<r6f, w iroAirai, TTJS

10. 2i/y3apiTai rpv<pi}rai i)0<a>. 11. Naurais ^AJ TTJS
12. *vy*, a n*/xra. 13. Sira/marat /caATji/ 5oai/
4. *eu7<u vfavjCH' rpu^TjTTjc. 15.
- AKOUJ, a> 5e<nroTa.

ov, 6,

Sybarite.

, 77, art.

.... -o, o,

voluptuary.

EXERCISE 8. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Flee, O Persians. 2. Bravery becomes citizens. 3. It

concerns a citizen to be quiet. 4. O youths, learn wisdom. 5.

They learn wisdom. 6. You learn wisdom. 7. I learn wisdom.
8. Wisdom is learned. 9. Decorum becomes a youth. 10. O
north wind, injure not the sailor. 11. sailor, avoid (<pfvyw)
thei north wind. 12. Tho north wind is avoided. 13. O Spartan,
strive after glory. 14. Chatterers, be quiet. 15. Abstain from
a chatterer.

VOCABULARY.

KAfTTTTJS, -OV, 0, a OlKfTTJS, -OU, 6, a
thief. servant.

Kprr^s, -ou, 6, a

judge.

Maxojuw, I fight.

Nai/a-yia, -as, f), ship-
wreck (literally

ship-break).

-rjs, ],

justice.

Eiri^ifAo,uai (with

Gen.), I care for.

EpaffTTjy, -ov, 6, a

lover, a friend.

EO-TI (with Gen.), it

is the duty of.

Tj, admirable

a soldier.

6X I/ 'Tr/s> -ou> o, an
artist.

ppo), I nourish,

bring up.

'euo-rTjy, -on, o, a liar.

EXERCISE 9. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. H SirapriaTcoj/ aperij Oav^aa-Tij ijv. 2. Qfvyt, u> vtavia. 3.

*f vytrt , to epao-Tcu. 4. Oi K\firTcu (pfvyorrai. 5. Kpirais rptirti
SiKatoffwrj. 6. EffTt TWV <rrparICDTlav irepi rtav iro\ircay fj.axfffOa.1.
7. Qfvyf fyfva-ras. 8. Effrt Sfffiro-rov (rifHf\taQa.i TV OIKCTUV.
9. Mr; iciffTfve ^tvery. 10. Ttxvl1"n v Tpt^ei i] rtxvn. 11. EK
tyfvaruv yiyvovrai /cAfirroi. 12. SirapTiaTai Sofrjs (cat TJ/ITJJ
fpao-rai TJO-OV. 13. Etc floppd ToAAcuos ytyuerat va.va.yia. 14.

&a,vt*ao/j.fi> TTJI/ 'Kpuov Tx l/77'
/.

EXERCISE 10. ENGLISH-GREEK.
. The lovers of glory flee not. 2. Liars are not lovers of

virtue. 3. The virtue of the Spartan was admirable. 4. O
Spartans, believe not liars. 5. The art of (Mercury) Hermes
was admirable. 6. We admire the virtue of the Spartans. 7.

> Spartan, avoid a liar. 8. It is tho duty of a master to care
for his servant. 9. It is tho duty of servants to care for masters.
10. The arts nourish the artists. 11. It becomes the soldiers
to fight for the citizens. 12. Be quiet, O north wind. 13. I
admire Mercury.

KEY TO EXEBCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. IV.

EXERCISE 3. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Yield not to force. 2. The lyre dissipates cares. 3. Friendship

promises refupe and aid. 4. Care corrodes the heart. 5. Worship
(cultivate) tho Muses. 6. Do not believe false accusations. 7. Justice
often yields to injustice. 8. We are often worn down by hard (seven)
poverty. 9. Flee from (avoid) talkativeness. 10. Wickedness brings
PMC 11. Luxury begets injustice and avarice. 12. Avoid luxury as
a shame (or a bone). 13. True friendship arises through (from) virtue
and intercourse.

EXKRCIBB 4. EirausH-GsiK.
1. Ax -"tt fltai. 2. A*<x Tai.TW fro*. S. OM a*<

AXOTU< TUT ftiat. 5. *T.. TDK aA,or. 6. <I^<T< TH
rno al,*la, if Ma,,a. 8. 'II fta A,**, ,,a7 ,. 9.

10. AAsjMMI <t>i\,a, <Va apcrnr 77>oTa<. 11.
Al fUftnvai \uovia,

. 4.

,a. 7.

GREAT BOOKS.
VI.-DON QUIXOTE.

ROMANTIC fiction, as it is understood in the modern world, in

generally believed to hare originated with the ".tthiopica
"
of

Heliodorns, a Thessalian bishop at the close of the fourth era.
tury. The plant was of quick growth, and romances were soon
written by many besides ecclesiastical dignitaries. Chiralij
developed a peculiar form of these compositions, and tna old
legends of Britain, Gaul, and Spain, reinforced by those of
other lands, were elaborately treated in a number of fabulon*
histories, abounding in strange adventures and wild '""'hint-

ments, and purporting to reflect the ideal of knightly heroism.
Many of these works were distinguished by a great dffal of

poetic fancy, varied at times by a kind of epic grandeur and
loftiness of thought ; but the style at length grew icto a man-
nerism, and degenerated into the merest extravagance and
absurdity. When the reality of chivalrous institutions had
departed, all that was vivid and true in such productions
vanished likewise. The stories of King Arthur and his Knighui
of the Bound Table, of Charlemagne and his Paladins, of
Orlando and Oliver, of Binaldo and Morgante, of the Cid and
others, have added a rich territory to literatnre, and several of
the Italian poets have drawn largely on such sources, ss our
own Spenser has also done. But when, in the early part of the
seventeenth century, Michael Cervantes began writing his sati-
rical romance of "Don Quixote," the epoch of mechanical
repetition had set in, and with it the epoch of worthless con-
ceits and insincere exaggerations.
The career of Cervantes was in itself a romance. The scion

of an ancient house, ho was yet poor, and had to seek his
fortunes. As a soldier, ho was on board the Christian fleet at
the famous battle of Lepanto, which, in 1571, crippled the
Turkish naval power. On that occasion he was severely
wounded while fighting gallantly. Some years afterwards he
was taken by an Algerine corsair, and passed a considerable

period in captivity, from which he made unsuccessful efforts to

escape. Being at last ransomed, he served again in the
army, and then settled down to the practice of literatnre, to
which he had shown an early inclination. Novels, drama*.
satires, poems, and other works flowed from his pen ; but by
far the most celebrated of these productions is the immortal
" Don Quixote," the popularity of which, throughout the whole
civilised world, has never been surpassed, and which has fur-
nished to the general mind two figures the Don htrplf- TK)

Sanoho Panza which are a thousand times more real than

many of tho fleeting experiences of our lives. Cervantes, who
was not merely a great but a good man, died on the 23rd o/

April, 1616, in his sixty-ninth year. It was the very same da)
on which Shakespeare died.

In the composition of " Don Quixote," Cervantes had, be-

sides the general intention of producing an amusing work, the

special design of casting ridicule on the follies of those books
of k.iight-errantry to which the hidalgo of La J*M> U so

passionately devoted. With a hyperbolical race like the

Spaniards, it is easy to believe that snob stories may have done
actual harm, by fostering a habit of boastfulness and aggres-
sion, and discouraging the sober and reasonable pursuits of
civil life. Quixote is represented as a gentleman of La H~^mK l

who sits in his library the greater part of the year, reading
romances of chivalry until his brain is literally disordered
" His fancy," says Cervantes,

" was filled with the things h
read of enchantments, quarrels, battles, challenges, wouuds,
wooings, loves, tempests, and impossible follies. And these

toys did so firmly possess his imagination with an infallible

opinion that all the machinery of dreamed inventions which he
read was true, that be accounted no history in the world to be
so certain and sincere as they were." After much brooding
over these fancies, Don Quixote resolves to go forth in the true
fashion of knight-errantry, and reform the abuses of the world,
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It appears to him that the old habit of self-devotion to high
purposes is dying out, and that it is his task to re-awaken it. He
will ride in quest of adventures. He will deliver distressed

ladies, chastise and humble tyrants, break up wicked enchant-

ments, slay dragons, and griffins, and other terrors of the earth.

He will be the champion of Christendom against the Moslem
and the infidel. Let it be observed that there is a noble as
well as a ludicrous side to this conception of the mad knight
for crazed he assuredly is. The thoughtful reader will even
find a touch of pathos in the strange, distraught, fantastic

figure the pathos of an unfulfilled ideal, of illusions shattered.
The aims of Quixote are high and magnanimous, but his mind
is out of joint with facts.

Sancho Panza is a character admirably contrasted with that
of the Don, whom he serves as a squire. His gross, sensual,

prosaic nature is the exact opposite of the dreamy, imaginative,

self-sacrificing disposition of his master. Faithful he is, with
touches of homely affection ; yet his great idea is to benefit him-

self, and to get something substantial for his pains. In the
matter of the governorship of Barataria, he is as much be-

fooled as Quixote himself ; but the motive is sordid. Usually,
however, he sees through the delusions of the knight, and cor-

rects them with shrewdness and native sense. He has at his

command an exhaustless stock of proverbs, embodying in the
briefest compass the mother-wit of Spanish peasants; and
altogether he is one of the most amusing fellows in fiction. The
other characters in the book are less strongly marked, but show
the hand of the master. The first portion of this wonderful
work was published in 1605 ; the second in 1615. It has been
said that the earlier part was written when the author was in

prison for debt ; but the tradition is very doubtful. The life

of Cervantes, however, was chequered ; his fame alone stands

high above the accidents of the world.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. V.
OXYGEN.

SYMBOL . . O ATOMIC WEIGHT . .16 DENSITY 16.

THIS, the most widely-spread, and the most important of all

the elements, was discovered independently by Priestley and the

Swedish chemist Scheele, in 1774.

It constitutes 1 of the atmosphere, f of the weight of water,
and at least of the materials composing the solid crust of the

earth. It is a tasteless, colourless, inodorous gas.

TO PREPARE OXYGEN.
It cannot be got from the air very readily ; for we are not

acquainted with any re-agent which will absorb the nitrogen with
which it is associated ; yet there are substances which will com-

bine with oxygen at cer-

tain temperatures, and

again give it off at other

temperatures. If, for

example, humid air

be passed through a

porcelain tube containing

baryta (BaO), this oxide,
when heated to a low red-

heat, will become the per-
oxide (BaO2) that is, the

highest oxide not exhibit-

ing acid qualities ; when
strongly heated it gives
off the oxygen again,
and returns to its former
state (BaO).

Melted silver has also

the property of absorb-

ing oxygen from the air,

which it gives off as it

returns to the solid state. It need not be said that these
methods of obtaining oxygen from the atmosphere are neither

easy nor inexpensive.
1. The most simple of all methods of obtaining this gas

would appear to be by heating the oxides of the noble metals.

Such metals are "' those which can be reduced from their oxides

by heat." If we heat to any temperature, or for any length of

Fig. 14.

time, some iron-rust, which is the oxide of that metal, we shall
never be able to drive off the oxygen and leave the pure iron
behind ; but if we heat the oxides of gold, silver, platinum, or

mercury, the heat will be sufficient to overcome the affinity
which unites the gas and the metal the former will escape and
the latter remain. We do not advise the student to attempt to
collect oxygen by this means, for more heat is required than is

given by a spirit-lamp ; but the experiment may be successfully

Fig. 15.

shown, as in Fig. 14. With the red oxide of mercury (HgO)
in the test-tube put a piece of charcoal ; the oxide will give
off the oxygen, the charcoal will burn brightly, and globules of

mercury will be found at the bottom of the tube. Fig. 15 shows
convenient forms of clips for holding test-tubes; A can be made

by the student ; s is an india-rubber strap ; w, a piece of wood
which serves the purpose of a hinge.

2. The more general way is by heating in a Florence flask potas-
sium chlorate (KC1O3). By adding one-third its weight of the

black oxide of manganese (Mn02), the gas will come off at a lower

temperature; the manganese itself undergoes no change, but

acts by its presence : this phenomenon is called catalysis. The
red oxide of iron (Fe2O3), the black oxide of copper (CuO), or even

sand, has the same effect, though not in so eminent a degree.

The apparatus is arranged as in Fig. 16. The stand is con-

venient, but superfluous, as the flask may be held by a clipper, or

a piece of paper, as the test-tube in Fig. 14. Instead of making

Fig. lb.

bends in the glass tubing, it is as well to have a short piece of

small india-rubber tubing to join the tube from the cork and the

delivery-tube, thus forming a flexible bend. A bowl is filled with

water, and the jar into which the gas is to be received is laid down
in it ; when in this position it must be covered completely by the

water, and there must be left in it no air-bubbles. Now raise it

up, mouth downwards, but not out of the water, so that the jar

will be full of water so long as its mouth is below the surface.

Should there not be a bowl at hand deep enough to allow the

jar to be completely covered when lying down, a shallow dish

may be used. In this case the jar must be filled with water nntil

it runs over the brim ; then place over the mouth a piece of glass
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cnt circular a flat piece of tin or sheet-brans will do as well ;

place one hand upon this to prevent it falling off, and with tho

other hand lift tho jar and invert it into tho dish. In i

it will bo soon that tho jar stands on two pieces of slate,

parted with about half an inch between them, thus allowing
room for the delivery tube to pass beneath. When a ju:

of the gas, pass a small plate
beneath its month, and lift

it out of the water ; it will

stand in the plate as long as
r* quired, if the hollow of the

plate be left' full of water.
Another jar should bo stand-

ing in the dish ready to bo
tilled

; and as with one
hand the full one is re-

Fig. 17. moved, with tho other tho
second one should be placed

k> receive the gas. Tho chemical action is expressed and ox-

plained in this equation
KC10,= KC1+0. ;

that is, potassium chlorate, when heated, becomes potassium
chloride and oxygen.
Do not place the flask on a cold substance while it is hot, but

when cold fill it with water
; after a few shakes pour it into a

tall jar, and add more water. The potassium chloride is very
soluble, and the unaltered MnO, goes to the bottom ; let it

stand all night, then pour off the "
supernatant liquid ;" fill the

jar again with water, and again let the MnO, subside ; pour off

the clear water, which contains the last traces of the KC1, and
throw the MnO, upon a filter, and afterwards dry it ; it is then
fit again for use. This will give the student some practice in

manipulation, but practi-

cally it is not worth the

trouble, since the MnO, is

so cheap.
3. Oxygen may be got,

when large quantities are

required, with more economy
from the black oxide of

manganese itself; but since

great heat is required, an
iron bottle must be used, as
in Fig. 18. In this bottle

the delivery tube is passed
through a cork in the end
of the pipe. The retort

is filled with manganese
broken into lumps about tho
size of a pea ; then the pipe
is screwed in, and, to ensure

perfect tightness, the screw is luted with white lead.
The action is

3MnO, = Mn,0 4 + O, ;

that ia, the peroxide has been by tho heat reduced to a lower
oxide.

4. A process which answers well, and which is more economical
than that in the second, is the following : Take 3 parts by weight
of pulverised potassium bichromate (K,O,2CrO, 1 atom of

potash and 2 of chromic acid), and 4 of sulphuric acid (H,S04 );

heat it in the Florence flask, and the chromic acid parts with
half its oxygen.

K,O,2CrO, *- 4(H,SO.) = K,,SO 4
+ Cr,,3SO 4 + 4H.O + SO.

The compound under the line is chrome alum.
Combustion is simply chemical combination, and when this

combination is violent, sufficient heat is developed to produce
fire.

The affinities of oxygen are remarkably strong, and it is

capable of entering into combination with every body in nature

except Fluorine ; therefore fire is generally oxygen entering into

combination with tho body burning; though we shall find

instances of this phenomenon in which oxygen takes no part.
In the fires of our houses the oxygen of the air is combining

with the coal, which is carbon, to form an invisible gas, car-

bonic acid gas (CO,), which passes up tho chimney. Hence we
Bay that oxygen is the great supporter of combustion. Of course
combustion will be more violent in the pure gas than in the air,

- 18.

whore it it dilated with nitrogen. This the following ttuml
mcnta will show :

1. Twist a wire ronnd a piece of charcoal (Fig. 19). Take
one of the jar of gw standing on the plate, and replace it
in the dish of water ; remove the plate, and in it* place pot the
circular piece of

glass ; lift it

from the water
and stand it on
the table, month
upwards ; hold
the charcoal in

the flame of the

lamp until some
parts of it are

red ; with one
hand slide the

glass off the
mouth of the jar

sufficiently to

admit of the en- Fig. 19.

trance of the

charcoal, and the charcoal will born brilliantly in forming with
the oxygen carbonic acid gas (CO,).

2. Place in the "
deflagrating spoon

"
which in a small metal

cup soldered to a piece of wire (Fig. 20) some sulphur ; light it

it burns with a pale blue flame ; introduce it into a jar of

oxygen it burns brightly into SO, (sulphurous acid), which
causes the well-known suffocating smell.

3. Repeat this experiment with phosphorus. The student is

advised to use the red amorphous phosphorus, which is not so
inflammable as the stick phosphorus. An intensely brilliant

light is emitted during the formation of the
white fumes, which are phosphoric acid (P,OJ.

4. The following experiment is very illustra-

tive of the fact that burning U chemical combi-
nation. Take a piece of fine iron wire such
as that of which "

ribbon-wire
"

is made ; coil

it into a spiral, ronnd a pencil ; stick the end
of it into as small a piece of cork ae yon can ;

dip this into any inflammable liquid, such as

naphtha : pass the other end through a hole
in a disc of tin ; light the cork, place it in a
jar of oxygen, as in Fig. 21, and the wire will

burn with beautiful scintillations into Fe,O4,

which is the same oxide of iron as the lodestone.
It is better to fit a piece of cardboard in the bottom of the

jar, and leave about an inch of water in it : for the fused oxide
is so hot that if it touch the glass the jar will crack.

From the above modes of preparing oxygen we may take

examples of one method of finding what weight of the sob-
stance is required to give a certain quantity of another.

Take the equation
KC1O, = KC1 + Oi ;

the atomic weights of these elements are

39-1 + 35-5 + 48 = 39-1 + SS'5 + 48

122-6 = 74-6 + 48.

That is, from every 122'6 parts by weight of potassium chlorate,
48 parts by weight of oxygen come off ;

or, from 100, 39*2 come off; that is, 1

kilogramme of tho salt gives off '392 of

the eras, or nearly | kilogramme.
Again

3MnO, = Mn,O. + O.

3x55+3x 2x16= 3x +4xl6+2xl
261 = 2291-38;

that is, from 261 parts of manganese
by weight we get 32 of oxygen, or about -^tj
J of the weight of the MnO,. Bnt the H
commercial black oxide of nungsneee
is seldom very pure, and usually yields Fig. SL
about half this weight of gas a pound
giving off about 1,400 cubic inches. The relation bstneea
volumes and weights will be given in dne time.

Otone is the allotropio form of oxygen ; that is, it seems to be

oxygen in
" another form," probably condensed, and therefor*

more active. It is produced by the slow oxidation of phosphorus.
If a piece of this substance be placed at the bottom of Jar is

Fig. 20.
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which is a little water, the oxygen of the air in the jar partly
becomes ozone.

This body is also formed when electric sparks pass between
two points. The sulphurous smell in the neighbourhood of a

strong electric machine, or of a flash of lightning, is the peculiar
smell of ozone. Ozone is a very powerful oxidising agent. It

can even separate the iodine from the compound potassium
iodide forming potash and liberating the iodine. This fact

has been used as a test for ozone. Iodine makes a blue com-

pound with starch, so that if a piece of paper be dipped in a
mixture of starch paste and potassium iodide, if any ozone be

present the paper becomes blue. This test alone, however, is

not decisive, lor nitric acid, which is sometimes found in the air,

will do the same thing. It has been said that the health of a
district depends upon the quantity of ozone in the atmosphere
but this fact is not satisfactorily established. Since it is a great
oxidiser it is a powerful bleacher, for by oxidising the colouring
matter it destroys it. It is hoped to apply it to the bleaching
of sugar, which has hitherto been effected by charred blood.

A powerful magneto-electric machine has lately been sent out to

the West Indies to produce ozone, wherewith to bleach sugar.
Ozone was discovered by Professor Schonbein, of Basle, to whose

genius we also owe gun-cotton.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XVIII.
SUFFIXES (continued).

WORDS have been curiously formed by abbreviation; the word
omnibus affords an instance : derived from the Latin "

omnibus,"
the dative case of the plural number of the Latin adjective omnis,

all, and so signifying for all that is, every man's carriage the

word has been shortened into bus, and so it is now generally
termed in common parlance. Mob appears to have been formed
in the same way. What is now called the mob used to be called

the rabble. But as the rabble are mobile vulgus, a fickle crew,
so were they called mobile vulgus, and by contraction, mob.
Still mob and rabble are not identical. Rabble is the general

term, the class, and mob is a collection of persons belonging to

that class. Palsy is a contracted form of the now more fashion-

able paralysis. Between alms and eleemosynary there would
seem to be no connection ; both, however, come from the same
Greek term, and the former is only a shortened form of the

root from which the latter is derived. Well do we remember
kickshaws, a term of our youthful days, used to signify some-

thing contemptible. Little did we then suspect that it was

only the English way of pronouncing the French quclque chose ;

i.e., something, contemptuously travestied to mimic and ridicule

French prisoners in England.
Kin, from the Anglo-Saxon cyn, kin, offspring, son, signifies

the son of; as in Wilfci/i (Wilkins) ; seen in another form

namely, Wilson. Kin, from its signification, has also a diminu-
tive force ; as in lambkin (a lamb's child), or little lamb. What
is little is dear, hence diminutives are terms of endearment.
But what is little may be despised. Sometimes, therefore,
diminutives imply contempt ; as in manifcin.

" This is a dear maniltin to you, Sir Toby." Shakespeare.

Le (see el), among the suffixes already given.

Les, from the Anglo-Saxon lass (German, los, destitute of), has
not a comparative but a negative force ; as, an Ises twentig,
one less twenty, or, as we should say, twenty minus one. Hence
it appears that the idea of Jess is privation or negation. Con-

sequently less, the comparative of little, is altogether a different

word. And thus we are also led to understand the true force

of less when employed as a suffix; as, motionless, or without

motion; deathless, free from death. Two negatives thus make
a positive : death, the privation of life, and less, the negation of

death, combine to declare the idea of ever-enduring existence,
the most positive, the most real, the most permanent of all con-

ceivable things, the very essence of Deity ;
life itself.

Let, according to Latham,
" seems to be double, and to consist

of the Gothic diminutive I, and the French diminutive t." It

is found in streamlei, iaxtlet, hamZei (Anglo-Saxon, ham, home ;

as in hamstede, liomestead).

Ling, of Saxon origin, denotes descent, and hence offspring ;

also that which is little, and that which is beloved ; e.g., d&rling
(dear child), gosling (little goose), nestling. Hireling is properly
a child of hire , a person whose services are obtained by hire.

" The idea of contempt
"

ascribed to it by Latham does not

necessarily, for it did not originally, belong to the word.
" I will be a swift witness against those that defraud the hireling in

his wages." Malacbi iii. 5 (compare Job vii. 1, 2 ; xiv. 6).

Stripiingr may be connected with the Latin stirpes, stirps,

offshoot ; so that stripling is a little branch, a youngster.
" He is but an yonglyng,
A tall, worthy stryplyng." Skelton.

The last line shows that nothing contemptuous belonged to the
word in the olden time. Consult the ensuing :

" Now a stripling cherub he appears,
Not of the prime, yet such as in his face
Youth smiled celestial." Milton,

"
Paradise Lost."

Ly, a termination of Saxon origin, having the force of our like,
and so forming an adjective or an adverb ; as childlike, childly,
in German kindZic/i ; manlike, manly, manlich. When ly is added
to a noun, it forms an adjective, as love, loveZy; when it is added
to an adjective, it forms an adverb, as wise, -wisely. Such a
formation as "

holily
"

(1 Thess. ii. 10) is to be avoided for the
sake of euphony.

Ment, from the Latin mentum (as in ornamenfawn, an ornament;
adjumenfwm, an assistance), through the French ment (as in the
French mandement, or Latin mandatum, a command), is a suffix

which denotes the result of the act indicated in the verb from
which the noun is derived : thus, velo means I veil or cover ; and
velamen or velamentum is a veil or covering ; so aliment (from
the Latin alo, I nourish) is a means of nourishing, nourishment.

Hence, devotement properly indicates not the act, but the result;
not the doing, but the state of feeling which ensues from the doing,
the devotion. In practice, however, the usage seems reversed.

" Her (Iphigenia) devotement was the demand of Apollo." Hurd.
"
Oh, how loud

It calls devotion genuine growth of night !

Demotion .' daughter of Astronomy !

An undevout astronomer is mad."

Young,
" The Complaint."

Mony, as in alimony, sanctimony, a Latin termination (as in

parsimonia, sparingness ; and matrimonium, the conditian of a

mother, matrimony, not in great use) which denotes a conse-

quence, as in testimony, the result of the act of testis, a witness.

Ness, as found in littleness, nothingness, is a Saxon suffix,

signifying the abstract qualify. If we compare littleness with
the French petitesse (Old English nesse), and take in other

words, as tendresse, tenderness, we are led to conjecture that

the n is only a connecting consonant, and that ess or esse in

both French and English are the same. Consider also the

Anglo-Saxon sarenes, soreness, that is sorrow ; gelicness, likeness;

heardnes, hardness ; micelness, muchness, that is greatness ; and

yon find the same form in the root of our language. If, how-

ever, the n is not an essential part of the word, then the ness

or rather ess has no connection with ness in such words as

Dungeness, Sheemess, and other proper names, names of places.
In these the ness comes from the German nase, and the Anglo-
Saxon nese, and signifies nose; that is, a headland or promontory.

" About six of the clock at night the wind vered to the south-west;
and we weighed anker, and bare cleere of the ness, and then set our

course north-east and by north until midnight, being then clear of the

Yarmouth sands." Halduyt.

Ock. as in hillock, a diminutive ; so that hillock is a little hill.

So bullock originally meant a young bull or calf; compare Isaiah

xi. 6 with Jer. xxxi. 18, where calf and bullock arc the renderings
of the same Hebrew term. In the suffix ock the e sound is the

essential element, the k being merely an affair of spelling, and

the o (probably) a connecting vowel. Thus regarded, we find

the origin of our diminutive c in the Latin diminutive c, as seen

in recula (res, a thing), specula (spes, hope), nubecula (nubes, a.

cloud), vulpecula (vulpes, a fox), etc. Another form of bullock

is bulc/iin, obviously buU's-fcwi, that is, bull's child, as in the

Hebrew,
"

steer, the son of a bull," for a bullock or calf (Exod.
xxix. 1 ; Lev. iv. 3).

" And better yet than this, a 'bulc.liin, two years old.

A curled pate calf it is, and oft could have been sold."

Drayton,
"
PolyolHou.

"

Oon, or on, an augmentive ; as in balloon, or great ball. The
termination con, or on, comes to us from the Italian, but is ori

ginally from the Latin
;
as seen in naso, a man with a large noses
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oaptto, a man with a large head. Like balloon is saloon, in the
Fivm'li Hiilo/i. it place of reception (French, saltier, to salute,

greet : . UH, safe).

Or, a trrmin uion borrowed from tho Latin or; as seen in

anctor, in English, author. The correspondent Saxon ending iii

tr, which has already been spoken of. Or denotes the agent.

Or, in former times, was written our. Author properly signifies

originator ; the first who does anything.
" The author of that which cauieth anything to be, is author of thit

thing also which thereby is caused." Hooker.

in his loins

New authora of dissension spring.
"

Philip*.

Ory, a Latin suffix, seen in promontoriwm, a promontory (pro,

forward, ami mons, a mountain) ; and auditory, from auditorium

(audire, t<> tear).

Ose, from tho Latin osus, as morosus (ill-tempered), morose.

The osus in Latin is sometimes uosus ; as, monstruous, mon-
We have the ending in imperious, imperiosus ; religious,

religions; invidious, invidiosus; suspicions, suspiciosus. The
osus is Englishised also by our termination y; as, ventosus,

windy; lapidosus, stony.

Ote, of Latin origin, found in verbs formed from the Latin

participle in otuy ; as, to promote, from promotus (moved for-
to devote (Latin, dovotus, consecrated votum, a vow

something sacred or set apart for the gods).
" Such on Isis' temple you may find,

On voti-ne tablets to the life pourtrayed." Dryden.

Ric, as in bishopric, in Anglo-Saxon denotes power, dominion,
territory ; as, to-becume thin rice, i.e., thy kingdom come. Bishop-
ric, then, is the jurisdiction of a bishop.

Ship, as in hardship, has no connection with ship, a vessel,
but comes from the Anglo-Saxon scipe, denoting a state, an
office, a dignity ; as, freond-scipe, friendship, the state of being
a friend ; in German, freunds7ia/t ; the shaft represents the older

form of the word, which was sceoft. Here is seen the origin of

worship ; that is, weorth-s/iip, literally, ivorthiness.

" My train are men of choice aud rarest parts,
That all particulars of duty know ;

Aud in the most exact regard support
The icorshtp of their names." Shakespeare, "King Lear."

Hence "
worship

"
is a title of honour.

" Dinner is on table ; my father desires your worship's company."
Shakespeare,

"
Merry Wives of Windsor."

Derivatively, "worship" signifies adoration.

" Under the name of church, I understand a body or collection of

human persons, professing faith in Christ, gathered together in several

places of the world for the worship of the same God, aud united into

the same corporation." Pearson.

Sum, from the Anglo-Saxon sum, an adjective of the same

meaning as our adjective some, is employed in both Anglo-Saxon
and in English as a suffix ; as, winsum, winsome, that is, winning.
We find the termination in our present lonesome, handsome,
tiresome, etc. The spelling of some in tho Anglo-Saxon namely,
Bum shows the origin of our pronunciation of the word. Sound

etymology would throw great light on pronunciation.

Ster, sir, a suffix of Anglo-Saxon origin, denoting the/eminine

gender, as spinster, a female spinner. We may exhibit tho real

meaning of nouns ending in ster, found in the Anglo-Saxon, thus

MASCULINE.

Saugere, a singer ;

Bacere, a baker ;

Fidelere, u fiddler ;

Vebber, a weaver ;

e, a reader ;

FEMININE.

Sangestre, a song*tr.

Bacestre (Baxter), a female baker.

Fidelstre, a female fiddler.

Vebbestre (Webster), a female weaver.

Reedestre, a female reader.

Seamerc, a amr (oncer) ; Seamstre, a seamstress.

In our present termination of these feminities namely, stress,

as seen in songstress the ess or ss seems derived by attraction

from the classical termination ess from is. Originally, songstress
was song' sire

, but by the prevalence of such forms as shepherdess,

jongestro waa gradually drawn into song^ress; and thus came
to have a double suffix, both feminine ; that is, str of the Saxon,
and ess of the Latin. Not inappropriately may the English

language be called a medley.
" Through the soft silence of the listening night,
The sober-suited songstress trills her lay." Thomson.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XV J J i.

TBEATMENT OF INFLECTIONS III WATER.

IT in not the rule that because we can Me the abject* we :

consequently see the reflection* ; and, on the other hand, it i*

very common to see tins refaction of an object, or of light, when
the eye does not tee the object ibelf, something i*Unmi*i
between the eye and the object, but not between the eye and t*t

reflection. The leading principle, upon which U founded all

other data connected with our subject, i* that the rejUetiaiu of
all object* and their parts are always perpendicularly beneath Out

objects and the parti themtelvei respectively. Fig. 112, a simple
subject of posts, etc., will explain this. The top of the poet
is perpendicularly over the reflection b, and so with the rest ;

but it must be borne in mind that the proportion to be drawn
of tho reflection of an object is regulated by or according to
the position of the object, and also with regard to the point
from which we view it. If we view ihe posts (Fig. 112) as they
are drawn, perpendicularly and parallel with the picture plane

that is, the upper parts neither advancing towards the eye
nor receding from it, but exactly over the position of the lower

parts then the reflections will be the same in length, with the

Blight exception resulting from tho perspective of distant*.

We will endeavour to make this clear by the help of a few

problems. In order fully to understand these problems, we
recommend the pupil to work them out, and as the principles
of construction are the same throughout, we advise him to

repeat them with a few of tho conditions varied for instance,

greater or less inclinations of the slopes, and greater or len
elevations of those objects which are most in advance. One
first subject will be to draw the reflection of a wall (Fig. 113).

Let A be tho end section of a wall situated on the margin of

river. It is required to show its reflection, B, below the water's

edge, c D ; s l
being the position of the eye on the horizontal line.

Draw a line, s l ss , perpendicularly as much below tho base C D
as it is above it, making s* E equal to s' E. From tho upper part
of the wall F draw a line to 8s,

and where this line cuts the

base c D in H will give the point through which a line is to be

drawn from s 1 to meet a perpendicular lino from F, which will

give the depth of the reflection required. Now in order to

apply the above rule in showing the face of the wall and it*

reflection, we must proceed as follows : In Fig. 113 draw at

pleasure the line acdb, and repeat this line, with its respective

divisions, in Fig. 114 ; through the several points acdb draw
horizontal lines at right angles with 06; make AB equal to

tho length of the given wall, and draw the rectangle A o H B ;

A B F E will represent the wall, E F H o the reflection. The

pupil must be reminded that the line a c d b in Fig. 113 is Use

picture plane or medium through which we see the wall, and

upon which it is supposed to be traced (see VoL I., page

72, Def. 3, "Station Point"). We have previously observed

that in consequence of tho position of the eye being above the

reflection, and on a level with some portion of the object, it

will repeatedly occur that tho reflections of many port* of the

solid cannot be seen, although the parts themselves an i ?,
and form, perhaps, the most important portions of the object.

Let us illustrate this by Fig. 115, which is a mass of masonry,

having two slopes, A and B. Having drawn the profile OK

section o, proceed as in the last case, being careful to draw line*,

or visual rays, from every angle to s1
, and also to s*. Wham

these rays cut each other respectively in u-, t,p, lines from 8l wfll

dete.-mine tho lengths of tho reflection. We must apply this to

a front view, as in the former case. Draw tho perpendicular

line E E1
(the picture plane), and mark the points where the

visual rays cut the picture plane in a, 6,c, etc. Repeat this line

in Fig. 116, and copy from Fig. 115 the distances of the divi-

sions upon it, and proceed with the horizontal lines from these

distances as in the last problem. Upon the line marked gt

which represents the water's edge, make r o equal to the given

length of the wall ; d being the horizontal line, and the obeairar

being supposed to stand opposite the centre of the wall, the point

of sight will be at r s. Now the lines r p 8 and o P 8 are hod-

zonta1 lines in perspective that is, the perspective of the bane

<;H (Fig. 115) : therefore, where the visual rays from the point*

in the base cut tho picture plane in / (three lines clone together)

will give the pointe, k,l,m, whence the perpendiculars of the

wall must be drawn, the lower slope rn must be drawn

between the lines , g (tee Fig. 115), and the perpendioolar
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Pig. 112.

lc o ; the same with the upper slope. The reason why neither

of these slopes are seen in the reflection is because the point
p coincides with g (Fig. 115) on the picture plane: therefore the

Bame line, F 0, represents both extremities of the slope. If the

slope B had had a greater elevation that is, had it been at a

greater angle
then the

upper extre-

mity would
have admitted
a line to s2,
and conse-

quently would
have cut the

picture plane
EE 1 at a higher

point than g;
and that point
of intersection

would have
been shown
below g in the

reflection.And
also for rea-

sons given
above, we see

parts reflected

which are not

visible in the

objects them-
selves. Figs.
117 and 118
will satisfy the

mind upon
this point.
The subject is a cottage on a bank with a large notice-board in

front of it. The profile view (Fig. 117) will explain the dis-

tance of the board from the cottage, and this will account for

the great difference between the details of the projection A and
the reflection B in Fig. 118. If the pupil fail not to work
out this problem
also (of which,

being constructed

by the same rules

as the former, we
give no detailed P P

explanation, but

prefer leaving it

as it is, for an

exercise), he will

more readily un-

derstand it, and
the method of

construction also;

remembering that

the visual rays
drawn from every

important point of

the whole passing

through P P (the

picture plane) de-

termine the points
to be transferred

to the correspond-

ing plane on the

left in Fig. 118.

We remark that

the notice board
covers part of the

roof in the pro-

jection A, whilst

it is clear of the

roof in the reflection B. Also compare the chimneys in both
cases with respect to their apparent position with the board.
In the reflection B the sills of the windows are on a line with
the base of the post, and the thresholds of the doors cannot
be seen because they are hidden by the bank. There are

other differences, which the pupil will be able to discover

for himself. The same may be satisfactorily proved witt

regard to clouds. It is common, also, in their cases to see
brilliant reflections of light clouds on the water, when to the

eye there is nothing to account for them. These reflections

are invariably caused by light clouds which are hidden from
view behind
other clouds,
the reflections

affording us
the only evi-

dence of their

existence.
Why is this ?

And where is

the root of the
mistake that
is so frequent-

ly made, that,
without excep- .

tion, whatever
we paintabove
the watermust
be necessarily

repeated by
its reflection?

It is simply
this, that
many treat
the whole
view, sky and
all included,
as one single

plane, never

thinking there

are parts more

|

remote than others, and consequently many are reflected which
are shut out from the eye by intervening objects.
Water not only receives reflections, but, conditionally, is

capable of receiving shadows. If the water is perfectly clear,

no shadows occur, and the reflections are more or lesp vivid in

proportion as the

water is more or

less impregnated
with colouring

matter, say clay,
or as rivers gene-

rally appear after

heavy rains. Then
the strength of

the reflections and
shadows alternate

in proportion to

the clearness or

opacity of the
water. When it

is very thick and

muddy, the sha-

dows of objects
are cast as forcibly

upon the surface

as they are on a
road ; and as it

becomes clearer,

the reflections be-

come more bril-

liant and the\
shadows weaker :

the earthy par-
tides mingled with
the water receive

the shadow, not

the water itself.

In perfectly clear water the light passes through the water

itself, as through a piece of glass, lighting up the bed of the

river, so that we are able to distinguish readily the stones,

weeds, sh, and whatever else may be at the bottom ; then the

shadow which falls upon the water sinks as it were, and is seea

at the bottom only.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXXI.
SECTION LXVIIL DIMENSION, WEIGHT, ETC.

1. The verb avoir is used in expressing the size of an object.
The preposition de precedes the noun of dimension. When
there is no verb in the sentence the preposition must be placed
before the number, and again before the noun of dimension :

Cette muraille a dix pieds de That wall is ten feet high.

hauteur.

Ce puits a cent pieds de profon- That well is one hundred feet deep,

deur.

Gne table de quatre pieds de A table four feet long.

longueur.

The verb 6tre is also used, in which case the preposition de

precedes the number :

Cette table est longue de quatre This table is four feet long.

pieds.

2. In sentences where sizes are compared, and the verb 6tre

is used, the preposition de is placed before the number express-

ing the excess :

Vous etes plus grand que moi de You are taller than I by two inches.

deux pouces.

3. When the price of an article is mentioned, the definite

article is used before the noun expressing the measure, weight,
&c. When the remuneration, or rent, &c., for a definite space
of time is mentioned the preposition par (per) is used :

Le beurre se vend Tin franc la Suiter is sold [at] a franc per
livre. pound.

II gagne six francs par jour. He earns six francs per day.

4. The same preposition is used when we speak of the num-
ber of times any occurrence takes place in a given space of

time :

Je vais a la poste deux fois par I go to the post-office twice a day.

jour.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

La canelle se vend deux francs la

livre.

Cette soie vaut six francs le

metre.
Ce clocher a cinq cents pieds de

hauteur.

Cet 4tang a huit pieds de profon-
deur.

Une chambre de quinze pieds de

Icmgeur, sur dix-huit de lar-

geur, et huit de hauteur.
De quelle taille est votre frere ?

Sa taille est de cinq pieds huit

pouces.
Notre ami est-il grand ou petit ?

I! est de taille moyenue.
Votre maison est plus haute que

la rnienne de cinq pieds.
Je vais a l'e"cole deux fois par

jour.
II nous paie huifc francs par

semaiue.

Cinnamon is sold [at] two francs a

pound.
That silk is worth six francs a metre.

That steeple is five hundred feet high.

That pond is eight feet deep.

A room fifteen feet long by eighteen

feet broad and eight feet high.

How tall is your brother ?

His height is five feet eight i/iches.

Is our friend tall or short.

His height is middling.
Your house is higher than mine by

five feet.

I go to school twice a day.

He pays us eight francs a weelc.

EXEECISE 131.

Bon marche", cheap. Grandeur, f. size.

Cassonade, f. brown Hauteur, f. height.

si*;;ar. Largeur, f. breadth.

ficossais, e, Scotch. Longueur, f. length.

Spaisseur, f. thicknees. Loyer, m. rent.

Etoffe, f . stuff.

Metre, m. metre

English inches'), yard.

Pouce, m. inch.

Profondeur, f. depth.

Semaine, f. week.

Taille, f. height, size.

1. Votre maison est-elle grande ? 2. Elle a cinquante pieds
de long et vingt-cinq de large. 3. C'ombien de longueur votre

jardin a-t-il ? 4. II a vingt-cinq metres de longueur et douze
de largeur. 5. De quelle grandeur est ce livre ? 6. II a dix-
huit pouces de longueur, treize de largeur et trois d'epaisseur.
7. Votre maison est-elle plus longue que celle-ci ? 8. Elle
est plus longue de deux pieds. 9. Quelle profondeur a ce

puits ? 10. De quelle hauteur est ce clocher ? 11. II a trois
cent cinquante-trois pieds de hauteur. 12. De quelle taille

es4
; cet officier ? 13. n est de haute taille. 14. De combien

cet ficossais est-il plus grand que son frere ? 15. II est plus

grand de toute la tete. 16. N'etes-vous pas de beaucoup plus

grand que moi? 17. Je suis plus grand que vous de trois

pouces. 18. Combien cette ctoffe se vend-elle le metre P 19.

Elle se vend trois francs le metre. 20. La cassonade ne se

vend-elle pas cher ? 21. Elle se vend a bon marche. 22.

Combien de lettres ecrivez-vous par semaine ? 23. Je n'en

ecris que six par semaiue. 24. Combien payez-vous par
semaine pour votre loyer ? 25. Je ne paie que dix franca par
semaine.

EXERCISE 132.

1. How large is your father's garden ? 2. It is twenty-five

yards long and ten broad. 3. Is your cousin's house large f

4. It is fifty-six feet long and forty broad. 5. Is your house

larger than mine ? 6. It is larger than yours by ten feet. 7. Do
you know how deep that well is ? 8. It is twenty-five feet deep
and six feet broad. 9. How much is that cloth sold a metre ?

10. It is sold [at] sixteen francs a metre. 11. How much do

yon receive a week for your work ? 12. I receive fifty francs

a week for my work. 13. How much does your friend pay a
month for his board (pension, f.) ? 14. He pays seventy
francs a month. 15. Are you taller than your cousin ? 16. I

am taller than he by the whole head. 17. Is not your nephew
taller than your son ? 18. He is taller than my son by three

inches. 19. How large is this room ? 20. It is sixty feet long

by forty. 21. What size is your brother ? 22. He is tall, ho
is taller than I. 23. How many books do you read a week ?

24. I read ten volumes a week. 25. How much is butter sold per

pound ? 26. Butter is sold [at] two francs per pound. 27. Do
you know how much your son earns a day P 28. He earns as

much as yours, he earns ten francs a day. 29. How much is

that silk worth a metre ? 30. It is worth six francs a metre,

31. Our friend's stature is middling. 32. Do you go to church
twice a day ? 33. I go to church once a day. 34. Does your
son go to the post-office every day ? 35. He goes thither six

times a day.

SECTION LXIX.

1. Mettre (4. ir.) forms, in French, many idiomatic expres-
sions. Mettre a meme de, to enable ; mettre pied a terre, to

alight, to land ; mettre le pied, to set one's foot ; mettre a la

porte, to turn out of doors ; mettre au fait de, to acquaint with ;

mettre a 1'abri, to shelter ; mettre a 1'ombre, to put in the shade ;

mettre un habit a 1'eiidroit, a 1'envers, to put on a coat right
side out, ivrong side out, &c. :

Nous 1'avons mis a meme de con- We enabled him to know ifie truth.

naitre la ve'rite'.

II a mis cet insolent a la porte. He turned that insolent person out oj
doors.

2. Mettre conjugated reflectively, i.e., se mettre, means to

place one's self, to dress one's self; se mettre a table, to sit down
to table ; se mettre en colere, to become angry, to put one's selj
into a passion :

II se met a 1'ombre, au soleil. He places himself in the shade, in the

sun.

3. Se mettre, followed by an infinitive, means to commence,
to begin :

Us se mirent a pleurer. They commenced weeping.

A I'anglaise, a la frangaise, are used elliptically for a la mode
anglaise, a la mode fran^aise, after the English fashion, after
the French fashion.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ce cavalier a mis pied a terre.

Vous n'osez mettre le pied chez

lui.

Mettez ces enfarits a 1'abri de la

pluie.
Vous avez mis votre manteau a

1'envers.

Ce monsieur se met toujours a

I'anglaise.

Hier nous nous mimes a table a
dix heures.

That horsema7i has alighted from his

horse.

You dare not set your foot inside his

liouse.

Shelter those children from the rain.

You have put your cloalc inside out.

That gentleman always dresses after
the English fashion.

Yesterday we sat down to table at ten

o'clock.
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rour.juoi vou* mettez-vou* a

| Why do j/ou yo into tht thadt f

-o niirent a rim.

1'i.ui jtioi ne vou* uiottoz-vou* pa*
u r.-imut;.- :

Ju vuiv mo mettre en pension.
Nou* allona nou* mettre en

voyage.

Thott children commtncid lauyhiny.

Why do you not t ijourtelj to \eork.

1 riinicnc* boarding.

W art going to comr/unM our jour*

ny.

EXERCISE 133.

A 1'italienue, after iht Dt'fcud-re, 4. to forbid. tudi-*r, 1. to fudy.
Italian /tuhioii. Effuts, m.p. (/u ._;. Miae, f. mettre, drMd.

\ merveille, exceedingly Kutr-or, 1. to com* in. Pluie, f. rain.

well. Etourdi, e, giddy ptr- Ki-re, 4. ir. (o laugh.

Convert, & Sect. 32, 1. on. Tablier, apron.

1. Avez-vous defendu a cot homme de mottre le piod ohcz

TODS P 2. Je lo lui ai defenda. 3. Avez-voua mis cos offeta a

1'abri do la pluie ? 4. Je les ai mis a 1'abri de la pluie et da
voiit. 5. Avez-vous mis votro frt-ro au fait de cette affaire ?

G. Je ne Ten ai pas mis an fait. 7. No 1'avoz-vous pas mis a
memo d'etudier ? 8. Je 1'ai mis a memo de s'instruire, s'il

le desire. 9. Voulez-vous mettro cola de odte ? 10. Je vais le

mettre au soleil. 11. Votro ami n'a-t-il pas voulu ontrer ? 12.

II n'a point voalu mettre pied u terre. 13. Votre teiiiturier

n'a-t-il pas mis son tablier a I'envers ? 14. Non, Monsieur, il

1'a mia a 1'endroit. 15. N'avez-vous pas mis cot etourdi a la

porte ? 16. Nous lui avons forme la porte au nez (in his face).

17. A quelle beure vous mettroz-vous a table P 18. Ausaitot

quo lo couvort sera mis [Sect. 61, 5]. 19. Cot homme so met-il

bieu P 20. 11 se met toujours a 1'anglaise ou a 1'italienne. 21.

Ces enfants ne so mirent-ils pas a pleurer P 22. Au lieu de so

mettre a pleurer, ils so mirent a rire. 23. Pourqaoi ne vous

mettez-vous pas a ecrire P 24. II eat temps do se mettre a

table. 25. Ces Siciliennes sont-elles bien mises P 26. Ellea

eont mises a merveillo.

EXERCISE 134.

1 . Did the gentleman alight this morning > 2. No, Sir, he
would not alight, he had no time. 3. Have you put that in-

solent person out of doors ? 4. No, Sir, but I forbade him to

let his foot in my house. 5. Did you shelter those little

children from the rain ? 6. I sheltered them from the rain

and the wind. 7. Have you enabled your son to study medi-
cine (la, medecine) ? 8. I enabled him to study medicine, if he
wishes to do so. 9. Have yoa pat on your coat inside out ?

10. I have not put it on inside out, but right side oat. 11.

Did you put yourself in a passion P 12. No, Sir, I did not
become angry. 13. Did you sit down to table at four o'clock

yesterday ? 14. We sat down to table at six o'clock. 15. Do
you intend to commence boarding ? 16. I intend to board
with Mr. L. (dies M. L.). 17. When do you commence your
journey ? 18. We commence onr journey to-morrow morning.
19. Did your son commence langhini ? 20. No, Sir, he com-
menced weeping. 21. Why do you not commence working?
22. Because I am going to commence reading. 23. Does that

lady dress after the English fashion? 24. She dresses after

the Italian fashion. 25. Are those ladies well dressed P 26.

They are extremely well dressed. 27. Will you not place

yourself in the shade ? 28. I will place myaolf in the sun, I am
very cold. 29. Is your coat inside out ? 30. No, Sir, it is right
side out. 31. Is this the right side of this cloth (fendroit) ?

32. It is the wrong side (I'envers). 33. Are you not dressed
after the English fashion P 34. I am dressed after the Italian

fashion. 35. You are well dressed.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 21 (Vol. I., page 86).

1. Are onr friend's horses restive? 2. His hones are not restive,

but his mules are very restive. 3. Your brother's bones and mule*
are excellent. 4. Are your Bisters very quick ? 5. My brothen and

my sisters are very quick. 6. Are they often idle? 7. No, Sir, nay
Bisters are never idle. 8. Are yoa afraid of your brother? 9. No,
Sir, I am afraid of uobody. 10. Are we not indulgent? 11. Yoa are

indulgent, and you are right. 12. Have I your books ? 13. You have
them not. yoa have my eldest brother's. 14. Have you them not ?

15. I have them not. 16. Have yon a good pair of woollen stockings ?

17. 1 have a handsome pair of silk stockings. 18. Have you the good

housM or the bad? 10. I have nitbr UM food Mr Uw tad. I have my
cou.mY *>. ! labour agreeable f tl. Labour to ueeful and eras-
able. 22. Have you mv haadwMM moroooo shoe* ? 23. I bar* not jrmw
hamlMotue morocco how, I have your h*adso*e lt aUppen. tt.

Have you your iter' *lippen or mine! 2ft. 1 have acitbor /uur* mat
your tutor* , I have the Gorman lady'*.

EXKBCISE 22 (Vol. L, i*ge 86).

L Vos frerea et vo* roars *ont-il* bien vif? 2. MM Mm Mat
vif, mais me* soeun ne *ont pa* vive*. 8. N'avez-vou* pa* deux
ohevaux retiln ? 4. Non, mais j'ai uno mole rftive. 6. N'r-voo
pal deux bonne* paire* de nnt* de *oie? 6. J'ai one bonne pair* de
guuti de colon, et deux pure* de gauU de *oie. 7. N'avez-voo* pa*
peur de TO* ami* ? 8. Non, Mon*ieur, je n'ai jamaU pear de me*
ami*. 9. Je n'ai peur de penonne. 10. Avec-vou* raUon oo tort?
11. J'ai rai*on. 1J. Avez-vou* me* belle* panUrafle* de coir, on me*
vieilles pantoufles de mtin ? 13. J'ai TO* vieux *oulien de cuir, et vos

pantoufle* de veloun. 14. Ce* dame* *ont-elle content** ? 15. CM
dame* *ont contente*, et elle* ont raiaon. 16. L'AUemande a-t-eUe U*
soulien de votro pure ou le* mien*. 17. Elle n'a ni le* liens ni le*

votre*, elle a oeux de ma *ceur. 18. Votre frere alnl a-HI de bonne*
maiBous ou de mauvaiae* ? 19. Se* maiaon* *ont meilleure* que le*

votres et quo le* mienne*. 20. Be* mai*on* aont-elle* vieill** ? 21.

Se* mai*ona *ont viuillea, main elle* *ont bonne*. 22. Le* avez-vou* f

23. Nou, Monieur, je ne le* ai pas, je n'ai pa* de maUon*. 24. Avec-
VOUB cello* de mon frere, ou oelle* de ma *ceor ? 25. Votre aoiur a le*

sieunes et celle* de ma mere. 26. Vo* dcolier* aont-ib attentif* !

27. Me* e~colien sont trea-attentifs et tre*-*tudieax. 28. Ce* ADe-
niandes sont-elle* stndieuM* ? 29. Elle* *ont tre*-*tadieo*e* et tre-
attentives ? 30. Avez-vous souvent tort? 31. Oui, Mon*iear, j'mi

souvent tort. 32. Le travail est-il agr^able? 33. Oui, Monmeur, 1*

travail eat agreable et utile. 34. Nou* leu avon* et too* ne le* aT

pas.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING VIIL

IN tha examples of posting into the Ledger given in oar IM*

lesson, the form of the entry in the Journal, when transferred

to the Ledger, is considerably different ; yet both forma bar*
the same meaning. For whether we say Sundries Dr. to Catk

Account, as in the Journal ; or Cash Account O. by Sundries a*

in the Ledger; both of these forms of expression have pre-

cisely the same meaning ; the former is peculiar to the Journal,
tho latter is peculiar to the Ledger. Of coarse the student

is supposed to know that Sundries is used instead of the words
Several Accounts, and has the same meaning. It is very
convenient business word ; bat he would be a very stupid
learner who should expect to see a Sundries Account in the

Ledger, as there it would have no meaning. Instead of saying
in the Cash Account, as above, By Sundries, the Bookkeeper
might say By Hugh Williams and By John Tillotson ; bat this

would occupy two lines instead of one, and would not be one

whit clearer in meaning. Besides, if in one entry in tha

Journal there were twenty Drs. to Cash, instead of too M in

the preceding instance
1

, you will see what a vast saving of

writing, and of liability to error, is effected by using the single

phrase By Sundries. As a general rule, for posting, or trans-

ferring entries from the Journal to the Ledger, yoa have only to

Debit the Debtors for the sums that they owe ; and Credit the Cre-

ditors for the sums omng to them ; and remember, that to Debit

a Debtor, is to enter on the Dr. side of his ooonnt in the

Ledger, the name of his Creditor, with the word To before it,

and the sum that the Debtor owes; and to Credit a Creditor, u to

enter on the Cr. side of bis account in the Ledger, the name of

his Debtor, with the word By before it, and the sum that it

owing to him, the Creditor.

It has been already remarked that by the adoption of Dr.

and Cr. columns in the Journal (which forms the peculiarity of

Jones's system of Bookkeeping), a constant check is kept

upon the accuracy of tho entries, not only in that Book, bat

also of the corresponding entries in the Ledger ; inasmuch a*

the total sums in the Dr. and Cr. Column* of both books for

any given period ought perfectly to agree ; that is, not only

ought the sum of the Dr. columns in the Journal to agree with

tho sum of the Cr. columns for any given period ; bat the *am
of the Dr. columns of the Ledger ought to agree with the sum

of the Dr. columns of the Journal, and the sum of the Cr.

columns of the Ledger ought to agree with the sum of the Cr.

columns of the Journal, and that for the same given period.

In addition to this (which constitutes part of oar improve-
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ment of the said system), the plan of check on the accuracy of

all the books will be rendered complete, if, to the amount of

the net sums of the Day Book entries for any given period, be
added the amount of the sums entered in the Bills Receivable

Book, in the Bills Payable Book, in both sides of the Cash Book,
and in any other book from which entries are taken into the

Journal ; for then the sum of the whole amounts or totals of

the sums entered in these books ought exactly to agree with
the sum of the Dr. or Cr. columns of the Journal or of the

Ledger, for the period in question. Such a mode of check
will at all events furnish a clear and satisfactory proof that no
error with regard to the entering of sums has been committed,
either in Journalising the subsidiary Books, or in posting the
entries into the Ledger.

HOME TRADE.
In the system of Bookkeeping by Double Entry which we

are about to explain, it is necessary to begin with a series of

transactions in business, arranged in the exact order of their

occurrence. These are the materials to be employed in forming
a system which shall constitute a model for guidance in keeping
the books of any mercantile house. We have selected the

supposed transactions of a particular branch of home trade

namely, that of a cotton merchant, as one well adapted, from
its simplicity and generality, to exemplify the principles which
we have explained in former lessons. We have arranged these
transactions in order from January, when we suppose the busi-

Mess to be commenced, till June, when we suppose a balance to

te struck, and the merchant's real worth ascertained. These
six months' transactions in the cotton trade are interspersed
with various banking, bill, and cash transactions, such as might
be supposed to occur in the business of a cotton merchant resi-

dent in the metropolis ; and the whole is afterwards entered in

the various subsidiary books which belong to such a business ;

then into the Journal ; and, lastly, into the Ledger. The General
Balance is then taken, and the difference between the Assets and
Liabilities, or the real worth of the merchant, is ascertained
from the Ledger alone. The remarks which it will be necessary
to make concerning the method of Balancing the Books a pro-
cess equivalent to the taking of stock among tradesmen and
others, who only use Single Entry we must postpone until we
have shown how to make up the Subsidiary Books of our

system.

MEMORANDA OF TRANSACTIONS.
1881. January 1st.

Began business with a Capital of . . 1200

3rd.

Deposited my Capital in the London and Westminster
Bank 1200

5th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank . . 10

5th.

Took from Cash for Petty Cash 500
7th.

Bought of Osmond and Co., London,
22 bags of Berbice Cotton (on credit),
Net 7280 Ibs. at 9|d. per Ib. . . . . 288 3 4

10th.

Took from Cash for Petty Cash . 500
12th.

Bought of Andrews and Co., London,
30 bags of Grenada Cotton (on credit),
Net 9240 Ibs. at 8^d. per Ib 327 5

17th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank . . 985

17th.

Bought 1000 of Stock in the Three per Cents. Consols,
at 98 per cent 985 o

21st.

Accepted a Bill drawn by Osmond and Co., London,
No. 1, Payable to their Order, due at 3 months . . 288 3 4

22nd.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank . . 10

January 22nd.

Took out of Cash for my Private Account

26th.

Bought of Andrews and Co., London,
14 bags of Maranham Cotton (on credit),
Net 4350 Ibs. at 7^d. per Ib. .

31st.

Accepted Two Bills drawn by Andrews and Co., London,
No 2, Payable to their Order, due at 3 months . .

3, Smith and Co. 4 months . .

February 1st.

Sold to Brown and Smith, London,
22 bags of Berbice Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 7280 Ibs. at 10d. per Ib

Discount at 1^ per cent

10

135 18 9

327 5

135 18 9

318 10

4 15 7

5th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank

5th.
Lent to Thomas Watson, London .

10th.

Bought of White and Co., London,
24 bags of West India Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 7460 Ibs. at 6^d. per Ib. .

Discount at l per cent

14th.
Sold to Williams and Co., London,

14 bags of Grenada Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 4312 Ibs. at 9^d. per Ib. .

Discount at 1^ per cent

17th.

Bought of White and Co., London,
24 bags of West India Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 8476 Ibs. at 6jd. per Ib. .

Discount at l per cent

313 14 5

100

100

202 10307
199 3

170 13 8

2 11 2

168 2 6

229 11 2
3 8 10

21st.

Sold to Williams and Co.
, London,

16 bags of Grenada Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 4928 Ibs. at &d. per Ib. .

Discount at 1 per cent. . . .

22nd.

Received of Thomas Watson, London,
My Loan of tbe 5th instant . .

*
. .

22nd.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank . .

25th.

Bought of tbe East India Company,
10 Lots of Madras Cotton (prompt April 25th), viz.,

No. 1. containing 12 bales, net 4320 Ibs. at 4d. per Ib.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

226 2 4

195 1 4
2 18 6

192 2 10

100

100

72
4260

4132

4084

3976

4092

4300

4184

3896

4004

71

68 17

68 1

66 5

68 4

80 12

78

73 1

75 1

9

6

25th.

Due to James Manning, London,
For his Brokerage on 721 12s. at per cent. .

26th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank .

26th.

Lent to Darling and Co., of London

28th.

Paid the East India Company their Deposit on
10 Lots of Cotton at 6 per Lot

721 12

3 12 2

120

50

60
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313

300

February -

Took out of Cosh for Petty Cash 10

March 1st.

Received of Brown uixl Smith, London,
>ttou sold to them February lit. . .

lit.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bonk .

2nd.

Paid James Mann in?, London,
For bin Brokerage on the Purchase of Cotton .

3rd.

Sold 1,000 of Stock in the Three per Cents.
Consols, at 992 per cent 997

3rd.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank . . 1,000

5th.

Received of Darling and Co.
,
of London,

My Loan of the 2t>th ult 50

5th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank . . 50

10th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank . . 200

10th.

Paid White and Co., London,
For Cotton bought of them February 10th .

13th.

Sold to Spencer and Co., London,
14 bogs of Maranhani Cotton (at 1 mo. credit),
Net 4350 Ibs., at9d. perlb. ....

Discount l per cent. . . . .
t

.

14 5

3 12 2

10

199 3

163
2

2 6

8 11

14th.

Received of Williams and Co., London,
For Cotton sold to them 14th February .

14th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank

16th.

Sold to Thompson and Co.
, London,

24 bags of West India Cotton, for Cash,
Net 7460 Ibs., at 8^d. perlb. .

Discount 2 per cent. ....

160 13 7

168

170

264
6

2 6

4 2

12 1

16th.

Received of Thompson and Co.
, London,

For Cotton sold to them this day ...
17th.

Paid to White and Co., London,
For Cotton bought of them 17th February .

18th.

Took from Cash for my Private Account . .

21st.

Received of Williams and Co., London,
For Cotton sold to them 21st February . .

21st.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bonk .

22nd.
Sold to Althorpe and Co., London,

12 bags of West India Cotton (for cosh in a week),
Net 4240 Ibs., at 8d. per Ib

24th.

Bought of Baring, Smith, and Co., London,
30 bags of Demerara Cotton (on credit),
Net 9218 Ibs.. at 7Jd. per Ib

26th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank .

26th.
Lent White and Co., London ....

29th.

Received of Althorpe and Co., London,
For Cotton sold to them on the 22nd inst.

30th.

Received of White and Co., London,
My Loan of the 26th iust

257 12 1

257 12 1

226 2 4

20

192 2 10

200

141 6 8

288 1 3

600

600

141 6 8

600

M.ir, h Il.l.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

Slit.

Accepted a Bill drawn by Baring, Smith, and Co., London,
No. 4, Payable to their Order, due at 3 montba .

April 4th.

Bought of Osmond and Co., London,
16 bag* of Berbice Cotton (at a fortnight' credit),
Net 4960 Ibs., at 9d. perlb

Discount Ij per cent. ......
7th.

Bought of Andrews and Co., London,
22 bags of Murnnhatn Cotton (on credit),
Net 7166 Ibs., at 8d. perlb

llth.

Accepted a Bill drawn by An Irews and Co., London,
No. 5, payable to Ford and Co., due at 3 months .

12th.

Sold to Allison and Co., of London,
12 bogs of West India Cotton (on credit),

Net 4236 Ibs., at 8jd. per Ib. ....
13th.

Drew a Bill on Allison and Co., London,
No. 1, payable to my Order, due at 2 months . .

13th.

Received of Spencer and Co., London,
For Cotton sold to them on the 13th March . .

14th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank . .

14th.

Paid the East India Company a moiety of the amount
due for Cotton bought on the 25th February .

15th.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash ....
18th.

Sold at Liverpool, per Thomas Jones,
24 bales of Madras Cotton,
Net 8580 Ibs., at 6$d. perlb

His Commission and other expenses . .

18th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank ,

18th.

Paid Osmond and Co., of London,
For Cotton bought of them on the 4th inst.

20th.

Sold Lloyd and Co., of Manchester,
24 bales of Madras Cotton (on credit),
Net 8216 Ibs., at 6$d. per Ib. .

Incidental expense! ......
22nd.

Bought of Ovington and Co., London,
24 bags of Demerara Cotton,
Net 7362 Ibs., at 8d. perlb

24th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank .

24th.

Paid Bill No. 1, drawn by Osmond and Co.

Mb,
Received of Lloyd and Co., of Manchester,
The following Remittances in Bills :

No. 2, drawn on Warwick and Co., due May 15th .

No. 3, drawn on Thiselton and Co., due , ,
25th .

Mfc
Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank

25th.

Paid the East India Company
Tim remaining moiety of the amount due for Cotton

bought on the 25th February .

740

am i *

1*1

9 I*

183 4 3

236 17 4

288 17 4

150 6

150 6

160 IS 7

180

330 16

30

838 7 6

5 16 8

886 11 4

190

183 4 3

288 10 4

19 6

283 9 10

245 8

3 4

180 10

108 18 10

330 ^

330 16
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April 26th.

Keceived of Thomas Jones, of Liverpool,
The following Beruittanees in Bills :

No. 4, drawn on Parker and Co., due *Iay llth
No. 5, ,, Baring and Co., rune 3rd .

27th.

Sold at Liverpool, per Thomas Jones,
24 bales Madras Cotton (on credit),
Net 8068 Ibs., at 6^d. per Ib

His Commission and other expenses . . .

190 10 6

36 10

218 10 2592
213 1

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXVIII.
FRACTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH COMPOUND

QUANTITIES.

1. To find the Value of any Fraction of a Compound Quantity.

It is evident that we have only to divide the given compound
quantity by the denominator, and then multiply by the nume-
rator. The first part of the process determines the magnitude
of the equal parts into which the denominator indicates that the

quantity is to be divided, and the latter takes as many of those

parts as are indicated by the numerator.

Thus, ! of 1 = 3 x Vs. = 15s.

Again, T\ of 2 = A of 40s. =- 4 x 8.
= 4 * 8

B
= Vs. ;

Vs. =10|s. 3

Again, ^f of a shilling is I of 12 pence, or 2 x Yd. = gd.

Therefore, -,V of 2 = 10s. 8d.

2. Find | of 3 days 4 hours 25 minutes,

days. hrs. min.
3 4 25

24

72 + 4 = 76
60

hra.

4560 + 25 = 4585 minutes.

Therefore, f of 3 days 4 hours 25 min. = 1 of 4585 minutes
= 2 x 917 = 1834 minutes.

Beducing 1834 minutes to higher denominations,

6,0 ) 183,4

24) 30 34 minutes.

1 ... 6 hours.

Therefore, f of 3 days 4 hrs. 25 min. is 1 day 6 hrs. 34 min.

3. To reduce one Compound Quantity to a Fraction of any
other.

Finding what fractional part of one compound quantity
another given compound quantity is, is called reducing the latter

quantity to the fraction of the first.

Thus, finding what fraction of one pound 6s. is, is reducing
6s. to the fraction of a pound.

This is, in fact, only another name for performing the opera-
tion of dividing one compound quantity by another, or of finding
the ratio of two compound quantities (see Art. 11, Lesson

XXVII., page 101).

4. EXAMPLE. What fraction of .1 7s. 6d. is 3s. 6d.?

1 7s. 6d. = 330 pence.
3s. 6d. = 42 pence.

Hence, if 1 7s. 6d. be divided into 330 equal parts, 3s. 6d.
contains 42 of them ;

Therefore, 3s. 6d. is sVo of 1 7s. 6d. ; and ,*& = /r when
reduced to its lowest terms.

This might have been more shortly performed as follows :

1 7s. 6d. = 55 sixpences.
3s. 6d. = 7 sixpences.

Therefore, 3s. 6d. is -ft of 1 7s. 6d.

5. Hence the following
Rule for reducing one Compound Quantity to the Fraction of

another.

Having reduced them both to any the same denomination,
take the first quantity for a numerator, and the latter for a
denominator.

The denomination to which the quantities are to be reduced
is a question of choice. Sometimes we can much simplify our
alculation by choosing one rather than another.

6. EXAMPLE. Reduce 2 6s. 8d. to the fraction of 3 5s.

6s.

5s.

8d. = 2| pounds.
Od. 3J pounds.

Therefore the required fraction is r, which is x ^, i.e., }$.Oj

7. The question of Art. 2 might also have been solved as
follows by the aid of the present method :

25
25 minutes = JJ of au hour = of a day.

60 x 24
4 hours = j\ of a day = J of a day.

Therefore, 3 days 4 hours 25 minutes are 3 + J +
25

60 x 24
days,

or 3,V,- of a day, or ?J of a day
Therefore, ? of 3 days 4 hours 25 minutes = f x JJJ of a day.= IU =

1J-SJ of a day.
$?,'; of a day = fJJ x 24 hours = \'J hours = 6JJ- hours.

sJ of an hour = iJ x 60 minutes = 34 minutes.

Hence the required answer is 1 day 6 hours 34 minutes.

EXEP.CISE 47.

Examples in finding a Fractional Part of a Compound Quantity,
and in reducing One Quantity to the Fraction of another oj

the same kind.

Find the value, expressed in successive denominations, of-

1. * of 1; Jof 1; f of Is.

2. j of 1; f of Is. ; fi of 3s. 2d.

3. f of 1 Ib. avoir. ; f of 1 oz. Troy ; ^ of 1 cwt.

4. | of 1 ton ; $ of 1 yard ; f of 1 rod.

5.
|

of 1 mile ; f of 1 gallon ; |j
of 1 peck.

6. f of 1 hour; f of 1 minute ; f of 1 degree.
7. 3f of f of a mile ; of ^ of a week.

8. 24 of a guinea; "j- of a crown.

9. If If of a sum of money = |

10. Find the value of i* + |

of i" of 2s.

of 5s. 10d., find it.

fl of 2 -

6fd. + J of 3 2s.

15. Find the value of J-S of 1.""

11. Find the sum
of 5 7s.

12. And of of 16~s. 6Jd. + J of 12s. 10-Jd. + \ of 2 4s.

13. Find the value of ^ of 7 4s. Id. -fa of 4 Os. Id.

14. Find the value of -fa of 4 Os. Id. -fs of 3 10s. Id.

"LzifL*
f of f + of

Reduce to the fraction of a pound
16. 4|s. ; 4s. 7d. ; 9s. 2Jd.
17. 13s. 03-d. ; 3id. ; 3 15s. 9d.
18. What part of 1 is of a penny ?

19. What part of 1 Ib Troy is 7 oz. ?

20. Eeduce % of a quart to the fraction of a gallon.

21. Eeduce *
of 1 secou to the fraction of a week.

22. Reduce 3 17s. ll'd. to the fraction of 7 3s.

23. Reduce 3 pecks 2 gallons to the fraction of 2 bushels.

24. Reduce 15 cwt. 65 Ibs. to the fraction of 2 tons 3 cwt.

25. Reduce 1 15' 10" to the fraction ol a right angle.

26. Eeduce 1} acre to the fraction of 5 acres 2 r. 40 p.

27. Reduce ,fr of 1 to the fraction of a penny.
28. Reduce iV of a week to the fraction of a minute.

29. Reduce f of | of 2 8s. 9d. to the fraction of 1 Is. 8d.

30. Express as a fraction of 10 tho difference betwen
and | of 8.

31. Find the value of

32. Find the value of

136 gals. 2 qts.

178 gals. 3 qts.

33. Find the value of

2 Ib. 7 oz. 10 dwts.
77 dys. 4 hrs. 30

6 dys.

4 dw
*?: of 15 guineas.

1 IT
17' 15"

8f

of

of 517 square feet 72 inches.

3 18s. 8d.

2s. 9d.
of 104 yards 9 inches.

KEY TO EXERCISES 44, 45, 46, LESSONS XXVI., XXVII.

(Vol. II. pages 78, 102.)

EXERCISE 44.
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larger maps they are marked at the distance of every 10 de-

grees ;
and in larger still, at less distances ; the best being those

where they are marked at the distance of every single degree ;

but these, of course, must be of enormous size. The first

meridian, that of Greenwich, is known by its being marked
with on the map or the equator. On looking at the eastern

hemisphere, you will see this marked on the equator, in the

Gulj of Guinea, south of the coast of Guinea in Africa ; this is

the origin of the rectangular co-ordinates, the first meridian, and
the equator, and it is to this point that all measurements of

longitude are to be referred. On running up the meridian,

passing through this zero point, towards the north pole, you will

find that it passes through London in the British Isles ; this,

you know, is not strictly the case, the meridian of St. Paul's

Cathedral, London, being about 6' or geographical miles west

of the meridian of Greenwich; but this is so small in ordinary

maps, that it is scarcely perceptible, and certainly not mark-

able; whence the meridians of London and Greenwich are, for

common purposes, considered the same. The meridian of Green-

wich has been chosen as the first meridian, in preference to

that of London, because Greenwich is the site of the Royal

its intersection with the equator are marked 0, to show that
latitude begins to be reckoned from these points. Each of the
four quadrants (or fourth parts) of these circles is marked with

degrees from to 90 reckoned from the equator to the poles.
In the map referred to, these degrees are marked only at the
distance of every 10 degrees, on account of its smallness; in

larger maps, they are marked at less distances ; and the best

are those in which they are marked at the distance of every
single degree ; but these, of course, must be of very great size.

In the same map, circles are made to pass through the corre-

sponding points on the upper or northern quadrants of the outer

or surrounding circle of each hemisphere, and of the upper or

northern half of the middle straight line extending from pole to

pole, at the distance of every 10 degrees ; these upper quad-
rants, and this upper half, actually denoting the northern por-
tions of meridians passing respectively through the points of

the equator marked longitude 20 W., longitude 160 E., and
longitude 70 E. These circles, which on the globe are parallel
to the equator, are, from the nature of the projection employed in

this map, not actually parallel to that line or to each other, being
drawn from different centres ; but they are still called parallels

WESTEKN HEMISPHERE. EASTERN HEMISPHERE.
MAP OP THE WORLD.

Obstruction/. Accordingly, all meridians which cross the equator
to the right of that of Greenwich, are said to be meridians of

places in east longitude ; and all meridians which cross the

equator to the left of that of Greenwich, are said to be meridians
of places in west longitude. For example : if you look at Peking,
in China, on this map, you will find that it lies to the right of

the first meridian in the northern half of the eastern hemisphere,
between two meridians which cross the equator, the one being
that which is, or should be, marked at the point of intersection

110; and the other that which is, or should be, marked at the

point of intersection 120: this enables you to guess, by the

vicinity of Peking to the latter meridian, that its longitude is

about 116 east; now the actual longitude is 116 26' E. Again,
if you look at Buenos Ayres, in South America, on the same

map, you will find that it lies to the left of the first meridian in

the southern half of the western hemisphere, between two meri-

dians which cross the equator, the one being that which is, or

should be, marked at the point of intersection 50, and the other
that which is, or should be, marked at the point of intersection

60 : this enables you to guess, by the vicinity of Buenos Ayres
to the latter meridian, that its longitude is about 58 west;
now the actual longitude is 58 25' "VV.

On the first meridian, the degrees of latitude are not marked;
but they are marked, in the Map of the World, on the circle

which surrounds each hemisphere. On this circle, the points of

of latitude, and are used to enable us to determine the latitude

of any place on the map. Similar parallels of latitude are drawn

through the corresponding points on the lower or southern quad-
rants of the outer or surrounding circle of each hemisphere, in

the same manner, and for the same purpose. For example : if

you look at Peking, in China, on this map, you will see that it

lies between the equator and the north pole in the eastern hemi-

sphere, and just upon the parallel of latitude marked 40 at each

side of the map : this enables you to guess that the latitude oi

Pekin is nearly 40 north; now the actual latitude is 39 54' N.

Again, if you look at Buenos Ayres, in South America, on the

same map, you will find that it lies between the equator and the

south pole in the western hemisphere, and nearly in the middle

between the parallels of latitude marked 30 and 40 at each

side of the map : this enables you to guess that the latitude of

Buenos Ayres is nearly 35 south; now the actual latitude is

34 36' S. Having thus shown how to find separately the lati-

tude and longitude of any place on the surface of the globe by
means of the circles and lines drawn in the Map of the World,
it is easy for the student to combine these, and thus to deter-

mine the actual position of any place on the surface of the

globe. Thus, we have found that the city of Peking, in China,

is situated in lat. 39 54' N., and long. 116 26' E. ;
and that the

city of Buenos Ayres is situated in lat. 34 36' S., and long-

5S25'W.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. IV.

COCLENTEKATA : 1IYUKOZOA.

TUB animals placed under this sub-kingdom exhibit tlioir .,

rank, not only in the distinctive character of possessing mem-

branes of definite structure, composed of or containing colls,

wo have already remarked cuts them off from tho Pro-

TV.

our field* and adorn oar gardens. Wo may talc* as a typical

representative of these animals, a genus called Cntnpnmilana.
Tho very name is similar to that given to a
flower, the Campanula; and it is given to it for th* same
reason. Both have at tho ends of their branches cup-shaped
organ*, very much like bolls. It is true that, in the Mim*!, the

hell, instead of hanging as a boll should, has iU mouth upward :

I., II. EUDENDRIUN RAMOSUM (HTDROZOON). III. HlDROZOON ENCRUSTING A SHELL (NATURAL SIZE). IV. RHOPALONEHA VlLATUX, TBX Yl
CLUB-TENTACLED MEDUSA A FREE SWIMMING MEDUSA. V. PERPENDICULAR SECTION OF A SKA ANEMONE. VI. TRANSVERSE SECTIOI o
A SEA ANEMONE. VII. PLEUROBRACHIA, A CTENOPBORE BELONGING TO IHE ACTINOZOA. VIII. TRANSVERSE SECTION or PLKUBOBKACVU
(CTENOPHOJIE).

Eefs. to Noa. in Figs. (I.) 1, feeding organs, with fringe of tentacle*, month, and stomach (thaded) ; 2. flower-like organ* of reprodnctioi
which become detached and swim away, as in Fig. II.; 3, creeping stem. (IV.) 1, polyp suspended within (2) the wimminff-cap ; 3,

its veil. (V.) 1, organs of reproduction on the edge of a septum ; 2, the face of a septum. (VI.) 1, the stomach wall ; 3, the body wmll ;

3. septa joining the walls. (VII., VIII.) 1, mouth ; 2, centre of the stomach ; 3, comb-like locomotive organ*; 4, sack into which thr
tentacles can be withdrawn ; 5, tentacles cut short ; 6, nerve-knot and organ of sense.

tozoa, but also from the fact, that in this class wo find the first

indications of many of the structures which are necessary to,
and acquire such a great development in, tho animals higher than
themselves. Definite membranes, muscular fibre, nervous and
hepatic (liver) tissues are found in some of these animals.
A glance at any of the more common forms, such as arc

represented in Figs. I., II., III., will at onco suggest that
these animals have a mode of prowth and a general form very
similar to the higher forms of vegetables, such as grow in

36 -X.E.

but in another respect the resemblance is better maintained, for

in the centre of the bell there rises a thick club-shaped body.
which may w.-ll represent the clapper. The resemblance to a

plant is maintained throughout the whole of the external form

of thi animal. With a creeping network of roots (if we may
so call them), it encrusts some submarine rock, or stone, or shelL

From this it sends up branching stems, each branch of which is

terminated either with a flower-like cup, which protects a tubular

body with a mouth at its far end, surrounded with, a circlet of
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feelers, or else with a fruit-like rounded organ, which, like a

fruit, eventually drops off when fully developed. It is true that

if we were to attempt to guess at the functions of these organs
from this analogy, we should find these appearances very decep-

tive. These creatures never derive any nutriment through their

roots or stems as plants do, but only through the little mouths
at the ends of the branches. Again, the flower-like heads are

in function rather like leaves than flowers. Nevertheless, what-

ever the function, the general plan of structure and growth is

identical, and the likeness was so marked that naturalists were

long before they would admit that these creatures were not

plants. The animals whose branching stems are so exactly like

to plants and shrubs, are microscopic ; but this same resem-

blance to vegetables is exhibited, though in a less striking form,
in the higher and larger members of the sub-kingdom. If the

reader, while peering into the clear waters of a pool left by the

ebb of a spring tide, should see a rock covered by a multitude

of flower-like heads, each with many circles of purple-tipped
tentacles radiating from a common centre like the anthers of

the wild rose or the buttercup, all of which seem to float and

sway passively with each little eddy he excited, he would cer-

tainly take them for sea flowers. Even the common actinia,

which is left dry on the rock, collapsed into a dome of jelly,

might readily be taken for a flower when, at the first approach
:nf the sea, it expands from this bud-like condition into a spread-

ing disc, fringed not only with tentacles, but with a circular row
of bright blue knobs.

Otherwise well-educated men, who know nothing of the

natural sciences (and the number of these is large), often

declare that the lowest animal is but little removed from the

highest plant. This, however, is a popular error, and the

reverse of this is the case. The true statement is that both

kingdoms start from the same point. The simplest and
lowest forms of both, especially in their immature condition,
are almost identical. At this simplest and earliest stage of

development, the plant makes quite as decided an approach
towards the typical life of an animal as does the animal make
a counter-approach towards the typical life of a vegetable.
The young spore of a conferva (vegetable) is locomotive, and
moves by the same mechanism as a protozoon. Thus the

Rniinal and vegetable kingdoms not only meet at their lowest

point, but the vegetable, so to speak, travels more than half

way to effect the meeting. From this common point of contact
the two kingdoms slowly diverge from one another; but the

divergence is so gradual, the angle of divergence is so small,
that for some distance they move in an almost parallel course.

Now, as the vegetable stops far short of the development
of the animal kingdom, we must look for the parallel to its

higher forms, not in the lowest animals of all, but in those
at some little distance up the scale ; not in the last and
lowest division, Protozoa, but in the penultimate sub-kingdom,
Ccelenterata. It must, however, be remembered that the

analogy to plants is only a parallel. There are no intermediate
forms connecting the most plant-like hydrozoon with the most
coral-like plant. To find the links of the chain of life which
connects them, we must run downward through all the grades
of animal life, to mount up again by the different grades of

vegetable development. We shall find that though there are
fundamental differences, yet the analogy is very strict between
Coelenterata and plants in very many respects.

Though unlimited growth and repetition of parts be the main
characteristic of both Crelenterata and the higher plants, some
of the former are simple enough. Just as the little pasch-
fiower (Anemone pulsatilla) sends up its one blossom in the

grass, so does the little fresh-water hydra extend its few
tentacles around the mouth end of its tubular body, while
it attaches itself, by the other end of the tube, to a water-weed.

This animal is simply a tube or bag, while its tentacles are
narrower tubes, whose hollows communicate with the main
one. These are arranged in a circle round the mouth, which is

ft perforation in the free end of the tube. The bag is flexible,

and composed of two layers of tissue closely adhering to one
another. The stuff of which the bag is made is double, and
the lining is so like the outer stuff, that the bag can be turned
inside out, as Baron Munchausen served the wolf, without

deranging its economy. The long arms sway about in search of

food. Any little animal unfortunate enough to come in con-

iiai t with them, becomes benumbed by some stinging organs

they contain. They then close around tho prey, and press it in

through the mouth into the interior, where its soft parts are

dissolved, and its insoluble part is passed out again by the way
it entered.

This short description leads us to remark upon the character
which cuts off the Ccelenterata from the higher animals. In tho
case mentioned, it will be noticed that the animal is, so to

speak, all stomach. The bounding wall of the stomach is also
the wall of the body. In the higher animals the food cavity is

distinct from the body cavity. These higher animals consist of
a tube within a tube. The nutriment derived from food by
them is strained through the walls of the inner tube, or other-

wise abstracted from it before it can be applied to the main-
tenance of the tissues of their bodies. In all the Coelenterata,
the food tube is not shut off from the cavity of the body. In the

hydra, the stomach is identical with the body cavity ;
in others,

the stomach is continuous with the body cavity, being only par-

tially cut off from it by a circular valve, so that the stomach
acts as a kind of porch or vestibule to detain the food a short

time, and it is then passed on into the lower part of a tube of

equal dimensions. In others, the central stomach divides into

radiating hollows, and these divide and subdivide, and often pro-
duce a network of fine canals. In these the stomach presents
the structure, and has alsw the office of both stomach and
blood system of higher animals. All the animals which have
stomachs such as we have described, belong to the sub-

division of the Coelenterata called Hydrozoa. The other sub-

division, called Actinozoa, presents a different arrangement.
With them, although the stomach freely communicates with tho

body cavity, it is not identical with it, and cannot be said to be
continuous with it. Indeed, these animals show an approach
to a higher grade by having a stomach within the body wall ;

but this tube within a tube is not a perfect one, but opens
below into the general cavity of the body. Also a number of

partitions run from the body wall to the stomach, so as to

maintain the latter in its position, and to divide the body
cavity into compartments. This arrangement is well seen in

Figs. V. and VI.
To return to the Hydrozoa. The simple hydra is a locomotive

tube, but it fixes itself by one end in a temporary manner. This
animal produces young not only from eggs in the ordinary way,
but also by putting forth buds from its sides, which, whilo

attached to the parent, develop mouths and arms, and then,

become separated, being able to live for themselves.

The hydra, therefore, exhibits functions and tendencies which.,

when carried to a greater extent in other species, produce very

many modifications, and these may be grouped under two types,

which, though apparently very different, are, as we shall sec,

closely connected with one another.

1st, tho fixed and branched hydrozoa, with long branching

stem, each of whose heads is veiy like the hydra ; and 2nd, the-

free swimming hydrozoa, which float at large in the ocean, and
have locomotive organs to raise them to the surface and propel
them along.
The animals which range themselves round the first of these

types are the most perfect examples of the vegetative habit.

The home of the Coelenterata is the water, and almost all except

the hydra live exclusively in the salt waters of the ocean. These

faced hydrozoa, of course, need not only an atmosphere of water,

but a bottom whereon to grow. They are to be found around

our coasts, some of them in the pools left by the retreating

tide between high and low-water mark. The dredge has brought

up some of these animals from great depths, and it is probable
that they flourish at still lower levels ; but it is unlikely that,

they could live under the enormous pressure exerted by the over-

lying waters in the profundity of mid-ocean. Most of these plant-

like compound animals are invested with a horny sheath which

covers the stem and branches, so that the beautiful patterns in

which they grow may be preserved after the soft parts of the

animal have been dried up. A collection of such dried specimens

gives a far better idea of the animals than a dry herbarium

gives of the different species of plants ; for the hard parts being

of a stiffer nature, and external instead of internal, the outer

form is far better preserved. Some of these hard sheaths or

skeletons have at the end of each branchlet a little cup which, in

the livf.ig state of the animal, defends the little hydra-like poly-

pite(a,s it is called). In another order the sheath ends abruptly,

allowing the polypite to be protruded nakedly beyond it.
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Tho animals represented by the other typo are far more imlo-

i. They need no Bco-bottom, and are not confined to the

coast, but Huim freely in the Hea fur from any land. The
naturalist who during a sea-voyage has energy enough to con-

;i surface-net and trail it from the vessel's stern in fine

calm weather, ia sure to be rewarded by obtaining many of these

animals. They, however, of coarse, collapse when removed from

Icment, and have to be re-immersed in a pail of water be-

fort) tlioy exhibit their beautiful structure. We have said these

animals swim in mid-ocean ; but how do they swim P They
swim by means of two different kinds of organs, one active and
the other passive. One order is possessed of a float or bladder

which holds air, so that by means of this they can be kept near
the surface while attached to their float, and hanging down from
it either directly or by the intervention of a long living rope,
the polypitoa extend themselves in order to be ready to devour

any small prey with which tbjy or their tentacles come in contact,
as the whole system is drifted by wind and current along the

surface. Other free-swimming hydrozoa have, in addition to or

in lieu of floats, flexible and contractile cups, to the outside of

which the strings of polypites ore slung. These cups the

Animal causes to bo suddenly contracted by bringing the sides of

the cup forcibly together, and ao driving out the water. This

motion causes the cup to be driven in the direction towards
which the bottom of the cup is turned, and so to drag after it

the chain of polypites. The cup is then allowed slowly to dilate

by the elasticity of its substance, and is then again forcibly
contracted. It may bo conjectured that these swimming organs,

though they have a locomotive function, are not used to effect

locomotion in any definite direction, except it be upward or

downward. Xo doubt, the instinct of these creatures, low as it

is, induces them to seek the surface in fine calm weather, and to

sink to stiller depths when rain and storms come. These again

may also be used to effect change of place when the waters are

stagnant ; but, of course, the animals so moved do not pursue
their prey. Trailing as a car from its balloon, these creatures

are floated through the ocean and find their food haphazard.
The question arises, how do these soft and feeble creatures secure

live things which have much greater power of locomotion than

themselves, and whoso struggles, one would think, would be suffi-

cient to tear the delicate arms of their captors quite away ? Their

power of capture is rather chemical than mechanical. All the

Ccelenterata have small organs embedded in their tissues near
the surface, called thread-cells. They are especially numerous in

the tentacles, and consist of small double-walled sacs. The outer

HOC bursts under the slightest excitement or touch, and a long
fine thread, which lay coiled up between the two sacs, and is

attached to the end of the inner sac, is darted forth with a

rapid motion. This thread is a sting which conducts poison
into the body of the animal it touches ; but whether the poison
is contained in the inner sac, and is passed up through tho

thread, or whether it lies between the sacs, does not seem to bo
ascertained. Whatever the method, the fact of the stinging
sensation produced by the thread-cell is demonstrable enough.
Not only are the little animals which come in contact with the

arms of the hydrozoa seen to become benumbed and helpless,

but even upon man the stinging is sometimes severe. One of

the largest of the float-bearing hydrozoa, wlu'ch is a very con-

spicuous object at sea, not only from its comparatively large

size, but also from the beauty of the rainbow tints which shine

forth from its float, is called the Portuguese man-of-war. This

animal furnishes the rough-and-ready seaman with a means of

gratifying his taste for practical jokes. The Portuguese man-
of-war is put in a pail, and the novice is induced to touch it,

when ho not only becomes tho victim of the discharge from the

man-of-war, but also of a broadside of laughter from the crew
pf his own vessel. Aristotle was so well acquainted with the

stinging power of these animals, that he called them Acalephaa

(or nettles).
There ia another order of free-swimming hydrozoa, which

differ from those described in that their swimming cup is single,

and instead of having the living rope with its polypites and
tentacles slung on to its outside, has a single polypite suspended
from the centre of its under or concave side, while the tentacles

are arranged at regular intervals round the margin of the cup.
The mouth of the polypite leads into a central stomach, which
sends out radial canals to run to the margin, and these are there

Connected with a circular canal, which runs round the lip of the

cup. Theo are called Mediuwj, from Medusa, whom Neptene
loved for her golden lock*, which were afterward* converted iato
headed snake*. Whether tho Urge round disc-like bodies of these

creatures, which every one must have Men who ha* been by the
seaside, bent represent the Gorgon before or after the transforma-

tion, must be left to the imagination of each individual. The**
creatures are also remarkable because they present the first

indications of thone organs of senaa which become so com-
plicated in higher animals. Around the margin of the cop or
bell of some Medossa, sometimes sitoated just opposite each

tentacle, and sometimes between these, sometimes protected by
a kind of flap and exposed nakedly on a slight projection,
are found a number of little roundish bodies. These generally
consist of a little vesicle with a nerve ending behind it, and r.

spot of bright-coloured pigment behind this again. Other of
these bodies enclose in a vesicle a little crystal of carbonate ot
lime. It ia thought that the first are adapted to receive im-

pressions of light; and the last, vibrations of sound. In fact, they
are the simplest eyes and ears known in the animal kingdom.

Another order of the hydrozoa are like the simple hydra in

that they have a disc by which they can fix themselves in a

temporary way, but they differ from these animals in that they
possess an organ expanded round the polypite, called an umbrella.

This organ they can use as a swimming organ when they detach
themselves.

Thus the Hydrozoa have been divided into seven orders, thus
defined :

1. Hydridce. Animals characterised by a single locomotive

polypite.
2. Corynidce. Animals, simple or compound, which are fixed,

and have no cups developed from the hard outer layer to protect
the polypitea.

3. SertularidoB. Compound animals, with protective cups to

their polypites.
4. CcdycopharidaB (Cup-bearers). Free-swimming animal*,

with an undivided string of polypites slung to the outside- of

one or more swimming cups.
5. Physophoridce (Float-bearers). Like the last, bat baring

floats.

6. Medu&idee. Animals with a single polypite hanging from
the centre of a large cup-like disc.

7. Lucernaridw. Animals characterised by an umbrella.

These would seem at first sight to be good marked character*,

by which to distinguish the orders ; bat in reality these orders

are only provisional, and their unsatisfactory character will illus-

trate how futile it is to endeavour to classify animals before we
know their whole life-history. It is found that some of tiie

flower-like heads of the orders 2 and 3 become developed into

animals precisely like those belonging to the order 6, and then

drop off and swim away as complete Medusae. Farther, somo
of the order No. 7, which swim freely, give birth to young that

become permanently fixed, and grow for some time like animal*

of the second and third order. The circle of life, howo

completed in both cases, for the free-swimming Medusas have

young which grow into compound animals, like the stock from
which they were derived, and the fixed young of the Luccrnaridar,

when exposed to fresh or unfavourable conditions, have their

tubular bodies transversely divided into a number of saucer,

shaped discs, which one by one become detached, and swim

away to become developed into an umbrella-bearing Luoernarid.

The phenomenon above described is called an "alternation of

genarations," but the phrase is an objectionable one.

In the engraving, two forms (Figs. VH., VTJI.) taken from

the other class, which is called Actinosoa, are given, in ori.-r

to show the contrast between them and the Hydrozoa ; bat we
must leave tho description of them for another lesson.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XVIII.
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE (eontinuI).

RULES ON EXPRESSIVE TONES

Rule 4. Atce has usually a "suppressed" force, a "very
low "

note, and a "
very slow

" movement. Solemnity, rettr-

enc, and sublimity have a " moderate
"

force, a " low
"
noU,

and a "slow movement" All four of these emotions an
nttered with " effusive medial stress," and dwp, but "

pure,"
"
pectoral quality ; "together with a prevalent

" monotone-"
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Note. When great force is expressed in the language, the

tone becomes "loud" in awe.

Example of Awe.

O Thou unutterable Potentate !

Through nature's vast extent, sublimely great !

But here, on these gigantic mountains here,

Thy greatness, glory, wisdom, strength, and spirit,

In terrible sublimity appear !

Thy awe-imposing voice is heard, we hear it !

The Almighty's fearful voice : attend ! It breaks

The silence, and in solemn warning speaks.
Thou breathest ! [ 1 00 ] forest oaks of centuries

Turn their uprooted trunks towards the skies.

Thou thunderest ! [|| 00 =] adamantine mountains break,

Tremble, and totter, and apart are riven !

[ 00 ] At GOD'S almighty will,

The affrighted world falls headlong from its sphere .

Planets, and suns, and sy'stems disappear !

Solemnity.
Father ! thy hand

Eath reared these venerable columns ; Thou
Didst weave this verdant roof. Thou didst look down

Upon the naked earth, and, forthwith, rose

All these fair ranks of trees. They, in thy sun,

Budded, and shook their green leaves in thy breeze,

And shot towards heaven. The century-living crow,
Whose birth was in their tops, grew old and died

Among their branches, till, at last, they stood,

As now they stand, massy and tall and dark,
Fit shrme for humble worshipper to hold

Communion with his Maker !

Reverence.

Oh ! let me often to these solitudes

Retire, aiid in Thy presence reassure

My feeble virtue. Here, its enemies,
The passions, at thy plainer footsteps shrink

And tremble, and are still.

xx 00 =] Be it ours to meditate,
^n these calm shades, Thy milder majesty,

And, to the beautiful oruer of Thy works,
Learn to conform the order of our lives I

Sublimity.

Hail ! holy Light, offspring of heaven first born,

Or, of the Eternal, coeternal beam,

May I express thee unblamed ? since God is Light,
And never but in unapproached light

Dwelt from eternity, dwelt then in thee,

Bright effluence of bright essence increase ;

Or hear'st thou, rather, pure ethereal stream,
Whose fountain who shall tell ? Before the sun,
Before the heavens thou wert, and at the voice

Of God, as with a mantle, didst invest

The rising world of waters, dark and deep,
Won from the void and formless infinite.

Rule 5. Revenge is
" loud

" and " low "
in utterance ; when

deliberate, it is "slow," when violent, it is "quick;" it has

the "medial stress;" and "aspirated," "pectoral," and "gut-
tural quality," combined. It is marked by a prevalent

" down-

ward slide."

Examples.

O'N them, HUSSARS ! Now give them EEIN and HE'EL !

Think of the ORPHANED CHILD, the MURDERED SIRE :

.Earth cries for BLOOD, [ 1 1 ] in THU'NDER on them WHE'SL !

This hour to Europe's fall shall set the TRIUMPH SEAL !

Shylock. There I have another bad match : a BA'NKRUPT, a

PRO'DIGAL, who dare scarce show his head on the Rialto; a

BE'GGAR, that used to come so smug upon the mart : let him loofc to his

BOND : he was wont to call me U'SURER ;
LET HIM LOOK TO HIS BO'ND :

he was wont to lend money for a CHRISTIAN CO'URTESY: LEI
HIM LOOK TO HIS BO'ND!

Rule 6. Scorn, is characterised by "loudness," by drawling
"
slowness," and a tone which, in the emphatic words, begins

on a "high" and slides to a "lew" note; by "thorough
stress," and oftfen a laughing

"
tremor," making the beginning,

the middle, and the end of every emphatic sound distinct,

and prominent, and cutting to the ear. The "quality" of the

voice in this tone is strongly
"
aspirated," but not "

guttural ;"

the "inflection" is usually "falling," but sometimea becomes
the " wave "

or " circumflex."

Examples.

Thou SLA'VE, THOU WRE'TCH, THOU COWARD!
Thou little valiant, great in villainy !

Thou ever strong upon the stronger side I

Thou FORTUNE'S champion, that dost never fight

But when her humorous ladyship is by

To teach thee safety .'

Pale TRE'MBLING, CO'WARD [[Tremor] there I throw my
gage :

By that, and all the rights of knighthood else,

Will I make good against thee, arm to A'RM,
What I have spofce, or thou canst worse devise.

Rule 7. Indignation is marked by full "loudness," "low"
note, and deliberate " slowness ;" a swelling

" medial stress ;"
and the effect arising from the blending of "

pectoral
" and

"guttural" tone, to all the extent consistent with "pure"
"
orotund," in vehement style. The characteristic inflection is

uniform "falling."

Examples.
In this complicated crisis of danger, tcJafcness, and calamity, terrified

and insulted by the neighbouring powers, unable to act in America, or

acting only to be DESTROYED, WHE'RE
||

is the MAN
||
who will venture

to flatter us with the hope of success from perseverance in measures

productive of these dire effects ? Who
|

has the EFFRONTERY to attempt
it ? WHE'RE

||
is that man 1 Let him, if he DA'RE, STAND FORWARD,

and SHOW his FA'CE.

Rule 8. Courage, joy, ardent love, and ardent admiration,
are distinguished by

"
loud,"

"
high," and "

lively
"

utterance ;

swelling "medial stress;" perfectly smooth and "pure"
"
quality

"
of tone ; and frequent

"
falling

"
inflections.

Example of Courage and Ardent Admiration.

Now
|

for the FIGHT ! now
j

for the CA'NNON PEAL !

FO RWARD ! through BLOOD, and TOIL, and CLOUD and FIRE !

Glorious the SHOUT, the SHOCK, the crash of STE'EL,

The VOLLEY'S ROLL, the ROCKET'S BLASTING SPIRE.

Joy.

Thou Child of Joy !

SHOUT round me : let me HE'AR thy shouts, thou luippy

Shepherd Boy !

Ardent Love and Admiration.

Oh ! speak again, bright angel ; for thou art

As glorious to this sight, being o'er my head,
As is a winged messenger of heaven

Unto the white upturned wondering eyes
Of mortals, that fall back to gdze on him,
When he bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds,

And sails upon the bosom of the air.

Rule 9. Excessive grief and sorrow are expressed by "loud,"
"
high," and " slow

"
utterance ;

"
tremor," or " intermittent

stress;" and "pure" "quality," where not interrupted by

sob, or "
aspiration." The "falling inflection" prevails through-

out the utterance of these emotions.

Example.

Capulet. Ha / let me see her : Out, aids ! she's cold;

Her blood is settled ; and her joints are stiff;

Life and these lips have long been separated ;

Death lies on her, like an untimely frost

Upon the sweetest flower of all the field,

jlcciirsed time / unfortunate old man !

Lady Capulet. ACCU'RSED, UNHAPPY, WBE'TCHED, HA'TEITO.

day !

Most MISERABLE hour that e'er time saw,

In lasting labour
|

of his pilgrimage !

But one, poor one, ONE POOR and LOVING CHILD,

But one thing to rejoice and solace in,

And cruel death I hath catc?id it from my sight t

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY XVIII.

To any reader who has carefully studied our lessons on Geo-

metry up to this point, and looked through the table of angles

of regular polygons appended to the last lesson, it will be

obvious that there are various methods of constructing any

regular multilateral figure whose sides and angles are equal

to one another. They may be drawn indeed by the aid of the

protractor only in the first place ; or by meana of the circle and
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protractor, or circle and soalo of chorda in the second placo ;

or, lastly, by a regular process of geometrical construction,

.-lion of the triangle, or trigon, which stands first in

;lar polygons, already referred to, and which
is iii.' .-.1'iiliitoral triangle, has boon explained in Problem XVII.
i \ ..;. I., page 209), and that of the square, or tetragon, in Problem
\\lll. (Vol. I., page 255). As the remarks which will bo made on
the construction of the pentagon by the different methods above
-miiiu>rated will apply equally to those, due regard being had to

the difference in the number of the sides and the opening of the

. nothing more need be said about them except in availing
ourselves of them in the construction of figures whose Rides are

multiples of 3 and 4 ; as the hexagon, the number of whose
sides is 3 x 2, or 6 ; and the octagon, the number of whoso sides

is 4 x 2, or 8 ; any number being a multiple of a lesser number
when it can be divided without a remainder by that number.
This brings us to

PUOBLKM XLVI. To construct a regular pentagon on a given

straight line by the aid of the protractor only.

Let A B (Fig. G5) be the given straight lino on which it is re-

quired to construct a

regular pentagon. Pro-

duce A B indefinitely
both ways to x and T,
and apply the base, or

straight edge of the

protractor, to the

straight line x Y, so

that the mark or notch
in the centre of the

base line shall rest on
the point A. On re-

ferring to the table

given in thelastlesson,
we find that tho "angle

Fig. 65.

of the polygon
"

for tho pentagon, or, in other words, the

angle formed by any two sides of the pentagon, is 108 deg. The
degrees on a protractor are usually marked by tens ; look there-

fore to the left of 90 for 110, and make a mark on your paper
at the extremity of the second line to the right of 110 on the

protractor, which will of course indicate 108. This is represented

by the point z in Fig. 65, the extremity of the fine line on tho
semi-circular arc of the protractor marked 108. Join A z and

produce it indefinitely to P, and along A p sot off A c equal to

A B. Apply the protractor to the straight line A p, so that tho

mark in the centre of its base line may rest on c, as indicated

by the dotted lines in the diagram, and determine the direction

of c Q, and set off along it c D equal to c A or A B. Repeat tho

process to find the point E, and then join E B. The figure
A c D E B is a regular pentagon, and it is described on the given
straight line A B as required.
The process above described applies equally to the construc-

tion of any regular polygon having tho angle of the polygon
expressed in degrees only ; but when the angle of tho polygon
is expressed in degrees and fractional parts of a degree, this

mode of construction would be attended with difficulty and
much uncertainty, unless the protractor were sufficiently large to

admit of minutes being marked along its edge as well as degrees.
For the sake of practice, which alone can ensure accuracy as

well as neatness and nicety in geometrical drawing, the reader

may attempt the construction, by means of the above process,
of all the regular polygons in the table given at the end of the
last lesson, whose angles are expressed in degrees only.
PROBLEM XLVII. To construct a regular pentagon on a given

straight line by the aid of the circle and protractor.
Let A B (Fig. 66) be the given straight line on which it is

required to construct a regular pentagon. Bisect A B in F, and
at the point F draw the straight line F a of indefinite length
at right angles to A B. On referring to the table we find that
each of the angles at the base of the triangles into which tho pen-
tagon may be divided by drawing straight lines from each of its

angles to the centre, or, in other words, half the angle of the

polygon, is 54 degrees. Apply the protractor to the straight
line A B, BO that the mark in the centre of the base line or
chord may rest on A, and set off the straight line A H of inde-

finite length, making on angle of 54 deg. with A B. From the

point K, the point of intersection of tho straight lines A H, F o,
with the radius K A. describe the circle A E D c B, and opening

;

the oompaues to tho extent of the straight line A B, set off the
point** K, D, c, in the circumference of the circle A E DC B. Join
A B, E D, D c and c B. The figure A K D o B U a regular pentagon,
and in described on tho straight line ABM required.

If it be required merely to describe a regular pentagon,
nothing being raid about it*

construction on a given straight
lino, we may proceed in

theJJJJ
following manner : From any

""

point, K (Fig. 66), aa centre,
1'^

with iiny distance, K A, as

radius, describe tho circle ADD.
Join A K, and at the point K, *-

in the straight lino A K, make,
by tho aid of the protractor,
tho angle A K B equal to u.\\ir

angle of 72 deg. This is done
because tho angle at the apex . .

of tho triangles into w.tich a

pentagon may be divided by
drawing straight lines from each of its angles to its centre,
is on angle of 72 deg., as may be seen from the table. Join
A B, and opening the compasses to the extent of A B, set off

tho points E, D, c in the circumference of the circle A D B, aa

before, and join the chords A B, B D, D c, c B, to complete the

pentagon.
This gives us the key to the method of inscribing any regu-

lar polygon in a given circle, or, in other words, the method of

dividing the circumference of a given circle into any number of

equal parts. This method may be generally expressed for any
polygon as follows :

At the centre of tho given circle make an angle containing
the number of degrees in the angle at the apex of the equi-

angular and similar triangles into which the polygon may be
divided by drawing straight lines from each of its angles to it*

centre. Join the points in which the circumference of the
circle is intersected by the legs of the angle, or, in other words,
draw the chord of the arc of the circumference of the circle

intercepted between the legs of the angle. The straight line

thus obtained will be one side of the required polygon, which

may be completed by setting off arcs along the circumference
of the circle, by opening tho compasses to the extent of the
chord of the arc intercepted between the legs of the angle made
at the centre of the given circle, to determine the length of the
side of the required polygon. The polygon is of course finally
finished by drawing tho chords of the arcs thus set off along
tho circumference of the given circle.

The student is recommended to attempt the construction of

all tho polygons named in tho table whose angles are expressed
in terms involving degrees only.
PROBLEM XLVIII. To construct a regular pentagon on a given

straight line without the aid of the protractor and the circle ; that

is, by a regular process of geometrical construction,

Let A B bo tho given straight line on which it is required t

construct a regular pentagon without tho aid of the protractoi
and circle. Produce A B indefinitely both ways to x and T, and
bisect it in c. At the extremity A draw the straight line A r,

of indefinite length,
at right angles to

A B, and along it set

off A E, equal to A B,

am1
, join c E. Then

from c as centre,

with the distance

C B, describe tho

semicircle F B a,

meeting the straight
lino x Y in the points
F and a. From A
as centre, with tho

distance A o, de-

scribe the arc o B,
and from B as cen-

tre, with the distance B F, describe the arc T K, and let the

arcs OH, F K, intersect in tho point t. Bisect the arcs r L,

o L, in the pointa M and N, and join AM, ML, B X, N L. The

figure A B N L M is a regular pentagon, and it is described on the

given straight line A B as required.

Fig. 67,
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PROBLEM XLIX. To construct a regular pentagon by aid of
the circle and tJie scale of chords.

Let x (Fig. 66) represent a scale of chords constructed to

suit the radius of the circle ADB (see Problem XX., Vol. I.,

p. 256), for the purpose of obviating the necessity of making
another figure. Then with K as centre and a distance equal to

the chord of an angle of 60 deg. on the scale, describe the circle

ADB. Apply the compasses to the scale of chords, and open
them to the extent of the space intercepted between x and the
dotted line marked 72 deg., and mark any two points on the

circumference, as A and B, with the compasses opened to the
extent indicated. These are the extremities of an arc, the
chord of which subtends an angle of 72 deg. at the centre, K, of

'the circle ADB. Set off the arcs AE, ED, DC, along the cir-

cumference of the circle and join A E, E D, DC, and c B. The
figure A E D c B is a regular pentagon.
The learner should construct a scale of chords on a large

-scale, if he be not in possession of one, and then draw all the

regular polygons named in the table whose angles are expressed
in terms involving degrees only, according to the process just
described. ^-^ ___

LESSONS IN LATIN. XVIII.
PEEPOSITIONS.

THE Latin prepositions may be divided into two classes, ac-

cording to the cases which they govern or require. Some require
an accusative, others require an ablative case.

PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING THE ACCUSATIVE CASE.

.Ad, to, at.

An'te, before.

Ap'ud, at, near, in the house of, in

the writings of.

Cis or Ci'tra, on this side of.

Cir'ca, around, about (used of both
time and place).

Cir'cum, around (of place only).

Cir'citer, about (of time) .

Con'tra, over against (of place),

against (of hostility). Secun'duni, along.

Er'ga, in regard to. Su'pra, above.

Ex'tra, out of, without (in opposition Trans, across.

to within). TJl'tra, beyond.
In, into. Ver'sus, towards.

Infra, beneath.

Versus stands with ad or in, the accusative being between
the two, thus : in Italiam versus, toward Italy ; ad oceanum
versus, toward the ocean. The ad and in are omitted before
names of cities ; as, Eomam versus, toward Rome.

VOCABULARY.

In'ter, among.
In'tra, within.

Juxta, beside.

Ob, on account of.

Pe'nes, in the power of.

Per, through, by means </.

Post, a/tr.

PrsB'ter, passing by, near.

Pro'po, near.

Prop'ter, on account of.

Anna, -orum
anns.

Caducus, -a, -um, fall-

ing, perishable.

Camelus, -i, m., a

camel.

Causa, -as, f., a cause,
a reason (E. B. to

cause, excuse).

Cometa,-SB, m.,acomet.

Commenioro, 1, 1 men-

tion, speafc of.

Cougrego, 1, I meet

together (E. B. ccm-

gregatio7i).

Depascor, 1, Ifeedupon.

Exspiro, 1, I breathe

out, expire, die.

pi.,
|
Finis, -is, m., an, end.

Galli, -orum, the Gauls,
tJie French.

Generosus, -a,
- -um,

generous.

Metus, -us, m., fear.

Mirabilis, -e, admirable.

Mors, mortis, f.,

death.

Navigatio, -onis, f.,

navigation.

Odium, -i, n., hatred.

Olficium, -i, n., duty
(E. B. ojficial).

Periculosus, -a, -uin,

(E. E.

Pictus, -a, -um, painted

(E. B. picture).

Pluto, -onis, Pluto, the

ruler of the lower re-

gions in classical my-
thology.

Propero, 1, f hasten.

Earitas, -atis, f ., rarity.

Ehenus, -i, m., the

Rhine.

Seges, seggtis, f., afield

of corn.

Species, -ei, f., appear-

a?ice, beauty.

Vestis, -is, f., a gar-
ment (E. E. vest).

Victus, -a, -um, con-

quered.

dangerous

perilous).
"

Piscis, -is, m., a fish.

EXERCISE 69. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Nulla firma amicitia est inter males. 2. Propero ad mortem.

3. Galli habitant trans Bhenum. 4. Nulla habemus arma contra mor-
tem. 5. Vir generosus mitis est erga victos. 6. Cometoe ob raritatem
et speciem sunt mirabiles. 7. Servi parent propter metum, boni

propter officium. 8. Navigatio juxta litus* ssepe est periculosa. 9.

Nemo est beatus ante mortem. 10. Quam ob causam (ob quam causam)
rides ? 11. Infra luna omnia sunt caduca. 12. Multos per annos
(per multos annos) inter barbaros habitas. 13. Plutonis regnurn infra
terrain ponitur. 14. Imperium populorum est penes reges. 15. Pisces
extra aquam exspirant. 16. Bes prater opinionem cadit. 17. Camelus

* By Virgil, and generally in the writings of the Latin poets, this
word is spelt littus.

odium adversus equos gerit. 18. Pictra vestes apud Homerum com-
rnemorantur. 19. Multa animalia congregantur et contra alia dirni-

cant. 20. Hippotamus segetes circa Nilum depascitur.

EXERCISE 70. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. There is no faithful society among the bad. 2. Man has no

arms against death. 3. Beyond death is life. 4. We hasten to the
Ehine. 5. The friends are before the house. 6. My sons are at my
house (apud me). 7. Are your children at your house ? 8. The king
is mild towards the conquered. 9. After death good men are happy.
10. What is (there) below the earth? 11. God is above and through
all things. 12. Men dwell below the clouds. 13. My children are in

my power. 14. In (apud) Cicero are many beautiful sayings (dicta).
15. I love the country on account of thee (on thy account). 16. The
soldiers are within the walls.

PREPOSITIONS WHICH GOVERN THE ABLATIVE CASE.

sonants )

rels >

and qu J

by
or

from.

A, before consonants

Ab, before vowe

Abs, before t an

Ab'sque, without.

Clam, without the knowledge of.

Co'ram, in the presence of.

Cum, with.

De, concerning.

1 >- out of.

E, not before vowels

Ex, before vowels and
consonants.

In, in. [motion).
Prae, be/ore (of place, denoting
Pro, be/ore (of place).

Si'ne, without. [case).

Ten'us, as far as (stands after its

Cum is united with pronouns, thus : te'cum, with thee ; vobis'-

cum, with you; nobis'cum, with us.

VOCABULARY.
Alienus, -a, -um, an-

ther's (E.E. alienate).

Aliquando, adv., some-

times.

Apes, apis, f., a bee.

AquTla, -se, f . ,
an eagle.

Audltus, -us, m., the

hearing.

Aufugio, 3, I flee.

Canto, 1, 1 sing.

Coccyx, -ygis, m., a
cuckoo.

Commeo, 2, I move,

proceed.

Debilito, 1, I weaken.

Dens, dentis, m., a

tooth (E. E. dentist).

Elephantus, -i, m., an

elephant.

Hebesco, 3, 1 grow dull.

Infans, -antis, an infant

Inventus, -a, -um, dis-

covered.

Inventus est, was dis-

covered.

Latro, -onis, m., a rob-

ber.

Metellus, -i, m., Jfetel-

lus, a .Roman com-
mander.

Mori, to die.

Morior, 3, I die.

Nidifico, 1, I build a

nest.

Nidus, -i, m., a nest.

Nihil potest, 7ias no

power.

Occasus, -us, a going
down.

Opes, opum, f., power,

riches, etc. (This
noun is used in the

sing, in the gen.,

ace., and abl. cases

as if from uom. ops,
andwhen used inthe

sing, means aid, as-

sistance.)

Ortus, -us, m., a rising.

Pario, 3, 1 bring forth.

Phoenlces, -um, m., the

PTuznicians.

Possum, I am able.

Potest, is able, has

power.

Eemedium, -i, n., a

remedy (E. B. reme-

dial).

Senectus, -utis, f., old

age.

Sidus, -eris, n., a tar,
a constellation.

Sinus, -us, m., a bosom^
bay, or gulf.

Triumphus, -i, m., *

triumph.

Unquam, ever.

Venenum, -i, n., poison.

Viator, -oris, m., a

traveller.

Visus, -us, m., the

siglit.

Xerxes, -is, m., Xerxes,
a Persian monarch.

EXERCISE 71. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Venenum aliquando est pro remedio. 2. Infans nihil potest sine

aliena ope. 3. Aquilse non nidificant in arboribus. 4. Coccyx parit
in alienis uidis. 5. Senectute hebescunt sensus. 6. Quidam homines
nati sunt cum dentibus. 7. Xerxes cum paucissimis militibus ex
Grrecia aufugit. 8. Metellus elephantos ducit in triumpho. 9. Cantat
coram latrone viator. 10. Sidera ab ortu solis ad occasum commeant.
11. Britannia a Phoenicibus inventa est. 12. Apes sine regina esse non
possunt. 13. Dulce est pro patria mori.

EXERCISE 72. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Is poison ever a remedy ? 2. Xerxes fights in Greece. 3. In old

age the sight and the hearing are weakened. 4. Does the cuckoo
build in another's nest? 5. Thy sister sings before many (persons).
6. They hasten from the west to the east. 7. Coming out of Greece
the army hastens into Italy. 8. Metellus with many soldiers is in

Britain. 9. My son is born without teeth. 10. Is the army without

elephants ? 11. The elephants are led in triumph by the general. 12.

Is it sweet to die for (one's) country ? 13. What are mortals without
the aid of God ? 14. Do all birds build (their) nests in trees ? 15.

The boy is in the house without the knowledge of his father. 16. It

is sweet to see infants happy in the bosom of their mother. 17. Is

thy sister with thee? 18. Without his father the boy has no power.
19. My daughter is with me. 20. How many children are (there)
with you? 21. How many men are there in Britain ?

FORMATION OF WOEDS.
I have thus gone through the several parts of speech in the

Latin language, in a general way, aiming chiefly to make you
familiar with the nouns and adjectives. Before I pass on to

a full treatment of the verb and to the laws of literary combi-

nation comprised under the name of syntax, I wish to show you
bow great is the verbal treasure of which you have laid the
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Anmn/r, adv., lovingly.

Aniabili*, adj., lovable.

Amabiiiter, adr.. loruMy.

Amabtltfax, n., lovalleiiet*.

foundation ; and at tho >ame time to lead you to some ao-

"|ii:iiiitun<v with the manner in which words are formed. Without
here entering into a learned discussion a* to which was the

original part of speech, I Khali take tho verb as containing the

primitive root, and aid you in deducing therefrom other forma.

In the course of the previous lessons you had tho verb amo, /
Now in becoming aware of the meaning of amo, you learnt

the import of all words derived from amo ; thua, taking am or

ama as the root, you are led to

Am or ama, loin.

Amo, v., I low.

Auior, n., low.

A motor, n., a male lover.

Amatrix, n., a female lover.

Then with tho help of prepositions, and in, signifying not, yon
have

Inamabilis. adj., not lovable. Deamo, I love greatly.

Adamo, I begin to love. JBedamo, I love again.

A careful inspection of the list will show yon how one word
ensues from another. Thus, amuhilitus comes immediately from

amabillter, which in its turn comes from amabilia ; and amabilis,
an adjective in bilis, is formed from the stem ama. The root

Ama, am, or ma, is also traceable in other languages, being tho

foundation of nyrrip (mee'-teer), mother, in Greek, whence comes
the Latin mater, which also means a mother. We must not,

however, diverge from our subject. Before you proceed to study
the following lists, you will do well to commit to memory this

LIST OF PREPOSITIONS AS USED IN COMBINATION WITH
VERBS, ETC.

FORMS INTO WHICH THEY PASS.

ab, abs, au.

ac, af, ag, al, an, ap, ar, as, at.

amb, am.

PREPOSITIONS.

A, atcay, from ;

Ad, to ;

Am'bi, on bath sides, round;

An'to, be/ore.

Cir'cum, around;

Cum, with;

Con'tra, against.

Be, doini.

Dis, apart, in different directions;

E, out of, out and out, thoroughly
In, info ,

In'ter, between :

In'tro, within.

Ob, against ;

Per, through, thoroughly ;

Post, after.

PWB, before.

Prse'ter, along, 6y.

Pro, forwards ;

Be, back;

Ke'tro, bacfcirard.

Se, apart.

Sub, under;
Sub'ter, benecth.

Su'per, over.

Trans, across.

Remark that in, not. changes the n like in, into.

FORMATION AND CONNECTION OF WORDS.

circun, circu.

oo, cog, col, com, con, cor.

di, dif, dir.

ex, ef.

1. il, im, ir.

intel.

o, oc, of, og, op, os.

pe, pel.

prod, pol, por.
red.

BU, sue, suf, sug, sul, sum, sup, sur.

LAUD (PRAISE).

Laudo, I prwue.

Laudate,

Laudatto, a praising.

Laudator, a wvl prauer.
Lauduf ris, female prauer.

Laudabifo, praiseworthy.

Laudabiliter, in praiseworthy
manner.

/llaudo, I pmi greatly.

-AriaudabtUe, toortAy of great praise.

Collaudo, I praise tn eeveral respects.

Collaudntio, great praising.

Collaudafor, a great praieer.

Colluudufu'li'n, worthy of praiee in

several n-specte.

Jllaudabilix, not worthy of praise.

Perlaudabtlu, worthy of great praise.

DOCE (TEACH).

Doceo, I teach.

Docenter, in the way of teaching.

Docttu, taught, learned.

Docte, learnedly.

Doctor, a teacher.

Doctmia, teaching.

Documenturn, a proof.

Docilu, teachable.

Doctlitu.% tcachablenet*.

Indocilie, unteachable.

Indocii/ilita.i, unteachabUnM.

Xddocco, I teach thoroughly.

Condoceo, I teach together, rerotM.

Dcdoceo, I unteach, that i, I cauM
to forget or renounce.

Bdoceo, I t<ach out and out, ""by

heart."

Perdoceo, I teach thoroughly.

OIXN or ORNA (ADOEH).

Orno, T adorn.

Ornate, ornamentally.

Ornatto, an adorning.

Omator, a male adonwr.

Ornatri*. a female adorw.
Ornamentum, on ornament.

Adorno, I adorn greatly.

AdonuJLe, very ornamentally.

jrorno, / adorn completely.

oruatj, a complete adorning.

Fcornator, a male decorator.

Jnornatue, itnadonid.

Perorno, Z adorn thoroughly.

MOVE (MOVE).

Motor,
Mote, /

MoMU, m***U.

MoMUtor,

Immobility,
^dmoToo, I mow to.

Admolw, a moving to

Atnavoo, I move

Commoveo. /

Cotnmotio. a eommotto*.

Demorco, / mot dotcm.

Dimoreo, I uparaU fty otaf.
Promoreo, / move /one*rd.

Moveo, I mote.

Motio, a moving.

Motiu, motion or movement.

Now from these instances you may infer what number of

words you have already come into contact with. If in thaM
lessons you have had 1,000 Latin words, you hare obtained a
clue to the import of some 10,000 Latin word*, and require

only a little reflection to aid you to a full perception of them
and of their signification.

I advise you to prosecute your studies now on your own
basis, while at the same time you go forward with me. The

way in which you may assist yourself is this : procure a Latin

dictionary, and write out lists of connected words according to

the models just given. With a little care you will be able to find

tho words in the dictionary. If you use a good dictionary, you
will make few mistakes. Having made a list, commit it to

memory. Then make and learn others in succession. In this

way you will learn not only the Latin, but a good deal of philo-

logy, or the science of language ; and your progress will be

rapid as well as sure.

You may perhaps bo thinking what dictionary to purchase.
The best and cheapest that you can buy is

"
Cassell's Latin-

English and English-Latin Dictionary," which contains an in-

credible amount of useful information. The price of this useful

volume is 3s. 6d.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XVII.

(Vol. II., p. 122.)

EXERCISE 67. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. What o'clock is it? 2. It is ten o'clock. 3. Li it ix o'clock?

4. It is five o'clock. 5. The year in which we BOW lire (ririmtu) is

the one thousand eight hundred and sixty-eighth since tba birth of

Christ. 6. My father is in his sixty-fourth year. 7. Tour sister is in

her sixty-third year. 8. My mother is in her fifty-eighth year. 9.

Your father is in his fifty-eighth year. 10. The elder brother is iatts

thirty-third year. 11. The younger brother is in his twenty-second

year. 12. The elder sister is in her twenty-eighth year. IS. The

younger sister is in her twentieth year. 14. There are a flmiissiiil

soldiers in the city. 15. Two thousand enemies besiege the city. 1&
One thing (aliud.i pleases one person, another (thing pleases) snother.

17. One thing displeases one person, another (thing displeases) snotfcsr.

18. The soldiers of each army are very brave. 19. Each is a vice, both

to believe everything, and nothing. 20. The perfidious man
confidence in scarcely any one. 21. Tho friendship of one faithful

bos more worth than the society of many unfaithful. 23. The

power of virtue is known to the wise man only. 23. The
of the whole city are joyful concerning the victory of the army. Si.

The life of no man is in every respect happy. 25. I have two friends, sad
I love both greatly. 26. My friend has two sons and two dsnghssrs.

EXERCISE 68. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Decem milia mih'tes hostinm in patriam inrumpunt. S. Mills

milites urbem defendant. 3. Urbs a duobus millibus quingentfs mili-

tum defonditur. 4. Duodetriginta milia equitum, et

quingenti peditum patriam defendant. 5. Pater metis agJt

quintum ct septuagesimum. 6. Mater me* agit

tertiuin. 7. Frater meus major natn agit annum septum et tricseinrom.

8. Frater meus minor natu agit annum tricesimum. 9. Soror mes

major natu agit annum trioesimum quartum. 10. Soror I

agit annum duodevioesimnm. IL Quota bora est? 12. Ui
13. Quid annum agis ? 14. Ago annum altorum et

15. HabemuH fidem ueutri, neque infido neqoe assentatori. 16. Nil

vita est beatior quarn sspientis. 17. Pater ambulat cum dnobos tnis

et duabus filiabus. 18. Duo fldi amici sunt una anima in doobos ear-

poribus. 19. Alia aliis plaoeut. 20. Aliud alii displioet. XL
totius vita est moderator.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XVIII.
SECTION XXXIII. LEGUMINOS.S:, OK THE LEGUMINOUS

TRIBE (continued).

THE order Leguminosae is that beyond all others which furnishes

the greatest number and variety of

substances useful in medicine, do-

mestic economy, and the industrial

arts. Many possess a saccharine

principle which pervades their roots,
1

the stem and leaves containing but

little. Of this kind is the liquorice

(Glycyrrliiza glabra).
The confection used in medicine

for disguising the flavour of any dis-

agreeable preparation and for coughs
is prepared in Spain from the rhi-

zomes of the Glycyrrhiza glabra, and
in Italy from the roots of the Gly-

cyrr'fviza echinata. Many acres at

Mitcham, in Surrey, and Pontefract,

in Yorkshire, are devoted to the cul-

ture of the former plant. The sweet

taste is due to the presence of a kind

of sugar, to which the name of gly-

cyrrhizin has been given, and which

cannot be crystallised like the sugar
obtained from the sugar-cane, maple,

beet, and other sugar-yielding plants.

It should be said that liquorice is

used in great quantities by brewers

for giving a
dark colour

to porter.
The leaves

of some of

theLegumi-
nosae fur-

nish us with
a very valu-

able medi-
cine.

These are
known as

the Cassia

officinalis
and its va-

rieties, Cas-

sia, lanceo-

lata, Cassia

obovata,a,n<l

Cossia acu-

tifolia, the

leaves of

which,when
dried, fur-

nish the
mild purga-
tive called

senna. In

Fig. 164 we
give arepre-
sentation of

the leaves,

blossom,
and bud of

the Cassia

fl.oribunda,

or the bundle-flowered cassia, a pretty annual which bears a

yellow flower.

Certain species possess roots furnished with tubers containing
starch and sugar. Of this kind is the alhagi of the Moors

(Alhagi Maurorum), a native of Asia and tropical Africa. In

Persia this vegetable exudes from its stem a delicate manna.
The fruits and seeds of many of the Leguminosse, such as the

haricot bean, gathered before maturity, contain mucilage and
sngar ;

and thus furnish us with an article of vegetable food. If

they arc allowed to gvcw quite ripe, the "3ed becomes highly

164 THE BUNDLE-FLOWERED CASSIA (CASSIA FLORIBUNDA). 165. BLOSSOMS AND LEAVES OF THE LOGWOOD TREE

(H.EMATOXYLON CAMFECHIANUM). 16(5. EVERLASTIMJ PEA (LATIIYKUS LATHOLITJS).

charged with starch, and is used as food in another form. Th/>

peas and beans of our gardens may be considered as exclusively
belonging to temperate climates. Tropical regions, neverthe-

less, have their papilionaceous substitutes. Amongst the most
remarkable of these is the underground bean of Brazil (Arachis

hypogoea), an annual plant, the fruits

of which, very soon after impregna-
tion, elongates downwards, penetrates
below the earth, and buries itself

some two or three inches deep. The
fruit having thus dug its own grave,

ripens in this curious position, and

produces oily seeds, which are eaten

In the greater number of the spe-

cies the ripe pod-husk is tough and

leathery. In the carob bean, how-

ever, it is soft and good to eat. The
carob bean (Ceratonia siliqua) is a

very common tree on the shores of

the Mediterranean, and its pulpy
saccharine fruit is eagerly eaten by
animals. It is supposed by some
that the denomination carat weight*

equal to 3* grains troy, employed by
jewellers for weighing diamonds, etc.,

is derived from the seeds of thia

plant: it is more probable, how-

ever, that it is taken from the term

carat, a name originally given to the

seeds of the Abyssinian coral flower,
or coral tree (Erythrina Abyssinica).

The seeds of

this plant
are very
small and
uniform in

size and
weight.

Many Pa.

pilionacea}
have a mu-

cilaginous
saccharine

stem,slight-

ly bitter and
aromatic,
and yield-

ing excel-

lent pastur-

age. Fore-

most in this

list are the

vetches, tre-

foils, clo-

vers, andlu-

cernes. The
f e n u g r eek
diffuses a.

somewhat
disagree-
able odour,

yet its seeds

are held in

great esti-

mation by
Turkish la-

dies, with

whom ex

treme fatness is considered as the greatest point of personal

beauty.
The delicious Tonqnin bean (Dipteryx odorata) nsed by per-

fumers, and also by snuff-makers for scenting snuff, owes its

distinctive characteristic to the presence of a sort of volatile

oil, named by the chemists coumarine.

Among the Papilionacece that are more ornamental than useful

may be named the sweet pea (Lathyrus odoratus), a favourite

hardy, climbing annual, and the deciduous climber known as

the everlasting pea (Lathyrus lattfoiius), The peculiar paja-
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green leaves and pink blossoms of thin plant are admirably
render. r form and manner of growth aro con-

cerned, in Fig. 1 GO. Tho garden peas that aro grown for tho table

aro variutir- , or common cultivated pea.

y of tho Leguminosno of the Old
AY.. rid i-<.iit;iiti an astringent juico,

whirl;, ln-intf caused to flow from in-

- and dried, becomes hardened

int> Hulistances employed in modicine

:uid t'.i.

Several Ani'-rioan species aro used for

;; for example, tho so-culled Brazil

! mimbuco wood is tho produce of

a leguminous plant, the Ccesalpinia echi-

.iata. Sappan wood (Coualpinia Sappan)
is another, as in liko manner is logwood

'on CatnpecManum, Fig. 165),

and rod sandal-wood (Pterocarpus santa-
i

. Bnt assuredly the most impor-
tant of all the leguminous dye materials

ligo (Fig. 167), tho produce of tho

.id, a native of tropical

hut now cultivated in many other

tropical regions. Blue indigo, however,
does not exist ready formed in the in-

digo plant, but is procured from it by
submitting the plants to a sort of fer-

mentation. The chemical nature of

indigo is very peculiar, differing from all

other dye-stuffs, and does not admit of

being explained in few words. Tho

method, however, of preparing indigo
blue may be described briefly as fol-

lows : The plant, when sufficiently

grown for the purpose, is pulled up and

steeped in water, as we steep
flax for the preparation of linen

yarn, until fermentation takes

place. A yellow solution is thus

procured, which is drawn off

from the decaying vegetable

matter, and exposed to the air.

In course of time a precipitate
of a dark-blue colour is ob-

tained the indigo of commerce
which is dried and pressed

into lumps for exportation. In-

digo is obtained principally from
Hindoston and the islands of

the Eastern Archipelago. The

plant is also cultivated in Cen-

tral America.
The so-called aloes wood is a

resinous aromatic wood fur-

nished by a leguminous treo

which grows in certain moun-
tainous regions of Cochin China.

Its botanical name is Aloexylon

Agallochum.
Copal resin, a valuable con-

stituent of many varnishes, is

the produce of a leguminous ve-

getable, of which the name and
even the true locality were long
unknown. The tree yielding it

is now demonstrated to be tho

Bymenaea vcrrucosa, a native of

Madagascar, and called by tho

natives Tanrouk-rovki. Balm
of Peru, balsam of tolu, and
gum tragocwith, are also the produce of various species of

Leguminoso3. This is a long list of products of plants used in

medicine and dyeing, but we might fill whole pages in this way,
so fertile in medicinal products ore tho Lcguminoeae. Suffice it

to say, that tamarinds, cassia, senna, gum-arabic, and catechu

(one sort), are all the produce of vegetables belonging to this

natural order. None of these medicinal and highly odorous spe-
cies are natives of our temperate dime, or admit of being grown

167. THE INDIGO PLANT (IXDIGOFERA TIXCTORIA). 168. TEX

BUGLOSS, OR OX-TONGUE (AXCHU8A OFFICINALIS) .

there except in hot-home*
; but we have, at Iwut- the AJfcgfa.

bloMomed, odour-diffusing tweet pea.
SECT. XniV.-BOBAOINA<;K^:, OB THE BORAOE TI:

Although it will be impossible in this work to do more b%n
mention the names of many nasurat or-
ders of plants, a detailed list of which
will be given in a tabular form at tho
end of these lessons, yet we may find

space for a description of the order
which contains that universal fav
the myosotis, or forget-me-not
teristiri : Calyx free, with five divisions ;

corolla hypogynons, monopetaloas,rega.
lar five lobed; stamens five, inserted on
the tube of the corolla alternate with toe-

divisions ; carpels four, style one ; seeds
one in each carpel, dicotyledonous, little

or no albumen ; radicle superior.
This is the tribe of plants which LIB-

naras termed Atpcrifolia, on account of

the hair-like projectionx with which their

leaves and stems aro studded. Promi-
nent among these vegetables is bo:

hence the modern term Boraginaceae,
now applied to the order.

Remark the peculiar fashion in which
tho flowers of a forget-me-not gro.
The stem which bears them is coiled np
like the main-spring of a watch, and aa
the flowers grow the coils unfold. This
kind of inflorescence is denominated by
the botanist gyrate, from the Latin

gyro, to move in a circle, and is as dis-

tinctive of the borage tribe and certain

allies as the minute characteristics enu-
merated in our definition.

Let us now pay attention to

the flower. The calyx consists

of five sepals, which remain

joined to each other to the ex-

tent of half the flower, thui

constituting the tube. The
border of the corolla is also di-

vided into five lobes. Lastly,
we observe five stamens and an

ovary, from which springs one

style, terminated by a double

stigma. In correspondence with
four lobes of the ovary, we ob-

serve four nut-like bodies which

used to be mistaken for seeds,

but are really fruits. The pecu-
liarities of the fruit and the inflo-

rescence (gyrate) are the grand
distinctive characteristics of

the borage natural order, the
members of which are all harm-

less, and many of them the

sources of valuable dyeing ma-
terials. We insert a drawing

(Fig. 168) of the bugloss or ox-

tongue (Anchusa officinal**), a
plant belonging to this order.

A decoction of the roots oi

the bugloss was once much used

as a demulcent drink. From
the roots of another plant of this

order, called the alkanet (An-
chusa tinctoria), a resinous dye
of a red colour is obtained. The

borage (Borago officinalis), from which, as we have said, the name

of the order is taken, ia supposed to possess some cooling pro-

perty, and its leaves and flowers are often put into "oool tan-

kards," or drinks made of wine, water, sugar, ind lemons. The

young leaves may be used in salads, or they may be boiled and

cnten like spinach. The blossoms of plants belonging to the

borage tribe are, for the most part, of a beautiful bind of a

deeper tint fhp-n the flowers of tho forget-me-not.
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LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. IX.

MEMOEANDA OF TRANSACTIONS (continued).

April 29th.

Accepted a Bill drawn by Oviugton and Co.,

No. 6, payable to Spicer and Co., due at 3 months

30th.

Sold at Liverpool, per Thomas Jones,
30 bags of Demerara Cotton (on credit)

Net 9218 Ibs. at 9d. per Ib

His Commission and other expenses . .

245 8

345 13 6

8 12 10

30th.

Took out of Cash for my Private Account

May 2nd.

Sold to Lloyd and Co., of Manchester,
16 bags of Berbice Cotton (on credit)
Net 4960 Ibs. at lOjd. per Ib.

Incidental expenses ....

337 8

900

217

18 10

3rd.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank

3rd.

Paid Bill, No. 2, drawn by Andrews and Co.

4th.

Sold at Liverpool, per Thomas Jones,
24 bags of Madras Cotton (ou credit)

Net 8484 Ibs. at 7d. per Ib. .

His Commission and other expenses .

217 18 10

340 C

327 5

247 9

6 3 10

5th.

Sold to Powell and Co., of Manchester,
22 bags of Maranham Cotton (on credit)
Net 7166 Ibs. at lOd. per Ib.

Incidental expenses ....

241 5 2

298 11 8156

6th.

Beceived of Thomas Jones, of Liverpool,
The following Eeraittances in Bills :

No. 6, drawn on Abrahams and Co.
,
due June 6th

No. 7, drawn on Welch and Co., due May 29th .

9th.

Eeceived of Lloyd and Co., of Manchester,
Bill No. 8, drawn on Barclay and Co., due June 1st

10th.

Beceived in Cash for Bill No. 4, Parker and Co. .

llth.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash....
llth.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

12th.

Eeceived of Thomas Jones, of Liverpool,
The following Eemittances in Bills :

No. 9, drawn on Lubbock and Co., due June 16th
No. 10, Payne and Co., 18th

13th.

Bought of Stevenson and Co., of Liverpool,
On account of Perkins and Co. , of London,
30 bags of New Orleans Cotton, value

My Commission and other expenses . . .

14th.

Keceived of Thomas Jones, of Liverpool,
The following Eemittances in Bills :

No. 11, drawn on Smith and Co., due June 12th
No. 12, Baring and Co., 21st

15th.

Eeceived of Powell and Co., of Manchester,
The following Eemittances in Bills :

No. 13, drawn on Wagnall and Co., due June 26th
No. 14, Margetson and Co., 30th

299 17 2

113 1

100

217 18 10

190 10 6

10

180

300

37 8

212 6 8568

200

41 5 2

100

199 17 2

May 15th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 2, Warwick and Co.

15th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank

16th.

Bought of Stewart and Co., of Liverpool,
Ou account of Perkins and Co., of London,
40 bags of Sea-Island Cotton, value . . .

My Commission and other expenses . . .

20th.

Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank .

20th.

Eemitted in Cash to Stevenson and Co., Liverpool,
On account of Perkins and Co., London,
For Cotton bought on ika 13th inst. . .

25th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 3, Thiselton and Co.

25th.

Discounted and received in Cash for Bills,

No. 8, Barclay and Co., due June 1st . .

No. 9, Lnbbock and Co., 16th
Paid for discount on the Bills ....

25th.

Eemitted in Cash to Stewart nud Co., Liverpool,
On account of Perkrus and Co., London,
For Cotton bought on the 16th inst. .

27th.

Sold Brown and Smith, London,
12 bales Madras Cotton, for Cash,
Net 3896 Ibs. at 6d. per Ib

27th.

Eeceived of Brown and Smith, London,
For Cotton sold to them this day . . .

29th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

29th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 7, Welch and Co.

30th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

31st.

Eeceived of Perkins and Co., London, 4 Bills, viz.,
No. 15, drawn on Warner and Co., due June 7th

16,

17,

18,

Eussell and Co.,

Payne and Co.,
Alexander and Co.

10th
15th
28th

June 1st.

Sold to Powell and Co., of Manchester,
24 bags of Demerara Cotton (on credit)
Net 7362 Ibs. at lOd. per Ib. .

Incidental expenses ...
3rd.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 5, Baring and Co. .

3rd.
Drew out of the London and Westminster Bank .

3rd.

Paid Bill No. 3, Smith and Co

5th.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash....
6th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 6, Abrahams and Co.

6th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

7th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 15, Warner and Co.

7th.

Deposited in the London and Westminster Bank .

10th.

Eeceived in Cash for Bill No. 16, Eussell and Co.

120 10

120

610 19 4

15 19 2

210

212 6 &

102 19 10

217 18 10

300

1 2 3

610 19 4

97 8

97 8

103

100

100

200

200

375 10

47 16

308 15

1 10

303 5

36 10

103 ft

135 18 9

10

113 1

100

200

200

200
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Llo>d uud Co.,

121

Received in Cash for Bill No. It, S

IK

Deposited iu the London and Westi

151

Received in Cash for Bill No. 17, Pi

m
Took out of Cash for my Private Account .

15th.

Deposited in the London and Westmio

16th.

Received in Cosh for Bill No. 1, AJlisoi

16th.

Deposited in the London and Westmiu

18th.

Received in Cosh for Bill No. 10, Payn

18th.

Deposited in tho London and Woatmin

21st.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 12, Burin

21st.

Deposited in the London and Westmin

26th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 13, Wagi

26th.

Deposited in the London and Westmin

28th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 18, Alexi

30th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 14, Marg

30th.

Deposited in the London and Westmin

30th.

Made up the account of Petty Cash from January 1st

to this day .

30th.

Estimated my unsold Cotton at prime cost, as follows,
on taking a General Balance this day :

12 bags of Madras Cotton
Net 4004 Ibs. at 4$d. per Ib

10th.
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RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

JDurd; ttefe tyofyle affe mujj er Through this hollow way must
fommen. (cfjiltcr.) he come.

3 giebt fcinen fd;u'nercn ilot, alS There is not a nobler death

ten fur's than that for one's country.

are able to do nothing

To combat against our own
heart is difficult.

)6,ne tic J&ulfe otteS scrmo'gen Without the help of God we
im'r nid;tS ju tfyun.

egen unfer ei'gencS erj u fSm

pfen ift fd)ter.

EXERCISE 106.

1. JDurd; tiefen 2Balb ift ntd)t 511
fontmen. 2. JDtefe 23riefe crbielt id;

Beute 2Jiorgen turd; etnen guten JBcfanntcn. 3. en gtufj entlang fat;

man tic fdjimmernten JRuflungen ter gctnte. 4. gut etnen greunb mitp

man 2l(leS aufjuopfern berett fctn. 5. gur tiefeS SSetragen beftrafte ter

SSater ten .Rnaben. 6. 9)lan rtcbtetc tie Jlanonen gegen tie Statt. 7. !u

bift in neucrer 3eit nidjjt mef;r fo offen gegen mid), al3 eS fritter ter gall

roar. 8. 35ie getnte erfcboffen tie efangenen alle oft,ne SluSno^me. 9.

>fyne tie S)ah>ifcb.entunft teS 33ater3 fatten tie Winter ein grofjeS Unglucf

anrtcfyten Ibnncn. 10. >6.ne 3u>eife( njirt metn gvcitnb I)eutc l;ier eintreffen.

11. Urn tic SSeforgniffe ter 2Rutter ntd;t nod) mcl;r ju erf;ol)cn, fagte er i^r

nicbt in alien turfen tie 28aljrf;ett. 12. llm ten JBcft^ d;Ieften3 ful;rte

3J?arta Xljerefta, J?atfertn son SDftrctrf;, fteben 3at)re lang JJrteg mit

grtebrtd; II., ^ontg son ^rcttfjen. 13. cgcn btcfe Jlranfl;eit gtbt eS fetne

2lrjenci.
EXERCISE 107.

1. Nothing is done but through the permission of God. 2.

The power of God is known throughout the world. 3. The
French revolution in the last century shook the whole of Europe.
4. Several days ago I took a walk along the Rhine from

Coblenz to Lahnstein. 5. Without doubt, thou wilt ask me for

my opinion. 6. This lady is dressed after the French fashion.

7. I have gained nothing by his losses. 8. They all went into

the country except two. 9. The ship in which we were had
wind and tide against her. 10. I have seen all the villages

about Paris. 11. He undertook the work for me. 12. He
walked along the shore.

SECTION LVI. PREPOSITIONS REQUIRING THE
DATIVE OR ACCUSATIVE.

The prepositions auf, fytnter, fiber, etc. ( 115, 116) are con-

strued with the dative or accusative ; with the dative in answer

fco the question where? with the accusative in answer to the

question wliere to ? as : 2Btr roolmen auf bcm Sanbe, we reside in

the country. 2)cr 2ftatrefe flettcrt auf bie @pi&e beS 3ftafte$, the sailor

climbs up to the top of the mast. Obgletd) er 'ttefe 3tanfe fytntcr

metnem 9Mcfen fcbmtetete, fo fam id) tennocb bait Ijtnter ttcfelbcn unb

cercttette fte, although he fabricated (forged) these tricks behind

my back, I soon got (came) (Sect. XXVIII. 1) behind them (the

same) and frustrated them, in enritter fwngt uter ter <2tatt, a
thunderstorm is hanging over the town, llcber ttefcn egenftanb

mocfjte id; gern cine Siebc fatten, upon this subject I would fain make
(hold) a speech.

VOCABULARY.

Sln'fpannen, to harness
]

(to).

2lrm, m. arm.

Winter, behind.

Sungcr, m. disciple.

JTnurfen, to unite,

join closely.

Saute, /. lute.

Steb, dear, beloved.

9JJafd;i'ne, /. machine.

iDJauer, /. wall.

S^ebcn, by, near.

RESUME OP EXAMPLES.

0ltd;t on ten SBorten, fontern an

ten Sljatcn erfcnnt' man ten

3Kenfd;en.

Sufrie'tenfjett unt grcu'ttgfeit fnu^

fen fid; an taS S3ctt>uj;t'fctn, red;t

gefyan'teCt

DueKe, /. spring,
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. X VIII.

MOW KNtil.AM) AM) SCOTLAND BECAME ONE.-PABT I.

"
\\ IIII.K an hundred Soots are loft to resist, they will fight for

tin- Hi" Tty Unit is dearer to them than life." Thus spoke the

i n. it ion by the mouths of eight earls, thirty-one baron*,
:m.l nil i In- '-rreat officers of the Crown, assembled at Arbroath,
in Ajui'i, 1 iJO, when they sent a letter to the Pope of Rome
(,I..hii XXII.), in answer to his bull requiring them to yield obe-

to that English king (Edward II.), whom they had driven

with xhamo and confusion from Bannockburn. With words

expressive of the same indomitable liberty have the Scottish

people ever spoken, when it has been a question of their free-

ili'i-i. political, social, or religious ;
and may the day be far dis-

tant when they shall abate cue iota of the high-mettled courage
which enabled them thus to speak to the most powerful and
most dreaded potentate at that time on the earth. Let us

examine the circumstances under which the words above-
mentioned were spoken, and then trace out the history of

the nation which spoke them, until it became blended in the

history of its southern neighbour, England.
We have only to look at the earlier ballads of England and

Scotland to see how continuous and bitter was formerly the

hostility which existed between the two countries. The most

spirit-stirring of them are those in which the feats of arms of

favourite heroes on both sides are commemorated with how
much exaggeration on the one hand, and unfriendly depreciation
on the other, it is not necessary to say. When international

rancour, unmeaning as it was violent, ran high, and was handed
down from father to son as a sacred flame which was never to

bo allowed to go out ; when feuds were family property, and
were cherished with as much tenderness as the family honour, it

is only to be expected that some signs of them should find their

way into the popular songs and ballads. And in effect the

popular songs and ballads are full of such signs, of stories how
this chief

" drove a prey
"

into Northumberland, and of how
" the stout Earl of Northumberland "

returned the compliment
by harrying the border with aa many rough-riders as could

be induced to bear the loose discipline of the northern wars.
Who has not heard or read of Chevy Chase, of Otterbnrn, of

Adam Bell and Clym of the Clough, of William of Cloudesley,
and many more whose names are enshrined in the deathless

ballads of their respective countries ? These are all signs of

he bygone times, of days which are happily past for ever ;

days of great trial and tribulation, but days also in which was
nursed with steady care that spirit of bold courage and of

fearless outspokenness which breathed in the words at the head
of this article.

The two people contiguous, yet essentially distinct, it must
needs have been that in barbarous times their essential distinc-

tiveness should be shown barbarously. Springing from different

races, or at least from different branches of the same race, with

scarcely anything in common except their form of government
and their religion and even here there was not perfect

uniformity there must have been frequent occasions on which
the national feelings of hostility found vent. The histories of

England and Scotland for many years are taken up with little

else than detailed accounts of those scenes in which the heroes
commemorated in the ballads took part. The border land,
indicated by the Cheviot Hills, and extending from Berwick-on-
Tweed on the one side, to the Solway Frith on the other, was a
theatre of never-ending war. The Scotch Earl Douglas was
guardian of the border on the Scottish side, and the Percys, Earls
of Northumberland, were wardens of the Marches on the English
aide ; and these noblemen, without waiting for any ceremonious
declaration of war, were wont, whenever they felt disposed to

the exorcise, to try conclusions for the honour of their country,
themselves, their lady-love, or anything or anybody else, to

open unexpectedly a little war on their own account. Thus
does Shakespeare make Prince Henry (afterwards Henry V.)

apeak of Percy,
" The Hotspur of the north ; he that kills me

some six or seven dozen of Scots at a breakfast, washes his

hands, and says to his wife,
' Fie upon this quiet life ! I want

work.' ' O my sweet Harry,' says she,
' how many hast thou

killed to-day P
' ' Give my roan horse a drench,' says he, and

answers ' Some fourteen,' an honr after ;

' a trifle, a trifle.'
"

Les?er chiefs, living in strongholds, some of which remain to
this day, followed suit ; and, moved by less noble instincts by

hunger, by greed, by bloodthirstiness par* and simple inflicted
enormouH injury in thuir expedition*, which often extended far
into the limit* of either country. The damage done by thtso
freebooters was not confined to the death and destruction
which ever marked their advance or retreat ; it was impossible
that any sense of security, or that any of those national blessings
which are attendant upon it, could hare place while snob things
were done ; and each new raid only famished material for
new disturbances by arousing in the minds of the spoiled a
spirit of revenge and a sort of last for retaliation, which were
the fruitful source of bitter troubles to be. There was always
war upon the border, which was a nursery for soldiers, nnd
where the discipline among those who were nominally in the

king's service must have been pretty severe. At least it most
have been so in the time of Henry VIII., if we may judge from
the order which was sent from the Privy Council to the general
commanding in the north, when the Council wanted to punish
Alderman Reed, citizen of London, for refusing to subscribe to a
forced loan. The alderman was sent down to Sir Ralph Ewer,
Henry's general, with a letter in which Sir Ralph was directed,
in order to punish the man for resisting an illegal tax, to subject
him to " the strong discipline militar of the northern war."

Though war was constantly going on at the border, it was,
unfortunately, not confined to it. Whenever the Plantagenet
kings of England had time ; whenever they had no other big foe
on hand no Frenchmen, Flemings, or Spaniards to fight ; when-
ever they had an exchequer that would bear the cost ; whenever

they wanted to divert into a foreign channel activity and energy
that would have been troublesome to them at home, they picked
a quarrel with the King of Scotland, and invaded his kingdom.
Pretexts were never wanting, whether they arose out of inci-

dents connected with the border warfare, or whether they had
an origin more general and national ; and the war, when under-

taken, was always of the bloodiest and most ruinous kind, both
to assailant and defender. One pretext there was to which a
semblance of right attached, after the treaty made at Falaise in

Normandy, in December, 1174, between King William of Scot-

land and Henry II. of England, a pretext of which the kings of

England always availed themselves when all other excuses failed.

The Scottish kings were nominal lords of Cumberland and
Northumberland, by virtue of a grant made in Anglo-Saxon

|

times by the earl of those parts, and for the two counties the

|
king of England required his royal neighbour to do homage
and swear to be his liegeman. Whenever this demand,
because made roughly by design, or because it was disputed,
was not complied with, the English king declared his vassal

contumacious, and led an army into his territory to reduce him
to obedience. Sometimes the fortune of war inclined to one

side, sometimes to the other ; but the more frequent course was
for the English king or his lieutenant to march a certain dis-

tance into Scotland, killing, burning, and destroying en route,

and then the Scotch having taken to the hills, whither the

enemy could not follow them, but from which they could easily

annoy and harass the enemy, the English troops would return,
with little to compensate them for having gone so far into a

poor and nnsubduablo country. Sometimes the Scotch king
procured that the English should retreat by conceding the point
which by right ho should never have questioned the English

king's right to homage for the English honours held by the

Scottish king. But thia pretext for invasion was unhappily
much strengthened by the disgraceful treaty of Falaise, already
mentioned.

Up to December, 1174, there had never bten a question ef

homage for more than the Anglo-Scotch possessions, but in

that year Henry II. of England took ample revenge for the

injury William the Lion had done him by fomenting his

domestic troubles, and by entering into engagements with the

King of France adversely to the interests of England. William

was captured in a foolhardy combat into which his courage

precipitated him at Alnwick, and being brought to Northampton,
was kept close prisoner till ho would agree to the terms imposed

by Henry. These terms included not only the render of homage
for Northumberland and Cumberland, but for the whole of

Scotland, over which kingdom Henry was to be acknowledged
lord paramount. At York the homage was rendered, so eager
was the Scotch king to bo free, so eager was the Scotch nation

to see him so. Soon after Henry XL's death, Richard Coeur do

Lion renounced the claim which had been wrung from William
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in captivity, and the kings of Scotland were remitted, so far as

that kingdom was concerned, to the same position they had
held before the treaty of Falaise.

But the right to homage survived, in the estimation at least

of ambitious and interested men, the renunciation of it, and
Edward I. availed himself of the first opportunity to re-assert

his right in the most absolute and positive way.
It was at this juncture that the most popular heroes in

Scottish history came upon the stage, and it was at this period
that the Scottish nation began to show forth that spirit of

enthusiastic patriotism which has been their chief charac-

teristic ever since. The alliances which the Scots made with

Prance, and from time to time with other occasional enemies of

England, were only short-lived, and were entered into by those

enemies quite as much in their own particular interests as out

of a desire to do a service to Scotland. Indeed, though the first

thing a Continental prince did, when about to declare war on

England, was to secure the help of the Scots, so as to make a
diversion of the English forces in his favour, the same prince
was ever unwilling to help the Scots when their interests alone

were concerned. Foreign alliances were therefore of little use

to Scotland, and alone it was felt she was no match for her

powerful southern neighbour no match, that is to say, as

France was a match either in wealth, population, or resources.

But when the element of desperation was added to the contest,
when the Scots had the alternative of subjection or freedom, it

was felt by the Scots at least, whatever other men thought,
that they were fully equal to the warlike game, for they were

ready to fight to the death, every man of them, rather than lose

the "
liberty that was dearer to them than life."

Such were the men, such was the spirit which Edward I.

proposed to himself to conquer. That great warrior and states-

man looked with an evil eye upon the existence of an inde-

pendent kingdom so close to his own. He saw in it a refuge
for all the insurgent spirits, and there were plenty of them,
among his own subjects, and saw in it also an excellent assailing

point for any of his enemies who chose to make an alliance with
the Scots. He could not bear to be at the mercy of the Scots
for the safety of his northern boundaries, and he believed,

probably, that the demoralising and injurious border warfare
could be stopped only by abolishing the difference of jurisdiction
which was the cause of the warfare. Add to this the desire for

conquest and possession which seems to be natural to all princes
of any worth, and we have a fair notion of the motives which
induced King Edward to set about the conquest of the kingdom
of Scotland.

The foundation, flimsy though it was, upon which he rested

his claim, has been already pointed out. Let us see the occasion

of which he availed himself to put his claim forward.
When Alexander III. died in 1284, Margaret, his grand-

daughter, known in history as the Maid of Norway, was sole

and undoubted heir to the Scottish throne. She was a child at

the time, and Edward I. conceived the idea of marrying her to
his own son Edward, and so to join the two kingdoms. Arrange-
ments were made for that purpose by consent of the barons of

Scotland, safeguards being insisted on, however, for the due pre-
servation of the distinct privileges and immunities of the Scotch
nation. At Bingham, in July, 1290, the conditions of the

marriage and of the international union were agreed upon.
There seemed to be opening a fair prospect of concord and
prosperity for the whole island, when the Maid of Norway
unexpectedly died, and the union of the nations was postponed
for nearly three centuries and a quarter.
With Margaret's death, the line of Alexander III., on which

the Scottish crown had been settled, became extinct, and the
crown was to be won by him who could show the closest con-
nection with the Scotch royal family. . .

Many competitors, as might be supposed, appeared to contest
so great a prize as the crown of Scotland ; but the question really

lay between two, John Baliol and Robert Bruce, noblemen of

Norman extraction. The ground on which they founded their

respective claims to the Scottish throne was as follows : William
the Lion died, leaving a brother David, who was created Earl of

Huntingdon on his marriage with King Edward's sister. This
earl had three daughters : the first, Margaret, who married Alan,
Lord of Galloway ; the second, Isabella, who married Robert

Bruce, of Annandale ; the third, Adama, who married Lord

Hastings. At the time of the death of Alexander III., John

Baliol, the grandson of Margaret, Lady Galloway, claimed the
crown, as nearest descendant of the elder branch ; and Robert
Bruce claimed it by what he asserted to be a b.etter title, in
that he was the son of Isabella, the second daughter of David,
and was thus one generation nearer to the original stock. Lord
Hastings claimed, somewhat absurdly, a third of the kingdom,
on the assumption that it must be divided equally between the
three branches, as private property might have been. The last

claim was never seriously entertained by any one ; but though
modern law and custom would have found no difficulty in

deciding in favour of John Baliol, the question between him
and Bruce was, in the then state of law, by no means an easy
one to answer. Both claimants determined to support their

pretensions by force of arms, and were gathering their friends
for that purpose, when they were persuaded to refer their dis-

pute to the arbitration of the King of England.
Now Edward saw his opportunity, and resolved to seize it.

He claimed a right to decide the matter by virtue of his being
lord paramount of Scotland, a dignity the value of which has

already been given. He ransacked the abbeys and other depo-
sitories of records for proof of his right, and though he found
little encouragement by so doing, he none the less boldly
advanced his pretensions. In answer to the reference made
to him as referee, he directed the claimants to meet him at

Norham, whither he marched with a large force, which was
meant to overawe the Scotch Parliament or Council, assembled
at the same place.

In May, 1291, the meeting took place accordingly at Norham,
the Scots being drawn up in a green plain opposite the castle,
in pursuance of the demand they made to be allowed to deli-

berate in their own country ; the English king and his followers

being stationed on the English side of the Tweed. To the
Scotch camp went the English Lord-Chancellor Burnel, and
asked in his master's name " whether they would say anything-
that could or ought to exclude the King of England from the

right and exercise of the superiority and direct dominion over
the kingdom of Scotland, which belonged to him, and that they
would there and then exhibit it if they believed it was expedient
for them ; protesting that he would favourably hear them,
allow what was just, or report what was said to the king and
his council, that what justice required might be done." No
dissentient voice having been raised, a notary who was present
formally registered the right of the King of England to decide

the controversy as to the Scottish crown ; and then the chan-
cellor inquired of all the competitors, beginning with Robert

Bruce,
"
whether, in demanding his right, he would answer and

receive justice from the King of England as superior and direct

lord over the kingdom of Scotland." Bruce answered,
"
that he-

did acknowledge the King of England as superior and direct

lord of the kingdom of Scotland, and that he would before

him, as such, demand, answer, and receive justice." In like

words the other claimants answered the chancellor's question,
and signed and sealed a solemn instrument to the same effect.

Commissioners were then appointed to represent the competitors,
and sittings were held forthwith at Berwick, where the whole
matter was solemnly gone into.

Judgment was given in favour of John Baliol, who was ready
to acknowledge himself the vassal of the English king ;

but the
Scottish lords of parliament, who attended the conference,

expressly declined to do this, saying that they would not answer
such a question until they had a king, at the same time

reminding the English that the claim once recognised under
duress had been expressly and solemnly renounced, and that on
several occasions their kings had refused to lend the help
which as feudatories of English honours they really owed,
unless their independence so far as Scotland was concerned
was formally and distinctly recognised. Eventually, however,
their unwillingness was overcome ; they swore fealty to Edward
as lord paramount, and acquiesced in the surrender of the

principal Scotch fortresses into his hands. English domination
was complete, and to show that it was so, King John was six

times summoned to the English Parliament as one of the vassal

peers.
Even Baliol, indolent and wanting in self-reliance as he was, re-

belled at this, and the Scotch people, chafing under the idea of

being in bondage, resolved to back him on the first opportunity
that he should attempt to throwoffi the English yoke. This oppor-

tunity presented itself in 1294, when war broke out between
*
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France and England. That war had raged for come time with

varying mooes*, when in 1296 Edward oalled on John to help him

against France, and to surrender certain strongholds as necurity
- doing so. John refused both demands, and Edward

imm.-.iiat. ly marched with a strong army to the north, glad of

'.!. i retext he had long Bought of bringing Scotland under his

r.-ional jway by conquest. At Berwick and Dunbor the
1 1oaten with dreadful slaughter, after which Stirling,

K.linl'iiivh. Knxburgh, and all the southern part of the king-

dom, foil into Edward s hands. Bruce and liia son, with many
more of the Scotch nobles, were in the English camp, the

unhappy country was divided against itself, and it fell with a

great fall. Everywhere submission was made to the conqueror,
iro-heorted Baliol resigned his crown to Edward, who

returned to the south undisputed lord of the whole of Great
Britain. Italiol was imprisoned and afterwards died in banish-

ment, and Earl Waronno was appointed viceroy or lieutenant of

Scotland.

For eighteen months things went on drearily in Scotland ;

the people lacked leaders ; those who should have led them were

afraid, incapable, or actually on the enemy's side ; the iron

heel of English dominion pressed heavily on the land, and
entered into its soul. But there was a secret determination to

make use of the first opportunity for throwing off the oppressor's

yoke. Men bided their time, nursing up their wrath against
the day of slaughter, waiting as patiently as they might for

thoir natural leaders to come to their aid. At the end of

eighteen months the opportunity came. King Edward was
absent with his army in Flanders, and Earl Waronne was

obliged by ill-health to leave Scotland. The strong men were

away, and the tyrannical conduct of the under rulers, especially
that of Cressingham and Ormesby, served to irtitate the Scots

into taking advantage of the circumstance.
In the mountains and forests there had lived ever since the

English came a number of so-called outlaws men of inde-

pendent spirit, trained to rough life, and imbued with the

freedom of the air they breathed men who never would acknow-

ledge the English rule. Chief of them was William Wallace, a
man of whom probably his friends have said too much, as his

enemies undoubtedly have said more thp.n enough ; a rough
soldier, in whose breast the unrefined spirit of liberty had a

home, and who acted both according to his roughness and

according to his love of liberty. This man put himself at the

head of the malcontents, and issuing from his cover, raised the

-taixlard of revolt against the foreign king. Hundreds and
thousands flocked to the rallying post, and in a few days after

he hail declared himself Wallace was at the head of an army
respectable for its numbers, and for the thoroughly good stuff

of which it was composed.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE OSTRICH.

THE ostrich feather which adorns a lady's hat is a thing of

beauty, and, moreover, of interest, for the mind naturally turns

to the bird from which it was plucked, and inquires, What is it

like ? where does it live ? and what are its habits ?

On the arid wilds of South Africa the ostrich is often seen in

companies of thirty or forty, herding in a friendly manner with

zebras and quaggas, when, if in the least alarmed, they take to

flight with a speed which surpasses that of the fleetest horse.

Their legs are big and strong, and specially adapted for fast

running, whereas their wings, from long disuse, are not strong

enough to waft their enormous bodies into the air, and are only
used to get a good start when the bird begins to run. The

question has been asked, Why has not the ostrich acquired the

power of flight like most other birds '( A very little considera-

tion, however, shows that the ostrich is better as it is. Any
animal which expends a great amount of force must eat a great
amount of food. To take a common example : A navvy, who
has great weights to lift and large loads of earth to wheel

about, is obliged to eat more food than the clerk, who never
wields anything heavier than a pen. The food which one eats

plays an analogous part to the fuel which one burns under a
boiler to generate steam. The more fuel one burns, the more
i'oroe is generated ; and the more food an animal eats suoposing
it all to be digested the more power it has. Now an enormous

|
supply of food would be necouary to give to the ostrieh mflU
cient power to move its huge body through the air, and M in
the wild desert regions where it lirea nourishment is very soaree,
it would appear, after all, that ite fliffatleee condition U the beet
for it. After thinking over these matters, one might predict
that the framework, or skeleton, of the ostrich would be unlike
that of birds which readily fly through the air, and ** is Men
strikingly in a comparison of their breast-bones. From the
broad breast-bone of a flying bird there is a portion which
stands out like the keel of a boat, and it is named by -t-~mirt
tho carina, or keel. It is to this keel that the strong mneele*
which move the wings are mainly fixed. But in the ostrich,
where the wing-muscles are not much used, and never for lifting
the bird through the air, the keel is not wanted, and it to

absent. The breast-bone of an ostrich, therefore. Is more like
the rounded top of a skull than the bottom of a boat, and this

may have arisen from the ages of disuse to which the wing*
have been condemned. Birds which, like the ostrich, use tturir

legs to run instead of th<<ir wings to fly, and which are similar
in other respects, have been grouped together by naturalists
to form the order of Cursores, which is the Latin for ntnnart.
The order has also had other names given to it, expressive
of other peculiarities. This order, or tribe, includes several

families, but of these we shall speak presently.
The ostrich is perhaps of more interest to us as being a victim

of fashion, having for years been hunted down nearly to exter-
mination for the sake of its feathers, just as the seal, beaver,
and other animals are being chased off the face of the earth for
their coats. A hunt of this sort is no child's play. Being ex-

ceedingly wary, the ostrich will not, in its wild state, permit of
the approach of any human being ; and, when once started, it

would be useless to try and run it down, except by the strata-

gem of chasing it backwards and forwards on a plain with fresh
horses at either end, while, when brought to bay, it is truly

dangerous, having been known to split the skull of a dog with
its powerful two-clawed foot, and break the thigh-bone of a
man. The feathers, however, are very valuable, and in times
of scarcity at the Cape, when competition has been keen, the
best feathers have been sold as high as 27 10s. to 30 10s.

per Ib. It will therefore be well understood that the dangers
we have spoken of, and others also, have been willingly in-

curred in supplying the trade. In 1862 more than 76,000
worth of feathers were imported into the United Kingdom alone.

Since then it would appear that enormous profits have been.

made by the commencemer.t of a system of ostrich farming.
The birds have been kept out grazing like sheep, and every six

months have been shorn of their feathers. From statement.-

made by South African farmers, the half-yearly plucking c .

male ostriches would appear to yield feathers of the value of

from .10 to .12 for each bird. Birds which have been brought
up on a farm of this kind are so very tame that they will even
allow one with whom they are familiar to go and examine their

feathers.

Respecting the habits of the ostrich in the wild state, there

is among travellers much diversity of opinion, which naturally
arises from the great difficulty of observing the ways of a bird

so averse to being approached. Many of them are agreed, bow-
ever, on this point that it is a prudent and wary bird, showing
little of that stupidity which has been ascribed to it. Where
hunted for its plumage, it takes every precaution to bide it*

nest, nor ever fails to abandon it if there be any evidences of

intrusion. Several hens will lay their eggs in one nest, the nest

being simply a shallow cavity scraped out of the ground, and
bordered by the removed earth or sand. The eggs, each of

which is said to be equal in ite contents to twenty-four of the

domestic hen, are arranged in the nest side by side, and on end,

the instinct of the bird having evidently pointed this out as the

best disposition of them for successful hatching. The eggs are

cream-coloured. The male ostrich is said to undertake the

whole duty of incubation. For a long time the females were

supposed to take part in the sitting, but this ides, may have

arisen from the hens proceeding to the nest to lay their eggs.

The male is somewhat larger than the female, and has finer

plumes, with more strongly contrasted colours.

The ostrich is so easily satisfied with regard to water that ho

is constantly found in the most arid parts of South Africa, in

regions deserted alike by antelope and beast of prey. Nor U he

difficult to suit so far as food is concerned, feeding for the moat
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part on the tops of shrubby plants which are found in the

desert regions he frequents. There is no telling
1 what he

swallows besides, in the shape of indigestible trifles which take

liis fancy. Quite recently an ostrich, exhibited long at Rome,
was suffocated by thrusting his neck between the bars, and
when its stomach was opened there were found in it four large

stones, eleven smaller ones, seven nails, a necktie pin, an en-

velope, thirteen copper coins, fourteen beads, one French franc,

two small keys, a piece of handkerchief, a silver Tnedal of the

Pope, and the cross of an Italian Order !

There are several birds allied to the ostrich ; indeed, so closely
allied that for a long time naturalists regarded them as all of

the same family. Now, however, some of them are only looked

npon as cousins. Belonging to the family of Struthionidce

eggs, an assertion which may be accounted for as before, by the
female visiting the nest to lay her eggs. The eggs are unlike
those of the African ostrich, being of a greenish colour, and
having very thin shells.

Very little appears to be known about the emu, or Australian

cassowary, in the wild state, except that its food consists

chiefly of fruits, roots, and herbage ; that it is very fleet of foot,
and that it lays eggs of a fine malachite-green colour. The
English reader may be surprised to learn that the colouring
matter of these eggs is essentially the same as that of the blue-

green eggs of our hedge-sparrow. Yet such is the case, for Dr.
H. C. Sorby has made out, by means of the spectroscope,
that the colour in each results from the mixture of two sub-

stances, which he has named respectively oocyan and yellow

WILD OSTRICHES.

there is the ostrich (Strutliio camelus), the American rhea, or

nandn, and the dwarf nandu
;
in the family of Casuariidce we

have the cassowary of the peninsula of Malacca, and the emu
of Australia ; while in the Apterygidae family we place the

apteryx of New Zealand. Each of these birds deserves a few
words of notice.

The rhea, or American ostrich, which stands about five feet

high, abounds on the plains of La Plata. Several females will

lay in one shallow nest, but before they commence this partner-

ship they carelessly drop their eggs up and down the plains, so

that in one day's hunting Darwin picked up no less than twenty
lost and wasted eggs. The male bird alone hatches the eggs.
The rhea is a good swimmer, and readily takes to the water ;

it

is also very swift of foot.

The dwarf nandu (Rhea Darwinii) is very much smaller

than the species we have just referred to. It is found princi-

pally in Patagonia, and, according to Darwin, is so exceed-

ingly wary that he and his party were unable to approach it

save by the quiet and rapid descent of a river.

The male cassowary is smaller than the female, and, accord-

ing to Mr. Bartlett, it undertakes the whole duty of incubation,
and afterwards takes care of the young. The natives of Ceram,
however, assert that the male and female sit alternately on the

ooxanthine. And thus we get a bond of union little looked

for between the sparrow of our English hedgerows and the

emu of Australian plains !

The apteryx, which inhabits New Zealand, is distinguished by
its compact body, short thick neck, the entire absence of

tail, and the nearly rudimentary development of the wings.
The birds are much hunted by the natives for the skins, which

are made into dresses for their chiefs. Being a night bird, the

hunt takes place by torchlight. When attacked, the bird dis-

plays its courage by fighting vigorously, using its powerful feet

with great dexterity.
So much, then, for the living members of the order Cursores.

Can we say anything of the ancient progenitor from whom they
all descend ? Nothing positive ;

but believers in evolution

suppose that because young lions and pumas are marked with

feeble stripes and rows of spots, the progenitor of the lion and

puma was a striped animal. On the same grounds we may
imagine that because the young ostrich is covered with coarse

mottled and striped plumage, the ancient progenitor of these

Cursores was a striped bird, and he may have been very

different from his descendants of to-day in other important

respects just so much different, in fact, as the circumstances of

his day were different from those of the present.
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. I.

INTRODUCTION DEFINITIONS PROPORTIONAL BCALK8.

THXRE are several very important remarks to be made before

we enter upon the subject of Geometrical Perspective. In the

first place, we must say a few words respecting the instrument*
and materials required for this branch of drawing. 1. A
T square ; 2. A parallel ruler, or set square and flat ruler ;

:t. A
drawing-board ; 4. A sector ; 5. A pair of compasses, with a
movable pencil-log, and pen ; 6. A ruling-pen ; 7. A protractor,
for iiKikinj? and measuring angles ; 8. A plane scale all fully

c\!'l:unod in Lessons in Geometry, III. and IV., pages 95 and
113, Vol. I. It will also be indispensable that the student should
be well acquainted with the theoryand practice of Plane Geometry :

it is the language of the science upon which depends the prac-
tical working of all the problems that we shall have to propose
in the course of these lessons. In previous parts of the POPULAR
EDUCATOR will be found all that ia necessary for this purpose.
Trusting, therefore, that these lessons have been carefully and

diligently studied, we take it for granted tlu>.t it will not be

distance* between object*, or parts of the Mine object ; Dob*a*n*
or depth* are expre**ed on plan*. Thu*, when a boo** i* bmtg
built, before the wall* are raiaed, and toe foundation* only are
laid, we then reoognue <A jrio* of thehooM. A map i* a plan,
say of a county ; we can understand by it the relative pontoon*
of the town* and Tillage*, their ^HtHmt from on* another. the
coarse* of the riven, and the direction* of the road*. If a card
be laid hontontally on a sheet of paper, and a pencil i* draw
about it close to the margin, we shall have a plan of the tcfefe

f the card. If the card i* placed perpmdiatUaHg to th
sheet of paper, the plan would be only a line,
cular lines projected from every portion of the upright card
would only produce a line. This will, perhap*, mahit it evident
that all plans are merely the tracing* of perpendicular line*
from every part of the object upon a horizontal plane.

2. The Picture Plane i* the surface of the picture upon which
the object is represented. In Fig. 1 it i* shown by the lo(t*n
/ g i h ; in this case it i* shown in petition between the eye at B,
and the object, abed. Fig. 1 will be further explained pre-

sently. When practically working oat a problem, the lower

FlO. 2. SCALE OF \ INCH TO 1 FOOT.

FlO. 3. SCALE OF 1 INCH TO 38 FEBT.

I

J
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necessary for us to do more than refer the pupil to any particular

problem in plane geometry which may be required in connection

with our subject as we proceed. It is our intention, as far as

possible, to make a practical application of all that we shall

advance, knowing the valuable assistance Geometrical Per-

spective affords to those who are engaged in any constructive

art, as well as to draughtsmen in general. We hope, also, to

create an interest in this useful science amongst those who have
a loving sympathy with art for its own sake, and who take a

pleasure in all scientific inquiries, especially those which claim

to have a mathematical foundation. In a pictorial sense, there

is no other branch of drawing more capable of satisfying the

mind with regard to the appearances of nature than perspective ;

it is an art which enables us to draw upon a plane surface things
far and near as they appear to the eye, the effect of which can
be as clearly and as truthfully presented to us by the help of geo-

metry ns if the objects themselves had been tvaced upon a piece
of glass placed between them and the eye. We will now request
the pupil to make himself familiar with the following terms and
definitions :

1. The Plan of an object. A plan is the representation of all

horizontal lengths and breadths, showing only the horizontal

37 N.E.

line, h i, is the only line drawn to represent the picture plane,
because this h i ia the plan of the picture plane, the picture

plane being always considered in a perpendicular position.

3. The Horizontal Line, or Line of Sight, represent* the

height of the eye in the picture, and is marked in Fig. 1 and

figures in future lessons, H L.

4. The Point of Sight is the point opposite the eye in the

picture, and consequently upon the line of sight. It ia marked p a.

5. The Station Point, marked s p, ia the place where the spec-

tator ia supposed to stand when viewing the object represented.
6. The Distance Point, marked D p, represent* the <ti*tano

between the eye and the picture plane. Sometime* ike distance

point and station point represent the aame thing. It will be

found in the coarse of our lessons to vary according to circum-

stances ; in some instances it refer* to the distance of any

vanishing point in the picture from the eye. All theee variation*

will be explained in their proper place*.

7. Vanishing Point. If a line be drawn from the eye parallel

to any original straight line of the object, the point marked T P.

where that line cuts the picture plane, marked p p, i* the vanish-

ing point of that original line.

8. Visual Rays are line* proceeding from every part of the
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object to the eye. Fig. 1 will assist to explain this. Let abed
be a slab or board lying upon the ground, let s p be the station

point where we are supposed to stand, and E the eye ; / g i h is

the plane of glass, or picture plane, through which we see the

slab. Lines from each angle of the object passing through the

picture plane towards the eye are termed visual rays, and where

they pass through the picture plane determine upon the plane
the points of the original object ; these points united by straight
lines produce the perspective representation required. It must
be understood that these visual rays are not limited to proceed
from the angles only ; they come from every part at the same
time ; but when representing the object we use only those lines

which proceed from angles and terminations of lines, and thus

determine the proportion of the object in sight upon the picture

plane. It will be seen when we come to work the problems that

these visual rays are drawn from the various angles and charac-

teristic points of the plan of the object towards the station point,
s P. It will be noticed, also, that it is not necessary to draw
these lines beyond the picture plane, p p, but invariably in the

direction of the station point.
9. The Point of Contact is that point found by continuing in

the same direction any original line of the ground plan, until it

meets the picture plane ;
if the original line touches the picture

plane, it then produces its own point of contact.

10. Line of Contact is a term given to that line which is

drawn perpendicularly from the point of contact ; it is some-

times called a measuring line, from its being used to point, or

mark off, all heights in working a perspective drawing. Of
course in this oase the same scale is used as that for laying out

the ground plan.
11. All retiring lines have vanishing points.
12. All horizontal retiring lines have their vanishing points

upon the line of sight.

13. Allparallel retiring lines have the same vanishing point.
14. All horizontal lines which are parallel with the picture

plane are drawn parallel with each other and with the line of

sight.
15. All horizontal retiring lines forming right angles with the

picture plane have the point of sight for their vanishing point.
16. All lines inclined with the horizon and with the picture

plane have their vanishing points above or below the horizontal

line, or line of sight, according to the angle they form with the

horizon, their vanishing points being always on a line perpen-
dicular to the vanishing point upon the line of sight to which

they would have retired had they been horizontal. Observe, all

heights are set off on the lines of contact ; all horizontal lengths
and breadths are arranged on the ground plan.
As it is our intention to apply these lessons practically that

is, to make the drawings according to some given scale it will be

necessary to step aside a little from our course, and explain what
is meant by a scale, and the method of constructing it, so that

any one who wishes to make a perspective drawing of a building
or any other object, according to some stated dimensions, may
have no difficulty in this respect in carrying it out. A scale

is a means by which a proportional measurement of an object is

represented ; or, by having a plan of that object, it is a means
by which we may obtain an exact idea of all its parts in pro-

portion to one another and to the original object. For instance,

suppose a room to be 20 feet long and 15 broad, represented by
a plan in the proportion of 1 inch to a foot, the drawing or plan
will be then 20 inches long and 15 broad ; and if we require
single inches in the scale for the plan, the first inch of the scale

must be divided into 12 parts. The scale being thus completed,
we can measure spaces not limited to feet. Suppose the distance
from one corner of the room to the side of a window should
measure 6 feet 8 inches, the scale divided as above in the first

division will enable us to show that distance on the plan.
To construct a scale of half an inch to a foot, draw a line of

any length, and upon it mark off any required number of half-

inches. (See Fig. 2.) Divide the first division into twelve

parts, to represent inches, or into four parts to represent spaces
of 3 inches, and number the divisions as shown in the figure.
To measure 9 feet 9 inches, we must place one leg of the com-

passes on nine of the main divisions, and the other on nine of the
minor divisions, marked in Fig. 2 from a to b.

Sometimes scales are much smaller than the above, when the

subject is extensive and the drawing small. It is advisable to

make our scales generally about 6 inches long they may be

either a little more or less ; the length is not important, so that
there be a sufficient number of parts on the scale to make it

useful, but 'the average length of about 6 inches is the most con-

venient for general purposes.
To obtain the average length, we raise or lower both terms, as

the case may require, by multiplying or dividing each by the

same figure, so that the proportion remains the same : for

example, 1 inch to 7 feet, 1 X 6 = 6, 7 X 6 = 42. Therefore 1 to 7

is the same proportion as 6 to 42. Again, 14 inches to 100 feet ;

this must be lowered, because a scale 14 inches long would be of

unnecessary length, therefore 14 -=- 2 = 7, 100 -f- 2 50 ; so that

we can make a more manageable scale of 7 inches long to repre-
sent 50 feet, which will be the same as 14 to 100. It will be
rendered clearer if we propose to make a scale of 1 inch to 88
feet. The pupil will see the difficulty of dividing an inch into

38 parts and then constructing a lengthened scale from it. To
avoid this, we first raise the terms by multiplying both by 6,

which will be 6 to 228, and then state the question in the form
of a Rule of Three sum. But as we do not wish to go through
the trouble of dividing 6 inches into 228 parts, we must find the

length of line necessary to include the nearest whole number to

228, which is 200, and say as 38 : 1 : : 200 : 5'26.

It will be seen by this that 5'26 inches to 200 feet is the

same proportion as 1 inch to 38 feet, and this simplifies the work
in making the scale. To do this we draw a line 5'26 inches long (to

measure this distance, see Lessons in Geometry, page 113, Vol. I.),

and divide it into two equal parts to represent hundreds, and the

first division into ten equal parts to represent tens. (See Fig. 3.)

The distance, 170 feet, measured from this scale will be from
a to b. To divide a line into any given number of equal parts,
see Lessons in Geometry, Problem XII., page 192, Vol. I.

We will give two other examples, and leave the pupil to

practise this method of constructing scales of any given pro-

portion. Construct a scale of 1 inch to 13 feet. 13 X 6 = 78.

In this case 80 is the nearest whole number to 78, to be stated

thus : as 13 : 1 : -. 80 : 6'15 ; therefore draw a line 6'15 inches

long, and divide it into eight equal parts to represent tens, and
the first division into ten equal parts to represent units. Suppose
it were 2 inches to 13 feet, then we should have to raise the

number 13 by 3. 13 X 3 = 39 ; 40 would be the nearest whole
number in this case ; then as 13 : 2 : : 40 : 6'15. Therefore a

line 6'15 inches long is to be divided into four parts to repre-
sent tens, and the first division into ten parts to represent
units.

We will now explain how a' b' c' d', on the picture plane / g i h
of Fig. 1, is the perspective representation of the square abed,
the plan of the square. E is the eye of the spectator when he is

standing at s p, the station point ; p S is the point of sight, and
H L the horizontal line ; the lines from a b c d to E are the

visual rays ; the lines from ab c d to S P are the plans of the

visual rays ; from the points where these last lines (the plans of

the rays) cut the base of the picture plane, h i, draw perpendi-
cular lines to cut the corresponding visual rays in a' b' c' d', join
these points respectively, and then will be produced on the

picture plane, f g i h, the perspective representation required.
This figure is intended only to show how the plan, the eye, and
the picture plane are supposed to be arranged with regard to

each other, and that the point of sight, P s, is opposite the eye
and on the horizontal line, H L, which is on a level with the eye.

LESSONS IN GREEK. VI.
THE SECOND DECLENSION.

THERE are in the Greek second declension two terminations,
that in os corresponding with the Latin us, and that in ov corre-

sponding with the Latin um. Of the nouns which terminate in

os the greater number are of the masculine gender, some are

also feminine ; nouns in ov are of the neuter gender, except di-

minutive female names, as ^ rAu/cepioj/, Glycerium.
The following table presents

THE CASE-ENDINGS OF THE SECOND DECLENSION.

Singular. Plural. Dual.
Nom. ox or 01 a (a

Gen. ou oiv oiv

Dat. if ois oiv

Ace. ov ovs a '>>

Voc. (os) QV 01 a ca
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Before pacing on, let tho learnor torn book and compare
terminations with those that arc given in connection with

the arlielo; then he will readily commit those to memory:

FAKADIUM8 OB EXAMPLES Or THE SECOND DECLENSION.

Singular.
Word. Idand. God. Miutnytr. fig.

Nom.
Gen.
Dut.

AGO.

Voc.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Aco.

Voc.

\oyov
\oytf

\oyov

yijffou

in\aov

Koywv
vij<roi

in\a<av

A<7<w
\oyot

God.

6coi(m.)
Stou

Qtov
Stos

Plural.

0ot
<dt<av

Stois

Stovs
0o

Miutnytr.

ayyf\ot(
ayyt\ov

o~vKov(n.)

ayytKov
ayyt\t

ayyf\<n

ayyt\w
ayyt\ois

ayyt\ovs

VVKOV

O~VKOV

avicav

O~VKOIS

auxa.

ffvxa

Dual.

N.A.V. Ao7 injffu) &i> ayyt\w ffvKca

G.D. AoyotJ' vriffotv Stow ayyf\otv ffvitoiv

The vocative of the words in os commonly ends in
, but

often, especially in adjectives and participles, in e ; as u <pi\f,

also o> <iAoj ; but Of ot, like the Latin Deus, makes no change in

the vocative.

Aa in Latin noons in urn, the Greek neuters in ov have the
same ending namely, ov in the nominative, the accusative, and
the vocative; and this, too, in the plural as well as in the singu-
lar namely, in a.

The models just given are followed by adjectives in os (m.),
ov (n.), as 07060; (ayaflrj [f.], like tho first declension), 07060^;
AH appears in the following

MODELS OF ADJECTIVES AND NOUNS OF THE SECOND
DECLENSION.

Singular.
A Good Word. A Good Child.

Nom. ayados \oyos. ayaOov Ttttvov.

Gen. ayaOou \oyov. ayaOov T^KVOV.

Dat. ayaQcf \oyifi. ayadip Ttnvip.
Ace. ayatiov \oyov. ayaOov TfKvav.

Voc. ayaOf \oyt. ayaOov TCKVOV.

Plural.

Nom. ayaOoi \oyoi. ayaOa Tettva.

Gen. ayadav \oycov. ayaOcav Tfxvuv.
Dat. 070^01$ Ao7oj. 070001$ TtKvots.

Ace. ayaOovs \oyovs. ayada TtKvu.

Voc. ayaBoi \oyot. ayaOa Tticva.

Dual.
N. A.V. ayaOu \oyta. ayaOw TCKI/W.

G.D. ayaQoiv \oyoiv. ayaQoiv T^KVOIV.

The foregoing relates to adjectives of three terminations.

Adjectives of two terminations are also declined in the same
manner namely, such as end in os, m. and f., and ov, n., as

*ayica\os, trayKa\ov, entirely beautiful : for example, o ira7/coAoy

\o7os, tho entirely beautiful speech ; TO ieayKa\ov TIKVOV, the

entirely beautiful child.

N.B. It must be well remembered that adjectives of two
terminations are generally Compounds or Derivatives.

For the sake of practice, I here subjoin an example of an
adjective of three terminations, and one of two terminations, ad-

rising you to learn them horizontally as well as perpendicularly.

ADJECTIVES OF THREE AND TWO TERMINATIONS, LIKE THE
FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSIONS.

Singular.

Nom. croipos, -if, -ov, wise.

Gen. (ro(pov, -TJS, -ov.

Dat. crotyw, -TI, -cp.

Ace. aoipov, -TJC, -ov.

VOC. (T0<f>(, -7J, -OV.

Plural.
Nom. o~o<poi, -at, -o.

Gen. o~o<p<ov, -<av, -<ov.

Dat. iroipots, -ou, -oty.

Ace. ffofouf, -at, .0.

Voc. ffo<pot, -at, -a. Koffpiot, HU
Dual.

W. A.V.
ITOtfMi!, -O, -<tf. KOfffjiHj, -tt.

G. D. ffo<poiv, -air, -oir. itofffiiotv, -oir.

Before you attempt the following exercises, you most
stand that Greek nouns in the neater plural require their
to bo in tho singular number.

VOCABULARY.

A7a0oj, -7), -or, good. 'EToipof,-ov, 6, a corn-

pan ion, friend.

0o , o, God, the true

God.
KOKOI, -7}, -or, bad, TO

KOKa(Latin,maia),
evils.

KaAoj, -TJ, -or, fair,

beautiful.

ASf\(pos, -ov, o,

brother.

AAA' (aAAa), but.

AyOpoiwoj, -ov, 6, a
man.

AiScuncoAos, -ov, 6, a
teacher.

AovAo?,-ov, i, a slave.

Ep7or, -ov, TO, awork.

Eo-0Aos, -TJ, -or, excel-

lent.

Ex0pos,-o,-or,hostile,

hateful, o

the enemy.

OiroT, -ov, o, wine.

nopx, I gire, be-

stow.

nurrof , -T), -or, faith-

ful.

IloAAoi, -01, -a, many,
numerous.

*iAos, -T}, -or, loving,

friendly.

pomfc* (gen.), I

care for.

Xoipw (dat), I re-

joice at.

XoAwoj. -T),-or, hard,
difficult.

MtTex, (with gen.),
I partake, share.

Mio-yoi (Latin,misceo,

English, mix), I

mix(acc.anddat. /.

EXERCISE 11. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. AiwKf KoAo (pya, v 4><A< reoria. 2. HfiOov TOIJ TOV 8180-

o-xa\ou \oyots. 3. flap' tff6\a>v fo~8\a fiavOavus- 4. Htffros iratpot
ruv ayaOtav KOI TUV Maxtor /iTtx'- *. O* 8oi Twr avQptrrmr

<ppovTtovo-tv. 6. Ot ardpwTOi TOI/I 6covr 6fpa-rtuovau>. 7.

rioAAois tpyois iirtrat Ktvovvos. 8. Mio^fTai o~0Aa Kcucotf. 9.

'O Kaxor Toiy Otots Kat Tots avOptawots *\9pos tffTtv. 10. O ar-

Opairot TOIS fo~8\ois \atpovo~tv. 11. napx( >
** s rois ^-Aoit

tvrv\io.v. 12. <t>fpf, <a Oov\t, TOV otvov Tip vfavia. 13. 'O otrot *

Avci aAAa TIKTCI ras /uepi/n^aj. 14. XaAw<j> t/ryy 2o{o JTTCTOI.

EXERCISE 12. ENOLISH-GRXEK.

1. Good men obey God. 2. Bad men obey not God. 3. O
good youths, obey your (the) teacher. 4. Bad men are hostile to

the good (the bad the good). 5. Abstain from bad men. 6.

Good men take care of their (the) children. 7. Trust not the

word of a liar. O dear boy. 8. Danger follows many words.

!. Good youths honour their (the) teachers.

Remarks. Tho Greeks are fond of such an arrangement of

words as is found in the phrase TOI? TOV SiSao-xoAov A070*5.
given above. Literally, and in the Greek order, the words run

the of the teacher words; that is, the words of the teacher.

Imitate this construction. In general, the Greek order of words

approaches more nearly to tho English than does the Tatin.

The sense, however, logically considered, prevails over other con-

siderations in the Greek collocation of words. The chief place
of emphasis is the commencement of a sentence, the next is the

end. Not by any mere rule can the beginner acquire the tact

of placing the Greek words in their idiomatic order. Of coarse

he will study to do his best, and from attention to the sentences

given in the exercises, and making them, as far as possible,

models, he may learn much and make an approach to correct-

ness ; but, after all, nothing but a long and careful study of the

writings of the classics themselves can give him complete skill.

The student, however, is especially requested to note what u
called the emphatic collocation of the adjective with its noon
where the adjective and noun have each an article, in the follow-

ing order : article, noun, article, adjective, as in TO quits T

oA7)0iror, the light, the true light (John i. 9). With this we

may compare in English (especially in poetry) the repetition of

a noun with the adjective for the sake of emphasis, as in Shake-

speare
"
Farewell, a long farewell ;

" "A frost, a killing frost."

KOO-/JHOS, -ov, orderly.
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Nos, -a, -ov, young ;
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LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. Iff

To draw tho meridians in tho Eastern Hemisphere, describe

arcs of circles through tin- north and south poles as two points,
ami through each of tho degrees marked 0, 10, 20, 30, etc., of

. hothor east or west, aa tho third or middle point, and
tin* will tfivo the meridian of each point so marked, at every ten

degrees from 0" to 180, east or { ; thefto meridians will servo

aa a guide to the determination of other meridians, and enable

the geographer to approximate to tho true position of those
which he may wish to lay down on the map, of which

in- has thus ilr.isvn the skeleton.

ity tho combined help of the parallels of latitude and tho

rurri'lians, tho draughtsman may now set to work to fill up this

skrl.-tnu map from a table of latitudes and longitudes, with tho

11:11111--' of ull the most important places in the world ; he may
:i! -. ' ilraw a pretty correct outline of the coast of each continent

by laying down the latitudea and longitudes of as many coasting

p. iints as possible from such a table, and drawing a curve

through them, as like other maps of the world as he can ; the
J

accuracy of the map increasing with tho number of point* laid

down according to their latitudes and longitudes. In Norie's

Navigation, Table 56, are given the latitudes and longitudes of

tho principal ports, harbours, capes, shoals, rocks, etc., in the

world, founded on thousands of observations made by the most
eminent astronomers and navigators ; and this table will enable

a true student of geography to lay down the outline of tho coasts

of almost all the continents, islands, and peninsulas in the Map
of the World, to any scale or size which he chooses to adopt.
He may then fill up the interior of these with the positions of

the most important places of the world, from the tables of lati-

tudes and longitudes usually attached to the ordinary atlases

used in colleges and schools.

Before concluding this lesson, it may be proper to remark
that there are four small circles on the globe, placed among the

parallels of latitude, which serve to divide the earth into five

zones (from tho Greek favri, zo'-ne, a belt) between the two poles.

The two smaller circles, which are of the same size, are called

the Polar Circles ; tho one, the Arctic, or North Polar Circle ;

and the other, tho Antarctic, or South Polar Circle. The two

larger circles, which are also of the same size, are called the

Tropics ; the one, the Tropic of Cancer ; and the other, the Tropic

of Capricorn. The polar circles are each 23 28' distant from

the poles, when that distance is measured on a meridian : and,

consequently, the one, the Arctic Circle, is the parallel of latitude

66 32' N. ; and the other, the An'arctic Circle, is the parallel of

latitude at 66 32' S. ; because tho poles being 90 distant from

the equator, we have 90 23 28' = 66 32'.

The Tropics are each 23 28' distant from the equator when
that distance is measured on a meridian : and, consequently, the

one, the Tropic of Cancer, is the parallel of latitude at 23 28'

N. ; and the other, tho Tropic of Capricorn, is the parallel of

latitude at 23P 28' S. ; each being at the distance of 66 32' from

the poles, because, as before, 90 66 32' = 23 28'. The

origin of these circles was explained in a former lesson (page 80),

and by referring to the diagram (Fig. 4) on that page you will

see that they arise from the different positions of the earth in

her orbit or path which she describes in a year in her motion

round the sun. The constant inclination of the earth's axis to tho

plane of the orbit, or the parallelism of that axis to itself in all

positions, occasions all the space around the poles to the extent

of 23 28' from each to be alternately illuminated by the oblique

rays of the sun for six months of the year, and alternately

darkened by the absence of those rays for the same period. It

also occasions all the space between the tropics and the equator,

to the extent of 23" 28' on each side of the equator, to receive

the direct rays of the sun in succession, that is, to have the sun

successively vertical to the inhabitants in every latitude, from

to 23 28' N., and from to 23 28' S., for a period of six

months alternately.
It is plain, therefore, that the spaces between tho tropics and

the polar circles can never have the rays of the sun vertical to

them ; but these rays will be more or less oblique to them in tho

course of a year in the former case constituting winter with its

preceding autumn ; and in the latter summer, with its preceding

spring.
The mathematical notion of the manner in which these circles

are generated is the following : Suppose the plane of the

ecliptic (the real path of the earth in the heavens, and the appa
rent path of the sun in the heavens) to cut the globe, it must

pass through the centre, o (MO Jig. 4, p. 80), aa the ecliptic ia

the path of the centre, and forma the circle whose radio* La

O E. This circle interact* the equator, q, at aa angle, E o o,
of 23 28', called tho obliquity of the ecliptic, and iU two oppo-
site pointa remoteat from tho equator (called toltiitial point*),

generate, by the revolution of tho earth on iU axia, the twr
tropics aeen on oppoaite aidea of B Q, the equator, the one being
p E, 23 28' north of it, and the other at the aame dutanee
Houth of it. Tho extromitiea of the diameter of the globe at

right angles to the circle of the ecliptic whoae radios is o B,

generate, by the same revolution, the two polar ciralea aeea at

equal distances, 23 28', from N. and B., tho north and Booth

polos, and touching the dotted perpendicular which ia the said

diameter produced.
Tho space or belt between the two tropics (from the Greek

rpotros, trop'-os, turning) ia called the Torrid Zone. The word
torrid, which means burning, ia derived from the Latin torreo,
to burn or roast, and the zone is so called because it ia parched
by the direct raya of the *un falling on every latitude in suc-

cession during the year ; its breadth ia twice 23 28', that ia,

46 56', measured on a meridian. The apace between the Tropic

of Cancer (so called, because when the sun appears to enter this

constellation in the heavens, at midsummer, he seems to tun
again and move towards the equator) and the Arctic Circle is

called the North Temperate Zone, because tho sun's raya fall

neither so directly as to produce great heat, nor BO obliquely aa
to produce great cold, although on the limits of the zone both
will be felt in a very considerable degree ; its breadth ia 43 4',

measured on a meridian. The space between the Tropic of Capri-
corn (so called, because, when the sun appears to enter thia con-

stellation in the heavens, at midwinUr, he seems to turn again
and move towards the equator) and the Antarctic Circle is called

the South Temperate Zone, for the eame reasons as stated

respecting the North Temperate Zone, and its breadth ia the

same, being 43 4', measured on a meridian. The space betwei:

the Arctic (from the Greek apxros, ark'-tos, a bear, and thenca

taken to mean the north, because the constellation in the heavers

called the Oreat Bear always points to the north) Circle and tae

North Pole is called the North Frigid Zone, because it is aiwiys

frigid or cold in this space or portion of the globe, owing to the

great obliquity of the sun's rays ; its breadth is 23 28', measured
on a meridian. Lastly, the space between the Antarctic (from
the Greek ami, an'-ti, over against, or opposite to, and ofxrroj)

Circle and the South Pole is called the South Frigid Zone;
and its breadth is the same, being 23 28', measured on a
meridian.

Tho following table contains the breadth of each of the tone*

in degrees and British miles, their surfaces in square mile*, the

middle latitude of each zone, and the length of the parallel ia

that latitude in miles :

,
Breadths

;

in in
'

Degrees. 'Miles. I

Surface*

in Square
Miles.

North Frigid .
.j

23

North Temperate . 43

Torrid I 46

South Temperate . 43

South Frigid 23

2,974

3.240

2.974

1.820

8.132,807

51.041.534

78.3U.214

51.041.534

8.132,807

i TS'-ie'N
1 45 N|
1

|

' 45 08!
78 168]

5.055

17,57*

ffJN
5.055

1180 112.428

The determination of the numbers in the second and third

columns of the preceding table depends on the length of the

mean diameter of the earth, which, as we have aeen before, ia

about 7,913 British miles. Hence, the circuntferete of the earth

is about 24,856 miles, and the mean length of *> degree on ita

surface about 69 045 miles. Consequently, we find that the

extent of the surface of the globe, including both land and water,

and taking no account of the elevations and depressions of

either, is about 196,662,896 square miles ; and that its capacity,

or solid content, is about 259,332,805,054 cubic miles.

The term oUfifial means literally w*-la*d9 (from Latin vol. tfe

un. and to, I .land) ; it i* applied to the .pparent motion of the tun

t thoee poinU, which seems to be so very slow that this Inmiuary naj

be said to all appearance, for a few days, to be stationary.
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KETCHES.

SI8TORIC BKBTOHB& MX.
HOW ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND BECAME ONE.-PART II.

WITH an army at bin command, Wallace availed himself

of hia intimate knowledge of the country, and effected a
series of surprises on the Eiiglitih garrisons, which full before

him like huts before an avalanche. Ormesby, Earl Warenne'a

deputy, fled from Scone on hearing that an attempt would be
made to take him there, and he carried to his chief the news of

the rifting of the Soots.

With 40,000 men Earl Warenne marched northwards, and,

meeting Wallace at Cambuskeuneth, near to Stirling, thought
to crush him by sheer weight; but the Scotch captain, who
had meantime been joined by Sir William Douglas and many
other noblemen, so skilfully conducted himself that he wan
able to fall on the English piecemeal, and utterly to defeat

them ere their whole strength could be displayed. Earl

Warenne retreated across the border, and Wallace, flushed

with victory, carried the war into England, and ravaged and

plundered the whole bishopric of Durham.

Edward, on receiving this news, came over from Flanders,
and hastily marched to the north with an army computed at

100,000 men. At Falkirk, on the 22nd of July, 1298, he en-

countered the Scots' army under Wallace, and entirely routed

it, with an enormous loss in killed and wounded. So exhausting,

however, was the effort, that Edward retreated instead of

following up his success, and the Scots employed the interval

in trying to get help both from the French king and the pope.
The former refused the slightest assistance, but the pope,
Boniface VIII., took up the matter by ordering Edward to refer

his claims to the papal arbitration, seeing that the pope was
lord paramount of all the kingdoms in the world. The English

king, however, quickly disposed of this claim by informing the

pope that " neither for Zion nor Jerusalem would he depart
from his just rights while there was breath in his nostrils ;

" and
the English Parliament, before whom the pope's bull was laid,

resolved with one voice,
" that in temporal matters the King of

England was independent of Rome, and that they would not

permit his sovereignty to be questioned."
The war with Scotland went on for two years with changeable

fortune, the Scots on the whole getting the best of it, when in

1302-1303 Edward took the matter in hand himself, and entering
Scotland with a powerful army, applied himself vigorously to

the campaign. Town after town succumbed to him, the magic
of his skill made the strong places yield, and the heart of Scot-

land became chilled, as stroke after stroke of his heavy sword
fell upon her devoted children. The English dominion was
re-asserted in almost every part, and when in 1304 William
Wallace was betrayed by Sir John Monteith, and subsequently
beheaded in London as a traitor, hope itself seemed to be dead
within the Scottish breast.

In 1305-6, however, Robert Bruce, Earl of Carrick, grandson
of the competitor of Baliol, and one of those to whom Edward

chiefly looked to secure his Scotch conquests for him, awoke to

a sense of his duty, and entered into a plot for the overthrow of

the Anglo-Scotch tyranny. Accident suddenly compelled him
to declare himself; the principal Scotch nobles espoused his

cause, and so strong did Bruce find himself that in March,
1306, he caused himself to be crowned king at Scone, the

ancient coronation-place of the Scottish kings.

Overwhelming were the preparations made by Edward to

crush the rebellion, as he called it. The Earl of Pembroke and
other commanders invaded the country, and defeated Bruce and
his friends in many encounters ; so that by the winter of 1306

many of the chiefs were taken and executed, and Bruce himself

was a wanderer. Nevertheless, in the spring of 1307, Bruce
with a small band of followers appeared in Arran, and, passing
into Ayrshire, was soon enabled to show a front. Sir James

Douglas joined him, and hia success became so marked and

signal, that Edward found himself under the necessity of

marching in person against him.
How Edward did march, and how he died on his way in night

of the Scottish border, and how before he died he mode his son

promise to carry his nnbnried corpse with the army till Soot-

land should have been subdued, are matters of history. So is

it matter of history how, six years afterwards, in 1313-14, that
son marched with an enormous army, and how at Bannockbnrn,
on the 25th of June, 1314, Bruce overthrew him, and routed

with irretrievable loss, both of men and prestige, the whole
Kiixlinh army, inflicting a greater blow than the English arms
had suffered sine* the Conquest, and tsiaMiflhmg one* and for

ever the independence of the kingdom of Scotland.

Several futile attempts were subsequently made to a*s*rt

the English supremacy over Scotland, and the English kitigH

for some time consoled themselves with the barren comfort of

refusing to recognise the kings of Scotland as independent ; but
sinoo the well-won battle of Bannockbnrn was fought the ques-
tion was never put practically to Scotland, as it had been
done before, which of the realms should be the greater. The
same inconveniences which the policy of Edward I. sought to

remove continued to present themselves ; Scotland lomshnil a
source of danger, a thorn in the side, to England ; national anti-

pathies, aggravated by constant provocations, and finding vent

perennially in border warfare, were fostered between the two.

countries, till the death of Queen Elizabeth opened the way to a
community of interest, and a unity of state policy. Whenever,
after Bannockbnrn, there was fighting between England and

Scotland, it was always conducted on the principle of equality
in status in the belligerents; the words "lord paramount" and
" vassal

" were no longer heard ; and the Soots, jealous of any,
the slightest dictation, whether from Southron or any other, were

always ready to "
fight for the liberty which was dearer to them

than life."

It is a common error to suppose that when James VL of

Scotland and I. of England ascended the English throne, the

crowns of the two countries resting upon one head, united the
two kingdoms. England and Scotland remained separate and
distinct in every respect, save as to their king ; they had sspa
rate parliaments, separate laws, a distinct religion, different

social customs. There was not, of course, the same danger to

either country as there had been before the power of peace or

war centred in one man ; but the national antipathies -And pre-

judices became probably stronger for being brought more closely
into contact. All through the English civil war the Soots acted

as an independent people, and refused to meet the English in a
common council, though they were engaged in a common cause.

It was not till 1707, when Queen Anne was on the throne, that

the union of England and Scotland into one kingdom under the

name of Great Britain, was accomplished. Not without much
difficulty, much delicate negotiation, much giving and taking,
was the union effected ; but the conditions, contained in twenty-
five articles, having been agreed to, the two realms were so in-

separably united that nothing short of successful revolution

could ever sunder them again. The principal conditions of

the union are appended, not only in justification of this asser-

tion, but because they are not themselves generally known.
The Parliaments of the two countries agree that

1. On the 1st of May, 1707, and for ever after, the kingdom*
of England and Scotland shall be united into on* kingdom,
under the name of Great Britain. ,

2. The succession to the monarchy of Great Brurvin shall be
the same as was before settled with regard to that of England.

3. The united kingdom shall be represented by one Parlia-

ment.
4. There shall be a communication of all rights and privilege*

between the subjects of both kingdoms, except where it is other

wise agreed.
5. When England raises 2,000,000 by a land-tax, Scotland

shall raise 48,000.

16, 17. The standards of the coin, of weights, and of laeasuios,
shall be reduced to those of England throughout the united

kingdoms.
18. The laws relating to trade, customs, and the excise, shall

be the same in Scotland as in England. But all the other laws

of Scotland shall remain in force, although alterable by the Par-

liament of Great Britain.

22. Sixteen peers are to be chosen to represent the peerage of

Scotland in Parliament, and forty-five members to sit in the

House of Commons. [The Reform Act of 1888 added sight

members.]
23. The sixteen representative peers of Scotland shall have

all privileges of Parliament ; and all peers of Scotland shall be

peers of Great Britain, and rank next after those of the same

degree at the time of the union, and shall have all privileges of

peers, except sitting in the House or Lords, and voting on the

trial of a peer.
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LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. VI.

HYDEOGEN.

STMBCL . H ATOMIC WEIGHT . 1 DENSITY

HYDROGEN is a permanent gas, without colour, taste, or smell.

It is never found free in nature, and is the lightest known body,
being 14'47 times lighter than the air.

It was distinguished by Cavendish in 1766 as being one of

the constituents of water, from the decomposition of which the

gas is generally procured.
PREPARATION.

The metals of the alkalies (K, Na, etc.) and of the alkaline earths

(Ca, Sr, and Ba) have the power of decomposing water at ordinary

temperatures. If a piece of potassium be thrown on water, the

potassium takes the oxygen, forming potash, and the chemical

action is so vigorous, that sufficient heat is developed to set fire

to the escaping hydrogen. Care must be taken not to hold the

face too near when the flame has ceased ; for there remains a

globule of potash, which is in a melted state, and when it cools

down to such a temperature as to permit the water to come in

contact with it, steam is generated in a large quantity, and the

melted potash blown out of the water.

The following equation expresses the action :

H,0 + 2K = K,O + 2H.

The potash (KZO) is dissolved in the water, which then pos-
sesses the "greasy" feel of an alkaline liquid. It will "blue"
red litmus paper, and convert oil poured into it into soap.

Fig. 22.

If sodium be used instead of potassium, the metal will melt
into a globule, and run about on the water, being pushed by
the atoms of hydrogen escaping from its under-snrface ; but
the action is not violent enough to set fire to the gas. If, how-

ever, the water be thickened with starch, so as to increase the

vigour of the action, the hydrogen will be lit. In this case
soda (Na0) and hydrogen are the products of the reaction.

To collect the gas in these cases, fill a test-tube with water,

place the thumb over its end, and then invert it in a bowl of
water. Wrap a small piece of the metal in paper, and quickly
pass it under the mouth of the test-tube, which is, of course,
beneath the surface of the water. The gas thus collected will

exhibit the properties of hydrogen. To prepare this gas in large
quantities, some iron turnings are placed in a porcelain tube, a b

(Fig. 22), which passes through a charcoal furnace. Steam is

generated in the flask, B, and as it passes over the red-hot iron it

is deprived of its oxygen, which forms with the iron the same
compound as was produced when the iron was burnt in oxygen
(FesO4 , the magnetic oxide) : thus the action will be

3Fe + 4H aO = 4 + 8H.

Zinc, tin, and some other less important metals, also have this

power of decomposing water at a high temperature.
But the property which these metals likewise possess of de-

composing water in the presence of an acid is taken advantage
of in the laboratory for obtaining the gas. A " Woulffs bottle

"

with two necks as is shown in Fig. 23 is used, or a bottle
with one wide neck, into which a cork is fitted, pierced with
two holes. The long tube with a funnel is a "

safety tube,"
by which the acid is added ; the other tube is the "

delivery
tube," from which the gas is conducted into a receiver, as in the
case of oxygen.
On account of the lightness of the gas, it is frequently collected

by
"
displacement," as in this diagram. The hydrogen rises to

the top of the jar, and displaces the air.

To prepare the experiment, some granulated zinc which is

obtained by pouring melted zinc into cold water is placed in

the bottle. Water is added, and
then sulphuric acid (1 part of the

acid to 8 of water) gradually. Bub-
bles of the gas rapidly rise. Iron

may be used ;
but it generally con-

tains carbon, and the gas comes off

mixed with some compound of

carbon and hydrogen, and is ren-

dered explosive. The action is thus

represented :

Zn + H
aS0 4

= ZnSO* + H,.

Thus zinc sulphate (white vitriol)

is formed, which is dissolved in

the water. If the water be evapo-
rated slowly, this salt crystallises
out in white needles.

The decomposition of the water
will be explained to be due to the

agency of electricity. Hydrogen
may also be set free from hydro-
chloric acid (HC1) and zinc : thus

Zn + 2HC1 = ZnCl, + 2H,

forming zinc chloride and hydrogen.
When hydrogen burns, it of course forms with the oxygen

water. If into a jar full of hydrogen a burning taper be intro-

duced, it will be extinguished ; but the gas will burn with a

pale yellow flame at the place where it meets the oxygen of the

air. During the experiment the jar must be held mouth down-

wards, and the disc of yellow flame gradually passes up it.

The gas may be lit as it escapes from the generating jar. For
this purpose the delivery tube must be drawn to a point. If

over this flame a dry jar be held, the water formed in the com-
bustion will be deposited as dew on the sides of the jar.

A singular property of the hydrogen flame may be shown by
allowing it to burn in a tube of glass or metal: a musical

note is produced ; the explanation being, that the flame of

hydrogen is in reality a series of rapid explosions, which cause

the air in the tube to vibrate, thus producing the note.

In lighting the gas, the greatest care must be taken to allow

sufficient time for all the air to be expelled from the bottle.

Should there be any oxygen in it, the mixture will explode with

great violence ; and in all cases it is a safe preservative to

wrap a damp cloth round the bottle, which will prevent the glass
from flying, should there be an accident. To show the lightness
of the gas, a balloon of gold-beater's skin may be fastened to

the delivery tube, which will rise when it becomes filled. If the

india-rubber balloons be used, it will be necessary to pass the

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

gas into an india-rubber bag, and then into the balloon, for the

pressure of the gas escaping from the bottle is not sufficient to

distend the balloon. The same experiment may be shown by
blowing soap-bubbles with the gas.

In the laboratory hydrogen is frequently employed as a re-

ducing agent. If we heat to redness in an atmosphere of

hydrogen metallic oxides, chlorides, iodides, bromides, or sul-

phides, the gas combines with the oxygen, chlorine, iodine,
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bromine, or sulphur, forming HtO, HC1, HI, HBr, an-1 H.s

respectively. The experiment is arranged a* in l-i/. Ut. B ia

u tul packed with calcium chloride, which takes all moisture

from the gas (this is not actually necessary), c is a "redm-tiun

tube."* Place in the bulb a little black oxide of copper, and

apply heat. The hydrogen will take the oxygen, forming H,O,
and the metallic copper will be found in the bulb. Thus

CuO + H, H.O + Co.

The same experiment may be performed with iron filings.

Iron has such a strong affinity for oxygen that it is never ob-

tained in a pure state, save by this means. The filings will

assume the colour of pure iron dark blue ; and when scattered

out of the tube into the air, so rapidly do they combine with

the oxygen again, that they become red-hot

THE DIFFUSION OF OASES.

If oil and water and mercury be shaken in a bottle for any
length of time, the moment the motion ceases the mercury will

sink to the bottom and the oil rise to the top, but this is not the

case with gases ; if it were, our world would not be habitable.

Take two flasks, and connect them by a small tube passing

through the cork of each. Place them as in Fig. 25 ; fill the

top one with hydrogen, and the other with carbonic acid a very

heavy gas and it will be found that the

gases mix, the carbonic acid rising, and the

hydrogen falling.

This fact may bo strikingly shown by
plugging up the end of a long tube with a
little plaster of Paris. Moisten the powder
into a clay, and then place some in the end
of the tube quickly, for it soon " sots."

Now fill the tube with hydrogen, and stand
it in a glass containing some coloured

water, and the water will be found to rise

in the tube, for the hydrogen passes out

through the plug with greater rapidity than
the air passes in ; hence the water rises.

It has been discovered that the rate of

diffusion of different gases is inversely pro-

portional to the square root of their densities.

Thus oxygen is 16 times heavier than

hydrogen ; the square root of 16 is 4, and
that of 1 is 1 : therefore hydrogen passes

through the diaphragm 4 times faster than

oxygen.
As hydrogen is the lightest of all bodies,

it is taken as the standard of the atomic

weight, and if we know its weight we can

always find that of any other gas ; for the
:

densities of all these elements, which can
be got in the gaseous state, are identical

with their atomic weights. There are, how-

ever, two notable exceptions to this law, phosp horus and arsenic,
whose vapours have densities just twice their atomic weights.

In the case of almost all compound gases, the density is half
the combining weight.

The weight of a litre of hydrogen at Cent, and 760 mm.
[millimetres'] pressure (the standard temperature and pressure) is

0*08936 grammes. Therefore at the same temperature and
pressure

1 litre of O weighs 16 x -08936

1 litre of Cl weighs 35'5 * -08936

1 litre of CO, weighs x -08936
I

Ml
1 litre of HC1 weighs _ x -08936

Pig. 25.

etc. etc.

It is necessary to have a standard of temperature and pres-
sure, since the volumes of gases are very much altered by a
change in either.

EFFECT OF CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE ON OASES.
It has been found by careful experiment that when heated

gases expand the *}, part of their volume at for every degree
Centigrade, this fraction, or its equivalent decimal 0'003665,
is called " the co-efficient of the expansion of gases." There is

Woulff' s bottles, 8-oz. capacity, Is. 4d. ; "reduction tube*," 6d.

no similar co-efficient for solids, for all differ in their expan-
MIOIIH, whereas gases expand alike. The alteration in relume
for a change of temperature is easily found

273 volumes of fas at Oat.
become 274 !

275 ., ,. 2" ..

etc.

273 + 1

etc.

t

If, therefore, we require to know what volume '00 litre* of

hydrogen at 50 would become at 120, we ask what 273 litres

do under tho same circumstances. 273 would become 323 at

50, and 493 at 120 : hence this proportion will give as the

required volume: As 323 .- 493 : . 500 : the new \olume-. or

according to the formulas V l = V f 1 +
"

,

t ),
in which V

and V 1 are tho new and old volumes, t is the temperature of V,
and n tho number of degrees the temperature is altered. Foi
Fahrenheit degrees the expansion will be j}s X {

=
jj. of the

volume at 32 for each degree. It is right to observe that this

law is not absolutely accurate ; yet it is sufficiently so for all

practical purposes. Tho reader will note that the increment is

a fraction of the volume at zero, and therefore an absolute

quantity ; if it were a fraction of the volume at any tempera-
ture, the increment would bo variable. It will be evident from
the above that it is necessary to have a standard temperature,
to which to reduce all gases, in order that they may be corn*

pared under the same circumstances. The temperature of melt*

ing ice, or Centigrade, has been fixed upon

EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE VOLUME OF OASES.

Boyle, an English, and Mariotte, a French philosopher, dis-

covered independently of each other the law which bears their

name Boyle and Manotte's law " The volume of a gas ia in-

versely proportional to the pressure to which it is subjected."

If, for instance, a litre of gas supports a pressure of 1 kilo-

gramme, and the pressure be increased to 2 kilogrammes, th*
volume will soon become a litre. The pressure generally
exerted on gases is tho weight of the atmo-

sphere, which is measured by the barometer.

If a glass tube, A B (Fig. 26), sealed at one

end, and about one yard long, be filled with

mercury, and then inverted into a vessel also

containing that metal, the mercury in the

tube will be found to fall, leaving a space, A c,

of about six inches empty; this is called
"
Torricelli's vacuum.'

' That is, the column
of mercury in the tube is exactly the weight
of a column of air its own size, to the top
of the atmosphere. If from any cause the

weight of the air alter, the mercury will

rise or fall accordingly. The standard

pressure of the atmosphere is in English 30

inches, in French 760 millimetres. If the

tube were a square inch in surface, then
30 inches of mercury would weigh 14*67

Ibs., or the pressure of the atmosphere on

every square inch is 14*67 Ibs. When great

pressures are used, they are measured by
"
atmospheres." For instance, we say a

gas liquefies with a pressure of 35 atmo-

spheres, which will equal 35 X 14'67=
513*45 Ibs. on every square inch.

According to Boyle and Mariotte' s law,

whenever we want to find the alteration the

volume of a gas undergoes by a change of

pressure, we form with the new pressure
and the standard pressure, 760 mm., a frac-

tion. If the pressure be increased 760 must
be the numerator, if diminished the denomi-

nator, and by this fraction we multiply the

original volume of the gas. For example :

500 litres of air are now under the pressure of 712 mm.; what
would be their volume at the standard pressure? Here the

pressure will be increased, hence the volume diminished ; the

fraction must therefore be leas than unity.

500x712

780
'

-V
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In the following example the volume of a gas will be "
cor-

rected
"
for temperature and pressure :

What weight of potassium chlorate will be required to fill a

gas bag of a capacity of 20 litres, the temperature of the room
being 15 Cent., and the pressure of the air at the same time
750 mm. ?

KC1O, = KC1 + O,
39-1 + 36-5 + 48 = 39'1 + 35'5 + 48

;

or 122-6 parts by weight of KC1O3 give off 48 of O, or 100 parts
of the salt yield 39'2 of the gas. We know that the weight of

a litre of oxygen at the standard temperature and pressure will

be 16 x 0-08936 grammes = 1-4298 grammes; therefore 20
litres will weigh T4298 x 20 = 28' 596 grammes.
We must know first what volume 20 litres would occupy at

the given temperature and pressure.

To correct for temperature we must multiply 20 by 273~~
'

and for pressure by ; or at one operation,
20 * 76 x

<
273 + 15

>

750 273 x 750

= 21-38 litres at 15" Cent, and 750 mm.
The weight of the gas has nob been altered, and therefore this

21-38 litres at 15 Cent, and 750 mm. weighs what it did when it

was 20 litres at and 760 mm., that is, 28,596 grammes.
What, then, will 20 litres of this more rarefied gas weigh ? This

proportion will give the answer

21-38 : 20 : : 28'596
28-596 x 20

OI.QQ = 26 '7 grains.

How much potassium chlorate will be required to yield 26- 7

grammes of oxygen, when 100 yield 39'2 ?

39-2 : 26-7 :: 100 : 68'11.

Therefore 6811 grammes of potassium chlorate will yield suffi-

cient gas to fill a bag of 20 litres at 20 Cent, and 750 mm.
pressure.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XIX.
SUFFIXES (continued).

Th, of Anglo-Saxon origin, being a termination by which ad-

jectives are transformed into nouns ; as, treowth, truth, from
treowe, German treu, English true ; whence troth and betrothed.
We find the ending in mirth (merry), dearWi (dear), breadi/i,

(broad), depth (deep), etc.

Tude, a Latin termination, found in laikitudo (latus, broad),
Catitude ; longitude (longus, long, longitude). So fortitude (fortis,

brave), ina.giiif.ude (magnus, great), etc.

Ty, from the Latin substantive termination tas ; as corc-

moditas, commodity. Here we have an instance of the way in

which derivatives often depart from the meaning of their primi-
tives. Commoditas in Latin means proportion, convenience,
while commodity now signifies a thing, and has a strictly com-
mercial import. The steps by which the derivation took place
may be supplied from our older writers. Commodity is found
signifying advantage ; and as proportion, or due observance of

measure, time, or opportunity leads to convenience, so does a
regard to convenience conduce to advantage ; but advantage is

only interest or profit, and profit is by commodities, the sources
of gain.

Commodity as convenience :

" Travellers turn out of the highway, drawn either by the commodity
of a footpath, or the delicacy or the freshness of the fields." B. Jonson.

Commodity as advantage :

"
They know that howsoever men may seek their own commodity,

yet if this were done with injury unto others, it was not to be suffered."
Hooker.

Commodity as wares :

''Of money in the commerce of mankind the principal use is that of

saving the commutation of more bulky commodities." Arbuthnot,
" On

Coins.
"

Ule, as in globwle, from the Latin globwJus, a small globe or

ball. The termination ule (in Latin both ulus and ula) is found
in particule (Latin particula) shortened into particle. Animal-

cule, a little animal, is formed by analogy rather than authority,
inasmuch, as the only connected diminutive in Latin is animwZa,
from anima, there being no diminutive from animal.

Ure, from the Latin ura ; as tinctwro, (a colour), tinctwre.

It is found also in verdwe (Latin, viridis, green}, immediately

from the French ; and in tenure, from the word tenura, belong,
ing to feudal or mediaeval Latin.

Ute, from the Latin participial ending utus, as acutus (Latin,
acu, a needle) , sharpened, acute.

Ward appears in the German warts, as in vorwarts,/orwarcZs;
and the Latin versus, towards. It forms many compounds,
traces of which are found in the Anglo-Saxon, as thider-weard,
thitherward; ham-ward, homeivard. In the use of toward, the
to and the ivard were sometimes separated by the interposition
of the noun under regimen, as in 1 Thess. i. 8

" Your faith to God-icard is spread abroad."

Wise, from the Anglo-Saxon wise, manner, is used in both

Anglo-Saxon and English as a suffix ; as rightwis, righteous,

formerly rightwise ; unrightiois, unrighteous. Wise, denoting
manner, is found in the Bible.

" Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise." (Matt. i. 18.)"
If thou afflict them in any wise." (Exod. xxii. 23.)

Webster, in his dictionary, under wise, states that wise is cor-

rupted into ^vays, as in lengthways. This position may be ques-
tioned. Way, signifying manner, is good English. Why, then,

may we not say lengthways ? The s is merely a terminating
consonant for the voice to rest on, as in always. Good writers

use longways no less than longwise. Sideways is more common
than nidewise. For always, algates ; and for otherwise, other-

gates (which are the same as our always and otherways ; gates

being from the German gehen, to go ; and gasse, a street or

way'), are not uncommon in the north of England.
y, a Saxon termination, in adjectives representing ig, as

mjriff, merry ; wasserijr, watery / and in nouns representing
for the Latin ia, as victoria, victory ; for the Greek, also, ia,
as geometria, geometry. See the terminations ance and ce.

In such words as yclept, that is, called ; yclad, that is, clothed ;

the y is a softened sound of the German ge, which is prefixed to

the past participles, as jreboren, born.

" But come, thou goddess, fair and free,
In heaven yclcp'd Euphrosyne,
And by men heart-easing mirth." Milton.

ENGLISH SUFFIXES.

From Greek. .
From I<atin.
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INOLIHH SUFFIXES (continued).
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tutor. 27. Take the key to him. 28. Bring me back the
books which I have lent you. 29. Do not bring them back to

me, read them. 30. Let us have patience, we shall soon have

money. 31. Let us speak to them, they are at my father's.

32. Tell them that I intend to write to them to-morrow morn-
ing

1

. 33. Go to church this afternoon. 34. Bring me back
my letters. 35. Do not carry them there, but bring them to
me as soon as possible.

SECTION LXXI.

1. A verb following another verb in the imperative, is put
in the infinitive (according to general rule, Sect. 20, 2). The
conjunction, which often comes between the two verbs in

English, is not used in French :

Allez parler au nmsicien.
Alltz faire votre ouvrage.
Courez voir ces messieurs.

Go and speak to the musician.

Go arid do your work.

Run and see those gentlemen.

2. Prendre garde, to take care, to take heed when followed by
another verb in the infinitive, means to take care not to :

Prenez garde de tomber. Take care not to fall.

3. Prendre le deuil, means to go into mourning; prendre la

peine, to take the trouble; prendre les devants, to go on before;

prendre un parti, to take a determination ; prendre du cafe, du
the

1

, &c., to take coffee, tea, &o.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Envoyez chercber le tapissiet
1
.

Allez chercber votre parapluie.
Courez voir votre pere.
Prenons garde de nous blesser.

Prenez garde de dechirer vos
habits.

K'avez-vous pas pris le deuil ?

Prenez la peine de vous osseoir.

Prenez du the
1

ou du cafd.

Quel parti avez-vous pris ?

Send for the upholsterer.

Go and fetch your umbrella.

Run and see your father.
Let us take care not to hurt ourselves.

Take care not to tear your clothes.

Have you not put on mourning f

Take the trouble to sit down.
Take tea or coffee.

What resolution have you taken ?

EXERCISE 137.

Attend-re, 4. to expect, Gat-er, 1. to spoil. Kobe, f. dress.

to wait for. Gouverneur, m. gover- Se tai-re, 4. ir. to be

Chocolat, m. chocolate. or. silent.

Conrrier, tn. courier. Lorsque, when. Soin, m. care.

Croi-re, 4. ir. to be- Port-er, 1. to wear. Tach-er, 1. to stain, to

lieve. Quelquefois, sometimes. spot.

Deehir-er, 1. to tear. Tomb-er, 1. to /all.

1. Allez voir mon frere, il a qnelque chose a vous communi-
quer. 2. Courez leur dire que je les attends. 3. Mon frere a

pris bien garde de dechirer ses habits. 4. Votre consine
a-t-elle pris garde de taoher sa robe P 5. Elle a pris garde de

tomber, car en tombant elle 1'aurait gatee. 6. Ces petites filles

ont-ellos pris le denil? 7. Elles viennent de le prendre. 8.

Pour qui prenez-vons le deuil ? 9. Je prends le deuil pour ma
mere. 10. Prenez-vous dn the ou du cafe le matin? 11. Nous
prenons du the et du cafe". 12. Ne prenez-vous pas quelque-
fois du chocolat? 13. Nous n'en prenons que lorsque nous
sommes malades. 14. Qnel parti le gouverneur a-t-il pris ?

15. II a pris le parti de se taire. 16. Prendrez-vons mon 'parti

(my part) ou celni de votre fils ? 17. Je prendrai le votre, si

je crois que vous avez raison. 18. Pourquoi ne prenez-vous
pas la peine de lire sa lettre ? 19. Parce qu'elle n'en vaut pas
la peine. 20. Votre courrier a-t-il pris les devants ? 21. II

n'a pu prendre les devants. 22. N'avez-vous pas tort de

prendre son parti ? 23. Je n'ai pas tort de le prendre. 24.

Avez-vous pris le the (your tea) ? 25. Nous n'avons pas pris

(our) le the, nous avons pris le cafe.

EXERCISE 138.

1. Has your brother taken care not to spoil his hat ? 2. He
has taken care not to spoil it, he has only one. 3. Go and

speak to your sister, she calls you (appelle). 4. Will you not
take a cup (tasse) of tea ? 5. I have just taken my tea. 6.

What have you said to your little girl ? 7. I have told her to

take care not to tear her dress. 8. Let us take care not to tear

that book. 9. My son has just brought it. 10. Has he taken
his tea ? 11. He has not yet taken tea, it is too early. 12. At
what hour do yon take tea at your house ? 13. We take tea at

Bii o'clock. 14. Do yon take tea or coffee for breakfast (a votre

dejeuner) ? 15. We take coffee. 16. Is your courier gone on
before ? 17. He has not been able to go on before. 18. What
resolution have you taken ? 19. I have taken the resolution
to study my lesson. 20. Have you taken care not to tear your
books? 21. I have taken care not to stain them. 22. What
has your brother determined? 23. He has determined to re-
main silent. 24. Have you taken my part ? 25. I have taken
my brother's part. 26. Are you right to take his part ? 27.
I am right to take his part, because he is right. 28. Are you
not afraid to take his part ? 29. I am not afraid to take his

part. 30. Will you take your sister's part or mine r 31. I
will take my sister's part. 32. Go and read your book, you do
not know your lesson. 33. I know my lesson, and I know
also that you are my friend. 34. Let us go to our father, he
wants us.

SECTION LXXIL THE SUBJUNCTIVE.
1. All the French verbs, regular and irregular, end in this

tense with e, es, e, ions, iez, ent :

2. CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT OP THE SUBJUNCTIVE OF
THE REGULAR VERBS.

Que je chant -e fin -isse re9 -oive rend -e
That I may sing may finish may receive may render

Que tu parl -63 cber -isses aper? -Gives vend -68
That thou mayest speak mayest cherish mayest perceive maijest sell

Qu'il donn -e fourn -isse per9 -oive tend -e
That he may give may furnish may collect may tend

Que nous cherch -ions pun -issions cone -evions entend-ions
That w may seek may punish may conceive may hear

Que vous port -iez sais -issiez d -evlez perd -iez
That you may carry may seize may owe may lose

Qu'ils aim -ent un -issent de9 -oivent inord -ent
That they may love may unite may deceive may bife

3. In the first conjugation, the subjunctive is in the singu-
lar, similar to the present of the indicative. Exception : aller

je, vais, que j'aille.

4. The first and second persons plural of the subjunctive,
in the four conjugations, are the same as the corresponding
persons of the imperfect of the indicative. The third person
plural is like the corresponding person in the indicative pre-
sent. Exceptions : avoir, subjunctive, nous ayons, vous ayez,
ils aient

; savoir, nous sachions, vous sachiez, ils sachent ;

etre, nous soyons, vous soyez, ils soient
; faire, nous fassions,

vous fassiez, ils fassent
; aller, ils aillent ; vouloir, ils veuil-

lent ; valoir, ils vaillent, etc.

5. The subjunctive is formed from the participle present,
by changing ant into e, es, e, ions, iez, ent : as, chantant, je
chante

; finissant, je finisse ; rendant, je rende ; sachant, je
sache

; craignant, je craigne.
6. In the following verbs the endings of the Present Sub-

junctive are formed as stated in No. 5 above, but the root ia

altered. The student will find them conjugated in the Second
Part of this Grammar, 64 :

Acque'rir Concevoir Mourir Prendre
Aller D^cevoir Mouvoir (and
Apercevoir Devoir Percevoir its cote-

Avoir Etre Pburvoir pounds)
Boiro Faire Pouvoir Eecevoir

Savoir Venir
Tenir (and (and
its com- its com-

pounds) pounds)
Valoir Vouloir

7. The past of the subjunctive is formed from the subjunc-
tive present of one of the auxiliaries, avoir, 6tre, and the past
participle of the leading verb [ 46] :

Que j'aie parle
1

, que je soia venu. That I may have spoken, that I may
have come.

8. A verb is put in the subjunctive, when it is preceded by
another verb expressing consent, command, doubt, desire, sur-

prise, will, want, duty, necessity, regret, fear, apprehension,
Ac. [ 123 (4)] :

Je veux que vous lui parliez. I wish you to speale to him.

Je desire que vous nrriviez a temps. I wish you to arrive in time.

9. When the first verb expresses fear or apprehension, the

second must be preceded by ne, which, however, has no nega-
tive sense [

123 (5), 134 (4) () (6)] :

Je craius qu'il ce toinbe. I am afraid lest he fall.
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10. After craindre, to Jtr ; apprehender, t<> apprehend;
avoir peur, t l>c afraid ; trembler, t<> trmM>-; pas ia used in

i. .11 with ne, when wo wish for tho accomplishment of
the action or occurrence oxprounod by tho second verb [ 134

(7)] :-

Je tremble qu'il u'urrivo pu a I tremlih that he may not arrive in,

temps, in tint*.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
; cin veut-il que je boive de

.'us que vous alliez le voir.

Nous dontuiis que vous arriviez i
< tups.

Je cruiiis que votre moitre ne vous

pini!

Je cruins que votre moitre ne vous

puuisso pus.
Je m'etouue qu'il ne sache pas

cela.

J'exige que vous lui donniez cela.

Youlez-vous qu'il uille a la

chasseP

Que voulez-vons que je disc ?

J'uinif mieuz que vous mo payiez.

Does the phyiician wih me to drink

voter 1

I content that you go to tee him.
We doubt your arriving in time.

I fear le*t your matter may punish
you.

I fear that your master may not

]>uni/i you.
I am u.^foinVhed that h does not

know that.

I require 1,011 to give him that.

Do you wish him to go hunting ?

What do you wish me to (that I

should) say t

I would rather have you to pay me.

Artisnn, m. mechanic.

Atelier, m. workshop.

Au-dessus, above.

Bracelet, m. bracelet.

Dija, already.

EXERCISE 139.

Empech-er, 1. to prevcnt.OW-ir, 2. to obey.

Force, f. strength. Kempl-ir, 2. to fulfil.

Fortement, tiery much. Eue, f. street.

Mugasin, m. warehouse. Scierie, f . saw-mill.

Malsain, e, unhealthy. Tomb-er, 1.
.
to /all.

1. Qne voulez-voua que nous faasions ? 2. Je desire que
vous fassiez attention ;\ vos etudes. 3. Ne craignez-vous pas
quo la plnie ne vous empeche de sortir ? 4. Nous craignons
fortement que la pluie ne nous empeche de remplir nos engage-
ments. 5. Doutez-vous qu'il soit chez Ini maintenant ? 6.

Je doute qu'il y soit, il est deja> dix heures. 7. Exigez-vons
qn'il parte de bonne heure ? 8. Je m'etonne qu'il ne soit pas
deji parti. 9. Aimez-vous mienx quo je vous rende ces brace-
lets ? 10. J'aime mienx que vous me les payiez. 11. Votre
voisin craint-il que son enfant ne sorte? 12. II craint qu'il
ne tombe dans la rue. 13. Ne desirez-vous pas que vos el&ves
vous obeissent ? 14. Je souhaite qu'ils m'obeissent et qn'ils
obeissent & lenrs professeurs. 15. Ne craignez-vous pas que
cet artisan ne tombe malade ? 16. Je crains qu'il ne tombe
malade, car son atelier est tres malsain. 17. Ne regrettez-vons
pas qu'il soit oblige de travailler ? 18. Je regrette qn'il soit

oblige de travailler au-dessus de sea forces. 19. Ne desirez-
vons pas qu'on lui apprenne cette nouvellc ? 20. Je desire

qu'on la lui apprenno le plus tot possible. 21. Votre pere ne
veut-il pas que vons achetiez un magasin ? 22. II veut quo
j'achete une scierie. 23. Desirez-vous que je vous quitte ? 24.
Je desire que vous restiez avec moi. 25. Je veux que vons
partiez ce matin.

EXERCISE 140.

1. Do yon wish me to speak to the mechanic ? 2. I wish

you to tell him to (de) come here to-morrow morning. 3.

What do yon wish me to do ? 4.1 wish you to bring me a
book. 5. Do yon not wish me to read your letter ? 6. I wish

you to read it and (que) give it to my sisters. 7. Does not

your sister fear lest the rain may prevent her going out ?

8. She fears that the rain may prevent our going out. 9. Do
you doubt that your father bo at home now ? 10. I doubt his

being there. 11. Do you require me to do my work now ? 12.

I wish yon to do your work before going out (avant de sortir).
13. Do you not regret his being obliged to work ? 14. I do
not regret his being obliged to work. 15. Are yon not
astonished that he knows that P 16. I am astonished that he
knows all. 17. Do you require me tc pay him to-day ? 18. I

wish you to pay him to-morrow. 19. What would you have
mo do (see No. 1 of the above exercise) ? 20. I will have you
pay him immediately. 21. Do you fear lest the master punish
your son ? 22. I fear that he may not punish him. 23. What
would you have me say ? 24. I would have yon say the truth.

25. Does not your father wish yon to buy a house ? 26. He
wishes me to buy a store-house. 27. Do you wish us to leave

you ? 28. I wuh you to go away to-morrow. 29. Do yon
wish me to stay with you t 30. I wish yon to stay here. 31.
Do you wish me to tell him that new* ? 32. I wish yon to tell

it to him. 33. Do you wish your children to obey their *<whgr ?

34. I wish them to obey him.

SECTION LXXIII.-U8E OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE (continued).

1. A verb preceded by one of tho impersonal verbs, faut,
it is necessary; il importe, it mitten, it is important; il con-
vient, it is proper, becoming ; il vaut mieux, it is better ; il plait.
it pleases, suits ; il se peut, il peat se faire, it may be ; il est
juste, it is just ; il est bon, it is proper; il est necessaire, it is

necessary ; il est important, it is important ; il est temp*, it is
time ; il eat indispensable, it is indispensable ; il est a propos,
it is proper; il est facheux, it is sad, it is a pity ; il est urgent)
it is urgent, or by another verb or expression implying neces-

sity, will, or propriety, must be put in the subjunctive [8 123

(7)] :-
II faut que vous restiez ici. Ton. must remain htri.

II est juste que vous soyez recom- It is just yon be rewarded.

peiise
1

.

2. The impersonal verb il est requires the indicative mood,
when it is used affirmatively with one of the adjectives, stir,
sure ; certain, certain ; vrai, true : demontre, proved ; incon-
testable, incontestable ; evident, evident, and others having a
positive and affirmative sense :

II est certain qu'il vient ou qu'il It is certain that he comes or trill

vieudra. come.

3. When, however, the verb il est, used in the above con-

nection, is negative or interrogative, it is followed by either the
indicative or subjunctive mood :

II n'est nullement certain qu'il It is by no means certain that he iriK

vienne, or qu'il est venu, or oome, or ho* come,

qu'il viendra.

4. After certain conjunctions, ^fin que, in order that ; quoi-
que, although, &c. [see full list, 140 (1) (3)], the subjunctive
is always used :

Quoi que vous fassiez, quoi que Wltatever you may do, whatever you
vous disiez. may say.

5. Other important rules on the government of conjunctions
will be found in 73, 140.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Que faut-il que votre sceur fasse ?

Faut-il que je lui ecrive ?

II est necessaire que vous lui

ecriviez.

II est temps que vons lui donniez
son argeut.

Vest-il pas facheux qu'il soit

nrrive si tard ?

II est certain qu'il est arrive.

II n'est point certain qu'il se soit

bless*', or qu'il s'est blesse.

Restez ici jusqu'a ce qu'il arrive.

Fourvu que vous finissiez a temps.

What mutt your sister do t

Must I irrite to him f

It is necessary for you I? trriU t*

him.

It is time that you should jice htm
his money.

Is it not a pity that he arrived so

later

It is certain that he is arrived.

It is not certain that he hoc hurt

himself.
Remain here until he come*.

Provided that you finish in time.

EXERCISE 141.

Affaire, f. affair. Necessaire, m. necessa- Regl-er, 1. to regulate.

Ainsi, thus. riec. Satisfai-re, 4. ir, to

Creancier, m. creditor. Ordre, m. order. satisfy.

Empruut-er, 1. to bor- Oubli-er, 1. to forget. Se couch-er, 1. ref. to

row. Point, m. point, degree. retire.

Fourn-ir, 2, to furnish. Pourvu que, provided Se lev-er, 1. ref. to rise.

Linge, m. linen. that. Tel, le, such.

Manqu-er, 1. to want.

1. Que fant-il que je dise ? 2. II faut qne vons disiez ce quo
vous avez entendn. 3. Ne la-t-il oas que je finisse cette

histoire ? 4. II n'est pas necessaire que vous la finissiez.

5. N'est-il pas & propos que je satisfasse mes creanciers ? 6. II

est k propos que vons le fassiez. 7. N'est-il pas juste qne je

vons paie ce qne je vons ai emprunte ? 8. II est jnste que vons

me le payiez. 9. Se pent-il que votre frere ait oublie sa famille ?

10. II ne ee pent pas qu'il 1'ait onblie. 11. Est-il certain

que votre frere se soit onblie & nn tel point ? 12. II est certain

qn'il s'est oublie. 13. D est bien fachenx qu'il se soit onblie
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ainsi. 14. Resterez-vous jusqu'a ce que j'aie mis ordre a mes
affaires ? 15. Je resterai jusqu'a ce que vous les ayez reglees.
16. Ne faudra-t-il pas que je fournisse des provisions a cette

famille ? 17. II faudra que vous lui en fournissiez, pourvu
que vous en ayez. 18. Ne vandra-t-il pas mieux que vous lui

pretiez de 1'argent, que de la laisser manquer du necessaire ?

19. II vandra mieux que nous lui en pretions. 20. Que faut-il

que nous fassions ? 21. II faut qne vons portiez ce linge chez

moi. 22. N'est-il pas temps que je me couche ? 23. II est

temps que vous vous couchiez. 24. Faut-il que je me leve ?

25. H faut que vous voua leviez.

EXERCISE 142.

1. What must our friend do? 2. He mnst remain at our

house until I come. 3. What must our neighbour do ? 4. He
must put his affairs in order. 5. Is it not right that you should

pay your creditors ? 6. It is right that I should pay them.

7. Is it time for your little boy to go to school ? 8. It is time

for him to go to school, it is ten o'clock. 9. Must I write to

your correspondent to-day or to-morrow ? 10. You mnst write

to him to-morrow morning. 11. Is it not a pity that your
brother has torn his cap (casquette) ? 12. It is a pity that he

has torn it. 13. Is it necessary for your mother to finish her

letter ? 14. It is not necessary that she finish it. 15. Is it

certain that your son has forgotten his money ? 16. It is

certain that he has forgotten it. 17. It is by no means certain

that he has forgotten it. 18. Must you furnish money to that

mechanic P 19. I must furnish him some, he has none. 20.

Whatever you may do you will not succeed (reussir). 21.

Whatever your brother may say, nobody will believe him

(croire, ir.). 22. Must I write to you P 23. You must write

to me. 24. Do you wish me to be ill ? 25. I do not wish yon
to be ill. 26. Do you require me to tell you that ? 27. It is

necessary that you tell me all. 28. Do you wish me to go to

your house ? 29. I wish you to go there. 30. Mnst I get up ?

31. You must rise immediately (d Vinstant). 32. Must your
brother retire ? 33. He must go to bed immediately. 34. It

is time for him to go to bed, it is twelve o'clock.

SECTION LXXIV. USE OP THE SUBJUNCTIVE (continued).

1. The verbs croire, to believe; dire, to say ; esperer, to hope;

gager and parier, to bet ; penser, to think ; sentir, to feel ; voir,
to see ; and others expressing affirmation or something certain

and positive, are, when conjugated affirmatively, followed by
the indicative present or future [ 123] :

Je pense, je crois, je dis qu'il I think, I believe, I say that he will

viendra. come.

2. The above verbs, when used in the same connection and
conjugated negatively or interrogatively, are followed by *

either the indicative or the subjunctive [ 123 (2)] :

Je ne crois pas qu'il vienne, or J do not believe he will come.

qu'il viendra.

3. A verb, preceded by another verb and by a relative pro-
noun, is put in the subjunctive when there is an idea of un-

certainty, and in the indicative when there is certainty [ 123

(2)] :-

J'ai un homme qui me rendra ser- I have a man who mil oblige me.
vice.

J'ai besoin d'uu homme qui me J wont o man who will (may) oblige

rende service. me.

4. A verb, preceded by a superlative, relative, or by the

words, le seul, le premier, le dernier, is put in the subjunctive

[ 123 (6)] :-

Voila le seul chapeau que j'aie. T?iat is the only hat I have.

Voila le meilleur homme que je There is the best man I know.

connaisse.

* The student should bear in mind that the subjunctive is essentially

the mood of doubt. Its use is not absolutely a matter of grammar, and
in the case mentioned in No. 2 above, it would be employed if the

speaker had a doubt to express, while he would use the indicative mood
if he had not.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Je crois que le concert a eu lieu.

Je lie pense pas que notre ami
vienne.

J'espere que vous apprendrez cela

par coeur.

Je ne pense pas qu'il puisse ap-

preudre tout cela par cceur.

Je crois que ce marchand e'en-

richit aux ddpens d'autrui.

Je ne crois pas qu'il s'enrichisse a
vos de"pens.

Je ne crois pas que vous re'ussissiez

a gagner votre vie.

J'ai une carafe qui contient un
litre.

Je cherche une carafe qui contienne
un litre.

Je vous prete le meilleur chapeau
que j'aie, a condition que vous
me le rendiez demaiu.

I believe that the concert took plane.

I do not think that our friend will

come.

I hope that you will learn that by
heart.

I do not think that he can leam olC

that by heart.

I believe that this merchant grows
rich at the expense of others.

I do not believe that he enriches him-

self at your expense.

I do not believe that you will succeed

in earning your living.

I have a decanter which holds a litre.,

I seek a decanter which holds a litre.

I lend you the best hat I have, on

condition that you will return it to

me to-morroic.

EXERCISE 143.

Compt-er, 1. to depend. Negotiant, m. mer- S'asse-oir, 3. ir. ref. to

Cristal, m. crystal. cfiant. sit down.

Debout, standing. Parasol, rn.- parasol. Sorte, f. feind.

Dur-er, 1. to wear, last. Portier, m. porfer. Suffi-re, 4. ir. to suffice.

Fort, strong. Eentr-er, 1. to come in Tanneur, m. tanner.

Litre, m. litre, about again. Tard-er, 1. to tarry,
a quart.

1. Pensez-vons que ce drap dure longtemps ? 2. Je crois

qu'il durera bien, car il est fort. 3. Croyez-vous que notre

portier tarde a rentrer ? 4. Je crois qu'il ne tardera pas. 5.

Desirez-vous que nous restions debout ? 6. Je desire an con-

traire que vons vous asseyiez. 7. Croyez-vous que ces etu-

diants puissent apprendre cinq pages par coeur en deux heures P

8. Je crois que c'est impossible. 9. Esperez-vous que notre

ami arrive de bonne heure ? 10. J'espere qu'il arrivera bientot.

11. Quelle sorte de carafe vous faut-il? 12. II m'en faut une

qui contienne un litre. 13. J'en ai une de cristal, qui contient

deux litres. 14. Pensez-vous qne ce negociant s'enriohisse a

vos depens ? 15. Je sais qu'il s'enrichit aux depens d'autrui.

16. Quel parasol pensez-vous me preter ? 17. Je pense vous

preter le meilleur que j'aie. 18. Le tanneur reussira-t il a

gagner sa vie ? 19. Je ne crois pas qu'il y reussisse. 20.

Pensez-vous que cet argent suffise a votre pere ? 2 1 . Je crois

qu'il lui suffira. 22. Croyez-vous que ces messieurs comptent
sur moi ? 23. Je sais qu'ils comptent sur vous. 24. Pensez-

vous que le concert ait lieu aujourd'hui ? 25. Je crois qu'il

n'aura pas lieu.

EXERCISE 144.

1. Do you believe that the concert has taken place? 2. I

believe that it has taken place. 3. Do you believe that your
sister's dress will wear well ? 4. I think that it will wear

well, for the silk is very good. 5. Do you believe tha.t our

friend will succeed in earning a livelihood ? 6. I believe he

will succeed in it (y), for he is very diligent. 7. Do you think

that the tanner grows rich at my expense ? 8. I think that he

enriches himself at the expense of others. 9. Does the mer-

chant grow rich at my father's expense ? 10. He grows rich

at your expense. 11. What kind of a house must you have

(vous faut-il) ? 12. I must have a house which has ten rooms.

13. I have a good house which has twelve rooms. 14.. What
kind of a decanter do you seek ? 15. I seek one which holds

three litres. 16. I have one which holds two litres, I will lend

it to you. 17. What coat will you send me ? 18. I will send

you the best I have, take care not to stain it. 19. Do you
think that the student will learn all that by heart ? 20. I do

not think that he will learn it. 21. Do you believe (that) he

will come ? 22. I believe that he will come soon. 23. Do

you think that your father depends upon me ? 24. I know
that he depends upon you. 25. Does not that gentleman de-

pend upon me ? 26. I think that he depends upon your
brother. 27. Will the porter soon come in again ? 28. I hope
that he will not tarry long. 29. Will you not lend me your
umbrella P 30. I?will lend it to you with pleasure. 31. Does

my brother remain standing ? 32. He does not wish to sit

down. 33. Do you wish me to sit down ? 34. I wish you to

remain standing. 35. I wish that he may come.
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KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

KXKRCIBK 23 (Vol. I., page 87).

1 . 1 luve you a good guitar ? 2. Yes. Sir, I hare an excellent guitar.

. *ood oottU ? 4. Yes, Madam, I have good black coat*

lutiful whito dresses. 5. Has not your mother a silk shawl P

6. Yea, Minn, she hu* a Bilk one and a woollen one. 7. Han the inn-

keeper good EnjfliMh hone* P 8. The innkeeper has English, French,
ibiim horses. 9. He has Tory beautiful ones. 10. Has your

brother's friend gold jewels t 11. Yes, Sir, he hu. 12. Has he also

welsl r:. He has also. 14. Has he many? 15. No, Sir, he

has not many. lii. Haa your friend relations P 17. Yes, Sir, he has.

18. Has that gentleman a good steel pen or a handsome gold penP 19.

He has a steel one, auJ we have a gold one. 20. Has not the general

good soldiers? 21. He has some very brave. 22. Have not the

.lus good laud? 23. They have excellent. 21. Has the mer-

chant English or French knives? 25. The merchant's knives ore

neither English nor French, they are Belgian.

EXERCISE 24 (Vol. I., page 87).

1. Votre frdre a-t-il des chevaux arabes ! 2. Oui, Monsieur, il en a.

3. Eu a-t-il de beaux ? 4. Oui, Monsieur, ou a do beaux. 5. Les

bous Ame'ricains out-ils tort ? 6. Non, Mademoiselle, ils n'ont pas

tort, ila out raisou. 7. Avez-vous un cuulu fran^ais ? 8. Oui,

Monsieur, j'en :ii un, j'ai un beau chale fruncais. 9. Votro aubergiate

a-t-il votre couteau d 'argent ou le mien ? 10. II n'a ni le votre ni le

mien, il a le beau couteau d'acier de sa soeur. 11. Le Beige a-t-il une
bonne guitare ? 12. II a une guitare fran?oise excoiluute. 13. II en a

une excellente. 14. Le Monsieur a-t-il dea livres aintisauts I 15. Oui,

Monsieur, il en a deux. 16. Le general a-t-il des chevaux fniiiyais ou
des chevaux arabes. 17. II n'a ni chevaux franfois ni chevaux arabes,

il a des chevaux anglais. 18. Qui a dea chevaux arabes ? 19. L'Arabe

en a. 20. L' Anglais en a-t-il? 21. L'Anglais en a. 22. La soeur de

votre ami a-t-elle une bonne plume d'acier ? 23. La sceur de mon ami
en a une, ninis mea parents n'en ont pas. 24. N'avez-vous pas tort,

Monsieur P 25. Oui, Madame, j'ai tort. 26. Ces couteaux sont-ils

anglais P 27. Non, Monsieur, ils sont beiges. 28. Avez-vous des

parents P 29. J'en ai deux, et ils sout ici. 30. Le boucher anglais
a-t-il de laviande? 31. Oui, Monsieur, il en a beaucoup. 32. A-t-il

beaucoup d'orgent '? 33. II n'eu a guere. 34. Le general beige a-t-il des

soldats braves ? 35. Oui, Monsieur, il en a de bous.

EXERCISE 25 (Vol. I., page 114).

1. Are you as pleased as my brother ? 2. I am as pleased as your
brother. 3. Has your father as much courage as modesty ? 4. He
ha* less modesty than courage. 5. Has the bookseller as many manu-

scripts as engravings ? 6. He has more of these than of those. 7.

Has he as many friends as enemies ? 8. He has more of these than of

those. 9. Has he as much bread as cheese ? 10. He has quite as

much of this as of that. 11. Has the blacksmith more horses than

your brother ? 12. He has more than my father and more than my
brother. 13. Are you not cold? 14. No, Sir, I am not cold, I am
very warm. 15. Have you two cloth cloaks ? 16. I have one of cloth

and one of blue velvet. 17. Have you not more glasses than plates ?

18. We have more. 19. Has the blacksmith more iron thau steel?

20. He has not so much of this as of that. 21. He has less of this

than of that. 22. Have the Dutch handsome gardens ? 23. Their

gardens are very beautiful. 21. The gardens of the Italians are more
beautiful than those of the Spaniards.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
ENGLISH SNAKES.

SOME years ago we witnessed a scene which illustrated in a very
plain fashion the hatred shown by most people to all members
of the serpent family. Five or six country boys were pelting
with flints gome creature crawling close to a garden-wall. A
glance showed the object of their natural but ignorant wrath,
and we could not help saying,

" That can't hurt you, it never
harmed anybody." They stared, as we proceeded to explain to

them that the reptile was as " harmless as a baby." They were

silenced, it is true, but doubtless believe to this day in the
venomous powers of the blind-worm. Thousands of English
peasants would, probably, support the boys in their view, and
ire therefore begin this notice of English snakes with a few
remarks on this timid member of the family.
Some naturalists might object to class it among serpents at

all ; but there seems to be no sufficient reason on this occasion
for departing from the popular notion.

Have any of our readers ever seen a blind-worm ? No ? Then
look out for the first opportunity. They will see an eel-like

creature, about twelve inches long, of a greyish colour, some-
what ruddy along the sides, which are marked by small darkish

spots. Observe that the tail is not pointed, but blunt, as if a

point had been chopped off. Now you may pot the worn
safely in your pocket, if you please ; it cannot hurt yon, having
no fangs, and the teeth being too small to harm a fly. Mar-
vellous stories and some fiba hare indeed been told of its

destructive bite. One ancient writer boldly declare* it would

poison a full-grown ox. No wonder that the reptile led a Had

life, after getting so bad a name. Why is it called the blind-

worm ? From ignorance at first, and then from custom. It

was supposed to be bb'nd ; bnt why, in one of the pozzies con*

stantly presented by popular names. Any one can see two very
bright, though small eyes in its head. The popular line* nipusa
the common belief on this point

" If the snake could hear, and the blind worm could see.

Neither man nor beast should e'er go free."

Well, the creature can see, and man does go free. The other

name, slow-worm, is a much more suitable designation, as the

reptile's motions are by no means active ; and even the old West
country term for a snake, namely, long cripple, would not involve

any error. The name fragile snake (Anyuis frayilia), given by
Linnaeus, refers to the singular manner in which the animal
stiffens its whole body when seized, and especially to the ease

with which it in. then broken. Thus the reptile has more reason
to dread man than he has to fear it. Not only has the slow-

worm eyes, but three eyelids for the protection of vision,

resembling in this respect the birds, and differing from all the

true serpents. Whether the reptile can hear may be debated ;

it has ears, but they lie concealed under the skin. This harmless
creature forms the link between the lizards and the true snakes,
and it can thus boast of a large circle of relations, from the

chameleon on the one side to the boa-constrictor on the other.

On what does the blind-worm feed ? Chiefly on the fat white

slug, so common in fields and gardens ; it has also no objection
to a plump earth-worm. But how does the. reptile manage to

live through the winter, when even the most stupid sing is

cautious of showing himself ? Nothing is easier : the slow-worm
benefits itself by a long fast in that season, retiring into warm
holes at the close of autumn, and sleeping comfortably until

spring returns.

The young make their appearance in June or July, and grow
rapidly under the fostering heat, which aids both reptiles and
men. The slow-worms manage to get a new suit of clothes once

or twice in the season, casting their skins with some little trouble

and wriggling. Some of the old doctors made a peculiar broth

by stewing the unhappy blind-worms, and the preparation was
then given to equally unhappy patients. This singular medicine

was deemed a first-rate remedy against the plague. Whether it

was more allopathic or homoeopathic may be sagely debated.

Now, the blind-worm is not so very fearful after all ; surely even
St. Patrick would have tolerated it.

We must next notice a better known reptile, the common or

ringed snake (Natrix torquata). This, too, in spite of popular

prejudice, is quite harmless, and must not be carelessly con-

founded with the venomous viper. How, then, may the two be

distinguished ? Chiefly by the black spots on the body being
distinct in the ringed snake, instead of running together and

forming one continuous line, as in the adder.

The ringed snake is a type of all the non-poisonous serpents,

which, though they may bite fiercely enough, have no venom to

pour into the wound.
In the spring the snake leaves its winter retreat, and becomes

a formidable enemy to the frogs and mice. Not that it bean
them the least malice, but they furnish very good breakfasts,

which are absolutely necessary for the snake's happiness. The
mode in which this reptile swallows a frog well illustrates the

peculiarity of jaw in all the non-venomous serpents. Let us

suppose the chase to be over, and that the snake has caught the

frog by its hind leg. The struggle then begins ; the frog remon-

strates against being eaten, but the serpent cannot possibly do

without its breakfast. Notice how gradually the frog's body is

drawn, or rather sucked, into the month of its foe. The four-

legged reptile utters a peculiarly plaintive cry as it struggles,

bnt Nature provides no police to interfere in such a case, and at

last the froj is swallowed. Even then some naturalists declare

that the frog lives for several minutes in the stomach of the

snake, and that a faint cry has been heard for two or three

minutes after the victim has disappeared. The snake does not

deserve the name of a glutton ; he eats simply for the good
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reason that he is hungry, and after a dinner submits to a fast of
several days' duration. Some readers may ask how a respectably-
grown frog can pass down the small throat of a snake ? Such
inquirers have probably never seen a boa-constrictor swallow a
goat, horns and all. Those who have witnessed this most
demonstrative but unpicturesque spectacle, will be aware of the
wonderful elasticity and expansive power of a serpent's jaw.
The snake deposits her eggs, to the number of sixteen, twenty,

or even thirty, in some place where the young are hatched by the
heat of the sun. These eggs are soft, held together by a glu-
tinous substance, and thus have
the appearance of a chain. The
mother has, of course, no trouble
in nursing or educating her family.
They who see the ringed snake

just after the change of its skin,
will be disposed to admit the
existence of some beauty even
in this reptile. The brilliant and
varied tints of " the enamelled
skin" might make some creatures

vain, but the snake takes the
whole as a matter of course.

How often does the reptile get a
new coat in the season ? Snakes
are, in this respect, like men,
some having few changes of

raiment, others many. A vigor-
ous and growing snake will, in

some summers, get five new skins
;

others may find one fresh suit

sufficient. How is the change
made? The creature, as it

throws off the old skin, completely
reverses it, so that the inner
side becomes the outer. The old

covering splits at the neck, like an over-tight coat, and the snake
then wrigglesout by rubbing against bushes and brambles. One
fact is especially worthy of notice, that the new skin is com-
pletely formed underneath before the old one is thrown off.

Thus the reptile has not to seclude itself from society until a
new dress is ready. Though the snake is its own tailor, it does
not obtain new suits without some trouble, and probably
suffering. The animal seems to become blind for a short time
before the change, and its torpor is a sign of general ill-health.

Perhaps the reptile would agree with Gilbert White in his

description of its condition at such times, as " an awkward,
uneasy situation." Such is the

price paid, even by a snake, for a
new coat.

Some readers may have seen
our common English snake wrig-
gling through the meadow grass,
or crossing a country lane. Such
will smile at the absurd pictures
of a serpent's movements in old

popular prints. The reptile

really pushes itself forwards by
the friction of its ribs against the

earth, thus
"
gripping the ground"

like the feet of a caterpillar. The
body is not lifted up, in a series of

wave-like coils, pretty to look at
in a picture, but impossible to

perform in fact.

These animals can easily cross pools or rivers, being first-rate

swimmers. The ringed snake is as fond of the water as a duck,
and may sometimes be seen swimming merrily on the surface of
a brook, its head raised a little above the water. Some persons
may here ask whether the snake which thus delights in the
water is not a distinct species, and therefore to be classed among
the "water-snakes?" Let any careful observer catch one of

these so-called "
water-snakes," and then point out the difference

oetween it and the common ringed snake. He will not, we
think, be able to find any distinction between them. Persons

seeing a snake in the water, and forgetting the fondness of the
Nutrias torquata, for a bath, have inferred that the aquatic reptile
must be a distinct species. We venture to think that the

COMMON SNAKE.

HEAD OP A POISONOUS SNAKE, SHOWING THE POISON BAG (A)

AND THE CURVED FANO (B) THROUGH WHICH THE POISON

IS INJECTED.

" water-snake
"

is only the ringed species in its swimming
moods. No doubt there are water-serpents in tropical climates,
and even the "great sea serpent" may yet be brought to the

Zoological Gardens, but these peculiar forms of serpent life are
not found in England.
Can a snake be educated or tamed ? Yes ; our ringed speci-

men has been so far civilised and domesticated as to distinguish
its master, come at his call, and seek for shelter and warmth
under his coat-sleeve. However, very few persons, except the

travelling showman, undertake the training of these reptiles.
The viper, or venomous British

serpent, now demands attention.
Our opportunities for examining
this creature are not likely to be
numerous, and most persons will

decline a close acquaintance. In
some counties the country people
regard the adder and viper as
distinct animals, looking upon
the former as the male, and the
latter as the female. This suppo-
sition is entirely wrong. The two
names denote the same reptile.

Though the running together of the

spots along the back of the viper

may seem to distinguish it from the

ringed snake, not much reliance

can be placed on the colour of the
skin. This is sometimes of an
olive tint, at others brownish,
ruddy, whitish, or almost black.
The viper, or adder, is our only
British type of the poisonous ser-

pents. The fang of this snake
deserves an attentive considera-

tion, as it shows how completely
the reptile has been fitted with a perfect poisoning machine.
The venom tooth or fang is laid down on the gum of the upper
jaw when the viper is not excited, but suddenly raised by a

peculiar action of the jaw-bones at the moment of attack. The
sharp fang first pierces the flesh of the victim, and in that

instant the poison is poured through a tube in the fang, and so

injected into the wound. But whence does the venom come ?

At the bottom of the perforated tooth are many little receptacles
for holding the poison, and also a complex apparatus for pro-

ducing the deadly fluid. When the fang pierces the skin of an

animal, the poison is at that moment pressed out of the reser-

voirs and through the tooth.

Though the yellowish poison is

so powerful in its operation on
the bitten animals, it appears to

be without either taste or smell.

Experimenters have swallowed
the viper's poison without harm,
but this bold test is not likely
to be often repeated. Is the bite

fatal ? To small animals, and
sometimes even to dogs, but very

rarely to human beings in this

climate, unless they are in an

unhealthy state when bitten.

Olive oil rubbed on the part is

deemed the best remedy, but it is

sure not to be at hand just when
wanted.

Wonderful medicinal virtues were formerly ascribed to soup
made from stewed adders, and some enthusiasts thought it

capable of preserving female beauty. Woe to the vipers if this

opinion should ever become popular among the ladies. Such

soup would, probably, be less injurious to the digestion than

some of the modern cosmetics to the skin.

One last word to the reader. We ask no pity for the viper ;

kill him, if it so please you ; but let the harmless ringed snake

and the innocent slow-worm pass without assault and battery.

They are quite willing to keep the peace with all, if permitted.
Is this agreed upon ? Very well ; then we part as friends ;

both reader and writer being at liberty to make war on the

viper only.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XIX.

SECTION XXXV.-LABIAT.S, OR THE LIP-FLOWER TBIBE.

i peraon who has attentively examined the flower of a

mint, sage, or lavender plant, cannot fail to have remarked tho

n.iiiirity which its mouth bean
to tin- open jaws of an animal; hence

tin' tiTiu labiate, <>i- /iy/(/, from the

hiliium. o /<> (a more expressive
mil' iniL'lit bo found), which has been

1 to them.
- r<tcteriilic8 : Calyx free, regular

or irregular ; corolla hypogynous, mono-

petalous, bilabiate ; atameus inserted on
the tube of the corolla, four, didyna-
in. nn, or two; fruit composed of four

urh:>nia ; seeds dicotyledonous, exalbu-

miiiuus ; radicle inferior ; leaves opposite
or \crtioillate. Such are the scientific

points which characterise the Labiates,
but we shall be able to recognise them

by superficial characteristics.

Reversing the usual order of our in-

vestigation, let us first pay attention to

the ovary. When ripe, it displays the

four nut-like fruits, termed by botanists

achcenia, as we found in the Borage
tribe; and when it is considered that this

kind of fructification does not exist in

any natural order, save the Boraginacece
and Labiuhr, the value of this charac-

teristic will be evident. Further than

this, there is no similarity between the

two natural orders. The Borage tribe

is insipid, tho

Labiate tribe

powerfully odo-

rous. The Bo-

rage tribe has

gyrate inflores-

cence; the La-

biate tribe has
not. The Bo-

rage tribe has

round, hairy
stems ; the La-

biate tribe,
stemswhich are

square and an-

gular The
flowers ot the

borage tribe

have a regular

corolla, in those
of the Labiate
tribethe corolla

is irregular;
those of the Bo-

rage tribe have
five stamens,
whereas those
of the Labiate
tribe have four

two long and
two short (Fig.

172, a, 6).

The princi-

pal habitat of

this natural or-

der is tho zone
bounded by the
fortieth and fif-

tieth parallels
of northern latitude. Their number diminishes towards the tro-

pics and either pole. Beyond the Tropic of Capricorn they are
seldom found, and are altogether banished from the polar regions.
Most of the Labiatae contain a volatile oil, a bitter gum-

resinous principle, and gallic acid. The purely aromatic species
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Characteristics :

mint, thyme, sage, rosemary, are employed in domestic economy,
and as perfumes, in addition to their medicinal OMC.
SECTION XXXVI. SCBOPHULARIACEJB, OB THE FOX-

GLOVE Tl

Calyx free ; corolla hypogynoui, mono
pctaloun, generally irregular and bila-

biate ; stamens inserted on the tube of

the corolla, four didynamotu, or two;

ovary, bilocular, many-seeded ; fruit cap-

sular, rarely fleshy ; seeds dicotyledo-
nous, albuminous.

Taking a foxglove as oar specimen,
the student cannot fail to be struck

with a general resemblance subsisting
between a flower of a labiate plant and
a flower of the foxglove, as shown in

Figs. 170, 171, the example of the

labiate plant being drawn on a larger
scale than the foxglove.

In the hitter, however, the irregu-

larity of corolla (Fig. 99, page 280,

Vol. I.) is still more marked.
The ovary, moreover, is different from

the former ; we no longer see four

lobes, but two, each of which is a cell,

which, if cut open, displays a great
number of seeds.

The Foxglove tribe is not completely
banished from any region, although it

more especially belongs to warmer part*
of temperate climes. Between the 'to-

pics and in the polar regions they are

comparatively rare. The Scrophnl *ria.

' from which the name of the order '8 de-

rived, w & BO

109. THE IMPERIAL PAULOWNIA (PAULOWNIA IMPERIALI8). 170. THE COMMON FOXGLOVE (DIGITAL!*

rtTRPUREA). 171. AN EXAMPLE OF A LABIATE PLANT. 172. THE COMMON HYSSOP (HT8SOPU8
OPFICIKALIS.

called oa ac-

count of ite

supposed effi-

cacy in the cure

of scrofulous

diseases. Un-

fortunately,the

opinion is not

borneoutby ex-

perience. The
foxglove (Digi-
talis purjmrea,

Fig. 170) is an

exceedingly
valuable plant,

owing its effi-

cacy to the pre-
sence of a che-

mical sab-
stance termed

digitaline. Ita

great use is to

diminish the

action of the

heart, and con-

sequently to

lessen the vio-

lence of the

blood's circula-

tion. Digitalis,

however, and
all its prepara-
tions, are so

powerful in

their action,

that they
should never

be adminis-

tered except under the sanction of a medical man. The foxwort,

veronica, snapdragon, monkey-flower, and verbascum, all belong
to the natural order we are now considering ; but perhaps the

most beautiful species in this family is that of which a repre-
sentation is shown above in Fig. 169, the Pauloicnia imperiaKt,
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so named after a Russian princess. It is a native of Japan,
remarkable for the beauty of its heart-shaped leaves, and its

long, blue, odorous flowers, disposed in panicles.

SECTION XXXVII.-COMPOSIT^E, OR COMPOUND-FLOWEB
TRIBE.

Characteristics : Inflorescence ; a capitulum receptacle or
torus common, surrounded by an involucre ; calyx tubular,
adherent to the ovary; corolla epigynous, monopetalous ;

stamens five, rarely four, inserted on the corolla ; anthers
united into a tube by their edges ; ovary inferior, unilocular,
uniovular ; ovule erect

; fruit, an achaenium ; seed, dicotyle-

donous, exalbuminous ; radicle inferior.

The Composite, of which at the present time not less than

9,000 species are known, constitute the tenth part of the

flowering plants, and, therefore, perhaps ought to form a
class rather than a natural order ; nevertheless, the type which

they present is so uniform that, in spite of their great nume-
rical superiority over other natural groups, botanists have con-

tinued to regard them as an order.

For the most part the Compositce are herbs, generally peren-
nials; certain' species are ligneous; indeed, a few are arbo-

rescent, constituting trees of large size. The leaves are

generally alternate, various as to their form, but always with- !

out stipules. The capitula, as a whole, present the appear-
ance of a corymb ; the aggregate inflorescence is therefore
definite ; but each capitulum entering into the corymb is in-

definite, as is sufficiently made known by the order of floral

development the external florets always being the first to ex-

pand. Perhaps the best manner of studying the compound
inflorescence is to regard each capitulum as a spike flattened

down upon itself in such a manner that what it loses in length
is gained in thickness. Upon this normal spike each floret

grows from the axilla of a bract ; therefore, we ought to find

apor this compound spike bracts in equal number to the flowers, :

and situated externally to them. But the normal state is still ,

further disturbed by the perishing, or abortion, to use a
(

phrase common in botanical descriptions, of some of the florets,

in consequence of pressure made upon them by their fellows.

Hence it follows that only the bracts appertaining to the outside
;

florets arrive at maturity, and form the general involucrum.
The internal bracts are merely represented by minute scales,

silk-like filaments, or hairs.

When we analyse in this manner the nature of a capitulum,
the explanation is seen of the different aspect assumed by the

torus, or flower-disc, in various genera of compound flowers. In
the chamomile it is covered with hair ;

in the blue corn-flower

it is silky ; in the Onopordon, or cotton thistle, it is alveolar

(Latin, alveolus, a socket, the diminutive of alveus, a large hollow

vessel), that is to say, studded with socket-like indentations,
similar to those in which are embedded the teeth of animals.

Finally, in certain Compositce of which the Dandelion may be
taken as an example, it is absolutely naked.

In the greater number of cases, each floret of a compound
flower bears stamens and pistils, as in the corn centaurea(Pig.
93, page 280, Vol. I.), the full representation of which will be

given in Fig. 173 ; but in others the florets of the circumference
alone are pistilliferous, as is seen in the chrysanthemum (Fig.

101, page 280, Vol. I.) ; or even sterile, or devoid of both -pistils

and stamens. Again, certain remaining members of the Com-
posite order have staminiferous flowers in the centre and pistil-

liferous flowers on the circumference ; of this kind is the marigold.

Finally, there are yet others, the flowers of which are entirely

staminiferous, or entirely pistilliferous ; and these flowers may
be on one or two separate plants.
The calyx, the tube of which is adherent to the ovary and

altogether confounded with it, terminates in a limb or free

portion, which is subject to numerous modifications of form;
thus furnishing excellent characters for the distinction of genera.
It is completely effaced in the chrysanthemum (Fig. 101) ;

it

forms a crown in the wild chamomile and tansy ; and is developed
in tooth-like protuberances, or lamellar scales, in the sunflower

(Fig. 83, page 241, Vol. I.), French marigold, and chicory.

Frequently it has the form of hairy or silk-like filaments, form-

ing a plume, called the pappus.
The stamens are inserted upon the tube of the corolla, and

are alternate with its divisions
;
the pistil is composed of a

single carpel ; the ovary one-celled, uniovular. Certain botanists,

having regard to the aggregation of many individual florets in
a compound flower, have imagined this great natural order to
be the most highly developed of all the flowering plants, and
as deserving to take precedence of all the other natural
families. To decide on the matter of precedence is in no case
an easy task ; but it is certain that the Composites contain a

very large number of highly valuable plants; it is certain,
boo, that extraordinary means are taken by nature for their

generation and preservation. How beautiful is the provision
which is made for the dispersion of their ripe fruits, com-
monly termed seeds ! These^ fruits, which the reader will now
remember are termed by botanists achaenia, remain upon the

torus, or receptacle enclosed by the withered bracts, until ripe ;

they are then dispersed. Various methods are adopted to bring
about this dispersion, and they are all beautiful. In some
species, the torus, after the withering of the floral envelopes,
shoots up in the form of a spire, thus presenting every facility
for the achasniums to escape. In other species, as the colt's-

foot, the torus becomes, during the ripening of the fruit, inverted
in such a manner that the fruits are emptied, as it were, out of
their sockets. In the chamomile the same result is accom-

plished by the assumption by the torus, as the fruits ripen, of

a globular instead of a plane condition. In the cotton thistle,
the alveolar processes become so contracted during the ripening
of the fruits, that the latter are extruded; but amongst all

provisions made by Nature for the distribution of the fruit of

Compositce, perhaps the most beautiful consists in the plume,
or aigrette, with which some are furnished. This plume is

nothing else than the dried limb or free portion of the calyx.
In the genera which have this appendage, it is worthy of remark,
that the involucrum is supplied with long, serrated, imbricated

bracts, which surround the achsenia, protect them, and favour
their ripening. In certain species, the involucrum opens of

itself as soon as the fruits arrive at maturity, thus allowing
the latter to escape and float on their winged appendages. In
others there is another provision. The involucrum, instead of

opening spontaneously, has a tendency to remain closed ; whilst

the wing-like appendages of the achaenia are yet unripe and
devoid of elasticity, there is nothing to prevent the closing ten-

dency of the involucrum from taking effect; but no sooner do
the fruits ripen than their plumes or wings, tending to expand
the outermost ones to a horizontal position, force open the
involucrum by their spring-like elasticity, and the fruits are

now free to move in obedience to the first passing breeze. In
this way the achaenia are transported often to the distance of

several miles. Not content even with this beautiful provision
in all its simplicity, the plumes of certain Compositce, mindful,
as it would seem, of their citizen-like traditions, aggregate to-

gether. In this manner occasionally a mimic cloud of dande-
lion fruits may be seen pursuing their devious course to some
unknown spot.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXIX.
SECTION LVIL EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING THE VARIOUS

USES OF THE PREPOSITIONS.

51 n..

3m Snnern <eutfcf>lanb gefcfxtfj',

toaS ton jeljer gefctyal)', toenn e

bent f)rone an einem Jtaifer, ober

bem JJaifcr an einem Jtai'ferfmne

feljlte. (Skitter.)

2Bir flefyen toett on einan'ber ab an

Satyren, an gepruf'tem 2Bert.

(ctf)e.)

@r ift an ber 2lu'je^rung geftor'fcen.

QKuji tcfy aucty an beiner 8te6e jtcet*

fetn ? (Skitter.)

SHe Sreunbe rocrben trr' an btr !

(Scarier.)

n bte Slngft ber Gutter bcnfji bit

mfyt.

r fdjrteb einen Srief an mtcty.

(@r fctyricb mir einen Srief.)

fennt ben 3Soget an ben %t>

bent.

In the interior of Germany
events took place which have
ever occurred before, when
the throne was without an

Emperor, or the Emperor
without an imperial mind.

We stand far from each other

in years, in recognised worth.

He (has) died of consumption.
Must I likewise doubt of thy

love?

(The) thy friends are becoming

perplexed about thee.

Of the anxiety of the mother
thou dost not think.

He wrote a letter to me.

(He wrote [to] me a letter.)

One knows the bird by its (the)

feathers.
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Tic W.ut fnnmciiiVtvut te fo ge-

flint tctcii fl.irl V. f<$mebte in

fab,r', etiicn Ihnl ilna M<cii(,'.

uno.cn -in tic Iiirfen, tftt .intern

.in i ir aiutfflan'ten ju wrlie'ren.

$.ilte unmbru<9'(i$ fefl an tern

.n an (Mott, ten $ater un-

fa '.Iller.

'I n f

fflir rcaren auf cincn flu'gtnbltcf

auf tic itrapc gegangen, um
un* ten 3ug an'jufcben.

Xcr %

iMir\icrmeifler ifl auf tern

Matti'luwe, nut fein John ifl auf

tcr Univcrrtt.lt'.

2Bir ivaren geflern auf ter 3agb,

unt gcben fyeutc auf cine ^odjjett.

;
ie bofc auf micfi ?

tttuf Son'nenfcb.cut folgt Wegen.

Set.

0? ft.ibt bet mir, tt ;u tb,un, oter

^u Uffcn.

SBei jctcin 9lbfcfiet jittcrt mir ta

I 2.titter.)

99ei allcr feiner Jllugb,eit Idpt et fici.

ju Jb.or'^eitcn wrlei'ten.

olc^) ein cifl, bei folcft, einem w<
tor'bencn (Sbaraf'tcr !

uftav 'Jltolpfe geroann' mit feinem

Seben tie c!jlad)t bei Su^en.

!Ta ifl ni.tt Stttc bet lint.

(Jr nannte mic^ bet meinem aSor'

n.inien (or laufnamen).

3ci) lefe mcfyt gern bei etner Sarnie.

(5r fc^etnt nic^t recfit bei innen ju

fcin.

<5r verbot' tt bet Se'benSfltafe.

<Sr b,at f$on e(t bet @ctte ge(egt'.

<5r fafite ib,n bei ter -&anb.

2Btr bleibcn bi Slbenb.

43i btefe Stunte metp id{) nit^jt. ie

c ibm nu-.jiidi gene'fen ifl, fo ju

lebcn, rote er lebte.

<5r ge^t bi nac^* SBien.

3>a fflaffer reic^te ib,m bi an ten

tad.
i8t auf (Jtncn $unft flnt fie etntg.

<&r ge^t ntc^t eb,er, alt bi er feine

(Sefc^af'te beentigt $at.

3)er QSatet reifl na$ ?lnie'rifa.

Der Witter greirt na<$ feinem

s.lnrcrtc

lie armen SBaifen fc^reien nac^
SBrct.

Umfonfl' i>ab' ie^ nac^ einem 3luge,

kaS emimn'tct. (2cl)iUer.)

8apt un tagen na$ ten altcn

iBriudjen te ?ante (S*iHcr.)

Xtftt, Wat vcr fcir tcin SBeit acthan',

nac$ kir fcin ffleib nte^r tljun

ttirfc. (Stiller.)

The dosoondanta of the formi-

dable Charles V. were in

.r of loaing one part of

their territories to the Turks,
and the other to the Protes-

tants.

Hold inviolably fart to thy

(the) faith in God, the Father
of us all.

We had gone for a moment
into the street, in order to

look at the procession.
The burgomaster is at the coun-

cil-house, and his son is at

the university.
We were yesterday at the chase,
and are going to-day to a

wedding.
Are yon angry with me ?

Rain follows (upon) sunshine.

It depends upon me to do it

or to leave it undone.

At every farewell (departure)

my heart trembles.

With all his prudence he suffers

himself to be beguiled into

foolish actions.

Such a mind, with such a de-

praved character !

Gustavus Adolphus won with

his life the battle at Liitzen.

That is not the fashion with us.

He called me by my Christian

name.
I do not like to read by a lamp.
He seems not to be right in

mind (in his right mind).
He prohibited it on pain of

death.

He has already laid money
aside (up).

He took him by the hand.

Till this moment.
We remain till evening.
To this hour I do not know
how it was possible for him
to live as he did (live).

He goes as far as (to) Vienna.

The water reached up to his

neck.

One point excepted, they are

agreed.
He does not go before he has

finished his business.

The father is going (journey-

ing) to America.

The knight grasps (after) his

sword.

The poor orphans cry for bread.

In vain I ook for an eye that

feels.

Let as meet aocc . ing- to the

ancient customs of the land.

Do what before thee no woman
has done : after thee no
woman will do again.

ETtU

rit tcr ttnfum't feinct 'Cater*

fdjeint er jufric'tcn )u fein.

<r tft fctt einer aUoc$e b,iet.

2eit SWen'fdjengetenfen ift fein fofc$e

geroe'fen.

*
3?i$ is often placed before the prepositions auf, etc., as, bit auf, bit

ltm$, biS ju,
etc. The pupil will observe, that some of the prepositions

are employed in this section as adverbs.

Sett geftern ft,abe u$ ib,n nie$t ge.

fe'b,en.

Uebet.

Xer Saule ftirbt uber fetnen SEBun.

fc^en

).i< ijcft: uber meinen SSerfiant'.

Ste flnt fdb.on ubet ein 3ab,r b,ter.

ffr erfjalt' JBrief uber Ericf.

<2ie jog ten @d>Ieiet ubet ta

Qieftcbt'.

<5r roar uber fciefe Slntwort ganj

entrufl'et.

ST Inn uber tiefen $unft nod> nidjt

entft^te'ten.

Goof' a3eg(ci'ter fc^roeigen son ten

fDJtnera'ltcn SReufiol'lantJ, unt

fcbcinen uber ten JRcijen ter tcr'

tii]cn 5 (ora vcrijcrfcn ju fjabcit,

tap aucl) tcr i'rtcn, ubcr ten fie

$tn'tt(tcn, tic '-Bltcfe tc3 tenner*

ocrtic'nte. (. gcrftct.)

Sag ten erbft in fcf>warjen SSettern

bocb, uber ttnfcrm -^aupte jiefyn.

Urn.

Um fein Seben ju retten, cerrtet^' er

feinen Sreunb.

2)ie fitter fe^tctt fid{)
urn ten runt en

2if$.
I)er tegcr ^atte einen Jtranj um

ta -^aupt.

!Eer gcint la'gerte ftc$ um tte Stabt

<Sie rennen um tie SSJette.

2Ba6 Unit man ntitt um (Vclt ?

treb^t ftd) ?ll(e um micb,.

r ift um balb jei angefommen.
SKan bat ib,n um fein iBermo'gen

(um fein e(t) gebrac^t'.

S mup um einen 3o(l linger fein.

<te fummcm ftc^ mebr um ten

Jtrug, alt um ten Jtrieg. (Sdiil-

(er.)

U n t c r.

ie Soltaten ftebcn unter fflaffen.

2)a ganje ?ant flc^t unter Sffiaffer.

dt tft unter feiner SOBurte, fo ju ^an
tcln.

(Jr ift unter einem antern Stamen ju

un* gefom'men.

3ft feiner unter un, ter ticfe

@cb.macb. rdc^e?

(J ifl unter un fein eb/im'nif.

9Sor.

3ie fu^rten ib,n wr ten Stcb,ter.

$>er Sru^ing ifl or ter 6,ut.

3c^ roid mic^ nic^t tor ttr t>erbet'.

gen.

35oe tb,r ^abt id) feine e^etm'niffe.

Since the arrival of his father

ho appears to be contented.

He has been (U) hex* ft

week.
There has not been rach a ste-

rile year within the memory
of man.

Since yesterday I have not Men
him.

The sluggard dies ovr his

wishes.

That is (goes) beyond my com
prehension.

Tou are (have been) here al-

ready more than a year.
He receives letter upon letter.

She drew the veil over her (the)

face.

He was perfectly indignant at

this reply.
He has not yet decided con-

cerning this point.
Cook's companions were silent

respecting the minerals of

New Holland, and appear,
amidst the charms of the

Flora of that country, to have

forgotten that the soil over

which they hurried was like-

wise deserving of the scru-

tiny of the philosopher.
Let the autumn in dark storms

sweep high above our heads.

In order to save his life he be-

trayed his friend.

The knights seated themselves

about the round table.

The victor had a wreath around
the head.

The enemy encamped (himself)
around the city.

They run for a wager.
What does one not (do) for

money?
Everything turns about me.

He arrived at half-past one.

They have deprived him of

(got away) his property.
It must be (by) an inch

"
longer.

They concern themselves more
about the wine (Jufif)

than the

The soldiers are under arms.

The whole land is (stand-)

under water.

It is beneath his dignity so to

act.

He came (Sect. XVH. 8) to ua

under another name.
Is there no one among us who
may avenge this outrage P

There is no secret among us.

They brought him before the

judge.
The spring is at (before) the

door (at hand).
I will not conceal myself from

thee.

Before her I have no secret*.
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6r ifl gaitj aufier fid; cor 3orn.

45a
ctyiff liegt or Sinter.

r ifl ot tret 2Bod;en an'gefommen.

t Ijat i6.n or ben flopf gefcboffen.

3u.

r reifl ju 8anbe, unb id; ju 2Baf*

fee.

r Itegt nod; ju aSette.

3d> ftee 3nen jut <Seite.

3d; mcctyte biefen QJJann ntd;t jum
Sftad;bat fyaben.

r nimmt meinen 9tocf jum -Kufter.

tfommen @te morgen ju metnem

3Sater; @ie tonnen bie @ad;e
mtt ifym befyra'd;en.

SBtr 6,aben 2lbra6,am jam 2>ater.

efyen te bod; ju metnem 23ruber.

JDetneS rame8 3eugen tuerten auf

jum Jsimmel ge6.n. (iBurger.)

He is perfectly beside himself
with rage.

The ship is lying at anchor.

He arrived three weeks ago.

(Sect. XXVIII. 1.)

He has shot him in the head.

He travels by land, and I by
water.

He is still (lying) in bed.

I (will) stand at your side (i.e.,

to aid).
I should not like (to have) this

man as a neighbour.
He takes my coat as a pat-

tern.

Come to my father to-morrow ;

you may talk the matter
over with him.

We have Abraham to (our)
father.

Pray go to my brother.

The witnesses of thy grief will

rise to heaven.

SECTION LVIII PECULIAR IDIOMS.

@te6,en, when referring to articles of dress, answers to our

words " become "
or "

suit ;

"
as : >er Jjjut ftefyt ifjm nicbt, the hat

does not become him ; whereas paffen signifies, more properly,
"to fit;" as: >iefe ttefel ftefyen ifym fefjr gut, alletn fte paffen

tym ntcbj ; fie finb ju Rein, these boots become him very well, but

they do not fit him ; they are too small. Slnpaffen (as also an

frebiren) signifies "to try on;" as: r pafit (or probtrt) ben

SJt'ct an, he is trying on the coat.

1. 5Re^e, when employed to denote the order in which any-

thing is to be obtained or done, answers to our word " turn ;

"

as : 2ln n>em ifl bie 9tet6,e ? (on whom is the turn ?) whose turn
is it?

2. Sag f >.r Sag, day by day, as : Sag fur Sag ru6,men air !Dtd;,

day by day we praise Thee.

VOCABULARY.

2lefjnTu$!ett, /. resem-
1

emfe, /. goat of the $affen, to fit.
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THE HISTORY OF ART.

VIII.-THE DAWN OF THE RENAISSANCE.

THE great revival from whioh we date all distinctively modern
. t Inn style of art in the midst of which we now live, is

Known as the Renaissance
; that is to say, the " new birth

"
of

art in Europe, after the long semi-barbaric period
.

whioh followed the decline of the Roman Empire.
The early Italian revival, with which we
have already dealt, was the first fore-

gleam of the Renaissance
;

its full

artistic culmination was In the
famous days of Lionardo da
Vinci, Michael Angelo, and

Raffael, which we must
hereafter consider ; but

just now we must

Our

North, however in England, France, and Germany this pro-

gress was constantly retarded by war and the military spirit.

In our own country, for example, whenever we were not fighting
tin) French under Edward HI. and Henry V., or the Sootck
under Edward I., we were fighting among ourselves in the Wan
of the Roses. Hence the organisation of Northern

during all this period was wholly military and feudal,

nobles lived in great gloomy defensive castle*,
with narrow loop-hole windows, and heavy
portcullixes ; they gave up the greater part
of their time to military exercises, tourna-

ments, and training, and they cared
little for art in any way. Their

big halls were mere dining-
room* for themselves and
their soldiers, decorated

only with a little rude

tapeetry and a few

THE ATXiRATIOJf OF THE MAGI. (Triptych by Fra Angtlico.)

glance at the intermediate period which elapsed between the
date of Giotto and the rise of the three great painters above
mentioned. We have here to inquire into the origin of the

Renaissance.

Art, we have already said, is an outgrowth of national de-

velopment, and the great modern revival of art is a portion of

the general modern European civilisation which has been

gradually growing up ever since the breaking up of the Roman
power. All through the Middle Ages, in every part of Europe,
alow progress was being made in many directions. In the

trophies of hunting or of war. The manufacture of arms and
armour was almost the only native industrial art of any import-
ance. Under such circumstances as these, it is clear that
artistic life was almost impossible ; and aa a matter of fact, in

England and France, the great mediaeval cathedrals, like Salis-

bury, Lincoln, and Westminster Abbey, are almost the only
works of art which have come down to us from the Middle

Ages.
In Italy, however, and along the Mediterranean generally,

civilisation had never died down as it had done in the Nortfc
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after the barbarian invasions. The Italian towns had continued

their existence in unbroken descent from the Eoman days ; and
when Europe as a whole began to settle down into something like

a regular political order, after the chaos of the dark ages, Italy
still remained the centre of civilisation for the Christian world.

Florence, Venice, and Genoa were already great mercantile

towns, while London and Paris were still mere small and rude

trading communities. The merchants of the Italian cities,

trafficking as they did with Constantinople and the East on the

one hand, and with France, Spain, Flanders, and England on
the other, grew wealthy and prosperous at a time when the

North was still only slowly settling down into peaceable pur-
suits. Industrial life was common in Italy when military life

was almost the only type in France and England. Hence the

great palaces which line the streets of Florence, Venice, and
Genoa differ wholly in style from the castles of the same date

in our Northern countries. Instead of being constructed for

war and defence, such a house as the Pitti Palace at Florence is

constructed for state and splendour in a peaceful city. Its

broad faQade, with open windows, its wide staircases, its long

galleries, its splendid reception-rooms, are all widely different

from the gloomy, menacing fronts, the narrow slit windows, the

tortuous stairs, and the small dark chambers of a contemporary

English castle. Living in such a world as this, passing a city

life of wealth and security, and holding in their hands the trade

of the civilised world, the Florentines and Venetians soon

learned to develop high artistic tastes ; and with enlightened
criticism and patronage came, as usual, marked advance in

handicraft. This forma one side in the origin of the Italian

Renaissance.

The other side is supplied us by the industrial character of

the people themselves. The Italians were not all soldiers,

agriculturists, and blacksmiths, like the northern nations ; they
were workmen in every kind of industrial art. As builders of i

churches, palaces, and villas ; as workers in gold and metal ; as

painters, decorators, and carvers of wood and ivory ; as manu-
facturers of ecclesiastical ornaments ; as makers of glass,

pottery ware, and upholstery the Italian handicraftsmen were

always practising manual arts which easily led on to higher
artistic pursuits. For all these crafts were performed through-
out by hand. Machines were unknown, and every workman
turned out all his work with his own fingers. Thus the

mechanic was also to some extent an artist; and this was

especially the case in the higher trades, such as those of the

wood-carver, the brass-founder, and the goldsmith. Moreover,
the mediaeval religious spirit, attaching great importance to the

internal decoration of churches, did much towards promoting
the growth of art-handicrafts. Every cathedral, nay, every

village church, was filled with frescoes and wall-paintings, with

wooden crucifixes and images of saints, with bronze ornaments
and stained glass windows. To this day, in Italy there is far

]

more artistic handicraft than anywhere else in the world; in

the Middle Ages, however, Italy not only supplied its own
churches and palaces with all the decorations they required, but .

also exported works of art to every part of civilised Europe,
j

Thus the growth of wealth and industrial society in Florence
|

and other Italian towns naturally had for its first result an
immense increase in the artistic impulse.

One other point must also be considered. Italy was growing
more enlightened. While the North was still a mere rude

battle-ground for conflicting military parties, as in our own
Wars of the Roses, men in the South were beginning to read
the old literature of Greece and Borne, and to think a little

beyond the narrow circle of earlier mediaeval thought. Hence
their art began to be freer than of old to go more directly to

nature, and to emancipate itself more and more fully from the

old, r:tiff, wooden conventionalisms of the Byzantine style.
Giotto ha:1 begun this fresh departure in painting ; and after

his time it was continued by his successors. From age to age,
the Italians grew more and more free in their scope of thought,
and therefore more free in their artistic ideas. The great

upward movement of the human intellect, which resulted in the

Renaissance, in the revival of learning, and in the Protestant

Reformation, had now set in, and art moved onward with the

rest of the stream. When men's minds were daily expanding
and widening, it was impossible for painting, sculpture, and
architecture to remain at the early wooden stage in which even
Giotto had largely left it. The world could see that these older

works were yet far from having attained perfection, and new
artists were ready to make further attempts towards the reali-

sation of a better and more natural style.
In painting, the great master-art of all, the upward movement

is very noticeable. The great painters of the fifteenth century
belonged for the most part to Florence, Siena, and the other
Tuscan cities, where wealth and consequent ease were more
common than elsewhere, and where art therefore found the

greatest stimulus and the most intelligent criticism. Not, of

course, that mere patronage can ever produce great artists ; but
wherever there is the largest thoughtful and appreciative culti-

vated public, wherever the greatest number of people interest

themselves in art, wherever the whole atmosphere is, as it were,

steeped in artistic ideas, there will art naturally best flourish.

Among purely commercial people, no amount of mere money
reward or even of fame is sufficient to bring forth artists ; but
in communities like those of Italy in the fifteenth century,
brought up from childhood to take an interest in all that per-
tained to painting or sculpture born critics and connoisseurs
from their very cradles the production of great painters was
as natural as the production of great inventors and engineers in

our own industrial and mechanical nation. The Florentines
took as naturally to art as the Manchester or Birmingham folk

take to machines. Among them it was not a carefully tended

exotic, but a part and parcel of the every-day life of every-day
people. And as the Florentines grew in intelligence and

developed in breadth of mind, their painting grew and developed
with them. To such people, improvements in art were
watched and fostered in somewhat the same way as improve-
ments in railways, or telegraphs, or telephones are watched and
fostered among ourselves.

Nevertheless, painting still remained tied down, for the most

part, to sacred subjects. Its great employment was still in the

decoration of churches, and it was usually practised in the
form of frescoes on panels in walls, where the subject was

largely subordinated to the necessities of space and the needs
of decorative harmony or symmetry. In most Italian churches
where these pre-Raffaelite pictures are preserved, they are

found in particular bits of the wall, sometimes square or

oblong, sometimes in round-topped arched niches, sometimes in

triangular or irregular spaces. Here, two pictures will answer
to one another in two corresponding corners of a side chapel ;

there, a fresco will be employed to decorate the otherwise blank

space over a small shrine or a petty altar. In every case the

painting is still largely subordinated to the architectural design,
and its subjects are of course such as are fitted for churches,

being ordinarily scenes from the life of the particular saint to

whom the church or chapel is dedicated.

In spite of this restriction, however, there is a slow but
decided increase in naturalness from the time of Giotto to the

time of Lionardo. Anatomy is more and more studied : legs
and arms and bodies are placed in simpler and more natural

attitudes ; and recourse is oftener had to living models and to

the nude form. Instead of copying old fixed types, like the

Byzantines, the Florentine artists of the fifteenth century
began to take their ideas from life from actual sitters then
and there before them. Geometry and perspective were also

more carefully attended to, though still for the most part as

applied to human figures only, for the animal forms are yet

very incorrect ; there is little background, and what there is

is chiefly architectural, while the few attempts at landscape,

always as a mere accessory to back up the prominent figures,

are very hard, mechanical, and badly drawn. The distant

perspective is ill managed, and the mountains or trees are

wooden-looking and unreal. The study of drapery, on the

other hand, is well cared for, and the dress now begins to fall

in natural folds, instead of standing stiffly, as if starched,

around the figure. From the beginning of the fifteenth century

onward, we find fidelity to nature and a correct rendering of

details is more and more insisted on with every generation.
This naturalness of representation has one rather curious

side to us moderns, accustomed as we are to a careful anti-

quarian rendering of every historical scene. If we nowadays
wish to paint an incident from the Bible, we are particular to

represent it with all the dresses and accessories as correctly

reproduced as possible. If we paint Joseph before Pharaoh,

we copy the Egyptian costumes from the temples of Thebes,
and we lay the scene in a palace whose columns and decorations
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are borrowol from those of Memphis. Or if we depict
iiml Aii -<..:,- \vo go back for guidance to the monuments of

it. Hut the mediaeval Italian artist WUH troubled with
'i Horuples. He boldly and frankly transferred the scene

to his own time and place. He represented the apostles or the
: ho Florentine costume of the fifteenth century, and

he dressed St. Elizabeth or St. Mary Magdalen in the robes of

tln> i.i.i whom he saw about him. In other words, he chose
iilar sitter who seemed to his fancy best to repro-

Hi-nt St. l';iul r St. Cecilia, and then he painted the sitter,

clutln's and all, without any alteration. Thin frank habit of

L,' the past as present at least secured thorough natural-

ness and fidelity to life, instead of the stiffness and meaning-
lessness of the previous epoch.

There was another way, too, in which Italian art advanced

greatly during this period, and that was in what is called

"composition" the grouping and arrangement of pictures.
In the older style, the figures were for the most part stiff and

solitary, in symbolical attitudes, not forming part of an

action, or telling any story of their own. Giotto began to

represent scenes from the New Testament and the lives of the

saints in something like natural and speaking arrangement ;

he grouped his figures so that one could see at once what sort

of story he wished to impress upon spectators. His successors

carried out this tendency still further, and they also made
great advances in the art of so disposing the personages as to

produce a pleasing artistic effect.

Among the great painters of this transitional period, one of

the most familiar names is that of Fra Angelico (1387 1455).
A monk of Fiesole, he seems to have begun his artistic career

as an illuminator of books, and to the last his style retained

much of that careful, minute, elaborate workmanship which is

characteristic of illuminations. He painted at Florence anc!

Borne, and some of his best works are the frescoes in the

convent of St. Mark, in the former town, and those in the

chapel of Nicholas V. in the Papal palace of the Vatican. Our
own National Gallery has two or three of his paintings, which

very well exhibit the miniature-like character of his art. Fra
Angelico, however, must be regarded as to some extent a
survivor of the older school in its spirit, if not always in its

technical detail. He was above all things a religions painter.
He worked even as if under special inspiration, regarding his

art as a gift from heaven, to be used for the glory of God
; and

his subjects are generally saints and angels, treated in an

intensely devotional spirit, with much minute delicacy of

drawing, bat with a somewhat conventional use of gilding
and halos. The evident earnestness of his work, and the
intense beauty of his faces, redeems them from any tinge of

earlier stiffness.

His younger contemporary, Masaccio (1402 1429), painted
in a very different and much more modern style. While Fra
Angelico was a conservative in his tendencies, clinging to the
old decorative traditions of illumination, Masaccio was an
innovator who went rather to nature herself for his ideas,

endeavouring to represent scenes more as they might be
conceived to have really occurred. His chief works are frescoes

at Borne and Florence, representing Biblical scenes with much
freedom alid spirit, and with singularly little trace of con-
ventionalism. He was also a great master of perspective,
which he understood better than any of his predecessors, and
his use of colour is good and effective.

Fra Filippo Lippi, another friar (1412 1469), and probably
a student of Masaccio's works, carried on the movement
started by his predecessors, and was one of a numerous school

springing up about the middle of the fifteenth century in

Florence and the other Tuscan towns. For though it is only
possible to mention briefly the principal names, it must be
borne in mind that painters, good and bad, abounded in Italy
during all this period, and that most of them were gradually
progressing onward towards the great ideals of the Benaissance.
Filippo's pupil, Filippino Lippi (14601505), almost brings us
down to the time of Lionardo and Baffael ; indeed, they were
to a great extent contemporaries. His paintings mark the

gradual increase of naturalness, and also the predominance of
what may be called a portrait style, in which the individual
features of the model were copied with a certain hard fidelity
to life a want of idealisation, which makes the saints too
closely resemble the more commonplace Florentines of his own

time. This peculiarity in, perhaps, even more marked in
Botticelli (14471515), who may be regarded as the hut of
the pre-Baffaelites. Originally, it it said, tho apprentice of a
goldsmith, he retained always something of that rather me-
chanical workmanship, which might be expected from hu early
training. Though his portraits have ftingnlar power and
truthfulness as mere representations of human head*, they
are wanting in ideality. The mediaeval school had now done
all that it could effect, and it needed to be waked up in some
new direction by another fresh impulse, such M that which
it had received from Giotto. This fresh impulse was given it

by the great Benaissance painters, Baffael, Lionardo, and
Michael Angelo ; but the consideration of their work moat be
postponed till another paper.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. V.
ACTINOZOA (RAYED ANIMALS).

So much was written about the radial arrangement of parts
when treating of Cuvier's sub-kingdom Badiata, that it is un-'

necessary to dwell upon this plan of structure now that we
have to describe tho animals which best exhibit it. This
arrangement, it will be seen, gives the name to the animals
which are the subject of this lesson. It is, however, equally
characteristic of the Hydrozoa. The Ccelenterata, which
embraces both classes, are always radial in all their organs,
and although it is not difficult to find a right and left side
in many of these animals, this arrangement never entirely
obliterates that pattern which we conventionally call star-like.

It is perhaps well to make some remarks here with regard to
the places where, and the conditions under which these animals
live. Technically, the place and conditions are called the
habitat and station of a species. All the Ccelenterata, as
we have observed, are inhabitants of the water, and all the
Actinozoa are confined to the sea. Until we become acquainted
with the lower and the lowest animals, we are apt to conclude
that the conditions under which we live are those most favour-
able to life. Admirably adapted as the human body is to per-
form all the functions of life, man treads the solid earth and
breathes the fluid air, furnished with senses and powers which
enable him to escape the manifold dangers and to provide
against the constant changes of aerial life, and he does this

with such ease that he forgets entirely that he is living under
difficult conditions, over which it is only his superior organism
gives him the mastery. Whenever the most experienced
swimmer or diver takes a "header" into the sea, he leaves

behind him the better part of all his perceptive and locomotive

powers. The eyes and ears seem muffled, and locomotion
becomes a struggle in which he is conscious of wasted power,
producing insignificant results. Helpless when thrown upon
the ocean, he succumbs at once when plunged beneath its

surface. Hence it is not at all unlikely that he should
consider the air as the vital fluid and the water the abode
of death. The landsman thinks of the continent as abounding
with life, and rich with the forms of beauty to which life gives

origin, but he thinks of the ocean as a waste, desolate and
void. Of course the slightest reflection and knowledge would
remove this extreme idea. Our fisheries, maintaining their

ground as sources of wealth and means of employment, when
the chose of all land animals has ceased to be remunerative,

proclaim to the economist, though he be no naturalist, that the

water, rather than the land, gives shelter to living beings.

Nevertheless, few people sufficiently recognise that the converse

of the common notion is correct. Life is far more easily
maintained in water than in air. Structures which could nof

support their own weight in air may bo locomotive organs in

water, urging the body to which they are attached slowly,
it is true, but effectively through a medium which, though of

greater resistance, presses equally on all parts. Delicate and
feeble organs, which would collapse in air, are floated forth

in water to subserve the touching, or even the seizing function.

Moisture, which is so necessary to almost all the organs, and to

the performance of almost all functions, has not to be retained

and husbanded with care and contrivance, but hives the whole

body. As a striking instance of the importance of this last

consideration, it may be stated that the respiration of any
animal can only be maintained by having a moist membrane
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with the fluids of the body on one (internal) side, and oxygen
on the outer side. These are the necessary conditions of

respiration, and therefore of life. Now the water contains a

sufficient amount of oxygen for the purposes of respiration

dissolved in it, and the other condition namely, the moisture of

the membrane which contains the nutritive fluid of the body is

maintained in the water-animal without any contrivance what-

ever. Hence the exterior of the body, or a lobe or leaflet

protruded into the water around, is quite sufficient to enable

water-animals to breathe. On land it is different. The higher
animals must have elaborate contrivances to maintain the

moisture of the respiratory membrane. It must be placed

internally, lest the external air and wind should carry off the

moisture. It must be confined to small cavities, lest their large

capacity should incommode the animals, and being thus limited

the membrane must be folded elaborately to increase its area.

in the air, but many of them pass their earlier stages, when
they are feeble and need protection and easy conditions of life,

in the water. The crust of the earth contains multitudes of
animal remains, but the aquatic forms outnumber the aerial in

an almost unlimited proportion. Further, the first forms found
in the earliest strata are water-animals, and we have good
reason to believe that fish existed before reptiles, birds, or
brutes.

In conformity with the preceding remarks we find and have
found that, in tracing upward the grades of the animal kingdom,
we have not yet arrived at any animals suited for an aerial

existence. Their parts are not sufficiently differentiated for
such a life. With regard to many of the Coelenterata, if

placed where the water drains away from them they fall to

pieces, or sink into a semi-fluid slimy condition, never to be
restored to their original form.

II.

I, CARYOPHYLLIA SMITHII, A DEVONSHIRE COAST ANIMAL. II. DRY CORAL OF CARYOPHYLLIA SMITHII. III. DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION, SHOWLXG
HOW RED CORAL IS SECRETED. IV. CESTUM VENERIS (VENUS'S GlRDLE), A ClENOPHORE. V. ONE OF THE POLYPES OF ALCYONARIA.

la animals where these contrivances are not found, or not
found in efficient condition, life in the air is difficult to maintain.

Such animals are always in danger of being dried up. Thus
.he toad must keep to his dark, moist hole. The grey slug
aever comes out but at night, and the black slug only after

rain. It is, in fact, scarcely too much to say that the water is

both the home and the cradle of life. Not only are all the
lower animals aquatic, but the lower forms of many of the

higher classes are so too. Both zoology and geology proclaim
this fact. Life teems in the ocean. Its countless myriads of

forms people the main and crowd up even to the coast-line,

despite the dangers of the beach. Every sweep of the

entomologist' s
t
water-net in a fresh-water stream takes some

living thing, and every drop of water contains countless

animals. Though Nature is redundant of forms everywhere,

yet this could scarcely be said of earth or air. With extreme

difficulty do animated forms seem to have made conquest of

the earth and air. Their mother country, their arsenal where

they prepared and armed themselves for the expedition, was the

water. Insects, more than any other living things, are at home

The type of the class Actinozoa, which occupies the same
relation to the rest of these animals that the simple hydra
does to the Hydrozoa, is the common sea-anemone (Actinia

mesembryanthemum). This animal has already been described,
and its structure may be so well understood by looking at the

diagram of its vertical and horizontal sections given in the

illustration attached to the last lesson, that we need not refer

to it further.

The common sea-anemone is wholly soft, but some of its

near allies exhibit a tendency whose results are very complicated
and interesting. This tendency is to deposit either externally
or in the substance of their tissues carbonate of lime, which,

being of the same nature as marble, is hard and enduring.
This encrustation forms both a protection and a support to

the otherwise soft animals, so that they can not only endure
but enjoy the buffeting of the great surface billows of the

ocean. Actinozoa of this kind are not so common in England
as in the tropical seas, but the Devonshire coast furnishes the

little coral-secreting animal represented in the engraving (Fig. I.).

When this tendency to deposit a hard structure of carbonate
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VI. LAB CORAL ISLAND, WITH

of lime is associated with the tendency to grow, and branch,
and bud, which we have remarked in the Hydrozoa, the two
united teudenoiea produce those most beautiful forms we call

coral*. Very various are the forms assumed by ooralti. One
is called Funjin Ayuricifurmis, or the mushroom-like coral,

on account of it* rewmblanoe to that fungus. The likeness,

however, it

to - I-TMMI"^
the

mushroom
would be if

deprived of

its stalk
and the
upper part
of its dome,
than what
it really is.

Another is

called the

brain coral,

from the

very much
closer re-

semblance
which it

bears to the

brain of a
man, being
grooved
into sinuous

channels
just like

those chan-

nels which are called the convolutions of the brain. Other forms

are branched like a stag's horn, or spread out like a fan. A
thousand different modifications are found, but each is made up
of almost the same elements. Each element is almost identical

with the hard part
of the little English
coral represented in

the engraving (Fig.

II.) as stripped of its

soft parts. Each con-

sists of an outer cup
with plates deve-

loped from its walls,

and stretching in-

wards as they grow
towards a central

part, where, when the soft parts existed, the stomach was situ-

ated, lying immediately under the central mouth. The great
specific differences are the results of the manner in which bud-

ding takes place from the original parent element : as, for in-

stance, whether the buds spring from the
side wall, or from the disc between the
mouth and tentacles ; whether a great
many are formed at the same time, or only
two, or one, at once ; whether they sprout
out at a small or large angle, etc. etc.

All the forms hitherto referred to be-

long to one order called the Zoanthoria,
or animal flowers. These are the only
corals which have stony partitions deve-

loped from those membranes which, run-

ning from the stomach wall to the body
wall, are called septa. A curious numeri-
cal law applies to these septa. However
many of them there may be, and there are sometimes hundreds
of them, they always are in some multiples of 5 or 6. This
is always true, although their numbers are continually in-

creasing as the animals develop in size. This results from
the fact that in those animals where, for instance, 6 is

the dominant number, whenever one new septum is developed
it is always accompanied by five others at least, or if more
than five then eleven others, making six or twelve in all.

In the first instance, six are developed at equal distances
round the wall. These six compartments are, in the next

VII. REEFS.

Barrier * Beef.

IX. FORMATION or ATOLL. 2.

stage, each divided by x other sept*. Then the twelve

new compartment* so formed are divided by the development
of twelve new septa. At this stage it seem* M though the ani-

mal, seeing no end to this kind of multiplication, refused to

develop more than twelve at a time, so that all the chambers

cannot be bisected at once, but only some of them. Nererthe-

leas, so re-

gular are

the vital

forces in

their action

that M.
Milne Ed-
wards ha

given a
number of

laws by
which it

may be
predicted
where the

next septa
will appear.
These laws

are too com-

plicated to

be given
here. If

the reader

should be
fond ofwan-

dering at

the edge of

the sea at

ebb tide, in many parts of our coasts he will be almost sure

to find some orange or yellow masses whose size and form

will remind him of the roots of ginger. The livid appearance
of these, together with their soft fleshy feel, has earned for

them the cognomen
of dead-men's fin-

gers. If, however,
these be placed in

an aquarium, they

put out, from all

parts of their sur-

face, little flower-

like heads. Each
of the heads is

crowned with eight
tentacles arranged in the form of a star, and each of these is

fringed with secondary tentacles. In most other respects they
resemble the Zoanthoria, but they are cut off from them by
two other marked differences. All their parts are in mul-

tiples of 4, and their membraneous partitions never secrete

hard septa. Sometimes, however, they

develop tubular coralr, which after bud-

ding from a common stock send out from

the outsides of these tubes lateral plat-

forms, which unite and support the seve-

ral tubes. The parallel tubes so sup-

ported look not unlike organ pipes, or

those reed instruments which are fixed

under the mouth of that musician who so

generally accompanies Punch and Judy.
In consequence of this resemblance the

animal which forms them is called Tubi-

porn musicu.

The more general habit, however, is

for the animals to secrete from their bases only. Never-

theless, this secretion is so managed as to raise the compound
animal from the rock on which it grows. These animals put
forth buds from the circumference of their basal discs, and
thus a number of these polypes are placed horizontally with

their bases united, so as to enclose an elongated hollow in

which they secrete the dense, hard, and sometimes beautiful and

branching coral. The red coral obtained from the coasts of

Italy, which is so much prized for the manufacture of orna-

ments, is of this nature. Another family of the same order pro-

Vin. FOKMATIOK or ATOLL. 1.
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duce corals in a similar way, but of different shape. These

are not fixed like the red coral, but consist of a main axis

from which many parallel branches, forming two series on

opposite sides, spring. The appearance is so exactly like that

of a wing-feather of a bird with its barbules, that the family is

called Pennatulidai, or the family of little quill-pens.

Another widely different order is represented by the Pleuro-

brachia, an illustration of which is given in the last lesson. This

little animal may be found washed up at the edge of the wave
on the eastern coast. It is about the size of a large gooseberry,
but in shape more like a lemon, with a small elevation at one

end and a depression at the other. The substance of the

animal is as transparent and as clear as crystal, and it shines

in the sun like opal. Attracted by the appearance of this

little symmetrical lump of jelly, the beholder on further

examination finds that a flickering motion is seen to play

along eight bands which run from pole to pole of the animal.

If he take the little glistening globe and place it in a tumbler

of sea-water, it puts forth two long streaming tentacles, whose

secondary branches look like long fringes. The anatomical

study of this animal reveals that the flickering along the

meridional zones is caused by an apparatus consisting of a
number of semi-circular plates which are set on the body with

their diameters applied to the surface, the half-circular side

free and bearing a fringe of hairs which are constantly in

motion, and which in fact are the means of propelling the

animal. These plates with their cilia are considered to be
like combs, and the order is called Ctenophora, or comb-

bearing animals. The mouth opens at the end, where there

is a slight protuberance, and it leads down to a curious

branched system of canals, best understood by a reference to

the illustration.

Another family of the Ctenophora is represented by a

strap-shaped animal, which is called Cesium Veneris, or the

girdle of Venus. This animal occurs in the Mediterranean

Sea, and is dt scribed as very beautiful. The idea which

suggested the name is poetic and appropriate, for from the

foam of the sea which washes classic shores Venus was sup-

posed to have sprung, and as she emerged, she left behind her

zone.

The Actinozoa, especially the Zoanthoria, play an important
part in modifying the earth's crust, for these are the animals
which produce the coral reefs and coral islands. The animals

mainly concerned in building up coral reefs cannot live at

more than about 100 to 200 feet below the surface, and of

course they cannot live above it, but they delight in the
boisterous waters of the surface. Their instincts guide them
to build up on almost all coasts of the tropical seas long banks
or bars, which are always highest on the ocean side, and
highest of all towards the direction from which the fiercest

winds blow.

These banks or reefs come to the surface at some distance
from the shore, and enclose a lagoon of still water which is a
safe harbour for ships. Certain islands in the South Seas are

entirely composed of coral, and they are almost all of a circular

form, enclosing a basin of water. These ring-like islands are
called atolls. The enclosed basin is shallow, but outside the

island, even close to the shore, the sea is too deep to> be
fathomed. The phenomena of reefs furnished to our renowned
naturalist, Darwin, a means of proving that the crust of the
earth was being slowly upheaved or slowly depressed in different

areas.

In Figs. VII., VIII., and IX., in the preceding page, the

principal forms of reefs are represented as though we had cut

perpendicularly down through land, reef, and sea, and so could

see their relations.

In Fig. IX., A represents a volcanic island surrounded by a
barrier reef with its enclosed lagoon. Suppose this to be slowly
lowered in relation to the surrounding sea, the corals will con-
tinue to build upon their old foundation, maintaining their

position at the surface, while the solid mountain disappears,
until finally a ring-like reef, or atoll, will be formed.

If, on the other hand, the land rise the corals are killed, and
fresh ones must begin further down on the submarine flanks of

the mountain, while a fringing reef (Fig.VII.) is left on the side

of the mountain above sea level.

The actual position of coral reefs corresponds well with this

theory.

KEADING AND ELOCUTION. XIX.
ANALYSIS OP THE VOICE.

RULES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE (continued).

Rule 10. Moderate grief and sorrow, pity, and tender love

and admiration are expressed by "softened force," "high"
notes, and slow "movement;" by prolonged and swelling
"medial stress;" and by "pure," but "chromatic," or plaintiva
utterance. The "

rising inflection," in the form of " semitone
"

(half tone), prevails in the expression of these emotions.

Example of Moderate Grief.

Enamoured death, with sweetly pensive grace,
Was awful beauty to his silent face.

No more his sad eye looked me into tears /

Closed was that eye, beneath his pale, c6ld br6w ;

And on his calm lips, which had lost their gl6w,

But which, though pale, seemed half-unclosed to speak,

Loitered a smile, like moonlight on the snow.

Pity.

Morn came again ;

But the young lamb was dead.

Yet the poor mother's fond distress

Its every art had tried

To shield, with sleepless tenderness,
The weak one at her side.

Bound it, all night, she gathered warm
Her woolly limbs, her head

Close curved across its feeble form j

Day dawned, and it was dead.

It lay before her stiff and cold ;

Yet fondly she essayed

To cherish it in love's warm fold ;

Then restless trial made,

Moving, with still reverted face,

And low complaining bWat,
To entice from their damp resting-place

Those little stiffening feet.

Tender Love and Admiration.

Hushed were his Gertrude's lips, but still their bland

And beautiful expression ' seemed to melt

With love that could not die ! and still his hand
She presses to the heart no more that felt.

[ ] Ah ! heart, where once each fond affection dwelt,

And/eatures | yet |

that spoke a soul more fair !

Rule 11. Impatience, eagerness, and hurry are denoted by
"loud," "high," and "quick movement;" impatience, by
"
vanishing," or final

" stress ;

"
eagerness, by

"
expulsive

medial stress ;" hurry, by abrupt "radical" or initial
"
explo-

sive
" "stress:" all three emotions are sometimes marked by

the "tremor," and by
"
aspirated," and sometimes

" anhelose"

or panting utterance eagerness occasionally by the " orotund."

The "
falling inflection

"
characterises the tones of these

emotions.

Example of Impatience.

Mortimer. Fie ! cousin Percy how you cross my father !

Hotspur. I cannot choose : sometimes he angers me,
With telling me of the mdlditarp and the dnt,

Of the dreamer Merlin, and his prophecies ;

And of a dragon, and a finless fish,

A clip-uiinged griffin, and a moulten raven,
A couching lion, and a ramping cat,

And such a deal of SKIMBLE SKAMBLE STU'FF,

As puts me from my faith. I tell you what,
He held me, but lost night, at least NINE HOURS,
In reckoning up the several DEVILS' names
That were his lackeys .- I cried

"
humph.'" and "wtll!" "go tb .'''

But marked him not a word. Oh ! he's as tedious

As is a ti?-ed horse, a railing wife ;

Worse than a SMOKY HOUSE : I had rather live

With cheese and garlic in a WINDMILL, FAR,
Than feed on'cdtes and have him TALK to me,
In any summer-house in CHRISTENDOM.

Eagerness.

Hotspur. Send danger from the east unto the west

So honour cross it from the north to sduth,

And let them grapple : Oh .' the blood more stirs,

To rouse a L!ON, than to start a HARE.

By heaven, methinks it were an easy leap,
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To pluck bright honour from the pal!-/<icd moon ;

,< iuto the bottom of the <ttp,

Where fathom-line could never touch the ground,

Au<l I'iurlv ui> 'IrownM* honour by the lock*:

t hut doth redeem her thence, might wear,
Without co-rival, all her dignitiec.

Hurry.
Sitters ! hence, with tpurs of tpitd I

Each her thundering fdlchion wield;

Each betridt her SABLE STBED :

HIKRY I HOBBY to the FIELD 1

Rule 12. Melancholy is distinguished by "soft," or faint

and languid utterance, "very low pitch," and "very slow

movement;" a gentle
"
vanishing stress;" "pure" but "

pec-

toral quality ;

" and the "
monotone," or, occasionally, the

plaintive
" semitone."

Example.

To-m5rrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,

To the last syllable of recorded time ,

An 1 all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty deuth. Out, out, brief candle !

Life's but a walking shadow a poor player,

That strata and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then

||
is heard no more.

Rule 13. Despair has a "softened force," a "very low"
note, and a "

very slow movement ;

" "
vanishing stress ;

"
deep

"
pectoral quality ;

"
and a prevalent

"
falling inflection

"
or an

utter " monotone."
Example.

I have lived long enough ; my way of life

Is fallen into the scar, the yellow leaf :

And that which should accompany did age,

As honour, love, obedience, troops offriends,
I mils' not look to have; but, in their stdad,

CURSES, not loud, but DEEP, mouth-honour, BREATH,
Which the poor heart would fain deny', but dare not.

Rule 14. Remorse has a subdued or " softened
"

force, very
"low pitch," and "slow movement;" a strongly marked

"vanishing stress;" a deep "pectoral" and "aspirated
quality;" and a prevailing "falling inflection," with, occa-

sionally, the " monotone."

Example.

Oh I my ojfenc |
is RANK, it smells to HEAVEN :

It hath the primal |
ELDEST

|

curse
| upon 't,

A BROTHER'S
|

MURDER ! Pray can I not,

Though inclination be as sharp as will ;

My stronger guilt || defeats my strong intent.

Oh ! WRETCHED state ! Oh ! bosom, black as DEATH 1

Oh ! LIMED t soul, that, struggling to be free,

Art more engaged .'

Note. Self-reproach has a tone similar to the preceding, but
less in the extent of each property, except "force," in which it

exceeds remorse, and "
pitch," in which it is higher.

Example.
Oh ! what a regue and peasant slave am I .'

Is it not MONSTROUS that this player here,
But in & fiction, a DREAM of passion,
Could force his soul so to his own conceit,

That, from her working, all his visage vanned,
Tears in his eyes, distraction in 's aspect,
A broken voice, and his whole function suiting
With forms to his conceit/ And all for nothing /

For HECUBA ?

What's Hecuba to him, or he to JKcuba,
That he should weep for her ? What would he do,
Had he the met ice and the cue for passion

Tliat I have ? He would DROWN the STAGE
|
with tear*,

And cleave the general ear with HORRID SPEECH !

Hake MAD the GUILTY, and APPA'L the FRE'E,
CONFOUND the IGNORANT, and AMAZE, indeed,
The very /acuities of E'YES and EARS.

Rule 15. Mirth is distinguished by
"
loud,"

"
high," and

"
quick

"
utterance ; and an approach to the rapid, repeated"

explosions
"

of laughter, in a greater or less degree, according

* This accent is inserted to mark the necessity of pronouncing the
Beer id syllable ed in the word droioned.

t Pronounce the ed in the word limd.

to the nature of the passage which contains the emotion. To
these properties are added "aspirated quality," and the "falling
inflection," as a predominating one.

Example.
A FOOL, A FOOL ! I MET A FOOL i' the fOTWt,
A MOTLEY FOOL ;

a mi*#raJ/U world ;

As I do live by food, I met a FOOL ;

WIio laid him down, and bo*fed him in the tun,
And railed on lady Fortune

\
in good term*,

lu GOOD SE'T TERMS, and yet a MUTLEY FOOL I

Rule 16. Qaiety and cheerfulness are marked by
" moderate

force,"
"
high pitch," and "

lively movement ;

"
moderate

"radical stress ;" and smooth, "pure quality" of tone, with
varied

"
inflections."

Example.

Celia. I pray thee, Rosalind, sweet my o6z, be merry.
Rosalind. Well, I will forget the condition of my' estate, to rejoiet

in yours. From henceforth I irill, coz, and devise sport* ; let me M;
what think you of falling in love >

(

Celia. I prythee, do, to make spiSrf withal ; but love no man in good
earnest.

Rosalind. What shall be our sport, then ?

Celia. Let us sit and mock the good houtewife, Fortune, from her

wheel, that her gifts may henceforth be bestowed equally.
Rosalind. I would we could do so; for her benefits are mightily

misplaced; and the bountiful j

blind ' tcoman
j
doth most mif^fca her

gifts to women.

Rule 17. Tranquillity, serenity, and repose are indicated by
"moderate force," "middle pitch," and " moderate movement ;"
softened "medial stress;" "smooth" and "pure quality" of
tone ; and moderate inflections.

Example.

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank !

Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music

Creep in our ears ! soft stillness, and the night,
Become the touches of sweet harmony.

Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold !

There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st,
But

|

in his motion
|
like an angel j sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubim :

Su 3h harmony is in immortal souls !

The careful study and practice of tones cannot be too

strongly urged on the attention of young readers. Beading
devoid of tone is cold, monotonous, and mechanical, and false,
in point of fact. It defeats the main end of reading, which
is to impart thought in its natural union with feeling. Faulty
tones not only mar the effect of expression, but offend the ear,

by their violation of taste and propriety. Reading can possess
no interest, speech no eloquence, without natural and vivid

tones.

The foregoing examples should be practised with close atten-

tion and persevering diligence, till every property of the voice

exemplified in them is perfectly at command.

XI. APPROPRIATE MODULATION.

The word " modulation "
is the term applied, in elocution, to

those changes of "force," "pitch," and "movement," "stress,"
"
quality," and "

inflection," which occur, in continuous and
connected reading, in passing from the peculiar tone of one
emotion to that of another. "Modulation," therefore, is

nothing else than giving to each tone, in the reading or speak*

ing of a whole pieoe, its appropriate character and expression.
The first practical exercise which it would be most advan-

tageous to perform, in this department of elocution, is to turn

back to the exercises on "
versatility

"
of voice, and repeat

them till they can be executed with perfect facility and preci-
sion. The next exercise should be a review, without the reading
of the intervening rules, of all the examples given under the head
of " tones." A very extensive and varied practice will thus be
secured in

" modulation." The student should, while perform-

ing this exercise, watch narrowly, and observe exactly, every

change of tone, in passing from one example to another. The
third course of exercise in "

modulation," is to select some of

the following pieces, which are marked for that purpose, as the

notation will indicate. A fourth course of practice may be
taken on pieces marked by the student himself.
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PBOMISCUOUS EXERCISES. I. ANTIQUITY OF FREEDOM.

[Marked for Rhetorical Pauses, in poetry.~]

Here ' are old trees, tall oaks
|

and gnarled pines,

That stream ' with gray-green mosses ; here
|

the ground
Was never trenched by spade ; and flowers

| spring up '

Unsown, and die ungathered. It is sweet
|

To linger here, among the flitting birds,
And leaping squirrels, wandering brooks, and winds '

That shake the leaves, and scatter, as they pass,
A fragrance

' from the cedars, thickly set '

With pale blue berries. In these peaceful shades,
Peaceful, unpruned, immeasurably old,

My thoughts ' go up the long ' dim ' path of years,
Back ' to the earliest days of Liberty.

FREEDOM ! thou art not, as poets
'

dream,
A fair young girl, with light

' and delicate limbs,
And wavy tresses

| gushing from the cap
'

With which the Eoman master ' crowned his slave
||

When he took off the gyves. A bearded man,
Armed to the teeth, art thou; one maile'd hand

||

Grasps the broad shield, and one
|

the sword ; thy brow,
Glorious in beauty | though it be, is scarred

|!

With tokens of old wars ; thy massive limbs
||

Are strong with struggling. Power
|

at thee has launched
His bolts, and ' with his lightnings

' smitten thee ;

They could not quench the life thou hast from heaven.
Merciless power I has dug thy dungeon deep,
And his swart armourers, by a thousand fires,

Have forged thy chain ; yet, while he deems thee bound,
The links are shivered, and the prison walls

|

Tall outward ; terribly thou springest forth,
As springs the flame ' above a burning pile,

And shoutest to the nations, who return

Thy shoutings, while the pale oppressor
[

flies.

Thy birthright |
was not given ' by human hands :

Thou wert twin-born ' with man. In pleasant fields,
While yet our race was few, thou sat'st with him,
To tend the quiet flock

|

and watch the stars,
And teach the reed to utter simple airs.

Thou ! by his side, amid the tangled wood,
Didst war upon the panther ' and the wolf,
His only foes ; and thou ' with him ' didst draw
The earliest furrows ' on the mountain side,
Soft ' with the deluge. Tyranny himself,

Thy enemy, although of reverend look,
Hoary ' with many years, and far obeyed,
Is later born ' than thou ; and

|
as he meets

The grave defiance of thine elder eye,
The usurper | trembles

|

in his fastnesses.

Oh ! not yet |

May'st thou unbrace thy corslet, nor lay by '

Thy sword
; nor yet, O Freedom ! close thy lids '

In slumber
; for thine enemy

|

never sleeps,
And thou ' must watch ' and combat

||
till the day

Of the new earth ' and heaven. But wouldst thou rest
Awhile

|
from tumult ' and the frauds of men,

These old ' and friendly solitudes
|

invite

Thy visit. They, while yet the forest trees
1

Were young ' upon the vmviolated earth,
And yet the moss-stains ' on the rock

|

were new,
Beheld thy glorious childhood, and rejoiced. Bryant.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. X.

MENTAL EFFECT CONSONANCE OF NOTES THE
MODULATOE, ETC.

WE remarked in a previous lesson the striking change in the
mental effect of a note produced by a rapidity of movement, and
observed that, though seemingly opposed, these double mental
effects do hold a real relation to each other. We spoke of
LAH passingJ^by change of movement) from the " abandonment "

of sorrow to the "abandonment "
of joy. In the same way the

mental effect of DOH, ME, and SOH may pass from the "
dig-

nified and solemn "
to the " bold and decisive," as shown in

the examples given in our last lesson ; and, more than this, by
using a yet quicker movement, we may find these same notes

never, mark you, passing into that emotional character which
belongs to TE, RAY, FAH, and LAH, but expressing that bold

hearty laughter
"
holding both its sides," of which Milton

wrote and Handel sung. This is shown in the following
passage.
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present. In order thus to measure to the eye the interval the

voice is taking, our pupil must not be constantly looking from

the book to the modulator, and from the modulator to the book.

He must first learn a few notes of his tune "by heart," and

then sing them from the modulator alone ;
and so on till he can

point the whole tune from memory, and without the book.

Thus, if he is learning Exercise 5, let him just read and repeat
|

to himself
"
DOH, son, ME, DOH," several times over. Then let

him, laying aside his book, turn to the modulator, and sing

these notes while he points to them. Next, let him learn to

"point and sing," without book, the phrase "ME, ME, DOH,"
in the same manner, and after that the whole exercise. Very
extensive experience in teaching has made us feel increasingly
the importance of requiring the pupils thus to "

see," and
themselves point out the intervals they sing on a perfect scale

like the modulator.

Of the two other difficulties of students we must speak in

another lesson.

LESSONS IN" LATIN. XIX.
THE LATIN VEEB.

IN form, the Latin verb has two chief divisions 1, active; 2,

passive. Thus, laudo is Ipraise, in the active voice, and laudor,

J am praised, in the passive voice. There are some verbs which,

though passive in form, are active in signification ; as hortor,
I encourage. The ending in i shows that hortor is of the passive !

form. This form the verb, so to say, lays down, or lays aside, !

and hence it is called deponent (from de, down, and pono, I

put). Deponent verbs, then, are verbs which, disregarding the

claims of their form, have an active import, just as if they were
active in form. As these verbs have an active meaning, their

]

j)ast participle has an active meaning : thus, hortatus, the past

participle of hortor, is not being encouraged, but having en-

couraged. This past participle joins with parts of the verb

sum, J am, to form the perfect tense : thus, hortatus sum means
I have encouraged. There are deponent verbs in all four con-

jugations.
The tenses of the verb in Latin are pretty much the same aa

in other languages. Thus we have PRESENT, amo, I love, or I
am loving; IMPERFECT, amabam, I was loving, or I did love;

PERFECT, amavi, I loved, or I have loved; PLUPERFECT, ama-
veram, I had loved; FIRST FUTURE, amabo, I shall or will love;
SECOND FUTURE, amavero, J shall have loved.

The present tense denotes either an action continued in the

present time, or an habitual action. The imperfect tense denotes
an action continued in past time. The perfect tense has two
meanings < first, it signifies an action done and completed in

past time indefinitely, and from the period in past time being
indefinite or undefined, it is called an aorist, or is said to have
an aorist import (aorist is a Greek word, denotes a tense of

the Greek verb, and signifies undefined or indeterminate) ; in the
second place, the perfect tense indicates an action which in

itself, or in its consequences, continues from the past to the

present, being somewhat the same as our phrase, I have dined
that is, I have just dined ; in contradistinction to the aorist I
dined that is, yesterday, or some time in the past.
The Latin has three moods, the indicative, or the mood of

reality, the mood of simple statement ; the subjunctive, or mood
of dependence ; and the imperative, or mood of command. Mood
is a Latin word (modus), signifying measure or manner. It is
found in the French term mode, sometimes used in English.
The term mood, therefore, denotes the modes or manners in
which a statement is made. All propositions may be reduced
to two general classes

; they are either independent or dependent.
The independent are in the indicative mood ; that is, the mood
which simply indicates or points out. The dependent are in the
subjunctive. The word subjunctive (Latin, sub, under or to, and
jungo, I join) signifies that which is subjoined; that which is

connected in the way of dependence. The subjunctive mood,
consequently, is the mood which is dependent on the indicative.
The imperative mood, though differing in form from the other
two, may logically be considered as a subdivision under the sub-

junctive. How closely the subjunctive and the imperative are
allied, may be seen in the fact that the subjunctive is often used
for the imperative ; it is so used when a kind of softened com-
mand is desired. In the older Latin grammars, you will find

the potential mood, and even the optative mood ; but these are

mere figments ; they have no corresponding reality in the lan-

guage. Another form of the verb has a better claim to be
termed a mood ;

I allude to what is called the infinitive, as

legere, to read. This, however, might probably be more rightly
described as the verb in its abstract form. If, however, it is

acknowledged to be a mood, then we must say that the Latins

have four moods, the indicative, the subjunctive, the imperative,
and the infinitive. The infinitive, however, must stand in the

class of dependent,modes of utterance, since it makes no sense

unless when joined to a verb in another mood. Thus, vult

legere, lie ivishes to read. Here legere has meaning by being
united with vult. Vult is said to be a finite word, as legere is

said to be an infinitive ; finite and infinitive are the opposites
of each other. The two words come from the same Latin word

finis, end or limit; the former, therefore, means the limited;
the latter, having the prefix, in, not, means the unlimited ; that

is, the definite and the indefinite mood.
Another form in which the verb appears is the participle. In

Latin there are four participles; 1, the active, ending in ns, as

amans, loving ; 2, the passive, ending in tus, as amatus, loved;

3, the future, ending in rus, as amaturus, about to love; and 4,

the corresponding passive participle, which ends in dus, as

amandus, to be loved that is, he who ought to be loved. The
usages connected with these participles will be set forth here-

after. The Latins have no active participle of past time ; they
cannot by means of a participle say having loved. But the

past participles of their deponent verbs have an active signifi-

cation, since the verbs themselves have an active signification ;

thus, hortatus means having exhorted.

Connected in form with the passive participle in dus, is what
in Latin is called the gerund; as, amandum, which wears the

appearance of being the neuter singular of the participle
amandus. The gerund exists in the nominative as amandum,
in the genitive as amandi, and in the dative and ablative as

amando. It is not easy to set forth the distinctive meaning
of the gerund in one English term. Its proper and full force

must be learnt in reading Latin prose. I place before yon a
few instances of its use.

Scribendum est, one must write.

Scribendi ars, the art of writing.
Scribendo aptus est, he is ready at writing.
Inter scribendum, during writing.
Scribendo exerceor, I am exercised in writing.

Hence, you see that the gerund denotes under certain circum-

stances the whole act implied in the verb, as here the act of

writing. Yet is it nearly connected in meaning as in form with

participles. Similar, indeed, is the case with our word writing ;

and generally our active participles in ing, besides having a

participial force, assume now a verbal, and now a substantive

force ; a verbal, as in writing the letter, say, etc. that is, ivhile

you write, or when you write ; a substantive force, as, the writing
is bad.

As in form the gerund, so also the supine is peculiar to the

Latin tongue. There are two supines, one ending in um, as

amatum, in order to love; the other ending in u, as amatu, to

love or to be loved; the former is called the first or active supine;
the latter, the second or passive supine. The former is used after

verbs of motion ; the latter is used after certain adjectives ;

thus:

SUPINES.
1st. Venio rogatum, I come in order to ask.

2nd. Jucunda auditu, pleasant to hear or to be hearo,.

You may see here an illustration of the propriety of my ques-

tioning whether the infinitive should be designated a mood.
If it is a mood, is not the supine equally a mood ? And if you
admit the claims of the supine, can you deny the claims of the

gerund ? But if the gerund is a mood, equally is the participle
a mood. Properly there can be no mode or manner of utterance

where there is not a complete utterance ; that is to say, moods

imply propositions, for without a proposition there is no mood.
If so, the infinitive can be called a mood only by some latitude

of expression.

These, then, are the forms of the verb which you have to

understand, to recognise, to construe, to form, and to employ in

Latin. I will here recapitulate them :
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TWO VOICES.

1. Active. 2. Pauive.

D#pon#nt belonging to the passive in form and to the active in meaning.

SIX TENSES.

1. Prtttnt; 2. Ptfftct; 3. Imperfect; 4. Pluperfect; 5. Firtt Futur;
6. Soond 1'uture, or Future Perfect.

THREE MOODS.

1. The Indicative. 2. Tbe SubjutictiiM. 3. The Imperative.

FOUR OTHER FORMS.

1. The Infinitive. 2. The Participle. 3. The Gerund. 4. The Supine.

In all, fifteen varieties of expression enter into the Latin verb.

Ton are not to suppose from this that every verb has all these

forms. Even when the Latin was a living language, many
verbs were defective, that is, lacked some of the ordinary
forms. We, however, are bound to write the language as we
find it written in the remains of Roman literature, and so are

restricted to forma which actually occur in extant Latin writings ;

and as poetry has its licences, so are we obliged, in order to be

correct, to confine ourselves to the usages of the best prose
writers. In general, the Latin of Cicero is the model to be

followed.

Verbs which have been above described as active, may also

be called transitive ; that is, active in voice, and transitive in

import ; thus, laudo puerum, I praise the boy, is a transitive

verb, because the action of the verb passes over (trans, across,

over, and eo, I go) to the object, puerum. As some verbs are

transitive, others are intransitive or not transitive. Such is

dormio, I sleep, in which no action passes over to an object.

Intransitives are sometimes called neuters; that is, neither

active nor passive. When they have a passive form, they bear

the name of neuter passives ; as, ausus sum, I have ventured ;

gavisns sum, I have rejoiced. Sometimes a verb, in the passive

form, has a reflective force, and may be Englished by a neuter
or intransitive verb ; as, moveor, / move myself, or simply, /
move. A few active forms have a passive signification; as,

vapulo, I am beaten ; veneo, I am sold. Somewhat similar is

fio (factus sum, fieri), I become, I passfrom one state into another;
I am made.
The tenses may be divided into three classes ; thus :

I. PRESEKT TIME

II. PAST TIKE.

III. FUTURE TIME

the action incomplete Present,
the action complete Perfect.
the action incomplete Imperfect.
the action complete Pluperfect.
the action incomplete First Future,
the action complete Second Future.

INCOMPLETE

COMPLETE

You thus see that there are three forms of complete action, and
three of incomplete :

ing PRESENT.
row writing IMPERFECT.

1 shall be writing FUTURE.
PERFECT.
PLUPERFECT.

shall have written SECOND (or

PERFECT) FUTURE.

The natural sequence of our ideas requires a corresponding se-

quence of tenses. We do not in thought suddenly pass from
the present to the past in the same sentence, or in the same
member of a sentence. Consequently, we must avoid doing so
ui the employment of the tenses. The tenses may be divided
into pairs namely, similar and dissimilar ; for example :

(I Bcripsi, I lutve written
J. 2 ecripseram, I had written

(3 scripsero, I shall have icrit

SIMILAR TENSES.

Present Present.
Present Perfect present.
Imperfect Imperfect.
Imperfect Pluperfect.

DISSIMILAR TENSES.

Present Imperfect.
Perfect present Imperfect
Pluperfect Perfect present.

Now similar tenses should folloiv each other, and not dissimilar
ones. That is, if yon use one present, use another ; if you use
a present, do not let an imperfect immediately follow.

Observe, however, that the present infinitive may come after
a finite verb in the imperfect tense, as solebat scribere, he was

'

wont to write. The rule I have now given relates to what is !

called the consecutio tempornm, or "sequence of tenses. Compare
Exercise 75 (Latin-English), in the next lesson.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN.-XTILL
ExEttCisE 69. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. There is no firm friendship among the ted. 2. I h**ten to death.

3. The Gauls dwell beyoud the Uhine. 4. We have no weapon* again**
death. 5. A generous man is mild toward th oooqnarad. 6. Comet*
an admirable on account of their rarity and beauty. 7. Slave* obey
on account of fear, the good from a regard to duty. 8. Sailing along
the shore U often dangeroui. 0. No one is happy before dear

On what account dost thou laugh ? 11. Below the moon all thing*
are perishable. 12. Thou dwellest many year* among barbarian*, U.
The kingdom of Pluto i* placed under the earth. 14. The government
of nation* is in the power of king*. 15. Fi*h die out of water. 10.

The thing happened contrary to expectation. 17. Tbe camel bean
hatred to hone*. 18. Painted garment* are mentioned with (in)

Homer. 19. Many animal* congregate and fight against other animal*,

20. Tbe hippopotamus feed* on the corn-field* around the Nile.

EXERCISE 70. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Inter maloa nulla eat firma societas. 2. Contra mortem nulla

habet homo arma. 3. Ultra mortem est vita. 4. Ad Bhenntn pro-

peramus. 5. Ante domum sunt auiici. 6. Apud me aunt filii mei.

7. Apud to suntne filii vestri ? 8. Mitis erga victos est rex. 9. Poet
mortem boni sunt felices. 10. Quid est infra ten-am ? 11. Deu* eat

super omuia et per omnia. 12. Infra nubes habitant homines. 13.

Penes me mei sunt liberi. 14. Apud Ciceronem sunt multa pulcbra
dicta. 15. Bus propter te amo. 16. Intra muros sunt milites.

EXERCISE 71. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Poison is for (acts as) a remedy sometimes. 2. An infant ha* no

power without another's aid. 3. Eagles do not build in tree*. 4.

The cuckoo lays in the nests of other birds. 5. By old age our sense*

grow dull. 6. Some men are born with teeth. 7. Xerxes fled from
Greece with very few soldiers. 8. Metellus leads elephants in triumph.
9. The traveller sings in presence of the robber. 10. The stars move
from the east (rising of the sun) to the west (setting of the son). 11.

Britain was discovered by the Phoenicians. 12. Bees cannot exist

without a queen. 13. It is sweet to die for one's country.

EXERCISE 72. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Estne aliquando veuenum pro remedio? 2. In Grsecia pugnat

Xerxes. 3. In senectute visus et auditus hebescunt. 4. Pa'ritne in

alieno nido coccyx ? 5. Soror tua coram multis cantat. 6. Ab ortu

solis ad occasum properant. 7. Grsecia proficiscens exercitus in Italia in

properat. 8. Metellus cum multis militibus est in Britannia. 9.

Filius meus sine dentibus est natus. 10. Estne exercitus sine ele-

phantis ? 11. Elephanti in triumpho a duce ducuntur. 12. Dulcene
est pro patria inori ? 13. Quid sine Dei ope sunt mortales ? 14.

Omnesne aves in arboribus iiidificant ? 15. Clam patre est puer in

domo. 16. Infantes in gremio matris felices est dulce videre. 17.

Tecumne est soror tua ? 18. Sine patre nihil potest puer. 19. Mecum
est filia mea. 20. Quot liberi tecum sunt ? 21. Quot homines sunt

in Britannia ?

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XIX.
THE following method of constructing a regular pentagon
involves the use of the circumscribing circle, on the circumference

of which the angular points of the pentagon may be marked.
We have added this to the modes of construction given in the

last lesson to show the student that there are many ways of

constructing each of the regular polygons, and to urge him to

exercise his ingenuity in finding out other methods for the con-

struction of the hexagon, heptagon, etc., than those we are

about to give him in this and the following lessons.

PROBLEM L. To construct a pentagon on a given straight
line (another way).
Let A B (Fig. 68)
be the given straight
line on which the re-

quired regular pen-
tagon is to be de-

scribed. At the point
A, in the straight
line A B, draw A c,

of indefinite length,

perpendicular to A B,
and produce A B inde-

finitely both ways to-

wards x and Y. Bisect
Fig. 68.

A B in D, and along A c set off A E, equal to A D. Join B E, and

produce it indefinitely to F, and set off E G along X r, equal to EA
or A D. Then from A as centre with the distance A G, describe the

semicircle x o H, and from B as centre, with a distance equal to

A G, describe the semicircle K L T, and let the semicircles x o H,
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K L T intersect in the point Q. From the centre Q, with the dis-

tance Q A, or Q B, describe the circle A N B, and along its circum-

ference set off the arcs A M, M N, N o, each equal to A B, to deter-

mine the angular points M, N, o of the pentagon A M N o B, which
is completed by joining the straight lines A M, M N, N o, o B.

The student who is acquainted with the method of drawing
the equilateral triangle, square, and regular pentagon, will readily

see that the construction of figures,

the number of whose sides are mul-

tiples of 3, 4, and 5, depends merely on
the repeated bisection of arcs of

circles or angles, as may be seen by
. _].M_

an inspection of Figs. 69, 70, and 66.

In Fig. 69, ABC is an equilateral

triangle, or trigon, inscribed in the

circle ABC. By bisecting the arcs

A B, B c, c A, in the points D, E, F, and

joining A D, D B, B E, E c, c F, and F A,

we get the hexagon A D B E c F, the

number of whose sides is 3x2,
or 6. If the arcs A D, D B, B E, E c, c F, and F A, were again
bisected in the points G, H, K, L, M, N, we should get a dodecagon,
or twelve-sided figure, the number of whose sides is 3 x 2 x 2
= 12 ; by joining the extremities of the arcs A G, G D, etc., or

drawing chords subtending these arcs, and by another bisection
of the twelve arcs, into which the circle is divided by the angu-
lar points of the dodecagon, we should get a twenty-four-sided
figure. The same results would be obtained by bisecting in suc-

cession the angles at the point o, the centre of the circle, and
drawing chords, as before, to the arcs obtained by the successive
bisections of the angles at the centre, and the consequent bi-

sections of the arcs on which they stand.

If the arcs A B, B c, c A, or the angles A o B, B O c, c o A, were

trisected, instead of being divided into two equal parts, and
chords were drawn subtending the arcs thus subdivided, we
should have a nonagon or enneagon, a polygon the number of

whose sides is equal to 3 x 3, or 9, and by bisecting the nonagon
we should obtain an eighteen-sided figure, the number of whose
sides is equal to 3 x 3 x 2, or 18.

Similarly in Fig. 70, in which the square A B c D is inscribed

in the circle A B c D, an octagon, AEBFCGDH, is obtained

by bisecting the arcs A B, B c, c D, DA,
in the points E, F, G, H, and joining the

straight lines A E, E B, etc., the octagon

being a figure the number of whose sides

is 4 x 2, or 8. A further bisection of

the arcs A E, E B, etc., would give us a B

figure the number of whose sides is

4x2x2, or 16 ; and so on.

In the same way, an inspection of Fig.

66, in Problem XLVIL, page 149, shows
that if we bisect the arcs A B, B c, c D,
T> E, E F, in the points R, s, T, P, Q, and join
their extremities, we get a decagon, or regular polygon, the
number of whose sides is 5 x 2, or 10

; while if the arcs A B, B c,

etc., were trisected, we should obtain a quindecagon, or regular
polygon, the number of whose sides is 5 x 3, or 15. The learner
can readily calculate for himself the results of further subdivi-
sions of the arcs of the circle in the cases of the pentagon, de-

cagon, and quindecagon.
The reader may have noticed already, that of all figures having

equal sides and equal angles there are only three kinds that
can be fitted together so as to cover a flat surface without

. .. any interstices or openings be-
\ tween the pieces used. These

are the equilateral triangle, the

square, and the hexagon. This
number of regular figures that
will cover a flat surface with-

., /
out the addition of any other

-*~- figures, regular or irregular, may
be further reduced to two when
we remember that the hexagon

itself is composed of six equilateral triangles, as may be seen
from Fig. 71, in which the thick lines show how any number of

equilateral triangles regularly disposed in rows may be grouped
into hexagons. The learner will find it a useful practice
to make drawings of the various regular polygons arranged in

Fig. 71.

order, in such patterns as his taste and fancy may dictate,
for models of tesselated pavement, marquetry, and parquetry.
An illustration of our meaning will be found in Fig. 72, a design
which consists of perpendicular lines of pentagons, black and
white in alternation, the lozenges or rhombuses (see Definition 30,
Vol. I., page 53) being divided by transverse perpendicular and
horizontal lines into right-angled triangles, which are also black
and white in alternation as they are

r

contiguous to a white or black pen-

tagon respectively. The designs
made by the learner, for pavement,
may be done in pieces of red, black,
and white paper, or in paper coloured

to imitate various kinds of marble,

pasted together on cardboard. The
patterns for marquetry, which con-

sists of various kinds of ornamental
wood cut in small pieces and veneered
on a flat surface of deal or some corn-

Fig. 72.

mon timber, to form the top of a table or the panel of a cabinet;
and those for parquetry, or blocks of wood about an inch in thick-

ness, put together in symmetrical patterns to form floors, may
be cut out in paper stained in imitation of various kinds of

wood. It may be said that coloured paper in imitation of wood

may be purchased of any one who sells materials for bookbind-

ing, while paper in imitation of marble may be procured at the

same place for fine work, and from the paper-hanger for making
designs on a large scale. We have called the attention of the

reader to the method named above of making geometrical de-

signs in coloured paper, to show him how readily a knowledge
of geometry may be applied to art purposes.
For filling up any space with small compartments all of the

same size and form, the hexagon is the most convenient, because

its shape assimilates more closely than either the equilateral tri-

angle or the square to that of the circle, the strongest form for

the arrangement of material to bear pressure, as in the case of

the barrel drain or circular sewer. Less material, too, would be

used in forming a number of hexagonal compartments than in

filling the same space with compartments in the form of equi-

lateral triangles or squares having the same depth and area of

base as the hexagon. A remarkable instance in nature of the

use of the hexagon for making the most of space for stowage,
with the least possible quantity of material, is found in the honey-

comb, of which the cells are hexagonal in form, terminating at

the bottom in a roof or floor, consisting of three parallelo-

grams, the opposite angles of which are about 110 and 70

respectively.
The construction of a hexagon is easy enough, whether it be

required to inscribe it in a given circle, or to construct it on a

given straight line, because the radius of the circumscribing
circle is always equal to the side of the hexagon that it sur-

rounds. Thus, if we have to inscribe a hexagon in the circle

ACE (Fig. 73), it is manifest that all we have to do is to open the

compasses to the extent of A G, the radius of the circle ACE,
and divide the circumference into six equal parts by apply-

ing the opening of the compasses round the circumference,

and marking the points A, B, c, D, E, F, in succession. The

hexagon is then completed by joining A B, B c, c D, D E, E F,

F A, the chords of the six equal parts
into which the circumference has

been divided.

PROBLEM LI. To construct a hexa-

gon on a given straight line. Let A B

(Fig. 73) be the given straight line

on which it is required to construct
a hexagon. From A and B as cen-

tres, with the distances A B and B A
respectively, draw two arcs intersect-

ing each other in G. The point G is

the centre of a circle circumscribing
the required hexagon. From the cen-

tre G with the distance G A describe the circle ACE; then from
A and B as centres, with the radius A B and B A respectively,
draw arcs cutting the circumference of the circle A c E in the

points F and c ; and from these points as centres, with the same

radius, draw arcs cutting the. circumference in the points E and
D. Join A B, B C, C D, D E, E F, F A ; A B C D E F is the

required, for it is constructed on the given straight line A B.

Fig. 73.
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LESSONS IN AK<'IHTi:TURE. VL
Till ORDEHS OV AKCIUTKCTI

MLJ.IC of Apol-o Pauionius, in Ionia, was built according
. I.); but tho lonians, dissatisfied with

[.H.-ity of i. uvonted aiiothof of a more delicate

character, uinl railed it the lonio order, aftor the name of their

i hoy made the height of tho column in this order

in in-i>i>ortii>n to it diameter than in the Doric order.

m of tho capital was totally different, having largo volutes

ut its corners, of which the spiral is often very finely soulp-

utablature was changed in its parts and proportions ;

und a base was added to tho bottom of the column, in harmony
with its capital (see Fig. IL). Of the origin of this order of

architecture we have no distinct account. Vitruvins states,

-i the Doric order was considered strong and masculine,

like tho form of Hercules, the lonians modelled their new

world. The architect who traced tho plan of this temple wa*

Cteuphon, who flourished about 552 B.C., and it WM partly
executed under his direction and that of bit son Metagenc* ;

but it woa completed by other architect*, who worked upon it

after these for the apace of more than two oentorie*. Vitruviua

says that tho form of this temple WM dipterick (two-winged),
that is, surrounded with two rows of columns in the form of

double portico. It was 426 feet long, and 216 broad. In thi

temple there were 127 columns of marble each sixty feet high,

given by as many kings! Thirty-six of these column* were
carved by the most excellent artists of their time*. SoopM,
one of the most celebrated sculptors of Greece, executed on*
which was the finest ornament of this magnificent structure.

All Asia had contributed with incredible ardour to the erection

and decoration of this temple.
Vitruvius informs us that Demetrius, whom he calls the

servant of Diana, and Paconius, the Ephesian, finished tfaic

n. IONIC.

THE GREEK ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE.

III. COBIKTHUJf.

order according to the elegance and delicacy of the female

figure, and that the volutes were taken from the curls of the

hair on each side of the face. It is not easy to conceive how
the proportions of a Greek order of architecture could be
borrowed from that of the human figure, to which it has so

little natural resemblance ; and it has been ingeniously re-

marked that it is more natural to trace the form of the volute
in the Ionic order to the curling of the bark of a rude upright
post, crushed by a superincumbent weight greater than it could
bear. In this order, continued subjects began to appear on the

frieze, which in the Doric were considered the exception to the
rule. Tho cornice of the entablature was also enriched with

exquisite mouldings, and decorated with sculptured ornaments.
The edifices constructed after the Ionic order were numerous

and magnificent, such ae the temples of Bacchus, at Teos ;

Apollo, at Miletus ; Minerva, at Priene and Tegca ; and of

Diana, at Magnesia and Ephesus. This order was also em-

ployed in the construction of the Erectheum, or the temples of

Minerva Polias and Pandrosus, in the Acropolis at Athens;
of the Delphic Apollo and of JEsculapins, in tho same city ;

and in that of Juno, in Attica. The temple of Diana, at

Ephesus, was justly deemed one of the seven wonders of tho

39-X.K..

temple, which was of the lonio order. History records the
remarkable fact that this temple was burned to the ground on
the day that Alexander the Great was born. This same
Alexander, it is said, offered to rebuild it at his own expense,
provided that the Ephesians would consent that he should have
the sole honour of it, and that no name should be added to
hii in the inscription to be put upon it. The Ephesians, not

approving this condition, concealed their refusal of his offer by
saying, "that it was not consistent for one god to erect a
monument to another." This temple was rebuilt with still

greater magnificence than at first. The truth of this may be
gathered from tho words of the sacred historian, in reporting
the speech of Demetrius the silversmith, who made silver

shrines of Diana, to the workmen of like occupation :
"

Sirs, ye
know that by this craft we have our wealth. Moreover, ye
see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but almost through-
out all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away much
people, saying that they be no gods which are made with
hands : so that not only this our craft is in danger to be set at

nought ; but also that the temple of the great goddess Diana
should be despised, and her magnificence should be destroyed,
whom all Asia and the world worshippeth." Such was the glory
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that attended the worship of " the image that fell down from

Jupiter," and such was the terror of the Ephesians that their

temple would be destroyed a second time, that, in the words
of the sacred historian, "when they heard these sayings they
were full of wrath, and cried out, saying, Great is Diana of the

Ephesians ;

" and having assaulted Paul, and created a violent

uproar, the mob continued to utter the same cry, without

intermission, for the "
space of two hours," in the chief city

of Asia. (Acts xix. 23 28.)
The temple of Diana, at Magnesia, was built under the

direction of Hermogenes. He made its general dimensions

the same as for a double range of columns ; but, in order to

afford more space to the porticoes, he omitted the inner range.
Thus a clear space was left between the outer range and the

body of the building ; and thus he established the style called

tho pseudo-dipterick. Vitruvius speaks with great veneration

of this architect. The temple of Minerva Ulea, at Tegea, de-

signed and erected under the direction of Scopas, was of

singular construction. The peristyle of the temple was of the

Ionic order ; the interior was divided into three aisles by two
rows of Doric columns, and over these were placed others of

the Corinthian order. The sculpture upon the two pediments
was executed by the artist himself.

The simplicity and severity of the Doric order having now
been abandoned, the artists of Greece Proper, not to be behind
the inventors of the Ionic order, by an effort of genius, gave
\>irth to a third order, which surpassed the Ionic in delicacy of

proportion and richness of decoration. This order was named
the Corinthian. The merit of its invention is generally ascribed

to Callimachus, a celebrated sculptor of Athens, who is supposed
to have reached the zenith of his fame about 540 B.C. He
is said to have taken the idea of this order from observing the
leaves of the acanthus growing round a basket which had been

placed, with some favourite trinkets, upon the grave of a young
Corinthian lady; the stalks which rose among the leaves

having been formed into slender volutes by a square tile which
covered the basket. In the Corinthian order the column is

more elegant, and the capital longer and more ornamented than
in the Ionic, spreading in the form of a basket, and com-
mingling the richest and lightest vegetation with the decora-
tions of preceding orders. The top of the capital, instead of

being square, assumes the curvilinear form, having angular
projections supported by elegant volutes. The mouldings
possess more beautiful ornaments than those of the Ionic or the
Doric. The frieze is usually ornamented with scrolls of foliage;
in the cornice, the corona is supported by modillions, which
represent the extremities of the beams of the roof, and are

usually carved into a scroll (see Fig. Ill, a.). These elegant im-

provements introduced into their orders rendered the Greeks
the real masters of architecture ; because, previous to their

invention, the Egyptians and the Asiatic nations in general
followed no precise rule in their constructions ; but as soon as
the orders were founded on rational proportions, of an exact
and invariable nature, they were imitated in the edifices of

every other nation.

While awarding every credit to the ingenuity of the Greeks,
however, it must not be forgotten that in the columns of
several temples in Upper Egypt, whose shafts represent bundles
of reeds or lotuses bound together in several places by fillets,
the capitals are formed by several rows of delicate leaves. In
the ruins of Ellora, in India, the capitals of the columns are
also composed of similar ornaments ; and the Persians, at
their great festivals, were accustomed to introduce ornaments
of flowers at the tops of the pillars in their public apartments.
From tradition, report, or personal observation, Callimachus
might be made acquainted with these examples, and might be
led to the composition of the Corinthian capital, the chief
ornament of the Greek school. The Corinthian order, although
distinguished for its richness and even luxuriousness of deco-
ration in all its details, is essentially the most simple in its

general character, and easiest in execution. The finest

examples of this order were to be seen at Athens, in the monu-
ment of Lysicrates, the Tower of the Winds, the Stoa or
public piazzas, and the Arch of Adrian, at Athens ; the Pan-
theon of Agrippa, and the three columns of tha Ca.mpo Vaccino,
at Rome. The Corinthian order appears to have been but
partially employed in Greece before the time of the Roman
conquest ; but the Romans themselves employed it to a great

extent in every part of their empire ; hence it is in edifices
constructed under their influence that the most perfect speci-
mens are found. It was only in the construction of temples
that the turbulent states of Greece could unite ; and in con-

sequence of this union, they constructed edifices of great mag-
nitude and splendour. Many of this description were built
and maintained at the expense of confederate states, and even
of all Greece such were the temples at Delphi, Delos,
Ephesus, Olympia, Eryx, etc. and these temples had terril

torial revenues, besides being enriched by private donations.
The Greeks appear to have made the greatest progress in the
arts, and to have constructed the most admirable of their

edifices, during the period from the age of Solon and Pytha-
goras to the era of Alexander the Great. Their architecture

prevailed in the countries where they extended their influence

along the coast of Asia. Alexander and his successors intro-
duced it into Egypt, and probably in the cities he built on his
route to India. To the westward it extended to Sicily, Italy,
and the south of France. After the brilliant period to which
we have alluded, the manners of the Greeks became Asiatic ;

their sublime spirit of independence was subdued ; and
although they continued for ages to be the instructors of their
Roman conquerors, their glory in the arts declined, and with
it the purity and elegance of the Greek architecture.

LESSONS IN GREEK. VII.
INSTEAD of os and ov, some nouns and adjectives have the ter-

minations cos (m. and f.) and wv (n.) ; the co is retained through
all the cases

;
the vocative is the same as the nominative.

Though this form occurs in Ionic writers, as Herodotus, yet it

bears the name of

THE ATTIC DECLENSION.

Singular.

Merciful.

6, fj fAecos, TO fAecov.

fAeco.

fAecp.

fAecov.

fAecos.
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7. Of atroi rout \ayvs tytSptvovfftr.

ouj. 'J. Of a*8pioi ayi)pa>' tToifOf

TO* oi/ t\ttay xif. H- ' fl'* T0tl >afltn

Af 7(Bofai airayouffj TOV irAffTO> Afwv u>rirp

O 2iaMioi 'Hp$ KoAouj TOWJ rpt<povffiv. 14. T

8. 2/9o-0t TOVI i'Aj
IfflV. l'.

-ov. sense-

less.

0, I name.

KOI, I please.

Bo/3vAo>fia, -ay, ?';,

Babylon.
Boir.Atios, -a, -of,

kingly, royal; TO

a<nAfia, the

kindly buildings,

i.e.. the palace.

ray

EXERCISE 16. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. You build temples to the gods. 2. Temples are built to

Is. :;. 1 t.uild a temple to God. 4. They walk on ropes.

88. 6. Hares are hunted. 7. The Samians

worship beautiful peacocks. 8. They worship the merciful God.

9. God is merciful (gracious) to good men. 10. Huntsmen

hunt hares. 11. Menelaus obtains deathless praise.

VOCABULARY.

ro^T7j, -ijy, r), a 07jpiov, -ov, TO, a

,
lawful wife. wild beast.

At Aoy, -T), -of, timid, , 'Itpoy, -a ,-ov , (gen.),

cowardly. sacred, holy.

E*<ppo>, I bring out, I
IIAooy (irAoCy), -ov, 6,

produce. a voyage.

'EAtfTj.-rjy,^, Helen. nonjT7jy,-ov,6,apoet.

Bin (dat.), on ac-
j
'PoSoSoKTi/Aos, -of ,

count of. rosy-fingered.

EirtKtvSOfoy, -of, dan- STTJATJ, -?jy, i), a

gerous. pillar.

EXERCISE 17. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Of ratf 'Upas itpot i}ffav. 2. 0atvuobfif MefeAewf eiri ry

apery 3. Of ironjTai TTJV 'Ew p'oSoSoKTuAof airayopevovffiv. 4.

'H a\i)6eia iroAAa/ciy OVK aptffKfi roi \e<f. 5. 'EAefTj nv 77 MeffAew

70MT7) 6. 'H BauAcf<a eK<pepei irO\\ovs raws. 7. f Toiy TWf

6fo>r yf$t iroAAai ffrr}\a,i etffiv. 8. Of Aa7a> SeiAa Qr}pia eunv. 9.

'O irspi TOf AOco irAous Tjf KIVOVVOS. 10. To /8oo-jAeta KaAa afaryew

EXERCISE 18. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Monclaus is admired on account of his bravery. 2. We
admire the rosy-fingered dawn. 3. Many peacocks are produced
in Babylon. 4. In the temple of Hera is a beautiful peacock.
5. Huntsmen catch peacocks. 6. Peacocks are caught by
huntsmen. 7. Good citizens avoid the senseless people.

THE THIRD DECLENSION.
The forms of the third declension in Greek are various, and

can bo learnt only by attentive practice. Some aid may, how-

ever, be given by means of classification.

The variations occur mostly in the singular number, and in

the nominative and genitive cases. The forms of the nominative

singular, which ore numerous, will appear as we proceed, and

may therefore be omitted from this table of

THE CASE-ENDINGS OF THE THIRD DECLENSION.

Singular. Plural. Dual.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Ace.

Voc.

<av

ffi (v)

otv

oiv

Neuter nouns have the nominative, the accusative, and the

vocative alike. The student who is acquainted with Latin wil

readily see how much this Greek third declension corresponds
with the Latin third declension.

The terminations given above are affixed to the stem. The
stem is, in some words, the same as the nominative ; thus,

Aeijuwf, AeM&)f-oy, a meadow, where the ending oy is simply
added to Kti^uy. In masculine and feminine nouns, however,
the stem often appears in the nominative in an altered form.

When the stem is so altered, you must find it before you affix

the case-endings to it. In order to find the stem, remove the

genitive termination from the noun ; what remains is the stem ;

e.g., Kopa/coy (of a crow), the oy is the sign of the genitive, which

being removed, leaves Kopa/c as the stem ; and icopait is, for the

sake of euphony, lengthened in the nominative into tcopaxy, thai

is, Kopo| ; for the laws of sound in Greek endure at the end of a
word only these consonants, namely, v, p, ff ({, ty) ; the other

consonants are either changed or thrown away. Hence the r in

the stem of Xenophon is dropped, as s.fv<a<f>cavr-os, s.evca<f><oyr

ts.tvd>(p<i>y. Neuter nouns present the stem in the nominative

Jut when a word ends in r, the r is either discarded or changed
into f ; as :

Nominative. Genitive,

itrrtpi, pepper; wtwtm-ai.

<ru)ia, body;
TpaT, Tpoy, a prodigy;

The accusative has v in masculines and feminine* ending in

vy, avs, and oi/y, the stems of which severally terminate in t,

v, av, and ov, as :

Stem. Nom. Aee.

jroAi, iroAts, a city; wo\ty.

ftorpv, fiorpvs, a bunch of grapes; farpur.
vav, fans, a Khip; yaw.

f)ov, favs, an ox ; faw.

If the stem ends in a consonant, a instead of f is found in the

accusative, as <pAe, <pAei|/, <pA)3a, a vein ; KOOOK, K0pa, xopox-o,

a raven ; Aa/iiro5, Aa/uiray, Aaftira5-a, a torch.

The vocative is the same as the nominative or as the stem.

The genders of the third declension are best learnt by practice.

The third declension may be distinguished from the first and
the second by the fact that it adds a syllable to the nominative,
while in them all the cases have the same number of syllables.

Nouns which have the same number of syllables in all the cases

are termed parisyllabic (in Latin par, equal), and nouns which

lengthen the genitive and the cases derived from it, are termed

imparisyllabic (Latin im [in], not). Hence the first and second

declensions are called parisyllabic, and the third is called impari-

syllabic.
In order to facilitate the acquisition of a knowledge of the

nouns of the third declension, and to afford you thorough prac-
tice in them, I shall divide those nouns into several classes :

*

1. NOUNS WHOSE STEM ENDS IN A CONSONANT ;

and of these I give in the first place

a. Nouns of which the Nominative gives the pure Stem.

The case-endings are appended to the nominative.

Singular.

Nectar.

TO VflCTOp.

yticrap-os

Vficrap-i.

VfKTOp.

yticrap.

Nom.
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Kparrjp, -os, 6, a

goblet, bowl.

Nto>, 1 wash.

nAeiaToi, -tav, <5,very

many.

TIvp, -os, TO, fire.

1.

theXe^ -os, r],

hand ; dat. xePai i

dat. dual, -%tpoiv.

Xopos, -on, 6, a cho-

ral dance.

^t\v, -o$, 6j a wasp.

2irou5atos, -a, -ov,

earnest, or excel-

lent.

epTra),
I delight, Tep-

TTo^uai (with dat.),

I am delighted.

EXERCISE 19. GREEK-ENGLISH.

TOUS 6r/pas. 2. Xeip X tPa vt C l - 3. A7re%ot TOU

xf'ljpos, 4. Of \fi/LL(aves 6a\\ov(Ttv. 5. Of orpaTicoTOi aSoucrt

iraiava. 6. EP Trvpi xpvffov Kal apyvpov yiyvcaffKOfj-ev. 7. IIoAAot

Trapa Kpasrripi yiyvovrai <j)i\oi Tr\tffToi Se e^Opoi. 8. Ot avBpwjroi

repirovrai KtOapq /cat 0aAia /cat, %opots /cat ira.ia.ffiv. 9. Of 'EAATjj/es

TOP ATTOAA&) /cat TOP IlocreiSa) ffefiovrai. 10. Of oTrouSaiot /j.a07]Tai

TO. Eepoc^copTos jStjSAia ^5ea)s avayiyixasKovffiv.

EXERCISE 20. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Avoid wild beasts. 2. They avoid a wild beast. 3. Wash
the (thy) hands. 4. Keep ye from wasps. 5. A soldier is de-

lighted with the cry of victory. 6. The cry of victory delights

soldiers. 7. O earnest scholars, read the books of Xenophon.
8. The books of Xenophon are read by (viro, gen.) earnest

scholars. 9. We delight in beautiful meadows (dat.). 10. The
meadows bloom. 11. Poets worship Apollo. 12. The poet

worships Poseidon.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. VI.

EXERCISE 11. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Pursue honourable deeds, O beloved youth. 2. Obey the words

of thy teacher. 3. Thou learnest excellent things from the excellent.

4. A faithful friend partakes of (your) good and (your) bad things

(fortunes). 5. The gods (dfoi) care for men. 6. Men worship

(Oepairevova-iv) the gods. 7. Danger attends many works. 8. Good
things are mixed with bad. 9. The bad man is hostile to (at enmity
with) gods and men. 10. Men rejoice in good (men or things). 11.

O God, grant good fortune (happiness) to our friends. 12. O slave,

bear the wine to the young man. 13. Wine (o otvos) does not dissi-

pate, but begets cares. 14. Glory follows a difficult achievement.

EXERCISE 12. ENGLISH-GREEK.

iif Oey1. Ol afaOot Tip &6u> irctOovTat. 2. Ov iretOoi/Ta

IlfiOfaBe, <<> KaXoi veaviai, TUI &t6aaKa\(p. 4. Oi KUKOI -roit ayaDoi
tiffiv. 5. Tiav KCIKCDK ajrfxov. 6. Ol ccrSAoi -rutv irai&utv firi/J,f\ovrai ((jipov-

nov<rt) 7. Mr) rif \l/fv<TTOv \o-ytp Ttitnfvf, <a <pt\e irai. 8. Ilo\Ao<r Aoyoir
tTrerai KIV&VVOS. 9. Ol ea6\ot veaviai -rout <5i<3a<7KuXour ffepaireuoviriv.

EXERCISE 13. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Virtue, not time, is the measure of life. 2. Death liberates men

from labours and evils. 3. Wine rejoices the minds of men. 4. With
ten thousand trials honourable things arise (are produced) . 5. The
divinity conducts the bad to judgment. 6. A faithful friend in a diffi-

cult division (strife) is worth silver and gold. 7. There are many
diseases among men. 8. Counsel leads to good. 9. Silence brings
honour to a youth. 10. The door is shut by bars. 11. Art nourishes
men. 12. O beloved disciples (scholars), strive after wisdom and
virtue.

EXERCISE 14. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ty OavcLTtp aTro\vovrai rtav KaKuv oi avOpairoi. 2. To>

/3iip TroXAoi irovot

tirovrai. 3. *H rov Qeov ffO(pia TTpo? ev&atnoviav TOW? C(r9\ovs a-vei, 4. To*c

TOU Kpirov Xo-yoir !rov. 5. Oi TOU tieov Aoyoi cio-t xaicoi. 6. 'H Aupa Tar ^ov

6vfj.ov nepipvat Auei. 7. Ncy wpoo-rixej fl riav\ia. 8. Tour a~fa9ovv -rpeQei j

re%i"l. 9. 'O fjLO\\os xAeiei ^r^v Svpav.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XX.
NATURAL DIVISIONS OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE.

THE whole surface of the globe contains, as we have seen in the
last lesson (page 166), about 197,000,000 square miles. The
land is considered to contain about 52,000,000 square miles ; and
consequently, the water or sea to contain about 145,000,000 of

square miles. This makes the proportion of the water to the land
nearly as 13 to 36, or, speaking in general terms, approximately
as 3 to 1. The proportion of the land to the whole surface of the
earth is about 4 to 15, or rather more than that of 1 to 4.

There is much more land in the northern hemisphere than in the
southern ; and considerably more in the eastern hemisphere than
in the western ; this may be seen at once by looking at a map of
the world ; but it is more clearly seen by looking at a terrestrial

globe. An accurate idea of the relative proportions of land and
water on the earth's surface may be gained from the annexed

diagrams, of which Fig. 11 shows the world in eastern and
western hemispheres on the meridians of 160 W. long, and 20
E. long. ; while Fig. 12 shows the world on the plane of the

equator in northern and southern hemispheres; and Fig. 13 the
world on the plane of the horizon of London in hemispheres
the one containing the greatest quantity of land, and the other

the greatest quantity of water that can be obtained in single

hemispheres by any similar bisection of the globe in any plane of

a great circle. The land in the northern hemisphere is con-

sidered to occupy rather more than two-fifths of the whole hemi-

sphere, and the land in the southern hemisphere about one-eighth
of the whole hemisphere. The land preponderates in the north-

eastern quarter of the globe, and the water in the south-western

quarter. Scarcely any land has yet been discovered in the south

frigid zone, and the limits of the land in the north frigid zone

have not hitherto been correctly ascertained. By far the greater

portion of the land lies within the north temperate zone ; the

greater part of the remainder lies within the torrid zone ; still

less within the south temperate zone ; and the least within the

north frigid zone. The greater part of the sea lies within the

torrid zone ; the greater part of the remainder within the south

temperate zone ; still less within the north temperate zone ; and
the least within the north frigid zone.

On looking at a globe or map of the world, the student will

perceive that all the great and continuous tracts of land, com-

monly called continents (from the Latin continens, holding

together), become pointed as they stretch towards the south, by
which they are made to assume a pyramidal or triangular form
at the extremity. The continents of North and South America
and of Africa are the most remarkable illustrations of this fact.

In consequence of this tendency to taper towards the south, so

narrow is the connecting link or neck of land (commonly called

an isthmus, from the Greek to-fytoy, isth'-mos, a neck, or narrow

passage) between North America and South America, that little

more than forty miles of land separate Panama from Porto

Bello, on opposite sides of the Isthmus of Darien. The southern

points of the other two continents are well known ; Cape Horn
must be considered as that of South America, notwithstanding-
the Strait of Magellan ; and the Cape of Good Hope that of

Africa. Here it may be useful to remark that when a tapering

point of land projects into the sea, it is called a cape, from tho

Latin caput, a head, a figurative but very natural expression
for the extremity of the land, which may be considered as the

top or vertex of the triangular shape which it assumes when

jutting out from the continent to which it belongs. When the

land thus projecting into the sea is elevated considerably above
the sea-level, it is called a promontory, from the Latin pro, in

front of; and mons, a mountain that is, mountain-land in front

of the continent. The English term headland is often used for

capes and promontories on a small scale, connected with the

land ; so is also the term naze or ness, from the Saxon naese, or

German nase, a nose, or projection from the face. With regard
to the term strait, which is applied to a narrow passage of the sea

between two continents, or between a continent and an island, or

between two islands, it is evidently derived from streht, the past

participle of the Saxon verb streccan, to stretch, and bears the

same relation to the water that the term isthmus does to the

land.

In reference to the continents of Europe and Asia, there is

also the general tendency to taper towards the south ; in the

former continent, however, this tendency is greatly obstructed

by the vicinity of the African continent, so that the Iberian

Peninsula (Spain and Portugal) does not so manifestly assume
the triangular form. Still this tendency is partially developed
in various parts of the south of this continent ; as in the con-

formation of Italy and Greece, which taper, but very irregularly,

towards the south, evidently in consequence of the feebler action

of the Mediterranean Sea, as compared with the full play of the

great Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In the latter continent, the

tendency to taper toward the south has been divided in such a
manner as to present the three peninsulas of Arabia, India, and

Malacca, of which the two former are pretty regular in form ;

but the latter, in combination with what is called the Eastern

Peninsula, is very irregular in this respect.
The term island is well known to signify a portion of land,

whether large or small, which is completely surrounded by water.

This word is derived from the Danish oie, an eye, and is literally

eye-land, or land so called because it is surrounded by water, as
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the eyo in the face is encircled with the eyelids and the tar-

ling kin.

Thn (,!!!! ,; -itiimnli', from the Latin pene, almost, and insula,

originally signified land newly surrounded by water ; that is,

. the etymology, almost an island : but it is now
more frequently api>.

to the trian^ular-shuped

portions of land which
in any direction,

and jut out from the great

continents, as in the three

onion above mentioned in

The great Euro-

pean peninsulas have also

mentioned; namely,
Greece, Italy, and Spain
and Portugal combined ;

to these may be added
the largo peninsula of

Sweden and Norway, and
the smaller peninsula of

Jutland or Denmark, the

latter of which is on ex-

ception to the general

the north-cant, and Polynesia, in the south-west. Without

regarding artificial division*, the land on the mi-face of the

globe in naturally divided into three great Motions, namely,
1st. The Old World, in the eastern hemisphere, comprehending
the vast, united, triple continent of Europe, Ana, and Africa,

which extends from Cap*
Severe, or North-east

Cape, the most northerly

point of Siberia, in the

Arctic Ocean, to the Cape
of Good Hope in the

South Atlantic Ocean, a
distance of 8,400 miles ;

and from Cape Verd, the

moat westerly ho^limj
of Africa, in the North
Atlantic Ocean, across

the Isthmus of Suez to

the east coast of China
on the Pacific Ocean, a
distance of about 9,000
miles. 2nd. The New
World, in the western

hemisphere, comprehend-

rule, as it points northward. The continents of South America
j
ing the great, united, double continent of North and South

and Africa are justly entitled to the name of peninsulas ; the I America, with the neighbouring islands, extending from still

former being attached to North America by the Isthmus of undefined limits in the Arctic Ocean to Cape Horn, a distance

Panama or Darien, and the latter to Asia by the Isthmus of of about 9,000 miles ; and from the western shores of the

Suez. Prom the consideration of the series of islands which lies Atlantic Ocean to the eastern shores of the Pacific Ocean,
between the peninsula of

Malacca and the small

continent of Australia,
there is reason to believe

that the latter was in

former ages connected
with Asia, as South
America now is with

North America; Austra-

lia, and the island of

Tasmania, to the south

of it (and no doubt ori-

ginally forming a part of

it), then most probably
constituting the apex of

the great triangular-

shaped peninsula (taper-

ing to the south, accord-

ing to the general law)
in which this vast southern continent once terminated. It is

further worthy of remark, in speaking of the great continents

which become pointed as they approach the south, that their

projections most generally terminate abruptly in lofty mountain

chains, which there dip beneath the waters of the ocean.

In regard to the divi-

sions of the land on the
surface of the globe, we
find that by the older geo-

graphical writers it was
divided into four great

parts, called quarters
of the world; namely,
Europe, Asia, Africa, and
America. This division,

however, is very incor-

rect, inasmuch as it leaves

out the continent of Aus-

tralia, the great island

of Borneo, etc., and vast

groups of smaller islands

scattered through the

ocean, and valuable for

their population and pro-
duce. A more common and more accurate division is that of

Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and Oceania,
six great portions, of which the first five are coi'

and the sixth continental and insular. Oceania is further sub-
divided by geographers into four parts, namely, Malaysia in

the north-west, Australasia in the south-west. Micronesia in

a distance varying in

breadth from 40 to 3,500
miles. 3rd. Oceania,

comprehending the con-

tinent of Australia and
the groups of islands in

the East Indian Archi-

pelago or Malaysia, Aus-

tralasia, Micronesia, and

Polynesia, the principal
of which are the Snnda

Isles, the Philippines,

Borneo, Papua or New
Guinea, Tasmania, New
Zealand, and the various

clusters of isles scattered

far and wide over the

Pacific.

The Old World, so

called because its history is known for a period of nearly

6,000 years, is composed of the three great sections denominated

continents, namely, Europe in the north-west, Asia in the

north-east, and Africa in the south-west, taking Jerusalem as

the central point. Europe is separated from Asia by a boun-

dary composed of a
mountain chain called

the Oural or Ural Moun-

tains; the river Oural or

Ural; the Caspian Sea;
Mount Caucasus, a range
of mountains stretching
from the Caspian Sea to

the Black Sea; and a
chain of inland seas, the

Sea of Azov, the Black

Sea, the Sea of Marmora,
and the Archipelago, the

north-eastern arm of the

Mediterranean. These
four bodies of water are

connected by the Strait

of Eertch or Yenikale,
the Bosphorus, and the

Dardanelles. Asia is separated from Africa by the Arabian

Gulf and the Isthmus of Suez. Europe is separated from Africa

by the Mediterranean Sea.

The New World, so called because its history is known only
for a period of rather more than 350 years, is composed of two

great sections denominated continents, namely, North America
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and South America, which are connected with each other by the

Isthmus of Darienor Panama (pronounced pan-a-mar'). Between
these continents, on the eastern side, north of the equator and
within the torrid zone, are situated the West Indies, a range of

islands stretching in a curved line from the Gulf of Florida to

the mouth of the Orinoco. South of Asia, and east of the

Arabian Sea, consisting partly of the continent and partly of the

islands south of it, are situated the East Indies, lying almost

wholly within the torrid zone, and comprehending the penin-
sulas of India and Further India, Hindostan within and India

beyond the Ganges, with the island of Ceylon and the group of

islands denominated the East Indian Archipelago, the Asiatic

Archipelago, or Malaysia. Sumatra, Borneo, and Celebes,
the principal of these islands, are situated directly under
the equator.
The relative position of the greater part of the places men-

tioned in this lesson may be ascertained from an inspection of

the figures in the preceding page, or the Map of the World in

page 144. Our readers will find it useful, when studying our
Lessons in Geography, to make a map of the world on a large
scale according to the directions given in the last lesson, and to

mark in the position and name of each place, as soon as it

occurs for the first time.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. -

PEACTICE.
-XXIX.

8. Definition. Any fraction of a quantity the numerator of

which is unity, is called an aliquot part of that quantity.
Thus 4s. and 6s. 8d. are each aliquot parts of a pound, being

respectively | and | of it.

In finding the value of any given compound quantity from
the given value of any other given quantity of the same kind,
a convenient form of multiplication, called Practice, is often

employed. It depends, as will be seen, upon the principles of

fractions and the judicious choice of aliquot parts.
9. EXAMPLE 1. Find the value of 3589 cwts. at <! 11s. 6|d.

per cwt.

This might be effected in various ways. We might, for

instance, reduce the money to farthings, multiply by 3589, and
then reduce the result to pounds, shillings, and pence ; or we
might reduce the money to the fraction of a pound, and then,
multiplying by 3589, reduce the resulting fraction to pounds,
shillings, and pence. But we may also evidently obtain a correct
result if we divide the whole sum into portions, multiply each
of these portions separately by 3589, and then add the results

together. This we are able to do, simply by the aid of aliquot
parts, as follows :

3589 cwts. at 1 per cwt. will cost .... 3589
Since 10s. is , 3589 cwts. at 10s. each will cost -J of

3589, or 1794 10 Q
Since Is. is TS of 10s., 3589 cwts. at Is. each will

cost iV of the same number at 10s. each, or ^7 of
1794 10s., which is 179 9 o

Since 6d. is i of Is., 3589 cwts. at 6d. each will cost
-J- of

the same number at Is. each, or -J of 179 9s., or 89 14 6
Since |d. is T\ of 6d., 3589 cwts. at -Jd. each will cost

& of the same number at 6d. each, or t^ of
89 14s. 6d., which is .... 7 9 'gl

Since id. is of -Jd., 3589 cwts. at -Jd. each will cost i
of the same number at Jd. each, or

-J-
of 7 9s. 6|d.,

which is 3 14 9

Hence 3589 at 1 + 3589 at 10s. + 3589 at Is. + 3589
at 6d. + 3589 at id. + 3589 at d. will cost . . 5663 17 9|

The above is the explanation of the process, which may be
arranged as follows :

3589 cwts. would cost at 1 per cwt
10s. which is I of 1

Is. & f 10s.

6d. I of Is.

Id. /jof 6d.

id. i of -Jd.

8.

3589
1794 10

179 9

89 14

7 9

3 14

5663 17

10. If the quantity whose value is to be found, and also the

p rice given, be each expressed in various denominations, then a
somewhat different method must be adopted.

For instance, suppose it to be required to find the value of
375 cwt. 3 qrs. 21 Ibs. at 4> 14s. 6d. per cwt.

First find the value of 375 cwt. at ,4 14s. Gd. per cwt. by
the previous method. This will be done as follows :

s. d.

375 cwt. would cost at 1 per cwt. . . 375

4 .

10s. which is 4 of 1 .

4s. i of 1 .

6d. i of 4s. .

Again, by the previous working
1 cwt. would cost . . .
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11. .71 rwt. 1 M r. 11 llm. at
: .its. li; H,H. at

.11 ll.H. at

17. 7 :J ll.s. 5 .>/.. i:t dwts. at

18. 814 IbH. 9 oz. 16 dwts. at
1 3 y <ls. 2 qrs. 3 nn. ut

20. 130 yd*. 3 qrs. 1 na. at

i>. at

22. 87 qrs. 4 bush. 2 pks. at

23. 996 qrs. 7 bush. 1 pk. at

15 94 porowt.
3 18 6 per cwt.
2 11

1 3

1 13 4
1 19 8

I I i|
i .; v248

9A per cwt
7} per Ib.

per Ib.

per yard,

per yard,

per acre,

per quarter,

per quarter.

KKV TO EXERCISE 47, LESSON XXVIII. (Vol. II., page 142)'

1. 16s. ; 17s. 6d. ;

7M.
2. 58. lOd. ; 5,'d. ;

::H. iul.

3. 6 oz. !.'>; drnis. ;

!:Mwt8.12gnun8;
til ILs.

1. U owt. 56 Ibs.; 2

ft. 4J in. ; 2 yds.
'

5. fur. !'7 yds. 2 ft.

till ; 'J.

li gals.

6. 46 m. 40 sec. ;

sec.; 17* 8f".

7. 2 at. 9 far.SU yds.
2 ft. 6} in. ; 3 d.

19hrs.
8. 4 16s.; 2s. Ojd.

9. Is. Gil.

10. 88.

12. 1.

13. 12s. 9d.

14. 15s. lOd.

15. 11s. OAd.
16. A: ii; *
17. iSJj ,bi SiK.
18. tAv.

19. A.
20. }.

21.

22. ;ij.
23. 1.

24. JW.
25. rJib.
26. A.
27. VA-
28. 2688 minutes.

29. A.
30. 1J.

31. 9 12s.

32. 335160 square feet.

33. 61 yds. 2 ft. 4 in.

GREAT BOOKS.
VII. THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.

PROBABLY the most universally-read book in the world, after

the Bible, is
" The Pilgrim's Progress

"
of John Bunyan, tinker,

itinerant preacher, enthusiast, and visionary. Of this famous
work it is recorded that it has been reproduced in every
language, and in almost every dialect, of civilised Europe ;

while at the same time it has been translated into the speech
of many savage races.

Bunyau was a man of very h amble origin, born at Elstow,
near Bedford, in the year 1628. His family had been tinkers

for several generations, and as tinkers in those days were
often gipsies, it has been inferred from this circumstance
that the author of "The Pilgrim's Progress" belonged to

the so-called Bohemian race. However this may have been

(and the fact seems far from established), it is certain that

the education of Bunyan, though not entirely neglected, was

very slight, and that his surroundings were of a nature

rather to extinguish than to develop any literary capabilities
which may have lain dormant within him. His early life,

if we may rely on the account which he himself afterwards

gave of it, was passed in the midst of coarse indulgences,
and he appears to have been generally regarded as a vaga-
bond. Doubtless he was not nearly so bad as his awakened
conscience supposed ; yet it can hardly be questioned that his

manners were sufficiently objectionable. A woman of profligate
life told him one day that he was the nngodliest fellow for

swearing that she had ever heard in her life, and that his oaths

made her tremble. At an early age, however, his mind was
directed to religious topics, and it was not long before he was
drawn into the full vortex of that Puritan excitement which

distinguished the middle of the seventeenth century.
It was in Bedford Jail that the First Part of

" The Pilgrim's

Progress
" was composed, and it is apparently to this circum-

stance that the author alludes in the opening sentence of the

allegory : "As I walked through the wilderness of this world,
I lighted on a certain place where was a den ; and I laid me
down in that place to sleep ; and as I slept I dreamed a dream."
He was imprisoned for unlawful preaching, and lay in Bedford
Jail from 1660 to 1672. After his release, he employed him-

self, for the remainder of his life, in the duties of the ministry,
and died in 1688, at the age of sixty. That a man of mean
acquirements, whose knowledge of literature must have been
small indeed, should yet have been able to compose a work full

of such powerful and impressive writing as the story of Christian

and his trials, is surprising until we consider all the facts of the
case. It should be borne in mind that the Elstow tinker lived

in an age of strong intellectual excitement an age, moreover,
in which the English language had not yet lost the native force

and vigour by which it had been characterised in the days of

ii. The purely literary ntylo of the eighteenth century
had not arisen. Miltuu and Sir Thomas Browne, it U true,
W..TU introducing a more scholarly and academic manner into

our prose ; but such examples were probably unknown to

Bunyan, or at any rate did not influence him. Hu power over
the language wan derived from the same itource which supplied
him with his principles from the Eiiglieh Bible of the reign of

James I. His incessant study of the Old and New Testament*
not merely fashioned his mind, but prompted bin utterance;
and it may bo safely affirmed that no other course of reading
could have given him so thorough a mastery of the kind of

expression that he needed for his purpose.
"
Bunyan," Bays

Hallam,
" saw and makes us see what ho describes ; he in

circumstantial without prolixity, and in the variety and fre-

quent changes of his incidents never loses sight of the unity of
his allegorical fable. His invention was enriched, or rather his

device determined, by one rule he had laid down to himself
the adaptation of all the incidental language of Scripture to his

own use. There is scarcely a circumstance or metaphor in the
Old Testament which does not find a place, bodily and literally,
in the story of

' The Pilgrim's Progress ;

' and this parti-
cular artifice has made his own imagination appear more
creative than it really is." "The style of Bunyan," says
Macanlay,

"
is delightful to every reader, and invaluable as

a study to every person who wishes to obtain a wide com-
mand over the English language. The vocabulary is the

vocabulary of the common people. There is not an expres-
sion, if we except a few technical terms of theology, which
would puzzle the rudest peasant." In that fact lies one of the

principal secrets of the immense popularity enjoyed for two
centuries by

" The Pilgrim's Progress." Bunyan knew exactly
what he wanted to say, and he knew exactly how to say it.

It is certainly a rare testimony to a work of fiction when it

can be said that it has attracted the regards both of the
illiterate and the cultured. Such is the case with the narrative
of Bunyan. It has been read in countless cottages ; it has been

equally the delight of scholars. Dr. Johnson ranked " The
Pilgrim's Progress

"
among the very few books of which the

reader, when he comes to the conclusion, wishes they had been

longer. Cowper spoke of it in terms of the highest praise.

Southey admired it for its imagination and its style. Sir Walter
Scott preferred its allegory to the allegory of Spenser. Macaulay
said that the latter half of the seventeenth century produced only
two great creative minds Milton's and Bunyan's. And these

judgments have been ratified by general consent. With artists,

also, "The Pilgrim's Progress" has long been a favourite, and
the subjects of some of the beat book-illustrations have been
derived from its marvellous pages.

Bunyan wrote several works besides that by which he is

mainly known. The number of his tracts on doctrinal subjects
is very large, and ho has given an account of his religious

experiences in the book entitled
" Grace Abounding to the Chief

of Sinners." This is in fact an autobiography, and contains a
vivid and interesting picture of the writer's mental struggles in

pursuit of what he regarded as a state of sanctification. His

opinions were those of the most extreme Calvinism ; but his

great allegory will always be read even by many who disagree
with some of the theological conclusions which it is designed
to recommend.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XIX.

THE HUMAN FIGURE.

WE now enter upon the study of the human figure, a subject 01

quite a different character to any which have gone before one
that requires the closest attention and all the energies of the

draughtsman to accomplish. No one must entertain a slight
idea of the necessary amount of perseverance it demands. \V.-

have frequently heard it remarked that
" he who can draw the

figure well, can draw anything else besides.*' This may be true

to a certain extent, but it does not follow, as a necessary conse-

quence, that they who are capable of drawing the form of mau
are always equally successful with landscape. The above asser-

tion in the abstract may be considered true with this addition
" he who can draw the figure well may very toon be able to

draw anything else besides," for in connection with free-hand

drawing and figure drawing is purely free hand there is no
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other subject in the whole range of art that so thoroughly de-

pends upon the judgment, the eye, and the power of the hand.

There are very few practical rules which can afford us any help,

except the general rules of proportion, and some knowledge of

anatomy, which is indispensable ; be-

yond these there is very little besides

the all-important principle of arrang-

ing {lie work: therefore, before we give
the rules relating to the proportions of

the human figure, or say anything upon
its anatomical construction, we must

again repeat some of our former obser-

vations respecting the necessity of

arrangement. Our pupils will remem-
ber how earnestly in the early lessons

we advised them first to decide where
the lines are to be drawn, and not to

attempt the finished drawing until the

positions of the lines are satisfactorily

determined: the success or failure of

their efforts will depend upon how far

they follow or neglect this fundamen-
tal course of proceeding. We trust

this once more repeated appeal to their

practical sense and judgment will suf-

fice, being ourselves assured that if

they are really in earnest in their de-

sires and endeavours to draw the

human figure well, they will show their

appreciation of this advice by fol-

lowing it out to the letter ; for both
master and pupil must now remember

they have entered upon a noble, and at

the same time a difficult subject.
We have just observed that it is in-

dispensably necessary to be acquainted
with the various proportions of the

human body, and to have some know-

ledge of anatomy. To these points we
wish for a few moments to direct the

attention of our pupils, and to place
before them some powerful reasons

why this course is so necessary. It

must be borne in mind that the human
figure in its action is almost inde-

pendent of any fixed laws ; it is seen
in every possible position, and under

every form of expression ;
it is seen at

rest, and in violent action ; it is seen
in its strength and in its weakness ;

it is seen in old age and childhood, in

delicate womanly beauty and manly
vigour. Then in addition to this there
is the face, the index to the mind,
subject to every variety of change
resulting from inward emotions of joy
or sorrow, revealing the best and the
worst feelings of the heart passion,

despair, love, hatred, malice, revenge
and though last, not least, the

various gradations of mental power,
from the highest intellectuality to im-

becility and madness. Surely here is

a field for study which in its extent
and grandeur has no rival. Now we
wish our pupils thoroughly to under-
stand that we are in earnest in what
we are about to lay before them, and
they must be in earnest also in their

application. We are desirous to impart
somethingmorethan a superficial know-
ledge of the human form ; we wish to go
thoroughly, as far as we can, into the

sufficient information for all they may require. Our object is only
to open out a path for them to pursue, to point out other sources
of information, and direct them in the way of applying the know-

ledge thus gained : therefore any of our pupils who do not care to

enter into the subject to the extent we
propose may stop when they think fit ;

but as to those who desire to make their

knowledge really useful for all prac-
tical purposes and there are many en-

gaged in the mechanical arts who will

find it a great acquisition to be able
to draw the figure well we will en-

deavour not to disappoint them. When
we consider how much this branch of

art is required in decorating, stone-

masonry, modelling, wood-engraving,
and many other occupations, including
all kinds of designing, we feel it incum-
bent on us not to allow so useful an
addition to their education to be passed
over lightly, and oblige them to lay
our lessons aside, disappointed in not

finding the instruction they require.
We will first give the relative pro-

portions of the whole form, as repre-
sented in Fig. 119. The skeleton may
be properly considered the framework

upon which the whole body is built,

and by which it is strengthened and

supported ; the proportion and height,
the efficiency and freedom of the

whole structure, depend principally

upon the right formation of the skele-

ton ; this hard and solid framework

may be considered the timbers and
beams of the superstructure, and the

muscles which cover it are the ropes
and pulleys for moving it ; thus the

framework is for strength, the muscles
for action, and these determine the

visible and varying outline of the body.

Taking the head as a standard

that is, from the crown to the chin

the whole length of the figure of a man
may be considered as measuring seven

and a-half or eight heads ; of a child,

the proportion will be according to its

age ; one of seven or eight years old

may be allowed five and a-half heads ;

and an infant, nearly four. When the

arms and hands are fully extended

horizontally from the body, and if the

distance between the tips of the fingers

from the right hand across to the left

be measured, it will be found equal in

length to the whole body, so that a

well-proportioned man can stand in a

square frame and be able to touch the

sides of the square respectively with

his head, his feet, and the extremities

of his fingers. The distance from the

top of the shoulder that is, from the

head of the humerus, a (the upper bone

of the arm) to the elbow, b, is the

same as from the elbow I) to the first

knuckle of the hand, c ; the same dis-

tance occurs horizontally between the

outer parts of the shoulders from a to

d; from the top of the sternum (breast-

bone), e, to the navel /, the same ; from
the lower part of the breast-bone, g, to

the pubis li (the bone across the lower

part of the body), the same ; thence to

subject, but at the same time it is not our intention to write a
|
the top of the patella i (or small bone on the knee, generally
called the knee-cap), the same ; and from the lower part of

the patella fc to the instep m, the same. The knowledge of

work upon anatomy in our drawing lessons ; instead of this, we
tvill recommend our pupils io study carefully the lessons upon this
and kindred subjects which are to be found elsewhere in the

pages of the POPULAR EDUCATOR. In these they will find quite

these uniform lengths, so repeatedly occurring, is a very
material help in drawing the figure, preventing many doubts
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Fig. 120.

and difficulties. In tho same way that the skeleton establishes

the proportion and construction of tho body, so in like manner
does the skull, In- it- [, ii:.iriti.'< of character and

form, assist us to define and classify peoples, nations, and
. and also to decide upon
different intellectual capa-

bilities. All must have noticed

how very diflerent tho size of

the human cranium or brain-

caso is, when compared with tho

face, to that of tho brute crea-

tion; and also that tho head

If, comparatively speaking,

undergoes very little change
from growth : likewise that the

brain almost reaches maturity
at a very early period, and conse-

quently the head of tho infant

is considerably larger in pro-

portion to its body than when
it has arrived at manhood ; the

cause of this is to be attributed

to the brain only, in which there

is less development, in propor-

tion, than there is in tho growth
of the body. Tho face increases,
but not to the same extent as

the limbs and other parts. We
remark in the infant head the
smallness of the bones of the

nose, the shallow jaw, and the

elongated form of the head,

having tho brain-case largo and

projecting considerably behind.

The roundness of tho child's

face is to be attributed to

the incompleteness of the lower part, which, as the teeth grow,
expands from a greater extension of the jaw ; when in old age
the teeth have fallen out, and the face has contracted again,
it resembles in many respects that of the child, excepting for

the falling in of the

lips and tho wrinkling
of the skin. Thus as

the child grows the face

becomes elongated, and
the proportionate dif-

ference between the

length of the face and
the depth from the

forehead to the back of

tho head is less strik-

ing. The characteris-

tic difference in the

human head between
the Grecian standard,
as usually seen in an-

cient sculpture, and
that of the negro.exists
in the facial line. (See

Fig. 120.) Draw a lino

from the lower part of

the ear to the closing
of the teeth in front,
and from thence draw
another to touch the
outer projection of

the forehead; this last

line is called the facial

line, and the two to-

gether form the facial j /''
angle the angle at a. IS
The more acute this ? Fig. 121.

angle is, the nearer it a

approaches that of the
lower animals ; the most desirable angle, as characteristic of the

higher powers of intellect, judgment, capability, and wo include

beauty also, is that of about 80. The Grecian sculptors, in

representing their gods, reached 90. the right angle, and in

tome instances they went even beyond this. We will not enter

into any argument as to whether this modification of the facial

angle indicated greater strength of mind and wisdom: it cer-

tainly has not been found to represent the standard of excel*

lence in man. An the facial

angle formed by these two lines

decreases, so we approach th

negro, and when it is farther

diminished we descend to the

projecting jaws and smaller
brain of the brute creation.

(See Fig. 121, the facial angle
of the cow.) These remark*
are merely hints for the pupil,

showing him the course he
is to pursue in studying the
human head. To go into a
classification of the skulls of

various tribes and nations, and

point out the remarkable dif-

ferences between them, is not
our immediate object ; to show
there are these varieties, and
to establish a standard as a
base of construction, is all that

is necessary : we leave our

pupils to discover these differ-

ences for themselves, and re-

sume our more legitimate sub-

ject the method of drawing
them. Now before we say

anything about the proportions
of the head and face, we wish
to make a few observations

upon the kind of drawing which

belongs to the human figure

more than any other subject, and which will become more evident

as wo proceed. In drawing the human form, the term outline must
bo used in a far wider sense than that in which it is generally
considered when it relates to inanimate objects or ornaments.

Within the boundary
line of any portion of

the human form, be it

face or limb, there is

as great an amount
of character and form
to be expressed as in

the outward or mar-

ginal line itself, and
we cannot consider any
one to be proficient
who has not the power
fully to represent it.

The foreshortening*
and projections of the

body, and the unequal
surfaces upon every

part, arising from mus-
cular action, as they
press forward towards
the eye, require an
amount of anatomical

knowledge which any
one who attempted to

draw them, without

possessing, would soon

discover to be indis-

pensable. To confine

our practice to the

mere outline of the

numan figure, would

give but a small idea

of what is meant by
drawing it ; children

do no more than this. To represent an advancing limb, or an

uneven surface when placed directly before us, is quite another

affair to that of representing the surface or limb when it is

turned a quarter round, and is seen in profile. To acquire this
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knowledge is not so difficult a matter as it is important. Let

our pupils try as we have advised them, and as we intend

further to point out, and they will find the task easy and

profitable ; we know what a little acquaintance with anatomy
has done for others by opening out the shortest way to their

object, and ensuring success.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXXIIT.

SECTION LXXV. THE IMPEEFECT AND PLUPEEFECT OF
THE SUBJUNCTIVE.

1. The terminations of the imperfect of the subjunctive are

in all the verbs, regular and irregular, of the four conjugations,

sse, sses, t, preceded by a vowel with a circumflex accent,

salons, ssiez, ssent.

2. CONJUGATION OF THE IMPEEFECT OF THE SUBJUNC-
TIVE OF THE EEQULAE VERBS.

Que je chantas -se

That I might sing

Que tu parlas -S6S

That tliou mightest

speak

Qu'il donna -t

That he might give

Que nous cherchas

-sions
That ice might seek

Que vous portas
-siez

Tliat you might carry

Qu'ils aimas -sent
Tliat they might love

finis -se re?us -se rendis -se

might finish might receive might render

cheris -S6S aper9us -S6S vendis -S6S

mightest cherish mightest per- mightest sell

ceive

fourni -t perfu -t tendi -t

might furnish might father n'"ihtttnd

puuis -sions couyus -sions euteudia -sions

might punish might conceive might hear

saisis -Siez dus -siez perdis -siez

might seize might oire might lose

unis -sent di ;
i
(
-us -sent mordis -sent

might unite might deceive might bite

3. This tense is formed by adding to the second person
singular of the Preterite Indicative the following terminations,

viz., se for the first person singular, ses for the second ; sions

for the first plural, siez for the second, sent for the third.

4. The third person singular is formed by putting a circum-

flex accent on the last vowel of the same second person singular
of the preterite indicative, and changing its final s into t. This
rule has no exceptions.

Tu alias, j'allasse; tu finis, jefinisse. Thou wentest, I might go; thou

finishedst, I might finish.

5. All the observations made in Sect. 52, on the changes of the

stem of the irregular verbs, in the past definite, apply equally
to the imperfect of the subjunctive.

6. The pluperfect of the subjunctive is formed from the im-

perfect of the same mood of one of the auxiliaries avoir, etre,
and the past participle of the leading verb :

Que j'eusse fini j que je fusse venu. That I might have finished ; that I

might have come.

7. All the rules given on the use of the subjunctive in the
three preceding sections apply, of course, to the imperfect and
pluperfect of this mood.

8. In the same manner as the present or future of the indica-
tive of the first part of a sentence governs, under the above-
mentioned rules, the verb of the second part, in the present or

past of the subjunctive ; so the imperfect and other past tenses
of the indicative, and the two conditionals, govern the verb in
the second part of the sentence, in the imperfect or pluperfect
of the subjunctive :

Ne fallait-il pas que je lui parlasse ? Was it not necessary that I should

speak to him ?

II faudrait que je lui donnasse ce It would be necessary for me to give
livre. him that book.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Voudriez-vous que je donnasse un Would you wish me to give that child

coup de baton a cet enfant ? a bloio with a stick \

Je voudrais que vous tirassiez un
!
I would wish you to fire your gun at

coup de fusil sur cet oiseau.

Exigeriez-vous que nous revins-

sions de bonne heure ?

Que voudriez-vous que ces homines
fissent ?

Que vouliez-vons que je fisse ?

that bird.

Would you require MS to return

early ?

Wliat would you wish those men to

do?
What did you wish me to do ?

II faudrait que j'eusse moil argent.

Je ne voulais pas que vous rnourus-

siez de froid.

Elle craignait que vous ne mourus-
siez de misere et de faim.

Voudriez-vous que je jetasse un

coup d'oeil sur ces papiers ?

It would la necessary far me to have

my money.
I did not wish you to die with the

cold.

She feared lest you might die with

want and hunger.
Would you wish me to cast a glance

upon these papers 1

EXEECISE 145.

Becasse, f. u-oodcocfc. Ivrogne, ni. drunkard. Rdtablissernent, m. re-

Bord, m. shore. Lievre, in. hare. covery.

Charg-er, 1. to load. Mer, f. sea. Saute, f. health.

Coup, m. blow. Perdrix, f. partridge. Se reud-re, 4. ref. to ve-

Coup de fusil, m. s?iot. Poste, m. 2'ost. pair.

Coup d'oeil, m. gla?ice. Eessembl-er, 1. to re- Tir-er, 1. to fire,

Demi-use
1

, half-worn. semJble. shoot.

Fouet, m. whip.

1. Voudriez-vous que j'achetasse un habit a demi-use? 2,

Je voudrais que vous en achetassiez un neuf. 3. Voulait-on

que ce soldat malade se rendit a son poste ? 4. On voulait

qu'il se rendit a son regiment. 5. Faudrait-il que je de-

meurasse au bord de la mer ? 6. II fandrait pour le retablisse-

ment de votre sante, que vous vous rendissiez en Suisse. 7.

Ne pensez-vous pas que cet enfant ressemble a sa mere ? 8. Je
ne pense pas qu'il lui ressemble. 9. A qui ressemble-t-il ? 10.

II ressemble a sa sceur ainee. 11. Consentiriez-vous que votre

fille epousat cet ivrogne ? 12. Voudriez-vous que nous

mourussions de misere ? 13. Je craignais que ces dames ne
mourussent [ 123 (5), Sect. 72, 9] de froid. 14. Ne voulez-

vous pas tirer sur ce lievre ? 15. Je tirerais sur cette becasse

si mon fusil etait charge. 16. Combien de coups de fusil

voudriez-vous que je tirasse ? 17. Si vous aviez de la poudre,

je voudrais que vous tirassiez sur cette perdrix. 18. Voulez-

vous que je jette un coup d'ceil sur cette lettre ? 19. Je vou-

drais que vous la lussiez. 20. Que voudriez-vous que je fisse ?

21. Je voudrais que vous fissiez attention a vos etudes. 22.

Faudrait-il que je sortisse ? 23. II faudrait que vous restassiez.

a la maison. 24. Que voudriez-vous que je fisse a ce cheval ?

25. Je voudrais que vous lui donnassiez des coups de fouet.

EXEECISE 146.

1. What would you have me do ? 2. I would have you cast

a glance upon this letter. 3. Would you wish me to give that

dog blows with a stick ? 4. I would wish you to give that

horse blows with a whip. 5. Would you require us to return

at five o'clock ? 6. I would require you to return early. 7.

Do you think that your brother resembles your father ? 8. I

do not think he resembles my father. 9. Whom do you think

that he resembles ? 1$. I think he resembles my mother. 11.

How many shots have you fired ? 12.1 have fired five shots

at that woodcock. 13. Would you not have me fire at that

partridge ? 14. I would have you fire at that partridge, if

your gun were loaded. 15. Where would it be necessary for

me to dwell ? 16. It would be necessary for you to dwell on
the sea-shore ? 17. Would you have me die with hunger ?

18. I would not have you die of hunger. 19. Would you have

your brother die with cold ? 20. I would not have him die

with cold or want. 21. What would you have your son do?
22. I would have him learn his lessons. 23. Would you have
him learn German ? 24. I would have him learn German and

Spanish. 25. Have you fired at (sur) that hare. 26. I have
not fired at that hare. 27. Would it be necessary for me to

go out ? 28. It would be necessary for you to go out. 29.

Would it be necessary for me to remain here ? 30. It would
be necessary for you to go to church. 31. What did you.
wish? 32. I wished you to write to me. 33. Did you wish
me to buy a coat half worn out ? 34. I wished you to buy a
good hat.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FKENCH.

EXERCISE 26 (Vol. I., page 115).

1. Etes-vous plus attentif que votre sceur ? 2. Je ne suis pae aussi

attentif que votre frere. 3. Avez-vous plus de courage que mon frere ?

4. J'en ai tout autant. 5. Le mare'chal a-t-il autant d'argeiit que de

fer ? 6. II a plus de celui-ci que de celui-la. 7. A-t-il plus de modestie

qne 1'Espagnol? 8. II en a davantage. 9. II en a plus que la soeur de

votre ami. 10. N'avez-vous pas froid, Monsieur ? 11. Non, Monsieur,
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mail j'ai pear t ommlL 18. Le Hollandses a-t-il plus do frontage
* las de fromuifo ct plus d'argont. :

iut de sole anglaise que de soie iUlienne? 15. J'ui i>lu do
. eellu-la. 16. Qui a plus d'amis qua 1'Knpuirn

i i-lu.s. i -. L'Eiipagnol a-t-il iiutaut de votre ar

!'. II a mom* du niiou que du lien. 20. Avons-iumi plun
:iux de soio i|

! m.mUuiux de drop? 21. Nous avouu plus
i -IMC de oeux-14. 88. Avez-vous de bout mauteuu

, j'.ii de bous inanteaux, de bans cbapeaax, et de bons
! i-n.r. Jl. Avez-vou* plui d'assiettes que de plats ? 25. Je

u'ui pas plus d'asaiettes que de plats, mais j'ai plus do vorres que
a. 26. N'UTOZ-VOUS pas tres-froid ? 27. Non, Monsieur, je
..id ni ohaud. 128. Votro obarpontier a-t-il du bois ( 29. Oui,

, il a du bois, do 1'urgeut, du fromage et de la viando. 30.

(.jui .1 plus d'argeut que le cbarpeutier .' :i !. Hnlhui'lais en a davan-
:. (.''a a plus d'estampes que do livrea ? 33. Le libraire a plus
-ei que de cellos-la. 34. fitea-vous aussi attcntif que votre

ami ? 35. Je suis plus attentif que mon ami.

EXERCISE 27 (Vol. I., page 115).

1. Is your dictionary Tory correct ? 2. It is more correct than

Boyer's. 3. Your dictionary is the most correct of all. 4. Which is

the most beautiful of those gardens ? 5. This is the most beautiful of

irdons of the city. 6. Hare you any more money ? 7. I have

no more money, but I have still some credit. 8. Have we more salad ?

9. We have no more. 10. We have no more meat. 11. Who has more ?

12. My brothers uml sisters have some more. 13. Have you much more ?

1 1 . 1 have not much more. 15. Has your aunt more dresses than

your uiece ? 16. She has not many. 17. Is your nephew more
loarned than your niece ? 18. He is not so learned as she. 19. She ia

jioro learned than he. 20. Are you still cold ? 21. I am no longer

cold, I am very warm. 22. Have you no more news ? 23. I have no
more. 24. Have you many? 25. I have but few.

EXEBCISE 28 (Vol. I., page 115).

1. Votre frere a-t-il un tres-bon dictionnaire ? 2. Son dictionnaire

n'est pas tres-correct. 3. Votre pore a-t-il plus de courage que lui ?

4. II a beaucoup plus de courage que votre neveu. 5. Vos freres out-

ils du credit ? 6. Us n'out guere de credit, mais Us ont de 1'argent.

7. Votre tauto cst-ello obligeaute ? 8. Ma tante est bien obligeante.
9. Avez-vous encore des livres, des plumes et du papier? 10. Je n'ai

plus de livres, mais j'ai encore de bonnes plumes et d'excellent papier
anglais. 11. Qui a encore du papier ? 12. Je n'en ai plus, mais inon
frere en a encore. 13. Avez-vous des nouvelles, Monsieur ? 14. Non,
Madame, je n'en ai pas aujourd'hui. 15. Avez-vous autant de bois

que le flls de mon frere ? 16. J'en ai plus que vous ou que lui. 17.

Avez-vous encore tort ? 18. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai plus tort, j'ai

roison. 19. Vos scaurs ont-elles encore faim ? 20. Elles u'out ni

faim ni soif, mais elles ont encore sommeil. 21. Votre niece est-elle

aussi savante qui lui ? 22. Elle est plus savante que lui et que sa

tante. 23. N'avez-vous pas de nouvelles, Monsieur ? 24. Non,
Madame, je n'ai plus de nouvelles. 25. Qui a des nouvelles ? 26. Je
n'en ai plus. 27. Les avez-vous toutes ? 28. Oui, Monsieur, je lea

ai toutes. 29. Votre tante en a-t-elle encore beaucoup ? 30. Elle

n'en a plus guore. 31. Votre frere a-t-il encore des chevaux anglais ?

32. II n'en a plus. 33. II en a encore deux. 34. Avez-vous encore un
beau chale fran^ais ? 35. Je n'ai plus de chiles franyais, mais j'en ai

eucoro uu anglais.

EXERCISE 29 (Vol. I., page 116).

1. How many potatoes has your brother ? 2. He has not many.
3. Has the grocer much sugar in his warehouse ? 4. He has but

little, but he has much butter and pepper. 5. Has your gardener
many cherries ? 6. He has more cherries than plums. 7. Are plums
better than cherries? 8. Cherries are better than plums. 9. Have
you a few ripe pears ? 10. We have a few, we have also many
pine-apples and apricots. 11. Has your uncle anything good in

his garden ? 12. He has something good and beautiful. 13. He hat
beautiful vegetables and beautiful flowers. 14. Have yon foreign
flowers ? 15. I have a few. 16. Which have you ? 17. I have your
brother's and your gardener's. 18. Have you not mine also ? 19. No,
Sir, I have them not. 20. Who has many ? 21. Nobody has many.
22. I have a few. 23. Have you tea enough ? 24. I have enough.
25. I have more than he.

EXERCISE 30 (Vol. I., page 116).

1. Votre jardinier o-t-il beaucoup de legumes ? 2. Oui, Monsieur,
il en a beaucoup. 3. Combien de jardins a-t-il ? 4. II a plusieurs
jardins et plusieurs maisons. 5. Avez-vous beaucoup de livres ? 6.

Je u'eu ai guere, mais mon ami en a beaucoup. 7. Quel habit votre
frere a-t-il? 8. II a un bon habit de drap. 9. Votre oncle a-t-il

beaucoup de peches ? 10. II n'a pas beaucoup de peches, mais il a

ijesiicoup de cerises. 11. Combien de prunes le tailleur a-t-il ? 12.

Lo tailleur n'a pas de prunes, il a du drap et de la sole. 13. Quelle
soie votre ami le marchand a-t-il ? 14. II a beaucoup de soio et beau-

coup d*argent. 15. Le jardinier a-t-il quelque chose de bon dans son

jardin ? 16. H a beaucoup d'ananas. 17. A-t-il plus de legumes qua

de fruit? 18. II a plus de oenx-ci qu de cenx-U. 19.VotraoncUa-t.il

beaucoup de poire* et de eerines ? 20. II en quelques-unes, et il a

beaucoup de pommes et de prune*. 21. En avez-voos qtxlqnes nnes ?

22. J'en ai encore beaucoup, main mon frere n'en a plus. 23. Qnelles

pechos a-t-il ? 24. II a de grosses pebes. 25. Leoquelle* tvez-vous ?

26. J'ai les meilleures pucbes. 27. Le marcbaud a-t-il quelque chose
de bou dans son magasin ? 28. II n'a rien de boa dans on ""t^t*1

?,

mais 11 a quelquo chose de bon dans con jardin. 29. Combien d

pommes de terre IVtrauger a-t-il ? 30. II ti'en a pas beaiiooup.
31. A-t-il de bons legumes? 32. II a de bons legume*. 38.

A-t-il ruison ou tort ? 31. II a raison, main vou avez tort. 35. II

n'a ni ce livro-ci ui celul-la, il a celui du libraire.

EXERCISE 31 (Vol. I., page 131).

1. It the horse which you have good ? 2. It is better than that
which you have, and than that of our friend. 3. How many children

have you? 4. I have only one, but the Italian has more than I. 5.

Is it the tenth of September '{ 6. No, Sir, it IB the ninth of February.
7. Have you my silk cravat or my muslin cravat ? 8. I have both.

9. Have you eight kilogrammes of cinnamon ? 10. No, Sir, I have

only half a kilogramme. 11. How many francs have you. Sir ? 12. I

have only half a franc, but my friend has two francs. 13. Has your
sister twenty-five centimes ? 14. Yes, Sir, she has a quarter of a franc.

15. Is it not the first of August ? 16. No, Sir, it is the sixth of Sep-
tember. 17. Is to-day the tenth ? 18. No, Sir, it is the eleventh.

19. Has your brother the first place. 20. No, Sir, he has the tenth.

21. Has your joiner many tools? 22. Yes, Sir, he has many. 23. Has
that work ten volumes ? 24. No, Sir, it has only nine. 25. I have
the sixth volume of Moliere's works, and the first volume of Michelet's

History of France.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. VII.
WATEE.

SYMBOL. . H,O COMBUJIHO WXIBHT. 18

As we have already seen, hydrogen, when it burns in air, enters

into combination with the oxygen, forming water. The moat

direct way of proving this is by means of the Eudiometer, an

instrument by which the composition of water is determined by

synthesis.
A strong glass tube (Fig. 27) is hermetically sealed at one

end, and through the glass two platinum wires are thrust when
in its melted condition; these wires are opposite each other,

and almost meet.

The tube is filled with mercury, and inverted into a bath of

the same metal. A mixture of the gases, in the proportion of

two volumes of hydrogen to one of oxygen, is passed into the

tube, until the greater part of the mercury is displaced. The

tube is now held firmly down with its mouth on a piece of sheet

india-rubber ; for if this were not done, when the gases explode

the mercury would be driven ont of the tube, and the experiment
rendered fruitless. A Leyden jar is charged with electricity, a

chain attached to one of the platinum wires is held against the

outside of the jar, whilst with the knob the other wire is touched.

The jar is thus discharged, a spark passing between the wires in

the tube and exploding the gas. Upon releasing the pressure of

the tube against the india-rubber, the mercury from the bath

rushes into the tube, completely filling it, leaving only a small

globule of water in the place of the tube full of gas.

The composition of water by analysts is easily determined by
means of electricity. It is a well-known property of the gal-

vanic current that whenever it passes through water, the water

is decomposed. The hydrogen passes with the current, and

appears in bubbles at the negative wire, whilst the oxygen
comes off from the positive wire. Fig. 28 indicates the arrange-

ment for the experiment.
The two test tubes and the vessel are filled with water, to

which is added one-eighth of sulphuric acid, to make the water

a conductor of electricity. The test tubes are now inverted

over the two leaves of platinum, h, n, which are connected with

the screws A and B. To A is attached a wire from the platinum

end of a Grove's battery, to B the wire from the zinc end. The

electric current in the battery is generally said to pass from

the zinc to the platinum; it leaves the battery by the wire

attached to the platinum, passes from the screw A through the

water to B, and back to the zinc end of the battery. Because

the current enters the instrument by the wire attached to A, that

is said to be the positive wire, the other being the negative.

The gases as they rise from the plate are received in the-

tabes, and it will be found that the hydrogen is nearly twice the
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get zinc perfectly pure ;

volume of the oxygen. The reason why there is a little too

much hydrogen is that oxygen is more soluble in water than

hydrogen, and as the gases rise through the water more oxygen
is retained than hydrogen.

It was said in the last lesson that the escape of hydrogen
from the surface of zinc when in acidulated water was really
due to galvanic action. It is a most difficult thing to

the ordinary metal, the sur-

face is com-

posed of par-
ticles of pure
and of impure
zinc. If now
any two differ-

ent metals be
acted upon by
dilute acid,

current of elec-

tricity will be developed, so that

over the zinc surface there are

thousands of "
galvanic couples."

A particle of pure metal and its

neighbour of impure metal form-

ing a "
couple," between the two

a current begins to circulate, and
as it passes the water is decom-

posed the hydrogen escapes from
one particle and the oxygen at-

^= tacks the other.

If zinc be amalgamated that

H is, if the surface be rubbed with

mercury these particles are

_ formed into a paste, and inti-

| mately mixed, so that the whole
surface becomes impure, and
therefore amalgamated zinc will

Fig. 27.

not liberate hydrogen. For this reason the zinc plates in gal-
vanic batteries are always amalgamated.
The other method of getting hydrogen in large quantities

will suggest at once another means of analysing water. If the

porcelain tube and its contents, the iron turnings, be carefully
weighed, and also the water in the flask, and then the tube,
after the whole of the water has been sent' over the red-hot

turnings, be also weighed, the difference will evidently be the

weight of the oxygen, which has combined with the iron, or the

weight of the oxygen which was in the water ; the difference
between this and the whole weight of the water will give the

hydrogen.
It will at once occur to the student that the "

reduction
"

of
black oxide of copper by hydrogen offers a fourth means of

determining the constitution of water. By weighing the
"reduction tube" and its contents before and after the ex-

periment, the weight of oxygen given off by the cupric oxide
will be ascertained, and also the weight of the water formed
be known. It will also be found that 88'89 parts of oxygen

by weight unite
with 11-11 parts
of hydrogen, to
form 100 of water.
The oxygen and hy-
drogen, in entering
into combination to
form water, pro-
duce a very high de-

gree of heat. This
has been taken

advantage of in

the "
oxy-hydrogen

blow-pipe." Two
strong india-rubber

bags are filled with
the gases, which are

carried by separate tubes to the burner. The mixed gases issue

through a fine nozzle, and when lit they burn with a pale non-
luminous Same, which has a very high temperature : wire,
watch-springs, etc., are melted immediately, and in many
instances the metal scintillates beautifully.
When the jet is directed on a piece of lime, the lime is raised

to such a white heat as to produce one of the most brilliant of

lights the oxy-hydrogen light. The best arrangement is the
one sketched in Fig. 29. In this manner it is used for magic-
lanterns ; the stand sliding into the bottom of the lantern, the

handles, D and c, remaining outside. Instead of hydrogen, ordi-

nary coal-gas is generally used. The greatest care must be
taken after each exhibition to empty the bags, H, o, lest, when
they are re-filled, the oxygen should by any chance be put into

the hydrogen-bag, when a very violent explosion would be the

consequence.
The gases mix in B, a brass tube, which is packed with fine

wire gauze. The cylinder of lime, L, is supported on a wire
which is threaded with a screw which passes through a collar

soldered between the two tubes. By this wire the lime can be
turned or raised, for after a time the jet burns a hole in the
lime.

For a further precaution it is well to have a differently shaped
handle, c, for the oxygen. It is possible to burn the gases mixed
from one bag, through Hemming's Safety Jet, which is simply a
brass tube packed with discs of fine wire gauze ; but the flame
has been known to pass down through forty of these discs before
it was extinguished by their cooling action. It is therefore
more safe to burn the gases from separate bags.

If we follow water in passing through its three states, we
shall discover many strange properties. If a piece of ice be
placed in a vessel over a fire, with a thermometer, the thermo-
meter will rise or fall until it reaches Cent., when the ice will

begin to melt. Although heat is continually passing from the fire

into the vessel, yet the thermometer will remain at until the
last particle of ice has disappeared. Where, then, has all this

heat gone ? It has gone to do a certain work, to turn the solid

into a liquid, and because this heat does not affect the thermo-

meter it is called
" latent heat." To measure this

"
latent

heat" we must have some standard. We cannot speak of a
metre or a litre of

"
caloric ;

"
therefore the unit of heat, or the

measure of heat, is that amount of heat which is required to raise

a unit of water 1 Cent. The latent heat of water is 79 of these

thermal units ; that is to say, to melt a kilogramme of ice,

which is at Cent., requires as much heat as it does to raise

79 kilogrammes of water 1.
Every solid upon assuming the liquid condition renders latent

a certain quantity of heat ; and every liquid becoming a solid

gives out its latent heat.

Let sodium sulphate be added to boiling water until the water

will dissolve no more, and then allow the water to cool ; if un-

disturbed the salt will not crystallise, but upon stirring it with

a thermometer, a large quantity of the Glauber salt will assume

the solid state, and a rise in the temperature will be indicated

by the thermometer.
The fact that a solid cannot pass into a liquid without ren-

dering
" latent

' ' a certain quantity of heat, has been taken advan-

tage of to form freezing mixtures. Whenever a solid is so acted

upon by another solid or a liquid as to be compelled to assume a

liquid condition, heat must be taken from surrounding bodies.

Snow, or powdered ice, and salt liquefy each other, and produce
the temperature of Fahrenheit's zero. Ammonium nitrate and an

equal weight of water will offer an example of a freezing mixture

in which one of the bodies is already in a liquid condition. If

ither of these mixtures be made in a test tube, moisture will

first condense on the outside and then freeze. If ice be required
in some quantity, a thin dish containing water is placed in the

mixture.

In the raising of the temperature of water from 0, a very
remarkable exception to an otherwise universal law is observed. .

All bodies expand when heated; but upon heating water at

Cent, it contracts until it reaches 4 Cent., and from this point
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it again obeys the law ; 4 < f man-
.'uro a given

nuil lent volume. If this exception
c\v did ii"! < evident that ice would be heavier

than \\utt'!-, itiul therefore would sink ; the ioe of winter would

thru r> -t in the beds of the rivers and lakes, and tho summer
sun would not be able to melt it. Thus in a few years our

island would be as uninhabitable as an Arctic region !

Throughout tho wide domain of science there is no fact

which inon- distinctly indicates that an all-wise God overrules

and directs tho laws which are the offspring of his own groat
mind. If tin- deviation carried with it all other consequences of

an altered density, we might have thought it was only tho

! result of some undiscovered law ; but here it stands

isolated, and the effects which in other cases would follow as

natural consequences are arrested.

For instance, when light passes through a transparent medium,
it is diverted from its path, or " refracted." If the density of

this body be increased, its power of refraction increases. We
should expect, therefore, that as water increases in its density
from to 4, its refractive power would likewise increase, but

Arago and Fresnel have proved that such is not the case.

When water freezes a sudden expansion takes place ; 1 volume
of water becomes 1-099 of ice. This is the reason why water-

pipes burst during a frost. If the pipes will not stretch they
crack, and when the thaw melts the ice the damage appears.
Thia is tho great geological agent in disintegrating rocks.

When water is heated the thermometer steadily rises until it

reaches 100 Cent., when the liquid enters into ebullition. The
heat still passes into the vessel, but it does not affect the ther-

mometer ; as in the cose of the melting ice, it becomes " latent
"

in turning the water into steam. The latent heat of steam is

said to be 536 units of heat; that is, in condensing a kilo-

gramme of steam at 100 into water at 100, as much heat is

given out as will raise 536 kilogrammes of water 1.
"ration is the turning of water into steam at the surface

only, and it is carried on at all temperatures. Even ice and
enow evaporate.

Ebullition, on the other hand, is the turning of water into

steam throughout the mass of the liquid.

The surface of the water sustains the weight of the atmosphere
760 mm. : if, therefore, a particle of water be converted into

steam within the mass of the liquid, it must have a force suffi-

cient to lift up the superincumbent pressure of tho atmosphere ;

therefore ebullition is said to take place when the " tension
"

of

the steam is 760 mm., or when the steam has a force capable of

lifting 14 -67 pounds on every square inch of the surface of the
vessel in which it is confined.

At all temperatures steam has some " tension."

At its tension is 4'GOO mm.
50 ,. ,. 91-982 mm.
100 780-000 mm.
150 3581-23 mm.
200 11688-96 mm.

If at any temperature the tension of the steam equal the

pressure to which the water is subjected,ebullition will commence,
Make some water in a Florence flask boil ; while the steam is

escaping cork it tightly. Now the flask contains no air, only
water and its vapour. Invert tho flask, so that the hot water
fills the neck ; pour cold water on the flask. Tho steam inside

is condensed, and therefore the pressure on the water greatly
diminished, whereupon it will again boil. It will be found that
when the flask is suddenly jerked the water strikes the glass
like a solid body, because there is no air to cushion the blow.
This is the "

philosopher's hammer."
Whenever a liquid becomes a vapour it can only do so by

absorbing a large amount of heat. By exhausting the air from
a vessel containing water or ether, the liquid is made to evapo-
rate very rapidly. To effect its evaporation it abstracts heat
from all the bodies in its neighbourhood. By this means, as we
shall afterwards find, we can produce great cold.

Water may be made to freeze by its own evaporation. A
shallow dish of water, A (Fig. 30), is supported on a wire

triangle over a vessel containing a little sulphuric acid, and
both placed under the receiver of an air-pump. Upon exhaust-

ing the air, the water evaporates, and the acid absorbs the

rapour as soon aa it ia formed, and thus the rate of evaporation

Fig. 30.

in increased. The water, rorrendering all its own heat to

produce tho vapour, begins to freeze.

A limited space can only contain a certain quantity of vapour.
When it cannot hold any more it is naid to be w
\\ '.. thcr there be air or not in the space doe* not affect the

/ of vapour ; bat if the space be a vacuum at Tom-
oelli's vacuum it is immediately filled ; whereas if there be air

in it, tho evaporation goes on
slowly; and just as hot water
can contain more calt than cold

water, so hot air can contain
more steam than cold. Hence
when the cold east wind meets
a warmer current, the moisture
which this latter contains is

condensed, and we have rain.

The less moisture the air con-

tains that is, the "
dryer

"
the

air the more rapid will be the

evaporation. Around the body
there is an atmosphere contain-

ing much moisture, which is con-

stantly evaporating from the
skin. If we blow upon any
part of the body we remove this

atmosphere loaded with moisture, and replace it by a much
dryer one ; therefore we increase the rate of evaporation, and
consequently more heat is demanded from that part, and we feel

"cold."

Bodies have different "
capacities for heat," or their

"
specific

heats
"
vary. If, for example, we place at the same distance

from the same fire, for the same time, a gloss of mercury and a
glass of water, we shall find that although each of the liquids
has received the same quantity of heat, yet the mercury baa a
very much higher temperature than the water. The water,

having absorbed the heat, gives very little out ; whereas the

mercury, being capable of containing only ^ of the heat taken
in by the water, gives off a much larger quantity, and therefore
has a much higher temperature.
Water has the highest specific heat of any solid or liquid,

hence the "
specific heat of water "

is taken as the standard, 1.

This fact is of great service in the economy of Nature. The
seas are great reservoirs of heat, and during the hot times they
cool the countries whose shores they wash, and during the

nights and the winters they give out their heat, and thus equalise
the temperature.

In perusing the following examples the subject of "latent
heat" will be rendered clearer.

If I place 5 kilogrammes of ice at in 60 kilogrammes oj
water at 100 Cent., what wiU be the resulting temperature t

Let x = the required temperature ; the ice in melting into

water at would require

79 x 5 kilogs. = 395 units of heat.

This water would now be raised from to 2, and would require
for this

5 kilogs. x x = 5z units of heat.

That is, to turn ice at into water at , 395 + c units of
heat are required. This heat is supplied from the cooling of

the 60 kilogrammes of water from 100 to x, that is, through
100 - x.
This heat would be

60 kilogs. x (100 -*)=6000 60r units of heat

395 + 5* = 6000 60*

65*= 5605

Therefore

that is, the temperature of the water after the ice is melted and
the mixture has become of uniform temperature, is 86*2.

How much steam at 100 must be passed into a tank contain-

ing 400 kilogrammes of water at 15 Cent, in order to make the

water boil ?

Let x = the kilogrammes of steam required. In condensing
this steam will give off

536 x x units of heat.
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The water, in rising from 15 to 100, will use

(100 15) x 400= 31000 units of heat.

These are supplied by the steam, therefore

536o; = 34000

34000

536
= 63-4 kilogs.

If the water was to have been raised to 80 instead of 100,
then the condensed steam must have cooled from 100 to 80

that is, 20 ; thus it would have contributed

2Qx units of heat more,

which would have been added to the 536#.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XX.
UNCOMBINED SUFFIXES.

THE suffixes of which we have spoken enter into the structure

of the words with which they are severally connected. Thus
the ment in amendment forms an essential part of the term. If

ment is sundered from amend, the word amendment ceases to

exist ; and instead of a noun, there arises a verb, the verb to

amend.
Other words are appended to roots without entering into

union with them. For instance, we say, cast down and cast up.

Here down and up form no part of cast. Cut off down and up,

and cast remains the same. Yet down and up modify the

meaning of cast, and they modify it in a very important way.
And down and up come after cast. In some sort, then, they are

suffixes. They perform the part of suffixes in regard to

meaning, and they differ from suffixes chiefly in not combining
with the root as do the suffixes already considered. Hence

they appear to be uncombined suffixes. Putting the two

together, I may designate suffixes, properly so called, combined

siiffixes, and those that do not enter into the composition of

words, uncombined suffixes.

The uncombined suffixes down and up are adverbs. Adverbs
form one class of uncombined suffixes. Another class consists

of prepositions ; for instance, we say, I speak to, and I speak of.

Here to and of are prepositions. These uncombined suffixes,

you see, very materially modify the meaning of the verb to

speak. Consequently, the right employment of prepositions as

suffixes is a matter of great consequence.
If you carefully follow me in what immediately ensues, you

will see that there is good reason to believe that the English is

a very flexible and a very rich language, and that it owes these

qualities largely to the existence in a free and uncompounded
state of many of its words. Let me explain what I mean by
" a free and uncompounded state." Suppose that fall and down
had coalesced into one word : thus, to falldoivn ; then falldown
would be a compound, and neither fall nor down would be free,

being absorbed in the new term. Indeed, we have in the shape
of a noun this very compound, only the terms are inverted as

in downfall. Now down and fall thus combining, you cannot

modify fall by using other prefixes ; you cannot, for instance,

say outfall in the sense of a quarrel, although the term is used
for the opening from which the water of a canal, sewer, or
drain escapes. But with down, as an uncombined prefix, you
can say fall out equally well with fall down ; and as you can

say fall out, so can you also say fall in. Indeed, the power of

expression thus acquired is almost endless. The greater is the

pity that some writers, ignorant of the treasures of the Saxon
element of our language, and misled by false views of elegance,
should have given preference to Latinisms, and frowned on the
idiomatic diction which ensues from the employment of our un-
combined suffixes.

UNCOMBINED SUFFIXES.

1. Adverbs.

Alack,
" Away there ! lower tha rnizen yard on deck,"
He calls, and,

" brace the foremost yards aback."

Falconer,
"
ShipwrKk."

Abaft, on the aft or hind part.
" Let all hands go abaft." Anon.

Aboard, on board ship.
"
Resolved, he said ; and rigged with speedy care,
A vessel strong, and well equipped for war ;

The secret ship with chosen men he stored,

And, bent to die or conquer, went aboard."

The facility of combination afforded by these unoombined
suffixes may be exemplified in this verb went.

abaft the binnacle

aboard the ship

aloft in a balloon

abacfc suddenly

afar from his country
bacfe in a carriage

forward in good works
backward in morality
sideward to avoid a nuisance

sideways between the posts
/ amidst the crowd

below the floor

above the roof

apart from the mass
ashore from the boat

through the folding doors

on successfully

altogether
in all he undertook
the place intended
the church

amongst the scholars

before the picture
behind the door
into the house
out of the church

upwards to the ceiling
round the monument
in to see his friends

out to take a walk

high in the air

low in pocket

along the highway
over the seas

across the meadow
under the archway
far to prove it

wrong in his mind

right into the theatre

up the stairs

within the enclosure.

Bun, throw, strike, bring

off

aright
near

by

Here are forty-one different acceptations of the word went.

In no other language known to me is this multiplying power
exceeded, if indeed it is equalled, even in the German ; while

in most languages, as in Latin, in French, and in Spanish, the

facility of combination is very much less.

So familiar, however, are Englishmen with the import and
the application of the uncombined adverbs, that I have no need
to go through them in detail. It may be more useful to give
two or three instances of the way in which they modify the verb

to which they are subjoined.

VERBS. SUFFIXES.

back
down
forwards

in, into

along
near

over, on
across

up
under
out
backwards.

Here are fifty-six words made out of four with the aid of

suffixes, which being common property may enter into union

with many other verbs. In Todd's edition of Dr. Johnson's

Dictionary, sixty-two different applications of the verb to cast

are given and exemplified ; and this variety is owing mainly to

the efficacy of the uncombined suffixes. The diversity of

meaning given by these suffixes is no less remarkable. To run-

up an account is a very different matter from running doion an

enemy's vessel. By blowing up a citadel, a revolt may be put
down. You may enter into a cave, and you may enter into

Milton's conception of Samson Agonistes. If you have money,

you may set up your carriage ; if you are liberal, you may, at

the same time, set up a friend ; and if you have also a proper

spirit, you will not fail to set down the impertinent. Edgar,

having run through his fortune, enlisted as a common soldier,

and was run through in battle. To laugh with one's friends is

agreeable ; to be laughed at by them is very unpleasant.
" So long as nature

Will bear up with this exercise, so long
I daily vow to use it." Shakespeare.

" It shows a greatness of soul for persons in distress to bear up

against the storms of fortune." Broome.
"
They are content to bear with my folly." Sidney.

"With such alacrity they bore away." Dryden.
" Whose navy like E, stiff-stretched cord did shew,
1^1] he bore in and be^t them into flight." Dryden.

" As a lion bounding in his way
With force augmented bears against his prey." Dryden.

"The weight of the body doth bear most upon the knee joints."

TFilfcins.

" I doubted whether that occasion could bar me out in my con-

fidence." Temple.
" An eagle fluttereth over her young and bearetTi them on her wings.'-

/Deut. xxxii. 11.)
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\ on suppose the state of this realm to be BO feeble, tliat it

:. bar of a greater blow than thin ?" J/ayicard.
" And Itaft ilotrti all before it with impetuous force." Drydtn.

: bar Uicfc npon th' uncertain wind." Drydtn.
" Cantor doth bar me hard ; but he loves Urutus." Shakespeare.

" Qivo but thi) word, we'll snatch liig damsel up,
And btvir her o/." Cato.

n:tutir;il phrases would add, to bear dovm on an
> up against the wind ; to bear round a head-

' a sea ; to bear by an island, and
it. What variety of meaning arises from these un-

. uialiiin d .-utli\.-< may bo soon by taking a single thing as their

the first be a river and the second a bridge.

To go uear a river.

To go along a river.

To go iuto a river.

To go through a river.

To go over a river.

To go under a river.

To go upon a river.

To go near a bridge.
To go along a bridge.
To go over a bridge.
To go across a bridge.
To go under a bridge.
To go upon a bridge.
To go above a bridge.

On a tempestuous night a horseman fatigued with a long day's

journey, in attempting to go across a dilapidated bridge, was blown over

it into the river. If you go through the Thames you will probably be

drowned ; if, by means of the Tunnel, you go under it, you will not wet
the sole of your foot. A balloon will carry you over the Thames, and

you may cross the river in a wherry. I sauutered along the river, and
at length went upon its tranquil bosom. My cousin walked under the

bridge, while I was above it in the balloon, and we both saw the sheep
jo inlo the river.

These adverbial suffixes must not be confounded with ordinary
adverbs. They are only a small portion of ordinary adverbs.

Their connection with their verbs is more intimate than is the

connection of ordinary adverbs, for though uncombined they
form a part of the verb in each case, and are essential to its

signification. The office of the ordinary adverb is not to

change the import of a verb, but to denote the manner of its

action. In to bear patiently, the adverb patiently does nothing
more than mark the way in which the evil is borne ; it is borne

patiently, not impatiently, not peevishly, not complainingly.
But to bear through, as " the admiral bore through the enemy's
line," is in the primitive sense of the term not to bear at all, nor
in the derivative sense to endure, but to sail or direct a ship.

Besides, ordinary adverbs may be connected with these adverbial
suffixes ; as, for example,

" the admiral boldly bore through the

enemy's line."

UNCOMBINED SUFFIXES.

2. Prepositions.

I have termed the uncombined suffixes of which I have spoken
adverbs and adverbial suffixes. In doing so I have, in regard to

such as into, through, etc., considered them in their connection

with their several verbs. Thus viewed, they in construction are

taken as parts of their verbs. In consequence the verbs become

compound, and in their compound state govern their objects.
But through, into, and others may be viewed as prepositions.
When so considered they are connected not so much with the

verb as with the noun, which in that case is governed not by
the verb but by the preposition ; in other words, the noun is

directly dependent on the preposition rather than on the verb.

I may illustrate my meaning by an example of

1. A Verb compounded with 2. A Preposition connected icitfi

a Si'ffix. a Noun.
He went-under the bridge. He went under the bridge.
The boat sailed-down the river. The boat sailed down the river.

In the use of prepositions in connection with verbs, special

regard must be paid to usage. The power of the verb is

materially affected by the preposition. This fact is broadly
eeen in the appending of to or of to the verb to speak ; for

example, to speak to, to speak of. Besides the phrase to speak
to, we use the phrase to speak with. The two meanings are

nearly the same, but to speak to is to address, and to speak u*ith

is to interchange remarks, to converse. The usage you are to

follow is present usage. In its very nature usage is a varying
thing. Of old, to lay hold on was employed in the way of our
to lay hold of. At present wo say dependent on, but in-

dependent of, yet the two adjectives, as they differ only in the

negative in, would naturally require the same construction ; and
in former days on was used with independent as well as

dependent.

tins independent upon Mm."" A being of dependant nature
South.

It ia a rule that verbs, compounds of the Greek, Latin, and
French languages, take after them the same preposition*! as
those which enter into their fltrnctnrc ; thnu, we say HyropathiHO
with, for the sym of sympathise denotes with. In the same
way we say adhere to ; intervene between. Yet we say prefer
to, instead of prefer before (prae, Latin, before). We bare also

conformable with, and conformable to.

" The fragments of Sappho give us a taste of her way of writing
conformable with that character we find of her." Additon.

" He given a reason conformable (o the principle*." Arbuthnot.

With, however, seems to denote a greater degree of resemblance
or correspondence than to. According to the rule just enunciated,
averse (a, from ; and verto, / turn) would take from after it ; yet
we say not averse from, but averse to. Exception (ex, out of;
and capio, I take) would require out of or from ; yet we eaj,

exception to.

"
Pleads, in exception (o all general rules,
Your taste of follies with our scorn of fools." Pope.

The elegance as well as the propriety of language much
depends on a correct use of the prepositions, and, consequently,
I shall make them the subject of a series of exercises in English
composition.

PARSING.

God made the little worm that crawleth on the ground. I saw a fly

crawl up the window pane. Let us go forth into the green fields.

John has gone down into the cellar. The buds come ont on the trees.

The cowslips hold up their heads ; will the cowslips never hang their

heads down ? The goslings are running on the green. They are now
going down into the pond. The hen sits upon her nest. When the
hen bos broken the shell, the chicken will come out. The sheep can

scarcely stand under their wool. The butterflies flutter from bush to

bush. The young animals of every kind sport about. The shepherd
careth for his sheep, and bringeth them back to the fold. My son,
take care of your aged mother, and sustain her in her weakness.

Your mother brought you up on her knees. Yon lay in her bosom.
She fed you with her own vital substance. Therefore, let her now, in

her age, cleave to you, and, upheld by you, let her gently go down
into her toinb.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.

Make a simple sentence comprising the words which follow.

Words with their proper Prepositions.

Abandoned to, F. B.* abandon, surrender.

Abhorrence of,
"

horre, stiff ictth /right.

Abound in,
"

und, irarc.

Absent from,
'

ens, being.

Abstain from,
'

tene, to hold.

Accede to,
'

ced, to go.

Acceptable to,
'

cap, to take.

Access to,
'

ced, to go.

Accessory to,
"

ced, to go.

Account of,
"

computare, reckoned,

Accuse of "
caus, cause.

Acquaint with, cognosc, to tnow.

Acquiesce in, quies, rest.

Acquit of, quit, to free.

Adapted to, apt, to jit.

Add to, do, to give.

Adequate to ceq> equal.

Adhere to, hsore, to stick.

Adjacent to, jace, to li.

Adjudge to, judec, a judge.

Questions : What is the difference between accord iri/h, and accord

to J between accountable to, and accountable for ! between admit, and
admit of ? between address, and address to ?

In order that you may clearly see what I require, I give a

sentence or two by way of example.
Such conduct draws upon him the abhorrence of all men. Such

conduct subjects him to the wrath of God.

The former sentence is constructed on draws upon ; the latter

is constructed on subjects to. Suppose that I had given absence

from and arrival at, as the germs of a sentence, then I perform
what is demanded, xnus :

Your absence from home has given your parents much pain. John's

arrival at Portsmouth has inspired all the family with hope.

F. K. signifies Foreign Representatives, that is, the stem in the

Latin, French, etc., which forms the root or substance of the word :

in these stems, only the essential or radical letters are given.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXXI.
LEGAL HANDWRITING. 1.

WE now introduce to the notice of our readers handwriting of

a very different description to any that has yet been set before

them, namely, an illustration of the "engrossing hand" used

by law writers and law stationers in writing, or, to use the

technical expression, engrossing deeds and legal documents of

various kinds.

Amongst lawyers the term engrossing means the making of a

fair copy of any document on paper or parchment in clear and

distinct characters, or, in other words, to transcribe in a legible

manner the rough draft of any deed that has been prepared for

transcription by a lawyer or barrister. This knowledge will

help us to ascertain the meaning of the word engross. It is

derived, as a little examination is sufficient to show, from the

French preposition en, in,, and the adjective gros, large. The

expression to engross, in its literal acceptation, means to make

! writing, which is slanting and angular, while the former is stiff

and upright. The characters in which the words that form the
remainder of our specimen of legal engrossing-hand are written,
are merely modifications of the ordinary German text, or, which
is pretty much the same thing, our ordinary round-hand letters

written in a stiff, upright manner, and in such a way as to

impart to them the general characteristics of the letters used in

German text-hand.

A little practice will enable the reader to write a very
creditable engrossing-hand when he has once found out the way
in which the pen ought to be held, and detected the method
that is followed in the formation of the different letters. It is

clear, in the first place, that the pen cannot possibly be held in

the ordinary way, with the end pointing over the right shoulder
in a direction from right to left, as many of the perpendicular
and horizontal thick strokes that appear in the writing could

not be made when the pen is held in such a position. The pen
(and for engrossing a quill should be used in preference to a

SPECIMEN OF LEGAL ENGROSSING HAND.

large, and therefore distinct, as the larger in reason are the !

characters in which a document is written, the more distinct

and legible they are. Hence the word engross, which, in its

primary sense, merely means to make large, has taken a

secondary meaning, namely, to copy writing in large or distinct

characters ;
and we can also trace the force of the simple and

original meaning in a third signification that has been assigned
to the word, when we speak of a person who is occupied in

prime absorbing pursuit as being wholly engrossed in his occupa-
tion his employment, be it what it may, having taken such a
hold on him, and assumed such large proportions in his mind,
that he has little or no room there, if we may be permitted to

use the expression, for other thoughts.
In the specimen of legal engrossing-hand before us, we may

trace the very source from whence it has sprung by an exami-
nation of the characters that are used in it. Of the letters that

compose the first word of the first line, Whereas, there can be
no doubt whatever, as they are simply characters written boldly
and clearly in what is called German text, so termed from its

close resemblance to the characters in which the majority of

German works are printed. It must be borne in mind that

German text in no way resembles the ordinary German hand-

steel pen) is held pointing over the knuckle of the forefinger of

the right hand in a direction bearing from left to right, while

the nib is placed at such an angle with the paper that a thick

perpendicular or horizontal stroke may be readily made, the

former by turning the pen a little to the left and drawing it

downwards in a straight line, and the latter by turning the pen
a little to the right and drawing it in a transverse direction

from left to right.

The remainder of the strokes that form the rest of the letters

in our specimen are formed, for the most part, by moving
the pen downwards in a semi-circular motion from left to right.

The kind of stroke that is meant will be recognised on looking
at the lettersm and n, which are formed entirely by a repetition

of the stroke, thrice for the letter m, and twice for the letter n.

The small letters, c and e, which may be seen together in since,

the second word in the sixth line, present the most striking

peculiarities in engrossing-hand : the former is a short, thick,

perpendicular stroke, crossed at the top by a short horizontal

line slightly turned upwards towards the finish; while the e is the

stroke of which the letters m and n are formed, with a stroke

rather longer and turned up more at its completion than that

with which the letter c is finished.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. \\
ION xxxviii. COMPOSITE:, OB COMPOSITB-

1 I.OWI.KKU i'LANl.-" uliiiwd).

WE must not omit to mention, while discussing the various

means taken advantage of by Nature to promote the dissemina-

tion of Composites, a very irrotesque arrangement possessed by

species, in virtue of which animals are made the unoon-

l>earers of the precious vegetable charge. The bract

whi.-h we have already seen competent to assume so many

shapes, becomes in certain species of this natural order hooked,

uovering each involucre with hundreds of claw- like arms. Who
has not seen this curious provision on the burdock, though,

perhaps, the utility of this singular appendage has not sug-

itself P The use of this hook, no doubt, is for the pur-

pose of causing the torus to lay hold of the skins of animals or

other passing objects.
The Composites being a natural order which includes so large

the circumstance of having imbricated estivation and free

rs, by the presence of an invoiucrum surrounding each

flower ; lastly, by the pendant and albuminous seed.

The grsat family, Comporitas, U dispersed all over the globe ;

nevertheless, the number both of species and of individual*

rapidly diminishes towards either pole, and slightly towards the

Equator. They chiefly inhabit temperate and hot region*, more

especially tropical islands, and districts on the sea-coast ot

tropical continents. America is richest in number of specie*.

Herbs belonging to this order grow in climat** which are

temperate and cold ; shrubs in regions still hotter ; and tree*

in the hottest of all. Moreover, the latter are exclusively con-

fined to intertropical and antarctic islands. Tubuliflora are

numerous between the tropics, LiguliflorcB in the northern tem-

perate region. LaliatiflvroK are rare ont of America, where they
abound between the Equator and the Tropic of Capricorn.
Whatever may be the locality of any one species belonging to

this order, it is rare that it can be naturalised elsewhere. IB

173. THE COEK CENTAUREA, OE CORN-FXOWER (CENTATTRIA

CYANEA). 174. THE COMMON MARIGOLD (CALENDULA
OFFICINALIS). 175. THE DANDELION (LEOXTODON
TAKAXACVM, OK TARAXACUM OFFICINALE).

a number of species, some kind of subordinate classification

becomes necessary. Botanists are by no means agreed as to

the best method of accomplishing this. Perhaps the system of

Decandolle and Endlicher is most generally convenient : accord-

ing to which the order Composites is divided into three series ;

first, LiguliflorcB, or strap- shaped flowers, from the Latin ligula,
i strap ; second, Labiatiflorce, or lip-shaped flowers, from the

Latin labium, a lip ; third, Tubuliflorce, or funnel-shaped
flowers, from the Latin tubulus, a funnel or small tube. These
sub-families are divided into eight tribes, which are again
divided into genera, and so each species is arrived at.

There are a few natural orders which, regarded in the tout

ensemble of their general characteristics, approach the Compo-
sites. The little family of Calyceracece presents a great analogy
with them, both as regards the inflorescence and the structure
of individual flowers. It differs from Composites, however, in

the circumstances that the seed, instead of being erect at the
base of the ovary, is suspended from the summit of the latter ;

that the embryo is enclosed in a fleshy albumen ; that the radicle

is superior ; that the style, always undivided, is terminated by a
iMwtiilar sticma. Next come the Dipsacece, of which the greater
portion resemble the Composites by their inflorescence being that
of a capitular invoiucrum : but which differ from the family in

40 N.E.

this respect the Compositce are peculiarly unbending ; neither

care nor culture will generally suffice to effect a permanent
reconciliation between the transported plants and their new
homes ; to this, however, there are many exceptions.
The immense family of Comjositos furnishes mankind with

numerous useful products, some of which will now be rapidly
enumerated. The radiated Tubuliflorce, regarded in the aggre-

gate, may be said to contain in the flower a bitter principle com-
bined with a resin or volatile oil ; associated with these there is

frequently discoverable in the root a material something resem-

bling starch, and designated chemically by the specific name
inuline, because it is chiefly found in the elecampane (Inv.la).

According to the mutual proportions in which one or another

of these bodies may predominate, the various species become
endowed with different medicinal properties. Some are tonics,

others excitants or stimulants, others are astringents. The

great genus Artemisia, represented throughout all the world by
different species, furnishes us with various bitter aromatics, the

properties of many of which have been celebrated from periods
of very high antiquity. Two species, Artemisia Absinthium, and
Artemisia Pontica, are indigenous. Southernwood, or Arte-

misia Abrotanum, originally from the East, is now cultivated iu

our gardens, and of world-wide reputation for its penetrating
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odour. All these species of composite-flowered plants owe their

properties to the presence of a bitter principle, a peculiar acid,

and a volatile oil. Perhaps the most valuable product of the

Composite family is a volatile oil, acrid in some species, only
bitter in others. Pre-eminent in the list stands chamomile,
useful in so many diseases. Arnica, montana, a plant which

grows in Germany, Switzerland, and France, also owes its

medicinal qualities to the presence of a volatile oil.

The genus Helianthus, in which the common sunflower is

included, deserves especial notice for the products which it

yields. Helianthus tuberosus, the Jerusalem artichoke, is a

perennial plant, indigenous to Brazil, though now cultivated in

various European countries. Its subterraneous stem produces
enormous tubercles, charged with inuline, and therefore very
nutritive. Their odour is nauseous, but their taste agreeable ;

consequently, after being well seasoned, they may be eaten by
man. They resist the attack of frost, in which respect they
are different to most tubers, and consequently furnish good
winter fodder for cattle. The Helianthus annuus, or sunflower,
is familiar to most of us. Its seeds afford, by expression, large
quantities of a fixed oil admirably adapted for purposes of
illumination and the soap manufacture. We shall now con-
clude this notice of radiated Tubuliflorce by mentioning the

sonchodendron, a tree fifty feet in height, and the largest of the

Composite. It is a native of Madagascar, in the deep valleys
of which island it grows ; and although it does not furnish a

product useful to man, it aids him in another way. When the
sonchodendron flowers, the natives know the best season has
arrived for sowing their rice.

The genus Cynara comprehends many species, of which one,
the common artichoke (Cynara Scolymus), is familiar to most
of us. The part which we eat in this vegetable is the bracteal

involucre, or rather the fleshy base of each bract, and the com-
mon receptacle. The Italians are more expert in turning the
artichoke to account. They tie all the petioles together into
one mass, curve the plant at right angles, and surround it with
earth. In this manner, not only the capitulum, but the whole
upper portion of the plant, becomes etiolated, or bleached, and
forms a sort of cabbage head, eaten as a salad by the Italians.

Several individuals of the Carthamus tribe of Composites are

conspicuous on account of the colouring matter which they
yield. Of these the Carthamus tinctorius, or safflower plant, is

the most valuable. It is an annual, indigenous to India, but
now cultivated in various other parts of Asia, America, and
Europe. Its florets contain two colouring principles, one of
which is much more soluble in water than the other. It is this

latter, however, which the dyer seeks. Although rather insolu-
ble in water, it is easily extracted by alkaline leys, from which
it admits of ready precipitation by the addition of an acid.
The colouring principle thus obtained is denominated cartha-
mine. The carthamine of Egypt and of Persia are most
esteemed

; that of Spain follows next in order ; that of France,
Mexico, and Germany is of less value. Unfortunataly, the tint
communicated by safflower, although beautiful, is ve -y fleeting.
Carthamus florets are frequently mingled with those of true
saffron as an adulteration.
The common marigold (Calendula officinalis) is cultivated in

gardens ; it contains a bitter mucilaginous substance, various
salts, and a small quantity of volatile oil. It was formerly
celebrated in medical practice, and is nojv again employed by
the homoeopathic practitioner (Fig. 174).

_

The Liguliflorce, or Chicoracece, contain a milky juice in their

circulating vessels ; also bitter, saline, resinous, and narcotic
principles. Their properties vary according to the predominance
attained by one over the other of these substances. The herb
part-of several of the Chicoraceoe, if cooked whilst young, before
the milky fluid has become completely formed, is an agreeable
article of food

; but the Chicoracte are more celebrated in medi-
cine than in dietetics. . One of the most useful as well as the
most common of Chicoracece is the dandelion (Taraxacum
officinale, Fig. 175), a small perennial, having a wide distribution.
Not only is it found abundantly in the British Isles, but through-
out Europe, Asia, and Northern Africa. The chicory (Cichorium
Intybus), remarkable amongst indigenous Composite for its blue
flowers, is scarcely less common than the dandelion, and, perhaps,
equally

_

valuable as regards the result its yields. The root of
wild chicory is employed in medicine ; that of garden chicory,
when dried and roasted, is the object of a considerable com-

merce, being employed as a substitute for, or an adulteration of,

coffee. We should remark, however, that throughout Germany
and France the coffee-drinking public has become so accustomed
to the flavour of coffee mixed with a certain amount of chicory,
that simple coffee is never by preference employed. Endive
(Cichorium Endivia), so much employed as a salad, is also one
of the Chicoracece, etiolated, or bleached, by protecting it during
growth from the direct action of air and light. Two varieties of
endive are known to gardeners ; one with large oblong leaves,

very slightly charged with the bitter principle ; the other more

j

decidedly bitter, and having leaves which are very much sub-
I divided and crisped.

The genus Lactuca, or lettuce, is a very important one belong-
I ing to the sub-tribe Chicoracece. All the members of this genus
i are characterised by possessing a bitter acrid juice, and being
strongly odorous. All the lettuces contain wax, caoutchouc

I
or india-rubber, a resin, a bitter crystallisable matter, and a

peculiar volatile principle. Most of the lettuce genus are medi-
1

cinal, the predominant medical quality of each being determined

by the preponderance of one principle. Even common garden
lettuce, in the condition in which we eat it as a salad, is known

'

popularly to be endowed with soporific properties ;
but the

! narcotic energy is most strongly developed in the Lactuca virosa,
I a plant not uncommon in England.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XX.
PARADIGM OF THE VERB SUM COMPOUNDS OF SUM.

IT will be convenient here to present the verb Esse, to be, in

full. This verb is sometimes called an auxiliary verb, as by
its aid (auxilium) parts of other verbs are formed. It is also
called the substantive verb, as in its essence it denotes being or
substance.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
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The verb ease in made up of part* of two separate verbs ; first,

is the root; and secondly, of a verb, the ttem

of whi'-h i.s/u (compare fio in Latin, and <fuw, fu'-o, in Greek).
i .n originally for man) came the present, the imper-

future tenses ; from fuo oamo the perfect, the

lilupi-rl'i (, and second future tenses.

'!'!. rarb sum has neither gerund nor supine, and is in other

respects defective, as appears from the paradigm just given.

takes before it certain prepositions, and is modified by
them in its meaning ; thus, with ad, adsum, it means I am at

; with ab, absum, it means I am from, away from, absent ;

<>, prosum,' it means / ant for, that is, / aid or benefit.

In prosum, the letter d is inserted to prevent the hiatus which

would be caused if two vowels came in succession ; thus,

pro-(d)-es, pronounced prodes ; also prodest, proderam, protZero,

-iom.

From the root mentioned above namely, fu, fuo come two
forms not so common as those given in the table namely,
forem and fore; forem (-es, -et ; -emus, -etia, -ent) is the imperfect

subjunctive, and signifies I might be; corresponding to essem
of th<> table ; fore is the infinitive future, to be about to be ; corre-

sponding with the futurum esse of the table.

VOCABULARY.

Abacus, port., being
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point N. From the point B as centre, with the distance B N,

draw arcs cutting the circumference of the circle ACE
in c and H. Join c B, B u. These straight lines are sides

of a heptagon inscribed in the circle ACE, and the heptagon
itself may be completed by applying
the compasses, with an opening equal
to B N or N M, round the circum-

ference of the circle ACE, as may
be needful. The triangle A B L is an

equilateral triangle (see Problem

XVII., Vol. I., page 209), and A B is

the side of a hexagon that may be

inscribed in the circle A c E, in which

the heptagon B c D E F G H has already
been inscribed.

PROBLEM LIII. To construct a

heptagon on any given straight line.
Fig. 74.

Fig. 75.

Let A B (Fig. 75) be the given straight line on which it is

required to construct a heptagon. Produce A B indefinitely both

ways to x and T. Bisect A B in c, and again bisect c B in D. From
B along the straight line B T set off B E equal to five times B D,
and from A along the straight line A F set off A x equal to B E,
or five times B D. Then from the points A and B as centres,
with the distances A E, B F respectively, describe the arcs E G,
V 6, cutting one another in the point G ; and from G as centre,

with a radius

equal to A B, de-

scribe the arc H K,

cutting the arcs

P G, E G, in the

points H and K.

Join G H and G K,
and bisect them

respectively in the

points, L, M; and

join AM, B L,

intersecting each
other in the point

N, which is the

centre ofthe circle

circumscribing the required heptagon. From the centre N, at
the distance N A or N B, describe the circle A B K G H. Bisect
the arcs A H, B K, in the points o, P, and join H o, o A, B p, p K.

The figure ABPKGHoisa heptagon, and it is described on
the given straight line A B, as required.
PROBLEM LIV. To construct an octagon on a given straight

line.

As it has been remarked in a former lesson (see page 192), it

is easy to inscribe a hexagon in a given circle when we can place
an equilateral triangle within it, as the process is merely to
bisect the arcs intercepted between the ends of the sides of the

triangle, and to form the hexagon by joining the six points thus
obtained in the circumference of the circle. By a similar pro-
cess of bisection, an octagon may be inscribed in a given circle
when we have once placed a square within it ; while the bisec-
tion of the arcs intercepted between the ends of the sides of a
pentagon and hexagon will similarly produce a decagon and a

dodecagon. There are, how-
ever, one or two processes of

constructing an octagon on a

given straight line which we
give here, as they may be of

use to the learner in cutting
out an octagon in timber, or an

octagonal flower-bed in turf.

First, let A B (Fig. 76) be the

given straight line on which it

is required to construct an octa-

gon. Produce A B indefinitely
both ways to x and T, and at the

points A and B draw the straight
fines A O, B p, perpendicular to A B or x Y. From A as centre,
with the distance A B, describe the arc BCD, cutting A o in c,

and XT in D ; and from B, as centre, with the distance B A,
describe the arc A E F, cutting B p in E, and x Y in F. Join
c D, E F, and bisect them in G and H respectively. Join A G,
B H, and produce A G to meet the arc B c D in K, and B H to

meet the arc A E F in L. Through the points K. \, draw the

Fig. 76.

Fig. 77.

[

straight lines K M, L N, parallel to A o or B P, and along K M
set off K Q, equal to A B, and along L N set off L R, also equal
to A B. Then from the points Q and R as centres, with a
radius equal to A B, draw arcs cutting the perpendiculars A o,
B P, in s and T. Join Q s, s T,
T R. The figure ABLRTSQK
is an octagon, and it is described
on the given straight line A B as

required.

Next, let A B (Fig. 77) be the

given straight line on which it is

required to construct an octagon.
Produce A B indefinitely both

ways to x and Y, and through
the points A and B draw the

straight lines A o, B P, perpen-
dicular to A B or x Y, and set off

along A o and B p the straight
lines Ac, B D, each equal to
A B. Join A D, B c, and produce them indefinitely to Q and B
respectively; and along D Q, c R, set off D E, c F, each equal to
A B. Through E and F draw the straight lines E G, F H, meeting
x Y in G and H ; and along E G, F H, set off E L and F K, each equal
to A B. Through K draw K M parallel to A Q, and cutting B p in
M

; and through L draw L N parallel to B R, and cutting A o in N.
Join A K, B L, E M, M N, N F. The figure ABLEMNFKisan
octagon, and it is described on the given straight line A B, as

required. If it be required to cut off the corners of a square
piece of wood or pasteboard as A B c D in Fig. 78, so as to form
an octagon, first draw the diagonals A c,

B D, intersecting each other at right

angles in E, and then from the points
A, B, c, D in succession, with the distances

A E, B E, c E, D E, describe the arcs

F E G, H E K, L E M, and N E o, having
their terminations in the sides of the

square. Then join OH, G L, K N, and
M F. The figure MFOHGLKNisan
octagon.
PROBLEM LV. To inscribe a nona-

'

gon in a given circle.

Let ABC (Fig. 79) be the given circle

in which it is required to inscribe a nonagon. Draw any diameter,
c E passing through the centre D of the circle ABC, and produce
it indefinitely towards F. From the point E as centre, with the
distance E D, describe the arc A D B, cutting the circumference of

the circle A B c in the points A and B. Join A B, and pro-
duce it indefinitely both ways towards G and H, and let it

cut c F at right angles in the point K. Then from K
as centre, with a radius equal to D E, describe the semicircle
L M N, having its terminations L, N, in the straight line G H ;

and from L and N as centres, with the radii L K, N K respec-

tively, describe the arcs K o, K p, meeting the semicircle L if N
in the points o, P. Join D o, D p, cutting the circumference of

the circle A B c in the points Q, R. Join A Q, Q R, R B. These
three straight lines are the sides of a nonagon inscribed in the
circle ABC, which may be

completed by following the

same process with the arcs

AC, c B, or, applying the

compasses round the cir-

cumference of the circle

with an opening equal to

A Q, Q R, or R B, and join-

ing the points thus ob-

tained. The straight line

A B is manifestly the side

of an equilateral triangle
inscribed in the circle ABC,
and the process which has

been gone through is simply
the trisection of the arc A B, or, what is virtually the same thing,
the trisection of the angle A D B.

PROBLEM LVI. To construct a nonagon on any given straight
line.

Let A B (Fig. 80) be the given straight line on which it is

required to construct a nonagon. Produce A B indefinitely
both ways to x and Y. and on the straight line x Y, with

Fig. 78.

Fig. 79.
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the point* A and B an centre*, and the radii A B and B A

respectively, describe the semicircles A D, B c E, intersecting
each other in the point c. Bisect A B in F, and through the

point i- draw F a perpendicular to A B or x Y. Next trisect the

are A c in the points H and K, and the arc B c in the points
i. and M ; and from the point A, through the points if, L, and c

in the arc B c, draw the straight lines A N, A o, A P of indefinite

Ifir.'th ; and from B, through the points H, K, and c, in the arc

A c, draw the straight lines B s, B R, and B Q, also of indefinite

length. From the points A and B draw the straight lines A T,

B u to the points, T, u, in which the straight linos B s, A N
cut the semicircles B c K, A c D

; bisect AT, B u in the points
v and w respectively, and through the points v and w draw
the perpendicular lines v I, w z of indefinite length, intersecting
each other and the straight line F o in the point a. This

point is the centre of a circle circumscribing the required nona-

gon. From the point a as centre, with the distance a A or a B,

describe the circle A d B. This circle passes through the extremi-

ties of the given straight line A B, the points T and u in which
the straight lines B B, A N respectively intersect the semicircles

B c E, A c D, and the points c and e in which the straight lines

B Q, w z and A P, v i intersect each other : it also cuts the

straight lines B R, F o, and A o in the points I, d, and /. Join
T 6, b c, e d, d e, ef, and / u : the figure Aifccde/usisa
nonagon, and it is described, as required, upon the given straight
line A B.

The construction of the uneven-sided polygons, the heptagon
and nonagon, by the aid of the ruler and compasses, have been
given to show the learner that there is no regular polygon of any
number of sides that could not be constructed without having
recourse to the measurement of the angle of the polygon or the

angle at the centre of the circumscribing circle. The construction
of the decagon and dodecagon on any given line by the ruler and
compasses alone we do not give, because either figure may be con-

structed by learners, if they will exercise a little thought, and it

will afford them two
useful exercises to

do so. We shall

therefore conclude
our problems on the

construction of the

regular polygons
with the method of

constructing an un-

decagon or eleven-

sided figure on a

given straight line,

and then bring our
Lessons on Geome-

try to an end with
a brief description
of the methods used
for drawing the el-

lipse, parabola, and
hyperbola, curves made by the section of a right cone in parti-
cular directions ; the mode of tracing a spiral ; and one or two
other things, such as the connection of two curves by a straight
line, etc., which may be of practical use to our students.

PROBLEM LVII. To construct an undecagon on any given
straight line.

Let A B (Fig. 81) be the given straight line on which it is re-

quired to construct an undecagon. First bisect A B in c, and pro-
duce A B indefinitely both ways to x and Y. Then along c x set

off a line, c D, equal to three times A B, or six times c A, and
along c Y set off a line, c E, equal to c D. From the point A as

centre, with the distance A E, describe the arc E T, and from the

point B as centre, with the distance B D, describe the arc D z,

and let the arcs E T, D z intersect each other in the point F.

This point is the apex of the undecagon, the straight lino A B on
which it is constructed being considered as its base. From the

point F as centre, with a radius equal to A B, draw small arcs

cutting the larger arcs D z, E T in G and H, and draw the chords
F a, F H. Join c F : the straight line drawn from c, through F, is

perpendicular to A B, and the centre of the circle circumscribing
the required nndecagon will be in c F. To find the centre, bisect
F O, F H in the points K and L, and join A L, B K. The straight
lines A L, B K intersect each other and the straight line c F in the

point M, which is the centre of the circumscribing circle. From

the point M M centre, with toe distance v A or M B, describe
the circle A B r. This circle puce* through A, B, r, a, H, tht
extremities of three nide of the required nndooafon that have
been already determined, and the vertices of the remaining

angles of the polygon will be found in itn circumference. To

Fig. 80.

Fig. 81.

determine them, with an opening of the compasses equal to A B,
set off from A, along the arc A o, the arcs AN, NO, OP, and
along tho arc B H, from B, set off the arcs B Q, Q R, R s. Joiii

the chords AN, NO, OP, P o, B Q, Q R, R s, s H. The figure
ABQESHFQPONisan undecagon, and it is described on
the given straight line A B, as required.
The reader will have noticed, doubtless, that the method of

constructing an undecagon on a given straight line by a purely
geometrical process, as given above, is similar in all essential

details to the process used for constructing a heptagon on a

given straight line, and it is based in both cases on the
numerical relation of the straight line on which either is to be

constructed, to the sides of an isosceles triangle whose vertex is

the apex of the polygon, and whose base is the given straight
line. In the case of the heptagon, the proportion of the base to

the sides of the isosceles, whose vertex is the apex of the polygon,
is as 1 to 21 or 2'25 ; and to construct a heptagon on any given
straight line, we have only to produce it indefinitely both ways,
and find points on either side of each extremity at a distance

equal to 1* of the given line, or to bisect the given line and set

off on either side of the perpendicular section straight lines

equal to 1? of the given line. In the case of the undecagon,
the proportion of the base to the side of the isosceles triangle,
whose apex is the vertex of the polygon, is as 1 to 3| or 3*5

; and
to construct an undecagon on any given straight line, we have

only to produce the given straight line indefinitely both ways,
and set off from either extremity lines equal to 2^ of the given
straight line, or to bisect the given line, and from the point of

bisection to set off on either side of it, along the given line pro-
duced indefinitely, lines equal to 3 times the given straight line.

We have added these remarks on the geometrical constructions

that we have given of the heptagon and undecagon, in the hope
that they may give the student a clue to other geometrical con-

structions of a similar character. Wo also recommend to hil

notice the geometrical construction of the nonagon, based on the

preliminary construction of an equilateral triangle on the given

straight line on which it is required to construct the nonagon,
and the trisection of the angles on either side of the base, or

the arcs that are described opposite to them by drawing semi-

circles from either extremity of the base as centres, with a radius

equal to the base.

In drawing figures to exhibit the methods of constructing the

different polygons, from the pentagon to the nndecagon, that

have been given in detail in this and preceding lessons, the

student is advised, for the sake of accuracy, to make them on
a large scale ; as, if he attempt to construct his figures in the

limited space in which are drawn the figures that are used to

illustrate our Lessons in Geometry, he may fail to complete
them to his satisfaction, in consequence of not being able to

draw the straight lines and arcs, of which the figures are com-

posed, of suitable fineness, and to subdivide the arcs, whenever
it is necessary to do so, with sufficient accuracy. In all cases,

for the sake of good practice, the straight line on which a poly

gon is to be constructed, should never be taken lees tham an inch

in length.
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READING AND ELOCUTION. XX.
PROMISCUOUS EXERCISES (continued;.

II. THE PURITANS.

[Marked for Inflections.']

THE Puritans were men whose minds had derived a peculiar character

from the daily contemplation of superior Wings and eternal interests.

Not content with acknowledging, in general terms, an overruling Pro-

vidence, they habitually ascribed eVery event to the will of the Great

Being, for whose power nothing was too vast, for whose inspection

nothing was too minute. To know Him, to serve Him, to enjoy Him,
was with them the great e'nd of existence. The"y rejected with con-

tempt the ceremonious homage which other sects substituted for the

pure worship of the soul. Instead of catching occasional glimpses of

the Deity through an obscuring veil, they aspired to gaze full on the

intolerable brightness, and to commune with Him face to face.

Hence originated their contempt for terrestrial distinctions. The

difference between the greatest and meanest of mankind seemed to

vanish, when compared with the boundless interval which separated

the whole race from Him on whom their own eyes were constantly

fixed. They recognised no title to superiority but His favour; and,

confident of that favour, they despised all the accomplishments and all

the dignities of the world. If they were unacquainted with the works

of philosophers and poets, they were deeply read in the oracles of God.

If their names were not found in the registers of heralds, they felt

assured that they were recorded in the Book of Life. If their steps

were not accompanied by a splendid train of menials, legions of minis-

tering angels had charge over them. Their palaces were bouses not

made with hands ; their diadems, crowns of glory which should never

fade away !

On the rich and the eloquent, on nobles and priests, they looked down
with contempt ; for they esteemed themselves rich in a more precious

treasure, and eloquent in a more sublime language ; nobles by the right

of an earlier creation, and priests by the imposition of a mightier

hand. The very meanest of them was a being to whose fate a mys-
terious and terrible importance belonged, on whose slightest Action

the spirits of light and darkness looked with anxious interest ; who
had been destined, before heaven and earth were created, to enjoy a

felicity which should continue, when heaven and earth should have

passed away.
Events which shortsighted politicians ascribed to Earthly causes,

had been ordained on his account. For his sake, empires had risen,

and flourished, and decayed. For his sake, the Almighty had pro-

claimed his will by the pen of the evangelist and the harp of the pro-

phet. He had been rescued by no common deliverer, from the grasp
of no common foe. He had been ransomed by the sweat of no

vulgar agony, by the blood of no earthly sacrifice. It was for him
that the sun had been darkened,* that the rocks had been rent, that

the dead had arisen, that all nature had shuddered at the sufferings of

her expiring God.
Thus the Puritan was made up of two different men, the one all

self-abasement, penitence, gratitude, passion ; the other proud, calm,

inflexible, sagacious. He prostrated himself in the dust before his

Maker ; but he set his foot on the neck of the king. In his devotional

retirement, he prayed with convulsions, and groans, and tears. He
was half-maddened by glorious or terrible illusions. He heard the

ly'res of angels, or the tempting whispers of fiends. He caught a gleam
of the beatific vision, or woke screaming from dreams of everlasting

fire. Like Vane, he thought himself entrusted with the sceptre of the

millennial year. Like Fleetwood, he cried in the bitterness of his

soul, that God had hid his face from him. But when he took his seat

in the council, or girt on his sword for war, these tempestuous work-

ings of the soul had left no perceptible trace behind them. People
who saw nothing of the godly but their uncouth visages, and heard

nothing from them but their groans and their hy'mns, might laugh at

thsm. But those had little reason to laugh, who encountered them in

the hall of debate, or in the field of battle.

The Puritans brought to civil and military affairs a coolness of

judgment, and an immutability of purpose, which some writers have

thought inconsistent with their religious zeal, but which were in fact

the necessary effects of it. The intensity of their feelings on one

subject made them tranquil on every other. One overpowering sen-

timsnt had subjected to itself pity and hatred, ambition and fear.

Death had lost its terrors, and pleasure its charms. They had their

smiles ard their tears, their raptures and their sorrows, but not for the

things of this world. Enthusiasm had made them stoics, had cleared

their minds from every vulgar passion and prejudice, and raised them
above the influence of danger and of corruption. Macaulay.

III. POPE AND DRYDEN.

[This piece is marked in application of the rides of Inflection.']

Pope professed to have learnt his poetry from Dry'den, whom,
Whenever an opportunity was presented, he praised through his whole

* When an emphatic series causes, thus, a succession of falling

inflections, the second one in each clause falls lower than the first.

life with unvaried liberality ; and, perhaps, his character may receive

some illustration, if he be compared with his master.

Integrity of understanding, and nicety of discernment, were not

allotted in a less proportion to Dry'den than to Pope. The rectitude

of Dryden's mind was sufficiently shown by the dismission of his

poetical prejudices, and the rejection of unnatural thoughts and

rugged numbers. - But Dryden never desired to apply all the judgment
that he had. He wrote, and professed to write, merely for the

people ;
and when he pleased others, he contented himself. He spent

no time in struggles to rouse latent powers ; he never attempted to

make that better which was already good, nor often to mend what he
must have known to be faulty. He wrote, as he tells us, with very
little consideration : when occasion or necessity called upon him, he

poured out what the present moment happened to supply', and, when
once it had passsd the press, ejected it from his mind ; for when he

had no pecuniary interest, he had no further solicitude.

Pope was not content to satisfy ; he desired to excel, and therefore

always endeavoured to do his best ; he did not court the candour, but

dared the judgment of his reader, and, expecting no indulgence from

others, he showed none to himself. He examined lines and words
with minute and punctilious observation, and retouched every part
with indefatigable diligence, till he had left nothing to be forgiven.

For this reason he kept his pieces very long in his hands, while he
considered and reconsidered them. The only poems which can be

supposed to have been written with such regard to the times as might
hasten their publication, were the two satires of Thirty- eight : of which

Dodsley told me, that they were brought to him by the author, that

they might be fairly copied.
"
Every line," said he,

" was then

written twice over ;
I gave him a clean transcript, which he sent some

time afterwards to me for the press, with every line written twice over

a second time."

His declaration, that his care for his works ceased at their publi-

cation, was not strictly true. His parental attention never abandoned

them ;
what he found amiss in the first edition, he silently corrected

in those that followed. He appears to have revised the Iliad, and

freed it from some of its imperfections ; and the Essay on Criticism

received many improvements, after its first appearance. It will seldom

be found that he altered without adding clearness, elegance, or vigour.

Pope had, perhaps, the judgment of Dry'den ; but Dryden certainly

wanted the diligence of Pope.
In acquired knowledge, the superiority must be allowed to Dry den,

whose education was more scholastic, and who, before he became an

author, had been allowed more time for study, with better means of

information. His mind has a larger range, and he collects his images
and illustrations from a more extensive circumference of science.

Dryden knew more of man in his general nature, and Pope in his local

manners. The notions of Dryden were formed by comprehensive

speculation, and those of Pope by minute attention. There is more

dignity in the knowledge of Dry'den, and more certainty in that of

Pope.
Poetry was not the sole praise of either : for both excelled likewise

in prose : but Pope did not borrow his prose from his predecessor.

The style of Dryden is capricious and varied ; that of Pope is cautious

and uniform. Dryden obeys the motions of his own mind ; Pope
constrains his mind to his own rules of composition. Dryden is some-

times vehement and rapid; Pope is always smooth, uniform, and

gentle. Dryden's page is a natural field, rising into inequalities, and

diversified by the varied exuberance of abundant vegetation ; Pope's is

a velvet lawn, shaven by the scy'the and levelled by the roller.

Of genius, that power which constitutes a poet ;
that quality with-

out which judgment is cold, and knowledge is inert; that energy

which collects, combines, amplifies, and animates ; the superiority

must, with some hesitation, be allowed to Dry'den. It is not to be

inferred, that of this poetical vigour Pope had only a little, because

Dryden had more; for every other writer since Milton must give place

to Pope ; and even of Dry'deu it must be said, that if he lias brightei

paragraphs, he has not better posms. Dryden's performances were

always hasty, either excited by some external occasion, or extorted by
domestic necessity; he composed without consideration, and published

without correction. What his mind could supply at call, or gather in

one excursion, was all that he sought, and all that he gave. The

dilatory caution of Pope enabled him to condense his sentiments, to

multiply his images, and to accumulate all that study might produce,

or chance might supply'. If the flights of Dryden, therefore, are

higher, Pope continues longer on the wing. If of Dryden's fire th

blaze is brighter, of Pope's the heat is more regular and constant.

Dry'den often surpasses expectation, and Pope never falls below it.

Dry den is read with frequent astonishment, and Pope with perpetual

delight. Johnson.

IV. UNIVERSAL DECAY.

[Marked for Rhetorical Pauses, Emphasis, and Inflections.']*

We receive such repeated intimations of decay \\
in the wo*rld through

* The learner having been conducted through the application of the

rules for Pauses, Emphasis, and Inflections separately, will now be

prepared to study and apply them in conjunction.
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which wo are passing ; decline
\
and change |

and loss, /ollom
' decline I

and chttnj* |

and low
||
in such rapid lucoeiuiou, that we can almost

catch tho found of universal wasting, and hear the work of dwolaium '

going on biuili/
' around us.

" Tho mountain
| falling ||

oomoth to

Might, and the rock
|
is removed out of his place. The water*

\

wear the

itoiuf, the things which grow out of the dust of the earth
\\
ore washed

awty, and the hop* of man
|
is destroyed." Conscious ' of our own iiuta-

A,. look about ' for something to rial on; but wo look ' in txttn.

The hearens ' and the earth
|

had a beginning, and they will have an

..! tho world
|
is changing, ddily aud hourly. All ' oni-

,

row old aud die. The rocks
\
crumble, the tree*

\ fdU,

I.; and tlio grass \
withers. The cloud*

|
aro flying, and the

water*
|
KTO flowing awdy from us.

icorfcs of mln, too, are gradually giving tody : the ivy \

clings to tho iiionM. riii
:
i I.'.IIYI-, tho trier

| hangs out from the shattered

.if.: I tli.- wall-flower | springs from the disjointed stones. The

founders \
of these perishable works

||
have shared the tame fait \ long

a-jo. If we look back to the days of our ancestors, to the men
|

as well

*s the duelling* |
of former times, they become immediately associated

in ..in- imaginations, and only moke the feeling of instability sirongerand

deeper than before. lu the spacious domes, which onoe held our/dlhers,

the serpent | hisses, and the wild bird
|
screams. The halls, which once

were crowded ' with all that taste
\
and science

|

and labour
|
could pro-

cure, which resounded with melody, and were lighted up with beauty, aro

buried
| by their own ruin*, mocJted

| by their oicn desolation. The voice

of merriment, and of trailing, the steps of the busy
' and the idle

||
have

closed in the deserted courts, and the weeds
j
choice the Entrance*, and the

long grass ||
wares upon the hearth-stone. The works of art, the forming

hand, the tombs, the very ashes they contained, are all gone.

While we thus walk ' among the ruins of the post, a sad feeling of

insecurity I comes over us; and that feeling
'

is by no means diminished
||

when we arrive at home. If we turn to our friends, we can hardly

speak to them
||
before they bid us farewell. We see them for a few

wu'iments,
' and in a few moments more their countenances ' are changed,

and they are sent awdy. It matters not ' how near ' and dear they are.

The ties which bind us together ||
are never too close-

' to be parted, or

too strong
' to bo broken. Tears ' were never known to move the king of

tirrors ; neither is it enough ' that we are compelled to surrender one,

or tied, or many of those we love ; for though the price is so great, we

buyno/uuour with it, and our hold ' on those who remain
|
is as slight

as aver. The shadows
||

all
|

elude our grasp, and follow one another '

down the valley. We gain no confidence, then, no feeling of security, by
turning to our contemporaries and kindred. We know ' that the forms

which are breathing around us, are as shortlived ' and fleeting
' as

those were, which have been dust ' for centuries. The sensation of

. uncertainty, and ruin, is equally strong, whether we muse on
what has long been prostrate, or gaze on what is falling now, or mil fU '

so soon.

If everything |
which comes under our notice

||
has endured for so

short a time, aud ' in so short a time
|
will be no more, we cannot say |

that we receive the least assurance
|| by thinking on ourselves. When a

/<.. more friends
|

have Uft, a/eir more hopes | deceived, and a/ew more

changes |
mocked us, "we shall be brought to the grave, aud shall

remain in the tomb : the clods of the valley shall be sweet unto us, and

every man ' shall fottoic ns, as there are innumerable '

be/dre us." .411

power
' will have forsaken the strongest, and the lo/liest

' will be laid low,

and every ey
' will be closed, and every voice '

hushed, and every heart '

will have ceased its beating. And when we have gone '

ourselves, even our
memories ' will not stay behind us long. A few of the near and dear

||

will bear our likeness ' in their bosoms, till they
' too ' have arrived ' at

the end of their journey, and entered the dark dwelling of unconsciousness.

In the thoughts of dthers
||
we shall live '

only till the last sound of

the bell, which informs them of our depdYture, has ceased to vibrate in

their ears. A stono, perhaps, may tell some wanderer where we lie, when
we came here, and u-ht'n we went awdy ; but ' even that

|
will soon re/use

to bear us record; "time's effacing fingers" \

will be busy on its surface,

and
|

at length
' will wear it smooth ; and then

|
the stone itself

|
will

nnfc, or criimble, and the wanderer of another age |

will pass, without a

.tingle call ' upon his sy'mpathy, over our unheeded graves. Greenwood.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. VI.
ECHINODEEMATA (HEDGEHOG-SKINNED ANIMALS.)

FROM the earliest times, before Aristotle wrote of animals, the

great similarity in outward appearance between the hedgehog
when rolled up in self-defence, and the sea-egg, or echinus, has
been so recognised as to cause them to be called by the same
name. In Greek, echinus (x"*) means both the one and the
other. In English, we have expanded this superficial association
to include the young of our own species when they have arrived
at that age when they are always in mischief, and when, ac-

cording to the notions of a past generation, they were always to
be cuffed, because, if they did not deserve it at tbe time oi

the infliction, they soon would do so.

With regard to the English automation not much is to t

said, because, while the human urchin is actively mischievous,
and often made to smart for it, panaively, tbe other urchin*

are very harmless except in passive self-defence. Tbe other

resemblance, though misleading anatomically, ii very "*'^. on
account of the dense covering of sharp spines sticking oat in all

directions, matted and crossing one another like the spinet
of the thistle leaf ; and also on account of the globular form,

which, though temporary in the land urchin, is permanent in th*

echinus.

The shell of a typical echinus, upon which the spines are set,

is a round box of very complex and beautiful structure. It

consists of plates of carbonate of lime so closely and accurately
fitted together, that, even after the spines have been stripped off,

it requires minute examination to discover the lines of division

between them. Tbe box has the form of a more or leu de-

pressed sphere, varying from the shape of a true globe to that

of a Turkish turban. At the two poles of the box are two holes s

that which opens on the under side of the animal is the mouth,
while that which is found at the centre of the top side is the

other end of the food canal. A further examination reveals

that the shell is made up of five similar radial divisions, which
stretch from pole to pole, and may be thus described : The
central zigzag line, running from mouth to anus, has on either

side of it a row of small plates alternating with one another; and
on the outer side of each of these rows of plates is a row of small

holes. There are six of these holes in each plate. Externally
to these perforated plates are situated two other rows of larger

plates, one on each side, and these are united at their external

edges to the next radial division of the box by a zigzag line.

The outer side of both the perforated plates and the plates
without holes are covered with bosses, each of which has a more

prominent rounded knob projecting from the top of it, which
knob has a pit in its centre. These knobs bear the spines.

They are of various sizes, but so arranged as to form a beauti*

fully regular pattern ;
for each plate has at its centre a large

boss, and, as the plates are regularly placed one above the

other, there are, on the whole shell, twenty rows of these

tubercles running from top to bottom, set on lines which corre-

spond to the meridians of a globe. Yet, if the reader has

followed the description, he will see that these rows are not all

at equal distances from one another, for those on the smaller

perforated plates are approximated, while those of the larger

plates are removed from one another; nor are the tubercles

of the several rows all at the same distance from each other.

Besides these tubercles, a great many others of very various

sizes lie between the rows. The whole effect of the pattern is

very beautiful, and shows that symmetry without sameness,
that unity in variety, with which all the works of God abound,
and which the architect and the designer are so perpetually

striving after, but to which they so seldom attain.

The ten perforated tracts which, being arranged in pairs, form
five double bands or courses, converge towards the month and
anus. The regularity of these tracts, converging at both ends

and leaving between them a solid tract, has suggested a fanciful

analogy. They were thought to resemble the gravel walks of

our gardens, with their borders or avenues of trees on each side,

and so were called ambulacra; ambulacrum being a post-classical
Latin word, meaning a garden walk. At the point where the two

converging perforated tracts unite, is a single six-sided solid plate,

which has at its side nearest the ambulacra a hole from which
the ambulacral holes seem to diverge. The five perforated hexa-

gonal plates which thus stand at the end of the ambulacral

avenues, are separated from one another and from the top open*

ing by five other irregularly eight-sided plates which surround

the small movable scales which cover in the anus. As far as

our previous description has gone, the reader will perceive that

all the parts are perfectly radial. The five segments are abso-

lutely alike ; but one of the eight-sided plates has, between the

large pore and the anus, a space which is full of a great
multitude of holes, and in this respect it differs from all the

other five plates of the series, and is called the madreporio

plate. At the other pole of the body there is a large opening
covered by a leathery membrane, in Mie centre of which is the

mouth. Placing the animal with its month downwards, which

is the position it usually occupies, and looking at it from above,

let us enumerate the perforations which we have described,

beginning from the centre at top, and proceeding outward and
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downward, so that all confusion may be avoided. We have the

following different series :

1. The central round opening, which is covered by small

movable calcareous pieces, called the apical hole.

2. On one side of this are the minute crowded holes of the

taadreporic plate.
3. In the five plates which surround the apical hole are the

five holes, each of which occupies the external angle of its plate ;

these are called the generative pores.
4. In the five plates which are intermediate to and outside

these the ocular holes are seen.

5. Stretching away in five double tracts are the ambulacral

holes.

6. The large opening below for the mouth and its membrane.
We are now in a position to indicate the relation of the soft

parts of the animal to this protective box. All the above-

named perforations have their uses ; and a study of these will

teach us almost the whole anatomy of the animal.

The alimentary canal connects the two largest holes which lie

hi the vertical axis of the body. The entrance, or mouth, is in

the centre of the wide orifice in the under side, which is covered

in by a leathery membrane, with the exception of where the

pointed teeth project. The curious beak, composed of five

sharp teeth, forms a very effective instrument wherewith the

animal can scrape away the soft, calcareous rocks in which so

many worms and sea-animalcules bore and hide themselves.

It is supposed that the animal swallows chalk and animals

together, and lives on the nutritive, organic substances, while

the chalk, etc., are passed out again, just as in the case of the

earth-worm, great quantities of soft vegetable mould are swal-

lowed for the sake of the nutriment it contains in the shape of

particles of leaves, etc. The protruded part of the beak, how-

ever, gives no idea of the very complex machinery by which
these teeth are worked from within. If the leathery membrane
be cut round close to the shell and pulled out, it brings with

it, or allows to be abstracted, a large and complicated hard
framework in the form of a five-sided pyramid, with its base up-

ward, and its apex formed by the teeth. This pyramid consists of

five jaws, each of which is a frame which sustains the tooth, and
has attached to it the muscles which move this tooth in all re-

quired directions. The jaw being hollow allows the tooth to enter

at its upper broader side, and to pass down in a groove which be-

comes closely applied to the tooth on all sides at the lower end,
and so holds it in a kind of socket, in which, however, it can
move downward, as the tooth is worn away below, and is sup-

plied from above. The tooth consists of a curved and flattened

bar, ending in a point, and having on its inner side a flange
to strengthen it, which flange stands out at right angles to the
flattened inner surface of the tooth. The tip of the tooth is

of enamel-like hardness, but as you trace it up through the jaw,
Ic becomes softer and softer, until it is found to be quite
without hard deposit at the part where it protrudes above the

jaw. This shows that there is a process of continual renewal,
the tooth being laid down as a gelatinous substance in which
more and more hard, earthy salts are deposited as it is pushed
forward, until it consists almost wholly of these, and is fitted to

cope with the hard material to the rasping of which the animal

applies it.

Round the base of the pyramid runs a pentangular muscle,
which binds the jaws together. From the outer side of the base
of each jaw run muscles to the shell at the sides of the orifice

of the mouth. These, when contracted, protrude the teeth all

together from the mouth. Other muscles unite the sides of the

jaws to one another, and these, when contracted, bring the
teeth together. A series of long pieces attached to the centre
of the base of the pyramid, gives attachment to muscles, which,
running to the shell, have the function of approximating the tips
of the teeth. In order to retract the whole apparatus when
aching together, or to pull away each separate tooth from the
rest when acting separately, a number of muscles (two for each

tooth) run from the lower end of the jaw to some calcareous

loops or arches, which, standing on the sides of the oral hole,
rise up within the shell.

The jaws, however, are not solely devoted to the sustaining
and wielding of the teeth, but are themselves amployed to

triturate the food, for on the sides of each jaw which are op-

posed to the sides of the next jaws on either hand, are found

parallel grooves which transform the surfaces into fine files.

while the ridges between the grooves, stretching further in-

ward than the furrows, form saw-like edges, so that after the

food, mixed with hard particles, has passed the tips of the

teeth, it can be ground down to a fine pulp by these triturating

edges and surfaces.

The food canal does not run in a straight line from mouth to

anus, but, after proceeding a short way as a contracted throat,

opens sideways into a wider canal, which, after winding once

round the inside of the shell, is bent on itself, and winds round
back again, and then delivers at the apical hole. This winding
enables the food to undergo a more thorough digestion, while the

nutritive parts of the food are dissolved, and either pass into

the blood-vessels, which are found in the walls of the intestines,

or into the surrounding cavity. It must not be supposed that

this long alimentary canal is loose in the box, only attached by its

two extremities. If so, it would be liable to become entangled.
It is attached by a membrane which lines the inner surface of

the shell, and then passes off from this round the alimentary
tube, so as to hold it in a loop, or rather fold. This arrange-
ment is very general, not only in these, but in the higher
animals.

The holes in the five larger plates surrounding the anal opening
are those through which the eggs are extruded (in the case of the

female) into the sea-water, so to renew the round of life. They
furnish the exits for five separate organs situated just below
them. The holes in the alternate plates are called ocular

holes, because, through them, a nerve passes to an organ, sup-

posed to be an eye. The ambulacral holes and the madreporic
holes need a further explanation, which will lead to a description
of the locomotive organs of the animal. The locomotive organs
of the echinus are of two kinds the soft for pulling, and the

hard for pushing. The hard-pushing organs are the spines.

These are, no doubt, defensive organs, but they also unite with

this function that of locomotion. The spines are, as we have

said, set upon the knobs of the outside of the shell. They are,

however, movable upon these, so that they can be turned in all

directions. To effect this movement without destroying the

solidity of their attachment, there is a curious contrivance. At
the centre of the concave base of the spine, there is (at least

in the purple-tipped sea-urchin) a pit corresponding to the pit in

the centre of the tubercle on which it is set. A ligament
runs from one pit to the other, and so prevents the spine from

slipping off its support, while from the edges of the base of

the spine muscular fibres run to the membrane which clothes the

shell. It will be seen from this that the shell is not naked, but

covered with irritable and live membrane, which membrane

passes down between each plate, and, no doubt, subserves the

function of secreting fresh matter round the edges of these

plates as the animal grows. How far the spines may aid the

animal in progression may be a matter of question ; but those

who have observed its motion believe they are concerned in

it. By far the most efficient organs of locomotion are the

little tubular feet ending in discs, which are protruded through
the ambulacral holes. These feet act like suckers, when ap-

plied to the rock on which the animal moves. The coatings of

circular and longitudinal muscles which enclose the hollow tubes

are sufficient to move the animal when a multitude of these discs

have been extended and attached ; but the question arises, how
are they protruded ? This is done by a curious contrivance.

Each little tube, after traversing the shell and arriving at the

interior, expands into a muscular bag. Both bag and tube con-

tain liquid. All the little bags, set on each line of ambu-

lacra, communicate with a vessel, which stretches from mouth
to anus, and these ten vessels all communicate with a ring round

the mouth, which ring has, opening into it, some larger bladders

to contain a reservoir of water, and it also communicates with

the madreporic holes by a tube, which is filled with fine sand.

The method of protruding the tubular feet is supposed to be

the following : sea-water is filtered through the madreporic

plate and sand canal to the ring round the mouth. When the

animal is in a lively state and inclined for locomotion, the

bladders force the water into the rows of little bags, and these

being muscular, can, by contracting, force out any or all of the

sucking feet at pleasure. When, on the other hand, the animal

wishes to retract all its feet, the bags, distended by receiving
all the water which was in the tubes when extended, would be

in an awkward state of tension, unless the fluid were allowed ta

pass back into the ring and bladders.
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There is, besides thin ambulacra! or water-vascular system, a

blood syutem, with both heart and vessels. Also, the liquid con-

tained in the box external to th food canal ia supposed to be

organised. These points of structure need further study.

It will be seen that almost all the parts of the echinus are

radially disposed, yet the individuals are separate and locomotive,

re, the radial structure, which ia best suited to

a fixed condition, and a vegetative habit, united with habits

such as characterise the higher animals, for the echinus does

not float or move Imp-hazard, as the free-swimming hydrozoon

the stone-lilies. These animals were very numerous in geologu
times, and the hard joint* of their long stalks afforded no small

puzzle to geologist*. The problem was solved by the discovery
both of the whole fossil hard parts of the animal united, and
also of some existing representative! of the order in tropical

regions. The Crinoids, as they are called, grow like plants in

the seas of the tropics. A stein of gelatinous matter encloses the

closely-applied hard joints, and bean on its summit a cup,
walled in by more hard pieces, around whose edges long arms
are developed. Their shape is too complicated for description

I. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PLATES AND HOLES ON THE UPPER SIDE OF AN ECHINUS SHELL. II. AMBULACRAL PLATES ENLARGED. III. EcHnrua
DIVIDED IN THE EQUATORIAL REGION TO SHOW ALIMENTARY CANAL. IV. SPINE, WITH SECTION OF ITS TUBERCLE. V. JAWS AND TEETH

WHICH, UNITED, ARE CALLED THE " LANTERN OF ARISTOTLE." VI. SlDE VlEW OF A SINGLE JAW. VII. ITS TOOTH. VIII. ISSIDE OF

THE PURPLE-TIPPED SEA-URCHIN, SHOWING THE CALCAREOUS LOOPS (a).

Befs. to Nos. in Figs. (I.) 1, anal hole ; 2, madreporic plate ; 3, genital plates with their pores ; 4, ocular plates and pores ; 5, ambulacra! tract*

and holes ; 6, iuterambulacral or imperforate plates. (III.) 1, base of jaws ; 2, gullet; 3, commencement of stomach ; 4, anus. (IV.) 1.

pit ligament ; 2, annular muscle.

does, but evidently searches for food, and has a definite object
in locomotion. We might, therefore, expect that in this class

we should find different grades, leading from a fixed condition,
with its radial symmetry, up to the more perfect method of loco-

motion which accompanies an elongated form and a two-sided

arrangement.
We might expect that a radiated animal was a fixed, flower-

like animal fallen off from its stalk. This we found to be the
case with the Medusae, and we could trace the transformation in

the life-history of the animal. In the class Echinodermata, we
may also find it is so, only we have to look not simply to the

life-history of one animal, but to trace up the development of
the different groups throughout the class. The connecting links

between, the Coelenterata and the Echinodermata are found in

here, but it suffices to say that the cup corresponds to the box

of the echinus. It is satisfactory to find that an animal, found

in our seas, and long considered to be a free brittle star, com-

mences life like a stone-lily, and absolutely falls off its stem at

a certain stage to commence a new locomotive life.

The star-fish represents the next higher grade, and although

its general form is so different from that of the echinus, it is not

difficult to show how the one may be derived from the other. If

we suppose the echinus to be quartered, as we quarter an orange,

by dividing it along the zigzag lines between the larger plates,

and then each division opened, bent down, and flattened out.

while the intermediate membrane is supposed to be indefinitely

elastic, so as to stretch and cover in the upper part of the

animal, we should have a star-fish. All the ambulacra would be
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on the under side of the animal. The so-called eyes would be

at the ends of the rays, the madreporic plate being the only
element left near its original position. This arrangement is

exactly that found in the star-fish, or asterias.

The asterias, however, presents many points of dissimilarity
from the echinus, especially in relation to its alimentary canal.

Canal it is not in the proper sense, for it has only one opening,

through which the food is both received and ejected. Ten organs
two lying in each ray empty themselves into the sides of the

stomach, but whether these are only radial extensions of the

stomach, or represent a liver, is a matter of speculation. The
most singular thing is, that the star-fish, although so nearly
allied to the echinus, presents not a trace of the singularly com-

plicated apparatus of jaws and teeth, which we have described,
as found in the latter animal. We have described the sea-

urchin, because it is the typical animal of the class, and there-

fore occupies a central position in this arrangement of orders.

Above the echini come the sea-cucumbers, which resemble the

echini in having avenues of tubular feet to walk with, but differ

from them in having soft elongated muscular integuments, by
the contractions of which they move. Sometimes the avenues

of suckers in these animals are all brought together to one side,

on which the creature crawls. We have thus an approach to

the two-sided arrangement found in the snail. These animals

have a curious system for effecting the function of respiration.
This is not done by exposing the juices of the body to the

influence of the oxygen of the water by protrusions of their

membranes externally, but the water is forced into two organs
which run up into the body, and which are so branched as to be

called . the respiratory trees. The water is forced into the

branches of these trees by means of a muscular bulb at the end
of the alimentary canal, into which the sea-water is received

from behind by a wide opening, and then injected into the

organs. This arrangement is the aquatic representative of the

tracheal system in insects. In a yet higher order the tubular

feet entirely disappear, and the body is constructed at intervals

so as to form rings, and this, combined with the worm-like

motion of the animal, suggests that it is a connecting link

between the echinoderms and the annelids.

We have no space left to dwell upon the nervous system of

these animals, or on the curious development of many of them
from larval forms quite unlike in shape from the mature animals,
and which forms, contrary to what we might have expected,

present a perfect two-sided symmetry.
The orders into which the class is divided, and which we have

cursorily described, are thus named :

1. Crinoidese = stone-lilies.

2. Ophiuridse = brittle-stars.

3. AsteriadaB = star-fish.

4. Echinidse = sea-urchins.

5. Holothuridse = sea-cucumbers,
6. Sipunculidee.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XX.
HAELES EDWARD STUAKT AND THE EEBELLION OF 1715.

IT is difficult to realise the idea of disloyalty in Scotland to the

royal family of Great Britain, and still more difficult to realise

the idea of a claimant to the crown finding favour in any part
of the kingdom. Happily, the time has long since gone by
when a disputed succession, and the numerous disorders to which
it gave rise, compelled the people of these kingdoms not only
to realise such ideas, but to feel the effect of realisation every
day of their lives. The time has gone by let us hope, never
to return and we find it hard to recall, with any distinctness,
so much as the memory of it. Yet there are many now living
whose grandfathers might have fought at Culloden, might have
been in the squadron which brought Charles Edward Stuart to

Lochaber, or have been among the spectators when the heads
of Lord Lovat, Lord Balmerino, and Lord Kilmarnock fell on
the scaffold for the part they had had in armed rebellion

against the Government.
England has suffered pretty severely at one time and another

from disputed successions. The three immediate successors of
William the Conqueror, including two of his own sons, were
usurpers, and maintained their position, more or less, by the

strong hand. Richard II. was deposed and supplanted by
a prince of the House of Lancaster, whose bad title to the
crown in presence of heirs of the House of York was the
fruitful source of long and bitter trouble to England, which was
not ended till the completion of those matrimonial alliances which

were made after the Battle of Bosworth Field by Henry VII., in
whose reign two cheats succeeded only too well in disturbing
the peace of the country, which was not again broken by pro
tenders to the throne till after the death of Edward VI., when
Lady Jane Grey asserted, through her husband and father-in-

law, the right to be Queen of England which the late king
had given her by his will. This claim having been drowned
in the blood of those who advanced it, no other question
arose about the right to reign till the few adherents of Lady
Arabella Stuart ventured to put forward her title in bar of

James I.'s succession. But this claim was almost bloodlessly
set aside, and the land had peace from the like of it till

those circumstances presented themselves which induced
the English nation to drive away from their throne the line

of Stuart princes who had proved themselves so unworthy to
fill it. Those circumstances, and the last public events to
which they gave rise, will be the subject of the present historic

sketch.

Whatever wrong had been done by the English nation to
Charles I. (the nation, be it remembered, had only striven to
bind him to his duty by constitutional means ; it was Cromwell,
with the army, who put him to death), had been amply com-

pensated by its restoration of Charles II. That prince, by his

consummate indifference to the national honour, by his reckless

extravagance, his inordinate self-indulgence, and the con-

temptible condition to which he reduced the nation that a few

years before ha.d been second to none in Europe, almost con-

vinced the people of the impossibility of allowing the Stuarts
to remain on the throne ; but it was reserved to his brother,
James II., to convince them thoroughly, and to compel them to
act upon their convictions.

James II., who had come to the throne with strong pre-
judices against him in the popular mind, proceeded to set those

prejudices at defiance, and to conduct himself according to

those maxims of government which had proved fatal to his

father the maxims which looked upon the kingdom as the

private property of the king, held by an indefeasible right from
God himself, and in the administration of which he had but
to consult his own fancies. He had no notion of an obligation

binding upon him as king, correlative with the allegiance which
he demanded of the people ; and the people, who had never
before the advent of the house of Stuart seen such a flagrant

disregard of this moral obligation in their kings, were compelled
to change the moral obligation into a legal one before they
admitted another king to reign over them. James ran counter to

the national wish, and through the declaration he had voluntarily
made, in restoring the State use of the Koman Catholic religion,
his popularity suffered mortally in the matter of the Duke of
Monmouth's rebellion (see Vol. II., p. 85); while his despotic en-
croachments upon the liberties of the Church of England, and
his assumption of independence on the national will as repre-
sented by Parliament, completed the measure of the national

wrath. The leaders of parties in England treated secretly with
the king's son-in-law, William of Orange, who agreed to come
over and help them.

William issued a proclamation containing an elaborate
account of all the illegal acts done by the king, declared that
he should bring with him only such a force as he deemed
necessary to guard him against the kind's evil counsellors, and
that his sole object in coming was to restore the rights and
liberties of the country by means of a free Parliament, and to

inquire duly into the claims of the Prince of Wales to be what
he was represented to be the king's son. For a rumour had

got about that the heir-apparent was a changeling, or, at all

events, not the son of the king and queen. The rumour sprang,
no doubt, from the ready malice of the king's many enemies ;

and there is every reason to believe, at this distance of time,
that it was entirely false and unfounded. Many, however,
at that time accepted it as true, and gladly believed what

they heartily wished for. There was a genuine doubt in

the mind of the people whether the Prince of Wales had
any right to be so called, still more whether he had any
prospective right to the nation's allegiance as their lawful

sovereign. This doubt William declared, in his manifesto, he
would clear up.
On the 5th of November, 1688, William landed at Brixham,

in Torbay, with his small army of Dutch troops, and marched to

Exeter, where, after a short delay, for the people remembered the
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Bloody Assizo, be WM joined by most of the Wet-country gen-
James got as far as Salisbury with an army, when many

of hi.-, officers and whole regiments of soldiers deserted to the

prince, and then he withdrew to London. From London he fled,

no one knew whither, on the defection of the ministers and the

y becoming general. Lord Halifax, with some other peers
.i-lio men, formed a provisional government, and the Prince

nge was invited to come to town. Suddenly the king re-

appeared in London, having been detected when about to escape
: -ii.un. in Kent ; but finding, after a few day's sojourn,

that the glory had really departed from him, he stole away
again, on the 23rd of December, and made his way to the French

king at St. Germain's, whither his queen and son had preceded
him. The Prince of Orange took possession of London, and a

Convention, or monster Parliament, summoned specially for the

occasion, asked him to be King of England. It had previously
been resolved by both Houses, after long and anxious delibera-

tion and discussion,
" That King James II., having endeavoured

to subvert the constitution of the kingdom, /<;/ breaking //<

original contract between king and people, and having, by the
advice of Jesuits and other wicked persons, violated the funda-
mental laws, and withdrawn himself out of the kingdom, has
abdicated the government, and that the throne is thereby
vacant." The Bill of Bights, to which the sworn assent of the

new king and queon was required, contained a list of those rights
which had been most frequently invaded of late years ; and it

remains to this day one of the strongest bulwarks of the free

English constitution.

James II. never made any attempt, after his overthrow at the

Boyne, to regain the crown ; but he did all he could to foment
the disorders which cropped up in England, and he procured his

son, the Prince of Wales, to be recognised by the French king and
some other Continental princes, as his successor to the English
throne ; and when he died, in 1 700, that son was recognised
and treated as a king. The English nation had formally taken

away from this prince the right to succeed, and had limited the
succession to members of the House of Hanover, failing the
continuance of heirs of William and Mary and Anne. They had
conferred a Parliamentary title upon the new line, and rudely
shaken "

the right divine of kings to govern wrong
"

a right
which the House of Stuart put forward. It was quite natural
that they should put forward what they reckoned to be an
indefeasable right. A Parliamentary title was a new commodity
in English politics; for though Henry IV. had reigned by
virtue of one, it had not been able to stand abidingly against
the claim derived from birth, and had to be sustained in the
end by a marriage union with the claimant by descent. Many
people disbelieved in the power of the nation to decide who
should be its king ; many were attached to the old order of

things, and therefore to the old line of princes ; many more
were disgusted with the new order of things ; and some, especially
in Scotland, were animated by sentiments of personal loyalty,
the whole making up a large though disconnected following,
upon whom the exiled house of Stuart might reasonably rely
for assistance when called upon to give it. It was no small
matter to exchange the royal state and dignity of Great Britain
for the position of a dependant on the bounty of a foreign
prince, and quietly to step from the throne of a long line of

kings to take the part of a private gentleman. Then there was
a feeling of revenge, however carefully kept out of sight, which
urged the exiles to special exertion ; a desire to pay off old

scores, at least to a few, and to be in a position to humble those
who had hit them when they were down. There was also the
insult as to the birth of King James's son to be wiped out
in some signal way. All these motives stirred the hearts of
the banished, and they were aided, at least in the case of Prince
Charles Edward, by a personal courape which won for him
the admiration of foreigners, and even of many of his quondam
subjects.

James II., as has been said, never made any attempt to regain
his throne. He contented himself, in return for the annual
pension of .2,800 which he received secretly from his daughter
Mary, with plotting against the life of his son-in-law, her
husband. His son, however, whose origin was questioned
the Old Pretender, as he was called did once, in 1715, make an
effort, such as it was, to "

enjoy his own again." It was said
that Queen Anne had, for some time before her death, been
anxious for the restoration of her father's son to the throne.

It is certain a large number of the English, including some of
the leading statesmen, were in favour of inch a plan ; and it u
said that arrangements were actually made for putting the

prince in military possession of the capital at the moment of
his sister's decease. William and Mary had died ehildleM;
Anne, who was appointed their successor by Act of Parliament,
had survived her children, and the nation saw about to happen
that which it certainly had contemplated as possible, though it

had hardly supposed it probable the advent of a pnrely un-

English prince to the throne, one utterly M untried M the
Pretender himself, without English proclivities, English idea*,
without so much as a knowledge of the English language.
There were very many who were willing to set aside the Act of
Settlement by which the House of Hanover was appointed to

succeed, and to try a prince of the old line, who, having been
schooled in adversity, they thought would be the less likely

(they forgot the precedent set by Charles II.) to kick orer the
traces. Only by the prompt and energetic action of the leading
Whig statesmen was the plot to shut out the House of Hanover
frustrated on the death of Queen Anne ; but so confident were
the intimate advisers of the exiled prince in the efficacy and
soundness of the Jacobite fervour, that when the dream they
had indulged in was rudely broken, and George I. quietly, and
for that matter deliberately, ascended the throne, they insisted
that the prince had but to show himself to kindle the enthu-
siasm of his followers into a flame. The King of France (Louis

XIV.) was appealed to for help. His vanity was flattered, and
his political instincts were touched with the notion of creating
a diversion in England, and of being able to claim friendship
from the future king by having placed him on the throne. AU
that was wanted from him was a vessel, a few officers, and a
little money.
A vessel was granted, the officers were granted, but Louis had

not the money to lend. He wrote, however, to his grandson,
the King of Spain, who lent 400,000 crowns to further the

enterprise. With one ship, with a few officers, and with the

Spanish king's money, the Pretender sailed, reached the coast of
'

Scotland, disembarked, was warmly welcomed by a considerable

party, and was defeated by the English army King George
!
sent against him. He escaped back to France, his adherents

!

were captured and put to death, and the hopes of the Jacobites
were for a time destroyed. This was in 1715.
For thirty years there was a cessation in the activity of the

Stuarts and their friends. The "
Young Pretender," as he was

called, the grandson of James II., grew up in banishment, and
learned those principles which are always advocated by the

desperate, who are ever the companions of exiled princes.
He learned that it was the one object of his life, the reason
almost for his existence, that he should seek to recover by
fair means or foul the throne which had belonged to his

fathers. The French people had grown indifferent to the

king-errant, who never tried to win his own. The French

king was deterred by political considerations from even counte-

nancing his presence, and it behoved the Young Pretender, if

he wished not to lose himself utterly, to make an attempt after

so long an interval as thirty years. It was also represented
to him by those who should have known, that the oppor-
tunity was a favourable one for an invasion, that the clans
were ready to rise as soon as ever he appeared, and that the
old feeling against the House of Hanover, and in favour
of

" the king over the water," had increased with the lapse
of time.

So it was that at length on the 12th of June, 1745, Charles
Edward Stuart embarked on board a private vessel of eighteen
guns, with seven of his own friends, 1,800 sabres, 1,200 muskets,
and .1,920 in French money. These, besides the crew of the

vessel, who were only enough to work her, constituted the sum
total of the means upon which the prince relied for an invasion

of Great Britain. Soon after leaving port he was joined by a
French man-of-war of sixty-four guns, which had been hired of

the French Government, according to the custom of the time,

by a merchant of Dunkirk. This vessel was totally disabled

by a British ship which fell in with her, and only by good
fortune escaped capture. Charles Edward went on his way,
and in a few days arrived off the Scotch coast. He landed,
disembarked his arms, swords, and money, and then sent his

vessel back to the Continent to apprise the French and Spanish

kings of his doings.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXX.
SECTION LIX. PECULIAR IDIOMS (continued).

SBie beftnbcn @ie fid; ? (literally, how do you find yourself ?) an-

swers to our phrase
" how do you do ?

"

id; beftnben is also applied to inanimabe objects, and is then

well rendered by
" to be," as : 3)a3 >-8ud; beftnbet ftd; in meincm

Simmer, the book is in my room.

The adjective beftnbttd; is frequently best translated by a rela-

tive clause, as : 5)aS <&au8 unb tie barin beftnbtid;en Scute, the house

and the people who are in it (literally, the house and the therein

being people).
1. tatt finben is equivalent to "to take place," as: Sann

fanb bte 9Jeotution in JBaben tatt ? when did the revolution it)

Baden take (find) place ?

2. d;utb fein is equivalent to " to be in fault," as : 3d; bit;

@d;ulb baran, I am to blame for it, it is my fault.

VOCABULARY.

CMfo, thus, therefore.
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before yesterday. 37. Did yon Me me and my family yesterday even-

ing at the concert P 38. Yea, I saw you and your family. 39. The
commander praised bia aoldiera.

EXERCISE 30 (Vol. I., page 180).

i.tcr \tt (Vtiifen $. bat mcint '.Bride, unfc nid;t tio

i te franfcn (Mentrato flub fiofjtr, a( tie meinujen

babe iiii-iiuii rtu-'ii-invcl verloreii, aber bier ift ter jbriije unl tet feinigt.

; .11 tiefe fd;onen SBiefen, fint fit tie 3b,rigen ? 5. Stein, fit

ftnt nu1>t tir nietniijen ; fie fint taS (figontbum meine Sreuntei, tt

.(Uitnl'et- c.. .'.Mi-iii iii fnm-'i .tot ten mctnigen V T. .v.li

bale ivcter ten fcmigen, ncd; ten meintjen, fontern tenjenigen meiner

rtrau 8. i tntttdten ten Tieb an tern Vemte, tt>el*e fr tnu, unt

uutt u feinige n?iir 9. SBann faljen <2ie 3b,w Sreunte ? 10.

i fit feit jiingflem Somntrr nid;t gefeb,tn. 11. Qfr liebt 511 fefyr

bat Sctnigc. 12. $abcn Sic mid) unt tie SWetnigen, -fceiiiviil) unt tie

6dnigtn ge flern '.Hbent jtviftycn fteben unb acbt Ub,r in ter Met gcfeljen ?

EXERCISE 31 (Vol. I., page 180).

1. Which child does the uncle love ? 2. He loves that which he
praises. S. Whose child lovea the undo ? 4. The one that he loves,
lores him. 5. Which hat have you ?' 6. I have that which your
brother has had. 7. Which boy does the father love ? 8. He loves

the one that the mother praises. 9. Which boy loves the mother ?

10. The one that the father praises. 11. Which horse has your
l-n.th.-r bought? 12. He has bought that which you had yesterday.
13. Which man do you praise ? 14. I praise that man whose son you
love. 15. Which books have you bought ? 16. I have bought those
which my brother has had in his hands. 17. Whose books have you ?

18. I have the books of those boys whose hats you have. 19. Those
who are vicious have no tranquillity of soul. 20. The one who has the
car on the forehead is the old magistrate. 21. That is good which is

useful. 22. These men are the same whose barns, stables, and dwel-

lings you saw yesterday. 23. The labourers in the vineyard of him
who gives the least reward are few. 24. The hermit of yonder chapel
is a friend of those who are helpless and forsaken. 25. He is wise
who is virtuous.

EXERCISE 32 (Vol. I., page 181).

1. !Tcr Srcunt, ttefcben id; fjabe, ifl trcu. 2. SBeffen @$tiiffel Ijaben
3. Cut babe ten ter Srau, teren Sccbter ie fennen. 4. 3d; toerte

fcitfe* 3?urf) temjenigen gcbcn, roe!cf;cr juerft i)ier fein toirt. 5. Jpcibcn 2ic

metn 8ud> gefeben V 6. SJlein, 4 babe nicb. t baSjtnige qefeljen, rt>e(cbeS Sic
emnlbnen 7. ie Smite, tie id; b,aben n>cvte. 8. 3d; fam, Weil i* e

.ibm *erfprben Mte. 9. 2Be ttobnen Sic? 10. 3d; roobne in temfclben

fcaufe, in irelitcm i* ttjeb,nte. alS ie mki> befudjtcn. 11. ffidcbe ticfcr

3)amen tft 3b,re ijrau? 12. iejenige, njefdje mit tern aftcn $errn frricfct.

13. Der Sreunt, n>eld;en id; wrtorcn fyabe, h>ar mir feljr tbcucr. 14. 3d;
l)abe ten fRod gefauft, njctdjen Sie in tern Senftcr ntcincei ScfmeitcrS fa^cn.
15. (Smpfe^len 2ie mi* tern -errn, n-cdlicr fo ftbr bi-flid; ift.

EXKRCISB 33 (Vol. I., page 197).
1. Is this young man ill ? 2. No, but he was ill yesterday. 8. Who

has been in your father's garden ? 4. Nobody has been in the garden,
but somebody has been in his house. 5. How long does the old pea-
sant still remain in the town P 6. I am not acquainted with the old

peasant, and don't kuo\r how long he remains. 7. Is your old friend,
the merchant, gone to Vienna ? 8. I believe he is gone to Berlin to
his brother. 9. From whom have you heard this news to-day P 10.
I have spoken to one of my friends, who has come from Dresden, and
has brought a letter to me from my father. 11. I reside with my
uncle, and go with him to the little village. 12. My beautiful bird has
Sown out of the cage, and my little horse has run to the forest. 13.

What has your father written to you P 14. He has written (to) me a
long letter. 15. When were you at the market P 16. I was there the

day before yesterday in the evening, and bought some beef. 17. We
have had beautiful weather this afternoon. 18. These scholars have
been buy, and those diligent. 19. The snow was very deep the day
before yesterday. 20. I have never been ill. 21. Frederick the Great
was (a) King of Prussia.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
WHALES.

THE weary voyager, who for weeks has seen nothing but sea
and sky, is at times diverted by the sight of some huge
monster of the deep disporting itself on the bosom of the
ocean. It may be a large Sperm Whale spending ten minutes
in breathing before plunging once more to unknown depths, or
a shoal of porpoises darkening the sea as they rise for the
same purpose, or the huge common whale, so longed for by
the whaler in search of whale-bone and blubber ; but whatever
the kind, it breaks in on their monotony, and is, for the time.

a matter of deep interest to them. The whale, however, i*

a most remarkable animal, and u worthy of more than a pain-
ing thought aa being the largest of all animal* both on sea
and land, not excepting the moat gigantic of elephant*, and aa

presenting us with the seeming paradox of being a fah, and
yet no fiah. This latter point is one of extreme intercut from
a scientific standpoint, and we may as well at once inquire
into it.

The ordinary observer is persuaded that the whale is a fiah

when he reflects that it . lives in water like other fiube*. in

shaped like them, and has fins and a tail which are used to

propel it through the water. The naturalist, on the other ban. I,

is also persuaded that it is no fish, but an animal much more
like our cat, pig, or horse, and he classes it along with these
lomestic animals in preference to giving it a place among
sharks, salmon, &c. Such an arrangement seems to do vio-

lence to one's idea of what is proper in the matter of classi-

fication, yet we shall now see that the naturalists are right ;

that, in short, a whale id more like the domestic animals we
have mentioned than it is like a cod or a salmon, and for these
reasons. A fish has a heart with two chambers only in it ; a

whale, on the other hand, has a four-chambered heart, like

that possessed by each of the domestic animals we have
referred to. A whale is unlike a fish and like the cat in

many other important respects : thus, the whale is warm-
blooded, i.e., has a temperature of from 98 Fahr. to 120
Fahr., whereas a fish is cold-blooded, or has a temperature
yery much lower ; the whale is a lung-breather, whereas the

typical fish breathes by means of gills ; the whale gives birth
to its young alive, but the young of a fish are born by the

hatching of eggs ; the whale suckles its young until they are
able to take care of themselves, the young of a fish receive
little if any parental attention after they have broken the
shell. Now, the reader will very readily perceive that in each
of these particulars, while the whale differs from a fish, it is

like, say the domestic cat, which is warm-blooded, has a four-

chambered heart, breathes by means of lungs, and suckles its

young. In order that there may be no misapprehension,
we may say a few words more about the difference in their

ways of breathing. Both whale and fish have their blood

purified by means of oxygen, but while the former obtains it

from atmospheric air, coming periodically to the surface for

that purpose, the latter abstracts the oxygen it requires from
the air dissolved in the water. Now air is not very soluble in

water, and the amount of it which is dissolved varies
much with the circumstances of pressure and temperature.
Also more oxygen than nitrogen is dissolved by a given measure
of water, so that it will readily be inferred that the air

dissolved in water is richer in oxygen than atmospheric air.

It is this oxygen which the fish abstracts from the dissolved
air by means of its gills, so that it has no reason to rise to the
surface to breathe like the whale.
The whale, then, plainly belongs to that large body of

animals which suckle their young, if we are to be guided in

our arrangement of them by similarities of structure, and this

fact is now universally recognised by naturalists, who place
whales in that large group of animals to which they hare

given the name of Mammalia.
The whale is externally unlike most other mammals, because

it has to live under widely different conditions from them,
moving, as it does, in a comparatively heavy fluid, and at
times under very great pressure. Roughly speaking, its body
is more or less cigar-shaped, tapering gradually until the tail

is reached, where it expands into an enormous fin, sometimes
as much as twenty feet broad. At the fore-part, and on each

side, of the body, not far from the corners of the mouth, there
is a swimming paddle. These flippers or paddles appear to be
used mainly for balancing purposes. It is the tail fin which is

principally used to propel the whale by its movements just as
a single oar at the stern may be made to drive a boat through
the water. The skin is generally quite hairless, and of enor-

mous thickness, consisting of elastic fibres interlacing in all di-

rections, in the interstices of which oil is contained. This is the

substance which is known as blubber. This large accumulation of

oily matter doubtless subserves two important ends : first, that

of helping to keep up the animal heat by preventing the con-

stantly changing surface of extremely cold water from carrying
it off, and in the second place serving as a cushion to withstand
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the enormous pressure the animal has to bear at great depths.

Suppose a whale after breathing darts down a thousand fathoms,
there would then be a pressure of nearly 25 cwt. on every

square inch of its surface. The nostrils are situated at the

highest point of the head, so that the animal can breathe as

soon as ever this portion emerges from the water. Beneath

the nostrils there are two reservoirs communicating with the

back of the mouth by means of the nasal passage, which is

furnished with a valve so strong that even the enormous

pressure we have already mentioned is not sufficient to force

the external water into its mouth. If, however, when at the

surface it desires to spout water from the nostrils or blow-holes,

the water is forced out of the mouth into the nasal passage,
and the valve being now closed, the walls of the reservoir are

contracted, and the water forced out in a stream. This is the

process of spouting. And the whale-bone, where does that

come from ?

If the history of a bit of whale-bone taken out of an old

umbrella could be

correctly known,
it would form a

most entertaining
account of natural

fact and adven-

ture. It was origi-

nally taken from
the mouth of a

Greenland whale
of prodigious size,

for some of these

whales attain to

a length of seventy

feet, according to

Scoresby. The
mouth is so large
that men can
stand upright in

it as in a small

chamber, for it

attains to a length
of ten feet and a

height of thirteen

feet. It has a

tongue of enor-

mous size, but no
teeth. The whale-

bone or baleen

plates hang from
the upper jaw,
which in form is

not unlike a boat's

keel reversed. The
thin and closely-
set baleen plates
serve to retain the small marine animals on which it subsists.

When it feeds it swims rapidly below the surface of the water
with open jaws, and the stream of water entering them charged
with minute life finds an outlet at the sides, being filtered of

these organisms by the thick internal hairy whalebone plates.
The animalculse, fish, &c., are now gathered up by the tongue
and swallowed. The gullet is very small, and only fitted for

taking such food. And now let us see how the whale is caught.

Imagine you are on a whaling ship in the far-off ice regions.
The sailor posted on the look-out on the highest portion of the

ship suddenly gives the signal that he sees a whale. The
boats are launched, and with an officer at the stern of each
and a harpooner at the bow, the sailors in measured time ply
their oars. Having arrived at or near the place where the
whale disappeared, the officer and harpooner both keep a sharp
look-out for the animal. A rumbling sound is heard, and

presently a broad whirlpool announces that the whale is ap-
proaching the surface ; then the blow-holes appear, sending up
a double column of white vapour. If by successful manoeuvring
the boat has approached within two o .- three fathoms, the har-

pooner is ready to fling his iron dart at the animal. The
favourable moment arrives, and the officer cries out " Strike !

"

Instantly the quivering harpoon is buried deep in the flesh of the

Thale, that is, of course, should the harpooner have successfully

THE GREENLAND WHALE (Balcena myslicetus)

performed his duty. But often it happens that the instrument
is not well fixed from his having sent the harpoon badly. The
whale may then free itself, and make its escape. But where
the first harpoon has been successfully driven into the flesh,

it is often followed by another before the whale has time to

recover from its first direful alarm caused by the pain, and
now there follows a succession of wild divings and harpoonings
terribly exciting and dangerous, until the monster of the deep
with one last struggle gives up his life. If they now be
successful in getting it near the ship, a rich prize has been

obtained, as the whale-bone or baleen from a single whale has

been known to fetch .200, and from the blubber a large supply
of valuable oil is obtained.

There are many other kinds of whales besides the one we
have just spoken about, and one of them is of very great

importance from a commercial point of view, as a single
individual has been known to yield oil worth ,1,000. We refer

to the Cachalot or Spermaceti whale. It is of enormous size,

attaining to a

length of 78 feet,

and having a head

nearly as long as

the rest of its

body, and exceed-

ing it in bulk.

The size of its

head is owing
mainly to the pre-
sence of a large

quantity of sper-

maceti, which

lodges in a hollow
or trough on the

upper part of the

skull, and is not

less than six feet

deep. This reser-

voir is quite sepa-
rate from tho

brain cavity,which
is comparatively
small. The Cacha-

lot is also provided
with a layer of

blubber, yielding
a less quantity of

oil than that ob-

tained from the

Greenland whale,
but of purer

quality. The lower

jaw is furnished

with large conical

teeth, sometimes

to the number of fifty-four. This is utilised in the arts as a

kind of inferior ivory. Each tooth fits into a sort of socket in

the upper jaw, which is toothless.

Want of space precludes our speaking in detail of other

whales ; of the long-tusked narwhals, or sea unicorns, which

travel in great herds ; of the prettily-shaped dolphin, the

favourite of ancient mythology, and the amuser even of

modern mariners by its leaps and frisky movements ; of the

porpoise, which is the smallest of whales, being little over a

yard in length, but which is, nevertheless, the terror of

mackerel, herring, and salmon, which flee before it for dear

life ;
of the grampus, about eight yards long, noted for its

fights with the most gigantic of whales, which having met, it

hustles and worries until in very weariness it opens its enor-

mous mouth, when the voracious grampuses eat up its tongue ;

and lastly of the manatee mild, affectionate, and sociable

which, from its fancied resemblance to a woman when seen at

a distance holding its young to its breasts with its flippers,

has been called a woman of the sea. These various kinds of

whales are divided into families, and the families are again

grouped under two headings Cetacea and Sirenia. The

manatee, with its fancied resemblance to the mythical siren,

belongs to the latter order, and the other whales we have

spoken of belong to the order of Cetacea.
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. II.

IN thin course upon Geometrical Perspective we propose to

place before our pupils several methods of construction, and

show where they are applicable to special cases. The ground-

]>tn,i ni.-t l.n'l is the most simple and general. The lineal method,

although it is equally useful, involves the necessity, in some

instances, of a greater number of lines ; but as this system
os with the use of a ground-plan, it may to some extent

curtail the amount of labour. Some of the problems will be

worked by both systems ; and with regard to the ground-plan

it perpendicularly crer the plan a. It will be observed that

a cats the base of the picture, v l P 1
, in c, from which a per-

pendicular is drawn to moot the line K A in B, therefore B is

the perspective projection on the picture-plane of the point or

object, A. Wo give a similar representation of two points

(Fig. 6), which ore the extremities of the line A B. A is on
the ground, B is above the ground ; consequently the line

A B is inclined to the horizon. We need not enter into an

explanation of thin after that of Fig. 5, as it will be seen

by the working lines that c D is the perspective representation
of AB.

Fig. 6.

method, we shall introduce some modifications which we hope
will enable our pupils to understand it thoroughly.
The station-point is sometimes determined by placing it at a also with the ground.

We shall have to consider objects under various positions.
Case 1. When they ore parallel with the picture-plane, and

given distance from the picture-plane, sometimes from the object

represented by its ground-plan, the picture-plane intervening.
In either case we must bear in mind that the visual rays from the

two extremities of the object must not form an angle greater than

60, meaning that the whole of the object must be included in

that angle, because the full extent of vision each way, right and
left, without moving the head, is not greater than 60. But
even if we include the object within 60 only, we should be too
near it to make a satisfactory and effective drawing ; therefore
on angle of about 25
or 30 at the outside

is sufficiently large,
as in Fig. 4, where the

eye at E embraces tho
line A B within on

angle of 60, while at

F the same line is in-

cluded within an angle
of 25. The latter

point, F, is a better

distance for viewing
the object, A B. An
explanation of the

practical operations
of perspective and
their results'may be

Pic

PP VP

limited to that wliich

relates to a point, or
in the same way to

a series of points ;

BP
pel

i-

sp

Case 2. When they are perpendicular to the picture-plane,
and parallel with the ground.

Case 3. When they are perpendicular to the ground, and

parallel with the picture-plane.
Cose 4. When they form an angle with the picture-plane,

and parallel with the ground.
Cose 5. When they form an angle with the ground, and

parallel with the picture-plane.
Cose 6. When they form an angle both with the picture-

plane and the ground.
To illustrate the/irsl

position, place a rect-

angular table before

you, so that both ends

may be equally dis-

tant from the eye :

the front edge of the

table will be parallel
mth the picture-plane,
and the top will be pa-
rallel with the ground;
and at the same time

the retiring edges oi

the ends will be per-

pendicular to the pic-

ture-planeand parallel
with the ground. This,
answers to the second

case. The front of th

HL

Fig. 7.

BASK OF PICTURE, OS FLAME OF PICTURE, BEOUGHT DOWH.

table, from the top to
for as points are the extremities of straight lines, no matter

j
the ground, will explain the third case, bec&uae it is perpendicular

their positions, it must be evident that if we can determine the to the ground, and parallel \rith the picture-plane. Now push
position of one point upon the plane of projection, which we call one end of the table away from you, so as to cause the distance
tho picture-plane, we can do so of more, and thus determine

j

between the two ends from the eye to be different, then th*
tho extremities of lines. Let A (Fig. 5) be a point in space i front edge will be at an angle with the picture-plane, but the top
that is, somewhere in the air above the ground, and away from i will remain parallel with the ground. This illustrates the
the picture-plane, P P, P1 p. The horizontal projection of this

{

fourth case. Bring the table back to its first position, and let

point in other words, its plan will be a. Let E be tho posi- one end be raised, then the top will form an angle with the
tion of the eye, e will be the horizontal projection of the ey
that is, over where the eye is placed, otherwise called the
station-point, 8 p. Now if c and a are joined by a straight line,
the line ca will be the horizontal projection or plan of the
visual ray from the object, A, to the eye, E ; because A a and
K e are perpendicular lines, therefore every part of the line E A

41 N.K

ground, and the front edge will be parallel with the picture-plane.
This answers to ihojifth case. The sixth case will be explained
if you push the raised end of the table away from you, as was
done in Case 4, then the front edge will be at an angle with the

picture-plane, and the top will be at an angle with the ground.
These positions might have been illustrated by a line only, but
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probably they will be better understood from the table, as the

positions of the several parts will be easily recognised. We
recommend our pupils to go through this experiment with a

table, it will help them better to understand the positions of

objects in the problems that will be given in the course of these

lessons.

In ground-plan perspective the rule for finding the vanishing-

point is :

Draw a line from the station-point, SP, parallel with the

ground-plan, as far as the plane of the picture, PP, from which
draw a perpendicular line to the horizontal line, HL ; this will

give the vanishing point, VP.

In order to assist the pupil in comprehending this, we request
him to turn to Fig. 7 in the preceding page, and he will

notice first the ground-plan, of a line only, A B, at an angle with
the PP. It must be remembered that this line, PP, is the plan
or projection of the whole surface of the picture, supposed to be
in an upright position, and as we cannot draw upon a piece of

paper so placed, it is necessary to rabat it that is, turn it down
and lay it flat upon the table. This is done by bringing down
the picture-plane, and all the points of intersection of visual rays
and points of contact (anywhere, so that there may be sufficient

space to make the drawing), towards the station-point, SP

we have marked it BP,
" base of picture, or plane of picture,

brought down." From this line we arrange the height of the

eye, or horizontal line. Now to find the vanishing point for

the line represented by its ground-plan : Draw a line from SP

to VP, parallel to A B, and draw a perpendicular line from VP
to VP1

. VP1 will be the vanishing point for the given line

represented by the plan A B. This must be learnt at once, as it

will be wanted in almost every case of ground-plan perspective.
It does not signify whether the given line is inclined or parallel
to the horizon; it is the plan only of the line we use for

finding the VP, as will be seen when we come to problems
relating to inclined lines and planes.
We advise the pupil to work the problems that we shall

bring under his notice in the course of these lessons to a
ecale of half an inch to the foot that is, if we say he is to

draw a line five feet long, he will make it five half inches ;

and, to save a great deal of repetition, we will settle at once
that the height of the eye, HL, from the ground is five feet,

and ten feet from the picture-plane. This scale may be

employed until we propose another, when we come to other

problems.
PROBLEM I. (Fig. 7). Draw the perspective view of a given

line, A B, five feet long, lying on the ground, forming an angle
with the picture-plane of 35, and touching the picture-plane ; the

eye to be opposite the centre of the given line.

Draw a line, PP, to represent the picture-plane; from any
point, A, draw a line, A B, at an angle of 35 with PP (see Les-

sons in Geometry, Problem XX., Vol. I., page 256), and make it,

according to the given scale, five feet long ; find the centre of

A B in c, and from c draw a line perpendicularly to the picture-

plane to any length ; mark the point d on PP. Anywhere
below, draw the base of the picture, BP, parallel to PP, and
draw the line HL parallel to BP or PP. From d make d SP

equal to ten feet. Now find the vanishing-point, vpl
, as we

have already explained. Because the end of the given line A B
touches the PP at A, therefore A is the point of contact of the
line A B ; mark it PC. Bring it down perpendicularly to the

line BP to PC 1
. Draw a line from PC1 to VP1

,
and somewhere

upon this line will be the perspective view of the given line, A B,
to be found thus : As the line A B touches or is in contact with
the PP, therefore the perspective view will commence at PC 1

;

the other end B, away from PP, is found by drawing a visual

ray, v B, from B towards the SP, stopping at the picture-plane,
from which it is taken perpendicularly until it cuts the line

PC1 and vp1 in o ; a o is then the perspective representation
of the given line A B. Make the space between a and 6 some-
what darker than the rest of the line.

We advise the pupil to repeat this problem until he knows
the method of working by heart, then to turn the line or plan
the other way ; and, again, increase or diminish the angle of

inclination with the picture-plane. Also change the height
of the eye, or horizontal line, and the distance of the eye from
the picture-plane; these various positions of the object will

very materially assist the pupil in understanding%
the method of

working the problem.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXI.
WOBDS THAT ARE BOTH PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES.

SOME of the words which we treated of in the last Lesson as
nncombined suffixes, may also be regarded as uncombined pre-
fixes. The same word stands before and after its stem. You
may take, as an instance, to cast-down, and down-cast. In this

instance the meaning varies, but does not greatly vary ; to
cast-down is used physically, and dotun-cast signifies dejected,

sorrowful. Besides this difference, there is a difference also as
to the function of the two words, for the former is a verb, the
latter is an adjective. Rarely, perhaps, does the import remain
the same, if the position of the adverb is altered. Make a prefix
a postfix (or suffix), and in general you produce a greater or less

modification of meaning. Indeed, some of the most delicate

shades and hues of thought expressed in the English language
are connected with, if not dependent on, the varied use of these
movable particles. It may, therefore, be proper to go into

some little detail on the point.
It is not all the prefixes and suffixes that usage permits to

take their stand before or after their principal word. Out enjoys
the privilege, and makes free use thereof. Look at these

examples :
-

cast-out,

bid-out,

grow-out,

do-out,

live-out,

out-cast.

out-bid.

out-grow.
out-do.

out-live.

cry-out,

laugh-out,

look-out,

right-out,

out-cry,

out-laugh,
out-look,

out-right.

An out-cast is one who undergoes the result and consequences
of being cast-out. Corresponding with out-cast, is out-law. But
though we may say to out-law, we cannot say to law-out. Out-

post is again different from out-cast, for out-post does not make
the idea of action so prominent as does out-cast. In this respect
out-cast is not unlike out-lay. Out-lay may be reversed ; thus,

lay-out. But while the verb is lay-out, the noun is out-lay. To
bid-out, is to bid with a clear, loud voice ; but to out-bid, is to-

bid more than another. To grow-out is very different from to

out-grow. A young brother, by becoming taller, out-grows an
elder brother ; and the elder brother, who is thus surpassed,

may be grown-owt at the shoulders so as to be hump-backed.
To do a person out of anything, is to cheat him ; but to out-do a

competitor is to excel him. If my children live-out the century,

they will out-live me. By crying-out lustily, boys make a great

out-cry. That shameless man, by laughing-out so loud and so

long, out-laughed all the company. If you look-out at the

window, you will have a pleasant out-look.

" We have taken all the out-lying parts of the Spanish monarchy."

Temple.
" But for public dormitories, how many a poor creature would kave

been obliged to lie-out of doors in the nights of the last severe winter !"

Anon.
"
Oh, my lord,

Yon said that idle weeds are fast in growth ;

The prince, my brother, hath out-grown me far." Shakespeare.
" Albert has grouin-out of his clothes." 4non.

" But breathe his faults so quaintly

That they may seem the taints of liberty ;

The flash and out-breafe of a fiery mind." Shakespeare.

" A fire breaking-out in the cellar, consumed the whole house."

Anon.
" Nor they which use

To out-drinfc the sea." Donne.

" You have ctrunfc-out the cask. Children cannot well drink out of

goblets." Anon.
" Re looked and saw what numbers numberless

The city gates out-poured." Milton.

"Pour-Gilt a glass of wine for the famished woman." .Anon.

" The workmen, in standing-out for the wages, have out-stood the

appointed time." Anon.
" Sense and appetite out-wte reason." SoiitTi.

" A large majority of the constituency voted the old member out."

Anon.
" Better at home lie bed-rid, idle,

Inglorious, unemployed, with age out-worn.
"

Milton.

" This reverent leecher, quite u-orn out

With rheumatisms, and crippled with his gout." Dvyden.

" By Shakespeare's, Johnson's, Fletcher's lines,

Our stage's lustre Rome's out-shines." Denham,
" Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God 7iat?i sTiined." Psalm 1. 2.
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Over produce* many combinations.

llK>k :n;-r,

run-otar,

in-, i look,

i-r.-r r.'.ioli.

ni-1 , run.

iloW-0Vr,

rido-owr,

ovfr-flow.

over- peranade.
owr-ride.

You look-over your workmen and find faults that you cannot
over-look. A bad tradesman reaches-over his counter and over-

customers. Cisterns over-run, and drivers run-over

A river over-flows its bank*, and the water flows-over the Holds

rsuado an opponent over to your own party, and so over-

persuade an associate that ho relinquishes your company. II

you persuade a person over you cannot over-persuade him. In

attempting to over-ride a competitor, take care you do not ride

over him. The boy having run over his companion in the race,

easily over-ran him.

Other particles are of less frequent use, but not less curious

are they. To frocfc-stitch differs from to atitoh-bacfc. By reckoning
his income a man learns how much he has coming in. The out-

goings of a family should be regulated by its .income. If I wil/i-

hold my opinions I may continue to hold n-itk you. He talks so

much of bearing with me that I can hardly /orbear to reprove
him. The poor roan has been taken off as if he were the off-

scouring of the streets. That young girl was taken off at the

early ago of seventeen, being overtaken by disease. One
general made an onslaught on the cavalry, while the other fell

on the infantry.

"
Immediately the mountains huge appear
Emergent, and their broad, bore backs up-heave
Into the clouds." Milton.

" Thou host made my curdled blood run back, my heart Iwave up,

my hair to rise ill bristles." Dryden.

Alongside the cutter we coasted along the shore. The under-

takings of your father are under-paid. The understanding was
that you stand under the spout. The undertaker receives funereal

arrangements under his care.

" An under-plot may bear such a near ralation to the principal design
as to contribute towards the completion of it, and be concluded by the
same catastrophe.*' Spectator.

" In under praising thy deserts

Here find the first deficience of our tongue." Dryden.
" Under two conditions the poet engaged to compose the eulogy."

Anon.
" For this assembling all the peers
Whose counsels now must wider-prop the throne." Drayton.

He placed a line of props under the falling wall. An influx of

gold causes bank-notes to flow out of circulation. The inlets

are more numerous than the out-lets, consequently you will be

compelled to let out the water by artificial means.

EXERCISES TOR PARSING.

Our abodes out-last our bodies. Curtail your outlays if you wish
for ease of condition. He laughed out-right. Let thine eyes look

right on. Tou shall be driven out right forth. This way, right down
to Paradise, descend. An over-much use of salt, besides that it

occasions thirst and over-much drinking, has other ill effects. You
have yourself your kindness over-paid. He gained a large fortune
over the counter. Parents too often overpraise their children. Come
o'er the brook, Bessy, to me. With an over-running flood God will

make an utter end of the place. Were it not for the incessant labours
of this industrious animal, Egypt would be overrun with crocodiles.

Milk while it boils, and wine while it works, run over the vessels they
are in. I shall not run over all the particulars that would show what
pains are used to corrupt children. Should a man run over the whole
circle of earthly pleasures, he would be forced to complain that plea-
sure was not satisfaction. The zeal of bigotry runs out into all

manner of absurdities. The zeal of many outruns their discretion.

COMPOSITION.
As minds are differently formed and capacity varies with

every successive individual, I am desirous of making another

suggestion or two, which may possibly smooth the way to original

composition for some whom the instructions previously given
may have left in difficulty. I advise you, then, to accustom
yourself to report as correctly as you can, to a child, something
that has struck your attention, whether in what you have heard,
what you have seen, or what you have read. I say report the
substance by word of mouth. Endeavour to employ suitable

words, to pronounce them correctly, and to put them together
grammatically. At first you will commit errors ; but, in time,
perseverance will enable you to overcome all difficulties. Make

your report to a child, say a younger brother or sister ; I men-
tion a child, because in speaking to a child yon will apeak readily
and naturally. There in another advantage : in order to gain a
child's attention yon must take a simple subject, and on simple
subjects you will not want words. Subject* such as I contem-

plate are constantly occurring wherever there are human beings.
You may take as your theme some accident that has happened
in the house where yon reside, in a neighbouring mine, on the

high road ; or you may describe a bird's nest ; the peculiar form,
colour, and habits of the swallow, the dog tribe, the cat tribe, the

daisy, the wild rose, the honey-bee, etc.

Well, having described tho object to a child, take your pen and
write down as well as you can tho very things yon said, and
having carefully corrected them according to the best of your
ability, copy out the whole in your composition-book.

Many children would bo far better as an auditory than one
child. And very desirable for your purpose is it that utility tc

others should be immediately in your view. For these reasons I

advise you to become a teacher in a Sunday-school, or if that if.

not possible or not convenient, then gather around yon a number
of children and form a class. By preparing to teach them yon
will give your mind useful discipline, and in communicating to
them what you know you will take effectual lessons in the diffi-

cult art of correctly expressing your thoughts. By teaching
others you will best teach yourself. To diligence there is

nothing impossible. Report to a child or two the following
anecdote :

SOTJTHEY'S SCHOOLING.

Here one year of my life was passed with little profit, and with a good
deal of suffering. There could not be a worse school in all respects,
Thomas Flower, the master, was a remarkable man, worthy of a better
station in life, but utterly unfit for that in which he was placed. His
whole delight was in mathematics and astronomy, and be had con-
structed an orrery upon so large a scale that it filled a room. What a

misery it must have been for such a man to teach a set of stupid boys,
year after year, the rudiments of arithmetic ! And a misery he seemed
to feel it. When he came to his desk, even there he was thinking of
the stars, and looked as if he were out of humour, not from ill-nature,
but because his calculations were interrupted. But, for the most part,
he left the school to the care of his son Charley, a person who waa
always called by that familiar diminutive, and whose consequence yon
may appreciate accordingly. Writing and arithmetic were all they
professed to teach ; but twice in the week a Frenchman came from
Bristol to instruct in Latin the small number of boys who learnt it, of

whom I was one. That sort of ornamental penmanship, which I now
fear has wholly gone out of use, was taught there. The father, as wen
as Charley, excelled in it. They could adorn the heading of a role in

arithmetic in a ciphering-book, or the bottom of a page, not merely
with common flourishing, but with an angel, a serpent, a fish, or a pen,
formed with an ease and freedom of hand which was to me a great
object of admiration ; but, unluckily, I was too young to acquire tho
art. I have seen, in the course of my life, two historical pieces pro-
duced in this manner; worthy of remembrance they are, aa notable

specimens of whimsical dexterity. One was David killing Goliath ; it

was in a broker's shop at Bristol, and I would have bought it if I could
have afforded, at that time, to expend some ten shillings upon it.

They taught the beautiful Italian, or lady's hand, used in the age of
our parents ; engrossing (which, I suppose, was devised to ensure dia
iinctness and legibility) ; and some varieties of German text, worthy,
'or their square, massy, antique forms, to have figured in aa anti-

quarian's title-page.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.

Historical Theme The formation of the Hebrew Tabernacle. Pr-
onal Theme What have bean my thoughts during this day ? Pottioal

rhemt The stillness of the country.

Form each of the following words into a simple sentence :

Girl ; boy ; dove ; California ; amendment ; Adam ; England ; dia-

urlamv.

Describe a butterfly ; a robin ; a lark ; a salmon ; a mackerel ;

a sheep ; a rabbit.

Supply suitable adjectives in the ensuing sentences :

Wise men love men must die. The
ruit of autumn is delicious. Small faults produce
low ia hypocrisy !

Complete the following propositions :

for having leen too exacting.
the prevention of evil,

the scholar's negligence.

to respect the aged
for having soiled his book
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LESSON'S IN MUSIC. XI.

"THE PATTERN" AND "THE MOVABLE DOH."

THE other difficulties found by students relate to " the pattern
"

and " the movable DOH."
Often students will ask " whether they can learn the Music

Lessons without the aid of a friend to set the pattern." A
large number of our pupils are, no doubt, like one of them who
nays,

" I have naturally a good ear for music, and am able to

sing almost any song after hearing it two or three times." By
such persons, very little patterning will be needed. Let them

only learn, from a friend, how to strike the chord (DOH, ME,

son) to any sound that may be given, and the rest will easily
follow. We ourselves were exactly in their position, and did
thus " make out

"
tunes, and teach ourselves to sing plain tunes

at sight constantly using the modulator, and pointing as we

sang, and often having to run up or down from one note to

another, in order to know how to strike an interval. Wo had

nothing but a C l
tuning-fork, by means of which we found out

the key-note. Everything depends on the faithfulness with

which you master the exercises of the first three lessons. ]T it

to many persons, doubtless, who have no friend to set jhe

pattern, some simple instrument will be necessary. If you are

already acquainted with an instrument, whatever it is, use that.

Only let us warn you not to sing with your instrument that

is, to use it as a "
pattern," not as a " leader

"
to make your-'

self independent of the pattern as soon as possible, often

endeavouring to do without it, and to trust more and more to

your own perception of the mental effect of notes, as developed
in our lessons ;

for instruments may be out of tune, and some
of them the piano and organ for instance are systematically

(to however small an extent) imperfect in tune. The flatness of

the fifths on the piano, for instance, are very obvious. The
fifth note in the scale (son) should be brilliant and trumpet-
like in its effect. The pupil's knowledge may thus correct the

slight inaccuracies of his instrument.

Before proceeding to the third difficulty, the "movable DOH, or

key-note," let our pupils practise carefully the following exercise.

It is intended to exhibit tne contrasted effects of ME ard SOH

(the third and fifth of the scale) in a somewhat quick movement.

EXERCISE 19. "I LOVE TO LINGER." KEY A. M. 100.

(Words by Martin Farquhar Tupper. Tune, OLD ENGLISH.)

^K *t a
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the foundation-note of koy- relationship, which we call DOH, had
before been a low sound of the voice, and at the bottom of the

of piti-li," now that thin governor of key-n l:itionhip
H to bo at i itch of voice, it is necessary that it

Hh'uilil In- placed higher on the staff.

r student states his difficulty thus :
" The key-

note of one piece not being always the same [in pitch] as that

of another, wo are not able to recognise, with the sol-fa

-\ ii.iM.- -. tlio ame sounds [in pitch] which wo sing to them in

utlnT pieces. What I would ask, then, is, whether we are
- to sing the same sounds [in pitch] to each syllable, or

iiicri'ly to gnosa the sound of the syllable by its position in

u to that immediately preceding :"' Decidedly, you are

not to sing the sol-fa syllables to the same pitch-sounds in one
tune which they had in a previous tune, unless the key-note

(DOH) is the same pitch in both. For we nse the syllables
to represent, to mind and ear, the key-relationship of notes.

And wo use the well-known letters c1

, B, A, a, F, E, D, to repre-
sent their absolute pitch. We hope presently to show that this

practice of ours is both the oldest and the best. But do not
lot our friends suppose that upon any of the common plans of

solfa-ing they can associate a distinct idea of pitch with each

place on the staff. Take, for instance, the first place below the

staff. That place may be filled by any one of three perfectly
distinct sounds, by D, by D sharp, or by D flat. Now you may
call these three sounds by the same name RAY, for instance

but they are three most distinguishable sounds still. Your

syllable RAY, then, cannot possibly represent a distinct idea of

pitch. It can only stand for an indistinct, or, at best, a three-

fold idea ! Hence the indecision of voice, common among those

who pursue the fixed method of solfa-ing.

3. Neither let our friends imagine that, even if they could

establish in their minds a fixed association of absolute pitch
with each place on the staff, in learning to sing at sight, it is

the attainment chiefly to be sought. For, undoubtedly, we
learn to recognise a note by the effect which it produces on the

mind ; and, as was amply proved in our eighth lesson, the

effect of a note on the mind arises not, except in a small degree,
from its pitch, bnt chiefly from its key-relationship. Some of

our readers will understand these remarks better when they
see this same phrase (essentially the same, though placed at

different heights in pitch) in the old notation. They will per-
ceive that the sol-fa syllables, which, having taken their pitch
from the key-note, represent thenceforth only relationship of

sound, remain the same in all three cases. And why should

they not ? for the tune is essentially the same !

KEY F.

KEY D.

I :. I r :-
I

: d I s : d 1
I m : S

4. Once more, let not our friends suppose, with the

student last named, that it is necessary to
"
guess

"
at the

sound of the notes, because DOH is placed wherever the key-
note is. If your DOH were fixed, and were nothing but another
name for the pitch-note c, as in the French method of solfa-ing

then, indeed, yon would have to "
guess

"
at the sound of the

notes. For instance, when yon saw RAY, you would have to
"
guess

" which of the three RAYS (above-named) it was. Bui

if, on the English plan of solfa-ing, you make DOH the key
note, then RAY is always at one and the same interval from

BOH, and always produces a corresponding mental effect. And
as it is b}i this relative position and mental effect that notes are

most easily recognised and most correctly sung, you will soon
learn to know and to strike the right sound with a decision anc

accuracy perfectly unattainable on the other plan, and without

any
"
guessing

"
at all. As Mr. Lowell Mason says,

" Onrn
would bo more properly called the immovable DOH," for it i

mmovably fixed as the key-note. The other DOH is at all the

parts of the scale by turns.

5. We are anxious to carry the perfect satisfaction of our

pupils along with us, and must therefore step aside a moment
onger to prove to them, once for all, that the method of solfa-

mg with " the movable DOH "
especially LH dintingoinhcd

'mm the French method imported by Mr. Hullab is the oldett,

is supported by the best authority, and is in itself the best for
educational purposes. It seems generally admitted that Guido
Arotino, the monk of Arezzo, who in the eleventh century
invented both the staff and the use of the sol-fa syllables,

applied the syllable UT (for which DOH has since been sub-

stituted) to the key-note. (See the Musical Histories of
Dr. Burney and Sir J. Hawkins.) Morley, the first English
writer on music, adopts the same principle of measuring
interval from the key-noto. (See his " Introduction to Practical

Music," published A.D. l97.) We have an old English black-
letter Bible, dated A.D. 1629, with Sternhold and Hopkins'
Metrical Psalms appended. Here we find the tunes printer"
over the psalms, and the initial letters of the sol-fa syllables, at
then used, printed on the staff close to the head of the notes -

f

and, notwithstanding the curious perplexity which arises from
the want of the seventh syllable 81 (which we call TK, to dis-

tinguish its initial letter from BOH), it is perfectly clear that
the syllables move with the key-note. The following advertise-

ment " to the Header
"

is prefixed to the book :

" Thou shalt

vnderstand (Gentle Reader) that I bane (for the helpe of those
that are desirous to learne to sing) caused a new print of note

to bee made, with letters to bee ioyned to enery note : Whereby
thou maist know how to call enory note by his right name, so

that with a very little diligence (as thou art taught, in the
introduction printed heretofore in the psalms) thou moist the

more easily, by the viewing of these letters, come to the know-

ledge of perfect solefaying : whereby thou mayest sing the

psalms the more speedily and easily. The letters be these,
v for vr, R for RE, M for MY, F for FA, s for SOL, L for LAH.
Thus when you see any letter ioyned by the note, yon may easily
call him by his right name." This old book, circulated and
used with the Bible itself throughout the kingdom more than
200 years ago, contains, in fact, a " Tonic Sol-fa Notation !

"

The perplexity above mentioned led to the common nse through-
out England of what was called the Tetrachordal System, in

which the notes of the scale are thus named : Fa, Sol, La, Fa,

Sol, La, Mi, Fa. Here the syllable FA is used for the key-note,
and also for the fourth of course moving with them. " Look
well to your FAS, my boy," is the instruction which many an
old sight-singer, now living, received from his father or teacher.

This, also, is a tonic (or key-note) method of solfa-ing. The
far-famed French writer Rousseau gives strong and most satis-

factory reasons for the " movable UT or DOH." (See hia

"Dictionary of Music," vol. ii., p. 223.)

LESSONS IN GREEK. VIII.

THE THIRD DECLENSION (continued).

THE adjectives which follow the nouns of the Third Declension

given in the last lesson, are 1, o, f} avarcap, to airarop, father-

less, a/j.rrrwp, a^rrrop, motherless, the genitive ends in opos -. 2,

6, r> app-rjy, TO apptv, manly ; gen. apptvos : 3, adjectives in uv (m.
and f.) and ov (n.), as 6 77 ft/Sai/iwf, TO euSoi.uov, happy ; and the

comparatives in tov, ov, iuv, tov. These comparatives, after

dropping the t>, suffer contraction in the accusative singular, and
in the nominative, accusative, and vocative plural. The voca-

tive is the same as the nominative neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Happy-

6, i} TO

tvSa.tfj.ovot.

Singular.

Mart hositlr. Greater.

&, TJ TO 0, 7J T

"- M'Coxa A"C<"f-

Vbc. tv&tunov. x01w.
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EXERCISE 17.-GREEK-EN'.

1. Peacocks were sacred to Hen (Juno). 2. We admire Menelaus

for hU valour. 3. The poets coll the morning rosy-fingered. 4. Truth

(ft XnOiu) often doM not aatUfy the people. 5. Helen wu the wife

of MeuelauH. 0. Babylon produces many peacocks. 7. In the temples

of the gods are many pillars. 8. Hares are timid animals. 9. The

voyage round (Mouut) Atbos was dangerous. 10. The palace has fine

chambers.
EXERCISE 18. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1 Mv<Xr 0ut>fiatTcu twt TJ apTj;. Z. Oau/iafo/ici/T

<(. 3. IluXXtii raifi lla/2i>\uviy TIKTUVTUI. 4. Ev rtp rrjt 'llput v<f)
tan

xuXov ruuf. 5. Ol tfiipei/Tui TOUT vdpv<wai. 6. Ot -raif Ivtiptuovrai vtro

tm f>ipii>Tuv. 7. Oi u-)u0oi woXtrai TOV avoqroy Xeaii* qitufoutH.

EXERCISE 19. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Avoid wild beasts. 2. A hand washes a hand. 3. Keep from

the wimp. 4. The meadows bloom. 5. The soldiers sing their war

song. 6. We know (try) gold and silver in (by) fire. 7. Many become

friends at the goblet (over their cups), but most (a greater number
enemies. 8. Men are delighted with the harp and banqueting

noes and tougs of victory. 9. The Greeks worship Apollo
and Poseidon (Neptune). 10. Industrious scholars read the works of

Xenophon with pleasure.

EXERCISE 20. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. <t>Cf) Tout #npar. 2. Orjpu tfievfovai. 3. Tar yftpat mfc. 4. Aircxa(J

TWf ^r\vu>. 5. Z-tpaTiuTric ff> iraiavi Ttpirerai. 6. '<> iraiav Tovr aipcniuirac

Tipird. 7. ii ffoi/3aioi fiu0r)T<i(, ra TOW 5evo0uvTor /JiySXiu aya7<7VU<riceTe. 8.

fa T.JI/ Hevo^uvTor /?> JXia avatifiaiKrKoi'Tcu viro TUV <rirovda<cui/ /lutfijTuv. 9.

fcpvoMctfa TOIT KaXoir Xeifioai. 10. Oi Xeifiwvcc 0aXXou<7<. 11. Oi irmmai
rov An-oXXui <7</?orra. 12. Toy Iloaeidu) <r/3(Tu 6 troirirnr.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXI.
NATURAL DIVISIONS OP THE EARTH'S SURFACE

(continued).

WITH, regard to the natural divisions of the water, the sea

which surrounds the land is divided into three great sections,

called oceans, exclusive of the comparatively small portions lying
within the polar circles, which are denominated the Arctic and
Antarctic Oceans. Those throe sections are : 1st. The Atlantic

Ocean, extending from the Arctic Circle to the Antarctic Circle, a
distance of 9,188 miles, and from the western coasts of the Old
"World to the eastern coasts of the New World, varying in

breadth from 1,818 miles, the distance between Sierra Leone
and Cape Roque, to 4,135 miles, the distance between the Cape
of Good Hope and Cape Horn. 2nd. The Pacific Ocean, also ex-

tending from the Arctic Circle to the Antarctic Circle, and from the

eastern coasts of the Old World to the western coasts of the New
World, varying in breadth from sixty miles at Behring Straits,

to about 11,000 miles at the equator, and then tapering to 5,277

miles, the distance between Cape Horn and Tasmania. 3rd.

The Indian Ocean, extending from the Tropic of Cancer to the

Antarctic Circle, a distance of 6,214 miles, and from the eastern

coasts of Africa to the western coasts of Australia, varying in

breadth from 3,491 miles at the equator, to 6,126 miles, the

distance between the Cape of Good Hope and Van Diemen's
Land.
The ocean which rolls between Asia and America, called the

Pacific, from the smoothness of its waves, and sometimes the

Great South Sea, from its vast extent, exceeds the whole surface

of the dry land. It is usually divided into two parts by the

equator, the portion which lies in the northern hemisphere being
called the North Pacific Ocean, and that in the southern hemi-

sphere the South Pacific Ocean. It is bounded on the east by
the western and north-western shores of America, and on the

west by the eastern coasts of Asia and Australia. Towards the

eastern side, and in the torrid zone, the face of this ocean is

studded with innumerable groups of islands, all remarkably
small. These consist generally of coral reefs, rising up like a
wall from unfathomed depths, and emerging but a little way
above the level of the sea. The most noted of these groups is

that called the Society Islands, the chief of which is Otaheite or
Tahiti (for an engraving of Otaheite see Vol. I., page 237) ; but
all of them are the works of insects, both minute and innu-

merable, whose incessant labours are gradually forming new
groups at the bottom of the ocean. The situation of these
islands is such that, although lying between the tropics, the tem-

perature of their atmosphere is so moderated by the surrounding
ocean that they enjoy the most delightful climate in the world.

On the western aide of the Pacific Ocean are the seas of Japan
and Okhotsk, and the Yellow Sea and China Sea ; and on the

eastern side are the inlet* called the Golf of California and

Queen Charlotte's Sound.
The ocean which rolls between Europe and America, and also

between Africa and America, in usually divided into two part*

by the equator, the one being called the North Atlantic Ocean,
and the other the South Atlantic Ocean. The whole ocean

receives the name Atlantic, from its washing the shores of that

part of Africa where the mountains of Allot were situated, which

the poets feigned were employed to support the heavens. The
Atlantic Ocean is bounded on the east by Europe and Africa, and
on the west by America ; that part of it between Europe and
America is called, from ancient times, the Western Ocean. The
Atlantic Ocean, taken between the limits of the Arctic Circle and
the latitudes of 35 S. on the one side, and 55 S. on the other,

is only about half the size of the Pacific Ocean. The South

Atlantic Ocean contains few islands of any size, and no inlets of

consequence. The North Atlantic Ocean abounds in large

islands, of which Great Britain and Ireland are the most noted ;

and in deep and numerous inland seas, which penetrate far into

the interior of both the Old and New Worlds, and which have

rendered the nations which possess its neaboard the most com-

mercial and enterprising people on the lace of the globe. The
Mediterranean Sea and the Baltic Sea are but arms of the North
Atlantic Ocean, on the east ; and the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of

Mexico. Hudson Bay, and Davis Strait, arms of the same on
the west. On the eastern shores, few large rivers, except the

Niger, discharge themselves into its waters ; but on the western

shores it receives the great rivers La Plata, the Orinoco, the

Maranon or Amazons, and the Mississippi, the largest water-ways
on the surface of the globe.
The Indian Ocean rolls between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,

washing the eastern shores of Africa, the southern shores of Asia,

and the western shores of Australia; whence its western,

northern, and eastern boundaries are manifest ; on the south it

is bounded by the Pacific and Antarctic Oceans. This ocean

contains many islands, the most important of which are Mada-

gascar and Ceylon ; and several bays and gulfs, such as the Bay
of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Bed Sea or

Arabian Gulf, etc.

The ocean (from the Greek oKtavos, o-ke'-a-nos, the great out-

ward sea surrounding the world) means collectively, all the water

which surrounds the earth; or, individually, any very large

expanse of water.

The term sea (from Saxon, sae) is used in the same sense, both

collectively and individually ; but it is also applied to a smaller

portion of water, and is often synonymous with the term gulf,

from the Italian golfo, which is a bay, or opening of the sea into

the land, either by a wide or a narrow opening. When the

mouth of the opening into the land is wide, it is more usually
called a lay, from the French baie ; and when narrow, a gulf.

When the sea penetrates far and wide into the land, the collection

of water is then called an inland sea ; such are the Mediterranean

Sea and the Baltic Sea, the one in the south and the other in the

north of Europe.
The Arctic Ocean is the sea that surrounds the north pole, or

rather that lies within the Arctic Circle ; its boundaries are not

exactly known, that is, it is not yet ascertained how much land

lies within this zone, and, consequently, the extent of sea is

equally unascertained. Whether Greenland extends to or falls

short of the north pole has not yet been discovered ; and the

limits of North America have not quite been determined. This

sea, besides the greater part of Greenland, contains Nova Zembla,
the extreme north of Europe, the Liakhov Islands or New Siberia,

and others, and some north of Baffin Bay. The White Sea is

on the borders of the Arctic Ocean. The Antarctic Ocean,

though considered as being likely to contain more land, is still

less known than the Arctic Ocean ; and if both were equally free

of land, they would be of the same size within the Arctic and

Antarctic Circles.

Lakes are large or small portions of water wholly surrounded

by land ; some of these are so large as to be called seas, such as

the Caspian Sea, the Sea of Aral, etc.

A channel is a narrow passage between two seas, or two parts

of the same sea ; as, the English Channel, between the North

Sea or German Ocean and the Atlantic.

As appropriate illustrations to the present lesson on the
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natural divisions of the earth's surface, we have given two maps,
one of the Atlantic Ocean and the other of the Pacific Ocean,
which will be found useful in showing on a larger scale than that

on which our Map of the World was drawn, the shores of the

countries that are washed by these great bodies of water, and

their mutual position with regard to each other. These maps are

arranged in such a manner that the student may ascertain the

longitude East or West from Greenwich or Washington of any
place that is marked in them. In the map of the Atlantic Ocean

the meridians are marked according to their position east and
west from Greenwich along the top, and from Washington along
the bottom. In the map of the Pacific Ocean the distance of

each meridian from Greenwich is marked along the bottom of

the map, and from Washington along the top. A representation
of by far the greater part of the surface of the globe between
the Arctic and Antarctic Circles is given in these maps. The

part which does not appear in them is that portion of the Indian

Ocean which washes the southern coast of Asia and the eastern

shore of Africa, with the whole of Central and Western Asia

and the east part of Africa.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXX.
DECIMALS IN CONNECTION WITH COMPOUND QUANTITIES

REDUCTION OP DECIMALS.
1. To reduce any given Compound Quantity to tfie Decimal of

another given Compound Quantity of the same kind.

This is the name given to the process of finding, in the form
of a decimal, what fraction the one quantity is of the other ; or,

in other words, of expressing the ratio of the two quantities as

a decimal fraction.

Hence, clearly, all we have to do is to find the ratio of the

two quantities expressed as a vulgar fraction, and then to reduce

that fraction to a decimal.

Thus 4s. is <i, and i = -2.

Hence 4s., reduced to the decimal of a pound, is '2.

Again, 14s. 6d. = ,fg.
And we find, as in the margin, that |g, expressed 40) 29-000

aa a decimal, is '725.

Hence, 14s. 6d., reduced to the decimal of a pound, '725

is .-725.

2. But instead of reducing the whole of the one compound
quantity to. the fraction of the other, and then reducing this

fraction to a decimal, we can, in many cases, obtain the result

more conveniently by reducing the separate portions successively
to decimals of the next higher denomination.

Thus, if it be required to reduce 3 4s. 4Jd. to the decimal
of a pound, we may proceed as follows :

$d. = '5 of a penny.
Therefore 4'd. = 4'5

And 4id. = Vj of a shilling = '375 of a shilling.
Therefore 4s. 4Jd. = 4-375 of a shilling.

And 4s. 4-Jd. = *-p of a pound.= '21875
Hence 3 4s. 4-Jd., reduced to the decimal of a pound, is 3'21875.

In practice we should arrange the process thus :

4) 2-0 farthings.

12 ) 4*5 pence.

20 ) 4-375 shillings.

3-21875 pounds.

Writing down the two farthings and dividing 6y 4, we get
5 pence, before which we place the 4d. of the given sum.
Dividing this again by 12, we get '375 shillings, before which
we place the 4s. of the given sum ; and, similarly, dividing this

by 20, we get '21875 pounds, before which we place the 3 pounds
of the given sum.

3. EXAMPLE. Eeduce 5 days 3 hours 36 minutes to the
decimal of 3 weeks.

60 ) 36-00 minutes.

24 ) 3-60 hours.

7) 5-150000 days.

3 ) -73571428 weeks.

24523809 decimal of 3 weeks. Answer.

4. To reduce a Decimal of any Compound Quantity to swo
cessive lower Denominations.

For instance, suppose it be required to reduce ,3'21875 to

pounds, shillings, and pence.
This is the reverse process to that already explained in Art. 2,

01 07*: v 90
Now -21875 = sM1 -

= = 4 '375 s
"

Kil-

375 x 12
375 shil. = /o

s
o shillings = 1AAA pence = fg = 4'5 pence.

IvUV

And "5 pence = TO pence = -JT farthings = ?o = 2 farthings.

Hence, 3-21875 = 3 4s. 4-Jd.

An examination of the above will sufficiently explain the fol-

lowing method of arranging the work :

3-21875
20

4-37500
12

4-500 (leaving out unnecessary
4 ciphers.)

2-0 3 4s. 41d. Answer.

Notice that the decimal part only of each line is multiplied.

5. Hence we get the following
Rule for finding the Value of a Decimal of any one Denomina-

tion in successive lower Denominations.

Multiply the decimal part by the number of units of the next

lower denomination which makes one of the denomination in

which the decimal is expressed, and cut off from the result a
number of decimal places equal to the number in the multi-

plicand. The integral part in this result will express the number
of units of the lower denomination. Proceed to reduce the

remaining decimal part to the next lowest denomination exactly
in the same way, and continue the process until the lowest

required denomination is arrived at.

6. EXAMPLE. Eeduce -4258 days to hours, minutes, etc.

4258
24

17032
8516

10-2192 hours.
60

13-1520 minutes.
60

9'1200 seconds.

Hence '4258 days = 10 h. 13 m. 9-12 a.

7. It is evident that, since each of the two processes we have

explained is the converse of the other, we can prove the correct-

ness of our operations in any case by reducing the result to the

original form.

Thus we showed that .3 4s. 4^d. was <3'21875, and then,

by the converse process, we proved that .3-21875= =3 4s. 4^d.

8. EXAMPLE. Eeduce -21 73 of a pound to shillings, pence, eta

This may be performed in two ways.

2173
20 .

4-347
12

4-169
4

678 farthings.

Hence -2173 = 4a. 4d. and -678 farthings.

Here, in multiplying we are obliged to take in additional figures
of the recurring period, in order to obtain the recurring period
after the multiplication correctly ; and this might give rise to!

considerable trouble if the number of figures in the recurring

period were large. It will be often better, therefore, in such

cases, to reduce the recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction, and

proceed to perform the operation as follows :
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2173 =

^l*
30

shillings VV shllliags = 4i(t hillings.
M7w

P ' X 1"
HI shillings = -^ pence - fJJ pence 4,Vi pence.

{ft pence = . farthing* = 1JJ farthings.

165) 112-000 (-678
MO

1300
1155

1450
1320

130

Hence -2173 * 4s. 4d. and '678 farthings.

EXERCISE 4.9. EXAMPLES IN REDUCTION OF DECIMALS.
Reduce
1. 4s. 9d. to the decimal of 1.

2. 10s. 9d. to the decimal of 1.

3. 17s. 7d. to the decimal of 1.

4. 6Jd. to the decimal of a shilling.
5. 2 furlongs 2 rods to the decimal of a mile.
6. 3 hours a minutes to the decimal of a day.
7. 5 Ibs. 4 oz. to the decimal of a cwt.
8. 15 rniuutes 30 seconds to the decimal of an hour.
9. 7 ounces 8 drachms to the decimal of a pound.

10. 1 guinea to the decimal of a moidore, and 2s. 6d. to that of
1 guinea . Deduce from your results what decimal 2s. 6d. is

of a moidore.
11. 2 roods 10 perches to the decimal of an acre.
12. 18s lO.id to the decimal of a guinea.
13. What decimal is a day of a year, and 3s. 7Jd. of 18s. 2Jd. ?

14. What decimal is a pound of a cwt., and 2s. 9Jd. of 13s. lOid. ?

15. Express I of 3 Ibs. 8 oz. as a decimal of 2 qrs. 15 Ibs. 7 oz.

16. Reduce -43 of 2 17s. 6d. to the decimal of 5 15s.

Find the value of

17. '725 in shillings, etc.

18. -1325 iu shillings, etc.

19. '825s. iu pence, etc.

20. *435 Ibs. iu ounces and drachms.
21. '275 miles in rode, yards, otc.

22. -4258 days iu hours, etc.

23. '845 hours iu minutes, otc.

24. Reduce 4s. 75d. to the decimal of '01 of 1.

25. Find "3 of a pound in shillings, pence, etc.

26. Reduce
* I" t T VV

Find tho valuo of

27. -890625 of 1 in shillings, pence, etc.

28. -27 x -i of 2s. 9',d., and reduce the result to the decimal of &
pound to 4 places.

29. -23 of 2 + '345 of 8s. 6d. 1'35 of 5s.

30. - -.---53 Of a cubic yard.
235 -03

of 1 to the decimal of a guinea.

KEY TO EXERCISE 48, LESSON XXIX. (Vol. II., page 198).

N.B. Tho fractional parts of a farthing are neglected in these results.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

220 1

1625 9

212 4
411 13
2290 6
135 12

78742 2

3456 16
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will become milky, owing to the precipitation of the salts. A
similar effect may be produced by adding a little lime-water ; the

lime appropriates the carbonic acid, and consequently the salts

originally in the water and the newly-made carbonate of lime

are precipitated together.

The formation of stalagmites and stalactites in caverns, and

likewise the petrifaction of bodies placed in the water of many
wells for example, the "

Dropping Well," at Knaresborough, in

Yorkshire is due to this suspension of calcium carbonate by
carbonic acid gas. When the water is distributed over the sur-

face of the body undergoing petrifaction, or as it drips from the

roof of the cavern, the carbonic acid gas escapes, and the calcium

carbonate, being no longer capable of existing in solution, is

deposited.
When water is required for delicate experiments, for pho-

tographic purposes, or for making solutions for laboratory use,

distilled water must be used.

To distil water, the glass tube in Liebig's condenser should be

replaced by a metal one lined with block tin
; and to be quite

sure that the water in the retort is not acid, it is safer to add
a little carbonate of soda. Acidulated water, after the process
of distillation has been continued for some time, begins to be-

come acid.

Water should never be kept in a lead cistern ; for if it con-

tain any carbonic acid gas, a lead carbonate would be formed,
which renders the water poisonous.
Water is a perfectly neutral body, being capable of combining

with acids and likewise with alkalies. When it enters into

chemical combination with a substance it forms a hy'drate, while

a body which contains no water is said to be anhydrous.

Crystals also contain water, which is necessary to their exist-

ence; it is called the "water of crystallisation," and when
driven off by heat the crystal falls to powder. It is thus ex-

pressed in symbols

Na,O,CO, + 10 HO4 = soda crystals;

that is, sodium carbonate and ten atoms of water of crystallisa-

tion.

Water is a great solvent ; being capable of holding in solution,

more or less, almost all bodies Asa general rule, more of the

body is dissolved by hot than by cold water. When a quantity
of water will not take up any more of a substance, the solution

is said to be " saturated." If it be warm water, then, on cooling,
the dissolved substance will be deposited in crystals ; if cold, the

crystals will appear on evaporating. This may be interestingly
shown by adding alum or salt to boiling water until the water
will dissolve no more; then suspend a bunch of thread, etc., in

the vessel, and set it to cool in a dark, quiet place. The greater
the quantity of the solution the larger will be the crystals on
the thread.

The ocean is the great reservoir of water. But sea-water
holds in solution a great number of salts. The effect of this is to

increase its density ; hence ships can bear much greater cargoes
in salt than in fresh water. As we shall find that some elements
are always got from sea-water, we give an analysis of that in

the British Channel :

Water
Sodium Chloride

Potassium Chloride

Magnesium Chloride

Magnesium Bromide

Magnesium Sulphate
Calcium Sulphate
Calcium Carbonate
Iodine ..
Ammonia ..

963-74372

28-05948

076552
3-66658

0-02929

2-29578

1-40662

0-03301

traces

traces

1000-00000

Ships are now fitted with apparatus for distilling sea-water ;

but the fresh water thus procured is insipid ; if, however, ii

be filtered through charcoal it is
"
aerated," and assumes the

refreshing taste of spring water.

All water contains air ; but the air in water has double the

proportion of oxygen in it than in atmospheric air. This is one
of the chief uses of aquatic plants they give off oxygen to the
water. Fish, which require oxygen for their existence, pass the
water through their gills, which apparatus retains the gas. If

oxygen were in the same proportion in the air in the water as in

ihe atmosphere we breathe, the ttsh would nave to pass through
;heir gills double the quantity of water thus entailing much
greater wear and tear of life. The fact that fish require air may
je shown by boiling water, which expels the air from it, allowing
t to cool, and then putting some "

gold and silver
"

fish into it

The animals will come to the surface to breathe, and endeavour
jo

" aerate
"
the water by agitating it with their tails.

The last form we shall notice in which water is given to the

earth, is dew.

During the day, as we have seen, the sun evaporates mois-

;ure, filling the air with water-vapour steam. When the sun
sets all bodies begin to radiate off their heat into the sky. The
leaves of the vegetation are good radiators of heat, and there-

fore the grasses, etc., soon lose their heat and become cold. But
not only are they good radiators, but they are also bad con-

ductors, and therefore they receive no further addition of heat
from the earth out of which they grow ; upon their cold surfaces

the moisture in the air is condensed, forming dew.
No dew is found on the bare earth, because it is never cold,

beat being radiated from it all night ; neither do we find dew
under the overspreading branches of trees, nor on a cloudy
night; for the branches and the clouds throw back the heat
radiated from the earth, and thus the grasses beneath them are
never cold. On a windy night the vegetation is warmed by
" convection

"
that is, the disturbance of the atmosphere

brings in contact with the blades of grass, etc., warm particles
of air, and by this means their temperature is kept up.

Thus, the conditions for a copious fall of dew are a hot day, a

clear, still night. If the temperature bo below freezing point

during the deposition of the dew, the particles of water freeze,

and hoar-frost is formed.

THE PEROXIDE OP HYDROGEN (H aO a ).

It will be remembered that in procuring oxygen from the air,

one method was to pass a current of air over barytes, BaO, this

oxide, combined with another atom of oxygen, thus forming
BaO2 . Upon raising the temperature, this peroxide of barium

parted with the second atom of oxygen, assuming its original

condition, BaO. But if we take this Ba02 , and dissolve it in

dilute hydrochloric acid, the following equation will indicate the

BaO6 + 2HC1 = BaCla + H aO 2 ;

that is, barium chloride and peroxide of hydrogen are formed

The barium chloride, BaCl 2 ,
is withdrawn from the solution, by

submitting it to the low temperature of a freezing mixture, at

which the BaCl 2 cannot remain in solution, and therefore it

"
crystallises out," and is thus removed. More peroxide of

barium and hydrochloric acid are added to the solution, and the

process repeated until we get an appreciable quantity of the per-

oxide of hydrogen ; besides this, there will be a little barium

chloride in the solution ; by adding silver sulphate, a double

decomposition takes place, thus

BaCl 3 + AgaSO t = 2AgCl + BaSO, ;

and seeing that both the products, silver chloride and barium

sulphate, are insoluble, they are precipitated. To separate tho

water from the peroxide of hydrogen, the mixture is placed

under the receiver of an air-pump the same arrangement as in

the freezing of water by its own evaporation, given in the last

lesson. The sulphuric acid absorbs the vapour formed by the

rapid evaporation, and the H2 2
is left in the vessel. It is a

transparent syrupy liquid, possessing a peculiar odour, and

decomposes at even the low temperature of 20 Cent. ; at high

temperatures it decomposes with explosion. By its means fibrin

may be distinguished from albumen the two great components
of flesh ; the former decomposes it, the latter does not. It is

remarkable that finely-divided gold, platinum, or silver are

capable of decomposing this body into oxygen and water, with-

out undergoing any change themselves. Some protoxides, such

as that of lead, have the same effect, but in the process they

become higher oxides, whilst the oxides of the noble metals

not only are capable of causing the decomposition, but at the same

time lose their own oxygen, and are reduced to the metallic state.

This substance has a powerful bleaching action, and should a

process for producing it at a cheap rate be discovered, it would

prove a great boon, for it does not destroy the fabric it bleaches ;

and the result after the bleaching is accomplished being only

water, the necessity of great cleansing of the bleached material

is precluded.
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LKSSONS IN FRENCH. XXXIV.
SECTION LXXVL-QOVEBNMENT OP VEKBS (J 125).

1 . Many verbs como together in French without propositions,

which uro in English joiuod by them. Many others are con-

ni French by prepositions different from those con-

necting the corresponding verbs in English. No satisfactory

rules can be given on this point. We shall give in

the Second Part of those Lessons [ 126, 127, 128] copious

lists of the verbs in general use, with the prepositions which

follow thorn, when they couio before other verbs. We have

also hitherto noted tho prepositions usually placed after the

verbs introduced in our lessons.

2. Tho student will recollect, that a verb following another

verb or a preposition (except en) must be in the infinitive when

the two verbs have the same subject, or when tho object of the

first is the subject of tho second.*

3. Tho following verbs, extracted from the list, 126,

although they, in English, take a preposition before another

verb, do not take one in tho French :

AUor, 1. ir, to go.

Compter, 1. to intend.

Courir, 2. ir. to run.

Daigner, 1. to deign.

Dc!sirer, 1. to desirt.

Devoir, 3. to owe.

Envoyer, 1. ir. to send.

Espdrer, 1. to hope.

Falloir, 3. ir. to be ne- Savoir, 3. ir. to fcnoic.

cessary. fSouhaiter, 1. to MM/I.

Mener, 1. to lead, take. Valoir mieux, 3. ir. to

Penser, 1. to Ihink. be belter.

Pouvoir, 3. ir. to b able. Venir, 2. ir. to come.

1'referer, 1. to prefer. Vouloir, 3. ir. to wish,

Pre'tendro, 4. to pretend. will.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Coniptez-vous diner avec nous ?

Je vais diner chez mou pore.
Ne voulez-vous pas douuer a mau-

ger u ce cliien P

Desirez-vous montor dans ma
cliambre ?

Je prdfere descendre chez votre

pere.
Demeure-t-il en haut on en bos ?

Prt'terez-vous demeuror au rez-de-

chausse'e ?

Je desire demeuror au premier
e'tage.

Nous preforoua louer le second

e'tage.

Nous espe'rons louer uue chambre
au second.

! Do you, intend to dine uith us?

j

I am going to dine at my father's.

Will you not feed that day ?

Do you with to go up to my room ?

I prefer to go down to your father's.

Does he live above or below 7

Do you, prefer to live on the ground
floor?

I wish to live on the first storey.

We prefer to take the second storey.

!
We hope to rent a room on the second

storey.

EXERCISE 147.

Cabinet, m. closet. En haut, up stairs, above. Salle, f. parlour.

Compt-er, 1. to intend, Faisan, m. pheasant. Touch-er, 1. to touch,
to reckon. Jou-er, 1. to play. play.

Dejeun-er, 1. to brook- Lou-er, 1. to rent, let. Troi.su-me, third

feat. Pinc-er, 1. to play. storey.

Demain, to-morrow. Ploisir, m. favour, plea- Violon, m. violin.

En bas, doicn stairs, be- sure.

low.

1. Combien de chambres comptez-voua louor ? 2. Nous
oomptons loner nne salle an rez-de-ohaussee et deux cabinets
au troisieme. 3. Ne preferez-vous paa louer une chambre &
oonoher an second ? 4. Nous preferons demeurer au rez-de-

chaussee. 5. No ponvez-vous roster a diner aveo nous au-

jourd'hui ? G. Je vous remercie, je prefero venir domain. 7.

M. votre pere viendra-t-il domain dejeuner aveo nous ? 8. II

compte venir domain, de bonne henro. 9. Que vonlez-vons
lenrdiro? 10. Je veux les prior do me faire ce plaisir. 11.

Comptoz-vous faire ce plaisir a mon frere ? 12. J'espere lo lui

faire. 13. Preferez-vous demourcr en haut ou en bas ? 14.

Nous preferons demeurer en bas. 15. Quo pensez-vons faire

de co jeuno faisan? 16. Nous pensons 1'envoyer i M. votro
beau-frere. 17. Ne savez-vous pas jouer dn violon? 18. Je
sais on jouer. 19. Mllc- votre consine sait-elle toucher da
piano ? 20. Elle sait toucher du piano et pincer de la harpe.
21. No savez-vous pas 6crire ? 22. Nous savons liro, rcrire, et

compter. 23. Savez-vous jouer de la guitare ? 24. Nous ne

* This rule does not apply to impersonal verbs which may be fol-

lowed by an infinitive, although their subject is not that of the infini-

tive. Je leur dis : 11 faut partlr. I told them .- we must start.

f May also take the preposition da before an infinitive.

Bftvonn pas en joaer. 25. Nona sonhaitons trouver on apparte-
ment au roz-de-chaussee.

EZBBCISK 148.

1 . Does your brother-in-law intend to rent the ground floor r

2. He intends to rent two rooms on the second storey. 3. How
many rooms does your son intend to take ? 4. He intends to

take two rooms on the second storey. 5. Does he prefer to live

on the second floor '< 6. He prefers to live on tho ground
floor. 7. Does your father wish to como to dinner with as
to-morrow ? 8. He intends to couie to-morrow at two o'clock.

9. Do you prefer to live up stairs or down stairs ? 10. I prefer
to live up stairs. 11. Does your sister know how to play on the

piano P 12. She knows how to play on the piano. 13. Where
do you intend to live (demeurer) ? 14. We intend to live at

your father's. 15. Will you go up to my room ? 16. I will

go down to your father's. 17. Do you wish to live on the

ground floor P 18. I wish to live on the second floor. 19. IB

it necessary to stay here P 20. It is not necessary to stay here.

21. What do you think of doing with (de) your book ? 22. I

think of giving it to my son. 23. What do you wish me to

say to that gentleman ? 24. I wish you to beg him to do me
a favour. 25. Do you wish to send that pheasant to your
mother P 26. I wish to send it to her, she is ill. 27. Can-
not your sister play on the violin ? 28. She cannot play on the

violin, but she can play on tho guitar. 29. Does your sister

wish to live up stairs ? 30. She prefers living down stairs.

31. Will you not do me that favour ? 32. I will do it with

pleasure. 33. Cannot your brother stay and dine with us to-

day P 34. He has promised my father to come and dine with
him. 35. Our friend knows how to read, write, and reckon.

SECTION LXXVII.-GOVEENMENT OF VERBS (continued).

1. Many verbs in French are joined with other verbs follow-

ing, by means of the preposition de, of, where the correspond-
ing verbs in English either take no preposition, or one other
than of. Besides avoir besoin, Ac. [Sect. 20, R. 4], the fol-

lowing verbs, extracted from list, 128, belong to this class :

Achever, to finish. Dire, to say.
Avoir tort, to be wrong. Dispenser, to dispense.

Bruler, to burn, to long. Empecher, to prevent.

Cesser, to cease. Eviter, to avoid.

Commander, to com- Jurer, to swear.

mand. Mauquer, to fail.

Conseiller, to advise. Menacer, to threaten.

Ddfendre, to forbid. Ndgliger, to neglect.

Prier, to beg.

Promettre, to promise.

Proposer, to propose.

Refuser, to rrfu*e.

Se flatter, to flatter one's

el/.

Supplier, to entreat.

Trembler, to tremble.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Pourquoi n'achevez-vous pas d'ap-

prendre ce me'tier ?

Nous brulons de continuer nos

etudes.

II ne cesso de nous tourmenter.

Me dtSfendez-vous de faire du bien

a cet homme ?

Ne ndgligez pas de lui faire one
visite.

Me promettez-vous de faire une
visile a mon ami ?

Je vous prie d'aller tout droit chez
vous.

Je vous conseille de venir par le

chemin de fer.

Ne manquez pas de lui faire mes

compliments.
L'avez-vous menace* de le frapper ?

J'ai refuse de lui faire credit.

Me proposez-vous de lui confier

cet argent ?

Je vous conseille de le lui confier.

JVvito do lui reprocher ses

fautcs.

Why do you not finish learning that

trader

H'e burn to continue our studies.

He does not cease tormenting us.

Do you forbid my doing goid to (hat

man ?

Do not neglect paying htm a visit.

Do you promise me to pay a visit to

my friend ?

I beg you will go straight horn*.

I advise you to come by Ou railroad.

Do not fail to present my compliment*
to him.

Have you threatened to strike him ?

I refused to give him credit.

Do you propose to me to trust Mm
with this money ?

I advise you to trust him with it.

I avoid to reproach him with his

/ault.

EXERCISE 149.

Arros-er, 1. to water. Gard-er, 1. to keep. Se rcnd-re, 4, ref, to re-

Arrosoir, m. watering- Jardinier, m. gardener. pair.

pot. Lendemain, m. next Tout droit, straight.

An contraire, on the day. Veille, f. eve, day be~

contrary. Oubli-er, 1. to forget. fore.

Corrig-er, 1. to correct. Rendre, 4. to do, to Voie, f. conveyance, way,
Fairu part, to commu- render.

'

or mode of travelling.
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1. Pourquoi ne cessez-vous pas de lire ? 2. J'aurais tort de

cesser de lire avant de savoir ma Ie9on. 3. Avez-vous defendu
a votre jardinier d'arroser ces flours ? 4. Au contraire, je lui

avais commande de les arroser. 5. Pourquoi a-t-il neglige do

le faire ? 6. Parce qu'il a oublie d'apporter 1'arrosoir. 7. Que
desire faire M. F. ? 8. II brule de continuer 1'etude de la

medecine. 9. N'avez-vous pas tort de faire des visites a ce

monsieur? 10. J'aurais tort de le negliger. 11. N'avez-vous

pas refuse de rendre ce service a votre ennemi ? 12. J'aurais eu
tort de refuser de le lui rendre. 13. Quelle voie nous avez-

vous conseille de prendre ? 14. Je vous ai conseille de prendre
l& voie du bateau a vapeur. 15. Avez-vous menace de frap-

per cet enfant ? 16. Je 1'ai menace de le corriger. 17. Avez-
vous refuse de vendre des marchandises a mon frere P 18. J'ai

refuse de lui en vendre a credit. 19. Avez-vous dit a mon fils

de se rendre a la maison P 20. Je 1'ai prie d'y aller tout droit.

21. Vous proposez-vous de venir la veille de Noel ? 22. Nous
nous proposons de venir le lendemain. 23. Votre compagnon
se propose-t-il de garder le secret ? 24. H se propose de faire

part de cela a tont le monde.

EXERCISE 150.

1. Have yon forbidden my cousin to speak to the gardener ?

2. I have not forbidden him to speak to him. 3. Has your
mother ordered the gardener to water her roses (roses) ?

4. She has ordered him to water them. 5. Has he forgotten to

do it ? 6. He has neglected to do it, he has not forgotten it.

7. What conveyance will you take to go to Paris ? 8. I advise

you to take the railroad. 9. Have you told (d) your son to

take the steamboat ? 10. No, Sir, I have told him to take the

stage (diligence, f.). 11. Is not your brother wrong to neglect

paying a visit to his brother-in-law ? 12. He is wrong to

neglect it. 13. Does not that young German long to read that
letter ? 14. He longs to continue his studies. 15. Do you
propose to trust him with that money ? 16. I propose to trust

him with it. 17. Do you neglect to reproach him with his

faults ? 18. I avoid to reproach him with them. 19. Have
you threatened to punish your son ? 20. I have threatened to

strike him. 21. Do not fail to present my compliments to my
sister's friends. 22. I will not fail (je n'y manquerai pas}.
23. Have you refused to sell him goods ? 24. I have refused
to sell him goods on credit. 25. Which mode of travelling do

you advise me to take ? 26. I advise you to take the railroad.

27. Do you forbid him to come ? 28. I have forbidden his

writing. 29. Have you failed to pay your gardener? 30. I

have not failed to pay him. 31. I have forgotten to pay you.
32. Do not neglect to write to me. 33. Tell him to go to my
father. 34. Do not cease to work. 35. Tell him to come on
Christmas Eve. 36. I have told him to come the day after.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 32 (Vol. I., page 131).

1. Cette cannelle est-elle bonne ? 2. Cette cannelle est meilleure que
la votre et que celle de votre frere. 3. Quel jonr du mois avons-
nous aujourd'hui ? 4. Nous avons le six. 5. Votre pere a-t-il vingt
francs ? 6. Non, Monsieur, il n'a que six francs cinquante centimes.
7. Combien de volumes votre ouvrage a-t-il ? 8. II en a beaucoup, il

en a quinze. 9. Le menuisier a-t-il lu le denxieme volume de 1'his-

toire de France de Michelet? 10. Oni, Monsieur, il en a lu le

deuxieme volume. 11. Votre ami a-t-il les ceuvres de Moliere ? 12.
II n'en a que deux volumes. 13. Avez-vous mon habit de drap ou mon
habit de velours ? 14. Nous avons 1'un et 1'autre. 15. Nous avons
celni-ci et celui-la. 16. Combien de cannelle avez-vous ? 17. Nous en
avons deux kilogrammes. 18. Combien de centimes le marchand
a-t-il ? 19. II en a vingt-six. 20. Avez-vous la troisieme ou la

quatrieme place? 21. Je n'ai ni la troisieme ni la quatrieme, j'ai la

dixieme. 22. N'avez-vous pas honte aujourd'hui ? 23. Non, Monsieur,
je n'ai pas honte, mais j'ai peur. 24. Avez-vous vingt-cinq centimes ?

25. Non, Monsieur, mais j'ai cinqnante centimes. 26. Avons-nous le

six juillet? 27. Non, Monsieur, nous avons le quatre mars. 28. Votre
oncle a-t-il six enfants ? 29. Non, Monsieur, il n'en a qu'un. 30.
Avez-vous dix kilogrammes de viande ? 31. Je n'en ai que cinq kilo-

grammes. 32. La viande du boucher est-elle bonne ? 33. Elle n'est

pas tres-bonne. 34. Combien de kilogrammes en avez-vous ?

EXERCISE 33 (Vol. I., page 132).

1. Is your brother-in-law older than mine ? 2. Tours is younger
than mine. 3. How old is your mother-in-law ? 4. She is nearly fifty

years old. 5. What o'clock is it now ? 6. It is past six. 7. Are you
certain of that ? 8. Yes, Sir, I am certain of it. 9. Is it more
than two by your watch ? 10. It is only twelve by my watch. 11.

Are you more than five years old, my child ? 12. I am not yet four.
13. Have you more than six yards of printed calico ? 14. I have less
than three yards. 15. How many ells of ribbon has your father-in-
law ? 16. He has but little ribbon, he has but half an ell. 17. Is it a

quarter to twelve ? 18. It is later, Sir, it is a quarter after twelve.
19. What day of the month is it ? 20. It is the sixth of October. 21.

Is it not the eighth of February ? 22. No, Madam, it is the eighth of
March. 23. How many gardens has your first cousin ? 24. He has
only one, but it is very beautiful. 25. He has more than ten.

EXERCISE 34 (Vol. I., page 132).

1. Quel age votre beau-frere a-t-il ? 2. II a ciaquante ans. 8. Votre
belle-soeur est-elle plus age"e que la mienne ? 4. Non, Monsieur, ma
belle-sceur est plus jeune que la votre. 5. Votre fils a-t-il vingt-cinq
ans ? 6. Non, Madame, il n'en a que seize. 7. Quel jour du mois
avons-nous aujourd'hui ? 8. Nous avons le onze. 9. Avez-vous le

vingtieme volume des ceuvres de Chateaubriand ? 10. Non, Madame,
nous en avons le onzieme. 11. Quelle heure est-il, Monsieur ? 12. II

n'est que midi. 13. N'est-il pas plus tard ? 14. II est une heure
moins un quart. 15. II est cinq heures et quart. 16. Combien de
metres de cette toile d'Hollande avez-vous ? 17. J'en ai dix aunes et
demie. 18. J'en ai six yards, et seize yards de soie italienne. 19.

Votre belle-mere est-elle plus jeune que votre beau-pere ? 20. Ello est

plus jeune que lui. 21. Avez-vous vingt ans ? 22. Non, Monsieur, je
n'ai que dix-neuf ans et demi. 23. fites-vous sur qn'il est dix heures ?

24. Oui, Madame, j'en suis sur. 25. Est-il dix heures moins vingt
minutes ? 26. Non, Monsieur, il est midi moins un quart. 27. Com-
bien de maisons avez-vous ? 28. Je n'en ai qu'une, mais ma belle-

sceur en a deux. 29. Avez-vous la mienne ou la votre ? 30. Je n'ai

ni la votre, ni la mieune, j'ai celle de votre beau-fils. 31. Votre belle

mere a-t-elle cinq metres de cette indienne ? 32. Elle n'en a que deux.

33. Quelle heure est-il a votre montre ? 34. II est quatre heures et

demie a ma montre. 35. II est plus de sept heures a la mienne.

EXERCISE 35 (Vol. I., page 132).

1. Has your mother in-law anything to do ? 2. She has nothing to
do. 3. Has she two pages to write? 4. No, Sir, she has only one.
5. Do you intend to read this newspaper ? 6. Yes, Madam, I intend
to read it. 7. Are you right to buy a velvet coat ? 8. I am right to

buy one. 9. Does your little girl want to sleep ? 10. Yes, Sir, she
wants to sleep, she is tired. 11. Are you afraid of falling ? 12. I

am not afraid of falling. 13. Has the gardener time to work in the
fields ? 14. He has no wish to work in the fields. 15. Are your fields

as large as mine ? 16. They are larger than yours. 17. Are you
ashamed to walk P 18. I am not ashamed to walk, but I am ashamed
to dance. 19. How old is your son ? 20. He is sixteen. 21. Is it

the second of March or the fifth of June ? 22. It is the twenty-eighth
of July. 23. Is it noon ? 24. No, Sir, it is not yet twelve, it is onl>

half-past eleven. 25. It is early yet.

EXERCISE 36 (Vol. I., page 132).

1. Qu'est-ce que votre beau-frere a a faire ? 2. II a des lettres a ecrire.

3. A-t-il besoin de travailler ? 4. Oui, Monsieur, il a besoin de tra-

vailler. 5. A-t-il 1'intention de lire mon livre ? 6. II n'a pas 1'inten-

tion de lire votre livre, il n'a pas le temps. 7. Votre soeur a-t-elle

honte de marcher ? 8. Ma scaur n'a pas honte de marcher, mais mon
frere a honte de danser. 9. Votre cousine a-t-elle quelque chose a

dire ? 10. Ma cousine n'a rien a dire, elle a peur de parler. 11. Est-il

tard ? 12. Non, Madame, il n'est pas tard, il est de bonne heure. 13.

Avez-vous envie de lire la lettre de ma soeur? 14. Avez-vous le

courage d'aller a la guerre ? 15. Je n'ai pas le courage d'aller a la

guerre. 16. Votre sceur a-t-elle raison d'acheter une robe de soie P

17. Oui, Monsieur, elle a raison d'en acheter une. 18. Cet enfant

a-t-il besoin de dormir ? 19. Non, Monsieur, cet enfant n'a pas besoin

de dormir, il n'est pas fatigue". 20. Le jardinier de votre frere a-t-il

envie de travailler dans mon jardin ? 21. II a envie de travailler dans

le mien. 22. Quel age cet enfant a-t-il ? 23. Cet enfant a dix ans.

24. Quel jour du mois avons-nous ? 25. Nous avons le neuf mars. 26.

Avez-vous peur de marcher ? 27. Je n'ai pas peur de marcher, mais

je suis fatigue
1

. 28. Avez-vous le temps de lire le livre de mon frere ?

29. J'ai le temps de lire son livre. 30. Le menuisier a-t-il envie de

parler? 31. II a envie de travailler et de lire. 32. Votre fils a-t-il

peur de tomber? 33. II n'a pas peur de tomber, mais il a peur de

travailler. 34. Quelle heure est-il ? 35. II est midi.

EXERCISE 37 (Vol. I., page 147).

1. Who wants bread ? 2. Nobody wants any. 3. Do you not want

your servant ? 4. Yes, Sir, I want him. 5. Does your gardener take

care of your garden ? 6. Yes, Madam, he takes care of it. 7. Does

he take good care of his old father ? 8. Yes, Sir, he takes good care
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of him. 9. I your boy ashamed of hi conduct? 10. Yea, Sir, he in

'

,,( it II. Aro you afraid of thia hone or of that. 12. I

r afraid of this nor of that 13. Does our errant take care

t He take* good care of them. 15. Are you afraid

of apeak iutf or reading ? 16. I am afraid neither of ipeaking nor of

reading. 17. Are you oatoniihed at that affair? 18. I am not

.d at it. 19. Are you sorry for it? 20. Tea, Sir. I am very

H..ITV for it. 21. Do you want that boy? 22. Yea, Madam, I want

to you not want hia hook? 24. I do not want it. 25.

Haro you a wish to work or to read ? 26. I neither wish to work nor

to read, I wish for rest, for I am tired.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE SWALLOW.

IN oar present paper on the swallow we must limit our remarks
to the four British species : the Chimney Swallow, House Martin,
Sand Martin, and Swift. The Alpine, or white-breasted swift,

the spine-tailed swallow, and the purple martin, cannot be con-

sidered British birds, though they may have been seen in our
island. Scientifically speaking, the swifts and swallows are in-

cluded in a group to which the name Hirundonida has been

given, from the Latin hirundo, a swallow. This group is sub-

divided into two lesser groups, under one of which all the swifts

are classed, while all the various kinds of swallows* and martins

are placed in the other. Swifts are distinguished from swallows

by the extreme length of the first two primary feathers of

the wing.
The Chimney Swallow is one of the earliest arrivals, coming

from Africa over the English Channel about the middle of

April. Of course the birds do not travel direct from Africa in

one journey. Italy, Spain, and Franco become so many
stages on the road, where food is picked up, and some rest

obtained. There appears to bo a little self-will or caprice about
some of the birds, a few having been known to show themselves
in January, and others waiting till May.

Every one seems glad when the first swallow flits across the

village green, but we sober English have never kept a " swallow

holiday" on the 15th of April, which is, in some parts of Europe,
called " swallow day." In ancient Greece the children might
well clap their tiny hands when the birds of spring appeared ;

a holiday being then given to little boys and girls. They
danced in the market-places, wove garlands of the early flowers,
and shouted in the luxury of childish joy. That was a capital

plan for making children love the birds.

Why do we call it chimney swallow ? Simply from its

tendency to build in hollow places, such as old mine-shafts,
disused wells, or chimneys. Some of these birds show very odd
tastes in selecting a family home. A table drawer had been
left open in a room seldom occupied, and, a window-pane being
broken, a pair of these swallows appropriated one corner of the
drawer for their nest. When the human owner wished to use
the table, most emphatic were the remonstrances of the birds.

Depart they would not ; the hen fluttered her wings, screamed

Migrily, and plainly intimated that the corner had become her

property by right of occupation. This bird logic prevailed ; the
little family was brought up in safety, and all parties were
satisfied.

The chimney swallow is easily known by its deeply forked

tail, the ruddy hue on its throat, and its lightish tinted breast.

The rapid movements of the bird its sudden darts and turns,now
np, now down, over the observer's head, and then skimming the

ground in long, arrow-like flights present a specimen of a

living machine in beautiful and perfect action. But, notwith-

standing this power of flight, the birds are sometimes completely
exhausted by their journeys across the sea. They can battle

for a long time with the mere force of a tempest, but when the

blast is both cold and strong, the winged voyagers are almost

paralysed. A whole army of swallows will then crowd the

rigging of some lonely ship, clinging for hours to ropes and
spar?, until recovered strength again enables them to obey the
" forward

"
impulse. No wonder if those beings of summer

climes sometimes marvel at the rough treatment received in our
ruder latitudes. A cutting "north-easter" is no smiling
reception for a creature which has been basking for months in

the sun of Egypt. The result may amaze the swallows, but
human philosophy can explain it all. They perish by thou-
Bands in such years. On one bitter spring day, a gentleman

picked up in the course of hia morning's walk ninety-two

chimney swallows, not dead, bat benumbed by the cold. Being
placed in a warm hamper, they all recovered, and .flew off the
next day. On another occasion numbers were found on the
window-ailla of a country boose, heaped on each other fire or six

deep. Instinct had clearly led them to seek aid from man.
Some may naturally ask, why do the swallows so eagerly rash
from the warm regions of the south to battle with the storms
of the north ? We cannot answer the question ; guessing

might, of course, bo carried to a great extent, but guessing on
such subjects is trifling. That there is some wise purpose in

the habit we may be sure, or it would not exist. Another
remarkable feature about chimney swallows is their courage.
Look at these birds fighting with a hawk, and then say
whether they are cowards. Of course they suffer for their

daring ? Not in the least ; the hawk gets the worst of it, and
retreats in a fury from the inglorious contest. What can the
hawk do P He is a brave follow, but the swallows are too quick
for him, darting down on his back, and np again with a speed
which baffles the clutch of his talons. He resembles a heavy
seventy-four man-of-war surrounded by a fleet of steam gun-
boats ; strength is beaten by speed.
The chimney swallow does not come to the British Isles for a

holiday, that is certain, but for downright hard work. The
building of a house, and the bringing np of two families in one
short season, are enough to tax the energies of the most enter-

prising bird. The parents are so hard pushed for time that the

first family often receives warning to quit before its education

is quite complete. But the little things soon manage to provide
their own food without the aid of the mother bird. The second

family sometimes fares the worst, being forced to join in the

great autumnal migration as soon as they are able to fly.

The assembling of these birds is a well-known eight. How
closely they crowd on the house-tops, trees, and railway wires.

How silently they sit for awhile, as if reflecting on past errors,

or speculating on future mishaps. Then what a sudden burst

of chattering is there, as if every bird were determined to force

his own particular hobby on his neighbour.
Some naturalists have suggested that a few of these birds

remain here in a sleeping state during the winter, and re-

appear, lean and hungry, in the spring. Others laugh at this

notion as "absurd," and pooh-pooh the opinion altogether.
We venture, however, to agree with those who refuse to believe

in the swallow's winter sleep. If some of the birds remain

behind, they probably perish from want of insect food, except in

those rare winters when frost is almost unknown.
The House Martin is easily distinguished by its snowy breast,

and noted for the trusting confidence in which it builds its nest

above our doors and against our houses. It arrives here some-
what later than the chimney swallow, and is a surer prophet of

sunny skies. In this light the ancient poets regarded the

martin, singing its praises as the loved herald of flowery meads
and laughing hours. Have swallows a good memory ? Do the

martins really find their way back to the parent nest over

African deserts, ocean waves, and Spanish mountains by
memory P If so, the organ of locality must be large in their

little brains. But then we are cautioned against applying

phrenology to the heads of birds, and we therefore pause in the

midst of a tempting speculation. The same nest is often used

year after year by surviving members of a family, and some-

times a little bird village of nests is formed by the labours of

several generations. How do the little builders make the

materials of the nest so adhesive that the work adheres not

only to a brick wall but to a smooth window-pane ? Here,

again, the answer comes, "we know not," See, too, how
careful the birds are to build up little by little, allowing each

day's work to harden before a fresh layer is added. All this

looks very much like the skill of Devonshire workmen when

building the " cob-wall
" a composition of mud and chopped

straw, used for the upper part of the walls of barns, and even

cottages, in some parts of that county. We call this instinct

in the birds, but we really know nothing of the matter.

Our pretty martin is not always very honest in its notions,

even taking possession of a neighbour's house, and then

fighting desperately in defence of the wrong. "Just like

human beings," some satirists will, perhaps, say. Honesty,

however, is found in the long run to be the best policy,

even among martins; a series of battles, the loss of pretty
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feathers, and addled eggs being more grievous than the trouble

of making an honest nest. The martins are sometimes strict

enough on this matter when an impudent sparrow seizes on
one of their nests. Often have all the martins in a neighbour-
hood united to drag out the intruder and to execute him on the

spot.
" Serve him right

" must be the verdict of all right-

feeling birds. As the martins sometimes hatch four broods in

a season, the last family is not unfrequently abandoned when
the time comes for the migration. It is very sad and very
unromantic ; but what can the poor bird-mother do ? Food fails ;

if she stops she dies with her young ; by going she preserves her
own life at least. Poor thing ! it is very hard for her, but she
cannot resist the impulse which so strangely bids her go. Some-
times, on returning to the deserted nest in spring, she has

actually to remove her dead children from the home in which they
were reared. "

Sad, but unavoidable," is all we can say, and that

is, perhaps, just what
the house martin feels.

The Sand Martin
is the least known,
though travellers may
often seeitsnest-holea

driven into the sandy
elopesand sides of rail-

way cuttings. These
holes are usually two
feet deep, but some-
times three or even

four, the nest being

safely hidden in the
darkness at the far

end. How does this

email, greyish-colour-
ed bird pierce such
holes in the rock? The
beak is the only tool

used, serving for both
"
pick and borer,"

the claws being partly

employed as shovels

to clear the loosened
sand away. The little

workman first drives

its beak into the sand,

dislodges some earth,
then another beak-
drive follows, and so

on till an excavation
is made. The open-
ing i8 then tunnelled
to the required depth
by the beak working
from the centre of the

hole outwards. The
whole work is finished

in about a fortnight.
Some curious people

may here ask, why
does this little bird

not build its nest in

the manner of its cousins, and escape all this mining work?
Answer again, "cannot tell;" natural history is, all may see,
full of mysteries. The sand martins are not without their share
of troubles. An enemy gets into the snug nests in the form of
a flea, which seems to be peculiar to this bird. Such is the
lesson which the microscope teaches, and we cannot disbelieve
that clever little instrument. The martin is often worried out
of its house by these determined fleas.

The Swift is the latest of all our swallow visitors, not

generally reaching Britain until May, and bidding us "
good-

bye" about the middle of August. The peculiar habits and
appearance of this bird have suggested the various names of

swift, black martin, screech, screamer, squealer, and footless

swallow (Cypselus opus). Its rapid flight, strange scream, dark

body, and feeble feet will explain the origin of all those appella-
tions. What is the most remarkable quality of the swift ? Its

marvellous power of wing. For sixteen successive hours will

this bird continue aloft in the air, not quietly poising itself, but

THE CHIMNEY SWALLOW.

darting and wheeling at a speed which would leave the swiftest

express train behind. Its velocity of flight has been estimated
at ninety miles the hour, and it is not, therefore, surprising that
the swift defies the hawk and the eagle, darting with exulting

cry almost in the face of the exasperated falcon. Those who
examine the black martin will not be much surprised at ita

power in the air. The extended wings measure eighteen inches,

yet the whole bird weighs little above one ounce. Such a living
machine may really find it more difficult to descend to the earth
than to wander at will on high. The structure of the swift well

illustrates what is called the law of compensation; the feebleness

of the feet being combined with amazing power of wing. On
the other hand, the ostrich has weakness of wing balanced by
power of leg and claw.

The swift seldom rejoices in a numerous family, two being
the usual number, and even these are frequently hurried away

in the autumn, almost

immediately after

leaving the nest. The
return of these birds
to the same locality,

year after year, was
fully proved by Dr.

Jenner, who cut off

two claws from each
of twelve swifts, and
at the end of seven

years some of these
marked birds were
found in the neigh-
bourhood. Even tho

injury received was
not sufficient to over-

come the intensity of

local attachment.
Do the swallows

render any service to

mankind? Yes; they
keep the insect my-
riads within safe

limits. If one of these

birds should eat but
a hundred insects a-

day, the number con-

sumed in a summer
by the whole swallow

family might puzzle a

calculating machine
to enumerate. Many
a farmer can ruefully
remember the ravages
which "the fly" has
often made among his

turnips or in his hop-

grounds. He may
well look upon the
swallows as most use-

ful though unpaid
labourers. What o

fearful plague some
insects might become without such checks, may be inferred from
the calculation of Reaumur, that one aphis fly might produce in

a single year 5,904,900,000 of its voracious progeny. A pretty

family to feast at man's expense !

The swallows, could they speak, would hava a serious com-

plaint to make against humanity. They would say that boys
are sometimes guilty of damaging their nests, pelting their

wives, and knocking down their children by
"
switching

"
at

them with long rods. The house martins would be loud in

their complaints; but we trust that, after this public notice,

every boy will repent of his past rudeness and behave better

for the future. It is equally wanton and cruel to destroy the

wonderful structure which instinct has taught the bird to build

for the shelter of itself and its young.
Let us now, with one consent, welcome in hamlet, village,

and town these confiding summer visitors, wishing them much

happiness while here, nd giving them a regretful
"
good-byo

*

at their departure.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. VII.

HKLMINTHOZOA.

Au, the animala of which we have hitherto treated have been
iuliubitanta of the water. Those which form the subject of the

present lesson have a very strange habitat. They, for the most

part, take up their abode in the interior of other animala, being
found in tho alimentary canal when they have become completely
developed, but occupying all the several soft structures of the

of the higher animals when in an immature condition.
.. :-it'T.s have been disposed to treat of thorn not as a
i or class in the animal kingdom, but as a peculiar

fauna or assemblage of animals occupying a peculiar locality.
Just us we inlu'lit describe the animals of Europe, dividing that

continent into natural districts, and stating what kinds of

animals are confined to the Alpine region, what kinds are

enigma*. Those who believe that *nimii.l were introduced to

the globe, created, or derived from one another in the order of

their development or position in the scale of Nature the

simplest animals coming first in time are at a loss to account
for the appearance of these animals. Standing next above the

Eohinodermata, they should precede all the higher grades of

animals, and yet their very existence and history implies the

presence of animals of a higher grade, who act towards them as
hosts. Again, these animals offer strange exceptions to the

harmony of Nature. It is true that all animated Nature u a
battle-field, in which species carry on their unrelenting hostili-

ties towards one another ; but this very strife results in an
admirable harmony, there being a place for each species, while
each is held in check by the others. The sickly and wretched
make way for the robust, and strong, and joyous. On the other

hand, that an otherwise strong and robust .r,imftl should

I. HEAD AND FOREPART OF THE BODY or TJENIA SOLIUM, SHOWING THE HOOKS AND SUCKERS. II. ONE JOINT or THE SAME TAKEN FROM VEAR
THE TAIL-END OF THE ANIMAL, SHOWING THE CENTRAL REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS WITH THEIR DUCTS LEADING TO THE SIDE, AND ALSO THE
WATER-VASCULAR SYSTEM. III. HEAD OF THE LARVA OF TXNIA SOLIUM (CYSTICERCU8) PROJECTING INTO THE BLADDER-LIKE CYST. IV.
DlSTOKA CONJUNCTUM. V. LlVEIC FLUKE (FASCIOLA HEPATICUM), SHOWING THE BRANCHING ALIMENTARY CANAL AND THE TWO SUCKERS.
VI. OXYURIS VERMICULARIS (MALE).

Kefs, to Nos. in Figs. IV. 1, double alimentary canal ; 2, mouth sucker
; 3, ventral sucker ; 4, water-vascular system ; 5, female organ ; 6,

glands which form the egg-yolk ; 7, male organs.

partial to the plains, etc. : so would these authors consider the
bodies of the higher animals as the continents in which these

strange creatures have their range ; and state how some are

prone to take up their abode in the liver, some are lodged in the

brain, and others find their home in the muscles. This, however,
is certainly not a scientific view of the subject, and the facts of

the cose do not compel us to adopt it. For though there is

doubtless much diversity in the structure of these animals, and

they show relationships to two if not more classes, yet those
included under the class we name Helminthozoa are so far dis-

tinguished as to make up a definite class, which, however, does
not quite run parallel with the class Entozoa, inasmuch as it

includes some animals which never take up their abode in the
interior of others. Tho class Entozoa was never a good
designation, as many of these animals that are the most typical
of their class, as intestinal worms, pass some of their stages of
existence in water, etc., outside the bodies of animals.

These creatures offer to the speculative faculties many
42 N.E.

become the prey of internal parasites, which do not strike it

down and put it at once out of its misery, but cause emaciation
and slow and painful death, seems strange, when we consider

that the whole of creation was fashioned to one design by a

supreme and benevolent Being. These remarks are, of course,

only offered to show how impossible it is for us to understand or

account for all the works of the Infinite.

One of the best known and most typical forms of the lowest

sub-class of Helminthozoa , ia the common tapeworm, called Taenia

solium. The name Taenia means a band, and is given because of

the long, flat, strap-shaped character of the animal's body. The
specific or trivial name, solium, meaning solitary, was given
because it was at first imagined that only one of these animals
were ever found in one person at once. This, however, has been

proved to be a mistake.

This disgusting creature is found in the alimentary canal of

man. It is often many feet or even yards in length. Its head ia

armed with two kinds of organs for effecting its adhesion to the
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sides of the intestines. It has a proboscis, and around this are

two rows of hooks, which point backward, so that when the

animal plunges its proboscis into the soft mucous coat it cannot

be pulled away, and hence holds its position, notwithstanding
the continued transmission of food and the constant motion of

the alimentary canal by which it passes forward its contents.

Besides these, four suckers are situated below the booklets on

the rounded head. An attenuated neck gradually enlarges as it

proceeds downwards, and, at a little distance from the head,

closely set and fine constrictions are observed, which become

larger and more especially longer as we trace them downwards
towards the tail-end. These constrictions become also more
and more definite and deeper, dividing the animal into segments,

which, being longer than wide and very flat, look like a series of

oblong cards.

In each of these segments a complete set of reproductive

organs, both male and female, are found, and each in course of

time produces an immense brood of eggs. When this condition

has been arrived at, the segment drops off and crawls about,

making its escape from its host, and finally bursting from the

increased growth of the contained eggs, it scatters an immense
multitude of germs. At a first consideration, one would have

thought that these germs, cast forth into the world, and dependent
for development upon their admission to other hosts, would have

but little chance of complete life ; and this is no doubt true with

regard to each single germ. In this case, however, Nature makes

up by multitude for efficiency. If we consider that each tape-
worm has many hundred segments or joints when found in the

interior of man, and that these joints are continually renewed
from above as they fall away, and that each segment contains

thousands of ova which are cast into various situations into

garbage, water, etc. it is not wonderful that some are taken

into the interior of some suitable animal.

These animals, being constantly provided with digested food

which has been elaborated by their hosts, do not need any food

canal of their own to digest aliment, but absorb it when already
dissolved through the walls of the body. In fact, their stomachs,
so to speak, are external, and correspond to the skin of other

animals. Running along each side of the animal is a narrow
duct. Cross-branches unite the two ducts, one to each segment,
and run across at the part farthest from the head. These two
lateral canals were long considered as the alimentary system of

the animal ; but it was found that it had no opening forward
that is, it was without a mouth and although there is an open-

ing at the other end of the body, yet it is now considered to be
the atrial system corresponding to the water-vascular or ambula-
oral system which we have described in the Echinodermata.

The egg with its contained embryo being swallowed by some

animal, the latter does not remain in the food canal and become

developed into a tapeworm, as might have been supposed, but

immediately that the coatings of the egg are dissolved away, the

embryo, which is armed with six boring-hooks, makes its way
through the walls of the alimentary canal, and traverses the

body in any direction until it reaches some structure suited to it,

and there it rests and becomes more fully developed. The deve-

lopment is commenced by the formation of a bladder which is

proper to the animal, while the soft organ in which the parasite
is lodged forms a self-defensive cyst around this of common
(areolar) tissue. Thus the creature is snugly ensconced in a

cavity, through the walls of which the liquids penetrate, and are

absorbed by the bladder-like animal. By the aid of this

nutriment fresh changes occur with the growth of the larva.

Thus on one side of the interior of the bladder a round body
grows and so projects into the cavity, and in this the head and
neck of the future perfect worm are formed. On this head
the circles of hooks and the suckers are developed, so that the
examination of the larval form when at an advanced stage will

enable the examiner to determine to which species the creature

belongs. When this process is completed, the larva has reached
a stage beyond which it cannot become more developed unless it

changes its position, and this change of position is not an active

but a passive one. Hence multitudes of these creatures probably
die and become disintegrated without ever attaining the perfect
form. Those, however, whose life-circuit becomes complete, are

transferred to the stomach of a carnivorous animal by the flesh

in which they are lodged being devoured. Thus the animal has
two different hosts, one of which entertains it in the immature

condition, and the other when it becomes perfect and sexually

capable of reproducing its species. Most of these cystoid

animals, when in the cystoid or bladder-like state, inhabit the
soft structure of herbivorous or grain-feeding animals, while
when they arrive at the cestoid or tape-worm condition they are
found in the carnivorous animals which feed upon their former
hosts. It has been shown that the Cysticercus fasciolaris of the
liver of a mouse becomes the Tcenia crassicollis (the thick-necked

tapeworm) of the intestines of the cat, and the Cysticercus pisi'

formis (the pea-shaped bladder-tail) of the rabbit becomes the
Tcenia serrata (notched tapeworm) of the dog. In the case of the

species we have been describing, the host of the larva is usually
the pig, and the host of the adult worm is man. As might be

expected, it is found that the Tcenia solium infects those most
who are especially fond of ill-cooked sausages. In Germany
this unfortunate taste for nearly raw pork has produced the
most harmful results, not only by introducing this worm, but
also another called Trichina spiralis, a worm of much higher
organism, and belonging to an order to be referred to hereafter.

When the flesh containing the encysted entozoa is being digested

by the animal who has been unfortunate enough to swallow it,

the digesting operation goes on not only so far as to liberate the

creature, but also to dissolve away the bladder which encloses

the head. Then the creature, like the liberated genius in the

"Arabian Nights," begins to take revenge on its liberator for its

long imprisonment. It fixes itself by its hooks and its suckers

to the walls of the intestines, and its tail grows and becomes

segmented as before described. As compared to the immense

length and size of the chain of segments, the head is ridiculously

small; and thus the simile of the genius, who, when liberated

from his bottle, assumed such vast and formidable dimensions,
is not inappropriate to the rapid development which follows the

liberation of this worm from its cyst.
The effect upon the human system occasioned by a tapeworm

is extremely distressing. The patient suffers not only from loss

of appetite, emaciation, and lassitude, but the sympathetic
nervous system is affected so as to produce convulsions and

epilepsy. Distressing, however, as these effects are, they are

not so fatal as are those produced by the presence of the im-

mature form, because the adult worm is confined to the intestines,

and is thus, so to speak, in a situation external to the body, while

the larvae, as we have seen, penetrate into all parts of the body,
and their presence is more or less injurious as they take up their

abode in the more or less vital organs. If they find their way to

a position under the skin or in the muscles, they are compara-

tively harmless ; but if they penetrate the eye or the brain,

they occasion pain and sometimes death.

In tracing the circle of life of the Tcenia, we find it runs

through all the forms named, in the following order :

1. The egg.
2. The embryo, actively travelling by a six-hooked boring

apparatus.
3. The resting larva, consisting of a head enveloped in a

terminal bladder.

4. Immature tapeworm liberated from its bladder.

5. Segmented and sexually mature tapeworm.
6. Free segment, called a proglottis, from its likeness to the

tip of the tongue.
This creature belongs to the sub-class Anenterelmintha, which

is distinguished from the sub-classes to which the other animals

of the class belong, by having no alimentary canal of any kind.

This animal, in common with all belonging to this sub-class,

is entirely nourished by absorption, and for this reason we have

taken the tapeworm as the type of an entozoon.

The animals of the sub-class Sterelmintha differ from these in

having an alimentary canal channelled out in the substance of

an otherwise solid body. Our best English writer on the Entozoa,
Cobbold (whose books should be read by those who wish for a

more intimate acquaintance with the class), takes the Distoma con-

junctum, which he found in the intestines of the American red

fox, as a type of the sub-class. The animal belonging to this

sub-class, with which we are unfortunately best acquainted, is

the liver-fluke, which occasions the disease called the rot in

sheep. This creature is found abundantly in the liver of sheep so

affected. Sometimes as many as a thousand have been found in

a single liver. The animal is of considerable size, measuring
from I to 1 inch in length, and about | inch in breadth. It is flat,

and shaped like a little sole. Its anterior extremity is extended

into a nipple-shaped projection, at the end of which is the
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. which la perforated by the mouth of the animal. Another

.f larger size is situated on t!i<> umlur MUK of the body,
:.vrtor of an inch from the mouth. This in nimilurly

eoustri, rforato, and does not communicate with

rnal organ. Locomotion, BO far as it in needed to this

a effected by these sucker*, whirh can bo alternately

attached, and also by the general 11 \il>ility of the bodv

-lor layer bi-:. : ;uin. The UK.nth Ir.id-

.1 short gullet, below which the alimentary canal

i:it two main trunks, which run down to the tail-end of

tin- animal, j-'uin,' off blind branches in a way best explained by
,'. There is no anas, and this perhaps is not needed,

unit of the highly organised food which the animal

ingests. The fluke, however, readily ejects the food from its

<1 stomach, by curling itself up like a little strip of

parchment, and thus squeezing it out. Another system
Is has a single opening towards the tail of the body,

and runs forward, giving off bronchos on either side, and thea,

i has arrived at a distance of about one-third of the

of the animal from the oral sucker, it splits into three

bronchos. This system corresponds with the water-vascular

system of the Tcwita.

Thi-t animal is hermaphrodite, that is, it has both male and

female organs. The development of these creatures is peculiar.

It is supposed that when the animal containing matured eggs is

voided from the sheep, it reaches some moist place or pool of

water, and deposits its eggs, which emit a larva which swims

about by cilia, and has a single X-shaped eye. This larva fixes

on some fresh-water snail and penetrates its skin, and when it

has arrived at the interior, is transformed into a large bag or

Containing in its interior many tadpole-shaped animals

with long tails, called cercanoe. The cercariae once more escape,

not only from their foster-parent or nurse, but also from their

molluscous host, into the surrounding water, and it is probable
that they are imbibed with the water by sheep, and then pene-
trate to the liver, causing the rot. In accordance with these

suppositions, some of which have been observed not in the liver-

fluke, but in nearly allied species, it is found that sheep fed on

dry hind or on the great salt-water marshes are comparatively
free from rot, while those fed up in fresh-water marshes are

peculiarly subject to it. The disease associated with these

creatures is of considerable economic importance, as in some

years it has been reckoned that between one and two millions

of sheep have died of the rot in Britain alone.

Besides the flukes there is another sub-class of Helmintkozoa,
called Ccelelnvintha, or hollow-bodied worms. These have ali-

mentary canals of the same type as the higher animals, being
tubes within tubes. The alimentary canal consists of a strong

oesophagus, a dilatation or bulb containing a comminuting appa-
ratus, or gizzard, and then a stomach continued into an intestine.

These creatures ore not hermaphrodite, but the individuals are

mole and female. Some of these animals are not parasitic at all,

and some of them only under certain circumstances. Thus, there

is found in the tropical regions of Asia and Africa an intoler-

able pest, called the Dracwnculus Medinensis. This trouble-

some parasite is always the female, and it gains access to the

body from water through the skin, and then grows and emits

its brood, to the great annoyance of its host, often occasion-

ing death. When it reaches its full size it is many feet in

length, though only fj,
of an inch in thickness. It will migrate

beneath the skin from one part of the body to another. Some
have supposed that these animals were the fiery serpents which
attacked the Israelites in the wilderness. The only remedy
seems to be to out down to the worm, and having got hold of

one end this is wound round a piece of stick. When tuas
secured the stick is left for a day or two, and then more of the
worm's body is drawn out, and a further winding takes place,
and so on until the whole is extracted entire. If the worm
be broken, as it swarms with eggs, all the bad effects take

which would necessarily ensue if the creature were left

lolested.

The class Helminthozoa show, by their development within
ciliated larval forms of utterly different form from the adult

animal, by the possession of a water-vascular system, and a
radial structure of their head-organs, an affinity for the Echino-
dermata. On the other hand, their elongated and transversely-
striated or segmented forms, as well as the position of the

scanty representatives of the nervoua system, show on approach

to the annelids or true worms. Doubtless they lie between these
classes ; but whether they are so much more nearly associated
with the first-named as to be properly placed with them in

separate sub-kingdom, called Annuloida, may be doubted by
some.

The class may be thus divided into sub-classes and orders:

OlOUt S'ib-claxf,

Cestoda = tapeworm.
Acantho oephala = thorn-
headed worm.HLLMI.VTH

I. Anentorelmintha

II. Sterehnintha

III. Ccolelmintha
{a

Turbell&ria : non-pamntie.
4. Trematoda = fluke*.

5. Nematoda= round worms.

THE HISTORY OF ART.
IX. LIONABDO AND THE FULL RENAISSANCE.

THE end of the fifteenth century and the beginning of the
sixteenth form the high tide of art in Italy. It was then that
the last trammels of mediaeval feeling were cast aside, and the
Italian mind rose to its greatest achievements, in a way which
it has never yet equalled, far less surpassed. The reasons for
this change are too vast to be fully described in a brief sketch,
but some small attempt may yet be made to account for it in

part.
All through the Middle Ages, Italy, we have seen, had a far

freer, wider, more cosmopolitan type of life than any other
European country. Florence, Rome, Milan, Venice, Genoa,
were all the centres of great mercantile enterprises and civic

polity at a time when the remainder of Europe was still deeply
steeped in feudal militarism. Towards the close of the fifteenth

century, however, the civilisation of Italy, long growing and
increasing in the comparative peace of the mercantile peninsula,
reached its culminating point. The Mediterranean was still

the great highway of commerce, and Italy still held all the keys
of the Mediterranean. In the next century the discovery of
America and of the route to India by the Cope of Good Hope
was destined to revolutionise the whole state of Europe to
turn the world westward towards the new-found countries,
instead of eastward towards the old civilisations, and so to
transfer the really important harbours and trading-places of
the European culture from the Adriatic or the Tyrrhene Sea to
the Atlantic coast. As yet, however, Italy retained the first

place, and the steady increase of wealth and knowledge through,
out five centuries was followed by a steady improvement in art
as well.

One peculiar fact which had a great deal to do with the rise

of the Renaissance feeling in Italy was certainly the fall of

Constantinople to the Turks in 1453. After that event, many
of the learned Greeks retired to Italy, where they introduced
much of the ancient Greek literature, which had long been lost
in the west, and especially the works of Plato. But single
causes of this sort, though important in their way, had doubt-
less less to do with the great wave of feeling which was slowly
passing, first over Italy, and then over the rest of Europe,
than the general growth of peace and industrial life. Men
were beginning to have leisure to think for themselves to
move a little outside the fixed grooves of mediaeval beliefs and
conventions. In the social world, the change is seen as the

decay of feudalism ; in the religious world, it is seen as the
Protestant Reformation ; in the world of thought, it is seen as
the revival of learning ; in the artistic world, it is seen as the
Renaissance. There was, in fact, a general uprising of the

public mind everywhere against the petty, narrow, confined

views and habits of the strictly military Middle Ages.
The great distinguishing characteristic of the Renaissance in

Italy is its extraordinary boldness, freedom, and vigour. The
new world of thought which was opening up before the eyes of

men seemed to turn their heads, almost, in the first flush of

liberty, and to make them look upon nothing as sacred, nothing
as settled, nothing as certain A reaction from the dogmatic
utterances of the Roman Catholic Church made the thinkers of

Florence into the boldest sceptics and speculators, ready to

inquire about the underlying truths of the universe, and to

take nothing for granted in any way. A grand outburst of

originality was the result of the new free spirit abroad in Italy;
and this originality was not confined to any one department of
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life or any one style of thought : it spread into every sphere of

human action, and animated alike the political or religious
thinker, the man of science, and the artist. The Renaissance

was, in fact, a sudden shaking loose of the Italian mind from all

the conventional trammels of medisevalism a revelling of the

emancipated human intellect in the perfect consciousness of

freedom and individuality. This change was intimately bound
up with the renewed study of Greek and Latin literature, the

revival of philosophy, and the casting loose of the stricter

doctrines of the Church of Rome.
Lionardo da Vinci sums up in his own person better than

any other man the wide and varied culture of the Full Renais-
sance. Painter, sculptor,

architect, anatomist, ma-
thematician, and physicist,
he turned his attention to

every kind of science or

art with equal ardour, and
made important improve-
ments or discoveries in all

alike. No better example
can therefore be found of

the versatile genius which

distinguished the great
Italians of the Renaissance

period.
Lionardo was born at

a castle near Florence in

1452, just one year before

the fall of Constantinople ;

and he died at Amboise
on the Loire, in France, in

1519, just two years after

Luther had affixed his

theses to the church door
of Wittenberg. As a mere

boy he showed his aptitude
for drawing, as is indeed
the case with all great
artists ; for the artist

above all men is not made
but born. Training may
do much, but it can only
do much where the innate

gifts already exist, and
exist in a very high degree.
Sent as a pupil to Andrea
Verrocchio, one of the

greatest and most versatile

of the later pre-Raffaelites,
Lionardo threw himself
with ardour into all studies
which bore directly or in-

directly upon his art as a

painter. In order to under-
stand the human figure,
he set to work to learn

anatomy and physiology ;

and he pursued his researches in this direction so far that
]

he became, in the emphatic words of William Hunter,
" the I

greatest anatomist of his time." In order properly to design i

buildings, he became a master in mechanics and engineer- I

ing ; while his universal thirst for knowledge led him even
j

to study botany, and to make some progress in Oriental
j

languages. At thirty years of age, an accomplished painter, j

sculptor, and physicist, and a man of encyclopasdic culture, he
\

offered his services to the Duke of Milan, who made him a sort
j

of fine-art minister in his ambitious capital. For this patron !

he performed his greatest work in sculpture, the model of a
j

etatue of Francisco Sforza, the duke's father and predecessor,
never executed in bronze on account of the expense involved,

j

It was at Milan, too, that he produced by far the best known !

of all his works, the famous "Last Supper," which has been
|

reproduced in engravings of every sort oftener, probably, than i

any other picture ever painted. It was painted in oils, as a
j

wall-piece for the refectory of a convent ; but unfortunately
]

we can now only judge of it by the numerous copies, for the

Anginal perished rapidly through decay, and in half a century

LIONARDO DA VINCI.

was hardly recognisable. One of the many copies, however, is

now in the English National Gallery, and affords a sufficient

idea at least of Lionardo's general manner and the principles of

his art, even if it does not convey to us any full conception oi

Ms touch or of his more minute peculiarities as a colourist.

Without disparagement to the great painters who had pre-
ceded him, it may fairly be said that Lionardo's " Last Supper

"

was the first perfect picture in the really modern style which
was ever produced. Previous artists had possessed many and
great merits ; but these merits are most perceptible to connois-

seurs, who can see the true artistic instinct even when veiled

under comparatively stiff and conventional forma. For the

general public, however,
all painting before Lionardo
is simply mediaeval; or-

dinary people, as a rule,
notice in it only the want
of perfect naturalness, the

quaint antiquated hardness
and archaic conventional-
ism of the figures and
attitudes. They cannot
discover the real merits
of high feeling and ex-

quisite touch when pre-
sented in so unfamiliar a

guise. But in Lionardo's
work they recognise at

once a modern picture
that is to say, one painted
in accordance with that
fuller anatomical know-

ledge, that truthfulness to

nature, and that ease of

attitude, which we now
find even in the works of

artists far inferior to those
who drew the stiff Ma-
donnas and saints of the

earlier period. For in

painting, as in all other

departments of human
effort, much depends upon
the first initiative. After

Watt, any man can make
steam-engines ; after Lion-

ardo, any man, however
little fancy and artistic

power he may possess,
can draw with a com-

parative correctness and
naturalness which would
have astonished the

Florentines of the four-

teenth century. Thus
Lionardo da Vinci's re-

markable picture of the
"Last Supper" may be

looked upon as one of the greatest epoch-making works
in the whole history of modern art.

But it was not in painting and sculpture alone that Lionardo
made himself useful at Milan. He assisted in building the

great cathedral, that vast and somewhat over-decorated mass
of spires and pinnacles, which marks the passage from mediaeval

to pure Renaissance architecture in Italy ; and he also engaged
in numerous practical engineering works. In the last year of

tke fifteenth century he was driven from Milan by the French
invasion one of the most famous epochs in modern European
history and returned to his native Florence as a state servant.

Here he drew his famous cartoon, "The Battle of the Standard,"
a portion of a larger work never completed for indeed

Lionardo was unfortunate, as a rule, in the actual carrying out

of his great undertakings, which were both too numerous and
too vast for a single hand and mind to carry them all out success-

fully in one man's lifetime. In 1517 he went to France by
invitation of Francis I., and there two years later he died.

The catalogue of his actually existing achievements is shorter

than might be expected from his universal energy and accom-
*
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plishments. The " Last Sapper
"
has disappeared, save in its

. tho model for the statue of Francisco was destroyed by
the French at Milan ; many other priceless works have un-

accountably disappeared. The Louvre at Paris, however, pos-
sesses his portrait of Mona Lisa ; our own National collection

-i his cartoon of St. Anno and tho Virgin; and his

.-;.! ii'h.l p..rtr.i'.i of himself still remains in the Galleria at

Florence. Numbers of his drawings and rough studies have
boon preserved in Italy ; and many of his anatomical sketches

are among the collections at Windsor Castle. His manuscript
notes on Hydraulics and other scientific subjects have also

been handed down, and they serve to show the marvellous

universality of his genius. Altogether, Lionardo may be

regarded as the most remarkable man of a remarkable age, and
as the real founder of modern, as distinguished from mediaeval,

painting. In his own person he sums up that wonderful

grasp of subjects, that power of handicraft, and that freedom
of thought which formed together the distinguishing character-

istics of the Italian Renaissance.

GREAT BOOKS.

Vm.-THE AEABIAN NIGHTS.

UNTIL the beginning of the last century, the East was almost

wholly unknown to Europe, except to a few recondite scholars.

The Bible was the only book which opened the world of Asia

to the Western mind, and this, of course, was consulted rather

for doctrine than for manners or institutions. Even men of

culture took their ideas of Oriental lands and people more from
Herodotus and other classical writers than from native sources.

Of the Mohammedan Empires, very little was known with
exactness. The Crusaders depicted everything with a false

colour ; the early travellers were often credulous and preju-
diced. The Turks made themselves a little better known than
the Arabians and Persians had been able to do ; but even they
were not familiarly and sympathetically understood. For tie

literary class the "
Bibliotheque Orientale" of D'Herbelot,

first published in 1697, shortly after the author's death, did

much ; but it was not a book for general reading. That cele-

brated work, however, was issued under the editorship of

Antony Galland, who, a few years later, rendered an important
service to the popular knowledge of the East by his translation

of the "Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Readers may per-

haps have been in some degree prepared for the reception of

any Oriental work by the curious set of fictitious letters

written in Italian by the Genoese, Marana, and once familiar

to Englishmen as " The Turkish Spy ;" but if people really re-

garded that work as the genuine production of an Ottoman or

Arabian, the fact shows still more conclusively how little was
then known of the veritable East. Marana, who had lived

several years in Paris, wrote his book towards the latter end
of the seventeenth century. It is a miscellany of anecdotes,

pretended revelations of court secrets, essays, and reflections

on various subjects ; but it soon became popular all over

the continent of Europe, and may have created a taste for

Oriental matters.

Galland, the first translator of the " Arabian Nights," was
born of humble parents in 1646. Having received a good
education, he went to Constantinople as an attacM to the

embassy of Charles Edonard Oilier, or Olier, Marquis de

Nointel, who made a fine collection of drawings from Greek anti-

quities. This was in 1673, and two years later Galland returned,
but went again to Turkey on two subsequent occasions. He
was appointed Royal Professor of Arabic in 1 709 ; was also a
member of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres ;

and died in 1715. In his visits to the East he acquired an
intimate knowledge of the Oriental languages and literature,

and of Oriental manners
;
and no one was better qualified than

he to superintend the publication of D'Herbelot' s great work.
But it is his French version of the "Arabian Nights

"
that has

rendered him famous.
The original edition of this translation appeared at Paris in

twelve volumes, issued in successive years from 1704 to 1717.

In the dedication of his work, Galland stated that the original
was by

" an unknown Arabian author;" and this reticence of

information, combined with a certain Parisian flavour which
In- imparted to the stories, induced many person*, especially

among the scholarly, to suspect that the work was no transla-

tion at all, but a pure invention of the ingenious gentleman
who put it forth. This, however, was a position which could

not be maintained, and the " Thousand and One Nights
"

rapidly grew in general esteem, not only as a most fascinating
collection of narratives, natural, supernatural, serious, and
humorous, but as a truthful picture of Arabian life nnder the

Caliphs. Several manuscripts of the original have since bean

discovered, and four editions of the Arabic text have appeared
in Europe. Still, the date and authorship of tho tales are
unknown. The Sultan Haroun al Raschid, who reigned in the

eighth and ninth centuries, is frequently mentioned in them,
but as a person living in former times, and serving as an
illustration of bygone heroism. It is held by some that the
stories belong to a rather late period of the Saracenic dominion ;

that they indicate a decline in the national character and
civilisation

;
and that their moral tone is not such as might be

expected of an age nearer to that of the Prophet. Nevertheless,

they cannot have originated in a very modern time, for they
contain no allusion to tobacco, which was introduced in the
sixteenth century, or to coffee, which seems to have come into

use about the middle of the fifteenth. The Baron de Sacy,

writing in 1829, gave it as his opinion that the original was

composed in the vulgar dialect of Syria, and that it received

additions in later days from a succession of imitators, some of

them inferior to the first author. Most of the comparatively
modern tales he believed to have been invented in Egypt ; but,
even if so, it was the Egypt of Saracenic manners and traditions.

India is thought by Yon Hammer to have furnished the ground-
work of some of the fictions, and Persia of others. But all

have passed through an Arabian mould, and it is the Moslem
world of the Caliphs, even if reproduced under the Mameluke
dynasty of Egypt, which is presented to us. This is the opinion
both of Von Hammer and of Lane.
Men of great learning seldom condescend to write works of

entertainment, and we ought therefore to be the more obliged
to Galland for having applied his scholarship to the production
of so delightful a collection of tales as the " Thousand and One
Nights." He may, however, have justly considered that the
work was not simply one of entertainment; for it does in truth

add very materially to our knowledge of tho East. Since the
introduction of the " Arabian Nights

"
to the Western world,

we have ceased to talk of "the false Mahonnd," and to speak oi

Moslems as if they were nothing but Pagans, idolaters, and
wretches. The ferocious spirit of the Crusades faded before

the gay and airy wand of Galland. He set the fashion for

Eastern tales, and Addison introduced some into the Spectator
and Guardian. The " Arabian Nights

"
themselves were soon

translated from French into English, and no more popular
work exists. In 1839 the late Mr. Edward William Lane

brought out a translation direct from the Arabic, with a large

body of valuable notes ; but, admirable as this work is, it has
not yet superseded the older version.

Among the other valuable qualities of the " Arabian Nights
"

is the light which these stories throw upon the supernatural
part of the Mohammedan faith always a very important
element in the mental history or constitution of any race.

Much might be eaid on this topic, but we can here only in-

dicate in the briefest manner the leading features of the

system.
It is evident that the origin of these ideas is to be found

in the old Zoroastrian religion of Persia, which regarded
this world as the battle-ground of two great Deities

Ormnzd, the good Being, and Ahriman, the father of all

evil. Each of these Powers is attended by a number of

angels, or spiritual intelligences, who range far and wide in

the execution of his commands. Hence the Genii of the
" Arabian Nights

"
the Deevs, or bad spirits, and the

Peris, or good spirits. With these conceptions were mingled
some others of Jewish origin. Throughout the whole West
of Asia the great King Solomon ban for ages enjoyed the

reputation of being an enchanter ; and wo hear of him in

the " Arabian Nights' Entertainments "
as the powerful con-

troller of the whole race of genii. It will thus be seen that

these popular tales open many tracts of interesting study to

those who are curious in such subjects.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXI.
SECTION LX. PECULIAE IDIOMS (continued).

$8fiS, when it follows the comparative, is translated by "than," as:

Die Grieve tft tyoljer alS bie SSuctye, the oak is higher than the beech.

Sometimes, instead of a single word, at 8 is made to refer to

a whole clause introduced by bafj ;
as : r bettett licber, a(? bap

er arbcitet, he begs rather them work (literally, sooner or more

readily than that he works).
91 {8, following the negatives fein, nidf;t, etc., is best translated

by
" but "

(except), though the succeeding word may stand in

the nominative, as : 9tietnanb, at? bit, fann ifyn ubernrinben, no one,
but iJiee, can overcome him. The same is also true of interro-

gative sentences when the like negatives are implied in the

answer, as : 2Ba? Ijat er fonfi, at 3 einen leeren itel? what has he

(else) but an empty title? In other positions, a 1 8 often answers
to our "as," as: 3cb erfenue feinen SJJenfcfyen at? meinen -^crm,

I acknowledge no human being as my master. 3cf> bctracfyte ifyn

alS ctnen greunb, I regard him as a friend. r cerlangt e8 at? ein

3ted)t, he demands it as a right. r ftetyt au?, alS ob er franl toare,

he looks as though he were sick. 21U er biefeS 3eid;en fab,, ftet er 511

SBoben, as (when) he saw this sign, he fell to the ground.
1. 28 ie often signifies "as," as: ? iji fjcute tote geftern, it

is to-day as yesterday. r tycmbett toic ein rectytfcbafner 3)iann

Ijanbctn mufj, he acts as an upright man must act. 28 ie answers
also to our word "

like," as : ? ghinjt tote olb, it glitters like

gold. r bettftgt ftcb. tote ein 28ab,njtnniger, he behaves himself like

a maniac. ocrate? bliiljte at? 3ung(ing tote einc 3tofe, (eljrte at?

9Jiann tote em ngel, unb fiarb at? rei? rote ctn Serbrecfyer, Socrates

bloomed as youth (young man) like a rose (as a rose blooms),

taught as man like an angel (as an angel teaches), and died as

old man like a criminal (as a criminal dies).

VOCABULARY.

2lb'reife, /. departure.

aSauart, /. architec-

ture.

SBenacfj'&art, neigh-

bouring.

SBetoofc/ner, m. inhabi-

tant.

3)auernb, enduring,

lasting.

S)errtneierftc(45.5).
2>om, m. cathedral.

br'getjtg, ambitious,

aspiring.

fntbecf'en,to discover.

rtan'gen, to attain,
reach.

Written, to reap, har-

vest.

rfcfyci'tten, to appear.

5efl'gefe$t, appointed,
j

Cartel', /. party.
fixed. Spfeifer, m. piper.

Srob/ltcb. fett, /. joyful- SKcgton', /. region.
ness. tnnttcb., sentient,

eiftig, intellectual, sensual.

spiritual. lle'brtgbfeiben, to re-

etan'gen,to arrive to. main over.

<$etoalt', /. force. Itnbanf, m. unthank-

rattfatn, cruel. fulness.

ab'fucb.tig,avariciou3. lln'gebulbig,impatient.

d(fte, /. half. SSerbienft'oolt, merito-

ier6,er'fomntcn, to rious.

come hither. SBerian'gen, to require.

-ftuWel, /. cupola. aSor'ftcfytig, cautious.

8anbtuft,/.country-air 53ort6,etl,m.advantage

8anbfcbaft,/.landscape
'

2Bett, far, distant.

2J?enge, /. multitude. !

2Bertfi,, m. worth.

5ftonat, m. month. 2Birfen, to work, ef-

Dbfcfyon', although. fectuate.

EESUME OF EXAMPLES.
93ei bent Kegen fud;ten bie gctb'ar* During the rain the field-

better in bem benad/barten 2Batbe labourers sought protection
@<$u|j. in the neighbouring forest.

3>r totetttct'ftc tft feute ? What day of themonth is to-day?
3)er 24fte Tluguft'. The 24th of August.

or bret Saljren toar ein grope? Three years ago there was a
rb'beben. great earthquake.

Obgteicb' ber @turm nacb/getaffen Although the storm has abated,
fc,at, fo gefyen bie 2Bogen bod; nod; the billows, notwithstanding,
feb,r tyod;. (still) run very high.

Unter ben 33urgern fetbft ftet;t man Among the citizens themselves
one sees nothing but pallid
countenances.

Only in the hour of separation
does one know how great a
treasure of (the) love our

ntcb.tS alS btetd;e eftc^'ter.

Blur in ber Stunbe be? Wb'fcfijebe?

toeifj man, toetd; einen grofen

@d;afc ber Stebe unfer 23ufen tyegt.

bosom cherishes.

bfcb.on' bie Sagb nur ein an'ftren^ Although the chase is only a
gcnbe? unb barba'rifd;e? SSergnu'^ toilsome and barbarous plea-
gen ift, fo toirb fte bennod; oft bet

SDlancbem jur 8ei'benfd;aft.

95on 2Beitem ftebt eine Sanbfcfjaft

ftyoner au, at8 in ber

sure, nevertheless, with many
a one it becomes a passion.

From afar, a landscape appears
more beautiful than near at
hand.

EXERCISE 114.

1. in getfttger cnufj tft bauerriber atS ein ftnnttc^er. 2. er -ab'

fikb. ttge ertangt me fo tet, at er ^aben toitt. 3. 3e l;5^cr man in bte

obern SRegionen getangt, befto fdlter toirb eS. 4. 3e me^ir t6,n bie etne

Cartel ^afjte, befto meb,r ttebte t^n bie anbere. 5. 3e ^b^er SlapoTeon

ftteg, befto e^rgetjtger tourbe er. 6. >er na^e 8tup getod^rt ben benacb.-

barten Setootmern ie(e SSortljetfe. 7. en toiesielften X^eit StyreS SBet

mogenS l^aben @te oertoren ? 8. 3ci) ^abe mel;r aU bte J&dtfte cetloren.

9. 3)en toieietften retfcn @te on t;ter ab ? 10. SWeine Slbretfe tfl auf
ben 5tootften biefeS 3)}onatg feftgcfc^t. 11. S)en toieoietften toirb 3^r -ert
SSruber 6,tetb,erfommen ? 12. 3ct crtoartete tfi,n fcfton cor (Sect. XXXI.
1) bret Sagen. 13. 9Sor einem 3ab.re toar \fy nocft in JDcittfcfctanb.

14. 3n 2Betmat fatten ttor toenigen Sa^ren bte getefjrtefien unb fliigften

SKdnner %e 28ob,nung. 15. S)a ifen ift nu&ftcber, ate @ctb unb

@ttber, obgteidj) ber 2Bertf; be? olbe? unb @Uber8 grofjer tft. 16. JD'te

ganje 9Wenge toar nur tner
Slnftcjjt. 17. 5UJan )Vracb on nicbt?, at

won ber 3ufunft. 18. 3cb fcbrteb metnem Sreunbe nur toenige 2Borte.

19. llm bte ganje @tabt ^erum tagerten ntcbt? at graufame getnbe. 20.

9tur etoatt fonnte b,ter totrfen. 21. Obfc^on er nid()t? als QJJu^e unb

2lrbeit ^at, fo (Sect. XLIII. 4) ift er bocfy immer |ieiteren emutb,e?.

EXERCISE 115.

1. Is your brother as cautious as your uncle ? 2. He is not
so cautious as my uncle. 3. Take neither more nor less than

necessity requires. 4. Although he possesses a beautiful estate,
nevertheless I will resign to him a part of mine. 5. They did

nothing but complain of their last mishap. 6. I saw nobody
in the saloon but the blind piper. 7. The longer he stayed
with him, the more impatient he became. 8. On what day of

the month will your friend take his departure from here ? 9.

His departure is fixed for the fourteenth of next month. 10.

We will go this way, in order to see the landscape near at hand.
11. Nothing but joyfulness was in the whole family. 12. Only
one wish remained over to him. 13. No one is so worthy of

our kindness as the friend of my brother.

SECTION LXI. EEGIMEN OF NUMERALS, ETC.

Words denoting quantity, weight, or measure, are seldom put
in the plural, though connected -with numerals signifying more
than one; as: in Spfunb, one pound; jefyn ^Jfunb, ten pound(s);
bret 2lcfer, three acre(s); jtoolf 5uf, twelve foot (feet).

Feminine nouns, however, are usually excepted from this rule;
as : ed;8 GL'fen, six ells ; fieben 2ftet(en, seven miles, etc.

When, between the term of quantity and the thing whose

quantity or measure is specified, there intervenes no qualifying

word, both nouns stand in the same case
;
as : in 5Sfunb Bucter,

one pound (of) sugar ; $toet 5Pfunb 3ucfer, two pounds (of) sugar ;

brei $aar @ctyu6,e, three pair (of) shoes ; neunjig @tu<f SJinbtneb,,

ninety head (of) cattle. ( 15. 2 e, 123.)
1. Adjectives are formed by suffixing the word id^rtg. from

3ab,r, to the cardinal numbers ; as : @? tft etnjdb,rtg, it is a year
old. 3)iefe? $ferb ift meriftfyrig, this is a four-year-old horse, in

fjunbertsjdfiriger SDtann, a hundred-year-old man (a centenarian).
Nouns are formed by adding er to the cardinals ( 51. 2) ;

as : in 3)retfnger (ein 9Wann on breifng 3ab,ren), a man of thirty

years of age. in 2lcb.t$tger, an octogenarian. >er 2lcbtunbjtoan*

jtger (2Bein), the wine of the vintage of 1828.

Sunbert (a hundred), and aufenb (a thousand), when placed
before a noun, do not generally take the article before them ;

as : r b,at fjuntert cfjafe unb neunjig Ocfyfen, he has (a) hundred

sheep and ninety oxen. Used without a noun, they, as in Eng-
lish, assume the plural, as : ^unberte son Qftenfcben fterben cor

Hunger, hundreds of men die of hunger. Saufenbe fallen in ber

<3d;lacb. t, thousands fall in (the) battle.

VOCABULARY.
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lituni n. pound.
fJJroifii!

cdi'}tgtr, tn. one

years of age.

',about, near.

ubfn.to marry SBcrun'ttr,

, n. quarter.
un-l.-r

which, among
which.

, to pay in-

tercet.

RESUMK or EXAMPLES.

win (Swt. XXXIV. The elephant lives (bocom)
about a hundred years.

This well is twenty foet deep.
This sailor has bought three

pair of boots and ono pair
of shoes.

1) un.|f'-''i'r bunbtrt 3ab alt

Mruniien ifl jroanjia. Sup tiff.

Titi'rr ^tatro'ff bat brei iflaar

Ctiefel unb tin
I

4$.v.r d;ubt ge

rautt

(jr nut ver'aefttrn jum trfltn 3)ia(e Ho was for the first time, tho

iin Iliea'ttr.

IK -uau fauftt tier <5Htn Sattun'.

day before yesterday, in the

theatre.

The woman bought four ells of

calico.

3>irt ifl jab'rigrt goblcn funf. This colt is a yearling,

lint tin Viatel auf aO)t frub'flucftn At a quarter past seven we
wir breakfast.

Urn balb 3fb" &M$ n * SSorflatt At half-past nine a fire broke

gturr au out in the suburbs.

3fbn OJhnuttn nad; jtbn beett id; Ton minutes past ten I heard

-Rano'ntnfebufff. the report of cannons,

fft ifl fin 3Ubt'jiget. He ia an octogenarian.

EXERCISE 116.

1. 3cb. bin ntunjtbn 3ab.ce alt, unb in ntfinttn bret unb janjigflen

3afyrf gtf>c id) mit meintm 3>attr nad; (Jngfant. 2. 2Rttn alttfttr 33rubtc

batte funf unb jtuanjig SPtrfontn tingclabtn, rooruntcc ungcfafyr tit -alfte

*trb
i firatb.ete Seutt ttjaren. 3. llm brti SSitrttt (Sect. XXIV. 9) auf

jiui'lf
hat un bit cftttfdjaft tttrlaffen. 4. <olumbu entbecfte im Sabre

(1 H'2) vntrjtbn bunbcrt jnxi unb neunjig Mmtrifa. 5. Sin Dufctnb bat

jn?i'lf Stucf, unb tin $funb b,at brtijHg 8otb. 6. 28it faufttn brtt ga DtJ,

jnjfi '-liaar d;ub.t unb fitbtn Gftten ud;. 7. Sauftnbe con !Deutfd>tn

raanbern nad; '.Hmcrifa au. 8. 3d; b.abt bunbtrt gtbcrn fur tintn fialben

Sbaltr wrfauft. 9. Dec brei unb jttanjtgfte 2lprU ifl @bafptatt' tburt

flag. 10. Subnng btr QJUrjcfynte tear tin Citbb,aber on .Ruitiltn unb 3Bijjen>

fcbafttn. 11. 3n>anjig SDHnuttn nad; ettf llbr ftarb bet ^aifcr. 12. 3d;

n>av trfl jtuci SBZal in 2lmtrifa, aber ba citrtc 5Kal in ngfanb. 13. Dit

Stutfdjen batttn ju otrf^itbtntn SDlaltn Jtricg mit ben granjuftn. 14. 2)ie

!i>ifr unb siteun ^aben breifac^ genjonnen. 15. 3)en adjtjebnten 3uni 1815

rear bie Sdjlacfct bei SBaterk'o. 16. SBiffen @ie, n)ie alt jener SOJann ifl

17. <ffr ifl fin ccbjiger. 18. 3)iefe ^ubfc^e $ferb ifl breijabrig, unb

jtnt gropcrt ifl fccbiabrig. 19. 2Ba ifl bic fur SBein ? 20. (J ifl

'iMtninbtrcijiigfr (1834). 21. 3b oerjinft biefcS Sapital ju funf 5JJrocent.

A'bt e -^irfcfce in bicfem SBalbe ? 23. 3a, ber Saget ^at sorgeflern

cintn ae(bjebner gff^cfftn.

EXERCISE 117.

1. My brother has a hundred books, and my uncle, the pro-

fessor, has more than a thousand. 2. He rose generally at half-

past five in the morning, and worked till a quarter to eleven

o'clock. 3. I have spent seven months with him. 4. I havo
sold two dozen of pens and seven quires of paper. 5. The half

of a hare did he eat at his breakfast. 6. This beautiful horse is

five years old. 7. The third part of this money belongs to me.

8. I forgave you once. 9. You did it twice. 10. This piece
contains about twenty-two ells. 11. My sister died in the

sixteenth year of her age. 12. Thousands died of the cholera in

Poland in the year 1852. 13. The wine of the vintage of 1832
is sold at ono thaler a bottle. 14. My sister bought three ells

of ribbon. 15. Rome was founded by Romulus seven hundred
and fifty-two years before the birth of our Saviour.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 34 (Vol. I., page 197).

1. 3fl 3bre @cbn>eflcr, Wftcbe mir biefe SMumen gab, ju Saufe ? 2.

9letn, fte ifl auf ba 8anb gtgangen. 3. (5 ill 3tmanb in bern (^irtcn

gtnjtfen. 4. SOBctyntn Sit in Berlin ? 5. SRfin, icb toobnt in !Trfttn.

6. >ie JliJntgin ift ton 33tlgifn jurucf gefommtn. 7. .Rtnncn ic ten

Aaufmann, rctlcber con 2Bien fam ? 8. 3a, icty
fennt ibn. 9. Sit b>ben

ttcnia. 33rgnugm auf 3brer JReift gtbabt ;
Sie finb nkbt nxit genjfffn.

10. iie fatten mcf)t iergnugen, att air fatten, ab.r loir flnb ebfnfo

ctrgnugt gtmtfen a( <Sie.

EXERCISK 35 (Vol. I., page 197).

1. Where is tho lead that you have bought ? 2. It is still in tho

hop where I bought it. 3. Hare you the same pen which I have

had P 4. To whom will you Mod thi* gold watch P 5. I nhall send it

to the tame man who ut it to me. 6. How much money doe* thi

old noldier reijuiro ? 7. He requirM much, bocauM be U always ill.

8. It he the pnon who was hre yctorday P 9. No, that one U very
lama to-day. 10. To whom do you vend the beautiful ring? 11. I

end It to the man whom you hare praiaed so much. 12. Hare you
praised my brother*! friend* P 13. Yen, I har praiaed tbam. 14.

Have yon not loved them f 15. I have a little Uter whom I lor* ; do

you lovo her P 16. The uncle lore* )ii nephew, but bo U nnthankfnl,

17. The father lores hi* littla son beoaus* h Is good. 18. Why an to

many troops in the towaP 19. Because tbey have come from th*

war. 20. Why do our parent* lore us ? 21. Beoanne we are their

children. 22. To whom are you going? 23. I am going to my
nophew. 24. With whom are you going P 25. I go with my brother.

EXERCIBE 36 (Vol. I., page 198).
1. 3fi 3b,e SBruber u $auft* 2. So, abft er ifl ftanf. 3. ffif

^abtn it fcitfe lltyr gtfauft V 4. 3^ 6abt fte bei btm Ubrma^er gtfauft.

5. Diefe 9linge finb f<*6n, toollen Sit mir cinm berftlbtn gebfn V 6. Dtt

Sruvptn, tvttcbt nad; Seip)ig gingtn, ftbrtcn gtflern jururf . 7. Xtr tt^rrt

(itbt btn Anabtn, tt( btrftlbt fcftim fdjrtibt. 8. tb.en SU ju 3b,ttn

(Sltern ? 9. 3d; gtbe mit meinem iBruttr. 10. 2)tefe Jtinbtc litben tbttn

Stbvcr, n>ei( tcrfclbe gut ju i^ntn. 11. @tbraud;fn it mtine 33ud;er nix^

Idngec? 12. 3d; wtrbe 3bnen bttftlbtn morgtn jurudgtben.

EXERCISE 37 (Vol. I., page 211).
1. Will you go with me to Mannheim ? 2. I cannot (i.e., I am not

able), I have no time. 3. When can you go ? 4. I shall go (the) nex;

week, if you con wait so long. 5. Will your teacher go with you to

the field, or to the town ? 6. He will not go to the field, and cannot go
to the town. 7. What do these children want ? 8. They want some

apples and cherries ; but they con buy none, for they hare no money.
9. What do you wish, sir ? miss ? madam ? 10. Will you hare

the kindness to give me a glass of water ? 11. Can you tell me what
o'clock it is ? 12. I cannot tell you, I have no watch with me. 13.

What was the merchant going to sell you ? 14. I could find nothing
at his shop that I wished to buy. 15. We shall have bad weather to-

morrow. 16. It may be, that it will still rain to-day. 17. Can you
read the German handwriting ? 18. No, I have enough to do with

the print. 19. The envious man will not praise bis friend. 20. A
learned woman is not always a good housewife. 21. Patience ia a dif-

ficult attainment ; many can teach it, but not learn it. 22. A good
teacher must have patience. 23. Every good scholar will be attentive.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXI.
SECTION XXXIX. COMPOSITE, OR COMPOSITE-FLOWERED

PLANTS (continued).

PASSING on now to the radiate sub-tribe of the natural order

Composite, let us first direct our attention to the common but

modest daisy (Bellis perennis), which spreads on the verdure its

yellow disc surrounded with white rays tipped with pink, spring-

ing np at the earliest dawn of spring, and gladdening our sight

until the winter blasts return. The pretty daisy (Fig. 176) is asso-

ciated with our earliest recollections of fields and flowers ; it has

inspired the pastoral bards of many lands, and formed the subject

of many beautiful verses. Every one knows how ornamental

are daisies to the green turf of meadows ; but only the intelli-

gent farmer knows how dear is the price paid for the ornament.

Tho daisy, unostentatious as it is above ground, encroaches

sadly, with its leaves and spreading roots, on the grass tribe,

which is the special object of culture ; hence the grazier should

extirpate our little daisy friends by all means in his power ; to

him they are rather foes than friends. The chrysanthemum*
are all beautiful species, many of which are cultivated in Eng-
land. The Indian chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum Indieum),
as it is called, is a native of China, where it is a great favourite.

It flowers very late in the year, thus furnishing us with a floral

Christmas ornament. Its compound flowers grow to the size of

three or four inches in diameter.

The asters are sturdy perennials, which, by their large and

highly-tinted compound flowers, contribute much to the embellish-

ment of a flower-garden. Most of the exotic asters have been

introduced from America; nevertheless, that of greatest beauty,
the China aster (Cattistephus Siii^nsts), originally came from

China. The extensive genus, GnaphaUum, which is divided into

many secondary genera, comprehends many ornamental plants,

known under the general designation of Everlastings. The

greater number of these species ia indigenous to Africa and
America. But of all the radiate sub-genera of Composite
esteemed for the beauty of their flowers, the most popular,

the moat cherished, the most bountiful, is the dahlia, with the
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description of which we shall terminate this notice of the family

Qompositce.
The genus dahlia is characterised by having an involucrum of

which the exterior bracts, about five in number, are reflexed,

and the internal ones, from twelve to twenty in number, arranged
in double series, are membranous at their summit, thick and

fleshy at their base. The achsenia, or fruit, are surmounted by
two short points. The stem is herbaceous ; leaves opposite and

pinnatifid. The species most cultivated in our gardens, which

it embellishes during the autumn, is the Dahlia coccinea, or

ordinary scarlet dahlia. It is a native of Mexico, whence it was

transported to Spain about 1790, and a specimen was sent from

Madrid to France in the year 1802. At first the French gardeners
cultivated it as a greenhouse plant, but they soon discovered the

dahlia to be capable of flourish-

ing in the open air. From this

time the plant was rapidly dis-

seminated, and many varieties

began to appear. The flowers of

the primitive species were all

simple, the disc yellow, the rays

arranged in two series, dark
scarlet and velvety in appear-
ance. In 1810 varieties sprang
up, having lilac, rose-coloured,
and saffron-yellow rays. In
1818 double-flowered varieties

were obtained, possessing cornet-

shaped tubular florets, consti-

tuting an imbricated rose. Since

then so many varieties have

sprung up, that their mere enu-

meration would be impossible.

SECTION XL.VALEKIANA-
CE.ffi, OB VALEEIAN WORTS.

Characteristics : Calyx adhe-
rent to the ovary ; corolla mono-

petalous, epigynous ; stamens

ordinarily less numerous than
the lobes of the corolla, and
adherent to its tube. Ovary
three-celled, two of which cells

are barren, the third containing
one seed ; ovule pendant ; seed

dicotyledonous ; radicle superior.
The Valerianacece, which de-

rive their name from the valerian,
one of the principal genera, are

either herbs, with slender roots,
or perennials, having an almost

woody rhizome, generally con-

taining odorous matter. The
radical leaves ar tuft-like,

petiolate, simple, opposed, and
without stipules.

The flowers of most of the

Valerianacece contain both pistils

and stamens, though certain

members are monoecious, others

dioecious. Usually the inflorescence is a cyme, sometimes a

corymb. The tube of the calyx is attached to the ovary ; the
limb of the calyx divided into three or four parts. The corolla,

inserted into the margin of a disc crowning the ovary, is tubular,
and shaped like a funnel. Its tube is often spurred at the base,
its limb generally divided into five lobes, and sometimes irregular.
The stamens inserted upon the tube of the corolla alternate with
the divisions of the latter. Their number is rarely five, more

frequently four, the fifth being suppressed ; sometimes three,

by the suppression of the lateral stamens. Lastly, in certain
cases only a single stamen becomes developed. The anthers

176. THE FLOWERS, LEAVES, AND KOOT OF THE DAISY. 177.

PISTILLIPEBOUS BAY - FLOEET OF THE DAISY. 178. PERFECT
DISC FLORET OF THE DAISY.

embryo straight; cotyledons oblong, exceeding in length the

radicle. The Valerianacece are, for the most part, inhabitants of

the ancient continent, being chiefly found in Central Europe
and the Mediterranean region, and the Asiatic district of the

Taurus and Caucasus, from which a few species have wandered
to Nepaul, and Siberia, and Japan. In the tropics they are un-

known, except in certain mountainous regions. In Chili and

Magellan several species are not unfrequent ; but North America

only possesses one.

The Valerianacece are a natural order concerning the medicinal

qualities of which all persons are agreed. The active principles

are a volatile oil, and an acid termed the valerianic acid, which
chemists now make artificially. The perennials are more effi-

cacious than the annuals, probably because in the latter the

active principles have not had
sufficient time to develop them-
selves. The smell of the valerian

is very peculiar ; some people
think it agreeable; a far greater

number, however, are of a con-

trary opinion. Amongst cats

there is no such difference of

sentiment. These animals are

very partial to the odour of the

valerian, and eagerly scratch up
such plants of it as they meet
with in their rural explorations.
Valerian is now employed by
physicians in the cure of spasms ;

formerly its employment was
directed to the cure of the far

graver disease, epilepsy. Eeport
states that a Neapolitan noble,
who lived in the sixteenth cen-

tury, being a great sufferer from

epileptic attacks, and deriving
no advantage from physicians,
set about learning botany, in

order that he might discover the

medicinal properties of veget-

ables, and thus become his own
doctor. Notwithstanding the

common proverb, that the man
who is his own doctor has a fool

for his patient, the Neapolitan
did not study botany in vain.

After trying a kost of plants, he

at length alighted on valerian,

and cured himself of epilepsy.

Without intending any dispa-

'ragement to the skill and perse-

verance of this resolute gentle-

man, it may be permitted to

hazard a doubt whether the dis-

ease which afflicted him was

really epilepsy.
Let us now proceed to an

enumeration of the principal

Valerianacece, commencing with

the Valeriana officinalis, which
is the species most commonly employed. This plant is generally
distributed throughout Europe, where it frequently grows in

humid meadows, rarely in dry and sandy places ; its stem is

furrowed, its leaves pinnate and covered with down. The
Valeriana Phu is a German species, cultivated in our gardens,
the radical leaves of which are simple and lanceolate, the flowers

white. Valeriana Sichensis is a North American species, and
valued beyond every other by the Eussians. The ancients

vaunted the medicinal qualities of the Celtic and Indian nard.

The former (Valeriana Celtica) grows on the mountain sum-
mits of Styria and Carinthia ; the latter is a native of the

are bent inward ; the ovary inferior, composed of three Alps. Both are still the objects of a very considerable com-
carpels, forming three cells, two of which are empty, the merce, large quantities being sent every year to Turkey and
third alone fertile. The ovule is reflexed, and hangs from I Egypt from Trieste, whence they find their way to the interior

the cell ; the style is simple filiform, terminated by two or ' of Africa and India.

three stigmas, which are sometimes coherent into one. The1

1 The Indian nard, or spikenard of the ancients, was in great
fruit is dry, indehiscent, ordinarily unilocular by disappearance

j
favour ;

not that it was exactly a medicine, but it was thought
of the barren cells ; never containing more than one seed : to secure the affections of any lady or gentleman towards one
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of the opposite BOX giving it. The plant to which the ancient

term refers ia supposed by botanists to be the Nardottachys
Jatamansi, which ia in high repute among the natives of India

as a perfumo and a remedy for epilepsy. However well attested

by anciont testimony the efficacy of spikenard may be, still, in

our times, it may bo doubted whether the mineral kingdom be
not more potont than tho vegetable in securing the affections of

young ladies.

'I'll.- chief ornamental plant furnished to our gardens by this

natural order is the Cfntranthus ruber, or crimson centranthus
7;' i, remarkable for its

floral panicles. The corolla

is purple, red, white, or lilac,

furnished with a spur-like

projection at its base, and

only containing one stamen.

Its root possessor the usual

odour of the valerian tribe.

SECTION XLI.-CAPEIFO-

LIACE.E, OB CAPEIFOILS.

Cluiracteristics : Calyx ad-

heront to the ovary ; corolla

epigynous ; stamens inserted

upon the corolla ; ovary in-

ferior, two or more celled,

containing one or more

seeds; seed dicotyledonous,
albuminous ; leaves

without stipules.

The Caprifoliacea)

are generally trees

or shrubs, some
of them climbers.

The leaves are

opposite ; stipules

absent, or repre-

sented by hairs

or glands situated

at the base of the

petioles. The flow-

ers are complete,

regular, or slightly

irregular, disposed
in a head or ter-

m in al corymb
springing from an

axillary peduncle.
The limb, or free

part of the calyx,
is five cleft, or

dentated. The co-

rolla is tubular or

infundibuliform or

rotate, having a

five-partite limb,

ordinarily regular,
imbricated in aesti-

vation. The sta-

mens are in number
equal to that of the

divisions of the

corolla, with which

they ore alternate ;

or one less. A very familiar example of a member of this

natural family is the common elder (Fig. 180).
The natural order of Caprifoliacece is usually sub-divided by

botanical writers into two tribes, Lonicereoe and Sambucea.
The CaprifoliacecB chiefly belong to temperate or cool regions

of the northern hemisphere. They are more abundant in Central

Asia, in the north of India, and in America, than in Europe.
Certain species pass beyond the limits which seem to be imposed
by nature to the family, and penetrate into tropical climes ; but
not being able to support the full rigour of a tropical sun, they
take refuge on mountain elevations. A small number of the

Elder genus, that truly cosmopolitan one, are met with in Chili

and in Australia.

The Lonicereas, or honeysuckle tribe, composed of beautiful

and delicately-scented plants, are general favourites as orna-
mental members of the vegetable world. Nor U ornament their

only quality ; many of them have another claim to oar regard a*

medicinal agents. The berries of the common honeysuckle are

eminently purgative, although but rarely employed in medical

practice. The symphorine (Symphoriearpiu parvijlora), a small
North American species, bearing small flowers and bright-red

berries, which, appearing toward* the end of summer, form HUCQ
an agreeable ornament in our gardens, is also useful as a medi-
cine. Its root is astringent, and is employed by the people of

North America as a febrifuge.

The Linncea borealii is an

herbaceous evergreen plant,

very prevalent in the forests

ofSweden, the native country
of Linnaeus, for which reason

the plant was dedicated to

him. Likethecommonhoney-
suckle, it is a creeper, bat

its inflorescence is different,

each peduncle terminating
withtwo campanulate or bell-

shaped flowers, rose-coloured

within, white externally.

This plant, also, is employed

by the Swedes as a medicine.

In addition to the Loni-

cereae already mentioned
there are many
beautiful species
cultivated in our

gardens. Among
the honeysuckles
we have the ever-

green honeysuckle
(Caprifolium sem-

pervirens), a native

of North America,
the stem of which
is climbing, the
leaves yellow or

white below, the

flowers bright-red

externally, beauti-

ful, but inodorous.

Then we have the

honeysuckle of

Japan (Lonicera

Japonica), a climb-

ing species, termed
in its native coun-

try gold and silver

tree, because its

flowers are first

white, then yellow.

Finally, we have
the Tartarian ho-

neysuckle (Lonicera

Tartarica), which
is not a climbing

plant. It has leaves

of a blniau-Treen ;

flowers rose-co-

loured externally,
white internally ; and ruddy fruits. Passing on to the conside-

ration of the elder tribe, the common elder tree (Sambuats nigra)
first comes under our notice. It is quite a cosmopolite, known
almost everywhere, and consecrated by ancient traditions. Every
part of this tree diffuses, when bruised, a disagreeable odour, and
a bitter acrid juice exudes. Its berries are familiar in England
as the basis of elder wine. In many parts of Germany they are

boiled, and in that state eaten as a favourite article of food.

The guelder rose (Viburnum Opulus), an illustration of which is

given in Fig. 181, partakes to some extent the properties of the

common elder. The Viburnum Lnntana, or "
wayfaring tree,"

possesses berries and leaves which are slightly astringent, but

the external bark in so acrid that in some countries it is employed
as a blister.

179. THE CRIMSON CENTRAKTHUS (CENTRAHTHUS RUBfiR). 180. THE ELDER (SAMBUCTS K1GRA).
181. THE (iUELDER ROSS (VIBURNUM OPULU8).
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BEADING AND ELOCUTION. XXL
EXERCISES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE (continued) .

THE following piece affords scope for "force" of utterance. In

the second, third, and fourth stanzas, it rises to what is distin-

guished, in elocution, by the designation of "
impassioned force"

the fullest veliemence of voice, bordering on the sJiout, and

sometimes passing into it. This style is found chiefly in lyric

poetry ; but it is sometimes exemplified in the vehement energy
of prose, on exciting occasions.

V. THE AMERICAN EAGLE.

ll] Bird of the heavens ! whose matchless eye
Alone can front the blaze of day,

And, wandering through the radiant sky,
Ne'er from the sunlight turns away ;

Whose ample wing was made to rise

Majestic o'er the loftiest peak,
On whose chill tops the winter skies,

Around thy nest, in tempests, speak,
What ranger of the winds can dare,-

Proud mountain king ! with thee compare ;

Or lift his gaudier plumes on high
Before thy native majesty,
When thou hast ta'en thy seat alone,

Upon thy cloud-encircled throne ?

Bird of the cliffs ! thy noble form

Might well be thought almost divine ;

Born for the thunder and the storm,
The mountain and the rock are thine ;

And there, where never foot has been,

Thy eyrie is sublimely hung,
Where low'ring skies their wrath begin,
And loudest lullabies are sung

By the fierce spirit of the blast,

When, his snow mantle o'er him cast,

He sweeps across the mountain top,
With a dark fury naught can stop,
And wings his wild unearthly way
Far through the clouded realms of day.

Bird of the sun ! to thee to thee
The earliest tints of dawn are known,

And 'tis thy proud delight to see

The monarch mount his gorgeous throne

Throwing the crimson drapery by
That half impedes his glorious way ;

And mounting up the radiant sky,
E'en what he is, the king of day !

Before the regent of the skies

Men shrink, and veil their dazzled eyes ;

But thou, in regal majesty,
Hast kingly rank as well as he

;

And with a steady, dauntless gaze
Thou meet'st the splendour of his blaze.

Bird of Columbia ! well art thou
An emblem of our native land ;

With unbleuched front and noble brow,
Among the nations doomed to stand ;

Proud, like her mighty mountain woods ;

Like her own rivers, wandering free :

And sending forth from hills and floods,
The joyous shout of liberty !

Like thee, majestic bird ! like thee,
She stands in unbought majesty,
With spreading wing, untired and strong,
That dares a soaring far and long,
That mounts aloft, nor looks below,

[I I] And will not quail though tempests blow.

[I] The admiration cf the earth,
In grand simplicity she stands ;

Like thee, the storms beheld her birth,
And she was nursed by rugged hands :

[I] But, past the fierce and furious war,
Her rising fame new glory brings,

For kings and nobles come from far

To seek the shelter of her wings.

tQ And like thee, rider of the cloud,
She mounts the heavens, serene and proud,
Great in a pure and noble fame,
Great in a spotless champion's name,
And destined in her day to be

Mighty as Rome more nobly free.

[I] My native land ! my native laud !

To her my thoughts will fondly tur* ;

For her the warmest hopes expand,
For her the heart with fears will yearn.

Oh ! may she keep her eye, like thee,
Proud eagle of the rocky wild,

Fixed on the sun of liberty,

By rank, by faction unbeguiled ;

Eemembering still the rugged road

Our venerable fathers trod,
When they through toil and danger pressed,
To gain their glorious bequest,
And from each lip the caution fell

To those who follow"d,
" Guard it well." Thomson.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXI.
THE LATIN VERB: ITS SEVERAL TERMINATIONS.

THE student is already familiar with case-endings and the

way in which they modify the signification of nouns. He must
now pass on to consider certain endings in the verbs which in

a similar manner affect their import. Referring him back to

what has already been said respecting the verb, we here take

up the subject, and ask his attention to voice-endings, person-

endings, tense-endings, and mood-endings.
As preliminary to the whole, we must recall to mind what

has been said respecting the stem of words. Having reviewed

in his thoughts what has gone before, the reader will find our

present statements easy. The endings, then, to which we have

just adverted, are added to the stem of the verb, and being so

added, vary the meaning. The stem of a verb is that part to

which these endings are added. If the endings have been already

made, they must be removed. When you have gone through
these instructions, you will know what they are. Take lego, I

read, as an instance. You are already aware that the o at the

end is the sign of the first person singular, indicative mood,

present tense, active voice. Cut off that o, and you have leg ;

leg is the stem. Now in English, if we want to make I read

passive, we insert another word, and say I am read. Instead of

inserting another word, the Romans added an r to the active

form, making the verb stand thus, legor, I am read. Hence r,

you see, is here the sign of the passive. In verbs, r at or near

the end is generally the sign of the passive voice ; thus in legar,

I may be read ; and legerer, I might be read, the r is the sign
of the passive ; for the corresponding active forms are legam, I

may read ; legerem, I might read. The voice-endings vary with

the persons ; thus, as the active endings are o, is, it, so the

passive endings are or, eris, ttur. Thus voice-endings and

person-endings combine, as you see, in this example of

THE VOICE-ENDINGS AND PERSON-ENDINGS OF THE PRESENT

TENSE, INDICATIVE MOOD.

Active. Lego, legis, legit; legimus, legitis, legunt.

Passive. "Legor, legSris, legitur ; legimur, legimini, leguntw.

To the voice-endings and person-endings must be added the

tense-endings. In English we form the past tense, for instance,

of the verb I love, by adding to love the consonant d, I loved.

Something like this takes place in Latin. Thus, as amo is I

love, amabam is J loved; the bam performing in Latin the part

which the d performs in English. This 6am, in the active

voice, is made passive by being changed into bar, r taking the

place of m. Putting these three endings together, we have an

example of

VOICE-ENDINGS, PERSON-ENDINGS, AND TENSE-ENDINGS OP
THE IMPERFECT INDICATIVE.

Active. Legebam, legebas, legebat; legebamus, legebatis, legebant.

Passive. Legebar, legebaris, legebafur; legebamtir, legebamim, legebantwr.

Another variation is introduced by the mood-endings. The

examples given are in the indicative mood. We subjoin an
instance of the change in the endings, by which the subjunctive
mood is indicated. In the subjunctive mood rem is added to

the stem, instead of bam ; thus

VOICE-ENDINGS, PERSON-ENDINGS, TENSE-ENDINGS, MOOD-END-
INGS OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD, IMPERFECT TENSE.

Active. Legerem, legeres, legeret; legeremus, legeretis. legerent.

Passive. Legerer, legerem, legeretttr ; legeremur, legeremmi, legerentur.

The endings will be more clearly seen, if they stand by them

selves, as in the following example :
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VOICE-ENDINGS, PERSON-ENDINGS, TENSE-ENDINGS, MOOD-

ENDINGS, ACTIVE AND PASSIVE.
SIVOCLAR NUMBER.

Act. Pat*. Act. Pat*. Act. Pan.
1 Pr. 1 Per. 2 Pr. 2 Pr. 3 Pr. 8 Pr.

Prtftnl Jmlicitiiv. -o -or -is -Cris -it -itur.

-am -ar -as -aris -at -atur.

-bam -bur -bas -baris -bat -batur.

'.. -mm -rer -res -reris -rat -retur.

Some tenses in the passive voice are formed as in English, by
the addition not of an ending, but of another word. Thus, as

wo say, / have been loved, so the Latins say, amatus sum.

Amatus sum is a form made up of parts of two separate words ;

namely, amatus, the passive participle of amo; and sum, the

indicative mood, present tense, first person singular of the verb

to be. This is, in effect, to declare that the Romans cannot bo

said to have a perfect tense of the passive voice. The idea

which that tense conveys they express by combining parts of

the verb sum with the passive participle. In this way, however,
the perfect passive has peculiarities of its own. We subjoin an

example of

ENDINGS OF THE PERFECT TENSE INDICATIVE, ACTIVE AND
PASSIVE.

Aativc. Legi, legisK, legtt ; legimu*, legiatw, legrunt, or legeVe.

PoMtt>. Lectus sum, lectus , lectus est ; lecti stimus, lecti eat us, lecti sunt.

Where observe that, instead of bam, bas, bat, etc., of the im-

perfect, you have t, isti, it, etc. Observe, also, that in the

parts of the verb, sum, etc., denote the persons; the

participle leotus undergoes, however, one change in the plural
lectus becomes lecti. Now, if you wanted to put the passive
form just given into the subjunctive mood, you have only to sub-

stitute the subjunctive sim, sis, sit, etc., for the indicative sum,
es, est, etc. Other forms of sum may stand in combination with
the past participle, as, lectus eram, I had been read; lectus

essem, I might have been read ; lectus ero, I shall have been read.

Also the endings of the perfect indicative active change to suit

corresponding changes in the meaning; they become, in the

singular, erim, eris, erit, and in the plural, erimus, eritis, erint, in

the perfect tense subjunctive mood ; and in the pluperfect tense

subjunctive, they pass into essem, esses, esset, essemus, essetis, essent.

There is yet another source of variation in these endings.
That source is in the conjugations. There are, you know, four

conjugations, or general models for the formation of verbs. All
verbs which follow these models are called regular. Such as

deviate from those models are called irregular. Confining our-

selves, at present, to the regular verbs, we find the endings of

the present tense indicative mood active and passive voices vary,
as already (Vol. I., pp. 38 and 70) shown. In the next lesson

we shall give a general view of the tense and person-endings
of the four regular conjugations of the active and passive voices.

In order to get the full forms, you must prefix for the first con-

jugation am or ama ; doc, or doce, for the second ; leg for the

third ; and aud for the fourth. Am is the stem to be prefixed
in the present tense ; ama, in the imperfect and future, and
amav in the perfect ; as appears in this view of the

STEMS OF THE CHIEF PARTS OF THE FOUR CONJUGATIONS.

Conj. Present. Imp. and. Put. Infinitive. Perfect. Supine.
1. am (a)- ama- ama- amav- amat-
2. doce- doce- doce- docu- doct-

3. leg- lege- lege- leg (i)- lect-

4. aud (i)- audie- audi- audiv- aiulit-

These chief parts are commonly exhibited thus :

Conj.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Present.

Amo
Doceo

Lego
Audio

Infinitive.

amare
0MN

legere
auilir<!

anuivi

docui

legt

Supine.
aniatum.

doctum.
lectum.
audit urn.

Now, by comparing these tables together, you may learn that
o is the sign of the

present tense ; re, of the infinitive mood ; t,

of the perfect tense ; and um, of the supine. In other words,
by adding o to am, you form the present tense indicative mood
first person singular ; by adding 6am to otna, you form the cor-

responding imperfect tense ; by adding t to amav, you obtain
the perfect tense

; by adding re to ama, you get the infinitive

mood ; and finally, by adding him to ama, you make the supine;
thus :

Ton thus see that there a a present tern, an imperfect item,

perfect stem, an infinitive stem, and a supine item. Of these,

the imperfect and the infinitive are newly the same. Proper)j
speaking, the present stem in ama is the name as the imperfect
and the infinitive, for the second a i* a part of the root Heaoe
amo is a contraction of ama-o.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XT.
(Vol. II., p. 210.)

EXERCISE 73. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Ood is present in all places. 2. Arm* are of little avail abroad,

unless there ia deliberation at home. 3. ThoM are despised, who benefit

neither themselves nor another. 4. As the laws preside over tb

magistrates, so the magistrates (preside over) the people. 5. Reason
and speech unite meii to one another, and in nothing are we farther

from the nature of wild beasts. 6. I am joyful ; thon art Had. 7. II

you are contented with your lot, you are happy. 8. While we wen
in school, our sisters were in the garden. 9. When Charles was at

our house yesterday, I was abroad. 10. As long as yon and your
brother were at our house, you were joyful, but your brother was sad.

11. As long as you were absent, I was sad. 12. Why were you not in

school yesterday? 13. Because I was abroad with my fattier. 14.

How long have you and your father been absent from home ? 15. We
have been absent six months. 16. Why were not oar soldiers present
at the fight ? 17. Because they were too far away. 18. Where bad

you been yesterday, when I was at your house ?

EXERCISE 74. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Ego prosuui tibi. 2. Tu prodes mihi. 3. Pueri matribus non

prosuut. 4. Cur puelloe patribus non prosunt ? 5. Quum tu aberas,

ego eram tristis. 6. Quamdiu pater tuus abfuit ? 7. Carolns pngnsj
iuterfuit. 8. Erasne heri domi nostna ? 9. Ero hodie tuae domi. 10.

Nisi domi es beatus, non es Isetus foris.

EXERCISE 75. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. So long as you are (shall be) happy, you will have many friends.

2. The fight was most frightful, because the soldiers of each army were

very brave. 3. We had been in the city before the beginning of the
war. 4. There were many great and illustrious orators in the age of

Demosthenes, and had been before, nor did they fail afterwards. 5.

This thing was not useful to us, but injured (us). 6. If any one is

(shall be) endued with virtue, he will always be happy. 7. So long as

I am (shall be) contented with my lot, I shall be happy. 8. The action

will not be right, unless the will has (shall have) been right. 9. If

we have (shall have) been good, the praise of men will not fail. 10.

Scholars, be attentive. 11. Let men be mindful of death. 12. Be ye
contented with your lot. 13. O my son, be always mindful of the

precepts of virtue ! 11. The prudent man not only takes care of the

present, but also in mind seeks again the past, and foresees the future

from the post. 15. Good men endeavour to be useful to the good.

EXERCISE 76. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Milites nostri in pugna fortissitui fuerunt. 2. Cur milites nostri

fuerunt in pugna fortiores quam vestri. 3. Quamdiu felix eris, non
deerunt amici. 4. Miseris amici desunt. 5. Ante belli initium in

urbo fueram. 6. Fortes fortibus semper prodorunt. 7. Inimici mihi

obsunt. 8. Si eritis virtutis compotes, felices eritis. 9. Quamdiu
sorte mea conteutus ero, felix ero. 10. Discipuli, in schola atteuti este !

11. Illi student esse fortissimi. 12. Mi fili, fortis osto. 13. Prudentes
futura ex prseteritis provident.

EXERCISE 77. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. I am not ignorant of what your disposition is toward us. 2. I

know what your feeling has always been toward us. 3. I am not ig-

norant of what your disposition both was before, and now is, toward
us. 4. I was not ignorant of what your feeling was toward us. 5. I

know how uncertain are the minds of men. 6. Think how short is

life ! 7. Of what kind the mind is, the mind itself knows not. 8.

Think how much good examples are useful to us. 9. I am uncertain

where my brother is now. 10. I am uncertain where my friend both

has been and now is. 11. I am uncertain where you were yesterday.
12. Tell us (narrate) where you were yesterday.

EXERCISE 78. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Narra mihi nbi sis. 2. Narra mihi ubi tui pater et mater sint.

3. Nescio ubi soror mea sit. 4. Scisne quantum boni puerl suis pa-

rentibus prosint t 5. Scio ubi filius sit. 6. Mi fili, nbi es ? 7. Soie-

bam nbi filius esset. & Inoertus sum ubi hostes sint. 9. Estne dux
nesoius ubi exercitus sit ? 10. Scio qua mento tu in regem sis.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XXL
CONIC SECTIONS THE ELLIPSE.

THE three curves respectively known as the ellipse, the parabola,

and the hyperbola, are called conic sections, because they may
be displayed by cutting a cone in different directions. Before,

however, we explain the directions in which the cone mast be cat
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to display these curves, the reader must endeavour to under-

stand what a cone is, mathematically speaking. The word cone

is derived from the Greek KUVOS (ko'-nos), or the Latin conus,

terms applied by the Greeks and Romans respectively to objects

rising to a point, and by the ancient mathematicians to a solid

figure having a circular base and pointed apex, and so formed

that straight lines drawn from any points in the circumference of

the base to the apex, lie wholly in

the superficies or surface of the solid.

The ordinary cone, which is usually
called a right cone, is formed by the

revolution of a right-angled triangle

round its altitude. Thus, in Fig. 82,

if the right-angled triangle ABC, hav-

ing the altitude A B, the base B c, and

the hypothenuse A c, were caused to

revolve around its altitude A B in a

direction from left to right, the

fxL -'V" %
\B triangle would occupy the positions

x
-^ //* "\ \ _./ A B D, ABE, A B F, A B G, A B H, SUC-

~"tf '^6 cessively, in its revolution round A B,

Fig. 82. and when it had returned to its original

position the movement of the hypo-

thenuse would have described a figure which is called a cone.

The base of this figure is a circle, c D E F G H, described

virtually from the point B as centre, with a radius B c.

The path traced by every point in the hypothenuse, as the

triangle revolves around its altitude, is a circle ; as, for example,

the circle K L M N, traced by the revolution of the point K in

the hypothenuse round A B. As any figure which can be formed

by cutting a cone in any particular direction is a conic section,

it is obvious that the circle is also a conic section, as well as the

ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola ; and in a cone circles of any

size, varying from nothing at the apex of the cone, to the extent

of the circle forming the base, may be obtained by cutting the

cone at successive points in the altitude from top to bottom,

or from the point A to the point B in Fig. 82, in an hori-

zontal direction at right angles to the altitude. Any section,

therefore, of a cone made by cutting the cone transversely in

a direction perpendicular to the altitude is a circle.

In Fig. 83 let Abe the apes, and B c D E the circular base of a

right cone, the axis or altitude of the cone being the straight

line, A F, drawn from the apex, A, to F, the centre of the circular

base. It has been already shown that if the cone be cut trans-

versely, in a plane at right angles to its axis or altitude, the sec-

tion will be a circle. Now, instead of cutting the axis at right

angles, let the plane of section be inclined to the axis, or a plane

passing through the axis, as the plane A B D, at an angle that is

not a right angle, as the plane of section G H K L is inclined to

the plane of section A B D, at an angle, A M G, which is less than

a right angle. The plane of section, G H K L, is called an ellipse.

The line K G is called the major axis, or greater axis of the ellipse.

Next, suppose the straight line G K to be produced both ways to

an indefinite length, and to turn on M as on a pivot, moving in

the plane shown by the triangle ACE, until it assumed the posi-
tion N o. On examination of the figure it will be found that N o

is parallel to A c, a line drawn from

apex to base on the side of the cone.

If, then, a plane be drawn passing
through the points N and o, and the

points H L, as well as the plane of

section N H P Q L, this plane of sec-

tion will be parallel to the side of the

cone, as well as its axis N o. The

plane of section N H P Q L is called a

parabola. If, however, the plane of

section be parallel to a plane passing

through the axis of the cone, as the

plane B s T, it is called an hyperbola.
To recapitulate what has been said

of the various curves produced by cut-

ting the cone in different directions

1. If the cone be cut by a plane parallel to the base, or at right

angles to the axis or altitude of the cone, the plane of section is

a circle.

2. If the cone be cut by a plane making any angle other than
a right angle with the axis of the cone, the plane of section is an

ellipse.

3. If the cone be cut by a plane parallel to the side of the

cone, the plane of section is a parabola.
4. If the cone be cut by a plane parallel to the axis of the

cone, or parallel to any plane passing through its axis, the plane
of section is an hyperbola. Indeed, any plane of section which
makes with the base of the cone an angle greater than the incli-

nation of the side of the cone to the base, is an hyperbola.
PROBLEM LVIII. To trace the curve of an ellipse by mecha-

nical contrivances.

To students of practical geometry who are seeking a know-

ledge of the subject that will aid them in their daily avocations,
it will be far more acceptable to have a brief statement of the

practical means adopted for tracing the conic sections than it

j

will to have an exposition of the properties of these curves,
which belongs to the higher branches of mathematics. Failing
a pair of compasses, every artisan knows that a circle may be
readily traced by tying one end of a piece of string round a
pencil, and fastening the other end to a board, or anything on
which the circle is to be traced, by a nail. A similar plan may
be adopted for tracing an ellipse, which may be briefly described
as follows :

Take a piece of thread and two small fine pins, if you are

going to draw a small ellipse on paper, or a piece of twine and
two nails, if you wish to trace a larger ellipse on a piece of
board. Draw a straight line, x Y, of indefinite length, and
in it take any two points, A and B. Having tied two knots
in the thread or twine, distant from each other a little more
than the length of the line A B, thrust a pin through each, and
fasten the pins through the paper at the points A and B. Then,
stretching the thread as tightly as you can on the point of a lead

pencil, and keeping it at its utmost tension during the operation,
you trace the half of

the ellipse namely,the
curve c E D with the

pencil point. After

this, pulling the thread
across x Y, between
the pins at A and B, the

thread is again tight-

ened, and the ellipse
is completed by tracing
the lower half of the

ellipse, the curve c F D,
with the pencil point
as before. The points
A and B, in which the

pins have been inserted, are called the foci of the ellipse. The

straight line, c D, passing through the points A and B, is called

the axis major, or transverse diameter of the ellipse. The
point G, in which c D is bisected, is called the centre of the

ellipse, while the straight line E F, drawn through the centre

G, at right angles to c D, is called the axis minor, or conjugate
diameter of the ellipse. As the length of the thread does not

vary during the process of tracing the curve, it must follow that

the sums of the distances of any points in the circumference of

the ellipse from the foci are equal to one another. Thus, in Fig.

84, the sum of A H -f- H B is equal to the sum of A K + K B, and
the sum of B F + F A. The straight line c D, the axis major
of the ellipse, is also equal to A H + H B, A K + K B, or A F + F B ;

so to describe an ellipse having a major axis of a certain length,

all that is necessary to be done is to make the distance between

the knots in the thread equal to the given length of the axis

major. It must be remembered that the nearer the foci A and B
are to the extremities c and D of the axis major, the narrower

the ellipse will become in its minor axis, or the distance from E to

F ; but, on the contrary, the nearer the foci approach to G, the

centre of the ellipse and point of bisection of the axis major, the

wider the ellipse will become in its minor axis, approximating
more and more closely to the form of a circle, until it becomes a

circle, if the foci approach so closely that they coincide with

each other and the centre of the ellipse, G. If the foci be re-

moved so far apart that they coincide with c, D, the extremities

of the axis major, the ellipse assumes the form of a straight line.

The straight line and circle are therefore the extremes between

which the forms of the ellipse vary, the minor axis being

longer or shorter (the length of the axis major remaining the

same in all cases) according as the foci are more remote from or

nearer to each other.
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Fig. 85.

In Tig. 85 another contrivance U represented, which affords a

ueful moans for drawing an ellipse by mechanical aid. A 11 and

CD are two flat pieces of wood or metal fastened together in tin-

centre so as to form a flat cross, having its four arms of equal

length. Along the central line of each transverse piece a deep

broad groove is out in such a manner that anything drawn down

the groove c B may pass freely at the centre, B, into either of

the other grooves in the remaining' arms of the cross. In these

grooves travel two pins,

attached by clamping
screws to the beam v o,

which is also fitted with a
socket atone end, in which a

pencil may be placed. The
method of describing the

ellipse with this kind of el-

liptic compasses, which is

called a trammel, is as fol-

lows : The beam, F o, is

placed on the top of the

cross-piece, c D, having the

pencil point at M, the pin K

at K, the centre of the ellipse required to be described, and the pin

H at D. As the beam, r o, is turned slowly to the right, tho pencil

point traces out the curve from M to N, while the pin that was at

D travels up the groove D K towards E, and tho pin K travels along

the groove K B towards B. On the completion of the curve M N,

the beam F G is lying on tho surface of the cross-piece A B, and in

the same direction with it, the pin H having travelled from D to

B, while tho pin K has travelled from E to B. Tho process is

then repeated in tracing out the next quarter of the ellipse from

N to o, the pin at H moving from E towards c, while the pin at

K returns from B to E. The pins continue to travel in this

manner up and down the grooves, from the centre to either end,

and from either end to tho centre, until the whole of the curve

M N o F is traced out by tho movement of the pencil point at L,

from M to N, from N to o, from o to p, and from P to M.

PROBLEM LIX. To describe an ellipse of which the axis major
and axis minor are given.

In Fig. 86 let x represent the axis major, and Ythe axis minor
of tho required ellipse. Draw two straight lines, A B, c D, of

indefinite length, at right angles to one another, and intersecting
each other in the point E. From tho point E, set off E F, E o,

along EC, ED, each equal to half of x ; and along E A, E B, set off

EH, B K, each equal to half of T. From tho point H or K
as a centra, with a radius equal to E F or B o, describe arcs

cutting F a in L and H. The points L and U are tho foci of the

ellipse required, and the curve F H o K can then be traced by tho

aid of a pencil and piece of thread, as shown above.

If, however, it be necessary to determine points through which
the curve may be traced by hand, draw straight lines through
the points F, o, H, K, parallel to H K and F o, so as to form the

parallelogram N Q p o. Then to trace tho part H F K of tho

x curve of the ellipse, di-

Y vide the straight lino

E F into as many equal

parts as possible in the

points a, b, e, d, e, etc.,

and divide the straight
line F N into the same
number of equal parts
in the points/, g, h, t, k,

etc., and the straight
line F o also into the

same number of equal

parts in the points I, m,
n, o, p, eto. Then
from the point H draw

straight linos passing

through the points a,
Fig. 86.

6, c, d, e, in E F, and through /, g, h, i, It, in N F ; and from the

point K draw straight lines also passing through the points a, b, c,

d, e, in E F, and through Z, m, n, o, p, in F o. The points of inter-

section, 1, 2, etc., of the lines drawn from H through/, and from
K through a, from H through </, and from K through b, and so on,
are points in the curve, and the curve may be traced by hand by
drawing a curved line carefully through these points of intersec-

tion. The other half may then bo completed in a similar manner.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXI.
7 CHARLKS KinVAUD STUAJtT AND THE REBELLION

OF 1745.-U,

As soon as the Pretender discovered himself to the people of

Moidart, where he landed, they declared themselves willing to

join him ; and in a few days came Macdonald of Kinloch-

Moidart, Macdonald of Glongary, Cameron of Lochiel, Stuart
of Appin, and the Frasers, with some 2,000 men. The royal
standard was now reared, and Prince Charles found himself
so strong that about tho middle of August he appeared in force
near Fort William, and two companies of royal troops, who
were sent against him, were cut to pieces or taken prisoners.
On the 4th of September possession was taken of Perth, and on
the 5th tho Pretender was publicly proclaimed there. The
titular Duke of Perth, the Marquis of Tullibardine, Lord George
Murray, and several other noblemen joined him ; and in spite
of the preparations which were being made by Kir John Cope,
King George's commander-in-chief in the north, the prince's

army moved towards the Forth. Glasgow was summoned, bnt
returned no answer ; so the army marched to Edinburgh and

occupied it, the garrison retiring to the castle. At Edinburgh
the prince resolved to wait till he was joined by certain influential

men, who had sent to him promising assistance.

Sir John Cope, who had made strenuous exertions to muster
a force capable of crushing tho insurgents, now pushed forward
with infantry, cavalry, and artillery, and on the 20th of Septem-
ber (Edinburgh having surrendered on the 16th) his vanguard
reached Preston Pans, in the immediate neighbourhood of

Edinburgh. About three a.m. the next morning the Highlanders
attacked the English troops, and some of the English dragoons
having shamefully ridden away, the infantry were unsupported,
a panic ensued, many of the English were killed or taken pri-

soners, and a complete victory was won for the Pretender.

A vain attempt was made to reduce Edinburgh Castle, which

resolutely held out for King George ; and then, about the end
of October, the prince removed his quarters to Dalkeith, where
he was joined by Gordon of Glen bucket, Lord Pitsligo, and the

Earl of Kilmarnock, and whither also were brought the sup-

plies of warlike stores, money, and accoutrements which had
been sent to him from France.

King George was abroad when the Pretender landed, most of

his troops were in Flanders, and there were not more than

6,000 regular troops in England to oppose the rebels. The

king came over forthwith, troops were detached from the army
in Flanders, the militia were called out, associations of volunteers

were formed, and by the beginning of November there were

14,000 men in arms in the north of England, besides a con-

siderable body of loyal Scots to the north of Fort William.

Marshal Wade was given the command in chief, and was taking

steps to secure the English towns of importance, when he was

apprised of the Pretender's march southwards.

Charles Edward had been assured that the English country

gentlemen only waited his coming to rise against the govern-

ment, and that if he marched at once into England he would
swell his ranks to such a size that no force the government
could bring would be able to withstand him. The orders were

therefore given for the Highlanders to march south, and south-

wards they went, about 7,000 strong, and crossed the Tweed
on the 6th of November. Wade was concentrating his troops
in and about Newcastle, by which town he expected the rebels

would pass, when he heard that Carlisle had surrendered, city

and citadel, on the 15th of November. On the 20th the rebels

marched to Ponrith, thence to Kendal, and arrived at Lancaster

on the 24th. On the 27th they reached Preston, and on the 28th

an advanced party entered Manchester. The inhabitants of

the chief towns were compelled to aid the Pretender both by

money and goods ;
but few people joined the army, and none of

the English gentry. On the 1st of December the Pretender

entered Macolesfield, and on the 4th Derby, which was the

most southern point to which he penetrated. Divisions sprang

up among the rebel chiefs, some voting for a march direct to

London, which, judging after the event, seems the wisest thing

they could have done ;
others voting, in view of the large army

which the Duke of Cumberland had formed in Staffordshire,

and of the strong force which Marshal Wade had in the north-

eastern counties, for an immediate retreat into Scotland. The

Pretender yielded to the voice of the majority, and on the 6th

of December gave orders for the retreat.
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The inarch back to the north was swift though orderly, and
as soon as ever it was known that the retreat had begun, the

Duke of Cumberland and Marshal Wade moved northward in

pursuit. On the 18th of December the duke's advance came up
with the rear-guard of the Highlanders near Lowther Hall, and

gained a slight advantage over it, the main body of the rebels

crossing the Esk on the 20th and 21st, after leaving the Man-
chester regiment in garrison at Carlisle. By the 23rd they
reached Glasgow, and thence moved to join the army under
Lord John Drnmmond, Lord Lewis Gordon, and the Master of

Lovat, in order to make a combined attack on Stirling. General

Hawley, who commanded the English troops in Scotland,

attempted to release Stirling of the quasi siege which the Pre-

tender laid to it, and suffered a discreditable defeat in his

attempt. Fresh efforts were made in England to crush the

insurrection, and the Duke of Cumberland was sent down to

Scotland to take the chief command. After a short stay in

Edinburgh, he relieved Stirling, on the 2nd of February, 1746,
and strained every nerve to overtake the enemy, who had once
more set off in their retreat northwards, and towards the end
of the month made themselves masters of Inverness and of

Fort George which protected it. An ineffectual siege was laid

to Fort William, after which the Pretender had enough to do to

collect his men to oppose the royal troops, who were gradually

converging upon him at Inverness.

On the 16th of April, the Duke of Cumberland having come
up with the rebels' main army at Cnlloden, gave orders for an
immediate attack, which was made with infantry, cavalry, and

artillery, upon the ill-conditioned force of the enemy. With
singular valour the Highlanders fought against great odds, and

for a while contested the fortune of the day; but after an
obstinate battle, in which very many of their men perished,

they were utterly routed. The Pretender fled for his life, and

many of his followers fell into the hands of their enemies.
How the Duke of Cumberland behaved after the battle, how

he won the surname of "the Butcher," and how, after Culloden,
the Stuart cause was lost for ever, we have not space to show.
It is certain that the Stuart cause was now irretrievably lost.

Prisoners were taken in batches, those who were not summarily
dealt with by martial law being handed over for trial to special
commissions of gaol delivery, by whom great numbers were
sentenced to death, while many more were transported for life.

The Earl of Kilmarnock, Lord Balmerino, and Lord Lovat
suffered on Tower Hill, after trial and condemnation by the
House of Lords ; many officers and gentlemen of less degree
were hanged, drawn, and quartered, and their limbs were

exposed in various cities of the kingdom. Prince Charles

Edward, after undergoing great hardship and privation, living
in incessant fear of being discovered, and roaming about from

place to place in order to escape pursuit, was rescued from his

forlorn situation on the 1 8th of September by two French men-
of-war. On the 29th he landed in Prance, and subsisted during
the rest of his life on the French king's bounty.
He was the last of his race who ventured to dispute the right

of the British nation to dispose of the crown, and when he

died, in 1788, without issue, there was no one left, except his

brother, Henry Benedict, the Cardinal York, to perpetuate his

claims. Since the battle of Culloden the House of Hanover has

reigned in peace at home, by the grace of God and the will

of the people.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XII.

SUBSIDIARY BOOKS THE DAY BOOK.

IN the following Day-Book, the entries of the Purchases and
Sales of Cotton, detailed in the Memoranda of Transactions, are
entered in the proper Dr. and Cr. form, and in business they
would constitute the original record of these transactions. The
original documents relating to these transactions would, of

course, be found in the Invoice Book ; those relating to Pur-

(1) DAT BOOK.

chases, in the Invoice Book inward ; and those relating to Sales,

in the Invoice Book outward- the former consisting of the actual

invoices sent in with the goods, which are usually pasted in a
Blue Paper Book, or folded, endorsed, and put away in bundles ;

the latter consisting of exact copies of the actual invoices sent

out with goods, generally taken in a copying-press.

(1)

1881, January 7th.
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(2) DAY BOOK. (2)

February 14th.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXXII.
LEGAL HANDWRITING. II.

A.S a useful supplement to our last lesson in Penmanship, in

which we gave the student an example of engrossing-hand, with

a.few brief hints on the method of holding the pen, and the

general principles on which the letters were formed, we now give

him a complete set of the capitals and small letters used in

German text-hand. These alphabets will prove useful to the

young law-writer, or any one who is endeavouring to acquire a

style of handwriting suitable for a law stationer's office, since,

from these letters as copies, it is possible to write in the proper
manner any word occurring in any deed or legal document in

German text-hand, such aa the word "Whereas," at the com-

er all the letters of the alphabet except five, the same form of

letter serving for I and J. The third and fourth strokes

namely, the thin perpendicular stroke, and the thicker horizontal

stroke in the centre of the letter are of little importance. The
fifth stroke, at the top of the letter to the right, is merely a

repetition of the second stroke on a smaller scale, while the
sixth is a modification of the second, entering in this modified
form into the composition of the letters A, M, N, and TJ.

The left-hand portion of the letter B is somewhat similar to

the left-hand half of A, except that the first stroke terminates

to the right of the second, instead of passing under it to the left

and finishing in a full point. The brace to the right of the letter

B occurs again, with a little difference in the termination at the

bottom, in the letters K and B,, and even in Q. The upper

I. GERMAN TEXT-HAND CAPITAL LETTERS.

menoement of the first line of the piece of writing given as a

specimen of engrossing-hand in our last lesson. (See page 208.)
Let us look first through the capital letters, and note the

strokes that occur most frequently in their composition. In our

ordinary writing alphabet of capital letters, almost every letter

is formed by a succession of strokes that run into one another,

up-stroke into down-stroke, and down-stroke into up-stroke,
without a break. In the capitals in German text-hand, on the

contrary, each letter is formed of three or more strokes, which
are connected, it is true, but which are formed separately as a

succession of independent strokes, some of which are brought

part of the brace in each letter is a modification of the second
stroke in A, and the lower part in K and B is also a modifi-
cation of the same stroke. The lower part of the brace in B is

found in the first stroke in A. In C we find that the left-hand

part of the letter is a stroke like a crescent, which occupies the
same position, with very nearly the same form, in the letters

G, O, Q, and T. The long thick stroke that forms the top
and front of the letter D may be also traced in O, Q, and X.
The horizontal curved stroke, commencing with a hair-stroke,
and terminating abruptly in a broad-stroke, which forms the
bottom of the letter D, is found again in the letters F, H, I,

II. GERMAN TEXT-HAND SMALL LETTERS

into contact in some letters, while in others there is no connect-

ing link whatever between the component parts.
The letter A is formed of six separate strokes, omitting to

count as a stroke the fine diagonal line at the bottom of the

large curved stroke to the right of the letter, since it may be
added without lifting the pen from the paper. The first stroke
is a curve almost circular in form, drawn from left to right,

commencing with a hair-stroke, widening in the middle into a
broad stroke, made by exerting a gradual pressure on the pen,
narrowing once again into a hair-stroke, and terminating in a
full point. This stroke, with slight modifications, enters into
the composition of A, B, H, M, N, P, B, S, TT, V, W, and
Y, nearly half the letters of the alphabet. The second stroke,
which comes immediately under the first stroke in A, crossing
it a little to the right of the full point, is a curved stroke drawn
down with a slight inclination from left to right. It is found
larger or smaller, according to circumstances, in A, B, C, E,
F, GK H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, S, T, TT, V, W, and Y,

K, B,, S, V, and X. The long serpentine stroke which forms
the bbttom of the letter E is also used for the bottom of the

letter L. A modification of it is found in the stroke that forms
the top of the letter T, and in the top and bottom of the letter

Z, which resembles the form ordinarily used in writing to

represent this letter.

By paying attention to this analysis of the strokes used in the

formation of the capital letters of German text-hand, the student
will soon get into the habit of shaping his letters regularly, and
with that degree of uniformity that is so necessary if the writer

wishes to make a good display in this kind of writing. He may
make for himself, if he will, an analysis of the small letters,

noting first of all that the strokes in the small letters commence
and terminate, for the most part, in square blunt ends, bending
right or left from the perpendicular down-stroke that enters so

largely into their composition, and that these square ends are

mostly finished with a fine diagonal line trending upwards from
left to right.
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I.KSSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. VII.

ROMAN ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE TUSCAN ORDER COM-
POSITE ORDER.

itfin of tho Tuscan order of arohiteoture is involved in

oli -""int \. During the era of the kings of Borne, it appears
that thi* onlt-r was followed in tho buildings of the Romans;
but it originally belonged to the people of Ktrnria or Tuscany,
.mil in that country remains of thia order are found which can

be traced to a very remote an-

tiquity. The characteristic

qualities of the Tuscan style

wero solidity and grandeur,
features in which it resembled

tho ancient Egyptian architec-

ture, with less gigantic but
more graceful forms. To whom
the Etrurians were indebted

for their style of architecture

cannot now be determined, or

whether it originated entirely
with themselves. Some, indeed,

say that they brought it from
the East ; but we cannot agree
with those who would deprive it

of all originality, and assert that

it was only the ancient Doric

stripped of its finest features.

The early Romans, who used
this style, did not invent it ;

for they were mere warriors and
not artists. They adopted from
time to time the arts of the

nations which they conquered.

Hence, first came the Tuscan

style, and then the Grecian orders,
to be adopted by the Romans.
"The Temple of Jupiter Capi-
tolinus begun by Tarquinius

Prisons, and finished by Tar-

quinius Superbus said to have
been built by workmen from

Etruria, and the tomb of Por-

senna, king of that people, were

splendid early specimens of this

order ; but no remains of them
are to be found. The column
of Trajan, built about a century
.after the Christian era, and
which remains to this day, is

considered to be a remarkable

specimen of the Tuscan column.

After the introduction of the

Grecian orders of architecture

into their edifices, the Romans
-chiefly employed Greek artists,

and made no alteration in the

form of these orders, except
sometimes blending them toge-
ther in the same building. In

general, they employed the

Corinthian order, as the most

elegant ; and a modification of
this order is attributed to them,
as the only attempt which they
node at originality in architec-

ture. But some are inclined to

believe that even this invention was due to some Greek architect.
This new order was called the Composite, because it was, in

fact, a compound order, made by the union of the Corinthian and
the Ionian orders. The power, the wealth, and the vanity of the
Romans led them to increase the number, the magnitude, and
-the decorations of their edifices to a degree far beyond those of
Greece. In the theatre of Marcellns, and in the Coliseum, the
Doric and the Ionic styles were both introduced ; but the
Corinthian style, with its rich ornaments, was most adapted to
the tastes of the masters of the world ; and as if not left by
the inventors in a shape sufficiently expressive of splendour and

43 N.E.
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magnificence, they loaded every member of it with ornament*
unknown to the Greeks. In the Composite, sometime* called

the Roman order, there was especially a profanon of ornament;
TO was scarcely a moulding which was not loaded with

decorations. When the particular members could receive no
more ornaments, they had recourse to varying the outlines of

their edifices (particularly their temples) into every shape that
could bo produced by the union of circular and triangular figures.

Specimens of the Roman style of architecture are to be seen in

the arch of Titus and the batht
of Diocletian; and two mag.
nificent capitals are to be seen
in the baptistery of Constantino,
which belonged to some elder

edifice whose history in now
unknown. A representation of

the Tuscan and Composite orders

will be given in the next
lesson.

In the decline of the Roman
empire, Constantino the Great
transferred the capital from

Rome to Byzantium, as Con-

stantinople was then called, and

attempted to make the latter city
rival the former in monumental

grandeur by erecting immense
public edifices. Here, however,
as in Italy, art and science took
a retrograde course, and the

elegant orders invented by the

Greeks rapidly lost their ori-

ginal purity and simplicity. A
new style was then grafted on
Roman art; the capitals lost

their graceful outlines, and
assumed cubical forms ; the
columns were shortened, and
the entablature no longer pos-
sessed its regular proportions.
This style of architecture was
called the Byzantine ; its orna-

mentation was no more that of

Rome. It again approached the

older Greek style, but shorn
of the grandeur and magnifi-
cence of the whole, and of the

exquisite beauty of its details.

The Byzantine style lasted

during the period of the Eastern

empire, and to this day it is

employed by the Greeks in their

buildings. From the combined
influences of that empire, and
the memorials which Rome still

preserved, in the first ages of

the Christian era, of the finest

periods of her architecture, a

variety of styles arose, of which
the oldest was called the Latin

style, because it was adopted by
the whole of the Latin Church.
Numerous examples of this

style are to be found in Italy,

and some in France ; such as the

churches of St. Laurence (with-
out the walls) and St. Agnes, at

Ro:ne ; the ancient baptistery of St. John, at Poitiers, etc. This

style, in which may be found all the divisions of an order, was

preserved entire until the age of Charlemagne, of which the

cuthfclral of Aix-la-Chapelle, and the porch of the monastery of

Lorsch, or Laurisheim, a town of Germany in the grand duchy
of Hesse-Darmstadt, are striking proofs. After the reign of

this emperor, new innovations and a retrograde movement in

the forms of the orders of architecture led to the Romanesque
style, in which all regular proportion was completely abandoned,
while in most of the applications of this style the entablature

was altogether omitted. From the Romanesque to the pointed
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style the transition was easy. In the latter, the column

departed still more from the rules established by antiquity; it

was lengthened out of all proportion, and degenerated into a

group of slender pillars. Towards the end of the Middle Ages,
the fact of the numerous relations which subsisted between

Italy and all parts of Europe, and of the continued existence

in that country of the principles and specimens of ancient archi-

tecture, led to a return to the established rules of the Greeks
and the Romans. This return produced a change in the appear-
ance of architectural monuments in Europe. This epoch, which
was called the Eenaissance period, brought back the different

orders to reasonable and true proportions, and architecture

has continued in this state, with more or less variation, to the

present day. In a future lesson we shall give a brief account
of the various styles of architecture that have prevailed in Great

Britain at various periods.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Voc.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Voc.

N. A.V.
G.D.

Storm.

LESSONS IN GREEK. IX.
THE THIBD DECLENSION (continued).

NOUNS WHOSE STEM ENDS IN A CONSONANT.

c. The Nominative appends <r to the stem.

OF this sub-division the first class has a stem which ends in a

p sound, or in a fc sound ; that \s, in either j8, TT, <p, or in y, yy,
K, x- Observe that <r with a p sound makes

t|/ ; and with a k

sound, makes |.

Singular.
Raven.

o Kopa.
KopaK-os.

Kopaic-i.

KopaK-a.

ieopa{.

Plural.

Kop&K-es.

/copdK-a>p.

/copa-t.

KopaK-as.

KOp&K-fs.

Dual.

Kop&K-f.

Kop&K-oiv.

Here belong the adjectives in | (gen. -yos, -KOS, -xs) and

AaiAdTT-os.

AcctAdTT-t.

\ai\aw-a.

\ai\air-fs.

\ai\air-tav.

\ai\air-as.

AaiAcbr-es.

AoiAaTT-e.

\ai\air-oiv.

The gullet (throat) .

6 Aapiry.

\apvyy-os.

\apvyy-i.

\apvyy-a.

\apvyy-fs.

\apvyy-cai>.

Aapiry|-i.

\apvyy-as.

\apuyy-ts.

\apvyy-f.

\apvyy-oiv.

1. Of KopaKes x.p<aovffiv. 2. Tovs /coAa/cos (pevye. 3. ATTE^DD
rov (pfvdifos. 4. Of avOptairoi TpirovTai <t>op/j.iyyi Kai opxi)OfJ.<p Kai

9)877. 5. Oi liriroi fj.a(TTiu> e\avvovTai. 6. At <f>op/juyyes TOVS TOIV

avOpcairwv 6v/j.ovs Tfpirovcnv. 7. Terri fj.ev remyi <pi\os, fj.vpfj.riKi

Se
/j.vp/j.r] (sc.f effTiv). 8. Of iroi/j.eves irpos ras ffvpiyyas qSovffiv.

* The iota, which is subscript with small letters, is written by the side

of capitals, but not sounded; thus <p&n becomes n5r), and a^u> becomes
Ai<?u).

t Note, sc. stands for scilicet (that is, scire licet), and points out that
i word is understood, that is, left out, and is to be supplied ; sc. is

eAjiui/s.

opvW-wv.

opvl-ffi.*

opvW-as.

opvl0-fs.

opvlo-f.

opvl0-oiv.

avaKT-os.

avaKT-i.

avaKT-a.

avaKT-es.

avaKT-<av.

avaKT-as.

avaKT-s.

avaKT-oiv.

9. Ilapa TOIS A6n)i>aiois Kai opTvytav Kai ahtKTpvoviav aytaves t]aa.v.

10. Of Trot/j.ev(s Tas TCOV aiyav aye\as eis TOVS \fi/j.divas (\av-

vovo~iv. 11. 'M.vp/j.tjKeov Kai oprvyoiv @ios iroXvirovos effTiv. 12.

IIoAAoj ayaOwv fj.ev ceira, KaKqv 8e OTTO e-%ovffiv.

EXERCISE 26. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. I avoid a flatterer. 2. Eavens croak. 3. You are delighted

by the harp. 4. Dances delight men. 5. They drive the horses
with (dat.) a whip. 6. The minds of men are led by the harp.
7. The pipe (plural) delights shepherds. 8. The she-goats are
driven to the meadow. 9. The shepherd sings to the pipe. 10.

The daughter has a beautiful face, but a bad voice.

Of another class under this head, the stem ends in a f sound,
that is, in either 8, T, KT, 6, or v6. The nouns in the ensuing
table are rj \a/j,Tras (instead of \a/j.wa5s), a torch ; T\ Kopvs (in-
stead of Kopvds), a helmet ; o, ^ opvis (opviOs), a bird

;
6 ava^

(avaKTs), a king ; and ^ e\p.ivs (f\/j.iv6s), a tapeworm.

Singular.

KOpVS. OpVlS.

Kopv9-os. opvlB-os.

KopvB-i. opvid-i.

KOpVV. OpVlV.

KOpVS. OpviS.

Plural.

KopiJd-es. opvlB-fs.

K0pii8-cav.

Kopv-o~i.*

KopvO-as.

Kopii0-es.

Dual.

Kopv8-e.

KOpv8-OlV.

The noun 6, TJ irons, child, has in the vocative irai.

Here belong the adjectives in is and i (gen. -ISos, -n-os), as 6,

ri evx^pis, TO eu%api (gen. -Iros), pleasing, graceful : also those in

as (gen. -dSos), as o, ri <pvyas (gen. <pvya5-os), an exile, or banished

person : those, too, in TJS (gen. -TJTOS), as o, ri apyys (gen. -TJTOS),

white : those, moreover, in o>s (gen. -COTOS), as 6, ri ayvois (gen.

ayvoiTos), unknown : and those in is (gen. -I8os), as 6, rj ava\Kis

(gen. ava\KlSos), without strength ; fi Trarpts (sc. yr\, land), gen.

irarpiS-os, one's native country : finally, those in iJs (gen.

as d, f] ver)\vs (gen. vti]\vSos), recently come.

VOCABULARY.

Nom.
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XOKI* *to~tv tv&aiuovt*. 9. 'H mi<f>ia tv rott ruv avBpunrwv
TWV KoXoic tpuras tvtyttpit. 10. 'O Oavarot rovt

<ppovrt$u>v airoXu. 11. 'H <f>iAm 8ia OJIOIOTT/TOJ

ytyvtrat. 12. Oicot tyttpti yt\a>ra. 13. Ev VVKTI #ot/Arj rott

ffotpots ytyvtrat. 14. Ol crixpoi KoAafoixri rijv Kaxorijra. 15.

O/ avOptfirot iruAAa/cis Kov<f>ats t\wtffi rtpwovrat.

EXERCISE 28. ENGLISH-GREEK.

rds sing. 2. Favour is begotten by favour, strife by
MtrifV. 3. By (dat.) wisdom (there) is awakened in men's minds
a wonderful love of good things. 4. I am delighted with tho

song of birds. 5. Tho songs of birds delight the shephi-nl. <!.

We delight in (dat.) birds. 7. Mon follow kings. 8. Men obey
tho king.

TinTO are neuter nouns which belong to this class. The
stem of these neuter nouns ends in r and in KT, as 70X0, milk,

7oAoKT-oj, of milk. As the laws of euphony do not endure

a T or KT at the end of a word, the T and the KT disappear
in the nominative, or pass (as in ovs, gen. WTOS, an ear) into a.

Thus, TO iraifta, ffwfiaTos, a body ; TO 70*0;, yovaros, a knee ;

TO -yaAo, 7aXoKTos, milk, and TO ovs, oros, an ear, are declined

as follows :

Singular.

yow.
yov&T-os.

yovaT-t.

yow.
yow.

Plural.

yovaT-a.

yovaT-tav.

yova-fft.*

yov&T-a.

yovaT-a.

Dual.

yov&T-f.

yova.T-otv.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Arc.

Voo.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Aco.
Voc.

triaua.

(ra>judT-oi.

ffUfiHr-i.

ffufia.

ffta/jia.

70X0.

7oXoKT-oj.

ya\aKT-i.

ya\a.
70X01.

our.

tar-os.

wr-i.

our.

ous.

ya\aKT-a. <ar-a.

ffd>fia.T-a.

ffufwr-a.

7oXo-.*
ya\aKT-a..

ya\a,KT-a.

ta-ffi.

tar-a.

tar-a.

N.A.V.
G.D.

tar-f.

<ar-OlV.

ya\aKT-e.

ya\aKT-oiv.

Like yow (stem yovar) decline TO $opv, a spear,

SopdTi, etc. ; dat. pi. Sopa.cn.

VOCABULARY.

'ISpeoy, ISptaTos, o,

sweat.

'I/C6TTJJ, -ov, b, an

entreater, peti-

tioner.

Mtxpos, -a, -ov, small.

MvOos,-ov, b, a speech,
word.

nymph.
IIoiKiXos, -ri, -ov, va-|

nous, variegated,
j

Tlpayfia, -&TOS, TO, a

deed, thing.

thing spoken, a
word.

EXERCISE 29. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Ev xa\eirots irpayfiafftv 0X1701 fTaipoi irierroi tifftv. 2. Ol

iKfTat TUV yovaT<av airrovTat. 3. 'O OavaTos (ffTt )(wpia't>-
* TT/s

^U^T/S Kat TOU fftaftaTos. 4. 'O irXouroy Kapt'^ti rots avdpcairois
wotKtXo or/#77/xaTa. 5. Mr; irftOov KaKuv avOpuiruv prjfjiafftv. 6.

Mrj Sai/Xctx, <a irat, TTJ TOV ffa>/j.aTos Otpairtia. 7. Ol 'EXAiji'fj
Tats tJufiipats Kparrjpas ya\aKTOs ffTrtvSovfftv. 8. E(?<e Kat yvfivafc
TO rrtaua. ffvv irovots Kat ISpian. 9. Oi a5oXff'x<i Tfipovfft ra <ara

irpaynara. 11. Oi <pav\ot (jtvQot rtav urcav ov\ a-rrovrai. 12.

Tois ufftv aKovofi.fi>. 13. MTJ f^datpf <f>t\nv ftixpov afiapnjfiaTos
fvtKa. 14. Tevov, <a vat, TOV ya\aKTos. 15. Ol (rrpoTiewrai

OOpCLTO. fjCl(TTa\OV(riV.

EXERCISE 30. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. O young men, exercise your (the) bodies with labour and

Bweat. 2. We strive after good deeds. 3. Many men delight

(TCO/XaT-6.

ff<a/jia,r-oiv.

-&Toy, TO,

a failing, a fault,

sin.

'Aurora', I hang
on something, I

touch.

Bao-Taa>, I bear,

carry.

Borj077jua, -dTos, TO,

help.

Fcvo^at, I taste.

Tvf*.vafa, I exercise.

AtayueijSojuai, I ex-

chn 1 1

EOtfa, I accustom.

6cpair<ia,-as, T), care,

service.

2irj/5a), I pour out,
make a libation.

2iri/5w, I hasten.

TawroAo7io, -as, ij,

saying the same
thing again, repe-
tition.

*at/Xos, -TJ, -ov, radi-

cally bad.

Xprj/uct, -&TOJ, TO, a

thing for use; in

the plural, goods,

property.

Xpno-ros, -j, -ov, use-

ful, good.

\<i>pur/j.os, -ov, 6, a
separation.

* For <TW/uTO-i, 70aT<7i )

in gold. 4. From a good deed arum glory. 5. We admire the

good words of the wine. 6. The good deed* of good men are
admired. 7. The soldiers fight with (dat) ipe*n. 8. I do
not exchange the wealth of virtue for (dat.) longs. 9. Obey ye
not the words of the bad.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GBEEK.-VIII.

EXEKCIHE 21. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Fay respect to the old man. 2. Wonhip the dJTiuitie*. 3.

herds guard flocks. 4. Avoid the bad man a* a perilous harbour, ft.

Without the divinity man is not happy. 6. Ood dwells ia the upper
air. 7. Often severe cores waste away the minds of men. 8. Follow

good leaden, O beloved (O friend). 9. O young man, get out of the

way of the aged. 10. Often the people have an unjust disposition (as

their) leader. 11. God ia the punisher of those who are too elated.

12. Have a sound mind. 13. O God, bestow good fortune on old men.
14. Huntsmen capture lions.

EXERCISE 22. KXGLISH-GREEX.

1. Oi <rya0oi trailer -rout -ycpoiraf Otptnttvovoi. 2. Oi itforrtt fttpawtvorrcu

viro riav a^aduiv irat&uv. 3. Oi <ru>0put<cv Kanai ciKOinri rut o&ov Ton ^cpowi.
4. 'Eircrft, u <pt\oi, afaOtp ifttfiovi. 5. Exofiev ataVovt vyc/iuvuv. ''

roXAaxir tircrai xaxoiv ii-]inuai. 7. *O Otov Tupx'< tviuxtav roir

8. Ol AcofTCr dnptuotnat viro TUP Oi}pturav. 9. To Oeiov crt/Jo^itW,i.

EXERCISE 23. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Love your father and your mother. 2. Be not thou a slave to
the belly. 3. Rejoice, O dear youth, in thy good father and thy good
mother. 4. Consult not with a bad man. 5. There were many beau-
tiful temples to (in honour of) Demeter (Ceres). 6. The good daughter
willingly obeys her dear mother. 7. Good men are admired. 8. Often
a bad son is born of a good father. 9. I hate the bad man. 10. Shining
glory follows good men. 11. Persephone (Proserpine) was the daughter
of Demeter (Ceres). 12. O dear daughter, love thy mother. 13.

Virtue is an honourable prize for a wise (skilful) man. 14. Good
sons love their fathers and their mothers. 15. The Greeks worship
Demeter. 16. O dear youths, obey your fathers and your mothers.
17. O dear father, gratify thy beloved daughter.

EXERCISE 24. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. n vtaviai, <TTtp7T6 TOK iraTCpa Kai rriv /irrrcpa. 2. Ai O7u0ui OvyaTiptt

roit *arpa<rt KCU -rait wrpaai irciBoinai. 3. Ol iroXirai TT An/inTtpa cr(/3oy

TOI. 4. T>) At)/uriTpc fwtrai n Hcpirtfovri. 5. To acrTCpa davftafoptv. 6. Q
Onpevrai, nn SovXev^e rtj faarpi. 7. ^aOn untnp a-ja0n Ovjattpa trrtpyet.

8. fl MITep xat wa-rep, atfp^t-te TOOT raidar. 9. 'O avnp x^"P<Ta'- 10. To

avipa cxftaipovcrt. 11. Toic <ro(j>ois avApaat WfiBotnai. 12. Tr; AqfiqTp< twofiau.

13. FloXXaxir (f afaSou irarpor Kat unrpor iifvovrcu tanot viot.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY,
THE CAMEL FAMILY.

IT is not often that one seee a camel in this country. Our
knowledge of it is derived from accounts of Eastern travel, in
which we End it, as a rule, to receive a fair share of notice ; so
that we have come to associate its name with turbaned men
and veiled women, flat-roofed houses and gilded minarets,
pyramids and obelisks, but more than all with sandy deserts!
When we do get an occasional glance at it, it is in one of our
travelling menageries or at a zoological garden ; and sometimes
amidst all the pageantry of a circus procession, where, but for
its odd, hump-backed appearance, it would be unnoticed among
the gilded chariots, armoured knights, and the fantastically
dressed men and women, headed by a more noisy than musical
brass band. Far different are the processions in which the
camel has been wont to travel. In the East, among hundred*
of its fellows forming a caravan, it has been burdened with
baggage, provisions, or riders, and has patiently trod on its

weary way under a burning sun, on scorching sands, to the
tune of the monotonous song sung by an Arab gnide. Yet,
notwithstanding the hardships to which it must be subjected,
for days without water, and fed with next to no food, travellers
tell us that the camels there are fine animals compared with the

specimens one meets with here, which only give TJS an exag-
gerated idea of their ungainly appearance and lumbering gait.
Indeed, if external beauty had to be taken as a mark of the
value of an animal, the camel would not be worth much ; but
just as the sober plumage of the nightingale is no index of the
value set upon it by admirers of its song, so the ugly exterior
of the camel affords no idea whatever of its real value to man,
who has learnt to appreciate its many genuine qualities.
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Its form is an exception to a general rule. If one were to

take the skeleton of a horse or a cow and cover it with skin, the

form of a horse or cow
would be plainly dis-

cerned, but if the

skeleton of a camel
were dealt with in

like manner it would

scarcely be recognisa-
ble as a camel, for it

would be minus the

hnmp. The hump or

humps, for there are

sometimes two, are

masses of fatty tissue

which are quite unsup-
ported by bone.

The one - humped
variety, which is em-

ployed in Arabia,
North Africa, Syria,
and Persia, is known
as the Arabian camel ;

and the two-humped
variety used in Central

Asia is called the Bac-
trian camel.

The Arabian camel
seldom exceeds nine

feet in height to the top
of its hump. It has
a small and strongly
arched head, small

ears, eyes with hori-

zontal elongated pu-

pils, very mobile nos-

trils, which appear simply like two slits in the skin, and an

upper lip split down the centre, the two halves of which are

susceptible of separate movements. The senses of sight and

hearing are very keen, and the sense of smell is also very acute.

Its head is carried

on a long, arched

neck, which pro-
ceeds from the

strangely humped
body. The legs
look almost too
slim for the body
they have to

.bear, and on the

breast, knees, and

insteps there are

callosities which
have been sup-
posed to be pro-
duced by the

manner of loading
the animal. This

appears to be a

mistake, as the

young camel is

born with them.
The feet are clo-

ven, and the two
toes on each foot

have on the last

joint a short and
hooked nail. A
hard, callous sole

covers the bot-

toms of the toes,
and enables them
to walk easily
on loose sand where most other animals would soon be ex-

hausted. Its home is really the desert ; for in richer lands
where food is abundant it becomes larger and coarser, and loses
its most valuable quality, which has been partly inherited and
partly acquired by training, viz., that of being able to live on

THE SOUTH AMERICAN LLAMA.

little food, and of passing many days without any water at
all. Thus in Tartary and Syria the camels have large frames,

big heads and necks,
coarse legs, and long
hair adapted for pro-

tecting them against
the cold winters of

these countries. They
may beroughly divided
into riding camels, or

dromedaries, and bur-

den-camels, a division

corresponding exactly
to our own of riding-
horses and cart-horses.

The burden - camel
will carry a load of

400 Ibs., and walk two
and a half miles an
hour

; while the drome-

dary, which is finer,

lighter, and quicker in

its movements, with
no load but its rider,

girbeh or water-skin,
and a little food, will

travel a hundred miles

a day for four or five

days without injury.

Kiding a camel is

no easy matter to one
who is not used to it.

It is as difiicult and
uncomfortable as rid-

THE DROMEDARY, OK ARABIAN CAMEL.

ing a horse is to some
one unused to eques-

trian exercise. People who have tried camel-riding also com-
plain of a nausea and headache which its peculiar gait produces.
It has been said that this arises from ignorance of the proper
way of riding, an art which is soon acquired, as General Colston

observes that after

the rider has once
mastered the pro-

per method of

mounting and dis-

mounting, most

people who are

accustomed to

horseback may
learn in a single

day to ride and

manage a camel.

The art of easy

camel-riding con-

sists chiefly in not

permitting your
camel to walk,

except in deep
sand or over steep

rocky ground
where you cannot

help it. The
camel's walk is a

most back-break-

ing and skin-

abrading opera-
tion ; but if the

rider presses him
into a gentle pace,
which is the na-

tural gait of the

dromedary, he

moves both legs

on the same side together. His motion then feels like that

of a very easy trotting horse, and he will keep it up at the

rate of five miles per hour for whole days together. With

every increase in the rapidity of his gait he becomes more

uncomfortable to ride.
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'I'll" .MM,, l has mi arduous life. Let un follow it for a Dingle

day along one of tho caravan routes, and see what it haa to

suffer. Amidst the strong language of the driven* and tin-

lend protestations of the camels, who do not fail to complain in

thi-ir way when too heavy a load in put on them, all is got

ready for the start. The desert is entered, and now commence
ubles of the caravan party. The heat in literally Htitlm^,

drinking up the water in the water-skins, and making them
shrink to half tlu-ir size ; making articles of iron too hot to

touch, so that gun barrels blister one's hands, and the stirrups
blister one's feet. Where flattened zinc barrels are used for

carrying the water, as is often the case in military trains, tho

ditions as no other beaut could, and it seems in every way
provided for. The callous skin which coven the bottom of iU
feet prevents the inconvenience which would otherwise arum
from the burning sand on which it tread* ; the elevation of it-

head and the aontenoBS of its sight and smell enable it to dutccrn
the green oasis while still afar off, and to scent the refreshing
air ; itu overhanging brow and long eyelashes shield it from the
intense glare of the sun's light; its slit-like nostrils, which it

can open and shut at will, are specially adapted for keeping out
the fine sand with which the air is charged ; and itn peculiar
stomach with a store of liquid within the cubical cellules of
its walls enables it to dispense with a frequent supply of

TUX BACTRIAN CAMEL.

water within them literally boils. The skin poels off under the
fierce heat of the vertical sun, against which the white helmets
and umbrellas of Europeans appear to afford little protection.
And what with the overpowering glare reflected from the sand,
and the dust with which the air is charged, the traveller is

nearly blinded. Besides, the air that blows, having passed over

leagues of heated ground, is enough to scorch up everything it

blows against. Distant objects appear to tremble and dance
in the most curious fashion an idea of which may bo obtained

by viewing a distant object through the heated air which
ascends from a chimney top. The tantalising effects of mirage
are observed : parching for a drink at some cool stream, the
traveller sees, apparently not far off, what he supposes to be
tall trees on the margin of a refreshing pool. Alas ! it is an
illusion created by the distorting power of tho heated air-

currents, rising from the earth's surface as from a furnace.

Patiently tho camels trudge along, bearing the terrible con-

water, one of the most precious of articles on these and desert*.

The hump on its back is regarded as a natural store of

nourishment, and when the animal is insufficiently supplied
with food the hump gradually diminishes in size. The fat of

which it is composed appears to be consumed in some strange

manner, until this reservoir of energy is exhausted. Hence the

Arabs look to the state of the hump with considerable solicitude

when about to commence a journey, and when it has been

much impaired by hardship, three or four months of repose and

copious nourishment are required to bring it to its normal

state.

Its natural abstemiousness, further developed by training, is

BO great that a camel laden with five hundred pounds' weight,

travelling twenty to thirty miles a day nnder a scorching sun,

receives no other food than a few handfuls of grain, a limited

number of dates, or a small pellet of maize paste. It will often

go eight or ten days without drinking. Its natural food
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consists of thorny shrubs, date-leaves, and the leaves and

branches of the tamarisk.

Besides its use as a beast of burden the camel affords susten-

ance to the Arabs by its flesh and milk, and hair for the manufac-

ture of cloth, even now, as in the days when John the Baptist
had raiment of camels' hair. In the face of these various facts

one can well understand Buffon' s observation that gold and

silk are not the real riches of the East, but that the camel is

its chief treasure. Indeed, it is so precious to the Arab that he

exhibits as much solicitude for its welfare when young as he

does for the horse, and from its earliest days it is educated for the

work it has to perform when it has arrived at maturity. A few

days after birth it is taught by its Arab owner to crouch down
to receive a suitable weight, which is put on its back, and this

is gradually increased as it grows larger and stronger. It is

also trained to do without sleep, and to bear privations such as

it will meet with in its future desert experience. It is likewise

practised in running and other severe exercises, so that at

the end of its course of training it is an animal thoroughly to

be relied on.

The camel is all-important to the life of the Bedouin, for

besides its other uses, which we have spoken of, it is, along with

his sheep, employed even as a sort of currency ; he pays tribute

in camels, gives hostages in camels, and is fined in them, as the

following incident, narrated by Buckhardt, will show. Bokhyt
and Djolan, two Arabs, quarrelled and fought. Bokhyt called

Djolan
" a dog," and words 'leading in a very short time to

blows, Bokhyt received a blow upon the arm for his insult.

Bokhyt then cut Djolan's shoulder with a knife. Thus the

judge summed up :

Bokhyt owes to Djolan :

For the insulting expression .

For wounding him in the shoulder

Djolan owes to Bokhyt :

For the blow upon his arm .

1 sheep.

3 camels.

1 camel.

There was therefore due to Djolan, as the result of their dispute,
two camels and one sheep.
The camel is grouped, along with hoofed animals like the pig,

horse, and ox, in the order Ungulata, this name being derived

from the Latin word ungula, a hoof or claw. The order is

further subdivided in a manner which is easily understood. If

you examine the hoof of a horse it is found to be whole, and in

no way divided ; if, on the other hand, the hoof of a pig be

examined it will be seen that it is split. One might therefore

speak of the horse as a one-toed animal, and of the pig as a
two-toed animal, or, to take more comprehensive terms still, we

might use the words odd- and even-toed. Ariiodactyla is the

naturalist's word for even-toed animals ; and Perissodactyla he

employs in the same way for odd-toed. These are the sub-

divisions of the Ungulata, which are founded on the nature of

the hoof. The camel, with its cloven feet, evidently belongs to

the Artiodactyla, along with the pig, hippopotamus, deer, and
ox. Of course, there are many families of animals in the Artio-

dactyla, and the camel belongs to the one which is called the

Oamelidce. It includes not only the camels we have described,
but also the humpless llamas, which are to the New World
what the camels are to that old continent whence nations are

supposed to have first sprung. There are three kinds of llama,
the Huanaco, Paca, or Alpaca, and the Vicugna, and with a

very short account of these three varieties we must conclude
this paper.
When the Spaniards invaded South America they found the

domesticated guanaco, or llama, as useful to the inhabitants as

we have seen the camel to be to Oriental nations, for not only
was it employed as a beast of burden, but its flesh was used
for food, its skin for making leather, and its wool was spun and
made into cloth. As a beast of burden it has now been almost

superseded by the horse, so that it is seldom used save for

crossing the difficult roads of the Cordilleras. It would seem
not improbable that the llama has degenerated, for on the plains
of South America fossil bones of a kind of llama have been
found which fully equalled the camel in size. The llama of the

present is not so large as a horse ; has a small and well-set

head ; callosities on breast, knees, and hock ; and a coarse,

hairy coat, varying in colour from white and brown to grey and
black.

The paca and the vicugna, much less in size than the llama,
are both remarkable for the fineness of their wool, and various

attempts have been made to acclimatise them in Europe. The
French have brought up numbers in the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris, with the object of introducing them on the Pyrenees.

Alps, Cevennes, and the mountains of the Vosges. It has even
been suggested that they might be introduced into this country,
and naturalised in the mountainous districts of Scotland and
Wales. Such an experiment, if carried out successfully, would

undoubtedly lead to what would become a continuous source of

national wealth. Alpaca, as is well known, has during recent

years been much employed as a fabric, and has become a

valuable material for manufacturing purposes.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXII.
THE GKEEK ELEMENT GBEEK STEMS.

THE prefixes and suffixes of which I have treated, are connected

with certain roots or stems. So far as these stems are of Saxon,

birth, you need little instruction in them ; they belong to your
mother tongue, and, in general, are as readily understood by you
as the words which denote the members of your body, or the

food that you eat. With other stems you are not acquainted.

Among the words I gave you for exercise in composition in the

last lesson, there are words for the meaning of which you have

probably had to resort to a dictionary. Such a word is accessary.

Now accessary being made up of the Latin words ad, to, cedo, I

go, and the termination anj, would have occasioned you no

difficulty had you been familiar with the foreign or exotic stems

of our language. In origin those stems are various. Chiefly

they are derived from the Latin, as in the word accessary. Some
come from the Greek ; others are of different parentage. These

must all be separately considered. I begin with an example of

GREEK STEMS.
Greek Words. Pronunciation. Meaning. Stems. - English Words.

ASe\(t>of, a-del'-phos, a brother, adelph, Philadelphia.

4>/\ov, phil'-os, a friend, loving, phil, philosophy.

2o0o9} soph'-os, wise, soph, sophist.

Now let me explain the process I here intend. Adelphos is

found in Philadelphia, but not in its full form. It is found as it

appears under " Stems ;" for adelphos, passing into Philadelphia,

loses os, and takes ia. By this time you know enough of the

changes in language to be aware that these changes in the termi-

nations do not affect the root-meaning, or the essential import of

the word. Prefixes and suffixes convert verbs into nouns, and

adjectives into adverbs; or they may modify the signification;

they may even reverse it, but they nevertheless leave the import
of the stem still traceable after it has undergone their influence.

Philadelphia, then, has clearly something to do with adelphos,
a brother. What that something is, you find indicated in the

next Greek word and its stem, namely, philos, loving, and phil.

Putting the two together, you have Philadelphia, and putting
the two meanings together, namely, love and 'brother, you obtain

brotherly-love, as the import of the word under consideration.

Remembering that Philadelphia is the name of a town in the

United States, you are reminded that the name, brotherly-love,

was given to it by its founder Penn, as indicative of the spirit

with which he dealt with the original inhabitants of that region.

Passing on to the next word, philosophy, I find at the beginning
of it the same phil of which I have already spoken. But I find,

also, sophy. What am I to do with sophy ? First, I know that

the y may represent the Greek ia, as is set forth in the remarks

on suffixes. Changing the one into the other, I thus get sophia.

Now, by referring to the next line in my list of words, I see one

which is very like sophia; that is, sophos. I already know

enough of the changes which words undergo to find reason for

thinking that sophia is connected with sophos in meaning and
source as well as in form. The idea is confirmed by my seeing

that soph is given as the stem of sophos. Now soph is equiva-

lent to our wise ; here love and wise must be put together, and

so I learn that philosophy is the love of what is wise, or the

love of wisdom. Such being the case, a philosopher must be

one who loves wisdom.

But soph is given as the origin of sophist. Sophist obviously

consists of two parts ; the part which is given that is, soph,
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meaning wise and wf . What is this i*t ? Let me think. Have
, ? Oh, yes, I remember, iat is a suffix, a Greek

i. -notes a partisan, one who follows a party in- an
.

; liko Baptist, one who observes baptism. Sophist, then,

be one who pursues wisdom, one who is given to wisdom.

la tho meaning of the word, and snoh is the whole

luriuiing of tho word as taught by etymology, or tho doctrine

of tracing out tho root-signification of words. And here you
have an instance of tho shortcomings of etymology.
as I have yet gone you see no difference between philosopher
and sophist, for both are students of wisdom. Yet, if you meet

with tin- f.v.. in a narrative or a discussion, you find that their

meanings are different ; at least, a philosopher is spoken of with

respect, a sophist is spoken of slightingly.
I have entered into these details in order to show you that

history must be taken as an ally to etymology in the study of

languages. In the case before us history supplies the lacking
information. From history we learn that the sophists wore a
set of Greek teachers who, not content to be called philosophers
or lovers of wisdom, pretended to be sophoi or wise men, and
came to be designated sophistai, sophists, disparagingly. A
sophist, then, you thus learn, is a pretender to wisdom ; and as

all pretenders are obliged to resort to trickery, so a sophist is

one who, by unsound and cunning arguments or delusive

appeals, aims, for his own purposes, to produce a false im-

pression. Knowing what a sophist is, you easily infer the

nii-iining of sophism, or a means by which the sophist works ;

and sophistry, his art. Advanced thus far, you have no dif-

ficulty with sophistical, nor with sophisticate/.
Turn your attention for a moment to the English representa-

tives given above, and observe generally that in representatives,
whether designated English or foreign, I mean the radical parts
of tho words, in each case the radical or essential elements of

each word. Now, you have above these three combinations of

letters namely, adelph, phil, and soph. These throe parts ore

the parents of all tho words of which I have just treated, and
connected with thorn is all the information I have here set forth.

When I have added, that what I have said is only a very small

part of what I might have said, you will have some idea of the

extent and value of etymological studies.

The branching of these three stems may be exhibited thus :

phil, soph,adelph,

Philadelphia; philosophy,
philosopher, philosophically ;

sophist, sophism, sophistry,

sophistical, sophistically.

Do not suppose that I have chosen these three terms because

they wore specially prolific. I took adelph because it begins
with the first letter of tho alphabet. The other words followed
of course. So for from the series being very prolific, one member
of it, adelph, gives birth to only one word, and that word is

etymologically unproductive.

My chief object, however, in going into this detail was to lay
before you the principle on which the following list of words ia

drawn out, and the manner in which you are to study them. If

you will faithfully, diligently, and perseveringly study these

lists, combining with them the knowledge communicated in

previous lessons, you will make rapid progress, and acquire a

superior familiarity with the English language in all its

elements.

Having done with this triplet of words, and pursuing the
order of the alphabet, I come to other Greek terms found in

English :

GREEK STEMS.

Greek Words. Pronunciation. Meaning. Stems. English Word*.

AcflXor, a-eth'-los, a combat, at/iUt, athletic.

A-yw-yoc, a-go'-gos, a leader, agog, demagogue.

Ari/jor, de'-mos, t)i people, demo, democracy.
Kparor, krat'-os, strength, krat (crat), aristocracy.

Apurror, a-ris'-tos, best, aristo, aristocratic.

In these lists I do not give the meanings of the English words
in the fifth column, lest you should be turned away from tho
efforts by which, from the aids furnished, yon ought to be able
to gather the significations yourself. When, however, it may
appear desirable, I will quote instances from good authors of

the employment of tho words, and so you will obtain another

kind of assistance. The moat effectual teaching ia that which

leada persons to teach themselves.
" David's combat (with Goliath) compared with that of Dioripptu tb

Athenian athlete." l>elant\j.

legislature of the kingdom (of England) ia entrusted to three

ilixtinct powers, entirely independent of each other: first, the king;

seeouJly, the lords, spiritual and temporal, which ia an aristocratic*!

iiMsombly of persons selected for their piety, their birth, their wisdom,
.ur, or their property ; aud thirdly, of the House of Commona

(the representatives of tho democracy)." Bladuto+i,
" Commtmtaritt."

EXERCISES FOB PARSING.

Philadelphia (<fu\at\<t>ia) it the word employed by the Apostle
Paul in hia Epistle to the Bomans (xii. 10). Philadelphia, as employed
by the Apostle to the Oentiles, is rendered in our English version by
"brotherly love." A word of the same origin is used by the Apostle

Peter, where (1 Pet. iii. 8) he gives the injunction
" love as brethren."

Sophos (<ro(/>ot) is the Greek term found in that text :
"
Professing

themselves to be wise they became fools." (Bom. i. 22.) The words

just cited accurately describe the character of a sophist. A word
derived from sophos is the word employed in this question :

" Whence
hath this man this wisdom?" (Matt. xiii. 54.) Our word atldetic has

a word of the same origin in the words,
" Ye endured a great Jight

(atO\o) of afflictions." (Heb. x. 32.) The Greek demos (inpot) is, in the

original, used in the passage,
" Tho people gave a shout." (Acts xii. 22.)

Kratos (itpaTot) is in the New Testament represented by these English
words namely, strength (Luke i. 51), power (Eph. i. 10), and dom**wm

(1 Pet. iv. 11).

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.

Words with their proper prepositions to be formed into sentences.

Foreign Representative*.

Adjust to, just, just, right.

Admonish of, mone, to remind.

Admission to, into, miss, sent (m union).

Admit of, mitt (miss), to tend.

Advantage over, avant, before.

Advise of, vis, sight, vision.

Advocate for, voco, to coll.

Affection for, fici (fac, fee), making.

Affinity to, fini, an end (final).

Agree with, to, on, grat, pleasing.

Agreeable to, grat, pleasing.

Alienate from, alien, another's (an alien).

Questions : Where is the difference between to agree with and
to agree to ? also between agree to and agree on ? Form illustra-

tive sentences.

Where is the difference between admonish and admonish off
Form illustrative sentences.

Besides working each term in this list into a simple sentence,
work into simple sentences words formed from them ; as,

admonition, admission, advocacy, agreement, alienation,
care to employ the proper prepositions.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XX.
IN drawing the human figure a restricted practice of mere imita-

tion cannot be considered, for various reasons, otherwise than t

failure. We will briefly consider this, and also include the

study of animals, wherein we shall perceive that the amount of

knowledge requisite for drawing from animal life is as varied as
the subject itself. If we begin with the lowest grade and end
with tho highest, we shall find our knowledge of their characters,

habits, and physical development must increase in proportion
as we ascend tho scale. That feeling for form which is beyond,
and independent of, the simple ability of drawing objects of still

life only, first shows its influence where life begins ; or, in other

words, where life-giving power and will control the action of the

body ; and this feeling, stimulated by the knowledge we have
said to be necessary, will expand as it ascends to the study of

man. The eye must bo prepared to see something beyond the

simple line that gives the boundary of the figure. It is trne

the line must be imitated, but the question is, how to conduct

and regulate the imitation, since it must have an expression

according to the infinite variety of circumstances under which
it may be placed. For as life is in the body, it is the fact o)

its existence that makes all the difference between drawing it, as

we would a piece of furniture, or, in consequence of its freedom

of action, as the exponent of a motive having its origin in the

n-ill. Therefore it must be evident that there is a graduated
scale of ability extending throughout the whole range of art,

commencing with objects of the simplest and lowest kind,

where it may be only necessary to note the positions qf farts
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and their extent, until, as we ascend to life and intelligence,
we make the further discoveries that difficulties arise of a fresh

nature, and that it will be indispensable to direct our attention

to other branches of knowledge to help us in our efforts. It

must be admitted that the human figure is the most interesting
and sublime study in Nature. Whilst other objects are only
represented for the sake of their forms, in this case the forms
must be made srfbservient to, and are employed to represent,
the intentions of the mind. Therefore, it is not only the power
of imitative drawing that is necessary, but the ability to adapt
that power to purposes of a much higher grade than those which
relate to form only. Here is the reason why different men
profess different branches of art. If the practice of art depended
upon the 'power of imitation only, no one who is sufficiently
skilful with his pencil need confine himself to one especial

study ; but that which makes art valuable, and at the same
time difficult, is something which extends beyond the practice
of mere imitation. Mark the various expressions so commonly
seen in many countenances, betraying more meaning than words
can give. A look of sympathy or of anger is read at once, and ho
who receives it hesitates not a moment in realising its intended

meaning, although not a syllable has been uttered. Who has

ever yet succeeded in portraying that divine look that Christ

which the power of mere imitation can never overcome, and
which oblige us to seek farther for assistance in branches of

knowledge which do not immediately belong to drawing, but
which must have an important influence in our ultimate success.
The knowledge necessary to assist us in drawing the human

form is derivable from many sources ; the first and most
important is that of anatomy. We have in the last lesson
directed the student where he may conveniently obtain informa-
tion upon this part of the subject. We propose now to give
him some directions how he is to apply it. We advise him to

study the skeleton first, and make himself familiar with the
names of the bones, and their several protuberances, and the
way in which they are connected with each other, either by ball
and socket, as in the hip-joint, or in the form of a hinge, as in
the elbow and knee. He would do well to make a drawing of
the skeleton, and then from the plates and descriptions cover it

with the muscles, as in Figs. 122, 123, being very particular to
notice their origin, insertion, and their use. Two or three
hours of persevering study in this way will do more for him
when he comes to draw from casts, or from life, than months of
labour from copies without it. In short, if he relies on copies
only, it is more than doubtful if ho will ever do anything at all

satisfactory; and should his ambition lead him to design for

east at Peter, expressive of all that had gone before in their

fellowship with each other, of all that related to their sufferings
and trials, both past and present, reminding Peter of his pro-
fessions, and telling him of his weakness ? And though not a
word was said, Peter understood its meaning so thoroughly,
that " he went out and wept bitterly." It is very evident that
to be able to represent such a scene as this, a very high standard
of that which is comprehended by the power of drawing must be
attained. We can see where it extends, but we cannot see its

limits.

To explain the exact kind of knowledge capable of affording
assistance to the draughtsman in every case would indeed be
very difficult. To sum it up in a few words, we may say, all

is useful that helps us to understand the construction of the

object to be drawn ; and, in animal life, how the various

impulses of the mind and will command the action of the body.
It ought to be the desire of every one who wishes to perfect
himself in the particular branch of art which he has chosen, what-
ever it may be, to seek out every kind of information that can
assist him in his object. We will instance one case only to
illustrate the rest. The flower-painter, to gain any position at
all in the art, must know something of botany, which teaches
him the construction of flowers and their classification. With
such an auxiliary as botany, will not his work be more satis-

factory, and will he not be less likely to overlook many facts
connected with his pursuit which would be deemed indispensable
by a competent judge ? Therefore there are latent difficulties

himself, with the intention of employing his work for any art

or decorative purpose, he would be totally at a loss without a
knowledge of the anatomical construction of the body, and he
has no business to feel any surprise if he fails. These remarks
must not discourage ; on the contrary, we hope they will induce
all to seek the readiest and shortest way to attain the requisite

qualification. We must bear in mind that this branch of art is

a very different matter to that which includes trees, houses, or

ornament. The body is subject to such constant changes of

position that it is impossible to omit those instructions which
relate to and explain its construction and development. The
arm in one position is very different when that position is

changed. The same limb in repose is completely altered in

action, and, in order to overcome the difficulties arising from
these changes, the construction of the limb must be understood.

There are those whose ambition goes no farther than copying
copies for mere amusement. These need not trouble themselves

beyond following the system of arrangement, about which we
have said so much in our early lessons, applicable to objects of

still life; because they have then only to copy straight and
curved lines that is, to treat the subject as composed only of

such lines. Now we feel that if we leave our pupils, especially
those who have to employ figure-drawing for useful and practical

purposes, with no further instructions than those which will

enable them to imitate a printed lithograph, we should fail in

our duty. Therefore we proceed, with all who are disposed to

accompany us, regardless of difficulties and discouragements,
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and with a feeling of determination on their part to obtain as

great a power of drawing the human figure as is possessed

by those who made the copies they are striving to imitate.

In Figs. 122, 123 we give specimens of the mode in which

the anatomical construction of the human figure is to be studied,

which we earnestly recommend our pupils to adopt, hoping they

will be fully persuaded of the necessity of such a course. In

our explanations we do not intend to go through the whole

body, but only a small portion of it, as an example of the

method we recommend, deeming it quite sufficient for our

purpose ; after which we trust all will be able to continue the

study for themselves. We advise them to make the whole of

the drawing, including the bones and muscles, first with a lead-

pencil ; then go over the outline of the bones with black ink,

and the muscles with red ; afterwards number the bones, and

underneath write out their names. For instance (Fig. 122) :

1. The scapula, or shoulder-blade. 2. The humerus, the upper
and large bone of the arm. 3. The olecranon, or point of the

elbow. 4. The radius. 5. The ulna ; the two last-named bones

together form the fore-arm. The ulna and radius and the humerus

form the hinge-joint at the elbow. The radius is attached by
a ligament outside the elbow-joint ; at the wrist it becomes the

base of support for the hand: thus the arm is capable of per-

forming a rotatory motion, and so enables us to turn the palm of

the hand downward, as in Figs. 124, 125. The muscles may be

treated in the same way, as follows : 6. The deltoid, the large

muscle that covers the shoulder as it descends the arm ; it

arises from part of the clavicula, or collar-bone, and from along

the upper edge of the scapula, the shoulder-blade. It is com-

posed of several lobes or parcels of flesh, which all join in one

tendon, and are inserted into the humerus, about half-way
below its head. Its use is to raise the arm from the side, the

first motion preparatory to striking. 7. The extensor digitorum
arises from the outer protuberance of the humerus, and from the

hinder part of the radius and ulna. At the wrist it divides

into three tendons, which are inserted into the bones of the first

three fingers. Its use, as its name signifies, is to extend the

fingers that is, to draw them back in opening the hand. If our

pupils will provide themselves with some simple work on the

structure of the human form, and do as we have directed them

above, they will gain an amount of anatomical knowledge which

will create a confidence in drawing the human figure that no

other kind of practice could possibly equal. We also advise

that the practice for some time should be restricted to outline

only, working from good drawings, and from plaster casts

especially. We purposely postpone our remarks upon shading
for the present.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXXY.
SECTION LXXVIII- GOVEKNMENT OF VEEBS (continued).

1. MANY French verbs govern their object by means of pre-

positions, while the corresponding English verbs require no

preposition before their object. Other French verbs govern
their object through prepositions different from those used in

English. We give here a few verbs coming under those two

classes, commencing with the first :

2. Verbs which have a preposition before a noun in French,
but have none in English :

Abuser de, to abuse. Manquer a, to offend, S'approcher de, to ap-
Convenir a, to suit. to fail. proacli.

De'plaire a, to dis- Me"dire de, to slander. Se m^fier de, to mis

please. Obe'ir a, to obey. trust.

De'soWir a, to disobey. Pardonner a, toforgive. Se servir de, to use.

Douter de, to doubt. Plaire a, to please. Se souvenir de, to re-

Echapper a, to escape. Bessembler a, to re- member.
Jouir de, to enjoy. sembl. Survivre a, to survive.

3. Verbs governing their object through different preposi-
tions in the two languages :

lYliciter de, to con- Eemercier de, to thank Se passer de, to do icitTi-

gratiilate for. for. out.

Ge"mir de, to grieve for. Eire de, to laugh at. S'informer de, to inquire
Louer de, to praise for. Bougir de, to blus?i at. about.

Penser* a, to think of. S'affliger de, to grieve Songer a, to think of.

Profiter de, to profit by. for.

*
Penser, meaning to liave an opinion, requires the preposition de :

Que pensez-VOUS de lui 1 What is your opinion about him f

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

tf'avez-vous pas abuse" de notre

patience ?

tfous en avons abus.
Vous avez d^sobe"i j vos parents.
Vous pardonnerez a vos ennemis.

Vous penserez coiistamment a vos

devoirs.

Vous y penserez constamment.
S'o ricz-vous pas de nos erreurs ?

Jfous n'en rions point.
Ne ressemble-t-il pas a son pere ?

Have you not abused our patience 1

We have abused it.

You have disobeyed your parents.

You will forgive your enemies.

You will think constantly of your
duties.

You will think of them, constantly.

Do ijou not laugh at our mistakes ?

We do not laugh at them.

Does he not resemble his fatlier ?

EXERCISE 151.

Arrangement, m. ar- Conduite, f. conduct. Peintre, m. painter.

rangement. Devoir, in. duty. Procbain, m. neigh-

irconstance, f. cir- Faute, f. fault. bour.

cumstance. Malheur, m. mis/or- Sellier, m. saddler.

Coeur, m. heart. tune. S'iuformer, 1. ref. to

Complaisance, f. fctnd- Ne plus, no more. inquire.

ness. Nouvelle, f. news. Succes, m. success.

1. Get arrangement vous convient-il ? 2. II ne me convient

pas, mais il convient a notre parent. 3. Cela ne deplait-il pas
au peintre ? 4. Votre conduite lui deplait beaucoup. 5. Ne

craignez-vous pas d'abuser de la patience do votre ami ? 6. Je
crains d'en abuser. 7. Ne pensez-vous jamais & vos devoirs ?

8. J'y pense tous les jours. 9. Avez-vous pense & votre frere

aujourd'hui ? 10. J'ai pense a lui, et je me suis souvenu de

ses bontes. 11. A-t-il eu soin de son pere, et lui a-t-il obei ?

12. II lui obeit constamment. 13. Ne lui a-t-il jamais desobei?

14. II lui a desobei plusieurs fois, mais il gemit de sa faute.

15. Ne les remerciez-vous pas de leur complaisance P 16. Je

les en remercie de tout mon coaur. 17. Le sellier vous a-t-il

felicite de votre succes ? 18. II m'en a felicite. 19. N'avez-

vous pas ri de notre malheur ? 20. Nous n'en avons pas ri,

nous ne rions jamais des malheurs d'autrui. 21. Ne vous

souvenez-voua pas des nouvelles que je vous ai apprises ? 22.

Je ne m'en souviens plus. 23. Votre pere ne vous a-t-il pas
defendu de medire de votre prochain ? 24. II me 1'a defendu.

25. Nous nous sommes informes de toutes les circonstances de

cette affaire.

EXERCISE 152.

1. Have you not abused your friend's kindness ? 2. I have
not abused his kindness, I have abused his patience. 3. Does
not your conduct displease your parents ? 4. My conduct does

not please them. 5. Why have you not obeyed your father ?

6. I have obeyed him (lui). 7. Have you not laughed at my
mistakes ? 8. I have not laughed at your mistakes. 9. Has
the young man laughed at the painter's mistakes ? 10. He
has not laughed at his mistakes. 1 1 . Has your saddler laughed
at your cousin's misfortunes? 12. He has not laughed at his

misfortunes. 13. Do you ever laugh at the misfortunes of

others ? 14. We never laugh at our neighbour's misfortunes.

15. Do you remember the lesson which you learnt yesterday ?

16. I do not remember it (en). 17. Does that young lady
resemble her mother ? 18. She does not resemble her mother.

19. Have you thanked your friend for his kindness ? 20. I

have thanked him for it. 21. Has your mother forbidden you
to read that book? 22. She has forbidden it (me Va). 23.

Why do you not forgive your enemies ? 24. I forgive them
with all my heart. 25. Do you not think of your duties ?

26. I think of them (y) every day. 27. Have you congratu-
lated your friend ? 28. I have congratulated him on his suc-

cess. 29. Have you not slandered those gentlemen ? 30. I

never slander my neighbour. 31. Does that house suit you?
32. It suits me, but it does not suit my father. 33. Does that

house suit the painter ? 34. It suits him very well, but it is

too small for me.

SECTION LXXIX. COMPLEMENT OF ADJECTIVES ( 85).

1. The complement of an adjective is generally a noun or a

verb completing its signification. This complement is usually
connected with the adjective by means of a preposition.

2. That preposition is often different in French from that

connecting the corresponding English adjective with its comple-
ment.

3. When an adjective follows the verb etre used imper-
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sonally, tho preposition de connects that adjective with its com-
:it :

n est ueoessairo de travailler pour It is necessary to labour in order to

vivru. KM.

4. The following adjectives are connected with their comple-
ment l.y inojiuaitions different in French and English:

Exact a, cruet in.

FAche' de, sorry for.

Inquiet de, uneasy
about.

Insolent avec, insolent

toward*.

Ivre de, intoxicated

with.

Amoureux Uu, in lot*

-.</..

Bon i, good for.
. i

,
Jcmii (oirards.

'lu-ri ile, beloved by.

Joutcut do, i>la*!d

( 'riu-1 a, cnul toward*.

Deiiuli :

ilc, yritttd /"c.

Mecouteut de,

Poll envers, politt to.

Propre i, ^lt for.

Kebelle a, rtMlioiu to-

ward*.

Beconnaissant de, grain-

/ul/or.

Rempli de, Jillcd with.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

N'Ates-vous pas content de vos

J'eu suis fort content.
Votro domestiqiio est-il exact a

remplir sea devoirs ?

Avez-vous rempli de vin oette

bouteille ?

Avez-vous rempli d'argeut votre

bourse ?

Je Ten ni romplie.
II est tres facile de blamer lea

actions d'autrui.

II est glorieux Je mourir pour sa

patrie.
II est plus atfreable de voyager en

6t6 qu'en hiver.

Are you not pleased with your pro-

gnat
I am very much pleased with it.

It your servant exact in fulfilling
hit duties ?

Have you fitted that bottle with wine?

Have you filled your purse with

money f

I have fitted it viith it.

It it very easy to blame the action* of
others.

It if glorious to die for one's country.

It is more agreeable to travel in

summer than in winter.

EXERCISE 153.

Abatt-rc, 4. ir. to cut Chagrin^, e, vexed.

dou-n. Encre, f. infc.

Achat, m. purchase. Fend-re, 4. to cleave,

Arrach-er, 1. to pull up. split.

Aubergiste, ru. inn- Gloire, f. glory.

Liberte", f. liberty.

Kettoy-er, 1. to clean.

Peuple, m. people.

Bois a bruler, m. fire-

wood.

Pommier, m. apple-
tree.

Prunier, m. plum-
tree.

Eoi, m. king.

Sci-or, 1. to saw.

Tonneau, cask.

1. Ce heros n'etait-il pas amourcux de la liberte et de la

gloirc ? 2. n en etait amoureux. 3. Ce roi n'etait-il pas cheri
de son peuple ? 4. II en etait ch6ri. 5. Ces ncgociants ne
sont-ila pas contents de lenr aehat P 6. Da n'en sont pas con-
tents. 7. N'tes-vons pas chagrine de ne pouvoir nons accom-
pagner? 8. J'en suis desole. 9. Savez-vous de qnoi 1'au-

bergiste a rempli ce tonnean? 10. II 1'a rempli de vin. 11.

De qnoi ferez-vons remplir cette bonteille, quand vons 1'aurez
fait nettoyer ? 12. Elle est deji remplie d'encre. 13. N'etes-
vous pas bien filche" d'avoir fait abattre vos pommiers ? 14.

J'en suis bien content, oar ils n'etaient bons ii rien. 15. N'est
il pas necessaire de faire arrachcr oes pruniers ? 16. II n'est

pas necessaire de les faire arrachcr. 17. Est-il possible de
fendre ce morcean de bois ? 18. II est possible de le fendre.
19. Etes-vous exact & nettoyer vos habits ? 20. J'y suis tres
exact. 21. De quoi avez-vous rempli votre bourse? 22. Je
1'ai remplie d'argent. 23. Est-il nccessaire de faire scier votre
bois a bruler? 24. II est necessaire de le faire scier. 25.
N'e'tes-vous pas rcconnaissant des services qu'on vous rend ?

26. J'en suis tres reconnaissant.

EXERCISE 154.

1. Are you not grieved with having lost your money ? 2.

I am vexed that I have lost my purse. 3. With what will you
fill that bottle P 4. I will have it filled with ink. 5. Is it not

necessary to have our wood sawed ? 6. It is necessary to have
our fire-wood sawed. 7. Your garden is too small, is it not

necessary to have some plum-trees pulled out ? 8. It is neces-

sary to have some plum-trees cut down. 9. Have yon filled

your friend's parse with silver ? 10. I have filled it with gold.
11. Are all your bottles filled with wine? 12. They are all

filled with ink. 13. Are you sorry to have filled your bottles
with ink ? 14. I am glad to have filled them with ink, for I

want ink. 15. Are you pleased with this book? 16. I am
pleased with it. 17. Is that land good for anything P 18. It

is good for nothing. 19. Is that lady beloved by her children ?

I is beloved by her friends and by her children. 21. An
you grateful for thoue services ? 22. I am grateful for them.
23. la it not possible to split that piece of wood ? 24. It is not
possible to split it. 25. Is it agreeable to travel in winter?
-'. It is not so agreeable to travel in winter as in summer.
27. It is easy to blame others. 28. Is it not glorious to die for
one's country P 29. It is glorious to live and to die for one's

country. 30. Have yon filled the inkstand (encrier) with it P

31. I have filled it with it. 32. Would it not be necessary to

pull up all those trees P 33. It would not be necessary to poll
them all up, for my garden is very large. 34. Henry the
Fourth (quatre) was beloved by his people.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 38 (Vol. I., page 147).

1. Avez-vous besom de rotre domeatiqne ? 2. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai

besoin de lui. 3. Votre beau-frere a-t-il besom de vons? 4. II a

besom de moi et de mon frere. 5. N'a-t-il pas besoin d'argent?
6. II n'a pas besoin d'argent, il en a asscz. 7. Votre frero est-il

fache de sa conduito ? 8. II est bien facbl de sa conduite, et bien
faclid centre vous. 9. A-t-il bien soin de scs livres? 10. D en a
bien soin. 11. Combien de volumes a-t-il ? 12. n en a pins qne
vous, il en a plus de vingt. 13. De qnoi le jeune hornme a-t-il

besoin? 14. II a besoin de ses effeta. 15. Avez-vous besoin de
vous reposer? 16. Votre frere n'en est-il pas e'tonne'? 17. II en
est e'tonne. 18. Avez-vous envie de lire les livres de votre frere?
19. J'ai envie de les lire, mais je n'ai pas le temps. 20. Avez-vous
le temps de travailler? 21. J'ai le temps de travailler, mais je
n'ai pas le temps de lire. 22. Le jeune fri-re a-t-il soin de ses effete ?

23. II en a bien soin. 24. Ce petit garcon a-t-il penr da cbien? 25. II

n'a pas pear du cbien, il a peur du cheval. 26. Avez-vous besoin de

pain ? 27. Je n'en ai pas besoin. 28. Etes-vous content de la con-
duite de votre frere? 29. J'en suis content. 30. Votre frere a-t-il

envie de lire mon livre ? 31. II n'a pas envie de lire votre livre, il eat

fatigue
1

. 32. Ce jeune homme est-il faclid centre vous ou centre sea

amis ? 33. II n'est fach ni centre moi, ni contre ses amis. 34. Avez-
vous besoin de mon dictionnaire ? 35. J'ai besoin de votre diciion-

naire et de celui de votre frere.

EXERCISE 39 (Vol. I., page 148).

1. Docs your mother like reading ? 2. Yes, Miss, she likes it much
better than ber sister. 3. What bat does jour nephew wear ? 4. He
wears a silk hat, and I wear a straw hat. 5. Does that lady love her
children ? 6. Yes, Sir, she cherishes them. 7. Do you furnish those
merchants with goods ? 8. I furnish those merchants with goods,
and they give me money. 9. Do your companions like fine clothes?

10. Our companions like fine clothes and good books. 11. Are yon
looking for my brother? 12. Yes, Sir, I am looking for him, but I do
not find him. 13. Does your brother lose his time ? 14. He loses his

time and money. 15. Do we always lose our time ? 16. We lose it

very often. 17. Do you owe much money ? 18. I owe enough, but I

<lo not owe much. 19. Do you sell your two houses to our physician?
20. I sell only one, I keep the other for my sister-in-law. 21. Do you
receive money to-day? 22. We receive but little. 23. Does your
joiner finish his work early? 24. He finishes it late. 25. At what
hour does he finish it ? 26. He finishes it at half-past twelve. 27.

We finish ours at twenty minutes to ten.

EXERCISE 40 (Vol. I., page 148).

1. Votre compagnon aime-t-il la lecture ? 2. Mon compagnoa
n'ui me pas la lecture. 3. Votre pere aime-t-il les bons livres? 4. n
ainio les bons livres et les bons habits. 5. Devez-vous plus de viugt

dolurs? 6. Je n'en dois quo dix, mais mon fri-re en doit plus de

quinze. 7. Aveztvons tort de fiuir votre travail de bonne heure? 8.

J'ai raisou de fiuir le mien be bonne heure, et vous avez tort de ne pas
flnir le votre. 9. Becevez-vous beaucoup d'argent aujourd'hui ? 10.

Je n'eii recois guere. 11. Donnons-uous nos meilleurs livre* & oe petit

enfant? 12. Nous uc les donnons pas, nous le gardens paroe quo nous

en avons besoiu. 13. Vendez-vous vos deux chevaux? 14. Nous ne

vendons pas nos deux chevaux, nous en gardons un. 15. Finisaex-

vous votre travail ce matin ? 16. Oui, Monsieur, je le finis ce matin

de bonne heare. 17. Votre beau-frere aime-t-il les beaux habite ? 18.

Oui, Madame, il aime les beaux habits. 19. Chercher-vous mon neven ?

20. Oui, Monsieur, nous le cherchons. 21. Pord-il son temps?
22. II perd non-seulement sou temps, mais il perd son argent. 23.

Combien d'argeut a-t-il perdu oujourd'hui ? 24. H a perdu plus de dix

dollars. 25. Votre menuisier finit-il votre maisou? 26. n finit ma
uiaisou et cello de mon frere. 27. Vendez-vous de bons chapeaux ?

2$. Nons vendons des chapeaux de soie, et les chapenux do sole sont

bons. 29. Quel age votre compagnou a-t-il? 30. D a douze ans et sa

scour en a quinze. 31. Votre frere aime-t-il la viande ? 32. II aime la
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viande et le pain. 33. Becevez-vous vos marchandises a deux heures?
34. Nous les recevons a midi et demi. 35. Nous les recevons a une
heure moms dix minutes.

EXEKCISE 41 (Vol. I., page 174).

1. Where are you going, my friend ? 2. I am going to your
father's ;

is he at home ? 3. He is this morning. 4. Whence do you
come ? 5. We come from your house and from you sister's. 6.

Who is at our house ? 7. My neighbour is there to-day. 8. Where
do you intend to take these books ? 9. I intend to take them to the

house of the physician's son. 10. Are you wrong to remain at home ?

11. I am not wrong to remain at home. 12. Has the watchmaker good
watches at home? 13. He has no watches at his house, he has some
in his warehouse. 14. To whose house do you take your books? 15.

I take them to the binder's. 16. Do you go to the Dutch captain's ?

17. We do not go to the Dutch captain's, we go to the Kussian

major's. 18. Is he at your house or at your brother's ? 19. He lives

at our house. 20. Do we not live at your tailor's ? 21. Tou do. 22.

Whence does your painter come ? 23. He comes from his partner's
house. 24. Where do you take my shoes and my waistcoat ? 25. I

am taking your shoes to the shoemaker's and your waistcoat to the
tailor's.

EXERCISE 42 (Vol. I., page 174).

1. Ou votre ami va-t-il ? 2. II va chez vons ou chez votre frere.

3. N'a-t-il pas 1'intention d'aller chez votre associ^ ? 4. II a 1'intention

d'y aller, mais il n'a pas le temps aujourd'hui. 5. De quoi avez-vous
besoin aujourd'hui? 6. J'ai besoin de mon gilet qui est chez le

tailleur. 7. Vos habits sont-ils chez le peintre ? 8. Us n'y sont pas,
ils sont chez le tailleur. 9. Oil demeurez-vous, mon ami? 10. Je
demeure chez votre belle-soeur. 11. Monsieur votre pere est-il a
la maison ? 12. Non, Monsieur, il n'y est pas. 13. Ou votre domes-

tique porte-t-il le hois ? 14. II le porte chez le capitaine russe. 15.

Le monsieur qui est avec Monsieur votre pere, demeure-t-il chez
lui? 16. Non, Monsieur, il demeure chez moi. 17. A-t-il tort de
demeurer chez vous ? 18. Non, Monsieur, il a raison de demeurer chez
rnoi. 19. D'ou le charpentier vient-il? 20. II vient de chez son
associe. 21. A-t-il deux associes? 22. Non, Monsieur, il n'en a

qu'un, qui demeure ici. 23. Avez-vous le temps d'aller chez nous ce
matin ? 24. Nous avons le temps d'y aller. 25. Nous avons 1'inten-

tion d'y aller et de parler a Mademoiselle votre soeur. 26. Est-elle

chez vous ? 27. Elle est chez elle. 28. Avez-vous du pain, du beurre
et du fromage a la inaison ? 29. Nous y avons du pain et du beurre.
30. Nous n'y avons pas de fromage, nous n'aimons pas le fromage. 31.

Votre montre est-elle chez 1'horloger ? 32. Elle y est. 33. Avez-vous
deux inontres d'or? 34. Je n'ai qu'une montre d'or. 35. Qui a
1'intention d'aller chez mon pere ce matin ? 36. Persoune n'a 1'inten-

tion d'y aller.

EXEECISE 43 (Vol. I., page 175).

1. Where am I going? 2. You are going to the hatter's. 3. Am I
going to the bank ? 4. You are going to the bank and to the concert.
5. Do I cut your wood ? 6. You cut neither my wood nor my coat.
7. Do I wear a green hat ? 8. You do not wear a green hat, you wear
a black one. 9. Is your scholar going anywhere ? 10. He is going to
church, to school, and to market. 11. Is he not going to the hair-
dresser's ? 12. He is going nowhere. 13. Do you not wear red
leather boots ? 14. I wear black leather ones. 15. Do you not go to the
banker's ? 16. I do not go to his house, he is absent since yesterday.
17. Is he coming to the bank this morning ? 18. He intends to come
if he has time. 19. Has he a wish to go to the concert ? 20. He has
a great wish to go, but he has no ticket. 21. Do you live in this
village ? 22. Yes, Sir, I do. 23. Do you send this note to the post-
office ? 24. I send it to its address.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXII.
EUROPE.

Position on the Earth's Surface. The continent of Europe
forms the north-western part of the Old World, or great triple
continent in the eastern hemisphere, and lies wholly within
the northern hemisphere, to the north-east, east, and south-east
of the British Isles. It is situated almost wholly within the
north temperate zone, with the exception of some of the
extreme northern parts of Norway, Sweden, and Russia, which
lie within the north frigid zone. The small map of the world
on the plane of the horizon of London (see page 197) will show
how favourably Europe is situated for commercial relations
with the rest of the world, as it lies almost in the centre of the
hemisphere which contains the greatest part of the land on the
earth's surface, and is thus conveniently placed for carrying on
an active export and import trade with all other parts of the
globe.

Boundaries. Europe is bounded on the north by the Arctic

Ocean; on the south, by the Mediterranean Sea, the Sea of

Marmora, the Black Sea, the Sea of Azof, and the chain of
Mount Caucasus ; on the east by Asia, which is separated from
it by the chain of the Ural or Oural Mountains, the river
Ural, and the Caspian Sea; and on the west by the North
Atlantic Ocean.

Extent, Length, Breadth, etc. This continent extends from
lat. 36 2' N. to lat. 71 10' N., and from long. 9 32' W. to

long. 68 E. Its greatest length, from Cape St. Vincent, in

Portugal, to the north-eastern extremity of Eussia in Europe,
is about 3,500 miles ; while its greatest breadth in a straight
line from North Cape, in Norway, to Cape Matapan, the
southern extremity of Greece, is about 2,450 miles. The most
northerly point of Europe is usually considered to be the North
Cape, in lat. 71 10' N. and long. 26 1' E. ; the most southerly
point is Tarifa Point, near Gibraltar, in lat; 36 6'N. and long.
5 21' W. ; the most easterly point is the head of Kara Bay,
the southernmost extremity of the Kara Sea, which lies to the
south of Nova Zembla, very nearly in lat. 68 N., long. 68 E. ;

and the most westerly point is Cape Boca, near Lisbon, in lat.

38 47' N. and long. 9 31' W.
The surface of the land in Europe contains, according to the

latest estimate, more than 3| millions of square miles, or more
exactly 3,812,200 square miles ; and its population is upwards
of 280,000,000, or more exactly 283,000,000. This number,
however, must be taken only as an approximation, on account
of the constant increase, day by day, owing to the excess of

the births over the deaths in every 1,000 of the population.
Hence, there are in this continent on an average about 73
inhabitants to every square mile ; but as Russia in Europe is

reckoned to contain above two millions of square miles, or more
than half of the continent, and to have a population of about
64 millions, or less than one-fourth of that of the whole con-

tinent, it follows that in Russia there are on an average about
30 inhabitants to every square mile, and in the rest of the con-

tinent on an average about 122 inhabitants to every square
mile.

The surface of the inland seas belonging to Europe is esti-

mated at nearly 1| millions of square miles, or more accu-

rately at 1,370,000 square miles, distributed in the following

proportions : The White Sea, in the North of Russia, 45.000 ;

the Baltic, lying between Sweden and Russia, having Germany
on the south, and Denmark at its entrance, 135,000; the Mediter-

ranean Sea, lying south of Europe, 870,000 ; the Black Sea, south

of Russia, 180,000 ;
and the Caspian Sea, or Great Inland Lake,

140,000. The part of the Atlantic Ocean which flows between
Great Britain and the continent, is called the German Ocean or

North Sea ; its passage on the south is called the English

Channel, and at the narrowest part the Strait of Dover, which
is about 20 miles across, and is reckoned 200 feet at its greatest

depth. The entrance to the Baltic, or East Sea, is by a channel

of which the part between Norway and Denmark is called the

Skager-Rack, and the part between Sweden and Denmark the

Cattegat. In the latter part there are three straits called the

Sound, between Sweden and the Danish island of Zealand,

about 2| miles wide ; the Great Belt, between Zealand and

Fiinen, about 8 miles wide; and the Little Belt, between Fiinen

and the peninsula of Jutland, or Continental Denmark, about

three-quarters of a mile wide. In the northern part of the

Baltic are the Gulfs of Bothnia, Finland, and Riga. On the

west of France and north of Spain, lies a part of the Atlantic

called the Bay of Biscay. South of Spain, between Europe and

Africa, lies the entrance to the Mediterranean, called the Strait

of Gibraltar, which is about 13 miles broad in the narrowest

part, and about 1,000 feet deep.
The length of the Mediterranean is estimated to be about

2,300 miles, and its greatest depth upwards of 6,000 feet, or

more than a mile and a furlong. Its waters are more salt than

those of the Atlantic, from which a strong current runs con-

tinually into the former. The tides in the Mediterranean, owing
to its narrow entrance, are very small, and in many places the

ebb and flow are scarcely perceptible. The Gulf of Venice,

or the Adriatic Sea, is an arm of the Mediterranean which lies

east of Italy and south of the Austrian dominions; and the

Archipelago (anciently the JCgean Sea), another arm between

Greece and Asia Minor, studded with islands famous in ancient

history. The waters of the Archipelago communicate with

those of the Sea of Marmora (anciently the Propontis) through
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a narrow channel or strait called the Dardanelles (anciently
the Hellespont), about half a mile in width at its narrowest

part ; those of the Sea of Marmora with those of the Black
Sea (anciently the Euxine Sea) by the Strait of Constantinople
(anciently the Thracian Bosphorus), which is still narrower than
the former ; and those of the Black Sea with those of the Sea
of Azof or Azov (anciently the Paulus Masotis, theMcaotianFen),
by the Strait of Tenikale (anciently the Cimmerian Bosphorus,
i.e., the Cimmerian Ox-Ford), about a mile and a half wide.

The eastern part of the Mediterranean adjoining Turkey in Asia
is called the Levant (from the French, levant,

"
rising "), because

to the inhabitants along the northern and southern shores of the

Great Sea the sun appears to rise in that quarter of the horizon.

The waters of the Caspian Sea or Lake are not superficially

(that is, on the surface of the land) connected with those of the

Mediterranean, being separated from them by the Caucasian
chain of mountains. Owing to the indentation of the continent
of Europe by seas, bays, and gulfs, it has a greater line of sea-

coast, in proportion to its size, than any other continent on the

face of the globe; and lying almost wholly within the north

temperate zone, it is better adapted for the health, convenience,
and commercial intercourse of its inhabitants. Hence its

superiority in point of power, intelligence, and wealth to all the

other continents. The total length of its sea-coast is estimated
at about 17,000 miles, or rather more than two-thirds the cir-

cumference of the globe.
In the north of Europe there are only two peninsulas worthy

of particular notice, namely, the Great Scandinavian Peninsula,
which includes Sweden and Norway, and lies between the
Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean ; and the Peninsula
of Jutland, which includes Continental Denmark, and lies

between the Cattegat and the North Sea. It is joined to the
continent by the Isthmus of Schleswig or Slesvig, which is

about 25 miles wide. In the south of Europe there are three

peninsulas of great importance in history, namely, the Iberian
or Spanish Peninsula, including Spain and Portugal, which
lies between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, and is sepa-
rated from the rest of Europe by the mountain chain of the

Pyrenees stretching from the Bay of Biscay to the Gulf of

Lions ; and Greece (anciently the Peloponnesus, the Island of

Pelops), sometimes called the Morea, which is joined to the
mainland called Hellas (anciently Achaia) by the Isthmus of

Corinth, this isthmus being only about four miles wide at the

narrowest part. To these peninsulas may be added the Crimea,
which is the most southern part of Russia, and which is joined
to the mainland by the Isthmus of Perecop, a neck of land only
about five miles wide at the narrowest part.

SUMMARY or BOUNDARIES.

NORTH. Arctic Oceau.

SOUTH. The Mediterranean Sea,

the Sea of Marmora, the Black

Sea, and the Caucasus Bange.
EAST. The Ural Mountains, Ural

Eiver, and Caspian Sea.

WEST. The North Atlantic Ocean.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL SEAS
AND GULFS.

Adriatic, or Gulf of Venice, N.
of Mediterranean.

Archipelago, N.E. of Mediter-

ranean.

Baltic Sea, N. of Germany.
Biscay, Bay of, W. of France.

Black Sea, E. of Turkey.
Bothnia, Gulf of, Baltic.

Caspian Sea, S. of Eussia.

Cattegat, North Sea.

English Channel, S. of England.
Finland, Gulf of, Baltic.

Genoa, Gulf of, S. of Piedmont.
Irish Sea, Isle of Man.
Kara Sea, N. of Eussia.

Levant, E. of Mediterranean.
North Sea, or German Ocean, E.

of Britain.

Sea of Azof, S. of Eussia.

Sea of Marmora, S. of Turkey.
Skager-Eack, North Sea.

Taranto, Gulf of, S. of Italy.

White Sea, N. of Eussia.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL STRAIT?.

Bonifacio, Strait of, S. of Corsica.

Bosphorus, or Strait of Constanti-

nople, N.E. Sea of Marmora.
Dardanelles, or Hellespont, S.W.

Sea of Marmora.
Dover, Strait of, English Channel.

Gibraltar, Strait of, Mediterranean.
Great Belt, Baltic.

Little Belt, Baltic.

Messina, Strait of, E. of Sicily.
North Channel, N. of Ireland.

Otranto, S. Adriatic.

Sound, Baltic.

St. George's Channel, Irish Sea.

Yenikale, or Kerteh, N.E. Black
Sea.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL PENIN-
SULAS.

Crimea Eussia.

Iberia Spain and Portugal.

Italy New Kingdom of Italy,

Papal States.

Jutland Denmark.
Morea Greece.

Scandinavia Sweden and Norway.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL ISTHMUSES.

Corinth, N.E. of Morea.

Perecop, N. of Crimea.

Schleswig, S. of Jutland.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXI.
SHOET METHODS OF SEDUCTION WITH EEFEEENCE TO

MONEY.
WE proceed to explain two or three artifices which are often of
considerable use.

9. To find out hoiv much a Given Sum per Day amounts to in
a Year.

There are 240 pence in a pound, and 360 = 240 + 120, or
240 + 2|

. all<j therefore one penny per day amounts to one
pound and half a pound in 360 days.

Hence, to find how much a given sum per day amounts to in
360 days, we have only to reduce the sum to pence, and add half
the number of pence to the result. This will give the number
of pounds to which the sum will amount in 360 days. To find
the amount in one year (365 days), we must add 5 times the
sum per day to the pounds found by the first part of the process.

Thus 6d. a day is 9 2s. 6d. a year ;

For 6d. + 3d. = 9d., and therefore 6d. a day amounts to 9 in 360 days,
and therefore to 9 2s. 6d. in 365 days.

Observe that since a penny (after half of the number of pence
has been added) corresponds to a pound for 360 days, a half-

penny corresponds to 10s., and a farthing to 5s.

Thus 7d. a day will amount to 10 10s. in 360 days,
and therefore to 10 12s. lid. in 365 days.

For 7d. + (1 * 7d.) = 10Jd., which corresponds to 10 10s. for the
360 days. Adding 5 x 7d., or 2s. lid., we get 10 12s. lid.
for a year.

EXAMPLE. Again, to find how much 2s. 6^d. a day amounts
to in a year.

2s. 6d*. = 30-Jd.

SOJd. + J(30Jd.)
=

45fd.,
and hence in 360 days 2s. 6Jd. amounts to 45 15s.,

and therefore, in 365 days, to 45 15s. + 5 (2s. 6d.), or to 46 7s. 8-Jd.

10. To reduce a Given Sum of Money to the Decimal of a Pound.

Is. = & = ^5.
= -05.

Hence, to reduce any number of shillings to the decimal of a

pound, multiply the number by 5, and cut off two decimal places.

Thus 23 shillings are 1-15 of a pound.
17 -85

Again, by calculation, we find that a farthing is '0010416
of a pound. Now the difference between this decimal and '001

is -0000416, or very nearly "0000417 ; and '001 . J^. Hence,
as far as 3 decimal places are concerned, we may consider one

farthing to be i^th part of a pound ; and therefore, in reducing
any sum below a certain amount to the decimal of a pound, we
need only reduce it to farthings, and mark off 3 decimal places.

Thus 3|d. = 15 farthings, and it is therefore '015 of a pound
correctly to three decimal places.

It is evident that when the number of farthings reaches a
certain amount, the product of this number by '0000417, which
we neglect, will affect the 3rd decimal place. We will determine
the point at which this takes place.

Now (-001 + '0000417) 23 = '023 + -0009591 = '023 to three

decimal places.

But (-001 + 0000417) 24= '624 x -0010008 ='025 to three decimal places.

Hence, for sums of 24 farthings and upwards, we must add
one to the number of farthings, and then cut off 3 decimal places
as before. This we may do until the number of farthings is

large enough to cause more than one to be carried to the 3rd

place of decimals.

Thus 7|d.
= 31 farthings ; and therefore, when reduced to

the decimal of a pound, it is, correctly to 3 places, -032.

Now 47 (-0000417)= -0019599, -which still only adds 1 in

the 3rd decimal place; and therefore, as far as 48 farthings

(one shilling), the above rule holds.

As soon as a shilling is reached, we find the decimal of a
pound by the rule first given.
EXAMPLE. Eeduce 13s. 8|d. to the decimal of a pound.

13s. = '65 of a pound.
8*d. = 36 farthings = -037 correctly to 3 places.
Hence 13s. 8|jd.= '687 correctly to 3 places.

EXERCISE 50.

Find how much the following sums per day amount to in a

year :
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1. 2d. 5. la. 5d. 9. 2B. 7}d.
2. 3jd. 6. IB. I'd. 10. SB.

3. 7. 1.-. 11. 7B. 3d.

4. UJU. 8. 2B. 6d. 12. SB. 7Jd.

Beduoo to tho decimal of a pound oorrootly to 3 decimal

place*, by tho method of Art. 10 :

14.

15.

5Jd.
6d.

16.

17.

18.

-s. :;,,!.

17s. U{d.
18B. id.

19. 3 15s. 8Jd.
15 19s. ll'd.

KEY TO EXERCISE 49, LESSON XXX.

1. '2375.

2. :

3. K
4. -5110 shilling.

5. jr.iij:. mile.

6. -127083 day.
7. -046875 owt.

8. -2583 hour.

9. '46875 Ib.

10. 7, -1 190476,

0925.

11. -5625 acre.

12. -898809523 guinea

13. -002739726 of a

year, '2.

i 14. -0089285714, -2.

15. -03266258384 . . .

16. -216.

17. 14a. 6d.

18. 2s. 7}d.

. 19. 9d., 3-6 farthings.

20. Gor.ir.jVdrachms.

(Vol. II., page 234).

21. 88 rods.

22. 10 h. 13m. 9AMO.

23. 50 miu. 42 BOC.

24. 23 125.

25. Cs. 8d.

26. -4114285714.

27. 178. 9jd., '0006.

28. -0042 ....
29. 5s. 4jd. ,V tux.

30. 196 cubic feet,

19GJJ cub. in.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. IX.

NITROGEN, AIB, ETC.

NrrBOGEN : SYMBOL, N ATOMIC WEIGHT, 14 DENSITT, 14.

NITROGEN is the chief constituent of the atmosphere, of which
it forms four-fifths. From being an element of nitric acid,
Chatal gave the gas the name here adopted, following tho

example of Lavoisier. Tho French chemists call it azote, from
its inability to support life. It exists in almost all animal
and in many vegetable products.

To prepare Nitrogen. The simplest method is to deprive air

of its oxygen. This may bo done in several ways
1. Pass air through a porcelain tube containing copper-

turning?, which is surrounded by red-hot charcoal. The heated

copper combines with the oxygen, and the nitrogen is received
in a gas-holder.

2. In a capsule of Berlin ware (Fig. 31) float a piece of phos-
phorus on water ; and, after having ignited it, place over it a

bell-jar. The phosphorus takes all the oxygen to form phos-
phoric acid (PSO 5), a solid, which is readily absorbed by the

water, the gas remaining in the jar being nitrogen.
3. The oxygen may be absorbed from the air slowly, either

by suspending in tho jar a stick of phosphorus in this case

phosphorous acid (PSO3) is gradually formed or by placing in

a capsule a mixture of iron-filings and sulphur moistened with
water. The experiment is arranged as the last, but must be
untouched for at least twenty-four hours ; by that time all the

oxygen in the jar will have been absorbed by the mixture, and
the water, rising to fill the place of the absorbed gas, will bo
found to occupy one-fifth of the jar.

There aro other ways of obtaining nitrogen from its com-
pounds, thus : if chlorine gas be passed into water impregnated
with ammonia, tho reaction will be

4NH, (ammonia; + Cl,
= 3NH.C1 (sal-ammoniac) + N.

Care must, however, be taken that the ammonia be in excess,
lest one of tho most explosive of bodies the chloride of nitrogen

be formed.

Properties. The gas is colourless, inodorous, and tasteless.

It is a littlo lighter than air, its specific gravity being 0'9713 ;

its affinities are very low ; it refuses to combine with other ele-

ments, except under peculiar circumstances. Hence it will not

support combustion, and is fatal if breathed in a pure state ;

not that it has any poisonous qualities, but is incapable of sup-
porting life.

THE ATMOSPHERE.
Around our globe rolls a gaseous ocean, which is a mixture of

certain gases. Oxygen and nitrogen greatly preponderate over
the others, and are found in the proportion of 4 volumes of

nitrogen to 1 of oxygen. The chief use of the nitrogen seems
to be to dilute the oxygen. That the atmosphere is not a
chemical compound, but a mixture, may be thus proved :

1. If 4 volumes of nitrogen and 1 of oxygen be mixed, no

alteration, either in volume or temperature, will be observed,
and air will bo formed. In every case, when chemical combina-
tion takes place, there is invariably either an alteration in

volume or temperature, or both.

2. If air from water, or from melted snow, be analysed, it

will bo found that oxygen is present in almost doable the pro-

portion in which it is found in the atmosphere. This fact

has been already alluded to, as caused by water being capable
of absorbing more oxygen than nitrogen. If, however, the

gases were chemically combined, tho water must absorb them as
one body air, and they would appear in the water in the

proportion as in the atmosphere.
Tho volumes of tho gases in the air may be roughly

taincd by abstracting the oxygen from the air in a graduated
bell-jar, by burning phosphorus as above described, being care-

ful that tho diminution of the volume be measured when the

temperature has fallen to what it was at the commencement of
the experiment. But the most accurate method is by the
eudiometer (Fig. 32). The instrument is used thus :

The tube is filled with water, then a portion is poured oat.

Place the thumb on tho open end, and by properly inclining the

tube, tho air may bo made to pass to the scaled end. The water
is now made level, so that the air may bo under no undue pressure,
and the number of measures of it read off on the graduated
scale. The open end is completely filled with water, and the
instrument is inserted in a pneumatic trough, where hydrogen is

passed into it, the quantity being at least more than half the air

in the eudiometer. The instrument is again closed with the

thumb, and the mixture of air and hydrogen transferred into the

sealed end. The water in the two tubes is again levelled, and
the volume of the mixture read off. The instrument is held

firmly, as in the diagram, and the platinum wires, a and b, con-

nected with the outside and inside coatings of a charged Leyden
jar. The spark which passes in the tube fires the mixture, and the

oxygen in the air and the hydrogen combine to form water. The
temperature is allowed to equalise itself, and the water is again
levelled and another reading made. It will bo evident that the
difference between tho two hist readings will give the quantity of

gas which has gone to form the water in the explosion. Now
we know that this consisted of all the oxygen in the air, and
some of the hydrogen we introduced ; but we also know that one-

third of tho quantity must bo oxygen, this being the proportion by
volume of tho gas in water. Hence we arrive at tho quantity of

the oxygen in the air with the greatest accuracy.
To determine the composition of the air by weight, it ir

necessary to weigh the copper, in the first process given for the

preparation of nitrogen, before and after the experiment, being
careful to ascertain the quantity of air passed through the

heated porcelain tube.

Thus the composition of air is

By volume.

Oxygen .... 20'93

Nitrogen .... 79-07

By wrght.
. 23141

100-000

Next to these two gases, the most important ingredients in the

atmosphere are vapour of water and carbonic acid gas. To deter-

mine their respective quantities, a system of U tubes (Fig. 33) is

connected with an "
aspirator," which is simply a vessel which

has an opening at tho top, and another at the bottom ; it is

filled with water, and when the lower tap is turned, it is evident

that as tho water flows out air is drawn in through the opening
at the top, and by connecting it with the tube?, a current of air

is made to pass through them.
The first two, a and b, are packed with pieces of pumice

stone, soaked with sulphuric acid. This retains all the moisture

the air which passes through contains.

It next traverses a system of bulbs, suggested by Liebig,
which are partially filled with a strong solution of caustic

potash. Here all the carbonic acid gas is absorbed, forming, with

the potash, potassium carbonate. The air, however, in passing

through the liquid, will take up some moisture, and thus destroy
the accuracy of tho experiment; therefore, this moisture is

again absorbed by the sulphuric acid in the tube d. A fourth

tube, e, similar to d. intercepts any moisture which may attempt
to penetrate the tubes from the aspirator S. The tubes a, b, d,

and the bulbs c are accurately weighed. The lower tap ia

slightly opened, and the air slowly drawn through the tube.
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traces

traces

When the aspirator is empty, the tubes are again weighed, and

thus from the increase of weight we learn the quantity of

moisture and carbonic acid gas which were in the volume of air

in the aspirator.
The moisture in the air varies immensely.
The proportion of carbonic acid is generally about 55^ of the

whole volume of the atmosphere.
Traces of ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen are found near

towns especially ;
and nitric acid is frequently present after a

thunder-storm.

The average composition of the atmosphere is

Oxygen 20'61

Nitrogen 77 '95

Carbonic acid '04

Aqueous vapour .

Nitric acid

Ammonia
Carburetted hydrogen

f Sulphuretted hydrogenIntowns
\ Sulphurous acid .

The physical properties of the atmosphere not coming within

the actual domain of chemistry, we pass on to

THE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF NITROGEN.

With oxygen, thia gaa produces five well-defined compounds :

Nitric anhydride.
Nitric peroxide.
Nitrous anhydride.
Nitric oxide.

Nitrous oxide, or Laughing Gas.

The regularity of their formation offers the best of examples
:of the law of "

multiple combination." It will be seen that the

compounds are formed by the

addition of an atom of oxy-

gen, the quantity of nitrogen

remaining the same. Hence
the increase of the atomic

weights will be by the addition

of 16 ; and as atoms are indi-

visible, therefore there can be

no addition to the weight, save

in a multiple of 16. The law
of which this is an example,
is an evident deduction from
Dalton'a atomic theory, which
has been already explained. It

is known by the name of "
the

law of chemical combination in

multiple proportion." Nitro-

gen only combines with oxygen

NaOa

N aO

jji- gj
under peculiar circumstances.

Whenever an electric spark

passes through the atmosphere, their combination is effected.

Thus, after a flash of lightning, nitric acid is always found in

the air. We also find this compound is frequently formed

during the putrefaction of animal matter, and it occasionally

happens that some of the lower oxides of nitrogen are also pro-

-duced at the same time.

NITRIC ACID, OR HYDRIC NITRATE (HNO3).

As all the other compounds of oxygen and nitrogen are

derived from this acid, we shall speak of it first.

In the symbol given above for nitric acid, N2O5 ,
it will be

een that there is no hydrogen ;
and therefore N2O5 is, strictly

speaking, not an acid ; it only becomes one when joined with
water. Thus the symbol will be HSON2O5

= H2NaOe . This
is usually written HNO3 .

T0 prepare nitric acid, it is necessary to act on one of the

plentiful nitrates, potassium or sodium nitrate (KNO3, or

NaN03), with sulphuric acid. In the laboratory it is usual to

place in a retort equal weights of potassium nitrate (saltpetre)
and sulphuric acid, and then distilling in the ordinary way with

Liebig's condenser, the action is

2KNO, + H aSO t
= KjSO^ + 2HNO 3 .

For commercial purposes sodium nitrate is used, being cheaper
and yielding 9 per cent, more of the acid ; but as a greater heat

is required, the nitric acid, which distils over, always contains

sulphuric acid.

Fig. 32.

The liquid thus obtained fumes in the air, and ought to be

colourless, but is usually tinted yellow by the presence of the

next lower oxide the yellow gas nitrous acid.

It easily parts with some of its oxygen, and is therefore a

good
"
oxidising agent." If, for instance, a piece of copper be

thrown into a little nitric acid, violent action shortly commences,

especially if the liquid be warmed ; dense red

fumes are given off, and the copper becomes

cupric nitrate, blue vitriol (Cu2NO3) ; by
diluting the solution and slowly evaporating, :

theblue crystals of the salt maybe obtained.

Its readiness to part with its oxygen ia

also shown by dropping the acid into hot,

finely-divided charcoal, which begins to

burn vividly. If the nitric acid be required
in a very powerful form, some sulphuric
acid is added, which deprives the nitric

acid of its water. Oil of turpentine bursta

into flame when such a mixture is poured
into it. All the metals, except gold and

platinum, are attacked by this acid. Thus
we have a means of deciding between real gold and a mere elec-

trolytic gilding. On the former a drop of the acid remains un-

changed, whilst in the latter case it becomes green.
To test far the presence of Nitric Acid. If any body be sup-

posed to contain thia acid, whether in a free or in a combined

state, get the substance into solution, add an equal quantity of

sulphuric acid, which will set the nitric acid free, raid carefully
add a concentrated solution of iron sulphate (green vitriol). If

any nitric acid be present, a black ring will be formed at the

place where the two liquids meet.

The anhydrous acid (N2O5) may be obtained by a method pro-

posed by Natterer. Dry chlorine gas is passed over crystals of

silver nitrate, the action being

.2AgNO, + 2C1 = N
aO s

+ O + 2AgCl.

The silver chloride remains in the bulb, the oxygen escapes, and
the anhydrous nitric oxide condenses in a U tube, which is

placed in ice, and which ia joined to the bulb containing the

silver salt. The substance collects as a white crystalline solid.

It must be kept in a sealed tube, or it abstracts water from the

air, and becomes liquid nitric acid. Hence it is only a chemical

curiosity, and of no practical use.

In concluding this lesson we add tests for ascertaining the

purity of commercial nitric acid, for every care ought to be

taken that laboratory chemicals are pure. Since the process for

obtaining nitric acid in large quantities is carried on in a cast-

Fig. 33.

iron retort, and at a high temperature, the acid generally con*

tains sulphuric and hydrochloric acids.

To discover the presence of the Srst substance, take some

of the suspected acid, dilute it with four times its volume

of water, and add a little barium chloride. The insoluble

barium sulphate will be formed if the slightest trace of sul-

phuric acid be present, and it will exhibit itself in a white pre-

cipitate.

In testing for hydrochloric acid, it is not necessary to dilute

the nitric acid, but add a few drops of a solution of silver nitrate,

and ff any hydrochloric acid be present, then there will be a

white curdy precipitate of silver chloride. The two reactions

are thus expressed :

H
a
SO t + Bad., = BaSO 4

+ 2HC1,

and HC1 + AgNO, = AgCl + HNO,.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXII.

:OTION XLIL-RUBIACE2G, OE OALIACfcS.

iitica : Calyx superior, adherent to the ovary ;

lla monopetalous, epigynou* ; stamens inserted upon the

lla; OTary inferior, two or more celled, containing one or

in.niy seeds ; seed dicotyledonous, albuminous ; leave.* sti-

pule
Thin family, one of the moat important in the whole vegetable

kingdom, derives its name from the Jiubia, or madder, one of

principal genera. Tho name C^aliacece, which is also applied
to this family, is derived from the (la Hum, or ladies' bedstraw.
The Rnbincein are either trees or shrubs, sometimes herbs, es-

pecially those indigenous to Europe. The leaves are opposite,
or vorticillato, and furnished with stipules. Their stipules are

subject to variations. Usuully they are what is called inter-

j>'<ioJor, the adjacent stip-iles of different opposite leaves

becoming fused into one organ, but sometimes they constitute

bodies altogether resembling or-

dinary leaves, and vorticillato,

then to bo distinguished from real

leaves thus arranged by the ab-
sence of axillary buds. Tho flowers

are complete, or very rarely in-

complete by abortion ; ordinarily

regular ; their disposition is various,
sithor in the form of cyme, or pa-

aiole, or capitulum. The calyx is

adherent by its tube to the ovary ;

itn limb is tubular or truncate.

The corolla inserted on the tube of

the calyx is infundibuliform, cam-

panulato, or in few cases rotate ;

its limb is four to six partite, the

parts being ordinarily equal to each
other ; valvular or sometimes gyrate
iu aestivation. Stamens inserted ou
the tube of the corolla, their num-
ber almost invariably equal to that
of the divisions with which they
are alternate ; anthers introrso ;

the ovary crowned by a fleshy

disc, more or loss prominent, gene-

rally formed of two carpels, consti-

tuting two cells, one, two, or many
ovulate. The ovules, reflected or

curved, are ascending or erect ;

style simple ; stigmata bifid usually,
bat varying according to the num-
ber of the carpels. The fruit of

plants of the madder family may
be a capsule, a berry, or a drupe.
Tho Rubiaceae may be distin-

guished from all other natural or- 182. BBANCII OF
ders by their inferior ovary, their

monopotalous corolla, and their opposite simple leaves, with in-
'

terpetiolar stipules. They are allied by many strong points of '

resemblance to the Caprtfoliacece ; but they also present many ,

analogies to other natural orders, a circumstance not to be
marvelled at, considering how numerous is this family.
Madder (Rabin tinctorum) is a perennial vegetable, having

% long straggling root, and square knotty stems, upon the

angles of which grow coarse bristly hairs ; the leaves are vor-

ticillate ; the flower is small, and of a greenish-yellow colour
;

the berry is black. Madder is indigenous in the eastern and
|

e.'ntral states of Europe, but its cultivation is now successfully

prosecuted in many districts of the western countries, being of

great utility in dyeing. Chemists have succeeded in extract-

ing the colouring matter in the condition of purity, and
have denominated it alizarine, the name being derived from
the term izari or ali:ari, by which madder is known in the
Levant. Alizarine is volatile, hence it may be obtained by
sublimation. Tho dyeing properties of madder have been !

known from times of very great antiquity. Strabo relates
'

tkat ho saw this plant cultivated by the Gauls of Aquitania, ;

who called it varancia, whence is derived the French word
j

garance for madder. Daring the Middle Ages the Normans

44 x.r.

ooltivated it largely in the country about Caen, and exported
large quantities.

It is a curious circumstance in reference to the colouring
matter of madder, that it penetrates the whole organism of

animals which oat it, and dyea their bones. Many other species
of the genus Rnbia furnish a red colouring matter; amongst
these we have the Ruoia pereyrina, Rubia lucida, Rubia anaut-

tifolia, Rubia iongijulia. Many foreign apeciea are alao tinc-

torial. India possesses the Rubia Munjiila, Chili the

Helboun, the West Indies the Rubia, Quadalupmrii and Rubia
I hypocarpa.

SECTION XLIIL-CINCHONACE.fi.

This important natural order contains a great number of

valuable medicinal planta, of the principal of which namely,
those which supply us with the Cinchona bark we shall

speak in a future lesson. The order by many botaniata ii

considered as forming a sab-order of the order Rubiateac.

Characteristics : Leaves simple,

entire, opposite, with stipules be-

tween the foot-stalks ; calyx supe-
rior, adherent to ovary ; corolla

monopetalous, tubular and regular,
with segments equal in number
to the segments of the calyx when
there are divisions in the calyx ;

stamens rising from the corolla in

alternation with its segments ; ovary
inferior and commonly two-celled ;

style simple ; fruit pulpy in some,
dry in others, sometimes splitting
into two halves.

Ipecacuanha (Cephcelis ipecacu-

anha) is an exceedingly valuable
member of the natural order Ctn-
chonacece. It is a little shrub which
inhabits the forests of Brazil. Its

root is about the size of a goose-
quill, yellow in colour, and furnished
with a grey bark disposed in the
form of rings very close together.
The stem is one or two feet high ;

the leaves disposed in pairs. The
active properties of ipecacuanha
reside in the bark of the root,
which furnishes a valuable medicine
which acts as a purgative and emetic
when administered in large doses,
and as an expectorant in small doses.

Perhaps the most important indi-

vidual of the Cinchona tribe is the
coffee plant. Coffee is the produce
of an evergreen shrub, a native ot

Abyssinia and Arabia. The fruit

is a berry about the size of a
cherry, covered with a pulp sweet in taste and not very
thick. Inside this pulp are two seeds, separated from each
other by a parchment-like membrane. These seeds are
the well-known coffee. The coffee- seed has been frequently
analysed ; chemists have found in it several oily gums and
albuminous matters, but the valuable principle is crystal-
line, and denominated caffeine. Every person knows that
coffee is rendered fit for culinary purposes by the process of

roasting, but the precise agency of this roasting process is not
understood.

It is supposed that it was only in the fifteenth century that
coffee was transported from Abyssinia to Arabia Felix. But if

Arabia be not the native bind of coffee, it is at least its most

prosperous adopted home. Nowhere does the plant flourish

better, nowhere is the resulting coffee so delicious in flavour,

especially that grown in the country of Yemen, in the environs

of Mocha. The Orientals, it is well known, first introduced

the use of coffee into Europe ; but when they, the Orientals,
first became acquainted with the beverage is still uncertain. An
Arabian author of the fifteenth century, named Shehabeddin,
states that the Mufti of Aden, in the ninth century, was the first

who used coffee as a beverage; but it is certain that at this period
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the use of the infusion was known in Persia. According to vulgar

tradition, the discovery of coffee is due to the mollah Chadelly,
whose memory is held in reverence by all true Mussulmans,
This pious man, afflicted with sorrow at the thought that he

could not keep awake for the performance of his nocturnal devo-

tions, besought Mahomet to indicate some means by which sleep

might be chased away. Mahomet, touched with pity, as well

he might, seeing that his own honour was concerned, so brought
matters about that a herdsman came to acquaint mollah Chadelly
of the curious fact that his (the herdsman's) goats could not go

4 to sleep after they had partaken of coffee berries, but kept
frisking about all night long. The mollah, taking the hint, at

once prepared a good strong dose of coffee. He drank it, and
was delighted beyond measure at the result. Not a wink of

sleep did he get ; delicious sensations crowded on his brain ;

and his midnight devotions were so fervent that he at once

communicated the precious secret to some dervises, who, imi-

tating his example, beleaguered the prophet, now in the seventh

heaven of bliss, with unceasing prayers.

According to another tale, the discovery was made by the

prior of a convent of Maronites, who, on receiving the report
of a camel-driver to the effect that his beasts could get no sleep
after having browsed on the coffee plant, at once bethought
himself what a good thing coffee would be for his monks, who,
like the mollah Chadelly, appear to have been torpid, sleepy

fellows, and had acquired the disreputable habit not quite
obsolete now of going to sleep in church. The practice, we
are told, was quite successful.

But coffee, like many other good things, had its enemies, and

strange to say, the very Mohammedan priests who were amongst
the first to patronise it became its most rancorous foes. The
fact was this. So generally was coffee approved of by the

Arabian populace, that people, instead of going to the mosque,

spent their days in coffee-shops ; and as there does not appear
to have been any act of parliament to enforce the closing of

coffee-houses during church or rather mosque hours, the priests
had an audience of empty benches. Forthwith the mollahs ana-

thematised the seductive berry and those who used it. Coffee,

they said, was as bad as wine and spirituous liquors, if not worse.

Its employment was interdicted throughout every part of the

Turkish empire. Religious anathemas, however, being insuffi-

cient to check the growing evil, at length an appeal was made
to physical force.

" In the year of the Hegira 945 "
(A.D. 1538),

says an Arabian historian,
" whilst large numbers were assem-

bled in the month of Rhamadan, employed in drinking coffee,

the captain of the guard surprised them, hunted them igno-

miniously from the shops, locked them up all night in the pasha's

house, and the next morning administered to each individual, by
way of salutary admonition, seventeen stripes."

Persecution, as usual, accomplished a result the very opposite
to that intended. Coffee speedily became universally popular.
In the first half of the seventeenth century there numbered in

Cairo no less than 2,000 coffee-shops. At the present time coffee

is amongst Eastern Mussulmans one of the first necessaries of

life. When a Turk adds a new wife to his associated beauties,

he formally contracts with her friends that she is always to have

plenty of coffee. If certain modern accounts, however, are to be

trusted, Turkish ladies have got into the habit of drinking

brandy. According to Mahomet, they have no souls .to lose ;

hence they may drink spirituous liquors with impunity.
Before the seventeenth century coffee was scarcely known in

France, even by name. At length certain travellers returning
from the East brought a little coffee with them for their own
private use. In the year 1647, Thevenot invited some friends

to a party, and gave them coffee to drink ; but he had been

preceded by a Levantine, who, three years before, established

at Paris a coffee-shop ; his speculation, however, did not
succeed. It was in the beau monde that coffee first became

popularised. The Turkish ambassador at the French Court,
Soliman Aga, was in the habit of offering coffee, after the manner
of his country, to those who attended his levees. The ladies of

the French Court no sooner heard of this custom than they ex-

pressed their desire of tasting the seductive liquor ; whereupon
the Turk, being a polite man, as all Turks are, invited the ladies

to his house, and gave them coffee to their hearts' content.

Madame de Sevigne was opposed to this fashion ; she did not

approve of coffee ; said it was only a short-lived taste ; that it

would pass away and be forgotten, like Racine. Well, the lady

was right, after all, though not after the fashion she intended ;

coffee has passed away and been forgotten,
"

like Racine !
"

About the same time it was that coffee first came into favour at
Vienna. The Turks, driven from before the walls of that city by
Sobieski, left their camp in the hands of the conqueror. In that

camp there was abundance of coffee, and a retinue of slaves
whose office was to prepare it. Coffee had already been intro-

duced amongst the Londoners in the following manner. An
English merchant named Edwards, returning from Smyrna,
brought with him a Greek servant, Pasquet by name, who opened
a coffee-shop in Newman's Court, Cornhill, in 1652. Other

coffee-shops speedily arose, but Cromwell, then in power, set

himself against them and closed them, fearing lest they might
injure the taverns. Another account says that the first coffee-

shop in England was opened by a Jew named Jacobs, at Oxford,
in 1650.

All the supplies of coffee imported for a long time into'

Europe were obtained from Arabia. It was brought by way of

Alexandria and the Levant ; but the pashas of Egypt and
Syria imposed enormous taxes upon it. Europeans then began
to obtain it by the channel of the Red Sea. Holland took
the lead in this commerce ; next followed France, and, lastly,

England. In 1699, the Dutch, under the direction of Van
Home, first president of the Dutch East Indian colonies, having
procured certain coffee plants, sent them to Batavia, where they
flourished well. The French next introduced coffee into Mar-

tinique ; and we, following their example, planted the coffee-

shrub in many of our tropical colonies.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXII.
THE LATIN VEBB (continued).

WE have previously seen that a long (a) characterises the first

conjugation, to which amo belongs ; also that e long (e) cha-

racterises the second conjugation ; and i long (i) the fourth.

Hence only one class of verbs is characterised by a siiort vowel,
and that is the class which bears the name of the third conju-

gation. This e short (e), however, does not strictly belong to

the verb, but is only a connecting vowel between two consonants
in this conjugation, the essence of which is that its stem is

consonantal, or ends in a consonant. Thus, in the infinitive

mood e is introduced, for the sake of sound, between the stem
and the ending of the infinitive ; e.g., leg(e)re, for legre; in the

same way leg(e)bam instead of Icgbam. But the other conjuga-
tions have vowel stems, as ama, doce, audi. The verbs of the

third conjugation are called strong, and appear to be the most
ancient. The verbs with vowel stems bear the name of weak,
and are of later origin.

Frequently, in order to understand a formation, you will re-

quire to know how letters are related one to another. For

instance, the supine of lego is lectum. Here the g seems to have

disappeared. It is, however, represented by the c. Thus, in-

stead of the hard legtum, we have lectum. In rexi, the perfect
of rego, the g seems to have disappeared. But it has its repre-
sentative in the c or k in xi; thus rexi, if written according to

the sound (phonetically), would be regsi or recsi (reksi). The
sibilant (s) is also introduced for the sake of euphony. To

pursue this subject in detail would require more space than we
have to give. It must suffice to have put you in the right
direction. When your ear, by constant practice, is accustomed
to the combinations of letters which the Latins were fond of,

you will have received a great assistance towards correctly

forming the several parts for yourself.
Let us now take up the chief parts separately, and the present

stems, am(a), doce, leg, and audi. From these are formed

1. Present subjunctive active with the pres. ind. and subj. passive.
2. Imperf. ind. act. and pass.
3. Future ind. act. and pass.
4. Participle pres. act. ; fut. pass, and the gerund.

Accordingly we have

1. Am-em. Am-or. Am-er.
2. Am-abom. Am-abor.
3. Am-abo. Am-abor.
4. Am-ans. Am-andiw. Am-audwm.

The future of the third conjugation has the termination am,
and that of the fourth ar, instead of bo. The subjunctive passive
of the third and fourth conjugations ends in ar instead of er.

Am-
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From tho atom of tho infinitive in a, f-, i, and in tho third

from the consonantal atem with tho connecting
. that is, from ama, doce, leyc, and autii are formed

imperfect subjunctive, active and passive.
2. Tho imperative, active and passive.

infinitive passive.

Accordingly, we have

fl. Amo-rtm. Ama-w.
Ama--<2. Amu. Arna-re.

(3. Amii-rt.

Again, from tho stem of the perfect active that is, from
amav, d<><-". /.

:
/, and audiv are formed

1. The perfect subjunctive active.

3. The pluperfect indicative and subjunctive active.

3. The second future.

4. Tho infinitive perfect active.

Accordingly, we have

Anmv-erim.
Amav-ram. Amav-wwm.
Amav-ero.
Amav-i0M.

4. Finally, from the stem of the supine in um that is, from

amat, doct, led, audit are formed
1. The supine in u.

3. Tho passive past participle.
3. The participle future active.

Accordingly, we have
II. Amat-u.

Amat- 1 2. Aimit- us.

(3. Amat-urus.

I have here confined myself to amo and its parts for the sake
of simplicity. It will be a good exercise for you to draw out
the forms of the three other conjugations according to these

examples.
The forms of tho verb not mentioned above are made by com-

bination with the participles and parts of the verb esse, to be.

Thus the perfect, pluperfect, and second future passive are
formed by joining to the perfect passive participle sum, sim,
eram, essem, ero, or fuero; for example, amatus sum, amatus
essem, amatus ero, etc. Tho infinitive future active is formed
by adding esse to tho participle future active, as amaturum esse.

The infinitive future passive is formed by joining vri with the
participle perfect passive, as amatum in.

GENERAL VIEW OF THE TENSE-ENDINGS, INDICATIVE AND
SUBJUNCTIVE, OF THE FOUR CONJUGATIONS.

ACTIVE. PASSIVE.
Tenses. Indicative. Subjunctive. Indicative. Suljunctive.
Pres. -o. 1, -em; 2, 3, 4, -am. -or. 1,-er; 2,3, 4,-or.
Imperf. -bam. -rem. -bar. -rer.
Future. 1, 2, -bo ; 1, 2, -bor ; 3, 4, -or.

3, 4, -am.
Perfect, -i. -erim. -us sum. -us sim.
Pluperf. -eram. -issem. -us eram. -us essem.
2nd Fut. -ero. -ns ero or fuero.

I next lay before you a tabular view of the

PERSON-ENDINGS, INDICATIVE AND SUBJUNCTIVE, OF ALL
THE TENSES.

Persons. ACCTV1.

-o, or-m (-em, -am) . Perf . Ind.(1. -o,(

ing. V2. -s.

(3. -t.

(I. -mns.
lit. < 2. -tie.

(.3. -nt.

-i.

-sti.

-t,

-tnus,

-atis.

PASSIVE.

r(<w-er,-ar).

ris, -re.

tur.

-mur.
-mini.

-truntor-fre. -ntur.

If you take from the first person of any tense tho termina-
tions o, i, r, and where or appears the syllable or, then you get
the tense-stem, which appears in all tho other persons of the
tense. This you may see exemplified in the ensuing

TENSE-STEMS.
Amo-amao )

Amor-amaorf
ama- I>rMent -

Amabam)
Amabar j

'

Amabo )

Amabor rmab> Fw(ttr -

Amavi, amav, Perfect Indicative.

Amaverom, amavera, Pluperfect Indicative.

Amavcriui, anwveri, Perfect Sutyiwutow.
Amavitteui, amavliwe, Pluperfect flutywicMM.
Aiimvero, amaver, Second Vuivrt.

So it is with tho three other conjugations. To these items are
added tho consonantal person-endings juut given. If the
stem ends in a vowel (except u), the person-endings are
without any connecting vowel ; for example

Sterne.

All:!-

Amaba-
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4. Two or more verbs, adjectives, or prepositionn, may in

Vn-ni-h have one object in common, provided they govern it in

M maniu-r or case :

Noua aimona et nous louous noa Wt Iov and praise our children.

:i est utilj et agrcable a That garden is \ueful and agrteabU
to our father.

Au doilans ou au dehon du Within or without the kingdom.
in mo.

:>. \Vhcn, liowever, two or more verbs, adjectives, or prepo-

sitions, coming together in the same sentence, do not govern
their object in the same manner, they cannot have one object
in common. The object must then be repeated, or replaced by
a pronoun, or another turn must be given to the sentence. The

following sentences could not, therefore, be translated literally

into French :

That man is useful to and loved by his family I \vrite to and
receive letters from my brother To be exposed to or sheltered from
the rain. We must say :

EXKBCIBC 156.

Get homme ost iitilo a sa famille,
et il en eat aim&

J'tScris des lettres a mon frere, et

j'en reois do lui.

That man is useful to his family, and
he is loved by them.

I write letters to my brother, and I

receive tome from him.

tre czpOBiS a la pluie, ou en etre & To be erposcd to the rain, or to be

1'ftbri. sheltered from it.

Utile and aime*, ecrire and recevoir, expose and a 1'abri, re-

quiring different prepositions, their object is repeated in the

second clause in the form of a pronoun, as seen above.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Nous sommes arrivds avont la

bataille.

Vous voiis asseyez toujours devant

moi.

Les avez-vous places sur la table ?

Je les ai places dessous.

Je lea ai mis sous la chaise on

dessus.

Us demeurent derriere notro

maison.

J'oi loue
1

une cliambre sur le der-

riere.'

Nous occupons le devant de la

maison.

Je les ai rencontres derriere votre

jardin.
Vous avez achete^ cette terre a

1'insu de votre pere.

J'ai payo
1

ce jardiuier a raison de

deux francs par jour.

We arrived before the battle.

You always sit before me.

Have you placed them upon the table ?

I have placed them, under.

I have put them under the chair or

upon it.

They live behind our house.

I have rented a back room.

We occupy the front of the house.

I met them behind your garden.

You have bought that estate without

th knowledge of your /other.

I paid the gardener at the rate of t ico

francs per day.

EXERCISE 155.

Assiette, f. plate. Dessous, under, under Plat, ID. dish.

Cout-er, 1. to cost. it. Pomme de terre, t.

Dedans, inside, within. Dessus, above, upon it. potato.

Debars, outside, tcith- Devant, m. front. S'emrich-ir, 2. to be-

out. Hectolitre, m. 100 litres, com* rich.

Derriere, m. back. Hors, out. Sur, upon, about.

1. N'avez-vons pas ferme la porte de devant ? 2. Nous
1'avons fermee, mais nous n'avons pas ferme la porte de der-

riere. 3. Qui est arrive avant moi P 4. Le monsieur qui est

assis devant la fenetre. 5. Qui demeure derriere votre maison ?

6. II n'y a point de maison derriere la niitre. 7. Ne pensez-
vons pas qu'a force de travailler, il s'enrichira ? 8. Je ne crois

pas qu'il s'enricbisse, s'il vend ses marchandises a si bon
marche. 9. Apprend-il la musiqne 4 1'insu de ses parents ?

10. II 1'apprend a lour insu. 11. Vons 6tes-vcus marie & 1'insu

de votre soaur ? 12. Je me suis marie a son insn. 13. Notre
ami n'est pas dans la maison, il est dehors. 14. II n'est pas
hors de la ville, il est dedans. 15. Avez-vous de 1'argent sur
vous ? 16. Je n'oi pas d'arpent sur moi. 17. Demenrez-
vons snr le derriere ou sur le devant de la maison ? 18. Nous
demeurons sur le devant. 19. La cuisiniere a-t-elle mis les

assiettes snr la table ou dessous ? 20. Elle a mis les assiettes,
les plats, les cuillers et les fourchettes sur la table. 21.

Combien ces pommes de terre vous coutent-elles ? 22. Je les

ai achetces a raison de cinq francs 1'heotolitre. 23. Avez-vous
fait reparer le dedans ou le dehors de la maison ? 24. J'ai fait

reparer 1'interieur et 1'exterieur.

1. Have you bought that DOOM without your father'* know-

ledge ? 2. I have bought it without hid knowledge. 3. Have

you forgotten to shut the front door ? 4. I have shut the fronc

door and the back door. 5. I have brought all my good* ex-

oept two or three. 0. Does your brother occupy the front of

your house ? 7. He occupies the back. 8. 'Whom have yon met
behind that house ? 9. I met nobody behind the house. 10.

Does that gentleman live behind your home ? 11. Nobody lire*

In-hind our house. 12. There is no house behind your*. 13.

Have yon a knife about you ? 14. I have no knife about me.
15. Do you carry a knife about you? 16. I never carry a
knife about me. 17. Has not your brother money about him ?

18. He has no money about him. 19. Will yon pnt these

pencils upon the table, or under it ? 20. I will pnt them in

the drawer (tiroir). 21. How much have yon given for that

wheat? 22. I bought it at the rate of twenty-five francs a

hectolitre. 23. Is that lady's house out of the city? 24. It

is not out of the city ; it is within. 25. Has not your bister

placed the plates upon the table ? 26. She has pnt the plate*

upon the table, and the spoons under it. 27. Have yon had

your houjc repaired ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.
EXERCISE 44 (Vol. I., page 175).

1. Est-ce que je porte mon grand cbapean noir ? 2. Vous porte*
un beau cbapeau vert. 3. Le banquier va-t-il cbez le perroqnier ce

matin ? 4. II y va ce matin. 5. A-t-il 1'iutcntion d'aller a la banqoe
ce matin? 6. II n'a paa 1'intention d'y aller, il n'a pat le temp*. 7.

Envoyez-vous vos lettres a la poste ? 8. Je ne les y envoie pas, ellea

ne sont pas encore dcrites. 9. Est-ce que je TOUS envoie nn billet ?

10. Vous m'envoyez un billet, mais je n'ai pas envie d'aller an concert.

11. Monsieur votre frere va-Ml a 1'lcole demain? 12. II y va au-

jourd'hui et il reste demain a la maison. 13. Est-ce qne j'y TUB ? 14.

Vous n'allez nulle part. 15. Ou allez-vous ? 16. Je rais chex M.
votre frere ; est-il a la uiaison ? 17. II n'cst pas a la maison, il est

absent depuis hier. 18. Monsieur votre frere demeure-t-il dans ce

village ? 19. II n'y demeure pas, il demeure Che: mon neven. 20.

Avez-vons tort d'aller a 1'ecole. 21. Non, Monsieur, j'ai raisou d'aller

a 1'eglise et a I'e'cole. 22. Avez-vous envie de venir chez moi ? 23.

J'aime a aller chez vous et chez M. votre frere. 24. Quand venez-

vous chez nous ? 25. Demain, si j'ai le temps. 26. Le banquier
aime-t-il a venir ici ? 27. II aime a venir chez vous. 28. Le prru-
quier vient-il ? 29. II ne vient pas encore. 30. Qu'envoyei-Tons a

1'^colier ? 31. Je lui envoie des livres, du papier et des habit*. 32.

Oil est-il? 33. II est a 1'ecole. 34. L'ecole est-elle dans le village?

35. Elle y eat.

EXERCISE 45 (Vol. I., page 182).

1. What are yon going to do ? 2. I am going to learn my lessons.

3. Are yon not going to write to your acquaintances T 4. I am going
to write to nobody. 5. Who has just spoken to yon ? 6. The Irish-

man baa just spoken to us. 7. When is the Scotch lady going to

teach you music ? 8. She is going to teach me next year. 9. la she

going to commence on Tuesday or on Wednesday ? 10. She is going
to commence neither on Tuesday nor on Wednesday ; she intends to-

commence on Thursday, if she has time. 11. Does your companion
go to church every Sunday ? 12. She goes every Sunday and every

Wednesday. 13. To whom do you go ? 14. I do not go to any one.

15. Do you not intend to come to me to-morrow ? 16. I intend to go
to your dyer. 17. Do you send for the physician T 18. When I am
ill I send for him. 19. Docs he remain with yon the whole day?
20. He remains with me only a few minutes. 21. Do yon go to school

in the morning ? 22. I go in the morning and in the afternoon. 23.

Do yon go every day ! 24. I go every day, except Monday and

Sunday. 25. Saturday I remain at home, and Sunday I go to

church.

EXKRCISE 46 (Vol. I., page 182).

1. L'Irlandais que va-t-il faire ? 2. II va enseigaer la mnsique. 3.

Vient-il de commencer son travail? 4. II vient de le commencer.

5. Qui vient de vous cVriro ? 6. Le teinturier vient de m'dcrire. 7.

Votre petit gar?on va-t-il a 1'egliae tous lea jonrs ? 8. Non, Monsieur,

il va a 1'^glise le dimanche, et il va a 1'ecole toua lea jonra. 9. Allea-

vons chercber le mddecin ? 10. Je 1'envoie chercher paree qn ma
scaur eat malade. 11. Allez-voua tronver mon modecin onlev6tre?

12. Jo vais tronver le mien, le v6tre n'eat paa a la maiaon. 13. Oil

eat-il ? 14. II e*t chez Monsieur votre p^re ou cbei M. votre fr*re.

15. Avez-vous 1'intention d'enroyer chercher le ine'decin ? 16. J'ai

1'intention de Venvoyer chercher. 17. Ai-je raison d'envoyer chercher

I'Ecossais? 18. Vona avez tort de 1'envoyer chercher. 19. Allex-vona

trouver M. votre pre 1'aprcs-midi I 20. Je vaia le trouver le matin.

21. Votre fi*re va-t-il chex votre oncle tous lea lundis. 22. II y va

toua lea dimanches. 23, Allei-voua appreudre la murique ? 24 Ma
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niece va 1'apprendre, si elle a le temps. 25. Est-ce que je vais lire ou
e"crire? 26. Vous allez lire demain. 27. Va-t-il chez vous tous les

jours ? 28. II vient vous trouver tous les mercredis. 29. A quelle
heure? 30. A neuf heures moins un quart. 31. Vieut-il de bonne
heure ou tard ? 32. II vient a neuf heures et quart. 33. Qu'envoyez-
vous chercher ? 34. Nous envoyons chercher du vin, du pain, du
beurre, et du fromage. 35. Qu'allez-vous chercher ? 36. Nous aliens
chercher des legumes, de la viande et du sucre. 37. Nous avous
besom de Sucre tous les matins.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XXII.
EXEECISES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE (continued).

VI. ETERNITY OF GOD.

[Marked for Rhetorical Pauses, Emphasis, and Inflections."]

There is one Being ||
to whom we can look

|
with a perfect conviction

1 of finding that security which '

nothing about us ' can give, and which

nothing about us ' can take away. To this Being |
we can lift up our

souls, and on Him I we may rest them, exclaiming
|

in the language
' of

the monarch of Israel,
" Before the mountains

|
were brought forth, or

ever Thou hadst formed the earth ' and the world, even from everlasting

to everlasting ||
Thou art GOD." "Of old

||
hast Thou laid the founda-

tions of the earth, and the heavens
|

are the work ' of Thy hands. They

|
shall parish, but Thou

\

shalt endure; yea, all of them
|

shall wax
old ' like a garment, as a vesture ' shalt Thou change them, and they
shall be changed ; but Thou

\

art the same, and Thy years |

shall have
no Slid." *

Here
|
then

|

is a support, which will never fail; here '

is a.foundation

|
wliich can never be moved the everlasting Creator ' of countless worlds,

" the high
' and lofty One

|
that inhdbiteth eternity." What a SUBLIME

CONCEPTION ! HE INHABITS ETERNITY, occupies this inconceivable dura-

tion, PERVADES
|
and FILLS

|

THROUGHOUT
||
THIS

' BOUNDLESS DWELLING.

Ages on ages ||
before even the dust of which we are formed

||
was

created, HE had existed
j

in infinite majesty, and ages on ages |

will roll

away jj
after we have all returned to the dust

|

whence we were taken,

;and ' still
|
HE will earist

||
in infinite majesty, living

I in the eternity of

"his 6wn nature, reigning
' in the plenitude of his 6wn omnipotence, for ever

sending forth the word, which forms, supports, and governs
'

all things,

commanding new-created ligfit ||
to shine on new-created wdrlds, and

raising up new-created generations
j

to inhabit them.
The contemplation

' of this glorious attribute of GOD, is fitted to excite

I in our minds I the most animating
|

and consoling
'

reflections. Stand-

ing, as we are, amid the ruins of time, and the wrecfcs of mortality, where

ewery thing about us
|

is created ' and dependent, proceeding from nothing,
and listening to destruction, we rejoice

' that something is presented to

our view
|

which has stood from eDerldsting, and will remain for ever.

When we have looked on the pleasures of life, and they have vanis7ied

away ; when we have looked on the toorfes of ?idture, and perceived that

they were chdnying ; on the monuments of art, and seen that they would
not stand ; on our friends, and they have fled

' while we were gdzing ;

on ourselves, and felt that we were as fleeting as they ; when we have
looked on every object

' to which we could turn our arucious eyes, and

they have all -told us that they could give us no hope, nor support,
because they were so feeble themselves ; we can look to the THRONE of

GOD : change
' and decay |

have never reached THAT ; the revolution of

tlges ||
lias never moved it ; the waves of an eternity

\

have been rushing
post it, but it has remained unshdfcen ; the waves of another eternity |

axe rushing toward it, but it is FIXED, and can NEVER be DISTURBED.
Greenwood.

VII. THE UPRIGHT LAWYER.

fMarked for Rhetorical Pauses, Emphasis, and Inflections."]

In the walks of private life, the character of an upright lawyer ||
shines '

with mild i but gJnial
' liistre. He concerns himself ' with the begin-

nings of c5ntroversies, not to inflame
' but to extinguish them. He is

not content
'

with the doubtful morality
'

of suffering clients, whose
passions are reused, to rush blindly into legal conflict. His conscience

|
can find no bcilm

|

in the reflection, that he has but obeyed the orders
of an dngnj mdn. He feels that his first duties

|

are to the community
in which he lives, and whose peace

]

he is boimd to preserve.

He is no stranger |
to the mischiefs which follow in the train of liti-

jdtion ; the deadly feuds
' and animosities

| descending from the original
combatants ' to successive generations; the perjuries

' and frauds \

so

often committed to secure success,- and the impoverishment |

so com-

monly resulting |
even to the winning party ; and in view of these con-

sequences, he advises to amicable negotiation and adjustment. He is a

peacemaker a composer of dissensions a blessing to his nelghboiirhcod ;

his path |
is luminous

||
as the path of the JUST.

Hook ' with pity
|

on the man, who regards himself ' a mere machine
of the law ; whose conceptions of moral and social duty ||

are all

absorbed in the sense of supposed obligation to his client, and this
j
of so

low a nature
||
as to render him a very TOOL ' and SLAVE to serve the

worst passions of men; who yields himself ' a passive instrument ' of

* When the falling inflection recurs, in succession, as above, it falls

lowei4 at each repetition.

legal in/lictions, to be moved at the pleasure of every hirer , and who
||

beholding the ruin and havoc
|

made by a lawsuit, which
|

" two scruples

of honesty
"

\
in 7iis counsel

| might have prevented, can calmly pocfcet his

fee |

with the reflection that he has done his duty to his client, alike

regardless of duty to his neighbour
' and his God.

That such men do exist, to disgrace our profession, is lamentably true;
mdn

" that can speak
To every cause, and things mere contraries,
Till they are hoarse again, yet all

|

be LAW."

We would redeem its character
|| by marking a higher standard of morals.

While our aid should never be withheld
|

from the injured
' or the

accused, let it be remembered, that all our duties ' are not concentrated
in conducting an appeal to the ldu> ; that we are not only lawyers, but
CITIZENS

|
and MEN ; that our clients

|

are not always the best judges
of their own i?iterests : and that ' having confided these interests to 6ur

hands, it is for us to advise to that course wliich will best conduce to

their permanent benefit, not merely as solitary individuals, but as men
||

connected with society \ by enduring ties. Greenleaf.

VIII. HUMAN CULTURE.

[To "be marked by the reader, for Rhetorical Pauses, Emphasis,
and Inflections."]

When we see a flower its calyx filled with petals of exquisite form,
of the most delicate texture, and diverse colours, so rich and nicely
blended that no art can equal them, and withal perpetually diffusing a
delicious perfume, we cannot readily believe that all this variety of

charms was evolved from a little seed, not bigger, it may be, than the
head of a pin.
When we behold a sturdy oak that has for a hundred years defied

the blasts of winter, has stretched wide around its sheltering limbs,
and has seemed to grow only the more hardy the more it has been

pelted by the storms, we find it difficult to persuade ourselves that
the essence, the elements of all this body and strength, were once
enclosed in an acorn. Yet such are the facts of the vegetable
world. Nor are they half so curious nor wonderful as the changes,
which are wrought by time and education, in the human mind and
heart.

Here, for example, is a rr.an now master of twenty languages, who
can converse in their own tongues with the people of as many different

nations, whose only utterance thirty years ago was very much like,

and not any more articulate than, the bleating of a lamb. Or it may
be that he, who could then send forth only a wailing cry, is now over-

whelming the crowded forum, or swaying the councils of the nation,

by his eloquence, fraught with surpassing wisdom.
Here is another, who can conceive the structure, and direct the

building of the mighty ship, that shall bear an embattled host around
the world, carrying a nation's thunder; or the man, who can devise

the plan of a magnificent temple, and guide the construction of it, until

it shall present to the eye of the beholder a perfect whole, glowing
with the unspeakable beauty of symmetrical form.

And here is a third, who has comprehended the structure of the

solar system. He has ascertained the relative sizes of the planets,

and learned at what precise moments they shall severally complete
their circuits. He has even weighed the sun, and measured the dis-

tances of the fixed stars ; and has foretold the very hour " when the

dread comet," after an absence of centuries,
"
shall to the forehead of

our evening sky return."

These men are the same beings who, thirty years ago, were puling

infants, scarcely equal in their intelligence to kittens of a week old.

There, too, is a man who is swaying the destiny of nations. Hia

empire embraces half the earth ; and throughout his wide domains

his will is law. At his command, hundreds of thousands rush to arms,

the pliant subjects of his insatiable ambition, ready to pour out their

blood like water in his cause. He arranges them, as ho pleases, to

execute his plans. He directs their movements, as if they were pawns
upon a chessboard. He plunges them into deadly conflict, and wades

to conquest over their dead and mangled bodies. That man, the des-

potic power of whose mind now overawes the world, was once a feeble

babe, who had neither the disposition nor the strength to harm a fly.

On the other hand, there is one who now evinces unconquerable

energy, and the spirit of willing self-sacriiice in works of benevolence.

No toil seems to overbear his strength. No discouragement impairs
his resolution. No dangers disarm his fortitude. He will penetrate
into the most loathsome haunts of poverty or vice, that he may relieve

the wretched, or reclaim the abandoned. He will traversa continents,

and expose himself hourly to the capricious cruelty of barbarous men,
that he may bear to them the glad tidings of salvation ; or he will

calmly face the scorn and rage of the civilised world, in opposition to

the wrong ;
or march firmly to the stake, in maintenance of the true

and the right. This man, a few years ago, might have been seen

crying for a sugar-plum, or quarrelling with his little sister for a two-

penny toy.
And who are they that are infesting society with their daring

crimes, scattering about them "
fire-brands, arrows, and death," boldly

setting at defiance the laws of man and of God ? They are the sama
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beln^ that, a few yean ago, were innooent little children, who, could

.-. ivi-<l ,.f Niiuh deed* of darkness, a* they now perpetrato
wit I. ..i. i

, on,punction, would h.i\. Hhruiik from them instinctively with

Ttuwo, surely, are prodigious changes, greater far than any exhibited

. -ifvtuhlo world. And oro they not changes of infinitely greater
h<> growth of a mMity tree, from a small seed, may bo

: r ^ .ii.l.-r, for admiruti' m ; luit tho development of a being,
..{ MIII-II tremendous agencies for good or. for evil, should lx)

of the deepest concern. Strange, passing trange,

that it in not BO ! May.

The next piece is designed aa an exercise in
" smooth " and

quality
"

of voice. Tho suavity of tone, which belongs to

ii.l tender emotion, should prevail in the reading of this

beautiful composition. A full, clear, but softened note should

be heard throughout.
IX. MEMORY,

[pu.t.] "Hs sweet to remember ! I would not forego
The charm which the past o'er the present con throw
For all the gay visions that fancy may weave

In her wel> of illusion, that shines to deceive.

We know not the future the past we have /alt

Its cherished enjoyments the bosom can melt; .

Its raptures anew o'er our pulses may roll,

When thoughts of the morrow fall cold on tho soul.

"Tig sweet to remember ! When storms are abroad,
We see iu the rainbow, tho promise of God :

The day may be darkened, but far in the west,
In vermilion and gold, sinks the sun to his rest ;

With smiles like the moming he passes away ;

Thus the beams of delight on the spirit can play,

When in calm reminiscence we gather the flowers,
Which love scattered round us in happier hours.

'Tis sweet to remember ! When friends are unkind,
When their coldness and carelessness shadow the mind.

Then, to draw back the veil which envelops a land,
Where delectable prospects in beauty expand ;

To smell the green fields, the fresh waters to hear,
Whose once fairy music enchanted the ear ;

To drink in the smiles that delighted us then,
To list the fond voices of childhood again,

Oh 1 this the sad heart, like a reed that is bruised,
Binds up, when the banquet of hope is refused.

'Tis sweet to remember ! And naught can destroy
The balm-breathing comfort, the glory, the joy,
Which spring from that fountain, to gladden our way,
When the changeful and faithless desert or betray.
I would not forget ! though my thoughts should be dark ;

O'er the ocean of life, I look back from my bark,
And see the fair Eden, where once I was blest,

A type and a promise of heavenly rest. Clark.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY VIII.
ANNELIDA: RINGED WORMS.

WE have now arrived at a class in the animal kingdom in
which the radial symmetry is almost entirely abandoned, and
the two-sided arrangement is perfect. In accordance with this

advance we find many of these animals gifted with considerable

powers of locomotion, and it is in this class that we first find

animals which have adopted a quasi-aerial mode of life. Nature,
we are told by the ancients, and told truly, does nothing
suddenly, and hence, though the arrangement best adapted to

rapid locomotion is found in this class, and some of these
animals reside in that thin medium through which the body
can be impelled with the greatest velocity, yet the means of

locomotion in this class are but feeble. The instruments of

locomotion, the limbs, are but rudimentary ; and though the
earth-worm be capable of breathing in air, it respires on tho

aquatic type, and, indeed, requires that its skin bo kept moist
to respire at all. Hence, the earth-worm always inhabits moist

earth, and makes its peregrinations above the soil after dark,
when the sun's rays, which would rapidly dry it up, are directed
elsewhere.

This class also introduces ITS to the articulate type of animals
under its simplest form. In the worms the beginnings of all

the more complicated organs which we find in the lobster and
the bee are present, but present in a very incomplete condition.
In accordance with what we have said about the characteristics
of an animal of a low grade of structure, we find the vegetative

repetition of parts here manifested in a high degree. The i

parts ate repeated orer and over again, sometimes to the

number of many hundreds. In fact, the bodies of these animals

may be Mid to consist of a long neries of exactly similar ring*
or segments placed one behind the other, and containing all the

part* essential to life in each segment. By this statement it is

not meant that the animal in an aggregate of individual*, or

that it is capable of independent existence if severed from the

rest, but merely that the individual in maintained by the inter-

dependence of similar parts. In some species this statement

is almost literally correct. Thus the earth-worm has a month

developed in the under side of the first segment, and an opening
in the tail segment for the completion of the alimentary canal;

but all the intermediate segment? form a series differing from
one another only in size. Each segment has its own ring-like

outer wall, its own nervous centre, its compartment of the

stomach, its transverse circulatory organs, and its so-called

peculiar segmental organs. In some of the water-worms the

presence of feelers, proboscises, and jaws in the fore part

or of localised gills, etc., in the after parts of the body, some-

what interfere with this repetition ; but something corresponding
to those organs generally exists in a rudimentary condition in

the other segments, and in all the species the parts are inde-

finite in number, and many of the segments in each species

precisely alike.

We have said that each segment has its own nervous centre,

a centre consisting of two nerve knots, situated on the under

side or floor of the segment, and sending lateral nervous-

threads to its own special ring. It is, however, essential to

individual life that the whole of the nervous system should be

united, and therefore, to effect this, two cords run from the two

nerve-centres of each segment to each of the adjoining segments
before and behind it. This arrangement gives rise to a double

beaded or knotted cord of nervous matter stretching along the

floor of the body-cavity from end to end. Since the mouth

always opens on tho under side of the body, and the organs of

sense, when present, ar^ necessarily placed in the neighbourhood
of this and in the front of the animal, it follows that the nervous

centre, which supplies these organs with nerves (the necessary

carriers of sensation), must be situated above the throat, and

must also be joined to the next centre lying under the throat by
two cords, one of which runs on each side of the gullet ; other-

wise symmetry would not be maintained. The form of the

nervous system arising from these arrangements is the most

distinguishing character of the articulata, and it is retained by
all the members of this sub-kingdom, however much they have

become modified from tho elongated worm-like type. This

character has given rise to the term homogangliata, which

means that the animals so named have a system of repeated,

similar, nervous knots. This division includes all the articulate

animals, and excludes all other animals ; for though the spinal

cord of vertebrates may be looked upon by some as the aggrega-

tion of a lineal series of nervous centres, yet this tract is not

crossed by the alimentary canal in their case, and is probably
not homologous with this system at all.

In this symmetry in the arrangement of the nervous system,
and in the segments! condition of their bodies, the worms are

like the higher classes of the articulata, which are represented

by the centipede insects and crustaceans and spiders. They
differ from these in having no definitely jointed limbs, in having

a system of blood-vessels completely shut off from the body-

oavity whose whole circuit is perfect, and in having ciliated

membranes at some period of their lives in some part of their

bodies. Besides these distinctive characters there is another

vory generally possessed by worms, and that is that the

exterior of their bodies, instead of being stiff and hard, is soft

and flexible. The body-wall is composed, not of a horny sub-

stance called chitine, as is the case in insects ; but of mem-
braneous material, in the internal layers of which muscular

fibres are embedded. Since there are no jointed levers for

limbs, it follows that the whole movement of the body must

depend on the flexibility, contractility, and elasticity of the

integument, and hence the soft character of the outer integument
is a matter of necessity.

The species which stands as the representative of the whole

of this class, both on account of its occurrence everywhere, and
of the multitude of individuals which it composes, is the common
earth-worm (Lumbricus ttrrioola). Nevertheless, this is rather
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an aberrant species of the class than its proper type. Its

residence in moist earth has imposed upon it a different means

of locomotion, and also of respiration, to the more typical

examples of the annelids. The proper typo of the class is

rather found among those sea-worms which fishermen find in the

sand at low-tide and use as baits for fish, and to which the

names of lob-worm and lug-worm are applied somewhat indis-

criminately. One of these is the Nereis, represented in the

engraving. This worm consists of a great many segments; unlike

the earth-worm the head is very distinct, and is furnished both

with antennas or feelers, and eyes, though the latter are of very

simple structure. The orifice of the mouth opens on the under

side of the body. The worm appears in its ordinary condition to

be a very innocent, inoffensive, and defenceless animal, like the

ordinary earth-worm ; but this appearance is deceptive, and

only arises from the fact that the powerful jaws are concealed.

If the animal be handled while alive, it will suddenly evert and

protrude a formidable proboscis armed with a large pair of

horny jaws, and with these it will attack the fingers of its

captor. The proboscis while at rest is retracted in the same

manner as the finger of a glove might be withdrawn by

pulling the end in from the inside. These retractible trunks

are very general throughout the families of the sea-worms, and

though in the Nereis the proboscis is only armed with one pair

of jaws, in some it has seven, eight, or nine jaws. Thus,

singular as it may appear, we find that the bilateral symmetry,
which is so strict in other parts of the body, is here interfered

with, for in some species three jaws are found on one side, and

four on the other ; and in other species there are four jaws on

the right-hand side and five jaws on the left. Besides these

jaws which play laterally, other instruments are sometimes

attached to the trunk. One species has a circlet of cartila-

ginous beads round its proboscis, and another has a number of

horny plates so arranged as to form a file. In others the

trunk is quite unarmed, and must act as a flexible lip to suck in

substances.

With regard to the remainder of the segments behind the

head and proboscis, they are almost exactly alike, the external

appendages being locomotive organs, and more or less developed

gills.

In the case of the Nereis, the gills are not well developed,

consisting of slightly protruded thin membranes where the

breathing function is localised ; but in nearly allied forms, these

gills are developed into branched bundles of vessels, or into

plates or leaves, in the substance of which the blood enters,

and becomes exposed to the influence of the surrounding water

through their very thin walls. There is thus considerable

difference in the nature of their organs, which will be best

understood after we have described the general circulation in

these animals. It is sufficient here to say that the gills or

tufts of respiratory vessels are, when present, always protruded
from the back or upper side of the animal, and are sometimes
not developed in every segment, but confined to certain regions
of the elongated body. So in the common lob-worm (Arenicola)

they are limited to the sixteen middle segments of the body.
The locomotive organs which are most effective are bundles of

hairs or bristles which stand at the ends of protrusions from
the body wall, and which can be more or less retracted into the
flexible papillae which bear them. These bundles of bristles

are always paired, and sometimes there are two pairs on each
annulus. They are brush-like oars, which the animal plies with
such regularity one after the other in succession, that the

general effect produced to the eye is as of a series of waves

following one another from head to tail. Hence the simile

often applied to these animals of a galley with its bank of

oars, or of an elongated cutter with a multitude instead of

eight oars, is hardly a good one, since the oars of these all

play in unison, while the brushes of the sea-worm play suc-

cessively. Nevertheless, the remarkable order which the simile

suggests is well maintained. These organs are, of course, very
different from the jointed limbs of the arthropoda, and cannot
be applied to points of resistance with the same definiteness

and accuracy. Yet they are not ill suited to the wants of the

animals, for these are always found among the sand and mud of

the bottom of the sea, and their false limbs are equally effective

against water, mud, and sand. Besides the bunches of bristles,

there are fleshy appendages called cirri, which seem to have
also a locomotive function. The relation of these to one another

is well seen in the ventral feelers shown in the section of a
segment of the body of the Eunice.
The food canal of these animals runs in a straight or slightly

flexuous course from head to tail. There is sometimes a mus-
cular gizzard, and generally the tube is more or less sacculated

that is, it consists of alternate enlargements and constric-

tions, the enlargements usually corresponding to one or more
of the outer rings of the body. From the outer wall to the
constrictions run partitions which divide the body cavity into a
number of chambers. These partitions are not complete, but
are perforated so as to allow of the passage of the fluid of the

cavity (called the chylaqueous fluid), which flows rapidly from
one chamber into another with the movements of the creature.
In some the body cavity, or space between the food canal and
outer skin, is large ; but in some it is but small, and in earth-

worms it is almost obliterated. In the leech it is absolutely
lost, so that the same network of vessels which runs round the

stomach, and sucks and absorbs the alimentary liquids into

the blood, also supplies the integument with blood, and there

exposes it to the influences of the air.

From the foregoing sentences the intelligent reader will

have gathered that in the annelids there are two distinct vital

fluids which are shut off from one another :

1. The fluid which occupies all the space between the food-

tube and body-wall, which is of watery consistence and pale

colour, though containing albumen and little roundish bags
called corpuscles.

2. The fluid contained in the blood-vessels, which has usually

no corpuscles, and is of a dark red or green colour.

Though at first one might have supposed the last-named

was the blood proper corresponding to the blood of the higher

animals, on account of its being contained in definite veins

and arteries, yet the real representative of the blood is the

first-named fluid, and the vascular system corresponds to the

ambulacral, or water-vascular system, which we have described

as found in the annuloida. This system is very probably repre-

sented in insects by the tracheal system ; a system which we
must describe hereafter, and which is applied to an utterly

different purpose. Whatever be the homology, or structural

affinity, of this vascular system in worms, it attains in them
a high degree of perfection and complication.

In the Eunice, which may be taken as a type of the circula-

tion in those worms whose integument is distinct or not

adherent to the food canal, the arrangement of the vascular

system and the course of its contents are as follow : Two main
vessels run along the upper side of the intestine, and receive

the blood and the fluids added from the aliment from the net-

work of vessels which invests that tube. At the point where

the dilated throat joins the intestinal tube a large vessel runs

round the alimentary tube, while the two vessels before named
are united into one large contractile vessel, and thus continued

forward towards the head. The large single vessel does not

adhere to the throat or pharynx, but acts as a heart to propel
the blood received, not only from the intestine, but also from a

vessel which runs along the integument of the back. The blood

thus derived from the system, both alimentary and intestinal,

is forced by branches to the head and also round into a vessel

which runs along the floor of the body. This ventral vessel, as

it is called, gives off at each segment a lateral branch on each

side, which is bent into a muscular loop, which acts as a special

heart to drive the blood to the network of vessels lying undei

each tuft-like gill. After being aerated in the gills the blood is

returned to the main dorsal vessel by ducts, which are sustained

by the partitions which join the body wall to the intestinal

wall. In the case of the lob-worm (Arenicola) the gills are.

supplied from vessels which branch off from the main trunk

running along the top of the intestine, and they return the

blood to the great dorsal vessel, which is situated in the mid-

line of the integument. The gills of this creature are beautiful

objects under the microscope, although they appear to be but

confused tufts of vessels to the naked eye. Although these

tufts of vessels are so very delicate that the blood shines

through them, and as indeed it is necessary they should be for

the function of respiration to be accomplished, yet they have

voluntary muscular fibres running round them. This is mani-

fest, not only from the revelation of the microscope ; but also

from the fact that the animal can empty and retract any or all

of its gills at pleasure. In this case the gills are little else than
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tofts of vesseU derived exclusively from the closed YMonlar
but in tlioae oases before alluded to, where the gilla are

more liko solid platen, not only ia the fluid of the vessels eon-
into them ; but they are ohannolled into spaces into which

the ohyluquooua fluid of the abdominal cavity can tiiul its way,
and thus becomes exposed to the influence of the oxygon of the

When the gills are almost wholly composed of protrusions of

than most worms, being of an oral form. That which u most
attractive about thin otherwise inert and uninteresting animal
is the splendid play of colour* which glance* from the thickly-
set bristles which clothe its aides. The bristle* are from their

shape not only locomotive organs, bat > of defence; foi

many of them are found, under the microscope, to be "%11

harpoons, furnished with many barbs. These, like the oar-
bristles of other families, are capable of being withdrawn into

I. NEREIS (A SEA-WORM). II. TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE EUNICE. III. PROBOSCIS OF A NEARLY ALLIED SPECIES. IV. LEECH, SHOWIHO
THE BODY-WALL AND ALIMENTARY CANAL LAID OPEN ALONG THE BACK. V. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CIRCULATION IN THE LEECH. VL
ORAL SUCKER OF A LEECH. VII. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF AN EARTH-WORM, SHOWING THE CIRCULATION. Till. DIAGRAM SHOWING
THE CIRCULATION IN A TRANSVERSE SECTION OF A WORM AT THE TAIL END OF THE ANIMAL. IX. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE TRAN8VKRSE
CIRCULATION IN A IiOB-WORH (ARENICOLA).

Befs. to Nos. in Fig. II. 1, comb-like grill ; 2, dorsal feelers ; 3, bundles of bristles ; 4, ventral feelers ; 5, cavity of alimentary canal ; 6, dorso-

intestinal vessels ; 7, ventral vessel ; 8, vascular loop acting as a heart to force the blood to the gills ; 9, plexus of vessels

the gills.

the vascular system through the body wall, since the blood in

them is kept in constant and rapid circulation, it is necessary
that the outer sea-water should bo as rapidly changed ; and
hence we find such gills are clothed with those minute, con-

stantly-moving hairs which we call cilia. On the other hand,
when the gills are in the shape of massive lobes so channelled

out as to admit of the chylaqueous fluid to remain in them,
and to bo only changed slowly by the motion of the body, the

necessity of change of the external water is not so pressing, and
therefore these lobes are naked and not ciliated.

The representative of one of the families of sea-worms is the

common sea-mouse (Aphrodite). It is much broader and shorter
t

pits made by the inversion of the papillae on which they are
set. Lest the harpoons should wound the skin when with-

drawn, each is furnished with a sheath consisting of two pieces,
which are made into a split tube holding the retracted weapon.
The common sea-mouse has two stalked eyes and three tentacles

on its head. One great peculiarity of its structure is that its

back is covered in with a coating of felt composed of tangled
and matted hairs. This felt covering is not continuous, bat
consists of pairs of plates attached to certain segments of the

body, the hind edges of the front plates overlapping the front

edges of those which come behind. These plates are moved

up and down by muscles, which are capable of erecting and
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depressing them. Since these plates are not attached to all

the segments, but are only appendages to some of them, while

the intermediate ones are furnished with gills, which lie under

the felt, the reader will observe that there will be a chamber

between the felt-like roof and the proper dorsal wall of the

animal. In this chamber the delicate gills of the animal are

protected from being bruised, and fresh filtered water is supplied
to them in the following manner. When the plates are slowly

erected, or removed from the back, water flows through their

porous substance, and when they are drawn rapidly down, the

water is forced backward along the whole length of the back,

laving the gill fringes, and passing out behind.

The animals we have hitherto described are grouped together
under the title Errantia, or wandering animals, because they
are capable of locomotion ; but other families occupy protective

tubes, made of particles of sand glued together, or of compact
carbonate of lime. In accordance with this mode of life, all the

feelers and all the respiratory organs have to be crowded together

around the head, which alone projects from the tube. These

tube-inhabiting worms furnish a striking instance of the method

in which Nature exhibits the plan of structure of animals, even

when circumstances necessitate a fundamental modification of

that plan, for the rudiments of feet and gills are found all along
the body, even when that body is so enclosed that they can be of

no use. In such cases the rudiments are reduced to the smallest

possible dimensions, yet there they remain to indicate the

affinities of the animal.

The common earth-worm has no external gills, and instead

of close-set bundles of setae or bristles which act as oars, it has

only eight thorn-like locomotive organs on the under side of

each segment. These can be protruded or retracted, and the

animal makes use of them as holders to prevent one part of

the body being dragged back while the other is drawn up to it

by muscular contraction.

The leech is the type of another large family. Its skin is

perfectly smooth ; and, being deprived of the means of pro-

gression enjoyed by its neighbours, it is compensated by having
at each end of its body a sucking disk, with which it walks.

In it the abdominal cavity is obliterated, for though the main
tube of the stomach is small as compared to the tube of the

body, and septa unite them as in other annelids, yet, as will be

seen in the engraving, this tube sends forth lateral pockets,

which swell outward till they come in opposition to the skin to

which they are united.

The use of the leech is so widely recognised that the demand
for these animals ia enormous, many millions of them being

imported into this country annually. It is difficult to conceive

of an animal better suited to the surgeon's purpose. It makes
a puncture with its three compound teeth shaped like the

letter T ; and this is of such a nature that while it admits of

the free flow of the blood while suction is going on, yet but

little drains away afterwards. Again, the creature always fills

itself to repletion, though its stomach is, of course, of limited

capacity, so that a certain number of leeches applied always
indicates a definite amount of blood abstracted. These con-

veniences, united with the fact that leeches often die after

gorging themselves, have led some to suppose that Providence

created the leech on purpose for blood-letting. It may be so ;

but if so, it is the only instance in which a species is known to

sacrifice its own welfare for the benefit of another species.

The class Annelida may be divided into orders thus :

1. Suetoria, of which the leech is a type.

2. Scolecina, of which the earth-worm is a type.

3. Tiibicolce, of which the serpula is a type.

4. Errantia, of which the lob-worin and sea-worms are types.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXII.
SECTION LXII. IDIOMS OF VARIOUS KINDS.

tlucf; (also) often corresponds to our word "ever" in compounds;
as -. o grop er aucf; ifl, tcf;

anil e8 bod; mit tfim aufnefjmen, however

big he is, I will enter into the contest with him (literally, take

it up with him). 2Ber er aucf; fein mag, whoever he may be. 2Ba8

er aucf; fagen mag, whatever he may say.

Sometimes it is best translated by
"
even," as : 2Benn er aucf;

tran! ift, fo will id; tf)m bocf; nict;t f;elfen, even if he is sick, neverthe-

less I will not help him.

1. elfcft, when it precedes the subject or the object, is like-

wise generally rendered by "even," as : elbft ber Sob trennte fte

mcf)t, even death did not separate them, elifi ba3 2Btebcrfel;en

fetner Sreunte scrmoctyte ntcfjt, tfjn ju crf;eitern, even the meeting again,
of his friends was not able to cheer him.

2lb'f)alten, to hinder.

Slrmutf;, /. poverty.

Sluf'nefymen, to take

up, to contest.

2lu'jjcnfctte, /. exterior.

2lu8'mal;len, to select,

choose out.

SSettn'gung, /. con-

dition, proviso,
terms.

aSeglet'tung, /. atten-

dants, escort.

93ef;ar'ren,to persevere

RESUME OP EXAMPLES.

VOCABULARY.
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>N I. Mil. -IDIOMS OF VARIOUS KINDS (continued).

unary meaning "to nurae" or " take euro
.s in both the present ami i:n|i.Tt'. '-t thu signification "In

be accuatomecl,"
"
to bo wont ;

"
:i tc ju i.i.jcn, he used

i Ultcit, In- is ftCCI

1. '.'iii-ti-ii ur .'KM Kit'i-n, followed by auf, is used thus : 3d) <u$te

uf t.i*, HM* (Sect. LXIX. 2) icb. bcre, I give attention to that
whii-h I hoar. 3cfc. wcrte '.'Ktt auf ibn babcn, I will attend to him
(have attention on him), tir niinmt fid; in '.'l^t, ho takes care of

.r nniffcn mi* vor tcni 'iU'i'cu in VUtt nclwtcn, wo most
-I. ,:-.! . . .: -ives against that which ia bad (take ourselves in at-

tention before, etc.).

VOCABULARY.

'.'I lie in alone, but.

ft'meife, /. ant, em-
met.

ttt', m. appetite,

a, n. C'hriit.

, in. badger.
Damtt', therewith.

(Si'fbenbain, m. grove
of oaks.

eburt', /. birth.

<S)efunt'beit, /. health.

(Stlatt, smooth.

ut, n. good, gift,

blessing.

&amflcr, m. Gorman
marmot.

Jtlcinot, n. jewel, trea-

sure.

yc'bfiu'uiiterbalt, m.
subsistence.

!lWu
j

i;i.jgang. m. idle-

ness, sloth.

Dpfern, to offer, sa-

crifice.

SPffegen, to foster.

58egie'rungantrttt. m.
accession to the

government.

Scb.mcid;ler, m. flat-

teror.

3elbjVcrfcnntnip,/.8elf-

knowlodge.
5ommcr, m. summer.

Sin-gen, to care, to

take care.

Sugenb, /. virtue.

^or'rragen, to pro-

pound, tell.

ffiinter, m. winter.

2Bictfrb.tr' jhllen, to re-

store.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

(Jin quter $atcr forgt mcb,r fiir ten

gei'fha.en Scfcmucf fcinec Jvinter,

alS fur ten Ictb'ltcbcn.

Grin jeter SKcnfcb. trdgt megen ber

Bufunft <3orge.

S3or etnent falfcb.cn 9JJenfcb.en fott

man ftcb, mcfjr in 2lcb. t ncfymen, alt

or cuter giftia.cn d>lange.

Gr bat meb,r 9lc6t auf feinc Umge'.

bung, alS auf fid; fetbft.

<8cbtt 2lcb, t auf (cb.r'rcicbc efpra'd)e,

unb beb,al'tet ta S3cftc.

So'crateS pffegte ju fagcn, er njiffe

weiter nicbt, aupcr tap er nicbti

u>iffe, unb fo pffegt nod; tyeu'tigen

Xagrt jcter S3efd;ei'bene, unb fclbft

ter Oefdjei'tefte ju fagen.

A good father cares moro for
the intellectual, than for the

corporeal adorning of his

children.

Every man has a concern for

the future.

One should guard himself more
against a treacherous person
than against a poisonous ser-

pent.
Ho gives more attention to

those who surround him than
to himself.

Give attention to instructive

conversation, and retain the
best.

Socrates was accustomed to say
he know nothing farther, than
that he knew nothing; and
so, at the present day, every
modest person, yea, even the
most learned, is accustomed
to say.

EXERCISE 120.

1. Derienige, welder in ber 3ugenb forgt, braucbt nid)t im after ju

forgen. 2. abe 2ld;t auf 2>icb., nirbt nur in efeUfduft fremter Vcutc,

feittcrn aud; menu Du aUcin bift, bamit (Sect. LXXVI.) Du 35icb. felbft

fennen tcrnft. 3. Derjenige, n>elcb.er nicb,t immer auf firb 21cbt gicbt. foinint

me jur -SelbfUrfcnntmp. 4. 3)ie alien Dcutfc^en pflegten geroo^nlic^ in

alten
^ic^en^ainen ifjrcn (Sottcrn ju opfern. 5. ute Winter ffegen (Sect.

XLVI.) ib,te (5(tern in i^rem Niter. 6. OUeinc grcuntc yflegen te iDJpr.

gen ffiaffer ju trinfen. 7. >e il)lorgen unb ted 3lbent pffegt er ter

Wu^e.
8. 2Bir pffegen, anftatt tc Xbee, Jlaffce ?u trinfen. t>. ciner

efunb^eit ju pffcgen tjl feine erfle vorge. 10. (Sr pffegt brt OJior.

gen ju arbeiten, unt tc ^ad>mittag ju lefen. 11. !Berienige, welder le

Wupiggangc pflegt, vflegt auc^ ter Siinte. 12. !JJflcget ter lu.jcnt, unt

nic^t te ?a(ler. 13. (Jr pflegt nicfjt uor acbt ll^r aufjufteben. 14. J)Jan

pftegt nidjt iit Jlmertfa. te in Deutfcblanr 511 fa^cn : 3d? a-iinfrtie S^nen
einen guten ?lvetit." 15. Der iDJenfct forgt oft mebr al nctl'ig ift uin

feinen Scbeniuntcrbatt. 16. Die 'Jlmeife forgt Won im 3cmm fur ibre

ytaln-iing im iiSintcr. 17. Der tcutfc^e Jlatfer lUanmtlian I. trug gleic^
6ci feinent JKegicnuujiantritt Sorge, tie innere 9iu^e Deutf^lante wteber-

l|cvju|lellen.

EXERCISE 121.

1. Guard yourself against those who have smooth words, bad
flioughts, and a treacherous heart. 2. He cares more for his
soul than for his body. 3. We are oocustomed to drink

instead of coffee. 4. The Greek* fostered art and seienoe long
before the birth of Christ. 5. He is accustomed to rise at six
o'clock. 6. I will take care of this book till you return. 7.

He takes care of his health. 8. Giro attention to thyself, not
only when you are in society, bat also when you are alone. 9.

Good children give attention to that which their parent* tall

them. 10. We must guard ourselves against our enemies, 11.
A German marmot takes care in the summer of his food for the
winter.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN OERMA.
EXERCISE 38 (Vol. I., page 211).

1. sic mi'gen in ten (Marten qeben, aber 2te turfen nu$t large loo
bleiben. 2. Xiefe aufmerffamen 2cfyuUr turften mit ibrem 8t^tnr nf
iUtanni'nm gebcn. 3. SBtr fcnnen unfcre ,Uit beffer amoenten 4. o**

iicn 2ic Deutfe^) fpree^en ? 5. SBir fonnten unfere 3lufgaben liefe 9&oQt
nify lernen. 6. ie muffen tie flufgaben tiefer Uii^e aufmerffam lemen.

7. iic inogtn morgen ju 3b,m (iltern ge^en. 8. dr mag ein gutet Wanu
fetn. 9. Die $aufrau mup morgen auf ten 3Harft ge^tn. 10. J&aben 2u
3bren (rltcrn gefcbriebcnV 11. 3a, idj mupte fcbreiben. 12. 9 ift jtvet Ubr.

13. 3(1) ttxrbe bet 3b,nen (an 3b,rem Saufe), ein Siertel auf wer Ub.r anfcm.

men. 14. fflollcn 2ie jmanjig Winuten vor acbt Ubr fommen? 15. 34*
mag tiefen '.'Ibcnt }U 3bnen fommen, aber roarten 5te ntdjjt auf mt$.
16. @o lange al e regnet. fann ic^ nirfjt auigeben. 17. Sifc^e flnnen

nur im 3Baffer Icben, unb 23oge( in ter Suit. 18. @ie fatten rat r.ic^i

thun foflen, tt totrb feine fimpfe^ung fur 2ie fetn. 19. 3<^ will btutt

9lbenb mfy tern (or in) Xb,eater ge^en. 20. 9Btr mca/n ein anterrtmal

biefe cli\jenljeit nicb. t b,aben.

EXERCISE 39 (Vol. I., page 238).

1. I must go to the meadow to fetch hay. 2. What is your brothst
to do at school ? 3. He is to go to school, to learn the Latin lan-

guage. 4. Man must be honest or wretched. 5. What am I to do 7

6. You may do what you like, aud should do what you can. 7. Why did

you not come to our house yesterday ? 8. I would, but I could not ; I

was obliged to stay at homo and read. 9. Will the tailor be willing to
make me a coat ? 10. He will be willing to make you one, but he may
not be able to do it. 11. Why will he not be able to do it ? 12. He
will be obliged to go in the country to see his sick brother. 13.

What does the boy wont with the knife ? 14. He wishes to cut broad
and cheese. 15. Hare you time to go into the stable ? 16. I hare
time, but I will not go ; I will remain at home. 17. What hare you
to do at homo ? 18. I have letters to read and to write. 19. Are you
obliged to write them to-day ? 20. I must write them to-day, because
I am going to Heidelberg to-morrow. 21. One must be cautious in
the choice of one's friends. 22. This boy has learnt nothing at all to-

day. 23. Have you also learnt nothing ? 24. 1 hare learnt some-
thing, but not much.

EXERCISE 40 (Vol. I., page 238).

1. To whom are you going ? 2. I am going to my brother. 3.

With whom is this boy going ? 4. He is going with his father to the
town. 5. From whom did you hear this news ? 6. I heard it from
my old friend. 7. With whom are you going to the Tillage ? 8. I am
not going to the village, I am going with my father to the great town.
9. Whon ore you going out of tLe town to our friends ? 10. We are
not goiug to your friends, we ore coming home again to-morrow. 11.

I am going neither to my friend to-day, nor to the Tillage, nor out at
the house. 12. The count has a great castle with little windows. 13.

The river comes from the mountains. 14. Has your father heard any-
thing from his brother ? 15. Yes, this man is (come) from Hungary,
and has brought my father a box from my uncle. 16. Is be going; to
Vienna ? 17. No, he is going to Warsaw, and from Warsaw to Cracow.
18. The Bavarian, the Bohemian, and the Hessian come from Germany.
19. rho huntsman with his gun comes from the forest. 20. The ser-

vant is going to the town. 21. I heard from my brothers you were

going to their friend. 22. The servant-girl comes from the well, and
the man-servant goes to the butcher.

EXERCISE 41 (Vol. I., page 239).

1. aSenn mtr glurflid) fcin rceUcn, turfen nrir nutt vom $fate tet

Tugent abnetrben. 2. 3d) metp, tap er 3br greunt nidjt ift, aber id) treti

glei*fall, tap er ein QWann sen JKeMtctfeit iff. 3. 8apt fie wiffen. taf

tiefe Sftcuigfciten nur (Wm"id;te ftnt. 4. 1'Jan mup ni*t al(e fagen, *a
man rocip. 5. 2if muffen in ter ffiabl 3brer Sreunte febr twrftebtig fetn.

G. 2Bir foflten roiffen, an wen wir un n*nten. 7. SBcflen Sic tern

@cb.neiter fagen, toenn er 3bren JHorf fertig babe, bei mir wrjufprec^en?
8. aben @ie 3eit, mit mir nacb ter Statt ju geben ? 9. 23enn er tU

Arbeit nictt batt? <u Stantc bringen fi-nnen, wurte er fie nidjt untemrm*

men baben. 10. 4jaben 2ie 3cit. ticfcr. 3?rief $u Icfcr. ? 11. (Sr geb,t m
.'.c, um tie (ateinifd)e Sprad)c ju lernen.
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LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XXII.
THE OVAL THE PARABOLA.

THE next two problems will be found Useful by the practical

draughtsman, as the first enables him to draw an oval, a figure

approaching very nearly to the form of the ellipse, by a few turns

pf his compasses ; while the second shows how an ovoid or egg-

shaped figure, of which one end is more pointed than the other,

may be formed. The oval is as elegant in form as the ellipse,

and quite as useful for all practical purposes. It may be drawn
far more readily than the ellipse when it is necessary to trace the

curve by hand and determine points through which it must pass,

as in the last problem.
PROBLEM LX. To describe an oval on any given straight

line as its greater diameter.

Let A B (Fig. 87) be the given straight line about which,
as its greater diameter, it is

required to describe an oval.

Trisect the straight line A B
in the points c and D. From
the centre c at the distance

c D or c A describe the circle

A E F, and from the centre D
at the distance D c or D B de-

scribe the circle B E F, and let

the circles A E F, B E F inter-

sect each other in the points
E and F. From the point E,

through D, draw the straight
line E G, meeting the circumference of the circle B E F in G,
and from the point F, through c, draw the straight line F H,

meeting the circumference of the circle A E F in H. From
the point E as centre, with E G as radius, describe the arc G K
meeting the circumference of the circle A E F in K ; and from
F as centre, with the radius F H, describe the arc H L, meeting the

circumference of the circle B E F in L. The figure A H L B u K
is an oval, and it is described on or about the given straight
line A B as its greater diameter. The straight line N o drawn
through the points of intersection E and F of the circles A E F,
B E F, is the lesser diameter of the oval, and M, the point in

which its diameters intersect each other, is its centre.

There is another method of constructing an oval, the prin-

ciples of which may be readily applied to the mode of con-

struction just described, inasmuch as in both cases the oval is

described by arcs of circles drawn from four centres, which are
the angular points of a rhombus, a figure formed by placing to-

gether two equal equilateral triangles, base to base.

In x T (Fig. 88), a straight line of indefinite length, take any
two points A and B, and on the straight line A B describe the

equal and opposite equilateral triangles ACB, ADB. Produce the
sides c A, c B of the triangle ACB indefinitely towards E and F,
and the sides D A, D B of the triangle ADB also indefinitely
towards G and H ; and through c and D, the opposite vertices of
the equilateral triangles A c D, ADB, draw the straight line K L
of indefinite length, intersecting the straight line x Y in the point

z. In cz take any
point M, and from z

set off z N along z D,

equal to z M. From
D as centre at the
distance D M, de-

scribe the arc o M p,
Y meeting the straight

lines D G, D H in o
and P ; and from c
as centre, at the dis-

tance c N, describe

the arc Q N R, meet-

ingthe straight lines

C E, C F in Q and
-,. R. Then from the
x if?, ob. . .

point A as centre
at the distance A o or A Q, and from the point B as centre at

the distance B p or B R, describe the arcs o Q, p R. The figure
o M P R N Q, composed of the four arcs o P, P R, R Q, Q o, described

from the four angular points of the rhombus D B c A as centres,
is an oval. By taking points beyond M and N at equal distances

from z, a series of similar ovals may be drawn, as shown by the

dotted line surrounding the oval o M p R N Q. This shows us an
,

easy and practical method of forming an oval grass-plot or

flower-bed, surrounded by a gravel walk of uniform width.
PROBLEM LXI. To describe an ovoid or egg-shaped oval or

any given straight line taken as its lesser diameter.

Let A B (Fig. 89) be the straight line that is given on or about
which to describe an ovoid or egg-shaped oval. Bisect A B in c,

and from c as centre, at the distance c A or c B, describe the circle

AD B E, and through c draw the straight line D z of indefinite length
towards z, at right angles to A B. Through the point E, from
the points A and B, draw the straight lines A T, B x of unlimited

length. Then from A as centre,, with A B as radius, describe the
arc B G meeting A Y in G ; and from B as centre, with B A as radius,
describe the arc A F, meeting B x in F. From the point E, at

the distance E F or EG, describe the arc F L G. The figure
DALE is an ovoid, and it is described about A B as its lesser

diameter as required. If it be required to make the ovoid,

longer or shorter than the ovoid D A L B, it is manifest that the

points from which the arcs forming the sides of the figure are

described must be without the points A and B in the straight
line A B, produced both ways in the first case, and within the

points A and B in the straight line A B itself in the second. Sup-

posing that it be required to make it longer than the ovoid DALE,
produce A B both ways to Q and R ; in A Q take any point H, and
make c K equal to c H. Take any point L in D z, and through L
from the points H and K draw the straight lines HP, K o of un-

limited length towards p and o. Then from H and K as centres,
at the distances H B, K A respectively, describe the arcs B N, A M,

meeting H p K o in M and W, and complete the ovoid DAMNS as

before, by drawing the arc M N from L as centre with the radius

L M or L N. The student may work out the remaining case for

himself, bearing in mind that the radius with which the arcs

forming the sides

of the ovoid are

described must be

necessarily greater
than the radius of

the circle described

about the given
lesser diameter, or,

in other words,
greater than one-

half of the straight
line given as the
lesser diameter, as,

when the centres of

the side arcs ap-

proach so closely

together as to coin-

cide with each other

and the centre of

the circle, there can be no elongation of the lower part of the

ovoid, which, in fact, then becomes identical with the circle.

PROBLEM LXII. To describe a parabola by mechanical

means.
Fix a long flat ruler by means of two brass pins on the piece

of wood or paper on which it is required to describe a parabola,
and from a point A (Fig. 90), taken as nearly as possible in the

middle of the ruler, draw a straight line A B at right angles to

the ruler, or the direction in which the ruler is fixed. The

straight line A B is called the axis of the parabola, while the

line c D which represents one side of the fixed ruler is called the

directrix of the parabola. Take a ruler made in the form of a

right-angled triangle (see Vol. I., page 96), and at the extremity
G of the longer of the two sides that contain the right angle G F E,

fasten a piece of thread or string, and let the thread have a knot

tied in it so that the length of the thread from G to the knot may
be exactly equal to the side G F of the triangular ruler. Thrust

a pin through the knot, and fix the pin through any point H, in

the straight line A B, which has been selected as the focus of the

parabola to be described. Place the edge F G of the triangular
ruler along the straight line A B, keeping the string tight with a

poncil-point, which, when the edge F G of the ruler is lying along
the straight line A B, will manifestly be at a point K, the point of

bisection of A H, the distance between the fixed ruler and the

focus of the required parabola. Slide the edge F E of the

triangular ruler slowly along the edge c D of the fixed ruler in

the direction of c, keeping the pencil-point against the edge F a
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of tho triangular ruler, and the thread at ita utmost tension

from the footis u to tho pencil-point, and from tho pencil-point

to o. When the edgo of tho ruler has moved from A u to the

:i L M, tho pencil-point will have traced out tho curve K N,

whilu thu st i ing will bo in tho ponition indicated by the dotted lines

H N, N M. When the ruler's

edge occupies tho position v o,
P the pencil - point will have

traced out the curve K N o,

and the string will be in the

position indicated by the

thick lines HO, o o. Simi-

larly, when the ruler's edge
occupies the position E p, the

pencil-point will have traced
T out the curve K N o Q, and

the string will be in the posi-
tion indicated by the dotted
lines H Q, Q P. By turning
tho ruler E F o, and reversing
the operation, the lower part
of the curve K s z v may be

traced ; the change of position of the ruler's edge, and the string,

being shown by dotted lines, which are lettered E T, u w, H s,

8 T, H v, v w in tho diagram.
It will be seen as well from the construction of the mechanical

means for producing tho parabola as from examination of the

diagram, that the leading principle of the parabola is that the
distance of every point on it from the focus is exactly equal to

a line lot fall from tho point in question perpendicularly to the
directrix. Thus in Fig. 90, H N, the distance from the focus in

a straight line to the point N, is equal to N L, the perpendicular
let fall from N on the directrix c D. Similarly H o is equal to o F,
u Q to Q E, HS to SR, and H v to V u. A straight line drawn

through any point in the curve at right angles to the axis is

called the ordinate of that point. Thus, if we draw an indefinite

straight lino x T, at right angles to the axis A B, passing through
the point o and the focus H, H o is the ordinato of the point O,
and H z the ordinate of the point z. The part K H of the straight
line A B, intercepted between K, the vertex of the parabola, and
the focus H, in which the double ordinate o z cuts the axis A B at

right angles, is called tho abscissa of tho points o z. In like

lianner Q a is the ordinate of the point Q, and K a its abscissa.

To find tho focus of any given parabola, as Q K v in Fig. 90,
draw tho axis A B and the directrix c D, and at tho point K in tho

straight lino B K make an angle, B K o, equal to 60. From tho

point o in which K o meets the curve draw o H perpendicular to
A B ; tho point H is tho focus of tho curve. Make K A equal to
K H, and through A draw c D at right angles to A B: CD is tho
directrix of tho parabola.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXII.

ADMIRAL BYNG ON THE lira OF MAECH, 1757.

" EVERT person in the fleet who, through cowardice, negligence,
or disaffection, shall in time of action withdraw or keep back,
or not come into the fight or engagement, or shall not do his I

utmost to take or destroy every ship which it shall be his duty to

engage . . . every such person so offending, and being con- i

victecl thereof by the sentence of a court-martial, shall suffer I

death." This was the article of war upon which the life and
honour of Admiral John Byng were given in charge to a naval

court-martial on the 28th of December, 1756. The trial took

place on board the St. George, in Portsmouth harbour, under
circumstances of unusual excitement. All England was smart-

ing under a sense of the disgrace which the conduct of tho

prisoner had appeared to bring upon it, and there was a uni-

versal cry for thorough investigation into the whole affair.

The populace were deeply imbued with tho spirit which actuated
all ranks, from the king downwards, and as Admiral Byng waa
brought to Portsmouth from Greenwich, under the escort of a

strong guard, he was insulted in every town and village ho

passed through.
It is, happily, an event of most rare occurrence when a British

officer's courage is called in question ; and it is a matter of

satisfaction that in this case of Admiral Bvng the personal

courage of the accused was admitted to be unsullied. Bat the

way in which ho had conducted himself in the Mediterranean,
when not his own honour only, but that of the kingdom also,
was entrusted to his keeping, was said to hare been snob as

greatly to tarnish the national glory. What that conduct was,
and the result of it to tho man most concerned, will be shown
in this sketch.

In 1755 war, which had for a long time threatened, broke out
between England and France and Spain. Various indecisive

actions had been fought between the ships of the several

countries, and a few collisions took place between detached
bodies of troops ; but there were not any operations on a large
scale till in the early part of 1756 the French determined on
reducing the island of Minorca, which was held by General

Blakeney for the British. All the previous winter they had
been secretly preparing for the enterprise, though they had
skilfully concealed the aim and objects of it. Indeed, until

February, 1756, the British Ministers were not aware that the

expedition was meant for any place in the Mediterranean, bnt
fancied that the British possessions in North America were
tho destination. Convinced, however, at this time, of the actual

designs of the French, the Government took steps, albeit tardily,
to frustrate them.
A squadron of ten ships of the line was fitted out, and the

command was given, on the 1st of April, to Admiral Byng, with
instructions to proceed forthwith to Gibraltar, and to inquire
there whether the French fleet from Toulon had passed the
strait. If they had, he was to detach Admiral West, his second
in command, with a portion of the fleet, to North America,
where it was still supposed a blow would be struck. If they
had not, he was "to go on without a moment's loss of time to

Minorca." Failing to meet the enemy's fleet there, he was to

go to Toulon, and blockade it in that port. Imperative orders

were given him to use his utmost diligence to protect the island

of Minorca and Gibraltar.

As soon as he found what work was marked out for him,
Admiral Byng complained to the Admiralty of the inadequacy
of the force assigned to him. He had not a single frigate for

reconnoitring or signalling purposes ; the ships he had were

foul, the crews weak both in number and health ; and there

were not any marines on board of them, that valuable arm of

service having been withdrawn in order to make room for a

regiment of soldiers he was to take to Minorca, and for another
he was to pick up at Gibraltar. Bnt his protests produced no
effect ; the only answer he received from the Admiralty was an
order to proceed as already instructed, and on the 7th of April
he put to sea.

Owing to the foulness of his ships, on the sides and bottoms
of which weed had so collected as to impair most materially
their sailing qualities, the admiral did not reach Gibraltar till

the 2nd of May, and there ho found there were not enough
stores to replenish his squadron, and that the governor would
not part with the regiment which Byng had been instructed to

take from him to Minorca. While lying in Gibraltar Bay, the
news reached him that a fortnight before the French admiral,
with a strong fleet, had appeared off Fort Mahon, Minorca, and
had landed the Due de Richelieu, with an army of 16,000 men,
to besiege the place. The governor of Minorca was away
(General Blakeney, eighty-two years of age, was deputy*
governor), and there were many of the officers of the garrison
on leave of absence ; the fortress of St. Philip, though very

strorg, was very ill supplied ; and there was not any assistance

from Nature, in the shape of rugged cliffs or difficult beaches,
to defend the place. General Blakeney did his best to prepare
for the siege, with his 3,000 men againet 16,000 of the enemy.
Under these circumstances Admiral Byng's instructions " to go
on without a moment's loss of time to Minorca " should un-

questionably have been acted on to the very letter, yet the

admiral waited in Gibraltar Bay till the 8th of May, and did

not sight Minorca till the 19th.

Though tho British flag was still flying from the citadel of

Port Mahon, the place was closely invested. The Due de

Richelieu was pressing the siege with all his power, and M. de

la Galissoniere, the French admiral, was cruising off the island

with a fleet about equal in strength to the British admiral's.

General Blakeney had sunk some vessels at the month of the

harbour to prevent the French fleet getting in, and so succeeded

in relieving himself from the fire of the ships' guns ;
bat by
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this act he also closed the harbour against succours, at least

until the French fleet should be driven away. To drive it away
was the manifest business of the British admiral, and on the

morning of the 20th of May, the day after his arrival, Byng gave
the signal to bear down and engage the enemy. The number of

ships was equal on both sides, though the French had twenty-
four guns more than the British ; but in point of numbers of

men, the French exceeded their opponents by nearly 3,000.

Still there was no reason why the battle should not take place,

and accordingly, in obedience to orders from the commander-in-

chief, Admiral West began the action by falling on to the

French ships immediately opposed to his division. Soon after

two o'clock in the afternoon, by which time West had driven

one of the French ships out of line, Byng's division was about

to come into action, when a series of accidents conspired to

embarrass the commander, who did not prove himself superior

to them. The Intrepid, of West's division, had so much of her

rigging shot away, that she became unmanageable, and drifted

foul of some of the other ships. Byng's line was thrown into

confusion, and his own ship, the Ramillies, was obliged, in

consequence, to bring up.
M. de la Galissoniere took advantage of the circumstances to

discontinue the fight, and Byng believing, as he asserted after-

wards, that the French fleet would renew the fight next morning,
ordered his ships to lie to, in order to repair the Intrepid,

Captain, and Defiance, which had been so mauled as to incapa-
citate them for further service until they had been repaired.

Next morning at daybreak, the French fleet not appearing, he

called a council of war, and took their opinion as to whether he

should follow the French fleet and bring it again to action, or

whether he should leave Minorca to its fate, and go to the pro-
tection of Gibraltar, which might be, though it was not,

threatened. For reasons which it is difficult to trace even now,
the council was unanimous in recommending that Minorca,
which the admiral had been sent out specially to protect, should

be abandoned, and that Gibraltar should be the admiral's care.

There seems to have been an idea that, do what they could, the

citadel of St. Philip could not be delivered from the numerous

enemy which was besieging it ; and it does not seem to have
been considered that if the French fleet could have been defeated,
succours might have been thrown into the place, and that the

French, blockaded on the sea-side, would have been placed
between two fires, and the besiegers turned into the besieged.
In an evil hour Admiral Byng acted on the advice of his

council of war, and gave orders for the fleet to proceed to

Gibraltar. On his arrival there, on the 19th of June, he
found five ships of the line awaiting his orders, having
been sent out by the Admiralty to counterbalance a reinforce-

ment which it was understood was about to join M. de la

Galissoniere from Toulon. With this unexpected addition to

his strength, he resolved to go back to Minorca, find out the

French fleet, and try to execute his original instructions. But
he delayed his departure, possibly unavoidably, but the delay
was fatal to Port Mahon. Notwithstanding the odds against
him, which included not only the army of the Due de Richelieu

but the returned French fleet with reinforcements under M. de
la Galissoniere, General Blakeney refused to take the same

desperate view of his position as had been taken by Admiral

Byng ; and he held out for more than five weeks after the

departure of the fleet. Even his enemies, though annoyed by
his resistance, admired it ; and when, towards the end of June,
he found no succour coming, and that the garrison were much
straitened for stores and weakened through sickness, he proposed
to capitulate, the French granted him terms that were honourable
to both sides alike. On the 29th of June Minorca was sur-

;

rendered to the Due de Richelieu, and on the 3rd of July, when
Admiral Byng was thinking of starting from Gibraltar to relieve

it, he was surprised by the arrival of Admirals Hawke and
Saunders to supersede him and Admiral West in the command
of the Mediterranean fleet.

A distinction was made between the cases of the two admirals
even before they reached England, and when they did arrive,
Admiral West was looked upon a? the man who, by his con-

duct on the 20th of May, had saved the national honour from
irredeemable disgrace. He was graciously received, and at

the request of the king another command was given to him.

Admiral Byng, however, was at once arrested, and the Minis-

ters, against whose incapacity and sheer mismanagement the

popular voice had long exclaimed, determined to let him be

the scapegoat for the popular fury. There was a cry for

blood, the king, whose one virtue was courage, and who cor-

dially hated the bare appearance of cowardice, being among
the most violent in urging the demand. It was resolved to

bring the admiral to trial before a court-martial ; and there

was, it is to be feared, a strong predetermination to show
no mercy in the event of the prisoner being found guilty.

The trial began on the 28th of December, 1756, and lasted

many days, and then the members of the court came to a resolu<

tion that Admiral Byng had not done his utmost to relieve the

citadel of St. Philip, and that he fell under part of the twelfth

article of trie existing articles of war.* As that article pre-
scribed death as the only punishment for breach of any of

the rules laid down therein, and left not any discretionary

power to the court to moderate the punishment according to

the circumstances of the case, the court had no choice but to

pass sentence of death. That sentence was accordingly given,
and the prisoner was condemned to be shot to death at such

time, and on board of such ship as the Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty should please to direct. It appeared, however,

upon the evidence of those who had the fullest opportunity
of judging the evidence of officers and men, who had stood

close to the admiral during the action on the 20th of May that

there was no imputation whatever upon his personal courage
or coolness, that he gave his orders easily, and that he made
no effort to screen himself from the enemy's fire. From
other circumstances it also appeared that what had happened
could not be attributed to personal cowardice or disaffection ;

and it was only on condition of a unanimous recommenda-
tion to mercy, that the minority in the court agreed to find

a verdict of guilty on the charges. The court found specially

that the admiral was not guilty of cowardice or disaffection,

and as to the negligence charged, they wrote to the Admiralty
as follows :

" We cannot help laying the distresses of our

minds before your lordships on this occasion, in finding our-

selves under necessity of condemning a man to death, from

the great severity of the twelfth article of war, part of which

he falls under, which admits of no mitigation if the crime

should be committed by an error in judgment ;
and therefore,

for our own consciences' sake, as well as in justice to the

prisoner, we pray your lordships in the most earnest manner
to recommend him to His Majesty's clemency."

Nothing could have been stronger than this. The papers
were forwarded to the king, but without any recommendation
from the Admiralty. Viscount Torrington, the prisoner's

kinsman, petitioned the king for mercy, and several of the

Cabinet Ministers advised to the same end. The people had

grown calmer, and on further reflection deemed that the Govern-

ment which had sent the admiral away with an insufficient

force was more to blame than the admiral, and the cry for

Byng's blood was considerably lessened indeed, it began to

be thought by many that the admiral was an ill-used man.

The king, however, was inexorable ; he would not be moved

by petitions, recommendations, or anything else ;
he consented

to refer to the twelve judges the question, whether on tech-

nical grounds the sentence was legal ; and having obtained an

answer in the affirmative, nothing would induce him to spare

Byng's life.

It seems that Byng had, until a day or so before the close

of his trial, entertained the conviction that he would be acquitted.

Conscious of his own innocence, he felt persuaded his judges
would end by also thinking him innocent, and he expressed

considerable surprise when a friend informed him of the sentence

he might expect. Even after his condemnation he seems to

have believed his life would be spared, and this belief was

shared by almost every one else except the king and those who
were bent on screening the Government at the expense of the

individual. But a warrant was sent down to Portsmouth

from the Admiralty (Admiral Forbes, one of the commissioners,

refused to sign it), ordering Byng's execution for the 2Sth of

February, and then the terrible earnestness of the prosecu-
tion was made manifest. Even then, however, efforts were

* This article was modified in the time of George III., so as to admit

of a less punishment for negligence, or error in judgment ;
and by

the present articles of war, an officer, convicted as Admiral Byng was,

would be dismissed ihe service with disgrace.
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to Bare him by the exertions of friendly member* in

tin ir place iu Parliament; bat tbo only result of the;

A., t>> I.I..L : _' the admiral's life till tho 14th of March.
( >u that day the boats of the fleet at Spithead were ordered

: -iii.d the Monarch, the thinl-rato in which, since his

imiral Byng had remained in custody of the

Admiralty marshal. All captains and certain other officers

witness tho deed which was to be done, and
:i all things were ready. Shortly before that time, the

I'l-i-iuicr, whoso demeanour had been invariably dignified and

composed, asked tho marshal to take charge of a paper he had

writu-H, containing comments upon his trial, and on the circum-

stances under which he had acted at Minorca. "
Happy for

me," ho wrote,
" at this, my last moment, that I know my own

innocence, and am conscious that no part of my country's mis-

fortunes can be owing to me. I heartily wish the shedding of

d may contribute to tho happiness and service of my
country, but cannot resign my just claim to a faithful discharge
of my duty according to the best of my judgment, and the utmost
exertion of my ability for His Majesty's honour and my country's
service. I am sorry that my endeavours were not attended with

more success, and that the armament under my command proved
too weak to succeed in an expedition of such moment. Truth

has prevailed over calumny and falsehood, and justice has wiped
off the ignominious stain of my supposed want of personal

courage, and the charge of disaffection. My heart acquits me
of these crimes ; but who can be presumptuously sure of his own

judgment ? If my crime is an error in judgment, or differing in

opinion from my judges, and if yet the error in judgment should

be on their side, God forgive them, as I do ; and may the dis-

tress of their minds, and uneasiness of their consciences, which
in justice to me they have represented, be relieved and subsided

aa my resentment haa done. The Supreme Judge MM all heart*
and motives, and to him I most submit the justice of my caiwe.

'

Having delivered this paper, Admiral Byxig walked out from
his cabin on to the quarter-deck, where the marines who were to

kill him were already drawn up. He bad resolved not to have
his eyes bandaged ; bat the entreaties of his friends, woo feared
lest his looks should intimidate the soldiers, prevailed, and be
suffered a handkerchief to be bound round his brows. In three
minutes from the time of quitting his cabin, John Byng was
placed in his coffin, having fallen instantaneously dead, with
five bullets in his body.
Thus perished Admiral Byng, whose reputation has been

cleared by posterity of the blemish which malice and interested

hatred were so busy in casting upon it. His body was not cold

before people began to cry out that he had been murdered, and
the cruel persistency of the king in carrying oat the sentence of

death caused Byng to be raised in the popular estimation to a
height of favour he scarcely deserved. The means by which the

Government sought to hide their own defects, by the sacrifice of

one man, recoiled on their own heads, and the ghost of Byng,
like that of Banqno, haunted them terrifically at their feasts.

The sacrifice they offered up did not propitiate the national

resentment, but whetted it the rather ; and those whose incom-

petency and mismanagement had brought so many disgraces,

including the loss of Minorca, upon the nation, were driven from

power. But amid the blaze of glory, which the genius of Pitt

and his friends shed around the latter years of George II.,

people did not forget and it was well they should not forget
the disgraceful seal which was put to the former years of

national disgrace, by the execution, on the 14th of March,
1757, of Admiral Byng, on board the Monarch, in Portsmouth
harbour.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XIIL
SUBSIDIARY BOOKS.-THE DAY BOOK.

IN this lesson is given the continuation of the Day-book, con- April to the end of- June. The details of these sje in the

taining the entries of the Purchases and Sales of Cotton, from Memoranda of Transactions.

(4)
DAY BOOK.
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(5) DAY BOOK.
(5)



I.KSSONS IN rilKMISTHY.

UKSSON8 IN CHEMISTRY. X.

LOWER OXIDES OF NITKOOEN AND COMPOUNDS O.
GAS WITH HYliK"

TUB protoxide qf nitrogen, nitrout oxide, or lauyhin<j gat (NiO,
weight- 44 ; density, because it in a compound ga,-

1 by heating in a flask ammonium nitrate; the
: melts, and by slightly raising and continuing the boat

ib becomes decomposed, resolving itself into mtroun oxide and
, wuter, wkiuh comoa away aa stoain. This in expressed thug :

The gas cannot bo colleotod over cold water unless with much

loss, for 100 cubic incites of water at 13 Cent, absorb 77 of the

gas. However, if the water bo hot, a very small quantity is re-

tained, hence the gas must be collected over hot water or mer-

cury, upon which metal it has no action.

1'roperiies. The gas is colourless and without smell, but

possesses a sweetish taste.

When subjected to a pressure of about 30 atmospheres at the

temperature of Cent, by a process which will bo described in

a succeeding lesson, the gas becomes a clear liquid. The
same phenomenon is exhibited if the gas be cooled down to

88 Cent., that is to say, liquid nitrous oxide boils at 88, or

the vapour of that liquid (that, is nitrous oxide gas) has a tension

equal to one atmosphere at the temperature of 88 Cent.; and
as it requires a pressure of 30 atmospheres at Cent, to liquefy

it, we say that at Cent, the gas has a tension of 30 atmo-

spheres. When liquid nitrous oxide is mixed with bisulphide of

carbon, and caused rapidly to evaporate under the exhausted

receiver of an air-pump, the greatest known degree of cold is

obtained -140 Cent.

When a body in a state of ignition is plunged into this gas, the

gas is decomposed into nitrogen and oxygen, this latter causing
the body to burn with the same brilliance aa if it were in pure

oxygen. With sulphur the process is somewhat peculiar : if the

sulphur be only ignited feebly, the flame will be extinguished,

showing that there is some effort required to determine the

decomposition of the gas ; therefore the sulphur must be in a
state of thorough ignition.

The resulting compounds are exactly those in the cases

alluded to in the lesson on oxygen.
If the experiment of burning phosphorus in this gas bo

arranged as in Fig. 34 that is, a jar of the gas over water,
the stopper of the jar being rapidly removed, and in its place a
cork fitted, through which is passed a "

deflagrating spoon," in

which is a piece of ignited phosphorus it will be observed
that the water in the jar will have
no tendency to rise; whereas if

the gas had been oxygen instead

of nitrous oxide, as the phospho-
rus consumed the oxygen, of course

the water would rise to fill the

place of the gas. The explanation
of this fact is, that in nitrous oxide

there is as large a volume of nitro-

gen as of the compound gas, that

is, in two volumes of the gas there

are two volumes of nitrogen and

jij ^ one volume of oxygen, these three

volumes being condensed into

two. The combination of gases by volume offers no difficulty

if the student remember that simple gases are reckoned as

one and compound gases as two volumes. To illustrate this

statement
5N,O + 2P = P,O, + ION

represents the process which takes place when phosphorus is

burnt in nitrous oxide. The P9O8 (phosphoric acid), which i.s

formed, being a solid, does not enter into our calculations of the

volumes of the gases ; but it will be observed that there arc five

atoms of a compound gas (NjO), and on the other side of the

equation ten atoms of the simple gas N : hence, according to the

above statement, if wo reckon the compound gas as two volumes,
we shall have ten volumes of N,O, and after the combustion has
taken place we shall still have an equal quantity (ten volumes]
of gas left namely, ten volumes of the simple gas N, which is

rerified by the experiment.

45 N.E.

To give another example : carbonic oxide burns with oxygen
bo form carbonic acid gau, thus :

CO + O CO,.
2 + 1 - 1

The figures represent the volumes, that is, two volume* of CO
[carbonic oxide) and one volume of oxygen combine to form two
volumes of CO, (carbonic acid). We nhall find that ammonia U
separated into its component gases, nitrogen and hydrogen,
under certain circumstances, or as thus expressed :

NH, N + 3H.
2=1 +3;

or two volumes of ammonia when decomposed become on*

volume of nitrogen and three of hydrogen, or four volume* of

the constituent gases, in combining to form ammonia, condeoM
into two volumes. Wo shall

often meet with illustra-

tions of this simple rule.

There is a more delicate

method of demonstrating ^ ^^ __
the composition of nitrous

'
\

oxide. The bent tube in

Fig. 35 is filled with mer- Fig. 35.

cury ,
a small piece of potas-

sium having been introduced into the bent part by an iron wire;
the tube is inverted into a capsule of mercury, and nitrons oxide

gas passed into it. Heat is then applied to the potassium, the
end of the tube beneath the mercury being covered by the finger
to prevent the escape of tho gas when combustion takes place.
The potassium takes the oxygen from tho gas, forming potash,
and the nitrogen is left. After the combustion is perfected, the

finger may be removed, and it will bo found that the mercury
stands at the same point in the tube, thus proving that although
the oxygen has been abstracted, it retains its original volume.
The most remarkable property of nitrous oxide, and from

which it takes the name of "laughing gas," remains to be
mentioned. It may be inhaled from an india-rubber bag. Place
the tube from tho bag in the month, close the nostrils, and
breathe the gas in the bag. After about 2} minutes a pleasur-
able sensation will be experienced, which expresses itself in

uncontrolled fits of laughter, or it may be exhibited in muscular

exertion, which, if the subject be strong, amounts to "dangerous."
There is little or no danger in this experiment to the majority
of persons ; but where the heart is diseased, or in persons of

full habit, it had better not be attempted. Within the last

few months the pure gas, unmixed with air, has displaced
chloroform in minor operations, especially in dentistry. The
patient breathes the gas and becomes unconscious and insensible

to pain. The effect lasts a minute, or a little longer.
Nitric Oxide (N,O, =NO ; combining weight, 30 ; density, 15).

As the termination ic will indicate, this gas contains more

oxygen than nitrous oxide. It is easily obtained by acting OB

copper with nitric acid diluted with 2J times its volume of

water. The action is thus expressed :

3Cu + 8HNO. = 3 (CuSNO.) + 4H.O + N,O,.

The flask will be found full of red fumes, for nitric oxide com-
bines at once with oxygen to form nitric tetroxide, which is a

deep-coloured gas. This action is an infallible test for the

presence of nitric oxide. The gas may be collected in the

usual way over water, and it will be found to bo colourless. It

is less ready to support combustion than nitrous oxide, seeing
that it requires a greater heat to decompose it, so that it*

oxygon may take part in tho combustion. Phosphorus, when
immersed in this gas, must be very thoroughly ignited, or it will

be extinguished. Pelouze suggests tho following manner for

procuring this gas perfectly pure : Digest hydrochloric acid

with iron filings till it will dissolve no more ; decant that is,

pour off the clear 'liquid, and add to it its own bulk of hydro*
chloric acid. Place the liquid in a retort, and add potassium
nitrate (saltpetre), and the nitric oxide begins to come off in

large quantities. The composition of the gas may be deter-

mined as in the case of nitric oxide. If the formula be N.O,,
it will be evident that we must have as much nitrogen left after

tho combustion as there was nitric oxide before. Thus :

N.O, == 2N + 20.

8=2+3.
The oxygen, being in solid state in the potash, is not taken ur.o
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account : hence two volumes of N2O2
= two volumes of nitrogen ;

but this is found not to be the case, for upon removing the

finger, the mercury rises in the bent tube exactly one-half the

volume occupied by the gas. Therefore the formula for nitric

oxide must be NO, and not N2O2 :

NO = N + O.

2 = 1 + ;

that is, the volume of nitrogen is one-half that of the nitric

oxide, which agrees with the result of the experiment.
This gas has not yet been liquefied.

Nitric trioxide, or nitrous acid (N2O3 ; combining weight, 76 ;

density, 38). This gas is noted for its deep-red colour. The
most ready method of preparing it is by heating in a capacious
retort 1 part of starch with 8 of nitric acid. The gas liberated

is almost pure N2O3 .

It forms compounds called nitrites. A very minute trace of

any nitrite may be detected by mixing a dilute solution of potas-
sium iodide with starch and a little dilute hydrochloric acid.

Render the liquid to be tested also acid with hydrochloric acid ;

then mix the two liquids ; if any nitrite be present, the liquid
no.ll become blue. These salts may frequently be detected in

the well-water of towns.

When this gas is reduced to a temperature of 18 Cent., the

red fumes become a dark-blue liquid. When added to water, it

is at once decomposed into nitric oxide and nitric acid, thus :

3N,O, + H aO = 2HNO, + 4NO.

Nitric tetroxide, or nitric peroxide (NOS ; combining weight,
46 ; density, 23). The reddish-brown fumes which appear when
nitric oxide meets with oxygen are chiefly of this substance.

It is best prepared by heating lead nitrate in a small glass
retort. The fumes which are given off are a mixture of peroxide
of nitrogen and free oxygen ; if they are conducted through a bent
tube which is surrounded by ice and salt, the peroxide becomes
jondensed into a liquid. The reaction is thus expressed:

2(Pb2NO s )
= 2 PbO + 4NO, + O a .

The red fumes are very suffocating, but will support the com-
bustion of a taper immersed in them. This compound may be

distinguished from the former, nitrous acid, by its power of

imparting to a neutral solution of potassium sulpho-cyanide, a
red tint; an excess of the peroxide, however, renders the liquid

again colourless.

The compounds of nitrogen and hydrogen are :

Amidogen NH,
Ammonia NH 5

Ammonium...... NH.
Amidogen (NH2) is not known in a separate state, but it is

'.iclicved to exist as a constituent of numerous compounds which
chiefly belong to organic chemistry, and are termed amides.
Anwwnia (NH3 ; combining weight, 17 ; density, 8'5). This

compound receives its name from the fact that it was first pre-
iiared from the dung of the camels which the Arabs collected
i,t the temple of Jupiter Ammon, the halting-place before the
journey of the desert of Libya was undertaken. Nitrogen and
hydrogen do not combine directly with each other, but it seems
whenever they are liberated together by the decomposition of

any compound containing them, they unite to form ammonia,
and it appears frequently to be formed when hydrogen, in its
nascent state that is, just liberated from its combination
meets with nitrogen of the air. Thus, if iron filings be moistened
and exposed to the air they become oxidised, partly at the expense
of the oxygen of the water ; and the hydrogen as it is liberated

forms, with the nitrogen, ammonia, which is found in the com-
pound. This is also exhibited when tin, zinc, iron, and some
other metals are acted on by dilute nitric acid, thus :

9HNO, + 4Zn = 4(Zn2NO s ) + 3H S6 + NH 3 .

The whole action is not expressed by this formula for the
water which dilutes the acid is decomposed and the equation
may be rectified by using the liberated constituents of the water.
Any organic bodies which contain nitrogen when distilled in a
closed vessel give off ammonia. Formerly this method was re-
sorted to for its production from horn clippings, hence its name

spirits of hartshorn. It is now obtained from the refuse pro-
ducts of the distillation of coal in the manufacture of gas. For
the laboratory it may be prepared by gently heating equal
weights of quick-lime (oxide of calcium), made into a paste
with water and sal-ammoniac, which is ammonium chloride.

r.aO + 2NH.C1 =CaCl, + 3H 4
+ 2NH S .

The gas must either be collected over mercury or by displace-

ment, as in the case of hydrogen (Fig. 23), as it is one-half as

heavy as air. Its specific gravity is
-

59, and it possesses the
well-known pungent odour of "

smelling salts."

When breathed it has a violent irritating power on the pul-

monary passages. It is a powerful base, neutralises the

strongest acids, and returns the colour to litmus paper reddened

by an acid.

It is very soluble in water. The liquid at Cent, and 760
mm. pressure is capable of absorbing 1149 times its volume. If a

jar of the gas be held with its mouth downwards to the surface
of water, the water will rush into the jar as into a vacuum, and
unless the glass be strong the jar will probably break.

When water containing ammonia is heated, the gas is given
off, so that at 20 Cent, only half the quantity of gas is re-

tained which the water possessed at Cent.

When submitted to a pressure of 7 atmospheres at the ordinary
temperature of the air, the gas becomes a liquid, which boils at

38'5 Cent., and freezes into a transparent solid at 175
Cent.

This fact has been advantageously applied by M. Carre to

freeze water. A saturated solution of ammonia is placed in a

strong iron vessel, which is connected by a pipe with a

"receiver," which is a cavity in the thick wall of a cylindrical
vessel. When heat is applied to the liquor ammonia, the gas
is given off in large quantities ; but not being able to escape, it

finds itself under great pressure, and begins to condense into a

liquid in the receiver. The interior of the cylindrical vessel is

filled with water, the heat is now removed from the other vessel,

and the temperature of the water it contains is reduced by
pouring cold water over it. But this renders the water it contains

capable of absorbing the gas again, and therefore the liquefied

gas in the "receiver" begins to evaporate rapidly; this, however,
it cannot do, without absorbing a large quantity of latent heat,

and hence the water which the " receiver
" surrounds freezes.

Ammonium (NHJ. Place a globule of mercury in a cavity in

a piece of sal-ammoniac, and moisten it with liquor ammonia ;

then if the positive wire of a battery be attached to the salt,

and the mercury be touched with the negative, the globule will

swell and assume all the appearance of an amalgam. When the

current is suspended, the mercury returns to its ordinary state,

giving off ammonia and hydrogen.

There is only one way of accounting for this, namely, that
sal-ammoniac is a chloride of a metal (NH4C1), and that in the

ordinary way electrolysis took place the metal combining with
the mercury formed an amalgam. But this compound only
having permanence under the influence of the current, decom-

poses when the current is interrupted.
Nessler's test discovers the most minute quantity of ammonia.

Saturate the solution supposed to contain ammonia with potash,
then add potassic iodide saturated with mercuric iodide. If any
ammonia be present, a " brick-dust

"
precipitate will appear.

The composition of ammonia is discovered by leading the gas

through a red-hot porcelain tube, or by passing a series of electric

sparks. Either of these methods resolves the compound into its

components, which are found to occupy double the volume of the

gas, as might be expected from this equation, which has been

previously alluded to :

NH, ==N-t-3H
2 =1+3;

that is, two volumes of NH3 become, when decomposed, four

volumes of the mixed gases.

LESSONS IN GREEK. X.
THE THIRD DECLENSION (continued).

THERE is yet another class in the subdivision of nouns whose
nominatives append s to the stem (see page 258), of which the

stem ends in v or VT. As examples, take T\ pis, piv-os, the nose ;

6 $\(j>is, Se\<piv-o$, a dolphin; 6 yiyas, yiyavr-os, a giant; 6

oSovs, ooovr-os, a tooth (Latin, dens, English, dentist).

Singular.
Nom. pis. 8f\<pis. yiyas. ofiovs,

Gen. piv-os. 5e\<plv-o$. yiyavr-os. oSovr-os.

Dat. plv-i. 5e\<plv-i. yiyavr-i. oSovr-i.

Ace. f>lv-a. 8e\<j>ii>-a. yiyavr-a. oSovr-a.

Voc. plv. 5e\<pis (iv). yiyav- oSous.
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HarpoK\os <pi\os T\V 16. Kvpov, TOV rtav

Ba<n\fa, firi TJJ re aperp KCU TJ) <ro</>iqi Qav/jLa^optv.

EXERCISE 34. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. The flocks follow the shepherd. 2. The king has care of

(for) the citizen. 3. Ears are tired by the idle talk of the old

woman. 4. An old woman is talkative. 5. The shepherd leads

the herd of oxen to the city. 6. Oxen are sacrificed to the gods

by (VTTO with gen.) the priests. 7. O priests, sacrifice an ox
to the gods. 8. Children love their (the) parents. 9. Parents

are loved by their children. 10. It is the business of a good
shepherd to take (have) care of his herds.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. IX.

EXERCISE 25. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. The ravens croak. 2. Avoid flatterers. 3. Keep away from the

deceiver. 4. Men delight in the harp, in the dance, and iii song. 5.

Horses are driven by whips. 6. The harps delight the minds of men.
7. A grasshopper is friendly to a grasshopper, and an ant to an ant.

8. The shepherds sing to their pipes. 9. Among the Athenians there

were contests between quails and cocks. 10. The shepherds drive the

flocks of goats into the meadows. 11. The life of ants and quails is

very laborious. 12. Many have a good countenance, but a bad voice.

EXERCISE 26. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. *ew7W KoXaKa. 2. KupuKer Kpwfouai. 3. TepTrctrtfc tpopw/t. 4. Opxn#M<

rout avBptjLHTOvt rcpTTOvcri. 5. EXui/voixnv imrov? naimyti. 6. Oi MV/JLUI rtav

at/Opiairiov e\avvovrai (popntfft. 7. Ai avpi-yjf; -rcpirovcri TOW noififvat, 8.

A ai^et c<r TOV /V./iun<u eXawoia-uJ. 9. 'O Trutfj.ni' if&tt irpor Tipi avpf-fia. 10.

KaXrji/ (lev coira e%ft '; Ovfa-rr\p, nani\v oe OTTO.

EXERCISE 27. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The birds sing. 2. Favour begets favour, (and) strife (begets)
strife. 3. We count youth happy. 4. Need begets strife. 5. Rich
men often conceal their baseness by (means of) wealth. 6. O fair boy,
love your good brother and your fair sister. 7. Avarice is the mother
of every kind of baseness. 8. The poor are often happy. 9. Wisdom
in the hearts of men stirs up marvellous longings for the beautiful.

10. Death sets men free from their cares. 11. Friendship springs

up by means of resemblance (in disposition). 12. Wine creates

laughter. 13. Deliberation comes to the wise in the night. 14. The
wise punish baseness. 15. Men often delight themselves with light

(or vaiii) hopes.
EXERCISE 28. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. OpviOet aiov<ri. 2. Xupif xaP'* TiKjei, fpjt tpiv. 3. Zorpia ffftptTat fv

TOir Ta)v avOpwirtijv Ovfjioif daujua<7TO? cpu? ayuBtitv. 4. T6p7ro/icu otdfj TWI*

7- Oi avOpiairoi ?rov7ai TOIJ avai. 8. Ol avdptairoi irfi6o\nai rtf avan-ri.

EXERCISE 29. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. In difficult matters few companions are faithful. 2. The suppliants

touch our knees. 3. Death is a separation of the soul and body. 4.

Wealth furnishes men with various aids. 5. Do not yield to the words
of wicked men. 6. Do not, my son, be a slave to the service of the

body. 7. The Greeks pour cups of milk as libation-offerings to the

nymphs. 8. Accustom yourself to, and exercise your body with, toil

and sweat. 9. Chatterers vex (or weary) the ear with repetitions (of
the same story). 10. Accustom your soul, my son, to good deeds. 11.

Evil stories do not lay hold of our ears. 12. We listen with our ears.

13. Do not hate a friend for a small fault. 14. My son, taste the milk.
15. The soldiers bear lances.

EXERCISE 30. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. ft veaviat, e&fere TO. aia/iara aw

irovip nai lopwri. 2. Opejo/meOa TUIV

ayaOav Trpa*/fj.<na>v. 3. IloXXoj repirovrai xpvcrtfi.
4. F.f a-yaOiiv wpa-y/aaror

fiyveTai K\tot. 5. Tour Ka\oi/r fjivBom rtav aoipiav Oavfiafofiev. 6. Ta T<av

afadiav avOponrtav ayatia wpayfiara OavyuafeTui. 7. Ol arpuTiwTcu juaxovTai

Xo7xa<9. 8. Ov iiafj.fi/Jofjiai TOV TrXoi/TOK -rnv apeujt TOir amfi. 9. Mr)

nfttieatfe roir \ofott ru>v <f>av\iav.

THE HISTORY OF ART.
X.-RAFFAEL.

THE culminating point of the Renaissance was during the first

quarter of the sixteenth century ; and the most famous name in

art of this or any other period is that of Raffaello Sanzio, whom
we English generally call Raffael. With him we reach the final

stage of modern painting. Everything before Raffael is felt by
most of us to be more or less mediaaval : everything since him
is felt to be purely modern. Whether the change of which he
is the great exponent was in every respect an advance or not,
at any rate it has been thorough and lasting. In our own days

a few painters, struck by some of the best characteristics of the-

earlier Italian artists their minute fidelity, their sincerity,,

their earnestness, their lack of theatrical effects or trickines*

have gone back in some matters to the pre-Raffaelites for

their models ; but even they have been largely and necessarily
influenced by those new ideas and principles which Lionard
introduced and which Raftael and Michel Angelo perfected,,
while all other modern art is directly affiliated upon the Renais-

sance schools. It is not without the highest reason, therefore,
that we look upon Raffael as the great epoch-making personage
in the history of modern art.

Raffaello Sanzio was bo.-.n at Urbino, in the States of the-

Church, in 1483. He was thus thirty years the junior of

Lionardo, and eight years younger than Michel Angelo. But-

his comparatively short life makes him more the contemporary
of the one, and rather the predecessor than the follower of the
other ; for Lionardo died only one year before his younger
fellow, while Michel Angelo outlived him by over forty years.
For this reason, though the date of Baffael 's birth is later than
that of Michel Angelo' s, it is best in such a brief sketch as this

to place the elder painter after the younger one, because his

lifetime will carry us many stages further down in the history
of the development of art. Michel Angelo's later works belong-
to a far more advanced school not in principles, indeed, but in

order of evolution than those of Raffael.

As in many other cases, especially in Italy. Raffael's love for

art, and his skill in the manual dexterity of his craft, were here-

ditary endowments. His father, Giovanni Santi, or Sanzio, was
a painter of some eminence, not without touches of the same

peculiar qualities which gave so much value to the works of the

son. Young Raffael took his first lessons in art in his father's

studio at Urbino while he was still a mere child, and when
Giovanni died, the boy, then only eleven years old, went to

Perugia, where he became an assistant to Pietro Vanucci, better

known by his nickname of Perugino, one of the richest colourists

and best handiworkers of his age, but a firm adherent of the

older conventional mediaeval school. Some of Perngino's later

works, however, have probably been touched up in part by his

great pupil. Naturally, young Raffael learnt at first to follow

in the steps of his master, and the paintings which he produced
while under Perugino's influence are commonly said to be in

his "early bad style." At twenty-one, however, in the most

plastic period of life, he went to Florence, where he fell in with

all the great works of the Florentine school, and could trace the

gradual emancipation of art from the days of Giotto to those of

Lionardo, who had then returned to his native town, and had

just completed his famous cartoon of the Battle of the Standard.

Here, too, he had the opportunity of studying some of Michel

Angelo's greatest works. Under the influence of these new
ideas, Baffael's style soon moulded itself in a totally new direc-

tion. Casting off the conventional principles which he had
learned from Perugino, the young artist threw himself with

fervour into the new life of the Renaissance, and became a

principal figure in the movement which was then stirring the

heart of all contemporary Italy. As yet, however, Raffael

remained to a great extent a follower rather than a leader,

aiming at the sort of excellence which he found in Lionardo, in

Michel Angelo, and in his friend Fra Bartolomeo, instead of

striking out a wholly new line for himself. He had thrown off

the rude composition and artificial grouping of Perugino, he

had attained to great skill in the management of drapery and of

light and shade, but he had not yet developed the peculiar
Raffaelite beauty of expression and harmony.

Raffael remained four years in Florence, till the pope

(Julius LT.) invited him to Rome to decorate the Vatican. This

was in 1508, when he had reached the age of twenty-five, and

ranked already among the most famous painters of the day.

The rest of his brief life was passed in the papal capital, where

he died at the early age of thirty-seven, in 1520. At Rome the

old imperial Roman frescoes on the Thermae of Titus, now obli-

terated by time and weather, were still distinctly visible, and

the study of these remarkable monuments (which must have

somewhat resembled the frescoes of Pompeii, though doubtless

of a much higher character than those provincial decorations)

appears largely to have affected his further development. The
contrast between the light and airy grace of the old Grseco-

Roman school and the stiffness of the traditional mediaeval art,

upon whose principles his artistic education had been conducted,
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oould not foil deeply to impress a young painter of raoh plastic

tlready emancipated by bin Florentine career, and ready
to proooed further in tlio game direction whenever opportunity
offered. Haffael set to work at Rome to infuse modern art

with Homo of the old Greek lightness and grace. The pr. >l\i< -t

was aeen in what is known as his third, or Roman style, which
differs from tho Florentine in its individuality and its great

nation of various excellences. No longer content with
I'.. Hi-wing his masters, Raffaol began, in his celebrated fresco of

1'iiilonophy, or the School of Athens," to invent a new stylo
>i- himself. If we compare the freedom of the figures, the

naturalness of tho grouping, the depth and mastery of tho per-

spective, and the admirable power of true and noble expression

displayed in this magnificent work, with any previous master-

piece of art even with Lionardo himself wo can see at once

therefore difficult to decide in some oases which are really bis
own works. But of his undoubted compositions there are quite
enough to fill up tho limits of a short and marvellously indu-
trioos life. In tho first, or Pornginesqne style, the "

Marriage
of the Virgin," at Milan, is the most familiar from numerous
engravings, and beet represent* the comparative conventionality
and stiffness of his boyish works, though even here it is possible
to see in the germ those higher qualities which afterward*
developed themselves under more favourable circumstance*.
Of his Florentine period, when his genius began first to allow
itself somewhat freer play, we have an excellent example in the
"St. Catherine" of our own National Gallery; while the"
Madonna," or Virgin under a canopy, of the Pitti Palace at

Florence may be taken as the beat Italian specimen.
" The

School of Athena," of which we give an engraving, opened his

PHILOSOPHY, OR THE SCHOOL OF ATHENS. (&y Bof,

what is the nature of that supreme excellence which has made
Raffael the greatest name among the whole roll of modern

painters. Whether wo look at the conception itself, in its

totality and in its detail, or at the technical mastery with which

it is expressed whether at the glorious realisation of a grand

philosophic epoch and of noble intellectual personalities, or at

the harmony of its arrangement and the perfection of its design,

or at the natural anatomical pose of the figures, or at the

drapery, the management of light, and the perspective, or at

the beauty and delicacy of the colouring, or at the power and
truth of tho touch we must acknowledge alike in every parti-

cular both the highest command of hand and muscle, and the

informing soul blended into a whole by the subtlest interfusion

of mental gifts and manual ability.

At Rome, Raffael became the founder of a school, whose works

cannot always be absolutely distinguished from his own, while

many of them must have been executed under his eye, or even

have received numerous touches from his hand. The best-

known among his scholars are Giulio Romano and Caravaggio.
Not a few pictures by other artists have also been attributed to

so famous a painter either fraudulently or ignorantly, and it is

third manner, and still necessarily remains npon the walls of
the Vatican, together with the other magnificent series of
frescoes of which it forms a part ; not all of them, however,
are entirely due to the pencil of the master himself. Perhaps
his two most famous works are the oil-paintings of

"
St. Cecilia,"

at Bologna, and the " Madonna di San Sisto," in the gallery at
Dresden. Equally exquisite in tenderness of feeling and in

beauty of rendering are the well-known "Virgin and Child"
and the " Madonna Ansidei

"
in our own National Gallery. But

the "Transfiguration," his last work, familiar to almost every
one by engravings, is often considered to be the noblest pro-
duction of his genius in its more sublime and spiritual mood.
One of tho best examples of BaffaeTa style which can be seen

in England is that displayed by the seven cartoons, which were

long placed npon the walls of Hampton Court Palace, but now
form a part of the great national treasure at South Kensington.
Those cartoons are not paintings in any of the recognised
methods, but are large coloured designs for the tapestry of the

Sistine Chapel at Rome, and they are executed in the large and
free style which suits that kind of wall-decoration. Sent to

Flanders as models for the tapestry-workers, they were pur-
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chased by Charles I., and have ever since remained in England.
Though they lack, of course, the finer touches of Raffael's

finished works, they yet exhibit very well the main broad fea-

tures of his style ; though it is to be feared that a misappre-
hension of their true object and nature has often led hasty
observers to misunderstand the character of Raffael's paintings.
Those who have the opportunity should not fail to correct their

impressions derived from these large and free designs by a study
of the few other works by Raffael which may be seen in the

National Gallery.
Nor must we omit to mention that Raffael, like most of the

other great men of the Italian Renaissance, did not confine his

attention to painting alone. As an architect, he had for a time

direction of the building of St. Peter's, at Rome, that vast em-
bodiment of the Renaissance ideas round which all the artistic

work of the period centres. When we consider that he died

just as he had completed his thirty- seventh year, an age at

which men are now considered almost as still beginners, we can
estimate once more the greatness of this great artistic epoch,
which could number as contemporaries three such men as

Raffael, Michel Angelo, and Lionardo.

The position which Raffael has obtained in the history of art

is twofold. In the first place, his is one of the great epoch-

making names, at least as great in this respect as Phidias in

Greek or as Giotto in early Italian art. He forms, as it were,
the boundary figure between mediaevalism and the modern

European school. All before him we still describe as pre-

Raffaelite, all after him seems to us purely of our own type in

art. It is true, the world might in some respects with greater

justice have pitched upon Lionardo as forming the first among
the strictly modern painters, but the fame of the younger artist

has not unnaturally eclipsed that of the elder, partly because we
have more of Raffael's pictures still existing than of Lionardo' s,

and partly because Raffael made a real and great advance even

upon the manner of his vigorous predecessor. Mankind gener-
ally love to seize upon a single personage as the central figure
to symbolise and sum up a movement or an epoch, and their

instinct has rightly caused them to single out the personality of

Raffael as such a central figure for the whole grand artistic

movement of the Italian Renaissance. But besides all this, in

the second place, even apart from his historical importance in

the development of art, Raffael stands out also as the greatest
name in all the annals of art on the strength of his actual per-
formances taken by themselves. He ranks first by the same
sort of general consent as that by which Shakespeare ranks first

among poets, or Newton among scientific thinkers. There may
be many, whose opinions are entitled to the highest respect, who
would place Raffael second to some other favourite painter, but
almost all' would place him second to one alone. And as in

the old Greek story, Themistocles was adjudged by all alike the
second place, while many others were adjudged the first, we
may take this general consent of opinion as justly entitling
Raffael to rank at the head of all the artistic roll. In his union
of every high quality of technical execution and of vivid con-

ception, in his admirably harmonious combination of all those

qualities in mind, hand, and eye, which go to make up the

perfect artist, he has never been equalled. Art, of course, has
learned some new lessons since his time, especially in technique,
but no subsequent painter has possessed such a grandly-
tempered union of all the chief artistic gifts as that which dis-

tinguished Raffael. It is his breadth of grasp even more than
uis subtle sweetness that has given him his unique power of

extorting our admiration and our applause throughout so many
centuries.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXII.
RULE OP THREE SINGLE AND DOUBLE.

1. THIS is a name given to the application of the principles of

Simple Proportion to concrete quantities. We have shown
(Art. 5, Lesson XX., Vol. I., page 343) that if any three num-
bers be given, a fourth can always be found such that the four
numbers shall be proportionals. Hence, if three concrete

quantities be given, two of which are of the same kind, and the
third of another kind, a fourth quantity of the same kind as
the third can be found such that it shall bear the same ratio

to the third quantity as the first two bear to each other;

or, what is the same thing, so that the four quantities shall be

proportionals.
It is evident, since a concrete quantity can only be compared

with another of the same kind (06s. 11, Lesson XXVII.. Vol. II.,

page 102), that the fourth quantity determined must be of the

same kind as the third quantity. In order that the ratios of

the two pairs of quantities may be equal, either two must be
of one kind and two of another, or all four must be of the same
kind.

2. Suppose we have the following question proposed :

EXAMPLE. If the rent of 40 acres of land be .95, what will

be the rent of 37 acres ?

It is evident that the sum required must bear the same ratio

to 95 that 37 acres do to 40 acres.

Hence we have, writing the ratios in the form of fractions,

Sum required. 37 acres 37
- = ^ = the abstract number

95 40 acres 40.

Therefore the sum required = |-J x 95, which can be reduced
to pounds, shillings, and pence.

3. The last question might also have been solved thus :

Since 40 acres cost 95,

1 acre costs |H ;

And therefore 37 acres cost
37 x 95

40
pounds.

4. In solving such a question by the Rule of Three, the state-

ment of the proportion is generally written thus :

acres, acres.

40 : 37 : : 95 : sum required.

Then, by equating the product of the extremes and means, we
get the result. We have put the first example, however, in

the fractional form, in order to indicate clearly the fact that

the ratio of the two quantities of the same kind (acres in this

case) is an abstract number, by which the other quantity, the

.95, is multiplied. When we state the question in the second

way, and talk about multiplying the means and extremes

together, some confusion might arise from the idea of multi-

plying 37 acres by .95. The fact to be borne in mind is that

the rule is merely the expression of the fact that the ratios of

two pairs of quantities are equal.
5. The example we have given is what is called a case of

direct Proportion that is to say, if one quantity were increased,

the corresponding quantity of the other kind would be increased.

Thus, if the number of acres were increased, the number of

pounds they cost would be increased.

If, however, the case be such that, as one of these corre-

sponding quantities be increased, the other is proportionally

diminished, the case is one of what is called Inverse Proportion..

For instance :

EXAMPLE. If 35 men eat a certain quantity of bread in 20-

days, how long will it take 50 men to eat it ?

Here, evidently, the more men there are, the less time will

they take to eat the bread ; hence, as the number of men
increases, the corresponding quantity of the other kind viz.,

the number of days decreases.

Hence, since 50 men are more than 35 men, the required
number of days will be fewer than the 20 days which corre-

spond to the 35 men.
In stating the proportion, therefore, in order to make the

ratios equal, if we place the larger of the two terms of one ratio

in the first place, we must place the larger of the two terms of

the other ratio in the third place.

Thus, placing 50 men in the first place, we must put 20

days (which, we can see, will be larger than the required

answer) in the third place, and then the statement would be

correctly made thus :

50 : 35 : : 20 days : required number of days.

Therefore the required number of days = 20 x f J- days = 14 days.

N.B. We might reduce the example to a case of Direct

Proportion thus, which will, perhaps, explain the above method
more clearly :

35 men eat

50

of the bread in one day.

required number of days

Hence, since the quantity eaten in one day will increase with

the number of men, we have

As 35 : 50 : : 5\? : 3
'

required number of days ;

Therefore required time = 20 x -fj
= 14 days, as before.
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G. The last question might also have been wired thus :

35 men eat the quantity in 20 days ;

Therefore 1 man eats 1*1 of the quantity in 20 days ;

Therefore 1 man eata of the quantity in 1 day;
x> X JO

Therefor* 50 men i .it
.,

- of the quantity in 1 day;*u x x>
|

Ami therefore 50 men would occupy" 50
, or

eating tlio bread. 20 x 35

20 x 35

50
lilVH ill

-To got tho timo occupied in doing a certain work,
\\hcii tho amount done per unit of time (say per day) is given,
wo must evidently divide the whole quantity of work by the
amount dono in a day. In tho caso given above, the bread

50
being considered the unit, ^ 5^

of the bread is eaten in 1 day,

and therefore 50 , which is tho whole amount eaten divided

20x 35

by tho amount eaten in one day, will be the whole time occupied.

7. Hence we get the following statement of

Simple or Single Rule of Three.

Writo down the ratio of tho two quantities which are of the
suin ! kind, putting the greater in the first place. Then ob-

serving from the nature of the question whether the fourth

quantity required will be greater or less than the third one
which is given, place the greater of tho two in the third place
of the proportion, and multiply the extremes and means
together.

EXERCISE 51. EXAMPLES IN SINGLE RULE OF THREE.
1. If 16 barrels of flour cost 28, what will 129 cost?
2. If 641 sheep cost 485 15s., what will 75 cost ?

3. If 11 5s. buy 63 pounds of tea, how many con be bought for

385?
4. A bankrupt pays 6s. 4d. in the pound : what will be received on

a debt of 2,563 10s. F

5. What is 1,460 worth in dollars, allowing 4 dollars 84 cents to
a pound, and 100 cents to a dollar ?

6. If } Ib. of snuff cost t\, what will 150 Ibs. cost ?

7. A man bought { of a vessel, and sold { of what he bought
for 8,240, which was just the cost of it: what was the
whole vessel worth ?

8. If f of a yard cost | of a crowa, what will 3| yards cost ?

9. If 10 men build a wall in 7 days, how long would it take 24
men to build it ?

10. If 6 men build a wall in 15 days, how many men would it take

just to finish it in 22A days ?

11. If f of a ton costs 9s. 8jd., what would 4? of a cwt. cost?
12. If a twopenny loaf weighs 1 Ib. 2 oz. when wheat is 50s. a

quarter, what should it weigh when wheat sells for 60s. ?

13. If the weight of a cubic inch of distilled water be 253J& groins,
and a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. avoirdupois, find the
number of grains in a pound avoirdupois.

14. If 1 Ib. avoirdupois weighs 7,000 grains, and 1 Ib. troy weighs
5,760 grains, find how many pounds avoirdupois are equal to
175 Ibs. troy.

15. Find the rent of 27a. 3r. 15p. at 1 3s. 6d. per acre.

16. The price of standard silver being 5s. 6d. per ounce, how many
shillings are coined out of a pound troy ?

17. A bankrupt's assets are 1,500 10s., and he pays 9s. 3Jd. in the

pound : what are his debts ?

18. If standard gold is worth li'id. per groin, how many sovereigns
would be coined out of a pound troy of gold ?

19. What is the income of a man who pays 53s. lOd. tax when it

is 7d. in the pound ?

20. Raising the income-tax Id. in tho pound increases my amount
of tax by 2 3s. 4d., and the tax I actually pay is 15 3s. 4d. :

what is the rate of the income-tax ?

21. A barrel of beer lasts a man and his wife 3 weeks, she drinking
half the amount he does : how long would it last 5 such
couples ?

KEY TO EXEKCISE 50, LESSON YYTT. (Vol. II., page 270).

s. d.
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^ are indicated only in tho elevations. Sometime* when tho

; is a simple one for iuatancc, a plain wull its coarse

.ml thickness will !> shown in tlu i'l;i:i, mid its lu-i^lit marked
it tho end, as (10*5 foot), moaning Unit it

is to bo built I" ( -t <! inches high. Fig. 9 in the plan .

,i <>/ a cottage. It will bo seen that if tho plan bo drawn
.

n>. ndirulurly dottud line* must bo drawn parallel with
ii.-r fp>:n -..!> angle, and from tho terminations and

f each line, \vhirh will dotcrmino the extent of tho
; >ii and of it- several parts, but not its height. If tho

a bo drawn first, the perpendicularly dotted lines are

projected downwards to pvodaco the plan. In orthographic pro-
i wo usually draw a lino to represent the meeting or axis

of tho two planes of projection, tho horizonal and tho vertical,

which, us iu Fig. 10, we have marked xy; therefore it must bo
remembered that all above that line is understood to be tho

'

plane of projection upon which the elevations are drawn,
and all below it (If l'.ni-i.t>itt<tl. />/<n<. upon which tho plans aro

drawn. Tho plan of a circle when parallel with tho ground is a
circle of tho same size indicated by the scale. Tho elevation is

a straight lino only, equal to the diameter (Fig. 10). If tho circle

is standing on its edge perpendicularly to tho ground, then its

plan is a straight lino only, and tho elevation is a circle (Fig. 11).

To illustrate tho positions (Fig. 10), let tho pupil hold a penny-
piece horizontally before, and level with, his eyes ; ho will see

the edge, the elevation; then let him place it upon tho ground,
and look down upon it ; ho will soo tho whole circumference,
the plan. Reverse tho position of the penny, and do tho same
for Fig. 11. Wo trust there will bo no difficulty now in under-

standing the position of tho eyo with respect to both planes of

projection. As we intend to devote tho present Lesson to the

consideration of this subject, preparatory to moro important
questions in perspective, we will give our pupils a few simple

problems for practice, reserving others of a more complicated
nature till they are required in future Lessons.

PROBLEM II. (Fig. 12). A rod, 4 feet long, is parallel with,
and 2 feet from, both planes ; draw its plan and elevation. Scale

1 inch to tlie foot. First draw x y, tho axis of the planes, and
draw a 6, 4 feet long, parallel with and 2 feet from xy; then

from the extremities a and u draw perpendicular lines to c and
d ; mark c and d 2 feet above x y, and join them ; e will bo tho

elevation, and/ tho plan.
PROBLEM 111. (Fig. 13). When the same rod is at an angle

of 40 with Hie vertical plane and parallel with the Iwrizontal

plane. Draw a line c g at an angle of 40 with xy, make ef
equal to 2 foot, and draw fa parallel to x y : a will bo tho plan
of one end of tho rod 2 feet from the vertical plane ; upon e g
and from a make a b, tho plan, equal to 4 feet : draw the per-

pendicular lines a c and b d, and draw c d, tho elevation,

parallel with and 2 feet above x y.

PROBLEM IV. (Fig. 14). When a rod is at an angle of 40
with the ground and parallel with the vertical plane. Draw e g
at an angle of 40 with xy, and draw tho perpendicular ef
2 feet from xy, also fc parallel with xy; cut of? cd, equal to

4 feet, the whole extent of the rod : from c and d draw per-

pendiculars cutting x y to a and b; join ab, for the plan,

parallel with x y.

When tho object is at an angle with both planes, the angle of

inclination with the horizon is made on tho horizontal piano.
PROBLEM V. (Fig. 15). Let the rod have one end on Uie ground,

and let it rise at an inclination of 50, and let its plan be at an

angle of 40 with the vertical plane. Draw tho lino eag at the

given anglo 40J with tho vertical piano ; npon this lino tho plan
will bo represented. Draw a h at an anglo of 50 with o g, and
mako a m equal to tho length of tho rod ; from m draw TO n per-

pendicular to ag; an will then bo tho plan of tho rod when
inclined to tho horizon at 50. Draw ncd and o b at right

angles with x y, and make c d equal to m n ; join 6 d; tho lino

b d will bo the vortical elevation. That this may be moro clearly

anderstood, we will draw tho eidograph of the problem, Fig. 16,

that is, tho figure or appearance it would present when placed in

conjunction with the two planes of projection (Fig. 8 is also an

fidograph). In Fig. 16 a o is tho given rod, and an is its plan.
Now in order to get tho inclination of a o, the rod, which is raised

from the paper at an inclination of 50, must bo rabatted, that

is, thrown down upon tho horizontal plane ; the course of tho

dotted aro o m will show this. Wo must construct tho anglo of

the inclination of the rod upon the horizontal plane, that is, tho

anglo it forms with tho ground; therefore man will be equal
to oan; thi* wan the reason the angle man in Fig. 15 WM
made 50. By comparing Fig*. 15 and 16, the same letter*
lii:in- used in both, tho corresponding linen will be Men, and it

will bo understood why c d in Fig. 15 U nude equal to m n,

because, as in Fig. 16, mn i equal to no, the dirtanoft of the

upper end of tho rod from tho ground, and no i* equal to c d,
therefore m n is equal to cd.
PROBLEM VI. (Fig. 17). The fnutrvm of a right square

pyramid rests with its base on a horizontal plane, the length* of
the edges of the top and base being retpectivcly 1*3 and 2*4

incl^s, and the height 2'8 inches; draw its plan and elevation. If

a pyramid bo divided into two parts by a plane parallel to it*

base, tho part next tho base is called a frustrum of a pyramid, or
sometimes a truncated pyramid. Draw the square abac, the plan
of tho base 2-4 inches side (see Lessons in Geometry, Problem
XVIII., Vol. I., page 255), and within it tho square efh g, the plan
of the top 1 *3 inch side. In order to place tho plan of the top BO
that tho edges shall bo equidistant from the edges of tho plan
of tho base, proceed as follows : Draw the diagonals c b and
ad, make en equal to 1*3 inch, and draw nh parallel to

cgfb; draw gh parallel to cd; the rest will be evident, M
tho angles are in tho diagonals, and the sides are parallel to a b

and a c respectively. Having drawn tho plans, then draw * y,
tho ground line, parallel to one side of tho square ; draw am and
b 1; draw the lines ci and fk, continuing them above xy equal
to tho height of tho frustrum 2*8 inches ; join im,kl, and t k;
mikl will be the elevation. The pupil will observe that other
elevations can bo drawn from the sitne plan, opposite any
other side, when required for working purposes a common
practice in drawing extra elevations for building construction ;

in those cases all that is necessary is to arrange the ground line

or axis of the planes opposite the side of which the elevation is

required. Fig. 18 is the same subject as Fig. 17 : * y is placed
parallel to one of tho diagonals of the plan, consequently two faces

of the frustrum are seen, a' and b', shown in the plan as a and b.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XX.XV If.

SECTION LXXXI.-THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN CS
( 103).

1. The pronoun ce answers to the English pronoun it, used
before the verb to be, or a verb followed by to be, when the
Utter is itself followed by a personal, a demonstrative, or a
possessive pronoun. In this case, the English personal pro-
nouns are expressed : I by moi, thou by toi, 7e by ltd, she by
elle, we by nous, you by vous, they (m.) by eax, they (f.) by
elles.

The verb is used in the singular, except before personal pro-
nouns of the third person plural, and before possessive and
demonstrative pronouns in the plural. In the interrogative
form, however, the verb remains in the singular even before
personal pronouns of the third person plural.

C'est moi, c'est lui, c'est elle. ft u I, it u hi, it u tht.
Ce sout elles qui parlent. It i thcj vho tptak.
Ce peuvent 4tre lea miens. Thty may be rain*.

Est-ce eux t Est-ce elles t 1$ it thty I
Sont-ce ceux quo vous conniunsez t Art thty (AoM you know f

Non, ce ne Bont pas ceux quo je A'o, thty art not thott I know.
conuais.

2. If tho relative prononn qui and another verb follow *tre,
thie second verb must agree in number and person with tho
pronoun preceding the relative :

C'est vous qui avez fait cek. It i* you who hart dont that.

CYst iious qui avous declare* oette It it vt vho taM (on that Ur.

ooie.

3. Ce is also the equivalent of the English prononn it, used

impersonally with tho verb to be, when the latter is not followed

by an adjective* [103 (5)] :

Co fut en Allemaguo qu'il troura If ir<u t'n Germany (hot lU/omd hu
sou ami. /rinL
4. Celui qui, celle qui, ceux qui, m., celles qui, f., are

*
Etre, used impersonal!/, snd not followed by any of the

mentioned above and in Sect. 82, has for subject 11:

II cat vrai que je 1'ui dit. II it trut that I hart tatid U.

11 eat difficile do le croire. It u difficvU to Mint U.
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equivalent to the English pronouns, he wlw, she who, they who ;

celui que, celle que, ceux que, celles que, render he whom, &c.

Celui ou celle qui cbante. He or she who sings.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Est-ce vous qui nous avez avertis

de cela ?

C'est nous qui vous en avons

avertis.

Est-ce vous, mesdames, que nous
avons rencoutrees ?

Ce n'est pas nous, ce sont eux

que vous avez vus.

Ce n'est pas vous, ce sont eux qui
ont fait cela.

C'est en Angleterre que je vous ai

vu.

Connaissez-vous ces deux Portu-

gais ?

Jo connais celui qui parle a M. L.

Is it you who have learned us of that ?

It is we who have warned you of it.

Is it you, ladies, whom we have met ?

It is not we; it is they whom you,

have seen.

It is not you; it is they who have

done that.

It is in England that I have seen

you.

I know him who speaks to Mr. L.

EXERCISE 157.

Appel-er, 1. to coll. Connaissance, f. ac- Expliqu-er. 1. to ex-

A toute force, by oil quaintance. plain.

means. De jour en jou^-, from Guerre, f . war.

Avert-ir, 2. to warn. day to day. N, number.

Blessure, f . wound. De temps en temps, Phrase, f. sentence.

Combl-er, 1. to over- from time to time. Pr^lud-er, 1. to prelude.

whelm.

1. Est-ce vons, Madame, qui avez appele votre domestique ?

2. Co n'est pas moi qui 1'ai appele. 3. Est-ce vous, mon ami,

qui voulez a toute force aller en Espagne ? 4. Ce n'est pas
moi, c'est mon cousin. 5. N'est-ce pas lui qui a averti oe

matelot de son danger ? 6. Ce n'est pas lui, c'est moi qui 1'en

ai averti. 7. Est-ce nous que vous attendee de jour en jour ?

8. Ce n'est pas vous, ce sont enx que j'attends. 9. Est-ce vons,

Madame, qui nous avez comblees de bienfaits ? 10. Ce n'est

pas moi, Mesdames. 11. N'est-ce pas en Italie que vous avea

fait connaissance avec lui? 12. Ce n'est pas en Italie; c'est en

Russie. 13. Est-ce vous, Mesdames, ou vos cousines que nous

avons vues au bal ? 14. C'est nous, ce ne sont pas nos cousines

que vous avez vues. 15. Ne connaissez-vous pas ces deux
messieurs ? 16. Je connais celni qui parle a Madame L. 17.

Est-ce vous qui avez re9n une blessure a la guerre ? 18. Ce
n'est pas moi, c'est mon voisin. 19. N'est-ce pas vous qui
nous avez explique cette phrase ? 20. Est-ce vous, Monsieur,

qui demeurez au N 18 ? 21. Ce n'est pas moi qui y demeure.

22. Entendez-vous ces musiciens ? 23. J'entends celui qui
chante. 24. Je n'entends pas bien celui qui joue. 25. Nous
catendons ceux qui prelndent.

EXERCISE 158.

1. Is it you, my friend, who have warned me of my danger ?

2. It is not I who have warned you of it. 3. Is it they whom
you expect from day to day ? 4. It is not they whom we ex-

pect. 5. Is it you who have done this? 6. It is not we ; it

is you who have done it. 7. Was it in England that you
bought this hat ? 8. It was not in England ; it was in Ger-

many. 9. Was it not in Russia that you became acquainted
with him? 10. It was not in Russia; it was in Italy. 11.

Was it you who were calling us ? 12. It was not we ; .it was
he. 13. Are you not acquainted with the two Poles who are

reading? 14. I know the one who is near you. 15. Is that

(est-ce la,) the lady whom you expected? 16. It is not (she).

17. Is it you, gentlemen, who have loaded my brother with
kindness ? 18. It is not (we), Sir ; we have not tLe pleasure
of knowing him. 19. Is it you who have been wounded in

the (au) arm ? 20. It is not (I). 21. Do you not hear those
two ladies ? 22. I do not hear the one who sings. 23. I hear
the one who plays. 24. Was it you who came to our house
this morning ? 25. It was not I ; I was in London then (alors).
26. Was it you, Sir, who did us that favour ? 27. It was not

(I) ; it was my sister. 28. Was it your son who wished by
all means to go to London ? 29. It was not he ; he is now in

Germany. 30. Is it you who wrote that letter? 31. We have
written no letter. 32. Who lives at (au) N 20 ? 33. I live

there (c'est moi). 34. Is it we whom you have seen ? 35. It

was not you whom I saw.

SECTION LXXXII.

1. The pronoun ce (and not the pronouns il, elle, &c.) must
be used for he, she, they, coming before the verb to lie, or a

verb followed by to be, when the latter is followed by a proper
name, a noun, or an adjective used substantively, preceded by
the definite, indefinite, or partitive article, or by a possessive or

demonstrative adjective. When the word used in apposition
with ce is plural, and in the third person, the verb is put
in the plural, although ce remains unchanged [ 105 (2}

(3)] =-
C'est Henri. It is Henry.
C'est Louis et Marie. It is Louisa and Mary.
C'est un Polonais. He is a Pole.

Ce sont des Anglais. They are Englishmen.
C'est cette dame qui m'a parle" de It is that lady who spoke to me of

vous. you.

Ce doit etre votre ami. It must be your friend.

2. Ce is used as the nominative of the verb 6tre, in sentences

like the following, and the conjunction que is used idiomati-

cally after it. The verb in this case is not put in the plural :

Qu'est-ce que ces erfants ? What are those children ?

Qu'est-ce que 1'Italie ? What is Italy ?

Qu'est-ce que le jardinage ? What is gardening ?

3. Que is used in a number of sentences in order to give

greater force to the expression :

Ce sont de bons livres que les votres. Tours are indeed good books.

Je dis que oui ; je crois que non. I soy yes ; I believe not.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Qui sont ces messieurs qui parlent
aM. L.

Ce sont mes cousins, qui viennent

d'arriver.

De quel pays sont ces marchands P

Ce sont des Polonais ; ils viennent

d'arriver.

Ils ue sont pas Polonais ; ils sont

Ce ne sont pas des Polonais; ce

sont des Busses.

Qu'est-ce que la Touraine ?

C'est le jardin de la France.

Votre fenetre ne donne-t-elle pas
sur la rue ?

Non, c'est sur la cour qu'elle

donne.

Je crois que oui ; je crois que non.

EXERCISE 159.

ficossais, e, Scotch.

fitranger, e, foreign.

Fenetre, f. window.

Lyon Lyons.

Mouchoir, m. hand

kerchief.

Who are the gentlemen who speak to

Mr. L.

They are my cousins, who are just-

arrived.

Of what country are those merchants T

They are Poles ; they are just ar-

rived.

They are not Poles ; they are Rus-

sians.

They are not Poles ; they are Rus-

sians.

What is Touraine, ?

It is the garden of France.

Does not your window loofc on the

street ?

No, it looks on the yard.

I believe so ; I believe not.

Bris-er, 1. to brecitfc.

Charron, m. wheel-

wright.

Confitures, f.p. pre-

serves.

Donn-er, 1. to give,

look.

Soieries, f. p. silk stuffs,

Sucre, m. sugar.

Suisse, Siriss.

Surprend-re, 4. ir. to

cotcJi, surprise.

Vol-er, 1. to steal.

Eoue, f. wheel.

1. Connaissez-vous ces etrangers ? 2. Oui, Monsieur, ce

sont les freres de notre voisin. 3. Ne sont-ils pas Ecossais ?

4. Non, Monsieur, ils sont Suisses. 5. Ne sont-ce point des

ficossais qui vous ont fait present de cette casquette ? 6. Non,
Monsieur, ce sont des Suisses. 7. N'est-ce pas votre domes-

tique qui vous a vole du vin ? 8. Ce n'est pas lui, c'est son

frere. 9. N'est-ce pas lui qui a pris vos confitures ? 10. Ce
n'est pas lui; ce sont ses enfants. 11. Ne sont-ce pas la les

enfants que vous avez surpris a voler votre sucre ? 12. Ce
sont leurs fr&res. 13. Ne sont-ils pas cousins ? 14. Es ne
sont pas cousins ; ils sont freres. 15. Qu'est-ce que ces

eoieries ? 16. Ce sont des marchandises qu'on vient de nous

envoyer. 17. N'est-ce pas une belle ville que Lyon ? 18. C'est

une grande et belle ville. 19. N'est-ce pas la le mouchoir que
vous avez perdu ? 20. Je crois que oui. 21. N'est-ce pas sur

le jardin que donnent vos fenetres. 22. Oui, Monsieur, c'est

sur le jardin qu'elles donnent. 23. N'est-ce pas notre charron

qui a fait cette roue ? 24. Ce n'est pas lui qui 1'a faite.

25. Ce sont nos amis qui 1'ont brisee, et c'est le menuisier qui

1'a faite.

EXERCISE 160.

1. Is that lady your friend's sister ? 2. No, Sir, she is a

stranger. 3. Who are the two gentlemen who are speaking to

your sister ? 4. They are Swiss gentlemen. 5. Are those the

gentlemen whom you have invited? 6. It is they (eux).

7. Do you not know that man ? 8. I know him very well ; he

is the man who has stolen my wine. 9. What is Italy? 10. It

*
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is the garden of Europe. 11. Ic not that the letter which you
(1 to carry to the poat-offioo P 12. No. IK.UI

13. IB the city of Havre fine? 14. YOB, Sir, Hav
d beautiful ciiy. 15. IB not that the man whom you
ght stealing your fruit? 16. It is not; it is m

not this the cup that you have bought? 18. Y(-
vo HO. 19. Do not the windows of your room look on

the street ? 20. No, Madame, they look on the garden, u 1 1 >. .

wimlowa of your dining room look on the yard (cour) ?

, they look on the hike (toe). 23. IB it thut iitt!,.

child who has taken your preserves ? 24. It is hia brother
What are those engravings ? 26. They are

engravings
which I bought in Germany. 27. Are those gen-

tl.'iu.'ii Notch? 28. They are not Scotch; they are Italian.
^'.. Aro those ladies Scotch? 30. No; they are the Italian
ladies who came yesterday. 31. What is Marseilles? 32. It
is one of the finest cities in (de) 'France. 33. Is it not your
tailor who made that coat ? 34. It is not he ; it is an English
tailor who made it. 35. It is your friend who broke my
watch.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FBENCH.
EXERCISE 47 (Vol. I., page 183).

1. Are you going to write to him ? 2. I am going to write to him
and communicate to him this news. 3. Are you going to speak to
him of me? 4. I am going to speak to him of you and of your com-
panion. 5. Do you send them fine trees? 6. I send them apple-
trees, pear-trees, and cherry-trees. 7. Do you not send me cherry-
trees ? 8. I do not (tnd you. any), you have some .already. 9. Are
you right to speak to them of this affair ? 10. I am not wrong to
speak to them of this affair. 11. Come to us. 12. Come to us this
afternoon. 13. Do you go to them every day? 14. I go to them
overy evening. 15. Do you give them good advice ? 16. I give them
ifood advice and good examples. 17. Do you speak to us about your
sisters ? 18. I speak to you of them. 19. Do you not speak to us
about our brothers ? 20. I speak to you of them. 21. Do you not
love them ? 22. We love (them) and respect them. 23. Do you think
of this book or do you not (think of it) ? 24. We think (of it) and (we)
speak of it. '25. We do not think of it.

EXERCISE 48 (Vol. I., page 183).
1. Quand alloz-vous dcrire a M. votre fr^re ? 2. Je vais lui e"crire

demain matin. 3. Avez-vous 1'intention de lui e'crire tous les lundis ?
i. J'ai 1'intentiou de lui ecrire tous les mardis. 5. Avez-vous envie
de lui parler aujourdhui ? 6. J'ai envie de lui parler, mais il n'est
pas ici. 7. Ou est-il ? 8. II est chez lui. 9. Leur parlez-vous ? 10.

Oui, Monsieur, je leur parle de cette affaire. 11. Vous douuent-ils de
bons avis ? 12. Us me donnent de bons avis et de bons exemples.
13. Allez-vous trouver Mademoiselle votre soaur tous les jours ? 14.
Je vais la trouver tous les matins a neuf heures moins un quart. 15.
Aime-t-elle a vous voir ? 16. Elle aime a me voir, et elle me resoit
Men. 17. Fensez-vous a cette affaire? 18. J'y pense toute la

journ<?e. 19. En parlez-vous avec M. votre frere ? 20. Nous en par-
lous souvent. 21. Envoyez-vous votre compagnon chez moi ? 22. Je
1'envoie toua les jours. 23. Etes-vous chez vous tous les jours ? 24.

J'y suis tous les matins a dix heures. 25. Aimez-vous a aller a
I'dglise? 26. J'aime a y aller tous les dimauches avec un compagnon
(in., cotnpague, /.). 27. Parlez-vous de vos maisons ? 28. J'en parle.
29. M. votre frere parle-t-il de ses amis ? 30. Oui, Monsieur, il parle
d'eux. 31. Pense-t-il a eux ? 32. Oui, Monsieur, il pease a eux. 33.
Pense-t-il a cette nouvelle ? 34. Oui, Monsieur, il y peuse. 35. Je
les aime et je les honore.

EXERCISE 49 (Vol. I., page 206).
1. Will you give this book to my brother ? 2. I can lend it to him,

but I cannot give it to him. 3. Will you send them to us ? 4. The
milliner can send them to you. 5. Do you show them to her (to him)?
6. I see (thm) and show them to her (to him). 7. Are you afraid to
lend them to us ? 8. I am not afraid to lend them to you. 9. Can
you not send us some fish ? 10. I cannot send you any, I have but
little. 11. Will you speak to them of it ? 12. I will speak to them
of it, if I do not forget it. 13. Do you often come to see them? 14.
I come to see them every morning and every evening. 15. Do you not
speak to them of your journey to Polaud ? 16. I speak to them of it,

but they will not believe me. 17. Do I see my acquaintances on Mon-
days ? 18. You see them every day of the week. 19. Do they send
you more money than our merchant's clerk ? 20. They send me (of it)
more than he. 21. Do you send any to the bookseller ? 22. I send
him some when I owe him (om). 23. Are you not wrong to send
him some ? 24. I cannot be wrong to pay my debts. 25. They give
you some, and they lend you some when you want it.

EXERCISE 50 (Vol. I., page 206).
1. Voulez-vous nous envoyer cette lettre ? 2. Je veux vous 1'en-

voyer, si vous voulez la lire. 3. Je veux la lire, ui je puis. 4. Pouvez-

TOU mo preter votru plume T 8. Je puis voua la pretax, si TOM voolm
en avoir soin. 6. Pnis.j parler i M. vote* pen? 7. VOM poavec
lui parler, il est Jci. 8. Avez-vou. pear <V> foublier f 9. Je iT.i pM
peur de 1'oublier. 10. VoaUi-votw les lui eovorer ? 11. J'i I'tnteo
tion de les lui envoymr si J'ai ) tempa. 12. fc> ea qua TOM toi parle*
(lui parUc-votw) d votre voyage ? 13. Je lui park <U BOB voyage.
14. Je leur en parle. 16. Pouvex-voua le lui oomninniquer T 18. J'ai
envie de le lui oommnniquer. 17. Voyex-vooa vos ooonaiaaaaeea tout
lea luudis ? 18. Je lea vois tous les lundis et tous lea jeudia. 19. Ou
avez-vous 1'intention de lea voir ? 20. J'ai 1'intention de lea voir Vim
M. votre frero et chez Mile, votre sorar. 21. Poaves-vooa fy enroyer
tous lei joura ? 22. Je puis 1'y envoyer tous lea dnfffh*. '{! le
veut. 23. Pouvez-voua me les donner ? 34. Je puis vous lea dot-net .

25. Qui veut leur preter des livres ? 26. Peraonne ae veut lea/ em
prt-tcr. 27. Votro librmire veut leur veudre de bons livrea et de boat

papier. 28. Est-il a la maison ? 29. II eat chez son frere. 30. A.vec-
vons tort de payer voa detteaf 31. J'ai rsison do lea payer. 32.
Voulez-vous nous 1'envoyerf 33. Je venx (bin) vooa 1'envoyer. ai
vous en avez be-so in. 34. Voulez-voua noua les douner? 35. Nona
voulons les donner a voa connaisaanoea. 36. Lear y en avez-vou*
envoyd ? 37. Oui, je leur y en ai envoyl.

EXERCISE 51 (Vol. I., page 207).
1. I have seen him and his father. 2. We recognised her mother

and her. 3. Thou hast slandered me, her, and them. 4. Have you
noticed the countess and him ? 5. They have supported thee and thy
cousin with all their credit. 6. I know only him here. 7. He wishes
to see her only. 8. In three months, thou bast written to me only
twice. 9. He has looked at you only once. 10. Did yonr clerk write-
to you and to your partner ? 11. Yes, he wrote several times to my
partner and to myself. 12. Your calumnies have injured her, him,
and me. 13. They have sent us to yon to settle the business. 14.

Your mother has sent you to me that I may introduce you to *^*m.
15. My guardian has entrusted me to her, because he knows nobody
but her in this town. 16. We ran up to him aa soon as we caught
sight of him. 17. Your brother will have recourse to you in case of
need. 18. The king applied to them several times. 19. Look out! 01

Mind ! or Beware ! (Take cart of thytelj.) 20. She spoke only to yon.
21. Observe them.

EXERCISE 52 (Vol. I., page 207).
1. Avez-vous vu elle et son pi-re? 2. As-tu reconnu sa mere et

lui I 3. Ont-ils calonmio toi, lui, elle et moi ? 4. Nous avons vu la

baronne et lui. 5. Us ont appuy^ votre oncle et vons de tout leur
credit. 6. Je ne cormais qu'elles ici. 7. Nous ne voulons voir qu'eux.
8. En un an, elle ne in 'a ccrit qu'une seule fois. 9. En trois heures.
vons ne m'avez regardee qu'uue seule fois. 10. Mon commis a rfcrit

vous et a votre asaocie. 11. Avez-vous parle plusieurs fois a eux et
au prince ? 12. Pourquoi avez-vous nui a elle, a lui ft a moi ? 13.

Vous ont-ils envoyc? a moi pour terminer notre affaire ? 14. Votre perw
m'a envoys a vous, pour que vous me prtfeentiez & elle. 15. Le general
m'avait confio a eux parce qu'il ne connaisssit qu'eux dans cette ville-la.

16. Ma mi-re courut a inoi, et me dit qu'elle avail tonjoura penarf
moi. 17. Ceci a rapport a moi. 18. Nous nous fions a eux. 19. II

fant prendre garde a soi. 20. Je ne veux ecrire qu'i vons. 21. Us
ont fait attention a nous.

EXERCISE 53 (Vol. I., page 214).
1. Do you like bread or meat ? 2. I like bread, meat, and fruit. 3.

Have we peaches in our garden ? 4. We (theft) have peaches, straw-

berries, raspberries, and cherries. 5. Does your brother like cherries T
6. He does not like cherries much, he prefers plums. 7. Have you
vegetables ? 8. I do not like vegetables. 9. We have neither vege-
tables nor fruit. 10. We like neither vegetables or fruit. 11. Do
you go every day to yonr brother's wood ? 12. I do no (ttr) go
everyday. 13. Does your sister bring the flowers? 14. She brings
them. 15. Does your mother bring flowers? 16. She brings some
every Monday. 17. Do you see General Bertrand ? 18. I do not see

him, I see Corporal Duchene. 19. Are your sisters weary ? 90. My
sisters are weary of studying. 21. Is the president at bone ? <3L

No, Sir, he is at Colonel Dumont's. 23. Does he live far from here*
24. He does not live far from here. 25. Where does be live ? 86. He
lives at Captain Lebrun's.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXIIL
EUROPE (continued).

THE maps that accompany our present lesson in Geography
present accurate delineations of the principal features of France
and the great Scandinavian and Iberian peninsulas. We shall

supplement these in our next with a map of the countries of

Central and Southern Europe on nearly the same scale as the

map of France in this lesson.

We now proceed with an enumeration of the islands which

belong to Europe. Of these, by far the most important, both
in political and commercial importance, are the British Idea.
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Under this head are included Great Britain, anciently called

Albion or Britannia, and divided into the three countries of

England, Wales, and Scotland ; and Ireland, anciently called

Hibernia, with various islands of much smaller dimensions lying
around or near the coast. The principal of these are the Isle of

Man, in the Irish Sea, situated at nearly an equal distance from

England, Scotland, and Ireland ; the Isle of Anglesea, which
is separated from the mainland of Wales by the Menai Straits ;

the Scilly Isles, anciently called Oassiterides, or the Islands of

Tin, adjacent to Cornwall, the real tin region ; the Isle of

Wight, south of, and forming part of, Hampshire; the Hebrides,
or Western Islands, lying west of Scotland ; the Orkney and
Shetland Islands, north of Scotland ; and the Channel Islands,

Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney, and Sark, which lie to the north-
west of France.

Next to the
British Islands,
the most import-
ant in the north
of Europe are

those which
belong to and
form part of

the kingdom of

Denmark, and
lie in the chan-

nel or passage
to the Baltic,
called the Cat-

tegat viz.,

Zealand, which
contains Copen-
hagen, the capi-
tal of that
kingdom, with

Fiinen, Laaland,

Falster, Moen,
Xangeland,Born-
h olm

,
and

various others.

In other parts
of the Baltic

are the islands

of Eugen, Oland,

Gottland, Aland,

Oesel, and Dago.
The islands
called the
Azores, or
Western Is-

lands, which are

generally con-

sidered to belong
to Europe, and of

which Terceira

and St. Michael
are the princi-

pal, are situated

about 800 miles

W. of Portugal,
to which they belong. The island of Iceland, which belongs to

Denmark, and is celebrated for its hot springs and its volcanoes,
ia situated on the edge of the arctic circle, and having its

northern point within the Arctic Ocean ; the Faroe Isles, which
belong to the same kingdom, and are situated N.W. of the
Shetland Isles. Ferro, one the Canary Isles, once formed the
site of the first meridian, to which all nations referred the

longitude, and it is to be regretted that this did not retain its

position as the universal meridian for the world at large, and
for the simplification of the mode of reckoning the longitude in

different countries. The islands which lie in the most northern

regions of Europe are the Lofoden Isles, W. of Norway ; Spitz-

.bergen, and Nova Zembla, in the Arctic Ocean.
The islands of the greatest importance in the south of

Europe, and which lie in the Mediterranean Sea, are the

following : Corsica, which belongs to France, lying in the
Tuscan Sea; Sardinia, S. of Corsica, and separated from it

by the Strait of Bonifacio ; the Balearic. Isles viz., Majorca,

l.on.."W-
fl

lion- JS. s from. Gr'eiiMi.c)i.

NORWAY, SWEDEN
AND

DENMARK.
Icai

Minorca, Ivica, and Formentera, E. of Spain; Sicily, S.W. of

Naples, and separated from it by the S ^rait of Messina ;

Malta, S. of Sicily, and belonging to Great Britain ; the Ionian
Islands viz., Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, Santa Maura, Theaki
or Ithaca, Cerigo, and Paxo, situated W. of Greece, and S.W.
of Turkey, in the Ionian Sea, and now belonging to Greece ;

Candia or Crete, S.E. of Greece ; many of the islands of the

Archipelago namely, the Negropont (anciently Euboea), Andros,
Syra, Naxia, Paros, Antiparos, Hydra, Spezzia, Egina, etc.,

lying E. and S.E. of Greece ; and Lemnos or Stalimene, Imbros,'
Samothraki, and Thaso, lying S. of Turkey, and belonging to

that power. The chief islands in the Mediterranean reckoned
as belonging to Asia are Lesbos or Mitylene, Scio or Chios,

Samos, Patmos, Rhodes, and many others, lying to the E. of

Turkey in Asia,
or rather Asia
Minor ; and
Cyprus, situ-

ated in the Le-
vant, which ia

now under the

admin istra-
tion of Great
Britain.

The principal

capes (Latin, ca-

put, a head) in

Europe are the

following: The
North Cape, on
the island of

Mageroe, in lat.

71 10',andlong.
26 l'E.,is com-

monly reckoned
the most north-

ern point of Eu-

rope ; but this,

according to
some authors, ia

Nordkyn, in

Finmark, in lat.

71 6' N. ; the

north point of

Nova Zembla ia

in lat. 77 4' N.,
and long. 77 5'

E. ;
the Naze

(German, the

nose or beak),
the most south-

ern point of Nor-

way, on the Ska-

ger - Rack ; the

Skaw, or most
northern point
of Jutland, in

Denmark; Capo
La Hogue, in

Franco ; Capes
Ortegal and Finisterre, in Spain, of which the latter, as the

name indicates (Latin, finis, the end; terrse, of the earth), was
deemed by the ancients the end or uttermost extremity of the

world ; Cape Roca, near Lisbon, and Cape St. Vincent, in

Portugal ; Cape Trafalgar and Tarifa Point, lat. 36 1' N., long.

5 36' W. ; Cape Spartirento and Caps di Leuca, in Italy, and

Cape Matapan, in Greece (the Morea), the last-named cape

being in lat. 36 22' N., and long. 22 28' E. ; Cape Passaro, in

Sicily ; and others of less importance. In the British Islands,

Dunnet Head, and not Cape Wrath, is the most northerly point
of Great Britain; also Lizard Point, and not Land's End,
is the most southerly point. The most northerly point of

Ireland is Mullin or Malin Head, and the most southerly point
Mizon Head, and not Cape Clear, which is on an island called

Clare Island.

The northern highlands of Europe are those which contain

the Scandinavian system chain of mountains, extending from

the Naze to the North Cape, and consisting of the Langefield,
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vrefiold, and tho Kiolon ranges, of which tho highest point
is Bkigwlowtrnden, in the southern range, about 8,670 foot
above Mi.- lev.-! i>f tho sea ; and tho Uralian or Ouralian chain,

;.ii'_r t' r..:ii tho shores of tho Arctic Ocean to boyon<l the
source of tho Ural r:

which fulls into tho Ca*-

'n. iiui'lary lie-

Kurope and A-ia.

Tho soiith-i ii-ti'i-n Injlt-

iropo are the
: tin of moun-

"tw vn theCaspian
ul tho Black Sea, of

which tho highest peak
is .Mount Klburz, about

18,500 feetabove the level

of tho sea, and tho high-
rvt mountain in Europe.
Tho southern hljl'

Europe consist of tho Bal-
kan (anciently Hcmits)
Mountains in Turkey, tho

- 1 pointsbeingabout

10,000 feet above tho
sea level

; the Eastern

Alps (Gorman, moun-

tains), stretching from
tho Balkan range to the
commencement of the
Western Alps, north of

tho Adriatic, of which tho

highest summits arc Mont
Blanc and Mont Rosa,
each more than 15,000
foot above tho level of tho

sea, and which border
Switzerland on the south,
and Italy on tho north;
the Carpathian Mountains in tho north of Hungary and Tran-

sylvania; tho Hercynian Mountains, in Germany; the Cevennes
and the Vosgee, in Franco ; the Pyrenees, between France and

Spain, of which tho highest points or peaks are Mont Perdu
and Maladctta, each
more than 11,000 feet

high ; the Cerro Mulha-

cen, tho highest point of

the Sierra Nevada, in

Spain, 11,633 feet above
the level of tho sea;
and Etna, tho Sicilian

volcano, which is nearly
of tho pamo elevation

as tho Pyrcnean peaks,

being 10,874 feet

height.
The principal rivers in

Europe are the follow-

ing :--Tho Volga, which
rises in the Valdai Hills,
in Russia, runs a course

through that country of

about 2,400 miles, and
falls into tho Caspian Sea
at Astrakhan, where it?

delta (or land enclosed by
its mouths in tho shape
of tho Greek letter A, or

delta) is about fourteen

miles wide. The Ural,
which rises in tho

Ural Mountains, runs a
course of about 1,800
miles, and falls into

the Caspian Sea ; the Don, which, after a course of nearly
1,000 miles, falls into the Sea of Azof, at tho town of Azof ;

the Dnieper, which, after a course of a little more than 1,200

miles, falls into the Black Sea at Kherson; the Dniester,

which flows from tho Carpathian Mountain*, and, after
course of 500 miles, falls into the MUD* sea at Akmnan ; tho
Danube, which has its source in the Black Forest (Schwarz-
wald), flows through Bavaria, Austria, and Bulgaria, and, after a

coarse of nearly 1,800
miles, falls into the Black
Sea at Ismail ; the **"*
and theRhone, whichboth
spring from the Swiss

Alps, take opposite
courses, the former run-

ning through the Lake of

Constance, after a north*
era course of about 600
miles through Germany,
France, and the Nether-

lands, falls into the Ger-
man Ocean, after losing
itself in the Waal, the
Maese or Meuse.tho Leek,
and the Old Rhine, and
forming the great delta of
Holland between Rotter-
dam and Amsterdam ; the
latter running through
the Lake of Geneva, after

a southern course of about
645 miles through France,
falls into the Mediterra-
nean Sea at the Gulf of

Lions, where it also forms
a delta; the Arno and
the Tiber, on the west
of Italy, fall into the
Tuscan Sea ; and the Po
and the Adige, on the east
of Italy, fall into the
Adriatic ; the Xucar and
the Ebro, of Spain, fall

into the Mediterranean ; the Douro and the Tagus, of Portugal,
with the Guadalquivir of Spain, fall into the Atlantic; the
Dwina and the Onega, of Russia, fall into the White Sea ; the
Vistula and the Oder, of Germany, fall into the Baltic Sea;

and the Elbe, of the
same country, into the
German Ocean, at Ham-
burg.
The chief laktt of

Europe are the follow-

ing : In the north, La-

doga and Onega, in Rus-

sia, the largest in Europe,
the former being 130
miles long and 70 miles

broad, the hitter smaller ;

Peipus and Ilmen, in the
same country, very con-

siderably less (the last-

named is connected with
Lake Ladoga and the

river Volga by means of

canals, and thus a line of
communication is formed
between the Baltic and
the Caspian Seas) ; the
Lakes Wener, Wetter,
and Malar, in Sweden,
with the river Gotha,
which form a line of
communication between
the middle of the Baltic

Sea and its entrance. In
the south of Europe the

lakes of Constance, Lu-

cerne, and Geneva, in Switzerland ; and of Maggiore, Lugano,
and Como, in Italy, are all remarkable for the beauty of their

scenery. Tho following table contains some useful particulars

relating to tho lakes of Europe.
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TABLE OF PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN LAKES.
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Bigamy, as puuiahod by the Eiigliah law, in the crime of

o wires at the same time.
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wonderful animal-machine, with its system of reservoirs,

spinning apparatus, and carding claws, is far more complex
and admirable than the Lancashire self-acting

"
mules," which

spin at one time a thousand threads of "twist," each resem-

bling a cable when compared
with the spun tissue of the

spider.
Some spiders never use

their webs for nets. Thus
the small gossamer spider
turns her fine threads into a

convenient bridge for pass-

ing from one plant to ano-

ther, or uses them as a fairy-
like chariot to bear her aloft

in the air. Sometimes a
whole army of these minuto
creatures descends upon the

fields, and even rivers, as in

1811, when the Tagus was
covered for half a mile with

the webs of the gossamers,
which floated safely on their

silvery rafts. These floating
webs and spiders have settled

on ships sixty miles from

land, as when the rigging of

the Beagle discovery vessel

was covered with a cloud of

gossamers in the estuary of

the Eio de la Plata.

The building spider uses

the soft webs for lining the cell which it has formed in the

earth, and also for securing the movable trap-door at the en-

trance. This door is usually made of about fifteen layers of

web, alternating with as many of fine earth. All these walls of

web are curiously united to form a self-closing door-hinge.
The water or diving spider (Argyroneta aquatica*) con-

structs a bell-shaped house, to

which it retires with its cap-
tured prey. The residence is

made waterproof by a gummy
covering, air being carried down
to the house by a bag formed
of the same gummy substance
fastened under the animal's

body, where it sparkles, when
filled with air, like a crystal

globule. Thia clever spider
fastens its home to water-plants by strong web-lines, which act

as cables.

The diving spider is often found in Cambridgeshire and the

adjoining counties, and appears to pass the winter in its

aquatic house, which it completely fills with air as the cold

season approaches. If by any accident the nest should then be

tilted on one side so that the air escapes and water enters, the

half-torpid inhabitant perishes. This spider
is of a dark-brown colour, the legs armed
with spines, and the body silky to the touch.

The males of this species are larger than the

females ; but the contrary is the general law
of the spider family. The red and white hairy
brook spider of Cambridgeshire (Dolomedes

fimbriatus) must not be confounded with tho

above-mentioned diver, though it runs readily
over the surface of water. Some of the tube

making spiders will even dive under the water,
but their cells are never aquatic.
The webs of the common house spider can-

not be called beautiful ; but the mode in which
one layer of tissue is interwoven with another,
and tho whole kept extended and in shape by
the long supporting threads, will repay obser-

vation. The construction and arrangement of the cell to which
these spiders carry their prey, and where they watch in constant
readiness to dart forth, will furnish additional topics of interest.

*
Arg'jroneta signifies a spinner of silver thread.

None of our English webs approach in size some of the

foreign kinds. The main lines of the Bermuda spider's web are
sometimes suspended between trees sixteen yards apart, and
"
will snare a bird as big as a thrush." These long threads

being emitted from the spi-

GEOMETRICAL SPIDERS WEB.

FOOT OP SPIDER (MAGNIFIED).

THE WATER SPIDER

der's body, are carried by the
wind to distant trees, or
across rivers, and when one
adheres to some substance
the animal speedily crosses
on the slender bridge, and
effectually fastens its first

line of suspension. If a web-

spinning spider be placed on
a twig surrounded by water,
it will generally contrive to

escape by sending out its-

threads, and so forming a

bridge.
Some spiders are called

webless, but the females of

these do, nevertheless, spin
a substance for the cocoons,
in which their eggs are pre-
served. Some of these also-

often spin a beautiful silky

substance, with which they
luxuriously line their cells,

formed in old walls or in the
earth. Most spiders have

very clear notions of making
themselves comfortable at

home. Spiders, though clever, are not considered capable of much
tender emotion. The females will sometimes even kill and eat
the males, but often show a high degree of affection for their

young. Some carry tho cocoons, containing the eggs, about
with them on all their journeys ; others select a sheltered placa
on which the cradle can be safely slung during the winter.

The careful manner in which the "
egg-

cup
"

is covered over to protect the

contents from the cold, is itself a wit-

ness to the spider's motherly fore-

thought. These cocoons may often

be seen on the inner walls of sheds and
out-houses. A few spiders really wait

upon and feed their young. The wolf-

spider, fierce as her name sounds, will

fight to the death with the ant-lion in

defence of her egg-cocoon.
In one peculiar respect spiders resem-

ble crabs, being compelled repeatedly to

change their coats. The first of these

moults must be undergone by the young spider before it can
even move. The creature is at first bound up like a mummy in

a tight covering, confining all the limbs. Some house-spiders
obtain nine changes of raiment in a life-time. It is at these

seasons that the spider has its only chance of

recovering the lost limbs which it often parts
with so easily. The loss of a leg is not a tri-

vial matter, as the want of tho combing-claw

may prevent the proper spinning of the web-

threads. Sir Joseph Banks caught a spider

having but three legs ;
he kept it for exami-

nation, and in about a month saw the old skin

cast off, when the rudiments of five new legs

appeared, which ;.n three days grew to half the

size of the old ones. In twenty-nine days after

there was a second casting off the skin, when
the five legs became still larger. It seems,

therefore, that lost limbs are not completely
restored at one moulting. The feet of most

spiders exhibit a complex apparatus, fitted

for walking on glass, running over water, along

a ceiling, or moving over the fine web lines. The animal may
indeed be said to take "hold with her hands." These feet

should be carefully examined through a microscope to detect the

fine brush and hooked arrangement by which, according to Mr.

Blackwall, the spider clings to the smoothest surfaces.

SPINNERET OP SPIDER

(MAGNIFIED).
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I.KSSON8 IN BOTANY. XXIII.
> ION XLIV.-CINCHONACE^: (continued).

VALUAHLK though coffee be, wo now arrive at the consideration

of a genus which is of far greater importanoo the gen
Coffee ia only a luxury ; wcro tho supply of tho article

iv to fail, wo could do without it, :iu 1 i, ir ln-ulth would
o

; but what would tho doctors do without
nu bark that precious medicine so valuable in agues and

low fevers ?

Cinchona bark and the potato tuber are the two most precious
donations which America has presented to the world. One
secures us against famine, the other is almost a specific in certain

febrile diseases.

The various species of cinchonas are all evergreen trees or

-hrulis, inhabiting tho valleys of tho tropical Andes, between
the ti-i.th parallel of north and tho
nineteenth of south latitude, grow-
ing at elevations varying from 3,600
to y,800 feet above the level of the
sea. Tho trunk and larger branches
are cylindrical, but the younger
boughs are tetragonal, covered with
the cicatrices

which corre-

spond to the

presence of for-

mer leaves and

stipules. The
bark, which

bitter, contains

two alkaloids,

Utiina or qui-

nine, and cin-

chona or cin-

chonine. The
wood is white,

becoming yel-
low with age ;

the leaves are

opposed, entire,

veined, petio-
hite ; the cells

of their epider-
mis being in

many species
swollen by a
liquid, giving
rise to small

conical eleva-

tions. The petiole is short and

semi-cylindrical ; the stipules are

caducous, ordinarily free, cleft at

the internal portion of their base

by small lanccolated glands, which
secrete a gummy-resinous matter ;

the flowers are disposed in terminal

panicles ; the corolla is white, roseate,
or purple, and of a delicate odour ;

the pedicels are bracteolate at their

base.

In commerce tho varieties of cin-

chona bark are very numerous. They arc all comprehended,
however, under the four general heads of yellow, grey, white,
and red bark.

Tho tree which yields the CincJuma Calisaya (Fig. 183), or

royal yellow bark, bears oblong, lanceolate, ovoid leaves, obtuso
at their points, tapering off towards their base, marked with
clefts at tho bifurcation of the veins ; filaments considerably
shorter than the anther ; capsule ovoid, scarcely equal in length
to tho flowers. The bark of this species is preferred to that of

all others, on account of its containing more quina and less

cinchona, the latter alkali not being so valuable as the former.

The grey cinchona of Losca(Cinchona Condaminea of Humboldt
and Bonpland) has lanceolate, oval, or pointed leaves, glabrous
and shining above, marked with furrows inferiorly corresponding
with the bifurcation of the veins. The indentations of the

oalyx are triangularly poirted or lanceolate ; filaments equalling

46 N.E.

183.

or even exceeding tho length of toe anthers ; napsule oblong or

loncoolated, much longer than the flower* 5 Med* elliptic, in-

duntod on tho margin*. It U this species which was first

observed and described by the botanist Condamine. It U the
name plant that was formerly described under the name of

C'incJiona micrantha, also cinchona of Lima (Fig. 184).
Bed cinchona (Cinchona nil and Pavon) has oborato

lanceolate leaven, tapering off towards the base, glabrous on both

sides, shining above, covered with a slight down below, not

marked with furrows at tho axillary juncture of the nerves; cap-
sule lanceolate, twice as long as it is wide ; seeds imperfectly den-

ticulated. The bark of this species is greyish-white externally ;

its chemical composition is said to differfrom thatof the preceding
in the circumstance that besides cinchona and quina there exists

in it a third alkali resembling these in general qualities, bat con-

taining more oxygen ; it ia termed aricina. White cinchona bark
is not employed in medicine. The
discovery of the medical properties
of cinchona bark is enveloped in

great obscurity ; all that we know
about it for certain U this: Before

the year 1638 that is to say, 150

years snbsequ-mt to the discovery of

America not

even the Spa-
niards were ac-

quainted with
the febrifuge

qualities of cin-

chona bark;
but in this year,
or thereabouts,
the Countess
del Chinchon,
the wife of the

Spanish viceroy
of Pern, was
cured of a vio-

lent intermit-

tent fever by
drinking an in-

fusion of the

bark, and this

led to its intro-

duction into

Europe. Were
the natives
themselves ac-

quainted with
it? Hnmboldt

answers this question very positively
in the negative, and refers the dis-

covery to the Jesuit missionaries,

who, being in the habit of tasting
the bark of every tree they hewed

down, at length discovered the pre-
cious febrifuge. Other authors of

repute contend that the virtues of

cinchona bark were known to the

Indians long before the advent of

the Spaniards; but tho question

again arises, how they first became

acquainted with its properties P To account for this the ridicu-

lous tale has been invented, that certain animals, while labouring
under fever, happened to gnaw the bark of one of the cinchona

trees, and wore cured forthwith. Far more probable is it that some
cinchona trees having been laid prostrate by tempests in a pool of

water, and tho latter becoming charged with the medicinal prin-

ciple, some person labouring under fever drank of this water,

was cured, and published the result. But however this may be.

it is certain that the remedy first became popularised in Europo
through the agency of tho Count del Chinchon, viceroy of Peru,

whose wife, as wo have said, was cured of intermittent fever by
its administration.

The new remedy, however, was badly received in Franco and

Italy. The faculty set their faces against it Physicians who
dared to prescribe its use were persecuted, and it was only the

patronage of Louis XIV. which ultimately rendered it popular

THE YELLOW CINCHONA (CINCHONA CALISATA) : a, ITS

FLOWER ; b, PISTIL ; C, COBOLLA OPENED ; d, FEUIT ; , SUC-

TION OF FBUIT, SHOWING SEED. 181. THE ORET CINCHONA.

(CINCHONA CONDAMIJiEA OB MICRANTHA).
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in France. This monarch, suffering from intermittent fever,
was cured by an English empiric named Talbot, by means of a

secret remedy. This was no other than cinchona bark. Louis
XIV. purchased the secret for the sum of 48,000 livres, and
bestowed yearly a pension of 2,000 livres on the Englishman,
.besides giving him letters of nobility. Three years subsequently
the remedy was published ; it was a highly concentrated vinous
tincture of cinchona bark. Cinchona trees grow in the densest
forests of Peru. The task of discovering them, removing their

bark, and conveying the latter to the place of export, is trouble-

some, difficult, and dangerous. In these forests there are no
roads. Frightful precipices intersect the path of the cascarillero,
or bark-gatherer, across which it is difficult to pass, even whilst

unembarrassed by a load. So soon as the treasure of bark has
been secured, these difficulties and dangers proportionately

increase, so that the comparatively low price at which cinchona
bark may be procured is in itself a matter of surprise.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XXIII.
EXERCISES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE continued.

THE next piece is designed as an exercise for cultivating the "oro-

tund quality," or full, round, and forcible voice, which belongs to

energetic and declamatory expression. A loud, clear, ringing
tone should prevail throughout the reading or recitation of such
pieces.

X. OLD IRONSIDES.

[oro.g.] Ay, tear her tattered ensign down !

Long has it waved on high ;

And many an eye has danced to see
That banner in the sky ;

Beneath it rung the battle shout,
And burst the cannon's roar ;

The meteor of the ocean air

Shall sweep the clouds no more !

Her deck, once red with hero's bloofl,
Where knelt the vanquished foe,

When winds were hurrying o'er the flood,
And waves were white below,

No more shall feel the victor's tread,
Or know the conquered knee ;

The harpies of the shore shall pluck
The eagle of the sea !

Oh ! better that her shattered hulk
Should sink beneath the wave ;

Her thunders shook the mighty deep,
And there should be her grave :

Nail to the mast her holy flag,

Set every threadbare sail ;

And give her to the god of storms,
The lightning and the gale ! Holmes.

The following piece is designed for practice in the "slow"
utterance which characterises the tones of sublimity and awe.

The " rate" of voice is not altogether so slow as will be required
in some pieces ; yet it retains much of that effect which cannot

be given without slowness of movement and full pauses. The

note, in the style of this lesson, continues low, although not so

remarkably deep as in the preceding. The principal object of

practice, in this instance, is to secure that degree of "slowness
"

which marks the tones of ivonder and astonishment.

XI. NIAGAEA.

Flow on for ever, in thy glorious robe
Of terror and of beauty ! Yea, flow on
Unfathomed and resistless ! God hath set

His rainbow on thy forehead : and the cloud
Mantled around thy feet. And he doth give

Thy voice of thunder, power to speak of Him
Eternally, bidding the lip of man
Keep silence, and upon thy rocky altar pour
Incense of awe-struck praise.

Ah ! who can dare

To lift the insect-trump of earthly hope,
Or love or sorrow, 'mid the peal sublime
Of thy tremendous hymn ? E'en Ocean shrinks

Back from thy brotherhood ; and all his waves
Retire abashed. For he doth sometimes seem
To sleep like a spent labourer, and recall

His wearied billows from their vexing play,

And lull them to a cradle calm ; but thou
With everlasting, undecaying tide,
Doth rest not, night or day. The morning stars,
When first they sang o'er young creation's birth,
Heard thy deep anthem ; and those wrecking fires

That wait the archangel's signal to dissolve

This solid earth, shall find Jehovah's name
Graven as with a thousand diamond spears,
On thine unending volume.

Ev'ry leaf,

That lifts itself within thy wide domain,
Doth gather greenness from thy living spray,
Yet tremble at the baptism. Lo! yon birds
Do boldly venture near, and bathe their wing
Amid thy mist and foam. 'Tis meet for them
To touch thy garment's hem, and lightly stir

The snowy leaflets of thy vapour wreath,
For they may sport unharmed amid the cloud,
Or listen at the echoing gate of heaven,
Without reproof. But, as for us, it seems
Scarce lawful, with our broken tones, to speak
Familiarly of thee. Methinks to tint

Thy glorious features with our pencil's point,
Or woo thee to a tablet of a song,
Were profanation.

Thou dost make the soul

A wondering witness of thy majesty;
But as it presses with delirious joy
To pierce thy vestibule, dost chain its step,
And tame its rapture with the humbling view
Of its own nothingness ; bidding it stand
In the dread presence of the Invisible,
As if to answer to its God through thee. Sigourney.

The following specimen of descriptive humour requires the
"
lively movement

"
in its rate of utterance. The voice is, in

this instance, accelerated beyond the rate of serious communica-
tion in any form, although it does not possess the rapidity
which belongs to the excited style of lyric or dramatic poetry,
in the most vivid style of humorous expression. This lesson

combines, also, an exemplification of "moderate" force and
" middle "

pitch. The object in view in the practice of such

exercises as this is to gain animation and briskness in utterance.

A lagging or drawling tone is utterly incompatible with humor-

ous delineation. Mere rapidity, however, will not succeed in

imparting liveliness to style : the utterance must be slow enough
to be distinct and spirited.

XII. WOTJTEE VAN TWILLEE.

The renowned Wouter (or Walter) Van Twiller was descended from

a long line of Dutch burgomasters, who had successively dozed away
their lives and grown fat upon the bench of magistracy in Rotterdam,
and who had comported themselves with such singular wisdom and

propriety, that they were never either heard or talked of which,

next to being universally applauded, should be the object of ambition

of all ages, magistrates, and rulers.

His surname, Twiller, is said to be a corruption of the original

Twijfler,* which, in English, means Doubter a name admirably de-

scriptive of his deliberative habits. For, though he was a man
shut up within himself, like an oyster, and of such a profoundly re-

flective turn, that he scarcely ever spoke except in monosyllables, yet

did he never make up his mind on any doubtful point. This was

clearly accounted for by his adherents, who affirmed that he always

conceived every object on so comprehensive a scale, that he had not

room in his head to turn it over, and examine both sides of it; so that

he always remained in doubt, merely in consequence of the astonish-

ing magnitude of his ideas !

There are two opposite ways by which some men get into notice

one by talking a vast deal and thinking a little, and the other by hold-

ing their tongues and not thinking at all. By the first, many a

vapouring, superficial pretender acquires the reputation of a man of

quick parts ; by the other, many a vacant dunderpate, like the owl,

the stupidest of birds, comes to be complimented by a discerning

world with all the attributes of wisdom. This, by the way, is a mere

casual remark, which I would not for the universe have it thought I

apply to Governor Van Twiller. On the contrary, he was a very wise

Dutchman, for he never said a foolish thing ;
and of such invincible

gravity, that he was never known to laugh, or even to smile, through

the course of a long and prosperous life. Certain, however, it is,

there never was a matter proposed, however simple, and on which

your common, narrow-minded mortals would rashly determine at the

first glance, but what the renowned Wouter put on a mighty mysterious,

vacant kind of look, shook his capacious head, and having smoked for

Pronounced Twtefler.
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four or five minutes with redoubled earnestnes*, sagely observed that
"ha lui'l In: a..ui.tH about the mutter" which la procesi)

gained him the character of a man slow in belief, and not easily

imposed on.

Tl..' ix-rson of thifi illustrious old gentleman was as regularly formed
iiii.l n.'i'ly ]>r|>rti<ined as though it had been moulded by the hands
of some i-i;iiiiiiiu- Dutch statuary, as a model of majesty and lordly
grandeur. He was exactly five feet six inches in height, and six feet

ii<-s in irriiinference. His head was a perfect sphere, and of

such stupendous dimensions, that dumo Nature, with all her Mac's

>, wmil.l have been puziled to construct a neck capable of
:;:.- it

;
wlioreforo she wisely declined the attempt, and settled

it tirmly on the top of his backbone, just between the shoulders. His
body was of an oblong form, particularly capacious at bottom ; which
was wisely ordered by Providence, seeing that he was a man of seden-

tary habits, and very averse to the idle labour of walking. His legs,

though exceeding short, were sturdy in proportion to the weight they
had to sustain ; so that, when erect, he had not a little the appearance
of a robustious beer-barrel standing on skids. His face, that infallible

index of the mind, presented a vast expanse, perfectly unfurrowed or
deformed by any of those lines and anglg which disfigure the human
countenance with what is termed expression. Two small grey eyes'
twinkled feebly iu the midst, like two stars of lesser magnitude in the

hazy firmament ; and his full-fed cheeks, which seemed to have taken
toll of everything that went into his mouth, were curiously mottled
and streaked with dusky red, like a Spitzenberg apple.
His habits were as regular as his person. He daily took his four

stated meals, appropriating exactly an hour to each ; he smoked and
doubted eight hours

; and he slept the remaining twelve of the four-

and-twenty. Such was the renowned Wouter Van Twiller a true

philosopher; for his mind was either elevated above or tranquilly
settled below the cores and perplexities of this world. He hod lived
in it for years without feeling the least curiosity to know whether the
sun revolved round it, or it round the sun

; and he hod watched for
at least half a century the smoke curling from his pipe to the ceiling,
without once troubling his head with any of those numerous theories

by which the philosopher would have perplexed his brain, in account-

ing for its rising above the surrounding utmosphere. Washington
Irviiig.

XJTI. THE CHILD OF THE TOMB: A 8TORT OP NEW BUBYPOBT.

[The following fact is found in Knapp's
" Life of Lord

Dexter."]

Where WHITEFIELD sleeps, remembered, in the dust,
The lowly vault held once a double trust ;

And PARSONS, reverend name, that quiet tomb
Possessed, to wait the day of weal and doom.
Another servant of the living God,
PRINCE, who (bereft of sight) his way had trod,

Unerringly and safe, life's journey through,
Now sought admittance to these slumberers too.
As earth receded, and the mansions blest

Rose on his vision,
" Let my body rest

With Whitefield's
"

said he, yielding up his breath,
In life beloved, and not disjoined in death.
Obedient to his wish, in order then
Were all things Uone ; the tomb was oped to ken
Of curious eyes, made ready to enclose
Another tenant in its hushed repose :

And, lighted with a single lamp, whose ray
Fell dimly down upon the mouldering clay,
Was left, prepared, to silence as of night,
Till hour appointed for the funeral rite.

It chanced the plodding teacher of a school,
A man of whim, bold, reckless, yet no fool,
Deemed this an opportunity to test
How far the fears of spirits might infest
The bosom of a child. A "likely" boy,
The choicest of his flock, a mother's joy,
He took, unscrupulous of means, if he
His ends might gain, and solve the mystery.

Both stood within the mansion of the dead,
And while the stripling mused, the teacher fled,

Leaving the child, where the dull cresset shone,
With the dumb relics and his Qod alone.
As the trap-door fell suddenly, the stroke,
Sullen and harsh, his solemn reverie broke.
Where is he ? Barred within the dreadful womb
Of the cold enrth the living in the tomb!
The opened coffins showed Death's doings, sad,
The awful dust in damps and grave-mould clad,

Though near the haunt of busy, cheerful day,
He, to drear night and solitude the prey I

Must he be watcher with these corpses I Who
Can tell what sights may rise? Will reason then be true P

Must he.-a blooming, laughter-loving ehfld.-
Be mated thusf-The thought was cruel, wild!

His knees together smote, as first, in fear.

He gated around his prison ; then a tsar

Sprang to his eyes in kind relief; and said

The little boy.
" I will not be a/nU.

Wat ever (pint of the good man Icnov*

To injure children whom it /omul alone r"

And straight be taxed his memory, to supply
Stories and texts, to show be might rely
Most safely, humbly, on his Father's care,
Who hears a child's as well as prelate's prayer.
And thus he stood, on Whitefield's form his glance
In reverence fixed, and hoped deliverance.

Meanwhile, the recreant teacher, where was be ?

Gone in effrontery to take his tea

With the lad's mother! Sapper done, be told

The feat that should display her son ss bold.

With eye indignant, and with words of flame,
How showers that mother's scorn, rebuke, and 4*vn*t

And bids him haste ! and hastes herself, to bring
Him from Death's realm, who knew not yet ita sting:
And yet believed, so well her son she knew,
The noblo boy would to himself be true :

He would sustain himself, and she would find

Him patient and possessed, she trusted well his mind.
The boy yet lives, and from that distant boor

Dates much of truth that on his heart bath power;
And chiefly this, whate'er o> wit is wed
To word of his, to reverent* the dead.

XIV. FOUNDATION OF NATIONAL CHARACTER.

[To be marked for Inflections by the student.]

Mental energy has been equally diffused by sterner levellers taac
ever marched in the van of a revolution, the nature of man and the
providence of God. Native character, strength, and quickness of
mind are not of the number of distinctions and accomplishments
that human institutions can monopolise within a city's walls. In
quiet times they remain and perish iu the obscurity to which a false

organisation of society consigns them. In dangerous, convulsed, and
trying times, they spring up iu the fields, in the village hamlets, and
on the mountain tops, and teach the surprised favourites of human
law, that bright eyes, skilful hands, quick perceptions, firm purpose,
and brave hearts, are not the exclusive appanage of courts.
Our popular institutions are favourable to intellectual improvement,

because their foundation is in dear nature. They do not consign the
greater portion of the social frame to torpidity and mortification. They
send out a vital nerve to every member of tho community, by which its

talent and power, great or small, are brought into living conjunction
tnd strong sympathy with the kindred intellect of the nation; and
every impression on every part vibrates, with electric rapidity, through
the whole. They encourage nature to perfect her work ; they make
education, the soul's nutriment, cheap; they bring up remote and
shrinking talent into the cheerful field of competition : in a thousand
ways they provide an audience for lips which nature has touched with
persuasion ; they put a lyre into the hands of genius ; they bestow on
all who deserve it, or seek it, the only patronage worth having, the
only patronage that ever struck out a spark of "

celestial fire," tile-

patronage of fair opportunity.
This is a day of improved education ; new systems of teaching are

devised; modes of instruction, choice of studies, adaptation of text-

books, the whole machinery of means, have been brought, in our day,
under severe revision. But were I to attempt to point out the most
efficacious and comprehensive improvement in education the engine
by which the greatest portion of mind could be brought and kept
under cultivation, the discipline which would reach furthest, sink

deopest, and cause the word of instruction not to spread over the

surface, like an artificial hue, carefully laid on, but to penetrate to
the heart and soul of its objects it would be popular institutions.

Give the people an object in promoting education, and the best
methods will infallibly be suggested by that instinctive ingenuity
of our nature, which provides means of great and precious end*.
Give the people an object in promoting education, and the worn
hand of labour will be opened to the hut farthing, that its children

may enjoy means deuied to itself. S. KvtrtU.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. XXIII.
THE PABABOLA THE HYPERBOLA.

PBOBLEM LXIII. To describe a parabola, by jfawi? a number oj

points through which the curve may be traced, the abscissa and
ordinatc of any point in the curve being given.

Let P (Fig. 91) be any point in the required parabola, and let

A represent ita ordinatc. and B it* abeoiMa, Through P draw the
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straight line p x of indefinite length towards x, and along p x
from P set off PC, CD, each equal to A. Through c draw c Y
of unlimited length towards T, and along it from c set off c E

equal to B. Through p and T) draw p F, D G parallel to c E and

equal to it, and through E draw
F G parallel and equal to p x.

Divide p c, c D into any number
of equal parts in the points a, b,

c, etc., and divide p F, D G each

into the same number of equal
'. parts in the points m, n, o, etc.,

s, t, u, etc., as each of the straight

lines P c, c D have been divided

into. Draw straight lines through
the points a, b, c, etc., parallel to

1 C E, and from E draw straight

5" lines to the points m, n, o, etc.,
x

in P F, and the points s, t, u,

etc., in i> G. Then through the

points 1, 2, 3, etc., formed by the
Fig. 91.

intersection of E r with the parallel through /, B g, with the

parallel through e, E p, with the parallel through d, etc., trace

the curve E P above the axis E o, and the curve E D below it.

The curve p E D is the required parabola.

PROBLEM LXIV. To describe an hyperbola by mechanical

means.
The hyperbola, instead of being considered as a single curve,

is frequently represented as consisting of two equal and sym-
metrical curves, having their vertices opposite each other, and

their branches proceeding in contrary directions. The reason

of this may be understood from Fig. 92, in which two cones are

represented, the one having its apex against the apex of the

other, and its base turned in the contrary direction. Such a

double cone as this may be generated by the revolution of two

equal equiangular and similar right-angled triangles, having
their vertices contiguous, and their altitudes in the same

straight line as the triangles A B c, A D E, in the figure. We
may also conceive the double cone to be generated by the

revolution of a straight line, B A F, or D A G,

round its central point, A (which is fixed), and
inclined at any angle less than a right angle
to a perpendicular straight line, E A c, passing

through A, which perpendicular becomes the

axis of the cone thus generated. Now if we

suppose a plane H K M L to pass through the

axis E c of the double cone, and the double

cone to be cut by another plane parallel to

the plane H K M L, as the plane N o p Q, it is

manifest that it will cut each branch of the

cone in NOB, P s Q, which form two equal

symmetrical and opposite curves, and which
are considered as each forming a branch of

the complete hyperbola.
Our readers will now more readily compre

Fig. 92.

hend the method of describing an hyperbola by mechanical

means, and when certain data are given ; and they will also

understand why an hyperbola is said to have two foci, like an

ellipse.

Inx T (Fig. 93), which represents any straight line of indefinite

length, let two points, A and B, be selected as the foci of the

hyperbola to be described. Take a flat, narrow ruler, c D, with
a hole in it near one end, through which a pin may be inserted

to fasten the ruler to the paper or board on which the hyperbola
is to be traced, the ruler working freely round the pin. Suppose
JP, in A B, be selected as the vertex of the hyperbola that is to

be traced. Take another point, E in A B, so that A E is equal
to F B ; then E will be the vertex of the opposite branch of the

hyperbola, and E F the major axis of the curve. Let a string
be fastened at the end, D, of the ruler c B, and let the string
be of unlimited length, or, what is as well, of the same length
as the ruler. Set off along the ruler from the point A, in the
direction A D, a straight line A G, equal to E F, and holding the

string tightly to the edge of the ruler, mark it at the point
opposite to the point G in the ruler ; then thrust a pin through
the string at the point thus marked, and fasten it down at the

point B. Keeping the cord stretched to its utmost tension

with a pencil-point, and having the edge of the ruler applied
to the straight line x T, move it slowly upwards round the

Fig. 93.

pivot A. Before starting, when the edge of the ruler is con-

tiguous to x Y, the point G will be at H, the pencil-point at F,
and the string in the position B F, F K. As the ruler moves
upwards, the pencil-point traces out the curve F L N p, the point
G describing or moving in the path of the arc H M, and the
end of the ruler D in the path of the arc K o. The point
Q, where A B is bisected at right angles by the perpendicular
E S, is the centre of the hyperbola. By reversing the ruler,
and repeating the operation below x Y, the lower part, F T, of

the curve

p F T may be
traced ; and

by fixing the

ruler so that

the point re-

presented in

the figure at

A may be at

B, and the

end of the

string fast-

ened at A,

the opposite
branch of

the hyper-
bola passing
through E

may be de-

scribed. The

straight line v B u, passing through the focus B, is called the

latus rectum of the hyperbola ; F B the abscissa, and B v the

ordinate of the point V ; F z the abscissa, and p z, T z the

ordinates of the points p and T. The chief peculiarity of

the parabola is, that the distance of every point in the curve, as

the ruler passes from one position to another from the focus, is

equal to its distance from the point marked G in the ruler.

Thus, when the ruler is in the position A K, and G is at H,
F H is equal to F B ; in the position AD, L B is equal to L G ;

in the position A o, N M is equal to N B ; while in the position
A p, pw is equal to P B. The distances, A F, F B ; A L, L B ;

AN, N B ; A P, P B, are called the focal distances of the points

F, L, N, P respectively, and the difference between the greater
and the lesser of any of these pairs of distances from the foci

of the hyperbola is equal to E F, the major axis of the hyper-
bola ; and this is true for every point in the curve. For this

reason, in the commencement of the problem, A G was made

equal to E F.

PROBLEM LXV. To describe an hyperbola by fixing a number

of points through which the curve may be traced, the major axis,

and the abscissa and ordinate of any point in the curve being

given.
In Fig. 94 let any indefinite straight line, x Y, be the axis of the

required hy-

perbola; the

portion in-

terceptedbe-

tween the

points A and
B being set

off equal to

p, the given

major axis ;

and Q, E be-

ing the given
abscissa and
ordinate of

a point in

the curve.

From B, set

off along x Y,

in the direc-

tion of Y,
Fig. 94.

B c equal to Q, and through c draw the straight line D E of

indefinite length, at right angles to x Y ; and from c along D E,

in the directions of D and E, set off c F, c G, each equal to E.

The points F and G are points in the required curve. Through
F and G draw F H, G K parallel to x Y, and through B draw H K

parallel to DE. Divide c F, co each into five equal parts in
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ints a, 6, etc., e, f, etc., and divide H r, K a also into
! uU parts in the poL.ta k, I, etc., o, p, etc. Of courw,

. -i large, th > greater the number of port* into
ublo ordinate, FU, and tho parallel*, ir K, K a, aro
more accurately the curve can bo traced, care
to iliviil.i tin' jiarullcls into tho same number of

equal i>uru a-t ciu-h half of the double ordinate, FO, ia divided
into. From tho point A draw straight linen through tho points
r, a, b, etc., and from B draw straight lines through tho points
fc, I, etc., o, p, etc., and through tho points of intersection of

Fig. 95.

i lines AO, sn, Afo, BTH, etc., numbered 1, 2, etc., and the points
r, B, and G, trace the curve p B o. This curve is the hyperbola

ijuired.

Lest some of our readers may bo tempted to inquire of whai

practical use it may be to be acquainted with the method ol

tracing parabolas and hyperbolas of different degrees of cur-

vature, we may remind them that the parabola sometimes is

used in forming an arch, while such articles as tazzas and wine-

glasses, and other pieces of useful and ornamental china-ware,
may be formed by the revolution of an hyperbola about its

axis, as may be seen by copying the curve in Fig. 94, BO that the
vertex, B, points downwards, and then adding a slender stem
and foot to form a wine-glass.
PROBLEM LXVI. To describe the curve called the cycloid.
The term cycloid, derived from the Greek KVK\oet5t)s (ku-klo-

i'-dees), like a circle, is a name given to the curve traced by any
point in the circumference of a circle during the complete revolu-
tion of the circle while rolling along a straight line. For example,
as a carriage is drawn along on a road or railroad, tho end of

spoke in one of its wheels, or a nail in the tire, describes
locossion of curves, similar to tho curve resembling half of an
lipse in Fig. 95. That the reader may understand how the curve

[ traced, let A B c D represent a circle, having two diameters, A c,
B D, intersecting each other at right angles, and let tho circle bo

standing on a straight line, XY, of indefinite length, so that
the diameter A c is at right angles to x Y, which is a tangent
to the circle A B c D, the circle touching it only in tho point A.

Suppose the circle to roll slowly along tho straight lino x Y, in
the direction of x, and pass into the position A' B' c' D'. It
has now performed a quarter of a complete revolution, and tho
point A in ascending into the position A' has traced a path
represented by the curve A A'. In the next quarter of a revo-
lution the point A is brought to the top in tho position A",
and when a complete revolution of the circle has been made it

has passed from A" to A'" and A"", having traced in its passage
from A to A"" the curve A A' A"A"' A"". Practically, the cycloid
may be traced by causing a thin disc of metal, ivory, or even
cardboard, having a slight nick in its circumference to receive a
pencil point, to travel slowly along the edge of a ruler until a

D
fig. 96.

plete revolution has been made. At tho commencement of
the revolution the pencil-point must be on the line along which
the disc is to revolve, as A, in tho straight line x Y, in Fig. 95
above.

lake tho ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola, the cycloid has
certain properties peculiar to itself. Suppose the circle B K D
(Fig. 96) revolving along the straight line A c, to have traced on."

ie cycloid A B c ly tho passage of tho point B from A to c

fig. 97.

daring the revolution. It w evident that, M ovary point of th*
circumference of tho circlo in snooessioo touehM the straight
line A c during the revolution, A c, which wo may 5HJI the base
of the cycloid, in equal in length to the etroamforenoo of the
circle B K D. If tho circle be catuod to return to it* position
in tho centre of the cycloid when B ia at its highest position, M
in tho figure, and straight lines, such as ic if, x r, be drawn
through tho circle parallel to tho baso <md terminating both
ways in tho curve of tho cycloid, theno straight Iin** pass
through opposite points in the circumference of tho circle B K D,
at equal distance* from the diameter B D, whioh is perpendi-
cular to the base, o L, being equal to o o, and B X to B P. It
will bo found that L H in equal to tho aro B L, and that tho aro
B ii ia equal to twice the chord B L, and so on for the other
points, H, N, F, in the curve of tho cycloid, through which

) straight lines have been drawn parallel to the ba*e. Tho are
B o will therefore bo equal to twice B D, the diameter of the

generating circle, and tho wholo curve ABC consequently
equal to four times B n. Thw curve is Raid to have been
discovered and ita properties first investigated by Galileo.
PEOBLEM LXVII. To describe a spiral.
Take any point, A (Fig. 97), as the centre of tho spiral to be

drawn. Draw a horizontal straight line, x Y, of indefinite length
through A, and from A as centre, with any distance, A B,
describe tho semicircle B D c.

Then from the point B as

centre, with the distance B c,

describe the semicircle c E F
on the opposite side of A B.

Next, from A as centre, with
tho distance A F, describe

tho semicircle F a H, and
then from B and A, in alter-

nation as centres, at tho
distances B H, A L, etc. etc.,

describe as many semicircles

in succession as may bo

required. A spiral of any
given number of turns may be described on a given straight
line by dividing the given straight lino into as many equal parts
as there are turns required, and bisecting the central division

if the number of turns bo odd, or tho division on the right or
left of the centre of tho lino if the number of turns be even,
Tho centres to be fixed in describing the semicircles mufrt be
the point of bisection, and cither of tho points of division imme-
diately contiguous to it if tho number of turns be odd, or the

point of bisection and the centre of the divided line if the
number of turns be even. Thus, in Fig. 97, if it be required,
to describe a spiral of eight turns or semicircles on the given
straight lino B T, divide R T into eight equal parts, in the

points N, H, c, B, F, L, P, and bisect B c, or B F, in A for the
centre of the spiral. Then from the points A and B, in alterna-

tion, describe the semicircles B D c, c K F, etc. etc.

PROBLEM LXVI1I. Any two straight lines being given, to

determine a curve

by which they shall

be connected.

Let A B,CD (Fig.

98) be any two

straightlineswhich
t is required to

connect by a curve.

Produce A B, c D
H the direction of

B and c, until they
meet in K. Bisect

die angle B E c by
:ho straight lino

E F. From the

extremities B and
c of the straight
lines A B, c D, draw B F, c F perpendicular to A B and c l>

respectively, and intersecting each other and tho straight line

E F in the point F. From F as centre, with tho distance F B or

F c, describe the aro B c. This aro connects tho straight lines

A B, CD. The same process ia followed when the given straight
ines are at right angles to each other, as A B, a H, which are

connected by a curve, B o, struck from K as centre, tho point of
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intersection of the perpendiculars B K, G K, drawn, as before, at

right angles to the extremities, B and G, of the given straight
lines A B, G H.

Next, let the given straight lines A B, c D be parallel to one
another. Through B and c (Fig. 99) draw F B x, c E, perpendicular
to A B, c D respectively. Join B c, and having taken a point, K, in

B F, so that B K shall be less than B c, draw K L through K,

parallel to B c, and cutting c E in L ; from L as centre, with the
distance L c, which is equal to B K, describe the arc c M, meeting
B c in M. Join i. M, and produce it in the same straight line

towards M, to meet FX in N. From N as centre, with the

distance N B or N
M, describe the arc

B M. The given
straight lines AB,
CD are connected

by the curve BMC.
If, however, the

given straight lines

are not parallel,

but would meet if

one or both were

produced, as a H
produced meets B A
in A, forming the
small angle HAB,
draw, as before, F x
and o o at right

angles to A B and
o H respectively.
Take any point, K,

in B F ; make o P equal to B K, and join K p. Bisect K p in
Q. and draw Q R perpendicular to K p, meeting F x in B. Join
B p, and from p as centre, at the distance p o, describe the arc
G s, meeting B p in s. Then from the centre B, at the distance
BB or K8, describe the arc B s, completing the curve B s G, by
which the given straight lines A B, G H are connected.

This problem exhibits a mode of construction useful to

engineers in laying out the curves of a railway ; to landscape
gardeners, in laying out walks and roads ; and to carpenters,
in forming curves to connect the straight edges of a piece of wood
by a curve, when they are either parallel to one another, or in-

clined to each other at a greater or less angle.
At this point we bring to a conclusion our Lessons in Geo-

metry, in which we have explained, as clearly and as fully as

possible, the leading principles of the science on which all the
constructive arts are based. Of the practical value of geometry
to the artisan and mechanic we have already given many proofs.
It will not be too much to say that any one who has studied
these lessons carefully, and understands them thoroughly, has
not only rendered himself a scientific workman, but has ad-
vanced far on his way to become an architect or civil engineer,
or to enter any profession in which a knowledge of geometry is
an essential requisite. From these lessons the student will
find it of the greatest advantage to turn to " Euclid's Elements
of Geometry," in which he will find a conclusive proof of almost
overy construction that has been brought under his notice in
the preceding problems.

Pig. 99.

Inf. Pres.

Latin. Amare,
English.. to love.

Latin.

English.

Latin.

English.

1 Sup.

Amatum,
to love.

Gfcr.

Arnandi,

of loving.

Latin.

English.

2 Sup.

Amatu,
to be loved.

Gr. Ger.

Amando, Amandum,
to loving, loving.

Inf. Fut.

Amaturum esse,

to be about to love.

Prcs. Part.

Amans,
loving.

Ger.

Amando,
by loving.

Imp.
Ama,
love thou.

Fid. Part. Act.

Amaturus,
about to lov.

Inf. Perf.

Amavisse,
to have laved.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXIII.
REGULAR VERBS. THE FIRST CONJUGATION.

ACTIVE VOICE.

Example. Amo, I love. Chief Parts: amo, amavi, amatum,
amare. Characteristic letter, a.

PABTS WITH THE COEEBSPONDING ENGLISH.

Sub. Pres.

Amem,
I may love.

Latin.

English.

Ind. Pres.

Amo,
I love, }
I do love, or >

I am lowing.)

I Put.

Latin. Amabo,
English. I shall or actll lot-*.

Ind. Imp.
Amabam,
I did love

'"Iing.)

Sub. Imp.
Amarem,
I might love.

Iicas lovi

2 Put.

Am:ivero,
I shall have loved.

Latin.

English.

Jnd. Perf.

Amavi,
Sub. Perf.

Amaverim,

Ind. Pluperf.

Amaveram,
Sub. Pluperf.

Amavissem,
I have loved. I nay have loved. I had loved. I might have loved..

Before I proceed, I will explain these contractions :

Contractions. Emanation.
Ind. Pres. Indicative Mood, Present Tense.
Sub. Pres. Subjunctive Mood, Present Tense.
Ind. Imp. Indicative Mood, Imperfect Tense.
Sub. Imp. Subjunctive Mood, Imperfect Tense.
1 Put, First Future Tense.
2 Put. Second Future Tense.
Ind. Perf. Indicative Mood, Perfect Tense.
Sub. Perf. Subjunctive Mood, Perfect Tense.
Ind. Pluperf. Indicative Mood, Pluperfect Tense.
Sub. Pluperf. Subjunctive Mood, Pluperfect Tense.
Inf. Prea. Infinitive Mood, Present Tense.
Inf. Perf. Infinitive Mood, Perfect Tense.
Inf. Put. Infinitive Mood, Future Tense.

Imp. Imperative Mood.
1 Sup. First Supine.
2 Sup. Second Supine.
Pres. Part. Present Participle.
Put. Part. Act. Future Participle, Active Voice.
Ger. The Gerund.

Having in the above corresponding parts given the Latin as
well as the English of several members of the verb, I need not

repeat them. I supply in full what remains. As I write for

young men and women rather than for children, I omit adding
the English in all the details of the persons ; for when you know
what is the first person, you will readily supply the rest : thus,
if the English of amaveram, the first person, is I had loved,

you know that the English of amaveras, the second person, is

thou hadst loved; and of amaverat, the third per&on, he had
loved ; so also in the plural.

Instead of I might have loved, the sub. pluperf. may some-
times be rendered (put into English) by I would, I should, or I
could have loved.

In the corresponding English words, I have given the nearest

approach to the several Latin parts. The student will do well
to adhere strictly to these meanings at first, though, as the

correspondence between the several Latin and the several

English parts is not entirely complete and constant, he will find

occasions when his English will appear scarcely idiomatic, or

strictly proper. He cannot, however, learn too soon, that in

few particulars are any two languages exactly correspondent.

Accordingly, for amo, I have set down what may be termed
three meanings namely, I love, I do love, and I am loving.

Here it is obvious that the English is more rich than the Latin,
inasmuch as it has three forms of the present tense indicative

mood, while the Latin has but one form. Having but one form,
the Latin cannot by a form indicate the variations of the English

present tense. Consequently, here is a want of strict corre-

spondence ; and here also is a source of doubt ;
for we may ask,

what is the English equivalent of amo P is it, I love, or I do

love, or I am loving?
After these remarks the student will know that it is with

some latitude that he is to take these

COBBESPONDING LATIN AND ENGLISH SIGNS.

Ind. Pres. Sub. Pres. Ind. Imp. Sub. Imp. 1 Put. 2 Fui.

-bam, -rem, -bo, -ero,

did. might. will, icill have.

Ind. Pluperf. Sub. Pluperf. Inf. Pres.

-eram, -issem, -are,

had. might have. to.

English, to have.

2 Sup. Part. Pres. Put. Part Act.

Latin.

English. do.

Ind. Perf.

Latin. -i,

English, have.

-em,
may.

Sub. Perf.

-eriin,

may have.

Inf. Perf. Latin, -isse;

Inf. Put. Imp. 1 Sup.
Latin, -rum esse,

English, about to.

ama, -um,
do. in order to. to.

-ans,

-ing.

rus,

on the point of.

Give yourself a thorough practice in these signs. Again and

again ask until you are perfect, what is the English sign of the
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indicative mood prevent tense? what the Latin signP what u
the Latin sign of the sub. pluperf . ? what the English sign of

the same P So go through all the parts.

,,.i you understand what I mean by these signs. Your

understanding of them is the moro important, because they

pertain not merely to tho verb amu, or to tho first conjugation,

but to all tho verbs ; and because, when you are perfect in your

knowledge of them as just given, you will easily put Latin into

.1 and English into Latin. On account of this import-

ance, I will subjoin a few explanations.

These signs, then, might bo called a set of equivalents, and
I might have indicated them after this manner :

-i have,

bo = will,

-erim may have.

These signs or equivalents are, yon see, without any verb.

They are so given because they ore applicable to all verbs.

Thus to -i you prefix the stem amav, and make amavi ; so to

have you add I and loved, and make tho corresponding English,
that is, the English equivalent of amavi namely, I have loved.

In some instances tho English sign is arbitrary, or the best

we can get ; in the ind. prea. love is chosen as tho E. 8. (English

sign) for tho wont of a better. Scarcely less arbitrary is the

E. S. of the imp. namely, did.

These departures from exact correspondence, precision, and

uniformity are certainly drawbacks ; but notwithstanding these

drawbacks, great aid may be derived from a careful and sys-
tematic attention to the system here set forth.

I have said that these signs are applicable to all verbs. If

so, they need not be repeated. And in general the statement

is correct. You will, however, bear in mind what you have

previously learnt as to the tense-endings, and the mood-endings ;

and then you will remember that instead of -bo, -am (es, etc.) is

the ending, and as the ending so the sign of the first future of

the third and the fourth conjugations. One or two other

deviations will occur to you.

MOODS, TENSES, ETC., of AMO, I love.

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. Itrfvnitive. Parttct'pU.

Sing. Amo. Ame-m. Amd-rc. Ama-ns.
Ama-s. Auit'-j>. Ama or amd-fu.

Ama-t. Ame-t. Amd-to.

Flu. Amd-mtu. Auw-mus.
Amu-fix. Amt-tis. Amd-tc or nma-
Ama-nt. Amc-nf. Ama-nto. [fot.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Amd-bam. Amd-rent.

Amd-bas. Amd-res.
Amd- belt. Amd-ref.

PIu. Ama-btimuc. Ama-rtmus.
Ama-bdtu. Ama-rtis.
Ama-bant. Ama-re>if.

FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Amd-bo.
Amd-bis.

Amd-bit.

Flu. Amd-bimus.
Amd-bitis.

Ama-buni.
PERFECT TBVSE.

Sing. Amd-tf. Amd-(ve)rim.
Amd-(m)ti.* Amd-(ve)m.
Amd-mt. Amd-(re)ri.

Flu. Amu-rimas. Ama-(ve)rtmu.
Amu-(ot)stis. Ania-(re)rt(is.
Ama- (vl)runt. Amd(v)rinf.

PLUPERFECT TKHSE.

ftong. Am4-(i!e)ram. Ama-(vt)<Mtn.
Amu-(rc)ra. Ama-(vi)*M.
Amd-(c)rat. Ama-(vi)M(.

Flu. Ama-(t>e)rdmiu.Ama-(tri)m0mu.
Ama-(v)rdtw. Ama-(vi)ntu.
Am-(t>)rant. Ama-(tK)nen(.

Ama-turum.

[SM. Ama-turue

Ama-(w')

Sing. Am<I-(t))ro.

Amd-()ris.
Amd-(vyrit.

Plu. Amd-(c)rimu4.
Am<!-(r)rUis.

SECOND FU1VRE TENSE.

*
Ama(m)<rt;', pronounced amarteti, as one

word ; the rt is put in brackets to denote that it

may, by syncopation (shorten 1119), bo omitted.

Norn. Amo-n4.
Dat. Anw-ndo.
Aoc. Ama-iulwm.
Abl. Ama-ndo.

EXAMPLES. Like this model, conjugal* laudo, I, I

euro, 1, / take care o/; vooo, 1, I call.

Compare together tho 2 Fut. with the Sub. Perf. Too will

find that tho endings are the same, except in the first ptfwn,
which in the former is -ro, in the latter -rim. In other word*,
tho Latin language has no distinctive form beyond the first

person for one or tho other of these tense*. A distinction i>

attempted with tho aid of tho accent or the quantity. Thorn,

tho first person plural of the second future is pronounced long,
as omaverimus, while the first person plural of the subjunc-
tive perfect is pronounced short, as amaverimus; and oonse

quently you find tho sign oi the long vowel over the i in the

former tense, and tho sign of tho short vowel over the i in the

latter tense, showing that although the words are spelt alike,

they are not pronounced in tho same way.
There ia a difference between the first future, amabo, and

the future formed with the aid of the future participle, thus,

amaturus sum. Amabo means I will or shall love, simply indi-

cating a future act, without determining when, or the precis*

point in the future when the act will take place. Amaturus
sum signifies I am about to love, that is, I shall shortly love;

intimating that the action signified in the verb is near at hand*
and in the immediate future.

Of tho first future there is properly no subjunctive tense;

the import, however, is expressed by combination, thus, amaturus
eim (sis, sit, etc.), I may be about to love; amaturus essem, I

might be about to love. The second future also is without a

subjunctive mood.
EXERCISES. Form according to the model now given, thai

is, write them out in full, with all the parts in both Latin and

English, these verbs laudo, 1, I praise; vigilo, 1, I tcofcfc;

compare, 1, I procure.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. IX.
EOTATOEIA MYEIAPODA.

PERHAPS it is better to notice at this stage a class of animals

whose relations to other classes are difficult to express. As
we have before stated that it is quite impossible to place the

whole array of animals in a single
-

line according to their grades of

structure, the reader will not bo sur-

prised that we have to break off in

the midst of the description of a de-

finite and well-sustained series of ani-

mals to treat of a class which cannot

well be inserted into that series. The
class referred to is called Rotatoria.

The animals which compose it are

decidedly inferior in complexity of

structure to the animals we shall have

to describe as coming in the next

order to the Annelids, and in many
respects also inferior to the Anne-

lids themselves, and yei they lead

up to a class of animals called Crus-

tacea, which are as decidedly of a

higher type than tho worms. In

many respects, these are also superior

to the Myriapoda, which directly suc-

ceed to the worms, and of which wo
shall write in the subsequent part of

this lesson. The difficulties under

which a constructor of a system of

classification labours may bo best il-

lustrated by the annexed diagram, in

which the lines branching upward
from the single stem marked Protozoa,

represent the relations of the divisions

of the animal kingdom to one another.

These relations are so complicated, and

have occasioned so much diversity of

opinion among naturalists, that it would be presumptuous t

assume that the diagram give* tha relations exactly as ther
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exist, and there are, moreover, cross relations which it is im-

possible to represent by such a diagram ; but the reader may
gather from it some idea of the nature of the relations, and

how impossible it is to follow them in a continuoiis descrip-

tion of the animal kingdom.
Obviously, if a writer were to pursue any one of the lines

indicated, describing in order the animals which successively

come under his notice on that line, ho would be led further

and further from the other lines, and he must pursue his course

until he has arrived at the highest animal of the branch

which he has been ascending ; and then, like an Alpine traveller

who has gained the summit of a peak, he will have to look

around at similar elevations, between which and his own posi-

tion there is no stepping-stone. Thus he must, of necessity,

retrace his steps to the lower level, from which another ascend-

ing path takes its rise.

Another course, the one we have adopted, is to break off

whenever a gap in the series occurs, and look around to see

that wo are not leaving behind us any group of animals of a
similar or lower grade of structure, and if we are in danger of

doing so, to return at once to the description of the neglected

group. We are the more reconciled to this method of procedure,
because the relations of the classes to one another are so far

from being determined, that each independent author has a

different arrangement.
It will be seen by the diagram that, while the classes Coelen-

terata, Echinodermata, Annelida, and Myriapoda seem to follow

one another in a natural succession, leading up to the Insecta

that order which, of all others in the articulate sub-kingdom,
is perhaps the highest and most wonderfully constituted the

Botatoria seem to start in a rather loose relationship with the

Protozoa, and to lead up towards the Crustacea, a class which,
as represented by its higher orders, is almost as complicated in

structure as the Insecta, but whose lower orders are very much
less organised. It would seem also as though the great sub-

kingdom of the Mollusca is connected to the Articulates through
their lowest class, 'ae Polyzoa, and the class which we now have
to describe.

The Botatoria were first classed with the Infusoria by Ehren-

berg. This classification was not to be wondered at, as all the

rotary animals are microscopic, and they are obtained from
infusions of vegetable or animal substances in water. Their

outward appearance is also not unlike the higher orders of the

Protozoa, and they move about by the same means as many of

these do that is, by means of the vibrations of closely-set, fine,

short, delicate hairs, called cilia. These cilia are so named
from the Latin cilium,

" an eye-lash." As these are the very
minute organs of animals of less than i^jyth of an inch in length,
it may be well conceived that the name cilia has relation to the

form, and not to the size of the organs. The cilia in the Botatoria,
instead of being scattered all over the surface of the animal, as

in Paramecium (a Protozoon), or in the Turbellaria, are confined

to flat, convex lobes, situated round or near the mouth, whose

edges they fringe. When the animal fixes itself, the motion of

these lashes brings food to its mouth by causing currents of

water to pass towards it ; and when it relaxes its hold, then the

same motion causes it to progress through the water much in

the same way as a screw-steamer is propelled. Some of these

animals have the lobes all united into one circular disc, and as

the motion of the cilia is so ordered as to cause the appearance
of a number of successive waves, following one another round and
round the circle, it was once thought that the <disc was a kind of

cogged wheel whirling rapidly about a fixed axle. Hence the
name Botifera, or wheel-bearing animals, was given to them.
If this had been the right explanation of the motion, it would
have furnished an instance of a locomotive apparatus met with
nowhere else in the whole animal kingdom. A little reflection

concerning this contrivance led some naturalists to doubt whether
it really existed. Of course it is essential to the mechanical
device which we call a wheel that it should be entirely discon-

nected with the axle upon which it plays, otherwise it could
not revolve ; and yet it is essential that all animal structures,

especially to those employed in locomotive actions, that there

should be an organic communication between them and the

organs of nutrition, by means of which liquids can be sent to

supply the waste caused by vital actions. This liquid must also

be sent in such a way as not to be lost or wasted in the transit.

It would seem, then, that the mechanism of the wheel is incon-

sistent with animal organism. This consideration led to a fresh

ptudy of the so-called wheel-animalcules. It is almost needless

to remark that the separate cilia were too small for their motions
to be distinctly traced, otherwise the mistake could never have
occurred. It is now supposed that the successive action of the

cilia gives rise to an optical illusion, by which the appearance
of rotation is maintained, while the organ on which the cilia is

situated remains stationary. This supposition is rendered almost

a certainty by observing the same motion in those nearly-allied

creatures, members of the same class, whose discs are not circular,

but divided into lobes. In these species it could be seen that the

lobes did not participate in the revolutions. The way in which
this optical illusion is effected will be best seen by reference

to the illustration (Fig. VII.). Prom this it may be seen that if

the cilia are deflected from the perpendicular only in one direction,

and that a number of these act together, so as to cross one-

another while the down-stroke is given, it will give rise to a.

number of dark points where the crossing occurs, which points,

by the successive action of each cilium in the series, will seem
to pass rapidly round the disc, while, since each returns to ita.

erect position separately and slowly, the eye cannot trace their

motion. This method of explanation is rendered more probable-

by the fact that these aquatic creatures are usually examined
under the microscope by means of transmitted light, and henca

anything which cuts off the rays of light at a particular point
will catch the eye and be followed by it.

These cilia are found so very generally throughout the range of

the animal series they are placed on such different parts of ani-

mals, and applied to such different purposes that it is as well

to give some little time to the consideration of them. We have-

already had occasion to mention them as covering the body of

some Infusoria, and being applied to locomotion. They are

also found on the inner (as well as the outer) wall of the Coslen-

terata, and there cause a circulation of the fluid in the stomach.

They are set on the combs of the Ctenophora, or bands on the

larvae of the Echinodermata, and in these situations are swim-

ming organs. We mentioned them also as set on the tufts of

vessels called gills in the Annelids,, and we shall find them again
on the plate-like gills of Lamellibranchiata, and in these positions

they cause a change in the external water, and so subserve the

function of respiration. In the human subject they cover the

membrane of the nasal chambers, the trachea, and the tubes

leading to the lungs, and are continually employed to bring up*

the mucous which would else choke the passages. In all these

cases, and in a thousand more which might bo mentioned, their

action, though applied to different purposes, is essentially the

same. Their motion always creates an appearance of waves-

moving along in one definite direction, and never returning. It

is very easy to attribute motion to ciliary action, and, of course,

if the action be capable of driving liquid over the surface, it is

also able to move the surface upon which the cilia are set, and
the animal with it when that animal floats in liquid ;

but it is

not an easy thing to explain the method of this action. When
we say that the circulation in sponges is maintained by the

ciliated chambers, the cilia of which whip the water in one

direction, we are repeating what a multitude of writers have

said before us, but we by no means explain the motion. If a

switch be passed violently backwards and forwards through air

or water, it creates a commotion, but it has no tendency tt

move the air or water, or the hand which holds it, in any de-

finite direction. How, then, do these minute switches effect

their purpose ? Why does not the effect of the motion in one

direction exactly counterbalance the effect of the motion in tha

other ? The writer conceives the following to be the explana-

tion, for which the reader will bo in some measure prepared by
the remarks already made on the ciliary action in the Botatoria.

Suppose we conceive of a number of upright rods set on a mem-
brane in a line corresponding to the line of the resulting waves,

and moving in a direction at right angles to this, or in th&-

direction of the waves caused by them. If one cilium or rod

act alone, being rapidly brought down, the liquid will be thrown

off from its sides to the right and left, the more obliquely in

proportion to the rapidity of its motion. Ib will make its way
by splitting the fluid, which, being thrown off laterally, will

finally unite behind it. But suppose the rods on each side of

this single rod are in motion in a parallel direction at the same

time, then it comes in contact, not with stagnant water, but

with the conjoined stream thrown off by these, which furnishes a
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greater rosiHtauoo than if it acted alone. The water than im-

piiitfuik'
"" tlio central rod will be prevented from readily uniting
!.' thor two; BO that the vacuum will be filled up, not

wutor which has passed through the intorstiocH

rods, but by fresh water which flows in from behind. In

oilier wonls, win a the cflium acts alone, the resistance it meets
with i < in proportion to the section of the rod itself; bat when
it acts with iU neighbours, the resistance is little short of being

: ionul, not to the section of the several rods, but to them
and tlio whole space which lies between them. This speculation
seems to bo confirmed by experiment ; for if a sheet of wire

untouched the problem of how the cilia themselves an set in

motion. The cilia of the Hotatoria Mem to differ from tho*>
of most other animals in being under the control of the will of

the tHiim*!

When a better appreciation of the action of the cfliary fringe*
of these animals was attained, the name Rotifer* (VPtat-OMrbip
animalcules) was changed into Kotatoria, or rotary
Under this name they have been <rrftm irLH. and other
of their structure show them to be much more highly organised
than the simple Protozoa, which inhabit the same waters, feed

upon similar food, and are moved by a like agency. The *

I. SCOLOPENDRA MonSITANS. II. GLOMEBJ8. III. JULUS. IV. ANTENNA AHD EYES OF JuLOT. V. UVDEK SlDS OF A DOUBLE 8EOXXBY OT
JULUS, SHOWING THE LEGS ON ONE SIDE. VI. NOTOMATA CENTBURA. VII. SCHEME 8HOWISO THE NATURE OP THE BOTAKY Tr-HHIlOST.

Kefs, to Nos. in Figs. V. 1, spiracle. VI. 1, ciliated disc ; 2, gizzard ; 3, stomach ; 4, water-vascular system ; 5, ovum ; 6, forceps.

gauze be passed rapidly enough through the water, it is resisted

with almost as great force as if it were not perforated. When
fine sand is thrown ont of a balloon in rapid descent, it appears
to fly violently upward, although the resistance opposed by the

atmosphere to each particle in relation to its weight is small
as compared to that offered by the balloon in proportion to its

weight. According
1 to this theory, then, a number of cilia are

depressed in concert and so create a wave, and only rise slowly
and separately after the wave has passed on, and so assume
an erect posture ready to propel a fresh wave at a considerable

distance from the one which preceded it. This conforms well
to the appearance created by the cilia both when they are used
to pass liquid over their surface, and when they are employed
as locomotive organs. This partial explanation leaves entirely

have a definite alimentary canal, complete from end to end, and ir>

some this canal is of very complex structure. The animals arc

transparent, and admit of the examination of their internal

organs while alive ; and to aid in this examination, Ehrenberg
placed some indigo, in an extremely fine state of division, into

the water where they were. He had the satisfaction of seeing
the little opaque particles moved by the ciliary currents, ,

swallowed, and pass through the whole length of the alimen-

tary canal, and thus make it more distinct. Immediately below
the gullet, in some (as in the Notomata of our illustration), to

an enlarged chamber, furnished with a tooth apparatus, which
from its internal position is called a gizzard. In the Notomata
the dental apparatus consists of two teeth, one situated on each

side of a central fixed tooth, and playing upon it aa the himMr
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of two blacksmiths fall on an anvil. Below the gizzard is a

globular or elongated stomach, which is succeeded in some

species by a narrow intestine, but in the one before us ends at

once in a cloaca, from which the exit is at the forked tail end
of the animal. Bound glands, supposed to represent the liver,

empty themselves into the fore-part of the stomach. From the

cloaca two winding ducts pass up, one on each side of these, and
doubtless represent the water-vascular system which introduces

aerated water from the outside. On these ducts, fastened by
short stalks, are some little button-like organs, which are kept
in rapid vibration ; but their use is not known. The outer
wall of the animal is often of an inflexible or little flexible

material, which may be called a shell. This preserves the

flask-shaped body in its ordinary dimensions, and gives origin to

muscles which run to, and can retract into the shell, the disc

at one end of the body, and also the forceps by which the animal
attaches itself at the other end. The hind-part of these creatures
is usually divided into rings, which, together with the struc-

ture of the stomach, show an approach to the Crustacean type.
We must content ourselves with this short notice of the

Rotatoria, and leaving them, return to the next class, which
follows directly to the Annelids in the upward direction. If we
wished to give to a sea-worm the powers of living in the air,

and walking on the earth with as little change in its outward
form as possible, we must, in the first place, replace its tufts

of bristles by limbs which are directed downwards towards the
earth. These limbs must have a hard point, to strike against
and lay hold upon the unevennesses of the ground ; and in order
that the hold might be maintained while the body is being
moved over the point of support, the limb must be jointed.
Inflexible levers, with fixed points of application, necessitate
fixed solid and resisting fulcra and firm structure, from whence
the mussles which wield them may originate. Now the class

Myriapoda, the members of which live in the air, differs from
that of the Annelids, as far as their outward appearance and
appendages are concerned, just in the way which these require-
ments indicate. The outer wall of the body is of a hard, horny
substance, which, though not quite so inflexible as the mail in
which the insect is encased, is still vastly harder than the

integument of the worm. The limbs, also, are jointed levers.

Besides these advances in structure, the organs of perception
are better developed. The feelers stretch in front of the head,
and are long and jointed. The eyes differ from those of insects
in being simple instead of compound ; but there are many of
them gathered into two clusters on each side of the head. It

might well be predicted that life in the air would require
differences in the organs of respiration quite as marked as those
in the organs of relation. The tufts of vessels which served
as gills to the worms, could not be floated out in the air so as
to expose the contained fluid to its oxygen, and they would be
liable to be torn or bruised. Hence respiration is carried on
upon an entirely different plan, the air being introduced into
the

body.jthere
to act on its fluid, instead of the fluids being

taken to it. In the illustration, we have taken pains to exhibit
the openings in the sides or under the animal, by which the air
is received into the body; but we intend to leave the full

description of these, and of the great system of air-vessels
which is called the tracheal system, to be described when we
write of the class Insecta, in which it is more largely developed.
Another marked difference between the Myriapoda and the

Annelids is exhibited in the circulatory or blood system. This
system, instead of being an advance upon that of the worms,
seems to be a degradation from it; for instead of a closed
circuit of vessels which convey the blood in a definite direction,
and never permit it to escape from their bounds, we have only
a heart stretching along the back of the animal, divided into a
longitudinal series of compartments by valves which allow the
blood to pass towards the head only, while it is received from
the general cavity of the body by slits in the sides of these
compartments. Only a few vessels are given off from the front
part of the heart to run to the head organs, and the blood
is left to find its way back to the heart, not by vessels, but by
soaking through spaces left between the viscera.
The class Myriapoda has been divided into two orders, each

of which is typically represented in the engraving. The type
of the lower order is the Julus. Its body is an almost perfect
cylinder. Each ring of which it is composed bears on its under
eurface two pairs of feeble legs, which are so small as to be

invisible when one is looking down on to the back of the animal.
The generative organs open on the under side of the fore-part
of the body, and it feeds on decaying wood.
The other order has the Scolopendra for its type. The trans-

verse section of this animal is of oblong form, and exhibits a
flattened structure; the broad, horny back and belly plates

being joined to one another on each side by leathery side-pieces,
on which the limbs are set, and the breathing-holes open. The
jaws of this creature are most formidable, and a poison-bag
within the body sends a very noxious secretion by a duct to the
end of the fang. These creatures are carnivorous, and rapid
in their movements, and their generative organs open at the
end of the body, being in this respect, as in all others, more
like the insects than the JuUdce.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXIII.
SECTION LXIV. VARIOUS IDIOMS (continued).

llmbjn (around there) is used only in connection with fonnen, as :

3d; fonnte ntd;t umljin, e3 tljm ju fagen, I could not (get) around, i.e., I

could not help, or avoid, telling it to him. 3d; fyabe ntctyt unu)tn

gefonnt, e8 jit tfc.un, I could not help doing it, I could not but do it.

1. pajtcren (to take a walk, to take an airing) signifies, in
union with geben, fa^rcn, reiten, fiityrcn, to take a walk, to take the
air in a coach, to ride out, or take the air on horseback, to lead

about, or on a walk ; as -. Sine tunte te Sage? auSgenommen, in

ctd;cr er fcine <3d;n)cfter fpajicren fuJjrt, ftfct cr beinalje immcv an feinem

@d;rcibtifd;e unb flutirt, njdfyrcnt fein jungerer SBrubcr lieber fpajieren ge6.t,

fpajicrcn rcttct, oter in efellfd;aft etntger Sreunte fpajteren fafytt, one hour
of the day excepted, in which he takes his sister for a walk, he
is almost always sitting at his writing-desk and studying, while
his younger brother prefers to go for a walk, to ride on horse-

back, or to take a drive in company with a few friends.

2. ilfyim (to do) is in some phrases used impersonally, as :

G-

S tfyut md)t3, it does or effects nothing, i.e., it is no matter. Gfo

tf;ut ytcty, it is necessary.
3. SBefiute and bewofyrc, or ott beB.ute, ott bewaljre, are often used,

especially in conversation, to denote aversion, abhorrence, fear,

etc., and may commonly be rendered,
" God forbid."

2lrg, bad.

SluS'biltung, /. culti-

vation, education.

aScfyanblung, /. treat-

ment.

Setei'bigen, to offend.

23cmer'fen, to observe.

9?en)ci'fcn> to prove.
S3emer'bcn (ftcfj), to sue

for.

33licf, m. look, glance.

sBriifien (ftd;), to be

proud, to show airs

(Sutgafl, m. guest

(under cure).

2)anfen, to thank.

(Sntfne'fycn, to flee.

(hittocn'ben, to purloin

rojj ttyun, to boast,

brag.

RESUME OF

S'S ifl eine cortreff'ficfce @ad;e, feine

SSeturfniffe ju 6.aben ;
cter tocnn

man nun cinmal nidjl unu)in'

fann, ci'nige ju fyabcn, tod; 'mt'--

nigflenS mc$t me6,r u I;aben, ate

man fc&led; 'terbing? b;abcn muji.

S tljut freitid; fur ten 2lu'genbticf

ttietye, eine 3ud;'tigung gu erfta!'*

ten, tic hnt nidjt uerttent' 6,aben ;

aber tnbcm' fair un3 unfrer lln

fd;ulb crin'nern, terncn nnr fdjnefl

tn (Jrlit'tene Bergeffen.

Sntem' er aber alfo getad/te, fteb,e,

ba erfd;ten' ifi,m ein

VOCABULARY.

fcin'toenben (ftd;), to

turn to.

3ntem', inthat, while.

Sta'Uen, n. Italy.

-ftenntmf), /. know-

ledge.

Sftic'tetftnfen, to sink

down.

Ofm'mad;ttg, weak,
swooning, fainting

$anjern, to arm with
a coat of mail.

^Katte, /. plate, crown

(top).

SJcnntB.ier, n. reindeer.

<2d;tttten, m sledge.

@d;ncl('tgfeit, /. rapi-

dity.

Satel, in. blame, cen-

au'nugebtrge, n. the

Taunus moun-

tains, a mountain

range near the
Rhine.

Um^tn'fonnen. (See

above.)

llngtaub'lid;, incredi-

ble.

iBcrfa'gen, to refuse.

SSor'fafctid;, intention-

ally, [room.
2Bnnb, /. wall (of a

2Benben, to turn.

ffiStff'enfcftaftlid;, scien-

tifically.

3'i'bringen, to spend,

pass away.

3u'trfigfid;,advantage-
ous, conducive to.

EXAMPLES.

It is an excellent affair to have
no necessities ; or, if one can-
notbyanymeans avoidhaving
some, nevertheless, at least,
not to have more than one is

absolutely obliged to have.
It causes pain, indeed, for the

moment, to receive a correc-

tion that we have not me-
rited

; but while we remem-
ber our innocence, we soon
learn to forget what we have
suffered.

While he thus thought, how-

ever, behold there appeared
an angel unto him.
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EXEBCISK
1. Diejenigen, rotld;e ju viel fpajieren geben, getpo&ntn fid; tntlid; an

ttn 'lUupt.vj.ui-i 'J. (Sme balbt *3tuntt nod; btm (ffitn fpajitten aeben

ift b (Mtfuntbtit ftbr (tttraglid; 3. 3n jtaltcn fatten 'iJttle mil iDlaul-

tbtercn fvajirren 4. 'JN-m Hb' gtivobnli.t) mtbr Jjerren fpajitren gebtn,

run rtiton 5. 3)it CSurgafle til UBieSbaten rtitcn oft auf UJlaul

tttiertii auf tif 't'Utte *ed 'XaunuiJgebirgrt. 6. JXtiftn ju 5ujJ ftnb oft

aiigtiit bmer, alS ;u 'ittagen oter )U ^ftrc. 7. Dit I'applanter fab.rtn auf

'.t'inieii, unt btbitntn fid; ttr 'JJenntbiere anflatt ber ^Jftrtt. 8. (Sr wr-

UMitttt bnnabo frui Nugt von feiucit 'I'tnvantttn, tic tr in fo lander 3tit

niitt gtftbtn fjattt, uub freute fid; ibrcr (Jqablunaen. 9. Sue tiefen jungen

oltattn babtn fid; bit mtifttn Offtcierc bei tern entral veriwnttt. 10.

3d; mantle mid; in mcincr Slotb an meint Srtuntt ; aUcin, too ii1> mid)

e, fab tcb nuc gltid;gultigt iBlicft. 11. <>r tntroanttt mir ( 129.

menu- Ultr unt cinigc auterc (Vcgenftante, obnc tag id; eS bemtrfte.

12. 2>cricni.)t, iutld;er mil fcincn Aenutniffen grop tb,ut, beweifl tamit, bap

er ircnijcr u>eip, aU a ftcb briifict unb antere glauben macben iuill 13.

it nxrten tocb nid;t (Soot. XLIII. 4) glaubtn, tap id) Sit vorfdfclitb

beleitiat tyatte ? 14. ott bt^utt ! id; fiabt nit fo tta 91rgt (Sect.

XIV. 4) von 3&ntn geglaubt unt glau&tn troUtn. 15. it ntrbtn 6ft

titfem fcbonen SBcttettod; nicfif ju $aufe bltiben rooKtn? 16/ O btwa^rt,

ic^i
babe nicf.it t'uft, tintn fo fc^ontn Stag jwifcbtn ttn oitr Sffianttn mtintt

(2tubt jujubvingtn. 17. S* babtn fid; meJ^rert um titfei 9lmt bemorbtn,

unk jwar (Sect. XLIII. 4) folgtntt. 18. 3cf; fann nicbt umbin, 3l)ntn

ju fajtn, tap nuc titft iU-baittluug nicbt gtfdUt. 19. ocb fann nutt

umlnu, obiu-ii rtcbt bcr^licb )tt
tanftn. 20. 31W

icf; auf ton 2Bolf fcbitftn

ttoUtt, ctrfagtt* mit bit Slintt.

EXERCISE 123.

1. Ho could not help expressing his censure. 2. Preserve us,

Lord, from sin. 3. I could not help forgiving the wrongs
which I had endured. 4. While he said this he sank down

fainting. 5. Wo shall ride slowly to the park. 6. The queen
took an airing on horseback yesterday. 7. This merchant boasts

of his riches. 8. The Arabian rides on horseback with incredi-

ble rapidity. 9. When the knights of olden times rode to war,
their horses were armed with a coat of mail. 10. Kings and

princes are accustomed to take a drive with six horses. 11.

When he could have escaped, his strength failed him. 12. The
wood is used for building. 13. He has devoted the greatest

part of his youth to scientific pursuits. 14. Journeys through
the Rhino valley are more agreeable on foot than on horseback.

15. John leads his sister about the park, while her father rides

on horseback.

SECTION LXV. VAEIOUS IDIOMS (continued).

Soi (loose, apart, etc.), when combined with verbs, has a variety
of significations. Its exact force in any given place is best de-

termined by the context, as : 8obinten, to unbind ; loSgtfytn, to

break out, to go off; lomptn, to tear asunder. <5in tcl;r

Io8brcnntn, to fire (off) a gun. !Daa tn>tf;r ift loSgtgangtn, the gun
(went off) discharged (accidentally). 3)tc tk gtl)t natter let,

the contest is beginning again.

9uf'merffamfeit, /. at-

tention, [borrow.
93oraen, to lend, to

(Smi'lte, /. Emily.

(Srre'gtn, to excite,

raise.

tr-clcf', n. baggage,
luggage.

6abt, /. property.
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXIV.
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the art of working metalt that is, tho extraction of metal from
tli.- ore.

/.',' /i iVs is the Bcionoe of morals that is, of right feeling and

right doing. Tho word ethics resembles the word morals in

origin. They both signify customs, and they intimate that with
ifnt < Jrooks and Romans, what i* customary was what

bottom of such a notion there must have been
a low standard of morality. Thus does a knowledge of language
op, a to our eyes tho character of nations. The termination of

like physics, mathematics, etc., denotes a science. Ethics

is the science of morals.

is, according to the derivation, the bearer of good
Tho Greek word for gospel namely, tuayjf\ioy (eu-aii-

gel'-i-on) means good news. (Luke ii. 10.)
" The gastric juice, or tbo liquor which digests the food in the stomach

of iiniuials, is of all moiistruu the most active, the most universal."

l'ale<i,
" Natural Theology."

"
Oxygen is a principle existing in the air, of which it forms the

tespirable part, and which is also necessary to combustion. Oxygen,

by combining with bodies, makes them acid, whence its name, signi-

fying gnmtor of acids." Todd'n Johnson.

Hydrogen is water-producer. Hudor (Map), in its form "hydro,

is found also in TiycJrocephalous (Greek, Kt<j>a\i), keph'-o-le, the

lead), having water in the head (the brain) and in hydro-

phobia (Greek <f>o/3oy, phob-os, fear), ivater-madness. Hydropsy,
water-sickness, is shortened into our dropsy.

"
Soft, swollen, and pale, here lay the hydropsy,

Uuwieldly man, with belly monstrous round."

Thomson,
"

Castle of Indolence."

Hydrography is properly the opposite of geography; for as

the latter, considered in its component parts, is a description of

tlie land, so the former is a description of tJie water. By usage
these significations are modified, so that geography, signifying a

description of the surface of the earth, comprises hydrography,
which describes, by maps, charts, etc., the surface of the water,
and especially the sea-coast, with its rocks, islands, and shoals.
"
Christopher Columbus, the first great discoverer of America, was

a man that earned his living by making and selling hydrographical

maps." Chambers.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXIII.
WILKES AND LIBERTY.

ON the 3rd of December, 1763, the Eoyal Exchange was the
scene of a serious disturbance. The people tried, and to a great
extent succeeded, to prevent the execution of an order of the
House of Commons. Londoners of the better sort encouraged
the people, and the sheriffs had much difficulty in carrying out
their duty.
Tho occasion was a curious one. Certain papers were to be

solemnly burnt in public by the common hangman. But the

people objected to the process, and hence the riot. The sheriffs'

folk had lighted the fire in which the condemned papers were to
be destroyed, when the populace thrust them aside, and substi-

tuted for the papers a jack-boot and a woman's petticoat, which
were burnt amid loud acclamations. " Wilkes and liberty for

ver!" shouted the people, who, content with having carried
their point in respect of the boot and tho petticoat, suffered the
sheriffs to perform the harmless pastime of burning some files

of a newspaper in the bonfire.

The paper thus destroyed was No. 45 of the North Briton,
a, newspaper which was written and published by the bitterest

enemies of the existing Government, the Government of which
Lord Bute was the head. Started originally as the organ of

invective against the king's favourite ministers, it had on several

occasions exceeded itself in the tone and sting of its abuse, and
had commended itself, therefore, to the general public, who were

heartily obnoxious to the persons libelled. A belief had taken
liold of the public mind that the king intended to rule through
his "

friends," as tho trusted statesmen called themselves, that

is, through those who aimed at exalting the royal authority far

above the authority derived from the people ; and they feared

for the abuses to which such a system of government is liable.

They objected also personally to the chief instrument employed
by His Majesty. At that time, there was an unreasoning and
violent hatred on the port of Englishmen towards the Scotch as
a nation ; Lord Bute was a Scotchman, and vulgar prejudice did

not fail to impute that fact to him as a disqualification, if not

as a crime. But apart from this reason, which was no reason,
there were other causes which conspired to kindle animosity
against the earl. He was not an eloquent man, not an able man,
either an diplomatist or politician not a man who, by any act of

his own, had given warrant for the confidence which was reposed
in him and it was scarcely concealed that the motives which
induced the king so to confide in him sprang only from con-

siderations of private friendship. With Lord Bute, however,
it is possible the people might have pnt up, so long as he did
not interfere dangerously with the important principles of the
Constitution ; but he was suspected to be under the influence

and dominion of one whom the people wholly distrusted the

Princess Dowager of Wales, the mother of the king. The
princess had many times shown herself to be anything but

friendly to popular rights, and though her son had been but
throe years on tho throne, the people fancied they detected in

his conduct proofs not only of the school in which be had been

brought up, but of a continuance of the tutorship. Lord Bute
had been under the authority of the princess, the future king's

guide and elder companion up to the very moment of hia mount-

ing tho throne, and had been appointed to tho supreme command
of public business immediately on his pupil's accession. The
views of the princess and of Lord Bute were known to coincide

in every particular, and it was said, probably with truth, that

the lady took frequent occasion to exhort her friend to continue

in their common political faith. The king was believed to be
almost wholly under their influence, and when he acted inde-

pendently it was said that, clearly enough, the seed, sown by
the mother and watered by the tutor, had taken deep root.

Lord Bute had many times been burned in effigy, and whenever

opportunity offered for a burning but no effigy was available,

the people acted the gross pun of burning a jack-boot (for John,
Earl of Bute) as the unpopular minister's representative. More
often than not, a petticoat was added, as typifying the princess,
who was equally disliked. On the occasion mentioned at the

beginning of this article, both the boot and the petticoat were

destroyed, to the cry, repeated again and again, of
" Wilkes and

liberty !

" But why Wilkes ?

John Wilkes was the author of the articles in the North
Briton which had excited so much attention, and drawn down
the anger of the Houses of Parliament. He had ever since the

paper started been one of the most constant contributors, and it

was pretty well known that all the fiercest denunciation, all the

most malignant writing, all the most scurrilous abuse which ap-

peared in the paper was from his pen. At tho present day we are

accustomed to tho greatest freedom in the public press ; names
are mentioned readily and without reserve, whatever the position
of their owners may be, and an editor feels no more compunction
in quoting the names of high personages in connection with what
he is writing about than ho has in naming the most obscure man
in the kingdom. But in 1763 things were different It was
uncertain how far tho law would hold an editor or publisher
harmless who should criticise too freely the conduct of public
men ; and it was certain, according to the principle of a law
which had among its maxims the monstrous proposition that the

truth of a libel was the reverse of a justification for uttering it,

that, unless the defendant could show he was directly benefiting

the public by his publication, he would be severely punished
in damages. Writing, such as we see every day in the news-

papers, about public men and public affairs was at that time

an unheard-of thing except in Grub Street, or when it issued

from some secret printing-press that dared not let its where-

abouts bo known.
John Wilkes was the first journalist who wrote plainly and at

full length the names of the persons of whom he was writing.
Before he did so, tho practice was to allude to and not mention

a public man, and various expedients were resorted to some

ingenious, others coarse and vulgar for making the allusions

sufficiently pertinent to identify the person signified. In the

North Briton, not only were the names of Lord Bute, the Duke
of Grafton, George Grenville, and other ministers set forth

plainly, but even the name of His Majesty was used with a

freedom quite unprecedented, and the novelty of this personal

style of writing made it only the more stinging. On a calm

review of tho North Briton articles, at the present day, we might
consider them tame, abusive and irritating though they were,

beside much that we now read daily as a matter of course ; but

a hundred years ago the leaden of our party political organs
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Would have been looked upon as simply libellous and intolerable,

not to say in many cases treasonable.

No. 45 of the North Briton, published on the 23rd of April,

1763, came out immediately after the king had closed, with

a speech from his own lips, the parliamentary session of April,

1763. Referring to the peace lately concluded with France

and Spain a peace, the terms of which, considering the im-

portant successes of the British arms, had created the profoundest

disgust in England, and for agreeing to which Lord Bute was

Tehemently accused, and even charged with having received

bribes from the nation's enemies the king said it had been

concluded on terms " so honourable to my crown, and so bene-

ficial to my people." The words fell coldly on the ears of the

members of Parliament, and excited great anger in the breasts

of most of their representatives. The Nwth Briton expressed
the feelings of the advanced Liberals of the day, though in

terms that were then at least considered scurrilous in the ex-

treme. The king's words were commented upon with merciless

severity, but they were designated as part of the " minister's
"

speech, the writer carefully distinguishing, in accordance with

constitutional practice, between the king, who can do no wrong,
and the minister, who can.

The article was received with satisfaction by those who dis-

liked the Government, and who looked upon the North Briton

as the champion, rough and ill-bred, perhaps, but still the

champion of public liberty ; but by the ministers it was regarded
as a wilful and impardonable insult to the king. Unwisely they
determined to notice it, and Lord Halifax, Secretary of State,

issued his warrant for the arrest of " the authors, printers, and

publishers" of the obnoxious article. Wilkes was arrested on
the 30th of April, and after examination before Lords Halifax

and Egremont, was sent a prisoner to the Tower. His private

papers were also seized. Before giving an account of the

proceedings taken upon his arrest, and of those further mea-
sures which flowed as a consequence out of them, it will be well

to give some account of Wilkes himself, and to show how he
came to be identified with popular liberty, an event which his

connection with the North Briton, would scarcely have brought
about.

John Wilkes was born in 17.27, the son of a distiller, who left

him with a good business and ample means for carrying it on
;

but the young man disliked occupation, and, like others who do

so, got into mischief. He relinquished the business, squandered
his patrimony in riotous living, and became known as a wit of

the coarser kind, a fast liver, and an adventurer. For a time
he was steadied by his marriage, an event by which he acquired
a fortune ; but he grew tired of his wife, and spent her money,
and then went into Parliament to retrieve his position. He was
returned for Aylesbury in 1757, and sat as member for some

time; but he was not a successful man in the House of Commons,
where his peculiar talents were not appreciated, and his style of

oratory was out of place. He was more at home in taverns and
behind the scenes at theatres ; and, in company with Sir Francis

Dashwood, Lord Sandwich, and other men of pleasure, he became
notorious as one of the licentious inmates of Medmenham Abbey,
near Maidenhead, where revels of the most ungodly kind were
carried on, and where morality and religion were alike ostenta-

tiously set at nought.
Ruined by his extravagance and by the expenses of his elec-

tions, for he had to fight for his seat at Aylesbury both in 1757
and 1761, Wilkes cast about for some employment under the

Government, by which he might at all events live comfortably.
Lord Temple, the friend and relative of Pitt, had favoured him
in politics, seeing many good points in him, and deeming that
his abilities under good guidance might be useful in the contest
which was inevitably coming on between the Crown and the
Parliament. To Lord Temple Wilkes applied, in hope of getting
an appointment as ambassador, or as colonial governor ; but the

lieutenant-colonelcy of the Bucks Militia was all that he could

get; and when, in 17.61, Lord Temple seceded from the Govern-

ment, Wilkes' chances disappeared altogether, for from Lord
Bute, to whose adverse influence he ascribed his disappoint-
ment hitherto, he could expect nothing. Wilkes then betook
himself to political writing against the Government, wrote a

pamphlet full of hostile criticism on the lately-concluded peace,
and in June, 1762, started the North Briton in conjunction with

Churchill, a spirit more wicked than himself. In this paper
were published from time to time most violent attacks on the

conduct of the ministers, whose names were printed at length
in order to prevent the possibility of mistake, and in order to
make the attack more felt.

The articles were always written from the popular side, and
were calculated to make political capital for the writer, espe- .

cially when they were upon those topics as the cider tax, and
the peace which the people had particularly at heart. Wilkes

appealed, in writing them, to the popular passions, but succeeded
in steering clear of expressions which could properly be construed
into treason.

The North Briton was no respecter of persons, even Sir Francis
Dashwood, Wilkes' former boon companion, being severely
handled in it as soon as he became Chancellor of the Exchequer.
No one was secure from the bite of the literary mosquito, and
Wilkes, being known as the principal purveyor of its sting, was
subjected on several occasions to the resentment of those he
libelled. Lord Talbot fought a duel with him on Bagshot Heath,
and there were other persons who took more questionable means
to be revenged on him. It is more than likely that Wilkes
would have gone on with the North Briton, either until he had
been quieted by a good Government appointment, or until the
accession of more popular ministers had left him without em-

ployment as a political writer, but for the proceedings which
the ministers commenced against him. As soon as he was
arrested on account of the articles in which he had given
expression, albeit savagely, to the popular opinion, he was looked

upon as a political martyr, and his writings in the North Briton
were magnified into a series of sustained, patriotic efforts on
behalf of the popular cause.

No time was lost in serving out a writ of Habeas Corpus.
Wilkes was, on the 3rd of May, brought before Lord Chief

Justice Pratt in the Court of Common Pleas, where arguments
were heard on both sides as to the propriety of the prisoner's

commitment, the question being, not whether the general warrant
under which he had been arrested was valid or not. but whether,
as a member of Parliament, he was not protected by the privilege
of that assembly. There is a privilege attaching to the dignity
of representative of the people which exempts the person of the
holder from arrest on civil process, and absolutely from arrest

except on a charge of treason, felony, or breach of the peace.
The crown lawyers contended that a libel was a breach of the

peace, and they cited the opinions of the judges who committed
the Seven Bishops, in support of their view a precedent which,
the circumstances considered, they were rather unfortunate in

using. The court took time to consider their judgment, and
the prisoner, highly elated by the reception he had met with on
his way to Westminster, and in Westminster Hall, was led back
to the Tower, amid the acclamations of the multitude. On the
fourth day afterwards the court gave judgment in favour of

the prisoner.
" We are all of opinion," said Chief Justice Pratt

(afterwards Lord Camden),
" that a libel is not a breach of the

peace ;
it tends to a breach of the peace, and that is the utmost.

But that which only tends to a breach of the peace cannot be
an actual breach of it. In the case of the Seven Bishops, Judge
Powell, the only honest man of the four judges, dissented, and I

am bound to be of his opinion, and to say that case is not law.

. . . Let Mr. Wilkes be discharged from his imprisonment."
Released from prison, Wilkes began to make reprisals. He

brought actions against the Secretary of State and his mes-

sengers for having taken his papers ;
he threatened Lord Egre-

mont with a challenge, and he set up a private printing-press in

his house, from which he could issue squibs and pamphlets under
his own immediate direction. The rejoicings in London and the

provinces at the triumph of what was considered to be the

popular cause, were general and demonstrative ; Wilkes became
the hero of the hour, and his name was associated with the

sacred name of liberty, in the rallying cry of the people.
On the 15th of November, 1763, Parliament met after the

recess, and to the surprise of every one, Lord Sandwich, who
had been an associate of Wilkes in his profligate career, and
whose morals were certainly no better than his companion's,
rose in his place in the House of Lords, and on the very first

day of the session, denounced as a scandalous, obscene, and

impious libei, a performance of Wilkes called " An Essay on
Woman." The poem was a burlesque on Pope's "Essay on

Man," and was dedicated to Lord Sandwich, having been written

by Wilkes several years before in the days of Medmenham
Abbey. It contained scurrilous references to various public men,
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among othera the Bixhop of Gloucester (Wai-burton), and Lord
Sandwich himxdf. It was on the point of innult to the bishop,
however, ili.it U> Karl of Sandwich denounced the work an a

f privilege. Only fourteen copies had boon printed at

private proM, but of thin number the Government got
hold i.f ono, uii'l this was the copy to which the attention of the

of Lords was invited. In the same book was a lewd

paraphrase of tho"Veni Creator," and the House o Lords, after

some dixt'iiMriiun, voted both the poems to be blasphemous and
breaches of privilege, but adjourned the further consideration
of them for forty-eight hours, in order to give Wilkes time to

I himself.

In the House of Commons, at the same time that the Lords
were coming to thin vote, Wilkea rone to complain of the breach
of privilege which had been committed in arresting him ; where-

upon Lord North, one of the ministers, and the Attorney-
Oonorol, Sir Fletcher Norton, caused the depositions of the

printers who hod confessed that Wilkes wrote No. 45 of the
North Briton, to bo read, and asked the House to authorise

proceedings at law. After some discussion the House voted
No. 45 to be a false, scandalous, and seditious libel, tending to
traitorous insurrections, and ordered it to be burnt by the
common hangman.
Ono result of the debate was a duel between Wilkes and Mr.

Samuel Martin, a member who had spoken of the writer, whoever
he might be, of certain other personal articles in the North Briton,
as "a cowardly, malignant, and infamous scoundrel." Wilkos
sent Martin a letter repeating the accusations made in the
North Briton, and avowing the authorship of them. At the

meeting, Wilkes was badly wounded in the body, but as soon as
he could be moved he went to France, to hide himself from the
storm which he saw was about to burst upon him. The House
of Commons expelled him from their body, the House of Peers
asked the Crown to prosecute him for his "

Essay on Woman,"
and when, after some time, he failed to appear iu answer to the
indictments which were preferred against him, the courts of law

prononnoed sentence of outlawry against him. Then resolutions,
with reference to the late decision of the Chief Justice, were

passed through both Houses of Parliament, to the effect "that

privilege of Parliament does not extend to the case of writing
and publishing seditious libels." Even the Earl of Chatham,
while objecting to the words and form of the resolutions, was
careful not to speak in favour of the subject of them, whom he
described as unworthy

" to be ranked among the human species;
he is the blasphemer of his God, and the libeller of his king."
For five years Wilkes lived abroad, afraid of the outlawry,

and seeing no chance, in the state of politics which existed during
that time, of making his peace with the Government. In 1768,
an attempt which he mode towards that end failed, and Wilkes
resolved to make a bold dash upon the popular favour as the
means of his getting back again. He came over at the disso-

lution of Parliament in the same year, and put up for the repre-
sentation of London, but not succeeding in the city, he went to

the county, and beat the Government candidates in the contest
for Middlesex.

As soon as Parliament assembled, a question was raised

whether Mr. Wilkes, being on outlaw, could sit; and when, on
Wilkes surrendering, as he had promised to do, at the court of

King's Bench, the outlawry was declared null and void on
technical grounds, a further question arose upon the judgments
to which he submitted himself, on account of his "

Essay on
Woman " and No. 45. Wilkes was fined .1,000, and sentenced
to two years' imprisonment ; the mob rescued him, and swore he
should bo at liberty, but he evaded their kindness, and sur-

rendered at the King's Bench prison. Riots followed in St.

George's Fields on account of "Wilkes and Liberty," and the

troops having been called out, several persons were shot.

In prison, Wilkes, who was looked upon as a man persecuted
for political conscience' sake, was visited by many of the li'iuliir.-

liberal politicians, and continued to write fervid letters to his

friends on public affairs. Having in one of these commented on
Lord Weymouth's letter to the Lambeth magistrates, warning
them of an apprehended riot, and advising them to apply for

troops, he described the advice as " a hellish project," tending to
" a horrid massacre." For this he was brought in custody to

the bar of the House, where his letter was condemned as an
"
insolent libel ;

" and on the 3rd of February, 1769, Lord

Harrington, after recapitulating Wilkes' offences, and the judg-

ment against him, carried by ft large majority
him the House.

By a majority of 800 votes, the Middlesex
returned him again, but the House of Commons declare! that ha
could not sit, and that Colonel Lnttrell, who bad not polled
more than 300 votes, WM duly returned. The Middle*** men
were furious ; Lord Chatham warmly reprehended the Tot* of

the House of Common*, and Lord Catnden resigned the Great
Seal rather than continue in a Government which upheld thai
vote.

In April, 1770, Wilke* WM released from prison, and having
been, while still in durance, elected alderman of Farringdon
Ward Without, was sworn in, and forthwith threw httr^lf oooo
more into politics. But eight yean had wrought a change in

public affairs ; Wilkes' old occupation was to great extant

gone ; and he himself, made wiser by experience, was anxious to

exchange the part of a mere agitator for some more staple
position. Though he continued to be a staunch Liberal, be was
less noisy in ventilating his opinions; and, as ft magistrate, he
conducted himself with reat propriety, and increased his repu-
tation with the better class of citizens. In 1775 be was chosen
Lord Mayor, and having been once more returned to Parliament
for the county of Middlesex, was allowed to sit without question.
In the end he became city chamberlain, an office which he filled

with ability and success ; and so little did this old demagogue
habit survive in him, that when, in 1782, he moved in the House
of Commons that the resolutions respecting his own expulsion
should be expunged, there was not found any enemy to gainsay
him.

Accident mode Wilkes a political hero, accident bound him np
in the affections of the people with the cause of public liberty,
but it does not seem that on the whole he was unworthy of his

position ; and while we cannot fail utterly to condemn the

immorality by which his earlier life was marked, to condemn,
also, the tone in which he vindicated the principles he professed,
we cannot refuse some share of admiration for the popular
favourite, nor can we fail to see the meaning of those who
identified him with the cause that was symbolised by the

cry of
" Wilkes and Liberty !

"

LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. VIII.
EXPLANATION OF 8OME OF THE TERMS USED IN ARCHI-

TECTURE.

IT is now time to give an explanation of the terms used in

speaking of the different orders of architecture. Among the

Greeks, an order was composed of columns and an entablature.
The Romans added pedestals under the columns of various

orders, to increase their height. The column is generally a
round pillar, constructed either to support or to adorn an
edifice.

Besides columns, the Greeks employed human figures to

support the entablature. Vitruvius informs as that when male

figures were employed, they were called Persians, to indicate

the contempt in wluch that nation was held ; and they repre-
sented these figures, accordingly, in the most suffering posture,
and loading them, as it were, with the heaviest entablature,
that of the Doric order: and when female figures were used,

they were called Caryatides, to signify their contempt for the

Carians, whose wives had been taken away captive in then-

wars with the Athenians. Some critics doubt the truth of

these stories of Vitruvius, and endeavour to account for the

origin of the figures and their names in a different manner.
Whether the Greeks were the inventors of this mode of sup-

porting entablatures, or copied it from the ancient Egyptian
edifices, or from the tombs and temples of India and Persia, it

is needless to inquire. Fragments of male figures, apparently

employed for the same purposes, have been found among the

ancient Roman monumental remains.

The pilaster is a square pillar used for the same purpose as

the column. Instead of standing isolated like the oolnmn, it w
generally inserted in the wall of an edifice, showing only a
fourth or a fifth of its thickness. Pilasters have their bases,

capitals, and entablatures with the same parts, height*, and

projections as columns have ; and they are distinguished, like

them, by the names of the five orders of architecture Doric,

Ionic, Corinthian, Tuscan, and Composite. They are supposed
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to be of Roman origin, as they only appear in the later periods base is that part of the column which is beneath the shaft and
of Greek architecture, and they are much more numerous in

i upon the pedestal, when a pedestal is used. It has a plinth, a
the Roman monuments. Vitruvius calls them parastatce, from member of a flat and square form like a brick, called in Greek
the Greek irapa. (par'a), near or by, and IffTri/jLi (his-tee'-mi), I

\

irXivOos (plin'-thos), with mouldings that represent rings, with

stand, because of their standing close to a building, or forming

part of it. The Greeks, though they did use pilasters in their

designs, had a kind of square pillars at the end of their walls,

which they called antce, and which sometimes projected a good
way from the principal front. They were also at the entrances

lo a building.
Attics were a sort of low square pillars with their cornices,

which originated in Athens, and were used in buildings to con-

ceal the roof. These were ranged in a continued line, and

which the bottoms of pillars were bound, to prevent their

cleaving. These rings, when large, are called tori, and when
small, astragals. The tori have generally hollow spaces cut
round between each torus. This hollow is called a rundel,
scotia, or trochilus.

The shaft of the column is the round and even part extending
from the base to the capital. This part of the column ia

narrower at the top than at the bottom. Some architects
would give the column a greater breadth at the third part of

Eoman attics are seen in

OVOLO.

raised above the rest of the structure, in front of the roof, so i its height than at the bottom of the shaft. There is no
as to hide it entirely, presenting a new order, as it were, above instance of this being practised among the ancients. Others
that of the building. The Greek attics are not now to be

;

make the shaft a cylinder from the bottom to the third part of

found among the ruins of Athens,
the remains
of the trium-

phal arches,
and in the

piazza of

Nerva. In the

arch of Con-

stantino, the

columns are

-surmounted
with pedes-

tals, as high
as the base
of the attic,

upon which
.are placed iso-

lated statues.

There are
various other

.ancient ruins

which exhibit

"these attics,

but they ap-

pear to be of

different pro-

portions,some

feeing nearly
one -half of

the height of

the order.
The moderns
make the
height of the

attics equal
to that of the

entablature.

A series of

columns, se-

parate or con-

nected, used
in the support of an entablature, is called a colonnade. It re-

ceives a specific name from the number of columns employed ; as,

tetrastyle, when there are four, from the Greek nrpa (tet'-ra),

four, and errvAos (sty'los), a column ; hexastyle, when there are
.six ; octostyle, when eight ; and decastyle, when ten. The
space between the columns is called the intercolumniation.
There are five kinds of intercolumniation namely, the areo-

.style, or thinly set, where the columns are at the distance
of four diameters of the column ; the diastyle, when they
are at the distance of three diameters ; the eustyle, when at
a distance of two and a quarter ; the systyle, when at two ;

and the pycnostyle, or thickly set, when at one diameter and
a half. Of these, the eustyle was most generally used by
the ancient architects. Other names have been given to the
intercolumniation of the Doric order, according to the number
of the triglyphs placed over them, as monotriglyph, when there
was one; ditriglyph, when there were two, etc. Coupled,
grouped, or clustered columns appear not to have been used by
the ancients, with some apparent exceptions at Rome.

Every column, except the Doric, to which the Romans give
no base, is composed of a base, a shaft, and a capital. The

its height, and thus lessen it from this to the top ;
and some

consider that

FILLET. C^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S, ifc
.

'

should be-

CTMATIUM. ^^ -
gin to lessen

FILLET. iT^ V5:>sVV^^V.^V^^.MU^;j^^V^ from the bot-
COEONi U^a^a^^ torn. The

capital is the

upper part of

the column

immediately
above the
shaft.

The entab-

lature is the

part of the

order above
the columns,
and is com-

posed of three

parts: (1) the

architrave or

lower part ;

(2) the frieze

or middle
part ; and (3)

the cornice or

upper part.
The archi-
trave repre-
sents a beam,
and lies im-

mediately
above the
capitals of the

columns : the

Greeks called

it epistylion.
The word ar-

chitrave is de-

rived partly
from the

Greek, and partly from the Latin, being compounded of the

Greek apxos (ar'kos), chief or principal, and the Latin trabs, a

beam. The frieze is the space between the architrave and the

cornice. The cornice is composed of several mouldings, which

COMPOSITE.

EOMAN ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE.

project over each other and shelter the order from the rain.

The pedestal is cubical in form, and consists of three parts :

(1) the base or foot, whioh stands on the area or pavement ; (2)

the die or middle part, which rests upon the base ; and (3) the

cornice or wave, upon which the column is placed. Pedestals

appear to have been introduced into architecture after the loss

of political independence in Greece. In the early examples of

Greek architecture, the columns are generally formed standing
on the uppermost of two or three steps. When the Romans
elevated the floors of their temples, they were obliged to discon-

tinue the erection of front stairs, because they occupied so much

ground around the building, and to adopt the pedestal raised

to a level with the top of the stairs, and projecting to the front

of the steps which profiled it on all sides. Vitruvius makes no

mention of pedestals, in treating of the Doric, Tuscan, and

Corinthian orders ; and in treating of the Ionic, speaks of the

pedestal as a part of the construction, but not of the order.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXXIII.
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present lesson in Penmanship we set before oar readers

i-xsimpK-: of th : irge and small letters of the German written

..!|.!i.i'.i-t on a larger scale than that in which are written the

<>us of German handwriting given in oar Lessons in

<i.Tiiuin, Vol. I., page 37.

In learning these written characters, it will be useful to

that m in tho leading letter of the small alphabet,
which is written, for the most part, in the angular style usually

adopted by ladies in our own country, and therefore called

or Angular Hand. Taking one leg of the m, which
we shall call the elementary leg, we find that it consists of a
black middle-stroke, drawn in a slanting direction from right

to left, and two hair-strokes, one at the upper end of the thick

the second hair-stroke in a larger loop than uosJ, and termi-

nating it below the line like a j ; we hare no letter like it

The letter q IM like g with this difference, that it is pointed
below the line, and the hair-stroke is brought op from this

point to the right instead of to the left. The letter r U rery
peculiar, and unlike any of ours. It oonswU first of an ele-

mentary leg ; but tho second hair-stroke, instead of being brought
up, is looped at the bottom contrary to the usual way, and then

brought up and made to terminate in an elementary leg to the

right, of half the usual size. The letter ft is very much like

tho letter f, with this difference, that it is booked above the

line like a shepherd's crook, instead of being looped ; while the

elementary leg, instead of crossing it in the middle, is placed

entirely to the left at this point. Another 8, which is also shown
in the examples of the small letters given below, is made by
forming a loop at bottom from right to left, and terminating in a

I. GERMAN HANDWRITING. CAPITALS.

stroke, slanting downwards to the left, and the other at the
lower end of the stroke, slanting upwards to the right. If you
make the last hair-atroke curved instead of straight when you
bring it up, and add a small turn or loop at the top, you have
then made an o. If now, as soon as you have made the loop
of the o, you draw downwards from the very short hair-stroke

of tho loop another black stroke, and then turn a hair-stroke

upwards to the right, you have at last made an a. You make
a b by adding to the O a large top-loop, as we do in making our
own written b. You have learned to make c already, as it is

the leg of the m already described. If you take this same

elementary leg, and carry up its second hair-stroke, as we do
in one form of our written d, making this hair-stroke end in a

loop or circlet at top, you have tho letter d. complete.
The letter e is peculiar ; it is formed of the elementary leg

hair-stroke above the line, with a hook from left to right, some-
what like our written figure 6 made from the bottom to the top,
or contrary to the usual way. The letter t is made in the form

generally used for this letter in small-hand, terminating at the

bottom in a straight, square stroke, instead of being turned

upwards with a hair-stroke to the right. It is crossed by a
curved stroke from left to right The letter u is exactly like

the letter n, with a circlet or curve over it for the sake of dis-

tinction.

The letter v is another peculiarly-formed letter. The first

part of it is exactly like the letter r, but it terminates in a
round black stroke curved towards the right, or hollow towards

the first part of the letter, and giving it somewhat the appear-
ance of an inverted a. Prefix to the letter V the elementary

leg so often mentioned, and you have the letter w. The letter

n. GERMAN HANDWRITING. SMALL LETTERS.

without the Second hair-stroke, to which is joined a shorter ele-

mentary leg by a hair-stroke drawn from the former very near tho

top of the black stroke. The letter f is very like our own written

f ; and is made by a long hair-stroke, looped above the line, and

terminating below it in a long, straight stroke; the letter is

completed by crossing it in tho middle by the elementary leg of

tho m, made diagonally downwards from left to right, instead

of from right to left. To make tho letter g, first moke an o,
and then from the short hair-stroke of the loop draw a hair-

stroke downwards, making it terminate below the line like our
own written g. The letter h. is exactly like the long s used
in writing by ourselves ; it seems to have consisted of the ele-

mentary leg with a loop of hair-stroke above and another below.

Tho letter i consists of the elementary leg with a dot above it ;

if you forget tho dot, it will be taken for a C- The letter j is

that part added to o which makes it a g, with a dot above it.

Tho letter k. is so like our own that it con hardly be mistaken,
but it has no loop at the top. The letter 1 is just the letter b
without tho small final loop. The letter m. has been described ;

tho letter n consists of two legs of the letter m ; the letter o
has also been described.

Tho letter p is formed of the elementary leg by turning round

47 N.E.

TL is formed like the letter p, with this difference, that tho part
below the line is turned to tho right instead of to the left, and
terminates in a small scroll. The letter y is like the letter V
with its curve to the right extended below the line, and its hair-

stroke brought up like a j. The last letter, z, is very like oar

own manuscript z, and consists of the elementary leg rounded,
and the second hair-stroke replaced by a curved part below the

line, like the letter j.
The double consonants given in the

examples of letters in Vol. I., page 37, and which it is needless

to repeat here in our illustrations, are so manifestly formed of

the simple letters which enter into their composition, that it is

unnecessary to make this lesson any longer by describing them.

It may just be observed that double 8 is a combination of the

two different forms of 8 above described ; that the double f is

like the double a without the elementary leg behind it, and
with a dash or flourish across it ; and that in combination 8 is

written on the line, instead of below it, and in form resembling
our manuscript capital letter B.

In the German handwriting, as regards the capital letter*,

there are three elementary legs, so to speak, from which all the

letters may be formed. The/rsl is the initial leg of the capital

letter M, which 'A not like any of our manuscript capitals, bnt
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rather like that of a small m enlarged into a capital with loops
at bottom, as employed often by ourselves when writing Mr.,
or Mrs., or Messrs. It consists of an oval loop commencing
with a hair-stroke on the left, becoming thick and curved as it

turns round from left to right, and becoming again a hair-stroke

in the same direction aa before, but lower, in order to form the

complete loop. The second is the body of the letter I, which
is the same in German as in English handwriting; and the

third is like the ordinary pot-hooks of our text-hand, tapered at

the commencement of their formation.

The capital letter A is formed of the first elementary leg

inverted, and the third added to it with a small loop joining the

two together. It is, in fact, the small a enlarged, with round
instead of angular turns at top and bottom. The capital letter

B is formed of the second elementary leg, with a loop at top
and bottom, the whole being made like our capital writing letter

L, with a small loop terminating the last hair-stroke exactly
like our small writing b. The letter C is exactly like our letter

L in writing, with a small hook placed at the top loop. The
letter D is more like the form .& of the Greek letter th, or theta,

than anything we know. It scarcely deserves the name of a

letter, being a mere nourish of the pen. The letter E is like

our manuscript C with its lower half written below the line,

and crossed by a curve, indicating the separation of the loop
and the scroll. The letter J? is the second elementary leg with
a small hook at the top, and crossed in the middle with a fine

hair-stroke. The letter Gr is formed of the first elementary leg

inverted, with the second attached to it by a small loop at the

top, and lengthened below the line like our own G. It is, in

fact, like the small letter g enlarged, with the angular turn of

its elementary leg rounded. The letter H is like our capital

G inverted, with a small loop between the top and bottom parts
of it. The letters I and J are like our own letters of similar

name, sound, and position in the alphabet. The letter K is

like our R badly shaped, and having a small hook at the top of

the middle stroke. The letter jj is exactly like our own. The
letter M consists of the first elementary leg doubled, and the

third attached to the second by a small hook at the top. The
letterN is of the same form, excepting that the first leg is not

doubled. The letter O is the first part of the letter A, with

a small loop at top.

The letter P is very like the P used by us in writing the
word per, in per cent., per pound, etc., only the top is round,
and the final loop is more marked. The letter O is like the
letter Q, with the bottom sharpened, and the hair-stroke from
it turned the contrary way. It is sometimes made like the

letter O with a hook attached to it at the bottom. The letter

R is very like our own, only its first part consists of the first

elementary leg. The letter S consists of the first elementary
leg, terminating in a small hook or curve at top. The letterT
consists of the letter I terminated squarely at the bottom, and.

near that point crossed by the elementary leg of the small

alphabet from left to right. The letter U consists of a double

pot-hook, to which is attached the third elementary leg by a
small loop at top. The letters V andW are only the letters

of the small alphabet enlarged, with the angular turns rounded
like the first two in the letterM. The letter X is exactly like

our own. The letters Y and Z are like the small .letters y
and 2 enlarged, with their angular turns rounded.

LESSONS IN GEEEK XI.
THE THIRD DECLENSION (continue"!) .

I MUST now direct your attention to nouns ending in -rjc, -fQ; -we

(gen. -woe), -we and -w (gen. -ooe), and in-ae (gen. -aoe),-oe (gen.
-toe). The stem of these words ends in <r; the <r remains at
the end and before a consonant, but disappears in the middle
between two vowels. In the dative plural one <r disappears;
for example, 6 QMQ, a jackal, rote Ow.m.
Of these words, let us consider first those which end in -rjc,

-t. The terminations -)je (m. and f.), -te (n.)> belong only to

adjectives, and to proper names terminating in adjective forms
in -vr]C) -^n> -ytvnQ, -Kpanjej-/*>J<5?e, -TTfiQriQ^aQtvric, and (-icXe^e)

.K\f)Q. The neuter presents the pure stem.
The words of this class suffer contraction in all the cases,

except the nominative and vocative singular, and the dative

plural, after dropping the a. The words ending in -K\IrjQ being
contracted into -K-X^ej again undergo contraction in the dative

singular. Learn both the contracted and the uncontracted
forms I am about to give of 6, ft <ra</>?;s, clear, TO o-cKpes, and

, a trireme, or galley with three banks of rowers.

Singular. Plural.

|

Nom. 6, i) (TOKpijs, TO traces ; (<ra<pe-es) ffcuptis, (ffcupfa) ffcuprj.
Gen. (<ra<peos) (rcupovs ; ((Ta^e-aw) aaipSiv.
Dat. (o"a<p6-t) <ra^>e?; <ra<j>e<ri.

Ace. (<r(pe-a) <ra<p$, traces ; (<ra<pe-cw) <ra^?s, (o-a<pe-a)o-a<prj.
Voc. craves, traces ; (<ra<pe-es) travels, (<ra<p-a) <ra^

Dual.

N.A.V. <ra(pe-e, cra<prj.

G.D. ffafyt-oiv, ercupotv.

Singular. Plural.
Nom. 7] Tptrtpris, (rptrjpe-es) Tpirjpeis.
Gen. (rpirjpe-os) Tpinpovs, Tptfipe-cav and Tptrip<oi>.
Dat. (rpojpe-i) Tpiypei, Tpirjpf-ffi.
Ace. (Tpiripf-a) Tpir,pr), (Tpir)pe-as) Tpttjpeis.
Voc. rptTjpes, (Tptrjpe-es) Tptrjpeis.

Dual.
N.A.V. . Tpir)pf-e and
G.D. TpiTfpf-oiv and

I subjoin the declension of the proper names
Socrates, and HepiKkerjs, Pericles ; as strictly proper names, they
are found only in the singular.

Nom. 2a>KpaT7;s. (IIepiKA.eijs)

Gen. 'SdiKpa.Tovs. (TlepiK\e(-os)
Dat. ~S.uKpa.Tfi. (TlepiK\ef-i) (nepiK\eei) TlepiK\fi.
Ace. 2o>/cpaT7j. (TlpiK\ff-a) HepiK\eoL.
Voc. 2a>KpaTe<r. (IltpjicAees) IIepj/cA.ets.

Mark the contraction in the dual of Tpirjpet into Tpiijprj, and
not into the usual form in -ei.

In adjectives in -je> ., when these terminations are preceded
by a vowel, fa is commonly contracted into a, as in the proper
noun HfpiK\fd, and not into n, as iu aa<j>ea, aa^ij for example,
aic\67]S, uurenowned, makes aicXtia into a/cXfa, in the masculine
and feminine accusative singular, and in the neuter nomina-
tive, accusative, and vocative ; so vytrjc forms vyia.

Proper names of this termination, as well as AjOTje, Mars, in
the accusative singular, follow the first as well as the third

declension, and are therefore denominated heteroclite, (that is

of different declensions) ; accordingly we have both Swic/oarjj and
SwKparrjv. But in those ending in -*cX7je> the accusative in -r\v

is not Attic, and therefore not allowable.

VOCABULARY.
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I next take up words in -MS (gen. -wot) ; and in -wt and
(gen. -oov = -out). The terminating a belongs to the stem
tint -ui5 (gen. -oioj) ; for example, 6, ^ 6<as, a jackal, and 4 r\f*>i>

u hero.

/ular. Plural. Singular. Plural.
Nom. 6, q Out, 0<a-fs. o flpus, ?;pa>-r.
(it'll. 0a>-os, dcD-atp. 7;p<i>-of, ^pui-aic

Ace. 0a>-a, 0a>-as. ';pa>-a aui 7/pa>, T)pa>-as O7id ijptts.
\ t)i\ 0W5* Otit'fS.

N.A.V. 0a>-. G.D.
Dual.

N.A.V. G.D.

I also give specimens of nouns in -us and -co (gen. -oo> -ovt).
These are all feminine. The ending -us, in ordinary speech, ia

preserved only in the substantive atStas, modesty, sense of shame
;

the dual and plural are formed according to the termination -os

of the second declension : thus, euSot, TJX> K. r. A. Here follow
the forms of r) aiSws, modesty, respect, and TJ r/x, echo.

Singular.
Nom. ^ atSais,

Gen. (ai5o-o?) aiSoDs,

Dat. (ai5o-t) aiSo?,

Ace. (a<So-a) ai8(i,

Voc. (<w5o-i') atSo?,

Plural.

cuSoi.

atSwf.

N.A.V. aj5a>. G.D.

Singular.

Wi
G.D.

Plural.

T/XOI.

TJX^V.

'JX01 -

BAtireu, I see.

rop7, ^,the Gorgon.
A/teas, 6, a slave.

^, Erato, one
of the Muses.

vTT<a, rj, good con-

dition.

atSoi

Dual.

N.A.V. TJX.

VOCABULARY.

KAea>, f), the Muse npoo-|3Aira>,I look at.

Upo<Tifjn, I am pre-

sent, I am near,

at, belong to.

Clio.

At/jrjpos, -a, -oi>,

sad.

AvpiKos, -ri, -ov, lyric. ; llpoatairov, -on, TO, a

Auo"ias, -ou, 6, Lysias.
'

face, countenance.

IloTpws,6,an uncle on 2ej3os, TO (only with
the father's side. ! the nom. and ace.),

6, an historian. TletOw, ij, power of reverence.

Ciproj,-ov,6, a garden, persuasion. , VtvSw, I lie, deceive.

EXESCISE 37. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. 'OyUTjpos <y8i iroAAous ijpcaas (or ripws). 2. Tt)i> TUV ripuwv

pfri)v Bavpafafifv. 3. Ot $fj.wes fttov \virj\pov ayovcrs. 4. 'O

TOU TTOTpCOOS K7J1TOS (CttAOJ 6ffTtJ/. 5. OptyOV, O> 7TO1, T7JS ajSoUS.

ayadois avSpaffiv tirerat. 7. Avffiav tin ry irtiBot KM
XOpT OaviJ.afrij.fi>. 8. Tp a5o irpoatffn TO <r(3ay. 9. Mr/

Tpoo")3ATre TO Fop'yovs Kooutaitov. lO. H HXO?, i|(fu5tj iroAAo<cu

TOUS avOpuirovs. 11. IIflo/Tj optyovrai tvtffrovs. 12. Flpeirti

Kai veavia atSai cx^o'. 13. KAeta) KOI EpaTw Mono'at eiaty.

EXERCISE 38. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Homer sings (of) the hero Achilles. 2. The hero Achilles

sung by Homer. 3. The bravery of the hero is wonderful.
We admire the bravery of heroes. 5. Slaves have (say, to

i slaves is) a sad life. 6. The uncle has (say, to the uncle is)

fine garden. 7. All rejoice at their (the) good condition. 8.

aire, O youth, with (/WTO. and gen.) modesty the deeds of

men. 9. By (dat.) the echo we are often deceived.

Nouns in -aj and -aos are declined as follows. Only a few
neuters belong to this head. The terminating a belongs to the
stem : TO (rsAas, splendour ; TO /cpcas, flesh.

Singular.
N.A.V. 7 o <rAas. TO Kpfas.

Gen. <reAa-os. (Kpta-is) tpws.
Dat. crtAa-i' and crtAot. (icpta-i, *P"?-

Plural.

N.A.V. creAa-a and (reAd. (jcpea-a) tpa.
Gen. (Tf\a-<i>v. (Kpta-wv) Kptctf.
Dat. ffeAa-o"!. (xpta-fft)

Dual.
N.A.V. <rfAa-c. (<cpa-) tp*a.
G.D. <r(\a-otv. (xpta-oiv) xptfv.

After ffeAas decline TO Sciras, a goblet ; after xptas decline
TO -yr/pus, old age, and TO -yepas, a present. With these two
last may be connected two nouns whose stem ends in T namely,
TO Tepas, a prodigy, and TO *pas, a horn, since after dropping

the r they may be contracted in the same manner ; ?* fbOoww

Kptai throughout, but with the contracted forms. It ha* also

regular forms with r ; thus, KMI , mpa-rot, and *0wt ; mpa-n
and ttpa, etc. ; T*pat, however, has the two forms only in the

plural, the contracted are the more common tons, r0d,

VOCABULARY.

bravery.

taTpo^;, -jj,

nourishment

jj, -of, dis-

satisfied, grum-
bling, hard.

j},wcll-being, weal.

oi, TO, a
foundaticin.

IM. I send.

, -ot/, TO, a

sheep.

IlpoTpirai, I turn to-

ry.
:i :;.!;.],. t.

I gtre

I signify.

r*a0x, I exki.

apuatcof (whenoe

pharmacy), -/, TO,
truMit^fn^ means
of healing.

wards, exhort, en-

courage.

EXERCISE 39. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Of Of 01 TOII avdptairois rtpa -Kt)i.-iro\j<nv. 2. 7W
Koif <papp.a.Kov o 6avaros tffnv. 3. Ta >pa TOI/J <rrparwTOf t

irporptirti. 4. E( acyaif Kat wpo/3aTW 70X0 KOI *pa
tnropx*'. 5. Kpao*< KOI aaAvty^y of <rroaTirreu

6. notKiAwc Kpfwy ytvo^nQa. 7. KaAou yr)pj
6t/j.t\toi> tv iccuffiv tarty 7; TOU cru^arot tvt^ta. 8. A/ (Aa^oi

Ktpa xouo-y. 9. AvcricoAof 6 r -yijpa /3io (so. eon*).

EXERCISE 40. ENGLIBH-GRXEK.

1. Prodigies are sent by (forowith gen.) the gods to men.
2. Soldiers are delighted with horns and trumpets. 3. We
taste milk and flesh. 4. Death puts an end to (cnroAv<) the
evils of old age. 5. The king sends presents to the soldiers.

6. Presents encourage soldiers. 7. Soldiers are encouraged by
(dat.) presents.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK.-X.

EXERCISE 31. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. All men have not the same mind. 2. We maaticate oar food

with our teeth. 3. Dolphins are man-loving (animal*). 4. It U the

part of a good man to bear all evils with courage. 5. Many district*

of Lybia abound in ivory. 6. All people hate a loquacious man. 7.

Once the giants had a fight with the gods. 8. We rejoice in the nvs
of the sun. 9. It ia the office of the nostril* to smell.

EXERCISE 32. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'H/iiK *<rrt <\c<j>at. 2. E X">P '" Tl r Aj/Jnt o <X<^ar jrjH-rai. 3. Al

TOV rjXiov oKTtver TOW wotutnat -rtfwtxrai. 4. Ol o&Afot T< u oi o4 A^o*

Xoipovaiv <v rair anttat TOV nA<ov. 5. 'H aAt^ft to-rt xa^l. 6. Oat>a(o^<>
TOV KaAuv TOV cAf^arra. 7. Ilo\\oi cAc^amt tiair t TIJ Ai/9W^. 8. Oiomtf
ta-nv <P70V Aeuivciv TO /3pu/ia. 0. narrot tan vtfltir TO fclor. 10. Taw
Weoiv wore n vaAefior rpor TOW Yi^arrat.

EXERCISE 33. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Kings have a care for their subject*. 2. The flock follows ita

shepherd. 3. Hector ia slaughtered by Achillea. 4. The priests

sacrifice oxen to the goda. 5. Crrua waa the son of good parents.

6. The ungrateful dishonour their parents. 7. My son, obey your

parents. 8. Telemachua was the son of Ulysses, 9. Be willing to

honour your parents before everything. 10. The idle tales of old women
wear away (weary) the ears. 11. Tou rule gloriously, O king. 12.

Old women are very talkative. 13. Shepherds drive the flock of cattle

to pasture. 14. Homer likens the eyea of Juno to those of an ox.

15. Patroclua waa the friend of Achillea. 16. We admire Cyrus, tht

king of the Persians, because of his virtue as well aa hia wisdom.

EXERCISE 34. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ai aff\ai twovrat

-rip
vouci. 2. 'O araf CX w<M*' ****.

3. Ta MTO TipT(u Aitpy T -ypakir. 4. 'H tfam tr oX.A<r>ot. 5. 'O

oiMn 07*1 THV a7An TMV fto* root TH wo\i. & BOT fc>i<u ro<t ^Mtt

two T irpotv. 7. Oi 70Mir Tep-yorra two T TMMMr. & A-joo t

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXIV.
EUROPE (eomtMtioi).

IN our present lesson, with a page map of the countries of

Southern and Central Europe, we give in a tabular form many
useful facts relating to the most important of the independent
states of Europe. The first table, as will be seen, exhibits the

capitals of these states with the rivers, etc., on which they stand,
the area and population of each, and the number of inhabitants
to every square mile.
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The Emperor of Germany, as president or head of the several
states or kingdoms previously enumerated, represents the em-
pire in all cases of international law, and in respect of declaring
war, making peace, treaties, &c. Notwithstanding, before any
declaration of war can be made by him, he must obtain the
consent of the Bundesraih, a council of delegates of all the
confederate governments. The Emperor is also the commander-
in-chief of the whole army and navy in time of war, as he is

also in time of peace, except in the cases of the kingdoms of

Bavaria and Wurtemburg.
The Ottoman Empire had formerly very extensive territories

in Europe, but these have been largely reduced during the

present century, and especially since the Russo-Turkish War.
Amongst states which have won their independence from

Turkey are Montenegro a small principality of some 1,710
square miles, with a population of about 286,000 and

Roumania, with an area of 49,262 square miles, and a population
of about 5,110,000. Practically independent of Turkey is

Bulgaria a principality created by the Treaty of Berlin in

1878, with an area of 24,659 square miles, and with 1,859,000
inhabitants. Eastern Roumelia tributary to Turkey, and like

Bulgaria created by the Berlin Treaty has an area of 13,663
square miles, with 751,000 inhabitants. Under the provisions
of the same Treaty Greece has acquired a considerable acces-
sion of Turkish territory, an International Commission having
awarded to her parts of Thessaly and Epirus.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXIII.
EULE OF THREE-SINGLE AND DOUBLE (continued).

8. IN Simple or Single Rule of Three, the method of performing
which was explained in the last lesson, it will be found that

questions of the following kind often occur :

EXAMPLE 1. If 8 men can reap 32 acres in 6 days, how
many acres can 12 men reap in 15 days ?

Such questions can always be solved in a manner similar to

the following :

Since 8 men can reap 32 acres in 6 days,
32

1 man acres in 6 days,o
32
5-% acres m 1 day ;

And 1 man

Therefore, 12 men

And 12 men

12 x
8x6

12 x 15 x

32

32

8x6

acres in 1 day,

acres in 15 days.

And 12 x 15 x -^ = 120 days, the answer,
o x o

EXAMPLE 2. If the carriage of 6 cwt. 3 qrs. for 124 miles
eosts 3 4s. 8d., what weight would be carried 93 miles for
.1 4s. 3d. ?

Since 6 cwt. 3 qrs. is carried 124 miles for 3 4s. 8d., or 8/5,

Therefore, 6| cwt. 1 mile for

And 1 cwt.

Therefore, 1 cwt.

124

1 mile for

93 miles for 93 x

i.e., for
124 x ,6f

'

1 4s 3d
Hence ^-^ '- cwts. will be carried 93 miles for 1 4e. 3d.

The answer therefore is 3| cwt., or 3 cwt. 1 qr. 14 Ibs.

9. Questions of this kind can always be solved by the method
given above i.e., by finding what quantity of one kind corre-

sponds to one unit of each of the other kinds. Thus we have

found, in the first example, how many acres can be reaped by
one man in one day. In the second example we have found
what is the cost of carrying one cwt. one mile. After this has
been done, the process is easy.
The result, can, however, be always arrived at more simply

by means of the following rule, which depends, however, upon
an algebraical principle which we cannot explain here.

10. Double Rule of Three.

There are five quantities given to find a sixth. Call this

sixth quantity x. These six quantities will consist of 3 kinds
in pairs. Observe which kind increases with the increase of

both the other kinds. Then the ratio of the two quantities of
this kind will be equal to the ratio (See Lesson XX., Art. 2,
Vol. I., page 342) compounded of the ratios of the others.

11. We will work out the previous examples by this rule.

EXAMPLE 1. Here the acres increase if the men increase,
and if the days increase.

Hence, the sixth quantity, x, being days, we have -

32

Therefore x 32 x

x _ 12 x 15

8x6 '

12 x 15 = 120 days.8x6
EXAMPLE 2. Here the price increases if the weight increases^

and if the distance increases.

Hence, the sixth quantity, x, being weight, we have

1^5= x j

3s
7
o ~6f 124

;

_ 3 x
Or = -.

8 9
Therefore x = V cwt. = 3 cwt. 1 qr. 14 Ibs.

EXAMPLE 3. If 27 men can do a piece of work in 14 days
of 10 hours each, how many hours a day must 24 boys work, in
order to complete the same in 45 days, the work of a boy being
half that of a man ?

do the work in

Therefore

And therefore

27 men
1 man

24 boys or 12 men

27 x 140

140 hours ;

27 x 140 hours ;

27 x 140 ,

12~ tours;

is the number of hours in the days, which

27 x 140 .

12 x 45

are such that 45 contain

And 27 x 140
12

hours,

hours = 7 hours, the answer.
12 x 45

EXAMPLE 4. How long will 20 men take to build a wall

feet high, if 11 men require 17 days to build one of the same
length, but only 7| feet high ?

This we will work by the rule.

Here the amount of wall built increases if the number 0f men
is increased, and if the time they work is increased.

If x be the time required, we have therefore

10 _ x_
20

7-1

""
17 11

Therefore x = 10 x 2 11 x 17 187 ... ,= == = 12ft days.15 20 15

EXERCIBE 52. EXAMPLES IN DOUBLE RULE OF THREE.
1. If 12 horses can plough 11 acres in 5 days, how many horses can

plough 33 acres in 10 days ?

2. If 40 gallons of water last 20 persons 5 days, how many gallons
will 9 persons drink in a year ?

3. If 16 labourers earn 15 12s. in 18 days, how many labourers
will aarn 35 2s. in 24 days ?

4. If 24 men can saw 90 loads of wood in 6 days of 9 hours each,
how many loads can 8 men saw in 36 days of 12 hours each ?

5. If 6 men can make 120 pairs of boots in 20 days of 8 hours each,
how many days will it take 12 men to make 360 pairs, working 10
hours a day ?

6. If 12 men can build a wall 30 feet long, 6 feet high, and 4 feet

thick in 18 days, how long will it take 36 men to build a wall 360 feet

long, 8 feet high, and 6 feet thick?
7. If 250 gain 30 in 2 years, how much will 750 gain in 5 years ?

8. What will 500 gain in 4 years, if 600 gain 42 in 1 year ?

9. If 8 persons spend 200 in 9 months, how much will 18 persons
spend in 12 months ?

10. If 15 men working 12 hours a day can hoe 60 acres in 20 days,
how long will it take 30 boys working 10 hours a day to hoe 96 acres,
3 men being equivalent to 5 boys ?

11. If the 8d. loaf weighs 48 oz. when wheat is 54s. a quarter, what
is the price of wheat when the 6d. loaf weighs 32 oz. 8 dwt. ?

12. If 35 barrels of water last 950 men 7 months, how many men
would 1464 barrels last for 1 month ?

13. If 13908 men consume 732 barrels of flour in 2 months, in how
long will 425 men consume 175 barrels ?

14. If 3 men with 4 boys earn 5 16s. in 8 days, and 2 men with
3 boys earn 4 in the same time, in what time will 6 men and 7 boys
earn 20 guineas ?

15. If 5 men with 7 women earn 7 13s. in 6 days, and 2 men with
3 women earn 3 3s. in the same time, in what time will 6 men with
12 women earn 60 ?

16. If the penny loaf weigh 6 oz. when wheat is 5s. a' bushel, what
should be the weight of the shilling loaf when wheat is 7s. 6d. a bushel?

17. If 20 men can perform a piece of work in 12 days, how many
Ten will perform a piece of work half as large again in a fifth part of



GREAT BOOKS.

.
if (hey work the muno iininlmr of hours a day, supposing that

<>f th" Mcond set can do ui much work in an hour a* 3 of the first?

is. If a man. his wife, and child drink a barrel of boor in U days,
how long would it take 3 couples, each with :i children, to drink 2 barrels,
a man drinking twice us much as a woman, and a woman twice as
much us a child ?

KEY TO EXERCISE 51, LESSON XXXII. (Vol. II.. page 205).
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be used. Some have drawn their figures as low as seven heads,
others as high as eight and a-half and nine, and occasionally,
even more ; the heroic cannot be less than eight. But certainly,
whichever of these units of measurement we may choose, if

the one employed represents the head large in proportion to the

body, it is not a distinctive mark of beauty ; this defect may
be noticed amongst Laplanders, Tartars, and some other

nations. Consequently, if we desire to give dignity and beauty
to the figure, we must endeavour to avoid littleness of style,

which unavoidably belongs to lowness of stature, unless, of

course, the character of the subject demands it. The Apollo
Belvedere, a celebrated ancient Greek statue, is eight heads and
a half high. Rubens, a painter who flourished in the reign of

Charles I., occasion-

ally drew his figures

eight heads high ;

but there is gene-

rally an appearance
of heaviness in most
of his figures, which

may be partly attri-

buted to their being
only seven heads

high. Michael An-

gelo, the Florentine

painter and sculptor,
who was born in

1474, did not restrict

himself to any fixed

proportion, but
would employ that
which he deemed the
best for his purpose.

Eight heads might
have been his lowest

standard, but Pro-

fessor Camper says,
" C. Vander Mander
has proved that in

some of the figures
of Michael Angelo,
the size is equal to

nine, ten, nay twelve

heads, in order to

communicate more
grace to a stooping
attitude." It is ge-

nerally allowed that

eight heads is the
better proportion
for a figure than
one of a less num-
ber. Men above six

feet high, for the
most part, reach
that standard, some
a little more. The
reason of lowness
of stature in men
is, in most cases,
attributable to the

shortness of their

legs; and this leads us to another proportion proper to be
observed, namely, that the distance from the top of the head to
the pubis should be equal to that from the pubis to the feet ;

the face to be one-tenth, and the foot one-sixth of the figure.

Therefore, adopting the above standards of proportion, the

heights of the figures we draw are determined by the number
of the repeated measurements of the head ; two figures may be
drawn, each on a separate piece of paper, and although the one
may not occupy a larger space than the other, yet it is accord-

ing to the size of the head that we decide which is the tall man,
and which the short.

The next consideration connected with this part of our sub-

ject relates to the head and face alone, and the proportions of
their parts relative to each other ; a knowledge of these is as

important as those of the body, but there is a difference in the
lise and application which must not be overlooked. No part

of the whole frame is subject to such a variety of change and
expression as the face. We look into it for a reflex of the mind ;

it is stronger than the arm in its power of repelling or attract-

ing those who seek to approach us ; and the whole state of the

mind, whether as friend or foe, is revealed in the countenance.
In short, so keen are our detective powers when reading the

signs depicted in the human face, that dissimulation must be a

practised art before it can be thoroughly successful. The smile
of some men is repulsive because it is not genuine, and we see
that it is not; there is a raising of the upper lip and exposure of
the teeth along with it, which betrays envy or malice. The kind-
hearted man can frown only with his brows, and in spite of
himself the generous feelings of his heart will linger about

the corners of the

mouth, slightly
raised by the swell>

ing muscles of the

cheeks. Thus, in

either case, the cha-

racter of the indivi-

dual, which is one of

the most difficult

things to conceal,
will show itself ; the
most trifling acci-

dental circumstance
will serve to reveal

it, and he will be es-

teemed or disliked

accordingly. When
we reflect that the

same features are

capable of express-

ing opposite pas-

sions, such as joy
and sorrow, love and

hatred, compassion
and revenge, we have
to make the esta-

blished rules of pro-

portion subservient

to the end sought
for. There are occa-

sions when these re-

ceived regulations
must be set aside,

when some particu-
lar passion or emo-
tion is to be ex-

pressed. According
to the scale of depar-
ture from true pro-

portion, in like man-
ner does the ratio of

deformity increase.

Deformity in the

countenance ought
only to be employed
to express deformity
of mind ;

and there-

fore, in order to be
able to represent the

bad passions, the rules of proportion must be learnt, that we

may know when and how to break them.

When animal expression is associated with the human face,

it degenerates into caricature, and although there are brutal

passions found amongst men, and they are deeply imprinted on

their countenances, yet those countenances must be humanised ;

for, notwithstanding the similarity of character which exists

between the most degraded of mankind and the brute creation,

we cannot go so far as to transgress the laws which regulate the

human face as a whole, so entirely as to divest it of the higher
nature belonging to man, and substitute that of the animal.

We select an example from Lavater's "Essays on Physiognomy"
to illustrate our observations,

" The head of Judaa, after Hol-

bein" (Fig. 128). It is the personification of selfishness, deceit,

and hypocrisy, combined with other latent and bad qualities

that nurture them and contribute to their development. It
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was twceuary to employ thete features to represent the man, for,

however revolting they may be, the painter in justified in the
f the means by the intensity of the character to

1. Lavatcr saya of

it : Who can persuade himself

that an apostle of Jesus Christ

ever had an aspect like thia, o>

that the Saviour could have callow

such a countenance to tho apostle-

ship ? And whose feelings will

be offended when we pronounce a

visage like this base and wicked?
"Who could place confidence in

such a man r
"

Mr. Charles Bell,

in his "Essays on the Anatomy of

ssiou in Painting," says:
"To brutify a human countenance,
wo have only to diminish the

forehead, bring tho eyes nearer,

lengthen the jaws, shorten tho

nose, and depress the mouth. If

this be done, no expression of in-

dividual features will give eleva-

tion to the character. A breadth

and squareness in tho lower part
of tho face is quite consistent in a

vulgar head with a certain repre-
sentation of strength and manli-

ness ; but if the eyes be diminished

and tho space between them con-

tracted, the expanse of the human
countenance is lost, and there can

remain no dignity of expression."
We have gone thus far into our

subject to show that when tho

proportions of the figure and face

are properly understood and prac-

tised, the draughtsman must not
rest there ; he has only acquired
the means of proceeding; after-

wards, we repeat, he has to

employ them for purposes of a
higher kind than those which

belong to mere imitation: these refer to the mind, and how
he can best express its intentions, knowing the influence it has in

controlling the actions of the body. If we examine the practice of
the ancient Greeks, wo shall find that their proportions were ge-
nerally arbitrary.

They considered
tho oval to be the
most perfect form
ofthehuman head;
this proportion

may be adopted in

some cases where
the ideal is in-

tended, but it is

not tho rule in

nature ; such a
standard would
make tho crown of

tho head too high,
and they, in order
to relieve this, re-

duced the length
from the front to
the back. We
will give these

proportions, al-

though to employ
them invariably
would produce a
mannerism that
would bo extremely objectionable, and in portrait painting they
would be altogether useless. (See Fig. 129.) Draw a perpen-
dicular line, A B, of tho required length of the whole head, and
divide it into four equal parts. Tho first of the several d
will be seen at the root of the hair ; the second at the bridge

of the none ; tho third at the base of the DOM ; and tho last

ending with tho chin : thu* making the whole head four no*M
in length. The width of the head is equal to three-foariitt

of the length, Bisect the second
division in E,and with th*distance
B A describe the circle A D r c, and
draw CD through i at rightangles
toAB. On the third division, with
w as centre and r B as radios, de-

scribe another circle; then, by
drawing the curve upon which the

ears are placed between 2 and 3,

the oval will be made. Divide the

line c D into fire equal part*; the

eyes will be placed under the
second and the fourth divisions.

Divide the lowest division from 3
to 4 into two equal part*; the
line a will mark the position of

the under lip. The distance from
line o to the division of the mouth
is one-third of the line from 3 to

o ; the width of the upper Up some-
what smaller; tho ears equal to the

length of the now (between the

divisions 2 and 3). These propor-
tions may, no doubt, assist us in

drawing the head ; where nature

deviates, we must make the ne-

cessary alteration, otherwise we
shall fail in representing indivi-

dual character. The most remark-

able point of difference in the

shape of the head amongst nations

especially, and frequently between
individuals of the same nation, is

in the faded angle (the inclination

of the face from the base-line

of the skull, rejecting the lower

jaw). In the profile of the negro

(Fig. 130) we find this angle,

ABC, much more acute than that

of the European (Fig. 131). In
Fig. 129.

the former it is about 50, and in the Utter about 70. We give

but theso two examples as representing the extremes of the

human family, between which the various degrees of intellectual

capacity exist. We have already remarked that where this

angle becomes
still more acute,
we leave the hu-

man and take up
thebrute creation;

Fig. 131. \ | Fig. 132.
on the other hand,

lacrosses, then we
approach the ideal

conceived and

practised by the

ancients (Fig.

132). It is very
evident that they
avoided every.

thing that wat
deemed character

iatio of the brute

when they repre-
sented their gods
or heroes; thus,

by enlarging the

mean angle com.
IIJ' 'II ;l':. i'::_'-t ''< '.

they felt that they
had increased

those distinguishing attributes which marked the difference be-

tween the intellectual and the brutal; and then again, when the

subject was a satyr or a faun, the sensual was indicated by a

decreased angle. No one will question the truth of these prin-

ciples, since they are founded upon nature.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXXVIII.
SECTION LXXXIII. GOVERNMENT OF VERBS.

1. IN French, as in other languages, when a verb has two

subjects in the singular, it is put in the plural [ 110 (2)] .-

L'oncle et la tante sont arrives. The uncle and aunt are arrived.

2. When a verb has two or more subjects of different per-

sons, it is put in the first person plural if one of the subjects is

of the first person ;
and in the second person plural if there is

no subject of the first. In this case all the subjects may be
summed up into one, viz., nous or vous, which sometimes is

only understood :

la You and I will go hunting to-

morrow.
You and he will go to school to-

morrow.
His mother and I have written that

letter.

Thou, she, and thy brother do no-

thing but falfc.

Vous et moi irons domain
chasse.

Vous et lui irez domain a 1'ecole.

Sa mere et moi nous avons e'crit

cette lettre.

Toi, elle et tou frere, vous ne faites

que bavarder.

3. The above examples will show that, when a verb has

several subjects, all of them pronouns, or partly pronouns and

partly nouns, the words moi, toi, lui, eux, are used instead of

je, tu, il, ils.

4. For further rules on this subject, see 110 and 111, and
also the next section.

5. G6ner corresponds in signification to the English to

trouble, to incommode, to disturb, to be in the way, to hurt, and
to pinch (in speaking of shoes and garments). Se g6ner means
to constrain, or trouble one's self :

Est-ce que je vous gene ? Am, I in your way ?

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
Ou irez-vous, ton frere et toi ?

j

Where will your brother and you go 1

Lui et moi irons en Angleterre. j

He and I will go to England.
Vous, elle et lui, vous acheterez

du bl<5.

Eux et moi, nous nous sommes
fait mal a la tete.

Vous et lui, vous devriez vous

preter aux circonstances.

Lui et moi vous generons sans

doMte.

Ma cousine et moi, nous crai-

gnons de vous gener.
Je ne me

amis.

Ne vous g

a votre aise.

Nous n'aimons pas a gener les

autres.

Nous n'aimons pas a nous gener.

ene jamais chez mes
,

3nez pas; mettez-vons

You, she, and he will buy wheat.

They and I have hurt our heads.

You and he should adapt yourselves
to circumstances.

He and I shall without doubt incom-
mode you.

M>j cousin and I fear to be in your
way.

I am never under constraint with my
friends.

Be under no constraint ; place your-

self comfortably.
We do not lifce to incommode others.

We do not like to incommode our-

selves.

EXERCISE 161.

A perte, at a loss. Nullement, by tio Prodigue, prodigal,
A profit, with a profit. means. lavish,.

Bras, m. arm. Pardon, excuse me. Socie'te', f. company,
De'rang-er, 1. to disturb. Persist-er, 1. to persist. society,

ficonome, economical. Place, f. room. Tous deux, both.

1. Si nous restions plus longtemps ici, nous craindrions de
vous gener. 2. Vous ne nous genez nullement ; votre societe

nous est tres agreable. 3. N'avez-vous pas ete trop prodigues,
vous et votre frere ? 4. Lui et moi au contraire, nous avons
ete tres economes. 5. N'avez-vous pas tort de gener ce mon-
sieur ? 6. Nous n'avons nnllement envie de le gener. 7. Est-
ce que mon bras vous gene, Monsieur ? 8. Non, Monsieur ;

nous avons assez de place, vous ne me genez pas. 9. Ne
devriez-vous pas vous preter aux circonstances ? 10. Nous
faisons, elle et moi, notre possible pour nous y preter. 11. Ce
jeune homme persiste-t-il dans sa resolution ? 12. Nous y
persistons, lui et moi. 13. Persistez-vous tous deux a rester

ici ? 14. Nous y persistons tous deux. 15. Get homme est-il

gene dans ses affaires (uncomfortably situated, badly off) ?

16. II etait gene dans ses affaires il y a un an. 17. Ne vous

genez pas, Monsieur* 18. Je ne me gene jamais, Monsieur.
19. Est-ce que mon frere vous derange ? 20. Non, Monsieur,
il ne me derange pas. 21. Je ne voudrais pas vous deranger.
22. Pardon, si je vous derange. 23. Vous et votre associe
avez vendu vos marchandises a perte. 24. Toi et moi, nous

vendons toujours a profit. 25. Votre pere, votre frere et moi,
nous avons achete des marchandises.

EXERCISE 162.

1. Do my brother and I incommode you ? 2. No, Sir
; you

do not incommode us ; we are very glad to see you. 3. Are
you not afraid to disturb your friend ? 4. We are afraid to
disturb him ; he has much to do. 5. Is my foot in your way,
Sir ? 6. No, Sir ; your foot is not in my way. 7. Will you
and your brother go to Germany this year ? 8. He and I

intend to go there. 9. He, you, and I should write our les-

sons. 10. Should not you and your friends adapt yourselves
to circumstances ? 11. We should do so, if it were possible.
12. Do I not disturb you, Sir ? 13. You do not disturb me
by any means. 14. Does not my little boy disturb you ? 15.

He does not disturb me. 16. He disturbs nobody. 17. Does
not your partner sell his goods at a loss ? 18. He never sells

at a loss. 19. He and I alwajs sell at a profit. 20. Do you
persist in your resolution ? 21. Your friend and I persist in

our resolution. 22. I never feel under constraint at your
house. 23. Be under no constraint (make yourself at home).
24. Are you not wrong to incommode them ? 25. I do not
intend to incommode them. 26. We do not like to incommode
ourselves (to put ourselves out of the way). 27. My little boy
and I will, perhaps, be in your way. 28. No, Sir ; we are

very glad of your company. 29. Do I disturb you ? 30. No,
Sir ; you do not disturb us. 31. Do I disturb your father ?

32. No, Sir ; you disturb no one. 33. Excuse me, Sir, if

I disturb you. 34. Have you not been very lavish ? 35. No,
Sir ; 1 assure you that your son and I have been very econo-
mical.

SECTION LXXXTV.

1. When a verb is preceded by several nouns not connected

by et, it agrees with the last only, provided the nouns are

nearly synonymous, or emphasis is laid on the last :

Son amour, sa teudresse pour ses His love, his tenderness for his chil-

enfants est connue de tout le

monde.
Vos amis, vos parents, Dieu vous

recompensera.

2. When two or more nouns are connected by the conjunc-
tion ou, the verb agrees with the last only :

Charles ou George ecrira a votre Charles or George will write to

ami. your friend.

3. When a noun and a pronoun, or two or more pronouns

(not being all in the third person), are joined by ou, the verb
is put in the first or in the second person plural according to

the rules given in No. 3, Sect. 83 :

dren are known to everybody.

Your friends, your relatives, God
will reward you.

Vous ou moi partirons demain.
Ta so3ur ou toi irez a I'e'glise.

Vous ou lui avez pu seuls com-
mettre cettre action.

Yon or I will go to-morrow.

Your sister or you will go to church.

You or he alone luive probably com-
mitted tTus act.

4. When two nouns are joined by ni repeated, or when
ni 1'un ni 1'autre is used as subject of a verb, the verb is put
in the plural, if the two nouns, or the two persons represented

by ni 1'un ni 1'autre, perform or may perform the action to-

gether :

Ni 1'un ni 1'autre ne liront. Neither the one nor the other will

read.

Even in this case the verb may be put in the singular :

Ni 1'une ni 1'autre n'a fait son de- Neither of them has done her duty.

voir. (AcAD.)

5. When, however, only one can perform the action, the verb

must be put in the singular :

Ni 1'un ni i'autre ne sera iiomme Neither the one nor tlie other will be

pre'fet de ce de'partement. appointed prefect of this depart-

ment.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ni 1'un ni I'autre n'ont trouve le \ Neither the one nor the other found
vin bon. the wine good.

L'un et I'autre ont trouve le diner
j

.Both found the dinner bad.

manvais.
Comment se trouvent Messieurs

;
How do your brothers do ?

vos freres ?

Ni 1'nn ni I'autre ne se trouvent i Neither is well.

Men. 1
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L'ua et 1'uutro to trotm-ront nu
I.IOZ-VOUB.

Ni I' mi in 1'uutre uoaerai'.lu pn'ci-

i I'.aitre y trouvera ii re-

Lui on votM avez trouvi! qulque
choce a redire n notre conduite.

Ni lui ui moi U'UVOUH trouv<< a

r.'.hn a la couduite de TO* en-

fants.

T/iy both wilt (o the pUu* of mttt-

ing.

Neither iciU (M fccUd pmid,tt.

One or t/t other tciU find fault tetth

if.

H or you ha /ottnd (orm-thing (o

blame in our conduct.

Neither lit nor / )I<IP found any
fault with i/our ch-'ldren't conduct.

EXERCISE 163.

Autour, m. author. Plutot, rather. Trouv-er, 1. to find, to

Devoir, m. duty. Rempl-ir, 2. to fulfil. like, to fancy.
Rcritiiro, f. trnfiHi. Rdti, m. roat mat. Velll-er, 1. to watch.

Eli-ro, 4. ir. to elect. Secretaire, in. secretary. Vie, f. lift.

>s-er, 1. to expose. Se trouv-er, 1. rof. to

Int.-!.', in. 'nttrest. find one's self.

I . liemplissez-vous bien votro devoir ? 2. Nous ne le rem-

plissons ni Tun ni 1'autre. 3. Cherchont-ils 1'an et 1'aatre &

s'exposer ? 4. Ni 1'un ni 1'antro ne cherchent a exposer leur vie

(LA BRUY&RE). 5. M. votre pere et Mme votre mere, BO tron-
vent-ils mieox aujoard'hui ? 6. Ni 1'nn ni 1'autre ne se tron-
vent uiicux. 7. Avez-vous tronve a redire & mon ecriture ou a
celle de mon secretaire ? 8. Je n'ai tronve a redire ni a 1'uno
ni a 1'antre. 9. Get auteur ne tronve-t-il pas a redire a tout ?

10. D trouve a redire a tons les livres. 11. Y trouvoz-vous

quelque chose & redire ? 12. Ni lui ni moi n'y trouvons rien &
redire. 13. Lui on moi, nous veillerons a vos intents. 14.

Ni lui ni moi ne cesserons de veiller a la condnite de votre file.

15. Nous y veillerons plntot que d'y trouver & redire. 16.

Lni et moi nous nous trouvames ensemble au rendez-vons.
17. Vous y trouverez-vous 1'un ou 1'antre ? 18. Nous nous y
trouverons 1'nn ou 1'autre. 19. L'nn x>u 1'autre sera-t-il elu

president? 20. Ni 1'un ni 1'autre ne sera elu. 21. Comment
tronvez-vons ce r6ti ? 22. Je le trouve excellent. 23. Je
trouve ce livre bon. 24. Je ne le trouve pas bon. 25. Je
tronve cela bien fait.

EXERCISE 164.

1. How do you like that book ? 2. Neither my sister nor I

like it. 3. Did your brothers find the dinner good ? 4. Both
found it very good. 5. Did the professor find fault with your
conduct ? 6. He did not find fault with it. 7. Neither he nor

my father find fault with my conduct. 8. Do they both watch
over your conduct ? 9. They both watch over my conduct and
over my interests. 10. Have you both fulfilled your duty ?

11. We have fulfilled it. 12. Have you not both criticised my
writing? 13. Neither has criticised it. 14. Do not your two
sisters do better to-day ? 15. One is doing better. 16. The
other is not so well. 17. Do not those ladies find fault with

everything? 18. They find fault with nothing. 19. Will
either be elected prefect of the department ? 20. Neither will

be elected. 21. How do you like this bread ? 22. I find it

very good. 23. Did your two friends arrive in time at the

appointed place ? 24. Neither was there in (d) time. 25. Do
you find fault with that (cela) ? 26. I do not find fault with it

(y). 27. Will you both expose yourselves to this danger ?

28. We will not expose ourselves to it. 29. Do you find fault

with my secretary's conduct ? 30. I do not find fault with it.

31. Do yon find fault with his writing? 32. I find fault with

it; for it is very bad. 33. Will you not watch over my
interests ? 34. My brother and I will watch over them. 35.

We will not cease to watch over your interests.

SECTION LXXXV.
*!. A verb, having, as its subject, a general collective noun

[ 3 (6)] preceded by the article, agrees with the noun [ 111

(1)]:-
La foule des pauvres est grande. Tht croud of the poor it yrtat.

2. A verb preceded by a partitive collective [ 3 (6)] takes
the number of the noun following the collective, unless at-

tention be particularly directed to the collective itself [111
(2)]:-
Une foule de pauvres re^oivent des A crowd of poor peopU receive awut-

secours. an.--.

3. With the words, la plupart, nwsi ; un nombre, a number;
&c., and the adverbs of quantity, pea, assez, beaucoup, plus,

moina. trop, tant, combten, the rule (-J) girn above hold*
-,,. ,i.

4. Reater u often iwed impersonally in the MOW of to have
l he adverbial expreuion de rwte U often need in tho

une manner aa the English word left :

II me recta deux frnnoc.

Nouc avouH cent cimjuante franc*

/ hM hw/kwu Ufl-ot, literati/,
Thtn nmatmt to m* t*o frmu*.

We ha* one hundred and fify/*
l*/l.

5. Devenir (2. ir.), to become, with tire aa an auxiliary, cor
responds in signification to the English to become, to turn :

Qu'ect devenu rotr frire ?

II eat en France, et ect devenu
avocat.

IKhat hot bcconu of your
He it in France, and tuu tmnud

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
La plupart do moc henrec cont con-

cacreec au travail.

La foule dec bumainc ect vooee au
malheur.

La plua grande portie dec voya-
geura le diaent, et le rt'pc-tent.

Ne vouc rcate-t-il que oela ?

Voila tout oe qu'il me recte.

Je ne caic ce qu'ilc sont devenuc.

Je ne saic ce que voua deviendrez.

Apprenti, m. cppren.
*'<:.

Aveugle, blind.

Bagatelle, f. trifie.

Boiteuz, se, lom.

Mott of my how* or* dnoUd to

labour.

Tht matt of mankind it itttUd to

mu/ortiuu.
Tht grtatttt nitmbrr of trmMm M-J

it, and repeat it.

Hate you only that left f

That it all that I have Ufr.
I do not know what ha* OMM of

thtm.
/ do not Irnow what will bcerau of

you.

EXERCISE 165.

D^col-er, 1. to OMotat*. Maigre, thin, lean.

Cgar-er, 1. to mulay. Naiacance, f. itrth.

Rue, f. ttreet.

S'appliqn^r, 1. ref. to

Emplettes, f. p. pur
ohatet.

Ktat, m. (rode.

Chemin, m. way, road. Habile, *fcil/ul.

apply one'* telf.

Savant, e, learned.

1. La plupart de vos parents ne sont-ils pas venns vons voir ?

2. Beauconp sont venus. 3. Que sont devenns lea autresr
4. Je ne saurais vous dire ce qu'ils sont devenns. 5. Qne
deviendra ce jenne homme s'il ne s'appliqne pas a 1'ctude?
6. Je ne sais pas ce qn'il deviendra. 7. Je sais qu'il ne de-

viendra jamais savant. 8. Combien de tableaux avez-vons de
reste ? 9. D ne me reste qn'un franc. 10. Combien TOOS
restera-t-il quand vos aurez fait vos emplettea? 11. II ne me
restera qn'nne bagatelle. 12. Get apprenti eat-il devena habile
dans son ctat ? 13. U y est devenu habile. 14. Ce monaienr
est-il avengle de naissance, on Test il devenu? 15. II Test
devenu. 16. Savez-vous ce qne sont devenus oes jeunec gens?
17. Ds sont devenns raedecins. 18. Ne savoz-vons pac oe qne
sont devenns mes livres ? 19. Us sont ogares. 80. Ne devien-
drez-vons pas boitenx si vous marchez tant? 21. Je devien-
drai boiteux et maigre. 22. La fonle ne s'est-elle pas egaree
dans ce bois ? 23. La foule s'y eat egatce, et n'a pa retronver
son chemin. 24. Une naee de barbarea deaolerent le pays.
(AcAD.) 25. Une foule de oitoyens rninea rempliaaaient lea

rues de Stockholm. (VOLTAIRE.)

EXERCISE 166.

1. Have not most of your friends become rich ? 2. Moat of

them have become poor. 3. Has not that young lady become
learned ? 4. I think that she will never *"*>"""> learned. 5.

Is not the American army (arm*?) very small ? 6. The Ameri-
can army is small, but most of the American soldier* are very
brave (bravet). 7. Can yon tell me what has become of that

gentleman ? 8. I cannot tell yon what has become of him.

9. Is your brother blind by birth (was your brother born blind) ?

10. No, Sir, he has become so. 11. Were yon born lame?
12. No, Sir, I became so three yeara ago (*l y a). 13. Are not
most of your hours devoted to play (jeu, m.) ? 14. No, Sir,

they are devoted to study. 15. How much of TOOT money
have yon left? 16. I have only twenty-five franca left 17.

Do yon know how much I have left P 18. Ton have only a
trifle left. 19. How mnoh shall yon have left to-morrow P

20. I shall only have six franca left 21. I ahall only have two
franca left when I have made my purchase. 22. What ha*
become of your grammar? 23. I have mislaid it 24. Do you
know what haa become of my hat P 25. Ton have left (louaf)
it upon the table. 26. Will not that gentleman become blind P

27. He will not become blind, bat lame. 28. Haa your con
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become skilful in his trade ? 29. He has not become skilful in

it. 30. What has become of him? 31. He has lost his way
in the wood. 32. Did the crowd lose its way ? 33. Most of

the soldiers lost their way. 34. A cloud (nuee, f.) of locusts

(sauterelles) desolated our country.

SECTION LXXXVI. -IDIOMS EELATING TO THE
AETICLE, ETC.

1. The article, the demonstrative and the possessive adjec-
tives, must be repeated, as before said, before every noun or

adjective used substantively, which they determine [ 79, 90,

22].
2. The prepositions a, de, and en are repeated before every

word which they govern [ 137].
3. The verb quitter, to leave (to quit), is said of persons and

places, and also of things in the sense of to abandon, to give

up :

Vous avez quitte" vos parents et You have left your relations and
vos amis. friends.

Nous avons quitte" nos Etudes. We have discontinued our studies.

4. Laisser, to leave, to let, is generally said of persons and
things :

Vous avez laisse votre livre sur la You left your look upon the table.

table.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
N'avez-vous

maison P

pas quittiS votre

J'ai quitte" mon pays et mes
parents.

J'ai laisse ma bibliotheque en

Europe.
Ne voulez-vous pas laisser votre

flls ici ?

Je u'aime pas a le quitter.

J'ai laisse votre lettre a son do-

mestique.
Mon pere m'a laisse' ciuquante

mille francs.

Le avez-vous laisses tranquilles ?

Je leur ai laisse le champ libre.

Ce malade a quitte le lit.

Votre frere a quitte" I barreau.
Je vous laisserai ce cbapeau a ce

prix.

Have you not left your house ?

I have left my country and relations.

I left my library in Europe.

Will you not leave your son here ?

I do not lifc to quit him.

I left your letter with his servant.

My /other left me fifty thousand

francs.
Have you let them alone ?

I have left them a free choice (free

room) .

That sick man IMS left his bed.

Your brother has left the bar.

I will let you have that iMt at tliat

price.

EXERCISE 167.

A bon compte, c?ieap. Mauvais, e, bad. Portier, m. porter.

Carte, f. card. Moins, less. Pourquoi, why.

lipee, f. stcord; army Noyau, m. fruit-stone. Prix, m. price,

(figuratively). Pavie, m. cling-stone. Eobe, f. goum.

Habitude, f. 7iabit. Pension, f. boarding- Service, m. sew'ce,

Jude, m. judge. school. army.

1. Vos oncles, vos cousins, et vos neveux ont-ils quitte le

Commerce ? 2. Hs ont quitte le commerce, et sont devenus
medecins. 3. Le capitaine G. n'a-t-il pas quitte le service ?

4. II a quitte la France, mais il n'a pas quitte le service. 5. Ou
avez-vous laisse votre fils ? 6. Je 1'ai laisse dans une pension.
7. Est-iltrop jeune pour quitter ses etudes ? 8. II est trop jeune ;

il n'a quo douze ans. 9. A qui avez-vous laisse votre carte de

visite ? 10. Je 1'ai laissee chez le portier. 11. Pourquoi ne le

laissiez-vous pas parler ? 12. Parce qu'il est temps que nous
vous quittions. 13. Me permettez-vous de lui communiquer
cela F 14. Je vous laisse le champ libre a cet egard. 15. Ce

jeune homme n'a-t-il pas quitte ses mauvaises habitudes ? 16.

II les a quittees. 17. M. L. n'a-t-il pas quitte la robe pour
1'epee ? 18. Oni, Monsieur ; il n'est plus juge ; il est capitaine.
19. Ces peches quittent-elles facileraent le noyau ? 20. Non,
Monsieur; ce sont des pavies. 21. Je vous laisse cet habit

pour cinquante francs. 22. A quelle priz me le laisserez-vous ?

23. Je vous le laisserai pour dix francs. 24. Je vous le laisse

& bon compte ; je ne saurais vous le laisser a moins.

EXERCISE 168.

1. The son, daughter, and cousin have left Paris. 2. My
father, mother, and sister have left me here. 3. Do you like

to leave your country ? 4. I do not like to leave my friends

and country. 5. My parents do not like to leave me here ; I

am too young. 6. Why does not your brother let his son speak

[Sect. 97, 4] P 7. Because he has nothing to say. 8. Have you

let him alone? 9. I have let him alone. 10. Why do you not let

me alone? 11. I will let them alone. 12. Has your friend left

his bed ? 13. He has not yet left his bed ; he is yet very ill.

14. Has Captain G. left the army ? 15. He has not left the

army. 16. Has not that gentleman left the army for the bar ?

17. He has left the army for the bar. 18. My friend has left

the bar. 19. At what price will you let me have this silk r

20. I will let you have it at two francs a yard. 21. Can you
not let me have it for less ? 22. I let you have it cheap. 23.
Will you let me have that book for twenty francs ? 24. I will

let you have it for twenty-two. 25. I could not let you have it

for less. 26. With whom (d qui) have you left my book ? 27.
I left it with your sister. 28. Why did you not leave it with

my servant ? 29. Because he had left your house. 30. Do
you like to leave your friends ? 31. I do not like to leave
them. 32. Where have you left your book ? 33. I left it at

my father's. 34. Has that merchant given up commerce ? 35.

He has not given it up. 36. Those peaches do not part easily
from the stone ; they are cling-stones.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 54 (Vol. I., page 214).

1. Votre soeur aime-t-elle les fletirs ? 2. Ma soeur aime les flours et

mon frere aitue les livres. 3. A-t-il tort d'aiiner les livres ? 4. Non,
Monsieur, il a raison d'aimer les livres et les fleurs. 5. Avez-vous

l>eaucoup de fleurs dans votre jardin ? 6. Nous y avons beaucoup de
fleurs et beaucoup de fruits. 7. M. votre cousin aime-t-il les fram-

boises? 8. Mon cousin aime les framboises et les fraises. 9. M. le

capitaine aime-t-il les louanges ? 10. II n'aitne pas les louanges. 11.

Le jardinier vous a-t-il apporte" des legumes ? 12. II in'a apporte des

legumes et du fruit (des fruits). 13. A-t-il Lonte de vous apporter des

legumes ? 14. II n'a ni Lonte ni peur de veudre des legumes. 15.

Mme. votre mere est-elle fatiguee ? 16. Ma mere n'est pas fatiguee.

17. M. votve frere est-il cbez le colonel D. ? 18. II demeure chez M. le

colonel D., mais il n'est pas a la maison a present. 19. Cornbieu do

peches avez-vous ? 20. Je n'ai guere de peches (pas beaucoup de

pcches), mais j'ai beaucoup de prunes. 21. M. le capitaine B. aime-t-il

les peches ? 22. II aime les peches, les prunes, les framboises et les

fraises. 23. Allez-vous dans le bois de M. votre frere? 24. J'y vais

tons les matins. 25. M. le general L. est-il ici ? 26. Non, Monsieur,
il n'est pas ici, il est chez votre cousin. 27. Votre ami, le general H.,

demeure-t-il loin d'ici ? 28. II ne demeure pas loin d'ici, il demeure
chez son frere. 29. Avez-vous de belles fleurs dans votre jardin ? 30.

Nous avons de tres belles fleurs, nous aimous les fleurs. 31. Les lui

donnez-vous? 32. Je vous les donne. 33. Je vous en donne. 34. Je
leur en donne. 35. I)onnez-nous-en. 3C. Ne nous en donuez pas.

EXERCISE 55 (Vol. I., page 215).

1. Do you know that gentleman? 2. Yes, Madam, I know him

very well. 3. Do you know from what country he is ? 4. He is a

Hungarian. 5. Does lie speak German ? 6. He speaks German,

Polish, Eussian, Swedish, and Danish. 7. Is he not a physician? 8.

No, Sir, before the revolution he was a captain. 9. Have you a wish

to learn Eussian ? 10. I have a wish to learn Russian and modern

Greek. 11. Do you know the gentlemen who are speaking to your
sister ? 12. I do not know them. 13. Do you know where they live ?

14. They live at the house of your brother's upholsterer. 15. Have

you not the history of Louis the Fourteenth in your library ? 16. I

have neither that of Louis the Fourteenth, nor that of Henry the

Fourth. 17. Are you wrong to learn Chinese ? 18. I am not wrong
to learn Chinese. 19. Do your companions learn the ancient lan-

guages ? 20. They know several ancient and modern languages. 21.

Do you speak English ? 22. I know English, and I speak it. 23. Do

you know the Englishman whom we see? 21. I do not know him.

25. He does not know me, and I do not know him.

EXERCISE 56 (Vol. I., page 215).

1. Notre medecin sait-il le fran^ais ? 2. II sait le francais, 1'anglais

et 1'allemand. 3. Connait-il le medecm franeais ? 4. II le connai^
tres bien. 5. Connaissez-vous cette dame ? 6. Je ne la counais pas.

7. Est-elle allemande ou suedoise? 8. Elle n'est ni allemande ni

suedoise,* elle est russe. 9. Avez-vous 1'intention de lui parler ? 10.

J'ai 1'iutention de lui parler en anglais. 11. Sait-elle 1'anglais? 12.

Elle sait plusieurs langues ; elle parle auglais, danois, su^dois et hon-

grois. 13. Monsieur votre frere est-il colonel ? 14. Non, Monsieur,

il est capitaine. 15. Votre tapissier est-il danois? 16. II n'est pas

danois, il est suedois. 17. tes-vous fran?ais ? 18. Non, Monsieur,

je suis hongrois. 19. Savez-vous le chinois ? 20. Je sais le chinois,

le russe, et le grec moderne. 21. Avez-vous tort d'apprendre les

langues ? 22. Je n'ai pas tort d'apprendre les laugues. 23. Counaissez-

* The words allemande, suedoise, etc., are adjectives.
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TOUI 1'Ausliiis qui demouro chei Mouiiour votre fri-re ? 24. Je le

oonuaia. 25. Je ne le connate pas. 26. Aimez-voun lei livrea ? 27.

lot livrt'S. 28. Avez-voun euviu d'apprendre le russe ? 20. Je
ii'ai pas euio d'appreudre le ruMe. 30. N'avez-voue paa le tempi ?

31. Je n'ai K'uero de temps. (Jt n'ui quo pu dt ttmpt.) 32. Qj'appre-
nez-von* ? 33. Noua appronons le latin, le grec, le fnujcoia et
1'. ill. 1. 1. in. I. 34. N'apprenez-vous pat 1'cspagnol? 35. Noun ue 1'ap-

preuons pas.
EXERCISE 57 (Vol. I., page 235).

1. Whom do you know ? 2. We know the Dutchman of whom you
peak to us. 3. What lessons are you learning P 4. We are learning
the lessons which you recommend to us. 5. Is what he tell* you
true P 0. What you tell us is true. 7. Of whom do you apeak to

vat R We speak to you of the Scotchmen who are just arrived.

9. Do you know who is just arrived ? 10. I know that the gentle-
mau with whom your brother is acquainted is just arrived. 11.

What are your sisters doing ? 12. They do almost nothing, they
have almost nothing to do. 13. What do you put into your trunk ?

14. We (into it) put what we have, our clothes and our linen. 15. Do
you not (into it) put your shoes in ? 16. We (into it) put in the shoes
which we want. 17. What do you want (need) ? 18. We want what
we have. 19. Does that child know what he is doing p 20. He knows
what he does and what he says. 21. Will you not tell them of it (tay
it to them) t 22. With much pleasure. 23. Are you doing wliut the

merchant orders (you) p 24. We do what he tells us. 25. He speaks
of that of which you speak.

EXERCISE 58 (Vol. I., page 235).

1. Avez-Tous ce dont * vous avez besoin ? 2. Nous avous ce dont
nous avons besoin. 3. Le Monsieur que vous connaissez est-il ici ?

4. La dame dont Tons parlez est ici. 5. Vient-elle d'arriver ? 6. Elle

vieut d'arriver. 7. Connaissez-vous ce Monsieur ? 8. Je connais le

Monsieur qui parle avec M. votre pere. 9. Savez-vous son nom ? 10.

Je ue sais pas son nom, mais je sais oil il demeure. 11. Que faites-

vous tous les matins ? 12. Nous ne faisons presque rien, nous n'uvons

presque ricu a fuire (que pen, de chose d/aire). 13. Le tailleur fait-il YOB

habillements ? 14. II fait roes habits (habillements) , ceuz de mon frere

et ceux de mon cousin. 15. Savez-vous ce que TOUS elites ? 16. Je

sais ce que je die et ce que je fais. 17. Connaissez-vous 1'ficossais dont

parle M. votre frere (dont if. votre frere parle) ? 18. Je lo commie bien.

19. Que met.il dans son coffre ? 20. II y met ses habillemeuts. 21.

Ce que vous dites est-il vrai ? 22. Ce que je dis est vrai. 23. Com-

prenez-vous ce qne je vous dis ? 24. Je comprends tout ce que vous

dites. 25. De qui M. votre fivre parle-t-il ? 26. II parle du monsieur

dont la scaur est ici. 27. M. votre frere a-t-il tort de faire ce qu'il fait.

28. II ne peut avoir tort de le faire. 29. Que faites-vous ? 30. Je

fais ce que vous faites. 31. Oil mettez-vous mes livres ? 32. Dans le

coffre de M. votre frere. 33. M. votre frere est-il ici ? 34. II n'est

pas ici. 35. II est chez mon frere ou chez mon pere. 36. II est arrive"

avec mon frere. 37. Qu'a-t-il dit ? 38. Je n'ai pu comprendre a qui

il parlait ; mais il n'a en que tres peu de chose a dire. 39. Ce qu'il a

dit dtait-il vrai ? 40. Le tailleur a dit qu'il disoit toujours la ve"rite\

41. Pourquoi votre scour n'a-t-elle pas (Ste* chez sa mere ? 41. Elle n

6t6 chez sa mere bier.

EXERCISE 59 (Vol. I., page 236).

1. Does General N. put on his uniform ? 2. He does not put it on.

3. Why do you not wear your black cloak ? 4. I am afraid of spoiling

it. 5. Do you put on your satin shoes every morning? 6. I put
them on on Suudays only. 7. It is twelve ; does the servant lay the

cloth ? 8. He does not lay it yet, he is going to lay it immediately.

8. Is not dinner ready ? 10. Does the servant take away the things ?

11. He does not take them away yet, he has no time to take them

away. 12. Do you take off your coat when you are warm ? 13. I take

it off when I am too warm. 14. Have you a cloth coat made ? 15. I

have a cloth coat aud a black satin waistcoat made. 16. Are you not

having your velvet slippers mended ? 17. Do you not have a cellar

dug ? 18. I have a large cellar dug. 19. What does the druggist

mean ? 20. He means that he wants money. 31. Do you know what

that means? 22. That means that your brother is angry with you.

23. Have you a wish to put on your cloak ? 24. I intend to put it on,

for I am very cold. 25. I am going to take it off, for I am warm.

EXERCISE 60 (Vol. I., page 236).

1. 6tez-vous votre habit? 2. Je n'ote pas mon habit je le met*.

Otez-vous votre manteau quand vous avez froid ? 4. Quaud j'ai froid

je le met*. 5. Votre petit garcon 6te-t-il ses souliers et eea baa? 6.

II les ote, mais il va les remettre. 7. Cette petite fllle met-elle le con-

vert ? a Elle met le convert, tons les jours a midi. 9. Ote-t-elle le

convert, apres le diner ? 10. Elle 6te le convert tous lea jours. :

Avez-vous 1'inteution de vous faire faire un habit? 12. J'ai 1 intention

de me faire faire un habit. IS. Je vais faire faire un habit et un gile

14. M. votre frere fait-il raccommoder ses bottes?

raccommoder. 16. Que veut dire M. votre fils ? (or, Ju'*-c <pu M.

Literally, that of which v<> hatt **

rolr/iU tut dirt r) 17. Je M sais pa* e* nu'il wit dire. 18. Est-U
fiohrf contra moi on centre mon fri-re? 19. II n'eet Hobs' al eoatr*
vous nl contre M. votre fr*i? 20. A-t-U ieur de gatsr SOB habit*
21. II n'a pas petir de le gater? 22. Le pbarmaeien (apotbioJre it

rartlij und nowaday*) *-t-U beeoin d'argent? 23. II '* paa aesois

d'argent. 24. Mile, rotre mar a-t-tUe oU BOB livre de U table? 26.

Elle ne 1'a 6W. 26. Pourquoi 6Uz-voua to* eouliere? *7. Je Ue AU
parcequ'ila me gi-uent 28. Avu-vooa rinteoUoo de faire bttir a*
maison ? 29. J'ai 1'intention d'en faire baUr une. 30. Le Uilleur gite-
t-il votre habit ? 31. II ne le gate pu. 32. Qoi giU TO* istiHliBBSSlhT"

33. Persoune ne lee gate.

EXERCISE 61 (VoL I., page 260).

1. What weather is it to-day ? 2. It U very beautiful weather. X
Is it very fine weather to-day ? 4. It is cloudy and damp weather, ft.

Does it rain much this morning ? 6. It does not rain yet, bat it t

going to rain. 7. I* it windy or foggy ? 8. It is not windy. 9. The
tog i very thick. 10. How many persona are there in the assembly ?

11. There are more than two hundred persons. 12. Are there not

many manuscript* in your library ? 13. There are not many, there

are only fifty-five. 14. I* it too ctld for you in this room ? 15. It

(not in it) is neither too cold nor too warm. 16. Is there much bay in

your stable ? 17. There i* enough for my bone. 18. Do you remain

at home when it rains ? 19. When it rains, I remain at home ; bat

when it is fine weather, I go to my cousin's. 20. la there any meat in

the market? 21. There (of it) is much, there i* game also. 22. There
is Teal, mutton, and poultry. 23. Are there not also vegetable* and

fruit? 24. There are none. 25. There are some also.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XIV.
COTTON BOOK.

IN the Day-Book, which was given in onr lat lesson, all the

transactions relating to the jmrchate and taU of the different

kinds of Cotton have been entered as a primary record of these

transactions ; but if the merchant be desirous of keeping a dis-

tinct and separate account of his dealings in Cotton, in order to

be able to tell at a glance what is actually in his Warehouse, or

in Stock, as the phrase is, he will have a book similar to the

following specially made for the purpose. In this book ths

transactions can be more clearly and distinctly arranged ; for

he can have a separate account of each kind of cotton, with

columns for the number of the bags, the net weight in pounds,

the rate per pound, the prime cott, and the felling price ; and he

can appropriate the one side of the folio for the purchatet, and

the other side of the folio for the talts ; so that the difference

between them can be found in a moment, if necessary. If any

particular kind of Cotton be all sold, then this book win show

at once what has been gained or lost by the transactions in this

kind ; and as the same principle is applicable to all kinds, it

follows that if all the Cotton of every kind has been sold, this

book will show, both individually and collectively, the gain or

loss on each, and the gain or loss on the whole. This is a great

advantage where a merchant deals chiefly or wholly in any par-

ticular kinds of goods, as he can form an idea of his gain or

loss on the principal part or the whole of his business ac-

cordingly without consulting his Ledger or striking a general

balance.

It is evident that in any trade, business, or mercantile pro-

fession, such a book as this for every separate species of goods

bought and sold would be of immense advantage, and would

certainly be preferable to one book, such as the Day-Book,

where all kinds of goods are indiscriminately classed together

according to the dates of the different transactions ; for the

order of dates, though highly important, is not so useful to a

merchant as the classification of his transactions : whilst even

in that classification this order can be preserved. Hence a mer-

chant may have his Sugar-Book, his Indigo-Book, his Tea-Book,

his Coffee-Book, etc., according to the nature of his business;

and in keeping books by Single Entry, which many persons yet

mistakenly follow, roch books as these are indispensably n

sary, inasmuch as the Ledger kept by Single Entry gives

no information whatever as to the actual state of their A
and Liabilities. If the book, roch as the following, be devoted

to one or more classes of goods, and each be kept separata and

distinct, so that no confusion be introduced into the different

transactions, it may be called legitimately the Slock or IFows-

houM Book, as the merchant can always tell his Stock of Goods

by consulting it, without actually going to the warehouse and

taming over the goods in order to tee what he has got in hand.
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LKSSONS IN CHKMISTKY.

The following shows the clear gain made by the purchase and
salo of C'otton from January tx> Jane, an per Cotton-Book :

II .:
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decolorising power ; but this it regains upon being calcined at a

low red heat.

These properties render charcoal invaluable in the construc-

tion of filters ; not only does it
" aerate

" and decolorise the

water, but by oxidising any animal matter it may contain,

does much to render it innoxious.

Lampblack is prepared by burning turpentine or resin with a

limited supply of air, and condensing the smoke ; when mixed

with linseed oil and soap, it forms "printers' ink."

The oxides of carbon are :

Carbonic oxide .... CO
Carbonic acid .... CO,.

Besides these there are some vegetable acids one of the simplest,

oxalic acid (C a
O

s ), is the sour principle in sorrel.

Carbonic Oxide (symbol, CO; atomic weight, 28; density,

14). This gas is best prepared either by
1. Depriving carbonic acid of an atom of oxygen, or

2. By adding to it an atom of carbon.

(!) CO a
= CO";

(2) CO 3 + C = 2CO.

To perform the first experiment, heat in the iron retort used to

prepare oxygen from manganese dioxide, a mixture of zinc or

iron filings and well-dried chalk, thus

CaOCO, + Zn = CaO + ZnO + CO.

For the other method, for zinc substitute carbon, thus

CaOCO, + C = CaO + 2CO.

The heat drives off carbonic acid from the chalk, and in the

first case the zinc ia oxidised at

the expense of this CO,, and in the

second case the CO takes another

atom of carbon.

In each instance the gas con-

tains a little carbonic acid, and
therefore to obtain it pure, it must
be collected over water containing

potash, which retains the carbonic

acid to form potassium carbonate.

Another method of preparing it is

to digest pulverised ferrocyanide of

potassium with seven or eight times

its weight of sulphuric acid.

Properties. The gas is colour-

tasteless, inodorous, poison-

iimnninminiiiiii ^MIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIII

Fig. 36.

ous. A taper introduced into it is extinguished; but the

gas burns where it meets the oxygen with a blue flame, forming
carbonic acid, thus

CO + O = CO,
2 + 1 = 2.

The numerals refer to the volumes that is, the carbonic acid

formed is of the same volume as the carbonic oxide burnt. This

may be proved by mixing in the eudiometer carbonic oxide, and
half its volume of oxygen ; after the spark has passed, nothing
but carbonic acid will remain, whose volume is that of the
carbonic oxide. This gas has a great affinity for oxygen, and
therefore is a powerful reducing agent ; in iron-smelting fur-

naces the reduction of the ore is chiefly due to its action.

A solution of cuprous chloride (Cu^Cl.,), in hydrochloric
acid absorbs carbonic oxide, as also does melted potassium.

Carbonic Acid (symbol, CO 3 ; atomic weight, 44
; density, 22).

When limestone or chalk, which are both carbonates of lime

(CaOCOJ, are heated in a kiln, the heat drives off the gas (CO3 ),

leaving the lime (CaO). The gas, being half as heavy again as

air, collects in the fire-pit, and in any hollows close by the
kiln; and here many a wanderer has slept his last sleep, poisoned
by the gas. It is also the chief product of fermentation, and
collects at the bottom of vats ; its presence is ascertained by
lowering a lighted candle, which will be extinguished if the gas
be present. The escape of this gas causes the effervescence of

wines, the froths of porter, ale, etc., and makes bread "
rise."

It is best prepared by pouring dilute hydrochloric acid on
chalk, or, what is better, on pieces of marble (Fig. 36). On
account of its density it may be collected by displacement, and
even may be poured from one jar into another. The reaction is

thus expressed :

CaOCO a + 2HC1 = CaCl, + H 3
+ COa ,

calcium chloride, water, and carbonic acid being the result. It

is better not to use sulphuric acid, as the fragments of marble
are then coated with calcium sulphate, which is insoluble, and
thus the action is retarded. The gas is unable to support life,

and when breathed, spasm of the glottis prevents its entrance

into the lungs. If its presence in air exceed four per cent., it

acts as a narcotic poison.
It is exhaled from the lungs, which are organs composed of

a membrane some 160 square

yards in surface, which has

the property of absorbing the

oxygen from the air inhaled,
and thus bringing it in con-

tact with the venous blood

beneath. This blue blood

owes its colour to the pre-
sence of carbon. The oxy-

gen combines with this car-

bon, forming carbonic acid,

which is exhaled.

This may easily be proved
by blowing through a glass Fig. 37.

tube into some lime water,
or barytic water. The calcium, or barium carbonate, is formed,
which renders the water milky. This chemical action is not

only carried on in the lungs, but over the whole body through
the pores of the skin. If the hand be introduced into a jar
of oxygen standing over water, in a short time that gas will

be found to be converted into carbonic acid. Hence from this

simple experiment will be seen the imperative necessity of

cleanliness.

This chemical action is the source of animal heat, and is

exactly that which goes on more vigorously in a coal fire. In

this case the oxygen entering in at the bottom of the grate
combines with the coal, forming carbonic acid. As this passes

upward through the fire, it takes another atom of carbon,

forming, as we have seen, carbonic oxide, which burns again
into carbonic acid when it reaches the top of the fire. The
blue, flickering flame seen over a cinder fire is carbonic oxide

burning into the higher oxide.

To exhibit the presence of carbon in carbonic acid, it is only

necessary to pass the gas over a piece of heated potassium.
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 37. The metal deprives the

gas of its oxygen, and the liberated carbon is deposited on the

interior of the bulb.

When submitted to a pressure of 35'4 atmospheres, the gas
becomes a liquid. This is the means by which it is accom-

plished. A and c (Fig. 38) are two wrought-iron vessels. A
mixture of water and sodium bicarbonate is introduced into A,

and the tube b, filled with sulphuric acid, is placed upright in the
"
generator," A. The top is now fixed, and the tap, s, turned.

The vessel is inverted, being placed on stands for that purpose,
and the acid is emptied into the solution of sodium bicarbonate.

Sodium sulphate is

formed, and a vast

quantity of carbonic acid

gas is liberated. By
means of the pipe, d,

the generator is con-

nected with the " con-

denser," c, which is

packed in ice. So great
is the pressure of the

gas, that when both the

taps are turned the

liquid carbonic acid dis-

tils over. When the

operation is complete,
the two vessels are dis-

connected. A little of

the liquid can be received on a piece of wool by turning

M, the pressure of the gas in c forcing the liquid up the tube.

So rapid is the evaporation, that the liquid on the wool is

frozen. When mixed with ether, a paste is formed, which

possesses an extremely low temperature, by which mercury is

at once solidified.

Carbonic acid, though a very weak acid, forms a numerous

class of " carbonates." All these effervesce with dilute nitric

acid.
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CO.Ml'AKATIVE ANATOMY. X.
INSECTA.

THE remaining throe classes of the articulated animals which
we have yet to describe namely, the Crustacea, Ara<')mi<la,

ami Innecta are collateral ^ruupi. Each has occupied the

highest position in the estimation of different classifiers. Each

claim for the Crustacean* * oertain kind of superiority for them;
but wo find in the class Insecta the greatest development of

those peculiar excellences for which the whole articulate branch
is noted. The great characteristic of the Articulate! is their

external skeleton, and the adaptation of this to the purposes of

locomotion is, so to ipeak, the aim of this sub-kingdom. Other

organs and systems of organs are elaborated in an unsteady

VL

I. PBIVET HAWK MOTH (SPHINX LIOUSTRI) : a, CATEBPILLAB ; b, PUPA ; o, IMAGO. II. COMMON WASP (VESPA, : a, LARVA ; b, PPPA ; e, IMAGO.
III. tlNDER-SIDE OP HEAD OF BED-BUO (ClMEX LECTULARIUS), WITH LOWER LIP BEHOVED (MUCH MAGNIFIED). IV. BEETLB WITH DOB3AL
INTEGUMENTS BEMOVED TO SHOW VISCEBA. V. BEE. VI. PARASITICAL INSECT SEEM BT TRANSMITTED LIGHT, ASD HIGHLY MAGNIFIED JO
SHOW TRACHEAL SYSTEM.

fiefs, to Nos. in Figs. III. 1, labrum, or upper lip ; 2, 2", roots of the mandibles ; 3, 3", roots of tbo maxillm ; 4, mandibles and luaxillso com-
bined into a piercer ; 5, antennae ; 6, 6, eyes. IV. 1, oesophagus ; 2, gizzard ; 3, stomach ; 4, entrance of the secreting organs ; 5, small
intestine; 6, large intestine; 7, ovaries; 8, spermotheca ; 9, accessory glands; 10, common cloaca. V. 1, oesophagus; 2, crop; 3,
stomach ; 4, entrance of the secreting organs ; 5, small intestine ; 6, large intestine ; 7, common cloaca ; 3, ganglionio chain.

possesses forms whose simplicity of organism and general in-

feriority of structure make the comparison of them with the

highest members of the other groups, with any idea of rivalry,
absurd. Each class, too, culminates in organisms whoso varied

parts and elaborateness of detail seem to place them at an ele-

vation beyond which it seems impossible to mount. In many
respects, as in their respiratory and circulatory systems, the

spiders seem to show an advance upon the Insecta ; while their

larger size and the greater complexity of their nutritive organs

48 N.E.

and fluctuating manner, sometimes appearing to bo degraded,
or altogether altering their type, as we proceed from ono order

to another ; but the perfection of the external investment, and its

better adaptation to the most efficient kind of locomotion, is

seen in every upward step wo make in our classification. And
it is in tho class Insecta wo find such marvellous finish and

efficiency in this port of the organism as to fill not only the

naturalist, but even tho casual observer, with wonder. The

strength and beauty of the elegant body and sculptured limbs
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the delicacy and yet the power of the wings the splendour of

the colours, and elaborateness of pattern, whether expressed in

these gorgeous hues, or marking and chasings are all so exqui-

site that the class is a. general favourite with all. With man,

excellency in the execution of any one plan seems to be incon-

sistent with diversity ; but how different is it with the Creator.

As if to exhibit how unlimited might be the variety while the

ground-plan is the same, we find a greater number of species

in this class than in all the rest put together. One order of

insects, the Coleoptcra, has not less than 80,000 different kinds

known to, and already described by naturalists; and yet so

imperfectly has the search for these hiding and burrowing
insects been carried out, that it would not be a matter of sur-

prise if a few years should double the number of known species.

We shall describe the insects first, because they occupy a central

position, and follow so closely on to the class Myriapoda, that

some naturalists have included these latter in the class. The

Myriapods, however, show so marked a difference to the insects

in the greater number of rings, in the similarity of these to one

another, in the whole of them being furnished with limbs, and

in never presenting any traces of wings, that they may be well

classed alone ; while the name Insecta, or notched animals, is

confined to the true hexapod (six-legged) order.

The reader must have seen insects so often that it seems

superfluous to describe their general form and constant pecu-

liarities; yet we are so often accustomed to see without ex-

amining, and to examine without noting, that perhaps the fact

that a fly or a gnat has six legs may be new to some persons
who have been plagued by these creatures all their summers.

The body, then, of a typical insect in its final and perfect

state consists of three well-defined divisions, called (beginning
from the front) the head, the thorax (chest), and abdomen. So

deep is the notch which divides them from one ar, other, and

so small is the stalk or connection which unites them in bees

and flies, that the divisions of the bodies of these insects

cannot have escaped notice. In beetles and butterflies, the

divisions, though not quite so marked, are evident enough, but

in such insects as crickets and plant-bugs they are traced with

some difficulty. To the head is deputed the faculty of sensation

and prehension ; to the thorax the office of locomotion ; while

almost all the functions of organic life, such as digestion and

reproduction, are delegated to the abdomen. The head is

variously shaped, commonly resembling a disc, and presenting
a flattened but still convex surface forwards, on the expanse of

which are situated two antennas or feelers. These are almost

constantly present, but their form is so modified in different

insects, that no general description can be given of them.

Usually they are jointed, but the numbers of the joints, their

relation, size, and shape, and all connected with them, are so

different in different families, that they form an important
means of distinguishing one family from the other. The
mouth opens on the bottom part of the edge of the disc, while

the large complex eyes cover the lateral edges, and extend
often both in front and to the middle line at the top of the

head. When this is not the case, it is no uncommon thing for

three simple eyes to be placed on the very apex of the head,
in the form of a triangle. These, however, are by no means
constant in all insects. The organs which, standing round the

mouth, minister to all the accessory functions of gaining and
swallowing food, have, though very diverse in shape, been har-

monised by the labours of entomologists so as to represent one

plan. There is in front the labrum, or upper lip, then two

pairs of jaws, one pair behind the other, but each single jaw
playing from the side to meet its fellow in the mia-line.

Behind these is the under lip, which is sometimes very com-

plex, being split into three or five divisions. Additional
feelers like the antennae, but usually smaller and of fewer

joints, are often placed both on the hind pair of jaws and the
lower lip. When the mouth organs are spoken of as lips and
lateral jaws, it must be remembered that these organs are so
much modified that in some insects the terms seem hardly
applicable. Thus, a reference to the illustration of the head
of that insect which is found too commonly in our metropolis
will show that the four jaws, though springing from separate
roots, are united to form a single style-like puncturing appa-
ratus, and this is enclosed in the lower lip, which is a, tube

through which juices are sucked.

The head is so consolidated that it would at first siffht

suggest the idea that it consists of but one ring, corresponding
with one annulus of a worm, and some have thought this was

really the case. Others, however, believe, and apparently with

reason, that short as it is in its fore and aft or axial diameter, it

nevertheless is compounded of at least six rings, each of which
has its pair of appendages. Thus, the first bears the eyes ; the

second, the feelers ; the third, the undivided labrum ; the

fourth, the maxillse ; the fifth, the mandibles ; and the sizth,
the more or less split and complex labrum. This view may
appear fanciful, especially when the large rounded areas of

pavement-like eyes are spoken of as appendages or limbs; but
if we follow the comparison to the almost precisely similar organs
in crustaceans, where they are sometimes set on long and jointed

stalks, it ceases to be so.

The thorax, although it forms a more or less globular or

cubical box, which lodges the muscles which ply the legs and

wings, plainly consists of three rings or segments. This is appa-
rent, not only on account of the number of appendages, but also,

on examination, the plates of which it is composed show the
lines of junction by sutures on the outside ; while on the inside

the edges of these are doubled in so as to form ridges, to which
the muscles are attached. To the first segment, or prothorax,
are attached a pair of legs. They spring from below, and
are extended outwards. The second segment, or mesothorax,
has a pair of legs below, and generally a pair of wings, spring-

ing from the back. The hind segment, or metathorax, has
the same limbs as the preceding one. The legs are all

jointed, the joints being of beautiful structure. The limb
starts from a movable plate wedged in between the fixed plates
of the body ; this is called the coxa. Then comes a small

joint which assists in allowing the limb to be rotated, and is

called the trochanter. Beyond this is the femur, and to its

end is attached, by a joint which only permits of an up and
down movement, the usually long serrated or spined tibia.

A string of five beaded joints forms the foot, the last of which
is furnished with two curved hooks to lay hold on the minute

roughnesses in the surface over which the insect crawls. Besides

the claws, there are often two or three cushions of stiff hairs,

which, aided by a sticky secretion, are very good sustainers of

the light and strong creatures when they walk on the ceiling of

a room. This description applies to the limb when most deve-

loped, as there is a vast variety in the composition of the limbs

of insects. The legs are used not only for walking, but also for

cleaning the body, the antennae, and the wings. They are some-

times furnished with curious brushes and combs for effecting

this purpose. The use which the working bee makes of its

hind legs namely, to store lumps of wax upon them, and so to

carry a supply of this substance to its hive will also occur to

all bee-keepers.
The reader will probably wonder why the wings have not

been spoken of as appendages to the body-rings. He will ask,

if the number of so-called appendages is made to determine the

number of rings of which the body is composed, why the wings
do not count for limbs whereby to determine the number of

the annuli of the thorax ? A careful comparison of these

organs throughout the class, with their mode of development,
has led naturalists to suppose that the wings are modified gills

corresponding to the gill covers of crustaceans, and not with

the limbs of these. If this correspondence be genuine, it is a

curious instance of how the same organ may have very different

uses in different animals. The skin or integument of insects

consists essentially of three layers. The outermost is a thin,

transparent membrane ; beneath this is the hard, horny-coloured

layer, to the inside of which the live vascular skin is applied.

The wing consists of an extension oi the outer layer into a long

bag, the two sides of which are smoothed down and applied to

one another so as to form one sheet, while this is strengthened
and kept in shape by a framework of stiff fibres derived from

the second layer. Derivatives from the blood system and the

respiratory system in some instances enter the fibres, but are

not conveyed into the membranous part of the wing, so that the

torn wing of an insect is never repaired. The pattern of the

framework of fibres, or nervures, as they are called, is well

worthy of study, not only because it is beautiful and made
much use of in describing a,nd distinguishing insects, but on

account of its wonderful adaptation to the requirements of the

wing, furnishing strength and resistance where strength and

resistance are required- The winsrs are very variously deve-
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loped. The fore wings are tho moat constant and generally the

largest, hut in on.- family (Stn-p.iiptera) they are rudimentary,
mill in another lariri- unL-r (Coleoptera) they are converted into

hard covers for tho hind wings, and never employed in flight.

Tho liiml wings, though largely developed in the beetle and

grasshopper, and quite as large as the fore wings in dragon -lli.--i,

n only adjuncts to the fore wings, being much smaller

than these, and fastened to them or dissevered from them as the
insect wills. Thoro are various and elaborate contrivances by
which this j unction of the hind wings to the fore ones is effected in

insects. In flies, tho hind wings are reduced to little sticks with
knobs at the end, and why they should bo retained at all in thin

- :i puzzle to entomologists. The abdomen or hind division

of the body is elongated, and tapering towards tho end. It con-

sists of iiiiio segments, but the last two or three or four are often

reduced in size, and applied, not to contain the viscera, but to

purposes of reproduction, defence, etc. Thus, in the bee, the

sting consists of two modified rings, and the ovipositor of tho

saw-fly is of the same nature. The rings of tho abdomen are

not firmly applied to one another along their edges, as is the

case with the rings of the thorax, but tho front one overlaps the
hind ones, and these can be retracted one into the other like tho

joints of a telescope. The muscles running from one ring to

another, which retract the hinder joints into those before them,
are so elastic, and they originate so far forward into the front

segment that tho whole abdomen may often be at one time

doubly as long as at another time. This looseness in the joint-

ing ia not only found to be very useful to the insect in

order to enable it to bend that part of the body, and so apply
the tail organs as the insect requires, but also it allows the in-

ternal organs to be distended without inconvenience; and in

many of the most active insects a rhythmical breathing is

observed, caused by the shortening and elongating of this part
of the body.
Tho food-canal of insects ia usually not very long or very

complex. From the mouth a narrow throat runs right through
to the abdomen, thus interfering as little as possible with the

play of the muscles of that part. When it has arrived at that
division of the body, it enlarges into a bulb or crop, which is

sometimes, as in bees, an enlargement lying in the track of the

canal, and sometimes a bag or reservoir connected with tho

throat by a narrow duct which enters sideways into the canal.

Below this, or occupying its place when it is absent, a gizzard is

often found, whose horny internal longitudinal ridges grind the
food. Below this is the true stomach a long sack with trans-

verse wrinkles, in the folds of which secreting glands are found.

At the lower end of this, a number of long tubes enter. Six of

these are seen in the beetle in the illustration, and in the bee
there are a large number. These long tubes, which lie in tho

body cavity tangled and twisted among the other organs, com-
mence in blind ends. Their function has been much disputed,
some thinking them organs of secretion, and others organs of

excretion that is, some suppose their products are needful for

the better digestion of tho food, while others think it worthless

and injurious if not thus got rid off. The first-named function
is performed by the liver in vertebrates, and the last-named

by the kidney. The names of these organs have, therefore, been

applied to these blind tubes by the advocates of the respective
views. Such names are liable to confuse the reader, as there

can be no correspondence between organs taken from different

sub-kingdoms, so far as structure is concerned. Hence, a new
name has been applied to them, which is not liable to mislead,
that of Malpighian vessels. Below the entrance of these Teasels,
the alimentary canal contracts, and has been called the small

intestine. At the end of this is a valve which prevents an
entrance of matter from behind. Beyond the valve is the largo

intestine, which sometimes dilates into a chamber into which
the reproductive products and the poison from tho poison-bag,
where it exists, empty themselves. The orifice of exit is always
at the extreme end of the animal. It should have been men-
tioned that into tho mouth of the oesophagus two or more

salivary glands usually empty themselves. These are often more
or less attached to the sides of the canal, but are sometimes
free and floating in the juices of the body. Sometimes the liquid
secreted by these is very pungent and irritating, though why it

should be so it is difficult to conjecture, unless, by being poured
into the wound made by the compound lancet, it causes a flow

of blood to that part. Otherwise, one would have supposed that

tin' irritation caused would hare been equally disturbing to the
M g insect and the victim of its attack.

One of the greatest peculiarities of insects though, as wo
have seen, the apparatus is not confined to them is the trachtal

system. In insects the necessary process of the aeration of the
blood is not accomplished through a soft membranous skin, for
this in them is hard and dry ; nor by protrusions of the circu-

latory system, so as to expose the contained blood to the ****TmT
of the surrounding medium ; nor even by setting apart son* in-

ternal cavity for the process ; but the air is introduced and teat

by small dividing and sub-dividing vessels into every organ of the

body, and so the function of respiration is diffused through all

parts. The entrance of the air to the body is not through the

mouth, as in vertebrate animals, but through a number of oral
holes in the sides of the body. As a rule, it might be said that
there are a pair of these to each segment of the body, but they
are by no means always present in every segment. These oral
holes are called spiracles, or breathing pores. They are well seen
in the illustrations of the caterpillar and chrysalis of the privet
hawk-moth. Their presence in the perfect moth would be ob-
scured by the thick coating of scales and hairs, even if the side
riew were given. These orifices need some protection, especially
at certain times, and thus they are often placed in situations

where they cannot readily be seen. In the abdomen of the
beetle they are often placed under the deck-like fore-wings. In
the bees and wasps they are found in the side-pieces, which
are covered by the back and belly-plates of the rings. Beside*
these methods of protection, they are often defended by a thick

fringing of hair, or by plates, or by membrane. These organs
at the spiracles are sometimes vibratile, and the humming of

insects is sometimes thus caused.

In the sketch of 'the trachea! system of a species of parasite

given in the picture, it will be seen that each spiracle has a little

globular enlargement below it, and that canals lead from these
to join a large lateral canal which runs down the side of the

body, uniting with its fellow both before and behind. From
certain parts of this similar vessels are given off which run to

the more important parts of tiie body, and there break up into

branches. In this creature the trachea! system is of the simplest
kind, but in the generality of insects it is very complex, the two
Literal canals sending off cross branches, while from all parts
of the main canals branches spring, and by dividing and sub-

dividing, run into all the organs, so that no small portion of the

viscera, whether taken from the nervous or any other system,
can be examined under a microscope without revealing some of

these vessels. Indeed, it would seem that, united with the

function of respiration, they perform the additional one of

sustaining the internal organs.
It may be asked, how can these minute vessels be distin-

guished from others when under a microscope P This is easily
done on account of the peculiarity of their structure. Each
tube consists of two thin membranes, with a spiral thread lying
between them. The membranes are transparent, and the closely
coiled thread within them looks like the wire spring of a bell. The
use of these spiral threads is manifest. The air tubes must be

kept open in order that respiration may be carried on, and yet
tho movement of the body, or any pressure, is liable to close

them. These elastic coils, therefore, maintain the tube, and by
their resiliency open it when it has been closed by pressure.
The nervous system is quite after the type of all Articulates,

which we have described elsewhere.

One of the most striking and interesting of phenomena in

nature is the transformation at certain stages of the develop-
ment of insects. Such transformations ore not confined to this

class, but they were first noted in it, and are better denned and
studied in insects than in any other class. Most animals have
a protective epidermis, which, being extra-vascular, is dead or

dying. Some have this constantly wearing off, while others

retain it for a time, and slough it off atone act. Many creatures

also, during growth, go through considerable change in the pro-

portion and structure of these parts. Now, in insects, since the

whole form of the animal is dependent on the external integu-

ment, and the whole of this is thrown off together, while at

the same time extreme changes have gone on in the internal

structure, we have, as a result, periodical changes of so radical

a character that they are called metamorphoses. These changes
are, however, very different in different insects. In all there is

a growing state, in which they eat enormously. This state is
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called the larva. Then there is a state of change, in which the

forms of the organs of the perfect insect are being developed :

e.g., the wings grow, and the body is transformed into a shape
convenient for flight. This is called the pupa state. Lastly,

there is the perfect state, in which the insect never grows nor

changes, and in which its most serious business seems to be

the reproduction of its kind. In thia state it is called the

'imago.
The main modifications in the method of metamorphosis con-

sist in the condition of the insect in the second or pupa state.

In butterflies and flies, it has no mouth nor organs of locomotion,

and is inverted in a coffin-like box, so that its external appear-

ance is quite unlike that of the perfect insect. In bees and

beetles the pupa has already taken on the form of the perfect

insect, and the limbs are detached from the body, but it is quite

quiescent, while in grasshoppers and plant-bugs the three states

are much alike. The only thing which distinguishes the different

states of these latter -from one another is the growth of the

wings during the pupa state. At the top of the illustration

the three states of a sphinx-moth, called the privet hawk-moth,
are represented. The larva, or caterpillar, is holding its head

aloft after its peculiar manner, from which habit it derived the

name of sphinx. On the left hand there is a representation of

two cells, one of which contains a wasp larva, which is fed in its

cell by the workers. Another cell contains a pupa wasp, which

is sealed up to protect it while it no longer eats. On the side a

perfect insect is represented as climbing up the comb.

In a future lesson we propose to give some account of the

classification of insects.

LESSONS IN GERMAK XXXIV.
SECTION LXVL VARIOUS IDIOMS (continued).

SBetfe, way, manner ; as : 2luf biefe SBeife, in this way (on this

wise). It is often compounded with adjectives and nouns, and
used adverbially, cbcqnxife, jestingly. lucflicfyct SBetfe, fortu-

nately ; in a fortunate manner. ( 105.)
1. Untcr stet 2lugen, literally, under four eyes ; that is, secretly,

in confidence ; between two persons. 2J?an fyat e8 nut untet met

Slugen gefagt, it has been told to me in confidence.

VOCABULARY.

2tmt'gcfd;dft, n. offi-
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VOCABULARY.

Uln'rrffiimtn.j,/. recog" Babuf, /. umnufac- 8i}mmc$cn, n. lamb-

mtion, aoknow-
MlOllt.

impulse,
mot

w. business,
trade.

ipeivun'tcni, to admire
UraucblMr. useful, ser-

viceable.

n. little

darling.

tory, factory.
gifititcn, n. little flab.

(Manfctycn, n. gosling.

fyMfyn, n. little

garden.

aud? en, n. cottage.
'.v IH-. /. height, alti-

tude. (See abovoi
R. 1.)

Jjiipfen, to hop, jump,

kin.

fcetftuno., /. perform-
ance, a.-i-umih-ii-

mont.

Seutrben, little people.
SftieMieb, neat, nice,

pretty.

SPropbet', *n. prophet.
Wepublifa'nifcb, repub-

lican.

@amftao.,m. Saturday.
pAt, late.

Xb,icrcbcn, n. little ani-

mal.

Iricr, m. impulse, in-

stinct, inclination.

soon visit you.
In prosperity, as in affliction,

man should direct his look

upward.

brother, darling i skip.
brother.

,
^iitcben, n. little hat.

er\jcfi,iU in such a .(\attfbcn, n. pussy.
manner, so. JJci'nc*falW,innowise.

(5iirrtot>ten,to arrange, Jliftrben.n. little chest.

order. \ jJlatfcfcen, to clap.

RKSUME OF EXAMPLES.
<5r traf tbn tec'gcftalt mit feinem He struck him with his sword

cb.n>erte, tap ev ju !8otcn |tel. so (in such a manner) that

he fell to the ground.
Da Siibrtien frcut ficb. fefyt ubct The little boy rejoices much

fein neuc*
fcittctyen. over his (little) new hat.

3cb merle et fo cin'riittcn, tap icb. I will so arrange it, that I can
Sic bait bcfu'cben fann.

!Tir i'lcnfcb fell int liicfc, ttrie tm

fieitcn, feine Slicfe in tie ob,c

ricb.ten.

EXERCISE 128.

1. Saben ie tiefe nietlicbe Artcben gefefjen ? 2. S'iein, tcnn icb bc

tvuntertc \entt bubfrbe JjduScben. 3. 6s geb.6rt jtoet alien Seutcben, njelcfjc

icb fenne. 4. 2Ba ftnb tat fur nietlicbc 2b,icrc^en ? 5. Qt fmr in tcm
arten cine 3JJenge ganj junger SAmmcben. 6. 5)iefeS ffiAtcfjcn t>ie(t

mit feinem S3rutercbcn. 7. 26oHcn ie mir jeneJ Aifteben gcben ? 8.

SBcHen ic ticfe auf tern Sifcbc^cn ^aben'? 9. ebcn ic, n?elcb ein

b^utuijc^ utcben '. 10. 3)a JJintcben bat grope Sreute an feincm AAfcff
unl an feincm AnScbcn. 11. 9ticb.tcn ic tt fo ein, tap ie bis

amftag 'Hiorgen in tncincm -aufe fein fimncn. 12. 2)2a(ben mir c ter.

geftalt, taji e$ fur beite 3mccfc braucbbvir tft? 13. Sr foil tt fo macbcn

tap cr feine iBucber mitnebmen fann. 14. 3cb ridjte e jetenfatt* fo cm,

tap
icj)

bi je^n llbr bet 3^ncn bin. 15. 2Btr macbcn e fo, tap toir

IeinefaU ju fpAt fommcn. 1C. agcn k 3frem Srutcr, er mocbte

f tergeftalt einricbtcn, tap c fur Setermann tscrftAntltcb ift. 17. 3cb

boffc, tc wcrten c fo cinricf;ten, tap ie auf tcm lefcten Sampffcbiffe an

fommen. 18. (tin Qhopfyct gitt nirgent* wcnigcr, alS in feincm iatcr.

lante unt in feincm aufc. 19. cine ttmnte gilt cicl tm 9Jatbc. 20.

SQBa gttt', in jroanjig Sabren tft ter groptc Zfyeil @uropa' rcpnblifanifcb ?

21. Dcr Xrieb jum 28ofen ift net ftdrfer in un, at ter jttm uten. 22.

Die 2lnerfennung unfercr 8eiftungen tft ctn mAcbttger ?lntrieb jum BIcipe.

23. 35er Sctrieb feiner Sabrifen ttirfc con 3ab,r ju 3abr grower. 24. <St

ricf;tete feine 2lugen in tic 6be. 25. (Jr fprang cor Sreuten in tic -!pob.e

unt flatfc^te in tie Snte. 26. 3)ie Jtintcr f;upftcn in tie .&&6.C.

EXERCISE 129.

1. Dear father, will you buy me the little lambkin ? 2. No,
my dear daughter, but I will buy you the gosling and the little

fish. 3. Have you seen that pretty cottage ? 4. No, I admired
that beautiful little garden. 5. Mary plays with the pussy, and
her little brother with the little fish. 6. Look, what a beautiful
little chest this is. 7. Men should at all times direct their

thoughts to God. 8. Arrange it so, that I may find you to-

morrow at home. 9. I hope yon will arrange it so, that you may
arrive on Monday morning. 10. What is this garden worth ?

11. It is worth more than you believe. 12. What were these
books worth ten years ago ? 13. What will you bet against
thia horse ? 14. There are five pounds at stake.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XII.

RELATION OP NOTES, ETC.

THE admired glee-writer, Webbe, whose name is second to
none in the department of popular vocal music, in his solfeggio
exercises and instructions in singing, adopts, as a matter of

course, the " movable DOH ;

"
Dr. Crotch, a great musical

authority, used the une method in hit
" Element- of Compo-

|)iit.ljihed A.D. 1812; and Mr. \\ uthor of the
iring at Sight," follows their example. If other

authorities are required, we would gladly leave our appeal with
biich men a Mr. Graham, of Edinburgh, the author of the
article on " Mono "

in an early edition of the "
Encyclopedia

Britaunica ;

"
Mr. Hogarth, distingumhed tm a writer on mtuioml

noral Thompson, the profound writer on mtuical
s; Mr. Hickson, the father of English school route ;

and Mr. Lowell Mason, the eminent American composer and
teacher. Ask ninety-nine persons out of a hundred, who can
really sing at sight, how they came to do so, and they will tell

you: '

By measuring interval from the key-note, and keeping
the key-note in the eye throughout the tone." Such person*
will at once acknowledge the importance of having a distinct

name (DOH) for that key-note, and of naming all the other note*

by their relation to it.

6.
" In teaching," says Mr. Hickson,

" the art of sight-singing,
an art rarely taught by Italian professors, whose fashionable

pupils only sing to the harp or pianoforte, there is but one mod*
of using the solfeggio syllables in which they can be of the

slightest use ; that is, by adhering to the rule laid down by
Rousseau, and followed by many of the best of our English
choral teachers, of identifying them, not with the fixed ouiub,
expressed by the letters, but vrith the intervals of the diatonic tcale,
' DOH '

in every key representing the key-note ;

'

KB,' the second
of the acale, etc. We have already shown that the art of

reading music at sight depends upon the ability to recognise at
a glance the intervals of the scale, in whatever key they may
be written ; that is to say, to distinguish at once, not which is

A or B, but which is the key-note, which is the 3rd, 5th, 7th,
etc. It will therefore at once be seen that Forde, by adopting
Rousseau's rule for nsing the solfeggio syllables, as names for
the intervals, converts them into a most profitable exercise, an
exercise which compels the pupil to study the intervals in every
bar he sings, and to give up guessing. . . . Great confusion
and perplexity are introduced by the opposite method. We
have pointed out the different properties of the fourth and the

seventh, the one tending downward* and the other upward* ;

yet although [the pitch note] y may sometimes be the fourth
and at other times the seventh, according to the key, and
although F in the key of c differs half a tone from r in the key
of o, it is always, we are told, to be colled FA !

"

Tu-o notes OPPOSED to one another in mental effect, and DIF-
FERING in. pitch, yet called by the SAKE name, and in connectvm
ivith a system that prides itself on its educational " METHOD."

tj Fa Me
Fourth of the Scale.

V Fa Sol

Seventh of the Scale.

"We think it must be obvious," continues Mr. Hickson,
"that the solfeggio syllables, thus employed, tend to mislead

the pupil rather than assist him in learning the art of sight-

singing. It is using words, as a lawyer would say, in the sense

of a suggestio falri.'' Perhaps the most marked practical ad-

vantage of the tonic (or key-cote) method of solfa-ing is that

it establishes in the ear of the pupil a complete association of

interval and syllable. So that the syllables become not only
an unchanging language of interval, useful in connection with

the whole study of music, however far it may be carried, but
also a guide and prompter in the art of striking interval with

accuracy and certainty. Thus, if the syllables xs, FAH are

frequently sung to a "
semitone," the mind soon learns to asso-

ciate that interval with those syllables, so that the very attempt
to pronounce the syllable shall call up into the mind the in-

terval to which they have so often been sung. In this way ou>

syllables become invaluable aids and interpreters.
7. We take this opportunity of giving our reason for accom-

panying the established notation with a constant interpreter,

in the new notation placed between the staves. The truth is

that the old notation, being used perhaps chiefly in connection

with instruments, sets forth the pitch of a note (the thing the

ordinary instrumentalist wants) in a most clear, distinct, and

pictorial manner, but leaves key-relationship (that which the

vocalist requires to be the first and most obvious thing to
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meet the eye, and which is by far the most important thing in

the science of music itself) but dimly expressed. Hence the vast

variety of sol-fa systems, figure systems, tetrachordal systems,

etc., which have sprung up, every good teacher feeling the ne-

cessity of marking the key-note and the notes related to it more

visibly. The most successful modern teachers of sight-singing
have adopted a similar plan. Thus the Rev. J. J. Waite, who
taught some thousands of English people how to sing, did so by
means of an interpreting notation of figures placed under the

other notes, figure 1 standing for the key-note, 2 for the next,
etc. We have watched Mr. Waite's pupils, and have found
them singing, not from the crotchets and quavers on the staff,

but from the figures below, which they find incomparably easier,

because those figures are to them a notation of key-relationship.

In Scotland, the well-known educational writer and publisher,
Mr. Gall, of Edinburgh, has adopted a figure notation for many
years ; and in Ireland we find Dr. Bryce using both the figures
and the sol-fa syllables, in his exercises, to set forth the rela-

tion of notes, while the old notation sets forth the pitch. For
the present we shall do the same, but soon we shall teach our

pupils to do without the syllables, and to use intelligently the
established notation alone.

Our pupils will now study with care the following exercises on
the mental effects of DOH, ME, and son. Let them be as scru-

pulous as ever in the self- discipline of learning the tune, piece-

meal, by
" heart

"
(or by

" hear it," as Cobbett used to explain
the word), until they can sol-fa it all by memory, pointing on the
modulator the while.

EXERCISE 20. THE WELCOME BACK. KEY C. M. 138.

(Words by ELIZA COOK. Tune, OLD ENGLISH.)
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EXIHCIS* 21. THE HAPPY MIND. KBT P. M. 160.

, Words by ELIZA COOK. Tuna, OLD ESOLISH.)
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXIV.
SECTION XLV. CONVOLVULACE.E.

Characteristics : Calyx free, corolla hypogynous, monopetalous,

regular ; aestivation contorted j stamens inserted into the tube

of the corolla, their number equal to that of the lobes ; ovary
two to four celled ; ovules solitary or twin, erect ; fruit capsular
or bacciform ; seed dicotyledonous, curved, im-

bedded in mucilaginous albumen ; radicle in-

ferior.

The Convolvulacece derive their name from
the property which most, although not all of

ithem, have of climbing up other plants. They
abound in the torrid zone, in low marshy situa-

tions, especially near the sea. In proportion
as the distance from the equator diminishes,
so do the Convolvulacece become more rare.

In temperate climates only few species exist ;

186

185. PURPLE IPOMS:A (IPOM*;A TYRIANTHINA) . 186.

THREE-COLOURED CONVOLVULUS (CONVOLVULUS
TRICOLOR. 187. DODDER (CUSCUTA).

and in the frigid zone they are altogether ab-

sent. The predominant medical quality of the

Convolvulacece is that of purgative. Jalap
and scammony are both derived from this na-

tural order. Even the roots and tubers of our
own native species are purgative, though, in

consequence of the low price of jalap, they are

at present never employed for this purpose.
It is scarcely necessary to append an engraving for the pur-

pose of giving the reader a general idea of the external character-

istics presented by this natural order. Nevertheless, we do this

that we may introduce three beautiful species, the Ipomcea tyrian-
thina (Pig. 185), or purple ipomsea, a stove evergreen climber,

indigenous to Mexico, the Convolvulus tricolor (Fig. 186) ; and
the Cuscuta, or dodder (Fig. 187). It should be said that

although the dodders are generally referred to the order Convol-

vulacece, by some botanists they are grouped into a small distinct

order termed Cuscutaceos. Like the Convolvulacece they are

climbing plants, but they differ from them in being leafless and
parasitic, often causing great injury to crops of leguminous plants
and flax, to the stalks of which the stem of the dodder attaches
itself by small rootlets, the original root which had been sent

out from the seed when it germinated in the ground dying away
as soon as the stem has commenced to throw out rootlets.

SECTION XLVI. POLEMONIACE-a:, OK PHLOXWOKTS.

Characteristics : Corolla hypogynous, monopetalous, regular ;

stamens inserted upon the tube of the corolla, in number equal
to its lobes, and alternate with them

; ovary three to five celled ;

placentae parietal ; fruit capsular ; seeds erect

or ascending dicotyledonous ; straight in a

fleshy albumen.
The student cannot look at a member of

this natural family without being cognisant of

a general similarity between this natural order
and Convolvulacece. Not only is the general

aspect of the flower similar, but there is also

a certain similarity of anatomical structure.

In both the flower is quinquepartite ; but the
Polemoniacece differ in several points from

188. WHITE PHLOXWORT (POLEMONIUM ALBUM). 189.

VIRGINIAN HYDROPHYL (HYDROPHYLLUM VIR-

GINICUM). a, COROLLA OF VIRGINIAN HYDROPHYU

the Convolvulacece, as will be seen from an

inspection of Fig. 188, which is a representa-
tion of the leaf, bud, and blossom of the

Polemonium album.

SECTION XLVIL HYDBOPHYLLACE-E.
Characteristics : Calyx free ; corolla hypo-

gynous, monopetalous, regular ; stamens in-

serted upon the tube of the corolla, in number equal to the divi-

sions of the latter, and alternate with them ; ovary unilocular

or imperfectly bilocular ; placentae parietal ; ovules solitary or

numerous on each side of the placentas ;
fruit capsular or almost

fleshy ; seeds few in number ;
seed dicotyledonous ; embryo

straight, imbedded in an abundant cartilaginous albumen.

Members of this natural family, to which the genus Hydro-

phyllum lends its appellation, are herbs either annual or peren-

nial, possessing an aqueous juice ; an angular stem considerably

ramified ; leaves alternate, especially towards the upper part ot

the vegetable, usually deprived of stipules ; flowers complete,

regular, disposed in corymbs or unilateral spikes, scorpioidal, or

scorpion-like, simple, or dichotomous, rarely solitary; calyx

deeply fissured in five divisions, imbricated in aestivation, and
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persistent ; corolla inserted externally to a ring surrounding the
base of the ovary, campanulate or imperfectly rotate, occa-

sionally funnel-Hluipod, its tube ordinarily furnished with tonguc-
like scales alternating with the stamens; limb iivi--j)artitf,

imlirii-iiti-d in (estivation j stamens to the number of five having
t heir filaments bent inwards during aestivation ; anthers in-

trorse ; ovary composed of two carpel* (Fig. 181)).

The Hydrot>lnjllacece are allied to the Polemoniacece, differing
from the plunts of this order in the

ntal conformation. They are

farther removed from the Borayina-
;i I though originally confounded

with this natural order in conse-

quence of a certain general resem-
blance of inflorescence.

This family is exclusively Ameri-

can, where abundant species are

found mingled with Polemoniacece

in the temperate regions on this

reoeptaold or upon a fleshy annulus between the calyx and
ovary; stamen* inserted upon the tube of the corolla, four,

didynamous, occasionally five, the fifth being sterile, occa-

sionally only two ; ovary unilocular ; placenta parietal ; fniit

superior or inferior ; seed dicotyledonous, containing little or
no albumen.
The Qetneracece are herbaceous plants, rarely ligneous, usually

possessing a tetragonal ramified stem ; leaves generally opposite
or verticillate ; devoid of stipule*,

simple and almost always irregular
in the length of their sides. The
flowers are complete ; inflorescence

a cyme, corymb, or spike ; calyx per*
sistent ; corolla tubular, or funnel-

shaped, campanulate, or labiate;
imbricated in aestivation; stamen*
with two anthers usually coherent,
one or two celled; ovary consist*

of two carpels, but is unilocular;

190. GERARD'S OESNEEA (GESNERA GERAR-

DIANA). 191. VERMILION JESCUIKAK-

THUS (jESCHINANTHUS MI SI ATI'S).

side of the Tropic of Cancer, more

especiallytowards the western coast.

Between the tropics they are rare,
and also beyond the Tropic of Capri-
corn. The pretty annuals known
as nemophilas, the chief of which
are the blue nemophila (Nemophila
insignis) and the speckled nemo-

phila (Nemophila maculata), belong
to this natural order.

One species, the Canadian hydro-
phyl (Hydt-ophyllum Canadense), a

hardy herbaceous perennial, is em-

ployed in North America as a remedy for the bites of snakes,
also for erysipelas caused by the contact of a poisonous North
American plant, the sumach (Rhus pumil). J/i/.'n ^/n/Hiuu
Virginicum, a species now frequent in botanical gardens, has
pinnatisect leaves, and white or blue corolla.

SECTION XLVIII. GESNERACE^E, OB GESNERWORTS.
Characteristics : Calyx free, more or less adherent to the

ovary ; corolla monopetalous, irregular, inserted upon the

192. MAST-FLOWERED ACHIMEXES (iCHI-
MI-NES MI- LIZ FLORA). 193. SCARLET
M1TUAHIA (M1T&A&LA COCCISEA).

placentae parietal, opposed,onebeing
on the right, the other on the left

of the axis of the flower. Ovules
reflexed ; style simple. Fruit a

berry or a capsule. Seeds pendent
or horizontal (Fig. 190).
The Gesntracca are, for the moft

part, inhabitants of the new conti-

nent, especially towards the equa-
tor. Some are epiphytes attaching
themselves to the trunks of trees,

A few of this natural order are
found in tropical India, especially

I in the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and on the southern

slopes of the Himalaya Mountains.

Those two families, although considerable in the number of
their species, offer but little of importance in respect of useful

properties. Columned seandfns, a little shrub of India, bearing
pretty blue flowers, is cultivated in our hot-houses. Many other

species of Gesneracea are in favour amongst cultivators; for

example, the jEschinanihus winiatuf, or vermilion sxchmanthua

(Fig. 191 ), and the Chirita Moonii, or Moon's chirita, from Ceylon,
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of the former of which a representation is given. The Chirita

Sinensis is acaulesceut ; its radical peduncle is blue or yellow,

and divided into two or three pedicels, each bearing a flower.

The Chirita Moonii is remarkable for its elevation, its beautiful

foliage, and its pale violet corolla ornamented internally with a

golden spot.

Mitraria cocdnea, or scarlet mitraria (Fig. 193), is a little

Chilian shrub, a beautiful spring-blooming plant for the green-

house. Its stem and boughs are weak and slender, its pedun-
cles opposed and unifloral. Its corolla is of a bright red. The

Achimenes multiftora, or many-flowered achimenes (Fig. 192), is

a, Brazilian species, only introduced into Europe in 1843, re-

markable, like all its congeners, for its general elegance of aspect
and the long duration of its flowers.

BEADING AND ELOCUTION. XXIV.
EXEECISES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE (continued.)

[To be marked for Inflections by the student.]

XV. CAUSES OF WAK.
What are sufficient causes of war let no man say, let no legislator

say, until the question of war is directly and inevitably before him.

Jurists may be permitted, with comparative safety, to pile tome upon
tome of interminable disquisition upon the motives, reasons, and
causes of just and unjust war. Metaphysicians may be suffered witli

impunity to spin the thread of their speculations until it is attenuated

to a cobweb; but for a body created for the government of a great

nation, and for the adjustment and protection of its infinitely diversi-

fied interests, it is worse than folly to speculate upon the causes of

war, until the great question shall be presented for immediate action

until they shall hold the united question of cause, motive, and present

expediency, in the very palm of their hands. War is a tremendous
evil. Come when it will, unless it shall come in the necessary defence

of our national security, or of that honour under whose protection
national security reposes, it will come too soon too soon for our
national prosperity too soon for our individual happiness too soon
for the frugal, industrious, and virtuous habits of our citizens too

soon, perhaps, for our most precious institutions. The man who, for

any cause, save the sacred cause of public security, which makes all

wars defensive the man who, for any cause but this, shall promote
or compel this final and terrible resort, assumes a responsibility second
to none, nay, transceudently deeper and higher than any which man
can assume before his fellow-man, or in the presence of God, his

Creator. Binney.

XVI. A CHILD CARRIED AWAY BY AN EAGLE.

The great golden eagle, the pride and the pest of the parish, stooped
down, and flew away with something in his talons. One single sudden
female shriek, and then shouts and outcries, as if a church spire had
tumbled down on a congregation at a sacrament !

" Hannah Lamond's
bairn ! Hannah Lamond's bairn !

" was the loud, fast-spreading cry.
" The eagle's ta'en off Hannah Lamond's bairn !

" and many hundred
feet were in another instant hurrying towards the mountain. Two
miles of hill, and dale, and copse, and shingle, and many intersecting

brooks, lay between ; but in an incredibly short time the foot of the
mountain was alive with people.
The eyrie was well known, and both old birds were visible on the

rock-ledge. But who shall scale that dizzy cliff, which Mark Steuart,
the sailor, who had been at the storming of many a fort, attempted in
vain ? All kept gazing, weeping, wringing of hands in vain, rooted to
the ground, or running backwards and forwards, like so many ants

essaying their new wings in discomfiture. " What's the use what's
the use o" ony puir human means ? We have no power but in

prayer!" and many knelt down fathers and mothers thinking of
their own babies as if they would force the deaf heavens to hear !

Hannah Lamond had all this while been sitting on a rock, with a
race perfectly white, and eyes like those of a mad person fixed on the

eyrie. Nobody had noticed her
; for strong as all sympathies with her

had been at the swoop of the eagle, they were now swallowed up in
the agony of eyesight.

"
Only last sabbath was my sweet wee wean

baptized, in the name o' the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost !

"
and, on uttering these words, she flew off through the

brakes, and over the huge stones, up up up, faster than ever hunts-
man ran in to the death, fearless as a goat playing among the
precipices.
No one doubted, no one could doubt, that she would soon be dashed

to pieces. But have not people who walk in their sleep, obedient to
the mysterious guidance of dreams, climbed the walls of old ruins,
and found footing, even in decrepitude, along the edge of unguarded
battlements, and down dilapidated staircases, deep as draw-wells, or

coal-pits, and returned with open, fixed and unseeing eyes, unharmed
to their beds, at midnight ? It is all the work of the soul, to whom
the body is a slave ; and shall not the agony of a mother's passion,
who sees her baby, whose warm mouth had just left her breast, hurried

off by a demon to a hideous death, bear her limbs aloft wherevei
there is dust to dust, till she reach that devouring den, and, fierce!

and more furious far, in the passion of love, than any bird of prey
that ever bathed its beak in blood, throttle the fiends that with theit

heavy wings would fain flap her down the cliffs, and hold up the child,

in deliverance, before the eye of the all-seeing God ?

No stop no stay ; she knew not that she drew her breath. Beneath
her feet Providence fastened every loose stone, and to her hands

strengthened every root. How was she ever to descend ? That fear,

then, but once crossed her heart as she went up up up, to the little

image made of her own flesh and blood. " The God who holds me
now from perishing, will not the same God save me when my child

is on my bosom ?
" Down came the fierce rushing of the eagles' wings

each savage bird dashing close to her head, so that she saw the

yellow of their wrathful eyes. All at once they quailed and were
cowed. Yelling, they flew off to the stump of an ash jutting out of

the cliff, a thousand feet above the cataract ; and the Christian mother

falling across the eyrie, in the midst of bones and blood, clasping her

child dead, dead, dead, no doubt but umnangled and untorn, and
swaddled up, just as it was when she laid it down asleep among the

fresh hay, in a nook of the harvest field.

Oh ! what a pang of perfect blessedness transfixed her heart from
that faint, feeble cry,

" It lives it lives it lives !

" and baring her

bosom, with loud laughter, and eyes dry as stones, she felt the lips

of tha unconscious innocent once more murmuring at the fount of life

and love !
" O Thou great and thou dreadful God ! whither hast thou

brought me, one of the most sinful of thy creatures ? Oh ! save my
soul, lest it perish, even for thy own name's sake ! O Thou, who
diedst to save sinners, have mercy upon me."

Cliffs, chasms, blocks of stone, and the skeletons of old trees far,

far down, and dwindled into specks a thousand creatures of her own
kind, stationary, or running to and fro ! Was that the sound of the

waterfall, or the faint roar of voices ? Is that her native strath ?

and that tuft of trees, does it contain the hut in which stands the

cradle of her child ? Never more shall it be rocked by her foot ! Here
must she die and, when her breast is exhausted, her baby too ! And
those horrid beaks, and eyes, and talons, and wings will return ; and
her child will be devoured at last, even within the dead bosom that

can protect it no longer.

Where, all this while,- was Mark Steuart, the sailor ? Half way up
the cliffs. But his eye had got dim, and his head dizzy, and his heart

sick ; and he who had so often reefed the top-gallant sail, when at

midnight the coming of the gale was heard afar, covered his face with
his hands, and dared look no longer on the swimming heights.

" And who will take care of my poor bedridden mother ?
"
thought

Hannah, whose soul, through the exhaustion of so many passions, could

no more retain in its grasp that hope which it had clutched in despair.

A voice whispered,
" God !

" She looked around, expecting to see an

angel ; but nothing moved except a rotten branch, that, under its own

weight, broke off from the crumbling rock. Her eye, by some secret

sympathy of her soul with the inanimate object, watched its fall,

and it seemed to stop not far off, on a small platform.
Her child was bound within her bosom she remembered not how

or when but it was safe ; and scarcely daring to open her eyes, she

slid down the shelving rocks, and found herself on a small piece of

firm root-bound soil, with the tops of bushes appearing below. With

fingers suddenly strengthened into the power of iron, she swung
herself down by brier, and broom, and heather, and dwarf-birch.

There a loosened stone leapt over a ledge ; and no sound was heard,

so profound was its fall. There the shingle rattled down the screes,

and she hesitated not to follow. Her feet bounded against the huge
stone that stopped them, but she felt no pain. Her body was callous

as the cliff.

Steep as the wall of a house was now the side of the precipice.

But it was matted with ivy centuries old, long ago dead, and with-

out a single green leaf, but with thousands of arm-thick stems, petri-

fied into the rock, and covering it as with a trellis. She bound her

baby to her neck, and with hands and feet clung to that fearful

ladder. Turning round her head and looking down, lo, the whole

population of the parish, so great was the multitude, on their knees !

and hush ! the voice of psalms ! a hymn breathing the spirit of one

united prayer ! Sad and solemn was the strain, but nothing dirge-

likebreathing not of death, but deliverance. Often had she sung
that tune perhaps the very words, but them she heard not in hur

own hut, she and her mother, or in the kirk, along with all the con-

gregation. An unseen hand seemed fastening her fingers to the ribs

of ivy; and in sudden inspiration, believing that her life was to be

saved, she became almost as fearless as if she had been changed into a

winged creature.

Again her feet touched stones and earth. The psalm was hushed,
but a tremulous sobbing voice was close beside her, and lo ! a she-

goat, with two little kids at her feet.
" Wild heights," thought she,

" do these creatures climb; but the dam will lead down her kid by the

easiest paths, for oh ! even in the brute creatures, what is the holy

power of a mother's love !

" and turning round her head, she kisst.-d

her sleeping baby, and for the first time she wept.
Overhead frowned the front of the precipice, never touched before
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>u hand or foot. No one had evur dreamt of scaling it ; and

.u eagles k n i n i huir iuntinot, as, lx i

their uyrio, they bud bmh. .1 u with their wing*. But all

MiouuUiu-M.l.', though scarred, and seamed, aud

Accessible; aud more than one person in the pariah
the Qlead's Cliff. Many were now ttiiptiuf

is in..: i,. i- had followed her dumb guides a huudrud

aiuoiig dangers that, although enough to terrify tho

traversed by her without a shudder, the head of

: appeared, and then the head of au<ith<-r ,
mnl nho knew that

i.r .11. 1 hi-r child in safety into tho core of their

fellow-creatures.

,-. .n-.l was spoken eyes said enough; she hushed her friends

with her limds, and unii uplifted eyes, pointed to the guides sent to

i. Small green plats, whero those creatures nibble the

wild il'.v, .
:

, become now more frequent; trodden lines, almost as

easy as ahoop-paths, showed that tho dam had not led her young into

danger ; aud now tho brushwood dwindled away into straggling shrubs,

and the party stood on a little eminence above the stream, and form-

ing part of the strath.

There had been trouble and agitation, much sobbing, and many
tears, among the multitude, while the mother was scaling the cliffs :

sublime was the shout that echoed afar the moment she reached

the eyrie ; theu had succeeded a silence deep as death. lu a little

wliile arose the hymning prayer, succeeded by mute supplication ;

the wildness of thankful aud congratulatory joy had next its sway ;

and now that her salvation wus sure, the great crowd rustled like

tho wiud-swept wood. And for whose sake was all this alterna-

tion of agony ? A poor humble creature, unknown to many even by
n-une one who had but few friends, nor wished for more, contented

to work all day here, there, anywhere that she might be able to

support her aged mother and her little child ; and who on Sabbath

took her seat in an obscure pew, set apart for paupers, in tho kirk.

Wilton.

XVII. THE DOWNFALL OF POLAND.

O sacred Truth ! thy triumph ceased awhile,

And Hope, thy sister, ceased with thee to smile,

When leagued Oppression poured to Northern wars

Her whiskered pandours and her fierce hussars,

Waved her dread standard to the breeze of morn,
Pealed her loud drum, and twanged her trumpet horn;
Tumultuous horror brooded o'er her van,

Presaging wrath to Poland, and to man !

Warsaw's last champion from her height surveyed,

Wide o'er tho fields a waste of ruin laid :

O Heaven ! he cried, my bleeding country save !

Is there no hand on high to shield the brave ?

Yet, though destruction sweep these lovely plains,

Else, fellow-men! our country yet remains !

By that dread name, we wave the sword ou high!
And swear for her to live ! with her to die !

He said, and on tho rampart-heights arrayed
His trusty warriors, few, but undismayed ;

Firm-paced and slow, a horrid front they form,
Still as the breeze, but dreadful as the storm :

Low murmuring sounds along their banners fly,
"
Eevenge, or death," the watchword and reply ;

Then pealed the notes omnipotent to charm,
And the loud tocsin told their lust alarm !

In vain, alas ! in vain, ye gallant few,
From rank to rank your volleyed thunder flew :

Oh ! bloodiest picture in the book of Time,
Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime ;

Found not a generous friend, a pitying foe,

Strength in her arms, nor mercy in her woe ;

Dropped from her nerveless grasp the shattered spear,

Closed her bright eye, and curbed her high career :

Hope, for a season, bade the world farewell,
And Freedom shrieked as Kosciusko fell.

The sun went down, nor ceased the carnage there ;

Tumultuous murder shook the midnight air,

On Prague's proud arch the fires of ruin glow,
His blood-dyed waters murmuring far below ;

The storm pre\ ailc, the rampart yields away,
Bursts the wild cry of horror and dismay !

Hark ! as the mouldering piles with thunder fall,

A thousand shrieks for hopeless mercy call !

Earth shook, red meteors flashed along the sky,
And conscious Nature shuddered at the cry !

O righteous Heaven ! cro Freedom found a grave,

"Why slept the sword, omnipotent to save ?

"Where \vas thine arm, O Vengeance ! where thy rod,
That smote the foes of Sion and of God;

'

That crushed proud Amman, when hi* iron our

Was yoked in wrath, and thundered frow rfor ?

re was the storm that lumbered till tb host

Of blood-stained Pharaoh left their UwnbUaf court f

u bade the deep in wild commotion flow,

Aud heaved an ocean on their march below ?

Departed spirits of the mighty dead !

Ye that at Marathon and Leuctra bleu I

ads of the world t restore your swords to man.
Fight in hi* sacred cause, and lead the van I

Yet for Sarmatia's tears of blood atone,
And make her arm puuutaut u* your own !

Oh ! once again to freedom's cause return

The patriot Tell, the Bruce of Banuockburn I

Yes, thy proud lords, unpitied land ! shall see

That man hath yet a soul, and dare be free 1

A little while, along thy saddening plains,

The starless night of Desolation reigns ;

Truth shall restore the light by Nature given,

And, like Prometheus, bring the fire of Heaven I

Prone to the dust Oppression shall be hurled,

Her name, her nature, withered from the world.

Thomat CampbefL

XVIII. EDMUND BURKE.

A SAGACIOUS critic has advanced the opinion, that the merit of Burke

was almost wholly literary; but I confess I see little ground for this

assertion, if literary excellence is here understood in any other sense.

than as an immediate result of the highest intellectual and moral

endowments. Such compositions as the writings of Burke suppose,

no doubt, the fine taste, the command of language, and the finished

education, which are all supposed by every description of literary

success. But in the present state of society, these qualities are far

from being uncommon; and are possessed by thousands, who make

no pretensions to the eminence of Burke, in the same degree in which

they were by him. Such a writer as Cumberland, for example, who
stands infinitely below Burke in the scale of intellect, may yet be re-

garded as his equal or superior in purely literary accomplishment*

taken in this exclusive sense.

The style of Burke is undoubtedly one of the most splendid forms

in which the English language has ever been exhibited. It displays

the happy and difficult union of all the richness and magnificence that

good taste admits, with a perfectly easy construction. In Burke we

see the manly movement of a well-bred gentleman ; in Johnson, an

equally profound and vigorous thinker, the measured march of a

grenadier. We forgive the great moralist his stiff and cumbrous

phrases, in return for the rich stores of thought and poetry which

they conceal ;
but we admire in Burke, as in a fine antique statue, the

grace with which the large flowing robe adapts itself to the majestic

dignity of the person.
But with all his literary excellence, the peculiar merits of this great

man were, perhaps, the faculty of profound and philosophical thought,

and the moral courage which led him to disregard personal incon-

venience in the expression of his sentiment. Deep thought is the

informing soul, that everywhere sustains and inspires the imposing

grandeur of his eloquence. Even in the Essay on the Sublime and

Beautiful, the only work of pure literature which he attempted that

is, the only one which was not an immediate expression of hi* views

on public affairs there is still the same richness of thought, the same

basis of " divine philosophy," to support the harmonious superstruc-

ture of the language. And the moral courage which formed so re-

markable a feature in his character, contributed not less essentially to

his literary success.

It seems to be a law of nature, that tho highest degree of eloquei

demands the union of the noblest qualities of character, a* well as

intellect. To think, is the highest exercise of the mind ; to say what

ycu think, the boldest effort of moral courage; and both these things

are required for a really powerful writer. Eloquence without tl

is a mere parade of words ; and no man can express with spirit mnu .

vigour any thoughts but his own. This was the secret of the eloquence

of Rousseau, which is not without a certain analogy in ite forms to

that of Burke The principal of the Jesuits' college one day inquired

of him by what art he had been able to write =o well.
" I said *>a

thought," replied the unceremonious Genevan.; conveying ini these to

words the bitterest satire on the system of the Jesuits, and the best

explanation of his own. A. H. Jtiwrstt,

In the " Downfall of Poland," by Thomas Campbell, and the

spirited word-painting by Professor Wilson of the recovery of

a child by its mother from an eagle's eyrie, to which even a

sailor had not dared to climb, the reader will find admirable

exercises, in the first-named for his elocutional powers, and in

the latter foi his ability to render a well-described scene even

still more graphic by the manner in which he reads ft.
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LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XV.
THE JOURNAL.

BEFORE entering on this lesson it will be advisable for the
student to refer to, and read over carefully, Lessons V. and VI.

(Vol. L, p. 368, and Vol. II., p. 31), in which the nature and
purport of the Journal and the points in which it differs from
the Day Book are fully described. It may be as well to state,
for facilitating reference, that in the same lessons will be found
a description of all the subsidiary books that are generally used
in the merchant's counting-house, etc.

The Journal, as we have before remarked, is no longer what its

name denotes, a Day Book ; but is now used, in Double Entry,
as a book for collecting all the transactions of business for a

given period into a focus, previous to their being entered in the

Ledger. In an ordinary business, where the transactions are

neither too numerous nor too complicated, the formation of this

book from the various subsidiary books of the concern, may

take place only once a month ; and then with reference to time,
as we formerly observed, it might be called the Month-Book ;

and in the same way, according to the regular intervals when
this collective book is made up, it might be called Week-Boole,
or even Day-Book. The best name, however, which could be
given to it, would be one indicative of its actual use, without
reference to time ; we have already suggested the name Sub-

Ledger, and we may now propose a name which would, perhaps,
be more accurate and distinct, as regards the method in which
it is made up, and the connection which it has with the Ledger
we mean the GENERAL POSTING BOOK. Some of our students
who are, no doubt, keen business-men, and are on the alert to
discover any improvements that can be made in Bookkeeping,
in order to shorten their labour and produce more accurate re-

sults, or rather to effect less frequent liability to error, will, if

they have gone with us thus far, propose some shorter or more
pointed name than the preceding j for once, therefore, we leave
this subject in their hands.

(1) JOURNAL. (1)

Date.
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(3) JOURNAL.

I'nto.
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXIY.
REGULAR VERBS. THE FIRST CONJUGATION.

PASSIVE VOICE.

EXAMPLE. Amor, 1, I am loved.

Chief Parts : Amor, amatus sum, amari.

Characteristic letter, A long.

PARTS WITH THE CORRESPONDING ENGLISH.
Ind. Pres. Sub. Pres, Ind. Imp. Sub. Imp.

Latin. Amor, Amer, Amabar, Amarer,
English. I am loved. I may be loved. I was lowed. I might be loved.

1 Fut
Latin. Amabor,
English. I shall be loved.

2 Fut. Ind. Per/. Sub. Per/.
X-o.tin. Amatus ero, Amatus sum, Amatus siin,

English. I shall have been loved. I have been loved. I may liave been loved.

Ind. Plup. Sub. Plup. Inf. Pres.
Latin. Amatus cram, Amatus essem, Amari,
English. I had been loved. J might have been loved. to be loved.

Inf. Per/.
Latin. Arnatum esse,

English, fo have been loved.

Inf. Fut. Imp. Past Part. Fut. Part, in-dus.
Latin. Amatum iri, Amare, Amatus, Amandus,
English, to be about to be loved, be thou loved, loved. ought to be loved.

After what has been said, the corresponding
1

English and
Latin signs will easily be deduced by the student ; thus of the

present, the Latin sign is or, the English be loved ; in the sub.

imp. the Latin sign is rer, the English might be.

Compare together the forms in the active voice and the
forms in the passive voice, and carefully notice how they differ,
and how the one may be changed into the other that is, the
active into the passive, and the passive into the active.
Eemark that the English I am loved, he is loved, etc., denoteo

a present act, equivalent to this, they or you love me, they are

loving me, loving me now ; such is the force of amor with its

several persons. It is thus contrasted with amatus sum, which,
if translated literally, would seem to mean, I am loved, but
which is a past tense and signifies J have been loved. Mark
jarefully that amatus sum (es, est, etc.) is a past tense ; learner
are apt to construe it as a present tense. The Latin verb has,
in strict speech, no perfect tense of the passive voice, though it

can express a perfect passive act. That expression it effects by
a periphrasis (a Greek word equivalent to the Latin circum-
locution, or roundabout way of speaking) ; thus it uses the passive
participle, and parts of the verb esse, to be: for instance,
amatus sum, J have been loved; amatus sim, I may have been
loved; amatus eram, I liad been loved, etc. The participle
amatus, of course, undergoes the variation of declension, so as
to agree with the pronoun or noun connected with it.

_

The inf. fut. pass, is formed by the aid of the passive infini-
tive of eo, I go, as amatum iri, to go to be loved, that is, to be
about to be loved.

MOODS, TENSES, ETC., OF A REGULAR VERB OP THE FIRST
CONJUGATION, PASSIVE VOICE.

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participlt.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. Injinitive. Participle.

PERFECT TENSE.

Amatus sum. Amatus sim. Anjatum Amaius,

Amatus es. Amatus sis. [esse.

Amatus cst. Amatus sit.

Amati sumus. Ainafi simus.

Amati estis. Amati sitis.

Amati sunt. Amati Bint.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Amatus eram. Amatus essem.

Amatus eras. Amatus esses.

Amatus erat. Arnatus esset.

Amati eramus.Amati essemus.

Amati eratis. Amati essctis.

Amati erant. Amati essent.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

Amatus ero.

Amatus eris.

Amatus erit.

Amati erimus.

Amati erltis.

Amati erunt.

INSTANCES. Form according to these examples the following

verbs; namely, honoro, 1, I honour; corono, 1, I crown; and

judico, 1, I judge.
VOCABULARY.

Sng.

Plu.

Plu.

Sing

Plu.

JEquus, -a, -urn, equal,
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i>ts of virtue beea observed by tlie young
: city ?

HISTORIC SKETCHES, XXIV.
ORIGIN OF THE UNITED STATES.

li'inan tellx us America ia obstinate; America ia

in . |..-n rebellion. Sir, 1 rejoice that America has
re-isteil. Three inii,!< BO dead to all the feelings

i o be slaves, would have been
make slaves of all the rest. I come not here

point* with law cases and Acts of Parliament, with

iito-book doubled down in dog's ears, to defend the cause
\ . 1 1 1 had, L myself would have cited the two cases of
HIM Ihirhum. 1 \vuuld have cited them to show that

even under arbitrary reigns Parliament were ashamed of taxing
ii.ut their eoiir-i'iit. u;ul allowed them representa-

tives. The gentleman asks, when were the colonies emancipated ?

But I desire to know when they were made slaves."

Such were the words of Mr. Pitt, on the 14th of January,
17i><>, in the course of an indignant remonstrance he made
a^idust the policy the Government was pursuing towards the

British colonies in America, a policy which was arousing in the

colonists a fierce and implacable resentment towards the mother
count ry, and which finally determined them to sever at all risks

"imectioii with her. The occasion was a memorable one,
the words used by some orators in the debate were almost pro-

. and the blindness of the rulers in the matter savoured
almost of affliction.

Of all the colonies of Great Britain none were more loyal,
more generous in their devotion, more easy to be governed, than
the plantation colonists in America. Though founded originally

by men who preferred to face Nature in her wildest form, both
as regards scenery and men, rather than live under the rule of

oppressors in their native land, the colonies had become famous
for inhabitants of unquestionable loyalty, men whose pride it

was to speak of England as their home, who cherished English
ways and English modes of thought, named their towns after

towns in England, taught their children not only to fear God,
but also to honour the king who had never seen their land,
and who dwelt in a remote island 2,000 miles across the sea.

Nearly 150 years had elapsed since the Pilgrim Fathers,

_r England in a vessel of 186 tons, the Mayflower, landed
near Cape Cod and founded Plymouth, the first of the New
England settlements. By conquest, by treaty, by settlement,

by purchase, the American colonies grew till they constituted

thirteen large provinces, each having a governor appointed by
the King of England, with local magistrates, on the municipal
system, administering the laws of England and such local laws

as were from time to time found to be necessary. At the time
Mr. Pitt spoke of them in the English House of Commons they
included over two millions of people of European blood, and
about a million more of Africans and native Indians, but these

three millions were scattered over a vast tract of country, and

might well have been deemed unable to cope with the organised
forces of a powerful empire.

"
I know the valour of your troops.

I know the skill of your officers," said Pitt.
" In a good cause,

oi> a sound bottom, the force of this country can crush America
to atoms. But," he added,

"
in such a cause as this your

success would be hazardous. America, if she fell, would fall

like the strong man. She would embrace the pillars of the State

and pull down the Constitution along with her ! Is this your
boasted peace P Not to sheathe the sword in its scabbard, but
to sheathe it in the bowels of your countrymen?"
But what was the occasion of this language ? Of what nature

was the fear that the loyal colonies would throw off their

allegiance ? What cause was there to suppose that the United
States were about to come into existence ? Where was the vulner-

able place in the dutifuluess of the Americans ? Let us see.

From the time of the first settlement till 1765 all had gone
well with the colonists, because they had been left alone by
the Homo Government. Beyond sending out governors, and

occasionally issuing orders which were necessarily to be obeyed,
not only by the American colonies, but by every part of the

for the common good, the Authorities at Whitehall

troubled their heada very little about the "
plantation*," M

ttioy wore called. But .-. occurred to Mr. Grtnvilto,

then at the head of affair* in England, to recruit the ihaaated

ury, by extending aome of the impost*, which were

payable in England, to the colonies. It most be conceded that

if he did not know he waa doing right, he waa by no mean*
assured ho was doing wrong, in reaorting to ancb an expedient,

though the argument* which were advanced to him, to aay
nothing of the question aa to the policy or impolicy of the move-

ment, might have had more weight than he choae to allow them.

He decided, after trying one or two petty impoeta, which though
not acquiesced in were not reaiated, to extend to America the

same stamp duties aa were payable by the people at home, and
he hoped by this means to gather into the imperial coffer* a
sum estimated at something lens than 100,000 a-year.
Now one of the most valuable concessions ever made by a

king was the concession which was made by King John in the

Great Charter, and afterwards ratified in a separate Act of

Parliament, to the effect that no money by way of tax, or by any
other means, should be levied on the commons of England with-

out their own consent previously expressed by the voice of their

representatives in Parliament. The American colonies had not

any representatives in the English House of Commons, no one by
whom they could give assent or dissent to the proposals made to

tax them, and they could not therefore legally be called upon to

obey the orders in such a matter even of the British king, lords,

and commons. Already they had put up their backs against some
custom-house charge which had been imposed in 1764, though

they admitted the abstract right of the imperial Government to

charge them, and though the money raised was intended to be

spent on the protection and improvement of the colonies. They
were taking annually something like the worth of j3,000,000

a-year in British produce and manufactures, and with increasing

prosperity would have taken much more, when the imposition of

these vexations duties turned the current of their commercial

liberality backwards, and resolved them to form societies for the

renunciation of trade with Great Britain. It was while things
were in this state that Mr. Grenville,

"
by way of experiment,

towards further aid from the Americans," brought into the

British House of Commons a bill to extend to America almost

all the stamp duties in force at home.
The American colonists were deeply incensed when they heard

that the bill had passed into law, and that it had done so without

a division in the House of Lords, and with only one division in

the House of Commons. It was not because they begrudged
the money. Had the king chosen to send letters to the assem-

blies of each of the provinces, asking for a grant in aid of

imperial expenses, especially the expenses incurred in defending
the American coasts and frontiers, there cannot be any doubt

but the call would have been answered liberally. They would

give handsomely if asked to give, but pay as a matter of right

they would not. So the colonists determined. Mr. Grenville,

though remonstrated with by all who knew most about the

colonies, insisted on his Stamp Act ; collectors and assessors

were appointed, and Boston was chosen as the head-quarters of

the Stamp Commissioners.
As soon as the news reached Boston, the flags of the shipping

there were hoisted half-mast high, and the church bells tolled as

if for a funeral, the Stamp Act itself was reprinted and sold,

with a death's head instead of the royal arms, and for its proper
title was substituted,

" The folly of England and the ruin of

America." The House of Representatives in Virginia, under

the guidance of Patrick Henry, drew up a spirited remonstrance

to be laid before the king ; other colonial legislatures, imitating

the example of Virginia, did the same thing ere the several

governors could dissolve them ; and the people bound themselves

not to buy any British thing with which they could possibly

dispense, until the obnoxious tax should be repealed.

In England the strongest efforts were made to procure a repeal

of the Act. All the eloquence of Mr. Pitt, all the learning of

Lord Camden, all the authority of the largest-hearted and

clearest-sighted statesmen of the day were employed to con-

vince the king and his ministers of the danger in which the

country stood in respect of the colonies, and to devise some

means by which that danger might be averted. Pitt declared

it as his opinion that the Stamp Act ought to be repealed

"absolutely, totally, and immediately. That the reason for
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the repeal be assigned, because it was founded on an erroneous

principle ;

" and upon this advice the Government was forced

to act. The Stamp Act was repealed, though accompanied by
an Act declaring the right of the Crown to legislate for the

colonies as the Home Government thought fit.

After the experience thus gained, though at the cost of allow-

ing the Americans to discover how strong they were, it might
have been thought the Government would have been wiser than

to irritate the sensitive feelings of the people by again touching

them on the tender point of money. But in 1767 it was deter-

mined to attempt to raise revenue out of new customs duties on

articles, supposed to be necessaries, which were imported into the

colonies. Boston was again the head-quarters of the excise, and

the people, indignant at the disposition to coerce them, especially

after their clearly expressed feeling on the subject of imposts,

showed an intention to resist violently if need were. Tha severity

with which the smuggling trade was suppressed, and the annoy-

ances to which several of the assemblies were exposed from

injudicious governors, added to the popular discontent,which rose

to its height when it was found that a squadron of ships of war

and four regiments of soldiers were to be sent to Boston, to keep
the people in check. Before the troops arrived, the people rose,

sacked the houses of some of the excise officers, and compelled
t'.ie Commissioners to seek safety in Castle William, at the mouth
of Boston Harbour. This was in the autumn of 1763.

With the arrival of the troops a different state of tilings pre-

vailed so long as force could overawe the people and keep them
down ; but there were frequent collisions between the townsmen
and the soldiers, and after a while the troops were vnthdrawn
from the immediate neighbourhood of Boston. J'ive years

passed away, the Americans constantly raising objections to

what was done by the Home Government, even in matters

which were unquestionably within its proper authority ; and the

Home Government, and incidentally the Parliament and nation,

grew tired of having such subjects. There was, in fact, in the

American colonies too much of the republican spirit and notion

jf freedom which the earlier settlers in New England ha d brought
thither, to allow of any abiding peace with the monarchy ; and
those who were loyal to the throne were made disgusted by the

instrumentality of those who were not loyal, and were appealed
to on the ground of the common injustice done to the colonies

by the ill-advised acts of the Government in 1766. At length,
in 1774, the smouldering flame burst forth.

The East India Company, who then had the monopoly of the

trade in tea, had arranged with the English Government that

they should have the drawback on all tea conveyed to America,
and that the amount should be recovered through duties levied

at the American custom-houses. As soon as the colonists heard
of the arrangement they determined to frustrate it, for they
fancied they saw in the tea-tax, as they called it, a forerunner
of other domestic taxes, as hearth-tax, window-tax, and others

equally hateful. Besides, they now questioned the right of

Government to impose custom duties on them for the general
expenses of the empire, and they resolved to withstand the tea-
tax accordingly.

Before the ships arrived in Boston harbour the people gave
notice to the consignees that they should not gain by their

cargoes ; some of the agents they induced to renounce their

agencies, and to promise that as soon as the vessels came they
should be sent back again without being discharged ; the pilots
were warned not to bring any of the obnoxious ships xnto port ;

and steps were taken for still further pursuing the matter
should these measures prove ineffectual. When the tea-ships
came, the action begun at Boston was followed at all the other
ports the cargoes when landed were stored purposely in cellars ;

and the people having bound themselves not to use tea, and so
to avoid a sale of the consignments, the article rotted, and was
lost. In other cases the cargoes were sent back as they came,
while at Boston the people were not content with such negative
measures, but disguised as Mohawk Indians, they rushed by
night on board three ships in the harbour, rummaged the cargo,
and threw some 18,000 worth of tea into the sea. This last

performance took place in December, 1773, and the actors in it

having escaped without punishment, the British Government at
home was determined to take the matter up sharply.
A bill was brought in and passed, whereby the port of Boston

was declared to be closed, during the king's pleasure, against all

commercial operations, though Pitt, Burke, and some of the

leading men in both Houses raised their voices in loud protest

against a punishment so far in excess of the offence, especially
without first asking the city of Boston to make good the IDS'!

incurred by the tea-shippers. Acting according to his lights
but how great was the darkness of those lights ! Lord North
and his colleagues carried their coercive measure against Boston,
and another, yet more stinging and stringent, against the county
of Massachusetts itself, by which the whole power in the county
was taken away from the people and centred in the governor
and a council of his own choosing ; the former governor was
changed for a military man of decided ways and habits, and

troops were promised to support him in case of need.

The colonies, too, were not behindhand in energetic measures.

Virginia first proposed to sympathise practically with Boston,
then the other colonies joined, and finally it was agreed that

delegates should be chosen from each of the twelve colonies,
who should meet in general congress at Philadelphia for the

purpose of deciding what combined action should be taken. On
the 5th of September, 1774, fifty-five delegates, including George
Washington and Patrick Henry from Virginia, met in congress
at Philadelphia, and proceeded to deliberate with closed doors.

What passed in the meeting is not of material importance, but
the upshot was truly momentous. A declaration of rights, in

which they claimed all the privileges of Englishmen privileges

they had neither surrendered, lost, nor forfeited by emigration
was drawn up, together with some other statements to the effect

that several of the recent Acts of Parliament were contrary to

the spirit and letter of English law, and that until they were

repealed there would not be any harmony between Great Britain

and her colonies. To give these declarations force, they further

resolved, on the part of their constituents and themselves, not
to import any of the products of England, her colonies, or

dependencies, nor to export to them any American produce,
until the obnoxious Acts had been repealed. Addresses were
written to the king, and to the people of Great Britain, in which
the case of the colonists was manfully set forth, and an appeal
made to justice and fair play.
How these addresses were received, what action the Govern-

ment took upon the conduct of the Americans, are matters of

history. Instead of examining into the case with impartiality,
and doing then according to right, the Government took offence

at its slighted dignity, and resolved to treat the Americans with
sole reference to that.

The result was the United States. Continuous jarrings, and

occasionally something more, went on between the Government
and the colonists, till the latter did not scruple to declare their

intention to throw off their allegiance. An extensive organisa-

tion, going right through the colonies, was prepared'with secresy,
collections of arms and stores were made, the militia were drilled,

everything was got ready for the emergency which all knew
must arise sooner or later. Hostilities commenced in April,

1775, and from this moment civil war began in earnest, and was
continued with varying success for six years, by which time the

American soldiers, under George Washington, and the American

people, under the guidance of Henry, Jefferson, Adams-, Frank-

lin, and Lee, made good, as against all the world, the declara-

tion of independence which they made on July 4, 1776. The
British troops fought bravely enough, but were badly handled ;

the American troops fought equally well, and were admirably
handled, and had the satisfaction to receive, as the reward of

their valour, the surrender of almost all the British forces with

their generals in succession. Finally, the British king was

obliged to acknowledge the independence of his former colonies,

to treat with them on the basis of an independent nation, and
to accept a representative from them for all international

purposes.
More than a century has elapsed since Independence Day

first dawned. In the course of that time each side has found
out that there is room enough for both in the world, and that

there is no reason why they should not exist with peace and good-
will towardy each other. Old jealousies, old suspicions have
worn away ; new principles, new bonds of union have taken their

place ; so that as an American of to-day still takes pleasure in

England as the home of his race and his family, so an English-
man of to-day finds no difficulty in sympathising with him
when he talks about American independence, and tells witit

pride and satisfaction the story of how in the old time tha

States came to earn their motto E pluribus unum !
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HI8TOKY.
Till-: SPIDEE.-PART II.

LY wondorfol as the structure of the foot of the spider,
.1 in tli.- preceding lesson on this interesting insect (see

page 303), is the formation of the organs with which tho spider
and kills his prey. Tho instruments with which this is

1 -vailed tliu mmilli hands, or mandibles or falceit are as

litti -i I for their purpose as tho fang of tho viper. Most reader*

must have observed tho manner in which the spider seizes a fly ;

how firmly tho victim H gripped by the two mandibles, which
ii as spears and poison tubes. Tho sharp points piorco

tii>' insect ; tho poison in then injected into tho wound through
a tube which runs down each mandible from the venom reser-

voirs at tho upper end. Thus tho entrapped fly is assailed in

four ways at our.o: pierced by tho mandibles, stupefied by the

poison, bitten by the mouth of its foe, and fettered by tho lines

of web.

The circulation of tho blood may bo clearly seen, through a

microscope, in tho leg of tho common hairless spider. Tho
heart is in tho form of a tube, placed in tho abdomen, and
beating strong enough for tho "pulso"
to bo easily noted.

The breathing apparatus is not the same
in all spiders, most of them having what

may bo called two lungs, some four, and
a few eight. Air is admitted to the

breathing apparatus through two or four

openings, called stigmata or spiracles,

placed on the under part of tho abdo-

men.
Wo cannot find any concentrated mass

of nervous matter in tho spider to which
the term brain may be given ; but many
"nerve knots," called ganglions, an-

swer the same purpose. From these,

nerves are sent off to various parts of the

body.
It seems desirable that we should here

pause to give a fuller accountof tho mason
or building spider, to which a brief allu-

sion was mado in a former paper on this

subject. This spider belongs to the My-
gale* family, but only some species become
masons ; others being noted for tho great
size and strength of their webs. The
building spiders are mostly found in tro-

pical countries, but some are met with in

tho south of France, Italy, and Greece ;

others have been discovered in New South

Wales, and one (Atypus Sulzeri) has been
observed near London, and in several

parts of the south of England.
The building spider (Cteniza nidulans) f seems in general to

select a clay soil for its habitation ; often tho sloping side of a

bank, from which water can readily run off. In this earth tho

animal scoops out a tube-shaped hole, varying in depth from
one to six inches, and being about one inch in diameter. When
the cell has been made, tho spider covers the rough walls with

ft layer of very fine cement-like substance. So thoroughly
does this harden, that it may sometimes be detached from the

clay walls like a casting, without breaking, notwithstanding its

extreme thinness. This first layer of cement is then covered

with a lining of soft but tough web, resembling fine whitish

silk
; on tliis another layer of mortar is placed, and this is

also covered by a lining of web, as before. In this manner the

spider proceeds in its marvellous work, until often not loss

than fifteen layers of fine cement alternate with as many of

soft but tenacious web. Thus one of these wonderful cells

often consists of thirty distinct walls. It is no marvel Jxat such
a house should bo waterproof, however wot the soil in which
tho compact domicile is formed.

The trap-door which covers the nest is deserving of more
attention than tho house it protects and conceals. This door

1. NEST OF BUILDING SPIDER WITH THE ENTRANCE
CLOSED. 2. NEST WITH ENTRANCE OPE*. 3.

THE BUILDING SPIDEK. 4. THE EYES (MAGNI-

FIED). 5 AND 6. PARTS OF THE FOOT AND
CLAW (MAGNIFIED).

* An ancient name of the small field-mouse ; but now designating
those spiders which usually form nests in the ground, like mice,

t Nest-makiug, comb-ckwed-spider.
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U usually composed, like the wallit, of alternate layer* of cement
and web. One peculiarity intuit, however, be noted. The**

layers gradually decrease in sice, like a eerie* of 'it
*"'~'T*lBf

boxen, tho smaller fitting in into the burger beneath. One im-

portant result of thin arrangement in that the rim of the trap*
door has a conical shape, ao that it cannot easily be poshed
inwards upon tho spider, though readily opening outwards.

This slope of the door-edge is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration (Fig. 2>.

The upper part of the nest is formed with an inrilinasjnn

exactly adapted to the angle of the door rim, so that when this

falls, the entrance to the spider's home is completely closed.

This fitting of the door to its frame is not the least wonderful

part of the structure.

The hinge of tho door ia formed of the layers of web which

alternate with the beds of cement. The ends of these webe
are drawn out at one point and interlaced with the silky lining

of tho upper part of the nest, and thus form a strong connect*

ing band of tissue between the wall of the house and its trap-
door. The thicker the loor the more numerous will be the

web layers, and tho stronger the hinge, which will, therefore,

be always adapted to the weight it baa
to support. Sometimes it happens that

a door, especially in the Jamaica spider's

nest, is formed wholly of webs, without a

single layer of earth. Tho English mason

species, mentioned above, can scarcely be
said to form a door, the strong silky lining
of its tube protecting the entrance some-
what like a curtain. The inside* of

these movable nest-covers are generally
lined with tho same kind of soft bat

tough web, which gives smoothness to

the inner walls of the cells. Thus, when
the entrance is closed, the building spider
is most effectually sheltered in a luxuri

ously tapestried room.

As the door shuts by its own weight
when the spider goes out, there is no
trouble in closing it, and when tho animal

wishes to enter, the lid is easily raised by
the claws. But predacious insects may
also wish to raise the opening and at-

tack the tenant in its snug home; the

mason spider has the means of baffling

such attempts. At the part of the door

furthest from the hinge, about thirty

small holes may sometimes be seen on
the inside ; by fixing the claws in these,

and pulling with all its force, the spider
is able to resist such attempts to invade

its home.
Some nests have been found with two

doors at tho same end, others with a door at each end. Some

persons have removed the lid, by way of experiment, and in

such cases a new cover has generally been constructed in a very
short time. Though the nest is so elaborately formed, there ia

no outward sign of the subterranean structure. The upper sur-

face of tho door resembles the common earth around, and as

the spider rarely comes out in the day-time, the discovery of its

singular home is by no means easy.

Superstition and popular fancy have not quite neglected the

Bpi'lcr. In some parts a small species called Money-spinners
are deemed a sign of good luck to any person on whom they

may be found ; but to ensure this result the money-spinner must

be caught and thrown over the left shoulder. The Kentish

proverb Jf you ^^ ^ Ure fcnd^^
Let a spider run alire,"

also connects this creature with man's prosperity. The Hamp-
ton Court Spider (Teyenaria damettica) ia a creature of doleful

aspect. These huge spiders were formerly believed to be the

embodied ghosts of Cardinal Wolsey and his aiders and abettors.

It is sometimes called the " cardinal spider."

Spiders were formerly considered in rural districts to be acnre

for ague. Some years ago, a lady in Ireland was famous for ber

success in curing people thus affected. It appears that the only

medicine she employed was a large spider rolled uo in treacU.
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The patients were ignorant of the contents of this novel bolus,

BO that imagination had nothing to do with the matter. In

England, also, the spider has been called in as ague doctor. In

Lincolnshire the creature was treated much after the above-

mentioned Irish fashion, being rolled up in paste and swallowed,
but in other parts the animal is put into a bag and worn round
the neck. Men of science have employed, not, indeed, spiders

themselves, but their webs, as a valuable medicine, especially in

fevers and agues. The web is rolled up into pills, and given
in doses of five grains each, every four hours. Attempts to

manufacture spider's silk have been made, with very poor
results. Waistcoats, gloves, and stockings have, indeed, been
formed from the silk, but the expense and difficulty seem
to forbid the hope of prosecuting the manufacture as a
business. The obstacles are three. The feeding a great collec-

tion of spiders is a puzzling operation. Then, if numbers be

kept in one place, the ferocious creatures wage an incessant and
destructive war one upon the other. Lastly, more than 27,000
spiders are required to produce one pound of silk, for twelve
will only make as much as one silkworm. M. Bon, a French-

man, and M. Tremezar, a Spaniard, spent years in trying to

domesticate spiders for manufacturing purposes. The former

gentleman managed to keep for some time about 5,000, placing

fifty or a hundred in separate compartments. Nearly all perished,

chiefly from daily battles among themselves. M. Bon seems to

have felt sure of his success, and sent some stockings and gloves
to the Eoyal Society in 1710, with a full description of his ex-

periments. He seems to have obtained four ounces of silk from
thirteen ounces of cocoons. Others made similar attempts. M.
Lebon, of Montpellier, sent a pair of gloves made from spiders'

silk, to Louis XIV.; and M. d'Orbigny actually had a pair of

drawers manufactured from the webs of American spiders.
Are spiders themselves useful ? One benefit they evidently

confer upon man -that of keeping within due limits the exube-
rant swarms of insect life. Imagine the nuisance of an un-

checked increase of house-flies only.

Whether, then, we note the geometrical beauty of many webs,
admire the marvellous complexity of the spinning machine, scru-

tinise the mechanism of the feet, wonder at the completeness
of the weapons for attack, meditate on the ingenuity of the

building spider, or ponder over the work allotted to spiders
in the great system of Nature, we shall feel that even these
creatures present us with proofs of wonderful design and rich

diversity of structure. A spider's web may suggest volumes
of philosophy.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XII.
THE THIRD DECLENSION (continued).

WE pursue our task in the third declension, and offer models
of nouns in -os (gen. -eos), contracted into -ous. The substan-
tives of this class are exclusively neuter, and the terminating o-

belongs to the stem. In the nominative, the stem-vowel e has

passed into o; for example, TO yevos (Latin, genus), race; TO

KAeos, fame, glory.

Singular.
N.A.V. yevos. /cAeos.

Gen. (ytvf-os) yevovs. (/cAee-os) KAeous.
Dat. (ytve-'C) yevei. (Aee-t) xAeei.

Plural.

N.A.V. (yeve-a) yevv). (/cAee-a) /cAed.

Gen. (yfve-wv) yevfav. (cAee-a)v) KAcaw.
Dat. ye^e-o-i. icAee-o-i.

Dual.
N.A.V. (yeve-e) yei'ij. (Aee-e) K\TJ.
G.D. (ytvf-oiv) yevotv. (/cAee-o/) /cAeo?y

VOCABULARY.

AAAo, but. OaATroy, TO, warmth.
A.v9os, ro, a flower. &VTJTOS, -77, -ov, mor-

Aa-(f>otAr)s, -es, firm, tal, deadly.
sure. KepSos, TO, gain (in

r-n, 7775, 77, the earth. the plural).

Eop, capos, TO, the KAeos, TO, fame,
spring. glory; in the plu-

EiSos, TO, a form. ral, honourable
Z7j/ua,-as, ^disgrace, deeds.

punishment.

EXERCISE 41. GRE3K-ENGLISH.

1. 'H yrj /caAois avvtffiv flaAAej. 2. MTJ aire^ou il/ivxovs urn

6a\irovs. 3. To KO.\OV ov ,107*61 XPWOV Kpivo/j.tv aAAa apeTj?. 4.

OVK aff(f)a\fs irav irfyos tv dvijTip yti/fi (understand effTtv). 5.

Mr? fyevSr] \eye. 6. Aire^ou Trovrjpiav KfpScav. 7. KepSTj iravripa

^ijfj.iav aei (f>epej.
8. Karoirrpov fiSovs %aAKos, oivos 5e vov (un-

derstand fffriv). 9. Of avOpcoiroi K\fovs opfyovrai. 10. Of

avSpes KAeet xaiP vfflv - H- Q* avSpeioi K\foav opfyoirai. 12.

avfJ.a^ofj.V TO rcav avSpcav K\ea.

EXERCISE 42. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Keep from (abstain) wicked gains. 2. Good men keep
from wicked gains. 3. Good men desire honourable deeds. 4.

Do not, O young man, keep from heat and cold, but from wicked
men. 5. Punishment follows a lie. 6. We admire the Greeks
on account of their (the) honourable deeds. 7. We avoid
wicked gains. 8. The soldiers rejoice in honourable deeds (dat.).

Our next class of words ends in -is, -vs, -t, -v. Of these we
take first those words in -is -vs ; namely, b KIS (gen. KI-OS), the
corn weevil ; 77 ffvs (Latin, sits), a sow ; 6 ix^vs, a fish.

Singular.
Nom. b KIS. fj ffvs. 6 ixvs.
Gen. KI-OS. ffv-os. t%0u-os.
Dat, KI-I. ffv-i. ixOv-'i.

Ace. K!V. ffvv. ixdvv,
VOC. Kl. av. 1X^V -

Plural.

Nom. Ki-fs. crv-es. txdv-es.
Gen. Ki-tav. ffv-iav. ix^v-(aif.

Dat Kt-fft, ffv-ffi. ixQv-ffi.

Ace. KL-O.S. ffv-as. JX0U-OS.
Voc. Ki-fs. ffv-fs. ix^v-t

Dual.

N.A.V. Ki-f. ffv-e. iX$'J
~f -

G.D. Kl-0?V. ffV-o'iV. IX^V-Oi

VOCABULARY.

A.yKio~rpov, -ov, TO, a
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atrrt-t.

atrrt-uiv.

Acc. o.\m. n-rjx"*- ffiWHnf. o/rrTf,

\ OC. TOAflft 1T17X*'** TtVBITTJ. CUTTTJ,

Dual.

N.A.V. iro\-. mjx-. <ncawf-.

G.D. iro\t'0tv. iD7X-<"'. fftvairt'Oiv.

In-long tho adjectives in -ut, -ta, -u, which in declension

depart from that of masculine* and feminine substantives hi

this only, that tho genitive of tho masculine singular has the

common form -cot, and not -i, and that the neuter plural has

ca ; thus, y\vKvt, sweet.

Singular. Plural.

N. y\vtcvs, y\vKtia, y\vtcu. ] y\vici'it, y\vKtta.t, y\vKta.

D. 7AiK?, y\vKtt<f, y\vKt?. y\VKtffi, y\vxtiais, y\vKtfft.

A. y\vKvvt y\vKticuf, y\vi<v. i y\i>Kt!s, y\vKtias, y\vnm.
V. y\VKV, y\vKtia, ykvKV. \ y\vK*it, yAvfcctat, y\vKta.

Dual. y\vKtt, y\vKtia, y\vK*t.

y\VKtoiv, y\vKnaiv, y\vKtoiv.

Here also belong the adjectives in -Oj, -0 (gen. -or), which are

declined as y\vicvs, y\vicv, only that tho neuter plural is con-

trurtol into T;, liko affrrj; as 6, ij Stirr/xvs, TO Jrmjx'S TO StTrtjxT/,

two ells long.
Some substantives in -7j, as well as tho adjectives in -tr, -i

as 8pir, t8pi, skilful have tho regular inflection, without any
change of the radical vowel ; for example, 6, rj vopris, a calf or

heifer ; 6. i] otr, a sheep ; also (in the singular) ?/ 7xAuj, an eel.

Singular.
Nom. &, ri iropru. TJ fyx*Any. 6, ?; o?s.

Gen. iropTt-oy. 7XAu-oy. otoy.

Dat. wopn-i, iropTt. 7XfAu-t. ott.

Acc. iroprif. *7XfAuc. olv.

Voc. iroprt. 7XAu. ols.

Plural.

Nom. iropTi-ey, TTOprty. 7x<Ats. o?ey.

Gen. jropTi-eoc. 7xtAc-o)j'. oio>^.

Acc. iropTi-oy, iropTts e7xAts. o?ay, c?s.

Voc. iropn-fs, iroprTs. *7x*Ats. o?ts.

N.A.V. woprt-f. e7xAf-. o?f.
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line c B, produced towards B, while it touches the sphere in a

small eircle or parallel of latitude passing round the sphere

through the point F, in which the straight line D E touches

the arc A B. We will assume this small circle, which is indicated

in the diagram by the dotted line F G,

to represent the 55th parallel of north

latitude, and divide the whole arc A B
into eighteen arcs of 5 degrees each, in

the points marked 5, 10, 15, etc. Now,
supposing straight lines to be drawn
from the centre c, through the points in

the arc marked 45 and 65, cutting D E
in. the points H, K, it is manifest that the

straight line H K, the projection on the

surface of the cone of the arc between 45
and 65 on the surface of the sphere, does

not differ materially from the arc itself in

length, and that if this process wero

adopted for a small portion of the sur-

face of the sphere on either side of the

arc between 45 and 65, instead of the

arc itself only, the result on the surface of

the cone, when the cone was unrolled and

spread out flat on a table, would represent

accurately enough for all practical pur-

poses on a flat surface the portion of the

sphere which is thus projected on the cone. The measure-
ment on the surface of the cone between places situated on or

very near the 55th parallel, would be precisely the same
as their distances

from each other on
the sphere, while the
distances between

places on the cone
near the parallels

passing through 45
and 65 would be a
little in excess of

their distances from
each other on the

surfaceof thesphere.
If, however, instead

of touching the

sphere, we suppose
the circumscribing
cons to pass through
it, through two pa-
rallels of latitude, as

M L, the section of

the side of a cone
which cuts the
sphere in the paral-
lels of 45 and 65, it

is manifest that we
ensure a greater

degree of accuracy
in delineating the
features of that por-
tion of the sphere
that are to be de-

picted on the cone,

especially when a

larger extent of the

sphere has to be pro-

jected on the cone,
as we havetwo paral-

lels, namely, those of

45 and 65, along
whichmeasurements
on the cone are iden-

tical with measure- |t

ments on the sphere.
In projecting the arc B A on the surface of the circum-

scribing cone, it is manifest that the distances between every
two parallels at intervals of 5 degrees would be accurately
determined by drawing straight lines through the centre
to the points of division, and producing them till they meet the
Bide of the cone ; but as the points so obtained would exhibit

unequal divisions for the measure of degrees on the meridian

(as the learner may see more clearly if he will take the trouble
to construct Fig. 14 on a large scale), in making, for example,
a map of any portion of the surface of the sphere between the

35th and 75th parallels, it is merely
necessary to set off equal spaces on the
line of the central meridian, as the

spaces 95 to M, marked at a, h, c, d,

and e, each of which is equal to a fourth
of the chord from 45 to 65. This is

done to obtain equal distances between
the parallels of latitude on the conical

projection as on the sphere. It may be

said, indeed, that the great advantages
presented by the conical projection are

the preservation of equal distances be-

tween the parallels of latitude and rec-

tangular intersections of the parallels
and meridians, as on the globe ; the

opposite diagonals measured across any
space contained by two parallels and two
meridians being in all cases equal to one
another.

As the learner, if he have read care-

fully what has been said above, will now
thoroughly understand why the conical

projection is far better suited than any other for developing por-
tions of a sphere on a flat surface, we will proceed with instruc-

tions for making a projection for a map of Europe, after saying

, . . ..... that the conical pro-

jection is the easiest

that a learner can

construct, as it con-

sists of nothing more
than straight lines

and concentric arcs

of circles, which can
be readily drawn by
means of a ruler and

pair of compasses.
In Fig. 1 7 is given

a conical projection
for a map of Europe,
which the learner

should construct on
a larger scale by the

process about to be

described, on stout

cartridge paper,

pasted or pinned to

a drawing board,

taking care that the

board is large enough
to include the centre

from which the arcs

representing the pa-
rallels of latitude

are to be described.

First draw the base

line, c D, as shown
in the figure, with a

fine pencil ; bisect

it in E, and through
E draw the straight

line, A B, at right

angles to c D. The

straight lines A B,

c D should be drawn
as far as the paper
will admit. An in-

spection of a map
of Europe will show

that the whole of this continent is included within the 35th and
75th parallels of north latitude on the south and north, and
bisected by the meridian of 20 or the 20th degree of longitude
east from Greenwich. The straight line A B may therefore be
taken to represent longitude 20 east from Greenwich in our pro-

jection. Take any space to represent five degrees, but bf. careful
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that the space thus auumud in not taken too long in proportion
i .OHO lino of the map, and set off from K along the straight

lino E B eight of these spaces, and number the point*, begin.
l<), 45, 50, 55, 60, 05, 70, 75, ax in the figure,

point marked 75 draw the straight line u a
i >. Tho line o u will be the limit of the map to*

\\MI-.I.S the t"i', tiiul the points numbered upwards in uuooession

from will be thu points through which will pass the parallel*

rronpondiug with the numbers. To find tin-

from which to draw the parallels of latitude, measure four

upwards from the point marked 75, along A B, and num-
ber them 80, 85, 90, and F. The point F, just five degree*

than tho polo marked 90, is the centre from which the
of latitude are to be described. This point corre-

upends to the point M in l'i-_-. 1 I. in \\hieh the sphere is sup-
to be entered by a cone passing through it in parallels

: 05, the spaces from 45 to M, along tho line L M, in Fiur .

! tho spacer from 45 or r to F, along the line A B, in Fi_r.

17, corresponding in number, as the reader may ascertain on

comparing them. The actual distance of tho point F beyond
tho pole is 4 30' 30', when determined by calculations involving
a knowledge of trigonometry ; but for maps on a small scale

it is near enough to consider it as being equal to five degrees,
and therefore to tho space assumed to represent five degrees in

th*e construction of tho projection. The point F being thus

determined, tho parallels of latitude may be described through
tho points marked on the central meridian with a finely pointed
pencil, or, as there is no absolute occasion to describe these arcs
until tho limits of tho map on either side are determined, it will

be sufficient to draw a single arc o p Q through the point
marked 45 or p. This arc should be drawn for some distance

beyond tho ultimate limits of the map on either side.

We now proceed ta draw the meridians, and to determine their

position. The learner will have to refer to the table at tho end
of this lesson, which shows the number of geographical miles

contained in a degree of longitude under each parallel of lati-

tude, supposing tho earth to be a perfect sphere in form.
It will bo remembered that the cone on which our map of

Europe is projected was supposed to pass through the sphere in

the parallels of 45 and 65, and that the measurements on the
cone along these lines aro exactly equal to measurements along
the same lines on the sphere, or, in other words, that tho degrees
of longitude on these parallels, both on the cone and tho sphere,
are exactly equal. On looking at the table, we find that a

degree of longitude under the parallel of 45 is equal to 42*43

geographical miles on the sphere, while a degree of longitude
under tho parallel of 65 is equal to 25'36 geographical miles.

What wo want to do, then, 's to find a line bearing tho same
proportion to the line which we assumed at first to represent 5

degrees, as 42*43 geographical miles bears to 60 geographical
miles, to enable us to set off points along the arc o p Q on
either side of tho central meridian, through which the other
meridians may be drawn from the point F. It would do equally
well to find a line bearing the same proportion to the lino

assumed to represent 5 degrees as 25*36 bears to 60, and to set

off spaces equal to this line on either side of the central meridian

along the arc representing tho parallel of 65 ; but it is always
safer, and ensures a higher degree of accuracy, to deal with the

larger arcs and spaces instead of the smaller.

To enable us to find lines bearing the required proportions to
the lino originally assumed to represent 5 degrees, wo must take
a straight line exactly equal to it, as in Fig. 15, and on it con-
struct a square. The sides of this square must be divided into

six equal parts, and numbered upwards at the points of section
from to 60, while the top and bottom must be divided into ton

equal part*, the points of section between the extremities being
numbered from 1 to 9. Lines must then be drawn diagonally
across the square, from on tho left hand to 10 on the right
hand, etc., and perpendicular lines parallel to the sides through
the points of section numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. This diagonal scale,
constructed on tho same principle as the scale shown in Lessons
in Geometry, Vol. I., p. 113, enables us to measure with accuracy
any part not less than one-sixtieth of tho "line assumed to repre-
sent 5 degrees. The lino required has to bear the same proper-
tion to this line as 42*43 bears to 60, and will be represented by
the dotted line in Fig. 15, drawn midway between the lines
n ^resenting 42 and 43, and a little nearer to the. former than
to the latter. In Fig. 16 a larger diagonal scale is given, from

which the reader may construct * projection for a map of

Kurupe, taking the dotted line A B to represent the Ait*mi*
to be net off along the aro representing the parallel of 45; bo*
it will be bettor for hiia to construct ftcaioa for himself, much

.n size than the Urgent which we have given to Fig. 10.

Distance* equal to the lino a fc that repreeenU 42-43 on the
mall acale in Fig. 15, most now bo net off on cither aide of the
central meridian, represented by the straight line A B, aloof the
arc o P y, and straight line* most be drawn from r with fine

drawing-pen through the point* thus obtained. The dotted lines

between r and the top of the map need not be drawn bj the
learner. The remaining area mart then bo drawn with acompaw
pen, and tho limit* of tho map to the eait and weei determined
by drawing the straight lines x L, x M at right angle* to the
base lino c D, tho former a little to the left of the meridian
5 west longitude, and tho latter a little to the right of the
meridian 45 cast longitude. Tho border linen should then be
drawn as shown in the engraving. The double lines at the side*
and top and bottom of tl o inner space, which contains the map,
should be divided into single degrees and ruled, as in the figure,
to present a distinction of colour, and thus afford a readj means
of counting and measuring degree lines not marked and num-
bered on tho map. The meridians should be numbered in the
border at the top and bottom, and the parallels of latitude at
the sides. The Arctic Circle must be inserted in the form of a
dotted line at the distance of 1 30' above the parallel of 65.
A blank space should bo left in tho upper left-hand corner, or
the lower right-hand corner, for the title and scale of geographi-
cal and British miles. To construct these scales, it must be
remembered that 60 geographical miles are equal to 69*07
British miles, or that tho line which was at first assumed as

being equal to 5 degrees, represents 60 x 5, or 300 geographical
miles, and 69*07 x 5, or 345 British miles, very nearly.

In order to fix tho position of places with accuracy, the student
is advised to divide the field of his map by pencil lines into

spaces of a degree each way, as shown in the lower part of

Fig. 17. This, however, can only be done when the map is

on a sufficiently large scale. Learners are cautioned to use
Indian ink instead of common ink in drawing maps, as the ordi-

nary ink will run and spoil the map where a final wash of colour
is given to the sea, and the boundary lines are distinguished by
contrasting tints.

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF GEOGRAPHICAL MILES IK
A DEGREE OF LONGITUDE UNDER EACH PARALLEL OF
LATITUDE, THE EARTH BEING SUPPOSED TO BE A PERFECT
SPHERE.

Par.
of
lat
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXV.
GKEEK STEMS (continued).

BY derivation, grammar is the science of letters. This is not

an incorrect definition, for the science of letters, considered in

all its relations, is the science of language, of which letters

are the elementary portions.
" Letters

"
is often used, how-

ever, for systematic knowledge, or the results of a high and
varied education. So we speak of " a man of letters." In this

sense the term is used in the question,
" How knoweth this man

letters, having never learned?" (John vii. 15.) The hostile

questioner took Jesus to be ignorant (Acts iv. 13) that is, as

in the original, tSuaTrjs (id-i-o'-tees), idiot, untaught such as

Peter and John were accounted.
" I made it both in forme and matter to emulate the kind of poeme

which was called epithalamiuni, and by the ancients used to be sung
when the bride was led into her chamber." Ben Jonson,

"
Masques."

GREEK STEMS.

Stems. English Words.

hagio holography,
hecoto hecatomb.

b hecatomb.

Jielion aphelion,

peri perihelion,

op apology.
Tiemer ephemeral.

liept heptagon.
hiero hieroglyphics,

glyph glyphography.

hippo hippopotamus,

potam Mesopotamia.
od exodus.

ex exorcism.

liomo homologous,

hi/gro hi/grometer.

ichthy ichthyology.
iso isothermal,

caco cacophony,

phono pfionography.
cali caligraphy.

calyp apocalypse,
fcosm microcosm,

cycl cycle.

Greek Words. Pronunciation. Meanings.

'Afios hag'-i-os holy

'EKCITOI/ hek'-a-ton hundred

Bow bous an jx

'H\to9 he'-h-os the sun

riepi per'-i near

AJTO ap'-o from

'Hyuepa he'-nier-a a day
'ETTTCI hep'-ta seuen,

'lepot hi'-e-ros holy

rAu06ic glu'-phine to engrave
'iTTTror hip'-pos a horse

iiora/iof pot'-a-mos a riuer

'Odor hod'-os a way
EK, cf ek, ex out of

'O/JLOS hom'-os the same

YTPO? hu'-gros vet

lx#w ik'-thuse a fish

Iffor is'-os equal
KaKot kak'-os bod

<P<oi-j| pho'-ne a sound

KuAoc kal'-os beautiful

KaAuTn ka-lup'-to Icouer

Koo-juot kos'-mos the world

Kit\os ku'-klos a circle

Aaor la'-os the peopU lai laity.-

Honor mon'-os alone mono monosyllable.

fsyu f synthesis.Xw sune with ) ,
<. si/l < syllogism.

Aafjiftai/eiv lam'-ba-niue to taie lab syllable.

OnT<r the'-sis a placing $
thesis f^sis.

<* thet (. synthetic.

Mop^ifj mor'-phe shape morph metamorphosis.
/change meta metath5sis.
X after met method.

met'-a

\6Kp09

mu'-thos
(a .fable'

1

) myth mVwlogy.
nek'-ros

man-tei'-a

dead

diuinatioii

necro necromancy.

mancy geomancy.

A hecatomb is the slaughter of a hundred oxen in sacrifice.
It is sometimes used metaphorically, as, for example :

" And here, sir, she offers by me ta the altar of your glory, whole
hecatombs of most happy desires, praying all things may prove pros-
perous unto you." .Drummond.

Isothermal lines are lines of equal heat in different parts of
the globe. Iso is also found in isosceles (o-:eAos, skel'-os, a ley),
applied to a triangle which has its two sides of the same length!

Aphelion is that point of the orbit of a planet in which it is
most distant from the sun ; perihelion is that point in which it
is nearest to the sun. As the planets move in elliptic orbits,
they are necessarily at a greater distance from the sun at one
part of their course than at another.

Anything whose duration or existence is very short is termed
ephemeral, or lasting for a day. Thus, insects that spring into
life at sunrise and perish at sunset are styled ephemera." There are certain flies that are called ephemera, that live but a
day. Bacon.

An ephemeris is properly a journal (French, jour, day), an
account of daily transactions. Ephemerides (the plural of ephe-

meris) denote a set of astronomical tables, showing the state cf

the heavens for every day.
The expression homologous is used by Euclid in his " Elements

of Geometry," in reference to lines and angles that correspond
in relative position, proportion, or structure : hence any two
forms or expressions that exactly correspond in position, pro-

portion, formation, or value, may be said to be homologous.
"
Comparing the homologotts or correspondent members out both sides,

we find that the first member of the expression," etc. Bishop Berkeley,
"
Analyst."

Apocalypse, by its very derivation, signifies uncovering ; in

Latin it is unveiling that is, revelation.

In apocrypha we have another theological term, which is

interpreted to mean a hidden writing, from OTTO (ap-o), from, and

Kpvirreiv, krup-tine (cryph), to hide. But why should not the

apo here have the same meaning as in apocalyse, and so reverse

the import of kryptein (English crypt), to hide, and thus signify
the disclosed, discovered, or detected writing ? Any way.,

apocryphal is equivalent to spurious, and opposed to canonical

or authentic.

"Now, beside the Scriptures, the bookes which they called eccZe-

giasticall were thought not unworthy sometimes to bee brought into

publicke audieuce ; aud with that name they intituled the bookes which
we term apocryphal." Hooker,

"
Ecclesiastical Polity."

Laity denotes the people as contradistinguished from the

clergy. In ancient times the laity were ignorant, the clergy
learned. Hence arose a broad contrast, exhibiting the people as
wicked as well as untaught, and the clergy (clerics) no less holy
than instructed. These usages are found in the substance of

our language, and still linger amongst us in both thought and
feeling.

" He entended (intended) to set forth Luther's heresy, teaching
that presthed (priesthood) is no sacrament, but the office of a lay-man
or a lay-woman appointed by the people to preache." Sir T. More.

" No wonder though the people grew profane,
When churchmen's lives gave laymen leave to fall." Draytoi.

Synthesis is properly the putting together, as analysis (ava,

an'-a, up ; and \vtiv, lu'-ein, to undo, to loosen) is the undoing.
A watchmaker performs an act of analysis when he takes a
watch to pieces, and an act of synthesis when he puts the parts
together again.

"
Synthesis consists in assuming the causes discovered and esta-

blished as, principles, and by them explaining the phenomena proceed-
ing from them, and proving the explanations." Ar

etcton, "Optics."
"
Analysis consists in making experiments and observations, and in

drawing general conclusions from them by induction. "Ibid.

Analysis is the way o discovery, synthesis is the way of

teaching or communication. By synthesis men put together and
exhibit what they have ascertained by analysis.

MetamorpJiosis denotes a change of form.

"Thus mea (my lord) be meiavuoiphosed
From seemly shape to byrds and ougly beasts." Goscoigne.

Metempsychosis (juero, meta, change ; et>, en, in ; and ttux7??

psu'-ke, tJie soul) has for its Latin equivalent transmigration
(trans, over; migro, I change my place).

" The sages of old live again in us, and in opinions there is a metem-

psychosis. We are our re-animated ancestors, and antedate their
resurrection." Glanmll.

Metathesis is a change of position or a transposition. Thus
what we write bird was formerly bryd, the i and the r changing
places.

Mythology is the science of fable, and is applied to the religion
of the Greeks, the Romans, the Hindoos, etc., in opposition to

the pure religion of the Gospel. German philosophy has intro-

duced amongst us the new term myth, as denoting a legend, or
a version offacts, shaped and coloured by opinion, fancy, preju-

dice, by the workings of the intellect, the workings of the

imagination, or the workings of the heart. In origin, myth,
fable, and legend are one, for the words severally denote a word,
something spoken, something narrated. But as old stm-ies soon
lose their primitive form, and acquire new shapes and hues, so
words pass into legends, and legends are corrupted into fables.

. Necromancy is the fancied art of learning and disclosing facts

by communication with the dead. The witch of Endor dealt

necromantically with Samuel at the request of Saul. (1 Sam.
txviii. 7 ; compare Deut. xviii. 9.)
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OBEEK STEMS.
Or** Word*. Pronunciation. Jffnningt. Stemi. Xnglitk Wortlt.

Nof ii"-<>-i young. ti#w tito neology.
*TOT I'lm'-tos t*0otUn, er4td phyt neophyte.
Nu/uur uonr-os an aUotnunt nom aitronomt/.

A<rrpo as'-trou a *tar <utro agronomical.
No<rof nos'-os diMOM uo*o noiology.
>.. oi'-kein to dtcU [<U ochi porocAuU.

Neology, or netc docrmie, conveya with it the same tacit blame
as new liyht, on the ground that what is old is more likely
to be truo than what is new, and that what is new may bo

fanciful.
" They endeavour, by a sort of ntology of their own, to confound all

idea* of right and wrong." Boothby,
" On Buriv."

Neos supplies also the first syllable to neophyte, one neidy
born, or created anew by grace, a convert.

" In effects of grace, St. Paul makes a difference between those he
calls neophytes that is. newly grafted into Christianity and those
that are brought up in the faith." Bacon.

In 1 Tim. iii. 6, the Greek word v*o$\m)s (ne-o-phu'-tes) is

rendered novice.

Astronomy, from tho Greek words in the preceding
1

list, means
the allotment or distribution of the stars into classes, and not
the laws of tho stars, whieh is a modern idea.

" Not from the stars do I my judgment pluck,
And yet methiuks I have astronomy." Shakesptare.

In tho word parochial, the original form of the Greek root is

seen bettor than in parish; which, however, is of tho same
derivation. Parish, from irapoiKta (par-oi'-ki-a), a division, a
district formed of persons living together, takes its English
form from the French paroisse. Blackstone defines a parish as
" a circuit of ground committed to the charge of one person, or

vicar, or other minister having care of souls therein."

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.

Words with their Prepositions to be formed into sentences.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.
Arrive at, ripa, o river-side.

Ask of a person, \

for or after a person, Vascian, (o petition.

for a thing,

Aspire to, spiro, I breath*.

Assent to, sentio, I feel.

Assimilate to, similis, like.

Associate with, socius, o companion.
Assure of, assurer, to assure.

Atone for, at one, to at-one.

Attached to, attacher, (o bind.

Attain to, atteindre, to reach.

Attend to, tendre, to stretch.

Averse to, from, verto, I turn.

EXERCISES FOR PARSING.

A pedagogue Is a term of Greek origin, equivalent to oar school-

master. Pedagogue is a word which is now used contemptuously.
In an oligarchy the interests of a few predominate. In a demo-

cracy the interests of the many prevail. The real and the apparent
interests of men arc sometimes very different. A "polemical spirit is

undesirable. Polemical writings are occasionally required. The
character of the apostle Paul is very noble. Apostolical virtues ore

rare. The apostles received their mission immediately from Christ.

Without enthusiasm the best of causes cannot be carried forward.

Enthusiasm is in danger of degenerating into fanaticism.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. IV.

PROBLEM VII. (Fig. 19). Two lines, ach 5 feet long, form a
right angle; the angle touches the PP, and is opposite the eye;
each line is 45 with the PP.

In this case two vanishing points mast be found, as there are
fieo lines in the plan, drawn in different directions. As this is but
a repetition of Problem I., Fig. 7, drawn each way, there will

be no necessity for our repeating it ; only we wish to direct the
attention of the pupil to the position of the eye being opposite
the angle. Therefore, the line drawn from the angle to the
base of the picture, perpendicularly to the picture-plane, serves,
first, to place the station-point; secondly, acts as a visual ray ;

and thirdly, as a line of contact. Consequently, the position of

the angle in tho picture will be at i, touching th* base of the

picture. Let as state the question as that the angle doe* not

touch the P P, but is 1 foot within it (Fig. 20). Draw a UM
from a at the given angle, 45. From a draw a , equal to 1

foot (still uxing the scale of 4 feet to the inch), and per-

|MMi.li:ular to the PP; draw ec parallel to PP; c will then

be the position for placing the angle. It will be seen that the

line of contact, marked L c, is drawn from a, because a is the

point of contact for tho line c b. Thus tho pupil win observe, if

no part of the plan touches the P P, one line must be produced,
as 6 c has been done to a, from which the line of contact is

drawn perpendicularly to the p p, and the point of contact, f c,

is brought down to the base of the picture, from which tb

perspective view of tho line 6' c" is drawn to its v p. The visual

ray from c to s p will determine upon b' p c the position of the

angle </ in tho picture that is, the perspective distance of one
'

foot within the picture ; the rest will be the same as in Fig. 19.

The above, and also the greater portion of our previous

lessons, is a part explanation of one system of the ground-

plan method ; we havt introduced it first, and said thus

much upon it, more for the sake of clearing np technicalities

than for any other reason. It is a beginning from which we
intend gradually to lead oar pupils into deeper water, and
we hope by this course of treatment to make the subject easier

to comprehend. We now intend to take np another line of

explanation for the same purpose, and here we especially ask
for the close attention of our pupils whilst we say a few words

upon the way we wish them to proceed. We desire to make
our observations as clear a.3 we can, nowever difficult it may
be to do so; therefore we ask them to accompany as slowly,
and not to feel discouraged if they have to read our instruc-

tions more than once. In some of our lessons on drawing,
we introduced some perspective problems in osder to give
the why and wherefore of the reasons for the practice and
methods we recommended ; it is true that we could have

simply stated how, and in what direction a line was to be

drawn, and the pupil might have understood the instruction,

and have done as he was directed very satisfactorily ; bat we
felt it was our duty not to leave him with such superficial

guidance, but open out to him the reason* for these direc-

tions, because if he understood them, he was then furnished

with a key to innumerable other facts and positions, thus

enabling him to dispense with oft-repeated explanations, varied

in some respects only by the difference there might be in

the subject.
This way of proceeding entails a greater amount of difficulty

in the explanation, and necessarily a greater amount of attention

and study on the part of the pupil ; but there is this satisfaction

attending it, the subject becomes in proportion more interesting,

and a more solid, extensive, and really useful amount of know
ledge is acquired. These are gains well worth the additional

care and painstaking necessarily incumbent upon both master
and pupil, and certainly ought not to be passed over by either.

We are about to follow the same plan again, as far as possible,
in explaining the reasons for the directions we shall give as we
proceed with oar lessons. Should difficulties arise, there will

be no occasion to stop. Let the pupil proceed according to the

rules laid down in the problems, and very likely, after he has

done a few, and again returned to those he stumbled over, he will

find they have become clear and simple, and that his future

course will be at once pleasant and easy. One of the great
difficulties in perspective to beginners is to understand how
s'rcral planes are brought together upon one plane that is, tho

sheet of paper upon which we draw the picture. We will take

a point and place it in its perspective position, and farther

illustrate it by an eidoyraph. First, with regard to the sermU
planes we speak of. The Jirst plane is the plane or surface of

the picture (see Fig. 21), PPPP; secondly, the yrovnd-plane,
or surface of the ground upon which the object, A, is lying;

and, thirdly, there is the plane passing through the eye and
the picture-plane, its trace being shown by the horizontal line,

or line of sight, parallel with the ground, upon which is drawn
the semicircle DE I X DK*. The letter B means the rye, or in other

words, its position with regard to the object and the picture-

plane ; DE 1 and DE* mean the distance of the eye from the

picture - plane thrown round upon the HL, because DJ* and
DE* are the same distance from PS (the point of sight) as B is

from PS, being the extremities of a semicircle drawn through
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. 9bJ

I from PS as a centre. Now thin horizontal plane through tho

ye, K, is turned up upon the perpendicular or picture-plane ;

mark the course of the dotted arc from K to x*, therefore PS >'

!a equal to PS B. Thus, it will be seen, two planet are re-

duced to one. The result is shown al*> in fig. 22. Now we
must turn the ground-plane upon the picture-plane. Pint, let

us repeat a remark or two made in Lesson II., Fig. 5 (page 225).
Tho lino from X to A (Fig. 21) is a visual ray cutting the picture-

plano inn; then is the picture of tho point A. The line from A
to B p, on tho ground-plane, in the ground plan of this visual ray;
therefore a perpendicular line from c (where A BP cut* the base
of the picture) drawn to tho line x A, determines B, the picture
of A, the object. The pupil will now perceive there ia a plane

perpendicular to the ground, and also to the picture-plane,

upon which the distinctive points x, p s, B, c, A, and s p are

placed ; but first make c A1
equal to c A, as shown in the arc

from A to A- ; this brings the ground-plane upon the picture-

plane (in the same way as we turned x to x *). Compare
Fig. 22 with Fig. 21 ; A1 will bo seen in both figures. From c, in

Fig. -2, draw the arc A* As
. This will be recognised in Fig. 21 ;

Piy. 25

and tho line A* to D E will also be seen in both figures ; there-

fore the line E B A in Fig. 21 is turned round upon the picture-

plane, and represented by A 3 B DE', shown also in Fig. 22.

Thus the perspective projection B of the point A on the ground
is determined. We have remarked (see Lesson II.) that points
are the extremities of lines ; and if we can determine the

positions of points in the picture, we can represent straight

lines by uniting these points. Our pupils will also recollect

that we have said,
"
all lines which are perpendicular to the

picture-plane have the point of eight for their vanishing-

point." Let these observations be borne in mind as we proceed.
PROBLEM VIII. (Fig. 23). A straight line, A B, 5 feet long, is

perpendicular to the picture-plane lying on the ground, and 1 foot

from it; height of eye, 5 feet, and distancefrom, the picture-plane,
10 feet. Scale, 4 feet to the inch.

Draw the line CAB perpendicularly to PP, make c A 1 foot,

and A B 5 feet. Draw HL parallel with PP, and 5 feet from
it. Draw PS E perpendicularly to H L, and 10 feet long.
From PS, with distance PS E, describe the semicircle DE 1 X DB*.

From c, and with the distance c A, draw the arc A D. From
, again draw the arc B r, join F and D with DE*, also draw

the line c PS. Between the intersections of c PB with the

lines from F and D to DE" will be the perspective of A B,

Viz., a b. Let the line H lie 5 feet long, and at an angle of 50

thri>iet,tr,:],lane. From H and I draw perpendicular* to th

I.n-tun--plane, and proceed with each extremityM wa* done witls

tho lino A B ; h i will be tho perspective of the given line M i.

Tho following remark upon the line K I will refer to all th
lines similarly drawn that ia, perpendicularly to PP ; became the

line K i is perpendicular to PP, therefore the perspective reprc-
tentation of that lino U drawn to the point of night, viz., K t Ft,

and somewhere upon that lino U the position of I in i found firwt

by drawing from the centre K the are I L, and joining L wit*

DE 1
; this last line cutting K PB in i, fixe* the peiipeotite view

of i
; tho same may be repeated for h ; i h being joined give* th*

perspective view of H I.

PROBLEM IX. (Fig. 24). Draw the perspective vie* of

pavement composed ofsquare slabs, the edges ofwhich shall meamrc
1*5 feet s height of eye and distance as before.

Let A B be the total width of all the slabs, and A 1, 1 2, 23,
3 4, 4 B, each equal to 1*5 feet. Draw lines from each of thete
divisions to the point of sight : upon the horizontal line set off

from PB to DE 10 feet. From each of tho divisions on A B, viz.,

A, 1, 2, etc., draw lines to DE; where these lines intersect thoM

drawn from the given divisions A, 1, 2, etc., will be found the

angles from which ore drawn the opposite sides of the squares

viz., 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. We must here observe, as will be seen in Fig.

24, that all lines which retire at an angle of 45 with theVP have

the distance-point for their point of sight. For if one side of t

square is parallel with the P P, the other side will be at right

angles with the P P ; therefore the diagonal of the square wiB

be 45 with p p.

PROBLEM X. (Fig. 25). Draw the perspective visw ofasqvan,
the sides of which are 3 feet in length, 2 feet from the PP. and
one side at an angle of 50 with the PP.

Draw a 6 at the given angle. Find the point c according to

Figs. 13 and 14, Lesson HI., and Fig. 20. Construct the square
c d ef, and from each angle draw perpendicular line* to the PP,

and from thence vanishing lines to the PS. In these several

vanishing lines find the projected angle* of the square a* in

Problem VIII., Fig. 23 ; between these points respectively draw

straight lines which will produce the perspeetire representation
of the square. In the next problem we only give the proposition

and the diagram, trusting the pnpil will be able to work it, a*

the explanation would be a repetition of Problems VllL and X.

PROBLEM XL (Fig. 26). Draw the perspective view of aparal-
lelogram 5 feet long, 3 feet broad, one edge at an angle of 40 tct&

the PP, and the nearest angle I foot within, orfrom the PP.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXIV.
PER CENTAGE PKOFIT AND LOSS.

1. Per cent, is an abbreviation for per centum. So much per

cent., therefore, is so much a hundred.

Thus, 7 per cent, upon 400 is 28 ; 3 per cent, upon 345 is

fis
x 31, for 100 is contained f*jj

times in 345.

The quantity or number per cent, is called the rate per cent.

The number or quantity which is produced by reckoning a

certain rate per cent, upon any given number or quantity is

called the per centage.

Thus, at 1 per cent. .28 is the per centage on .400. Again,
if we have to find how much per cent, one given number is of or on

another, it is the same thing as dividing the first number into as

many equal parts as there are hundreds in the second number.

One of these equal parts in the first will then correspond to

each hundred of the second number, which is the same thing as

saying that the first number is so much per cent, on the other.

Thus, if we want to find how much per cent. 27 is of 900, we
must divide 27 into 9 parts, which gives 3, and hence we see

that for every 100 of the 900 there corresponds 3 in the 27.

Hence 27 is 3 per cent, on 900.

Again, to find how much per cent. 311 is of 73 :

100 ia contained in 73, ^ss times.

The result therefore required is j, or V? x 31 J or ff.

73 ) 3150 ( 43-15
292

230
219

110
73

370
365

Hence, correctly to 2 places of decimals, 31J is 43'15 per cent, on 73.

2. The above remarks will be sufficient to explain the fol-

lowing rules :

(1.) To find what a given rate per cent, upon any number
amounts to.

Divide the number by 100, and multiply by the rate.

(2.) To find how much per cent, one given number is of another.

. Multiply the former number by 100, and divide by the latter.

PROFIT AND LOSS.

3. Questions relating to the amount gained or lost in com-
mercial transactions upon sales or purchases effected, can be

performed by the aid of the Eule of Three and the above remarks

upon per centage.
EXAMPLE 1. If I buy 1 cwt. of coffee for 8 guineas, what

do I gain by selling it at l|d. per oz. ? Find also what I gain
per cent.

112 Ibs. cost 168s.

Therefore 1 Ib. costs, lijs., or IJs.

Now 1 Ib. is sold for 16 x lid., or 2s. Therefore the gain on
1 Ib. is 6d., and on 112 Ib. is '2 16s.

Next, 6d. being gained on Is. 6d., we have to find what would
be gained on .100.

Then, by the Eule of Three,

As 3 sixpences : 1 sixpence : : 100 : required rate per cent.
K^nce 1

s, or 33J per cent, is the required answer.

EXAMPLE 2. What is the prime cost of an article per yard
upon which a gain of 7 per cent, is obtained by selling it at
10s. 9d. a yard ?

By the question, a quantity of the article which cost .100
would be sold for .107.

Hence, by Rule of Three, we have

As 107} : 100 : : 10s. 9d. : cost price per yard.

Therefore cost price per yard = 100

107*
200

215

x 129d.

< 129d.

120d. = 10 shillings.

If the article had been sold at a loss of 7J per cent., the

question would have been stated thus. Since a" quantity, value
100, is sold for 100 7 10s., w have-

As 92J : 100

Therefore cost price = Wj
: 10s. 9d. : cost price.
129d.

= ?|| x 129d.

= & x 129d. = 4?2d. = W shillings = 11s. 7Hd.

EXAMPLE 3. Having bought a quantity of tea, I find that

I lose 7 per cent, by selling it at 3s. a pound. What ought I

to sell it at, so as to gain 10 per cent. ?

We have

As 93 : 100 : : 3s. : prime cost per pound.
Therefore the prime cost per pound = Vs

Q
shillings = *? shillings.

Now if I am to gain 10 per cent., we have the proportion

As 100 : 110 : : Ws. : selling price required.
Therefore the selling price required = Vi* = 3s. 6Jfd.

EXERCISE 53. EXAMPLES OF PER CENTAGE, PROFIT AND
Loss, ETC.

1. How much is 4 per cent, upon 375 ?

2. How much is 3| per cent, upon 373, to 4 places of decimals P

3. How much is 3i per cent, upon 27| ?

4. The population of London in 1861 being 2,803,034, and that of

the whole of England 29,307,276, how many per cent, of the population
lived in London ?

5. If the population of a town in a certain time increases by 8 per

cent., and the actual population at the beginning of the time was

20,000, what was it at the end of the time ?

6. If at the same rate of increase, it is found at the end of the time

to be 20,000, what was it at the beginning ?

7. How much per cent, on 353 is 29 to 2 places of decimals ?

8. How much per cent, on 534 is 27J to 2 places of decimals ?

9. If standard silver can be bought for 5s. an ounce, what profit

does the Mint make per cent, by coining a pound Troy into 66 shillings ?

10. A mixture professing to be coffee contains 24 per cent, chicory.

How much chicory would there be in one pound of coffee ?

11. In the last question, if the cost price of pure coffee be Is. a

pound, and of chicory 4d. a pound, what does the grocer gain per cent,

by selling the mixture at Is. 4d. a pound?
12. The population of a town increases in 10 years from 26,485 to

28,351. What is the rate of increase per cent. ?

13. A grocer mixes 9 Ibs. of coffee at 2s. 3d. a pound with 6 pounds
of chicory at 7-Jd. a pound. At what price must he sell the mixture

to gain 25 per cent. ?

14. If 3| per cent, is lost by selling steel pens at 3s. 6d. a gross,

how much would be gained or lost per cent, by selling them at 2s. 6|d.

a hundred P

15. At what rate must skerry be sold which costs 40s. a doz., if on

every 100 of outlay the selling price of 5 doz. is gained? What is

the gain per cent. ?

16. What sum must A bequeath to B, so that B may receive 1,000

after a legacy-duty of 10 per cent, has been paid ?

17. What must be the gross rental of an estate, so that after de-

ducting 7d. in the pound for income-tax, and 4J- per cent, upon the

remainder for expenses of collection, there may be left a nett rental

of 1,000 ?

18. By the sale of goods which cost me 3 19s. 2d., I lost a sum

equal to 5| per cent, of the proceeds ; and by the sale of another

quantity which cost me 5, I gained a sum equal to 3 If of the pro-

ceeds. What did I gain per cent, on the whole outlay ?

19. A man bought a house which cost him 4 per cent, upon the

outlay to put into repair; it then stood empty for a year, during

which time he reckoned he was losing 5 per cent, upon his total outlay.

He then sold it for 1,192, by which means he gained 10 per cent, upon
the original purchase-money. What did he give for the house ?

KEY TO EXERCISE 52, LESSON XXXIII. (Vol. II., page 326).

1. 18.
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bininj: weight, 16 ; density, 8). Whon tho mud at the bottom of

stagnant pool* i* ntirreii, bulihli-s ut this gaa rue to the surface;
im.i \\ in'i. mi\i-il with the upontaneotwly inflammable gnu, phoft-

l-h. .r.-ttod hydrogen, the bubble* ignite, giving rue to the iynit
r the '

Will-o'-tho-Wisp." In collieries it exude* from
the coal-beds, and often in such quantities a* to come with a

hissing noise from tho seams, called by the minors " blowers."

Here, when mixed with a certain quantity of air, it becomes tho

dangerous "fire-damp." In many parts of the world it issues

from the ground, and is utilised by the inhabitants as a source

of light uii'i

rat inn. Tho gas may bo artificially procured by heating,
in a flask of German glass, sodium acotato mixed with caustic

soda. Considerably under rod-heat tho gas comes off, and may
be secured in tho usual way. The reaction may be thus

expressed
NaOC.H.O + HNaO = Na,CO, + CH 4 ;

tho product remaining in tho retort being sodium carbonate.

The gas is without colour, taste, or smell ; it burns, in tho

proaenco of oxygen, with a bluish flamo, into carbonic acid and
water :

CH4 4- 4O = CO, + 2H,O.2+4 = 2 + .

On reference to the numerals, it will be seen that for the com-

plete combustion of marsh gas a double quantity of oxygen is

required, or ten volumes of air. It will also be noticed that
one-half the volume of oxygen makes the carbonic acid gas,
whilst the other half becomes water with the hydrogen. This
fact enables us to analyse marsh gas by means of the eudio-
meter. Seeing the explosion is very violent, it is better not to
use pure oxygen, but air, adding to the quantity of gas in tho
instrument at least ten times its volume of air. After the

spark has passed, the diminution will indicate tho quantity of

gas which has become water; and as this water possesses all

the hydrogen of the gas, its composition is discovered.

Marsh gas may be decomposed by a series of electric sparks
being passed through it, or if the gas be sent through a tube
heated to whiteness. Tho carbon is deposited, and a volume
of hydrogen, double that of the gas, is received. This will be
indicated by the numerals

CH, = C + 4H.
2 =+4.

This gas is tho chief ingredient of " coal gas."

Ethylene, Olefiant Gas, or Heavy Carburetted Hydrogen (symbol,
CjH4 ; combining weight, 28; density, 14). It is one of the
minor constituents of coal gas. It may be obtained by heating
in a flask one measure of alcohol and two of sulphuric acid.

Alcohol may bo considered as composed of olefiant gas and
water. It is deprived of this hitter by tho sulphuric acid,
thus:

Alcohol, C,H O = C aH4 4- H,0.

Tho gas, to purify it, should be passed through a tube packed
with pieces of pumice stone, soaked with sulphuric acid (this
retains any alcohol vapour and ether in tho gas), and then
through caustic potash, which deprives it of sulphurous acid,
and carbonic acid, if any bo present. Tho gas has no colour,
but a feeble ethereal odour. It can be liquefied under great
pressure. It burns in contact with tho air very brightly.

C 3H t + 6O = 20O, + 2H.O.
2 +6=2 + .

This equation shows that tho products are carbonic acid and
water, and tho numbers indicate that tho gas requires for its

combustion three times its volume of oxygen, or fifteen of air.

Its constitution may bo determined by the eudiometer. When
strongly heated, it deposits half its carbon, and becomes marsh
gas without change of volume. If the heat bo very intense, tho
whole of the carbon is separated, and twice the volume of

hydrogen remains.

These processes are explained in the following equations :

C,H. = CH. -t- C
2 =2 + .

And
C,H. = 2C + 4H

2 = - + 4.

It takes its name, olefiant, from tho fact that it forms, with
shlorine, a heavy, oily liquid called Dutch liquid.

Coal Gat. Cot! (M, no generally tued for illuminating pur-
pose*, in procured by the deetraetive distillation of coal, * prooM
which is effected by exposing the coal to a high heat in cart-iron
tubes called retort*. Coke remain* in the retort, and Tmriou
volatile product*, together with a mixture of aome dosen ffMe*.
pus into the condmuen and purifier*. Many of the** retort*

are heated in the same furnace, and a pipe from each dips into
the main, which U a tube of great diameter, haJf.fiU.Al with
water, beneath tne surface of which the pipe* from the retorts

dip. As the products of the distillation p*M through thu
water, tho tar, an ammoniacal liquid called yat liquor, *ad water,

, whilst tho gas bubbles through and U carried away
by the main to tho purifier*, and thence to tho gasometer.
Tho tar has proved productive of many useful sal:

H
CH.
C,H
C.H.

CO,
H.S

cw,
CS,
C.H..

such as the aniline colours, mauve, magenta, etc. From the
ammoniacal liquid wo derive our chief supply of ammonia. The
gas in tho main is a mixture of

Hydrogen .

Marsh gas .

Olefiant go*
Butyline (oil gas), traces

Carbonic oxido .

Carbonic acid

Sulphide of hydrogen
Nitrogen .

Cyanogen, a trace

Vapour of bisulphide of carbon

,, benzole

Of these the sulphide of hydrogen, the bisulphide of carbon, and
carbonic acid gas are not only useless, but injurious.
To remove them thu gas is exposed to a surface of ilaked lime;

this retains tho sulphide of hydrogen and carbonic acid. The
bisulphide of carbon may be removed by pacing the gas through
a tube filled with slaked lime, maintained at a temperature of

250 Cent. Under these circumstances the bisulphide is de-

composed. The presence of this compound is so minute that
its separation is seldom attempted ; yet it is chiefly duo to it

that plants cannot live in rooms lit with gas. Purified gas,

therefore, consists of marsh gas, olefiaut gas, oil gas, and other

hydro-carbons ; carbonic oxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen. An
idea of tho relative quantities of these gases may be had from
an analysis, mado by Bunsen, of a Manchester gas :

45-58

Marsh gas
Carbonic oxido

Olefiant gas .

Butyliue

Sulphide of Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Carbonic acid

34-90

6-6*

4-08

2-38

246
367

100-00

What causes the luminosity of flame f The presence in the
flame of a solid. If sulphur be ignited, it burns with a blue
non-luminous flame ; because the product of the combustion U
not a solid, but a gas (SO.). Phosphorus, on the
other hand, has a luminous flame, because the result

of the action is a solid, phosphoric acid, the particle*
of which being heated in the chemical action, be-

come white hot, and emit light.

A striking instance of this truth is offered in the

oxy-hydrogen light. The flame of the gas is scarcely

visible, but when it plays upon a piece of lime (a

solid), it raises it to a white heat, and a brilliant light m-
is the result. Therefore, those gaaes are tho illumi-

nators of "coal gas," which contains carbon, the only
solid in the list except the trace of sulphur. The gas
will not give light unless this carbon be in a frte

state, and while in this state heated to a white heat.

In considering the structure of flame, the conditions

which secure this result will become evident.

Flame. The flame of a candle u supported by *"* **

the decomposition of the tallow, etc., of which it is

composed, into the vapours of hydro-carbons. This decompo-
sition is furthered by tho melted fat being spread over the wick

by capillary action. In the non-luminous cone, m (Fig. 89),
the vapours are rising from the wick ; in the other .two cones,
i and e, these vapours mix with air, and chemical action

ensues.

Only a certain limited quantity of air can mix with the
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vapours as they rise from the wick. The hydrogen, having a

much greater affinity for the oxygen than the carbon has, at

once appropriates it all, forming water ; but, as we have before

noticed, the combination of oxygen and hydrogen produces

great heat. This raises the atom of carbon, just liberated from

its combination with the hydrogen, to a white heat. This

process goes on in the light-giving cone of the flame, i. These

heated particles of carbon pass to the outside of the flame, where

they combine
with the oxy-

gen of the air,

first forming
carbonic oxide,
which again,

taking another

? 40. JH^. S9> \ atom of oxy-

gen, burns into

carbonic acid

with a blue

flame, e, which
forms the

third cone of the flame. Thus it is seen that the luminosity

of a flame entirely depends upon the quantity of air which can

find an entrance into the body of the vapour undergoing com-

bustion. If there be present too little oxygen, some of the

hydrogen will pass to the outside of the flame unburnt, and

thus much of its heating power will be wasted. On the other

hand, if too much oxygen mix with the flame, then not only is

the hydrogen burnt, but also some of the carbon at once

becomes carbonic oxide, and the illuminating power of the

flame will be diminished. This is illustrated in "Bunsen's
burner."

Here the air is mixed with the gas before it escapes at the

top of the tube. When ignited, there is not only sufficient

oxygen to satisfy the demands of the hydrogen, but also enough
for the combustion of the carbon, which is never "

free," burn-

ing at once into carbonic oxide. If the holes be covered with
the fingers, the flame becomes luminous, the supply of air

being limited to that which can mix with the gas as it escapes
from the tube. A flame may be deprived of its luminosity by
simply blowing it, for then, by mechanical means, sufficient

oxygen has been introduced to burn the carbon, and the flame

becomes blue.

It will be evident, then, in all flames, that the maximum
illuminating power will entirely depend on the right quantity
of air

;
as may often be noticed by moving the chimney of a

moderator lamp higher or lower.

If a cold surface be depressed into the flame of a Bunsen's
burner or a spirit-lamp, it will be found that a film of moisture
is deposited upon it, which is, of course, driven off as soon
as the body is heated, for the products of such a flame are
water and carbonic acid, and the latter being a gas cannot be

deposited ; but
if the same ex-

periment be

_ tried in a lumi-

sides the .mois-

ture, carbon
soot will be
found on the
cold surface

;

the reason
being, that car-

bon will only
combine with oxygen at certain temperatures. Coals will remain
in a cellar for any length of time, but when once heated to a cer-

tain temperature their combination with oxygen commences, and
we say they burn. In a flame, the combustion of the hydrogen
just produces a sufficient heat to raise the carbon to this

required temperature; but if any of this heat be detracted

by the cold surface, for instance, above alluded to the carbon
is deprived of the power of combustion, and is therefore depo-
sited in its elementary condition.

This accounts for the smoking of fires. Cold air passes
through them, and its temperature is raised at the expense of
the heat given out by the combustion of the hydrogen, thus

taking away the heat necessary for the complete combustion of

Pig. 41.

the carbon, a portion of which comes away unburnt in the shape
of smoke. If a fire can be fed with hot air, or supplied with
a limited quantity, all the carbon will be burnt, and there will

be no smoke. One or other of these means is resorted to in

all "engine" fires. Perhaps the most satisfactory method is

to bend an iron pipe, about four inches in diameter, in the form of

a U : place it beneath the grate, and turn one end into the mouth
of the furnace, which is closed by tightly-fitting doors. The
air passes through the tube, which is red-hot, and then enters

the furnace, which is now enabled to burn without smoke.
A flame cannot exist if too much heat be taken from it.

Thus, when we blow a candle too violently, it "goes out,"
because we have caused such a quantity of cold air to take

away its heat as to render it unable to exist.

If a piece of wire gauze be held in the flame of a spirit-lamp

(Fig. 40), the flame will not pass through the gauze, although
the unburnt vapour will, which may be ignited on the upper
side. The fact is admirably
shown in Fig. 41, where the

gas from a Bunsen's burner is

lit above the gauze, but is un-

able to ignite the gas below

it, because at the place where
the flame touches the gauze
it is extinguished. The iron,

which is a good conductor of

heat, robs the flame of so

much, that it cannot exist, and
is therefore extinguished.
The Davy lamp owes its

value to this fact. Fig. 42a
shows that the common oil-

lamp, b, is supported by a
frame of iron wire, while

the flame is entirely enclosed

in a cylinder of iron wire

gauze, d. ~Fig. 42.

The "
fire-damp

"
passes

through the gauze, and is ignited by the flame. An explosion
occurs in the lamp, which extinguishes the light ; but the cool-

ing power of the gauze prohibits the flame from passing out to

ignite the mine. Thus the miner is warned of his danger.
Even if the flame of the lamp be allowed to come in contact

with the cylinder, it cannot do more than make it red-hot, and
as fire-damp cannot be ignited unless by a white heat, there is

no danger.
The cylinder is fastened down to the body of the lamp by a

lock, the key of which is kept by the clerk of the mine. The
miner trims his wick by the wire c, which passes through the

oil in a tube, as the section shows.

The gauze cylinder greatly darkens the light, and the miner
is much tempted to work with a naked flame ;

and to this

recklessness may be traced almost all colliery explosions.
The results of the combustion of fire-damp are water, which

condenses on the sides of the mine, and carbonic acid choke-

damp.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXXIX.
SECTION LXXXVIL IDIOMS RELATING TO PRONOUNS,

ETC.
1. THE pronouns subject, je, tu, il, elle, nous, vous, ils, elles,
must be repeated, when the first verb of the sentence is nega-
tive, and the second affirmative, when the verbs are in different

tenses, and when the different clauses are connected by con-

junctions other than et, ou, ni, mais [ 96, 2] :

II ne lit pas ; il ecrit. He does not read; he writes.

Elle lie viendra pas ; elle est She Kill not come ; she is gone.

partie.

2. The pronouns of the third person are often omitted before
the second verb in cases not coming within the above rule.

The other nominative pronouns are also, sometimes, omitted.
We should, however, not advise the student to omit the latter

pronouns. It is always correct to repeat the nominative pro-
nouns.

3. The student will bear in mind that the objective pronouns
must always be repeated.

4. Connaitre a answers to the English expression, to know by :

Je le conuais a sa demarche. him by hie walk (carriage).
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5. Connaltre de nom, de visage, de vue, moan, >< I

liit .

Se connaltre a quelque chose, or en quelque chose, corre-

spond* in Mjfiiitication to tho Kuglidh expression, '

t/ tomethin-j :

You* vous couuui8ez en pierrcries. You art a ju-lji </ j>rcioiti itontt.

.Mi- . I.I.ANKOUS EXAMPLES.

Je 10 connuia, jo 1'uiuie, et j lui

rouda justice. GRES8KT.
i <, il so plait, il s'adonUe,

il h'uime. J. U. ROUSSEAU.

A quo! conuaissez-vous oe mon-
ieur ?

Je le conniiis a son habit noir.

Je le couuai* de vue.

J'ai recouuu n.a mi-re a la roiz.

A .JM .i TOUS counaissez-roni P

Je me counais en umrclmndisea.

Je oe m'y connais pas.

11 ne s'y couuuit poiut du tout.

II s'y couuait mieux que moi.

Je m'y conuais aussi bieu que lui.

I knoir him, lore him, and do juitict
to him.

lit liften t to hiiiucl/, if pltaud vith

himself, adorn* himself, lottt him-

ttlf.

By what do you fcnoir (hat gentle-

man t

I Irnoir him by hi< black coaf.

f know htm b<j light.

I recognised my mother by her voice.

Of what art you a judge .'

I am a judge of good*.

I am not a judge of it (<?/ thtm).

He i* not the least judge of it (of

them*,

lie it a better judge of it (of them)
than 1.

I am at good a judge of it (of them)
at he.

EXERCISE 169.

Artisan, m. mechanic, fitoffes, cloths of all Gracieux, Be, graceful.

Blond, e, ljht. kinds. Grain, m. grain.

Boncte, e, curled. Fabricant, m. mauu- (Euvre, f. u-or/:.

Chevelure, f. head of facturer. Orfevre, m. goldsmith.

hair. Forgeron, m. blacksmith. Poe'sie, f. poetry.

Cbeveuz, m. p. hair. Gestes, m. p. gestures. Tout, quite.

1. Ne reconnaissez-vous point votre amie ': 2. Jo la recon-

nais a sa ehevelure blonde. 3. A quoi reconnaissez-vous cette

demoiselle? 4. Je la reconnais & sa demarche gracieuse. 5.

N'aurioz-vous point reconnu votre ami h la voix ? 6. Jo 1'y

aurais reconnn. 7. A 1'cenvre on con- ait 1'artisan (LA FON-

TAINE). 8. Ne le reconnaitrez-voup point & ces marques ?

9. Je 1'y roconualtrai. 10. Get orfe^re ne se connait-il point a

cela? 11. n ne s'y connait point du tout. 12. Vous y con-

naissez-vous aussi bien que le forgeron F 13. Je m'y connais

tout aussi bien que lui. 14. Ne vous connaissez-vous point en

poesie ? 15. Je ne m'y connais guere. 16. Le fabricant BO

connait-il aussi bien en etoffes qu'en grain ? 17. II se connait

beaucoup mieux a celles-la qu'& celui-oi. 18. Ne connaissez-

vous pas ce monsieur i sea gestes vehements ? 19. Je le con-

nais a ses cheveux boucles. 20. Ne vous etes-vous pas fait

connaitro (told your name) ? 21. Je me snis fait connaitre.

22. Ne nous ferons-nous pas connaitre ? 23. Vous voua ferez

connaitre. 24. Us se feront connaitre par leurs vertus (they
tvill make themselves known).

EXERCISE 170.

1. Do yon not know that man ? 2. Yes, Sir; I know him by
his large (grand) hat. 3. By what do you recognise me ? 4.

I recognise yon by your walk. 5. Do you recognise my friend

by his gestures ? 6. No, Sir : I recognise him by his black

coat. 7. Do you know him well ? 8. I know him by sight,

but I have never spoken to him. 9. Are you a judge of iron ?

10. No, Sir; the blacksmith is a judge of iron. 11. By what

will you know yonr book ? 12. I shall know it by those marks.

13. Have you not known your friend by her voice ? 14. No,

Madam ; I knew her by her light hair. 15. Have yon told

your name ? 16. I have not told my name. 17. Did yon know

yonr tister's friend by her cnrled hair ? 18. I knew her by it.

19. la the merchant a good judge of cloth ? 20. He is a better

judge than I. 21. Is ho a better judge of it than the manu-

facturer ? 22. He is quite as good a judge as he. 23. la not

the goldsmith as good a judge of precious stones as you - i

He is a better judge of them than I. 25. Of what are you a

judge f 26. I am a judge of nothing. 27. Are not yonr sister*

good judges of poetry ? 28. They are not the least judges of

it. 29. Do you not know that young lady by her dress (robe) ?

30. I know her by her graceful carriage. 31. Have they made

themselves known ? 32. They have made themselves known

by their merit (nitrite). 33. la not tho workman known by his

work ? 34. The workman is known by hia work. 35. He ia a

judge of it.

SECTION LXXXVIII.-PECULIAB IDIOM4.

1. Quelque, whatsoever, however, tome, any. followed br s>

noun, uki-.i t i..- form of the plural. It in invariable when it is

followed by an adjective or SA adverb [ 94 (1) 2, 3] t

Qutilquea livre* que TOUS ye*. Whalt*tr took* y* m*y WM.
Quelque bon* qu'ili sotont. Hovw 9004 thty may U

_'. Quel que, followed by tho verb etre, or some other verb

preceding etre, U written in two word*, the first (quel) free-

ing in gender and number with tho subject of the verb [f 94

(1)1]:-
Quell** que soieut vos rertu*. tFtotawr your virtue* y It.

Quellu qua pnine &tro * rtoln- Whatmr hit raolutto* may U.
tiou.

3. The above examples show that quelque que and queJ
que govern tho subjunctive.

1. Tout, meaning entirely, quite, nothing but, though an ad-

verb, takes the mark of the feminine and of the plural when it

precedes an adjective or paat participle feminine commsdf
with a consonant or an h aspirate :

L'esplrance tout* trompeuie qn'ello Hop*, dtteitful oj it u, MTM* ft

est, sert au moins a nous menr Uatt to conduct ut to Q* trrmi-

a la fin d la Tie par uu chomin nation of lift by an ttgrttM*
agrt-'able. (LA BRUYKKE.) road.

5. The word gre\ signifying consent, vill, meaning, kc., form*
a number of idioms :

Je lui sais [(avoir, 3. ir.] bon gr6 I am thankful to him (i.e., owt him
de cette action. gooi-vtll) for that action.

II nous suit mauraii gre de coin. Ht it displeased with * for Uttt.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
Ne le ferez-Tous pas de bon gre ? H'ill you not do it iriQtufly f

II s'est marie contre lo gre de e Ut married caatiut UU inU of ha
parents. parent*.

Sa cbevelure voltige au gr6 du
vent.

Je sais rouuvais gre a votre fK-re

de vouloir se iiieler de men
affaires.

Je lui en sais bon gre.

J'espere que vous ue me saurez

pas mauvais gr4, si je ne vous

e'cris pas.
C'est a mon gro le meilleur enfant

du inonde.

Hit hair fiuttert tl tUt x3l of tht

vind.
I am diipleattd viili tour br*4Jur

for vitlung to iidtrftrt vith my
affair*.

I am thankful to him for it.

I hopt that you nU *ot U displomtl
vith mtj if I do not vnt to \ou.

Ht it, to my thinking, On Itti claU
in tht world.

EXERCISE 171.

Bon gro, mal cm!
,
trill- Men-er, 1. to take, to Rccotnouuid-er, 1. to

ing or not willing. lead. rtoommtmd.

Chnmbre, f. room. Nou-er, 1. to tit, to Secret, m. ttcnt.

Gurd-er, 1. to keep. fatten. Silence, m. nltmct.

Lit, m. bed. Oblig-er, 1. to Migt. Suite. I. MMMTMKO*.
Mulgn?, in p.t of. Offre, f. n/er. Vol-er, 1. to/y.

1. Savez-vons mauvais gro a votre oncle de ce qn'il a dit?

2. Je ne lui en sais aucun mauvais gre (VoLTAiBS). 3. Ne mo
sauriez-vous paa bon gre de voua emmener aveo moi ? 4. Je

vous en aauraia le meilleur gre du monde. 5. Ne lenr savex-

vona paa bon gre d'avoir garde ce secret P 6. Je tear sais boo

gre de 1'avoir garde. 7. Ne lenr avez-vous pas recommande

de garder le silence ? 8. Je lour ai recommando de le garder.

9. Ce malade garde-t-il encore le lit ? 10. II ne garde plus le

lit, mais il est encore oblige de garder la chambre. 1 1. Votre

chevelure est-elle bien nouee ? 12. Non, Monsieur, elle role

au gre du vent. 13. Garderez-vons votre domestiqne ? 14.

Je le garderai, il fait tout a mon gre. 15. Qnelqoes offres qn'on

lui fasso, il ne vent pas me quitter. 16. Qnelqne bonnes qoe
soient ces dames, elles ne sont pas a mon grv. 17. Qoelles qae
soient les suites do cette affaire, je vous sais bon gr6 de TO

intentions. 18. Toute belle qu'elle est, elle n'est pas k mon

gre. 19. L'avez-vona fait malgre vous? 20. Non, Monsieur;

je 1'ai fait de bon gre. 21. Bon gre, mal gre, il partira. 22.

Me garderez-voua le secret ? 23. Je vous le garderai. 24. 11

change d'opinion au gre des evenements.

EXERCISE 172.

1 . \Vill he marry against his father's consent ? 2. He will

not marry against his parent's consent. 3. Why are you dis-

pleased with mo ? 4. I am not displeased with yon.

yonr little girl's hair tied e 6. It is not tied ; it ware* (/ottt)

with the wind. 7. What do you think of my book ? 8. It is,

in my opinion, the best book that I have read [Sect 74. 3, 4].
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9. Will yon not be displeased with me, if I do not come to-day ?

10. I shall not be displeased with you. 11. Will you not

read that letter ? 12. However well written it may be, I will

not read it. 13. Are those ladies handsome? 14. However
handsome and good they may be, they do not strike my fancy.
15. Are you displeased with my brother? 16. No, Sir, I am
thankful to him for his intentions, whatever may be the con-

sequences of his conduct. 17. Will you keep this secret (for

me) ? 18. 1 will keep it willingly. 19. Does your sister keep
her bed willingly ? 20. She does not keep her room willingly.

21. Willingly or not, she must keep her room when she is ill.

22. Will you keep silent on this point ? 23. I will willingly.
24. I am thankful to you for your good intentions. 25. Are

you thankful to him for this (de cela) ? 26. I am thankful to

him for it. 27. Will the judge keep his servant ? 28. He will

keep him. 29. Does he do his work to his fancy ? 30. He
does it to his fancy. 31. Is your brother obliged to keep in

the house ? 32. He is obliged to keep his bed. 33. Has he
not left his room ? 34. He has not yet left his room ; he is too

ill to leave it. 35. I should be under the greatest obligations
in the world to you, if you would do this.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN "LESSONS IN FKENCH.
EXERCISE 62 (Vol. I., page 251).

1. Avez-vous froid ce matin ? 2. Je n'ai pas froid, il fait chaud ce

matin. 3. Fait-il du brouillard ou du vent ? 4. II ne fait ni brouillard

ni vent, il pleut a verse. 5. Va-t-il pleuvoir ou neiger ? 6. II va

geler, il fait tres froid. 7. II fait* du vent et du brouillard. 8. Y
a-t-il quelqu'un chez M. votre frere aujourd'hui ? 9. Mou frere eat

a la imiison, et ma soeur est a 1'eglise. 10. Y a-t-il de la viande au
inarche ? 11. II y a de la viande et de la volaille. 12. Fait-il

trop chaud ou trop froid dans cette chambre pour M !IC votre
sceur ? 13. II ne fait pas si chaud dans cette chambre que dans la

bibliotheque de M. votre frere. 14. Y a-t-il de bons livres anglais
dans la bibliothequs de Mlle votre soeur? 15. II y en a de
bons. 16. Y a-t-il des peches et des prunes dans votre jardin ?

17. II y en a beaucoup. 18. Kestez-vous chez M. votre frere quand il

neige ? 19. Q'.iatid il neige nous restons a la maison. 20. Y a-t-il des
dames chea Mmu votre mere ? 21. Vos deux soeurs y sont

aujourd'hui. 22. Avez-vous le tetnps d'aller les chercher ? 23. Je
n'ai pas le temps ce matin. 24. Votre cheval est-il a I'e'eurie ? 25.

II n'y est pas, il est chez mon frere. 26. Grele-t-il ce matin ? 27. II

ne grele pas, il gele. 28. Quel temps fait-il ce matin ? 29. II fait uu
temps superbe. 30. Fait-il trop chaud ? 31. II ne fait ni trop chaud
ni trop froid. 32. Va-t-il geler ? 33. II va neiger. 34. Neige-t-il tous
les jours ? 35. II ne neige pas tous les jours, mais il neige tres souvent.

EXERCISE 63 (Vol. I., page 251).
1. Are you still writing the same lesson ? 2. I no longer write the

same, I write another. 3. Does your clerk write rapidly ? 4. He
writes very well, but he does not write quickly. 5. Have you not
money enough to buy that estate ? 6. I have money enough, but I
intend to make a journey to France. 7. There is your book, do you
want it ? 8. I do not want it, I have another. 9. Do you still want
my penknife ? 10. I do not want it any more, I am going to return
it to you. 11. Does our cousin live in the city ? 12. He lives no longer
in the city, he lives in the country. ]3. Does he like to go hunting ?

14. He does not like to go hunting. 15. He goes fishing every day. 16.
Is our partner in Paris or in Rouen ? 17. He is in Marseilles. 18.
Where do you intend to conduct (take) your son ? 19. I am going to take
him to Italy. 20. Do you live in Milan or in Florence ? 21. I live neither
in Milan nor in Florence, I live in Turin. 22. Does your friend live in
Switzerland ? 23. He lives no longer in Switzerland, he lives in
Prussia. 24. Is your servant at church ? 25. No, Sir, he is at school.

EXERCISE 64 (Vol. I., page 251).
1. Votre commis ecrit-il aussi bien que M. votre fils? 2. II

ecrit passablement bien, mais pas si bien que mon fils. 3. Avez-vous
assez de livres dans votre bibliotheque ? 4. Je n'ai pas assez de livres,
mais j'ai 1'intention d'en acheter encore. 5. Voila la lettre de
M"e votre soeur, voulez-vous la lire? 6. J'ai 1'intention de la
lire. 7. M. votre fils ainie-t-il a aller a la peche ? 8. II aiine a nller
a la peche et a la chasse. 9. Quand aime-t-il a aller a la peche ?

10. Quand je suis a la campagne. 11. Que faites-vous quand vous etes
a la ville ? 12. Quaud je suis a la ville, je lis et j'apprends ina Ie9on.
13. Avez-vous 1'inteutiou d'aller en France cette anne'e? 14. J'ai
1'intention d'aller en Allemagne. 15. Voulez-vous aller a la ville, s'il

rleut ? 16. Quaud il pleut, je reste toujours a la maison. 17. Combien
tl'amis avez-vous a la ville ? 18. J'y ai beaucoup d'amis. 19. Y a-t-il

bcaucoup d'Anglais en France ? 20. II y a beaucoup d'Auglais en
France et en Italie. 21. Y a-t-il plus d'Anglais en Alleinagne qu'en
Italie? 22. II y a plus d'Anglais en Italie qu'en Allemagne. 23. Fait-

* When the word weather precedes the verb in English, the verb is
rendered ia French by etre : Le temps est beau, the weather is fine

il beau temps en Italie ? 24. II y fait tres beau temps. 25. Y gele-
t-il souvent ? 26. II y gele quelquefois, mais pas souvent. 27. Cette
demoiselle lit-elle aussi bien que sa soeur? 28. Elle lit mieux que
sa sceur, mais sa sosur lit mieux que rnoi. 29. Y a-t-il quelqu'un
chez vous ? 30. Mou pere est a la maison.

EXERCISE 65 (Vol. I., page 252).
1. Do they bring you money every day ? (Is money brought to you

every day ?) 2. It is not brought to me every day. 3. Do they
furnish you clothes when you want them ? 4. They furnish me some
every time that (whenever) I want them. 5. Do we want (need) money
when we are sick ? 6. When we are sick we want it much. 7. Have
you heard from my son ? 8. I have not heard from him. 9. Is it not
said that he is in Africa? 10. It is said that he is to go to (to
leave for) Algiers. 11. When is he to commence his journey (or

voyage) ? 12. It is said that ho is to commence it next month.
13. Does that marriage take place to-day or to-morrow ? 14. We are
told that it is to take place this afternoon. 15. It will take place at half-

past five. 16. Have you a desire to come, instead of your brother ?

17. My brother is to come instead of our cousin. 18. Do you intend
to tell him what he is to do ? 19. He knows what he is to do.
20. Do you know anything new (tJie current news) ? 21. There is nothing
new. (Nothing new is reported.) 22. Is much gold found in California .'

23. Much is found there. 24. Do they also find diamonds ? 25. They
find none, they find only gold.

EXERCISE 66 (Vol. I., page 252).

1. Que dit-on de moi ? 2. On dit que vous n'etes pas tres attentif
a vos Ie9ons. 3. Dit-ou qu'on trouve beaucoup d'or en Afrique ?

4. On dit qu'on trouve beaucoup d'or en Californie. 5. Vous apporte-
t-on des livres tous les jours ? 6. On m'apporte des livres tous les

jours, mais je n'ai pas le temps de les lire. 7. Que doit-on faire

quand on est inalade ? 8. On doit envcyer chercher un me'decin.

9. Envoyez- vous chercher mon frere ? 10. Je dois 1'envoyer chercher
ce matin. 11. Becevez-vous tous les jours des nouvelles de M. votre
fils ? 12. Je recois de ses nouvelles toutes les fois que M. votre frere

vient. 13. La vente a-t-elle lieu aujourd'hui ? 14. Elle a lieu cette

apres-midi. 15. A quelle heure a-t-elle lieu ? 16. Elle a lieu a trois

heures et deinie. 17. J'ai envie d'aller, mais mon frere est malade.
18. Que dois-je faire ? 19. Vous devez ecrire a M. votre frere, qui, dit-on,
est tres malade. 20. Doit-il partir pour 1'Afrique ? 21. II doit partir pour
Alger. 22. Veuez-vousau lieu deM. votre pere? 23. Je dois Ecrire au lieu

de lui. 2t. Le concert a-t-il lieu ce matin ? 25. II doit avoir lieu cette

apres-naidi. 26. Savez-vous a quelle heure ? 27. A cinq heures moins
un quart. 28. M. votre frere vient-il ? 29. Mon frere ne vient pas,
il n'a pas le temps. 30. Etes-vous faclie* contre votre frere ? 31. Je
ne suis pas fachtS contre lui. 32. Dit-on quelque chose de nouveau.
33. II n'y a rien de nouveau. 34. Que dit-on de lui ? 35. On lie dit

rien de lui.

EXERCISE 67 (Vol. I., page 271).

1. What is that gentleman's name ? (How does that gentleman call

himself?) 2. I do not know his name, (f do ?iot know how he calls

himself.) 3. Is not that lady called L. ? 4. No, Madam, she is called

M. 5. Is your father well this morning? 6. He is much better.

7. Is it fine weather to-day ? 8. It is very beautiful (magnificent)

weather, are you not going to take a walk ? 9. We have neither horse
nor carriage. 10. Can you not walk? 11. I am too weary to walk. 12.

Do you not take a ride every morning? 13. I take a walk every
morning. 14. How do you go ? 15. Sometimes on foot, and some-
times in a carriage. 36. To whom do you apply when you want

money ? 17. I apply to my banker. 18. Will you not sit down ? 19.

We are much obliged to you.

EXERCISE 68 (Vol. I., page 271).

1. M"e votre soeur se promene-t-elle tous les jours? 2. Elle

se promene tous les matins. 3. Elle aime a aller a cheval et en
voiture (d se promener d cheval, etc.). 4. Comment cette petite fille

s'appelle-t-elle ? 5. Elle s'appelle L. 6. Ce Monsieur ne s'appelle-t-il

pas L. ? 7. Non, Monsieur, il s'appelle G., et son cousin s'appelle H.
8. Comment se porte M. votre frere ? (Comment M. votre frere se

porte-t-il ?) 9. Mon frere se porte tres bien, mais ma sosur ne se porte

pas bien. 10. Comment vos deux fiKes se porteut-elles ? 11. Elles

se portent passablement bien aujourd'hui. 12. Messieurs, ne voulez-

vous pas vous asseoir ? 13. Nous vous sommes bien obliges, Madame,
nous n'avons pas le temps. 14. Ce livre se vend-il bien ? 15. II se

vend tres bien. 16. Combien cette soie se vend-elle le yard ? 17. Elle

se vend six francs le yard. 18. Fait-il beau temps aujourd'hui? 19. II fait

tres beau temps, ne voulez-vous pas aller vous promener ? 20. Je n'ai

pas le temps d'aller me promener. 21. A qui M. votre frere s'adresse-

t-il ? 22. II s'adresse a son banquier. 23. Son frere est-il a la rnaison?
24. Non

t Monsieur, il est a Paris. 25. Quand a-t-il 1'intention d'aller en
France? 26. II a 1'inteution d'aller en France dans uu mois. 27. MIle

votre soeur, doit-elle partir demain matin ? 28. Elle doit partir aujour-

d'hui, s'il fait beau temps. 29. Que dit-on de ceci (cela) ? 30.

On n'en dit rien. 31. Etes-vous trop fatigue pour marcher ? 32.

Je ne suis pas trop fatigue, mais je n'ai pas envie de me promener.
33. Aimez-vous a marcher, ou a aller a cheval ? 34. J'aime a aller a

cheval, quaud j'ai un bon cheval. 35. Je n'airne pas a marcher.
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Till-: HISTORY OF ART.

TIIK msToiiv <! AI:T.

3TJ.-MICHEL ANQELO.

Ir Raffael was the greatest painter of the Italian Renaissance,
.Mi.-! i. -I Angola may perhaps bo reckoned as the groatont man,

11 as tho greatest artist; for like his marvellous

iu|u>rary, Lionardo, Mi-
c-in -1 Angela essayed almost

every style and department
of art. Ho was at once

r, sculptor, architect,
:ind oven poet. While we
remember Raffael as the per-
fection of grace and beauty,
the exquisite flower of Italian

art, we remember Michel An-

golo mainly as tho pure om-
IK nli incut of power, the fullest

expression of tho Italian genius
on its manlier and stronger
aide. Tho very faces of the

two men, in the representa-
tions with which we are most

familiar, seem to strike the

key-note of their characters

and their relations to one
another. The young Raffael,
as we seo him in the famous

portrait painted by his own
pencil, appears before us as a

youth of delicate and sweetly-
moulded features, with a cer-

tain touch of almost feminine

loveliness about his graceful
mouth and eyes. His smooth

young face speaks out the

pure and beautiful soul within

the soul of a real creator,
who lives and moves among
the beings of his rich fancy.
But Michel Angelo, as we
oftenest see him, stands out
as a grey and bearded man,
full of dignity and conscious

greatness, with an eye sad-

dened by contact with the

world and bespeaking a cer-

tain ineffable yearning, yet on
the whole rather a great

practical thinker and artistic

genius than a dreamer and
idealist.

Michel Angelo Buonarotti
was born of a gentlo family in

Tuscany, March 6th, 1475.

He was thus twenty-three

years the junior of Lionardo,
and eight years the senior of

Raffael, the latter of whom,
however, he long outlived.

His ancestors had for cen-

turies been connected with

Florence, and ever since the

days of Giotto, Florence had
remained the artistic as well

as the commercial capital of

cultivated Italy. The great
family of the De Medici had gradually raised their city to the
first place among the Italian commonwealths ; and Lorenzo
the Magnificent, who then stood at the head of the republic
as virtually despotic ruler, was the most powerful as well as

the most enlightened member of his house. Under his rule,

Florence became the centre of that great upheaval of mediaeval

thought which we call the Renaissance. Greek philosophy
revived in his Platonic Academy ; Politiano and Pico della

Mirandola, the two profoundest and most universal scholars

of their day, were his intimate friends ; and Pope Leo X., the

real founder of the artistic supremacy of Rome, was his son,

50 N.E.

MOSES.

Lorenzo endeavoured to make Florence into the most ^timtffnl
;n..i the most poliHhed town of all Italy, and ba found the
material ready to his hand. All the greatest painter*, poeu,
scholar*, and thinker* were attracted to bis court.

It waa in tho midst of this vivid and eager artwtic and

literary world that Michel Angelo grew op ; it w by urn

influence* that bit character

and his aspiration* were
moulded. Great art only
spring* ont of great epoch*.
It is the remit and oatootne

of a general ferment and
movement, of which the in-

dividual great artUt is but
the fullest exponent. This
was notably the case with

young Buonarotti, aa with all

the other leaden in the Re-
naissance. He lived in the

midht of a society eagerly

welcoming every freb ad-

rance in art, in science, or

in thonght. Florence waa all

astir with the new learning.

Macchiavelli, the historian and

political philosopher,was there,

writing his famous works on
statecraft ; Savonarola, the

fiery religions reformer and

ascetic, was stirring np the

minds of the people with his

vehement and enthusiastic

eloquence ; Lorenzo was po-

lishing the Italian language in

his Tuscan verses ; Lionardo
was decorating the walls of

palaces and convents with

his startling and beautiful

frescoes. The old conventional

mediaeval life was fast fading

away ; philosophy, polities,

religions thinking, and art,

were all beginning to assume
their modern guise. And the

position of the Bnonarotti

family in Florence threw

yonng Michel Angelo from
the first into the very thick of

this vast movement and up-
heaval of the human mind.

lake all other great artists,

Michel Angelo waa born, not

made. From his boyhood he
showed great aptitude for

drawing, and his relation-*

placed him as a pupil in

the studio of Domenico tJhir-

landajo, a Florentine painter
of what may be called the

Transitional school. Ghirlan-

dajo had been a goMsmith in

his youth, and to the last a
love for decorative effect*, for

rather overloaded ornament,
and for such accessories in

pictures as carved furniture,

chased metal-work, gilding,
and mosaic, pervaded his handicraft. Yet, in spite of this and
some other peculiarities of the older types, Ghirlandajo had great
merits of his own, and aided immensely in forwarding the emanci-

pation of painting from its mediaeval crudity and stiffness. la

his studio, Michel Angelo learnt not only the technical mastery of

colour and form, but also much that waa good in composition,
in fancy, and in freedom of conception. Lorenzo de Medici

noticed the yonng artist's promise, and gave him commissions

for frescoes in his palace. But on Lorenzo's death he was
involved in the political troubles which were almost chronic in

these small Italian republics, and, though still bat a lad, he

MicM Angela.)
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found it necessary to retire to Venice, where his artistic tastes

must even then have received many fresh impulses. Already
he had turned his attention to sculpture, which was always

perhaps his own favourite art, and certainly the one which gave
most colour to his peculiar genius. At that time, sculpture
was just beginning to revive after its long condemnation to

wooden figures of saints during the Middle Ages ; and original

works in marble or bronze were once more being produced in

Florentine studios. Excavations were largely carried on among
Roman ruins by the De Medici and others, and every new
statue or fragment of a statue recovered from the debris of the

Empire was hailed as a treasure by the critics and connoisseurs

of the new school. Michel Angelo had thus formed his tastes

in sculpture upon Greek and Roman models, whose immense

superiority to all other statuary he immediately perceived.
This leaning toward plastic art undoubtedly helped in giving
his mind its distinctly classical twist. He framed his ideas in

great part upon the torsos of the Eoman world. His "
Sleeping

Cupid" was his first great success as a sculptor, and soon

after the production of this work he betook himself to Rome,
and received a warm welcome. There, the antique paintings
on the Thermae of Titus, which produced so deep an effect upon
the style of Raffael, also aided in confirming his admiration
for the classical spirit. From that time forward he stands
forth decidedly as the chief leader in the revived classicist

movement which was destined to sweep everything before it.

Yet the principal work of his first Roman period was not a
classical figure at all, but a Pietd, or group of the Dead Christ

and His Mother, a subject of a sort derived from mediaeval

usage, but treated from his own new point of view. Indeed,
the infusion of the classical spirit into Christian art may be

regarded as the special and distinctive aim of the great sculp-
tor's life.

The thirty years of Michel Angelo's full manhood were mainly
passed at Florence, where he was chiefly employed at work as
a painter ; but he also often went to Rome. To this period
belong his frescoes on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, drawn
from the principal passages of Scripture history, and ranking
among his greatest masterpieces. But in 1530 he was called

upon to undertake a very different task, which strikingly shows
the width of range and the versatility of the Renaissance
Italians. He became for a time a practical military engineer.
Like Lionardo, in fact, Michel Angelo had studied engineer-
ing as part of his artistic profession. He was a painter and a

culptor before everything ; but in a country and age when
painting was still largely subordinated to architecture being
employed for the most part as a means of decoration for the
walls of churches and palaces every painter and sculptor,
from Giotto downward, had also been an architect ; and every
architect is of course to some extent almost necessarily an
engineer as well. In fact, the line between industrial life and
artistic life was not yet so tightly drawn as it is at present.
Every man busied himself with a greater number of occupa-
tions, and moved more freely over a wider range, than in our
modern subdivided societies, with their infinite gradations of
function. So, when the Emperor Charles V. threatened siege to
Florence in his great Italian war (1530), Michel Angelo was
set to overlook the defences of the San Miniato Fort. But
even so he did not give up his taste as a sculptor, going
from the works at the fort to his studio, and never wholly relin-

quishing his own occupations even in the midst of such war-
like preparations. During the peace which followed, Michel
Angelo began his colossal fresco of the Last Judgment, in the
Sistine Chapel, which kept him steadily at work for eight years.
This vast design may be considered the greatest monument
produced by his magnificent genius. It has in it something of
the grand proportions of the man himself, for Michel Angelo
delighted in greatness, physical as well as intellectual

; and his
statue of David, the strong young man rejoicing in his youth
and vigour, and with great brawny yet well-proportioned limbs,
may be set beside his picture of the Last Judgment as the
measure of his highest moods, the one in sculpture, the other in

painting.
After the completion of his great fresco, Michel Angelo was

invited to Rome in 1546, to become the architect of the largest
and, in its way, the grandest building upon earth. He was
given charge of the vast cathedral of St. Peter's, whose comple-
tion in its present form had been commenced by Pope Leo X.,

the son of his old patron, Lorenzo de Medici. Leo had brought
with him from Florence to Rome the artistic, philosophic, and
literary tastes of his father's court ; and during his Papacy,
the capital of still united Christendom became also the chief

centre for the new thought and revived handicraft of the
Renaissance. Leo himself had long been dead, but his suc-
cessors continued the work he had begun, and for the most
part kept up the artistic traditions of his time. It was to

design and superintend the erection of the vast dome of
St. Peter's that Michel Angelo, now in the ripe maturity of
his genius, at seventy years of age, was called to the Papal
city. He held the post of chief architect to the day of his

death, outliving no less than five Popes. The dome itself, one
of the grandest architectural achievements of the world, still

stands as the final monument of its designer's magnificent
ideas. No other equals it in size or technical points of con-
struction. St. Peter's as a whole, though overwhelming from
its enormous dimensions and mere mass, does not now strike the

fancy or the imagination so much as the more solemn, varied,
and beautiful cathedrals of mediaeval times, with their pointed
arches, their rich decorations, their splendid towers, their noble

lanterns, and their exquisitely graceful windows. In fact, it is

now generally felt that the artistic revival of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, immense as was the good it wrought in

painting and sculpture, was a misfortune so far as architecture
was concerned. The one great art which had flourished with
native originality through the Middle Ages was the art of

building. Here alone had the mediaeval intellect struck out a
line for itself, and by slow and tentative efforts developed a
style of ecclesiastical architecture admirably adapted both to
the tone of mind of the builders and to the purposes of the exist-

ing creed. The Renaissance artists, on the other hand, in their

revulsion from everything mediaeval, and their reverence for

everything classical, were disposed to cast over almost all that
had been done in this the one truly progressive art, and to

return almost strictly to classical models, so far, at least, as
these could be accommodated to the uses of the Christian

religion or the needs of modern European life. But while the

gloom, the richness, and the variety of the so-called
" Gothic "

cathedrals suit admirably the genius of mediaeval thought, it

must be allowed that the breadth, the light, the vastness, and
the large open spaces of St. Peter's and the other Renaissance

buildings harmonise far better with the temper and the wants
of their contemporary artists. The great painters needed room
to cover with their splendid frescoes, open ground to view their

colossal works of sculpture, and light to fall upon their decora-

tive designs. For such purposes the Sistine Chapel, St Peter's,
and the corridors of the Vatican were admirably adapted ; and
thus it was that Michel Angelo and his contemporaries turned

naturally from the glories of mediaeval architecture to the

broader, freer, and more open style of the classical or pseudo-
classical revival.

The great painter and sculptor lived to see art pass wholly
from its mediaeval into its modern stage within his own lifetime.

He died at Rome in his eighty-ninth year, February 18th, 1564.

His remains were carried to his native city of Florence, and
were there interred. Throughout his life, Michel Angelo was

distinguished above everything by the massive, grandiose,
masculine character of his work. Whatever he did, he did

with characteristic energy, thoroughness, and mastery. Un-
like Lionardo, he finished what he began. His studies were

universal, at least in everything that directly or indirectly bore

upon art. Following Lionardo, he went deeply into anatomy,
which he made the basis of all his work in sculpture. He was
the first statuary since the Greco-Roman period who always

correctly represented the muscles of his subject in every
attitude. In pure intellectual greatness, too, Michel Angelo
was almost as grand as in the artistic sphere. His sonnets

are striking poems of a unique and remarkable kind, full

of the calm grandeur and sublime power of the man. His
artistic work was so almost exclusively decorative, however,
that it is for the most part entirely confined to Italy, being

mainly composed of frescoes, sculptured ornaments, and other

adjuncts to special buildings ; so that he cannot be judged of at

first hand except by those who can visit Rome and Florence for

themselves. Nor does his style easily lend itself even to en-

graving; his pictures and sculptures are for the most part too

wholly subordinated to the necessities and harmonies of their
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particular positions. Hence Michel Angel- > for the

it Urge scarcely more than a great name : ho is far moro
1 tliau known and admired.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXV.
SECTION LXVIII. VABIOVJS IDIOMS (continued).

THE word eigen (own) is often used with an article, as also

with a pronoun preceding, as : (ft fat em eigene* itffett, ho has

(an own hrso) a hor.-io of his own. (Sigen has also the kindred

signification,
"

].rnili:ir, singular;
"
as : (ft ifl tin eigener HHenfd;,

be is a "
peculiar

"
man, etc.

1 . .Mitten (to find) often answers to our verbs " to think "
or

M
consider," as : 3d; flnte ten SBtin feb,t gut, I (find) tl>

wine very good. 3$ finle tt unrtdjt, tofj tr ta getfan fat, I think or

r it wrong that ho has done that.

J. fallen (to hold), with its proper case, followed by fur, has,

like ftnten, the sense "to think" or "consider;" as: (ft fait

mid; fut fcincn Betnt, he thinks me (literally, holds me for) his

enemy. Followed by auf, fatten also means " to esteem, re-

gard ;

"
as: 3d; fatte viel auf ift,n, I think much of him. For 9luf.

fallen, to hinder, see Sect. XXXVII.

VOCABULARY.

Hb'n?cid;en, to deviate,
;
Stage, /. question. ! SNielfan, to hire,
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BESUME OF

SBer fca ute tiebt, ber Itebt and;

ott unb eerad/tet 2Ule, n>a8

ib,n nid;t jur 2>otBom'menb,ett

befor'bert.

SBa8 quftten @tc mid; mit Sbrer

e(cb,r'famfett ? (eflert.)

5)er 2J?enfd; gtaubt letd;t,
wag er

6,offt, unb ftefyt letd;t,
tca er feb,cn

Witt.

JDaS grope au8, iretcfeeS (not mag)

@ie bort fefyen. if* (Sect. LVIII.

1) unfer.

gi'nige meirter grcunbe ftnfc au3

re8tcn gcbur'ttg.

<>iefer SKanu tft etn gebcr'ner 2(me*

rifa'ner.

EXAMPLES.

He that loves goodness, also

loves God, and contemns all

that does not advance him

towards perfection.

Why do you torment me with

your erudition ?

Man easily believes what he

hopes, and sees easily what

he wishes to see.

The large house, that you see

yonder, belongs to us.

Some of my friends are natives

of Dresden.

This man is a native Ameri-

can.

EXBKCISE 132.

1. 2Ber ftd; baS utilise will unb fcaS $od;fte tnt eben erfecbten,

fcbeue ntcbt Slrbett unb tfnmpf (Corner). 2. SBer getvinnen unit, mup

roagen. 3. 3)tefe8 33ud; tft mir lieb ;
wer e8 ftteb,(t, bet tft etn !Dieb. 4u

2Ber ntcfetg Iteben ttritt, al fetn benbttb, Ijat aufjcc ftd; md;t8 ju Iteben .

5. 28cr jttjctfelt, cerjttxifett. 6. SBer gegen fein 93aterlanb ftrettet, tft

etn Serratfjcr. 7. 2Ber ftd; in efat;r begtcbt, fommt bartn urn. 8. SEBcr

tern Itnterbrfirften nicfct beifieb,t, cerbtent aud; fetnen 33eifianb. 9. 2Ber

fid; gcgcn baS cbtrffat ftemmen wilt, ifl cin S^larr. 10. inb @ie etn

ijeborner Sngtanber ober 2lmerifaner? 11. 3d; bin fetn8 con betben

(Sect. XXXII. 2), tcf> bin etn gebcrner S)cutfd;er. 12. SQBer tft 3ft.re

Sreunbin ? 13. @ie ifi etne 2lmerifanertn, gcburtig au8 9len>sg)orf . 14.

SCGober tft 3l?r greunb geburttg? 15. r iff au8 ngtanb gebfirtig. 16.

3n n>etcf;ettt Sanbe rourben @ie geboren ? 17. 3d; bin in ben JBeretnigten

taaten son SfJorbamerifa geboren. 18. 3d; macbe mid; fiber btefen SDJann

luflig. 19. @ie foUtcn fid; nidjt fiber ifin lufttg madjen. 20. (r madjt

(id;
liber Sebermann (ufttg. 21. @8 gtebt aud) barren, tectcfje fid; fiber

Qlnbcre tuftig madjen. 22. !Diefer Sftenfd; f)fttt ftd; fiber iebe fiteinigfett

auf (Sect. XXX.) 23. @8 tfl unflug, ftd; fiber etne unbcbeutenbe @ad;c

aitfju^alten cbcr lufttg $u mad;en 24. 2Ber ju cfet anfftngt, vodcnbct

roenig. 25. 3ci) freue mid; fiber metnen arttgcn 9ieffcn 26. Sec romifcfce

ffatfet 2lugitflit8 tear in 2>er5tt>ctflung fiber bte Sltebertaae, toetc^e 2kru8

con ben S)eutfd;en erfitten Ijatte. 27. r ?at mft mfr flfcr bieftn egcn^

ftanb gefprodjen. 28. 2Ber au8 Stebe ju ott ber Q}Ienfd;^ett $ftid;ten

entfagt ft&t tm gtnflern, unb b,dlt tmmer ben Spiegel or ftd;.

EXEKCISE 133.

1. He who assists the poor will receive divine assistance. 2.

He who would have entrance everywhere, must have golden

keys. 3. He who fights for his country deserves distinction.

4. He who wishes to learn German, must give himself some

trouble. 5. He who dies for his king, dies with glory. 6. He
who commits high treason, dies mostly upon the scaffold. 7.

They are born under a happy star. 8. In which country were

those ladies born ? 9. They were born in Italy, in the year

1795, but their mother was born in England. 10. Are these

ladies natives of Germany P 11. No, they are natives of France.

12. Our music-master is a nativt) of Italy, and was born in

Florence. 13. I will do what I have promised. 14. Show me
what you have found. 15. What enhances the glory of this

hero, is his modesty. 16. Let us grant him what we at first

refused. 17. Thou hast never told us what they have trusted

you with. 18. Why do you make yourself merry at the misery
of the oppressed ? 19. The fruits which we saw in the garden
of our neighbour were not so good as those which grew in

yours.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GEEMAN.

EXERCISE 44 (Vol. I., page 245).

1. Where is the brother-in-law ? 2. He is at the table. 3. Where
. s the confectioner going ? 4. He is going into the bakehouse. 5.

Where is his friend, the actor? 6. He is at the opera-house. 7.

Where is his friend, the ropemaker, going ? 8. He is going into his

workshop. 9. Where is the shepherd ? 10. He is on the mountain.
11. Where is the shepherd going ? 12. He is going on the mountain.
13. Where is our old neighbour going ? 14. He is now in the little

garden, but he is going into the large garden soon. 15. His wife is in

this house, but his cousin is going into that picture-gallery. 16. I

stand at the window, and you are coming to the window. 17. The
Luight already sits upon his good horse, and the servant also is just

now jumping upon his good horse. 18. The man sits at the table,

and the book lies upon the table. 19. I have no hat on my head. 20.

Where is the soldier going ? 21. The soldiers are going to the field ;

they are already on the field. 22. The frog leaps into the river and

swims in the river, and the goose swinis iu the pond. 23. I have read

these words somewhere. 24. I can find my cap nowhere, although it-

must be somewhere in this room.

EXEKCISE 45 (Vol. I., page 245).

1. 2Bo tft bie SSUbergatterte biefer @tatt ? 2. 2Bo w>ar btefer ert

geboren? 3. (5r h>ar in SSofymcn geboren. 4. 2Bo toofynt 3b,r Sreunb,

ber d;aufptctcr ? 5. d'r nwfynt in ber Stabt. 6. SBo gefjen btefe 21uS

toanberer I;tn ? 7. SBoljer tommen btefe Gtutuanberer ? 8. @te !ommen

on Sranfretd;. 9. SBo vid gegeben tfl, nnrb met sertangt. 10. 'sier

bringt iiicfyt bte 9lad;e unb ber gen>e(5te JDotd; etneS 53erratb,er8 ;
untcr ben

fatten biefe8 SBaumeS fommt fetn Jlontg. 11. @r n>arf baS ^Biid; cor

mir nicbcr. 12. 2Botnn geb,fl bu? 13. 3d; geb,e ju metnent @d;n>agcr.

14. SBerbcn biefc 2Iu8n)anberer nad; 2lmertfa gefyen? 15. 9tetn, fie fterben

fyter bleibcn. 16. Sa (or e) tfi Staffer tin Setdje. 17. SBofycr fommt fte?

18. te femmt son >cutfd;tanb.

EXEBCISE 46 (Vol. I., page 245).

1. The soldiers are here, and the commander-iu-chief is coming
hither also. 2. The enemy is already there, and our brave brothers

must proceed thither. 3. When are you going to Spain ? 4. I do not

mean to go there at all, but my father will travel thither next week.

5. Have you been there already ? 6. No, but one of my acquaintances
was there, and will never go there again. 7. We are going upon the

mountain; will you go with us ? 8. Does the Russian mean to send his

servant to the town ? 9. He has already sent him thither. 10. Will

the troops come hither ? 11. They will not come hither. 12. Where
do these strangers come from ? 13. They are immigrants, and come
from Bohemia. 14. Is this ship from Bremen or Havre ? 15. It is

neither from Bremen nor from Havre, it is from Venice. 16. Are

these French immigrants going to Milwaukee ? 17. A part of them
are going there, the others remain in New York. 18. The immigrants
to America are emigrants from Europe, and from other parts of the

Old World. 19. When do you mean to go into the field ? 20. I have

been already in the field, and cannot go there again ;
but I must now

soon go into the garden, because my teacher is there and wishes to see

me. 21. Why will this Italian not speak English ? 22. He would

like to speak it, but he does not know it yet ;
he speaks only Italian

and Spanish. 23. How many languages can you speak ? 24. I speak

only two, but I mean to learn others besides.

EXERCISE 47 (Vol. I., page 245).

1. SBann tebte er ? 2. Gr tebte tm ttterjcljmten 3ab,rT;unfccrt. 3.

SKetn frreunb fagte mir, er tcurbe nie imebcr tab,in gefyen. 4. efycn <2tf

IWd; panten ? 5. 9iein, id; rocrbe ntd;t baftin gef>en. 6. >er
Seft^crr

I;at fetne Sruppen bafytn gcfcfncft, too bte grofstc efafyr tear. 7. 3ft btefeS

@d;iff son Spanten obcr con aorc ? 8. S^ctn, e tft ruebcr con @panien,

nod; con acre
;

e fommt con Hamburg. 9. 3)tcfe (Sinnjanberer geb,en

nad; 3JHfeaufcc, unb finb 2lu3tt>anberci: con 23ofi,men unb SScnefctg. 10.

tfonncn @ie fiber ienc b,or fprtngen ? 11. 3d; fcnnte e, al8 id; iung

tear. 12. (5r bat mid;, baljtn ju gekn, bamit er mtt mir baritbcr fprecfeen

tonne.

EXERCISE 48 (Vol. I., page 246).

1. Have you seen my friend ? 2. Yes, he has gone down the street.

3. Will you go into the cabin ? 4. No, I am going down below deck.

5. Are you going over to Mainz to-day by the steamboat ? 6. Yes,

and this evening I shall come over by the railroad over the new bridge

of boats. 7. Our course is up and down. 8. The roe leapt down

while the hare ran up the hill. 9. The soldiers sprang out of

the barracks, as the enemy rushed into the town. 10. As the watch-

man stepped into the house, the terrified thief hastened down-stairs,

11. I cannot get out of the crossways of this garden. 12. Do you not

know how this bird got in ? 13. Yes, but he does not know where he

can get out again. 14. The young Swiss looked towards the blue

mountains of his native country. 15. Are you not coming down to-

day ? 16. Yes, if my uncle comes up, I shall go down. 17. Have you
seen this man already ? 18. Yes, he entered the door as I went out.

19. The friend went over the river and back again in one hour. 20,

The stream falls down the rock with great roaring.

EXERCISE 49 (Vol. I., page 246).

1. 2)er <Sob,n eilte fymunter, feinen 3Jater $u enfyfangen. 2. etne

9Jebe baucrte fiber $vd tunben. 3. )a8 3Ief) fprang au8 fetnem S3er

ficcfe 6,m>or. 4 SSerben te beutc mtt bent S)ampfboote nad; Sranffurt

fytmibergeften ? 5. 91cin, id) merbe mtt ber @ifenbat;n tytmibergefyen, unb

mtt bcm Sampfboote jurtuffommen. 6. el;cn @te m'd;t fiber ben J?reuj

rccg b,hiau3. 7. 3d; fal; Sfiren Sreunb b,cretnfommen, aW 3br Dfiettn

6,tnauSgtng. 8. SHefe Seute, mckfce fiber jene SSrucfe gefyen, ftnb in efal)r

t$reg 2eben8. 9. SCBerben ie Beute mit 36,rem Sreunbe $tnaugeb,en ?
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10. 'lion Hctcm Oiujd fi-iinm rotr n.id> unfcrm 'Uattrlanlf binub*rf<^n.

o ifl m Ticb in >r .'>.ui .icfommm '< l'J5 Ihuart flftrjtt fl$

von inn tuli'ni Inn.Uv 1:>. ,ul< imu :n J&auff

oorl'cifi'innu-n. inir ii-crte biiicinti'inmcn, cljnc tap ie mid; littfn, fol($t ju

t^un.

EXERCISE 50 (Vol. I., page 259).

1. Will tli.- aged soldier go to-day iu the (orut ? 2. Ho will go, but

he ca&uot to-duy, because ho ban much to do. 3. The man-servant is

'.. tii.. market to fetch meat. 4. To remiiin healthy, one must
rly aud temperately. 5. The woodcutter has gone iuto the

forest to cut wood. 6. The butcher goes from one Tillage to the other

to buy ox.-n. 7. Ho goes from one village to the other, but can find

no oxen. 8. What does he want with the oxen ? 9. He means to kill

them ; we must indeed have meat. 10. The peasant has two horses,
which ill.- l.ivwer wishes to buy. 11. I go to the city to buy a hat or

a cap. 12. He has books to read, and an exercise to write. 13. Where
does your brother's friend wish to go ? 14. He wishes to go nowhere,
he wishes to remain with his uncle. 15. Will you go upon the high
mountain ? 16. I shall go there, but not to-day. 17. Can you go to-

morrow into the country ? 18. I can go there, but I will not. 19.

When does your father want his horses back again ? 20. He must hare

them to-morrow morning, because he wishes to drive to-morrow even-

ing to Frankfort. 21. Why will he not ride thero ? 22. Because he
has no good saddle-horse, and the weather is very cold.

EXERCISE 51 (Vol. I., page 259).

1. (5S ifl Ijeutf ju fait fur iftn, urn nacf> granffurt fyinuberjugcljen. 2.

iDort liuft t aft ubcr ten 33crg. 3. $>a fdb.rt 3&,r Sruttr. 4. Dec

3ucferbdcfcr ifl in tic '-Bacfftube gcgangen, unt i'rcr ju bacfcn. 5. $)et

aJlefcget gebt auf ten JBJarft, urn cfyafe yt faufen. 6. 3b,t ,Rutfd;er 6>t

mid; fdjnell b,ierb.tr gefaf)ren. 7. eben 8ie jenen 2ftann auf fcem SPferte,

nxlcbrt mir geflern jabcn? 8. ie Soltaten reiten auf fcty&nen ^ferten.

i. iVan fa.jt, in fciefen .ffutfdjen fa^rt man bequem. 10. SBir fmfc in

Sbrem SBagtn gefabren, urn uufcrc i'ifitcn abjuftattcn. 11. Ubertritt

nicfjt ta efefc. 12. Da neue Dampfbcot fab.rt I;eutc jum crflen 3Me
ten Sluji tyinmiter.

EXERCISE 52 (Vol. I., page 260).

1. This hunter has a fine dog, mine is finer, and yours is the finest of

all. 2. The earth is smaller than the sun, and the stars are more distant

than the moon. 3. Virgil is a more agreeable writer than Ovid. 4.

The city of Canton is larger than Paris. 5. Alexander tho Great had
less prudence than courage. G. We find much more copper than

silver, aud more iron than tin. 7. This girl prattles more than she
works. 8. The air in the towns is more impure than the country air.

9. France is not so fertile as Germany. 10. This youth has not as

much understanding as his brother, but neither has he as much vanity.
11. The rose is one of the finest flowers in the world. 12. Those aro

commonly the least proud, whose minds are the most educated. 13.

The manners of those with whom we have intercourse are commonly
influential upon us. 14. The benefits that we are worthy of are more
agreeable to us than those we are unworthy of. 15. He is the richest

man whose children are virtuous. 16. The Lord has no pleasure in those

people who have no love to their brothers. 17. The apple-tree has a
thick trunk, the beech has a thicker trunk, and the oak has the
thickest trunk. 18. The more he has, the more he wants. 19.

Florence is finer than Parma.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXVI.
GREEK STEMS (concluded).

IN tins lesson is given another list of Greek stems, showing the

influence of the Greek language on our own tongue.
'

GREEK STEMS.

Greek Words. Pronunciation. Meaning. Sterna. M ;, ir..,-j,.

Ilupa

AAXnAuv

0X170?
OvTr0ai

Opwr
Hair

Ila00T

A (negative)

AfTI

XplOTOf

por'-a

al-lee'-lone

ol'-i-gos

op-tes'-thol

or'-nis

pais or pioe

path'-os

a

an'-ti

chrls'-tos

pen'-te

pet'-ros

pho'-ne

phthon'-gos
dis

beside,!, e.,by th

o/onc another

few
to see

a bird

a boy

feeling

not

in opposition to

anointed

five

a ton

sound

a sound

ttric*

parallel.

parallel.

oligarchy.

optics.

ornithology.

pedagogue.

apathy, antipathy

(ipetalous.

antichrist.

Chrvtian.

pentagon.

petrifaction.

euphony.

jMhong diphthong.

Ji didymua.

para
afcl

oli'j;

opt

ornith

p.d

path
a

nnti

Chritt

pent

petri

.; ,

i
' '*

ucov

CJUKEK STEM* \C*ti*lu<l).

Creek Horde. PrvMMfatoi
lloAtM" pol'-e-mo %eor

pol'-is
<

'

,

MDTHP : t -r a mot*

<fci>ci ]'! l'-"ii

Awo<rTAAi ap-os-tef-lein towaAovt

ihv pure frt

lapf sarks /eeh

Xxovciv skop-ein toM wop
TfAor tel'-os the end UJe htMeogt.

BtrCpll'-CtD t> ttftf"1t
'
r j

tek'-ne art > "

thap'-teln to bury Isfl

th ..., God t*e, U atMst^nOmfaa*

top'-os o place topo topography.

/UI.IK zo'-on an animal too, to (oology.

Parallel speaks of things that arc, or run, ly the tide one of

another. Two lines are called parallel when they are drawn

equally distant from each i ther in all their extent.

" Yet shall this graceful line forget to please,

If bordered close by sidelong parallel!,

Nor duly mixt with those opposing curve*

That give the charm of contrast." Ifaeon.

In the relation of such lines, the idea of equality is obviously
involved ; whence, to parallel is to equal.

"Tell me, gentle boy,
Is she not parallelize f Is not her breath

Sweet as Arabian winds when fruits are ripe ?"
iuauntont and Fletcher.

But parallel lines are opposite to each other; hence para,

from signifying side by side, came to signify opposite, contrary to.

Thus a paradox is something opposed to common opinion ; and
a paralogism is an unsound argument.

" In their love of God men never can be too affectionate ; it is as

true, though it may seem a paradox, that in their hatred of sin, men
may sometimes be too passionate." Sprat.

" If a syllogism agree with the rules given for the construction of it,

it is called a true argument ; if it disagree with these rules, it is a

paralogism or false argument." Wattt.

The idea of equality may lead to the idea of general excellence

or even of superiority ; accordingly, the word paragon, which

we derive through the Italian, signifies something supremely

excellent, a model.
" An angel I or if not,

An earthly paragon." Skaleepeare.

Division, too, is implied in equality, and so paragraph in a book

signifies a division. A paragraph is a portion of writing con-

sisting of one or more, generally several, sentences.

" I call that by bookes and chapters which the Greeke book diridetb

by chapters and paragraphee." jischam.

These illustrations of the applications of the Greek preposition

para may serve to assist the student in forming a correct

acquaintance with the nature and power of language. Let him

endeavour for himself to ascertain the acceptation of other

forms of para, as paradigm, paraphrase, etc., and let him not

confound with such forms the words paradise and parade. Of

these the former is of Persian origin, and signifies an enclosure,

a park, a garden ; and the latter is of Latin origin (from para-

turn, signifying prepared), and comes to ns through the French,

denoting preparedness ; hence, proof of preparedness ; and hence

again, siiow and display, such as soldiers on parade present.

The word metropolis, literally mother-city, originally had

reference to the Greek system of colonisation, and was equi-

valent to our term mother-country that ia, the country to

which each colony belonged. Properly, then, metropolis is the

mother-country (in German, father-land), and the counterpart

was colony. Here, metropolis retains its etymological signifi-

cation, for Athens, for instance, was the mother of the colonies

she planted. But now the metropolis of England, namely, Lon-

don, stands in no strictly maternal relation to the provinces or

even to the colonies of the empire ; and its chum to bear the

name metropolis rises almost exclusively from the fact that

it is the centre of the empire, and the seat of its central

government. So marked an instance of the departure of a

word from its primitive meaning may teach you how cautious

you should be in tho etymological study of words, and how

necessary it is in such studies to call in the aid of history and

general knowledge.
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Our word pyre is from the Greek word irvp, pronounced pure,
" When his brave son upon the fun'ral pyre
He saw extended, and his beard on fire." Dryden.

From pyr and latreia (\arpeia, worship) is formed pyrolatry, or

fire-worship, and from the same, with manteia (Gr. divination),
is formed pyromancy, or divination by fire.

" Divination was invented by the Persians, and is seldom or never

taken in good sense ; there are four kinds of divination, Jiydromancy,

pi/romancy, aeromancy, geomancy." Ayliffe.

These four kinds you ought now to be able to make out for

yourself, if I tell you in addition that aer is the Greek for air,

the two terms being different forms of the same word.

From pyr we have also pyrotechnics, the art of making fire-

works. Pyramid is derived from the same, as appears from the

following instructive quotation :

" The seven pyramids that are become wonders of the world ; which
in how long a time and with what difficulty they were brought up so

high, Herodotus sheweth; towers they be, erected to such an height
as exceedeth the handywork of man ; of a huge breadthe in the

bottome, and rising to a most sharp-pointed top ; which figure in

geometry is tearmed pyramis, for that [like] to the form, of fire, i\

cometh to be small in the head, in fashion of a cone or pine-apple."
Holland.

Sarcophagus, or flesli-devourer, the Greek name for coffin, had

its origin in the fact that a stone (alumen schisti) was employed
for the purpose, which had the quality of accelerating decom-

position. According to Pliny, bodies put into such coffins were,

except the teeth, totally destroyed within forty days. Perhaps
from religious considerations the Greeks took means to hasten

the breaking up of the frame, as is instanced in their practice
of burning the dead.

Strophe, which properly signifies a turning, was the portion
of a song which was sung in the Greek theatre while the chorua

moved from one side of the stageto the other ; when they began
to move in the opposite direction, they sang the antistrophe, or

opposite strophe.
To some it may not appear that enthusiast comes from eos

(the'-os), God; in the Greek original, however, the derivation is

clear. Enthusiasm, according to its derivation, denotes the

presence of God in the soul, and enthusiast was one who had
God in his soul. Hence, anciently, enthusiasm was the same
as inspiration. By degrees the word fell into bad odour, as

may be seen in these words :

" I mean enthusiasm, which, laying by reason, would set up revela-

tion without it. Whereby in effect it takes away both reason and
revelation, and substitutes iu the room of it the ungrounded fancies

of a man's own brain, and assumes them for a foundation both of

opinion and conduct." Locke.

The word is, however, also taken in a good sense, and then has
for its inferior partner fanaticism :

"He comes ! he comes ! the saviour of the landj
His drawn sword flames in his uplifted hand,
Enthusiast in his country's cause." logon.

Zoology is the science of life, that is, of animal life, as may
appear in the quotation :

"
Zoology is the noblest part of natural history, as it comprehends

all sensitive beings, from reasonable man, through every species of
animal life, till it descends to that point where sense is wholly extinct,
and vegetation commences." Pennant,

"
British Zoology."

Azote, literally life-less, is also the name of tie gas called

nitrogen, in which animal life cannot be sustained.

The Greek a privative is found in several other words which
form part of our language. It appears in azymes, mentioned in

the "
Douay Bible," of which the New Testament was printed at

Rhcims in 1582, and the Old Testament at Douay in 1610.
The word is made up of o (a), not, and 1^77 (zu'-me), leaven.

I subjoin several translations of the words found in Matt. xxvi.
If

"In the first days of therf loaves." Wiclif, 1380.
" The fyrst daye of swcfc breed." Tyndale, 1534.
" The fyrst daye of swete breed." Cranmer, 1539.

"On the fyrst day of the feast of imlcauened bread." Qene-va, 1557." The first day of the Azymes." Kheims, 1582.
" The first day of the feast of unleavened bread." Authorises,, tgn,

The a privative is found also in asbestos (a, a, not; and <rj3ewujua:,
sben-nu'-mai, I bum), literally unburnable. Asbestos is a species
of fossil stone which may be split into threads and filaments
Erom one inch to ten inches in length, very fine, brittle, yet

somewhat tractable, silky, and of a greyish colour : also endued
with the property of remaining unconsumed in fire. This stone
is said to be found in Anglesey and in Aberdeenshire. Out of
it the ancients made the cloth which is known under the same
designation. By enveloping the body in a covering of asbestos,
the ancients, in burning corpses, kept the ashes of the corpse
separate from the ashes of the fuel, and so had the former for

preservation in funereal urns.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.
Words with their Prepositions to be formed into sentences.

Ballot for,

Banish from,
Bare of,

Bargain for,

Bear up, on, with,
Beguile of,

Believe in,

Belong to,
Bereave of,

Bestow on,

Betray to,

Betroth to,

Bigoted to,
Bind to, in, up, on,
Blame for,

Blush at,

Boast of,

Border on,

Brag of,

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.
Fr. ballotte, a little ball.

Fr. bannir, to banish.
Sax. bare, naked.
Fr. barguigner, to hesitate, cliaffer.

Sax. beoran, to carry.
Fr. guiller, to conceal.

Gr. glauben, to believe.

Gr. belangen, to belong to.

Sax. bereafian, to take away from.
Sax. bestandan, to givt.
Fr. trahir, to betray.
Sax. treoth, fidelity.
Sax. bigan, to bow, to worship.
Sax. bindau, to surround with cord.

Fr. blamer, to blame.
Sax. blosen, to be red.

Welsh, bostio, to brag.
Fr. border, to edge.

Welsh, braggio, to swell.

EXERCISES FOB PARSING.
Gratitude is a virtue that is not much cultivated by man. This

preat change can hardly be effected without bloodshed. The general
is described by those who know him as being destitute of military
xbility. It has seldom happened that a dynasty has been so univer-
sally condemned that none hare been found to lift up their hands in
ts favour. The effect of the earthquake was felt at the Sandwich
[slands. The fluctuations exhibited by these tables are highly significant.

GREAT BOOKS.
X. EOBINSON CEUSOE.

IN the month of September, 1704, a certain Scotch sailor,

named Alexander Selkirk, who had been leading a semi-piratical
life in the American seas, quarrelled with his captain, and, at

iis own request, was set ashore on the uninhabited island of

Juan Fernandez, in the South Pacific Ocean, with a few books,
tiis nautical instruments, a knife, a boiler, an axe, a gun, and
some powder and ball. Here he remained in utter solitude for

nearly four years and a half, but was at length taken off by
'aptain Woods Eogers, in February, 1709. A few particulars

of his life on the desert island are given in an account of

'aptain Rogers's voyage, published in 1712, from which it

appears that he existed after a very primitive fashion, and was

compelled to feed, house, and clothe himself by the exercise of

ris personal ingenuity. At first he was terrified and depressed

Dy the loneliness that spread around him. but in time he got the

setter of his melancholy, and found a sufficient diversion in the

abours of each succeeding day. He built for himself two huts,
one of which served for a kitchen, the other for a dining-room
and bed-chamber. These were constructed of pimento-wood,
which supplied him also with fire and candle. The island

abounded in goats, which Selkirk shot as long as his ammu-
nition lasted, and which he afterwards ran down by sheer speed
f foot. His food consisted mainly of the flesh of these animals ;

;heir skins furnished him with rough but serviceable garments,
and added to the comfort of his dwelling. Of the young kids

made playfellows ;
and these gamesome creatures, together

with some cats, which had been left by passing ships before his

arrival, formed his only companions during the long term of his

solation from humankind. When at last rescued, he had almost

'orgotten the use of speech, and the ordinary ways of civilisa-

ion were strange to him. Captain Rogers made him his mate,
and he returned to England in 1711. Some years after, he

jecame lieutenant of H.M.S. Weymouth, and died in that

opacity in 1723, at the early age of forty-seven.
The chief title of Selkirk to remembrance consists in tbe

'act that his experiences are the groundwork of the most

popular story in the English language. It has been thought
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that the Scotch noaman made the acquaintance of Defoo, d

t'iinii-i>' I him with iiuitorialK which he worked n; i

tietion nan CruHoe." Souio have even endci
ni !K.- in. 'fit of the novelUt, by suggesting that he

1 his famous pro.hn-t:.-!! from Homo munu-
omsintt.'d to his caro by Selkirk ; but for thin charge

- mi foundation. Ni.thing more can be said thun thut

lerivod the general idoa of his story from the lifo of

Selkirk on tho island where ho was put ashore by hia captain.

A few details such aa those about the huts, the goats, the cats,

and the doviee* to supply the want of clothes, may have been

adopted by tho former from tho account of Captain Kogors'a

voyage, but these aro matters which go for but little. The real

creator of
" Robinson Crusoe

" was Defoe.

The tir-t volume of the fictitious narrative, now universally

acknowledged as one of the most remarkable works in the

English language, was published in April, 1719, with tho rather

of " The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures

of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner : Who lived Eight-and-

Twenty Years all alone in an Uninhabited Island on the Coast

of America, near tho Mouth of tho great River of Oroonoque ;

having boon cast on shore by Shipwreck, wherein all the Men

perished but himself. With an Account of how he was at last

aa strangely delivered by Pyrates. Written by Himself." The

story is prefaced by a short address to the reader, in which the

so-called editor professes his belief that tho work is "a just

history of fact," in which there is no "appearance of fiction."

This is intended to keep up the pretence of the book having
been written by Crusoe himself a species of device from which

Defoe was never averse when it suited his purposes.
"
If ever,"

be wrote in this address,
" the story of any private man's

adventures in the world were worth making public, and were

acceptable when published, the editor of this account thinka

this will be so. The wonders of this man's life exceed all that

(he thinka) is to bo found extant; the life of one man being
scarce capable of a greater variety." It is stated by Chalmers,

though without any evidence in support of the assertion, that

the manuscript of this great work was offered to one bookseller

after another, until a purchaser was at length found in one

William Taylor, of Paternoster Row. The amount paid for

it is unknown ; but those were days in which authors wero

never very splendidly remunerated, and it is certain that

Defoe's share in tho profits was small indeed in comparison
with that of Taylor.

Never did a work leap more suddenly into public favour than

this story of the shipwrecked mariner. The second edition was

printed only seventeen days after the first ; twenty-five days

later, a third edition followed ; and a fourth was published on

the 8th of August in the same year. On the 20th of August, a

.second volume was issued under the title of
" The Further

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe ; being the Second and Last

Part of his Life, and of the Strange Surprising Accounts of his

Travels round Three Parts of the Globe. Written by Himself.

To which is added a Map of the World, in which is delineated

the Voyages of Robinson Crusoe." These two parts completed
tho narrative; but in 1720 Defoe published a sequel to the

work, which he called,
"
Serious Reflections during tho Life and

Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe : with his Vision of

the Angelick World/' This division was far less successful than

the two former parts, and it is not generally included in tho

popular editions of the story. Defoe was fifty-eight years of

age when he wrote " Robinson Cnnsoe." It was his first work
of fiction, and ho lived to compose many others, but none of

equal fame.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXV.
SECTION XLIX.-BIGNONIACE.aG, OR BIQNONIADS.

Characteristic.*. Calyx free; corolla hypogynous, monopeta-
loua, usually irregular ;

stamens inserted upon the tube

corolla ; ovary one, or two, or four celled ; fruit capsular,
valves two, dissepiment formed from the axile placenta,
seeds usually horizontal and winged ; embryo dicotyledonous,

straight.
The Bignoniacea derive theirjajnn ir_pm tho genus Bignonia

or trumpet-flower, dedicated "tothe Abbe Bignon, librarian to

louis XIV., and a greafr promoter of botany. They are generally-

ligneous vegetable*, frequently climber* or oteepets, hating
opposite and stipulate leaven ; flower* complete, anally irre-

gular ; calyx monoscpalous, qninqnepartito, bflabiate, or tripartite;

corolla a abort tabe terminating in a large throat limb otdi-

narily bilabiate, imbricated in activation;
with tho divUions of tho corolla, rarely fir* in

narily four.

Tho annexed engraving of the Jacanmda, mimad/atia, off

mimosa-leaved jacaranda, a Brazilian plant (Fig. 194),
trates the general aspect and bearing of members
to this natural order.

Individuals of this family belong exclusively to the tropics.

Many species of BignamaceoB furnish useful principles. The
wood of some and the flexible branches am applied by the

American Indians to many useful purposes. The catalpa of

North America (Catalpa syringifolia) and the catalpa of the

West Indies (Catalpa longitrima) are members of the natural

order Biynoniacece. The wood of the former ia as hard as oak,
and possesses the good quality of not .becoming subject to the

attacks of worms. The Bvmonia Chica is a climbing plant,
which affords a red dye, called chica or carajnra, used by the

Indian tribes that lire along the banks of the Orinoco for

staining tho handles of their weapons and for painting their

bodies.

SECTION L.-PEDALIACE.E, OB PEDALIADS.
Characteristics. These plants are generally herbaceous, hairy,

sometimes viscous ; the leaves are simple and without stipules ;

flowers complete, irregular, axillary ; calyx five-partite ; corolla

bilabiate, imbricated in aestivation ; stamens didynamons, in-

cluded in the tube of the corolla ; ovary furnished at its base

with a glandular disc, and composed of two or four carpels, form-

ing by their different degrees of introflexion either two, four, or

eight cells ; placenta) parietal ; the ovules are reflexed ; style

simple, terminal ; stigma bilaminated ; fruit dry or fleshy, some-

times horny at the summit by the desiccation of the carpels.

The species of this natural order are not very numerous, and
are dispersed over tropical regions. The Pedalium Murae, an

Indian plant, diffuses an odour of musk, and when agitate*.

with water, causes tho latter to become viscous like the white

of egg. The genus Martynia, an example of which, the Martynia
proboscidea or proboscis-like Martynia, is given in Fig. 195,

furnishes many species, all of which are annuals, bearing flowers

like those of the foxglove in general aspect.

SECTION LI. ACANTHACE2E, OB ACANTHADS.
Characteristics : Calyx free ; corolla hypogynons, monopeta-

lous ; stamens inserted upon the tube of the corolla, four

didynamons or sometimes two ; ovary bilocnlar ; capsule
loculicidal and bivalvular; seed dicotyledonous, albuminous;
radicle inferior and centripetal.

The Acanthacece are herbaceous or ligneous plants, with

branching, knotty articulated stems ; leaves opposite or verti-

cillate, simple, and devoid of stipules ; flowers complete, rarely

solitary, each accompanied with a largo bract and two bracte-

olea ; calyx four to five partite, sometimes truncated ; corolla

ordinarily bilabiate, contorted in aestivation ; ovules curved ;

stylo simple, terminal ; stigma ordinarily bifid ; embryo usually

curved ; cotyledons largo and orbicular.

The greater number of the Acanthus order are natives of the

tropics ; but a few, and that one which is the most celebrated,

aro indigenous to Italy, Greece, and other Mediterranean

regions. It is the Acanthus moliu, or soft acanthus, a repre-

sentation of which is given in Fig. 196.

Tho picturesque beauty of the leaves of this species arrested

tho attention of the painters, sculptors, and architects of anti-

quity. Tho capitals surmounting tho columns of the Corinthian

order aro formed on the general basis of an acanthus leaf.

Virgil alludes to the beauty of the acanthus leaf in his third

eclogue, in which he makes his shepherd praise two goblets

carved in wood for him by Alcimedon, and the handle* of

which were ornamented with acanthus leaves :

" Et nobis idem AJcimedon duo pocnU fecit,

Et molli circum e*t UMS amplexu* acantho."

SECTION LII.-8ELAOIXACE2B, OK SELAOIHS.

Characteristics : Calyx free; corolla hypogynous, monop*ta-

lous, Bnb-regular, or one or two lipped ; stamens two or four,

inserted upon the tube of the ooroU* : aohsmia two; seed
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inverted, dicotyledonous ; embryo straight, corresponding with

the axis of fleshy albumen ; radicle superior.

The Sclaginacece, so named after the genus Selago, are

low shrubs, rarely herbs, having alternate or fasciculated

leaves, simple and without stipules j their flowers are com-

plete and g-anerally irregular, either disposed in a corymb or

a spike ; calyx persistent, tubular, or

spathose ; corolla with four or five divi-

sions, imbricated in aastivation ; the

anthers are unilocular ;
the ovary is

composed of two uniovulate cells ;

ovules pendent, reflexed. Most of the

Selaginacece inhabit the Cape of Good

Hope. This family does not possess
marked properties, nevertheless many
species are odorous. The Hebenstreitia

dentata, cultivated in our gardens, is

a shrub about two feet high, with

pinnatifid leaves in the lower, dentated

leaves in the upper part of the plant.
The flowers have a tubular corolla, one

single lip, marked with a roseate purple

spot ; the flowers are inodorous in the

morning, but strong and disagreeable at

mid-day, whilst in the evening they ex-

hale a delicious perfume. The Selago

spuria has small oblong leaves and

light-blue flowers. The stem of the

Sclago Gillii is flower - bearing and
branched, having its flowers, which are

of a pale rose-colour, disposed in the
form of a loose spikelet. A repre-
sentation of

this plant is

appended in

Fig. 197.

The Globu-

larice form
a genus of

the natural

order Selagi-
nace<K. They
are shrubs,
or under
shrubs, or pe-
rennial herbs

;

their flowers

are alternate,

simple, entire,
devoid of sti-

pules ; flowers

complete, irre-

gular, united
into a capitu-
lum upon a
convex recep-

tacle, covered
with hair, and
surrounde d
with an invo-

lucrum ; the

anthers are

first bilocular,
and in the

young flower

become unilo-

cular by the
confluence of

their cells ;

194. MIMOSA-LEAVED JACARANDA (JACARANDA MIMOSIFOLIA) . 195. PROBOSCIS-LIKE MARTYNIA. (MAETYWIA
PROBOSCIDEA). 196. SOFT ACANTHUS (ACANTHUS MOLLIS).

ovary unilocular, uniovulate, pendent, reflexed ; the caryopsis
is enveloped by the calyx, sharply pointed with the persistent
base of the style.

The Globularice are inhabitants of Southern Europe. The
bitter leaves of certain species are employed in medicine. The
Qlobularia Alypum (Fig. 198) was formerly denominated Frutex
ierribilis, in consequence of the belief that it was violently
drastic. Its leaves are the " wild senna "

of Germany, and are

frequently used to adulterate the genuine senna.

SECTION LIII. UTKICULAltljE.
Characteristics : Calyx free ; coroiia hypogynous, monopeta*

lous, irregular ; stamens two, inserted upon the tube of the

corolla; fruit capsular; placenta parietal, free; seeds numerous,
exalbuminous ; radicle straight ; all aquatic herbs.

The Utricularice derive their name from their principal genus
Utricularia, which is so called from the

presence of abundant aerial vesicles dis-

tributed over the surface of their sub-

aqueous leaves. These utriculi are

rounded in shape and furnished with a
kind of movable aperture. Whilst the

plant is young these little bladders are
filled with mucus a little heavier than
water, which, acting as a weight, cause-

the plant to descend to the bottom of
the water. As the period of flowering
arrives, the utriculi secrete a gas which
fills them, makes them specifically

lighter, and thus, by lessening the spe-
cific gravity of the leaves, causes them
to rise to the water's surface. No sooner
has the period of flowering terminated,
than the vesicles begin once more to se-

crete the heavy mucous fluid, and the
leaves again sinking, the plant arrives at
its original situation, and deposits its

seeds in the subaqueous mud, there to
remain until they germinate and produce
young plants. (Fig. 199, 200, 201.)

This family is distributed over the
entire world, although chiefly found

in tropical re-

gions of the old

continents.

SECT. LIV.

PLANTAGI-
NACE^E, OB
BIBWOKTS.

Characteris-

tics : Calyx
free ; corolla

hypogynous,
monopetalous;
stamens in-

serted upon
the corolla or

upon the re-

ceptacle alter-

nate with the

petals ; ovary
one or two
celled, uni- or

multi-ovulate ;

fruit one or

many seeded;
seed dicotyle-
donous ; em-

bryo straight
or but slightly
curved in the

axis of a fleshy
albumen ; ra-

dicle inferior.

The plan-
tainsareperen-
nials, general-

ly herbaceous ;

leaves sometimes radical, sometimes cauline, simple, without
stipules ; flowers complete, sometimes moncocious, arranged
sometimes in the form of a spike, sometimes solitary, or almost
solitary ; calyx monosepalous, persistent, with four divisions,
the divisions almost equal with each other ; corolla tubular
or urceolate, its limb four partite, regular or almost regular,
persistent ; imbricated in aestivation ; stamens four in number.
The ovary is composed of a single carpel, but ai?parently two
or four-celled ; ovule simple, erect, reflexed.
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The Plantayineumn are not baniahed from any climate, though
they especially inhabit the temperate regions of the northern

hemisphere, principally the Mediterranean region and
Aim-nca. Only few species grow in the low countries of the

. although not unfre<{uent upon the mountains,
root and leaves of the plantains are slightly bit-

-.lit, occasionally a little Raline. The long-spiked plantain
"jo major), of which a representation is given in Fig. 202,

seed dicotyledonous; embryo straight, in a fariasweoas ilhniMs*
radicle superior.
The I'UmlHvjinacea are herbs or shrubs, having leave* which

are radical, fasciculated, or alternate, cauline, and ex-stipulate.
The flowers are complete, disposed in spike, or panicle, or dens*
involucrum. Calyx monosepalons, tubular, arranged in Sv*

folds, or else five-partite, persistent. The corolla is eompo*ed of

five petals, sometimes free, or nearly free, occasionally aggre

197. GILL'S SELAOO (BELAOO GILUl). 19ft WILD SEWIA (GLOBULAR1A ALTPDM). 199. 8PEIO OF OTBICULAB1A. 200. LEAF OF CTBICTIABL*

(MAGNIFIED). 201. VESICLE OF UTBICULAKIA (MAOMIFIED) 202. LOXO-SPIXED PLAITTAIH (PLAWTAOO MAJOB). 203. IXBUCATKD SKA

LAVENDEB (STATICE IMBRICATA). 204. FLOWEB OF 8TAT1CE IMBRICATA.

gated, contorted, or imbricated in estivation. The fire stamen*

are opposite to the petals ; ovary with five carpels, joined by
their edges into one single cell ; ovnle wflexed. pendent from

a funiculus, or slender thread, springing from the lower part

of the cell; style divided into five stigmas; fruit sometime*

dividing into five valves at its summit, sometimes opening at

its base.

A representation of the Statiee imbnfala, a native of Tene-

riffe, is given in Fig. 203. The little plant called thrift, fre-

quently used as an edging instead of box, is a member of this

natural order-

and other species, were formerly remedies of great repute in I

the treatment of intermittent fever, but they have now fallen

into disuse. The stag-homed plantain (Plcmtago Coronopus) was

formerly employed by the ancients as a remedy for hydrophobia,
but it is only now used in certain parts of Europe as a salad.

SECTION LV. PLUMBAGINACEJ2, OB LEADWOBTS.

Characteristics : Calyx free ; corolla hypogynous, monopetalons,
or polypetalous ; stamens inserted upon the receptacle of the

monopetalons species, and upon the petals of those which are poly-

petalous ; ovary unilocular, styles five ; ovule solitary, pendent ;
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READING AND ELOCUTION. XXY.
EXERCISES ON EXPRESSIVE TONE (concluded).

THE following is an extract from a debate for young speakers,
and forms a useful exercise in elocution :

XIX. CHARACTER OP JULIUS OffiSAR.

FIKST SPEAKER. " Was Caesar a great man ?" What revolution has

taken place in the first appointed government of the universe what
new and opposite principle has begun to direct the operations of

nature what refutation of their long-established precepts has deprived
reason of her sceptre, and virtue of her throne, that a character which
forms the noblest theme that ever merit gave to fame, should now
become a question for debate ?

No painter of human excellence, if he would draw the features of

that hero's character, need study a favourable light or striking attitude.

In every posture it has majesty ; and the lineaments of its beauty are

prominent in every point of view.

It is a generally-received opinion, that uncommon circumstances

make uncommon men : Caesar was an uncommon man in common cir-

cumstances. The colossal mind commands your admiration, no less

in the pirate's captive, than in the victor at Pharsalia. Who but the

first of his race could have made vassals of his savage masters, mocked
them into reverence of a superior nature, and threatened, with security,

the power that held him at its mercy ? Of all the striking incidents

of Caesar's life, had history preserved for us but this single one, it

would have been sufficient to make us fancy all the rest at least,

we should have said,
" Such a man was bom to conquest, and to

empire !

"

To expatiate on Caesar's powers of oratory, would only be to add
one poor eulogium to the testimony of the first historians. Cicero

himself grants him the palm of almost pre-eminent merit ; and seems
at a loss for words to express his admiration of him. His voice was

musical, his delivery energetic, his language chaste and rich, appro-

priate and peculiar. And it is well presumed that, had he studied

the art of public speaking with as much industry as he studied the
art of war, he would have been the first of orators. Quintilian says,
he would have been the only man capable of combating Cicero ; but

granting them to have been equal in ability, what equal contest could
the timid Cicero whose nerves fail him, and whose tongue falters

when the forum glitters with arms what equal contest could he have
held with the man whose vigour chastised the Belgae, and annihilated

the Nervii, that maintained their ground till they were hewn to pieces
on the spot ?

His abilities as a master of composition were undoubtedly of the
first order. How admirable is the structure of his Commentaries !

What perspicuity and animation are there in the details ! You fancy
yourself upon the field of action ! You follow the development of his

plans with the liveliest curiosity ! You look on with unwearied at-

tention, as he fortifies his camp or invests his enemy, or crosses the

impetuous torrent ! You behold his legions, as they move forward
from different points to the line of battle ! You hear the shout of the

onset, and the crash of the encounter ; and, breathless with suspense,
mark every fluctuation of the awful tide of war !

As a politician, how consummate was his address ! how grand his

projections ! how happy the execution of his measures ! He governs
his province with such equity and wisdom, as add a milder but a fairer

lustre to his glory, and by their fame prepare the Roman people for
his happy yoke. Upon the very eve of his rupture with Pompey, he
sends back, on demand, the borrowed legions ; covering with rewards
the soldiers that may no longer serve him, and whose weapons on the
morrow may be turned against his breast presenting here a noble

example of his respect of right, and of that magnanimity which main-
tains that gratitude should not cease, though benefits are discontinued.
When he reigns sole master of the Roman world, how temperate is

his triumph ! how scrupulous his respect for the very forms of the
laws ! He discountenances the profligacy of the patricians, and en-
deavours to preserve the virtue of the state by laying wholesome
restraints upon luxury. He encourages the arts and sciences, pa-
tronises genius and talent, respects religion and justice, and puts in

practice every means that can contribute to the welfare, the happiness,
and the stability of the empire.

It is unnecessary to recount the military exploits of Caesar. Why
j

should I compel your attention to follow him, for the hundredth time,
through hostile myriads, yielding at every encounter to the force of
his invincible arms ? As a captain, he was the first of warriors ; nor
were his valour and skill more admirable than his abstinence and
watchfulness, his disregard of ease and his endurance of labour, his
moderation and his mercy. Perhaps, indeed, this last quality forms
the most dominant feature in his character ; and proves, by the con-

sequences of its excess, that virtue itself requires restraint, and has
its proper bounds, which it ought not to exceed for Caesar's modera-
tion was his ruin !

That Caesar had a heart susceptible of friendship, and alive to the
finest touches of humanity, is unquestionable. Why does he attempt
BO often to avert the storm of civil war ? Why does he pause so long
upon the brink of the Rubicon ? Why does he weep when he beholds

the head of his unfortunate rival ? Why does he delight in pardoning
his enemies even those very men that had deserted him ?

It seems as if he lived the lover of mankind, and fell as the bard

expresses it vanquished, not so much by the weapons as by the in-

gratitude of his murderers.
If a combination of the most splendid talents for war with the most

sacred love of peace of the most illustrious public virtue with the
most endearing private worth of the most unyielding courage with
the most accessible moderation, may constitute a great man, that title

must be Caesar's !

SECOND SPEAKER. No change has taken place in the first appointed
government of the universe ; the operations of nature acknowledge
now the same principle that they did in the beginning ; Reason still

holds her sceptre, Virtue still fills her throne; and the epithet of

great does not belong to Caesar !

I would lay it down, as an unquestionable position, that the worth
of talents is to be estimated only by the use we make of them. If

we employ them in the cause of virtue, their value is great ; if W3
employ them in the cause of vice, they are less than worthless they
are pernicious and vile. Now let us examine Caesar's talents by this

principle, and we shall find, that neither as an orator nor as a poli-
tician neither as a warrior nor as a friend was Caesar a great
man !

If I were asked,
" What was the first, the second, and the last prin-

ciple of the virtuous mind?" I should reply, "It was the love of

country." It was the love of parent, brother, friend ! the love of

MAN ! the love of honour, virtue, and religion ! the love of every
good and virtuous deed ! I say, then, if I were asked,

" What was
the first, the second, and the last principle of the virtuous mind?"
I should reply, "It was the love of country!" Without it man is

the basest of his kind! a selfish, cunning, narrow speculator ! a

trader in the dearest interests of his species ! reckless of every tie

of nature, sentiment, affection ! What was Caesar's oratory ? How
far did it prove him to be actuated by the love of country ? It jus-
tified for political interest the invader of his honour! sheltered the

incendiary! abetted treason! flattered the people into their own
undoing ! assailed the liberties of his country, and bawled into silence

every virtuous patriot that struggled to uphold them ! He would
have been a greater orator than Cicero ! I question the assertion I

deny that it is correct ! He would have been a greater orator than
Cicero! Well! let it pass he might have been a greater orator,
but he never could have been so great a man. Which way soever

he directed his talents, the same inordinate ambition would have
led to the same results; and had he devoted himself to the study
of oratory, his tongue had produced the same effects as his sword, and

equally desolated the human kingdom.
But Caesar is to be admired as a politician ! I do not pretend to

define the speaker's idea of a politician ; but I shall attempt to put
you in possession of mine. By a politician, I understand a man who
studies the laws of prudence and of justice as they are applicable to

the wise 'and happy government of a people, and the reciprocal obliga-

tions of states. Now, how far was Caesar to be admired as a politician?
He makes war upon the innocent Spaniards, that his military talents

may not suffer from inaction. This was a ready way to preserve the

peace of his province, and to secure its loyalty and affection ! That
he may be recorded as the first Roman that had ever crossed the Rhine
in a hostile manner, he invades the unoffending Germans, lays ivaste

their territories with fire, and plunders and sacks their country. Here
was a noble policy ! that planted in the minds of a brave and formidable

people the fatal seeds of that revenge and hatred which finally assisted

in accomplishing the destruction of the Roman empire ! In short,
Caesar's views were not of that enlarged nature which could entitle

him to the name of a great politician ; for he studied not the happiness
and interest of a community, but merely his own advancement, which
he accomplished by violating the laws and destroying the liberties

of his country.
That Caesar was a great conqueror, I do not care to dispute. His

admirers are welcome to all the advantages that result from such a

position. I will not subtract one victim from the hosts that perished
for his fame ; or abate, by a single groan, the sufferings of his van-

quished enemies. But I will avow it to be my opinion, that the

character of a great conqueror does not necessarily constitute that of

a great man ; nor can the recital of Caesar's victories produce any
other impression upon my mind than what proceeds from the con-

templation of those convulsions of the earth, which in a moment
inundate with ruin the plains of fertility and the abodes of peace ;

or, at one shock, convert whole cities into the graves of their living

population !

But Caesar's munificence, his clemency, his moderation, and his

affectionate nature, constitute him a great man ! What was his mu-
nificence, his clemency, or his moderation ? the automaton of his

ambition ! It knew no aspiration from the Deity. It was a thing
from the hands of the mechanician ! an ingenious mockery of nature !

Its action seemed spontaneous its look argued a soul but all the
virtue lay in the finger of the operator. He could possess no real

munificence, moderation, or clemency, who ever expected his gifts to
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be doubled by return who never abstained, bat with a view to

excess ;
uor spared, but for the indulgence of rapacity. KnewU*.

:>! lowing tract on the minion and duty of the man of

.: atl'oriU a fitting conclusion to oar LOHHOD* in
"
Reading

and Elocution:
"

xx. TUB SCHOLAR'S MISSION.

The wants of our time and country, the constitution of our modem
our whole position personal and relative forbid a life of

imlnrsliip or literary pursuits to the great majority of those

who go out from our colleges. However it umy have been in other

times, and other lands, bore and now, but few of our educated men
are privileged

" From the loopholes of retreat

To look upon the world, to hear the sound
Of the great Babel, and not feel its stir."

Society has work for us, and we must forth to do it. Full early

and hastily we must gird on the manly gown, gather up tl

leaves and scanty fragments of our youthful lore, and go out umuiii;

men, to act with them and for them. It is a practical age ; and our

Wisdom, such as it is,
" must strive and cry, and utter her voice in tho

streets, standing in the places of the paths, crying in the cln

of concourse, at the entry of the city, and the coming in at the doors."

This state of things, though not suited to the tastes and qualities

of all, is not, on the whole, to be regretted by educated men as such.

It is not in literary production only, or chiefly, that educated mind
findd fit expression, and fulfils its mission in honour and beneficence.

In the great theatre of the world's affairs, there is a worthy and a

sufficient sphere. Society needs the well-trained, enlarged, and cul-

tivated intellect of the scholar in its midst ! needs it, and welcomes

it, and gives it a place, or, by its own capacity, it will take a place of

honour, influence, and power. The youthful scholar has no occasion

to deplore the fate that is soon to tear him from his studies, and cast

him into the swelling tide of life and action. None of his disciplinary
and enriching culture will be lost, or useless, even there. Every hour

of study, every truth he has reached, and the toilsome process by
which he reached it ; the heightened grace or vigour of thought >:

speech he bos acquired all shall tell fully, nobly, if he will give heed
to the conditions. And one condition, the prime one, is, that he lx>

a true man, and recognise the obligation of a man, and go forth witli

heart and will, and every gift and acquirement dedicated, lovingly and

resolutely, to the true and the right. These are the terms ; and apart
from these there is no success, no influence to be had which an in-

genuous mind can desire, or which a sound and far-seeing mind would
dare tosewk.

Indeed, it is not an easy thing, nay, it is not a possible thing, to

obtain a substantial success, and an abiding influence, except on these

terms. A factitious popularity, a transient notoriety, or, in the case

of shining talents, the doom of a damning fame, may fall to bod men.
But an honoured name, enduring influence, a sun brightening on

through its circuit, more and more, even to its serene setting this

boon of a true success goes never to intellectual qualities alone. It

gravitates slowly but surely to weight of character, to intellectual

ability rooted in principle. George Putnam.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXV.
THE GOEDON EIOTS.

" MY Lord George, do you really mean to bring yonr rascally
adherents into the House of Commons P If yon do, the first

man of them that enters, I will plunge my sword, not into his

body, but into yours." Strong language, certainly, especially
for the House of Commons, and yet never was speech spoken
more earnestly or significantly than this, and the unusual
character of it passed without rebuke from the Speaker. Tho

person addressed was Lord George Gordon, the man who
addressed him was his own kinsman, Colonel Murray ; the date
of the speech was Friday, the 2nd June, 1780, and the occasion

on which it was delivered will be set forth in tho following
sketch of what are known as tho "No Popery" Biota. To
understand tho subject folly, however, it will bo necessary to

glance back at a state of things more than two centuries before.

Soon after the death of Henry VIII., in 1517, the policy or

impolicy, the religions zeal or tho intolerant spirit which you
will of the English Government, deemed it necessary that those

who lately had been subject to systematic persecution for their

religious opinions should change places with their persecutors.
Laws of the most stringent kind were passed by the Protestant

king, Edward VI., against Papists, as the professors of the Roman
Catholic faith were then commonly called, and by them it waa
made an offence punishable with hsavy fine and imprisonment,
and ia certain cases capitally, for a man to hold the faith in

which he had been educated. (Jueen Mary, in 1M3. repealed
these laws, bat they were re enacted with frwb rigoon by
Elizabeth when she came to the throne in 1558. At the time

theae laws were made, it was not contemplated that them
couM be such a thing as dissent from tho newly-estabUshed

England, but when the Puritan* arose the men who
fought tho battle of religions and political freedom against a
Tudor queen, and against all the Stuart kings fresh laws wen-

framed to chock them, and fetters the most oppressive and the

most harassing were forged for them as they had been forged
for the Roman Catholics. Every one within the realm was
ordered to go to church on Sunday, or to be fined twelvepeno*

sum in those days equal to more than two days' wages
for a labouring man and those who did not go for a month
were fined 20. Subsequently, in the reign of Charles IL

(1660-1G85), it was ordered that no one should be admitted to

office in any corporate town who had not within a year pre-

viously taken the Lord's Supper according to the rites of the

Church of England, and certain oaths were prescribed to

persons elected which no Romanist could take. The Book of

Common Prayer waa ordered to be nsed in every place for

public worship, and no one was allowed to be a schoolmaster,
to have anything to do with tho instruction of youth

(dancing, for instance), unless he had signed a declaration

of conformity to the Liturgy. Meetings of more than five

persons for the purpose of worshipping God otherwise than by
using tho Prayer Book were liable to be broken np by force,

and the preachers fined. The Test Act, passed in the twenty-
fifth year of Charles II., required all civil and military officer*,

and all persons in tho service of the Crown, to take the oaths

of allegiance and supremacy, to declare their disbelief in

doctrine of tranaubstantiation, and to receive the

in the Church of England; and another law of the

king forbade any one to sit in Parliament or to vote for a
member until he had taken such oaths as no Romanist could

possibly take.

William and Mary (1688-1702) assented to a law granting
Protestant dissenters the right of meeting for public worship
if the place of meeting were duly registered ; but the laws

which gave this and certain other privileges to Protestants,

welded yet closer the rivets of intolerance on the unfortunate

Catholics, who were still forbidden to meet, or to celebrate the

Mass. Statutes of George I. (1714-1727) and George IL

(1727-1760) confirmed the odious Test Act, and extended it.

Not only were all officers in the army and navy, and all persons
in public posts still compelled to desecrate the sacrament of

the Lord's Snpper, and to take startling oaths, bat all eccle-

siastical and collegiate persons, all preachers, teachers, school*

masters, lawyers, and high constables were compelled, under

pain of deprivation, fine, and forfeiture, to take the oaths of

supremacy and allegiance, and to abjure the Pope and the

Pretender.

In 1779, tho year before the words at the beginning of this

article were spoken, an Act was passed relieving the Protestant

dissenters from almost all their disabilities, those created by the

Teat Act and Corporation Act excepted. But the people thus

enfranchised could not bear that a slight concession made the

year before to Romanists, and allowing them to meet for worship
under certain restrictions, should remain nnrepealed. It was not

enough that tho Romanist should be shut out from every post
of every kind in the public service, that he should be precluded
from getting a living by instructing in any branch of knowledge,
and that he should be unable to practise at the bar; the lately

persecuted felt they could not enjoy their freedom if their

fellow-sufferers by tho law were also relieved, though only
in part.*
A number of organisations, calling themselves Protestant

Associations, had been formed in England and Scotland for the

purpose of obtaining the removal of disabilities from Protestant

dissenters. They chose Lord George Gordon for their chief,

and had they searched the whole country over they could not

have found a representative more thoroughly unsuited to guide

It was not till 1839 that the Catholic FasitHpsttosi Act sOowed
Roman Catholics to sit in Parliament, or to vote ateleetios*, nor was it

till the present reign that a full measure of freedom wss meted oat

to the professors of all religions, including the Jewish religion, sad
that the law both in principle and practice ceased to pnsecnts.
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them to their legitimate aspirations, though it must be confessed

there was no fitter incarnation of their weaknesses and their

folly. They were indignant at the slight concession given to

their fellow-Christians, and they resolved, if possible, to procure

the repeal of it, and if that was not to be, then they would do

whatever their too ready hands might find to do. At the

suggestions of Lord George, petitions were got up and nume-

rously signed, begging the Legislature to deliver the land from

the guilt of allowing certain of the inhabitants to pray together !

Every means were taken to make the petition from the Pro-

testants of London a " monster petition." Advertisements were

issued, speeches were made to inflame the public mind, and per-

sonal entreaties were not wanting to induce the people to add

their names.
Towards the end of May, 1780, a crowded meeting was held

in Coachmakers' Hall, where Lord George spoke at length,

addressing the people in a highly inflammatory harangue. He
promised to present their petition to the House of Commons,
of which he was a member, if they would attend him with not

less than 20,000 persons, on the 2nd June. Eesolutions were

passed pledging the Association to meet with as many friends

as they could muster on that day in St. George's Fields ; and
in order the better to distinguish those of the " true Protes-

tant
"

party, it was agreed that the petitioners and their friends

should wear blue cockades in their hats.

On Friday, the 2nd of June, Lord George Gordon met his

followers, some 60,000 strong, in St. George's Fields, and after

addressing them in a foolish speech, full of intolerant and

strife-stirring words, marched them, six abreast, over London

Bridge, up Fleet Street and the Strand to Palace Yard, of

which they took riotous possession. The Houses had not yet
met when the processionists arrived ; there were not any police
to keep order, and the troops had not any instructions.

Very soon the disposition of the assemblage was apparent.
Thousands had only availed themselves of the Protestants'

petition to indulge their natural instincts to commit robbery
and violence, and as soon as the members of either House of

Parliament began to arrive, these persons commenced to be
natural. Earl Mansfield, one of the most upright and able

Chief Justices England ever had, had agreed to preside over
the House of Lords instead of Lord Chancellor Thurlow, who
was ill at Tunbridge. As soon as his carriage came into

Palace Yard it was attacked, the windows were broken, the

body was much damaged, and the venerable old man with

difficulty escaped into the House, with torn robes and disordered

wig. The Archbishop of York was subjected to like violence,
and the Bishop of Lincoln, whose carriage was literally de-

molished, was taken fainting into a house, whence he escaped
in disguise over the leads. The Duke of Northumberland was
pulled out of his carriage and robbed of purse and watch ; the
Lord President of the Council and other peers were also so

roughly handled that they could hardly get into Westminster
Hall. The Lords continued to arrive, and business commenced

;

but little progress had been made when Lord Montfort rushed
in to say that Lord Boston was in the hands of the mob,
and in imminent danger of his life. One who was present
says :

" At this instant it is hardly possible to conceive a
more grotesque appearance than the House exhibited. Some
of their lordships with their hair about their shoulders ; others
smutted with dirt ; most of them as pale as the ghost in
'

Hamlet;' and all of them standing up in their several places,
and speaking at the same instant. One lord proposing to
send for the Guards, another for the justices or civil magis-
trates, many crying out,

'

Adjourn, adjourn !

'

while the skies
resounded with the huzzas, shoutings, or hootings in Palace
Yard."
Lord Boston escaped from the crowd just as the House of

Lords were proposing to go out and rescue him ; but it being
impossible to go on with business, the House adjourned at
eight o'clock, and its members managed to get away unper-
ceived by side ways and passages.
Some 200 members of the House of Commons assembled,

but the noise of the Protestant rioters almost drowned their
voices in debate. Lord George Gordon presented the monster
petition, and moved that the House should consider it in com-
mittee forthwith. An amendment was moved that it should
not be considered till the 6th instant (four days on), but the
cense of the House could not be taken, because the rioters had

possession of the lobbies, whence they kept up a cry of " No
Popery !

" "
Eepeal, Eepeal !

" Lord George constantly went
out to encourage the people to persevere, bade them keep up
the demonstration, and compel the House to listen to them at
once. The uproar was tremendous.

Within the House there was wisdom and dignity, and some
anger. One member was for sending Lord George Gordon

instantly to Newgate, others were for refusing to consider

anything in connection with the petition while the House was
under intimidation, and Colonel Murray, when tho rioters were

actually knocking at the door of the House, addressed to his

kinsman the words which appear at the head of this paper.
Lord North, however, the Prime Minister, sat serenely in his

place, and by his conduct succeeded in infusing a spirit of

confidence into the wavering members. Privately he sent for

a detachment of the Guards, and these coming about nine
o'clock in the evening, the rioters dispersed, the House divided,
and rejecting Lord George's motion, adjourned till June the 6th.

With the exception of the burning of the chapels of the

Bavarian and Sardinian ministers, which were utterly destroyed,
no great damage was done by the rioters in London that night.
The magistrates thought the disturbances were over, but on

Sunday, June the 4th, the Roman Catholic chapels in Moor-

fields, and the houses belonging to Romanists in that district,
were attacked and gutted. Next day the like fate befel the

chapels and houses of the obnoxious religionists in other

quarters ; and the rioters growing bold at the non-interference
of authority, resolved to attack the house of Sir George Savile,
who originated the slight measure of toleration which had been
granted to the Catholics. Savile House in Leicester Fields,
now Leicester Square was accordingly besieged, carried by
storm, and destroyed with all that was in it.

On June the 6th the House of Commons met under the pro-
tection of a body of soldiers, and Lord George Gordon appeared
with a blue cockade, the sign of the rioters, in his hat. Colonel
Herbert drew the attention of the House to the cockade, and
recommended Lord George to remove it, adding that if he did not,
he (Colonel Herbert) would step across the House and remove it

for him, upon which Lord George put the obnoxious sign into
his pocket. While the debate was going on, a mob attacked
the official residence of the Prime Minister in Downing Street,
but made off at the appearance of some soldiers. During the
afternoon a vast multitude assembled before Newgate, and
demanded the release of their friends who had been committed
a few days before. The demand being refused by the governor,
an attack was made on the gaol ; fire and levers, pickaxes and
crowbars were freely applied, and in the course of a few hours
the prison, which had lately been rebuilt at great cost, was a

smoking ruin, portions of the stone walls alone being left. The
liberated prisoners increased the number and the audacity of

the mob, who proceeded to break open the prison at Clerken-

well, and to liberate the prisoners there ; and the houses of

several obnoxious persons were destroyed in open day. Towards
night, however, the mob, drunk with success and with liquor also,

grew bolder. At midnight they congregated in front of Lord
Mansfield's house, in Bloomsbury Square, and burned it with its

contents, including a library of inestimable value, and a priceless
collection of materials for history. Lord and Lady Mansfield

escaped by a side entrance.

From six-and-thirty different places the fire and smoke went

up, promoted by the efforts of incendiaries; but for magnitude,
perhaps, the worst fire was that which finally caused the Govern-
ment to act decisively against the offenders the fire at the

distillery in Holborn. The distillery at the time belonged to
Mr. Langdale, a Roman Catholic, and this fact, coupled with
the attraction caused by the stores of spirit, was sufficient to
draw the attention of the rioters. The place was sacked and
then fired. Hundreds of drunken wretches perished in the

flames, the gin ran down the gutters in a blaze, and the flames
from the burning premises lighted the sky over all London.

There were no police. The officers in command of troops
were afraid to fire upon the people, doubts having been raised

whether by so doing, even at the bidding of a magistrate, they
did not render themselves liable to prosecution for murder.
But the danger increased. The king, in council, had the

question of military interference debated, and upon the Attorney-
General giving it as his opinion that under the circumstances

which then existed the soldiers might legally be called upon to
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act, the kinpr announced that there was at leant one n>.<

(meaning himself) in tliu fount ry who wa* d

his duty. S.ilili.-: -rtliwitli ordered to t >

town, ami tlm in-*tni-tiom to tin .r olliccrt

were that if tin- people would not .li-p-rHo on being gummoi ed,

they should bo thv.l upon.
ili.--!- iinli'i-.s the officers acted. Troops marched

Ihroii-'h the rttnvN. mill in nomo hooBes they were quar
I iiliuppily, the march of the soldiers waa not

unimpeded, though it can scarcely be said to have been resisted.
.

.pl.' wonlil not ili-jn-rso, the soldiera fired, and the gutter*
whii.-li lately ran gin now ran blood. Two hundred

;

ml dead iii the street-, liesidcs those who pen
r tho distillery, and -~>0 more were sent wounded to

limiM served to replace the authorities

:i of L melon, and "on tho morning of T!.

.Inn" tho 8th, no trace was to be seen," says Lord Main*

Stanhope), "of the recent tumults, beyond the Kinonldi-rin;,'

ruin*, the spots of blood upon tho pavements, and tho marks
of shot upon the houses."

On Friday, June tho 9th, Lord George Gordon was arrested

and sent to tho Tower, but subsequently escaped trial in conse-
'

qnence of some technical flaw in the legal proceeding. Mi-

followers were not so fortunate. Out of a large number con-

1 to death at tho July Assizes, many experienced the

king's mercy, but twenty-one were hanged for the part they had
had in the Gordon Riots.

SYNOPSIS OP THE LIFE AND REIGN OF GEORGE III.

George III. was tho son of Frederick, Prince of "Wales, and
the Princess Augusta of Saxo-Gothu. His father was the eldest

son of Gjorgo II. He was the thirty-second monarch of Great

Britain and Ireland after the Norman Conquest, and the third

of tho Hanoverian Dynasty, or House of Brunswick. Ho mar-
ried the Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg, by whom he had
nine sons and six daughters.

Born in London . June 4, 1738

Death of Frederick, Prince

<>f Wales 1751

Began to reign . . Oct. 2."., 17i>'>

Married .... Sept. 8, 1761

p Act for American
Colonies 1765

Tax' on Tea Imported into

American Colonies en-

forced by Lord North . . 1770

Royal Marriage Act passed . 1772

Riot at Boston. American
Colouists meet at Phila-

delphia 1773

Boston Port Bill passed . . 1771

Bevclt of the American
Colonies 1775

Bat. Bunker's Hill, June 17, 1775

Declaration of Independence
by tlio American Colonies,
which are now called the
"United States," July 4, 1776

Death of Earl Chatham
May 11, 1778

"No Popery" Riots . . . 1780

Siege of Gibraltar .... 1782

Independence of tho Ameri-
can Colonies acknowledged

Nov. 30, 1782

Peace of Versailles . . . 1783

William Pitt, Prime Minis-

ter 1783

Warren Hastings impeached
for misdemeanour in India 1788

Temp. Insanity of the King 1788

Commencement of the

French Revolution. De-
struction of the Bastilo

July 20, 1789

Louis XVI. of France aud
Marie Antoinette beheaded 1793

Declaration of War against

England by the French
i.lio 1793

Lord Howe's Victory off

Usha&t. . . . Juno 1, 1794

Partition of Poland ... 1795

War with Spain .... 1796

Battle of Cape St. Vincent
Feb. 14, 1797

Suspension of Cash Pay-
ments .... Feb. 25, 1797

Mutiny at the Nore, June, 1797

Bat. of Carnperdown, Oct. 11, 179?

Irish Rebellion commenced
May 4, 1798

Battle of the Nile . Aug. 1, 1798

Capture of Seriugapatum
(India) .... May 4, 1799

Legislative Union of Great

Britain and Ireland

Jan. 1, 1801

Bombardment of Copen-
hagen .... April 2, 1801

Peace of Amiens .... 1802

Renewal of War with France 1803

War with Spaiu .... 1804

Bat. of Trafalgar and Death
of Nelson . . . Oct. 21, 1805

Death of William Pitt

Jan. 23, 1806

The " Delicate Investiga-

tion;" an Inquiry into

charges against the Prin-

cess of Wales . May 22, 1806

Death of Charles James Fox
Sept. 13, 1806

Abolition of the Slave Trade

1-r...Mired by Wilberforce . 1807

Peninsular War begins . . 1808

Battle of Viraeira . Aug. 21, 1806

Convention of Cintra, Aug. 22, 1808

Bat. of Corunna and Death
of Sir John Mooro, Jan. 16, 1806

Riots and Arrest of Sir

Francis Burdett, April 6, 1809

Battle of Talavera . July 27, 1800

Expedition to Walcheren

Aug. 10, 1809

Battle of Busaco . Sept. 27. 1809

Return of the Insanity cf

the Kin* .... NOT. 1309

Regency of the Pnuoe of

. .

buitio of Puente* da Onore

My, 1811
Battle of Albutr* . May 16, 1811

of Ciuilad Kodngo
Jut. 19, 1812

Storming of Badajoe, Apr. . igu
AeaaMinatiou of Mr. Perce-

val, then Prune Minuter

May U
Battle of Salamanca, July .

Burning of Moscow, Sep. 1 ^. 1-1.'

War with United State*
f Vittoria . June 21. 1-1::

battle bf Pyrenees . July .

Defeat of Napoieon at Leip-
ic . Oct. 16 1813

Paris in the band* of th

Allies .... Mar. I

Abdication of NjpoV-Gu, w'io

is banished to Elua

Aprils, 1814

Capture of Washington,
United State* . Aug. 24, 1814

CoagTM* of Vteu* . Jlov. 1*1*

Peso* wiUt United State*

DM .... :-:

Return of Xtpoleoa frooi

E1U . 1811

I!." I :.-:.- V ,' .:... ,

and Waterloo. Juae 1-W. 18U
Napoleon Met to M. Helta*

Marriage of Prl Ch*r-
lotto

Bombardment of

Aug. 27. 181*

Resumption of Cub Pay-
mnU . . . . Sept. 22, 1817

Death of PriaoaM Charlotte

Nov.*. 1817
Death of Quern Charlotte

HOT. 17, 1818

OVMMB lii.i MMiMMl . Ml
Worm Meeting at Man-
cbdrter. . . . Aug. 16, U0

Sir Frond* Burdett com-
mitted to th Tower . . 1819

Death of tbe King . Jan. 29. IJflO

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH GEORGE III.

Austria, Emperor of.

Francis I. (for-

merly Francis

II. of Germany) 1804

Bavaria, King of.

Maximilian Jo-

seph I. . . .1805

Denmark, Kings of.

Frederick V. . . 1746

Christian VII. . 17t

Frederick VI. . 1808

France, Rultn of.

Louis XV. . . 1715

Leuis XVI. . . 177;

[The son of Louis

XVI. under the title of
Loui* XVII. trtu King
of France de jure from
ifce death of his father,

1793, fill 1795, when he

died in jirwoii.]

French Republic
declared . . . 1792

Napoleon First

Consul . . . 1799

Napoleon I. m- I

pew . . . 1804

Louia XVIII.
May 3, 1814

Germany, Emperor* :f.

'

Francis I. . . 1745

Joseph II. . . 1765

Leopold II. . . 1790

Francis II. (M
Austria) . . 1792 1

[Thsst Emperor* of.

Germany wwr* aUo

Kings oj ffunyary.]

, King of.

topoleon, from
1805 to ... 1814

Kaplts, Kingt -f.

Joseph Bonaparte 1806
;

Joachim Murat . 1808

Netherlands. Sttdt-

holderof.

William VT. . . 17'1

ttoUand .!:!

yiun rfirrgtd \n

JVwck Republic 17*

Netherlands, Kings of.

Louis Bonaparte 1806

Holland United to

Franc* . . . 1810

William I. . . 1815

Poland, Kings of.

Frederick Augus-
tus II. ... 1733

Interregnum . . 17t>j

Stanislas II. . . 17'.i

[This monarch abdi-

cated in 1795, and died

tn 1798.]

Portugal, A'in0 of.

Joseph Emmanuel 1750

Maria and Peter
III..... 1777

Maria (alone) . 1786
'

John VI. . . . 1816

[This monarch quitted

Portugal in consequents

of the invasion of the

kingdom by the French,
and retired to firaxti,

from which he returned

.1. 1-Jl. Owing to his

mother'smentaldfrange-

ment, he vas Regent of

Portugal from 1792 hit

Hi* acce*ton.]

Prussia, Kings of.

Frederick II. . 1740

Frederick Wil-

liam II. . . 1786

Frederick Wil-

liam III. . . 1797

Rome, Popei of.

dement XIII. . 17S8

Clement XIV. . 1709

PiuaVI. ... 1774

Pius VII. . . .1800

Cbarle* Emma-
nuel II. . . . 179*

Victor Emma-
nuel I. . . .1808

Sardinia merged t* tke

kingdom of Hal*from
1805 to 1814.

Victor Emma-
nnell.(rerfored) 1814

Sp-m, ling. of.

Charles III. . . 1759

Cbarle* IV. . . 1788

Ferdinand VIL . 1808
.1 S.M !. j'.. :. .; :ir'. . - 1
Ferdinand VLL

(rectered) . . 1814

Sireden, JTtma* of.

Adolphos Frede-
rick . . . .1751

Guatavne III. . 1771

Guatavo* IV. . 1798

Cbark*XIII. . 1809

A'onray annexed to

Sweden by t*e

Treat], of Kiel . 1814

Cbarle* XIV.
(Bemadotte) . 1818

TWtey, Sul'ans of.

Muatapba III. . 1757

Abdul Ahmed . 1774

Selim III

Mustapha IV. . 1807
Mahomed VI. . 1808

Twe BieOim (Veste *d

9M>) X.. e/.

Ferdinand IV. . 1758m memarejk i*

-,M of

to 1815, * fce

Emperor* of.

Eliiabcth . . . 17(1

Peter III. . . 1762

Catherine I!. . 1782

Paul .... 1796

Alexander I. . . 1801

Sardinia, Kingt of.

Charles Emma-
nuel 1. ... ITS)

Victor Amadeni
U..... 177S

King of T**
Surili*, under
tfce titU e/

Ferdinand I. . 1815

George Waahing-
ton . . . . 17G9

John Adam* . . 1797

I
1

. i-
' * r- r. '.

-
1

Jame* Xadieon 180*

Jane* Monroe . 1817
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXY.
ON PARSING.

IN the following Latin exercises ascertain, write down, and
imprint on your memory the parts of the several verbs that is,

the mood, tense, person, and number together with the exact

English meaning; at the same time tell the person, tense,
and mood endings, as well as give the stems. This you should
do very completely with each lesson in succession. You
thus make a commencement in what is called parsing, that

is, telling or assigning the parts (in Latin, pars, a part).

Parsing applies to nouns and adjectives, as well as to verbs,

indeed, to all parts of speech; it is also concerned with

syntax, or the combination of words into sentences ; so that

you cannot parse your lessons completely until they are ter-

minated. But you have now advanced far enough to begin
parsing, and would 'be rewarded if every day, before yon
attempt a new lesson, you were to take " a back lesson," and
parse it carefully ; that is, go over again from the first what
you have done with the strictest regard to the forms and
rules.

I will give you an example of what I mean by parsing :

Let us take the short Latin sentence

Tullia patrem amat.

The first thing I have to do is to construe it, or put it into

corresponding English words. On looking at it I see that
Tullia is in the nominative case. Consequently, Tullia is the

subject, and with it I must begin. But patrem comes next :

am I to take patrem in the second place ? This I cannot do ;

for patrem is in the accusative case, and consequently must
be dependent on some verb. The verb is there. Amat then,
comes after Tullia. Putting the two together, I have Tullia

amat, Tullia loves. What does Tullia love? Patrem, her

father. The whole then is, Tullia loves her father. Here you
see a departure in the English from the Latin idiom. With
such deviations you should familiarise your mind by constant
and careful observation. The departure here is this, that to
make good or idiomatic English, I am obliged to add the pro-
noun her,

"
lier father," there being in the Latin no word cor-

responding to Jier. Do not hence suppose that it would be
bad Latin to say

"
Tullia amat patrem suum," her father ; but

it is not customary to employ the pronoun in such cases, except
it is wanted for the sake of emphasis.
Having translated the sentence, I must now parse it. I

shall take each word in its grammatical order.

Tullia, Tullice, a noun feminine of the first declension, nomi-
native case, the subject to the verb amat.
The stem is Tulli (thus Tullia, genitive Tulli, the SB of

the genitive being removed, Tulli remains as the stem).
After giving the parts and relations of a noun as above,

you should "
go through

"
or decline the noun. So with all

nouns, pronouns, verbs, and adjectives.
Amat, from amo, is a verb transitive of the first conjugation,

indicative mood, present tense, third person singular, agreeing
with its subject Tullia, according to the rule,

" a subject must
agree with its verb in number and person." The four chief

parts of amo are amo, amavi, amatum, amare. The stem of
amo is am, the stem of the present tense is ama, the person-
endings are -o, -as, -at, -amus, -atis, -ant. Amao is contracted
into amo. Then go through the tense uniting the stem with
the person-endings. You would act wisely if, in addition, you
made amat the subject of inquiry ; thus, what would amat be
in the subjunctive mood ? In the passive voice ? In the sub-

junctive passive ? By what change is amat made plural ?

What is the corresponding second person singular ? Plural ?

What does amat become in the future tense ? In the plu-
perfect indicative ? Go through the imperfect of amo. Give
the perfect subjunctive first person singular ; third person
plural.

These things may seem minute and troublesome to you:
they would, however, be required by any good teacher; and
attention to them is, I assure you, requisite to make a sound
scholar; it is also requisite for that mental discipline which
the study of language may give, and which, in its perfect form,
is of very high value.

Another word remains -patrem; patrem from pater, patris,
a parisyllabic noun, of the masculine gender, the third declen-

sion, consonantal stem pair, in the singular number, accusative

case, being the object of the transitive verb amat, by which
it is governed, according to the rule, "transitive verbs require
their object to be in the accusative case."

Observe, that in thus setting before you a specimen of

parsing, I have given you two rules in Syntax ; thus
1. A subject must agree with its verb in number and person.
2. Transitive verbs require their object to be in the accusa-

tive case.

Of these rules you will forthwith have need to make constant

application. Commit them to memory, and repeat them by
heart whenever applied. A verbal and exact repetition of them,
and of all rules, is desirable at first ; afterwards, I wish that

you should give the substance rather than the words of a rule,
for if you express its substance you show that you understand
its import.

VOCABULARY.

Compare, 1, I get to-
j

gether, acquire.

Emigre, 1, 1 go out, quit

(E. B. emigration).

Flo, 1, I blow.

Ingens, ingentis, very

great.

Interitus, -Us, m., ruin.

Intro, 1, 1 go into, enter

(E. E. entrance).

Jam, adv., already.

Judlco, 1, 1 judge.

Latro, 1, I lark.

Libero, 1, I set free

(E. R. liberation).

Narratio, -onis.f ., anar-
rative.

NumSro, 1, I number.

Nuper, adv., lately.

Observe, 1, I7ceepunder

my eye, observe.

Occttpo, 1, I fall upon,
take possession of (E.
E. occupation).

Placidus, -a, -urn, pla-

cid, tranquil.

Terror, -oris.m., terror.

Timor, -oris, m., fear

(E. E. timid) .

Vehdmens, vehemen-

tis, iieTtewient, very

strong.

Ventus, -i, m., wind.

Vigilo, 1, I watch, keep

awake, guard (E. E.

vigilant).

EXERCISE 81. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Ego te laudabam. 2. Tu me vituperabas. 3. Frater judic&bat.
4. Ego te laudabo. 5. Tu me vituperabis. 6. Frater judicabit. 7. Ego
ambulavi. 8. Tu vigilavisti. 9. Ventus flavit. 10. Ego ambula-
veram. 11. Tu vigilaveras. 12. Ventus flaverat. 13. Ego te laudavero.
14. Tu me vituperaveris. 15. Frater judicaverit. 16. Quum milites

urbem intrabant, omnes cives timoris pleni erant. ly. Quum in silva

ambulabamus, vehemens ventus per altas quercus flabat, dum vos pla-
cidus sornnus recreabat. 18. Vos vigilabatis. 19. Quamdiu eris felix,

multos numerabis amicos. 20. Bonos semper laudabo, improbos sem-

per vituperabo. 21. Si acriter pugnabitis, O milites, patriam interitu

liberabitis. 22. Si virtutem amabis, omnes boni te amabunt.

Remark that sometimes an abbrevation takes place in tho

perfect tense, and the tenses formed from the perfect tense.

Thus, instead of saying in full, vigilavisti, as above, the
Latins shortened the word into vigilasti, leaving out the vi.

This process is called syncopation, and verbs thus contracted

(drawn together) are said to be syncopated. Other synco-

pated forms ensue ; as laudasti for laudavisti
;
amasti for

amavisti ; amasse for amavisse : also in other conjugations, as

complesti for complevisti; audieram for audiveram; audierunt
for audiverunt.

I here resume the exercises, ih which instances of syncopation
will be found.

EXERCISE 82. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Quia semper virtutis praecepta observastis (for observavistis)

magnam vobis laudem comparastis. 2. Cur per totam noctem vigi-

lasti ? 3. Praeceptores meos semper amavi, nonne amasti tuos ?

4. Acriter contra hostes pugnastis. 5. Quum milites urbem intra-

verant, ingens terror omnium civium animos occupabat. 6. Narratio

quam mini nuper narraveras, vehementer me delectaverat. 7. Quum
exercitus hostilis urbem oppugnaverat, nos jam emigraveramus. 8. Si

animum virtutibus ornaveris (ornaris) semper beatus eris. 9. Quum
hostes urbis nostrae agros devastaverint, urbem ipsam oppugnabunt.

EXERCISE 83. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. We praised thee. 2. Thou didst blame me. 3. The father was
judging. 4. Thou wilt praise me. 5. He will praise thee. 6. The
father will judge us. 7. Thou hast walked (syncopated form). 8. I

have watched. 9. The winds blew. 10. I will walk abroad. 11. Thou
art watching. 12. The wind was blowing. 13. The soldiers will

enter the city. 14. The soldiers were entering the city. 15. The
soldiers are entering the city. 16. The soldiers have entered the

city. 17. The soldiers had entered the city. 18. A very strong
wind blows through the house. 19. Dost thou number many soldiers?

20. I have numbered many friends. 21. He has liberated (set free)
his country from ruin. 22. Hast thou watched all night ? 23. Love
thy preceptors. 24. Let them love their parents. 25. O boys, love

virtue. 26. The narrative delighted my brother. 27. The narrative

delights the girls. 28. The narrative will delight father and mother.
29. Thou hast acquired fame by the narrative of the ruin.



LESSONS IN AUClll'l

!raely.

AUluU-ro cunuu, to

. 1, / com* to,

.

'.-i, a tick man.

itiu, -to, f.,con-

M-II-IUY.

.; /.<ijpn*.

Exhilaro, 1, I txhila-

ExpUKiio, I, ' captur*.

1,1 tttstt.

Honestufi, -itin, f., )io-
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as well as in Greece itself, are all rigorously constructed upon
this principle, as may be seen in the Parthenon at Athens, a

representation of which was given in page 129 of this volume.

The Etruscans first carried the arts into Italy, and were the

instructors of the Romans even before the Greeks. This

ingenious people constructed the first Roman edifices, and built

their arches and vaults as they still exist in the Cloaca Maxima,
or Great Sewer of Rome, and the Mamertine Prison, which may
be considered as the foundation of a style of architecture pecu-

liarly Roman. Before the period of the Etruscans, the Pelasgians
had attempted to construct arches ; but

they went no farther than the pointed arch,

the difficulty of centering an arch having

completely arrested their progress. In

fact, their pointed arches, formed by suc-

cessive courses of horizonal stones, could

only be considered as the two abutments
of a semi-circular arch approaching each

other. This fact is established by an exa-

mination of the gate of Arpino, the build-

ings of Alba Fucensis, of Tiryns, and of the

Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae. The Ro-

mans, on the other hand, after the example
of the Etruscans, entered fully into the

construction of the semi-circular arch ; and
this new principle led to the grandest re-

sults. By this means, the architects and
builders of old Rome were enabled to use

materials which were of a moderate size,

and easy to raise to great heights ; and
to construct immense vaults, which agreed
with the arch in their circular form.

The period of Roman invention is one of the most brilliant

in the history of art. Of the many edifices with which the
Romans covered their provinces, there still remains a sufficient

number to prove the excellence of their architectural system,
and the perfection to which they brought the science and
skill of the practical builder. Arches and vaults raised by
them of rough stone and bricks, and even of rubble, preserve
their primitive solidity to this day. Their temples were con-

structed, like those of the Greeks, on the principle of the

architrave; but the remains of their aqueducts, their baths,
those edifices so imposing from their great extent, their trium-

phal arches, their circuses, and their theatres, show us how
extensively the Romans employed the arch and the vault in
their edifices. But of all their remarkable works, the amphi-
theatres were those in which the multiplied and varied use of
these most frequently occur; those immense buildings in the

elliptical form, with rows of seats placed round and round, and
rising

1

gradually above one another, in which the spectators
assembled to witness their barbarous spectacles. The style
of architecture employed in these buildings was of a vigorous
and substantial character, adapted to
its use. Two or three stories of im-
mense arcades, or rows of arches,
divided by piers ornamented with
columns or pilasters, admitted light
into the corridors or long passages
which surrounded the edifice. Other

galleries, more or less numerous, and
parallel to the preceding, were con-
structed below the seats. From floors

on a level with these galleries, or by-
numerous flights of steps, they were
admitted to the seats by entrances so

arranged as to prevent crowding and confusion. Four open
passages disposed along the axes of the building, which, as we
have said, was in the form of an ellipse, gave admittance to the
arena from without; round the arena were placed the cells which
contained the animals. Behind these cells were constructed,
also, corridors or long passages communicating with every part
of the building, and placed under the first row of arches, or
the first row of seats for the spectators.
The rain-water was carried off by water-courses and drains,

which ran into an aqueduct passing under the arena ; while
other aqueducts were employed to inundate it when nautical
entertainments were brought before the spectators. At the

top of the building, and all round it outside, were placed con-

ROMAN AQUEDUCT.

AMPHITHEATRE OF THYSDRUS, IN AFRICA.

soles, or projecting ornaments in stone, fitted so as to receive

vertical rods, upon which was spread a velarium or large
curtain, covering the seats and the arena, in order to defend
the spectators from the heat of the sun. Thus we see how
the long corridors, the numerous flights of steps, the cells for

animals, and the aqueducts, required arches and vaults of all

dimensions and of all forms. These edifices are unquestion-

ably such as do the greatest honour to the architectural and
constructive genius of the Romans. Many of them still

remain, and some are in such a high state of preservation as

to enable us to examine their minutest de-

tails. The finest example is the famous

Amphitheatre of Flavian at Rome, which
was capable of containing more than 100,000
spectators ; those of Pola, in Istria, of Nimes
and Aries, in France, and of Thysdrus in

Africa.

But although the Romans displayed their

greatest science in the building of amphi-
theatres, they exhibited their greatest art
in the construction of their public baths ;

for in these the building of arches and
vaults was most extensively employed. In

those of Diocletian and Caracalla at Rome,
and that of Julian at Paris, we see arches
of such large dimensions, and vaults of such

great extent, that we are struck with asto-

nishment and admiration at works so noble
in structure and so bold in design.
As to the origin of the arch, we have

attributed it to the Romans, or rather to

their original instructors, the Etruscans.

But it must be mentioned that brick arches are said to have
been found buried in the tombs of Thebes, in Egypt ; and that

Mr. Hoskins describes one eight feet six inches in span, which
was regularly formed. Among the ruins of Meroe, the capital
of ancient Ethiopia, he found a semi-circular arch of stone

covering a portico, and at Gibel el Berkel a pointed arch,
which was over the entrance to a pyramid. Under these cir-

cumstances, it appears remarkable that the use of the arch in

building should not have passed from Ethiopia, or from Thebes

itself, into the ordinary architecture of Egypt. As neither

the latter country nor Greece adopted the arch in their con-

structions, the merit of introducing it into general architecture

must still remain with the Romans; for although Pericles

adorned the city of Athens with splendid edifices, it was left

for the Romans to construct a stone arch over the small river

Cephisus, upon the most frequented road to that city. It

appears that the construction of the arch was also known to

the Chinese long before it made its appearance in Europe. It

covers the gateways in their great wall ; it is seen in the con-

struction of their sepulchral monuments ; and it was employed
in the construction of their bridges.

Kircher, in his account of China,

speaks of some three and four miles

long, and of an arch of the incredible

span of 600 feet.

There are numerous specimens of

Roman architecture in France, the

ancient Gaul, which, by their stabi-

lity and the excellence of their con-

struction, have long survived the era

of their architects. One of the finest

of these is the bridge over the Vi-

dourle, at Sommieres, in the depart-
ment of the Gard. It is composed of seventeen arches, of which
nine have been encroached upon by the town, and are sunk
under the principal street, so that the water now flows under

eight arches only. Every pier is hollowed out into a small arch,
in order to increase the water-way during floods. This bridge is

supposed to have been built in the reign of Tiberius Caesar.

The bridge of Ceret, over the Tech, in the department of

the Eastern Pyrenees, is a remarkable specimen of the age in
which it was supposed to be built, which ascends to the time
of the Visigoths, and is still within the domain of ancient
Roman history. The middle arch is about 154 feet, and the
abutments are relieved by arches, which contribute to the

elegance and beauty of the whole.
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXX I V.

MODERN
;,'ing our LcHaons in PenmunHhip to a conclusion in th<<

present number, we toko the opportunity to give a specimen of

tho handwriting in use among the modern Greeks. As many
of our readers are doubtless aware, the alphabet of the modern
Greek language is

identical with that

of the ancient
tongue ; but as the

latter alphabet can

only bo written slow-

ly, owing to tho pe-
culiar formation of

many of the letters,

the modern Greeks
have adopted in

their handwriting
several of tho forms
of letters used in

tho current Italian

hand, and have
slightly modified the

printed shapes of

the others. Thus
we find that tho

capital letters A,
B,E,I,K,M,N,
O, and T, as well

as the small letters

E, b, O, and 8 (final),

are identical in form
with those in use by
us. The reader will

also perceive that

the sign for the capi-
tal letter Eta is the
same as that for our

English H, as in tho printed characters, whilst that for tho

capital letter Rho is identical with that for P. Upsilon, both

capital and small, is formed in the same manner as our F.

Small i differs from our letter i only in having no dot. The
other letters are all modifications of the ancient forms, which
the student can easily acquire for himself by carefully imitating
the copy we have given. It will be observed that, from the

but their use is gradually dying out, as iuutily.written
Greek is quite difficult enough to read without an admixture of
almost arbitrary abbreviations.

The numerals in general use are the Arabic; the Greek and
Roman numerals being only occasionally used for dates, or to

off /

AM the modern Greek is essentially an sfftntnsfH
care most be Ukea
to place the aoeeate
over the proper syl-
lables in each word.
This is extremely

/7 v /4'* ft '
necessary,a* the po--. /<? Ott0O*si ntion of the accent

7 is frequently the
'

only means of dis-

tinguishing small
Eta (n) from Kappa
(), the forms for

which are both the
same in writing,

though there is a

SPECIMEN OP A LETTER IN MODERW GREEK

::.:..
;..

-.:.-. : f ..-:.i<.

The forms used for

the accent* in writ-

ing are identical

with those in the

printed books vix.,

three accent*

), thetwobreath-
). the toto

ubcripfwrn ( . ), and
ihediairesift O- To
those who are ac-

quainted with the
Modern Greek pro-
nunciation no diffi-

culty will exist, as
the sound of the voice alone is sufficient to indicate the place
where the accent ought to fall. We can only refer those who have
not this knowledge to the rules for the accentuation of ryift
Greek, which obtain equally in the modern Greek grammar.
One word of warning to the student write distinctly rather

than rapidly. It is difficult enough to decipher the handwriting
of many who write the ordinary Italian hand indifferently, but

%
(T^^^^^g^^ 3P>j<S:

THE MODERN OKBEK WRITTEN ALPHABET : CAPITALS AND SHALL LETTERS. PROPER NAMES IN MODERN ORXES. WK1T1JIO.

configuration of many of tho letters, the joining together of

every letter in a word, as is done in the Italian current hand, is

quite impossible. Tho rules for the breaks thus occurring can

only be acquired by practice, as they are quite arbitrary, each
writer joining his letters as best suits the peculiar stylo of his

own handwriting.
We give the three principal abbreviations viz., or, ot/, icoi.

Many others are to be found in the correspondence of old men,

51 X.E

it is infinitely more troublesome to understand modern Greek
when written hastily and illegibly.

We have thought it necessary to introduce the accompany-
ing specimens of Modern Greek Handwriting for the benefit of

such of our readers who may be in Greek mercantile houses in

this country, or engaged in mercantile transactions with Greek
firms abroad. We would recommend those, however, who are

not likely to require a knowledge of Greek handwriting for
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business purposes, but are merely studying Greek for the sake

of availing themselves of the riches that lay heaped up in

the storehouses of ancient Greek literature, to use the printed

characters; as, although the writer's progress may be in a

measure slow, when compared with the rate at which he writes

his ordinary hand, the adoption of the ordinary printed forms
will impart to his handwriting those most excellent and desirable

qualities in handwriting of any kind legibility, neatness, and
distinctness.

The following is the letter as given in
'

Greek handwriting in

the preceding page, in printed characters, with the pronunciation
Under every word :

fciATare Kvpie
Phil'-ta-te Ku'-r-ie

2as ^T/rct) ffvyyi'cafj.-rji' Sia TO &dpos eras Si'Sco aAAci Siv

Sas zee'-to sug-gao'-meen di'-a toll bar'-ros sas di'-do al'-la own
eTracrxoAoyueVo:, <fal p.i]i> 5vvd/.ievos vet, ce\0a> 'K rvjs olicias

e-pas-ko-lom'-en-os kai meeu du-uam'-en-cs na ex-el'-tlio ek tees oi-ki'-as

JJLOV 7rapa/caA< va. ^\Qr)-re els a.vra/j.Trcaa'iv /LLOU ff'lifj.epos'
TI>

mou pa-ra-kal'-o na el-thee'-te eis an-tam-po'-sin mou see'-me-ron toh

effirepas Trepl ras firra 8>pas. Mevw Il.p6dvp.os.

hes'-per-as pei<-ri tas hep'-ta ho'-ras. Me'-no Pro'-thu-mos.

The translation of the above letter in English is as follows :

Dear Sir,

I beg pardon for the trouble I give you, but being unwell and
nnable to go out of my Louse, I request (you to be good enough) to come
to visit me this evening at about seven o'clock.

I remain, yours obediently.

The following are the Greek proper names given after the

alphabets of the capital and small letters in the preceding page,
with their pronunciation and meaning :

KoivffravT'ti'os (Kone-stan-sti'-nos), Constantino ; 'Adrjisat (a-tJie'-

nai), Athens ; KepKupo (ker-ku'-ra), Corcyra, or Corfu ; ZcutvyOos

(za-kun'-thos), Zante ; A.ovo"ivov (lon-di'-non), London ; Tlfrpot
(pet'-ros), Peter; lojawrjs (i-o-an'-nees), John; ~2.irtpit>(av (spi-ri'-

done), Spiridon; HarBaios (mat-thai'-os), Matthew; Harpai (pat'-

rai), Patras ; Apyos (ar'-jos), Argos ; ^nvpvrj (smm-'-nc), Smyrna.

LESSONS IN FKENCH. XL.

SECTION LXXXIX. PECULIAR IDIOMS (continued).

1. Servir [2. ir.] is used in French in the sense of the English
expression to help to :

Quo vous servirai-je ?

Vous servirai-je de la soupe ?

Vous n'avez pas servi monsieur.

To what shall I help oit ?

Shall I help you to some soup 1

1'oit haw not helped that ijn.ittleman.

2. Je vous remercie, I thank you, said in answer to an offer,

is in French always a refusal. This phrase is never employed
like the English expression, J thank you for (this or that), to

signify a request. The French make use of other forms :

Oserai-jevous prier de .... Oserai-je vous demander .... Je
vous prie de . . . . Je vous prierai de ....:

Oserai-je vous demander une aile I will thank you for a wing of that

de cette volaille, uu morceau de fowl, a slice of that roast meat.

ce roti ?

3. S'il vous plait, corresponds to the English, if you please.
The verb is used impersonally in that sentence and in the fol-

lowing :

Coinme il vous plaira.

11 ne me plait pas d'y aller.

_4s i,
rou please.

It does not suit or jilease me to go
there.

4. Au plaisir de vous revoir, au revoir, adieu, jusqu'au
revoir, mean, till I have the pleasure of seeing you again, till I
see you again, &c. :

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Qu'aurai-je le plaisir de vous
servir ?

Je vous deinanderai un morceau
de ce jambon.

Vous offrirai-je un morceau de ce

roti ?

Je vous remercie, Monsieur; je

prendrai de preference une aile

de cette volaille.

N'a-t-on pas encore servi ?

To what shall I Jiave the pleasure of

helping you?
I will thank you, or I will trouble

you, for a slice of that ham.
Shall I offer you, a slice of this roast

meat 1

I t7ian7c you, Sir ; I would prefer a

wing of that fowl.

Is not the dinner yet on the tails 1

Je vous souhaite le bousoir.
|

I wish you. good evening.

J'ai souhaitc le boujour a Ma- '

I have wished the lady a good morn-

dauie. ing.

Prenez la peine de vous asseoir. I
Have the goodness to sit down.

Messieurs, veuillez entrer. ! Gentlemen, have the kindness to walk

I in.

EXERCISE 173.

Adieu, m. adieu. Jambou, in. ham. Remerci-er, 1. to thank.

Aile, f. icing. Legume, m. vegetable. Eemerciinent, m.

Attend-re, 4. to tcait Merci, t7ianfc you. thanks.

for. Mett-re (se), ir. ref. 4. Roti, m. 7-oast meat.

Bouilli, m. boiled meat, to sit doum. Soupe, f. soup.

beef. Ortolan, m. ortolan. Suffisamment, adv.

Conge, m. leave. Perdrix, f . partridge. sufficiently.

Cotelette, f. cutlet, Pri-er, 1. to beg, to de- Tranche, f. slice.

c7iop. sire.

1. Monsieur, qu'aurai-je le plaisir de vous servir ? 2. Je
vous demanderai une tranche de ce jambon. 3. Je vous prie
de servir ces messieurs. 4. Oserai-je vous demander un mor-
ceau de ce bouilli ? 5. Vous offrirai-je une tranche de ce roti ?

6. Je vous remercie, Monsieur ; j'en ai suffisamment. 7.

Mademoiselle, aurai-je 1'honneur de vous servir nne aile de
cette perdrix ? 8. Je vous remercie, Monsieur ; je prendrai de

preference un de ces ortolans. 9. Monsieur, vous enverrai-je

de la soupe ? 10. Madame, je vous prie de servir mademoiselle.

11. Je vous en demanderai apres. 12. Jean, presentez cette

cotelette a monsieur. 13. Ces legumes sont delicieux. 14.

Monsieur, je suis bien aise que vous les trouviez bons. 15.

Monsieur, ne voulez-vous pas vous asseoir ? 16. Mille remer-

ciments, Monsieur, mon pere m'attend ik. la maison. 17. Ne
leur avez-vous pas souhaite le bonjour ? 18. Je leur ai sou-

haite le bonsoir. 19. Leur avez-vous dit adieu ? 20. J'ai dit

adieu a mon frere. 21. J'ai pris conge d'eux. 22. Les avez-

vous pries d'entrer ? 23. Je les en ai pries. 24. Messieurs, on
a servi. 25. Veuillez vous mettre ici.

EXERCISE 174.

1. Madam, to what shall I help you ? 2. I will trouble yon
for a slice of that ham. 3. Shall I send you a wing of the

fowl ? 4. No, Sir, I thank you. 5. I thank yon, Sir (s'il vous

plait, Monsieur). 6. Sir, shall I have the pleasure of helping

you to a slice of this ham ? 7. 1 thank you, Sir ; I would prefer
a slice of the partridge. 8. Shall I offer you a little of this

boiled meat? 9. I thank you, Sir; I have some. 10. Madam,
shall I send you a little of this soup ? 11. Much obliged to yon,
Sir [see No. 16, in the above exercise], 12. Sir, will you have

the goodness to help this young lady? 13. With much plea-

sure, Sir. 14. John, take this soup to the gentleman. 15. These
ortolans are delicious. 16. I am very glad that you like them.

17. Is the dinner on the table ? 18. No, Sir ; it is not yet on

the table. 19. It is too early. 20. Does it please you to go
there ? 21. It does not please me to go to his house ; but I

will go, if you wish it. 22. Shall I go with you ? 23. As you
please. 24. Will not your friend sit down ? 25. He is much

obliged to you ; he has not time to-day. 26. Have you wished

your friend a good morning ? 27. I wished him a good

evening. 28. Have you not bid him farewell ? 29. I have bid

him farewell. 30. Have the goodness to sit down here ? 31.1

have taken leave of them. 32. I have taken leave of all my
friends.

SECTION XC. IDIOMS RELATING TO TENIR.

1. The verb tenir [2 ir.], to hold, often corresponds in signi-

fication to the English verb to keep ; tenir un h&tel, to keep an

hotel ; tenir table ouverte, to keep open table ; tenir sa chambre

propre, &c., to keep one's room clean; tenir la porte, les

fenetres ouvertes, to keep the door, the windows open ; tenir les

yeux ouverts, fermes, to keep one's eyes opened, shut ; tenir la

tete droite, &c., to keep one's head upright; tenir sa parole, to

keep one's ^vord ; tenir compagnie a quelq'un, to stay or remain

ivith some or any one.

2. Tenir un langage singulier, tenir des propos .... des

discours .... would be rendered into English by to make use of

singular language, to use peculiar expressions, to advance things,

&C. :

Ce jeuiie homme tient des propos That young man says foolish things,

iusenses.

3. Tenir is also used in the sense of being attached to, to be

tenacious of:
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Je tiena a mon argent, a I* vie. / oaiu (i.e., hold to) my moiuy,
ii/.

Je liens u mon opinion. VIKICHMU of my opinion.

>. Tenir is also used of a colour which IH /o< or not :

ir tioudru ou no TUi* colour u /<u( (i.e.. /iolcU) or
t : mlrn pan. not.

5. Faire tenlr ia used in the sense of to forward, to tend :

.1 Unir cet argent, oette Forward him Uiu moiwy, thit letter.

l.-ttr.-.

(5. Be tenir, or s'en tenir, conjugated reflectively, may often
bo rendered by to remain, to abide by, to be eatitfied vrith :

II so tient debout, oasis. lie remains itanding, sealed.

Je m'r. llins a votre opinion. I am satinjied with yow opinion.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
M. L. tient un hotel superbe. I Jfr. L. keeps a uprb hotel.

Votre petite fllle ne tient pas sa

chumbre bien propre.

rouri|iioi touez-vous les portes
ouvertes P

II fait si chaud que nous tenons
toutes les fein'-trts ouvcrtes.

Tencz la tcte droite et les yeux
ouverts.

Pourquoi no tenez-vous pas votre

parole ?

Teuez compagnie 4 votro sceur ;

elle eat nialade.

Votre ami tieut des propos bien

singuliers.
Voas tenez

k!
gere.

La couleur de votre drap ticudra-

t-clle ?

Lui uvez-vons fait tenir ce livre ?

X quoi vous en tieiidrez-vous ?

Je ui'en tiendrai a ce que j'ai dit.

des discours bien

1'our little girl does not k<:e}< her
room very clean.

Why do i/ou keep tin doors open T

It is to warm that we keep all the

wndouis open.

Keep your head upright and your
eyes open.

Why do you not keep your irord 7

Stay with your sister ; the it ill.

Your friend makes use of very singu-
lar expressions.

You use very light language.

Is the colour of >jour cloth fast ?

Have you sent him that book 1

W7wt trill l) your decision ?

I shall abide by what I have said.

EXERCISE 175.

Cochcr, m. coachman. Indispose?, e, indi- Becommand-er, 1. to

Debout, standing. posed. recommend.
Defend- re, 4. to forbid. Insolent, e, insolent. Begard-er, 1. to loot.

De pros, closely. Lieu, place. Bue, street.

En debars, out, out- Malade, ill. Sav-oir, 3. ir. to fcnoir.

side. Parfuitemcnt, per- S'enrhumer, 1. ref. to

Gens, m. pi. people. fectly. get a cold.

PrtSft'r-er, 1. to prefer. Vie, life.

1. Quel hotel votre frere tient-il? 2. D tient 1'hotel de

1'Enrope, rne de . . . 3. Votre petit^ga^on so tient-il bien

propre ? 4. II se tient bien propre. 5. A qnoi vons en tiendrez-
vons ? 6. Je m'en tiendrai a ce que je vons ai dit. 7. Ne
savez-vous pas a qnoi vous en tenir ? 8. Je sais parfaitement
a quoi m'en tenir. 9. Ponrquoi vous tenez-vous debout ? 10.

Parce que nous n'avons pas le temps de nous asseoir. 11.

N'avez-vous point defendu & ces jeunes gens de tenir de tels

propos ? 12. Je le leur ai defendu. 13. Votre cocher n'a-t-il

pas tenu un langage bien insolent ? 14. N'avoz-vous pas peur
de vous enrhumer, en tenant les portes onvertes ? 15. Nona
prc'forcrions les tenir fermues. 16. Votre maitre vous recom-
mande-t-il de tenir la t6te droite ? 17. II me recommande
de tenir les pieds en dehors. 18. Pourquoi votre ami ne vons
tient-il pas compagnie ? 19. Sa soenr est indisposeo ;

il est

oblige de rester avec elle. 20. Votre oncle ne vons a-t-il pas
tenu lieu de pere ? 21. II m'a tenu lien de pere et de mere.

EXERCISE 176.

1. Does that gentleman keep open table? 2. He keeps an
hotel in Paris. 3. Why do you keep the windows open ? 4.

We keep them open because we are too warm. 5. Has not

your friend kept his word ? 6. He has kept his word ; he

always keeps his word. 7. Have yon not told your scholar to

keep his head upright P 8. I have told him to keep his head

upright and his eyes open. 9. Why do you not stay with

your sister ? 10. Because I have promised to go to my cousin's

this morning. 11. Have yon forbidden your little boy to make
use of these expressions? 12. I have forbidden him. 13.

Does he make nso of insolent language? 14. He does not.

15. What will be your decision? 16. I will abide by what I

told your father. 17. Have you forwarded that money to your
friend? 18. I have not yet forwarded it to him. 19. Will

you forward it to him to-morrow ? 20. I will forward it to

him if I have an opportunity. 21. Why do you not keep

Undine ? 22. UocauM I am weary. 23. Do yon think thai
the colour of your ooat is ft ? 24. I think that /

(elle) appears very goo. !1 yon not look closely into
yur brother'* utV:,.; - : 28. I shall not look closely into ttim

satisfied with re yoo not
tcnaoions of your opinion ? 29. I am not too toeaeioM of it

EXEKCIHEi;:t i Vol. I., pa*,
1. Does the hair-dresser out his thumb? X. Ho, Sir, he eote *

hair. 3. Does not the carpenter cut hie band? 4. He docs not ent
his band, he enU the wood. 5. Do you not remember that kdy ? .

I remember that lady and those gentlemen. 7. With what do you
n.-."i|.y yourselves ? a We occupy ourselves with our affairs. 9. De
you remember your father's guns? 10. I do not iesieitni thorn si
all. 11. Does not that little girl burn herself? 12. She dote not
burn ln.-ruelf, there is no Are in the stove. 13. Why does not the
butcher warm himself? 14. Because be is not cold. 15. Do thos*
children rise earlier than I ? 16. They go to bed early, and rise every
morning at six o'clock. 17. Will not your partner sit down? 18. He
has no time to sit down. 19. Do yon remember your promisee ? 90.
I remember them perfectly. 21. Do yon not warm yourself wben yon
are cold ? 22. I hardly ever warm myself. 88. Do we not go to bed
when we are sleepy? 24. One goes to bed wben one is sleepy, and
eats when one is hungry. 25. When one is well, does one rise early ?

26. When one is in good health, one should rise early.

EXERCISE 70 (VoL I., page 275).
1. Vous levez-vous de bonne benre, qnond vous vons portes him?

2. Quand je me porte bien, je me Icve tous les matins 4 cinq hesms.
3. Vous rappelez-vous votre cousin L. ? 4. Je mo le rappelle parfaite-
uient bien. 5. Vous oouchez-vous de bonne bcnre ? 6. None nose
couchous a dix heures. 7. Le tailleur ne se brule-t-il pas les doifte?
8. II ne se brule pas les doigts, son fcr n'est pas chaud. 9. Le cbar-

pentier se coupe-t-il le pouoe ? 10. n ne se coupe ni le ponce ni b
main. 11. Pourquoi ue vous chauffez-vous pas? 12. Je ne Ml
chauffe pas, parce que je n'ai pas froid. 13. Ne foit-fl pas tree froid

aujourd'hui ? U. II ne fait paa froid aujonrd'hui, il pleat. 15. Veen
perruquier se leve-t-il au lever du soleil ? 16. Le chsrpentier se lev*
au lever du soleil, et il se couche au coucher da soleil. 17. Voa*
levez-vous de meilleure heuro que moi ? 18. Nous nous levone tout
les matins an point du jour. 19. Vous coupez-voas soevent Ise

cheveux ? 20. Jo me coupe les cheveux et les angles, tons Ise moia.
21. Vous rappelez-vous ce monsieur ? 22. Je me le rappelle trie Men.
23. Je ne me le rappelle pas. 24. Vons coupet- vous les doigts, quant)
vous taillez une plume ? 25. Je me coupe la main quand je travaillc

26. Vous souveuez-vous de ce que vous apprenes? 87. Je re me
souviens pas de tout ce que j'apprends. 99. Saves-vons si M. votm
pere se porte bien ? 9. II se porte fort bien uujourJ'bui. 30. Mfcr

votre mere ne so porte-t-tllo pas bien ? 3L EUo ne se porte pee tr^

bien. 32. Vous touveuez-vous des malheurs de votre ami ? 391 Je
m'en souviens. 84. Je me rappelle cela.

EXERCISE 71 (Vol. L, page 276).

1. Do you like to live in the country F 2. I prefer the eoonlry to
the city. 3. Do you often become weary of remaining in the esnntQ F

4. When I become weary of the country, I return to the city. 5. Do
they hear from General L. ? (It anything heard from GaraJ L. /) .

Nothing is heard of him. 7. Are yon sometimes mistaken F

Everybody is mistaken sometimes. 9. Does the banker deceive his

clients? 10. He deceives neither his clients nor his friends, be
deceives nobody. 11. Are yon not mistaken in this bill F 12. I am
not mistaken. 13. Do yon amuse yourself in reading or in writing F

It. I amuse myself in learning German and French. 15. Are yoo
wrong to learn languages F 16. I am right to learn them. 17. Do
you often become weary (fe*l rtmui) F 18. I become weary wben I

have nothing to do. 19. How do yon amuse yourself wben yon ere in

the country ? 20. We walk in the morning, and work tbe remainder
of the day.

EXERCISE 72 (Vol. I., pagv
1. Ne vous trompex-voua pas F 2. Je ne me trompe pas. 3. L*

banquier ne se troiupe-t-il pas? 4. n ne se trompe pee, aaie so*
commis se trompe certainement. 5. Ne vou* trompe-t-fl pas ? '

ue me trompe pas, il ne trompe pereonne. 7. N'aves-voos pas tort de

tromper votre pore F 8. Jo n'ai pas 1'intention de le tromptr. 9. Le
nmrchand ne se trompe-t-il pas F 10. II se trompe dene le ssmOii
.ju'il ecrit (fail). 11. Aimex-vons !a camparne on la viBeF IS. Je

].r. t.-re la ville, je m'ennnie Wentot a k eampagne. IS. Get enfant ne
vous ennuie-t-il pea par ses questions? 14. Cette longoe histoire ne
vous eunuie-t-elle pas ? 15. KDe ne m'ennuie pas, elle m'amuse. 16.

Vous amuses-vous quand vous Hen a la camparne F 17. Je m'y

amuse, j'apprends le francais et 1'iUlien. 18. Ne voi

vous pas cbes votre oncle F 19. Je ne m'y ennnie jamais. 20.

-iv so trompe-t-U souvcst ? 31. Tout le monde se

quelqucfois.
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LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXVI.
CONSTRUCTION OF A MAP OF EUROPE (continued).

our last lesson we gave our readers ample instructions for

the projection that he has made of a map of Europe, and on
which he is desirous of fixing the position of places given in

our list. First, a strip of cartridge-paper or thin Bristol board
must be taken, such as is represented by A B c D in Fig. 18, and

making a conical projection of a map of Europe ; and to enable . in this an open space, abed, must be cut out with a sharp pen-

them to finish the map by marking in the chief geographical i knife, equal in length to nine spaces of five degrees each of the

features, and cities, and towns of this continent, we commence length assumed in the projection to be equal to five degrees, and

in the present lesson a list of the names of the principal places just wide enough to include the whole of a strip of the map
in Europe, the countries in which they are situated, and their from north to south contained between any two contiguous

respective latitudes and longitudes, so that the student may be
! meridians, which, it will be remembered, have been traced on

enabled to fix for himself the proper position of each in his pro- !
the meridian at the distance of five degrees of longitude apart,

jection, and thus learn geography in the most effective

manner possible, while he is at the same time ac-

quiring the power of constructing maps in general.

The student must remember that the position of the

point (marked M in Fig. 14, page 356, and F in Fig.

17, page 356) from which the concentric arcs are de-

scribed which form the parallels of latitude in a coni-

cal projection, varies according to the point where the

circumscribing cone is supposed to touch the sphere or

the points where it is supposed to enter the sphere.

For example, it is only for the map of Europe, or for

any part of the zone that surrounds the sphere be-

tween the parallels of 35 and 75 N. latitude, that the

point from which the parallels of latitude are described

can be taken at 5 beyond the pole for projections on

a small scale or, more accurately, at 4 30' 30'' for pro-

jections on a large scale ; because, in the construction

of a projection for any part of the sphere lying in the

zone included between these parallels north and south,

and bounded by any two meridians east and west, the

circumscribing cone on which the portion of the sphere
to be drawn is projected, is supposed to enter the

sphere in the parallels of 45 and 65 N. latitude, two

parallels equidistant from the parallels that bound the

;;one on the north and south. If the student will take

the trouble to draw for himself a quadrant of a circle

graduated from to 90 '

in spaces of 5, as in

Fig. 14 (page 356), and then draw a series of straight

lines, like L M, entering the sphere at pairs of points,

5, 10, 15, or 20 degrees distant from each other, as he

may determine, he will find that the nearer to the pole
are the points in which the circumscribing cone enters

the sphere, the less is the distance beyond the pole of

the point from which the concentric arcs representing
the parallels of latitude are to be described, and that

this point becomes farther and farther removed from
the pole as the points through which the circumscrib-

ing cone enters the sphere approach nearer and nearer

to the equator. It is evident, then, that when we are

making a conical projection of any portion of the

sphere near the equator, or any portion in higher lati-

tudes on a large scale, it would be a difficult matter to

draw the arcs representing the parallels of latitude

from the point representing the common centre of the

circles of whose circumferences these arcs form a part,

owing to the great length of the radii with which the
arcs must be described. It would be perfectly prac-

ticable, it is true, if we had our paper pinned down at
the end of a long table or board several feet in length,
and also had a beam compass wherewith to describe
the required arcs representing the parallels of latitude ;

but as these appliances are too costly to be bought by

u
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any but professional draughtsmen and map engravers, a method
has been found by which parallels of latitude can be represented
by a number of short straight lines, arranged in such a manner
as to correspond very nearly with the circular arcs that would
properly represent the parallels of latitude. Our readers shall
be put in possession of this method of drawing parallels of lati-

tude when we show them how to make a projection for the
whole or any part of the British Isles.

We will now show our readers a way by which they may fix

the position of any place on their projections, according to its

latitude and longitude, with great accuracy, and without the
trouble of making separate measurements for each place. That
this method may be clearly understood, we must ask our readers
to turn to Fig. 17 (page 356).
The reader must suppose the figure in question to represent

map,

Having done this, paste at the back of the cardboard
a strip of tracing-paper, taking care to strain it

tightly ;
and then place the strip over the projection,

so that the line a b in Fig. 18 falls exactly on the line

G H in Fig. 17 ; the line F E in the former coinciding
with the line F E in the latter. Now, thrust a draw-

ing-pin through the coinciding points, F, F, in each

figure, and moving the strip a little to the right or

left, so as to get the meridians of 15 and 20, or the

meridians of 20 and 25, in Fig. 17, showing through
the clear tracing-paper in the position shown by the

two thick meridian lines in Fig. 18, trace the paral-
lels from 75 to 30, and then subdivide the whole,
as shown by the dotted parallels and meridians in the

figure. The strip of cardboard will turn about the

point F as a centre, and on being turned so as to

bring the subdivided tracing-paper over any strip of

the projection bounded by two contiguous meridians

traced on the projection at a distance of five degrees

apart, will exhibit the strip beneath divided into spaces
each measuring a degree of latitude or longitude each

way. By moving the strip of cardboard as required,
the position of any place can be fixed on the projec-
tion with a pin or any sharp-pointed instrument.

We will give the reader another method of fixing

the position of places according to their latitude or

longitude on his projection. Let him take a strip of

cardboard similar to that which is shown in Fig. 18,

but suited, of course, as far as length is concerned, to

the extent of his map from north to south. A portion
of the strip of cardboard marked G H c K. in the figure

must then be cut clean away, the line G K being in the

straight line drawn through E from the point F, the

centre from which the concentric arcs representing
the degrees of latitude have been described, and about

which the strip of cardboard must work. Having
secured the strip as before with a drawing-pin passing

through F, and also precisely through the point on
the paper underneath from which the parallels of

latitude have been described, let the edge of the card-

board, represented by G H, be laid against the central

meridian of the projection, and carefully graduated in

divisions, each representing a degree or a part of a

degree, if the projection be on a sufficiently large scale.

Having got a scale of degrees numbered along K G

from 30 to 75 (supposing that the map of Europe is

the map on which we are at work), which will indicate

the latitude of any place to be inserted in the map, by
moving it east or west from the central meridian as

required, the longitude may be fixed by bringing the

edge G K of the cardboard to the required longitude,
as shown in the graduated line at the bottom of the

in which is marked the longitude east and west from

Greenwich, and the position of the place determined by making
a mark on the paper at its proper latitude, as shown on the gra-

duated line, G K. In using this method, however, care must be

taken to make allowance for the thickness of the point of the

pencil or steel-point with which the position of the place is

marked on the projection.
These methods may be recommended as obviating the neces-

sity of subdividing the whole projection into spaces of a degree
each way, as shown in the centre of the lower part of Fig. 17.

The subdivisions of any strips of paper prepared as we have

directed for fixing the position of places on a projection accord-

ing to their latitude and longitude, must depend on the size of

the projection, and the length of the line assumed to represent
five degrees, two degrees, one degree, or even less, which is taken
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LESSONS IN DRAWING. XXII.
THE HUMAN FIGURE (continued).

WE now propose to give our pupils some practical instruction

in the method of drawing the figure, and hope that from the

directions given in former lessons on this portion of our subject

they will be prepared to accompany us with full confidence as

ve proceed. They will perceive that all we have said through-

out this course respecting the treatment of curved lines, dis-

tances, and especially the angles formed by the meeting of lines,

whetlier curved or straight, have a particular importance here.

The rules of proportion, and the anatomical knowledge pre-

viously acquired, must now be called into service ; and we
trust that the principles we have given upon the theory of

the figure will have been carefully studied, so that the con-

fidence hoped for may be well supported by the knowledge
obtained; afterwards we feel assured the road will be easy,

and the practice pleasant. We have found from experience
that the readiest way for beginners to understand quickly
Low the arrangement of curved lines in conjunction may be

F . 133. \

the forehead in the other, with reference to the angles formed

by all these lines respectively. Although we are at present
attempting only a profile, yet with some additional remarks

(to be made presently), this method of commencing the out-

line may be applied to any other view of the face, full or

three-quarters. We will, then, begin from a, and mark in the
distance to b, observing the inclination ; join these two points
by a straight line ; from b drop a perpendicular line to /,

arrange the distance fe, and join be by a straight line ; from
a mark the distance and inclination ac. It will be noticed
that the nose rises in the middle at d ; observe the distance
of d from b, and also from e, and how far it departs from the
straight line b e ; join b d and d e by other straight lines ;

treat the points g, h, and all other extremities of lines, in the
same way. When the whole is satisfactorily arranged, faint
it, and carefully, with the points and lines as guides, draw the
contours of each curve through the points, as in Fig. 134.
We recommend our pupils to copy this example three or four

times, and then apply these principles of working to Fig. 135.
It will be quite unnecessary to repeat the details of this pro.

Fig. 135.

best effected, is to treat them, whilst arranging the drawing,
first as straight lines, or as a succession of straight lines in the

course of the curve, with reference to their lengths, and tp the
extent and flexure of the curve. Observe how the curved lines

in Fig. 134 are first represented by straight lines in Fig. 133.

Now, although the object of the pupil is to make a finished

drawing as in Fig. 134, yet he must first put it together as
shown in Fig. 133. By this method he will not only obtain a
close resemblance to the general contour of the line, but also he
will more clearly understand the character and intention of the
curves in connection with each other, as well as then* positions,

letting alone the labour saved, and the facility it ensures. Here
is the first, and probably the most important step in the executive

part of the drawing, wherein most of the difficulties are found
that so frequently discourage beginners, and cause them to
break down at the outset. Now, to prevent the occurrence of

anything so disheartening, let us dwell upon this for a few
moments, and endeavour, with minute explanation on our

part, and the close attention of our pupils, to go through
the construction of the subject (Fig. 133). It is advisable

generally to commence from the bridge of the nose, for when
the position of this part of the face is settled, we can then
better determine the lino of the nose in one direction, and

cess for each figure, as we trust there can be no difficulty 3
the pupil will be particular in placing a point to determine every

angle as he proceeds or, in another sense, whenever the outline

alters its course and on no account attempt the drawing
until this scaffolding of straight lines is completed. The ad-

vantage of this method of arranging the drawing will be evi-

dent aiter very little practice. In studying the contours of

the curves, almost the same remarks we made upon a former
occasion (Lesson XII.), respecting the management of half-

tints, and the amount of ability and observation necessary in

order to do them justice, are applicable here. Our present

subject relates to form, the lesson we refer to relates to colour,
and light, and shade ; yet the same degree of perception and
due appreciation of the delicacy of tone and tint is required
with respect to the delicacy of form. The slightest move-
ment of a muscle changes the outline, and although it raa^
be even so trivial that the uneducated eye may not perceive

it, yet it is the aim and desire of the true artist to mark the-

fact, and introduce those changes in the outline which are
known to be subject to laws depending upon the movements
of the body, and the disposition and manner in which the

muscles approach or overlap each other. He who can realise

the changes in the contour of the body and its parts, and
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properly represent them according to the circumstances under

which they are placed, may certainly claim the title of a

draughtsman in its fullest meaning.
In arranging the positions of the head and features, we must

bear in mind that the general form of the head is oval. This

figure may be applied with great advantage in two ways, both

of which we will consider. As the oval which represents the

form of the head is a solid, and the several lines which we are

about to draw, to determine the proportions and positions of

the features, are supposed to be drawn on the surface, there-

fore the perpendicular line drawn throughout the length in

Pig. 129, Lesson XXI., will decide the position of the face to

be parallel, that is, a full face. In a retiring view this same

line will be a curve, as A B in Fig. 136, upon which the features

must be arranged as in Fig. 137. When the head is looking

up or down, then all the lines which are straight in Fig. 129

become curved in proportion to the extent of the inclination

of the head. Figs. 138, 139 will illustrate these positions, and

show that the use made of the curved lines is the same as that

employed in the full face. Eegarding the treatment of the

details, more especially the peculiarities belonging to each

feature, the pupil must be left in a great measure to his own
observation and practice from nature and from casts. In the

details no two faces are alike; consequently, there can be no

special rules in reference to them. We must treat the subject
. as a whole, and use those rules only which are applicable to

all, with regard to proportion and position. We may say, for

instanc*, that the length of the mouth is equal to the width

between the eyes ; that the centre of the mouth is one-third

The general character of suspense and expectancy belongs
both to FAH and LAH, but more strongly to the former. When
FAH is held at any length the mind is conscious of. an urgent
and increasing desire for its solution in ME. But to LAH is

allowed a greater independence, and it does not so soon demand
its rest in son. Dr. Bryce compares ME and son to objects
lying at rest on the ground, while LAH is

" thrown loose and
detached, with little indication of return," and FAH is

" in the
act of alighting." We have often likened LAH to the "

sky-
rocket" which mounts with an upward aim, but having reached
its height shines beautifully for a moment, and then softly and
elegantly descends. Such comparisons must, of necessity, be
"far-fetched." But you cannot form a comparison, or judge
of one, without minutely observing the things compared. If,

by our far-fetched comparisons we secure your doing this, we
are quite satisfied. Let the pupil observe for himself, and he
will presently form a more perfect mental conception of the

thing itself than any description or any language can convey.
If the mental impressions produced by FAH and LA.H be

further sought, it will soon be noticed that they have an effect,
when sung slowly, which would lead us to denominate

FAH as the desolate or awe-inspiring NOTE ;

LAH as the weeping or sorroivful NOTE.

The names thus given help greatly to fix the attention, and
many adults as well as children have been very thankful for
the aid they give to the mind's command over the voice. We
have seen many a class who could not at first strike LAH cor-

rectly, but were unable to mistake when told that they must
from the bottom of the nose to the lower part of the chin, make it a "

weeping note." But it should be borne in mind
These and other regulations may be useful where a classical

' that neither these nor any other single or ordinary terms of

head only is attempted, and it is right to know them ; but
j

language can fittingly describe the mental effect which shall

Nature does not always carry out these exact dimensions, other- belong to a certain note of the scale under all its modifications
of pitch, force, length, etc. We can only describe it proxi-

mately. But the effort to do so, or only to perceive the proxi-

wise we should lose that individual character so admirable,
and in most cases indispensable to real beauty. The know-

ledge of these proportions will help us to avoid extreme de-

formity, and many absurdities ; it will likewise quicken our per-

ception when studying the characteristic differences existing

amongst heads ; consequently, this knowledge, coupled with
close observation regarding the angles of the face, and of the

features one with another, and more minutely those angles
which constitute the form of each feature singly, will together
enable the pupil very quickly to acquire a power of giving cha-

racter and individuality to his subject, either in portraiture
or when engaged on an ideal head representing some passion
or emotion of the mind. What rule could be furnished for

drawing a Roman or a snub nose, beyond that of marking
the angle which gives character to the shape of the nose ?

Nothing would prevent originality of drawing and a true feel-

ing for Nature more effectually, than confining the practice in

all cases to set rules for details. Because Nature is varied in

her details, therefore it is in generalities only that rules are

useful, and where it would be unwise to reject them.

LESSONS IX MUSIC. XIII.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF MENTAL EFFECT OF FAH AND, LAB.

tx pursuance of our design to illustrate the proper mental
effect of each note of the scale, we intend in this lesson to

illustrate the fourth and the sixth FAH and LAH. But let us
afresh guard our pupils against misunderstanding. The mental
effects of which we speak do not reside in the musical sound

itself, but in the association with which the mind invests each
note as it rises, clothing and colouring it with the relationship
it holds to other sounds just heard, and which still linger on
the ear. In other words, the key must be "established" by
singing its common chord, or, yet more clearly, by adding also
its TE and FAH, before the distinctive character and mental
effect of any particular note is felt. The more completely "the
ear is filled

" with the other notes of the key, especially with
those of opposite effect, the more clearly will the note to be
illustrated be "

brought out." Let the pupils also remember
that these mental effects are modified in a marked manner by
rate of movement, as well as by the accompanying harmony
and other circumstances. We shall first give the result of our
own observations, and then follow them by illustrations which
mil enable the pupil to test the truth of our assertions.

mate truth of the description, kindles thought and feeling. If

you were teaching others to understand these points, your best

plan would be first to produce the effect, and then to get your
pupils to describe your own impressions of it, with as much
variety of language as possible. For instance, you might sing
a short phrase to words or figures, and ask your pupils to
describe the effect of the note which fell to such a word or

figure. Another good exercise would be for you, after the
mental effect of a note has been described or perceived, to sing
a short phrase or tune to figures, and to ask your pupils which

figure such a note was sung to. Thus the true conception and
recognition of the mental effect of the notes will be reached.
The mind is quicker than our words, and will form the idea, long
before we can express it. Thus it often is with some word
in a new language which has no perfect synonym in our own :

much study of dictionary, context, and concordance, with many
endeavours to express it, at last bring us to the thought, and we
enter on the luxury of mental translation, which is pleasanter to
us than the verbal, but could not have been reached without its

aid. Thus may our pupils be able to study and mentally enjoy
the beautiful tunes we lay before them.

Mendelssohn, when he wished to express the tender parental
care of God, the "

overshadowing of his wings," the "
yearn-

ing
"

of his love, to the words,
" The Lord is mindful of his

own "
travels into a new key on purpose to obtain the effect

of FAH. Our pupils, who may be puzzled by the " transition"
into a new key, must have patience with us. At the proper
place we shall be pleased to explain to them this exceedingly
interesting subject at length. It is enough at present for them
to understand that in the first instance below, the note son is

treated, by ear and voice, as though it had suddenly become
DOH, and the best way of pronouncing it is by throwing the
two syllables together thus, S'DOH

;
and that in the next in-

stance below, the new DOH becomes son again, as it was before
and it is to be pronounced, in sol-faing, D'SOH. Notwith-

tanding this little difficulty, we could not exclude you from so

beautiful an example of the mental effect of FAH.

the
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE SEAL AND THE WALRUS.

IT would be a curious thing, if we could only know it, to learn

how man is regarded by the rest of the animal creation. His

wants appear to be opposed to the well-being of all other back-

boned animals, so that upon the whole we should probably
find ourselves to be characterised in one word as tyrants. For

we never scruple to hurl our artificial thunder at any beast we
wish to rob of its coat, and in this way the seal has been a

heavy sufferer. Seal-skin jackets for women, and caps and

waistcoats for men, have been in high favour for a long time,

consequently there has been every year an immense offering of

these inoffensive animals on the altar of Fashion. Indeed, to

like than that of any other animal, if we except those marine

mammals which we have already spoken of (Vol. II, p. 223).

Instead of fins, however, it has four limbs, which one may
regard as oars or paddles for regulating its movements in the

water. The couple of fore limbs are so short that little more

than the paw advances from the body, and the hind limbs are

directed backwards, so as to look like a continuation of the

body. Between the short hind limbs there is a small tail. We
have already referred to two kinds of carnivores, viz., the

digitigrade, or those which walk on their toes, like the cat;

and the plantigrade, which walk on the soles of their feet, like

the bear. The seal presents us with a kind of foot different

from either, and which, while admirably adapted for progression

in the water, serves but poorly for purposes of locomotion on

A COLONY OF FUR SEALS.

such a degree has the slaughter been carried on, that it has
been gravely asserted the seal would soon cease to exist on the
face of the earth, and be numbered only among those extinct
animals whose bones are now carefully preserved in our
museums. Sterner demands than European or Chinese love of
a particular kind of dress have led the Eskimo to make a
perpetual war against it, if we might give the name of war to
a one-sided conflict in which the poor seal is comparatively
helpless. It is, however, as necessary to the Eskimo as the

sheep and cow to us of more temperate regions. To him its

flesh is a palatable food ; its fat he consumes for light during
those long and terribly dreary nights of Arctic lands, and for
fire during times of cold so intense that it not only makes all

water solid, but congeals the mercury which to us is always a
liquid within our thermometers ; the fish he eats he makes
tasty with seal-oil; he sews with thread made out of seal's
sinews

; makes his shirts and tent-curtains with the skin of its

entrails ; boils up its blood with other ingredients for soup ;

and covers his boats and tents with seal-skins.

The body of the seal is elongated and conical, and more fish-

land. The bones of the fingers and toes are separate, but
enclosed in a skin which extends to their tips. The claws only
are outside and free. Both hands and feet answer admirably
for fins, to which they have a certain amount of resemblance,
hence seals are spoken of as pinniped, or fin-footed carnivores.

It is a curious thing to see how the foot of the seal differs from
that of other animals, and the relation it bears to them. At
the one extreme we have the compressed foot of the deer and

ox. which are especially adapted for land transit ; and at the

other extreme the expanded foot of the seal, specially adapted
for locomotion in water. Intermediate, the feet of the otter

and frog show a form equally serviceable in and out of

water. Having she form of foot which is of most use in water,
we find the seal accordingly to be the most expert of swimmers.
Its mode of progression is essentially fish-like. The flippers or

arms would appear to be only used in balancing its movements
and changing position, while the hind feet are employed for

propelling it through the water. When the stroke is being

given the fin-like feet are expanded to the utmost, so as to

present the largest amount of surface to the water. It has
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likewi- :.g it* body with considerable force
. .ill ulii.-h tin- hpu:i- i- pi-

.-. iiirh iri ul-o of grout mi,

swimming. l.iLf tin- u liiili-, tin- -i-.il can iviiiiiin iin.inr water
for a lfiij,'tli <>f tinio without Mill.

its noKtrils ;uil oara are pr-v ;.:.- I with \alvcs which can be
a will pruviouit to it<* sub-aqueous journeys. The long

stitV h.iir- -.\itli which the upper lip is im in hod are regarded an
.iflii'uto i/i>'. ii: ct' t..u'-ii. It has largo lustrous eyes, and an

-ion of fooo which would lead one to suppose, what
-. to be the case, that tho seal is a gentle, affectionate,

uui intelligent creature. Of its intelligence there are many
'1 proofs, showing that where it baa been reared in a

tame state it has been taught tricks which appear marvellous
uhfii port'ormod by a dumb animal not understanding articulate

It lias a large brain.

morsel* that no living befog ootUd ditfent, viz., the psbbl** from
the seashore ; and the reason that ha* been itsigntd for thu
in the rather curiou* 000 that the ami* require a load of stna**
a* ballut. If they really partake of the* pbbl it would
appear not improbable that it U done in UM floors* of hasty
meals token olow to the beach, and it may fortbr happen that
the pebble* tbiu accidentally token into the stomach MTV* by

ii M a masticatory mill for grinding up UM food which
has been wallowed whole, rather than M ballut for *H>g
purposes. Teeth it ha* both chisel-like incisor*, **n'mt. and
molars or grinders, but their form ran** considerably in dif-
ferent kinds of seal, and they appear to be adapted more for
holding their slippery prey than for cutting or crushing
them up.

There are many different genera of seal*, each including one
or more species, but we shall here describe only a few of the

\VAi.i:rsi:s.

It is not given to every one to pee the seal in its native

element, free to move in graceful fashion wherever it will. Wo
have therefore to rest content with watching the single speci-

men usually exhibited in each of our marine aquaria, where its

hollow bark resounds from the roof. How it darts through the

water, dives down or springs up with equal ease ! If it be

feeding-time it is interesting to watch the keeper pitch it fish

one by one, which it gobbles up in less time than it takes one

to tell, even springing half-way out of the water to catch

them, managing the feat with as much grace and precision as

that shown by a cricketer rising to catch a ball. The quantity
of fish it will take in this way is something surprising, and

gives one an idea of the clever fisher it must be when roaming
in tho sea supplying its own wants. A hundred sillock, or

young of the coal-fish, would hardly be a full meal for one of

these hearty beasts. Perhaps we ought to coll them gluttons,

because of the quantity they eat and the manner they take it ;

for they often swallow their prey whole, without ever taking
the trouble to chew it, and if this cannot be managed they are

content with tearing it with teeth and nails into portions of

such a size that there will be no need for mastication. It is

even accused of the ostrich-like habit of swallowing inorganic

more prominent species, using the common name by which
each is generally known. The Common Seal, which inhabit*

the northern seas and tho coast* of England and France, *U

found most frequently, according to Pennant, near tho

coast between I.lyn, in Caernarvonshire, and the northern part*
of Anglesea. Pennant further remark* that "the Latin name
of this amphibious animal is Phoca, the vulgar name i* t*w-

calf : and on that account the male i* called the boll and the

female the cow. But the Celtic appellative is Jforfrfcow, from
the word moel,

'

bald,' or ' without ear* ;' and rfcow,
'

spear* or
'
lance.'

"
They lodge in hollow rook* or cavern* on the *hore.

but out of reach of the tide, and at other times are bn*y
in their native element, swimming and diving, ever with an

eye to the game they love.

When ab've and dry its hair is of a pale whitish en
the slightest tinge of yellow, and marbled on the back with

blackish srrey ; nearly white on the under-snrface, and pale grey
on the rides of the body, and around the eye* and morale.

The Greenland Seal, which i* rarely seen in Britain, and

commonly in Arctic regions, ha* a hide which i* freer from

wool than many other species. Each individual hair i* flat and

lustrous. During the time the young are approaching toward*
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the adult state there is a succession of colour and pattern

changes of its coat. When born it has a white woolly covering,

which in the first year changes to a cream colour ;
in the

second year it has become grey; in the third painted with

stripes ;
in the fourth, spotted ; and in the fifth year it has the

peculiar half-moon markings which show thatithas reached matu-

rity. These markings are so distinct in separate years that it

will be quite understood that one may readily tell the age of a

Greenland seal by means of them. It is this species which is

of such great importance to the Eskimo, so that he hunts it on

all available occasions, launching out to sea in his frail skin-

covered boat for that purpose, and harpooning the seals as

they come to the surface to breathe ; or enveloping himself in

a seal's skin and lying on the shore, in order to attract some

unwary seal, which is thus lured to destruction ; or by making
a hole in the sheet ice, and patiently waiting and watching
until a seal presents itself to breathe, when it is at once seized.

When captured it is put to the various uses we have already
described.

The Capucin Seal is so named because it has on its head, in

bhe full-grown state, a peculiar organ in the shape of a hood,
with which it can cover its muzzle when it chooses. Its pecu-

liarities, however, do not end here. It can distend its nostrils

in such a way as to give them the appearance of a bladder. It

has also a structural peculiarity of the eyes, which is not a
little puzzling. In order that we may perfectly understand it,

we shall here make a short digression on visual organs and
vision in general. In the inside of every vertebrate eye there

is formed a picture of such external objects as the vertebrate

may be looking at. The organic mechanism by means of which
this is managed is beautiful and simple. Inside the eye there

is a lens, held in position by transparent humours on either

side of it, and more particularly by an elastic frame, which
holds the lens just as a spectacle-frame holds its double convex

glass lens. And the crystalline lens within the eye throws a

picture of external objects on to the back of the eye, just as

the spectacle-glass may be made to throw an image on to a
white sheet of paper. The latter experiment is interesting, and
the reader may therefore try it in this manner : Go into a dark
room with a sheet of note-paper, a candle, and a pair of spec-
tacles with double-convex lenses, i.e., glasses thicker in the
middle than at the rim. Having put down the candle, hold
the sheet of paper a few feet away, and in between adjust
one of the spectacle-glasses until an image of the candle

upside down is seen on the paper. What is happening here in

this experiment is happening within your eye when you look at

the candle. The lens within the eye is throwing an inverted

image of the candle on to the back of the eye, and the impres-
sion produced is carried away in a mysterious manner by a

large nerve, called the optic-nerve, to the brain. The expansion
at the back of the eye upon which the picture is cast is called
the retina. The retina is most sensitive exactly in the centre,
and a little on one side of this centre the optic-nerve enters.
Now the spot where the optic-nerve enters is blind, so that
one would naturally suppose it would have been a most unlucky
thing for the animal kingdom had the optic-nerve entered the
back of the eye exactly at its centre, for what is the most used
portion of the eye would thus have been made blind.. It is a

strange thing, however, that this is exactly what is found to be
the case with the Capucin seal. The optic-nerve enters at the
back, exactly in the centre of the eye. Since, however, this

seal is not blind, there must be some compensatory arrangement,
and it appears to us not improbable that this may be found
either in some external or internal divergence from the usual
kind of eye. The external covering of the Capncin's eye, which
is usually known as the sclerotic coat, is divided at its middle
all round, the edges of the two hemispheres thus produced
being connected by an elastic membrane thickly covered by
muscles. It is supposed that these muscles are employed for

drawing the eye deep within the socket during repose, and also
for elongating the axis of vision, i.e., lengthening the line passing
through the centres of the lens and retina. May it not also
have some hand in compensating for the peculiarity we have
just mentioned, viz., the entrance of the optic-nerve into the
central region of the retina ? This, however, is an undecided
matter, which we may well leave in the hands of those of our
readers who hereafter shall become well versed in physiological
optics. Capucin seals occur in large numbers in Davis' Straits,

at certain times of the year. They are commonly found on

large ice-islands, where they sleep without taking any precau-
tions against the Eskimo seal-hunters. When surprised, they
weep copiously. A full-grown Capucin seal is from seven to

eight feet long.
The Elephant Seal of South Seas is the largest known species,

being from twenty to thirty feet long, and the largest part of
the body having a girth of twenty to thirty feet. The nose of

the male is prolonged into a kind of trunk, but the female has
no proboscis. It is much hunted for the oil it will yield, a full-

grown male furnishing as much as seventy gallons. The skin
is of little value as a fur, but is extensively used for carriage
and horse harness, on account of its strength and thickness.

The Sea-bear,, which is from four to seven and a half feet

long, is common in the islands on the north-west point of

America, Kamtschatka, and the Kurile Islands. Its soft brown
fur is highly valued in China, and on this account the Russians
hunt it with a zeal which may ultimately lead to its extinction.

In common with a host of other animals, its fur becomes tinged
with grey on the approach of old age, the tips of the hairs being
most changed. It has external ears nearly a couple of inches

long; they are conical, erect, covered with short hair, and

opened by an oblong slit, which is shut in the water. The sea-

bears are migratory in their habits, and when they arrive in

spring on the shores of the islands we have mentioned, they are

in high condition. They live in families, each male being sur-

rounded by some fifty to eighty females. Each family, number-

ing over a hundred members, lives separately, and jealously

guards the particular locality it may have taken up on the
shore against the encroachments of any other family. Family
squabbles are common, as the male appears to be somewhat of

a tyrant, but both male and females are affectionate to the

young. The flippers of the sea-bear become of sufficient size

and power to enable the animal to progress in the water by
their aid alone. It appears to fly in the water, for these

flippers, when elevated and depressed in the water, twist and
untwist precisely as wings do. The feet and lower portions of

the body are moved only sufficiently to maintain a correct course,
or alter it if necessary.
No matter what branch of science a man may study, it is

always a matter of the keenest interest to him to turn back and

compare what is known at the present with what was known in

times long past, as set forth in some ancient book of established

repute. Let us, then, in the present instance not deny our-

selves this pleasure, but turn to Pliny and see what that

naturalist had to say about seals more than eighteen centuries

ago. In the 15th chapter of the 9th book of his " Natural

History," after speaking of the birth and education of the

young seal, he goes on to observe that "these animals are

killed with the greatest difficulty, unless the head is cut off at

once. They make a noise which sounds like lowing, whence
their name of '

sea-calf.' They are susceptible, however, of

training, and with their voice, as well as by gestures, can be

taught to salute the public ;
when called by their name they

answer with a discordant kind of grunt. No animal has a

deeper sleep than this ; on dry land it creeps along as though
on feet, by the aid of what it uses as fins when in the sea. Its

skin, even when separated from the body, is said to retain a

certain sensitive sympathy with the sea, and at the reflux of

the tide, the hair on it always rises upright ; in addition to

which, it is said that there is in the right fin a certain sopori-

ferous influence, and that, if placed under the head, it induces

sleep." The nineteenth-century reader will smile at the very
idea of reposing on a seal's flipper in order to induce sweet

sleep !

Now come we to speak of the Walrus, or Morse, an animal

which resembles the seal in the general structure of its

skeleton. There is a striking difference, however, in the

cranium and teeth, the latter being very manifest in the couple
of tusks projecting from the upper jaw, which form a very

powerful instrument of attack and defence. These tusks are

canine teeth developed to an extraordinary extent. They are

sometimes two feet long, stout, and solid, with large roots, of

which the sockets project considerably, giving a swollen aspect to

the face. It is these large sockets which give rise to the charac-

teristic form of the skull of the walrus. It has no cutting and
canine teeth on the under jaw, but eight molar teeth in both

upper and lower jaws, which are suited for pounding up hard sub-
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stances. In other i
. -peotn its form in seal-like, having a short

ly broadest round the ehest. and dii:.

lillllis. 'I'll.' inxidit ..i tin- Hipper*
horny kind of coat, whioh may have bn-n pro-

;ml>ing over rooka and ice. It in ten

Ion?, some of the largest bulls eveu attaining to

ity foot. Tho colour, according to Pabricius,
with tlio ago, the young being black, then becoming
and gradually paler and paler till thu animal in old age

i ins is direetly opposite to the order of colour-
observed in a great numbor of other animals ; oven in

man, for example, whose hair as a child may be of a light
but on reaching manhood has become decidedly darker.

Thu ehanu'e in tin- walrus is probably one which is induced by
unatic conditions it has to withstand, and, in becoming

paler and p.iler as it increases in years, it is but obeying that
mysterious law that animals have to acquire the colour of their

surrounding, so that Arctic animals ought by rights to be as
whito aa the ice and snow they move on.

1 lie walrus is rare on the coasts of Britain, but in the North
Pacific Ocean they may be observed lying in hundreds on the
ire, huddling over ono another like swine, and roaring and
braying loudly. Mariners have often been warned by their
noise of the close proximity of the ice, when the dense fog
rendered everything a short distance away quite indiscernible.
It feeds mainly on shelled molluscs, which it rakes from the
submerged soil with its tusks. The tusks are likewise useful
in enabling it to pull itself up on to the shore. In swimming, the
fore and hind limbs take part in the work in nearly equal
degree, the flippers being moved alternately, and the hind
extremities being lashed from side to side by a twisting curved
motion.

Their tusks supply us with an ivory harder and whiter
than that of the elephant ; an oil of better quality than the
whale's is extracted from their fat ; and their skins when tanned
make a thick and substantial leather. The walrus is therefore
much hunted, and, being exceedingly bold when attacked, the
pursuit is one of no small danger.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XIII.
COMPOUNDS OF CARBON WITH NITROGEN AND SULPHUR

THE HALOGENS CHLORINE.
CARBON forms other compounds than those with oxygen and
hydrogen already described. It enters into combination with

chlorine, but the four products will not require attention until

we reach organic chemistry. Only ono compound is known with

nitrogen. It is

Cyanogen (symbol, CN; combining weight, 26; and the density
has been found to be 26, and therefore its true symbol is CjN.,).

It was discovered in 1814 by Gay Lussac, and derives its

name,
" a producer of blue," from the fact that it is the chief

agent in the production of Prussian blue. When bodies which
contain carbon, nitrogen, and potash are heated together, a
remarkable salt, the cyanide of potassium (KCN), is formed,
which is characterised by crystallising in large yellow tables.

To produce this, substances rich in nitrogen such as hoofs,

hide-clippings, woollen rags, dried blood, etc. are heated in an
iron pot with two and a-half times then- weight of potassium
carbonate. Tho resulting potassium cyanide is now dissolved
out by water and allowed to crystallise. It is commonly called
the prussiate of potash. When iron, or any of the proto-salts
of iron, is added to a solution of this prnssiate of potash,
largo four-sided tables are deposited, which are ferrocyanide
of potassium. When ten parts of this salt are dissolved in

four times their weight of warm water, and distilled vrith seven

parts of sulphuric acid diluted with twice its weight of water,
the tirst portion of the liquid whioh comes over is a dilute solu-

tion of hydrocyanic orprussic acid (HCN). Mercuric cyanide may
be made from this by saturating the solution with red oxide of

mercury, and then evaporating. If this salt be heated, it is

decomposed into cyanogen and mercnry ; and thus it is we get
the compound. It is found to be a transparent, colourless gas,

poisonous and inflammable; its flame is edged with purple;

being soluble in water, it must bo collected over mercury.
If the gas bo passed through iron tubes at a high temperature,
it is decomposed, charcoal is deposited, and, as might bo

anticipated from the following equation, the
U of the same volume an tho original

C.H. - C. + K.
a -- +.

When a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium is iKH+d to
nolution of a sesquiaalt of iron, the well-known Prussian bine u

Hij'lrc.j,inic acid (HCN) ha* been alluded to, and the ftrtt

stage of ita preparation given. If it be required in iU pore
state, dry calcium chloride U added to the above eolation, and
thu

liquid
distilled. Thia most never be attempted ave by

. \p i i. need persons, and only then for some good reason. It
is tho most powerful poison known. It in a limpid, cokmrlese
liquid, which gives off vapour, a breath of which would be fatal.

The poison seems to attack and prostrate the nenral system,
and in cases where death has not resulted, the treatment is to

pour cold water down the spine.
The acid has the odour of almonds, for in the kernels and

leaves of many plants it i. found in minute quantities.
There are other compounds of carbon and nitrogen into which

oxygen enters, but they become too complicated for an elemeu-
tary study of chemistry.

Bisulphide of Carbon (symbol, CS,j combining weight, 76;
density, 38). A porcelain tube is passed through a charcoal
furnace in an inclined position ; it is packed with charcoal ,

occasionally, into its upper end, pieces of sulphur are thrown,
and then the tube is stopped up by a cork. The sulphur in

vaporised, and combines with the carbon, forming tile bisul-

phide of carbon. A glass tube attached to the lower end of
the porcelain tube conducts the vapour into a condenser, which
is kept cool. Here there collects a mobile liquid of a very
high refractive power, and possessing a fetid odour. It dissolves

sulphur and phosphorus. This latter solution is the " Fenian

fire," for when a bottle of it breaks, the bisulphide rapidly

evaporates, depositing the phosphorus in so finely divided a state,
that it soon spontaneously ignites. It also acts aa a solvent on
gums and india-rubber.

THE HALOGENS.

There are four elements which closely resemble each other,

and which, from the fact that they combine directly with the

metals to form salts, have received the name of halogens, "salt-

producers." These elements are chlorine, bromine, iodine, and

fluorine.
CHLORINE (symbol, 01 ; combining weight and density,
Chlorine is the most prominent member of the group.

very widely disseminated through Nature, in combination with

'sodium, with which metal it forms common salt (NaCl).

Preparation. There are two ways by whioh this gas may be
obtained :

1. Dilute sulphuric acid with its own bulk of water ; allow u
to cool, then to fourteen parts of this in a Florence flask add
four parts of common salt, intimately mixed with three part* of

black oxide of manganese. This reaction will ensue

2H.SO. + 2NaCl + MnO, = Na.SO. + MnSO. + 2H,O + SCL

2. If hydrochloric acid bo added to black oxide of msnganess,
the effect will be the liberation of chlorine, thus

MnO, + 4HC1 = MnCl, + 2H.O + 9CL

The gas is greenish yellow, hence ita name, and is about two
and a-half times heavier than air. When submitted to a

pressure of four atmospheres, it becomes a liquid, which as yet
has aever been frozen. Tho gas is best collected in the usual

way, but the water must be trarm, for cold water absorbs twicv

its bulk of the gas. Such a solution is a very convenient way
of keeping chlorine for test purposes. The bottle may 1*>

labelled
" Chlorine water," and kept well stoppered and in the

dark, for light causes the chlorine and the hydrogen of the

water to combine. On account of its weight, the gas may also

bo collected by
"
displacement," by passing the delivery tube

to the bottom of the jar.

It will bo found to possess a most irritating odour, and

if breathed in any quantity may produce uloeration of the

lungs. Since it does not combine directly with oxygen,
chlorine is not combustible ; but its most distinctive property
is ita great affinity for hydrogen. If, therefore, a toper I-

introduced into a jar of tho gas, it will burn with a smoky
flame. The combustion is due to the combining of the uhkais*
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with the hydrogen of the fat, forming hydrochloric acid (HC1).
'

The carbon comes away unburnt as smoke.

Bodies rich in hydrogen will frequently take fire when

plunged into a jar of this gas. This is the case with a piece

of paper dipped in turpentine. Metals in a finely divided

state are violently attacked by the gas. Copper leaf and

antimony, which is powdered and slightly warmed, even take

fire, the result being in every case a chloride of the metal.

The peculiar affinity chlorine possesses for hydrogen gives it the

power of bleaching. If grass and fabrics dyed with vegetable

colours be dipped into a jar of the gas, they will become white.

This will be found to be the case only when the articles are

moist; then the chlorine, taking the hydrogen of the water,

liberates the oxygen, which, being in its nascent state, is much
more active, and attacks the colouring matter, thus bleaching

the body. This may be well illustrated by dissolving some

indigo in sulphuric acid, and adding to a dilute solution some

of the chlorine water above mentioned. The colour entirely

disappears. The difference between writing ink and printers'

ink is shown by introducing each into a jar of this gas ; the

former is bleached.

This property of chlorine makes it valuable as a disinfecting

agent. It attacks the hydrogen of the noxious gas, and thus

destroys it.

Hydrochloric Acid (symbol, HC1 ; combining weight, 36'5 ;

density, 18'25). This liquid is also called muriatic acid, or

spirits of salt ; it is water largely impregnated with the gas

hydrochloric acid, which is prepared by gently heating common
salt and sulphuric acid in a flask :

NaCl + H 2S0 4
= HC1 + NaHS04 .

The gas which comes off is colourless, 1'27 times heavier than

the air, and possesses a pungent odour. In contact with the

air it combines with moisture, giving rise to white fumes. At
a pressure of 40 atmospheres it becomes a clear liquid. Its

composition may be determined both synthetically and ana-

lytically by the eudiometer. If equal volumes of chlorine and

hydrogen be introduced into the instrument, on the passing of

the spark they combine, forming HC1. There is no diminu-

tion of volume. Thus
H 4- Cl = HC1
1 + 1=2.

If now a series of electric sparks be passed, some of the gas
is again decomposed, and the unaltered acid may be removed
by allowing a few drops of water to rise up through the mercury ;

these absorb the undecomposed HC1. The remaining gas is

found to be equal volumes of H and Cl. These gases, when
mixed in equal proportion, will combine, with an explosion, in

sunlight.

Large quantities of this acid are made as a bye product in

the manufacture of sodium carbonate. In this, its commercial

state, it is very impure, since it contains iron in the form of a

chloride, to which its yellow colour is due, and also sulphuric
acid and arsenic.

The result of the action of hydrochloric acid on metals is

that chlorides of the metals are formed. Their various salts

may be found by replacing the H in the HC1, according to the

atomicity of the metal. The presence of a chloride in a solu-

tion may be at once detected by a few drops of silver 'nitrate.

The white, curdy silver chloride falls.

Aqua regia is a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids,
which is capable of dissolving both gold and platinum.

Oxides of Chlorine. Although these elements do not combine
by direct means, yet in indirect ways five compounds have been
produced :

Hypochlorous acid

Chlorous acid .

Peroxide of chlorine

HC10
HC10

Chloric acid .

Perchloric acid
HC1O,
HC1O.

Hypochlorous Acid (HC10). The prefix
"
hypo

"
is from the

Greek faro, under, or beneath, signifying that this acid has less

oxygen in it than chlorous acid. It may be obtained by shaking
up mercuric oxide with chlorine water. The reaction is

HgO + 2C1, = C1,O + HgCl,.

The C12 is hypochlorous oxide. This combines with an atom
of water, forming the hydric salt, or the acid

H,0 + C1,O = 2HC10.

The acid has a sickly odour, and is extremely weak, carbonic
acid being capable of ejecting it from its combinations.

It is chiefly noted as a powerful bleacher, being the active

principle in bleaching powder, which is a mixture of calcium

chlorite (CaCl ?
) and hypochlorite (CaCl2O2), and is made by

allowing chlorine to enter the top of a chamber in which are

trays of well-slaked lime one above the other. The gas falls

by its weight, and is absorbed by the lime.

Chloride of lime, as this compound is usually called, emits

the odour of hypochlorous acid. When exposed to the air,

carbonic acid gradually displaces the chlorine which is given
off. This makes this substance a valuable disinfectant, as the

quantity of the gap emitted is so small as not to be injurious,
and yet effective. The best mode of using it is to dip cloths iff

a solution of the powder, and hang them up.
Chloride of lime is used as the great bleacher. The calico,

etc., is boiled in lime-water and a weak solution of caustic soda,

to remove the grease of the manufacture and the "dressing."
It is then soaked in a solution of two and a-half per cent, of

bleaching powder in water. But the action is not discernible

until the fabric is
" soured

"
or dipped in a weak solution of

sulphuric acid and water. Thus the chlorine is liberated in the

fibre of the cloth, and the bleaching is effected. Sometimes
this process is repeated, and finally the articles are thoroughly
washed in water to remove all traces of the acid.

Chlorous Acid (C12 3). To prepare this gas, three parts of

arsenious acid, and four of potassium chlorate,
are made into a paste with water ; sixteen

parts of pure nitric acid (specific gravity, l -

24)
are added ; the whole is placed in a small flask,

which is filled up to the neck with the mixture,
and a very gentle heat applied by means of a
water-bath. The yellow-green gas may be
collected in dry bottles by displacement. The
greatest care is required in its manipulation,
as it explodes at a temperature of about 56

Cent., and also if it come into contact with

any very combustible body. Its formation is

due to the deoxidisation of the chloric acid

in the potassium chlorate.

Peroxide of chlorine (C12OJ is a gas which

explodes as soon as it touches organic or com-
bustible bodies. It is prepared by pouring
sulphuric acid on potassium chlorate. Mix
equal parts of sugar and potassium chlorate,
each in powder ; then pour upon them a few drops of sulphuric
acid ; the whole will ignite. On this principle the first attempt
at matches was founded.

Place a piece of phosphorus about the size of a pea at the
bottom of a tall glass full of water (Fig. 43), also add a few
grains of potassium chlorate ; through a long tube pour a little

sulphuric acid to the bottom of the glass. The phosphorus enters
into combustion with the peroxide of chlorine as it escapes.

Chloric Acid (HC1O3). This acid forms chlorates : if a current
of chlorine gas be passed through a strong solution of caustic

potash, the following reaction ensues :

3Cla + 6KHO = KC1O. + 5KC1 + 3H2O,

potassium chlorate and chloride being the result ; as the latter

is more soluble, therefore it can easily be separated from the
chlorate by crystallisation. It will be remembered that potas-
sium chlorate was used in the preparation of oxygen.

Perchloric Acid (HC104). If the decomposition of potassium
chlorate when giving off oxygen be stopped, the residue will be
found not only to contain potassium chloride and chlorate, but
also perchlorate. It may be separated by means of hydrochloric*

acid, which acts on the chlorate and decomposes it, but not on
the perchlorate. From this salt the acid itself may be got.

Compounds of Chlorine and Nitrogen. If chlorine be passed
into ammonia, as has before been said, nitrogen is liberated ;

but after a certain quantity of sal-ammoniac has been produced,
drops of an oily liquid begin to form. These are supposed to
be the terchloride of nitrogen (NC13), the most explosive and
the most dangerous of chemical compounds. The experiment
should never be attempted, unless all the apparatus used be of

lead, and the operator dressed in a strong suit of leather, with
an iron mask. A drop of this substance in a porcelain capsule
was touched with the top of a fishing-rod ; the violence of the

explosion drove some of the porcelain through the bottom of the

chair, which was of thick wood. A kindred compound of nitrogen
with iodine, which is not so explosive, will be noticed.

Pig. 43.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. X \ \ I

SECTION LVI.-PEIMULACEJE, OE I'KIM l.woRTS.

-lict : Calyx free or rarely adherent ; corolla mono-
petaloun, hypogynous or perigynons, regular ; stamens inserted

ill "!! the corolla, tli.-ir number equal to
the parts of the corolla and opposite to its

lobes; ovary unilooular ; pin.

free; ovules curved, seldom reflexed; fruit

capsular; seeds numerous, dicotyledonous,
albuminous.
The Primulacece derive their name from

the genus Primula, so called because its

species flower in the spring. They are for

the most part herbaceous, annual or pe-
rennial, having a Kgneona or tuberous
rhizome.

embryo straight in the asis of a fleshy ""mrr. lyiaff

the hilnm.

The 1'rim ulatea principally inhabit the temperate regions of
the northern hemisphere, especially Europe and Asia. They
not only please toe eye by the beauty of their flowers, bet aim

contribute something to the resources of
medicine. The common primrose (JVi.
mula mUyoru) is well known to all from
its yellow flowers and broad green leaves,
which are seen in the hedges in sheltered
nooks even before the departure of winter.

Theoowslip (Primula vmi) is distinguished
by the smallness of its flowers, which form
on umbel (Fig. 205). The flowers of this

plant act as a sedative, and are used in

making a kind of wine of a soporific cha-
racter. The auricula, or bear's ear, as it

205. THE COWSLIP (PRI1CULA

VERI8). 206. THE HAIRY
DATE PLUM (DIO8PYRU3

HIESCTA).

The stem is usually sub-

terraneous and short. The
leaves are in some species
radical and fasciculated,
in others cauline and op-

posite, or verticillate, or

alternate, and devoid of

stipules. Flowers com-

plete, either solitary or
*

arranged in umbels on the
summit of a shaft, or ar-

ranged in cymes springing
from the axillae of the

leaves, occasionally termi-

nal in spikes. Calyx mono-

sepalous, usually five partite. Corolla rotate, campannlate, or

infundibuliform, contorted in {estivation, sometimes absent.

Ovary composed of as many carpels as there are lobes to the

calyx. Placenta free central, for the most part globular, and

communicating with the summit of the ovary by arachnoid

filaments. Style and stigma simple. Fruit a capsule trans-

versely or longitudinally dehiscent. Seeds ordinarily peltate;

52 N.E.

207. cointov BOUT
(:

). XML
OUTS (

SATIVA).

is called in some part* of

the Continent, is employed

parts of the Alps as a
remedy for consumption.
It is equally good with all
..... . .....

times as a remedy for that

All the members of tho

primrose tribe are in great

plant*, more especially the

auriculas. From theee

plants, which are natives of

the Alps, horticultural skill has developed several varieties. The

cyclamen (Cyclamen Kuropenun) possesses radical leaves which
are covered with white spots above, and red on their lower sur-

face; the corolla has a roseate tint, and in all the species of this

genus the tube of the corolla is turned towards the ground,
whilst its limb or free portion is directed towards the sky.

The root of the cyclamen, or sowbread, is eaten greedily by the
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wild boars of Sicily. The name cyclamen is derived from the

Greek KVK\OS (ku'-klos), a circle, in allusion to the shape of the

corm or bulb-like stem.

SECTION LVII. EBENACEJ3, OB EBENADS.

Characteristics : Calyx free ; corolla hypogynous, monopeta-
lous ; stamens sometimes equal in number to that of the lobea

of the corolla, and alternating with them, sometimes double or

quadruple in number ; ovary many-celled, each cell uniovulate ;

ovules pendent from the summit of the central angle ; fruit bac-

ciform ; seeds few in number, or occasionally one, dicotyledonous,

albumen cartilaginous, radicle superior. Trees or shrubs possess-

ing an aqueous juice, and furnishing a wood which is very dense.

Individuals of this natural order have alternate leaves which

are coriaceous, entire, and without stipules. Flowers often

incomplete, regular, axillary. Calyx three to six partite and

persistent. The corolla is caducous, urceolate, slightly coria-

ceous, three to six partite, imbricated in cestivation. Stamens

inserted at the base of the corolla, rarely in the receptacle.

The berry is globular or ovoid, sometimes dry, in which case it

opens by splitting.

The Ebenacew are found in tropical Asia, the Cape, Australia,

and tropical America ; a few species are met with in the Medi-

terranean district.

The members of this natural order are celebrated for the

hardness of their wood. Ebony, the wood of the Diospyros

Ebenus, has been celebrated from all antiquity for the darkness

of its hue, general beauty, and manifold uses. The ancients

obtained it from Ethiopia ; at present our supplies are chiefly

drawn from the eastern coast of Africa, especially Mozambique.

Ebony is either uniformly black or marked with white and

yollow stripes. It is a remarkable fact that the wood of the

Ebenacece only becomes black in aged trees ; the wood of young
plants is white. The appended diagram (Fig. 206) of a sprig
of the Diospyros hirsute,, a member of this natural order, illus-

trates the more evident characteristics of the Ebenacece.

SECTION LVIII. AQUIFOLIACE^], OB HOLLYWOETS.
Characteristics : Calyx free, four to six partite ; corolla hypo-

gynous, almost monopetalous ;
stamens four to six, alternate

with the petals ; ovary two to six or many celled, each cell

uniovulate ; ovule pendent ; fruit fleshy ; seed dicotyledonous ;

embryo straight at the summit of an abundant fleshy albumen ;

radicle superior ; leaves opposite, simple, without stipules. The

Aquifoliacece are evergreen ligneous plants, with petiolate

shining leaves. The flowers are regular, axillary, and small,

usually white or greenish in colour. Calyx persistent, imbri-

cated in sestivation, as is also the corolla. Anthers adnate;
ovules pendent at the summit of the central angle of each cell,

and reflexed ; fruit composed of agglomerated drupes.
The Aquifoliacece are nowhere abundant, but they are more

plentiful in north and equatorial America and the Cape of Good
Hope than elsewhere. In tropical Asia and in Europe they are

comparatively rare.

Most of the species of this natural order contain a bitter

extractive principle, to which the denomination ilicine is given,
and which in certain species is associated with varying propor-
tions of an aromatic resin and a glutinous matter termed viscine.

Some species are purely tonic, whilst others are purgative and
emetic ; a few are stimulant.

The common holly (Ilex aquifolium, Fig. 207) is a small tree

distributed between the forty-second and fifty-fifth parallels of

north latitude, and which in cold climates is only an unpretend-
ing shrub. It grows in greatest perfection in the mountainous
forests of eastern Europe. In gardens it is cultivated for the
sake of its pretty red berries and the deep green of its glossy
leaves. By force of culture many varieties of the holly have
been obtained, some bearing leaves devoid of spines, some having
black, yellow, or white instead of red berries. Holly leaves
were once employed as a febrifuge ; they owe their medicinal

properties to a principle termed ilicine, which admits of being
extracted. Ilicine has been proposed instead of quina as a
remedy for intermittent fever. From the inner bark of the

holly the substance birdlime is obtained.

SECTION LIX.-OLEACE.ffi, OE OLIVEWOETS.
Characteristics : Calyx free ; corolla hypogynous, regular,

composed of four petals, free or coherent ; stamens two, inserted

ipon the corolla ; ovary two to five celled, bi- or pluri-ovulate ;

ovules pendent; fruit baccifonn or capsular, indehiscent,

loculicidal ; seeds pendent, dicotyledonous, albuminous ; stem

ligneous.
The Oleacece are trees or shrubs having opposite petiolate

leaves without stipules. Flowers ordinarily complete and dis-

posed in a panicle, cyme, or fascicle. Calyx persistent, four

partite, sometimes absent. Corolla sometimes absent, composed
of four petals, ordinarily coherent, infundibuliform or campanu-

late, valvate in aestivation. Anthers attached by their posterior

side, ovules ordinarily twin. Fruit in some cases an unilocular

drupe, as in the olive ; sometimes a bilocular berry, at other

times a bivalved capsule, or, lastly, a dehiscent capsule. The

embryo occupies the axis of a central albumen ; radicle superior.

The Oleacece inhabit temperate regions, especially in the

northern hemisphere. They are rare in Asia and tropical

America. The greater number of ash species (belonging to this

natural order) are natives of North America. The lilacs have

passed into Europe from the East. This natural order is in-

teresting in the double respect of agriculture and horticulture.

The cultivated olive (Olea sativa, Fig. 208) is a tree of little

beauty, but whose utility is immense. It is a native of southern

Europe. Its drupaceous fruit, the olive, is too well known to

need prolonged description. The pericarp of this drupe is

charged with a valuable oil, which is obtained by subjecting the

fruit to heavy pressure. In the manufacture of soap and for

culinary purposes olive oil is unrivalled.

The American olive (Olea Americana) bears edible drupes, as

is also the case with many exotic species. The most celebrated

of these is the Chinese olive (Oleafragrans), the flowers of which

are mixed by the Chinese with the leaves of their tea.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXV.
SIMPLE INTEEEST.

4. WHEN money is lent, money is paid to the lender for the

use of it. The sum lent is called the principal, the money paid

for the loan is called the interest. The sum paid for the use

of the principal ought evidently to depend upon the time during

which the borrower has the use of it. Interest is therefore

generally paid at so much per cent, per annum; that
^is,

for

ihe use of every .100 of principal, so much is paid for its use

during one year.
The principal and interest upon it added together constitute

the amount.
If the borrower pays the interest to the lender at the expira-

tion of every year (or as soon as, according to the agreement,

it becomes due), he will evidently have to pay the same sum

each year. But if he omit to do this, and retain it until he

returns the principal, he will, year by year, keep in his possession

a continually increasing sum belonging to the lender, upon
which (if the agreement be so made) interest must be paid.

In the first case the interest is said to be simple; in the

second, compound.
5. To find the Merest upon a given sum for a given time at a

given rate per cent.

The interest for one year upon any given sum is obtained

(see Art. 2 (1) in preceding lesson, page 362) by multiplying by
the rate per cent., and dividing by 100.

The interest for one year having been found, the simple in-

terest for any number of years is obtained by multiplying the

one year's interest by the number of years.

EXAMPLE I. Find the interest on ,780 10s. for 1 year at

5 per cent. The answer is JL.
780;, or *l%

i
.

40 ) 1561 ( 39 Os. 6d. Answer.

120

361
360

1

20

20
12

240
240
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Or, \>y decimals, tin 780-5 . 5 :: 7*805.

7-805

20

0-500

18

;

Therefore 39 Os. 6d. is the required Interest

EXAMPLE 2. Find the interest on XI 70 17s. 3Jd. for 7 yean
and 9 months at 8 pur cent

The interest for one year is 8
( -J^'

''''

)

And since 7 years 9 months =7! years, the answer is

7} x 8 x (176 17s. 3Jd.) x 100.

The operation may be performed thus :

176 17s. 3Jd.
8

100 )
1414 188. 4d.

14-14

20

2-98

12

11-80

4

3-20

Hence the interest for one year is 14 2s. lljd. '2 farthings, and
for 7! years the interest is this sum multiplied by 7J.

Another convenient method of working such a question would
bo to reduce the principal to the decimal of a pound, by the
rules given in Lesson XXXI., Art. 10 (Vol. II., page 270).

Now, 3Jd. = 14 / .= -014

17s. -85

17s. 3Jd. = -864 to 3 places.

Therefore, for one year interest = vJ5 176-8C4 pounds= 8 x 1-76864
= 14-14912

20

3-1552

14 2s. llja. is the interest for one year, true to the nearest farthing:;
and to find the interest for 7 years 9 months, this result must be

multiplied by 71, or 14-14912 by 775.

6. Owen the simple interest upon a sum of money at a given
rate per cent., to find the time during which the interest has been

running.
We have evidently to find the interest on the principal for

one year ; then the number of years required will bo the number
of times the given interest contains the interest for one year.

7. Given tli& AMOUNT of a sum of money at simple interest for
a, given time at a given rate per cent., to find what principal
has produced this amount.
EXAMPLE. Suppose it be required to find what sum at 4J per

cent, has produced an amount, 138 14s. 4d., in 2 yean.
In two years .100 would amount to .109.
Hence wo have the proportion,

As 109 : 100 : : 138 14s. 4d. : required principal ;

which, when worked out, gives as the result

127 5s.

Hence we get the following

Rule for determining what principal Kas produced a given
amount in a given time, at a given rate per cent.

Multiply the given amount by 100, and divide by the number
obtained by the addition of .100 to the interest on .100 for

the given time.

8. // a given principal prodtux a yfcxn imtmrttt JM fit** ttmt,
to find the rate per cent.

Dividing the whole interest by the number of years fires tu

the interest on the principal for one year.
We oan then, by the Bole of Three, find the interest

.100 for one year, i.e., the rat* per cent.

EXAMPLE. The interest on 4274 for 5 yean being 447
find the rate per cent

274. i.e., 960 x 274 farthings, produce 47 IN.. <-.. 4MM
farthings in five years, and therefore "|** farthing. to oa* year.

Hence, by Bole of Three,

As 960 x 274 < "|M 1 1 100 i nte per cent.

Therefor, the rat. pr ot
f x 3} per cent. Answer.

EXERCISE 54. EXAMPLES IN SIMPLE hrranr.
Find the interest of tie following sums :

per cent, for one year.

s. d.

1. 525 at 4

2.- 874 16 3 at 5
3. 1539 12 6 at5A
4. 2288 16 9 at cj
5. 1286 14 7 at 71
6. 7671 19 5} at 4*
7. 476 16 at6 for 3 yean
8. 781 16 10 at 4 for 5 2

9. 971 18 4 at 5 for 8 6

10. 1792 12 6 at 61 ,. for 5 10

11.358418 8 at3i for 10 9

12. 7365 4 10} at 7\ for 12 4

13. The interest on 781 16s. lOd. at 4 per cent, is 75 lls. 6|<L i

find how long the interest has been running.
14. The interest on 971 18s. 44. at 5 per cent to 413 1*. 3!<L|

find how long the interest has been running.
15. The interest on 841 17s. 9d. at 4J per cent is 113 6s. 0|<L|

find how long the interest has been running.
16. What principal will amount to 308 7s. in 2) years at 4) per cent P
17. What principal will amount to 132 3s. in 2 years at 4 per cent f

18. What principal will amount to 247 10s. in 2 years at 5 per ceat.F

19. In what time will 537 16s. 8d. amount to 591 13. 4d. at

2} per cent. ?

20. If 575 in 3 years amounts to 600, what is the rate per cent?
21. In how long will 2500 double itself at 4 per cent simple Uitstsetf

22. If 293 7s. 6d. produces in 21 yean an interest of OB 10s.. what
is the rate per cent. ?

23. If 2475 8s. 4d. in 3 months produces an interest of 34 15s. Id,
what is the rate per cent. ?

KEY TO EXERCISE 53, LESSON "iv (Vol. II.. page 36*).

1. 15.

2. 13-055.

3. -9683.

4. Wlttfl, or 9-5642,

etc.

5. 21600.

6. 18518.

7. 8-21.

8. 5-14.

9. 10 per cent

10. 3-84 oi.

11. 58J| per cent
12. 7-04549, etc,

13. 2s.

14. | per cent.

gained.

& jBlMr to, U,
111 percent.

16. 1111 Is. ltd.
17. 1078 lls.

19. 231) pei

19. 1000.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXVI.
REGULAR VERBS-THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

ACTIVE VOICE.

EXAMPLE. Moneo, 2, 1 remind.

Chitf Partt : Moneo, monui, moaltom, moatre.

Ctarorfmrfte Utfer, lf.

THE corresponding parts and signs having been given ondet

the first conjugation, need not be repeated ; in the Tatin, the

student will easily make the alterations required by the difference

of conjugation, and the English is unaffected by conjugation.

MOODS, TKN8M, ETC., of MONEO, I

Sing. HO
Mow*.
HoMt.

Pl-i. MonfiMU.
Monftw.
Mon*nt.

*- *- Tmt ,. m ***> .
. ( .

MODM*.
MOBMt.
Monrfmut.
Moarftu.

MOM. or
Moofto.

MoBlUoraaoastsV-
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LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 83. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Nos to laudabamus. 2. Tu me vitnperabms. 3. Pater judlcmbat.
4. Tu me laudabis. 5. Hie to laudabit. 0. Pater DOS judioabit 7

Ambulisti. 8. Vigilavi. 9. Venti flavere. 10. Foris ambuUbo. 11

Vigilos. 12. Ventus flabat. 13. Milites urbem intrabunt. U. MiUtM
mtrabant. 15. Milites nrbem intrant. 16. Militos urbem in.

tnivi-runt. 17. Milites urbem intraverant. 18. Vehemcns ventus

per domum flat 10. Multosuo rnilitee numeral F 80. Multos no-
amicos. 21. Fatriam interitu liberavit. 22. Per totamae

noctcm vigilasti ? 23. Amato pneceptores. 24. Parentcs amanto. 25,

pucri, amate virtutem. 26. Narratio fratrem delectavit. 27. Nar-
ratio pucllas delectat 28. Narratio patrem et matrem delectabit. 20,

Fumom uorratione iuteritus comparuvisti.

EXERCISE 84. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. It often happens that utility strives with honesty. 2. See thai

you sin not against the precepts of virtue. 3. All parents wish that
their children may cultivate learning diligently. 4. We ought to live

so as to (so that we may) preserve a pure conscience in everything
5. The physician takes every care that he may heal the sick man. 6.

1 love theo that thou mayest love me again. 7. The general com-
manded that the soldiers should keep their posts. 8. I walked yes-

terday that I might gladden my sad mind.

EXERCISE 85. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Vide ne filius peccet. 2. Peccosne contra virtutis precepts. 3.

Sapiens pater curam adhibeut ne liberi peccent. 4. Duces curam ad-

hibeut ut milites stationes suas servent. 5. Curam odhibetis ne liberi

pecceut. 6. Bouse matres curam adhibent ut liberi earum pneceptis
obtemperent.

EXERCISE 86. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. I doubt not that our soldiers have overcome the enemies. 2. ]

did not doubt that our soldiers had overcome the enemies. 3. I doubt
not that our soldiers will overcome the enemies. 4. I did not doubt
that our soldiers would overcome the enemies. 5. I did not doubt
that you would free your country from servitude. 6. There was no
doubt that our army would easily endure all labours and hardships.
7. Who doubts that Hannibal fought most bravely against the Romans ?

EXERCISE 87. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Nemo dubitat quin pro patriee libertate acerrime pugnaturi sitis.

2. Nemo dubitat quin fortiter pugnaverit. 3. Nemo dubitabit quin
fortiter pugnaturus sit. 4. Nemo dubitabat quin fortiter pugnavisset.
5. Quis dubitat quin milites urbem expugnaturi sint P 6. Dubium non
cst quin studeatis servare honestatem. 7. Non dubito quin pater
venturus sit.

EXERCISE 88. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. My friend, diligently take care of your health. 2. O boys, love

learning. 3. Do not doubt concerning the immortality of the soul.

4. My son, always preserve a clear conscience. 5. Let the scholar
love the teachers. 6. Praise the good, blame the wicked. 7. Do not

praise bad boys. 8. Let all men love God.

EXERCISE 89. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Curate, mei filii, matrem. 2. Carole, ne dubita de bonorum im-

mortalitate. 3. Serrate, liberi, conscientiam rectam. 4. Liberi amanto
prseceptores. 5. Mei omici, aiimtote Deiuu. 6. Carole, ne vitupera
sororem.

EXERCISE 90. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. My parents removed into the city to dwell. 2. The hostile army

came to lay waste our fields. 3. An unripe grape is bitter to the
taste. 4. Troubles are hard to bear. 5. Thirst is most difficult to
bear. 6. Pears are sweet to the taste.

EXERCISE 91. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Milites adveutont regem liberatum. 2. Exercitus hostilis ad-

vcntut nrbem expugnutum. 3. Uvee maturse sunt dulces gustatu. 4.

Uvse immature difficillimae sunt toleratu. 5. Adventant ogros occu-

paturi. 6. Aves cantondo animum delectant.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXVI.
SECTION LXX. VAEIOUS IDIOMS (continued).

?luf cine 9Jcd)nung fefccn answers to our "place to em account;"
as : 3Mcfe '-Budget funnen @ie auf meine JNcdjnuna, fefcen, these books

yon may place (or charge) to my account. So also : (Jt macbtt

fid) auf mcinc 9iccb.nuna, (or Jtoftcn) luftig, he made himself merry at

tny expense.
1. 3|hctgcben is compounded of Spreil, jirizf, and geben, to give;

as: <t 6,at mid) wrlaffen, unl> mid; meinen Seiittcn ty'ret* gegeben, he
has deserted me, and exposed mo to my enemies.

2. Server (forth, out) is compounded with many verb*, and
often expresses mere prominence, as: Cr but ticfen 5>unft befonterl

ben>0rgeb,obtn, he has given this point especial importance.

b'fid;ilu$, purposely.
tb'Mfo*, absent
anbrud). m. break,

VOCABULABT.

rbil'tern, to embitter

rfla'rm.to declare,

explain.

good, well-be-

haved.

Srfm'tn. to set free.

*eb.auw'un3, /. as-

sertion, state-

ment.

*efi"crung,/. improve-
ment.

sBuptn. to atone for,

suffer for.

(Sntfdjul'tigen, to ex-

cose, exculpate. I

(Heeii. *
2 in this lesson.)

$i*t. /. heat.

Ja'.iuar, m. January. nut a

by no moans.

merry.

, openly.

plant
. (See E.

1 in this lecwo.)

prttiBfof.
5Bader.vaJiant,brave,

honest.

fflaljrn. to roll, re-

3t, tender, frail.

BESJMK or EXAMPLES.
<5r liep 2lUc#, teat a boltc, auf meine He had everything that be i

Sleebnung fefctn ; allcin, id? werte for placed to my account,
nur ta bqa'blcn, real idj felbfi . but I shall only pay (for) what
gebolt' b,abe. I went for (got) myself.

<Jr fud)te JIUef, teal er verubt' batte. All that he had committed, he
von fid) ab unt auf meine k$al> sought to remove from him'
tern ju ttaljcn. self and bring to my eharge

(upon my shoulders).

3d) mag meter auf JRcebnung (or I wish neither to scoff at the

Jtcfien) cine* '.Intern frcttcn, noeb expense of another, nor ex-

mi* felber tern efrcftt $rei pose myself to (the) ridicule.

3cb b>be tie flrbeit getban', unt I have done the work, and BOW
vetlan'ge nun meinen Vcbn. demand my pay.

3)on nun an batte ta Seben alien From now (this time forward)

JReij fur ibn wrlo'ren. life had lost all

for him.

Gntlid) langtc tie wrftrod)'cne ulfe At last the promised aid

an. rived.

EXERCISE 134.

1. <ntfd)ultigcn Sie mid;, mein -Pert, c tft md?t rcrfailub

2. SBenn er e abficbtlicb a/tban bos, M> i rr feinrtwcgl JH
3. Obgleicb Sic tt nid;t mtt :>lbfid;t getban baben, fo ift rt i

4. fatten sic e vorfafclicb getban. fo mupten it (ub ftbdmtn. .'

cfanaenen bat man abfid;tlid) befreit. 6. liefer SWann bat niebt ss

fubtlid; tiefe 33er}i>gerung berbeigefu^rt. 7. 60 lange noeb fbbr* 9tt*ma
an tcr Spifct te taatc fteben. lonncn nnr an feint ^effcrung te*fm. 8.

@o lange id; fcine iBefdiafttgung babe, fann id; nkbt jufneten fria. 9.

lange ibr artig fcit. fcllt ibr alle* baben, not ibr braucbt. 10.

iange tie fficlt ficbt, bat man feint \aUft iBebanmtng ynaQt 11.

3d) arbette fur tid;, fo langt tu frar.f bift. 12. Sir foratrn fie feint

ganjt gamilie, fo lange er abrecfcnt tear. 13. Cit fonam. fo Uaft Cit

n?unfd;cn, in nteinem -Caufe recbnen. 14. 2Bcnn tr fu^ nkftt ft Uasr

aufbalt, fo fann er aucb meine i'ricfc nid;t mebr befcmmen. 15. Ikfer
IV aim art-diet von '.'Inbrud? trf ?agrt bi frit in tit 9l*Qt 16. 8em

an gebe icb allc Xage vcm olu bi an ten 8ctg fpaprrrs. 17. SB)
babe nun cinen ^ricf crbalten unt vertt, fo baft i$ fann.

Srcunten rcifcn. 18. $i< ;um )an;igften Oanuar wettt k| sflc

Qkfcbaftt geortnct baben. 19. Xa id; |e(t anq/fcmmen bis. fi
tut ti-ni frrccben, fo bait i* ibn fcbe. 20. flU fit entlicb famtm. iset rt

JZad?t gcwi-rti-n 21. 'K-n nun an troQen nnr 9rnmt ftin. ii. 0il t

.'ibent ivirt. mollcntvir -n tcr 2tatt blciben. 23. Xer JTawmann fcstttlb*

auf cine Mecbnung 24. 3Bal ibr gctban |sbt, ttmmt left ssf SM(BC

snuiig, unb ieb may bujrtn, al ibr wrkbultrt babt. 35. Ct ift

bcute cine erflicfente ifc 26. tn HnglurflMbt erfhthe at taB BSB^I.
27. Ta llnfraut crtiuft tit jarten danyn 28. Die CUM BMiM M
rbmcrtcn Coltaten Vrti gcgcbcn 29. Or rtt fhsm ^sfc 9m*

gcgebcn. 30. <Sr bob fein irsirfcrrt ^ctragtn berwr n* Isett B)B i

II. ffr fonnte in fcincr $crlca<nbcit fcm JBrtt luiuiithi|

angem Suc^en braette fie em altrt ud; bctwt.

EXERCISE 135.

1. The books which I bought of you, you may charge to my
account 2. The conquerors made themselves merry at the ex-

pense of their enemies. 3. As long as the man has isiijiliyiBent,

10 may be contented. 4. As long as the world stands, the word

of God will never vanish. 5. I will work for my friend as long
as he is ill. 6. As long as the scholars are diligent, their teacher
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will praise them. 7. You can remain with my family as long as

you wish. 8. If you remain till I have finished these letters,

you may take them to my friend. 9. From now, we shall give

more time to study. 10. The ship was exposed to the wind and

waves. 11. From the break of day till late in the evening the

town was exposed to the fire of the enemy. 12. The sun breaks

forth between the clouds. 13. The Athenians declared none

but Jupiter should henceforth reign in Athens. 14. As long aa

my heart approves of my conduct, the censure of the people

shall give me no pain. 15. He has given to the last point in

his speech especial importance. 16. They were amusing them-

selves at his expense, and he did not perceive it.

SECTION LXXL PASSIVE VERBS IN THE INDICATIVE.

The passive is formed by placing the auxiliary toerben (to be-

come, to be) before the past participle of the main verb (84,
85). In the perfect, pluperfect, and second future tenses, the

participle of reerbcn rejects the augment g e, and is to be rendered

by "been;" as: Sr tft goltctt toorben (not getoorben), he has

been loved. The verb fctn is also used in these tenses, but with

the signification of "have;" as: @r t|l gettebt toorben, he IMS

been loved. 6r toar getobt toorben, he had been praised. (5r toirb

getobt tocrben fein, he will have been praised.

Many intransitive verbs are used impersonally in the passive ;

as : @8 tourbe bi fpat in bie SFlacfyt gefoctyten, the fighting (it was

fought, etc.) was continued till late in the night. @3 tourbe tb,m

son alien Seiten 311 -&u(fe gccitt, from all sides it was hastened to his

assistance. 8 toirb in bem artcn con ten JTtnbern gefpteft, it is

played by the children in the garden. @3 tourben in bem (Concert

tinige fdjone Siebcr gcfungen, there (it) were sung some beautiful

songs in the concert.

VOCABULARY.

Sato'ferften mit Corker befranjt'.

3>a3 33u<$ be @cb.tcffat6 tft son

otte anb serfdb^off'en toorben,

unb fein Sterb'ttcber sermag' cinen

33ticf in fetne gcfyetrn'mpsolten

33atter ju tb,un.

$em reicben (5rofu3 toar son bent

Dra'fet ba Grnbe fcincr -i&err'ttcb. *

fett serfun'btgt toorben.

*o lange 3totetracbt unb 2Bt'ber

fprucb unter ben SWenfcfyen

fc,errfcbt ( 136 [3]), fo tange
toerben bte toicb/tigftcn 2Bab,r'*

most valiant were crowned
with laurels.

The book of fate has been
closed by the hand of God,
and no mortal is able to cast

a look upon (into) its myste-
rious pages (leaves).

To the rich Croesus, the end of

his splendour had been an-

nounced by the oracle.

So long as discord and contra-

diction reign among man-
kind, so long will the most

weighty truths be contested.

2U'pentteb, n. song of
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13. Untcr alien iMumen til lit Wofe am I'.tonflen, ntnn niebt tut

; vner ifl. 14. Tic (Vtefellfrbaft jcnc4 Juna.lttM irt inrt-t Co ano.e.

nebm, all tic (fine* '.Urutcrt 15. 1'Jont 'Wane irt cm bcber '-Hera., aber

ffo ill Ivbcr nut ter*JWont (Svereft ifl ter 60*11

t(l mcl't .1 f*a(>cn all iKcicMbum. 17. Tic Soltaten gebm
.iMUcr bant tic battle 'i<ucbe krl 9Baltrl ab.

.11 -|1 tic \MuvttKut ?on JU.ilien '20. Die Sterne am immel

fd'cinen hell '21. ic irt mcl-r Ktvn all liebenlrourtia.. '2'J. 3e lautcr

trr 'IVaiin ntric, tefto frt>nellcr lief icr .Knabe. 23. $et Sniffer ruterte

fc^nell ubcr ten (>luii

EXKRCISB 54 (Vol. I., page 2S:>.

1. Will your son hoU iny horse ? 2. He did hold it. but he has

received A letter which he wants to road. 3. How has this boy

IP 1. ]!. li.is I., ii.iv. ,1 well j be has carried my umbrella. 5.

The Russians have fouud a brave hero. 6. The Germans have invented

many useful arts. 7. This beygar has stood an hour at the door ; be

has not understood m6. 8. Has this bootmaker time to moke me a

pair of boots ? 9. He has no time to make you boots, he bos pro-

mised too much to others. 10. Has the peasant more coffee to driuk

than bread to eat P 11. Ho has bread enough to eat and water to drink ;

but he has no coftee. 12. Have you the same books which my neigh-

bour has had P 13. Has the sailor answered his brother ? U. No, I

hare answered his l

EXERCISE 55 (Vol. I., page 282).

1. te $at>en tie grcmtcn tnit unt 3fmen empfoblen. 2. (Jl tpobnt in

Stcapel cincr meincr grcunte, id; rccrte ibn an -2ie empfeb,len. 3. Giner

meiner grcunte, ivdotu-n \t bci mir ijcfcbcn babcn, fiat ftmcrifa bereifl, unt

mif eincn iktcf gcf*ricbcn, in luelrbem cr fctne JHeife befdiretbt. 4. <5in

ffitann von (Styre ernietrigt ftcb wr Shcmantcn, in ivclcbcr I'age er ftd> au^

bcnntcn maa.. 5. (Srbicltcn Sic tic SJcuiafcitcn sot un? 6. 3d) crbielt

1> IMC* 3bncn
;

tie ijanjt Staitbarul; aft tcurte aucb tavcn unterrid;tct, all

nnr obrcn i'ncf erbielten. 7. Tie Winter wrfpracbcn tent i>ater, gctyor.

fam ju fcin. 8. i'ortbeite fonncn au tiefer G'rftntuna, entfprina.cn, welcbc

Stiemant berccbnen fann.

EXERCISE 56 (Vol. I., page 282).

1. Does your father not go out to-day ? 2. He has already gone
out ; he has risen this morning very early. 3. Where has he gone to ?

4. He has gone to his neighbour ; he will go into the country. 5.

Where will you go to ? 6. I must go into the market, in the garden,
and to the well. 7. His friend has written to him that he has arrived

in America. 8. When did you begiu to learn German ? 9. I began
to read six weeks ago. 10. When will you begiu to leara French ?

11. I have already begun to read, and shall soon begin to speak. 12.

Will you do me the favour to light a lamp ? 13. I will do it with the

greatest pleasure. 14. Haa the servant already made the fire ? 15.

No, she has not yet made it.

EXERCISE 57 (Vol. I., page 282).

1. SBollen ie tie (Vtite Ijabcn, mir riefe SBortct auJjufprecben ? 2.

prccbcn Sic gut au 3. 3cb glaube icb fpred?e gut au, aber mem
fflrucet fpricbt bcffer au. 4. 2JIancb ciner unfcbttltigen Sccle ifl tun$

fiefcn fcft&tlu^tr Sucber gefcbacct njorten. 5. Tcr Sturm $at tie O'efcll-

fcbaft in tljrem iBergnu^cn gejlort, unb ta aua jcrflort. 6. 3c^ babe

3eituna.cn ju leien, unt iHicfe ju fd;rciben. 7. I>ie Scute, roelcbe tai -'jaui

in 'i'rant (Ucften foflten geflraft tccrtcn.

EXERCISE 58 (Vol. L, page 283).

1. Will you hove a pattern from this cloth or that ? 2. I will have

neither. 3. We will givo him a dollar for each of the two men. 4.

Do you driuk wine or beer ? 5. I drink neither wine nor beer (or, I

drink neither). 6. You are right in having done this. 7. Is John

right in remaining out so long ? 8. No, he is wrong, as he has to learn

his exercises. 9. How much cloth does little Frederick require for a

summer coat ? 10. He requires just as much as for a winter coat. 11.

The state of Pennsylvania furnishes just as much coal as the whole of

England. 12. Does not Gustavus work quite as much as his brother

Hermann P 13. Little Eliza gave her sister Paulina just as mnny
plums as her friend Emma. 14. Have not our neighbours a garden

yet ? 15. No, they have not one yet. 1C. Shall you still remain a

long while in the country ? 17. I shall still remain a short time,

and my friends also. 18. Are you going to take another walk to-day P

19. No, because I must still work. 20. The tears of joy of the long-

separated friends affected the hearts of all spectators. 21. Can you
not sell these goods cheaper ? 22. It is quite impossible. 23. Too
must do this differently. 24. What can I do otherwise P 25. Tou
con speak and act differently. '2<>. I shall visit you, '-'. you allow it.

27. He narrated this affair quite differently. 28. It make* a difference

whether I write, He is
"
learned," or "

empty."

EXERCISE 59 (Vol. L, page 283).

1. at ret Scbrcr ta papier otcr ta s8u<$ wcggenommen ? 2. (Jr

lot 33eitc reeggenommcn ;
tcnn incite* gcbcrt ib.m. 3. iBeite

lirgrn an f^iffKirm glftffm. 4. m^n nm fa< ** M*M. N
He (0 nxtt fcrtarfAtuien fint 5. fta fn*r 2*4 *trt n Smmfa
if) nodi unanjcbaut 6. Xerjeniaf ri4<r m 3mtd mil. m t| tl
av.tid n-.Ucr 7. Xal XamrR^iff. WkctB. tA fcrkn M <tto *(<

x eie irren f4 wtti^ Mom Ck (a**, u* fac tl^iii^^ni
ganj ubmcuiitcn bat, wo nu$t. f drt* allrt Ml

I. 0fcftMisft*lbs)tlst*irf 10.

4'eite Unrest 11. <S id rtiNl 44B, tncrrt yt f*^. k| or

unt in Solae tcfjen nicbt femmcn f.t::in 1 34 rtt< nu*i mrtt inn
ftrechcn tenn i,t babe bci grnanrr UntcTftt4n yfrnt*. Mf ct van Mfc-

fuetti. r.ocb mf^iMntnrifcb id 13. Cu baltm fck MMI m+t f** M|*
all antert. 14. Gmma ifi tbtnfo wrAlntt^ all Qhia 15. tw 9ifnk
fegclt moraen na* '.Imenfa ab 10. Innlrn Cu S8n t<t f> ? 17.

3d; tnnfc nxtet 9Betn nocb ict, u^ rrinfc immer IBaffrr. 18. <(hi
gab tcin Jtnabcn eincn Ibalcr, um Jloblen fur feint Wutttr { taxftn 19.

'i'i-:tii".lv.nui-.i ill cm reiser unt blu^cnter Staat is ini

Staaten von Amcnfa. 20. Su ifi aerate mu ibrt &Qvxtla. 11.
tern Jinaben nod; cmiat 'Urtaumen. 22. 3cb babe tone mebt. 23.

aJMtcben otrgov jrcutentbra: en, all fie ibrt Wuttcr <ab 24
QBaare ifi btUia, unc tal iTiurtcr tctfclbtn ifl f(^cn. 25. Otcn 8au
bat eincn neucn SDintemxf gefauft 26. Xiefer Jtavfnum f^itft friar

auf einem 9Dagen in tie Statt. 27. OoOa Ck <C|M itea
macben ? 28.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XVII.
THE LEDGER (contimu<J).

THE Prq/ii and LO.M /iccxxunt, which may b called the CKttk

Account, because it constitutes the real check on UM Balmmc*
Sheet of the Merchant, is now to be debited to erecy Property
Account on which there is a difference exhibiting a Lou on the

business ; and the same Account ix to be credited bj every Pro-

perty Account on which there is a difference exhibiting a Gain.

Consequently, as soon as these entries are made, all account* of

both kinds must be balanced as before, and the accounts them-
selves may be closed up as formerly directed. The difference

between the amount of the Losses and the amount of the Gains
on opposite sides of The Profit and Lou Account, will exhibit at

once the Net Gain or the Net Lou, according as the amount of

the one or the other preponderates. If the difference be Set

Gain, it is then placed to the credit of the Stock Account, and
the Profit and Loss Account is then balanced by debiting it to

Stock Account. If the difference be Ktt Lou, the Profit and Lou
Account is then balanced by crediting it by Stock Account. Of
course the former process will show that the Merchant baa

gained by his business, and that his Stock is increased ; the

latter process will show that he has lost by his business, and
that his Stock is diminished.

The Net Stock, independent of Gain* and Louts, is at one*

ascertained by deducting from the amount placed to the credit

of Stock Account the amount abstracted from the bnunea* for

Private Account, that is, for the Merchant's own private me,
as Household Expenses, etc. This is done systematically by
making Stock Account Dr. to Private Account, a* we hare done

in the Journal, in the fint entry under the head of Qtntrml

Balance; this entry at once balances Private Account, and

reduces Stock Account to its proper dimensions. When all the

entries above mentioned have been made in the Stock JecowU,
it will be found that the sums of both aides of this account are

the same, a demonstrative proof that the books are correctly

balanced, and that the Merchant's Rial Worth has been cor-

rectly ascertained. Stock Account may now be eioeei wj>, and

tht. Books are completely balanced. If the Ledger will admit

of carrying on the business for another period, whether a whole

year, or half a year, all the account* which are cloud wp by
Balance Account must have the balance* carried under the

closing-up lines, to the opposite aide* of these account*, in

order to carry on the business as before ; but if a new Ledger

be required, the balances can be entered in the new Steel;

Account, as New Auett and Liabilities, and Journalised and

posted as if they were original entries in the Sm Ledftr.

In the old Italian system of Bookkeeping, the question wa*

usually put to the Bookkeeper, in order to test the clearness of

his views on the subject,
" What is the reason that the diCsreno*

of the Stock Aetount, added to the difference of the JVs/ ewe!

Lou Account, gives the exact difference of the B+lemt* Acemtt
With this question we leave our student* at

that, from what we have said, they will be able to
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXVI.
THE DAGGEE SCENE IN THE HOUSE OP COMMONS.

ON the 28th of December, 1792, the English House of Commons
was occupied by a very grave subject, and the foremost men of

the day took part in the debate. The subject under considera-

tion was whether or not aliens that is to say, persons not sub-

jects of the King of England should not be subjected to some

regulations, such as giving security for good behaviour, while

I
resident within the realm. Among those who took part in the

1

debate were Pitt, Fox, Sheridan, Erskine, Lord Sheffield, Grey,
and Burke, and the contest among them ran high.

The Government had thought fit to bring in a bill for the

! regulation of aliens, to the intent it might be known who was

and who was not in the country, and they justified their measure

by an appeal to the existing state of public affairs. Mr. Fox,
who was at the time leader of the Opposition, vehemently
denounced the bill as utterly unnecessary, and quite unworthy
of the Government. A few nights before, in the course of a

debate on the influence of the French constitution, and more

especially on a proposal of his own that the king should be

requested to send a minister to Paris to negotiate with the

French Provisional Government, he had used the most violent

and inflammatory language, and had asserted that the country,
a.o far from being in the unsettled condition described by the

ministers, was perfectly quiet, perfectly loyal, and that there

did not exist any warrant, in fact, for the exceptional legislation

demanded by the Government. His proposal had been, indeed,

rejected, but the same spirit which induced him to make it con-

tinued to animate him, and on the Alien Bill he spoke with his

wonted warmth, eloquence, and bitterness. The year before he
had not of his own will, certainly publicly broken a friendship
with Burke which had lasted for a quarter of a century ; Mr.
Burke having on that occasion said in the House of Commons,
Adverting to the effect which his altered opinions upon the current

of French affairs would have upon his private friendships,

alluding more especially to his friendship with Fox,
" I know

the value of my line of conduct ; I have, indeed, made a great
sacrifice. I have done my duty, though I have lost my friend.

There is something in the detested French constitution that

onvenoms everything it touches."

Attempts were made to heal the mortal wound which the

friendship of these two men had received, but to no purpose ;

the breach was irreparable, and on the Alien Bill, therefore,
Burke and Fox were widely opposed. On the 28th of December,
1792, Burke, who did not rise till late in the evening, spoke long
and eloquently on the question. He said that the ministers of a

monarchy could not, and ought not, to have their hands tied

behind them while the emissaries of republicanism, regicide, and
atheism poured into the country with the intention to destroy it,

and were yet, through the weakness of the law, to be beyond
-control. From discussing the principles he went on to describe
the practice of those whom he called

" emissaries of republi-
canism, regicide, and atheism," and whom he accused of trying
to spread their doctrine of liberty, fraternity, and equality by
the sword. Information had come to him that 3,000 daggers
had been ordered from Birmingham by the friends of liberty,

fraternity, and equality ; and in order to make a deep impres-
sion on the house, he had resorted to the somewhat theatrical

expedient of hiding a dagger under his waistcoat.
At the proper moment, when the attention of the house was

concentrated on him, and when his actions, whatever they might
be, were certain of being reported, he put his hand inside his
waistcoat and drew forth the dagger, which he flung before him
on the floor of the house. "

This," said he, pointing to the

dagger,
"

is what you are to gain by an alliance with France ;

wherever their principles are introduced, their practice must
follow. You must equally proscribe their tenets and their

persons from our shores ;" and he ended an impassioned address
by begging the house to strengthen the hands, not of the
ministry, not of the Opposition, but of the country, by passing
the Aliens' Bill.

Happily for us, the times have passod away when such an
exhibition, so theatrical, so sensational, would be tolerated in
the House of Commons ; happily, too, there has not, since 1792,
been a recurrence of those circumstances which then made
exceptional legislation of the kind mentioned desirable. But
manners and customs were different then, and it would be wrong

to judge of Mr. Burke's conduct by the light of tho conduct of

a great political leader at the present time. The circumstances,

too, were different to anything within our experience. Let us
consider them a little, and see whether the famous "

dagger
scene

" was so much out of place after all.

In 1789 the French Revolution broke out that is to say, in

that year the French people, tired of the load of tyranny and

legalised selfishness which had been imposed upon them for cen-

turies, and moved by the exhortations of men who gave them-
selves out as, and believed themselves to be, the friends of man-

kind, rose in their wild strength, and, ignorant of the goal where
true liberty and true national happiness were to be found,

goaded on by the fierce spirits who ever come to the surface,

coming and going like bubbles in time of great public dis-

turbance, maddened by long years of suffering and oppression,
conscious only of strength, unconscious how to use it, impelled
forwards by the very fact that their existence depended on pro-

gress, seeing that the interests and principles of all then existing

governments were directly opposed to them this great people
woke up to the conviction they were alive, and they exhibited an
amount of vitality and energy that truly took the nations by
surprise.

In order to give an accurate idea of the causes which led to

the Revolution, it would be necessary to go back through the

history of France for a period of two hundred years. We have
not space to do this even in a cursory examination, but we may
mention some of the principal matters which proved intolerably
burdensome to the French people. The many obligations of

the feudal system (general notice was taken of these in Historic

Sketches, I.) were more offensively enforced, and therefore

more keenly felt, in France than in any other European country,
and there, too, they were exacted till a date far beyond that at

which they had been quite abandoned elsewhere. This of itself

was evil enough to rouse the indignation of the classes beneath ;

but added to it was the injury done by a system of government
of which the fundamental principle was feudalism ; that is to

say, a principle which had regard solely to the interests of the

few, who were to be supported in power and sustained in inso-

lence at the expense of the many. And this system of govern-
ment was carried very far. At one time the nobles were the

exponents of it, each ruling absolutely and tyrannically on his

separate estate, grinding all he could out of his villeins, as they
were called, and caring nothing for their individual welfare.

Against this oppression the peasantry lodged a practical and
brutal protest at the time of the Jacquerie,* in 1358, when the

hour of trial and humiliation had come upon the nobles of

France through the hands of the Black Prince. When the

English armies overran the country, and the French had been
beaten with a dreadful slaughter, the French peasants rose

upon their native oppressors, and slew them root and branch,
often murdering, in their ignorance and blind fury, those who
were really their benefactors, and being guilty of the crime of

killing women and children. Only by the aid of the Black
Prince and his knights was this formidable insurrection of one

class against another suppressed, and the lower classes would
have been relegated indefinitely to their former bondage, but for

the desire of the French kings a desire which could not be

gratified without the help of the people
" to deliver the Crown

from wardship," or to free it from the restraints imposed upon
it by the power of the great nobles.

As a consequence of this coalition, temporary though it was,
between the Crown and the people, some slight benefit accrued

to the latter; but when the object for which the Crown had/

striven had been attained, the people found out by experience
that it was unwise to put their trust in princes. Once more

they were handed over, or, what had the same effect, were left

to, the tender mercies of the cruel, and they had to bear the

kingly tyranny as well. They had to live the lives of slaves

on the estates of the landed proprietors, rising early and late

taking rest,
" Barred from delight by Fate's untimely hand,
By wealthless lot, or pitiless command,"

condemned to ignorance lest they should learn to know their

strength, and crushed under the weight of laws in the making of

* The Jacquerie was so called from the name Jacques Bonhomme,
which was the generic name given to French peasants, as John Bull ia

the generic name descriptive of Englishmen.
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which they had no voice, and the force and object of which they
knew only through suffering.

In HOUIO respects the condition of the people an regarded the

lords was bettor than it hod been !>!'.. ! tin- Jacquerie, but what

they gained in this direction they lout in another, for whenever

they succeeded in asserting a quasi independence on the

seigneurs, they became amenable to the heavy and far-reaching
hand of the king, for whose service their persons were taken,
ami fur whoso prodigal expenses their little ewe lambs were

Nor waa this all. Had the people been required to

make these sacrifices in behalf of a strong government, which

spout the money it drew from taxes in promoting the glory and
honour of tin- kingdom, they might have borne their lot withont

doing more than murmur ; but when they found that direct

taxes were levied in addition to indirect taxes, which were laid

upon the very necessaries of life, in order to support the king
and his courtiers in riotous living when they found that not

only wore they oppressed, but also that they paid for the means
f oppression, they did something more than murmur, and they

bided their time for the expression of their wrath.

During the long reign of Louis XIV., the Grand Monarque,
as his flatterers called him, the people were blinded, though
they suffered, by the magnificence to which they contri-

buted. The honest endeavours of a few ministers to do right
and justice towards the people, to improve the internal con-

dition of the country, and to develop its resources, had also

been i'ully appreciated ; but with the death or withdrawal of these

ministers, their endeavours ceased also ; and what they had done
remained but as a token of what might still be, and as a foil to

set off the absence of further efforts in the same direction.

Frenchmen almost forgave Louis XIV., Louis the Magnificent,
the Grand Monarque, though men died of hunger outside his

park railings, and though his lavish expenditure upon himself
and his glory had drained France of money and utterly
ruined her. He had a lustre borrowed from the great men who
served him, and had, like our Charles II., a certain way with
him which won the popular fancy. But when his grandson,
Louis XV., succeeded him, and fresh demands were made
on the already exhausted country, not for the glory or even
the decent maintenance thereof, but for the expenses of mis-

tresses, the wages of sin, and the support of that ignoble
host who are ever found in the courts of bad princes, the people
turned and listened to the voice of those seductive charmers
who told them of a way by which they might be free of their

burdens for ever. Mr. White, in his "
History of France," says

well,
"
Debasing tyranny like Louis the Fourteenth's, degrading

viciousness like Orleans' and Dubois", and the wider and more

systematic demoralisation introduced by the king who was now
ready to assume the sceptre, could not fail, sooner or later, to

produce fruits worthy of the altogether corrupted tree which had
been planted in such soil and tended by such hands."
The storm did not burst on the heads of those who had

gathered it ; the offences of the fathers were visited upon the

children, in whose day the system of which they were the visible

representatives was ripe for destruction. Upon the mild,

good-intentioned, weak Louis XVI. and his family did the
storm of popular anger break. Would-be friends of the people,
who thought, moreover, that they could stop the ball whenever

they pleased after it had been set rolling, began the movement,
and in a very short time they found, to their infinite dismay,
that they could not "ride on the whirlwind and direct the
storm."

Louis XVI., finding the country on the verge of bankruptcy, and
that the efforts of three of the most eminent financiers of the time
had been tried in succession, but in vain, to redeem the finances,

resolved to moke an appeal to the notables of France, the peers,

nobles, and magistracy, men who for the most part contributed

nothing in the shape of taxes towards the burdens of the State,

though they enjoyed immense privileges one, the most mon-

strous, being that as nobles they were free from taxation. The
notables accordingly assembled in 1788, but separated without

lending the king any help ; they would not give up their pen-

sions, they would not submit to be taxed, and they were not

their brothers' keepers ; what had they to do with the sufferings

of the vulgar ? On the 1st of May, 1789, the States-General

met for the first time since 1614. In the States-General all

classes were represented, the starving shopkeeper, the ruined

farmer, the intellectual hut untitled, and therefore despised pro-

man, the oure* of lowly birth Lut Maple brains.M weO as
the pompous prelate and the dissolute <iV^ The Htates-Geoeral
were to consider the situation of Franco. Within a week of
their meeting dissensions broke out which by their very :

were difficult to be allayed, but which hatred, long
during so many yean, made inextinguishable as
noble and the human -'-ntrt Louis, to gain time, and in hope
of stilling the disorders, prorogued the assembly for a month ;

but when the Commons, wishing to enter their haU, were refused

by soldiers with fixed bayonet*, they adjourned to the Tennis
Court of the Palace of Versailles, and took an oath not to
dissolve till they should have attained the object for which they
met, and they called themselves the NationalAssembly. A number
of priests and nobles from the other section of the Ttstits fissure!

joined them, and the king was obliged to yield. The Assembly
met again, and all caste privileges were abolished, taxes wen
ordered to be levied on all classes alike, and the closed pro-
fessions, the army and the civil service, were thrown open;
restrictions were removei from the press, the public debt wae
secured, personal and religions liberty were promised. Bat the
States-General would not dissolve, and when the king threatened
and then withdrew his threats, they assumed fiprm* power,
and the National Assembly was king in his stead.

On the 14th of July, 1789, the populace of Paris, excited by
what had taken place, and anxious to make nee of their newly-
gotten power, rushed in arms to the Bastille, the fortress in which
so many dark deeds had been committed, and, after a brief resist-

ance, overcame the guards, demolished the fortress, and, l*^*f
the governor and his officers to the Place de Grove, eat off their

heads, which they paraded about on pikes. In the country the

example of Paris was imitated ; the people rose on the ttrtstss,

and murdered, outraged, and destroyed ; they burnt castles and
title-deeds, all the relics of the old system they could cone
across ; ousted the king's authorities in the towns, and set op
their own instead. In October, Louis, who had been forced

with his own hands to " undeck the pompous body of a king,"
and to submit himself on many occasions to the authority of the

National Assembly, was driven to Paris from Versailles by a
mob of hungry, unkempt folk, who had been induced to come
down in consequence of some indiscretion on the part of the

royal guards. In Paris the royal power was at an end; the

nobles saw it and fled, they and their families, and all they ooold

transport, into foreign countries. Thousands of people left the

country, and the gold they took with them was so great in

quantity that a circulating medium ceased almost entirely. In

1791 the Marquis de Mirabeau, who at one time was the i

denouncer of the old order, but who had roared round on

beholding the excesses committed and to be committed by the

popular side, died, and with him went the hut chance fot

royalty. In all the clubs of Paris, in the churches, in every
other house, was heard the voice of violence, proclaiming itstiiel

hatred to kings, and inflaming the popular frenzy against that

poor king who was really a prisoner in hit palace at the

Tuileries.

The king having been put on one side, foreign princes feared

for themselves, and, in the name of royalty generally, took up
arms against the Revolution. Thousands of French emigrants
swarmed in the enemies' ranks, and there is reason to think that

Louis himself authorised negotiations which had for their object

his release from restraint by means of foreign troops. Once he

attempted to escape, but through imperfection in the arrange-

ments he was detected at Varennes, and brought back to Paris ;

and the people, who discovered his part in bringing the foreigner

into France, attacked his palace, slaughtered hie guards and all

his servants, and would probably have slain him, had he not

taken refuge, with his family, in the Hall of the National

Assembly. From the National Assembly the royal family were

removed to the prison of the Temple, which the king and qaeen
never left again till the days of their trial and execution.

On the 10th of August, 1792, when the Tuileries wvreattacked

by an infuriated mob, monarchy was virtually abolished in Prance,

Ntional Assembl considerin itself unequal to theand the National Assembly, considering itself

emergency presented by the new circumstances, called a more

democratic assembly than itself, the National Convention, to

take the responsibility. The guides and apostles of this assembly

were those who were the fountain-head of all the violence which

had taken plaoe Robespierre, Marat, and Danton. Under them

was formed the Revolutionary Tribunal, a court erected for the
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express purpose of hurrying forward the executions, and which
was found to be fully equal to its infernal work. Thousands of

persons were sent to the scaffold on the bare suspicion of not

being sound in the cause of the democrats, and, as if this were

not enough, the prisons being inadequately guarded, the mob
rushed into them, and murdered the inmates before they could

be tried. Members of the Convention were sent into the pro-
vinces to root out the upholders of the old regime, and awfully

they fulfilled their mission. The guillotine could not fall fast

enough ; volley-firing into squads of helpless prisoners, many of

them children, and women with infants at the breast, was
resorted to, and so was wholesale drowning, to clear the dun-

geons. Lists were prepared in which the names of the doomed
were written, and in them were to be found, as the Revolution

went on, the names of those who at the beginning had sup-

ported change, but who tried to check it when the wickedness
of the measures of it became so apparent.
Under these circumstances it was that Mr. Burke played his

part in the famous dagger scene in the British House of Com-
mons ; these were the events he had in his memory when he

spoke of what this country had to gain by an alliance with
France. And dreadfully was he justified in his assertion of

what would happen. Within four weeks of the time he uttered

his warning, the head of Louis the Sixteenth of France had
rolled on the scaffold, and already had the French rulers

issued an invitation to all peoples to throw down their princes,
and promised them the support of the French armies in

doing so.

The scene at the death of the king has been graphically
pictured by the Abbe Edgeworth, who was himself an eye-
witness :

" On quitting the tower, the king crossed the first

court, formerly the garden, on foot. He turned back once or
twice towards the tower, as if to bid adieu to all most dear to

him on earth ; and, by his gestures, it was plain that he was
trying to collect all his strength and firmness. At the entrance
of the second court a carriage waited ; two gensd'armes held
the door : at the king's approach, one of these men entered first,

and placed himself in front ; his majesty followed, and placed
me by his side at the back of the carriage ; the other gend'arme
jumped in last, and shut the door. The procession lasted
almost two hours ; the streets were lined with citizens, all

armed ; and the carriage was surrounded by a body of troops,
formed of the most desperate men of Paris. As soon as the

king perceived that the carriage stopped, he turned and whis-

pered to me,
' We have arrived, if I mistake not.' My silence

assured him that we had. On quitting the vehicle, these guards
surrounded his majesty, and would have taken off his clothes,
but he repulsed them with haughtiness ; he undressed himself,
untied his neckcloth, opened his shirt, and arranged it himself.
The path leading to the scaffold was exceedingly rough and
difficult to pass ; the king was obliged to lean on my arm, and,
from the slowness with which he proceeded, I feared, for a
moment, that his courage might fail. But what was my
astonishment when, arrived at the last step, I felt that he sud-

denly let go my arm, and I saw him cross with a firm foot the
breadth of the whole scaffold, silence, by his look alone, fifteen
or twenty drummers that were placed opposite to him, and in a
loud voice heard him pronounce distinctly these memorable
words :

'
I die innocent of all the crimes laid to my charge ;

I

pardon those who occasioned my death ; and I pray God that
the blood you are now going to shed may never be visited on
France.' He was proceeding, when a man on horseback (this
was Santerre), in the national uniform, waved his sword, and
ordered the drums to beat. Many voices were heard at the
same time encouraging the executioner, who immediately seized
the king with violence, and dragged him under the axe of the

guillotine, which, with one stroke, severed his head from his

body."

It must indeed have been painful to a keen lover of liberty
as Burke was, to be compelled to range himself on the side

which was seemingly opposed to it, to be compelled to break
with old friends whose tutor and father in politics he had been.

But he saw what they did not sec, that liberty carried to excess

had become licence, that licence was not capable of being con-

tained within any bounds, and that unless a check were forthwith

applied to the spirit of licence here, the wild asserters of freedom
would in this country, as in France,

"
cry havoc, and let slip the

dogs of war !

" "
Truth, truth ! How many lies are told in thy

name !

" These words of an eminent truth-seeker are strictly

applicable to the case of the founders and the overthrowers of

the French Revolution ; but the former had at least the merit of

believing what they said, and they sealed their profession with
their blood. In England they had many admirers, none greater
than Edmund Burke himself, and included within their ranks
were Fox and his political friends, who, heedless of the example
forced upon their notice, reckoned on their own power to intro-

duce revolutionary principles into the English constitution,
and to stop them at a certain point with some magic words,
like those of King Canute,

" Thus far shalt thou go, and no
farther."

Outside the Parliament, in the ranks of the middle and lower

classes, the principles of the Revolution had numerous adherents,

though there was not the same reason for adopting them as

there was in France. England had never at any time since

Magna Charta been in such slavery, never had suffered so dread-

fully, as France did before the Revolution, and those dangers
which ambition, and pride, and the tyranny of priest, peer, or

king, might threaten, had been sufficiently guarded against years
before by many constitutional barriers. But there was just

enough of misgovernment, of selfishness, corruption, and dis-

union in the country in 1789, to allow of the key-note struck in

the French States-Genaral vibrating through many an English
breast. The lovers of change for change's sake of course felt

it, and there were numerous lovers of the abstract principle of

liberty who recognised in what was going forward the assertion

of a right which they believed to emanate from God himself.

There was not, however, any guarantee that even the most
honest professors might not be carried away by their enthusiasm,
or be swamped, as the French asserters of freedom had been, by
the men of passion, while there could not be any doubt that on
the first show of disaffection in high places, there would be
found men of violence who by their nature would have carried

events far beyond the bounds prescribed for them by their

authors. At the very time Mr. Burke spoke, there were in

London many political societies, some secret, others bold in

declaring themselves, of which the members openly avowed
their sympathy with the French in all that had been done, and
it was no mystery that these societies were in direct communion
with the most revolutionary of the French political clubs.

From the press flowed daily a torrent of seditious matter, and
men who, perhaps, did not mean that their words should be
taken literally, but only wished to stir up the popular will to

achieve something short of what was indicated and what was

preached, enunciated doctrines wholly subversive of the British

constitution.

In spite of the warnings given in France, there were men, like

Fox, who could not see danger in these facts, and though sobered

a little by the news that the son of St. Louis had been sacrificed,

persisted in denying that there was any danger to be apprehended
from an alliance with the murderers. It was a wish to startle

such men into conviction, to bring the matter home suddenly
to their minds in an unusual and therefore striking way, that

Mr. Burke, on the 28th of December, 1792, resorted to the

theatrical expedient of throwing a dagger the emblem of

French liberty, fraternity, and equality on the floor of the

British House of Commons.
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Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. Illustrated. Complete
in 12 Vols. Each. (See a/so las. arfais.)

CASSELL'S POPULAR LIBRARY. In cloth. Each.

Our Colonial Empire.
English Journalism, and the
Men who have Made it.

Religious Revolution in the
Sixteenth Century.

Young Man in the Battle of
Life, The. (See also as. 6d.)

History of the Free Trade
Movement in England.

Boswell and Johnson.
Rev. Rowland HilL
Domestic Folk-lore.
Storyofthe English Jacobins.
John Wesley.
Russian Empire, The.
CASSELL'S RED LIBRARY. Stiff covers. Each. (See also as. 1

The Prairie.
Dombey and Son. (2 Vols.)

Night and Morning.
Kenilworth.
Ingoldsby Legends.
Tower of London.
The Pioneers.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.
Cakes and Ale.
The King's Own.
People I have Met.
The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures of Mr. Ledbury.
Ivanhoe.
Oliver Twist.
Selections from Thomas
Hood's Works.

Longfellow's Prose Works.
Sense and Sensibility.
Lord Lytton's Plays.
Bret Harte Tales, Poems, &c.
Martin Chuzzlewit. (2 Vols.)
The Prince of the House of
David.

Eugene Aram. [man.
Jack Hinton, the Guards-
Rome and the Early Chris-
tians.

Thackeray's Yellowplush
Papers.

Deerslayer. [Book.
Washington Irvine's Sketch
Last Days of Palmyra.
Tales of the Borders.
Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
The Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
The Heart of Midlothian.
The Last Days of Pompeii.
Sketches by Boz.
American Humour.
Macaulay's Lays and Se-
lected Essays.

Harry Lorrequer.
The Pickwick Papers (2 Vols.)

Scarlet Letter.
Handy Andy.
The Hour and the Man.
Old Mortality.
Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose and

Poetry, Selections from.)

Margaret Lyndsay.
Sheridan's Plays.
Uncle's Tom's Cabin.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Yule Tide ; Cassell's Christmas Annual,
rhe Sugar Convention. By Sir Thomas Farrer. [Marttneau.
Free Trade in Sugar. A Reply to Sir Thomas Farrer, by George
Pre-Raphaelites, The Italian, in the National

Gallery. By Cosmo Monkhouse. Illustrated.

Souvenir of Macbeth produced at the Lyceum Thentre. by Henry
Irving. Illustrated by Charles Cattermole, R.I., and J. B. Partridge.

Local Government in England and Germany. By the

Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Morier, G.C.B., &c.
How to Avoid Law. By A. J. Williams. Cheap Edition.
Town Holdings. Vols. I. and II. Each.
HOW to Select Spectacles. By Dr. C. Bell Taylor.
British museum, The Bible Student in the. By the

Rev. J. G. Kitchin, M.A.
The Post Office of Fifty Years Ago.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (See also 2s.6d.)

Cookery, Cassell's Shilling.
Choice Dishes at Small Cost. By A. G. Payne.
Cassell's National Library. First sixty-four Vols. Roxburgh.

Each. (For List, see y\.\
Poor Relief in Foreign Countries.
Cremation and Urn Burial. By W. Robinson. Illustrated.

Irish Parliament. The. What it Was, and What it Did.

Irish Question, The Speaker's Handbook on the.
Female Employment in Government Offices,Guide to.
Colonies and India, Our. How we Got Them, and Why we

Keep 1 hem. By Prof. Cyril Ransome, M.A. Oxon.
Crown Colonies. (" Cobden Club" Pamphlet.)
Distribution Reform. By Thomas IlMngworth.
Etiquette of Good Society. (Cloth, is. 6d.)

Five Pound Note, The, and other Stories.
Co-operators, Working Men : What they have Done,

and What they are Doing. {(.See also is. 6d. i

Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. Hepworth. Illustrated.
" My Diary." With Coloured Plates and 366 Woodcuts.
The Old Fairy Tales. Illustrated. Boards. (See also is. 6d.)

ILLUSTRATED OFFICIAL RAILWAY GUIDES.
In Paper. (See also as. )

South Eastern. London, Brighton and South Coast. London
and South Western. Great Northern. Midland. London
and Northwestern Great Western. NtwaitdRevhttieiUHfn.

Company, Limited, Ludgate Bill) London ; Parts, New York and Melbourne.
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&::,:":;',,, *
Al.lo to til.- Uiw

"HEART CHORD2"E2!
My Work for God.

My Aspirations.
Ky motional Life.
My Uody.
My Growth In Divine Life.

"XMust." i, , M. .:UteiJee. (SttmlHtA.)
Sent Back by the Angels, and other Ballad*. By the

of Strength.

Shortened Church Service* and Hymnn.
..inn mill Mi

Shall wo Know One Another 7 Hy ihc kt. Rev. J. C. Ryk.

Voice of Time, Tli.

Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Com-
fort for the AK<

Gorman of To-day.
Citizen Reader, liy 11. O, AT

Reader, The Temperance. By Rev. J. Dennis llird. Cr. 8vo.
Laws of Evory-Day Life. By H. O. Arnold-Fonter. Cloth.

Marlborough Arithmetic Rules.
Little Folks' History of England. By In Craig Knox.

. III.. ith

French, Key to Cassell's Lessons in.
Khiva, Burnaby's Ride to. Clth.
Photography for Amateurs, i l .:'i. (svca/jois.)
Experimental Geometry, First Elements of. By Paul

. ,ted.

Principles of Perspective as Applied to Model
Drawing and Sketching from Nature, The. By
George Trobridge. i

The Making of the Home, liy Mrs. S. A. I
1

.

Energy and Motion : A Text Book of Elementary
Mechanics, Hy \v. r.iici-. M.A.

Etiquette of Good Society. Cloth. (In stiffcovtrs, is.)

Handbook of Nursing. ( s<r

Illustrated Books for the Little Ones. Containing Inter-

Citini; Stories. All Illu-tratcd. Cl.nlt gilt. (Seta''

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
The Text by favourite Authurs, and Illustrated throughout.

Playful Hours. I Good Times.
Joyful Days. Jolly Little Stories.
Pleasure for All.

|
Our Little Friends.

GIFT BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
By Popular Authors. With Illustrations in each. Cloth gilt. Each.

The Boy Hunters of Ken-
tucky. By Edward S. Ellis.

Bed j-eather : a Tale of the
Amerioau frontier. By
Edward S. Ellis. [Symington.

Seeking a City. By
Bhoda's Reward; or "If
Wishes were Horses."

Frank's Life-Battle; or, The
Three Friends.

Jack Marston's Anchor.
Fritters ; or," It's a LongLane
that has no Turning."

Mai or Monk's Motto; or," Look before you Leap."
Ursula's Stumbling Block ;

or,
" Pride comes before a

Fall."

Kuth's Life Work; or, "No
Fains, no Gains."

Rags and Rainbows : a Story
of Thanksgiving.

Uncle William's Charge ; or,
The Broken Trust.

Pretty Pink's Purpose : or,
The Little Street Mer-
chants.

Trixy: or, "Those who Live
in Glass Houses shouldn't
Throw Stones."

The Two Hardcastles ; or,
"A Friend in Need is a
Friend Indeed."

Tim Thomson's Trial ; or,
"All is not Gold that
Glitters."

EIOHTEENPENNV STORY BOOKS.
All Illustrated throughout, and bound in cloth i;:!t.

Wee Willie Winkle.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
Key's Life.

Three Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Faith's Father.
By Land and Sea.
The Young Berringtons.Tom Morris's Error.
Worth More than Gold.
Jeff and Lcff. [Fire.
Through Flood Through

Girl with the Golden Looks.
The Chip Boy; and other
Stories.

Roses from Thorns.
Baggies, Baggies, and the
Emperor.

Stories of the Olden Time.
Dick's Hero ; and other
Stories.

The Old Fairy Tales. With
Original Illustrations. Cloth.

(See also is.)

The Library of Wonder*. Illustrated Gift Books for Boys.

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. (Size 45 in.

i Six. Each. "XT' 55.)
Higher Class Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (v

also is. 6d.) [Ulley, M.A.
Geometrical Drawing for Army Candidates. By II. T.
Practical Solid Geometry. A Manual of. By w ilium

Cord :. Ross, Major U.I-:.

Applied Mechanics. By Sir R. St.icll IS ill, I.L.D.
Linear Drawing. I'.v 1

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School. Second

Orthographic and Isometrical Projection.
Building Construction, The Elements of.
Systematic Drawing and Shading. By Charles Ryan.
Handbook of New Code Regulations. AVw ana Rmted

>:. By John H. Moss. Cloth. (Sei.i.
Jones's Book-keeping. By Theodore Jones. For Schools, ss. ;

lor the Milli. : >ks, as. (Set .1

History of England for Elementary School*. Illus-

trated, js. 6d.)

Reading Sheets, Modern, i Series. Each. (Sit aim js.)

Drawing Copies, Freehand, Cassell's Modern School.
Scv.i.id i.r.uk-. =4 1 xamptes printed on Card,

Metropolitan Year Book, The. Paper. (Set alien. t*\.i

How Danto Climbed the Mountain. liy R.H.Sclic. IUu-.ir.itiM.

The Republic of the Future. By Anna Bowman '.

Nursing for the Home and for the Hospital, A
Handbook of. Hy C. J. Wood. ( v<- alto is. 6d.)

Health, The Influence of Clothing on. Hy F. Travel,

Surgeon ti>, and !.<

Police Code, and Manual of the Criminal Law. By
i . !'. Howard Vincent, M.I'. Pxtet J-.i,:um. AtridgtJ.

Skin and Hair, The Management of the. By Malcolm

Morris. F.R.C.S.

DutobUMMrtwi
Mistake.

The Parson

By W e&ssTtejKtntom City.

Another's Crime. By Julian
H..-I. BM

The Yoke of the Thorah. By
Sidney Link*.
Who is John Noman? By
Uiar: II- .!, I.. . , .

People I've Smiled
T!,. Rod Li'

lUumtratod Official Railway tHiidifc In Ckxk. (ftrtm.
:fer ctvtn, fart s.)

Little Folks" Proverb Painting Book.
THE "GOLDEN MOTTOES" SERIES.

Each Book containing
MB* Crown >o. ikiilixiTl. t*.h.

" Nil Desperandum.- By toe
Rev. F. Langbridge, M.A.

_
.ibrary of English and

fVtlutmi. ire

d Official Railway Gui

Bear and Forbear."
. 1'itt.

Foremost if I Can.1*

Helen A'

By

By
"He Conquers who!
By the Author of -May Cssilsg-
bam s Trial.- Jtc,

NEW ILLUSTRATED BOO1
In Handsome Illuminated Boards.

Happy Go Lucky. i Daisy Blue Byes,
TWO-SHILLING 8TORV BOOKS.

All Illustrated throughout, and centsmlng Stories for Yoaag People.
-. vo, handvomcly bound to dot* gilt.

The Top of the Ladder : How
to Reach it.

Stories of the Tower.
A Moonbeam Tangle.
Mr. Burkes Nieces.
May Cunningham s TrlaL
Peggy. nd other Tales.
The Magic Flower Pot."
Little Folks" Sunday Book.

The Children of the Court.
Four Cats of the TiopTtnn-.

Through Peril to Fortune.
Aunt Tabltha's Waiis.
In Misohief Again.
Two Fourpenujr Bit*.
Poor Nelly.Tom Heriot.
Maid Marjory.
Sohool Girls.

CASSELL'S MINIATURE LIBRARY OF
POETS.

Milton -

Wordsworth
'

Longfellow
Scott ..
Hood .

Veil
2 VolS,
9 VolS.
aVoli.
a Vols.

Burns - - sVols.
Byron - sVols.
Suendan and) .. .

Goldsmith/

ay be had fat clock box U Vok.li *. j

box, 7s. 6d. ; or .nv three in 6 Vote..
our in t Vote.. In cloth boa. lettered.

N.B. Any two of the above Poets ma,
or any three In 6 Vols., in cloth bo
In cloth box, lettered, os. ; any four m > .., -

las. ; or any six In ta Vols., in cloth box. lettered. 158.

Shakespeare's Plays. The Seven Flays produced at

Lyceum, In paper box.
THE DESERTED VILLAGE SERIES.

Consisting of kditioitt ,it luxt of the most favourite Poems
Authors.

Milton's L'Allegro and II Penseroso. fAb
Wordsworth's Ode on Immortality, and Ltnee on Tin

THE "CROSS AND CROWN" SCRIM
With Four Illustrations in each Book, printed on a Tint.

In Letters of Flame.
Through Trial to Triumph.
Heroes of the Indian Em-

By Fire and Sword ; A tttory
of the Huguenots,

Adam Hepburn's Vow.
No. XIII.: or. the Story of

:. . v, . :

I Camp in the
Last War Trail.

iamp-Fire and WigwacB.
He Foreet.

IV. AAAA.. Ur, 1 ..

Strong to Suffer. the Lost veetaL
THE "DEERFOOT"

By Edward
Hunters of the Orals.

THE " BOV PIONEER" SERIES.
By Edward S. I; ills.

Ned in the Woods. M on ihc HIMT.
Ned 111 the Block House. A Story of Pioneer Lita la Kentucky.

THE "LOO CABIN"
By Edward S. Ellis. With Full i-i^c

The Lost Trail. | Camp
Foot-prints in the

THE "GREAT RIVER'
Hy 1 -..: 1 S. Ellis. Ubstrated.

Down the Mississippi. Lost In the Wilde.
Up the Tapajos; or Adventure* in BruiL
THE WORLD IN PICTURES.

ixrly lllusuatol. and lenntly bound.
A Ramble Bound Franoe. The Land of U>

All the Busslas.

Chate about Germany.
The B stern Wonderland.
Peeps into China.

PICTURE TEACHING
MIL

Through Picture Land.
Picture Teaching for Young

and Old.
Scrape of Knowledge tor
the Little Ones.

Great Lessons from Little

nfcsgj HALF-CROWN
Illustrated. Crow*

Pen's Perplexities.
Margaret's Kuemy.
Golden Days.
Notable Shipwrecks.
Wonders of Common Things.
Little Hinge*.

Bound

2/6
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POPULAR VOLUMES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Cheap Editions. Crown 8vo size.

Decisive Events in History. By Thomas Archer. Illustrated.
The True Robinson Crusoes. Cloth gilt.

Peeps Abroad for Folks at Home. Illustrated.

Karly Explorers, By Thomas Frcrtt. lllustnted.Home Chat with our Young Folks. Il'ustrated througho.it.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain. Illustrated throughout.The World's Lumber Room. By Selina Gaye.Heroes of Every-day Life. By Laura Lane. Illustrated.

G. Manville Fenn's Novels. (As per List at as. ;
also The

Vicar's People and Sweet Mace.)
EDUCATIONAL.

Sculpture, A Primer of. By E. R. Mullins.
Higher Class Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (See

Numerical Examples in Practical Mechanics and
Machine Design. By R. G. Blame, M.E. With Diagrams.
i.l'Jth. IcrownSvo.Latin Primer (The New). By Prof. J. P. Postgate. 192 pages,

Chemistry, The Public School. By J. H. Anderson, M.A.
Oil Painting, A Manual of. By the Hon. John Collier. Cloth.
French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By Guillaume

French Grammar, Marlborough. Arranged and Compiled
by Rev. J. F. Bright, M.A. (See

"
JSxercises," 3s. 6d.)

Algebra, Manual of. By Galbraith and Haughton. Part I.

Cloth. (Complete. 7s. 6d.)
Optics. By Galbraith and Haughton.
Euclid. Books I., II., III. By Galbraith and Haughton.

Books IV., V., VI. By Galbraith and Haughton.Plane Trigonometry. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.
French, Cassell's Lessons in. Parts I. and II. Cloth, each.

(Complete, 45. 6d.)

'".Pdel Joint" Wall Sheets, for Instruction in Manual

Natural History Wall S^heets^Casseil's). Ten Subjects.
Separate Sheets, zs. 6d each. Unmounted, 25. each.

Natural History COLOURED Wall Sheets, Cassell's.
Mounted, zs. 8d. each.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Nursing of Sick Children, A Handbook for the. By

Catherine J. Wood.
Metropolitan Year Book. The. Cloth. (See also vs.)
Short Studies from Nature. Illustrated. Cheap Edition.
Browning, An Introduction to the Study of. By

Arthur Symons.
American Academy Notes, 1889.
Stromata. Short Essays on Crucial New Testament Passages,

Charge i886-and Latin Hymns. By Archdeacon Sheringham.The England of Shakespeare. By E. Goadby, with Full-
page Illustrations. Ne-w Edition. Crown 8vo.

Behind Time. By George Parsons Lathrop.Children of the Cold. By Lieut. Schwatka.John Parmelee's Curse. By Julian Hawthorne.At the South Pole. By W. H. G. Kingston. Illustrated.Famous Sailors of Former Times. Illustrated.Un*c de- The Universal Telegraphic Phrase Book. Desk and Pocket
liditions. Each.

What Girls Can Do. By Phyllis Browne.
Twilight Fancies. Full of Pictures.
Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. (See 35. 6d.)Sandford and Merton. In Words of One Syllable. New Edition.The Pilgrim's Progress.
Irish Union, The ; Before and After. By A. K. Council, M.A.
Pictures to Paint and Texts to Illuminate. Cloth.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (See also is.)
Dog, The. By Idstone. With Twelve full-page Illustrations.

Commentary on Numbers. (See also 3s. and 3s. 6d.)
Commentary on Deuteronomy. (See also 35. and 35. 6d.)Commentary on Romans. (s also 35. and 3s. 6d.)New Testament, An Introduction to the.
Secular Life, The Gospel of the. Sermons preached at

Oxford. By the Hon. Canon Fremantle.
Precious Promises, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.
Glories of the Man of Sorrows, The. Sermons by the Rev.

H. G. Bonavia Hunt, Mus.D., F.R.S. Edin.

TECHNICAL MANUALS (Illustrated).The Elements of Practical
Perspective.

Model Drawing.
Drawing for Stonemasons

Drawing for Cabinetmakers.
Drawing for Bricklayers.
Drawing for Metal - Plate
Workers.

Gothic Stonework.

Elementary Flower Painting, With Eight Coloured Plates
and Wood Engravings.

Sepia Painting, A Course of. Two Vols. Each. (See also 55.)
Marlborough Arithmetic Examples.
Book-keeping for the Million. Cloth. (See also 25.)
Book-keeping for Schools. By T.Jones. (See also 25.)Tides and Tidal Currents. By Galbraith and Haughton.
SCHOOL COMMENTARIES. Edited by Bishop Ellicott.

Romans. (25. 6d.)
Corinthians I. and II. (35.)

Galatians, Ephesians, and
Philippians. (35.)

Colossians, Thessalonians,
and Timothy. (35.)

Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,
and James, (ss.)

Peter, Jude, and John. (35.)
The Revelation. (35.)

Genesis. (35. 6d.)
Exodus. (35.)
Leviticus. (35.)
Numbers, (as. 6d.,

Deuteronomy. (25. 6d.)

St. Matthew. (35. 6d.)
St. Mark. (35.)
St. Luke. (3s. 6d.)
St. John. (35. 6d.)
The Acts of tha Apostles.

(35. 6d.)

An Introduction to the New
Testament. (as. 6d.)

British Empire, The. By Sir George Campbell.
Bible-women and Nurses. Yearly Volume.

EDUCATIONAL.
Technology, Manuals Of. Edited by Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S., and

Richard \Vormell, D.Sc., M.A. Illustrated throughout with originaland practical illustrations.
DYEING OF TEXTILE FABRICS. <s.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By ProfT Perry, M.E.
CUTTING TOOLS WORKED BY HAND AND MACHINE. By Prof. Smith.
DESIGN IN TEXTILE FABRICS. 45. 6d.
STEEL AND IRON. 55.
SPINNING WOOLLEN AND WORSTED. 43. 6d.
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKING. 45. ed.

1Law8
?5 EveXyiP3>y ="** By H. O. Arnold Forster. Preitnta-

(ion hditton. Half Persian calf, gilt top. (See also is. 6d.)

Miniature Cyclopaedia, Cassell's. Containing 30,000 Subjects
(See also 45. 6d.)

Colour. By Prof. A. H. Church. New and Enlarged Edition

English Literature, The Story of. By Anna Buck-land.

Guide to Employment in the Civil Service. Cloth.

Shakspere Reading Book. The. By H. Courthope Bowen,
M.A. Illustrated. (See also K.)

German Grammar, The Marlborough. Compiled and
ed by the Rev. J. F. Bright, M.A. Cloth.

French" Exercises, Marlborough. By the Rev. G. W De
Lisle, M.A., French Master in Marlborough College.

Handrailing and Staircasing. By Frank O. Cresswell.

Hydrostatics. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.
Steam Engine. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.

Mathematical Tables. By Galbraith and Haughton.
Mechanics. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth;

Linear Drawing and Projection. Two Vols. m One.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Re-

vised Edition, with 3,000 new words. (See also 45. 6d.)

Latin-English and English-Latin Dictionary. New

Drawing for Carpenters and Joiners. By E. A.

Davidson. With 255 Engravings.
Natural Philosophy. By Prof. Haughton.
Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial, and Object Lesson

Sheet for Infant Schools.

THE FIGUIER SERIES.
Cheap Editions. Illustrated throughout.

The Human Rae<
Mammalia.
The World before the
Deluge.

Germany, William of.

The Insect World.
The Ocean World.
Reptiles and Birds.
Vegetable World.

A succinct Biography of William I.,

German" Emperor and King of Prussia. By Archibald Forbes.

Crown 8vo, cloth.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With about 400 Illustrations.

Cloth. (See also 6s. and 7S. 6d.)
After London ; or, Wild England. By Richard JefTertes.
The Eye, Ear, and Throat. By H. Power, F.R.C.S. ; G. P.

Field
; and J. S. Bristowe, F.R.S.

Entering on Life. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.
Vicar of Wakefield. The, and other Works by Goldsmith.

Illustrated.

Gladstone. Life of. By G Barnett Smith. Cheap Edition. Cloth.

Culmshire Folk. By the Author of John Orlebar," &c.
Civil Service, Guide to Employment in the. With an

Introduction by J. D. Morell, LL.U.
Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the. FOR

PRACTICAL MEN. By W. H. Northcott, C.E.
Land Question. By Thomas J. Elliot, M.R. A. C.

On the Equator. By H. De W. Illustrated.

A Vear's Cookery. By Phyllis Browne.
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By Rev. E. C. Brewer,

LL.D. Twentieth Edition, Enlarged. (See also 45. 6d.)

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of.

Cheap Edition. With over 900 Illustrations. Cloth.

In-door Amusements. Card Games, and Fireside
Fun, Cassell's Book of. Illustrated.

Poultry-Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright. With

Eight New Coloured Plates and other Illustrations.

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright.
Rabbit Keeper, The Practical. By Cuniculus.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Cassell's. With 100

Original Illustrations. 4to. (Also cloth gilt, 55.)

Gospel of Grace, The. By a Lindesie. Cloth.

AMERICAN LIBRARY OF FICTION.
Crown 8vo., cloth.

The Yoke of the Thorah. By Sidney Luska.
Who is John Noman? By Charles Henry Beckett
The Tragedy of Brinkwater. By Martha L. Moodey.
Section 658; or, The Fatal Letter. By Julian Hawthorne.
Another's Crime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Veiled Beyond. By S. B. Alexander.
Orion the Gold Beater. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr.
"80." By Edgar Henry.
Karmel the Scout. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr.
The Gunmaker of Moscow. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr.

THREE-AND-SIXPENNV SERIES OF STANDARD
TALES FOR FAMILV READING.

All Illustrated and bound in cloth gilt. Crown 8vo.

Jane Austen and her Works. The Half Sisters.
Mission Life in Greece and
Palestine.

The Romance of Trade.
The Three Homes.
Deepdale Vicarage.
In Duty Bound.

Peggy Oglivie's Inheritance.
The Family Honour.
Esther West.
Working to Win.
Krilof and his Fables. By
W. R. S. Ralston, M.A.

Fairy Tales. By Prof. Morley.
The first two of the above can also be obtained bound in morocco,

cloth sides, full gilt, 6s. each.

BOOKS FOR VOUNG PEOPLE.
Polly ! A New-fashioned Girl. By L. T. Meade. Illustrated.

JEsOp'S Fables. Cheap Edition. Cloth. (See also 55.)

The Cost Of a Mistake. By Sarah Pitt. Illustrated.

Rhymes for the Voung Folk. By William Allingham. With
Beautiful Pictures in Colour. Illuminated boards.

A World of Girls: A Story of a School. By L. T. Meade.

Lost among White Africans. A Boy's Adventures
on the Upper Congo. By David Ker.

Perils Afloat and Brigands Ashore. By AlfredElwe*,
Freedom's Sword : A Story of the Days of Wallace

and Bruce. By Annie S. Sv.-an.

On Board the "Esmeralda;" or Martin Leigh's Log.
By John C. Hutcheson. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

Queen and King, For; or. the Loyal 'Prentice. By
Henry Frith. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

In Quest of Gold. By Alfred St. Johnston. Illustrated.

The Chit-Chat Album. Illustrated throughout.
Picture Album of All Sorts. With Full-page Illustrations.

The New Children's Album.
My Own Album of Animals.
Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing I- our

Stories by popular Authors.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. With

Original Stories and Verses by the best Authors. Illustrated through-
out. Cloth gilt (See also vs. 6d.)

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's. Profusely Illustrated.

Swiss Family Robinson, Cassell's. Illustrated.

Cassdl <k Company, Limited, Ludgate Htil, London; Paris, New York and Melbourne.
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Casscll 8f Company's Classified Price

Little Folks (I ! ARCED SKHII'.si. lUlf Yearly Vota. Wilh
a each. Board*. (CUtM. M

Cheerful Clatter.
Home Chat Series. The.

POPULAR BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
NVw ami Clie.,|,cr MtttOM, Crown ....... I i^l.I 1 all

, .,- I.. . U
'

The Palace Beautiful. . ry for Girls. By L. T. Meads.
For Fortune and Glory. A Story of the Soudan War. By

" Follow my Leader |" or, The Boys of Templeton. By Talbot

Catherine O '* New Cook Book.

Watch and Clock Making. H> 1 >. Glasgow, Vice-President of

Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. R. Aahenhunt With
: numerous othi:

Spinning 'Woollen and Worsted. Kv w. , H.McUren.M.P.
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of.

(M Jaf jfc M.)
French English and English French Dictionary.

Su] . (See alto yi. 6d.)

French, Cassell's Lessons in. .\'nv and Kevttt.i
- alsoit. 6d.>

Drawing for Machinists and Engineers.
With over soo Illustr

Miniature Cyclopaedia. K > \Uirgh. (Set also 39. fid.)

ADVENTURE BOOKS.
Splendid Spur, The. BjrQ irn8vo.
Master of Ballantrae, The. Hv Robert Louis Stevenson.

Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. Pofular Kdition.

liy I :
- also 3is. 6d.)

Tho Secret of the Lamas. A Tale of Thibet. Crown 8vo.

The Astonishing History of Troy Town. By Q, Author
NUn'sKoclc."

The Black Arrow. A Tale of the Two Roses. By R. L. Stevenson.
Commodore Junk, Hy G. Manville Fenn.
A Queer Race, r.v w. WcstalL \ ,r^Dead Man's Rock.
Captain Trafalgar. liv Wosulland I .auric. Illustrated. (

'

Phantom City, The. Hy w. v.

King Solomon's Mines. By H. Rider Haggard. Illustrated.

Kidnapped. Hy K. 1.. Stevenson. Illustrated.

Treasure Island. By R. L. Stevenson. Illustrated.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Flora's Feast. A Masque of l-'lowers. liy Walter Crane. Witli

Legends for Lionel. Walter Crane's New Picture Book. With

"Come, ye Children." Hy Krv. Benjamin Waugh. i:

Bible Talks about Bible Pictures. Illustrated by Gustavo

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. Cornewall-Jones.

JEsop's Fables. Illustrated throughout by Ernest GriseL Cheap
(Cloth, gilt edges. See also js. 6d.)

The Tales Of the Sixty Mandarins. By P. V. Ramaswame'
Kaju.

Under Bayard's Banner. Hv Henry l-'Hth. Illustrated.

The King's Command. A Story for Girls. Illustrated.

Tho Romance of Invention. ! I nnes Burnley.
Champion of Odin. The ; or, Viking Life in the Days

of Old. Hy J. Frederick H
Bound by a Spell ; or, The Hunted Witch of the

Forest. By the Hon. Mrs. Greene itli Hntod luustrstioe*.

The History Scrap Book. With nearly 1,000 Engravings.
75. 6dT)

The Merry.go.Round. Poems for Cl.

The Sunday Scrap Book, li.-ing Scripture Stories in Pictures.

With iil.out i. -o) llhi-.tr.i:i.ms. |.s<-r aha 7 ,.

Myself and my Friends. H\ < IB I'.itch. Illustrated.

A Parcel of Children. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

Modern Explorers. ByT. Frost Illustrated.

Living Pages from Many Ages. Illustrated.

Little Folks Out and About Book, The. By Chatt)

Wild Adventures in Wild Places: a Book for Boys. By

Little Doings of some Little Folks, The. H> Chatt>

Heroes of Britain In Peace and War. Two Vob. With
I 5jlll;l '.1/Jt.IOS. 6d.)

Gulliver's Travels. With Eighty-eight En
i, K-ilt edges.

Little Folks' Picture Album. Containing 168 Largo Pictures.

with accompanying text printed in bold type.

Fairy Tales Told Again. Illustrated by Gustave Dorc.

Sunny Spain. Hy Olive Patch. Illustrated.

Little Folks. 1 1 i!f-Yearly Vols. Each containing nearly $00
Cloth. gDt edges. <i;,;ir.ii. 3S. 6d.)

Little Folks' Picture Gallery, with 150 Illustrations.

A Dozen and One ; or, The Boys and Girls of Polly's
Ring. ly Mary I). Hrnu.-. I

; ull ol ilium

"HOME CHAT" SERIES.
Illustrated throughout. Ex. fcap. ito. cloth gilt, gilt edges.

Marine Painting. By Wake* W. May. K.I. Wa*

Water-Colour Painting Book. If I -

Sepia Fainting, A Course of. With Tstyfar Plrtsi
i" ..:.> !

) K. I'. I -
'

. ,.

Neutral Tint. A Course of Patettmg la. WMi Teeejy
an 1^ R. r.

By Floreaot Lewis. W tlsliai Orlsjisl

UyMaudNaneL Whk

Technical Educator, Cn.oil's. FourVoh. Each. ISnra^w
ts., *., and 3>s. td.)

Flower Painting in Water Colours, with Tweary *
lecoad Berts*. By F. E. tUkaa,

A
-.id.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW.
New Maps. New Coloured MM**. New Tyi*. *c Te b uiaalHsn
in Eight Vote. Each.

Popul cator, Caisell's. Comijtete to Sli V<k. Eack.

Geometry, Cassell's Course of Practical. CusaltHsg ef

Astronomy, Manual of. By (UJbralth and Haugstoav

Reading Sheets, The Modem, la Three Series. MuuliU
on linen with rollers- I -is.)

THE FINE ART LIBRARY. Edited by Jo)

Principal of the South Kciui:..
trations in each :

The Education of the Artist.
By Ernest Chesneau.

Tapestry, A Snort History
Of. By Eugene MUnu.

Engraving. Its Origin, Pro-
cesses, and History. By
Le Vicomte Henri DelaDorde.

Artistic Anatomy.

Oreek _
ualof.

The Kngllsh School of

The Flemish)

Tn%utchBcheol ofPaintinc

RELIGIOUS.
St. George for England I and other Sermons ruetfherl to

. T. 1 eignmcuth Shore. M. A.

Life of the World to Come, The, and other Subjects.
Hy the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore. M. A.

Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by Re. Canon Garbatt.

M. A., and Rev. S. Martin. (See alto tfla.)

English Reformation, The. By Cuaelngliiin CeMa. D.!

Bible, The Pew. Cloth, red edges, $ i Ff*"**
edges, 6s. ; French morocco, git edges, ft. ( Persian

calf, get edge*.

7$. 6d. ; Persian "
Yapp," gUt edges, is. ; morocco, gut edges, ai. 6dL

Reconciliation. By a I Inrleate

London (Ancient and Modern). By C. V. Poore. M

Cromwell I The Man and his Mission. By
I. Allanv>n 1'iu.m. M.I' \V:i!, Steel Portrait. Cl**f ktittf*.

American Authors at Home. Cloth gut. gilt top.

Triumphs of Engineering. With Eight fulTpage
'

Modern Shot Guns. )

Gum Boughs and Wattle Bloom. By D. MscdoaaM.

Sonnets and Quatorxains. By Chrys. M.A, (Ona,V

English Writers. By Prof. H. Morley. Voav 1.. II.. Ill . IV..

Free Trade versus Fair Trade. By Sir T. H. Faner. BL

Cannibals and Convicts. By Julian Thomas (-T* Vaga-

Vacclnatlon Vindicated. By John C McVaO, M.a. IXP.H.

Year-Book of Commerce, The. By Kenric B. Murray.

Year-Book of Treatment, The. A Critical Rcritw for frac-

titioncrs of Medicine. Fifth You of Issue.

nuals, for Practitioners a*d SM-
(Stf i*dents of Medicine. A Liu fftt/m nt

6s., TS. t-d.. 8s. 6d., M</ OL)
Household, Cassell's Book of the. Vol I. IBsslisHit

Gardening, CasseU's Popular. Illustrated. Cua^ilsll

Technical Educator, Cassell's, Complete Four Vok.
A'rw EditwM. Each.

Forging of the Anchor, The. By Sir Samuel Fergwon. LL.D.

WithTwenty Origin
Russia. Hv Sir Donald Mackenzie WaBace. M. A.

Field Naturalist's Wsinttheolr. Th*. By rt, Re. J. C,
U , !

. ... \\

Brahma Fowl, The. By Lewis Wright. Wftk Chraaao rsuev

Around and About Old Eng-
land.

Paws and Claws.
Stories about Birds.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain.
Tim Trumole's "U
Mother."

Tiny Houses and their
Builders. :FO,H

Field Friends snd Forest
Odd Folks at Home.
Children of all Nations.
Rambles Bound London
Town.

. The first two of the above books can also be had in boards,

price js. 6d. each.

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Six. Mounted

on canvas and varni!,hed. with rollers. Each. (.Set alts id. tuutm.)

Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, The. By Prof. Hummel
Steel and Iron. By Prof. W. H. Greenwood, F.C.S.. ic.

_rland. By Sir Robert StaweO
Illustrated. Crown 8ro.

,d., n

l.U.n.. F.R.S.. F.R.A.S.

' " '

By Dr. CeUa. SNVek. Back.
. By Dr.Cea.je.
By C. Rkk* asc. Two Vesv. *

tesgeo asoeas ss each VeL Cro^jte. gata.

taatberette.(>. ww-l
Ame.ican Tachts and Tachting.

tionx Ootsgk.
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Shakspere, The Leopold. Cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See also

i . M|. and ft. 6d.)
Cassell's Pocket Guide to Europe. (Size sj by 3^ inches.)

Leather.
Choice Poems by H. W. Longfellow. Illustrated from

Paintings by his Son, Ernest W. Long-fellow.

Dog Stories and Dog Lore. By Col. Thomas W. Knox.

Technical Educator. Cassell's. Complete in Four Vols.
Each. (See also 55., 245., and 315. 6d.)

Cobden, Richard, The Political Writings of.

Co-operation in Land Tillage. By M. A.

Ostrich Farming in South Africa.
Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfret en appli-
cation. (See also 53., 75. 6d., 8s. 6d., and gs.)

EDUCATIONAL.
Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfree on appli-

cation. (See also 55., 6s., 8s. 6d., and 93.)

Practical Electricity. By Prof. W. E. Ayrton. Illustrated.

Electricity, The Age Of. From Amber Soul to Telephone. By
Park Benjamin, Ph.D.

German Dictionary, Cassell's NEW. In Two Parts.

German-English and English-German. Cloth. (See also gs.)

Shorter English Poems. By Prof. Henry Morley. Popular
Edition. (See also us. 6d. and I2S. 6d.)

Figure Painting in Water-Colours. With Sixteen Coloured
Plates. With Instructions by the Artists.

English Literature, A First Sketch of. By Prof. Henry
Morley. Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Algebra, Manual Of. By Galbraith and Haughton.

English Literature, Library of. By Professor Henry
Morley. With Illustrations taken from Original MSS. Popular
Edition. Vol. I. : SHORTER ENGLISH POEMS. Vol. 2. : ILLUS-
TRATIONS OF ENGLISH RELIGION. Vol. III.: ENGLISH PLAYS.
Vol. IV. : SHORTER WORKS ON ENGLISH PROSE. Vol. V. :

SKETCHES OF LONGER WORKS IN ENGLISH VERSE AND
PROSE. Each. (See also us. 6d. and 123. 6d.)

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work Of. By Edwin Hoddcr. In One Volume, cloth. With
8 Illustrations. (See also 365.)

Life of Henry Richard, M.P. By Charles Mi, ill.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, as Designer and Writer.
Notes by William Michael Rossotti.

Fresh-water Fishes of Europe, The. By Prof. H. G.
Seeley, F.R.S. With 214 Illustrations.

France as It Is. By AndriS Lebon and Paul Pelet. With Three
Maps. Crown 8vo, cloth.

Health at School. By Clement Dukes, M.D., B.S.

The Chess Problem : Text-Book with Illustrations. Containing
400 Positions selected from the Works of C. Planck and others.

Medical Handbook of Life Assurance. By I. E. Pollock,
M.D.,andJ. Chisholm.

Christmas in the Olden Time. By Sir Walter Scott With
Illustrations exquisitely reproduced.

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of. With Coloured Plates
and numerous Engravings. Containing about 9,000 Recipes. (See
also ios. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary, Cassell's. Illustrated. 1,280 pages.
Royal 8vo, cloth. (See also ios. 6d.)

Subjects Of Social Welfare. By the Rt. Hon. Sir Lyon Play-
fair, M.P., K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo.

Christopher Columbus, The Life and Voyages of.
By Washington Irving. Three Volumes. The set.

Sunlight and Shade. With Exquisite Engravings.

Changing Year, The. Being Poems and Pictures of Life and
Nature. With numerous Illustrations.

Ballads, Illustrated British. With Original Illustrations.
Two Vols. Each. (See also 155.)Nimrod in the North; or Hunting and Fishing Ad-
ventures in the Arctic Regions. By F. Schwatka.
Illustrated.

Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Yearly Volume. Illustrated.

Cities of the World. Illustrated throughout with fine Illustrations
and Portraits. Complete in Four Vols. Each.

Peoples of the World, The. By Dr. Robert Brown. Illus-
trated. Six Vols. Each.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert Brown, M. A., Ph.D.,
F.L.S. F.R.G.S. Complete in Six Vols., with 750 Illustrations.
Each. (See also 373. 6d. )

Sunday Scrap Book. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 53.)

History Scrap Book. Cloth gilt. (See also 53.)

Daisy Dimple's Scrap Book. Cloth gilt.

Our Own Country. Complete in Six Vols. With 200 Original
Illustrations in each Vol. Each.

English Literature, Dictionary of. By W. Davenport
Adams. Cloth. (See also ios. 6d.l

Shakspere, The Leopold. Roxburgh. (See also 35. 6d. and 6s.)

Sea, The : Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,and Heroism. By F. Whymper. Four Vols., with 400 Original
Illustrations. 75. 6d. each. (See also 255.)World of Wonders, The. Two Vols. Illustrated. Each.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-
tions. (See also ios. 6d.)

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval
Wright, M.A. Illustrated. (Roxburgh, ios. 6d.)

Insect Variety. By A. H. Swinton. Cheap Edition.

RELIGIOUS.
"Quiver" Volume, The. Containing upwards ol 250 Original

Contributions. With about 200 Engravings.
Life and Words of Christ, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.

Cheap Edition in i Vol.
Farrar's Life of Christ. Popular Edition. Cloth, gilt edges.

(See also 6s., ios. 6d., 155., 2is., 243., and 425.)
Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.

Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., ios. 6d., 155., 245., and 425.)
Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.

Clothjgut edges. (See also 6s., ios. 6d., 155., 213., 243., and 425.)Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. With nearly 600 Illustrations.
(See also ios. fid.)

"Sunday:" Its Origin, History, and Present Obli-
gation (Hampton Lectures, 1860). By the Ven. Archdeacon
Hessey, D.C.L. Fifth. Edition.

Child's Life of Christ b The. With aboufc 200 Original Illus-
trations. Cloth. (See also ios. 6d. and 2 IS.)

Child's Bible. Cheap Edition. Illustrated. Cloth. (See also ios. 6d.)

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, illustrated.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfret on appli-
cation, (sccalsoy,., 6s., 75. 6d., and 95.)

Adventure, The World of. Fully Illustrated.

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. Complete in
Two Vols. Illustrated. Each.

Our Earth and its Story. By Dr. Robert Brown, F L.S.
2 Vols. With Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings. Each.

German Dictionary, Cassell's NEW. Half-morocco. (See
alsojs. 6d.)

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Complete in Two Vols.
With Original Illustrations by the best artists. Each.

Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by Prof. P.
Martin Duncan, M.D., F.R.S. Complete in Six Vols. Illustrated
throughout. Extra crown 4to. Each.

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Vol. I., Early
and Greek History. Vol. II., The Roman Period. Vol. III., The
Middle Ages. VoL IV., Modern History. With Illustrations. Each.

England, Cassell's Illustrated History of. With about
2,000 Illustrations. Complete in Ten Vols. Ne-w and Revised Edition.
Vols. I., II., and III. Each.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. Wylie,
LL.D. Three Vols. With 600 Illustrations. Each.

United States, History of the (Cassell's). Complete in
Three Vols. About 600 Illustrations. Each.

"Family Magazine" Volume, Cassell's. With upwards
of 250 Original Contributions, and about 400 Illustrations.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vols. With
about 600 Engravings. Each. (See also 305.)

Battles, Recent British. Illustrated. (See alsa ios.

Franco-German War, Cassell's History of the. Com-
plete in Two Vols. Containing 500 Illustrations. Each.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about
500 Illustrations. Two Vols. Each. (See also 155.)

London, Old and New. Complete in Six Vols. Each containing
about 200 Illustrations. Each. (See also 3.)

Edinburgh, Cassell's Old and New. Complete in Three
Vols. With 600 Original Illustrations. Each.

London, Greater. Complete in Two Vols. By Edward Walford.
With about 400 Original Illustrations. Each.

Science for All. Revised hdition. Complete in Five Vols. Each
containing about 350 Illustrations and Diagrams. Each.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List postfree on appli-
cation. (See also 55., 6s., 7 s. 6d., and 8s. 6d.)

School Registers. (For description see is. 4d.)

Battles, Recent British. Library Edition. (See also gs.)

Russia, Truth about. By W. T. Stead. Demy 8vo, cloth.

Farrar's Life of Christ. Popular Edition. Persian morocco.
(See also 6s., 75. 6d., 155., 213., 245., and 425.)

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., 155., 2is., 243., and 425.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., 153., 245., and 425.)

Child's Life Of Christ, The. With about 200 Original Illus-
trations and Six Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 73. 6d.
and 215.)

Child's Bible. New Edition. With 200 Illustrations and Six
Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 75. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary, The. Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d.)

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of. Illustrated throughout.
Roxburgh. (See also 73. 6d.J

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. Cheap Edition. One Vol.

Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d.)

Architectural Drawing. By Phcne Spiers. Illustrated.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. A New and Original Work
of Reference to all the Words in the English Language. Complete
in Fourteen Divisional Vols. Each. (See also 2is. and 255.)

Bismarck : an Historical Biography. By Charles Lowe, M.A. Cheap
Edition.

English History, The Dictionary of. Cheap Edition.

English Literature, Dictionary of. Roxburgh.
World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 75. 6d.)

Arabian Nights Entertainments, The. With Illustrations

by Gustave Uore', and other well-known Artists. Ne-w Edition.

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval
Wright, M.A. Illustrated. Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d.)

Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By Lewis Wright. With
50 Coloured Plates. Popular Edition. With Illustrations on Wood.
(See also 315. 6d. and 2 23. )

Gun and its Development, The. With Notes on Shooting.
By W. W. Greener. With Illustrations.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. With 300 Illustra-
tions. Library binding, Two Vols. in One.

English Literature, Library of. By Prof. Henry Morley.
Vol. II. Illustrations of English Religion. Vol. III. English Plays.
Vol. IV.-Shorter Works in English Prose. Vol. V. Longer Works
in Prose and Verse. Each. (See also 75. 6d., 125. 6d., and 5 55.)

Modern Europe, A History of. By C. A. Fyffe, M.A.
Fellow of University College. Oxford. Three Vols. Each.

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare, Complete in iz Vols.
I n Box. (See alsa is. and 215. )

Under a Strange Mask. By Frank Barrett Two Vols., Illus-

trated.

7/6
confd.

8/6

10/-

10/6

11/6

12/-

Cassell $ Company, Limited, Ludgale Hill, London; Paris, New *ork and Melbourne.
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15/

16/-

18/

20/

21/

Cassell ft Company's Classified Price /

to Wilkle. lly J. Forbes-]

Familiar Trees. Complete la Two Series. With Forty Coloured

Garden Flowers, Familiar. Complete In Fire Series. Forty
Coloured Plates In each. Cloth gilt, in cardboard box. or morocco,
cloth sides. Each.

Wild Birds, Familiar. Complete m Four Series. By W.
.:li |.,ny I ull-page exquisite Coloured Illustrations.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. Complete m Five Series. By F. E.
Iliilmr. I'. I..*.. l-.s.A. With Forty I-ull-page Coloured PUtes
.>,!,. .,,,,1 i>,.. ,i, ,[,;,: i,,:. i ,.

Poems, Shorter English. By Professor Henry Morloy. With

Stock Exchange Tear-Book, The. By Thomas Skinner.

Ropreentatlvo Poems of Living Poet*.
Farrar's Ufa of Christ, The. /'ofuJar KJOitm. Treo-calf.

.lisa 6s., ft. (A., los. 6d., an.. 141., ana 431.)

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular F.dition.
Tree-calf. (See aisy 6L, 71. 6d., io. 6d., ais.. 24*., uiui 40.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.
Tree-calf. ($** alsot*..^. id.. ios. 6d.. 041.. .-

Magazine of Art, The. Vols. II. and III. Each. (Stt also
|6S. aitJllS.)

Our Homes, and How to Make Them Healthy. Win,
[& its,)

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. With 00 Illustration*. A
' i8s.)

Sketching: from Nature in Water Colours. By Aaron
Penley. With : ipliy.

Shakspere. The Royal. Complete in Three Vols. With Steel

Cassell's Pictorial Scrap Book. Containing i

Illustrations. (.V,i/juais.)
British Ballads. With Illustrations. Complete In Two Vols.

6d.)

India, Cassell's History of. By James Grant With about 400
niu d

Russo'Turklsh War, Cassell's History of the. 111ns

trated. Library Binding in One Vol. (See also as.)

Magazine of Art, The. V. > VoL With Etchings. Photo-
i;r ivurcs. &c.. and Several Hundred Engravings. Cloth gilt, gilt

i.V also 155. and ais.)

Corn and Cattle Producing Districts of Franco. The.
,nn Richardson. Tllustr.it. <!. Cloth.

Life and Words of Christ. By Cunningham Gcildc. D.D.
Stn.it,. (See also 308.)

Longfellow's Poetical Works. Illustrated throughout. (.Also

The Woman's World. Yearly Volume. Illustrated throughout
with high-class Wood Engravings.

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. Roxburgh. (For dtscriftvni

Picturesque Europe, /V//r FJiti.,,i. Complete in i

With Thirteen ex<im-.itr Steel Plates, and numerous ork'i;

Engravings. Each. (See also 31*. 6d., 31. 31 los., aiuiyt las.)

Family Prayer Book, The. Kdited by Rev. Canon Carbett.
M.A., and Rev. S. Martin. Morocco. (Stt alto 55.)

Our Homes, and How to Blake Them Healthy. Rox
burgh. (Set also 155.)

Cassell's Household Guide. With numerous Illustration* and
Coloured Plates. New and Ckeaf Kditiaii, complete in Four Vote,
cloth, i the set. (See also i us. 6d.)

Natural History Wall Sheets. Set of Ten Plates. Un-
mmmtcd.

Being a Dictionary of the Men and
ry. Edited by Lloyd C. Sanderv

Celebrities of the Century.

Cloth.

Thackeray, Character Sketches from. Six New and
luced in Phoi..

Shakespearean Scenes and Characters. By A. Brorotun
Wi'l:

Modern Printing Machinery and Letterpress
Printing. Hy r. I. I -

-

Memorials of the Cr-.ft of Surgery in England.
Illustrated. By Join, !

Dickens. Character Sketches from. I ir-t. Second, ami
Thii.l Scries. By 1-rcderi : !, containing Six Plate,

printed on India paper. In Pnrtl>ili>i.

Abbeys and Churches of England and Wales, The.

The' Mag'axino o Art. . V. VI.. VII.. VIM
and XI. W- (Seealioiy. ami \t*.\

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. Seven Double
V..K. h.ilf-i.. '(. and *jt.)

Cassell's Pictorial Scrap Book. Containing nearly r.a..

-.'.

lUu

Dairy FarminK. lly Prof. Sheldon. With Trenty-Sve Colo
4tO

Flower Garden, Paxton's. Complete In Three Vok. With
llnrp, i.itea. Cloth. Each.

Ferns. European i their Form. Habit, and Culture. By James
liritten, r. L.S. With Thirty Coloured Plate*.

Health. The Book of. (See aho *.)

The. A fiodero Manual of DomesticFamily Physician, ana. i\ mouem
\tw and Kevise.i KJitwn. (Set /*.)

Milton's Paradise Lost. Illustrated with Full-page 1>:

Dante's Purgatorio and Paradiso. With magnincent IDus.
trati..ns by Gust IVL' l)ore.

Dante's Inferno. With Full-page Illustrations by Gustavo Dort

RELIGIOUS WORK*.
Dictionary of Religion, The, By the Err.

ttJ^VSg^KW^ .
7*. 64. 101. 64. IJV. J4 . WM.)

Child'*

Bible
'Oetc la two Vota.

'
(AW mJu 14*. ' Sft.1

raouceMsr ssd Bristol Three

of Christ, The. " ith abost no Origtaal

|,4to, clothgut.j^odr* <*{ 7S. 6d. --i^at)
jtamtn by I* U.U.

Holy Land and the Bible. Th*. By the Her. CsssssjtMM
..*.

Early Days of Christianity, The. By tte Va. ArcMeMas
V ota.. dcniy l.o. U aJtf ., n. **

los. 6d.. ija., atid 3 JSL)

Life of Christ, Th, By the Va> Archdeac/* Farrmr. D.D.
F.R.S. Two Vols.. cloth. (St* *U 6s., yt, 6<L. loa. td.. i)k. t,

Fairrar'* Life and Work of St. Paul. ..'-.. ..r &MKMI.
Two \'oK.. cloth. I.Wv a/jo (*.. ;v Cd.. ML 6d. 15*.. >n . / 4*t I

Bible Educator, The. Edited by Uoaa Phunptre. CostoIrM -
Vols. (Set alto tis. ai*t oa,)

Technical Educator, Cassell's. CoapMe m Foot Volt,, dmh.
'

s.. 6s.,

.. , :

64ml1

oftheMrouvl

Encyclopndic Dictionary, The.
'. . i. j

Celebrities of the Century. Keiar a l)lrfio*arjr of
Women ,,f the Nmet. emh Lcntur, . I 1,t--i I, IJ j : L. S. -.,,.

Roxburgh. (See alia us.)
Dictionary of Religion, The. By the ROT.'

A Course of Lesson* in Landscape
lly A.: , Nine Reproduction* la Coinsr. ssd ssBHSMM
t SB) W '

..r .-.- '. . \\ - :.

Family Physician. The. AVv anJ Rrriiad JUUMm. 1UW
morocco. (See also ais.)

Sea. The t Its Stirring Story of
and Heroism. Uy I . Whymper.

'

"- -

'

m i wo voss, LMrun-64)
Health, The Book of. Roxburgh. (S/ratoirO
Natural History Wall Sheets. Tea Subjects. SU. 6 by

30 inches. Mountoo, (See alt* s*. 64)

Protestantism, The History of. By the Re. J. A. Wrfto.
l.L.ii. i

. ; ^ : .ginal IBustntios*. Three \.4.
(See also at.)

British Battles on Land and Ssw Three Vol

21A
r:/.T.

24

25-

United State*. History of the. By the Ute rial in I Otter.

f-0-..u.i-g
~. i> ii ii .~< u.p. (wA9.)

Edinburgh, Old and New. Complete Three Vok. (i-.'.

Life and Words of Christ. By CassiarhSB Goikisi D.U
<t*ho*Eaiti. s//ji.i

Edinburgh, Old and New. < mpleto Is Three Vols, ftbrary

Protestantism, The History of. :

British Battle* on Land and Sea.
OitfltrmJ

United States, Kiitory of the. By the Ute
:. Three Y ok, (Sttmttfyt.)

Admlrabl*. By Frank Bstfstt.

St. Cnthbert's Tower. By Florence Warden. Three Vote..
extra crown BV<>, cloth gilt.

Lady Biddy Fane, Tbo
' tt\

Music, Illustrated History f. By 1

Heavens, The Story of the.

s*pmnto Mate*, printed by Chrumu-hthocrtphy. ami Nhx
-ing*. Osy t*o. 544 pagoa.

Picturesque Europe. Pyailsr FJ*t~. Two Vote. h> OM.
..;. .

-
:

Poultry, The Book of. By Lewis WrlgM. WUh Fifty Co
r </<* SOS. 64 W JV|

Pigeoni. The Book of.

Technical Educator, Caasell's. CussjteH st 1

Household Guide, Tft*. la Two Vote., half i asf Sttmi**aJ
Bible, Caasell'a Illustrated. Loather. wfch coraon.

Horse. The Book of the. '.

eight Fac-staOe Cotoored PUtes. Daay M- \*tt 4a6 4ja.|

ties and Moths, Europe**. By W. F. KJrbjr. Wkh

Dog, Illustrated Book of th<
With lrty-ok*i
t.lt.

1

.. ;

a*. By Vero Sfcaw, B.A. O
Qtooiod PUlos. Oer o.

1en,u.trat.d.ookof.

rom Wood Esnmvtsn. v&

27/-

30/-
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35/

Casseti <k Company, Limittd, Ludgatt hill, London; Paris, New York and Mflbumt.



36/

37/6

42/-

45/

50/-

60/

Cassell fy Company's Classified Price List.

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work Of. By Edwin Hodder. With Portraits. Three Vols.

(See also TS. 6d.)

Youth's History of the United States, The. Fr

Discovery of America by the Northn _
Edward S. Ellis. With Several Hundred Illustr

the
it Time. By
Four Vols.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert B
. . ,,_,_ Li

M.A.,
'brary Binding. (Forl'h.D., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Three Vols.

description, see 75. 6d.)

Our Own Country. Three Vols. Library Binding. (For de-

scription, see is. 6d.)

Cathedral Churches of England and 'Wales. Edition
de Luxe. Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial Roxburgh.

Rivers of Great Britain, The : Descriptive, Historical, Pic-

torial. RIVERS of THE EAST COAST. With numerous highly-
finished Engravings. Royal 4*0, with Etching as Frontispiece.

Royal River, The : The Thames from Source to Sea.
With Descriptive Text by Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., &c.. and a Series of

beautiful Engravings from Original Designs. With Etching for

ntispu
Dore Gallery, The. Popular Edition. With 250 Illustrations by

Gustave Dore. Cloth gilt, bevelled boards.

Egypt : Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
Papular Edition. By Prof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Bell,

with Notes by Samuel Birch, LL.D., D.C.L., F.S.A. 2 Vols. With
about 800 Original Engravings. (See also 455.)

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with Fprty-
eight Exquisite Steel Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings.
Each.

The Life Of Christ. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. Two
Vols. morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., ros. 6d., 155., 213., and 245.)

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar. Library Edition, morocco. Illustrated Edition, morocco.
(See also 6s., 73. 6d.. IDS. 6d., 155., and zis.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Library Edition.
Two Vols. Morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., zos. 6d., 155., and 245.)

Poultry, The Book of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Coloured
Portraits, half-morocco. (See also IDS. 6d. and 315. 6d. )

Pigeons, The Book Of. By R. Fulton. With Twenty Coloured
Plates, half-morocco. (See also IDS. 6d. and 315, 6d.)

Popular Educator. The. In Three Double Vols., half-calf.

(See also Ss.)

gypt :

'

Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.

Cloth g!

box, 4 175. 6d. (See also 423.)

Horse, The Book Of the. By Samuel Sidney. With Twenty-
eight Fac-simile Coloured Plates. Enlarged Edition. Half-morocco.
(Cloth, 35s.)

Canaries and Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.
Half-morocco. (For description see 353.)

Dog. Illustrated Book Of the. By Vero Shaw, B.A. With
Twenty-eight Coloured Plates. (See also 353.)

Bible, CasselTs Illustrated Family.
Leather, gilt edges. (See also 703. and 753.)

Toned Paper Edition.

London, Old and New. Co,

1,200 Illustrations. Library Editio
tplete in Six Vols. With about
r. (See also 95.)

Longfellow's Poetical Works. Fine Art Edition. Magnifi-

cently Illustrated throughout with Original Engravings. Handsomely
bound in cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See also 163.)

Shakespeare, Royal Quarto. Edited by Charles and Mary
Cowden Clarke, and containing about 600 Illustrations by H. C.

Selous. Three Vols., cloth gilt. (See also 6 6s. )

Picturesque Canada. A Delineation by Pen and Pencil of all

the Features of Interest in the Dominion of Canada, from its

Discovery to the Present Day. With about 600 Original Illustrations.

Complete in Two Volumes. Each.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. Morocco antique.
(Also sos. in leather, and 753. best morocco.)

The International Shakespeare. Edition de luxe. (See

" King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Eduard Griitzner.
" As You Like It." Illustrated by Mons. E'mile Bayard.

Volumes in preparation :

" Othello." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R. A.
"
King Henry VIII." Illustrated by Sir James Linton, P.R.I.

" Twelfth Night." Illustrated by G. H. Boughton, A.R.A.

Etching : Its Technical Processes, with Remarks on
Collections and Collecting. By S. K. Kochlcr. With
Thirty Full-page Plates by Old and Modern Etchers, and numerous
reproductions in the Text.

New Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Three Vols. in half-morocco. ^SeealsozK.)

England, Cassell's History of. With 2,000 Illustrations.

Library Edition. Ten Vols. (See also 95.)

English Literature, Library of. The Set of Five Vols.,
half-morocco. (See also 75. 6d., us. 6d., and 123. 6d.)

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R. A.

Forming; a Volume of "The International Shakespeare." This Vol.
was originally published at 3 IDS., but on account of the growing
scarcity of copies was raised in price to 5 55. (See also 703.)

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto. Morocco. (For descrip-
tion, see 3 33. )-

Old Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Five Vols. in half-morocco. (See also 2 is. )

British Fossil Reptiles, A History of. By Sir Richard
Owen, K.C.B., F.R.S., &c. With 268 Plates. Complete in Four
Volumes.

Holy Bible, The. Illustrated by Gustave Dor<5. Two Vols., best
polished morocco. (Also in cloth, 8.)

Picturesque Europe. Large Pafer Edition. Complete in Five
Volumes. Each containing Thirteen exquisite Steel Plates, from
Original Drawings, and nearly 200 Original Illustrations, with
descriptive Letterpress. Royal 4to, cloth gilt, 21; half-morocco,
y IDS. ; morocco gilt, 52 los. (See also i8s. and 315. 6d.)

MONTHLY SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.
Adventure, The World of. 7d.

Art, Magazine of. Is.
Biblewomen and Nurses. 2d.

Bunyan, Cassell's Illustrated. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths, European.
ML

Cabinet Portrait Gallery, The. Is.

Cassell's Magazine, 7cl.

Cathedrals and Abbeys. 7d.

Celebrities of the Century. 6d.*

Conquests of the Cross. 7d.

Dog, Book of the. Is.

Dore* Bible. 3d. (And Weekly, id.)

Electricity in the Service of Man.
6d.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary. Monthly
Part, IS. Monthly Vol., cloth,
10s. 6d. ; Bi-monthly Double
Vol. , half-morocco, 21s. ; half-

russia, 25s.

England, History of. 7d.

English Literature, Library of. 6d.

Family Physician, The. 6d.*
Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.

7d.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. 7d.

Holy Land, The, and 'The Bible. By
the Rev. CUNNINGHAM GEIKIE,
D.D. 7d.

Household, Book of the. 7d.

India, History of, Cassell's. 7d.

Little Folks. 6cl.

London, Old and New. 7d.

Music, History of. 7d.

National Library, Cassell's
Weekly.* 3d. and 6d.

Old Testament Commentary, The. *

Edited by BISHOP ELLICOTT. 7d.

Our Earth and Its Story. 7d.

Our Own Country. 7d.

Paradise Lost. Illustrated by DORE\
7d.

Peoples of the World. 7d.

Pictorial Scrap Book, Cassell's. 6d.

Picturesque America. 2s. 6d.

Picturesque Australasia. 7d.

Pigeons, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW.
6d.

Poultry, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Protestantism, History of. 7d.

Quiver, The. 6d.
Russo-Turkish War. 7d.

SaturdayJournal, Cassell's.
6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Sea, The. 7d. [7d.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Illustrated.

Story of the Heavens. 7d.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. 6d.
Universal History, Cassell's. 7d.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. 6d.

Woman's World. Is.
Work. 6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

All are Illustrated except those indicated by an asterisk.

Letts's Diaries and other Time-Saving Publications are now published by CASSELL
& COMPANY, and particulars will be forwarded post free on application to the Publishers,

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London; Paris, New York and Melbourne.

63/-

70/-

84/-

94/6

5

5/5

6/6

7/17/6

12/12

15

21

Cassell's Railway Time Tables and
Through-Route GJauce Guide. *

Price 4d.
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